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PREFACE. 

To  the  Members  of  the  Missouri  State  Board  of  Agriculture : 

Gentlemen  :  Herewith  I  submit,  for  publication,  ray  ̂ ifth  Annual 

Report  on  the  Noxious,  Beneficial  and. other  Insects  of  the  State  of 
Missouri. 

The  year  has  been  one  of  abundance,  and  no  one  insect  has 

attracted  unusual  attention  or  caused  very  serious  alarm.  Some, 

which  were  unknown  and  unobserv^ed  before,  have  figured  rather 
prominently,  but  the  great  enemies  of  our  staple  products  have  been 

comparatively  harmless,  as  the  sequel  will  show. 

I  have  given  more  time  than  in  previous  years  to  lecturing,  having 

responded  to  the  calls  of  many  of  our  own  Agricultural  and  Horticul- 

tural societies,  of  the  Kirksville  Normal  School,  and^ — outside  the 

State — of  Cornell  University,  N.  Y.,  and  of  the  Kansas  State  Agricul- 
tural College  at  Manhattan. 

It  has  been  a  source  of  true  gratification  to  find  my  work  more 

and  more  appreciated,  as  evidenced  in  the  increasing  demand  for  these 

Reports,  and  the  more  enlightened  warfare  against  noxious  insects, 

which  is  so  noticeable  in  many  sections ;  and  I  can  not,  here,  help 

expressing  the  wish  that  our  Legislature  may  be  induced  to  provide 

for  the  printing  of  an  extra  thousand  separate  and  paper-bound  copies 
of  this  part  of  your  Report,  to  meet  the  increasing  demand.  Your 

Secretary  is  often  petitioned  for  the  Entomological  Report,  which  he 

must  needs  send  with  the  whole  bound  Report  of  the  Board,  and  thus- 

incur  unnecessary  expense;  or  else  not  send  at  all. 

All  the  figures  are  made  by  myself  from  the  natural  objects,  and 

mostly  engraved  by  Emil  Lampe,  and  Wm.  Mackwitz,  of  St.  Louis. 

As  in  former  reports,  the  older  and  more  familiar  generic  names 

are  generally  employed,  and  the  names  in  brackets  indicate  the 

genera  to  which  the  insects  are  referred  in  more  modern  systems^ 
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The  name  of  the  author  of  the  species,  and  not  of  the  genus,  is  given 

as  authority;  and  in  order  to  indicate  whether  or  not  the  insect  was 

originally  described  under  the  generic  name  which  it  bears,  I  have 

adopted,  for  the  first  time,  the  following  plan:  When  the  specific 

name  is  coupled  with  the  generic  name  under  which  it  was  first  pub- 

lished, the  describer's  name  is  attached  without  a  comma — thus  indi- 
cating the  authorship  of  the  dual  name  :  e.  g.  Phycita  nehulo  Walsh. 

But  when  a  different  generic  name  is  emploj'ed  than  that  under  which 
the  insect  was  first  described,  the  authorship  is  inclosed  in  parenthesis, 

thus — Acrohasis  nehulo  (Walsh);  except  where  the  whole  name  is 

already  in  parenthesis,  when  a  comma  will  be  used  for  the  same  pur- 
pose :  e.  g.  {Acrohasis  nehulo^  Walsh). 

My  office  is  still  at  Room  29,  Insurance  Building,  south-east  corner 
of  Fifth  and  Olive  streets,  St.  Louis ;  where  all  communications  should 
be  sent. 

My  thanks  are  due  to  many  friends,  but  more  especially  to  Mr. 

Otto  Lugger  and  Miss  Mary  E.  Murtfeldt,  who  have  aided  me  in  ex- 

periments, and  assisted  in  other  ways  during  my  absence  from  home. 

I  also  thankfully  acknowledge  the  receipt  of  free  passes  over  the 

following  railroads:  St.  Louis  and  Iron  Mountain^  Missouri  Pacific, 

Atlantic  and  Pacific,  Hannibal  and  St.  Joseph,  North  Missouri,  Chicago 

and  St.  Louis,  and  Illinois  Central. 

Respectfully  yours, 

CHARLES  V.  RILEY, 

State  Entomologist. 

St.  Louis,  Mo.,  Decemher  2, 1872. 



ENTOMOLOGY. 

ITS  RELATIONS  TO  AGKICULTURE  AND  ITS  ADVANCEMENT. 

With  brief  Instructions  for  Collecting,  Presermng  and  Studying  Insects. 

[The  following  is  an  amplification  of  an  article  published  by  me  in  Campbell's 
New  Atlas  of  Missouri,  I  incorporate  it  with  this  my  Fifth  Report  at  the  suggestion 

of  members  of  the  Board  and  others,  who  think  that  something  of  the  kind  will  form 

a  desirable  prelude  to  the  Keport  proper.  Judging  from  the  letters  of  inquiry  which 

reach  me  day  by  day,  especially  with  reference  to  the  collecting,  preserving  and  study- 
ing of  insects,  interest  in  the  subject  of  Entomology  is  fast  increasing  in  Missouri  and 

the  other  Western  States,  and  the  demand  for  elementary  knowledge  increases  pari 

passu  with  the  interest  manifested.  Already  in  our  sister  State  of  Illinois,  teachers  in 

the  public  schools  are  required  to  be  qualified  to  instruct  in  the  natural  sciences,  and 

natural  knowledge  is  receiving  more  nearly  its  due  in  the  schools  of  our  own  and  of 

other  States,  and  in  the  agricultural  colleges.  It  is  my  desire  that  Entomology  receive 

its  share  of  attention,  and,  so  soon  as  leisure  permits,  I  hope  to  prepare  a  manual  for 

the  special  use  of  these  schools,  and  of  which  the  following  prodrome  is  a  mere 
outline.] 

DEFIOTTION  OF  ENTOMOLOGY. 

It  would  seem  almost  superfluous  to  define  the  meaning  of  this 

word;  but  from  the  many  letters  that  come  to  me  addressed  "State 
Etymologist,"  it  is  evident  that  there  are  those  who  yet  imagine  that 
my  ofiice  is  somehow  or  other  connected  with  philological  science. 

For  the  benefit  of  such,  then,  Entomology  is  derived  from  the  Greek, 

(evTo/y-ov,  insect;  loyoq.^  discourse,)  and  constitutes  that  branch  of  Natu- 
ral Science  which  treats  of  Insects. 

WHAT,  THEN,  IS  AN  INSECT  ? 

The  term  "  Insect "  is  derived  from  the  Latin  insectum.,  which  sig- 

nifies "  cut  into,"  and  expresses  one  of  the  chief  characteristics  of  this 
class  of  animals ;  but  we  can  only  obtain  an  intelligent  idea  of  what 
constitutes  an  insect  by  comparison  with  other  animals. 
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THE  A2\^IMAL  KINGDOM. 

Animals  are  variously  classified  by  zoologists,  but  the  best  known
 

and  most  comprehensive  system  of  classification  is  that  c
alled  the 

Cuvierian,  which  separates  them  into  four  great  Branches  o
r  Subking- 

doms  These  are  again  divided  into  Classes,  Orders,  Families,  Gen
era, 

Species  and  Varieties,  each  division  being  frequently  subdivid
ed  into 

minor  groups.    The  four  Subkingdoms  are : 

1_Yerxebrata  or  Backbone  Animals,  comprising  the  four  respect
- 

ive classes  of  3iammalia  (mammals),  Aves  (birds),  Repiilia  (rep- 

tiles), and  Pisces  (fishes).  Normally  these  all  have  four  limbs,  a
nd 

an  internal  skeleton  to  which  the  muscles  are  attached. 

2— Articulata  or  Jointed  or  Segmented  Animals,  comprising  the 

five  classes  of  Insccta  (insects),  Amchnida  (spiders,  mites,  etc.), 

■Crustacea  (crabs,  lobsters,  etc.),  Myriapoda  (thousand-legged  worm
s), 

and  Annelida''  (true  worms,  as  leech,  earthworm,  etc.). 

These  animals  are  readily  distinguished  by  their  jointed  or  seg- 

mented nature.    It  is  plainly  seen  in  a  caterpillar  as  it  crawls  along ; 

each  joint  moves  one  after  the  other,  with.its  own  peculiar  motion
; 

each  has  its  separate  set  of  organs,  so  that  a  caterpillar  may  be  said  to
 

have  a  head  and  12  distinct  bodies  attached,  for  which  reason  it  h
as 

4,000  muscles  to  move  its  body,  while  man  has  only  529.    The  jointe
d 

character  is  seen  even  in  the  Earthworm  and  in  the  Leech,  but  not  in 

the  slug,  which  is  a  Molluscous— not  an  Articulate  animal.     Ar
ticu- 

lates ar°e  further  characterized  by  having  no  internal  skeleton  ;  they 
wear  their  skeleton  on  the  outside,  and  every  one  must  have  notice

d 

the  close  resemblance  which  the  exterior  of  the  limbs  of  a  grasshop-
 

per or  of  a  lobster  bears  to  the  bones  of  our  own  limbs  or  to  those  of 

other  Vertebrates.      Sidney  Smith  wished  that,  in  hot  weather,  h
e 

could  put  oif  his  flesh  and  sit  in  his  bones.    He  ought  to  have  be
en 

an  Articulate  !    It  is  true  that  some  Articulates,  and  almost  all  ins
ects 

in  their  young  and  larval  days,  have  this  outer  skeleton  quite  s
oft  and 

delicate;  but  the  same  may  be  said  of  the  internal  skeleton 
 of  Ver- 

tebrates.   We  may  crush  and  crunch  with  ease  the  bones  of  a  newly 

hatched  chick;  but  he  who  would  undertake  to  do  likewise  by
  those 

of  an  old  rooster,  would,  I  fancy,  have  a  rather  tough  job  of  it ! 

3— MOLLUSCA  or  Soft-bodied  Animals.  These  are  without  distinc
t 

joints,  and  have  neither  internal  nor  external  skeleton,  th
e  surface 

being  soft,  flexible  and  retractile,  and  often  covered  with  
calcareous 

deposits  which  assume  a  variety  of  different  forms.   

»Rolleston  {Forms  of  Animal  Lifc-A  ̂ vork  propounding  a  more  modern  system  of  classification, 

which  though  less  simple  than  the  Cuvierian,  every  zoologist  sh
ould  study) ,  makes  of  the  Articulate 

two  subkingdoms:  1st,  Abtiikopoda  (^'V"^'  Joi'^'i  -""'^^'-  f'
^"')'  '''^^''^'''-  the  tracheate  InsccU, 

Myriapoda  and  Arachnida  and  the  branchiate  Crmtacca;  2nd, 
 Vermes,  including  five  Cla.sses-thu3 

separating  the  articulates  without  legs  from  those  which  have  legs. 
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4 — Radiata  or  Star  Animals.  These  have  the  body  arranged  on 

the  plan  of  an  asterisk  (*),  radiating  from  a  common  center.  They 
are  often  called  Zoophytes,  and  comprise  the  very  lowest  animals — 
some  of  which,  as  the  sponges,  corals,  etc.,  were  for  a  long  time  con- 

sidered plants,  and  do,  indeed,  connect  the  j^imal  and  the  Vegetal 
Kingdoms. 

With  the  exception  of  a  few  Molluscous  snails  and  slugs,  the  ani- 
mals of  the  last  two  Branches  live  almost  entirely  in  water,  and  we 

see  that  an  Insect  belongs  to  the  second  great  Branch,  and  that  it 
shares  the  jointed  or  articulate  structure  in  common  with  the  other 
animals  of  tliat  Branch.  Wherein,  then,  does  it  differ  from  them  ? 

Briefly,  in  having  only  13  joints  to  the  body,*  including  the  head  as  a 
joint,  and  in  the  adult  stage  6  true,  jointed  legs,  and  usually  (not 
always)  wings.  The  five  classes  of  Articulates  differ  from  each  other 
in  the  number  of  legs  they  possess  in  the  adult  form,  as  follows: 

Insecta,6legs;  Arachnida^^',  Cntstaeea^  10-14:  \  Myriapoda^  more 
than  14 ;  Annelida^  none. 

I  say  TRUE  legs  and  in  the  adult  form,  because  there  are  some 
mites  (Class  AraGlinida)vfhiGh^  when  young,  have  six  legs  only,  while 
many  insects  have  additional  legs  in  their  preparatory  or  adolescent 
stages,  which  are  not  jointed,  but  membranous,  and  are  lost  in  the 
perfect  stage:  these  are  called  false,  sham,  or  prolegs. 

Insects  are  further  characterized  by  having  the  body  divided  into 
three  distinct  parts :  the  head^  which  bears  the  sense  organs  ;  the 
thorax,  which  bears  the  organs  of  locomotion ;  and  the  abdomen^ 
which  bears  the  reproductive  organs.  They  also  undergo  a  series  of 
molts,  and  exist  in  four  distinct  stages :  1st,  the  egg  stage ;  2nd,  the 

larva  (meaning  masked — the  future  and  ultimate  form  being  usually 
masked  or  hidden,  so  far  as  external  appearance  goes)  or  active  stage  ; 

3rd,  the  pupa  (sometimes  called  chrysalis  or  nymph)  or  usually  quies- 
cent stage  ;  4th,  the  imago  or  perfect  stage,  in  which  alone  the  wings 

appear.  To  be  brief,  then,  I  would  give  the  following  definition  of  an 
Insect:  A  13  jointed,  6legged  animal,  with  an  external  sheleton  ; 
undergoing  transformations  or  metamorphoses^  and  hreaihing  through 

spiracles  {breathing  holes)  which  lead  to  trachece  {air  tubes'):  the  body 
in  the  adult  divided  into  three  distinct  parts  (head,  thorax  and  ab- 

domen); with  or  without  wings.\ 

•An  addi|k)nal  subjoint  is  often  apparent,  and  sometimes  very  fully  developed,  as,  for  instance, 
in  the  larva  of  Passalus  cornuttis  (4th  Rep.,  Fig.  63,  a) . 

tl  fancy  the  exclamation  from  some  curious  reader — "Well,  why,  if  the  possession  of  i;5  joints 
and  6  articulate  legs  be  so  true  a  test  of  an  insect,  do  some  authors  include  the  spiders  and  thousand- 

legged  worms  in  the  same  Class  and  call  them  insects  '?  Does  not  Packard  in  his  'Guide  to  the  Study  of 
Insects'  give  us  in  his  first  figure  a  21 -jointed  larva  as  typical  of  the  Class,  and  does  he  not  give  us  three 
Orders  in  the  Class,  elevating  the  Arachnida  and  Mijriapoda  to  the  same  rank  as  Insecta ;  and  has  not  this 

arrangement  the  sanction  of  such  eminent  man  as  Agassiz  and  Dana?"  It  is  true,  there  is  some  dis- 
pute as  to  how  many  typical  joints  the  head  of  insects  is  composed  of,  Packard  himself  arriving  at 

different  conclusions  in  the  first  and  third  editions  of  his  woi'k  ;  while  the  figure  referred  to  might  con- 
vey the  impression  above  expressed.  But  all  the  discussion  on  the  first  Jhead  is  more  or  less  hypothe- 

tical, and  the  larva  represented  by  the  figure  referred  to  is  only  apparently  21-jointed,  being  that'of 
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CLASSIFICATION. 

This  subject  may  be  disposed  of  in  few  words,  though  we  can  not 

speak  intelligently  of  insects,  without  some  idea — however  general — 
of  their  relations.  In  treating  a  subject  about  which  so  much  has 
been  written,  the  study  should  be  what  7iot  to  say,  rather  than  what 
to  say.  All  insects,  as  just  defined,  are  referable  to  one  or  the  other 
of  seven  well-defiined  Orders,  founded  on  the  structure  of  the  mouth 

in  the  imago,  the  number  and  nature  of  the  wings  and  the  transforma- 
tions. Some  of  these  Orders  are,  however,  connected  by  aberrant  and 

osculant  families,  or  groups,  which  have,  by  certain  authors,  been 
ranked  as  independent  Orders ;  but  which  it  will  be  more  convenient 

— if  not  more  natural — to  consider  Suborders.  In  my  lectures  I  have 
found  it  very  convenient  to  make  use  of  the  following  pyramid,  (Fig. 

1),  which  gives  at  a  glance  the  distinguishing  characters  and  the  rela- 
tive rank  of  these  seven  Orders  and  of  the  osculant  groups  : 

[Fig.  1.] 
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%\ApJianiptera ,  Kirby. 

O 

Pyramid  showing  the  nature  of  the  mouth,  and  relative  rank  of  the 
Orders,  and  the  affinities  of  the  Sub-orders  of  Insects. 

Seenopinus,  and,  as  explained  by  Packard  himself,  (Guide,  p.401),remai-kable  for  the  double-segmented 
appearance  of  all  the  abdominal  joints,  except  the  last  one,  so  that  the  body  appears  to  have  21  instead 
of  13  joints.  As  to  the  different  classifications,  authors  have  differed  in  the  past  and  will  differ  in  the 
future,  as  to  what  constitutes  a  natural  system;  and  to  attempt  to  harmonize  or  even  consider  the 
various  plans  would  be  to  discuss  words  and  not  things.  Ilememliering  that  classifications  are  but 

means  to  an  end— appliances  to  facilitate  our  thought  .ind  study  ;  and  that,  to  use  Spencer's  words, 
"we  can  not  by  any  logical  dichotomies,  accurately  express  relations  AVhich  in  nature  graduate  into 
each  otlier  insensibly, "  the  difference  of  opinion  becomes  intelligible;  and  for  my  part  I  adopt  that 
system  which  appears  most  natural,  and  which  best  promotes  the  oltject  in  view.  It  is  essentially  that 

of  Westwood,  given  inliis  "Introduction,"  which  has  justly  been  called  the  entomologist's  bible.  Those 
who  include  the  Arachnida  and  Myriapoda  iu  the  same  Class  with  Insects,  must  particularize  the  latter 
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1 — Hymenoptera  (y/Jtryw,  a  membrane  ;  irrspa^ 
wings),  Clear  or  Membrane-winged  Flies. 
Bees,  Wasps,  Ants,  Saw-flies,  etc.  Charac- 

terized by  having  four  membranous  wings 
with  comparatively  \eyf  veins  (Fig.  2),  the 
hind  pair  smallest.  The  transformations  are 

complete:  i.  e.,  the  larva  bears  no  resem- 
blance to  the  perfect  insect. 

bembex  fasciata.  Some   of    the   insects   of   this    Order   are 

highly  specialized,  and  their  month  parts  are  fitted  both  for  biting 
and  sucking,  and  in  this  respect  they  connect  the  mandibulate  and 

haustellate  insects.  The  common  Honey-bee  has  this  complex  struc- 
ture of  the  mouth,  and  if  the  editors  of  our  agricultural  papers  would 

bear  the  fact  in  mind,  we  should  have  less  of  the  never-ending  discus- 
sion as  to  whether  bees  are  capable  of  injuring  fruit  at  first  hand. 

The  lower  lip  {lahium^  is  modified  into  a  long  tongue,  sheathed  by  the 
lower  jaws  (maxilIcB),  and  they  can  sip,  or,  more  properly  speaking, 

lap  up  nectar;  while  the  upper  jaws  {mandibulce),  though  not  gener- 
ally used  for  purposes  of  manducation,  are  fitted  for  biting  and  cut- 

ting. The  Hymenoptera  are  terrestrial,  there  existing  only  a  very 
few  degraded,  swimming  forms. 

This  Order  is  very  naturally  divided  into  two  sections  —  the  Acu- 
leata  and  Terehrantia.  The  aculeate  Hymenoptera,  or  Stingers,  com- 

prise all  the  families  in  which  the  abdomen  in  the  female  is  armed 

with  a  sting  connected  with  a  poison  reservoir,  and  may  be  consid- 
ered the  typical  form  of  the  Order,  including  all  the  social  and  fossorial 

species.  The  insects  of  this  section  must  be  considered  essentially 
beneficial  to  man,  notwithstanding  the  occasional  sting  of  a  bee  or 

wasp,  the  boring  of  a  carpenter-bee,  or  the  importunities  of  the  omni- 
present ant.  Not  only  do  they  furnish  us  with  honey  and  wax,  but 

they  play  so  important  a  part  in  the  destruction  of  insects  injurious 

to  vegetation  that  they  may  be  looked  upon  as  God-appointed  guards 
over  the  vegetal  kingdom  —  carrying  the  pollen  from  plant  to  plant, 
and  insuring  the  fertilization  of  dioecious  species,  and  the  cross-ferti- 

lization of  others;  and  being  ever  ready  to  clear  them  of  herbivorous 

a3  hexapods  or  hexipod  insects,  and  relegate  the  lon5-ae«eptcd  natural  Orders  to  the  rank  of  Sub- 
orders. This  departure  from  stricter  definitions  is  defended  principally  on  embryological  data,  which 

though  of  great  value  as  pointing  to  the  derivation  of  insects— their  homologies  and  relations  to  the 
past — do  not  always  subserve  the  best  interests  of  classification.  It  would  be  absurd,  for  instance,  to 
class  man  witfi  the  reptiles  or  fishes,  because,  embryologically,  up  to  a  certain  stage  he  can  not  be  dis- 

tinguished from  members  of  those  Classes ;  and  we  should,  for  the  most  part,  confine  ourselves  to  mature 
forms  and  external  characters  in  classification.  Finally,  insects  proper,  (as  defined  in  the  italics,) 
spiders  and  milliiieds  have  so  many  characters  that  are  not  common  to  all,  that  it  is  very  inconvenient 
to  consider  them  as  belonging  to  one  Class.  This  inconvenience — not  to  say  incorrectness — is  apparent 
in  the  writings  of  many  of  those  who  adopt  the  plan  ;  f.ir  their  general  descrii)tions  of  the  organs  and 
partsof  an  Insect,  and  especially  of  the  three  great  divisions  into  head,  thorax  and  abdomen,  apply 

solely  to  hexapod  articulates,  and  can  not  ajiply  to  the  Arachnida,  which  have  but  two,  or  to  the  Myria- 

poda,  which  have  no  gre.at  divisions  of  the  bodj".  It  is  no  wonder,  therefore,  that  in  separating  the  .4r«cft- 
nifZrt  from //isec?a,  Lamarck  has  been  so  generally  followed.  Perhaps,  as  has  been  suggested  by  Dr. 
Packard  in  the  third  edition  of  the  excellent  work  referred  to,  these  three  divisions  might  best  be  con- 
eidered  Subclasises. 
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worms  which  gnaw  and  destroy.  The  whole  section  is  well  charac- 
terized by  the  uniformly  maggot-like,  legless  nature  of  the  larva. 

The  transformations  are  complete,  but  the  chitinous  larval  covering 
is  often  so  very  thin  and  delicate  that  the  budding  of  the  members, 
or  gradual  growth  of  the  pupa  underneath,  is  quite  plainly  visible, 
and  the  skin  often  peels  olf  in  delicate  flakes,  so  that  the  transition  from 
larva  to  pupa  is  riot  so  marked  and  sudden  as  in  those  insects  which 
have  thicker  skins. 

The  terebrantiue  Hymenoptera,  or  Piercers,  are  again  divisible 
into  two  subsections  :  1st,  the  Entomophaga,  which  are  likewise,  with 

the  exception  of  a  few  gall-markers,  beneficial  to  man;  2d,  the  Phy- 
TOPHAGA,  comprising  the  Horn-tails  ( UroG6ridcB\  and  the  Saw-flies 
{TentliredlnidcB)^  all  of  which  are  vegetable  feeders  in  the  larva  state, 
those  of  the  first  family  boring  into  the  trees,  and  those  of  the  second 
either  feeding  externally  on  leaves,  or  inclosed  in  galls.  They  are  at 
once  distinguished  from  the  other  Hymenoptera  by  the  larvas  having 

true  legs,  which,  however,  in  the  case  of  the  Horn-tails,  are  very  small 
and  exarticulate.  The  larvae  of  many  Saw-flies  have,  besides,  prolegs, 
which  are,  however,  always  distinguishable  from  those  of  Lepidopte- 
rous  larvas  by  being  more  numerous  and  by  having  no  hooks. 

2— OoLEOPTERA  (A'o/eoc,  a  sheath ;  T.rtpa^  wings), 
Beetles  or  Shield-winged  Insects.  Characterized 
by  having  four  wings,  the  front  pair  (called  ely- 

tra) horny  or  leathery,  and  usually  united  down 
the  back  with  a  straight  suture  when  at  rest,  the 
hind  ones  membranous  and  folded  up  under  the 
elytra  when  at  rest  (Fig.  3).  Transformations 

complete. 
This  is  an  Order  of  great  importance,  and  in 

the  vast  number  and  diversity  of  the  species 
coTALPA  LAifiGERA.  comprlsed  in  it  outranks  any  of  the  others.  The 

ease  with  which  the  insects  of  this  Order  are  obtained  and  preserved 
makes  it  one  of  the  most  attractive  to  the  amateur,  and  beetles  are, 

perhaps,  of  all  insects,  the  best  known  and  understood  in  the  popular 
mind.  For  the  same  reason  they  have,  in  the  perfect  state,  received 
most  attention  from  entomologists ;  but  their  transformations  and 
preparatory  forms  yet  offer  a  wide  and  inviting  field  for  the  student. 

The  simplest  and  best-known  classification  of  the  beetles  is  the  tarsal 
system, founded  on  the  number  of  joints  to  the  tarsi,  by  which  we  get 

four  great  sections:  1,  Peniame'ja,  in  which  all  the  tarsi  are  5  jointed; 
2,  Heteromera,  with  the  four  anterior  5  jointed  and  the  two  posterior 

4-jointed;  3,  Pseudo-tetramera,  with  apparently  only  4  joints  to  all 
the  tarsi,  though,  in  reality,  there  is  a  fifth  penultimate  joint,  diminu- 

tive and  concealed  ;  4,  Pseudo-trimera,  with  apparently  only  3  joints 
to   all  the   tarsi.    This  system,  like  most  others,  is  not  perfect,  as 
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there  are  numerous  species  not  possessing  fivejoints  to  the  tarsi  be- 
longing to  the  first  section  ;  and  for  practical  purposes  beetles  may  be 

very  well  arranged  according  to  habit.  We  thus  get,  1st,  the  Adephaga, 
or  carnivorous  species,  including  all  those  which  prey  on  other  living 
insects,  and  to  which,  following  Mr.  Walsh,  I  have,  for  obvious  reasons, 

applied  the  suggestive  term  "Cannibal";  2d,  the  Necrophaga,  com- 
prising those  wliich  feed  on  carrion,  dung,  Jungi  and  decaying  vegeta- 

tion ;  3d,  tlie  PiiYTOPHAGA,  embracing  all  those  feeding  01:1  living  vege- 
tation. This  arrangement  is  by  no  means  perfect,  for  there  are  beetles 

which  are  carnivorous  in  the  larva  and  herbivorous  in  the  imago 
state;  while  some  of  the  Necrophaga  are  actually  parasitic.  Yet,  it 
is  not  more  artificial  than  others  which  have  been  proposed.  The 
carnivorous  species,  broadly  speaking,  are  Pentainerous,  the  only 
striking  exception  being  the  CocGinellidcB  (Lady-birds),  which  are 
Pseudo-trimerous.  The  carrion-feeders  are  also  Pentamevous ;  but 
vegetable -feeders  are  found  in  all  the  tarsal  divisions,  though  the 
Pseudotetramera  are  the  more  essentially  herbivorous,  and  conse- 

quently the  most  injurious. 

3  —  LePIDOPTERA     {h-tt;^    a    scale;     irrspa, 

wings).  Butterflies  and  Moths,  or  Scaly-  ' 
winged  Insects.  Characterized  by  having 
four  branching-veined,  membranous  wings, 
each  more  or  less  densely  covered  on  both 
sides  with  minute  imbricated  scales  which 

deiopea  BELLA.  ^y.Q  attached  by  a  stalk,  but  which  easily 

rub  ofi",  and  appear  to  the  unaided  eye  like  minute  particles  of  glis- 
tening dust  or  powder.    Transformations  complete.     (Fig.  4.) 

Next  to  the  Coleoptera^  the  Lepidoptera  are,  perhaps,  most  famil- 
iar to  the  popular  mind.  Every  one  admires  the  beauty  of  these  frail 

creatures,  dressed  in  every  conceivable  pattern,  and  adorned  with 
every  conceivable  color,  so  as  to  rival  the  delicate  hues  of  the  rain- 

bow, and  eclipse  the  most  fantastic  and  elaborate  designs  of  man. 
When  magnified,  the  scales,  to  which  this  beauty  of  pattern  and  col- 

oring is  entirely  due,  present  all  manner  of  shapes,  according  to  the 
particular  species  or  the  particular  part  of  the  individual  from  which 

they  are  taken.  According  to  Lewenhoeck,  there  are  400,009  of  these 
scales  on  the  wing  of  the  common  silk-worm. 

The  transformations  of  these  insects  are  complete,  and  the  changes 
are  usually  so  sudden  and  striking,  as  to  have  excited  the  wonder  and 
admiration  of  observers  from  earliest  times. 

The  more  common  form  of  the  larva  is  exampled  in  the  ordinary 

caterpillar  —  a  cylindrical  worm  with  a  head,  twelve  joints  and  a  sub- 
joint;  six  thoracic  or  true  legs,  four  abdominal  and  two  anal  prolegs. 

But  there  is  a  great  variety  of  these  larvae,  some  having  no  legs  what- 
ever, some  having  only  the  jointed  legs,  and  others  having  either 
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four,  six,  eight  or  ten,  but  never  more  than  ten,  prolegs.  With  few 

exceptions  they  are  all  vegetable  feeders,  and,  with  still  fewer  excep- 
tions, terrestrial.  The  perfect  insects  make  free  use  of  their  ample 

wings,  but  walk  little  ;  and  their  legs  are  weak,  and  net  modified  in  the 
various  ways  so  noticeable  in  other  orders,  while  the  front  pair  in 
some  butterflies  are  impotent. 

As  an  Order  this  must  be  considered  the  most  injurious  of  the 
seven. 

A  convenient  system  of  classification  for  the  Lepidopterai?,  based 
on  the  structure  of  the  antennae.  By  it  we  get  two  great  sections : 

1st,  Butterflies  (Rhopalocera);  2nd,  Moths  (Heterocera),  which  lat- 
ter may  again  be  divided  into  Crepuscular  and  Nocturnal  Moths. 

Butterflies  are  at  once  distinguished  from  moths  by  their  antennae 

being  straight,  stiff  and  hnobhed^  and. by  being  day-flyers  or  diurnal; 
while  moths  have  the  antennae  tapering  to  a  point,  and  are,  for  the 

most  part,  night-flyers  or  nocturnal.  The  crepuscular  moths,  com- 
posed mostly  of  the  Sphinges  or  hawk-moths,  hover  over  flowers  at 

eve,  and  not  only  connect  the  two  sections  in  habit,  but  in  having  an- 
tennas which  first  thicken  toward  the  end,  and  then  suddenly  termi- 

nate in  a  point  or  hook. 

[Fig.  5]  4  —  Hemiptera  (jiP-t-ffo,  half;  Trre/ja,   wings),  Bugs. 
The  insects  of  this  Order  are  naturally  separated  into 

two  great  sections :     1st,  Half-winged  Bugs,  or  Heier- 

optera  (i'"/>o?;-,  different ;  -—/ja,  wings)  having  the  basal 
half  of  the  front  wings  (called  hemelytra)  coriaceous 
or  leathery,   while   the   apical  part  is  membranous. 
The  wings  cross  flatly  over  the  back   when  at  rest. 

(Fig.  5.)    2d,  Whole-winged  Bugs  or  Ilomoptera  (otJ-o^, 

equal;  —spa,  wings),  having  all  four  wings  of  a  uni- 
form mertibranous  nature  and  folding  straight  down 

the  back  when  at  rest.     (Fig.  6.)     The  latter,  if  sepa- 
rated, may  be  looked  upon  as  a  Suborder. 

.^         Transformations  incomplete:  ^.  6.,  the  larva  has 
Ceresa  bdbalus.    more  or  less  the  image  of  the  perfect  insect,  and  dif- 

fers little  from  it  except  in  lacking  wings. 

The  genuine  or  Half-winged  Bugs  are  usually  flattened  in  form 
when  mature,  though  more  rounded  in  the  adolescent  stages.  They 

may  be  divided  into  Land  Bugs  (Aurocorisa)  and  Water  Bugs  (Hy- 
drocorisa).  The  species  of  the  first  division  very  generally  possess 

the  power  of  emitting,  when  disturbed  or  alarmed,  a  nauseous,  bed- 
buggy  odor,  which  comes  from  a  fluid  secreted  from  two  pores,  situated 
on  the  under-side  of  the  metathorax.  Such  well-known  insects  as  the 

Bed-bug  and  Chinch-bug  belong  here.  The  habits  of  the  species  are 
varied,  and  while  some  are  beneficial,  others  are  quite  injurious  to 
man. 
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The  Whole-winged  Bugs,  on  the  contrary,  are  all  plant-feeders, 
and  with  the  exception  of  a  few,  such  as  the  Cochineal  and  Lac  in- 

sects, are  injurious.  The  secretion  of  a  white  or  bluish,  waxy  or  fari- 
nose substance,  from  the  surface  of  the  body,  is  as  characteristic  of 

this  section  as  the  nauseous  odor  is  of  the  first.  It  forms  three  natu- 

ral divisions,  arranged  according  to  the  number  of  joints  to  the  tarsi  — 
namely,  Tkimera,  with  three  joints;  Dimkra,  with  two  joints,  and 
MoNoMERA,  with  one  joint  to  the  tarsi. 

5  —  DiPTERA  (da:,  twice  ;  -T£f>a,  wiugs) 
or  Two- winged  Flies.  The  only  Order 
having  but  two  wings,  the  hind  pair  re- 

placed by  a  pair  of  small,  slender  fila- 
ments clubbed  at  tip,  and  called  halteres, 

poisers,  or  balancers.    (Fig.  7.) 

No  Order  surpasses  this  in  the  num- 
ber of  species  or  in  the  immense  swarms 

of  individuals   belonging   to    the    same 
species  which  are  frequently  met  with. 

AsiLus  MissouEiENsis.  The  wings,  which  are  variously  veined? 

though  appearing  naked  to  the  unaided  eye,  are  often  thickly  cov- 
ered with  very  minute  hairs  or  hooks.  As  an  Order,  the  Biptera  are 

decidedly  injurious  to  man,  whether  we  consider  the  annoyances  to 
ourselves  or  our  animals,  of  the  Mosquito,  Buffalo-gnat,  Gad-fly, 
Breeze-fly,  Zimb  or  Stomoxys,  or  the  injury  to  our  crops  of  the  Hessian- 
fly,  Wheat-midge,  Cabbage-maggot,  Onion-maggot,  etc.,  etc.  There 
are,  in  fact,  but  two  families,  Syrx>Md(2  and  Tachinidce,  which  can  be 
looked  upon  as  beneficial  to  the  cultivator,  though  many  act  the  part  of 
scavengers.  No  insects,  not  even  the  Lepidoptera,  furnish  such  a 
variety  of  curious  larval  characters,  and  none,  perhaps,  offer  a  wider 
or  more  interesting  field  of  investigation  to  the  biologist.  It  is  difficult 
to  give  any  very  satisfactory  arrangement  of  these  Two-winged  flies, 
though  they  easily  fall  into  two  rather  artificial  sections.  These  are : 

1st,  Nemocera,  or  those  with  long  antennas,  having  more  than  six 
joints,  and  palpi,  having  four  or  five  joints.  The  pupa  is  naked,  as  in 
the  Lepidoptera,  with  the  limbs  exposed.  This  kind  of  pupa  is  called 
ohtected.  2d,  Brachocera,  or  those  with  short  antennae,  not  having 
more  than  three  distinct  joints,  and  palpi  with  one  or  two  joints.  The 
pupa  is  mostly  coarctate^  i.  e.,  is  formed  within,  and  more  or  less  com- 

pletely connected  with,  the  hardened  and  shrunken  skin  of  the  larva. 
The  most  anomalous  of  the  Diptera  are  the  Forest-flies  and  Sheep- 

ticks  {HippohoseidcB).  They  have  a  horny  and  flattened  body,  and  re- 
semble lice  in  their  parasitic  habits,  living  beneath  the  hairs  of  bats 

and  birds.  Their  mode  of  development  has  always  attracted  the  at- 

tention of  entomologists.  The  larvae  are  hatched  in  the^'^bdomen  of 
the  female,  which  is  capable  of  distention.  There  it  remains,  and, 
after  assuming  the  pupa  state,  is  deposited  in  the  form  of  a  short,  white, 
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egg-like  object,  without  trace  of  articulation,  and  nearly  as  large  as 

the  abdomen  of  the  parent  fly.  Closely  allied  to  these  are  the  Bat- 

ticks  {Nycterihidce),  whi^h  possess  neither  wings  nor  balancers,  and 
remind  one  strongly  of  spiders. 

In  this  Order  we  may  also  place  certain  wingless  lice  (such  as 

Braula  coeca,  Nitzsch  —  figured  by  Packard),  which  infests  the  Honey- 
bee in  Europe,  but  which  has  not  yet  been  detected  in  this  country. 

6  —  OrTHOPTERA     (opOoq, 

straight;  -"/>«,  wings)  or 
Straight -winged  Insects. 
Characterized  by  having 
the  front  wings  (called 

iegmina.)  straight  and  usu- 
osDiPODA  DirFEREXTiAi.E.  ally  uarrow,  pergamene- 

ous or  parchment-like,  thickly  veined  and  overlapping  at  tips  when 

closed:  the  hind  wings  large  and  folding  longitudinally  like  a  fan. 

(Fig.  8.)     Transformations  incomplete. 

The  insects  of  this  Order  have  a  lengthened  body  and  very  robust 

jaws,  with  a  correspondingly  large  head.  The  legs  are  strong,  and 

fashioned  either  for  grasping,  running,  climbing,  jumping  or  burrowing. 

As  in  the  other  Orders  where  the  transformations  are  incomplete,  the 

young  differ  little  from  the  parent,  except  in  the  want  of  wings ;  and 

in  many  instances  even  this  difference  does  not  exist,  as  there  are 

numerous  species  which  never  acquire  wings.  There  are  no  aquatic 

Orthoptera.  Some  are  omnivorous,  others  carnivorous,  but  most  of 

them  herbivorous.  They  form  four  distinct  sections  :  1st.  Cqrsoria, 

cockroaches;  2d.  Raptatokia,  Mantes;  3d.  Ambulatoria,  Walking- 

sticks  ;  4th.  Saltatoria,  Crickets,  Grasshoppers  and  Locusts. 

7 — NeUROPTERA   (v^opov, 

nerve;  —-pa,  wings)  or 
Nerve  -  winged  insects. 
Characterized  by  having 

the  wings  reticulate  with 
numerous  veins  so  as  to 

look  like  net-work.  (Fig. 

9.)  The  Order  forms  two 
natural  divisions,  the  first 
including  all  those  which 
undergo  a  complete,  and 

the  second,  called  Pseu' 

LiBELLULA  TRiMAcuLATA.  do-neuroptevai^D Icty 0' 

ioptera,  Burmeister),  those  which  undergo  an  incomplete  metamor- 
phosis. Tilt  latter,  when  separated,  may  be  considered  a  suborder. 

The  insects  of  this  Order  are,  as  a  whole,  more  lowly  organized,  and 

more  generally  aquatic  than  either  of  the  others.    A  natural  arrange- 
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ment  of  them  is  difficult,  on  account  of  their  degradation al  character. 
They  present  forms  which  are  synthenic  and  closely  approach  the 

other  Orders,  and  the  evolutionist  naturally  looks  upon  them  as  fur- 
nishing an  idea  of  what  the  archetypal  forms  of  our  present  insects 

may  have  been.  They  are,  as  a  rule,  large  and  sluggish,  with  the  body 
parts  soft  and  little  specialized,  and  the  muscles  weak.  Their  remains 
are  found  in  the  Devonian  and  Carboniferous  deposits. 

They  are  mostly  carnivorous,  and  with  the  exception  of  the  White 

ants  and  certain  Book-lice,  they  none  of  them  affect  man  injuriously, 
while  some  are  quite  beneficial. 

The  osculant  and  aberrant  groups,  already  spoken  of,  and  the 
proper  position  of  which  has  so  perplexed  systematists,  are: 

1 — Strepsiptera  ("joev''??',  a  turning  or  twisting;  -—/>«,  wings)  or 
Bee  parasite,  comprising  the  single  family  Stylopidce^  now  classed 
with  the  Coleoptera.  They  are  minute  insects,  with  the  front  wings 
transformed  into  short,  twisted  appendages  and  the  hind  wings  large 
and  folded  longitudinally  like  a  fan.  They  are  most  remarkable 

animals,  undergoing  what  is  termed  hypermetamorphoses*  and  having 
a  curious  life-history.  The  young  are  very  minute,  active,  six-legged 
objects,  with  two  fine  hairs  or  setae  at  the  tip  of  the  abdomen.  They 
crawl  on  to  the  legs  of  different  species  of  bees  and  wasps,  are  carried 
into  the  nests  of  the  latter,  and  there  live  on  the  bee  larvae,  changing 
appearance  at  each  molt  and  assuming  a  more  degradational  form. 
On  account  of  their  very  small  size,  and  the  few  which  generally 

attack  a  single  bee-larva,  they  do  not  kill  their  host,  or  prevent,  him 
from  completing  his  transformations;  and  while  the  infested  bee  is 
flying  about,  the  parasitic  and  degraded  Stylops  larva  stations  itself 
under  one  of  the  abdominal  joints  on  the  back,  whence  the  active 

winged  male  issues,  and  where  the  female — who  never  acquires  wings — 
is  destined  to  remain,  receive  the  male,  and  give  birth  to  young  within 
her  own  body. 

2 — Aphaniptera,  [acpavric;,  inconspicuous ;  -r-pa,  wings)  or  Fleas, 
comprising  the  single  family  Pulicidce,  now  placed  with  the  Dip- 
tera.  Everybody  is  supposed  to  be  familiar  with  the  appearance 

of  the  flea — its  bloodthirsty  propensities  and  amazing  muscular 
power;  and  while  every  one  may  not  have  the  leisure  and  means 

to  experience  the  exhilarating  influence  of  the  chase  after  larger  ani- 
mals, there  is  no  one — be  he  never  so  humble — who  may  not  indulge 

in  the  hunt  after  this  smaller  game!  In  place  of  wings  the  flea  has 

four  small  scaly  plates.  The  minute  eggs — about  a  dozen  to  each 
female — are  laid  in  obscure  places,  such  as  the  cracks  of  a  floor,  the 

*i.  e. ,  before  reaching  the  third  ov  pupa  stage,  the  larva  assumes  other  distinct  forms,  so  that  in- 
Btead  of  existing  only  in  the  normal  four  stages,  characteristic  of  most  insects,  those  whi'-h  go  through 
hypermetamorphoses,  exist  iu  five  or  six  stages,  according  to  the  mimber  of  distinct  larval  forms. 
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hair  of  rugs,  etc.,  and  the  larva  is  worm-like  and  feeds  on  whatever 
animal  matter — as  grease  and  blood — it  can  find. 

3 — EuPLEXOPTERA,  (su,  Well ;  r.Uyu)^  folded)  or  Earwigs,  consist- 
ing of  the  single  family  ForiicididiB^  which  may  be  placed  with  the 

Orthoptera.  They  are  rare  insects  with  us,  but  very  common  in 
Europe,  where  there  prevails  a  superstition  that  they  get  into  the  ear 

and  cause  all  sorts  of  trouble.  The  front  wings  are  small  and  leath- 
ery ;  the  hind  ones  have  the  form  of  a  quadrant  and  look  like  a  fan 

when  opened;  and  the  characteristic  feature  is  a  pair  of  forceps-like 
appendages  at  the  end  of  the  body,  best  developed  in  the  males.  They 
are  nocturnal  in  habit,  hiding  during  the  day  in  any  available  recesses. 
The  female  lays  her  eggs  in  the  ground,  and,  singularly  enough,  broods 

over  them  and  over  her  young — the  latter  crowding  under  her  like 
chicks  under  a  hen. 

4 — Trichoptera,  {Tpixoq,  of  hair;  Tizepa^  wings)  or  Caddice-flies, 
containing  the  single  family  Phryganeidce^  and  placed-  with  the 
Neurojptera^  though  bearing  great  affinities  with  the  Lepidoj)t&Tcib' 

Every  good  disciple  of  Walton  and  lover  of  the  ̂ 'gentle  art"  knows 
the  value  of  the  Caddice-fly  or  Water-moth,  as  bait.  These  flies  very 
much  resemble  certain  small  moths,  the  scales  on  the  wings  of  the 
latter  being  replaced  in  the  former  with  simple  hairs.  The  larvas  live 
in  the  water  and  inhabit  silken  cases,  which  are  usually  cylindrical 
and  covered  with  various  substances,  according  to  the  species,  or  the 

material- most  conveniently  obtained  by  the  individual. 

5 — Thysanoptera  {d^oaavoq^  a  fringe;  -rj/>a,  wings)  or  Thrips  of 
entomologists,  containing  the  single  family  ThripidcB^  which  may  be 

placed  with  the  Psexido-neuroptera,  though  bearing  strong  relations 
to  the  Ilemiptera.  They  are  small  insects,  feeding  on  plants,  or  other 

plant-feeding  species  of  their  own  Class,  and  are  characterized  by 
having  narrow  wings  crossed  on  the  back  when  at  rest  and  beautifully 
fringed. 

Prof.  Westwood  of  Oxford,  England,  has  lately  proposed  an  addi- 
tional Order  {AGhreiop>iera)  to  contain  a  single  species  {Platypsyllus 

castorinus)  parasitic  on  the  Canadian  beaver,  but  Mon.  Ritsema,  who 
also  described  the^ same  insect  about  the  same  time,  hesitated  to  found 
even  a  new  Family  for  it ;  while  our  own  Coleopterist,  Dr.  J.  L. 
LeConte,  gives  good  reasons  for  placing  it  with  the  Coleoptera. 

As  already  stated,  if  separated  from  the  other  Orders,  these  ab- 
normal tribes  should,  at  the  most,  be  considered  as  Suborders;  and 

in  reality  they  differ  no  more  from  the  Orders  to  which  they  are  here 

referred  than,  for  instance,  the  Bark-lice  {Coccidce)  do  from  the  more 
typical  Homoptera  from  which  no  one  thinks  of  separating  them. 
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IMPORTANCE  OF  ENTOMOLOGY  AS  A  STUDY. 

Time  was  when  the  entomologist  was  looked  upon  as  a  mere 
trifling  enthusiast.  The  derisive  terra  "bug-hunter"  was  applied  to 
him,  as  though  his  sole  occupation  in  life  was  to  run  after  and  catch 

'•bugs."  So  long  as  he  contented  himself  with  such  trivial  doings, the  epithet  was,  perhaps,  not  undeserved  ;  but  that  day  has  long  since 
passed  away!  A  whole  galaxy  of  illustrious  names— Schwammer- 
dam,  Kay,  Rosel,  Reaumur,  De  Geer,  Latreille,  Lamarck,  Lyonnet, 
Linna3us,  Fabricius,  Kirby,  Spence,  Harris,  Say,  and  others,  of  days 
gone  by,  and  hundreds  of  others  of  the  present  day— stand  forth  to 
redeem  the  science  of  entomology  from  such  obloquy;  and  I  hazard 
nothing  in  the  statement  that  not  even  her  sister  science,  botany,  may 
boast  of  a  literature  more  extensive  or  more  worthy,  whether  judged 
by  its  intrinsic  merit  as  pabulum  for  the  philosopher,  as  a  storehouse 
of  facts  for  the  practical  man,  or  as  a  conscientious  and  accurate  pre- 

sentation of  the  pure  and  unalloyed  truths  of  nature.  I  am  aware 
that,  among  those  who  have  never  opened  the  pages  of  her  vast 
treasure-book,  there  is  yet  a  prevailing  belief  that  insects  are  little, 
coiiteraptible  things,  unworthy  any  special  attention  on  our  part; 
^lif  ̂ ^  ̂°^^  ̂ ^^  detract  from  our  idea  of  the  majesty  of  a  Creator  to 
have  produced  myriads  upon  myriads  of  these  tiny  beings,  so  perfect 

^.^^Ji.?^^'  many  p^rts  that  Solomon  in  all  his  glory  was  not  arrayed  like 
the  very  meanest  of  them,  it  should  not,  surely,  derogate  from  man's 
dignity  to  study  them  in  all  their  infinitesimal  perfection.  Nothing 
i^great^or^s mall  but  by  comparison.  The  earth  is  a  mere  mustard 
seed  compared  to  the  sun,  and  the  sun,  viewed  in  comparison  with 

the  host  of  starry  suns  scattered  through  infinite"'space7^sinks~inro complete  insignificance.  Now,  what  should  we  say  of  a  school-boy 
who  objected  to  study  geography  because  the  earth  was  too  small  a 
body  to  be  worthy  his  attention  ? 

In  common  with  all  the  other  sciences,  Entomology,  viewed  solely 
as  an  educator,  enriches  the  human  mind  by  adding  to  its  store  of 
knowledge;  and  has  few,  if  any,  equals  as  a  means  of  developing  the 
observing  faculties  of  the  young.  The  life-habits  of  insects— their 
wonderful  metamorphoses,  their  instructive  industries — furnish  ample 
food  for  reflection,  and  for  our  natural  love  of  the  curious  and  marvel- 

ous; and  it  is  surprising  that  the  fact  has  not  been  more  fully  recog- 
nized m  our  educational  systems.  Botany  has  long  since  had  her 

place  in  our  schools,  and  her  importance  as  a  means  of  mental  train- 
ing is  not  ignored.  Yet  lessons  in  animal  life — the  histories  of  living, 

sentient,  active  creatures — can  certainly  be  made  as  instructive  and 
entertaining  as  lessons  in  vegetative  plant-life,  and  should  receive  as 
much  or  more  attention. 

E.R — 2 
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ECONOMIC  IMPORTANCE  OP  ENTOMOLOGY. 

Man  receives  some  direct  benefits  from  insects,  which  fact  may 
be  well  brought  home  by  taking  for  example  the  case  of  a  young 

lady  dressing  for  an  evening  party:  —  Her  card  of  invitation  is 
written  with  ink,  the  principal  ingredient  in  which — if  it  is  good  ink — 

is  the  gallic  acid  made  from  the  so-called  "gall-nut"  produced  by  a 
little  gall-fly  {Cynips  gallcB-tinctorim  Oliv.)  on  the  leaves  of  a  species 
of  Oak  {Quercus  infectorid)  very  common  throughout  the  Levant. 
The  sealing-wax  which  fastens  the  envelope  inclosing  the  invitation  is 

made  mainly  of  shellac,  the  product  of  a  species  of  bark-louse  (  Cog- 
ciis  lacca  Kerr)  found  on  various  trees,  such  as  the  Jujube  and  Indian 
fig,  in  India.  Her  toilet  table  is,  of  course,  illumined  with  wax%tapers, 

and  for  these  she  is  indebted  to  the  common  Honey-bee,  {Apis  melli- 
flca)^  a  naturalized  American  citizen.  If  she  is  a  fashionable  young 

lady,  the  very  rouge  on  her  cheeks  is  prepared  from  lac-lake,  made 
either  from  the  bark-louse  above  mentioned  or  from  the  Cochineal.  The 

silk  that  enters  into  various  portions  of  her  dress  comes  from  the  Silk- 
worm, artificially  propagated  in  many  parts  of  Europe  and  Asia,  and 

now  beginning  to  attract  renewed  attention  in  some  parts  of  our  own 
country.  Her  dress  is  probably  dyed  with  cochineal,  an  extract  from 

the  dead  bodies  of  another  species  of  bark-louse  (  Coggus  caGti  Hern.) 
artificially  propagated  on  cacti  in  Mexico.  Finally,  M  the  young  lady 
contracts  some  inflammatory  cold,  the  chances  are  that  her  physician 
will  apply  to  her  person  a  blister  prepared  from  cantharides,  the  dried 

and  powdered  bodies  of  a  Spanish  blister-beetle,  of  which  we  an- 
nually import  large  quantities  at  great  expense,  because  our  pharma- 

ceutists are  ignorant  of  the  fact  that  we  have  some  half-dozen  indi- 
genous species  belonging  to  the  same  family,  the  vesicatory  properties 

of  some  of  which  are  every  bit  as  good,  and  which  are  so  common 
during  certain  years  that  they  are  among  the  most  serious  enemies  of 

that  valuable  esculent,  the  Potato.  Indirectly,  insects  are  also  of  es- 
sential service  to  us ;  some  acting  as  guards  over  the  vegetable  world 

by  destroying  the  herbivorous  species  of  their  own  Class,  some  as 
scavengers  in  clearing  away  decaying  animal  and  vegetal  matter; 
while  others  perform  a  most  important  part  in  the  pollenation  of 

plants. 
But  the  direct  or  indirect  benefits  we  derive  from  insects  are  trivial 

compared  with  the  damage  they  do  us,  as  destroyers  of  our  crops.  It 
is,  therefore,  in 

THE  RELATION  OF  INSECTS  TO  AGRICULTURE, 

That  they  more  particularly  interest  us.    In  his  essay  on  "What  I 
Know  of  Farming,"  the  lamented  Horace  Greeley  says: — 

"If  I  were  to  estimate  the  average  loss' per  annum  to  the  farmers 
of  this  country  from  insects  at  |100;000,000;  I  should  doubtless  be  far 
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below  the  mark.  The  loss  of  fruit  alone  by  the  devastations  of  insects, 
within  a  radius  of  fifty  miles  of  this  city,  must  amount  in  value  to 
millions.  In  my  neighborhood  the  peach  once  flourished,  but  flour- 

ishes no  more,  and  cherries  have  been  all  but  annihilated.  Apples 
were  till  lately  our  most  profitable  and  perhaps  our  most  important 
product;  but  the  worms  have  talven  half  our  average  crop,  and  sadly 
damage  what  they  do  not  utterly  destroy.  Plums  we  have  ceased  to 
grow  or  expect;  our  pears  are  generally  stung  and  often  blighted; 
even  the  currant  has  at  last  its  fruit  destroying  worm.  We  must  fight 
our  paltry  adversaries  more  efficiently,  or  allow  them  to  drive  us 

wholly  from  the  field." 

The  above  estimate,  great  as  it  seems,  is,  I  believe,  far  below  the 

mark ;  and,  indeed,  it  is  only  when  we  begin  to  make  careful  compu- 
tation of  the  average  annual  loss  to  this  country  by  insect  depreda- 

tions, and  express  the  sum  in  round  numbers,  that  we  can  form  any 
intelligent  conception  of  its  magnitude.  The  State  of  Missouri,  alone, 
loses  annually  from  fifteen  to  twenty  million  dollars,  at  the  very  least, 

and  the  loss  to  the  Southern  cotton-growing  States,  the  present  year, 
within  a  single  fortnight,  by  a  single  insect,  (the  Cotton-worm,  Anornis 
xylina)^  was  lately  estimated  at  twenty  millions.  There  is  not  the 
least  doubt  but  that  the  damage  inflicted  by  insects  on  the  farmers  of 
the  United  States  exceeds  tenfold  the  united  damages  of  all  other 

animals  put  together.  It  is  rarely,  if  ever,  that  entire  crops  are  de- 
stroyed by  birds,  rats  or  squirrels  ;  yet  we  all  know  that  a  single  mi- 

nute insect — the  Chinch-bug — often  so  injures  a  crop  of  wheat  that  it 
is  not  worth  the  cutting. 

PROGRESS  OF  ECONOMIC  EXTOMOLOGY. 

It  is  upward  of  a  century  since  the  Swedish  authorities  became 

greatly  alarmed  at  the  fearful  destruction  of  timber  in  their  dock- 
yards, caused  by  a  minute  boring  beetle  {Lymexilon  navale).  They 

did  the  very  best  thing  they  could  have  done,  under  the  circumstances 

— they  applied  to  their  celebrated  entomologist.  Linnasus.  After  a 
tedious  investigation,  LinuEeus  found  that  the  perfect  beetle  which 
laid  the  eggs  from  which  proceeded  all  the  mischief,  appeared  in  the 

month  of  May,  and  in  no  other  month.  So  he  said  to  the  authorities — 

"  Gentlemen,  all  you  have  to  do  is  to  immerse  your  timber  under 
water  during  the  month  of  May,  and  you  will  be  no  more  troubled 

with  Lymexilon  navale.^''  The  Government  did  so — for  the  remedy 
was  simple  and  inexpensive ;  and  the  result  was  as  Linnceus  had  pre- 

dicted. From  that  time  forth,  the  importance  of  a  knowledge  of  insect 
economy  as  a  means  of  preventing  the  depredations  of  the  pests 
which  aflect  our  products,  began  to  be  realized ;  and  the  growth  of 
Economic  Entomology  began.  In  Prussia  and  many  parts  of  Germany 
— where  the  appreciation  of  true  science  has  done  so  much  to  elevate 
the  nation — the  rudiments  of  Entomology  are  taught  in  the  common 
schools;  and  in  the  great  agricultural  colleges  there  are  often  special 
Professors  of  this  department,  distinct  from  the  Professors  of  the 

other  departments  of  natural  history.    Their  best  text-books  devote 
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a  great  deal  of  space  to  Entomology,  as  witness  that  of  Troschel  and 

Kuthe,  and  especially  that  of  Leunis,  of  which  there  are  several  edi-
 

tions for  the  use  of  the  different  classes.  They  possess,  also,  many 

excellent  works  entirely  devoted  to  the  science  applied. 

Ratzeburg,  who  held  t!ie  position  of  entomologist  to  the  King  of 

Sweden  up  to  the  time  of  his  recent  death,  was  appointed  by  the 

government;  and  his  world-renowned  works  on  "  Forest  Trees,  their 

Diseases,  and  Insect  Enemies,"  have  done  much  to  build  up  the  indus- 

tries of  that  country,  and  to  preserve  the  natural  forests. 

In  France,  again,  before  the  late  fearful  war  so  prostrated  her,  and 

when  there  was  an  enlightened  despotism  centralized  at  Paris,  a  wise 

surveillance  of  her  agricultural  interests  was  maintained— especially 

with  reference  to  insect  depredations.  They  had  a  National  Agrico- 

entomological  Society  which  held  annual  exhibitions  at  Paris,  and 

they  also  had  a  monthly  journal  especially  devoted  to  what  the  editors 

were  pleased  to  term  agricultural  insectology ;  and  only  a  few  months 

before  the  war  broke  out,  the  Government,  to  stimulate  research, 

offered  a  prize  of  20,000  francs  for  a  remedy  for  the  Grape-root  disease 

which  has  lately  caused  "Such  consternation  in  the  southern  part  of 

that  country,  and  which  likewise  greatly  interests  the  people  of  the 

United  States,  as  the  readers  of  these  Reports  are  aware.  I  am  glad 

to  see  that  under  the  present  Government  the  offer  has  been  renewed, 

and  that  the  interest  in  Economic  Entomology  is  not  abating;  for  there 

is  being  held  at  Paris— as  I  write— under  the  auspices  of  the  Central 

Society  of  Agriculture,  an  exhibition  of  useful  insects  and  their  pro- 

ducts, and  of  noxious  insects  and  their  injuries.  Questions  in  ento- 

mology as  well  as  in  general  zoology  are  also  made  part  of  every  ex- 
amination in  their  colleges. 

In  England,  where  agriculture  is  not  so  much  relied  on,  and  where 

insects  are  not  so  troublesome  to  the  a'griculturist,  the  authorities 

have  been  more  indifferent,  though  the  economic  writings  of  J.  O. 

Westwood,  and  the  excellent  work  on  ''Farm  Insects,"  by  John  Curtis, 
have  done  much  good ;  and  from  the  fact  that  an  entomologist  has 

lately  been  officially  connected  with  the  South  Kensington  Museum 

of  London,  we  may  infer  that  increased  attention  is  there  being  given 

to  the  subject.  That  the  pure  science  is  appreciated  there,  we  may- 
infer  from  the  fact  that  the  first-named  author— so  celebrated  as  an 

entomologist— holds  the  Hope  professorship  of  Entomology  and  Zool- 
ogy  at  Oxford  University. 

But  it  is  to  our  own  country  that  we  must  look  for  the  greatest 

progress.  As  is  the  exigency,  so  will  be  the  effort.  America  has  been 

justly  termed  the  land  of  insects.  The  vast  extent  of  our  country  and 

the  great  number  of  species  contained  within  its  limits;  the  fashion 

which  our  farmers  have  of  scattering  their  energies  over  large  tracts, 

instead  of  concentrating  them  on  smaller  and  better-managed  farms ; 

the  great  number  of  noxious  insects  imported  from  foreign  lands  ;  the 
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rich  feast  which  our  varied  and  extensive  ilora  affords — all  tend  to 
make  it  a  sort  of  insect  pandemonium.  While  in  Europe  the  whole 

people  become  alarmed  if  a  fifth  of  a  given  crop  is  destroyed  by  in- 
sects, the  cultivator  here  often  thinks  himself  fortunate  if  he  loses 

not  more  than  half.  And  yet  the  sums  so  far  paid  out  by  our  State 
and  National  Governments  appear  paltry  indeed  in  view  of  the  loss 
sustained.  It  is  as  if  a  gigantic  army  of  foreign  soldiers  was  actually 

among  us — burning,  ravaging  and  destroying — and  the  authorities, 
after  taking  the  matter  into  their  grave  consideration,  were  to  vote 
$1,000  a  year  to  General  Sherman,  and  smaller  sums  to  two  or  three 
other  officers,  and  for  the  maintenance  of  the  Military  School  at 

West  Point,  and  the  forts,  arsenals,  dock-yards  and  navy-yards  of  the 
country.  For  a  long  time,  New  York  was  the  only  State  that  em- 

ployed a  salaried  entomologist,  and  during  the  last  sixteen  years  the 
able  and  celebrated  incumbent  has  issued  numerous  Reports.  The 

salary  he  received  sixteen  years  ago  was  !^1,000  per  annum,  which, 
though  it  went  three  times  as  far  at  that  time  as  it  does  at  present, 
was  yet  scarcely  sufficient  to  defray  his  annual  expenses  in  books. 
Notwithstanding  the  great  change  sixteen  years  have  produced  in 
valuations,  this  salary  has  not  been  increased;  and  should  we  wonder, 
as  old  age  fastens  its  enervating  hand  upon  him,  to  find  him  losing 
interest  and  becoming  indifferent?  Yet  notwithstanding  the  oflice  in 
New  York  State  had  lately  become  nearly  obsolete  and  useless  on 

account  of  the  insufficient  salary,  and  was  finally  abolished  last  win- 

ter, the  efiect  of  Dr.  Fitch's  earlier  work  is  still  felt,  and  Senator  A. 
B.  Dickinson,  a  few  years  ago,  gave  it  as  his  deliberate  opinion  that 
the  New  York  Entomological  Reports  had  saved  annually  to  the  State 
over  $50,000.  Massachusetts  once  voted  a  sum  of  money  to  Harris 
for  a  Report  on  the  Injurious  Insects  of  Massachusetts,  (and,  to  his 
honor  be  it  said,  Mr.  Thomas  Allen,  the  enterprising  and  intelligent 
President  of  our  Iron  Mountain  Railroad,  had  much  to  do  in  getting 
the  vote  through),  and  Dr.  Harris  Expressly  states  that  he  was  obliged 
to  procure  a  great  number  of  books  at  an  expense  far  exceeding  the 
compensation  allowed  him.  Yet  this  Report  has  become  a  standard 

work  to-day,  has  run  through  four  editions,  and  is  not  only  an  honor 
and  credit  to  the  State,  but,  besides  the  incalculable  good  which  it 
must  have  done,  has  doubtless  brought  in  a  revenue  far  exceeding  the 
original  cost  to  the  State.  There  is  also  at  present,  and  has  been  for 
some  time,  an  entomologist,  Mr.  Townsend  Glover,  attached  to  the 
Department  of  Agriculture  at  Washington ;  but,  as  he  himself  has 
often  informed  me,  besides  his  regular  duties,  he  is  not  only  called 

upon  to  receive,  arrange  and  take  care  of  specimens  of  birds,  speci- 
mens of  fruits,  specimens  of  grain,  specimens  of  flax,  specimens  of 

hemp,  specimens  of  cotton,  and  specimens  of  silk,  but  must  also  act 
as  general  curator  to  the  Museum.  This  is  a  good  deal  like  hiring  a 
single  cradler  to  harvest  10,000  acres  of  wheat,  and  then  expecting 
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him,  in  addition,  to  cut  and  fetch  in  wood,  peel  and  wash  the  potatoes, 
and  be  always  on  hand  ready  to  wait  on  the  good  woman  of  the  house. 
Can  we  wonder,  under  such  circumstances,  that  the  Entomological 
Keports  from  the  Department  do  not  contain  a  v/orld  of  original  and 
practical  information  ?  AVhen  Mr.  Glover  should  have  been  studying 

the  Insects,  he  was  called  oflf  to  attend  the  Bir'ds.  If  he  intended  to 
discover  some  facts  about  the  Army-worm,  he  was  hurried  away  to 
unpack  a  bushel  of  apples.  And  instead  of  learning  how  to  master 

the  Curculio,  his  time  was  occupied  in  classifying  and  arranging  speci- 
mens of  flax,  hemp,  cotton,  etc.!  As  if  Entomology  required  neither 

time,  study  nor  attention!  Those  who  have  the  pleasure  of  Mr. 

Glover's  acquaintance  know  full  well  that  there  are  few  harder  work- 
ing men  than  he ;  but  his  position  is  by  no  means  enviable.  Ento- 

mology is  enough  for  one  man  to  shoulder,  without  having  all  the 
other  ologies  piled  on  his  back. 

In  the  East,  Dr.  A.  S.  Packard  holds  the  office  of  State  Entomolo- 
gist in  Massachusetts ;  and  Dr.  I.  P.  Trimble  has  somehow  or  other 

been  supposed  to  hold  a  similar  office  in  New  Jersey,  though  with  no 
State  authority.  Prof.  S.  I.  Smith,  of  New  Haven,  has  lately  been 

appointed  Entomologist  to  the  State  Board  of  Agriculture  of  Connec- 
ticut, and  the  celebrated  Neuropterist,  Dr.  H.  A.  Hagen,  is  Professor 

of  Entomology  at  Harvard.  In  the  middle  States,  Michigan  and  Iowa 
have  entomologists  attached  to  their  agricultural  colleges ;  but  in  each 
instance  the  position  is  a  sort  of  adjunct  to  something  else.  Illinois, 
always  wise,  and  leading  in  the  higher  walks  of  Agriculture,  was  the 

first  to  establish  the  office  of  State  Entomologist  in  the  so-called  West. 
In  the  winter  of  1866-7,  the  Legislature  enacted  a  law  creating  the 
office,  and  on  the  11th  of  June,  1867,  the  Governor  very  judiciously 
appointed  to  it  Mr.  Benj.  D.  Walsh,  of  Rock  Island,  a  gentleman  who 
had  been  the  principal  editor  of  the  Practical  Entomologist^  a 
journal  published  in  1865  and  1866  in  Philadelphia,  and  solely  devoted, 
as  its  name  implies,  to  practical  entomology. 

Eollowing  the  example  of  her  sister  State,  Missouri — through  the 
efforts  of  a  few  of  her  more  progressive  and  intelligent  citizens,  and 

especially  of  Norman  J.  Colman,  editor  of  the  Rural  World — cre- 
ated the  office  of  State  Entomologist,  and  endowed  it  by  a  special 

appropriation  to  the  State  Board  of  Agriculture,  under  whose  direc- 
tion the  incumbent  acts.  In  April,  1868,  the  writer  was  called  to  fill 

the  position.  In  the  fall  of  the  same  year  Mr.  Walsh  and  myself  com- 
menced the  publication  of  the  American  Entomologist  (a  monthly 

journal  devoted  to  economic  entomology)  at  St.  Louis,  in  order  to 
supply  needed  information  pending  the  publication  of  our  annual 
reports.  But  a  sad  and  cruel  accident  deprived  Illinois  of  one  of  her 
most  useful  citizens,  and  myself  of  a  lamented  and  valued  colleague. 

His  mantle  fell  upon  Dr.  Wm.  Le  Baron,  of  Geneva  —  a  gentleman  of 
ripe  knowledge,  and  whose  work  is  highly  appreciated.    The  value 
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placed  on  the  entomological  work  that  is  being  done  in  the  Mississippi 
Valley  may  be  partly  inferred  from  the  constant  references  to  it  at  the 

meetings  of  our  horticultural  societies,  farmers'  clubs,  and  in  the  ag- 
ricultural papers  ;  but  only  those  who  have  had  opportunity  can  pro- 

perly judge  of  the  sympathy  and  encouragement  constantly  tendered 
by  private  parties  who  have  been  pecuniarily  benefited  by  the  reports 
made  to  the  States  mentioned. 

The  producers  of  Michigan,  Indiana,  Iowa,  Wisconsin  and  Kansas 
are  all  taking  steps  to  get  the  ofiice  of  State  Entomologist  created, 
and  bills  to  that  effect  are  already  pending  in  the  Legislatures  of  some 
of  these  States. 

Thus  the  good  work  proceeds !  These  States  will,  doubtless,  in  the 
end,  succeed  in  following  the  example  of  Illinois  and  Missouri ;  for,  in 
our  broad  and  fertile  valley,  tiie  voice  of  the  tiller  of  the  soil  is  now 
heeded  in  our  legislative  halls.  Our  agricultural  interests  demand 
protection  from  the  numerous  enemies  which  threaten  them,  and  the 

indifference  with  which  the  farmers'  requests  have  been  listened  to 
in  the  past  is  incompatible  with  that  intelligence  which  should  ele- 

vate his  calling,  and  which  is  absolutely  necessary  to  enable  him  to 

carry  it  on  profitably.  Nor  is  the  day  far  distant  when  our  agricul- 
tural colleges  will  awaken  to  the  necessity  of  paying  more  attention 

to  the  subject.  Nothing  will  so  surelj*  give  to  these  colleges  the  dis- 
tinctive character  which  their  name  implies,  or  prevent  them  from 

degenerating  into  ordinary  institutions  of  learning,  as  increased  atten- 
tion to  the  applied  sciences,  of  which  Economic  Entomology  is  by  no 

means  the  least  important.  Already,  courses  of  lectures  on  the  sub- 
ject have  been  given  in  Maine  before  the  State  College  at  Orono;  in 

Kansas,  before  the  college  at  Manhattan,  and  at  Cornell  University  in 

New  York;  while  Michigan  Agricultural  College  has  a  chair  of  "Zoo- 
logy and  Economic  Entomology,"  filled  by  Prof.  A.  C.  Cook,  already 

favorably  known  as  a  careful  and  conscientious  investigator.  I  may 

also  state  that  even  in  South  America,  applied  entomology  is  appre- 
ciated, as  Mr.  B.  P.  Mann  is  now  carrying  on  important  labors  as  Ento- 

mologist to  the  Government  of  Brazil. 

A  virgin  soil,  enriched  by  the  leafy  mold  of  ages,  and  a  harmoniz- 
ing flora  and  fauna — the  result  of  the  long-continued  struggle  of  each 

species  for  existence  —  gave  to  the  early  tiller  of  the  soil  in  this 
country  a  rich  reward  with  little  labor ;  but  at  present  he  is  beset 

with  obstacles  on  every  hand,  and  none  but  the  well-informed  are  suc- 
cessful ;  for  success  in  Agriculture  and  Horticulture,  to-day,  implies 

knowledge — scientific  knowledge ! 

HOW  TO  COUNTERWORK  NOXIOUS  INSECTS. 

Since,  then,  we  sustain  such  immense  loss  from  insect  iDJuries, 
the  question  presents  itself,  how  can  we  avert  wholly,  or  in  part,  this 
great  evil,  and  in  what  way  are   we  to  be  benefited  by  the  services 
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of  one  who  makes  it  his  especial  duty  to  investigate  the  subject? 
There  are  two  grand  methods  of  counterworking  a  particular  noxious 

insect :  1st,  Prevention  —  i.  e.,  guarding  against  the  advent  of  the  evil 
by  proper  foreknowledge,  and  prophylactic  steps;  2d,  Cure — i.  e., 
the  destruction  of  the  pests,  in  one  way  or  another,  when  once  they 

are  upon  us.  The  last  method  consists  of  two-  distinct  plans  of  ac- 
tion—  that  of  killing  directly  by  hand-picking,  machinery,  or  the 

application  of  destructive  substances  to  the  plants  or  animals  af- 
fected ;  and  that  of  causing  them  to  be  killed  by  encouraging  their 

natural  enemies. 

Prevention.  —  The  first  method  —  prevention  —  is  by  far  the  most 
satisfactory. 

The  feathery  snow-flake,  on  its  ferial  course, 
Is  made,  with  ease,  to  vanish  by  a  breath ; 

To  avalanclie  augmented,  'tis  the  source 
Of  dire  calamity  —  inevitable  death. 

It  is  an  undeniable  fact  that  many  of  the  most  troublesome  weeds 
of  American  agriculture,  as  also  some  of  its  very  worst  insect  enemies, 

have  been  imported  among  us  from  Europe;  and  the  list  of  such  spe- 
cies, given  in  my  second  report,  might  be  greatly  extended.  The  sin- 

gle case  of  the  Rape  Butterfly  {Pieris  rapm)  will  serve  to  show  how 
rapidly  these  foreigners  multiply,  and  how  injurious  they  become 
when  unattended  by  the  natural  enemies  which  keep  them  in  check 
in  their  native  homes.  Introduced  at  Quebec,  Canada,  in  1856,  it  has 
now  spread  over  Canada  West  and  most  of  the  New  England  States, 
as  far  south  as  Baltimore,  and  nearing  the  eastern  limit  of  New  York. 
It  sweeps  the  cabbage  crop  at  all  points  it  reaches,  and  caused,  in 
1871,  a  loss  of  ̂ 500,000  in  the  vicinity  of  New  York  City  alone,  if  we 
are  to  believe  the  New  York  Tribune. 

Now,  there  can  not  be  the  least  doubt  but  that  with  the  proper 
precautionary  steps  many  of  these  immigrants  from  a  foreign  land 
need  never  have  been  introduced,  or  might  have  been  stamped  out, 
on  first  arrival,  and  kept  from  spreading  over  our  fair  country. 

But  insects  not  only  spread  from  one  country  to  another :  they 
spread  from  State  to  State,  from  county  to  county,  and  from  orchard 
to  orchard ;  and  in  very  many  instances,  this  spread  from  place  to  place 
is  very  easily  prevented,  but  unfortunately,  just  as  easily,  and  more 
often,  aided  by  man.  Quite  a  number  of  our  most  noxious  species 
would  scarcely  spread  fifty  miles  in  a  century,  were  it  not  for  the  aid 

which  man  in  his  carelessness  gives  them.  Some  are  active  but  a  sin- 
gle day  in  the  year;  some  move  slowly  under  ground;  some  never 

quit  the  trees  on  which  Ihej'^  are  born;  while  still  others  are  apterous 
in  the  female  sex,  and  have  otherwise  very  feeble  ambulatory  power. 

In  checking  the  spread  of  noxious  insects  does  not  consist  the 
only  way  to  prevent  their  injuries.  We  can  also  take  advantage  of 
their  weak  points,  or  nip  the  evil  in  the  bud.    Thus,  when  we  know 
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that  the  parent  Hessian-lly  {Cecidomyia  destructor)  makes  its  first 
appearance  in  this  hititudevthe  fore  part  of  September,  and  usually 
leaves  by  the  end  of  the  same  month,  we  may  avoid  its  injuries  by 
deferring  the  planting  of  our  grain  till  October.  And  if  the  parent 

Army-worm  {Leucania  unipuncta)  deposits  her  eggs  at  the  base  of 
grass  stalks  in  the  fall  of  the  year,  we  may  avoid  the  ravages  of  her 
progeny  by  burning  the  stubble  in  the  winter.  A  great  many  species 

which,  like  the  Army-worm,  are  difficult  to  control  in  their  other 
stages,  are  thus  readily  killed  in  the  Qgg  stage. 

Cuke. — The  second  method,  namely,  the  cure  of  the  evil  when 
once  it  is  upon  us,  is  sometimes  sufficiently  easy  ;  at  others,  almost,  or 
quite,  impossible.  As  already  stated,  we  have  here  two  distinct  lines 
of  action.  Tiiat  of  killing  the  pests  requires  our  ingenuity  in  the 
construction  of  mechanical  devices,  or  our  time  and  patience  in  the 
test  and  repeated  trial  of  some  external  application  that  will  kill  the 
enemy,  while  it  leaves  the  plant,  or  the  animal,  uninjured. 

[Fig.  10.] 

Here  we  learn  the  value  of  such  contrivances  as  Dr.  Hull's  Cur- 

culio-catcher,  (Fig.  10*),  and  the  many  modifications  of  it  that  have 

*  This  is  a  mortification  of  Dr.  Hull's  wheeling  machine,  (3d  Rep.  Fig.  2) ,  which  mortification  he 
U5ert  with  goort  effect  last  summer,  and  which  I  rtescribed  in  the  Scientific  American,  August  3, 
1872,  in  the  following  terms : 

'  'Dr.  Hull  was  wont  to  claim  that  he  could  nse  his  mtichine  without  in.iuvy  to  the  trees,  but  the 
present  modilication  of  it  is  an  evidence  that  experience  has  taught  him  rtillerently.  In  all  rolHng 
machines,  whether  nponone  or  two  whecLs,  when  the  bumping  was  not  done  by  the  machine  itself,  it 
had  to  be  done  by  a  long  pole,  tipped  with  rubber  and  used  by  a  second  person.  But  where  I  have 

used  such  a  jiole'aiul  .separately  jarred  the  lai-ger  boughs,  the  trees  have  been  much  injured  in  the  course 
of  a  single  year's  work,  anil  in  some  instances  killed  outright. 

' '  The"  advantages  of  the  present  modilication  over  the  others  may  be  thus  briefly  stated :  It  costs less,  and  enaljles  the  operator  to  get  close  to  the  tree,  to  which  he  can  give  a  sudden  jar  with  a  liatchet 
or  hammer.  This  is  best  done  by  striking  a  screw  or  spike  previously  inserted  into  the  trunk,  and 
pur|)osely  made  with  a  shoulder  so  as  to  prevent  driving;  or  by  striking  I  he  end  of  a  limb  previously 
sawn  squarely  olT.  Such  a  hard,  sudden  jar,  with  an  iron  instrument,  is  far  more  eJTectual  in  bringing 
down  the  beetles  than  the  more  subdued  bumping  of  a  rubber  m  diet,  as  it  is  the  sliarpness  and  sud- 

denness rather  than  the  force  of  the  blow  which  disturbs  and  ahu-ms  the  little  shy  and  cunning  cus- tomers we  have  to  deal  with. 

"The  working  of  the  machine  is  very  well  indicated  ia^he  illustration  (Fig.  10).  There  is  a bag,  d,  in  the  center,  into  which  the  operator  can  brush  all  falBn  fruit,  and  a  bottle  of  cheap  alcohol 
may  be  kejit  in  the  vest  pocket,  into  which  the  beetles  should  be  tft'owu ;  or  they  may  be  simply  crushed 
between  the  thumb  and  linger.' ' 
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been  used;  here  we  see  the  importance  of  such  applications  as  lime 

for  slug-worms  (genus  Selandria)  and  other  larvae  having  soft,  slimy- 
skins  ;  of  white  hellebore  for  the  currant-worms  (genus  Nematus),  and 
of  some  preparation  having  Paris  Green  as  its  base,  for  the  Colorado 
Potato  Beetle.  As  a  rule,  however,  these  methods  of  cure  are  far  less 
satisfactory  in  their  results  than  the  modes  of  prevention,  and  should 
never  be  relied  on  when  the  latter  can  be  resorted  to. 

That  of  causing  them  to  be  killed  by  encouraging  their  natural 
enemies,  is  one  of  the  most  effectual  methods  of  counterworking 

noxious  insects.-  Among  such  natural  enemies,  birds,  toads,  snakes 
and  other  reptiles  hold  a  prominent  place  ;  and  we  have  here  to  treat 

of  the  complicated  bird  question,  or  what  may  be  termed  ornithologi- 
cal entomology,  which  is  yet  in  its  infancy,  and  calls  loudly  for  more 

attention.  But  the  more  important  enemies  of  noxious  insects  are 
found  in  their  own  Class,  and  consist  of  the  predaceous  or  cannibal  and 
the  parasitic  species,  wisely  ordained  to  keep  the  others  within  due 
bounds. 

To  avail  ourselves,  in  the  fullest  manner,  of  the  aid  of  these 
friends,  it  is  necessary,  first,  that  by  observation  we  discover  what 

particular  species  prey  on  a  particular  vegetable-feeder  ;  second,  that 
by  observation  and  experiment  we  determine  the  cheapest  and  most 
convenient  method  of  spreading  or  propagating  the  species  that  so 
prey  upon  it;  and  if,  as  often  happens,  there  are  several  such  species, 
to  determine  which  of  them  can  be  propagated  most  readily  and 
cheaply. 

In  some  cases  we  can  do  much  to  encourage  the  growth  and  dis- 
tribution of  our  insect  friends.  Take,  as  an  example,- the  imported 

Cabbage  Butterfly  already  alluded  to.  In  searching  for  insects  in  the 
winter  time,  in  England  and  other  parts  of  Europe,  I  recollect  very 
well,  when  a  lad,  how  common  the  naked  and  suspended  chrysalides 
were  along  the  ledges  of  palings,  and  in  other  sheltered  situations; 
and  how  a  large  per  centage  of  them  were  always  parasitized,  and 
generally  distinguishable,  in  consequence,  by  their  discolored  look. 
Now,  these  could  be  collected  by  hundreds  in  winter  time,  shipped  to 
this  country,  and  the  parasites  allowed  to  escape  in  some  cab- 

bage-field infested  with  Pieris  rapce.  The  little  Chalcid  parasite  of 
the  Oyster-shell  Bark-louse  is  easily  introduced  into  "scurvy" 
orchards  not  yet  favored  with  it,  as  I  shall  show  in  this  Report.  The 
parasites  of  the  Plum  Gurculio  (3d  Rep.  pp.  24-9),  and  those  of  the 
Codling  moth,  to  be  described  further  on,  are  easily  bred  and  dis- 

patched to  parts  where  they  are  yet  unknown.  So  of  the  enemy  of 

the  grape-leaf  hoppers  (3cl  Rep.  p.  137),  and  of  many  others. 
But  practically,  the  propagation  of  a  large  proportion  of  parasitic 

and  cannibal  insects  is  beyond  man's  power;  and  all  we  can  do  is  to 
protect  and  encourage  them,  as  opportunity  offers.  To  do  so,  it  is  very 
important  that  we  know  how  to  distinguish  between  our  friends  and 

& 
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our  foes,  so  as  to  avoid  the  blunders  of  one  of  Dr.  Fitch's  neighbors 
who  complained  that  his  currant  bushes  were  suffering  from  plant- 
lice  ten  times  worse  than  those  of  his  neighbors,  notwithstanding  he 

took  "the  greatest  pains  every  morning  to  kill  off  the  old  ones  they 
breed  from."  Upon  inquiry  the  Doctor  ascertained  that  his  worthy 
neighbor  had  busied  himself  in  killing,  not  the  aphides  or  plant-lice, 
but  the  ladybirds  {OoccineUidcB)  or  plant-louse  devourers  that  eat  and 
drink  plant-lice,  have  plant-lice  for  breakfast,  dinner  and  supper,  and 
are  no  more  capable  of  breeding  plant-lice  than  a  lion  is  of  breeding 
lambs. 

It  will  be  observed  that  in  both  these  methods  of  fighting  noxious 

insects  —  whether  of  prevention  or  cure  —  an  accurate  knowledge  of 
the  nature  and  of  the  habits  of  each  particular  species  is  absolutely 

necessary.  It  is  the  all-essential,  the  basis  and  groundwork  on  which 
every  intelligent  experiment  must  rest.  It  therefore  hecomes  the 
duty  of  the  economic  entomologist  primarily  to  study  and  give  to 
the  world  accurate  accounts,  with  descriptions.,  of  such  insectSy 

lahether  friends  or  foes.,  as  more  particulai'ly  concern  the  husband' 
man  ! 

DUTIES  or  STATE  ENTOMOLOGIST. 

Many  persons,  not  familiar  with  the  facts  here  set  forth,  have  no 

doubt  wondered  what  can  possibly  be  the  duties  of  a  State  Ento- 
mologist ;  while  in  the  minds  of  not  a  few  the  idea  prevails  that  he 

is  to  catch  and  kill,  or  by  some  means  rid  the  State  of,  all  vermin. 

As  if  by  the  power  of  an  Aaron's  wand  or  the  magic  hest  of  a  mighty 
Mulciber,  he  could  perform  the  Augean  task  of  clearing  the  land  of 
insect  plagues !  It  may  not  be  amiss,  therefore,  to  briefly  define  his 
duties. 

Broadly  speaking,  insects  are  ten  times  as  numerous  in  individuals 
and  species  as  all  other  animals  combined,  and  it  is  estimated  that,  on 
an  average,  there  are  five  insects  to  one  plant  in  any  given  area.  From 
calculations  which  I  have  elsewhere  made,  {Am.  Eat.  II,  p.  258,)  it 

would  require  the  entire  working  life  of  eighty-three  persons,  at  a 
cost  of  one  hundred  and  twenty-six  million  dollars,  to  describe  and 
figure,  in  all  four  stages,  the  insects  of  the  world.  Insufficient  as  the 

estimate  doubtless  is,  it  will  serve  to  convey  some  idea  of  the  magni- 
tude of  the  subject  of  entomology. 
Where  the  field  is  so  wide,  the  labors  must  be  divided,  and  the 

comparatively  few  insects  which  particularly  interest  the  producer 

are  more  than  sufficient  to  occupy  one  man's  time.  The  farmer,  as  a 
rule,  has  neither  the  means  nor  the  opportunity  to  pursue  the  requi- 

site studies ;  hence  the  wisdom  of  having  a  State  officer  for  the  pur- 
pose. 

Such  an  officer  should  make  an  annual  report,  which  should  reflect 
the  experience  and  observations  of  the  year.     Such  a  report,  if  well 
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made,  is,  necessarily,  the  result  of  much  labor  in  the  field,  and  close 
study  in  the  closet,  and  should  combine  the  practically  useful  with 
the  scientifically  accurate.  It  should  be  copiously  illustrated,  and 
the  illustrations  must  generally  be  prepared  from  life  by  the  author; 

for,  strange  as  it  may  seem,  there  are  few  artists  —  however  talented 
they  may  otherwise  be — who  can  draft  an  insect  with  anatomical  pre- 

cision. Such  a  report,  aside  from  its  educational  value,  is  of  great 
material  value  to  the  State ;  but  its  usefulness  will  depend  on  the 
methods  established  by  law  for  its  distribution,  as  well  as  on  the  time 
of  year  of  such  distribution.  In  our  own  State  it  is  bound  in  with  the 
Agricultural  Report,  which  is  often  a  bulky  volume, requiring  a  large 
amount  of  postage  when  sent  through  the  mail ;  and  I  regret  that 
there  is  not  some  provision  of  the  law  to  have  a  small  edition  of  the 
Entomological  Report  bound  separately,  to  meet  the  demand  that  is 
constantly  being  made  of  me  for  the  same. 

The  State  Entomologist  must, further,  answer  by  letter  or  through 

the  columns  of  different  journals  a  host  of  queries  that  are  contin- 
ually pouring  in  upon  him  from  correspondents.  He  should  endeavor 

to  protect  the  farmer  from  the  impostors  and  quack  nostrum  venders 
who  are  ever  ready  to  palm  off  their  vile  compounds  upon  the  unso- 

phisticated, as  panaceas  for  all  vegetable  and  animal  ills.  He  must 
lecture;  he  must  read  a  paper  here  and  an  essay  there,  whenever 
good  can  thus  be  accomplished.  He  must  travel  hither  and  thither 
over  the  State,  to  investigate  the  insects  that  are  peculiar  to  different 
sections  ;  he  must  carry  on  all  sorts  of  experiments ;  but  above  all,  he 

should  employ  every  moment  of  time,  not  otherwise  occupied,  in  as- 
certaining the  habits  and  transformations  of  species. 

These  are  the  more  ostensible  duties  of  such  an  ofiicer ;  but  he 

has,  in  addition,  to  form  a  cabinet;  and  the  collecting,  the  classifica- 
tion and  arrangement,  the  proper  determination  of  the  species  or  de- 

scription of  such  as  are  new — not  to  mention  the  manipulation  neces- 
sary to  prepare  the  specimens  for  such  a  cabinet — involve  an  amount 

of  scientific  detail  and  application,  and  of  correspondence  with  sci- 
entific men  throughout  the  civilized  world,  which  few  but  those  who 

have  some  insight  into  the  life  of  a  naturalist  can  appreciate. 

Now,  according  to  the  means  expended  will  be  the  results  at- 

tained. There  is  a  limit  to  one  man's  capabilities,  and  where  the 
means  are  restricted,  it  often  happens  that  only  the  independent 
enthusiast,  who  looks  for  other  than  mercenary  reward,  can  aflbrd  to 
fill  such  a  position  if  he  wishes  to  do  any  good  at  all.  His  expenses 
for  engraving,  electrotyping  and  other  illustrating  material ;  for  books, 
stationery,  exyressage  and  postage ;  for  assistance,  experiments  and 
experimental  material;  for  cabinets,  chemicals  and  paraphernalia  for 
collecting  and  preserving;  for  traveling,  etc.,  must  all  come  from  a 
salary  which  in  no  instance  has  yet  exceeded ^3,000  per  annum.  The 
means  are  not  at  all  commensurate  with  the  vital  interests  at  stake, 
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and  I  hope  to  live  to  see  the  day  when  there  will  be  a  corps  of  well- 
supported  economic  entomologists  scattered  through  the  country, 
instead  of  the  few  who  are  now  in  the  field  under  crippled  conditions. 
It  is  not  well  for  our  legislators  to  be  penny  wise  and  pound  foolish 
in  matters  of  this  kind;  and  the  office  should  be  so  endowed  as  to 
warrant  at  least  the  proper  assistance.  In  my  own  capacity  I  have 
often  felt  cramped  and  restricted  in  my  efforts  ;  and  experiments  have 
frequently  been  valueless  where,  if  they  could  Tiave  been  carried  out 

more  thoroughly,  they  might  have  resulted  in  great  good.  An  incom- 
plete experiment  is  negative,  and  simply  tantalizing,  where  a  full  and 

thorough  one  would  be  positive  and  definite,  and  might  prove  of  the 
utmost  importance. 

HOW  TO  COLLECT,  PRESERVE  AMD  STUDY  INSECTS. 

Few  departments  of  natural  history  offer  greater  inducements  or 
facilities  to  the  student  than  Entomology.  He  need  not  pass  his 
threshold  for  material,  for  it  may  be  found  on  every  hand  and  at  all 
seasons.  The  directions  for  collecting,  preserving  and  studying  insects 
might  be  extended  indefinitely  in  detail,  as  volumes  have  already 
been  written  on  the  subject;  but  the  more  general  and  important 
instructions  are  soon  given. 

Collecting. — Beginners  are  very  apt  to  supply  themselves  with 
all  sorts  of  appliances  advertised  by  natural  history  furnishing-stores. 
Many  of  these  appliances,  when  it  comes  to  real,  practical  field-worlv, 
are  soon  abandoned  as  useless  incumbrances;  and  the  greater  the 

experience,  the  simpler  will  be  the  paraphernalia.  My  own  equip- 
ment, on  a  collecting  trij),  consists  chiefly  of  a  cotton  umbrella,  a 

strong  and  narrow  steel  trowel  or  digger,  a  haversack  slung  across  the 

shoulders,  a  cigar-box  lined  with  sheet  cork,  and  a  small  knapsack 
attached  to  a  waist-belt  which  girts  a  coat,  not  of  many  colors,  but  of 
many  pockets  so  made  that  in  stooping  nothing  falls  out  of  them.  The 
umbrella  is  one  of  the  indispensables.  It  shields,  when  necessary, 

from  old  Sol's  scorching  rays  and  from  the  pelting,  drenching  storm  ; 
brings  within  reach,  by  its  hooked  handle,  many  a  larva-freighted 
bough  which  would  otlierwise  remain  undisturbed;  and  forms  an  ex- 

cellent receptacle  for  all  insects  that  may  be  dislodged  from  bush  or 
branch.  Opened  and  held  inverted  under  a  bough  with  the  left  hand, 

while  the  right  manipulates  a  beating-stick  cut  for  the  occasion,  it 
will  be  the  recipient  of  many  a  choice  specimen  that  would  never 
have  been  espied  amid  its  protective  surroundings.  Some  collectors 
use  an  umbrella  painted  or  lined  on  the  inside  with  white,  to  facilitate 
the  detection  of  any  object  that  drops  into  it;  but  as  there  are  fully  as 
many,  if  not  more,  pale  and  white  insects  as  there  are  dark  or  black 

ones,  the  common  dark  umbrella  is  good  enough  for  all  ordinary  pur- 
poses ;  and  if  any  improvement  on  the  ordinary  cotton  umbrella  is 
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desired,  it  should  be  in  the  way  of  a  joint  or  knuckle  about  the  mid- 
dle of  the  handle,  which  will  facilitate  its  packing  and  using.  The 

trowel  is  valuable  for  prying  off  the  loosened  bark  from  old  trees, 
whether  felled  or  standing,  and  for  digging  into  the  ground  or  into 

decajang  stumps  and  logs.  The  haversack  is  for  the  carriage  of  diiFer- 
ent  kinds  of  boxes  (those  made  of  tin  being  best)  intended  for  larvae 

and  other  forms  which  it  is  necessary  to  bring  home  alive  for  breed- 
ing purposes ;  and  if  made  with  a  partition  so  that  the  filled  and 

empty  boxes  may  be  separated,  all  the  better :  it  may  also  be  used 
for  nets  and  other  apparatus  to  be  mentioned,  and  for  such  provender 
as  is  necessary  on  the  trip.  The  knapsack  may  be  made  on  the  plan 

of  a  cartridge-box,  of  stout  canvas  or  leather,  and  should  be  of  mode- 
rate size  and  slung  on  to  the  belt  so  as  to  be  slipped  to  any  part  of 

the  waist  and  not  hinder  free  bodily  motion.  It  may  be  used  to  carry 

bottles,  phials  and  many  other  small  appliances,  and  should  be  accord- 
ingly partitioned  and  furnished  with  loops  or  pockets  on  the  inside. 

The  cigar-box  is  for  the  reception  of  pinned  specimens,  and  may  be 
slipped  on  to  the  belt,  or  buttoned  to  the  pants,  by  means  of  leather. 

The  greatest  requisites  in  collecting  are  a  pair  of  sharp  eyes 

and  ready  hands,  with  coolness  and  self-possession;  but  a  few  traps 
will  materially  aid.  One  of  the  most  important  is  the  hand-net, 
which  may  be  made  so  as  to  subserve  the  two  purposes  of  a  sweep- 

ing and  an  air-net.  The  frame  of  the  net  which  I  use  is  illustrated 

herewith  (Fig.  11),  and  will  be  found  strong  and  serviceable  and  con- 
[Fig.  11.]  veniently  portable.    It  is  con- 

structed as  follows  :  Take  two 

pieces  of  stout  brass  wire,  each 
about  20  inches  long;  bend 

them  half-circularly  and  join 
at  one  end  by  a  folding  hinge 
having  a  check  on  one  side  (h). 
The  other  ends  are  bent  and 

beaten  into  two  square  sock- 
ets (f)  which  fit  to  a  nut  sunk 

and  soldered  into  one  end  of  a 

brass  tube  (d).  When  so  fitted, 

they  are  secured  by  a  large- 
headed  screw  (e)  threaded  to 

fit  into  the  nut-socket,  and 
with  a  groove  wide  enough  to 
receive  the  back  of  a  common 

pocket  knife-blade.  The  wire 
hoop  is  easily  detached  and  folded,  as  at  c,  for  convenient  carriage ; 
and  the  handle  may  be  made  of  any  desired  length  by  cutting  a  stick 
and  fitting  it  into  the  hollow  tube  «,  which  should  be  about  six  inches 

long.    It  is  well  to  have  two  separate  hoops — one  of  lighter  wire  fur- 
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nished  with  silk  gauze  or  some  other  light  material  for  catching  fly- 
ing insects ;  and  one  which  is  stouter  and  furnished  with  a  net  of 

stronger  material  for  sweeping  non-flying  specimens. 
Another  still  more  simple,  but  less  convenient,  frame  is  thus  de- 

scribed by  my  friend  F.  G.  Sanborn,  of  Boston,  Mass.: 

[Fig.  12.]  "  Make  a  loop  of  strong  iron  or  brass  wire,  of  about 
3-16ths  of  an  inch  in  thickness,  so  that  the  diameter  of  the 
loop  or  circle  will  not  exceed  twelve  inches,  leaving  an 
inch  to  an  inch  and  a  half  of  wire  at  each  end  bent  at 
nearly  right  angles.  Bind  the  two  extremities  of  the  wire 

together  with  smaller  wire  (Fig.  12,  «),  and  tin  them  by 
applying  a  drop  of  muriate  of  zinc,  then  holding  it  in 
the  fire  or  over  a  gas  flame  until  nearly  red  hot,  when  a 
few  grains  of  block  tin  or  soft  solder  placed  upon  them 
will  flow  evenly  over  the  whole  surface  and  join  them 

firmly  together.  Take  a  Maynard  rifle  cartridge  tube,  or  other  brass 

tube  of  similar  dimensions ;  if  the  former,  file  off"  the  closed  end  or 
perforate  it  for  the  admission  of  the  wire,  and  having  tinned  it  in  the 

same  manner  on  the  inside,  push  a  tight-fitting  cork  half  way  through 
(Fig.  12,  c)  and  pour  into  it  melted  tin  or  soft  solder,  and  insert  the 
wires  ;  if  carefully  done,  you  will  have  a  firmly  constructed  and  very 
durable  foundation  for  a  collecting  net.  The  cork  being  extracted, 
will  leave  a  convenient  socket  for  inserting  a  stick  or  walking  cane  to 

serve  as  a  handle." 
My  friend,  J.  A.  Lintner,  of  Albany,  N.  Y.,  makes  very  good  use, 

[Fig.  13.]   in  his  ordinary  promenades,  of  a  telescopic  fish-rod,  with  a 
/^:z^f\  head  (Fig.  13.)  screwed  on  to  one  end,  in  which  to  fasten  an. 
\      //  elastic  brass  coil  on  which  the  net  is  drawn,  but  which  when 

not  in  use  sets  snugly  inside  his  silk  hat. 
The  bag  should  taper  to  the  bottom,  and  in  either  case, 

should  be  fully  twice  the  diameter  of  the  hoop,  so  that  by 

giving  the  net  a  twist,  the  mouth  may  be  closed  and  the  con- 

y  I  I  \  tents  thus  secured.  The  sweeping-net  may  be  protected 
/  ,,  \\  around  the  hoop  with  a  covering  of  leather,  and  in  use  should 

*  '^^  be  kept  in  a  steady  and  continued  back-and-forth  motion, 
over  and  touching  the  plants,  until  the  contents  are  to  be  ex- 

amined ;  when,  by  placing  the  head  at  the  opening  and  quietly  sur- 
veying the  restless  inmates,  the  desiderata  may  be  secured  and  the 

rest  turned  out.  A  sudden  dash  of  the  air-net  will  usually  lay  any 
flying  object  at  the  bottom.  A  net  for  aquatic  insects  may  be  made 
on  the  same  principle,  but  should  be  stout,  with  the  meshes  open 
enough  to  allow  free  passage  of  water,  and  the  bag  not  quite  as  deep 
as  the  diameter  of  the  hoop.  A  forceps  net,  which  consists  of  two 
gauze  or  bobbinet  covered  frames,  having  riveted  handles,  so  as  to 
close  like  a  pair  of  scissors,  is  employed  for  small  insects;  but  I  find 
little  use  for  it.    A  coarse  sieve,  together  with  a  white  towel,  or  sheet, 
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will  be  found  of  great  service  for  special  occasions,  particularly 
in  the  spring,  when  the  search  for  minute  insects  found  under  old 
leaves,  or  for  pupee  around  the  butts  of  trees,  is  contemplated.  With 

the  sheet  spread  on  the  ground,  and  a  few  handfuls  of  leaves  and  leafy- 
mold  sifted  over  it,  many  a  minute  specimen  will  be  separated  from 
the  coarser  particles,  and  drop  to  the  sheet,  where  the  eye  may 
readily  detect  it.  Conversely,  the  earth  taken  from  around  trees  may 
be  sifted  so  as  to  leave  in  the  sieve  such  larger  objects  as  pupee,  etc. 
Another  favorite  plan,  with  some  collectors,  of  obtaining  specimens, 

especially  night  flying  moths,  is  by  "sugaring."  This  consists  of  ap- 
plying to  the  trunks  of  trees,  or  to  strips  of  cloth  attached  to  the  trees, 

some  sweet,  attractive  and  stupefying  preparation.  Diluted  molasses, 
or  dissolved  brown  sugar,  mixed  with  rum  or  beer,  is  most  frequently 

employed.  I  have  found  sugaring  of  little  use  till  after  the  blossom- 
ing season,  and —  notwithstanding  assertions  to  the  contrary  —  it  is 

almost  impossible  to  so  stupefy  or  intoxicate  an  insect  that  it  will  re- 
main till  the  next  morning.  I  generally  sugar  at  eve,  and  visit  the 

tree  several  times  between  sundown  and  midnight,  armed  with  wide- 
mouthed  killing  bottles,  and  accompanied  by  a  second  person  who  car- 

ries a  dark-lantern.  Isolated  trees,  on  the  edges  of  woods,  give  the 
best  results.  Everybody  knows  how  some  poor  moths  will  persist  in 

flitting  round  a  light,  until  they  singe  their  wings;  and,  as  many  in- 
sects are  strongly  attracted  to  bright  artificial  light,  it  may  be  em- 

ployed with  good  results,  especially  during  warm  and  damp  evenings. 
The  collector  should  never  go  unprovided  with  a  small  box  or  tube 
full  of  different  sized  pins  (a  corked  cartridge  tube  makes  a  good  box), 
a  pair  or  two  of  forceps,  a  pair  of  scissors,  a  little  mucilage,  and  the 
killing  apparatus  to  be  described. 

Killing. — After  capturing  an  insect,  intended  for  the  cabinet,  the 
next  thing  is  to  kill  and  dispose  of  it  till  one  gets  home.  All  those, 

as  the  various  Beetles,  Bugs,  some  Nerve-winged  and  some  Straight- 
winged  insects,  which  have  either  hard  or  naked  coverings,  and  do  not 
spoil  when  wetted,  may  be  thrown  into  alcohol  kept  in  stoat,  wide 

mouthed  and  well-corked  bottles.  The  alcohol  at  once  kills  and  pre- 
serves. 

The  cyanide  bottle  is  very  useful  for  killing  the  more  delicate 

Scaly-winged  and  Two-winged  insects.  Itis  a  wide-mouthed  bottle, 
with  a  few  grains  of  cyanide  of  potassium  kept  in  place  at  the  bot- 

tom by  a  layer  ot  cotton-wadding,  pressed  down  upon  it  and  cap- 
ped with  something  smooth,  such  as  perforated  card-board.  The 

cyanide  is  a  deadly  poison,  and  soon  kills  anything  thrown  into  the 

bottle.  Difl"erent  sized  bottles  may  be  used,  and  one  made  of  a  chem- 
ist's test-tube  (Fig.  14)  is  convenient  in  the  field.  Carbonate  of 

ammonia  may  be  used  as  a  substit  ite  for  cyanide,  but  it  affects 
the  colors  more,   especially  of  delicate  green  insects.    In  countries 
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where  the  Laurel  grows,  its  bruised  leaves   may  be 
used  in  place  of  the  cyanide;  they  kill  less  quickly, 
but  have  the  advantage  of  safety.    The  leaves  of  the 

Laurel-Cherry,  (Primus  lauro-eerasus)^  a  plant  com- 
monly grown  in  England  for  screens  and  hedges,  are 

also  used  for  this  purpose.    A  small  and  stout  bottle 
of  chloroform,  or  ether,  with  a  brush  securely  inserted 
into  the  cork,  (Fig.  15.),  will  be  found  very  serviceable. 

A  slight  moistening  through  the  air-net  will  stupefy 
most  insects  caught  in  it,  and  facilitate  their  removal 
to  the  cyanide  bottle ;  while  a  touch  or  two  with  the 
wet  brush  under  the  head  and  thorax,  will  kill  the 
more  delicate  specimens  outright,  without  in  the  least 
injuring  them.     Another  way  of  using  chloroform  is 
by  means  of  a  small,  hollow  tube  passed  through  the 

cork  (Fig.  16),  what  is  called  jeweler's  hollow  wire 
answering  the  purpose.     The  liquid  evaporates  more 
readily  in  such  a  bottle,  and  I  altogether  prefer   the 
first   mentioned.      Some  large  insects,  and  especially 

female  moths,  whose  size  prevents  the  use  of  the  or- 
dinary  cyanide    bottles,    are    difficult  to  kill.     With 

these,    fluttering  may    be  prevented   by    the   use    of 
chloroform,   or  by  a  squeeze    of    the    thorax    under 
the   wings  with  the  thumb  and  finger;  and  they  may 
be   killed   by  puncturing  the  thorax,  or  piercing  the 

body  longitudinally,  with  a  needle  dipped  in  liquid  cyanide,  or  ox- 

alic acid.      A  long  bottle   with  a  needle   ̂ I'i? 
thrust  into  the  cork  may  be  kept  for  this 
purpose;  but  the  needle  must  be  of  ivory 
or   bone,   as  those  of  metal  are  corroded 
and  eaten  by  the  liquids.     Hot  waiter  kills 
rapidly,  and  leaves  the  specimens  in  good 
flexible  condition  for  mounting;  the  heads 
of   large  insects  may  be   held  for  a  few 

moments  in  the  water,  while  smaller  spe- 
cimens   should    first    be    thrown    into    a 

corked  bottle,  and  the   bottle  submitted 
to  the  heat. 

For  killing  small  and  delicate  moths  which 
have  been  bred,  I  find  nothing  more  handy  than 

chloroform.  They  may  be  caught  in  turned  wood- 
en boxes,  which  are  kept  by  every  druggist;  and  a 

touch  of  the  chloroform  on  the  outside  of  the  box  immediately  stupe- 

fies them.  It  has  a  tendency  to  stifl"en  them,  however,  and  they  are 
best  set  immediately  after  death. 

E.R— 3 
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Some  collectors,  with  indifferent  olfactory  sense,  moisten  the  cork 
of  their  boxes  with  kreosote.  Its  killing  power  lasts  for  several  days. 
A  few  whiffs  from  a  cigar,  when  nothing  else  is  at  hand,  will  also  kill 
many  of  the  more  tender  insects. 

Entomotaxy.— Unlike  the  ornithologist,  the  entomologist  has  no 

one  word  to  express  the  preparing,  setting  and  preserving  of  his  speci- 
mens; but  that  used  herewith  will  very  well  answer  the  purpose.  In 

preparing  insects  for  the  cabinet,  entomological  pins,  expressly  made, 
should  be  used.  Those  manufactured  by  W.  Klgeger,  of  Berlin,  are 
far  superior  to  those  of  American  make,  and  may  be  obtained  through 
the  agency  of  several  of  our  Eastern  natural  history  societies.  They 
range,  in  number,  from  00,  or  extremely  fine,  to  7,  which  is  coarse  and 
stout.  Nos.  2,  3,  4,  5  and  6  are  the  most  useful,  and  the  others  may,  in 
reality,  be  dispensed  with.  French  pins,  ranging  from  1  to  10,  and 
over,  the  lower  numbers  finest,  are  next  best,  and  may  be  had  of  John 
Akhurst,  19  Prospect  street,  Brooklyn,  New  York.  All  insects  should 

be  pinned  through  the  middle  of  the  thorax,  where — as  is  more  gen- 
erally the  case  —  this  portion  {mesothorax)  is  largely  developed. 

Beetles  ( Coleoptera)  and  Bugs  {Hemiptera)  should,  however,  be 

pinned,  the  former  through  the  right  elytron  or  wing-cover,  (Fig.  17, 
«),  the  latter  through  the  scutel  or  triangular 
piece  behind  the  thorax  (Fig.  17,  J),  the  pin 
issuing  between  the  middle  and  hind  legs.  The 
specimens  look  very  pretty  with  all  the  legs 
neatly  spread  out;  but  for  practical  purposes, 
it  is  usually  as  well  to  let  them  dry  in  the 

^  naturally  folded  positions  :  it  is  a  saving  of 

time,  a  saving  of  space,  and  the  limbs  are  not  so  apt  to  break.  There 

should  always  be  about  half  an  inch  of  the  pin  above  the  insect,  to 

facilitate  handling,  and  uniformity  in  this  regard  will  have  much  to  do 

with  the  neat  appearance  of  a  collection.  Most  Insects  which  are 

too  small  to  be  pierced  by  a  No.  2  pin  may  be  fastened  to  card-board, 

by  means  of  gum  tragacanth.  A  drop  of  corrosive  sublimate,  added 

to  the  water  with  which  the  gum  is  diluted,  will  indefinitely  prevent 

its  souring,  but  should  not  be  used  where  the  gum  is  to  come  in  con- 
tact with  the  pin,  as  it  inclines  the  latter  too  much  to  verdigris.  In 

such  cases  a  little  spirits  of  camphor  mixed  with  the  tragacanth  is 

best.  I  have  tried  gum  arable  with  white  sugar,  as  used  by  my  late 

friend  Walsh,  French  varnish,  shellac  dissolved  in  alcohol,  and  other 

gums ;  but  much  prefer  the  tragacanth.  The  card-board  or  Bristol- 
board  may  be  cut  into  points  or  tags,  of  shape  to  suit  the  fancy.  I 

use,  myself,  rows  of  wedge-shaped  points  (Fig.  18)  of  three  different 
[Fig.  18.]  sizes,  according  to  the  insects  to  be  fast- 

ened ;  and  to  facilitate  the  cutting  of  these 

   rows,  and  to  obtain  uniformity,  I  have  had 

three  different  sized  stamps  made,  which  prick  the  paper  and  indicate 
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each  angle  or  corner.  Delicate  flies  and  moths  which  it  will  not  do 
to  fasten  with  mucilage,  may  first  be  mounted  on  very  fine  pins,  (Nos. 
19  and  20,  made  by  Eddleston  &  Williams,  Crown  Court,  Cheapside, 
London,  are  very  fine  and  excellent,)  or  on  silver  wires,  and  these  in- 

serted into  one  end  of  little  strips  of  cork  or  pith,  through  the  other 
end  of  which  a  No.  3  or  4  Klasger  pin  passes  to  secure  the  specimen 

in  the  cabinet.  Tith  for  this  use  should  be  dense,  and  that  of  Worm- 
wood {Artemisia)  or  Mullein  (  Verhascum)  will  be  found  best.  By 

this  means  the  proper  height  is  preserved,  and  the  inconvenience  and 
vexation  of  handling  such  very  fine  pins  obviated.  Some,  who  have 

plenty  of  time  and  patience  to  spare,  throw  their  beetles  injto  warm 
water,  and,  while  all  the  parts  are  limp,  fasten  them  by  the  legs  on  to 
card  board  coated  with  tragacanth,  which,  in  drying,  secures  the 
beetle  without  discoloring  the  paper.  The  paper  is  afterward  cut  up 
into  squares  and  pinned. 

Many  Coleopterists  prefer  to  use  separate  slips  of  card-board,  cut 
into  isosceles  triangles,  crosswise  on  to  the  narrow  tips  of  which  the 

specimens  are  gummed  with  a  cement  of  inspissated  ox-gall,  gum 
arable  and  water,  as  recommended  by  Dr.  LeConte;  but,  though  more 
of  the  underside  of  the  beetle  is  in  this  manner  left  exposed,  I  find 
my  own  method  much  the  most  convenient. 

Many  English  entomologists  use  short  pins,  very  much  like  those 
of  ordinary  make,  and  my  late  friend  Walsh  never  gave  up  the  custom, 

and  most  vehemently  opposed  the  use  of  what  he  ridiculed  as  "long 
Oerman  skewers."  But  the  only  advantage  that  can  possibly  be 
claimed  for  the  short  pins  is  that  they  are  less  apt  to  bend,  are  conse- 

quently more  easily  stuck  into  the  bottoms  of  boxes,  and  require  less 

room;  while,  compared  with  the  long  pins,  they  have  numerous  disad- 
vantages. Long  pins  admit  of  the  very  important  advantage  of  at- 

taching notes  and  labels  to  the  specimen  ;  render  it  more  secure  from 
injury  when  handled,  and  from  museum  pests  in  the  cabinet;  and  on 
them  several  rows  of  carded  duplicates  may  be  fastened,  one  under 
the  other,  so  as  to  economize  room. 

I  have  seen  few  old  collections  in  better  condition  than  that  of 

M.  E.  Mulsant,  of  Lyons,  France;  and  he  uses  iron  wire,  cut  slant- 
ingly of  the  requisite  length — a  common  custom  in  France.  These 

wires  bend  sd  easily  and  have  such  dull  points  that  they  require  much 
more  careful  manipulation  than  the  pins,  and  the  claim  made  for  them 
that  they  do  not  verdigris,  would,  perhaps,  not  hold  good  near  the 

sea.    Silver  wire,  or  silver-plated  wire,  is  used  for  the  same  purpose. 
For  the  proper  setting  of  insects  with  broad  and  flattened  wings, 

such  as  butterflies  and  moths,  a  spreading  board  or  stretcher  is  neces- 
sary. One  that  is  simple  and  answers  every  purpose  is  shown  at  figure 

19.  It  may  be  made  of  two  pieces  of  thin  white-wood  or  pine  board, 
fastened  together  by  braces,  especially  at  the  ends,  and  left  wide 

enough  apart  to  admit  the   bodies  of  the  insects  to  be  spread:  strij)S 
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[Fig.  19.]  of  cork  or  pith,  in  which  to   fasten  the 
pins,  may  then  be  tacked  or  glued  below 
so  as  to  cover  the  intervening  space.  The 
braces  must  be  deep  enough  to  prevent 
the  pins  from  touching  anything  the 

stretcher  may  be  laid  on ;  and  by  attach- 
ing a  ring  or  loop  to  one  of  them,  the 

stretcher  may  be  hung  against  a  wall,  out 

of  the  way.  For  ordinary-sized  specimens 
I  use  boards  2  feet  long,  3  inches  wide  and  -J  inch  thick,  with  three 
braces  (one  in  the  middle  and  one  at  each  end)  1|  inches  deep  at  the 

ends,  but  narrowing  from  each  end  to  1  1-6  inches  at  the  middle. 
This  slight  rising  from  the  middle  is  to  counteract  the  tendency  of  the 
wings,  however  well  dried,  to  drop  a  little  after  the  insect  is  placed 
in  the  cabinet.  The  wings  are  held  in  position  by  means  of  strips  of 
paper  (Fig.  19)  until  dry.  For  stretching  the  wings,  and  for  many 
other  purposes,  a  handled  needle  will  be  found  useful.  Split  off,  with 
the  grain,  a  piece  of  pine  wood  three  or  four  inches  long;  hold  it  in 

the  right  hand  ;  take  a  medium-sized  needle  in  the  left  hand  ;  hold  it 
[Fig.  20]  upright  with  the  point  touching  a  walnut  table,  or  other  hard- 

grained  wood,  and  bring  a  steady  pressure  to  bear  on  the  pine. 
The  head  of  the  needle  will  sink  to  any  required  distance  into 
the  pine,  which  may  then  be  whittled  off,  and  you  have  just  the 
thing  you  want  (Fig.  20).  To  obtain  uniformity  in  the  position 
of  the  wings,  a  good  rule  is  to  have  the  inner  margins  of  the 
front  wings  as  nearly  as  possible  on  a  straight  line  (Fig.  19). 
When  the  specimens  are  thoroughly  stiff  and  dry,  they  should 
be  taken  from  the  stretcher  and  kept  for  several  weeks  in  the 
drying  box  before  being  permanently  placed  in  the  cabinet. 

The  drying  box  is  simply  a  box  of  any  required  dimensions,  con- 
taining a  series  of  shelves  on  which  to  pin  the  specimens,  and 

without  a  solid  back  or  front.  The  back  is  covered  on  the  in- 
side with  fine  gauze,  and  on  the  outside  with  coarser  wire,  and 

the  door  in  front  consists  of  a  close-fitting  frame  of  the  same 

material — the  object  being  to  allow  free  passage  of  air,  but  at 
the  same  time  to  keep  out  dust  and  prevent  the  gnawings  of  mice  and 
other  animals.  The  shelves  should  be  not  less  than  two  inches  deep, 

and  if  made  in  the  form  of  a  quadrangular  frame,  braced  with  tv^^o 
cross-pieces  on  which  to  tack  sheet  cork,  they  will  serve  for  the  double 
purpose  of  drying  spread  specimens,  and  for  the  spreading  of  others; 

as  there  are  manj^^  insects  with  long  legs,  which  are  more  conveniently 
spread  on  such  a  board,  by  means  of  triangular  pieces  of  stiff  card- 

board braces  or  "saddles,"  than  on  the  stretcher  already  described. 
Two  of  these  braces  are  fixed  on  the  setting  board,  by  means  of 

stout  pins,  at  sufficient  distances  apart  to  receive  the  body  between 
them.  The  wings  are  then  spread  upon  them  and  kept  in  place,  until 
dry,  by  means  of  additional  braces. 
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Cabinet  and  Boxes. — The  boxes  or  cases,  which  are  used  to  keep 
insects  in  permanently,  may  be  made  of  any  dimensions  to  suit  the 

fancy — 12x16  inches,  inside,  being  a  convenient  size,  and  allowing 
economic  use  of  cork.  They  must,  however,  be  perfectly  tight,  and 

should  not  be  more  than  2-\  inches  deep  on  the  inside.  The  bottoms 
should  be  lined  with  something  which  will  hold  the  pins,  and  the 

whole  inside  covered  with  white  paper,  which,  if  delicately  cross- 
ruled,  will  facilitate  the  regular  pinning  of  specimens.  While  the 
size  and  style  of  the  box  and  cabinet  may  be  left  to  individual  taste, 
some  choice  must  be  had  of  material.  lied  cedar  should  never  he 

iLsed.  I  have  learned,  to  my  sorrow,  the  baneful  effects  of  this  wood, 

notwithstanding  it  is  recommended — evidently  by  those  who  are 
guiltless  of  having  used  it — as  having  the  advantage  over  other  wood, 
of  keeping  off  museum  pests.  It  seems  impossible  to  get  this  wood 
so  seasoned  but  that  a  certain  amount  of  resin  will  continually  exude 
from  it;  and  insects  in  boxes  of  this  material  are  very  apt  to  soften 

and  become  greasy.  Paper  boxes  are  also  bad,  as  they  attract  mois- 
ture and  cause  the  specimens  to  mold.  The  French  used  to  make  very 

neat  boxes  of  this  material,  and  Dr.  Fitch,  of  New  York,  imported  a 
number  for  his  insects.  He  has  been  paid  for  his  trouble  by  having 

almost  all  of  his  specimens  ruined  by  mold.  I  use,  myself,  well  sea- 
soned pine  and  white-wood;  and  in  such  boxes  as  have  glass  covers, 

and  are  intended  to  form  part  of  a  neat  cabinet  for  parlor  ornament, 
the  fronts  may  be  of  walnut  or  cherry. 

My  best  cabinet  consists  of  60  boxes  of  the  above  dimensions,  in 

three  tiers  of  twenty  each.  The  boxes  are  made  of  well-seasoned  pine, 
the  lower  part  having  a  depth  of  1^  inches,  with  a  rabbet  extending 
f  inch  above  it.  The  glass  cover,  with  a  frame  1  inch  deep,  fits  over 
this.  The  sides  and  back,  exclusive  of  rabbet,  are  made  of  i  inch 
stuff,  but  the  front,  which  is  made  of  cherry,  is  twice  as  thick,  the 
better  to  hold  a  ring,  sunk  flush  in  the  middle.  The  bottoms  are  made 

of  two  thin  pieces,  cross-grained,  to  prevent  warping  or  cracking,  and 
the  whole  varnished  with  shellac  and  alcohol.  The  cabinet  is  made 

of  black  walnut,  with  the  exception  of  the  back,  which  is  pine,  and 
is  simply  a  case  with  folding  doors  in  front,  and  a  series  of  skeleton 
shelves  f  inch  thick.  Boxes,  such  as  these,  when  the  lid  is  secured 
by  hooks,  will  also  be  found  convenient  to  hang  upon  a  wall. 

A  very  convenient  and  secure  box,  12x8x2|  inches  inside,  and 
made  to  look  like  a  book,  is  manufactured  (price  $3.00)  by  Mr.  J.  S. 
Ridings,  of  Philadelphia.  The  back  is  made  in  one  piece,  12x3|  inches, 
^  inch  thick  in  the  middle  and  rounding  off  on  the  outside  to i  inch  at 
the  ends.  The  front  and  ends  are  3  inches  wide  and  ̂   inch  thick,  the 
front  piece  having  a  length  of  12  and  the  ends,  which  overlap  it,  of 

8:^  inches.  The  sides  are  12^x8|  inches,  with  a  thickness  of  -h  inch. 
When  glued  and  bradded  together,  and  sand-papered,  this  box  is  care- 

fully sawed  in  two  down  the  middle.    Thin  strips  2  inches  wide  and 
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•f  thick  are  then  cut  in  around  one  of  the  halves,  so  that  the  edges 
project  and  form  a  rabbet,  which  is  beveled  off  and  fits  tightly  against 
the  inside  of  the  other  half  when  closed.  The  inside  is  lined  with 

cork  and  paper,  the  back  covered  with  stout  linen  or  leather,  which 
forms  a  hinge,  and  the  whole  either  painted  or  papered  to  suit  the 

fancy.  It  is  neat,  may  be  stood  edgwise  on  a  book-shelf,  is  easily  han- 
dled, and  is,  withal,  valuable  to  the  working  student,  because  new 

boxes  may  be  added,  in  their  proper  places,  as  the  collection  increases ; 
and  the  insects  always  kept  in  proper  systematic  order.  Such 
boxes  are  also  readily  packed  and  moved  from  one  place  to  another, 
and  for  this  reason  will  commend  themselves  to  the  itinerant  ento- 

mologist. Those  who  are  ingenious,  and  have  the  proper  tools,  can 
make  them  at  a  less  cost,  but  hardly  with  the  same  finish  as  does  Mr. 
Hidings. 

For  beauty  and  security,  and  the  perfect  display  of  the  larger 

Lepidajptera^  I  have  seen  nothing  superior  to  a  box  used  by  Mr.  Lint- 
ner,  of  Albany,  N.  Y.  It  is  a  frame  made  in  the  form  of  a  folio  vol- 

ume, with  glass  set  in  for  sides,  and  bound  in  an  ordinary  book  cover. 
The  insects  are  pinned  onto  pieces  of  cork,  fastened  to  the  inside  of 
one  of  the  glass  plates ;  and  the  boxes  may  be  stood  on  ends,  in  library 
shape,  like  ordinary  books.  For  the  benefit  of  those  who  wish  to 

make  small  collections  of  showy  insects,  I  give  Mr.  Lintner's  method? 
of  which  he  has  been  kind  enough  to  furnish  me  the  following  de- 

scription : 
[Fig.  21.] 

Figures  a,  b  and  c  repre- 
sent, in  section,  tlie  frame- 

work of  tlie  voliune  —  a 

showing-  tlie  ends,  b  the 
front,  and  c  the  back.  The 
material  can  be  prepared 

in  long  strips  of  some  soft 

wood,  by  a  cabinet-maker, 
(if  the  collector  has  the 
necessary  skill  and  leisure 
lor  framing  it,)  at  a  cost 
of  sixty  cents  a  frame,  if 
a  number  sufficient  for  a 
dozen  boxes  be  ordered. 

Or,  if  it  be  preferred  to 
order  them  made,  the  cost 
should  not  exceed  eighty 

cents  each. 

Before  being  placed  in  the  hands  of  the  binder,  the  mitering  should  be  carefully 
examined,  and  any  defect  in  fitting  remedied,  so  that  the  glass,  whuMi  placed  in  posi- 

tion, may  have  accurate  bearings  on  all  the  sides.  The  interior  of  the  frame  is  covered 

with  tin-foil,  made  as  smooth  as  possible  before  application,  to  be  applied  with  thor- 
oughly-boiled flour  paste,  (in  which  a  small  proportion  of  arsenic  may  be  mixed),  and 

rubbed  smoothly  down  till  the  removal  of  the  blisters,  which  are  apt  to  appear.  The 

tin-foil  can  be  purchased,  by  weight,  at  druggists',  and  the  sheets  marked  oflf  and  cut 

■3/16 
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by  a  rule  in  strips  of  proper  width,  allowing  for  a  trifle  of  overlapping  on  the  sides. 
Its  cost  per  voliinieMs  merely  nominal. 

First  quality  single-thick  glass  for  sides  must  be  selected,  wholly  free  from  rust, 
veins,  air-bubbles  or  any  blemish.  Such  glass  can  be  purchased  at  flf.een  cents  a  pane. 
The  lower  glass,  after  thorough  cleaning,  espicially  of  its  inner  surface,  with  an  alka- 

line wash,  and  a  final  polishing  with  slightly  wetted  white  printing  paper,  is  to  be 
firmly  secured  in  its  place  by  a  proper  number  of  tin  points ;  the  upper  glass  is  but 
temporarily  fastened.  The  binder  must  be  directed  to  cover  the  exposed  sides  of  the 

frame  with  '•  combed  "  paper,  bringins:  it  over  the  border  of  the  permanent  lower  glass, 
and  beneath  the  removable  upper  glass. 

The  covers  of  the  volume  are  of  heavy  binder's-board  (No.  18).  neatly  lined  within 
with  glazed  white  paper.  On  one  of  the  iusides  of  the  lids  may  be  attached,  by  its 
corners,  a  sheet  with  the  numbers  and  names  of  the  species  contained  in  the  volume, 

or  these  may  be  placed  on  the  pin  bearing  the  insect.  If  bound  in  best  quality  of  imi- 
tation morocco,  with  cloth  covers,  lettered  and  gilded  on  the  back,  the  cost  (for  a  dozen 

volumes)  need  not  exceed  $1.00  each.    If  in  turkey-morocco,  it  will  be  $1.50. 
The  lettering  and  ornamentation  of  the  back  will  vary  with  the  taste  of  the  indi- 

vkhial.  The  family  designations  may  be  permanently  lettered,  or  they  may  be  pasted 

on  the  back,  on  a  slip  of  paper  or  gum-label,  as  are  the  generic  names,  thus  permitting 
the  change  of  the  contents  of  a  volume  at  any  time,  if  desired. 

The  bits  of  cork  to  which  the  insects  are  to  be  pinned  are  cut  in  quarter-inch 
squares  from  sheet-cork  of  one-fourth  of  an  inch  in  thickness.  If  the  trouble  be  taken 

to  trim  oft"  the  corners,  giving  them  an  octagonal  form,  their  appearance  will  be  mate- 
rially improved,  and  much  less  care  will  be  required  in  adjusting  them  on  the  glass. 
The  cement  usually  recommended  for  attaching  the  cork  to  the  glass  is  composed 

of  equal  parts  of  white  wax  and  resin.  My  experience  with  this  has  not  been  favor- 
able, for  after  the  lapse  of  a  few  years,  I  have  invariably  been  subjected  to  the  serious 

annoj'ance  of  being  compelled  to  renew  the  entire  contents  of  the  volume,  clean  the 
glass  and  replace  the  corks  with  new  cement.  From  some  cause,  inexplicable  to  me. 

a  gradual  separation  takes  place  of  the  cork  with  its  cement  irom  the  glass,  first  ap- 
pearing at  the  angles  of  the  cork,  and  its  progress  indicated  by  an  increasing  number 

of  iridescent  rings  which  form  within,  until  the  centre  is  reached,  when,  if  not  pre- 
viously detached,  the  insect  falls  with  the  cork,  usually  to  its  injury  and  that  of  others 

beneath  it. 

A  number  of  years  ago,  I  happened  to  emploj'-,  in  attaching  a  single  piece  of  cork 
in  one  of  my  cases,  a  cement  originally  made  for  other  purposes,  consisting  of  six  parts 
of  resin,  one  of  wax  and  one  of  Venetian  red.  Several  years  thereafter,  my  attention 

was  drawn  to  this  piece,  by  finding  it  as  firmly  united  as  when  at  first  applied,  and  at 
the  present  time  (after  the  lapse  of  twelve  years)  it  is  without  the  slightest  indication 

of  separation.  Acting  upon  this  hint,  I  have,  of  late,  used  this  cement  in  the  restora- 
tion of  a  number  of  my  cases,  and  with  the  most  satisfactory  results.  It  is  important 

that  the  cement,  when  used,  should  be  heated  (by  a  spirit  lamp  or  gas  flame)  to  as  high 
a  degree  as  it  will  bear  ̂ \ithout  burning.  An  amount  sufficient  to  cover  the  bottom  of 

the  small,  flat  metal  vessel  containing  it  to  the  depth  of  an  eighth  of  an  inch  will  suf- 
fice, and  prevent  the  cork  from  taking  up  more  than  its  requisite  quantity.  It  should 

be  occasionally  stirred  to  prevent  the  precipitation  of  its  heavier  portions.  The  cork 

may  be  conveniently  dipped  by  the  aid  of  a  needle  inserted  in  a  handle,  when,  as 

quickly  as  possible,  it  should  be  transferred  to  the  glass,  for  the  degree  of  adhesion 

seems  to  depend  upon  the  degree  of  fluidity  of  the  cement.  From  some  experiments 

made  by  me,  after  the  corks  had  been  attached  as  above,  in  heating  the  entire  glass  to 

such  a  degree  as  thoroughly  to  melt  the  cement  until  it  spreads  outward  from  beneath 

the  weight  of  the  cork,  and  then  permitted  to  cool— the  glass  meanwhile  held  horizon- 

tally, that  the  corks  might  not  be  displaced— the  results  appear  to  indicate  that  the 

above  cement,  applied  in  this  manner  on  glass  properly  cleaned,  will  iiroxa  n  permanent 

one.  It  is  scarcely  necessary  to  state  that  this  method  is  not  available  where  the  glass 
has  been  bound  as  above. 
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Preparatory  to  corking  the  glass  for  the  specimens  assigned  to  it,  the  spaces  re- 
quired for  them  are  to  be  ascertained  by  arranging  them  in  order  on  a  cork  surface,  or 

otherwise.  On  a  sheet  of  paper  of  the  size  of  tlie  glass,  perpendicular  lines,  of  the 
number  of  the  rows  and  at  their  proper  distances,  are  to  be  drawn,  and  cross  lines 
equal  in  number  to  the  insects  contained  in  the  rows.  The  distances  of  these  lines  will 
be  uniform,  unless  smaller  specimens  are  to  occupy  some  portion  of  the  case,  when  they 

may  be  graduated  to  the  required  proportion.  With  the  sheet  ruled  in  tliis  manner  and 
placed  beneath  the  glass,  the  points  where  the  corks  are  to  be  applied  are  indicated  by 
the  intersections  of  the  lines.  The  sheet,  marked  with  the  family  of  the  insects  for 
which  it  was  used,  and  with  the  numbers  designating  its  divisions,  may  be  laid  aside 
for  future  use  in  the  preparation  of  other  cases  for  which  it  may  be  suitable.  In  a 
series  of  unbound  cases  in  my  collection,  in  which  the  glasses  measure  llxl4j  inches, 
I  have  used  for  my  Lepidoptera  and  lain  aside  the  following  scales,  the  citation  of  which 
will  also  serve  to  show  the  capacity  of  the  cases :  3x8,  Catocalas ;  2x7  and  3x9, 

Sphingidtie;  4x11  to  4x14,  Bombycidse ;  5x13  to  6x16,  Noctuidse;  8x16  and  8x20, 
Lycsenidse  and  Tortricidas. 

Tlie  unbound  cases  above  referred  to  are  inexpensive  frames,  made  by  myself,  of 

quarter-inch  white  wood  or  pine,  the  corners  mitred,  glued  and  nailed  with  |  inch 

brads,  lined  within  with  white  paper,  (better  with  tin-foil),  and  covered  without  with 
stout  manilla  paper.  The  glasses  are  cut  of  the  size  of  the  frame,  and  when  placed  in 
position  thereon,  are  appressed  closely  to  it  by  laying  upon  them,  near  each  corner,  a 
heavy  weight,  and  strips  of  an  enameled  green  paper,  cut  to  the  widtli  of  one  inch,  are 
pasted  over  their  edges,  extending  a  little  beyond  the  thickness  of  the  frame,  and 

brought  downward  over  the  outside  of  the  frame.  On  its  back,  two  gum  labels,  indi- 
cating the  insects  inclosed,  are  placed  at  uniform  heights  (seven  and  twelve  inches), 

when,  if  all  has  been  neatly  done,  they  present  a  tasteful  appearance  upon  a  shelf. 
When  there  is  reason  to  believe  that  the  case  will  need  to  be  opened  for  the  change  or 
addition  of  specimens,  it  will  be  found  convenient  to  employ,  for  the  fastening  of  the 

left-hand  side  of  the  upper  glass,  paper  lined  with  a  thin  muslin,  to  serve  as  a  hinge 
when  the  other  sides  have  been  cut. 

Should  it  become  desirable  to  bind  these  cases,  outside  frames  may  be  constructed 

after  the  plans  above  given,  with  the  omission  of  the  inside  quarter-inch,  (tlie  equiva- 
lent of  these  frames),  in  which  these  may  be  placed  and  held  in  position  by  two  or 

three  screws  inserted  in  their  sides. 

A  similar  case,  used  by  Mr.  Titian  Peale  of  Washington,  is  de- 
scribed by  Dr.  Brackenridge  Clemens  (Smithsonian  Rep.,  1858,  p.  196). 

To  hold  the  pins,  various  substances  may  be  used,  but  nothing 
surpasses  cork.  It  may  be  obtained  in  sheets,  12x3^X:^  inches,  made 

expressl3\  It  is  for  sale  by  several  parties  in  the  East,  and  is  adver- 

tised by  the  Naturalists'  Agency,  Salem,  Mass.,  and  by  Mr.  Akhurst. 
The  pith  of  Elder,  Broom  corn  or  Indian  corn  may  be  used  by  those 
who  have  time  to  properly  cut  it  into  uniform  and  square  pieces  ;  but 
it  should  first  be  boiled  to  extract  the  saccharine  matter  it  contains, 
and  afterward  very  thoroughly  dried ;  otherwise  it  will  corrode  the 
pins.  Boiler  felt,  properly  split,  has  the  advantage  of  cheapness,  and 
is  valuable.  Where  none  of  these  materials  can  be  obtained,  two 

sheets  of  stiif  paper,  stretched  on  each  side  of  a  frame  i  of  an  inch 
deep,  and  supported  on  a  ledge  of  the  same  depth,  may  be  fastened 

into  the  bottom  of  the  box;  and  even  bog  peat,  or  a  couple  of  thick- 
nesses of  blanket,  will  serve  a  good  purpose.  All  these  linings  may 

be  dispensed  with  in  an  emergency,  and  the  pins  stuck  into  the  soft 
wood,  especially  if  cut  across  the  grain :  i.  e.,  horizontallv  from  the 
tree. 
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[Fig.  22.] 

A  collection  well  mounted  and  cared  for  will  last  indefinitely.  It 

must  be  kept  from  Uie  light,  which  fades  the  specimens,  and  by  all 

means  from  dampness.  The  preserved  insects,  if  not  constantly  cared 

for  and  watched,  will  soon  be  injured  or  devoured  by  mites,  PsocL 

Dcrmestes,  and  other  museum  pests,  against  which  there  is  nothing 

BO  effectual  as  vigilance.  A  little  camphor  kept  in  the  boxes  will  assist 

in  preserving  the  collection  from  these  enemies;  but  it  should  not  be 
used    too    freely,    as   I 
incline  to  think  it  has 

something  to  do  in  caus- 
ing the    specimens    to 

grease.      The  best  pre- 
ventive of   greasing  is 

•yingbox;  but  it  is  almost 
in  the  males  of  some  fami- 

lies of  moths  (e.  g.,  the  jEyeridce).    When  the  speci- 
men is  very  choice,  the  grease  may  be  extracted  by 

soaking  in  ether  or  by  covering  with  pulverized 

pipe-clay.    For  inserting  the  more  delicate  pins,  and 
for  numerous  other  necessary  operations,  different 

forceps,  and  especially  those  shown  in  figures  22,  23  and  24,  will  be 
found  invaluable. 

jPig  23.]  If  t^^^  paper  in  the  bottoms 
of  the  boxes  becomes  yellow 
with  age,  or  soiled  in  any  way, 

it  may  be  cleansed  and  whit- 
ened by  a  painting  of  very  finely  ground  white  zinc  dissolved  in  isin- 
glass or  milk,  and  put  on  with  a  broad  brush.  A  little  corrosive  sub- 

limate worked  in  with  the  paint  will  serve  to  protect  the  insects. 

prevei 

[Fig.  24.]  Relaxing. — Specimens  which  have  become  stiff  before  being 
spread,  or  which  need  resetting,  may  be  relaxed  by  placing 
tliem  in  a  tight  tin  vessel,  half  filled  with  moist  sand;  and  a 
little  carbolic  acid  in  the  moistening  will  prevent  molding. 

BKEtDiNG. — Far  too  little  attention  has  been  given  by  ento- 
mologists in  this  country  to  the  breeding  or  rearing  of  insects, 

notwithstanding  it  offers  a  greater  field  for  usefulness,  and  for 
original  observation,  than  any  other  special  branch  of  the 
science. 

Insects  are  by  no  means  difficult  to  rear,  and  there  is  a  genu- 
ine pleasure  in  watching  their  transformations,  and  in  the  an- 

ticipation and  expectancy  with  which  one  looks  forward  to  the 

ultimate  form  of  some  new  or  unfamiliar  larva.  If  it  is  grati- 
fying to  be  able  to  properly  determine  and  classify  a  species, 

it  is  still  more  so  to  be  acquainted  with  it  in  all  its  forms,  and 
to  understand  its  curious  habits  and  ways  of  life. 
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[Fipr.  25.] 

In  the  hands  of  the  careful  breeder,  an  insect  may  be  secured 
against  its  numerous  natural  enemies,  and  against  vicissitudes  of 
climate ;  and  will  consequently  be  more  apt  to  mature  than  in  a  state 

of  nature.  Yet  the  great  secret  of  successful  breeding  lies  in  other- 
wise supplying,  as  far  as  possible,  the  natural  conditions.  The  breed- 

ing of  aquatic  insects  requires  properly  arranged  aquaria,  and  is 
always  attended  with  the  difficulty  of  furnishing  a  proper  supply  of 

food.  The  transformations  of  many  others,  both  aquatic  and  terres- 
trial, can  only  be  studied  by  close  and  careful  out-door  observation. 

But  the  great  majority  of  insect  larvse  may  be  reared  to  the  perfect 

state  indoors,  where  their  mauoeuverings  may  be  constantly  and  con- 
veniently watched.  For  the  feeding  of  small  species,  glass  jars  and 

wide-mouthed  bottles  will  be  found  useful.  The  mouths  should  be 
covered  with  gauze  or  old  linen,  fastened  either  by  thread  or  rubber; 
and  a  few  inches  of  moist  earth  at  the  bottom  will  furnish  a  retreat 

for  those  which  enter  it  to  transform,  and  keep  the  atmosphere  in  a 
moist  and  fit  condition. 

Forlargerinsectsluse  abreed- 
ing  cage  or  vivarium  of  my  own 
devising,  and  which  answers  the 

purpose  admirably.  It  is  repre- 
sented in  figure  25,  and  com- 

prises three  distinct  parts:  1st, 
the  bottom  board  (a),  consisting 

of  a  square  piece  of  inch-thick 
walnut  with  a  rectangular  zinc 

pan  (#"},  4  inches  deep,  fastened 
to  it,  above,  and  with  two  cross 

pieces  {gg)  below,  to  prevent 
cracking  or  warping,  facilitate 
lifting,  and  allow  the  air  to  pass 
underneath  the  cage.  2d,  a  box 

(J),  with  three  glaes  sides  and  a 
glass  door  in  front,  to  fit  over  the 
zinc  pan.  3d,  a  cap  (c),  which 
fits  closely  on  to  the  box,  and  has 
a  top  of  fine  wire  gauze.  To  the 
center  of  the  zinc  pan  is  soldered 
a  zinc  tube  (c?)  just  large  enough 

to  contain  an  ordinary  quinine  bottle.  The  zinc  pan  is  filled  with 

clean  sifted  earth  or  sand  {e)^  and  the  quinine  bottle  is  for  the  recep- 
tion of  the  food-plant.  The  cage  admits  of  abundant  light  and  air, 

and  also  of  the  easy  removal  of  excrement  and  frass  which  falls  to  the 
ground  ;  while  the  insects  in  transforming  enter  the  ground  or  attach 
themselves  to  the  sides  or  the  cap,  according  to  their  habits.  The 
most  convenient  dimensions  I  find  to  be  12  inches  square  and  18  inches 

~~^M>y- 
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high :  the  cap  and  the  door  fit  closely  by  means  of  rabbets,  and  the 
former  has  a  depth  of  about  4  inches  to  admit  of  the  largest  cocoon 
being  spun  in  it  without  touching  the  box  on  which  it  rests.  The  zinc 
pan  might  be  made  6  or  8  inches  deep,  and  the  lower  half  filled  with 
sand,  so  as  to  keep  the  whole  moist  for  a  greater  length  of  time. 

A  dozen  such  cages  will  furnish  room  for  the  annual  breeding  of 

a  great  number  of  species,  as  several  having  different  habits  and  ap- 
pearance, and  which  there  is  no  danger  of  confounding,  may  be  simul- 
taneously fed  in  the  same  cage.  I  number  each  of  the  three  parts  of 

each  cage  to  prevent  misplacement  and  to  facilitate  reference,  and 
aside  from  the  notes  made  in  the  note-book,  it  will  aid  the  memory, 

and  expedite  matters,  to  keep  a  short  open  record  of  the  species  con- 
tained in  each  cage,  by  means  of  slips  of  paper  pasted  on  to  the  glass 

door.  As  fast  as  the  different  specimens  complete  their  transforma- 
tions and  are  taken  from  the  cage,  the  notes  may  be  altered  or  erased, 

or  the  slips  wetted  and  removed  entirely.  To  prevent  possible  con- 
founding of  the  different  species  which  enter  the  ground,  it  is  well, 

from  time  to  time,  to  sift  the  earth,  separate  the  pupae  and  place  them 

in  what  I  call  "imago  cages,"  used  for  this  purpose  alone  and  not  for 
feeding.  Here  they  may  be  arranged,  with  references  to  their  exact 
whereabouts. 

A  continued  supply  of  fresh  food  must  be  given  to  those  insects 
which  are  feeding,  and  a  bit  of  moist  sponge  thrust  into  the  mouth  of 
the  bottle  will  prevent  drowning,  and  furnish  moisture  to  such  as 

need  it.  By  means  of  a  broad  paste-brush  and  spoon  the  frass  may 
be  daily  removed  from  the  earth,  which  should,  by  sprinkling,  be  kept 

in  a  fit  and  moist  condition — neither  too  wet  nor  too  dry.  In  the  win- 
ter, when  insect  life  is  dormant,  the  earth  may  be  covered  with  a  layer 

of  clean  moss,  and  the  cages  put  away  in  the  cellar,  where  they  will 

need  only  occasional  inspection,  but  where  the  moss  must  neverthe- 
less be  kept  damp.  Cages  made  after  the  same  plan,  but  with  the 

sides  of  wire  gauze  instead  of  glass,  maybe  used  for  insects  which  do 

not  well  bear  confinement  indoors,  the  cages  to  be  placed  on  a  plat- 
form on  the  north  side  of  a  house,  where  they  will  receive  only  the 

early  morning  and  late  evening  sun. 
Such  are  a  few  directions,  of  a  most  general  nature,  for  those 

wishing  to  commence  to  collect  and  study  insects.  Experience  will 
teach  a  hundred  others  here  unmentioned,  and  the  best  closing  advice 
which  I  can  give  to  the  novice  is  to  get  acquainted,  if  possible,  with 
some  one  who  already  has  that  experience.  You  will  find  him  pleasant 

and  instructive  company — whether  in  the  field  or  the  closet. 

Notes.  —  The  collector  should  never  be  without  his  note-book,, 
for  more  profitless  work  can  scarcely  be  imagined  than  the  collecting 

of  natural  history  specimens  without  some  aim  —  some  object.  Every 
observation,  carefully  made,  should  be  recorded,  and  the  date  of  cap- 

ture, locality,  food-plant,  and  such  minor  notes  should  be  attached  to 
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the  specimen.  More  extended  notes  should  be  made  in  a  permanent 
memorandum-book,  under  numbers  corresponding  to  those  attached 
to  the  specimens  mounted  or  being  reared. 

How  TO  TRANSMIT  INSECTS.  —  Insects  about  whose  habits  informa- 
tion is  desired,  should,  whenever  possible,  be  sent  alive.  Larvae  should 

be  packed  in  some  light  tin  box,  along  with  a  supply  of  their  appro- 
priate food-plant.  The  tighter  the  box,  the  fresher  will  the  food,  as 

well  as  the  specimens,  keep.  Insects  do  not  suffocate  so  quickly  as 
human  beings,  and  it  is  worse  than  useless,  in  the  majority  of  cases, 

to  punch  air-holes  in  such  boxes.  Dead  specimens  may  be  sent  in  a 

variety  of  ways.  Small  ones  may  be  dropped  into  a  quill,  and  in- 
closed in  a  letter,  or  in  a  small  phial,  fitted  into  a  piece  of  bored  wood. 

Those  which  do  not  spoil  by  wetting  may  be  sent  in  alcohol,  or  in 
saw-dust  moistened  with  alcohol.  Mounted  specimens  should  always 

be  pinned  securely  in  a  cork-lined  box,  and  this  packed  in  a  some- 
what larger  one,  with  cotton-wadding,  or  some  other  yielding  sub- 

stance, in  the  intervening  space,  to  obviate  jarring,  and  insure  safe 
carriage.  When  more  than  one  specimen  is  sent,  they  should  always 
be  numbered.  Packages,  not  exceeding  twelve  ounces,  tied  with 

string,  so  that  they  may  be  examined,  and  marked  "samples,"  may  be 
sent  by  mail,  at  the  rate  of  one  cent  for  two  ounces,  under  the  present 
postal  rules. 

Text-Books.  —  The  only  text-book  worthy  of  the  name  in  this 

country, is  Packard's  "Guide  to  the  Study  of  Insects,"  already  referred 
to  —  a  work  which  every  entomologist  should  possess.  For  the  novice, 

Harris's  "Insects  Injurious  to  Vegetation,"  will  prove  more  pleasant 
and  instructive,  and  he  should  read  Kirby  and  Spence's  "Introduc- 

tion." Westwood's  "Introduction,"  although  published  thirty  years 
ago,  is  indispensable.  The  reports  of  the  different  States  should  be 
consulted,  and  especially  those  of  New  York.  These  are  a  few  of 

the  more  important  works,  but  the  number  might  be  greatly  multi- 
plied. There  is  no  better  text-book,  however,  than  that  which  lies 

open  before  us  on  every  hand^— the  great  text-book  prepared  for  our 
reading  by  the  Creator.  There  it  is,  ready  to  unfold  the  great  truths 
it  contains,  to  all  who  earnestly  seek  them.  I  would  not  decry  or 

depreciate  text-books,  although — in  this  country  more  especially -r- 
there  are  so  many  inferior  and  so  few  good  ones  ;  but  the  student  who 
confines  himself  too  much  to  them,  is  apt  to  get  his  originality  dwarfed, 

and  to  become  the  mere  mouth-piece  for  others'  thoughts.  By  origi- 
nal study  and  investigation,  one  escapes  from  the  thraldom  of  mere 

words,  and  we  should  remember  that,  as  Huxley  appropriately  re- 

marks, "  the  study  of  things  and  not  of  words  is  the  source  of  true 
knowledge  ;"  and  that  "  there  is  a  world  of  facts  outside  and  beyond 
the  world  of  words."  In  libraries  and  museums,  the  entomologist 

may  find  the  dry  bones  of  knowledge  ;  but  only  in  Nature's   own 
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museum  can  he  clothe  those  dry  bones  with  beauty  and  life.  Let  him, 

then,  go  forth  into  field  and  wood,  where  alone  he  can  receive  that 
rapturous  inspiration,  and  experience  that  unutterable  admiration 
and  awe,  caused  by  the  mysterious  animating  force  around  and  about 
him,  and  which  sends  zeal  and  strength  thrilling  through  every  fibre 

of  the  earnest  naturalist  —  where, 

Meeting  him  at  every  gaze, 
New  truths  give  pleasure  and  amaze ! 



NOXIOUS    INSECTS. 

NOTES    OF    THE    YEAR. 

Of  the  more  prominent  and  important  of  our  insect  enemies  pro- 
longed experience  is  continually  teaching  us  something  new,  and  of 

some  of  those  already  treated  of  in  former  Reports,!  shall,  each  year, 

under  the  head  of  "Notes  of  the  Year,"  bring  together  such  additional 
facts  and  discoveries,  as  are  worthy  of  being  recorded.  These  notes 
are  therefore  intended  to  supplement  the  original  articles,  and  I  shall 

endeavor  to  avoid  anything  like  repetition  of  what  has  already  ap- 
peared. By  thus  adding  the  observations  of  the  year,  the  original 

reports  will  be  rendered  more  complete  and  circumspect. 

THE  CODLING  MOTH. 

The  first  moth  was  bred  this  year,  from  larvse  which  had  wintered 

out-doors,  on  May  7th,  and  the  first  one  captured,  at  large.  May  14th. 

The  experience  of  the  year  is  of  importance,  more  especially  as  giv- 
ing a  confirmed  estimate  of  the  value  of 

WIER'S  APPLE-WORM  TRAP, 

Fully  resolved  to  test  this  trap  thoroughly,  in  comparison  with 

other  methods  of  allurement,  I  commenced  (having,  of  course,  pur- 
chased the  right  to  use  !)  as  early  as  the  first  of  May  to  prepare  a 

number  of  trees  as  follows:  1st.  With  Wier's  trap  screwed  on  in 
different  positions  —  some  trees  having  single  traps,  either  on  the 
north,  south,  east  or  west  sides,  and  placed  at  different  heights  from 
the  ground,  and  some  having  as  many  as  three  traps;  2d.  Strips 
of  old  sacks,  four  dnches  wide,  and  lined  on  one  side  with  pieces  of 
lath  tacked  on  transversely,  and  at  such  distance  from  each  other  that, 
when  brought  around  the  tree,  they  formed  an  almost  complete  wooden 
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ring;  3d.  Bandages  of  various  Ivinds  of  rag;  4th.  Hay  ropes ;  5th.  Pa- 
per bandages,  made  of  the  cheapest  kind  of  straw  paper,  folded  sev- 
eral times,  and  in  widths  varying  from  three  to  six  inches.  In  order 

to  insure  the  utmost  accuracy,  these  several  traps  were  regularly  ex- 
amined every  twelve  days  throughout  the  season,  and  a  careful  ac- 

count kept  of  the  worms  or  chrysalides  found  under  each  ;  and  where 
it  was  a  question  as  to  the  comparative  merits  of  the  different  traps, 
they  were  placed  on  trees  of  the  same  variety.  The  results  of  these 

experiments — not  to  waste  space  with  the  detailed  array  of  figures — 
may  be  thus  summed  up : 

No  apple-worms  were  found  until  the  14th  of  June,  and,  though 
many  other  insects  had  previously  taken  advantage  of  the  shelter,  not 
a  single  Plum  CutguUo  was  found.  While,  therefore,  there  is  no 
harm  in  having  the  bandages  on  as  early  as  recommended  last  year, 
in  ordinary  seasons,  little,  if  anything,  will  be  lost  by  waiting  till  the 
first  of  June.  Where  three  of  the  Wier  traps  were  on  the  same  tree, 
I  obtained  more  worms  than  where  there  was  but  one;  and  where 
there  was  but  one,  there  was  no  difference  in  favor  of  position,  as 

regards  direction  or  altitude — taking  the  season  through.  The  lathed 
canvas  encircling  the  tree  secured,  on  an  average,  five  times  as  many 
worms  as  any  single  Wier  trap.  The  rag,  paper  and  hay  bandages 
allured  almost  as  many,  and  either  kind  more  than  the  single  Wier 
trap. 

I  hope,  therefore,  that  the  patentees  have  already  realized  the' 
anticipated  fortune  from  their  invention  ;  for  while  I  should  be  sorry 
to  injure  their  chances  in  the  least,  truth  compels  me  to  state  that, 

after  a  year's  trial,  I  am  not  quite  as  favorably  impressed  with  the 
usefulness  of  this  shingle-trap  as  I  was  before  trial,  and  am  more  thor- 

oughly confirmed  in  the  opinion  expressed  last  year  that,  "notwith- 
standing all  the  theories  of  my  friend  Wier,  it  must  always  be  inferior 

to  any  trap  that  encircles  the  tree."  I  do  not  wish  to  detract  from  its 
merits  one  jot,  and  where  old  shingles  are  abundant  and  other  mate- 

rial scarce,  the  former  will  still  prove  valuable  for  the  reasons  given  a 
year  ago;  and  Mr.  Wier  would  deserve  our  thanks  for  showing  us 
how  to  use  them,  did  he  not  persist  in  claiming  too  much  for  them, 
and  in  making  us  pay  for. their  use. 

Time,  expense  and  efficiency  considered,  and  so  far  as  one  year's 
comparison  will  warrant  conclusions,  I  place  the  different  materials 
enumerated  in  the  following  order  of  merit: 

1. — Paper  bandages.  Common  straw  wrapping  paper,  18x30,  can 
be  bought  for  sixty  cents  per  bundle.  Each  bundle  contains  240 
sheets,  and  each  sheet  folded  lengthwise  thrice  upon  itself,  will  give 

us  eight  layers,  between  two  and  three  inches  wide,  and  be  of  suffi- 
cient length  to  encircle  most  ordinary  trees.  It  is  easily  drawn  around 

the  tree  and  fastened  with  a  tack,  and  so  cheap  that  when  the  time 
comes  to  destroy  the  worms,  the  bandages  containing  them  may  be 
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detached,  piled  in  a  heap  and  burned,  and  new  ones  attached  in  their 
places.  If  eight  bandages  are  used  to  each  tree  during  the  season, 
the  cost  will  be  just  two  cents  per  tree;  and  the  owner  could  well 
afford  to  treble  the  number  of  sheets,  and  keep  three  on  each  tree, 
either  together  or  in  different  places. 

2. — Rags.  These  have  very  much  the  same  effect  as  paper,  but 
are  more  costly  and  difficult  to  get  of  the  requisite  length.  Where 
they  can  be  had  cheaply,  they  may  be  detached  from  the  tree  and 
scalded  with  their  contents. 

3. — Ihe  Wier-trap,  used  as  recommended  last  year,  ia,  perhaps,  the 
next  most  useful ;  but  both  cost  and  time  required  to  destroy  the 
worms,  are  greater  than  in  the  first  two  methods. 

4. — The  lath  belt  is  the  very  best  of  all  traps,  so  far  as  efficiency 
goes  ;  but  it  is  placed  4th  on  the  list,  because  of  the  greater  cost  and 
trouble  of  making.  On  the  same  kinds  of  tree,  (Early  Harvest),  and 
in  the  same  orchard,  I  have  taken,  with  this  belt,  between  June  15th 
and  July  1st,  as  many  as  68,  and  99  larvae  and  pupae,  against  14  and  20 

in  the  single  Wier-trap. 
5. — Hay-bands,  on  account  of  their  greater  inconvenience,  I  place 

last. 

The  experiments  were  mostly  made  in  a  large  and  rather  neg- 
lected orchard,  belonging  to  Mrs.  Spencer  Smith. 

All  these  methods  are  good,  and  the  orchardist  will  be  guided  in 
his  choice  by  individual  circumstances. 

JARRING. 

Regarding  this  plan,  I  reproduce  the  following  item,  which  I  sent 
to  the  Country  Gentleman  last  summer: 

"  Being  much  pleased  with  Mr.  Chapin's  method  of  freeing  his 
orchard  of  apple-worms,  as  described  in  your  issue  for  January  25th, 
I  inserted  a  description  of  his  process  in  my  fourth  Report,  with  a  few 
comments  as  to  the  time  when  the  jarring  should  be  commenced.  Mr. 
Chapin  commences  when  the  little  brown  masses  of  excrements  are 
first  observed  on  the  outside  of  the  apples,  generally  near  the  blossom 
end.  As  these  masses  of  excrement  —  these  "exudations,"  as  Mr. 
Chapin  terms  them — are  usually  sure  signs  that  the  worm  has  already 
left  the  fruit,  it  struck  me  that  jarring  should  commence  somewhat 
earlier,  and  1  suggested  the  first  rather  than  the  middle  of  July.  But 
I  find  this  spring  that  this  excrement  is  only  an  indication  of  the 
worm's  exit,  with  some  varieties,  while  with  others  the  worm  may  be 
often  found  after  these  exudations  are  visible.  In  justice  to  Mr. 
Chapin,  I  take  the  first  opportunity  to  make  the  correction.  Our  blos- 

soming season,  in  this  latitude,  was  nearly  two  weeks  later  than  usual, 

and  I  caught  the  first  worms,  under  bandages,  on  the  13th  of  June." 

To  prevent  bruising  of  the  branches,  it  will  be  well,  as  suggested 
by  Mr.  J.  Fitz,  of  Albemarle  county,  Virginia,  ( Country  Gentleman^ 
August  2),  to  use  a  light  pole,  with  a  short  fork,  padded  with  some 
soft  material  at  one  end.    This  can  be  jarred  by  means  of  a  mallet. 
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As  confirmatory  of  the  fact  that  the  Apple-worm 

ATTACKS  TEACHES, 

I  last  fall  received  specimens  of  this  fruit,  infested  with  it,  from  Geo. 
T.  Anthony,  of  the  Kansas  Farmer. 

:ALRE^VDY  found  in  CALIFORNIA. 

There  were  several  reports,  during  the  last  year,  that  this  in- 
sect has  been  noticed  in  California;  though  how  truthful  they  are, 

I  have  no  means  of  ascertaining. 

NATURAL  ENEMIES— DISCOVERY  OF  TWO  PARASITES. 

In  addition  to  the  two  cannibal  larvre  which  I  have  described  as 

feeding  on  the  Apple-worm,  I  can  now  add  two  genuine  parasites  to 
the  list  of  its  enemies.  If  we  except  a  species  of  hair-snake,  belong- 

ing probably  to  the  genus  Mermis.,  and  which  Mr.  P.  H.  Foster,  of 

Babylon,  New  York,  has  found  on  two  occasions  infesting  it,*  no  true 
parasite  of  the  Apple-worm  has  ever  been  discovered  in  this  country. 
I  have  the  past  year  discovered  two.  Both  of  them  are  Ichneumon- 
flies,  and  the  first  may  be  called 

[Pig.  :i6.] The  Ring-legged  ViMVJjk  {Plvipla  annu- 
Ulies  Br ) — This  is  a  black  fly,  varying  con- 

siderably in  size,  the  female  sometimes 

measuring  but  5^,  at  others  fully  \  inch,  ex- 
clusive of  ovipositor;  the  male  somewhat 

smaller.  The  genus  Pimpla  was  briefly 
characterized  in  my  last  Report,  (p.  43), 
where  it  was  shown  that  this  same  species 

attacks  the  Walnut  Case-bearer  {Acroha- 

sis  juglandis  LeB.)  I  annex  a  lateral  out- 
line of  a  female  Pimpla  (Fig.  20).  The 

male  has  a  more  slender  abdomen,  which 
is  unarmed. 

Pimpla  anxulipes  is  black ;  the  abdomen  rough-punctured  above,  with  the  borders 
of  the  joint?  polislied  and  inclined  to  brown.  The  teguljc  are  white,  and  the  logs  are 

reddish,  with  the  exception  of  the  middle  and  hind  tibia^  Avhich  are  dusky— especially 
the  hind  pair— and  have  a  broad  white  annulus,  sometimes  indistinct  on  the  middle 

pair.  The  posterior  tarsi  are  dusky,  especially  at  tip.  Thepalpi  are  pale-yellow.  Cres- 
son  says  it  may  be  distinguished  from  the  other  species  of  the  genus,  by  the  scutellum 

being  black,  the  tegulfe  white,  and  the  anterior  coxa?  yellowish-red. 

This  fly  eats  its  way  through  the  chrysalis  and  cocoon  of  the  Cod- 
ling-moth, without  having  previously  made  any  cocoon  of  its  own.  It 

'Gardeners'  Monthly,  May,  18"2. 

e.r — 4 
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[Fig.  27.] 

was  quite  abundant  last  summer,  as  from  one  lot  of  1G2  Carpocapsa 

cocoons  I  obtained  21  parasites— all  of  them  females  but  one.  It  is  a 

widely  distributed,  and  common  species.  The  second  parasite  may- be called  the 

Delicate  Long-sting  {Macrocentrus  delioatus  Cress.).  —  It  has 

recently  been  described  by  Mr.  E.  T.  Cresson,  (Transactions  Am.  Ent. 

Soc,  IV,  p.  178),  and  is  a  somewhat  variable  species,  occurring 

throughout  the  Eastern,  Middle  and  Western  States,  and  in  Mexico 

I  subjoin  a  description,  drawn  up  from  my  bred  specimens  : 

(5* — LeDg'th  0.25  ;  expanse  0.45  inch. 
Slender.  Color  pale,  poli.^lied,  lioney- 

yellow;  uniformly  and  sparsely  pube- 
scent ;  tinged  with  brown  superiorly, 

the  basal  joint  of  abdomen  and  a  me- 
dio-dorsal  line  on  the  other  joints  being 

quite  brown.  Head,  with  the  eyes, 

(except  at  disc),  and  a  spot  between 
ocelli,  brown-black  ;  palpi  long  and  al- 

most white  ;  antennae  \  longer  than  the 

whole  body,  about  48-joints,  exclusive 
of  bulbus,  curled  at  tip,  the  ends  of 

basal  joints  and  the  whole  of  apical 

joints  dusky.  TAo?-«.r,  with  the  sutures 
well  defined,  and  two  small  triangular 
black  spots  behind  front  tegular,  the 
metathorax  strongly  trilobed  ;  legs 

very  long,  pale  honey-yellow,  with  tips 
of  tibi.-B  and  tarsi  fiiintly  dii.sky;  wings 

yellowish,  liyaline  and  iridescent,  with 
the  veins  luteous,  and  the  stigma  pale 

honej^-yellow. 

5  —Rather  larger,  and  with  the  ab- 

domen somewhat  paler,  otherw  se  sim- 

ilarly marked.  Ovipositor  yellow,  1-5 
longer  than  body,  the  sheaths  quite 

pilo.se,  and  inclining  to  fuscous. 

Described  from  2  ?  's,  1  6*. 

It  is  a  graceful  lly,  with  very  long  antennfie  and  legs,  and  the 

female  with  a  long  ovipositor  (Fig.  27).  The  color  is  pale  honey-yel- 

low, inclining  to  brown  above.  The  unfortunate  Apple-worm  is  pro- 
bably pierced  while  yet  in  the  fruit,  as  it  always  succumbs  soon  after 

forming  its  cocoon,  and  before  changing  to  chrysalis  ;  while  in  the 

case  of  Pimpla^  it  is  probably  attacked  either  while  leaving  the  fruit 

or  after  having  spun  its  cocoon.  The  larva  of  the  Delicate  Long  sting 

forms,  for  itself,  within  the  cocoon  of  its  victim,  a  sufficiently  tough, 

thin,  oblong-oval,  shiny,  brown  cocoon,  from  which  the  perfect  fly 
issues  by  cutting  open  a  lid  at  one  end. 

As  both  of  these  parasites  transform  within  the  Carpocapsa 

cocoon,  it  is  next  to  impossible,  and  quite  impracticable,  to  separate 

friend  from  foe  in  removing  and  destroying  the  contents  of  the  band- 
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ages.  But  where  it  is  desired  to  disseminate  the  parasites,  they  may- 
be bred  by  inclosing  large  numbers  of  Carpocapsa  cocoons  in  some 

tight  vessel.  The  apple  crop  was  abundant,  and  the  Codling-moth 
comparatively  harmless  in  most  parts  of  the  country  the  past  year, 
though  whether  or  not  this  abundance  was  in  any  way  connected  with 
the  work  of  these  parasites,  it  is  useless  to  speculate. 

The  Fimplas  were,  most  of  them,  bred  from  cocoons  taken  from 
the  lathed  bandages,  and  the  spaces  between  the  pieces  of  lath  may 
have  more  easily  permitted  the  access  of  the  Ichneumon-fly  than  was 
the  case  with  some  of  the  other  bandages. 

Besides  these  parasites,  and  enemies  previously  alluded  to,  I  found 
that  ants,  cockroaches,  and  the  larvre  of  certain  predaeeous  beetles,* 
played  by  no  means  an  unimportant  part  in  destroying  the  apple 
worms.f 

FALSE  DOCTRINES. 

An  apparently  plausible  method  of  eradication  has  been  proposed 
by  Dr.  J.  S.  Parker,  of  Ithaca,  N.  Y.    In  an  article  in  the  Maine  Far- 

*The  larva  of  some  species  of  Trogosita,  and  closely  resembling  that  from  Miiicli  I  have  bred 
Trogosita  nana  Melsh.,  was  fretjueutly  found  at  this  work. 

t  While  this  is  going  through  the  printer's  hands,  I  notice  that  Dr.  LeBaron  has  made  similar  and 
corroborative  observations  regarding  a  Trogosita  larva  (Prairie  Farmer,  April  12,  18733  .  He  also  pub- 

lishes the  following  communication  from  Mr.  G.  W.  Shaw,  of  Decatur  county,  Iowa: 

.  ,  I" .the  sin-ing  of  1870,  I  planted  among  my  currants  the  Early  Goodrich  potatoes.  Currants  were SIX  by  SIX  feet  apart.  A\  hen  the  potatoes  were  fairly  up,  the  Colorado  i«>tato  beetle  conmienced  upon them.  1  tried  hand-picking,  and  for  the  first  time  became  acquainted  with  the  soldier-bug,  seeing  him spear  the  young  ijotato  beetles.     The  next  spring,  1871 ,  the  currant  bushes  were  alive  with  the  currant 

iieaiiy  every  apple  lad  a  worm  in  it.  i  noticed  very  many  of  the  soldier-bugs  on  the  trees  Thev would  pass  np  and  down  the  branches,  and  when  they  came  to  an  apple  would  iro  down  to  the  blos- som end  and  stick  their  bill  into  the  calyx  of  the  apple,  an.l  remain  as  long  as  live  minutes,  as  I  then thought,  sucking  thejuice  out  of  the  apple.  In  June,  1873,  1  saw  a  soldier-iaig  siu'king  an  Early  Har- vest apple,  and  watched  him  for  some  minutes.  When  he  was  through,  he  folded  his  bill  under  his uoay  and  moved  to  another  apple,  and  what  was  my  surprise  to  see  the  skin  of  an  apide  worm  on  the blossom  end  of  the  api)le  that  he  had  just  left.  It  seemed  verv  strange  to  me  that  I  had  spent  ten  or twelve  years  in  the  orchards  and  had  never  known  before  what  the  soldier-bug  was  after.  Frequentlv 
lit,,  VV  I  ̂''^  ̂'"^  beetle  take  the  worms  out.  At  other  times,  alter  cutting  the  apple  open ,  the  worm 
would  be  found  dead.  Ihepartof  the  orchard  near  the  currant  plantation  was  much  less  aflected  by the  codling  moth  than  that  farther  off.  ^ 

This  is  certainly  a  very  interesting  observation,  but  will  need  corroboration  before  being 
accepted.  Mr.  .Shaw  is  evidently  not  much  of  an  entomologist,  else  he  would  not  use  the  term  beetle 
in  referring  to  a  Heteropteron;  and  thoagh  this  is  nothing  to  be  ashamed  of,  it  renders  us  less  ready  to 
receive  his  conclusions  as  valid  when  we  rellect  on  the  following  facts:  1.  The  beak  of  the  Spined 
Soldier-bug  (4th  Rep.,  Fig.  9)  is,  at  the  most,  not  more  than  1-5  inch  long  (I  speak  from  memory)  and 
1  have  never  seen  it  inserted  above  the  terminal  joint.  2.  It  would,  therefore,  be  of  little  service,  ex- 

cept when  the  fruit  is  very  small .  .3.  Until  the  apple- worm  is  nearly  grown  and  the  fruit  has  acquired 
some  size,  there  is  seldom  any  outward  sign  of  the  work  of  the  worm,  which  enters  by  a  very  minute 
hole,  and,  for  the  most  part,  bores  in  the  heart,  around  the  core.  4.  It  could  not  be  pulled  out  of  such 
fruit  by  a  haustellate  bug,  which  can  only  penetrate  and  pierce,  and  not  cut.  .').  There  are  many  other 
Half-wing  bugs  which  few  but  the  entomologist  could  distinguish  from  the  Sjiined  species  in  question, and  which  are  vegetarian  in  habit,  but  occasionally  suck  the  juices  of  soft-))odied  larva;.  6.  There  is 
another  and  smaller  Avorin,  namely,  the  larva  of  what  Mr.  Walsh  called  the  Plum  Moth  (Scmasia  pruni- 
vora  Walsh),  which  is  quite  common  on  haws  and  apples.  It  does  not  penetrate  deeply  into  the  apple, 
but  remains  around  the  calyx,  and  generally  spins  up  there;  and  it  so  closely  resembles  the  young apple- worm  tha*  the  two  might  easily  be  confounded. 

While,  therefore,  I  do  not  doubt  but  that  Anna  spinosa  would  stab  an  apple  worm  if  it  got  a 
ehanee,  it  will  require  better  proof  than  we  yet  have  to  make  me  believe  that  it  pulls  this  worm  out  of its  hidden  abode. 
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mer  for  June  1st,  1872,  in  which  nine-tenths  of  all  the  apples  set  in 
1871  are  said  to  have  been  either  totally  lost  or  greatly  damaged,  he 

suggests  that  the  insect  might  be  well-nigh  exterminated,  if,  by 

united  effort,  we  could  forego  one  year's  crop,  by  knocking  off  all  the 
young  fruit.  He  fails  to  attach  sufficient  importance  to  the  fact  that 

the  insect  breeds  in  wild  crabs,  pears,  peaches,  and  even  plums. 

THE  COLORADO  POTATO  BEETLE. 

One  of  the  characteristic  features  of  the  past  year  was  the  com- 

parative harmlessness  of  this  insect.  What  with  the  increase  of  its 

enemies,  and  the  thinning  out  in  its  ranks  which  took  place  the  pre- 

vious year,  it  did  comparatively  little  damage  with  us,  though  some- 
what conspicuous  early  in  the  season  in  Phelps,  Perry  and  other 

counties.  The  decrease  in  its  numbers  seems,  also,  to  have  been  very 

general  over  our  own  country,  as  the  newspapers  were  unusually  free 

from  reports  of  its  injuries.  In  Ontario,  it  has  increased  and  spread, 

though  not  to  the  extent  anticipated. 

NEW  FOOD  PLANTS. 

Mr.  J.  T>.  Putnam,  of  Davenport,  Iowa,  who  was  out  collecting  in 

Colorado  during  the  summer,  reports  having  found  the  larvas  on 

Stickseed  {Echinospermum  strictum),  common  Pigweed  {Ama- 

rantJms  retroilexus),  and  a  wild  Sunflower  {Ilelianthus  peteolaris). 

These  plants  belong  to  three  distinct  families,  and  Mr.  Putnam  be- 
lieves that  the  larvae  were  feeding  on  them. 

ITS  PROGRESS  EASTWARD. 

In  1871,  this  insect  had  reached  the  western  borders  of  Pennsyl- 
vania and  New  York.  Last  year  it  extended  into  Cattaraugus  county, 

N.  Y.,*  and  obtained  a  foot-hold  as  far  east  as  Lancaster  county,.  Pa. 

In  July,  my  valued  correspondent,  Mr.  S.  S.  Rathvon,  informed  me 

that  it  had  reached  that  county,  and  in  the  Lancaster  Weeldy  Express 

for  July  6th,  he  gave  a  long  account  of  it,  urging  vigilance  in  its 

destruction  upon  those  who  were  being  visited  by  it.  From  later 

accounts,  there  were  no  insects  to  be  seen  after  the  middle  of  Sep- 

»  Rural  New  Yorker  for  Aug.  3rd  and  Aug.  17th,  1872. 
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tember,  and  it  is  barely  possible  that,  by  being  forewarned  and  fore- 
armed, the  farmers  succeeded  in  eradicating  the  evil;  especially  if,  as 

I  believe,  the  arrival  of  the  pest  at  a  point  so  far  east  was  premature 
and  artificial.  Had  its  appearance  in  Lancaster  county  been  the 
result  of  its  gradual  spread,  we  should  first;  have  heard  of  it  in  the 
intervening  western  counties  of  the  State,  and  it  would  have  been 

beyond  human  power  to  stay  its  irresistible  march.  But  all  the  evi- 
dence points  to  its  transportation  with  some  cargo,  on  the  railroad. 

The  southern  columns  have  extended  somewhat  east  of  Louisville 

in  Kentucky,  for  they  were  abundant  around  Harrodsburgh,in  Mercer 
county,  as  I  learn  from  Jas.  B.  Clark,  editor  of  the  People  of  that 
place. 

These  are  the  only  trustworthy  records  of  its  eastward  progress 
which  have  come  to  my  knowledge ;  for  though  other  reports  have 
been  made,  there  is  no  more  proof  that  some  other  insect  was  not 
mistaken  for  it  than  there  is  in  the  statement  in  the  monthly  report 
of  the  Department  of  Agriculture  for  July,  that  it  was  found  in  one 
county  in  each  of  the  States  of  Virginia,  North  Carolina,  Alabama 

and  Tennessee — a  statement  evidently  loose. 
With  regard  to  the  safety  of  the 

USE  OF  PARIS  GREEN, 

Prof.  W.  K.  Kedzie,  of  the  Michigan  Agricultural  College,  has  made 
some  interesting  experiments.  In  a  paper  read  before  the  natural 
history  society  of  the  college,  he  showed  how  the  green  was  insoluble 
in  pure  water,  and  that  where  water  was  charged  with  carbonic  acid 

or  ammonia,  the  ver}^  small  portion  that  is  dissolved  is  quickly  con- 
verted into  an  insoluble  precipitate  with  the  oxide  of  iron  which  exists 

in  our  western  soils.  He  shows  just  as  conclusively  that  there  would 

be  great  danger  in  using  pure  arsenic — even  were  it  as  effectual  as  the 
green — for  the  reason  that  it  is  soluble  to  such  an  extent  that  it  could 
not  be  neutralized  by  the  oxide  of  iron  in  the  soil. 

Prompted  by  the  report  from  the  Department  of  Agriculture,  to 

the  effect  that  peas  planted  in  soil  mixed  with  the  green  rotted  im- 
mediately, I  made  the  following  experiment  with  peas  and  the  mix- 

ture of  one  part  green,  twenty  flour:  I  planted  five  rows  of  peas,  using 
no  green  on  the  first,  a  little  on  the  second,  and  increasing  the  amount 
on  the  others,  so  that  on  the  fifth  the  peas  had,  in  addition  to  that 

mixed  with  the  soil,  a  covering  of  about  one-eighth  of  an  inch.  The 
peas  all  grew  and  bloomed  without  noticeable  difference,  and  were 
finally  eaten  by  a  cow. 

NEW  ENEMIES. 

So  little  troublesome  was  this  DorypTiora  in  my  own  neighbor- 
hood, that,  with  other  more  pressing  duties,  I  paid  little  attention 
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[BMg.  28] 
to  it,  and  made  few  personal 
observations.  But  from  facts 

communicated  by  Mrs,  H.  C. 

Freeman,  of  South  Pass,  Illi- 
nois, it  is  safe  to  add  to  its 

natural  enemies  the  Rust-red 

Social  Wasp  {Polistes  ruhi- 

ginosus  St.  Farg.),  which  car- 
^  '  ries  the  larva  to  its  nest. 

Figure  28,  a  shows  this  wasp,  and  h  the  manner  in  which  her 
spring  nest  is  bnilt. 

In  July,  Prof.  C.  E.  Bessey,  of  Iowa  Agricultural  College,  wrote 

me  word  that  he  found  the  Rose-breasted  Grosbeck,  (  Guiraca  ludo- 
viciana),  devouring  the  potato  beetles,  and  soon  afterward,  the  same 
bird  was  sent  to  me  by  E.  H.  King,  of  Steamboat  Rock,  Iowa,  with  a 
similar  statement.  Other  persons,  especially  in  Iowa,  observed  the 
same  trait  in  this  bird,  which,  though  formerly  quite  rare,  seems  to 
have  suddenly  multiplied  and  acquired  this  habit.  Mr.  Joel  Barber, 
of  Lancaster,  Wisconsin,  informed  me  that  this  bird,  though  seldom 
seen  there  before,  was  quite  common  in  that  vicinity  about  the  first 

of  June,  breeding  there,  and  clearing  potatoes  of  the  nasty  "bugs,"' 
which  it  seemed  to  prefer  to  all  other  food. 

The  Rose-breasted  Grosbeck  is  a  beautiful  and  conspicuous  bird, 
the  male  having  a  heavy  bill,  with  black  head,  black  back  varied 
with  brown,  and  black  wings,  the  latter  with  three  white  bands. 

Some  of  the  outer  tail-feathers  and  parts  of  the  abdomen  are  white, 
and  the  breast  is  rose-red. 

THE  APPLE-TWIG  BORER  —  Amp hicerus  Mcaudaius  (Ssiy). 

This  insect  (Rep.  4,  p.  51)  has  at  last  been  found  on  the  Atlantic 

sea-board,  as  I  have  received  it  from  Mrs.  Mary  Treat,  of  Vineland,, 
N.  J.,  who  found  it  boring  into  pear  twigs.  It  has  also  been  found  in 

pear  trees,  received  from  Patapsco,  Md.,  *  but  without  any  evidence 
that  it  came  from  that  place.  Regarding  its  larval  habit.  Dr.  Henry 
Shimer  has  just  informed  me  (March  24th)  that  he  recently  found  a 

brief  note  of  the  breeding  of  this  insect  from  grape-canes,  the  note 
being  attached  to  the  insect  bred.  This  substantiates  the  statement 

in  Packard's  Guide,  giving  at  least  one  known  food-plant  for  the  larva, 
and  proving  the  great  similarity  between  it  and  that  of  the  Red- 

shouldered  Sinoxylon,  (Slnoxylo/i  'basillare.  Say).  The  perfect  bee- 
tles, received  in  the  spring  of  1872,  have  been  kept  alive  for  over  five 

months,  feeding  on  grape-vine,  in  a  small  phial. f 

*  Country  Gentleman,  June  13th,  1872. 
t  Rural  New  Yorker,  Oct.  12th,  1872. 
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EGG  OF  THE  HORNED  V ASS A.LVS  —  Passalus  cornuius  Fabr. 

In  my  last  year's  account  of  this  fine  beetle  occurs  the  sentence, 
"  As  larvtTS  only  half-grown  are  found  in  company  with  tliose  that  are 
full-grown,  they  require  at  least  two  years  to  mature."  This  conclu- 

sion, though  a  very  natural  one,  is  entirely  opposed  to  the  facts.  I 
have  been  surprised  at  the  rapid  development  of  the  species  which  I 
have  been  able  to  breed  from  the  egg.  The  eggs,  which  are  deposited 
under  the  loose  bark  of  decaying  logs,  are  ovoid,  with  an  average 

length  of  0.12  inch,  and  diameter  of  O'lO  inch.  The  shell  is  smooth, 
flexile,  but  tough,  and  of  various  shades  of  olive-green,  yellow,  or 
brown.  The  newly  hatched  larva  differs  only  from  its  full-grown  self 
in  having  the  legs  relatively  a  little  longer,  the  rudimentary  pair  mere 

fleshy  tubercles,  and  in  having  four  superior  equi-distant,  longitud- 
inal rows  of  stiff  rufous  hairs  as  long  as  the  diameter  of  the  body,  and 

each  row  one  to  a  joint,  except  on  the  thoracic  joints,  where  the  late- 
ral row  is  composed  of  several.  The  sides  of  the  head  and  the  ventral 

surface  of  the  penultimate  and  terminal  joints  are  also  armed  with 
such  hairs.  These  hairs  are  very  conspicuous,  but  in  the  mature  larva 

they  are  either  wanting  entirely  —  being  indicated  only  by  the  minute 
tubercle  from  which  they  sprang  —  or  else  are  greatly  reduced. 

The  eggs  hatch  all  along  through  the  month  of  July,  and  the  lar- 
va3  acquire  their  growth  and  become  pupae  in  the  amazingly  short 
period  of  six  weeks.  It  is  for  this  reason  that  we  find  them  of  different 
sizes  at  one  and  the  same  time.  The  rudimentary  legs  are  capable  of 
a  sudden  and  rapid  side  motion,  which  I  have  occasionally  witnessed. 

My  stricture  on  Mr,  Walsh's  use  of  the  term  ''decussated  on  the 
sternum,"  in  describing  the  position  of  these  rudimentary  legs,  was 
induced  by  a  too  restricted  definition  of  the  word,  and  is  hardly  war- 

ranted, according  to  Worcester. 

EGG  OF  THE  COMMON  MAY  BEETLE  —  Lachnosterna  quercina 
(Knoch). 

The  eggs  of  this  beetle,  (Rep.  1,  Fig.  88),  which,  so  far  as  I  am 
aware,  have  not  been  described,  are  white,  translucent,  spherical, 
with  an  average  diameter  of  0.09  inch.  They  are  deposited  between 
the  roots  of  grass,  and  are  inclosed  in  a  ball  of  earth,  evidently  formed 

by  the  ovipositor  of  the  female  before  deposition,  as  the  cavity  is  suf- 
ficiently large  for  the  egg  to  roll  about  in. 
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EGG  OF  THE  BROAD-NEOKED  FR10:^JJS—,P Homes    laticollis Drury. 

The  eggs  of  this  species  (Rep.  2,  Fig.  61)  are  elongate-oval,  0.15  inch 
long,  and  three  times  as  long  as  wide.  They  are  bright  yellow,  opaque, 
faintly  granulated,  (or  rather  impressed  with  abbreviated  strige),  and 
fastened  by  a  glutinous  substance  to  stumps  and  old  trees,  about 

half  an  inch  below  the  surface  of  the  ground.  The  process  of  ovi- 
position  has  been  well  described,  {Rural  Xew  Yorker^  July  20th, 
1871),  and  I  have  obtained  upward  of  140.  eggs  from  a  single  female 

in  one  night.  The  eggs  of  the  other  species  of  the  genus  are  doubt- 
less similar. 

EGGS  OF  AMERICAN  TENT-CATERPILLAR—  Clisiocamjm  Ame- 
Ticana    Harr. 

The  figure  of  the  egg-belt  of  this  moth,  which  I  have  already 

[Fig.  29.]  given,  (3d  Rep.  Fig.  50,  c),  is  incorrect,  in  that  it  indicates  the 
eggs  to  be  bare,  whereas,  as  described  in  the  text,  they  are 

thickly  covered  with  a  glue-like  varnish,  which  almost  con- 
ceals them.  That  figure  was  not  made  from  nature,  and  I 

was  misled,"  at  the  time,  by  an  incorrect  figure  given  by 
Emmons  in  his  "Insects  of  New  York."  The  annexed  figure 
(29)  will  give  a  far  more  correct  view  of  the  unhatched  mass. 

^  There  is  some  variation  in  the  amount  of  glutinous  matter 
covering  the  eggs,  which  are,  at  times,  quite  visible,  at 
others  not ;  and  this  diflerence  may  be  connected  with  the 
difference  of  climate. 

COUNTERWORKING  THE  TOBACCO  WORM. 

Mr.  E.  M.  White,  of  West  Fork,  Reynolds  county,  sends  me  the 
following  account  of  his  method  of  counterworking  the  Tobacco  or 
Potato  worms,  (1st  Rep.  p.  95): 

"  In  every  tenth  hill  on  the  outside  rows  of  my  field,  I  sow  the 
seed  of  Jamestown  Weed,  {Datura  stramonium),  instead  of  setting 
tobacco  plants.  As  the  Daturas  grow  up,  I  pull  out  all  but  two  to 
each  hill,  and  when  these  are  in  bloom,  I  go  around  every  evening, 
and;  after  destroying  all  but  two  flowers,  pour  into  these  a  few  drops 
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of  common  fly  poison,  mixed  with  sweetened  water  and  whisky,  [the 
fly  stone  of  druggists  is  intended,  it  being  an  ore  containing  cobalt 
and  arsenic].  The  moths  sip  the  poison,  and  die  from  it,  and  I  find 

them  scattered  over  the  farm  for  a  space  of  several  hundred  yards." 

Mr.  White's  testimony  corroborates  that  of  many  others  who  have 
killed  these  large  Sphinx  moths  in  the  same  manner. 

TI^E   GRAPE  PHYLLOXERA.* 

I  have  little  in  the  natural  history  of  this  insect  to  add  to  the  ac- 

count given  in  last  year's  Report;  nor  have  I  found  any  occasion  to 
alter  the  views  then  and  there  given.  A  few  remarks,  however,  em- 

bodying the  observations  and  discoveries  of  the  yeal*,  on  such  an  im- 
portant insect,  will  naturally  be  expected.  The  reader  can  get  some 

idea  of  the  interest  attaching  to  this  insect  when  I  state  that  in  a 

bibliographical  reviewf  latel}'^  published  by  my  friends  Planchon  and 
Lichtenstein,  notices  and  summaries  are  given  of  484-  articles  or  trea- 

tises published  during  the  four  years  of  1868-71. 
MORTALITY  OF  VINES  LAST  SPRENG. 

There  was  very  general  complaint  last  spring  of  vine  mortality, 

and  this  not  from  one  but  from  many  sections  of  our  vine-growing 
country.  This  unusual  mortality  has  been  attributed  to  a  variety  of 

causes;  and,  after  citing  the  views  of  a  few  grape-growers  and  horti- 
culturists whose  eminence  and  reputation  entitle  them  to  respect,  and 

whose  experience  adds  weight  to  their  opinions,  I  shall  endeavor  to 
show  how  the  Phylloxera,  though  generally  left  entirely  out  of  the 
calculation,  had  much  to  do  with  the  singular  death  of  vines  in  the 
spring  of  1872.  In  quoting  these  opinions,  and  to  save  time  and  aid 
precision,  I  shall  italicize  and  number  such  passages  as  I  wish  more 
particularly  to  call  attention  to  afterward. 

First,  we  have  the  editorial  opinion  of  the  llural  World,  as  given 
in  the  following  quotations  from  the  number  of  that  journal  for  June 
1st,  1S72: 

*This  Avord,  though  it  really  means  '-withered-leaf,"  has  already  become  so  well  known  and 

popular  that  it  is  as  significant  to  the  vine-grower  as  are  the  words  ' '  root-louse  "  and  ' '  gall-louse; "' 
and  has  the  advantage  of  tei'sely  expressing  and  comprehending  both  these  compound  terms.  It  is  also 
being  used  to  designate  the  disease  caused  by  Phijlloxcra  7-astatrix  Planchon,  (the  scientific  name 
vastatrix  is  universally  being  emi:)loyed,  and  Filch's  vitifolicc  will  have  to  give  way,)  just  as  the 
generic  term  Oidium  is  popularly  used  to  designate  the  mildew  caused  by  Oidinm  Tuckcri.  Tlie  term 
Phylloxera  will,  therefore,  in  future  not  only  apply  to  the  insect,  but  to  its  eflect  on  the  Vine. 

t  Lc  Phijlloxcra;  Fails  acquis  ct  Revue  Biblio'jraphiquc,  -par  J.  E.  Planchon  e^  J.  Lichtenstein. 
Montpellier,  1872. 
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MoRTALTTY  AMOXG  VixES. — We  havG  liiicl  oiir  attputioii  called  fo  the  ofreat  mor- 
tality iimoijo^  o-nipovines  in  souie  places,  especially  in  St.  Louis  and  Fraid<lin  counties. 
There  nre  two  distinct  stages  of  disease,  or  dej^rees  of  injury,  visible  among-  the 

vines.  (1)  First,  whole  streaks  or  sfrciehes  in  the.  vineyard  are  killed  dead,  and  now  dried 
out.  The  form  of  the  portion  is  often  quite  irregular ;  but  we  have,  in  f^XQvy  case,  seen 
that  tliere  are  certain  analogies  existing  between  the  forms  and  two  special  facts  that 
are  sul)sequeMlly  stated.  Second,  tliere  are  very  large  and  irregular  pieces  of  vine- 

jj'ards  ill  wliich'the  shoots  are  pushing  very  slowly,  and  in  many  cases  are  not  more than  three  to  six  inclies  long,  while  the  other  portions  of  the  vineyard  have  shoots 
over  litteen  inches  in  length. 

Among  those  who  liave  lost  heavily  are  our  old,  intelligent  friends  and  neighbors, 
F.  Braclies,  C.  Paifrath  and  A.  Strieker,  wliile  there  are  scores  of  others  whose  vines 
are  in  the  second  stnge  named. 

Insects  in  general  aiv  claimetl  by  some  ;  others  specify  the  root-louse  as  the  cause. 
(2)  There  is  no  special  or  direct  evidence  of  the  root-louse  being  at  vwrk  at  all.  Neither 
the  naked  eye  nor  the  magnifying  glass  ca^i  detect  their  existence  on  roots  of  the  vines.  In 

the  position  of  the  vines  they  are  liable  to  be  atfected  bv  the  droutli ;  "tlie  energies  of the  vine^  have  been  too  severely  taxed  in  the  attempt  to  perfect  the  crop  of  fruit.  As 
one  or  both  of  these  influences  were  at  work,  the  elfect  has  been  a  reduction  of  vital 
energy,  or  the  entire  death  ot  the  vines. 

Ill  every  inst.ince  of  which  we  are  advised,  heavy  cropping  has  been  veiy  clearly 
indicated.  Some  of  the  vineyards  were  exhibited  last  fail  with  a  distinct  reference  to 
their  al)undant  crop  and  liberal  display  of  new  growth ;  but,  as  the  case  now  stands, 
we  invite  the  attention  of  grape-growers,  and  solicit  the  full  facts  and  opinions  bearing 
on  the  subject. 

That  well-knowi^  and  experienced  ^rape-grower,  IJon.  F.  Mtiench, 
sums  up  his  views  as  follows,  in  the  same  journal  for  August  3d,  1872: 

Grape  Mortality. — During  the  first  months  of  the  summer,  the  vintner  has  to 
attend  to  his  cherished  vines  with  so  much  solicitude  and  care  that  lie  can  liardlj^  aflford 
to  engage  in  anything  else.  July  will  bring  some  relaxation,  and  thus  I  will  once  more 
take  up  the  pen,  instead  of  the  knife  and  hoe,  and  make  some  remarks  on  the  state 
of  our  vinienltural  efforts. 

I  find  the  appearances  of  "mortality  among  the  vines"  correctly  stated  in  No.  22, 
present  volume  of  this  paper;  the  evil,  however,  extemls  far  beyond  the  counties  of 
St.  Louis  and  Franklin,  in  our  State ;  it  may,  indeed,  be  traced  through  all  of  the  AVest- 
ern  States,  more  or  less.  The  effect  is  before  our  eyes,  but  about  the  cause  tlie  vine 
sages  differ.    Let  me  briefly  say  what  observation  and  experience  have  suggested  to  me. 

What  in  the  vine  is  calleVl  the  inner  bark,  or  liber,  is,  1  think,  in  all  plants  with 
stems  enduring  through  the  winter— such  as  forest  and  fruit  trees,  vines,  bush(^s,  etc. — 
denominated  cambium.  It  consists  of  a  green,  marrow-like  matter,  between  tlie  outer 
bark  and  the  woody  part  of  the  stem  or  branch  ;  is  chiefly  formed  in  the  latter  part  of 
the  season,  and  designed  as  the  material  from  wliich,  in  the  following  spring,  the  first 
leaves  sprout  and  also  the  blossoms  come  torth.  The  more  completely  formed  and  the 
more  richly  stored  up  the  cambium  is,  the  more  vigorous  will  be  the  first  growth  of 
the  whole  plant,  or  of  its  several  branches  in  the  next  season,  and  also  the  greater  the 
productiveness.  Different  i-easons  may  operate  singly  or  in  combination  to  prevent  the 
proper  formation  of  tiie  cambium,  such  as  — 

1.  A  very  poor  soil. 
2.  A  superabundance  of  branches  and  limbs. 
3.  A  decrepid  or  otherwise  sickly  state  of  the  plant. 
4.  Injury  to  the  roots  or  leaves. 
5.  Very  early  frosts,  or  a  fall  time  too  wet  and  cold. 
6.  Overbearing. 
7.  Such  a  dry  autumn  that  the  scorched  ground  affords  no  nutriment  to  the  ten- 

der capillaiy  rootlets. 
From  all  that  I  can  see,  and  as  a  general  thing,  the  two  last  mentiened  causes 

combined  have  effected  the  mischief. 
Last  year  most  of  our  vintners  had  allowed  their  vines  to  bear  about  one-third 

more  tlian  is  proper  to  allow.  Such  greediness  is  generally  punished  by  the  inferior 
quality  of  the  fruit,  by  incomplete  maturity,  and  also  by  a  stunted  growth  of  the  vines 
in  the  following  season  — that  is,  by  the  want  of  the  necessary  new  bearing  wood.  It 
was  not  so  last  year;  already  early  in  tiie  season,  sufficient  new  bearing  wood,  ;ippa- 
rently  sound  and  vigorous,  had  been  formed,  and  the  warm  weather,  uninterruptedly 
continued  through  September  and  the  first  halt  of  October,  not  only  matured  our 
grapes,  but  developed  in  tliem  such  an  amount  of  grape  sugar  as  I  have  never  witnessed 
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before.  But  therewith  the  whole  natural  power  of  the  vines  was  fully  exhausted; 
nothiiio:,  or  too  little,  could  be  done  for  the  shoots,  the  arid  and  impenetrable  soil 
refusinjjf  to  contribute  any  portion  of  alimentary  substance. 

Wliatare  the  young'  shoots  in  the  primary  part  of  the  season':'  A  watery  sub- 
stance which  afterward  must  be  consolidated  and  furnished  with  the  necessary  ingre- 

dients ;  and  just  tliat  was  not  done.  I  have  examined  such  last  year's  shoots  early  in 
the  spring,  and  found  that  their  camljium  amounted  to  nearly  nothing.  No  wonder 
that  siuh  vines  made  either  a  scanty  and  sickly  growth,  or  none  at  all. 

(3)  The  remarkable  circiDnsfance,  that  on  the  same  piece  of  ground  some  of  the  vines 
are  just  as  we  could  wish,  and  others  either  sickly  or  dead,  viay  thus  be  accounted  for  : 
Ihe  one  vine  ma.y  have  suffered  by  too  heavy  cropping,  the  other  iiot ;  the  one  may  have  beeyi 
naturally  more  vigorous,  the  other  more  feeble  ;  here  the  subsoil  may  be  more  porous,  there 
it  may  have  been  fully  dried  out  and  hardened,  -like  a,  threshing  floor ;  surely,  neither  the 
root-louse  nor  the  winter  frost  had  anything  to  do  tcith  this  unexampled  mort.ality.  The 
best  thing  that  could  be  done,  anyhow,  was  to  cut  back  the  vines  to  a  few  buds,  near 
the  ground,  as  soon  as  this  morbid  condition  could  be  ascertained. 
*  *  *  *  -rr  *  *  -ir  *  *  *  *  * 

From  an  interesting  article  in  the  Cleveland  Herald^  by  F.  R. 
Elliott,  in  which  the  author  gives  an  account  of  the  exceptional  death 
of  many  other  deciduous  and  evergreen  plants,  and  his  belief  that  it 
was  owing  mainly  to  want  of  moisture,  I  abstract  those  passages 

which  particularly  refer  to  the  Grape-vine  : 

It  is  this  same  want  of  moisture  food  to  the  roots  that  has  caused  more  or  less  of 

Walter,  Diana,  lona,  as  well  as  other  late  growing  varieties  of  g'rapes — (4)  and  espe- 
cially of  those  having  a  large  per  ccntage  of  foreign  blood  in  them,  such  as  Diana,  Ham- 
burg, Weehawken,  ilebecca,  Croton,  etc. — to  die  out  since  the  incoming  of  spring;  for 

many  of  them  now  dead  were,  on  the  first  of  March,  apparently  perfect ;  as  cuttings  we 
now  have,  made  at  that  time,  show,  and  are  growiugf,  while  tlie  vines  from  which  they 
were  cut  are  dead.  *****  *** 

Many  vineyards  of  Catawba  and  Delaware  are  more  than  half  destroyed,  and  eveit 
many  vines  of  Concords.  Young  vines,  and  those  of  strong  gro^oth  and  on  sandy  soils, 
have  come  out  best. 

Dr.  S.  J.  Parker,  of  Ithaca,  N.  Y.,  after  showing  {Country  Gentle- 
man, June  29,  1872)  that  nearly  two-thirds  of  all  kinds  of  grape-vines 

were  partially  or  entirely  killed,  (5),  and  that  the  Isabellas  and  Ca- 
taiclas  suffered  most,  concludes  with  the  following  paragraphs  : 

Yet  this  much  should  be  said.  In  vinej^irds  trimmed  early  in  the  fall,  and  whose 

canes  laj'  on  the  ground,  the  loss  is  hardly  perceptible  in  a  few  instances.  And  it  is  not 
easy  to  explain  why  a  vineyard  like  Mr.  Baker's  has  his  fine  Rogers  in  beautiful  estate,. 
and  his  Isabellas,  etc.,  also  largely  escaped,  while  others,  with  similar  care  and  earlier 
attention,  have  suftered. 

This  is  no  trilling  evil,  and  its  causes  and  consequences  need  to  be  commented  on. 
Let  us  first  have  the  extent  of  this  unusual  damage  and  its  peculiarities,  and  then,  and 
not  until  then,  theory,  and  the  lessons  to  be  learned  by  it.  That  the  remarkable  dryness 
is  connected  ivith  it  I  am  certain  ;  yet  this  can  not  be  all. 

These  extracts  are  from  among  many  that  might  be  given,  but  as 

they  come  from  well-known  writers,  and  include  all  the  rational  the- 
ories propounded,  it  is  needless  to  quote  further. 

We  see  from  the  above  that  two  principal  causes  are  given  to  ac- 
count for  the  result  stated:  1st,  Drouth;  2d,  Overbearing.  A  thirds 

namely,  winter-killing,  has  been  often  urged;  but  meteorological  data 
show  that  there  was  nothing  unusually  severe  in  the  winter  of  1871-2, 
at  least  in  our  section  of  the  country,  and  the  experience  of  Mr.  E.  A. 

Riehl,  as  given  at  the  August  (1872)  meeting  of  the  Alton  (Ills.)  Hor- 
ticultural   Society,   proves   pretty  conclusively    that    winter-killing 
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should  not  be  taken  into  account.  In  the  fall,  before  cold  weather 

set  in,  he  cut  150,000  grape  cuttings,  which  he  put  in  a  frost-proof 
cellar  and  preserved  carefully  ;  after  putting  them  in  sand  they  cal- 

loused and  rooted  well,  but  many  had  not  enough  vitality  to  push  the 

«ye,  so  that  he  did  not  make  more  than  one-third  of  them  live,  though 
there  was  no  chance  of  winter-killing,  as  the  cellar  was  kept  at  an 
«ven  temperature  of  about  55  deg.  F. 

That  the  excessive  drouth  had  much  to  do  with  our  grape-vine 
mortality,  as  it  had  with  the  mortarlity  of  evergreens  and  other  plants, 
is  quite  evident.  But  that  it  was  not  the  direct  cause  there  would  be 
serious  reasons  for  believing,  even  were  there  no  evidence  of  the  fact 

in  the  above-quoted  experience  of  others.  The  Grape-vine  rather 
delights  in  dryness,  and  has  been  known  to  do  well  and  yield  abund- 

antly under  conditions  of  drouthiness  which  have  killed  evergreens 
and  other  trees.  Moreover,  this  influence  alone  will  not  fully  explain 

the  irregular  manner  in  which  vines,  under  precisely  similar  condi- 
tions of  soil  and  elevation,  were  affected;  nor  the  greater  mortality 

of  some  varieties  than  of  others  under  such  similar  conditions. 

Nor  can  the  result  be  attributed  to  overbearing  alone,  for  though 
cases  of  overbearing  may  have  occurred,  there  is  abundant  evidence 
of  vines  dying  where  the  yield,  the  year  preceding,  had  not  been 
larger  than  it  is  wont  to  be.  Remembering  also  that  in  the  spring  of 
1S71  there  was  a  late  frost  on  the  ITth  of  April,  which  cut  oflf  almost 
universally  the  first  fruit  in  the  more  central  portions  of  our  own 
State,  and  that  the  crop  consisted  of  the  latent  or  secondary  bunches, 

it  is  difficult  to  conceive  how  our  grape-vines,  speaking  generally,  can 
be  said  to  have  overborne,  except  where — already  sick  and  injured 
from  other  causes — they  were  making  that  final  eftort  at  fruitfulness 
which  so  often  precedes  death  ;  and  where,  consequently,  such  undue 
fruitfulness  was  the  effect  rather  than  the  cause  of  disease.  Mr. 

Horace  Holton's  vineyard  at  Webster  Groves  was  so  severely  injured 
by  the  late  frost  of  1871  that  it  bore  no  fruit  whatever  that  year; 
yet  his  vines  suffered  with  the  rest  in  1872. 

If  then  the  undue  mortality  of  grape-vines  can  not  be  solely  attri- 
buted to  either  of  these  causes,  what  other  influence  would  most 

nearly  account  for  the  facts  in  the  case?  I  unhesitatingly  answer 
Phylloxera!  There  is  much  that  would  go  to  prove  this  in  the 
writings  which  I  have  quoted,  as  indicated  by  the  italicized  passages. 
We  find  that  (1)  the  death  has  been  noticed  in  streaks  and  stretches 
in  the  vineyard ;  that  (3)  in  the  same  piece  of  ground  some  vines  were 
sound  and  healthy,  while  others  were  either  sickly  or  dead,  and  that 
(4)  those  varieties  which  most  succumbed  were  those  having  a  large 
per  centage  of  foreign  blood  in  them,  or  (5)  else  Lahruscas^  or,  in 
short,  just  the  very  varieties  which  I  have  shown  to  be  most  injured 

by  this  insect.  The  fact  (2)  that  there  was  no  special  or  direct  evi- 

dence of  the  root-louse  "  leing  at  work,"  or  that  neither  the  naked  eye 
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nor  the  magnifying  glass  could  detect  its  existence  on  the  roots,  is  pre- 
cisely the  state  of  things  to  expect  whenever  the  lice  have  been  in- 

juriously or  fatally  abundant  the  previous  year ;  and  I  can  not  too 

strongly  or  earnestly  enforce  the  fact  upon  our  grape-growers  that  by 
the  time  a  vine  dies,  or  is  brought  to  death's  door,  by  these  root-lice» 
we  can  only  discover  the  evidence  of  their  work,  as  the  lice  them- 

selves are  no  longer  to  be  found. 
But  there  is  better  proof  than  this  circumstantial  evidence,  of  the 

sorry  part  played  by  Phylloxera  in  the  unwonted  death  of  grape- 
vines last  spring.  That  the  lice  were  injuriously  abundant  on  many 

kinds  of  vines,  and  in  many  parts  of  the  State,  in  the  fail  of  1871, 1 
know  from  personal  experience,  and  have  sufficiently  shown  ;  and  in 
the  spring  following  the  more  or  less  complete  destruction  of  the 
roots,  we  might  naturally  have  expected  to  find  either  lack  of  vitality 
or  death  ot  such  vines.  I  also  made  a  careful  study  of  the  mortality 

in  the  spring,  digging  up  many  dying  or  dead  vines  in  the  vicinity  of 
St.  Louis,  and  in  every  instance  I  found  that  the  finer  roots  had  wasted 
away,  and  that  the  larger  ones  were  hypertrophized  just  as  they  are 
when  injured  by  the  root-lice;  while  upon  those  not  yet  dead  there 
was  no  difficulty  in  finding  the  more  living  evidence  of  disease  in  the 
shape  of  the  lice  themselves,  and  the  knots  which  they  caused.  In  a 

vineyard  belonging  to  Charles  Paff"rath,  of  Melrose,  referred  to  in  the 
extracts,  I  found  a  forcible  illustration  of  the  influence  of  Phylloxera. 

This  vineyard  is  on  a  gentle  slope,  and  is  composed  mostly  of  Cataw- 
bas,  with  which  the  owner  has  been  quite  successful,  owing,  as  I  be- 

lieve, to  the  great  pains  which  he  takes  to  keep  the  roots  healthy  and 

vigorous,  by  first  mellowing  his  soil  to  a  great  depth,  and  then  plant- 
ing with  the  utmost  care.  In  this  vineyard  were  both  young  and  old 

vines,  and  the  former  had  not  suffered  at  all,  Avhile  the  latter  showed 

greatest  mortality,  not  in  the  higher  or  drier  portion,  but  along  cer- 
tain middle  rows,  and  mostly  in  the  center.  I  examined  the  roots  of 

many  of  these  dead  vines,  as  well  as  of  some  in  the  immediate  vicin- 
ity of  them,  and  was  able  to  show  the  rotten  and  exhausted  roots  of 

the  former,  and  the  lice  at  work  on  the  latter;  and  thus  convince  the 
owner,  as  well  as  Mr.  Wm.  Coleman,  who  was  present  at  the  time,  that 
the  lice,  though  unseen  and  unheeded,  had  not  been  unoccupied.  No 
man  could  have  been  more  skeptical  as  to  the  working  of  these  lice 

than  Mr.  J.  J.  Kelly,  of  Webster;  yet  in  a  half  day  spent  in  his  vine- 
yard I  was  able  to  convince  him  that  they  had  played  an  important 

part  in  the  death  of  his  Catawba  vines.    And  so  of  others. 

To  summarize  from  the  known  facts  in  the  case,  I  am  of  the  de- 
cided opinion  that,  while  the  unprecedented  drouth  maybe  justly 

looked  upon  as  the  indirect  cause  of  the  trouble,  the  more  immediate 

and  direct  cause  must  be  attributed  to  Phylloxera.  The  meteoro- 
logical conditions  served  to  promote  the  undue  increase  of  the  lice  at 

the  same  time  that  they  rendered  the  vines  less  capable  of  resisting 
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depletion  of  sap.  The  conditions  of  a  soldier  in  an  army — where 
many  are  camped  and  barracked  together,  and  where  it  is  difficult  to 

obtain  hot  water  wherein  to  wash  one's  under-clothes— are  favorable 
to  the  increase  of  certain  body  parasites,  and  other  more  invisible 

•organisms,  which  produce  disease.  Yet,  while  in  such  a  case  the 
conditions  have  assisted,  it  is  very  palpable  that  the  organisms  are  the 

direct  cause  of  disease;  and  that  if  they  can  be  warded  off  or  re- 
moved, the  disease  may  be  prevented,  though  the  conditions  remain. 

Precisely  in  the  same  sense,  I  do  not  believe  there  would  have  been 
the  mortality  among  our  vines  had  the  lice  been  kept  off  or  removed 
from  the  roots. 

It  is  a  noteworthy  fact  that,  notwithstanding  the  loss  of  vines,  the 
general  grape  crop  was  large  in  1872,  and  prices  were  so  low  as 
scarcely  to  be  remunerative.  It  is  very  evident  that  the  time  is  fast 
approaching,  if  it  has  not  already  come,  when  the  simple  growing  of 
the  Concord  because  it  is  hardy  and  bears  neglect,  will  not  pay;  and 

in  the  future,  only  those  viticulturists — basing  their  operations  on  more 
knowledge,  more  science — who  can  grow  the  finerqualitied  varie- 

ties, will  find  the  business  remunerative.  One  of  the  first  requisites 
of  success  with  these  latter  is,  to  my  mind,  a  full  understanding  and 
management  of  the  Phylloxera ;  and  I  am  not  without  hope  that 
those  who  do  obtain  this  knowledge,  and  who  put  it  into  practice, 
will  yet  be  masters  of  the  situation,  and  succeed  with  the  Wilder,  the 

Goethe,  the  Catawba,  the  Walter,  the  lona  and  other  varieties  of  ac- 
knowledged excellence,  but  which  are  at  present  precarious. 

I  am  aware  that  it  is  difficult  to  bring  home  to  the  average  vint- 
ner any  just  sense  of  the  importance  of  a  microscopic  atom,  which  is 

naturally  hidden  from  his  eyes,  and  which  it  requires  some  effort  and 
training  to  see,  and  still  greater  effort  to  understand.  There  are  few 

so  simple  as  to  deny  the  injury  caused  by  the  Chinch-bug,  the  Colo- 
rado Potato-beetle,  and  such  other  insects  as,  from  their  conspicuous 

size,  render  their  presence  and  their  ravages  too  patent;  but  where 
the  enemy  is  so  much  more  insidious,  there  will  always  be  those  who 
will  deny  its  existence,  or  who,  when  made  to  see  it  by  the  aid  of 
others,  will  prefer  to  look  upon  it  as  the  effect  rather  than  the  cause 

■of  disease,  and  to  attribute  the  disease  itself  to  other  causes.  It  is  so 
much  easier  to  deductively  jump  to  hypothetical  conclusions  than  to 
patiently  and  laboriously  work  out  the  truth  by  induction,  and  the 
proneness  to  attribute  insect  injuries  to  meteorological  influences, 
and  especially  to  drouth,  is  exemplified  in  the  past  history  of  many 

insect  pests,  and  in  that  of  the  Hickory  Bark-borer,  given  further  on. 

JIANGE  OF  THE  INSECT  IN  NORTH  A^MERICA. 

I  have  found  the  galls  abundant  on  wild  vines  of  the  species 
liijoaria  as  far  west  as  Manhattan,  Kansas,  and  that  it  extends  as  far 

■south  as  Florida,  we  learn  from  a  communication  from  L.  H.  Tallman, 
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of  Duval  county,  to  the  New  York  Trihune  of  September  4th,  1872, 
in  which  he  speaks  of  the  galls  being  abundant  on  what  is  known 
there  as  the  Madeira  or  St.  Augustine  Grape,  and  upon  the  wild 
vines. 

ITS  SPKEAD  IX  EUROPE. 

In  France,  the  Phylloxera  has  continued  its  ravages,  and  is  spread- 

ing in  Provence  and  Vaucluse,  but  not  to  the  same  extent  in  I'Herault. 
So  threatening,  indeed,  has  it  become  that  the  French  Academy  of 

Science  has  a  standing  Phylloxera  committee,  and  M.  d'Armand,  at 
one  of  its  sittings,  demanded  that  the  premium  of  20,000  Irancs, 
ofiered  by  the  government  for  a  remedy,  be  increased  to  500,000,  or,  if 

necessary,  to  1,000,000  francs.  The  plague  is  also  spreading  in  Portu- 
gal and  Switzerland,  and  in  some  parts  of  Germany;  while  in  Eng- 

land it  is  doing  serious  damage  to  hot-house  grapes. 

MOKE  FACTS  ABOUT  THE  GALLS;   THEIR  TR.SJXSIEXT  NATURE. 

In  the  j'ear  1870,  and  previously,  the  Clinton  vine  was  always  the 
most  seriously  affected  by  the  leaf-galls;  but  an  interesting  change 
has  since  been  manifested  in  the  taste  of  the  gall-making  form 
igallcecola)  of  our  Phylloxera.  In  1871,  it  became  less  numerous  in 
this  part  of  the  country,  and  very  generally  abandoned  the  leaves  of 
the  Clinton  and  fell  upon  those  of  the  Taylor;  and  what  is  still  more 
singular,  this  same  change  was  noticed  in  France  in  one  case  where 

these  vines  were  cultivated  in  proximitj''.  I  have  made  many  obser- 
vations which  prove  this  change  to  have  been  quite  general,  and  shall 

€ite  a  few  instances  in  the  foot-note*  in  corroboration.  In  1872,  I  had 
such  difficulty  to  find  galls  on  either  the  Clinton,  the  Taylor  or  any 
other  variety,  in  the  early  part  of  the  season,  that  certain  intended 

experiments  and  observations  upon  the  Gall-louse  were  effectually 
frustrated.  In  some  vineyards,  later  in  the  season,  I  found  galls  on 
Delaware,  and  a  few,  more  or  less  perfectly  formed,  on  Concord,  and 

more  especially  on  Herbemont.  There  seems  to  have  been  a  persist- 
ent attempt  on  the  part  of  the  young  lice  to  form  their  dwellings  on 

the  leaves  of  this  last  variety;  but  in  almost  every  instance  the  at- 
tempt was  fruitless,  and  the  louse  died  soon  after  the  gall  commenced 

forming.    On  these  vines,  where  the  galls  were  suddenly  arrested  in 

*Mr.  T.  AY.  Guy,  of  Sulphur  Springs,  had  Clintons  covered  with  galls  in  1870,  which,  in  1871, 

"were  entirely  free  from  them.  Mr.  Chas.  Peabody,  of  Glenwood,  also  had  Clintons  covered  in  1870, 
while  in  1871  there  were  no  galls  in  his  vineyard,  except  sparsely  on  the  Delaware  vines.  Dr.  H. 

Clagett,  of  Gray's  Snmmit,  had  Clintons  coyered  in  1870,  fewer  in  1871,  and  in  iS7J  could  find  none  in 
his  vineyard.  Mr.  J.  Squires,  ot  DeSoto,  and  Mr.  N.  DeWyl,  of  Jeflersou  City,  report  a  similar  expe- 

rience. Mr.  O.  S.  Westcott,  of  Chicago,  Ills.,  informs  me  that  a  striking  instance  came  under  his 
observation  of  an  abundance  of  galls  on  Clintons  in  Kendall  county,  in  1870,  succeeded  by  an  entire 

lack  of  them  in  1871.  Dr.  LeBaron  reports  a  similar  experience.  M.  Laliman  writes  that  at  Bor- 
■deaux  the  Gall-louse.,  which  had  I'f^*"*  abun<lant  on  Clinton  in  1870,  left  that  variety  and  went  on  to  the 
Tavlor  in  1871. 
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various  stages  and  degrees  of  completion,  the  method  of  formation 

was  easy  to  observe.  The  first  effect  of  the  puncture  is  a  slight  de- 
pression of  the  upper  surface,  bordered  by  a  circular 

fringe  of  down  (Fig.  30,  c);  the  under  or  convex  por- 
tion being  covered  with  fulvous  down  (Fig.  30,  d). 

As  the  depression  increases,  the  circular  fringe  closes 

up  and  forms  the  mouth  of  the  gall,  as  already  de- 
scribed (3d  Rep.,  p.  87).  I  saw  Herbemont  vines  whose  leaves  were 

covered  with  these  abortive  galls,  and  saw  them,  not  only  in  Missouri, 

but  in  Kansas.  On  some  of  the  wild  vines  in  the  last-named  State,  I 
have  also  collected  galls  which  were  so  lengthened  that  they  appeared 

quite  abnormal,  and  almost  pedunculated  (Fig.  30,  «,  h). 
This  inconstancy  in  the  habits  of  the  gall-lice  furnishes  another 

interesting  instance  of  the  changeableness  of  Nature,  and  of  the 
difficulty  the  naturalist  encounters  in  making  generalizations.  It  is 
impossiijle,  at  the  present  time,  to  give  the  rationale  of  this  change 
of  habit,  though  future  discoveries  may  explain  the  facts  and  render 
them  significant. 

SUSCEPTIBIXITY  OF  VARIETIES. 

The  relative  immunity  of  most  of  our  American  varieties,  com- 
pared with  the  European,  is  exemplified  in  Europe  as  well  as  in  this 

country.  Several  interesting  instances  are  cited  in  Za  Province  of 
Bordeaux  (Nov.  26,  1872)  of  our  vines  being  cultivated,  for  a  number 

of  years,  in  the  midst  of  affected  French  varieties  without  injurj^; 
while  M.  Laliman  has  been  more  explicit,  and,  mentioning  varieties, 
has  shown  that  as  with  us  the  Labruscas,  as  a  species,  suffer  most, 

(Ann.  de  la  Soc.  d^Agr.  du  Dep.  de  la  Gironde,  Vol.  xxvi,  p.  19).* 
M.  J.  Leenhardt-Pomier,  of  Montpellier,  reports  that  the  vines  which 
he  received  from  this  country  are  doing  well,  and  gives,  in  substance, 

the  following  details,  under  date  of  November  6,  1872  :  ''  Cunningham 
showed  most  vigor,  the  leaves  being  as  green  as  in  summer.  Next, 
the  Herbemont  gave  most  satisfaction.  Third,  the  Clinton.  The 
Concord  and  Goethe  ranked  next.  The  Rentz,  and  especially  N. 

Carolina,  made  but  a  feeble  growth,  while  the  Cynthiana  and  Ives' 
Seedling  did  not  succeed  at  all." 

From  examination  of  some  California  vines,  in  Mr.  G.  Gill's  vine- 
yard at  Kirkwood,  I  discovered  that  they  were  badly  attacked  by  the 

»M.  Laliman  has  published  (Journ.  de  Vitinilture  Pratique,  Aprilin,  1872)  a  colored  plate  of  what 
is  known  there  as  tlie  York  Madeira,  or  Bland  Madeira,  a  vine  which  he  considers  is  the  very  best  as 
resisting  the  Phylloxera.  The  plate  is  beautiful,  but  it  is  difficult  to  establish  from  it  what  variety  is 
meant.  It  is  evidently  a  Riparia,  having  a  smooth  leaf,  and  black  berry,  and,  according  to  Mr.  Bush, 
it  resembles  the  Aughwick  in  leaf  and  the  Israella  in  bunch.  Ilusmanu  tinds  that  it  resembles  the 
Franklin.  According  to  Downing,  the  Bland  Madeira  has  a  red  berry,  and  the  York  and  the  Bland 
can  not  be  synonymous.     The  plate  represents  a  variety  evidently  not  cultivated  in  our  State. 

Another  variety,  which  is  unnamed,  and  which  is  No.  1  of  his  plate,  published  in  his  work  en- 
titled "Etude  sur  Ics  divers  Phylloxera,"  successfully  resists  the  Phylloxera.  The  leaf  might  belong  to 

Norton's  or  Cynthiana  ;  but  it  is  impossible  to  give  accurate  judgment  from  a  single  leaf-figure. 
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root-lice.  It.  is  thus  rendered  quite  certain  that,  if  it  once  finds  its 
way  to  the  Pacific  slope,  our  Phylloxera  may  prove  a  most  serious 
scourge,  and  it  behooves  the  Californians  to  endeavor  to  prevent  its 
introduction.    Let  them  take  warning  of  France  ! 

AMERICAN  GU APE- VINES  IN  FRANCE. 

The  fact  that  some  of  our  American  varieties  resist  the  louse  has 

caused  an  increasing  demand  for  them  abroad.  The  principal  varieties 
sent  by  Messrs.  Bush  &  Son  are  the  Cunningham,  Herbemont,  Taylor 
and  Clinton,  which  have  been  found  to  resist  with  M.  Laliman,  as  well 

as  here  ;  and  the  Norton's  Cynthiana  and  Concord,  which  succeed 
well  with  us,  but  have  suffered  with  M.  Laliman. 

As  some  of  my  foreign  correspondents  have  thought  it  would  be 
cheapest  to  order  long  cuttings,  with  several  eyes,  it  will  be  well  to 
state,  for  their  benefit,  that  few  of  our  American  vines  root  as  easily 
as  the  European  varieties,  and  it  is  almost  impossible  to  propagate 
some  of  lliem,  except  by  layering.  With  the  exception  of  Clinton  and 
Taylor,  those  which  propagate  easiest  by  cuttings  are,  as  a  rule,  the 
most  sensitive  to  the  Phylloxera,  while  those  which  are  with  difficulty 
so  propagated  are  among  the  best  resistants.  This  is  very  much  what 
we  should  naturally  expect:  the  tougher  the  wood  the  tougher  the 
root,  causing,  in  the  one  instance,  difficult  rooting,  and  in  the  other 
better  resistance  to  the  suction  of  the  louse.  The  accompanying  list, 

showing  the  comparative  difficulty  with  which  some  of  the  better- 
known  varieties  root  from  cuttings,  and  which  is  based  on  the  experi- 

ence of  Messrs.  Bush  &  Son,  will  prove  of  value  in  this  connection  : 

1.  Hermann  {^Estioalis) — Most  difficult  of  all  to  propagate ;  refusing  to  root  even  with 
botloni  heat. 

2.  J^orton's  and  Cynthiana  {JEat.) — In  a  very  favorable  season,  on  well -prepared, 
virgin  soil,  and  witli  the  best  care,  only  a  small  per  centage  will  root. 

3.  Herbemont,  Cunningham,  Devereux  {JEst.) — From  cuttings  made  early  in  fall, 
soon  after  tlie  leaves  drop,  and  under  very  favorable  circumstances  and  con- 

ditions of  soil,  a  better  per  centage  than  Irom  the  former  will  root ;  yet  they 
olten  entirely  tail. 

4.  RuLANDER,  Louisiana,  Alvey  {JEst.),  and  Delaware  {Rip.) — Are  less  uncertain 
than  tlie  former,  and  with  skillful  treatuient,  tirst  causing  callus,  with  best  of 
care  afterward,  good  results  have  been  obtained  at  times.  Without  such 
treatment  and  care,  these  also  will  not  root  well  from  cuttings. 

5.  EuMELAN  {JE.-if.?),  Creveling,  Maxatawney  {Lab.) — Root  more  freely,  and  with 
proper  care  may  safely  be  propagated  from  cuttings. 

6.  Hartford  Prolific,  Telegraph,  Ives,  Concorb,  Catawba,  Iona,  Diana  {Lab.) 
— Koot  easily  from  cuttings.  Being  mostly  long-jointed,  they  make  better 
roots  and  plants  from  short  cuttings  (2  to  3  eyes  long)  than  from  long  canes. 

7.  Rogers'  Hybrids,  as  Goethe,  Massasoit,  Wilder,   Lindley,    Agawam,  Merri- 
MAC,  t5ALE.M,  ETC. — All  Varieties  protkiced  by  crosses  between  Labrusca  and 
Vinifera  grow  Irom  cuttings  as  easily,  at  least,  as  the  varieties  of  either  of 
tliese  two  i-pecies.  Arnold's  Hybrids,  crosses  between  Clinton  and  foreign 
( Vinifera)  varieties,  grow  from  cuttings  even  more  freely  than  any  others, 
except — 

8.  Clinton  and  Taylor  {Rip.),  which  grow  from  cuttings,  like  willows,  almost  with- 
out care. 

E.K — 5 
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So  far  as  I  can  learn,  the  varieties  of  Vulpina  root  with  difficulty 
from  cuttings. 

As  an  evidence  that  our  grapes  are  beginning  to  be  appreciated 
in  Europe,  I  may  be  pardoned  for  quoting  the  following  from  one  of 

M.  Laliman's  letters  :  "The  wines  which  I  obtain  from  certain  Ameri- 
can varieties  age  very  rapidly,  and  I  may  tell  you  that  the  Jacquez, 

[I  do  not  know  this  variety,  unless  it  be  a  synonym  of  the  Ohio],  the 
Lenoir,  the  Clinton  and  the  Long,  [known  to  us  as  the  Cunningham], 
mixed  together,  give  me  a  wine  much  superior  to  those  I  get  from  our 
French  varieties.  The  Delaware,  also,  mixed  with  the  Taylor,  makes 

a  very  agreeable  wine." 
In  an  article  written  by  him  last  April,*  he  further  says  :  "  Cer- 
tain vines  of  the  Cordifolio  [Biparia]  species  make  a  very  good 

wine  ;  and  certain  hybrids,  as  well  as  some  varieties  of  y^stivalis,  pro- 
duce wines  so  like  our  own  that  we  shall  find  it  to  our  advantage  to 

cultivate  them,  not  only  from  an  alcoholic  standpoint,  but  for  an 

abundance,  color  and  taste,  which  will  astonish  those  who  are  ac- 

quainted with  the  Lahrusca  only.  *  *  *  -^hQ  Americans 
have  made  such  rapid  strides  in  horticulture  of  late  that,  we  repeat, 
they  have  entirely  changed  the  character  of  their  vineyards.  Certain 

grape-growers  have  succeeded,  by  hybridization^  in  so  improving  their 
wild  vines  that  their  grapes  to-day  equal  our  best  products  of  the 

kind." 
This  speaks  well  for  American  vines,  which  our  fastidious  trans- 

atlantic friends  deemed,  not  long  since,  unfit  for  cultivated  tastes. 
But  whether  these  vines  be  there  appreciated  for  their  fruit  or  not, 

they  will  prove  valuable  as  graft-stocks.  Mr.  DeWyl  has  the  Goethe, 
Salem  and  Rogers  No.  12  grafted  (under  ground)  on  to  Taylor  roots, 
and,  although  a  few  galls  are  found  upon  the  leaves,  the  grafts  are 
doing  well.  By  growing  such  Hungarian  vines  as  Tokay,  Foment  and 
Scegety  on  Concord  roots,  and  protecting  them  in  winter,  he  has  also 
succeeded  in  making  them  thrive  and  bear.  Indeed,  the  benefits  of 
grafting  the  more  susceptible  varieties  on  to  the  roots  of  those  which 
best  resist  the  Phylloxera,  must  be  patent  to  all  ;  and  in  thus  grafting 
we  have  one  of  the  few  practical  methods,  so  far  known,  of  thwarting 
the  enemy. 

It  is  to  be  regretted  that  more  caution  is  not  taken  by  those  who 
write  upon  the  subject  of  the  Phylloxera.  In  the  monthly  report 
from  the  Department  of  Agriculture  for  February,  1872,  it  is  stated 

that  varieties  of  Lahrusca  are  freest  from  attacks  of  the  louse  ;  where- 
as Lahrusca^  as  a  species,  suifers  most.  Such  careless  statements 

mislead,  and  may  account  for  the  fact  that  the  varieties  imported  by 
the  French  minister  have  been  mostly  of  this  species.  Some  few  of 
the  Lahruscas  effectually  resist  the  louse  here,  and  there  is  every 

*  Repome  a  la  Soc.  Limiecnne. 
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reason  to  suppose  they  would  do  so  there;  but,  until  further  experi- 
ence shall  give  more  decided  results,  we  must  be  guided  by  that  of 

M.  Laliraan,  across  the  ocean,  and  our  own  here,  as  given  last  year 
(Rep.  4,  p.  64). 

With  regard  to  the  best  method  of  grafting  the  grape-vine,  it 
may  be  well  to  state  that  such  grafting  requires  the  greatest  care, 
and  that  experienced  authors  agree  that  it  is  best  done  under  ground, 
and  soon  after  the  frost  is  out  in  spring.  Details  will  be  found  in  the 

standard  works  on  grape-culture  ;  and  I  would  refer  to  articles  in  the 
last  volumes  of  the  Western  Planter  and  of  the  Rural  World,  and 

more  particularly  to  the  number  of  the  last-named  for  February  1, 
1873. 

NEW  THEORIES. 

Quite  naturally,  there  have  been  numerous  persons  abroad  ready 
to  assert  that  the  Phylloxera  was  the  effect  rather  than  the  cause 

of  disease.  Such  opinions,  from  some  quarters,  would  not  cause  sur- 
prise; but  when  intelligent  naturalists  like  Messrs.  Signoret  and 

Guerin-Meneville  persist  in  such  belief,  it  is  difficult  to  give  any  other 
explanation  than  that  ihej  are  too  much  absorbed  in  closet  studies  to 
make  the  proper  field  observations  ;  or  are  biased  in  favor  of  theories 
hastily  announced  before  any  field  studies  were  made.  In  the  face  of 

the  gradual  spread  of  the  disease  from  infested  to  uninfested  regions, 
and  of  the  exemption  which  vineyards  enjoy  where  theinsecthas  not 

yet  appeared  —  in  face  of  the  demonstrable  and  hurtful  results  which 
follow  its  puncture,  and  the  isolated  spots  or  centers  of  attack  from 

which  it  often  originates  —  men  still  have  the  hardihood  to  compare 

the  disease  with  scrofula  in  man,  to  attribute  it  to  ""•  meteorological 
perturbations,"  and  other  equally  illusive  explanations.  They  invoke 
some  remote,  mysterious  cause,  and  prefer  the  vague  to  the  definite. 
Most  of  them  would,  of  course,  scout  the  idea  of  these  mysterious 
causes  producing  the  lice,  for  they  would  scarcely  go  so  far,  even  if 
abiogenetically  inclined;  but  I  can  not  help  likening  their  views  to 
those  of  the  average  Cockney,  who  so  implicitly  believes  that  the  east 
wind  and  certain  atmospheric  conditions  peculiar  to  London,  beget 
and  engender  the  myriad  lice  which  blight  his  plants  at  certain  sea- 

sons. For  my  part,  I  want  no  better  explanation  than  the  greater 
tenderness  and  susceptibility  of  the  European  vines  compared  with 
those  on  which  the  lice  have  bred  from  time  immemorial  in  this 
country. 

In  spite  of  the  abundant  rains  that  have,  from  all  accounts,  soaked 
the  vineyards  in  the  infested  districts  of  France  without  decreasing 

the  disease  —  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  other  plants  have  not  suffered 
for  want  of  rain  —  the  sophism  is  still  reiterated  that  the  disease  is 
owing  to  meteorological  abnormities,  and  especially  to  drouth.  The 

poor  wine-grower  is  told  to  wait  for  more  rain,  and  that  if  he  pursues 
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that  treatment  which  will  cause  the  vine  to  regain  its  normal  vigor,  he 

will  see  no  more  of  Phylloxera  —  a  most  undoubted  truism  !  I  am  the 

last  to  deny  that  meteorological  conditions  accelerate  or  retard  the 

multiplication  of  plant-lice,  as  they  do  of  so  many  other  insects;  but  I 

see  no  reason  for  presupposing  a  diseased  condition  of  tlie  plant  first 

attacked  by  them,  when,  as  every  entomologist  knows,  they  can  flour- 

ish only  on  living  vegetation,  which  they  forsake  when  its  life  has  been 

sapped.  Conditions  may  be  favorable  to  the  increase  of  the  plant- 

lice  on  our  hops,  of  Cotton- worms,  of  the  Army- worm,  and  of  a  thou- 

sand well-known  insect  pests;  yet  no  one  doubts  that  if  by  increased 

effort  we,  in  some  way  or  other,  prevent  or  destroy  these  insects,  we 

efi"ectually  overcome  the  (to  us)  unfavorable  conditions,  and  our  plants 
thrive. 

Whenever  abundant  enough  to  attract  attention,  these  plant-lice 

have  already  brought  the  infested  plants  into  a  state  of  disease,  and  it 

is  this  fact  which  blinds  so  many  persons,  and  makes  them  so  ready  to 

believe  that  it  was  the  diseased  condition  which  attracted,  or,  as  some 

more  ignorantly  put  it,  "  produced,"  the  lice.  Ajjhidce,  I  repeat,  (Rep. 

3  p.  87),  must  always  be  the  cause  rather  than  the  effect  of  disease. 

1  shall  simply  add  in  this  connection,  as  strengthening  the  position 

of  those  who  consider  Phylloxera  the  true  cause  of  the  mischief,  that 

I  never  yet  found  root-lice  so  abundant  as  on  some  California  vines 

belonging  to  Mr.  G.  Gill,  and  which  were  unusually  well  cared  for  and 
manured. 

Other  persons,  again,  have,  as  might  have  been  expected,  insisted 

that  the  European  insect  is  not  an  importation  from  America,  and 

argued  that  it  may  either  be  a  distinct  species,  either  indigenous  to 

both  continents,  or  else  may  even  have  been  imported  from  Europe 

to  America.  To  waive  unnecessary  detail,  I  may  state  that  such 

views  are  based  on  fallacious  grounds,  and  that,  setting  aside  theory, 

and  weighing  the  undeniable  facts,  the  evidence  gives  overwhelming 

force  to  the  opposite  view  —  that  the  insect  is  a  native  American,  and 

was  originally  unknown  in  Europe;*  and  indeed  the  views  expressed 

in  my  last  report  were  adopted  by  M.  Plumeau  and  others,  at  the 

recent  organization  of  the  French  Society  for  the  Advancement  of 

Science,  when  the  Phylloxera  occupied  much  attention. 

»  M.  L.Laliman,  of  Boraeaux,  is,  perhaps,  the  most  volumiuous  and  influential  writer  who  has 

espoused  tliclast-mentioncd  doctrines,  in  opposition  to  Lichteustein,  Plauchon,  myself  and
  others 

(AnnalesdelaSoc.  d'Arjr.  du  Dcp.  dc  la  Girondc;  Jour,  de  Viticulture  Pratique;  La  Gironde;  La  
Pro- 

vence, etc.).  Assuming  that  the  insect  has  always  existed  in  both  hemisi.heres,  he  quotes  M.  E. 

Nourrigat,  the  President  of  the  Comife  of  Lunel,  as  proving  that  it  played  havoc  iu  Germany
  from 

1730  to  1776.  There  is  no  proof  whatever  that  the  disease  which  attacked  vines  iu  Germiny  during 
 that 

epoch,  and  whicli  likewise  allVcted  the  Jliilberry  and  other  fruit  trees,  hears  any  relatiou  to  t
he  Phyl- 

loxera disease  in  question.  The  article  of  M.  Nourrigat,  referred  to,  first  appeared  iu  the  Journal  de 

Lund,  of  March  28th,  1871,  and  describes  a  disease  which,  first  noticed  in  Austria,  along  the  Dan-
 

ube, desolated  Moravia,  Hungary  and  Germany,  and  flnaUy  penetrated  into  Alsace;  but  from  the 

symptoms  given,  it  has  plainly  no  connection  whatever  with  Phylloxera.  M.  Laliman,  to  support  his 

views,  ventures  a  theory  so  visionary  and  untenable  as  to  presuppose  the  existence,  from  time  imm
e- 

morial, of  the  Phylloxera  on  trees  and  plants,  whose  disappearance  and  eradication  have  caused  it,  as 

he  believes,  to  attack  the  Vine.    1  presume  he  was  led  to  such  theories  by  the  fact  that  a  certain  root- 
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MEANS  OF  CONTAGIOX  FKOM  ONE  VINE  TO  ANOTHER. 

The  modes  of  spreading  indicated  last  year  have  been  fully  proved 

correct.  There  can  be  no  doubt  about  the  young  lice  traveling  un- 

der-ground along  the  roots  of  the  vines,  or  in  any  cracks  or  minute 

passages  in  the  soil;  while  1  had  no  ditliculty  last  August  in  finding 

them  crawling  over  the  surface  of  the  ground.  Moreover,  M.  Faucon 

and  M.  Gaston  Bazille  discovered  not  only  the  larvaB,  but  the  winged 

individuals,  passing  abundantly  over  the  surface  of  the  earth  last  Sep- 
tember, in  France,  and  we  thus  have  evidence  that  the  winged  insects 

make  good  use  of  their  legs.  They  have  likewise  been  caught  in 

spiders'  webs,  and  seen  in  other  situations  to  which  they  must  have 

louse  was  found  on  -wheat  in  several  parts  of  France  the  past  year,  ami  that  other  root-lice,  sup- 

posed to  be  Phylloxera,  were  found  by  himself  and  others  on  the  roots  of  several  fruit  trees.  So 

there  is  a  well-known  rool-louse,  i)rodiicing  knots  on  Apple,  and  others,  either  little  known  or  unde- 

scribed,  on  Purslane,  Turnip,  rersimmon,  and  many  other  plants  in  this  country  ;  but  they  are  dis- 

tinct species,  and  the  entomologist  will  want  other  proof  than  is  yet  forthcoming  ere  he  can  believe  that 

Phylloxera  vastatrij;  attacks  anything  else  but  the  Vine.  But  M.  Laliman  goes  still  further,  and  weakens 

all  faith  in  his  deductions,  by  promulgating  the  abstract  ideas  that  the  soil  is  impregnated  with  plant- 

lice,  and  that  the  increase  of  Phylloxera  is  in  some  way  due  to  the  destruction  of  birds.  In  support  of 

the  view  that  the  European  insect  is  a  distinct  species,  and  was  not  introduced  on  American  vines,  he 

makes  three  statements  :  1st.  He  i>ublishes  the  anne.xed  letter  from  Mr.  Berkman,  of  Georgia,  of 
whom  he  obtained  his  American  varieties,  to  prove  that  Phylloxera  is  unknown  there : 

' '  In  our  region,  the  Phvlloxera  is  unknown.  Riley  observed  it  in  1864  in  Missouri;  at  that  time 
it  was  injurious  to  the  Clinton;  but  in  fact  the  plague  which  ravages  our  vines  is  known  only  to  ento- 
mologir'ts  through  sciencilic  investigations;  vintners  do  not  dream  of  its  presence,  and  the  damage  it 
does  is  not  worth  speaking  of." 

2d.  That  American  vines  are  not  affected  exactly  alike  here  and  in  France,  so  far  as  his  and  my 

experience  go.  3d.  That  he  has  distributed  American  varieties  through  divers  countries  where  the 
malady  is  unknown,  without  introducing  it. 

None  of  these  statements  prove  his  position.  1st.  If  the  insect  is  unknown  in  Mr.  Berkman's 
section,  (the  State  of  Georgia  is  pretty  large,  but  no  postofflce  address  is  given) ,  it  only  indicates  that 

it  was  not  sent  over  on  his  vines,  but  does  not  prove  that  it  -was  not  sent  from  other  sections,  either  to 

France  direct,  or  via  England;  while  Mr.  B.'s  mere  dixit  that  Phylloxera  is  unknown  in  his  region, 

without  attending  proof,  will  have  little  weight  when  we  reflect  that  three  years  ago  no  one  dreamt  of 

the  existence  of  the  root-louse  in  any  part  of  this  country.  We  have,  moreover,  seen  that  it  docs  occur 

as  far  south  as  Florida.  2d.  The  sort  of  argument  that  proves  the  insects  of  the  two  continents  distinct, 

because  the  vine?  in  the  two  hemisjiheres  are  not  affected  alike,  would  equally  prove  that  the  Oidium 

which  so  troubles  grape-vines  in  Europe  is  not  the  same  as  ours;  for  there  is  good  evidence  that  some 

of  our  vines  are  sorely  troubled  with  it  here;  whereas,  he  himself  shows  that  his  American  varieties 

are  not  affected  by  it  there.  Yet  I  know  of  no  mycologist  who  has  studied  the  subject  who  doubts  the 

identity  of  the  Oidium  Tuckeri  Berk,  of  Europe  and  America.  I  have  seen  what  was  evidently  the 

same,  prevalent  in  the  vineyards  of  Michigan ;  but  not  to  rest  on  my  own  authority,  I  may  say  that  Mr. 

Husmann  believes  the  two  identical,  and  I  shall  append  to  this  note  the  testimony  of  Mr.  William 
Saunders,  ot  Washington. 

In  considering  the  relative  susceptibility  of  the  same  varieties  in  the  two  countries,  defective, 

imperfect  experience  and  climatic  and  terrene  influences  are  important  factors  which  have  been  over- 

looked by  M.  LalimaU;  3d.  The  statement  that  he  has  sent  American  varieties  to  diflerent  countries 

where  the  malady  is  unknown  without  introducing  it,  would  have  more  force  if  he  had  stipulated  the 

varieties  sent,  and  whether,  when  sent,  he  observed  that  their  roots  were  lousy  or  not. 

Fiivally,  the  same  author  refers  to  my  writings  in  a  controversial  spirit,  and  makes  the  same  par- 
donable mistake  as  have  other  writers,  (see  Dr.  Le  Baron,  Prairie  Fanner,  September  21,  1872;  A.H. 

Trimoulet,  M.-m.  sur  la  Miladic  Nouv.  d'e  la  Vigne,  Bordeiuv,  1873,  and  others) ,  ot  considering  the  ear- 
lier conclusions,  drawn  from  imperfect  knowledge  of  the  insect  in  America,  without  taking  into 

account  the  subsequent  and  more  mature  convictions  of  greater  experience.  He  wonders  how  I  could 

recommend  the  destruction  of  the  Clinton  one  year,  and  reverse  the  recommendation  the  year  follow- 

ing; whem  a  closer  reading  of  my  last  year's  article  would  very  plainly  give  him  the  reason.  As  to 
his  criticisms  of  the  elassiflcation  adopted,  I  attach  more  importance  to  recognized  American  botanical 
authority  than  to  the  opinions  of  one  who  even  confounds  the  terms  species  and  genus.  M.  Laliman 
also  publishes  the  contents  of  a  letter  of  inquiry  addressed  to  me,  under  date  of  December  14,  1871 
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flown  ;  and  there  is  no  longer  any  doubt — as  there  had  never  existed 
any  in  the  minds  of  entomologists — about  their  flying  capacity.  On 
a  calm,  clear  day,  the  latter  part  of  last  June,  it  was  my  fortune  to 
witness  a  closely  allied  species  (^Phylloxera  carycefolice)  of  the  same 
size  and  proportions,  swarming  on  the  wing  to  such  an  extent  that  to 
look  against  the  sun  revealed  them  as  a  myriad  silver  specula.  They 
settled  on  my  clothing  by  dozens,  and  any  substance  in  the  vicinity 

but  either  because  my  answer  did  not  reach  hiin  in  time,  or  because  it  explained  away^is  antecedent 
objections,  and  would  necessitate  their  expunging,  my  answer  to  said  letter  does  not  appear. 

It  is  an  unprofitable  business  to  have  to  meet  theories  and  objections  which  have  in  themselves 

little  force;  but,  lest  silence  should  be  construed  into  acquiescence  in  M.  Lalimau's  views,  I  have 
deemed  these  few  remarks  proper,  though  somewhat  irrelevant  and  of  import  to  but  few.  While  thus 
reprehending  M.  Laliman,  I  heartily  concur  iu  his  advice  to  import  from  America  vines  which  have 
best  resisted  the  Phylloxera,  and  iu  the  caution  urged  upon  those  who  would  import  all  the  Labruscas. 

PROOF  OP  THE   OCCUKREXCE  IX  AMERICA  OF  OIDIUJI  TUCIvERI,    OF  EUROPE. 

Communicated  by  Mr.  jym.  Saunders,  of  the  Department  of  Agriculture. 

It  is  now  twenty  j-ears  since  I  became  convinced  of  the  presence  of  Oidium  Tuckcri  in  this  counhy . 
Previous  to  that  time  I  had  been  giving  what  attention  I  could  to  the  study  of  mildew  —  its  origin, 
causes,  etc.  I  early  became  convinced  that  there  Avere  two  very  distinct  forms  appearing  on  the 
grape-vine,  and  moreover,  that  one  of  these  forms  was  most  prevalent  in  dry  weather,  and  the  other 
in  damp  weather.  It  had  been  ascertained  that  the  foreign  grape,  even  when  grown  under  glass  in 
this  climate,  was  very  liable  to  attacks  of  mildew;  and  in  all  book  directions,  at  that  time,  as  to  its 
culture,  sulphur  applications  were  constantly  recommended.  From  its  close  resemblance  to  the  pea 
Erysiphe  of  Europe,  that  I  had  often  seen  in  England,  attacking  peas  in  dry  summers,  (and  only  dur- 

ing periods  of  great  drouth,)  I  concluded  this  ni^ildew,  appearing  like  a  Avhite  down,  or  floury  mass,  on 
the  upper  surface  of  the  leaves  of  gi'apfs  in  the  ghiss  grapery,  and  occasionally  spreading  itself  over 
the  young  green  shoots  and  berries,  was  an  Erysiphe  ;  I  named  this  in  my  first  published  notices  (see 
Phil.  Florist,  18.52,  and  Horticulturist,  185.5,)  as  an  Erysiphe.  I  reached  this  conclusion  from  other 
points — notably,  the  English  gooseberry,  Persian  Lilacs,  English  hawthorns,  oaks,  etc.  These,  when 
grown  in  this  warm  and  arid  climate,  become  covered  with  this  same,  or  a  very  closely  allied  form  of 
Erysiphe.  Belore  promulgating  this  opinion,  I  had.  as  has  always  been  and  still  is  mj' practice,  to 
first  verify  to  my  own  satisfaction  the  truth  of  my  statements.  Acting  upon  the  theory  that  this  form 
of  mildew  was  proituced  on  the  foi'eign  grape  iu  graperies,  as  well  as  oftentimes  in  the  open  air,  by 
dryness,  I  commenced  antl  have  since  recommended  a  mode  of  treatment,  which  is  now  generally 
followed,  and  whicli  entirely  obviates  any  necessity  for  sulphur  applications,  because  it  prevents  the 
occurrence  of  tlie  conditions  necessary  for  the  growth  of  tliis  fuiigu.s.  The  treatment  is,  briefly,  to 
ventilate  graperies  only  from  the  top  of  the  house,  never  opening  any  side  sashes  that  will  allow  a  cur- 

rent of  dry  air  to  come  from  the  exterior  and  circulate  out  at  top,  carrying  with  it  the  moisture  of  the 
house;  also  to  maintain  a  moist  atmosphere  by  keeping  the  floor  of  the  house  constantly  damp,  and 
sprinkling  water  freely  on  very  bright  clays,  so  that  :is  the  temperature  increases  the  atmospheric  mois- 

ture will  also  be  jn'oiiortionately  increased.  AVhen  this  practice  is  fairly  carried  out,  uo  mildew  of  an 
Erysiphe  kind  will  niake  its  appearance.  I  did  not  then,  so  far  as  I  now  can  recollect,  connect  this 
mildew  with  the  Uidium  of  Europe,  until  later,  when  it  was  discovered  that  the  so-called  Oidium 
Tuckeri  was  simply  a  form  of  Erysiphe,  or  rather  a  transformation  occurring  during  its  growth.  (I 
think  that  this  Oidium  or  Erysiphe  has  not  yet  fruited  in  England.)  This  led  me  to  further  investiga- 

tions, and  proved  to  me  that  our  Erysiphe  was  really  and  truly  the  Oidium  Tuckeri  of  England,  and 
moreover,  that  the  plant  perfected  itself  fully  in  this  climate.  Thi^  was  my  conviction  fifteen  years 
ago;  recent  microscopical  investigations  prove  beyond  doubt  the  correctness  of  my  suppositious. 

But  we  very  rarely  observe  this  £c(/-siyjAe  on  our  n.ative  grai)es  in  ordinary  vineyard  culture, 
although  it  is  frecjuently  to  be  found  on  vines  growing  in  warm,  very  sunnj%  sheltered,  dry  positions, 
such  as  may  always  be  found  in  city  yards.  It  is  not  by  any  means  confined  to  these,  however.  Last 
summer  we  had  jilrnty  of  it  on  the  leaves  of  many  varieties  gvowing  on  our  trellis  here.  As  already 
remarked,  this  niildcw  shows  a  powdery  appearance  on  the  dipper  surtace  of  leaves,  and  frequently 
forms  a  somewluit  leathery  coating  on  shoots  and  berries.  Its  eU'ects  are  to  corrode  and  prevent  the 
further  swelling  of  the  parts  attacked.  Grapes,  for  instance,  that  arc  touched  by  it,  Avill  show  an  in- 

durated spot,  hard  and  brown,  the  portions  of  the  berry  not  attacked  Avill  swell  out  freely,  and  all 
that  this  hurt  portion  can  do  is  to  crack  open,  which  it  usually  does,  and  the  seeds  may  frequently  be 
seen  to  protrude  from  this  crack. 

But  the  mildew  most  injurious  to  our  native  grapes  is  altogether  diflerent.  This  is  a  Peronospora , 
and  shows  itselt  on  tha  under  surface  of  the  leaves,  usually  looking  like  a  sj)iall  patch  of  Avhitish- 
brown  downy  matter.  It  adheres  closely  to  the  leaf,  and  is  a  perfect  parasite;  it  destroys  the  part 
where  it  adheres,  the  sun  burns  a  hole,  and  it  is  called  blister,  leaf-blight,  etc.  But  if  you  say  that  it 
is  mildew — oh,  uo!  Inever  had  any  mildew.  Ihave  lots  of  amusing  incidents  of  this  kind  in  my  mind; 
Some  AAiiose  vines  were  all  but  denuded  of  foliage  would  still  insi^it  that  they  never  had  a  case  of  mil- 

dew, until  I  convinced  them  of  the  facts,  and  pointed  out  the  mildew  to  their  wontlering  eyes.  Being 
confined  to  the  under  surface  of  the  leaves,  it  escajjes  observation.  This  jnildew  is  encouraged  by 
dampness  on  the  foliage,  by  continued  damp,  rainy  weather,  or  even  constant  heavy  dews,  followed 
by  still,  balmy  days;  anything  in  fact  that  will  prevent  moisture  from  quickly  leavuig  the  foliage. 

About  18.")7,  I  tried  a  board  covering  over  a  trellis  of  Catawbas  that  yearly  failed  to  mature  their 
fruit,  owing  to  the  destruction  of  the  foliage  during  summer  by  this  mildew,  and  the  efi'ect  was  all  that could  be  desired.  In  the  Agricullur.al  Report  for  1801  you  will  find  this  aflair  figured.  This  covering 
prevents  the  radiation  of  heat  from  the  plants,  consequently  they  are  not  rendered  so  cold  as  to  con- 

dense upon  them  the  moistui-e  of  the  air  and  form  dew.  Aseries  of  observations  made  many  years 
ago  With  registering  thermometers  explained  to  me  the  modus  operandi  ot  the  Avhole.  During  still, 
clear  nights  in  July,  I  tound  that  the  thermometer,  having  clear  two  feet  from  the  trellis,  would  fall 
from  five  to  ten  degrees  lower  than  the  thermometer  directlj'  under  the  cover. 
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that  was  the  least  sticky  was  covered  with  them.  With  such  a  sight 

before  one's  eyes,  and  with  full  knowledge  of  the  prolificacy  of  these 
lice,  it  required  no  effort  to  understand  the  fearful  rapidity  at  which 
the  Phylloxera  disease  has  spread  in  France,  or  the  epidemic  nature 

it  has  assumed.  Imagine  such  swarms,  mostly  composed  of  egg-bear- 
ing females,  slowly  drifting,  or  more  rapidly  blown,  from  vineyard  to 

vineyard:  imagine  them  settling  upon  the  vines  and  depositing  their 

eggs,  which  give  birth  to  fecund  females,  whose  progeny  in  five  gen- 
erations, and-  probably  in  a  single  season,  may  be  numbered  by  bil- 

lions— and  you  have  a  plague  (should  there  be  no  conditions  to  pre- 
vent that  increase)  which,  though  almost  invisible  and  easily  unno- 

ticed, may  become  as  blasting  as  the  plagues  of  Egypt ! 

THE  MALE  LOUSE. 

M.  Signoret,  because  he  has  not  seen  the  male  himself,  has  seen 
fit,  both  in  print  and  by  letter  to  me,  to  deny  that  it  has  yet  been  seen 
by  any  one.  It  may  please  my  friend  to  be  thus  incredulous,  but  I 
have  certainly  noticed  the  diiferences  specified  on  page  59  of  my  last 
Report,  both  in  specimens  obtained  from  France  and  those  obtained 
in  this  country.  Both  Lichtenstein  and  Planchon  likewise  believe 
that  they  have  seen  the  male,  and  pointed  out  the  differences  before 

I  was  familiar  with  them  myself.  We  know  positively  that  his  pres- 
ence is  not  absolutely  necessary,  and  that  the  females  greatly  pre- 

ponderate. A  knowledge  of  his  appearance,  therefore,  is  of  little 
practical  moment ;  but  as  it  is  of  considerable  scientific  interest,  I 

regret  that  I  did  not  know  of  M.  Signoret's  skepticism  in  time  to  have 
dispelled  it  the  past  year.  Being  absent  from  home  during  the  months 
of  September  and  October,  I  saved  no  winged  specimens  in  1872  ;  and 
on  looking  at  those  saved  in  1871, 1  found  that  the  acetic  acid  in  which 
they  were  preserved  had  so  destroyed  them  that  little  but  a  white  soft 
mass  of  matter  was  left.  From  a  few  preserved  in  glycerine  I  found 

one  specimen  of  what  I  have  taken  for  the  male ;  and,  though  dis- 
colored, it  has  been  forwarded  to  M.  Signoret  at  his  request — with 

what  results  I  have  not  yet  learned.     N'ous  verrons  I 
REMEDIES. 

The  new  insecticides  that  have  been  tried,  and  the  various  mea- 
sures that  have  been  essayed  to  destroy  the  Phylloxera,  are  innumer- 
able, and  the  French  horticultural  and  agricultural  journals  teem 

with  them.  Practically,  however,  the  great  mass  of  them  are  useless. 

Next  to  carbolic  acid,  soot  has  been  found  most  efficacious,  and  a  mix- 
ture of  these  two  articles  may  be  profitably  employed  to  save  a  few 

choice  vines  which  are  known  to  be  suffering  from  Phylloxera,  and 
where  they  may  be  applied  thoroughly.  In  this  country,  where  the 
disease  is  not  likely  to  become  threatening  on  our  tougher  rooted, 
native  varieties,  these  applications  will  never  be  made  extensively; 
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but  a  remedy — even  if  laborious  and  expensive — will  be  of  great  use 
to  us  in  saving  the  finer  varieties  ;  and,  judging  by  the  experience  in 
Europe,  I  greatly  incline  to  believe  that  these  finer  varieties,  and  even 
the  European  vines,  will  succeed  on  our  bluffs,  if  planted  in  trenches 
first  prepared  with  a  mixture  of  sand  and  soot,  or  the  carbolic  powder 
presently  to  be  mentioned. 

The  value  of  submersion  or  irrigation,  where  it  can  be  effected, 

has  been  demonstrated  by  M.  Louis  Faucon,*  of  Graveson,  (Douches 
du  Rhone),  France,  who  has  been  indefatigable  in  his  experiments, 
and  who  considers  that  he  has  totally  annihilated  the  insect  in  his 

own  vineyard.  From  his  experience  we  may  draw  the  following  con- 
clusions: 1.  A  vineyard  should  never  be  submerged  more  than  two 

days  consecutively  during  summer.  2.  The  best  season  to  submerge 
is  in  autumn  (September  and  October)  when  the  lice  are  yet  active  and 
the  vines  have  ceased  growing.  3.  Brief  and  repeated  inundations 

have  little  effect  on  the  lice:  a  submergence  of  25  to  30  days  is  re- 
quired to  rout  them  all.  4.  He  finds  that  a  submergence  for  such  a 

period  in  the  fall  or  winter  does  not  injure  the  vineyard,  and  kills  all 
the  lice.  5.  He  makes  an  embankment  around  his  vineyard,  and  lets 
the  water  evaporate,  but  does  not  let  it  run  off  and  carry  away  any 
nutritive  properties  of  the  soil. 

On  our  best  hilly  vine  land  submersion  is  impossible;  but  on 
some  of  our  bottom  lands,  the  Catawba,  which  is  always  in  such 
demand  for  the  manufacture  of  sparkling  wine,  may  be  made  to 
flourish  by  this  means. 

The  fact,  now  ascertained  beyond  peradventure,  that  the  insects, 
both  winged  and  wingless,  crawl  over  the  surface  of  the  ground  in 

the  months  of  August  and  September,  has  led  to  the  idea  of  sprink- 
ling the  surface  with  quicklime,  ashes,  sulphur,  salt  or  other  sub- 

stance destructive  to  insect  life,  during  those  months.  This  is  a  prac- 
tical step  toward  the  ultimate  management  of  the  insect,  and  adds 

still  more  importance  to  submergence  and  inundation. 
M.  Lichtenstein  has  been  experimenting  in  the  way  of  alluring 

the  lice  on  to  the  tender  rootlets  of  newlj^-set  cuttings  and  layers,  and 
finds  that  a  great  many  lice  may  thus  be  destroyed.  He  advises, 
whenever  a  center  of  attack  has  been  discovered,  to  layer  the  yet 
healthy  vines  surrounding  the  already  dead  and  dying  ones.      These 

*M.  Faucon  {Messager  Agricole.  du  Midi,  Februiiry,  1872)  appeals  to  me  for  information  as  to  the 
conditions  ot  planting,  nature  of  soil  and  cVunatc,  which  obtain  with  us,  and  the  kind  of  vines, 
whether  wild  or  cultivated,  upon  which  my  observations  were  made.  Most  of  the  questions  which  he 
puts  to  me  have  already  been  answered;  and  I  may  add  brielly,  that  our  Missouri  soil,  comprising 

most  of  the  vine  lands,  is  either  a  sandy  loiim,  or  a  heavier  yellow  clay,  both  with  a  limestone  sub- 
soil, and  often  witha  layer  of  pure  sand  intervening-  The  heavier  clays  are  sti-onger,  and  give  a  heavier 

must,  but  vines  are  generally  healthier  on  the  sandy  loams.  These  soils  are  not  subject  to  periodic 
inundations,  and  to  the  best  of  my  recollection  they  are  not  unlike  those  around  Montpellier.  Our 
vines  are  usually  cultivated  on  trellis,  eight  feet  apart  in  the  row,  and  six  Icet  between  rows.  The 

climate  is  much  like  that  of  the  South  of  France,  though  more  extreme  and  changeable.  We  some- 
times have  milder  winters,  but  ordinarily  the  frost  penetrates  deeper.  We  are  more  subject  to  drouth 

than  to  excessive  rain,  but  we  have  no  greater  drouths  than  have  occurred  in  South  France  of  late 

years. 
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form  a  sort  of  invitation  barrier  to  the  lice,  which  are  continually- 
spreading  from  the  dying  vines,  and  great  numbers  settle  on  to  the 
layer  rootlets,  and  may  easily  be  detached  from  the  main  stocks  and 
destroyed.  This  can  never  be  more  than  a  partial  barrier;  but  every 

practicable  and  intelligent  means  of  combating  such  an  enemy  helps* 
By  splitting  the  ends  of  the  layers  or  cuttings,  they  produce  a  great 
number  of  minute  fibres,  which  are  especially  attractive  to  the  lice. 

My  own  experiments  have  been  solely  with  carbolic  acid,  and  the 
results  can  only  be  fully  ascertained  the  forthcoming  season.  It  is 
perfectly  impracticable  to  use  the  liquid  solution  on  our  hills  and 
bluffs,  upon  which  water  can  be  carried  only  at  great  cost  and  effort; 

and,  at  my  suggestion,  G.  Mallinckrodt  &  Co.,  of  St.  Louis,  have  pre- 
pared a  cheap  powder,  which,  in  quantities  in  barrels  or  casks,  they 

sell  for  5  cents  per  pound.  I  found  this  quite  convenient,  and  have 
treated  a  number  of  vines  with  it,  in  varied  quantities,  at  Kirkwood 
and  Bushburg. 

The  following  letter,  received  March  7th,  1873,  from  Mr.  F.  A. 
Brewer,  of  Chillicothe,  bears  on  this  subject  and  is  suggestive: 

"Having  been  interested  in  your  writings  on  Phylloxera,  and  not 
understanding  the  bad  condition  of  my  Catawbas,  I  examined  them  in 
the  spring  of  1872,  and  found  the  excrescences  on  the  roots  and  dead- 

ened portions,  as  you  describe.  This  left  no  doubt  in  my  mind  that 
the  lice  had  been  at  work.  So  I  opened  the  ground,  exposing  a  goodly 
portion  of  the  roots,  and  thickly  sprinkled  leached  ashes  and  a  little 
sulphur  over  the  parts  exposed,  and  replaced  the  dirt.  I  cut  away  all 
dead  wood,  and  the  sprouts  from  the  trunk  look  well,  and  I  think  will 

produce  me  a  fair  crop  this  year.     Will  report  to  you  this  fall  again." 

THE  OYSTER-SHELL  BARK-LOUSE  OF  THE  APPLE- 

2)is  pomicorticis  N.  Sp. 

[Fig.  31.  J 
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tory  of  the  little  animal  which  causes  what  is  often  called  "scurvy" 
on  apple-trees. 

ITS  OCCURRENCE  IN  MISSOURI. 

From  numerous  facts  stated,  and  from  experiments  made,  in  1868, 1 
had  every  reason  to  suppose  that  this  insect  could  not  thrive  at  any 
point  south  of  8t,  Louis,  and  that  it  had,  up  to  that  time,  not  yet  been 
introduced  into  the  State.  But,  alas  !  both  these  cherished  notions  have 

been  dispelled  like  "the  baseless  fabric"  of  a  vision,  and  I  am  very  forci- 
bly reminded  of  the  uncertainty  of  analogic  reasoning,  and  how  neces- 

sarily imperfect  and  partial  human  knowledge  must  always  be  !  The 
conclusions  drawn  from  the  facts  at  hand  in  1868  were  :  1st,  that  this 

Oyster-shell  Bark-louse  did  not  yet  occur  in  the  northern  part  of  the 
State,  though  quite  capable  of  existing  there ;  2nd,  that  by  care  and 
caution  on  the  part  of  orchardists  in  the  more  northern  counties,  its 
introduction  could  very  easily  be  prevented;  3rd,  that  it  could  not 
thrive  in  the  southern  half  of  the  State.  The  first  conclusion,  from  all 
I  have  been  able  to  learn  since,  was  fully  warranted ;  for,  except  in  the 
latitudinally  opposite  localities  presently  to  be  specified,  I  have  not 
met  with  or  heard  of  it.  So  truly  indeed  is  this  the  case  that  specimens 
for  study  were  necessarily  obtained  from  these  localities,  or  from  the 
more  northern  parts  of  Illinois,  and  the  observations  here  recorded 
were,  consequently,  made  under  difficulties.  The  soundness  of  the 
second  conclusion  we  have  been  abundantly  able  to  test,  for  the  worst 
fears  that  the  pest  might  be  introduced  have  been  realized.  Just  as 
might  have  been  expected,  also,  it  has  gained  a  footing  in  the  extreme 
northeast  corner  of  the  State — the  point  of  greatest  proximity  to  the 
infested  sections  of  Illinois  and  Iowa. 

In  the  spring  of  1870,  Mr.  B.  P.  Hanan,  of  Luray,  Clark  county, 

sent  me  some  Sweet  June  apple-twigs  that  were  completely  covered 
with  the  scales  of  this  Bark-louse,  and  the  eggs  underneath  the  scales 
were  plump  and  healthy.  The  twigs  were  taken  from  the  orchard  of 
Dr.  Wm.  H.  Martin,  of  Kahoka  in  that  county,  and  I  quote  part  of  Mr. 

Hanan's  letter  which  accompanied  them  : 

"  This  tree  is  rather  badly  infested,  and  I  find  by  examination  that 
they  (the  insects)  are  spreading  slightly  on  to  the  nearest  trees  around 
it.  Will  they  spread  from  one  orchard  to  another,  one  or  two  miles 
distant?  I  saved  my  orchard  from  the  native  White  Bark-louse  by 
sending  you  specimens  of  them  and  of  their  foes,  and  by  learning  from 
you  what  to  do  to  destroy  the  lice.  I  took  your  advice,  encouraged 
the  ladybirds,  and  they  cleared  my  trees  of  the  lice.  If  your  advice 
in  this  case  shall  accomplish  as  much  for  my  friend  Dr.  Martin,  the 

object  of  this  communication  will  have  been  accomplished." 

At  my  suggestion,  the  tree  was  cut  down,  and  other  measures 

taken  to  eradicate  the  evil  on  trees  adjoining;  and,  from  correspond- 
ence, I  was  finally  led  to  believe  that  it  had  actually  been  eradicated. 
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But  toward  the  close  of  1872,  just  before  giving  this  report  to  the 
printers,  I  concluded  to  write  again  to  Mr.  Hanan,  and  learn  the  latest 
experiences.    The  following  is  his  reply: 

Dear  Sir  —  In  reply  to  your  inquiries  of  the  27th,  in  regard  to  the 
Oyster-shell  Bark-lice  on  Dr.  Wm.  H.  Martin's  apple  trees,  in  Kahoka, 
in  this  county,  I  will  stale  that  1  have  just  returned  from  a  visit  to  his 

and  his  neighbors'  orchards. 
I  long  ago  satisfied  myself  that  the  Dr.  had  them  all  exterminated 

from  his  trees,  from  what  he  had  told  me  at  various  times.  And  as  I 
could  neither  find  nor  hear  of  them  being  on  the  trees  in  any  other 
place  in  our  county  or  State,  I  gave  the  matter  but  little  thought  of 
late.  But  imagine  my  surprise  and  sorrow  when,  to-day,  I  found  them 
more  abundant  on  Dr.  Martin's  trees  than  when  I  first  wrote  to  you 
about  them,  in  February,  1870.  In  your  reply  to  that  letter,  you  re- 

quested Dr.  Martin  and  his  neighbors  to  use  every  possible  eiOfort  to 
destroy  them  and  prevent  their  fnrthsr  spread,  as  they  were  the  only 
ones  known  to  be  in  our  State  ;  and  you  referred  us  to  your  article  on 
the  insect,  published  in  your  report  of  18G8.  Dr.  Martin,  in  the  early 
spring  of  1870,  cut  down  the  Sweet  June  apple  tree,  which  seemed  at 
that  time  to  be  the  only  tree  much  infested,  and  carried  it  into  an  open 
space,  forty  or  fifty  yards  from  his  orchard,  and  burned  it  up,  after 
leaving  it  lay  there  for  several  days.  He  cut  it  down  about  four  feet 
from  the  ground,  at  the  first  branches,  then  scraped  the  trunk  or  stump 
well,  and  destroyed  the  eggs  scraped  off,  after  which  he  made  a  sort 
of  thick  wash  or  paste,  as  follows:  1  quart  soft  soap,  1  quart  fresh 
slaked  lime,  and  ̂   pound  tobacco,  boiled  together  in  1  gallon  of  water. 
With  this  wash  he  painted  every  every  part  of  the  stump,  then  grafted 
it  with  healthy  scions.  This  treatment  was  effectual  on  that  tree,  and 
it  now  has  a  nice  young  top  again,  six  to  eight  feet  high,  and  no  lice 
on  it. 

The  trees  near  this  tree  just  described  had  but  few  lice  on  them 
when  the  Dr.  cut  down  the  Sweet  June;  therefore,  he  scraped  off  all 
the  scales  or  eggs  that  he  could  find,  before  the  time  for  them  to  hatch, 
and  washed  or  painted  their  trunks  and  branches  (there  were  only  two 
others)  with  the  same  compound  used  on  the  stump.  But  he  discov- 

ered last  spring  that  they  were  not  all  killed,  as  tie  had  thought,  but 
were  multipl,ving  very  fast,  and  extending  to  other  trees  on  his  lots. 
(He  lives  in  town,  and  has  only  a  few  dozen  trees  on  his  lots,  con- 

sisting of  apple,  pear,  cherry,  plum,  apricot,  etc.  He  informs  me  that 
there  are  none  on  the  trees  in  his  young  orchard  on  his  farm,  adjoin- 

ing town,  nor  any  of  his  neighbors'  trees,  that  he  can  learn  of).  He  says 
that  the  lice,  after  hatching  out  last  spring,  spread  to  his  pear,  plum 
and  apricot  trees  —  all  being  close  by — and  killed  one  young  apricot 
tree,  and  injured  a  dwarf  pear  tree  very  much,  by  sucking  the  sap  out 
of  the  leaves  from  the  under  side,  where  they  were  so  abundant  as  to 
completely  cover  the  under  surface  of  every  leaf,  causing  them  to  dry 
up  as  if  parched  by  fire. 

To-day  I  exaniined  many  of  the  trees  on  his  neighbors'  grounds,, 
but  found  none,  except  on  one  apple  tree  in  Mr.  Matthew  Woodruff's 
orchard,  about  thirty-five  or  forty  rods  north-east  of  Dr.  Martin's  in- 

fested trees.  They  are  quite  abundant  on  this  tree  of  Mr.  Woodruff's. 
Of  course  I  refer  to  eggs  at  this  season  of  the  year.  I  examined  the 
eggs  with  a  microscope  of  45  diameters  in  power.  The  eggs  were  all, 
with  two  exceptions,  out  of  thousands,  perhaps,  clear,  white,  and  per- 

fectly sound. 
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Dr.  Martin  was  of  opinion,  before  I  showed  him  the  sound  eggs  to- 
day, that  he  had  destroyed  their  vitality  by  medicating  the  trees  last 

summer.  He  did  it  thus:  By  boring  a  hole  into  the  trunk  at  the  sur- 
face of  the  ground,  then  filling  the  hole  with  a  compound  of  equal 

parts  of  sulphur  and  bromide  of  potash,  and  then  corking  up  the  hole 
tightly.  He  thinks  it  enters  into  the  sap,  and  the  circulation  carries 
it  to  the  leaves,  and  kills  the  insects.  I  have  no  faith  in  it.  I  think 
the  safe  way  is  to  cut  the  trees  down,  or  at  least,  cut  off  all  the 
branches  and  burn  them.  I  never  knew  any  benefit  by  trying  to  force 
•obnoxious  or  poisonous  substances  into  the  circulation  of  sap  in  trees, 
to  kill  or  drive  away  borers,  caterpillars,  or  other  insects,  and  I  have 
known  or  Jieard  of  such  trials  all  my  life. 

The  trees  are  all  covered  at  this  time  with  a  heavy  ice,  caused  by 
the  recent  sleet,  which  makes  it  difficult  to  examine  them.  I  hope 
there  are  no  others  but  those  mentioned;  but  a  gentleman  to-day  told 
ane  he  believed  he  had  them  on  one  of  his  apple  trees,  about  two  miles 
south-west  ot  Kahoka.  I  hope  he  is  mistaken,  but  still  I  fear  they 
may  be  there.  [Afterward  ascertained  to  be  the  native  white  spe- 

cies, IlarrisH  Walsh  —  C.  V.  R.] 
Dr.  Martin  requested  me  to  urge  you  to  come  up  as  soon  as  possi- 
ble, and  give  them  your  personal  inspection,  and  suggest  some  remedy 

by  which  he  can,  if  possible,  save  his  trees.' 
Please  do  not  fail  to  come  up  before  the  eggs  hatch  next  spring. 

Write  to  me  and  let  me  know  just  when  you  will  be  here,  so  that  I 
and  the  Dr.  may  be  sure  to  be  at  home. 

Yours  for  the  public  good, 
B.  P.  HANAN. 

Clark  City,  Mo.,  Dec.  4th,  1873. 

I  shall  certainly  do  all  in  my  power  next  summer  to  try  and  check 
the  spread  of  this  scourge  ;  and  should  this  Report  fall  into  the  hands 
of  others  in  the  neighborhood  of  Kahoka,  whose  trees  are  affected,  I 
hope  such  persons  will  be  kind  enough  to  inform  me  of  the  fact,  and 
to  give  me  as  full  particulars  as  possible. 

Upon  subsequent  examination,  Mr.  Hanan  could  not  find  any 

scales  on  Dr.  Martin's  plum  and  apricot  trees;  but  some  of  the  pear 
twigs  which  he  sent  me  were  sparsely  covered  with  scales.  These 
scales  were  invariably  in  a  transverse  position  to  the  axis  of  the  twig, 
and  usually  between  the  natural  transverse  rugosities,  so  as  to  be 
easily  overlooked  ;  and  they  were,  furthermore,  smaller  and  evidently 

less  thrifty  than  on  the  Apple,  as  was  shown  by  the  unhealthy  condi- 
tion of  their  eggs,  which  were  few  in  number  and  mostly  dead  and 

discolored,  though  no  evidence  of  violence  from  mites  or  other  ene- 
mies could  be  detected. 

The  third  conclusion  —  namely,  that  the  insect  could  not  thrive  in 
the  southern  half  of  the  State — was,  unfortunately,  an  erroneous  one; 
for  though  apparently  incapable  of  living  in  St.  Louis  county,  this  louse 
has  in  reality  a  much  more  southern  range,  being  found  in  at  least  one 

county  in  the  extreme  southern  part  of  the  State,  and  even  in  Missis- 
sippi and  Georgia. 
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In  Colman's  Rural  Worlrl  for  October  15th,  1866,  (p.  312),  maybe 
found  the  following  paragraph  : 

,  FROM  HARTVILLE,  iMO.  ' 

N.  J.  CoLMAN,  Esq.:  The  lice  are  utterly  destroying  the  best 
apple  orchards  in  this  county.  They  seem  to  start  on  the  trunks  of 
the  trees,  spreading  rapidly  over  the  branches,  and  then  on  the 
apples — killing  large  trees  in  two  years.  Orchards  on  land  descend- 

ing to  the  north  are  more  subject  to  them  than  when  planted  on 
other  land.  Some  men  in  this  neighborhood  have  tried  every  remedy 
they  could  hear  of,  without  effect,  so  far.  What  is  an  effectual  remedy 
against  them  ? 

R.  B.  PALMER. 

It  was  in  supposing  that  this  communication  referred  to  the  na- 

tive white  species  known  as  Harris's  Bark-louse  (Rep.  1,  p.  7)  that  I 
erred;  for  it  was  in  reality  the  Oyster-shell  species  to  which  reference 
was  had.  Such  false  inferences  would  be  impossible  if  correspondents 

were  more  explicit!  From  facts  given  by  Mr.  Wm.  Palmer,  of  Hart- 
ville,  to  whom  I  am  indebted  for  many  kindnesses,  it  appears  that 

these  scales  were  first  discovered,  as  much  as  twenty-five  years  ago, 
in  the  southern  part  of  Wright  county,  on  some  trees  obtained  from 
New  York.  They  spread  in  a  circuit  of  four  or  five  miles,  and 
destroyed  several  orchards,  but  have  been  dying  out  of  late  years,  as 
several  newly  planted  orchards,  within  the  circuit,  are  uninfested  and 

thrifty.  Thej'^  first  were  noticed  in  his  own  orchard  in  the  year  I860, 
and  have  more  or  less  infested  eight  hundred  fine  trees,  though  they 
have,  for  the  past  two  years,  been  perceptibly  on  the  decrease,  and 

were  scarcely  to  be  found  on  the  new  growth  of  1872.  Why  this  bark- 
louse  flourishes  in  Wright,  and  dies  out  in  St.  Louis  county,  is  not  easy 
of  explanation.  It  may  be  owing  to  the  occurrence  of  enemies  in  the 
one  which  do  not  occur  in  the  other;  but  it  is  more  likely  owing  to 
the  fact  that  in  Wright  county  the  infested  orchards  are  situated  on 

the  Ozark  Mountains,  where  the  climate  is  exceptional,  and  more  re- 

sembles that  of  the  northern  half  of  the  State — that,  in  short,  the 
isentomic  conditions,  which  otherwise  limit  the  southern  range  of  the 
species  to  a  higher  parallel,  there  occur  as  an  exception. 

ITS  RANGE  SOUTH. 

Facts  still  more  interesting  and  unlooked-for,  regarding  this  in- 

sect's distribution,  are,  however,  to  be  given.  It  not  only  thrives  on 
the  37th  parallel,  when  the  conditions  are  favorable  ;  but  actually 
flourishes  below  the  33d,  as  I  have  received  it  from  Carthage,  Leake 
county,  right  in  the  center  of  Mississippi,  where  it  has  done  much 

damage,  and  is  double-brooded  f  In  July,  1870,  Mr.  J.  W.  Merchant, 
of  Carthage,  wrote  to  me  that  he  was  satisfied  the  insect  was  found 
there,  and  that  he  had,  the  winter  previous,  cut  down  and  burned 
about  200  apple  trees  that  were  infested  with  it.     Upon  expressing 
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doubts  as  to  the  possibility  of  the  species  thriving  there,  Mr.  Merchant 
soon  gave  me  proof  that  he  had  not  been  misled,  and  among  other 
communications  which  he  was  kind  enough  to  make,  I  give  the  fol- 

lowing for  the  facts  it  contains : 

Dear  Sir  :  I  have  taken  the  trouble  to  ascertain  something  with 
regard  to  the  depredations  of  the  Oyster-shell  Bark-lice  in  this  part 
of  the  country.  I  first  went  to  Mr.  Wra.  Hendrix,  who  has  had  them 
longer  than  any  one  else  I  know  of.  He  informed  me  that  they  had 
been  very  bad  in  his  orchard;  but  that  they  had,  now,  nearly  disap- 

peared. He  thought  he  had  one  tree,  however,  which  was  still  liber- 
ally supplied  with  them  ;  so  we  went  to  that  tree ;  but,  lo  and  behold, 

they  had  disappeared  from  it  also.  I  found  a  few,  however,  on  another 
tree  near  by.  Mr.  Hendrix  informed  me  that  he  had  discovered  the 
lice  in  his  orchard  at  least  ten  years  ago.  He  first  found  them  about 
the  center  of  his  orchard,  from  which  they  spread  very  rapidb^  until 
they  covered  all  his  trees — many  of  which  they  killed.  Finally,  they 
began  to  disappear,  and  last  spring  he  could  only  find  them  on  one 
tree,  which  he  trimmed  closely  by  cutting  off  the  infested  branches  ; 
and  he  then  scraped  off  all  the  "shells"  that  he  could  find.  This  is 
the  tree  we  first  went  to,  which  resulted  as  stated  above,  Mr.  tlen- 
drix  has  grafted  pretty  extensively  for  his  neighbors,  taking  the  scions 
from  his  own  orchard;  and  by  this  means,  1  suppose,  the  lice  have 
been  spread,  but  to  what  extent  I  can  not  tell.  I  next  went  to  J.  D. 
Eads,  as  I  had  heard  that  his  orchard  had  been  ruined  by  the  Bark- 
lice.  He  informed  me  that  they  had  been  in  his  orchard  and  remained 

there  in  "force"  until  his  apple  trees  all  perished,  when  they  became 
scarce  ;  but  he  has  a  few  on  his  pear  trees  yet.  He  thinks  they  will 
not  hurt  pear  trees.  I  next  saw  Mr.  Howard.  He  said  he  could  show 
me  any  amount  ot  Bark-lice;  but  we  looked  over  one  orchard  and 
found  none — that,  too,  where  there  had  been  "  plenty"  of  them.  We 
then  went  to  another  place,  and  you  can  judge,  by  the  limbs  I  now 

send,  whether  or  not  we  found  Bark-lice.  I  saw  "shells"  on  several  trees 
here.  Finally,  I  went  to  Dr.  J.  L.  Plunckett;  he  carried  me  over  his 

orchard,  and  1  saw  more  "shells  "  in  his  orchard  than  anywhere  else. 
The  lice  are  on  a  great  many  of  his  trees.  I  found  even  the  apples 
on  one  tree  covered  with  "  shells."  Mr.  Hendrix  informed  me  that  he 
had  seen  the  Bark-lice  in  the  woods  on  Black-gum  Elm,  and  perhaps 
other  trees.  He  has  never  found  any  effectual  remedy  for  Bark-lice 
except  sulphuric  acid,  and  that  is  only  effectual  v/hen  applied  with- 

out dilution.  Eads  expects  to  keep  them  I'rora  his  young  apple  trees 
by  frequent  applications  of  soap-suds.  Howard  thinks  an  application 
of  potash  is  beneficial,  and  that  carbolic  acid  "does  the  work  for 
them."  Mr.  Hendrix  says  there  came  a  late  frost  one  spring,  and  the 
Bark-lice  have  not  been  bad  in  his  orchard  since. 

J.  W.  MERCHANT. 
Carthage,  Miss.,  Septemher  8th,  1870. 

Later  advices  from  Mr.  Merchant  inform  me  that  it  has  done  great 
damage  to  the  orchards  in  Attala  county. 

It  also  occurs  in  Georgia,  and  I  have  received  the  identical  species 
from  Mr.  J.  Rufus  Rogers,  of  .Waynesborough,  Burke  county,  with  the 
following  history  :  , .. 
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"  In  1860  I  got  from  a  neighbor  two  sprouts  (winter  variet}')-  Tiiey 
did  well  for  a  year  or  two,  when  I  noticed  the  insects  on  them.  In 
1869  I  cut  and  burned  them,  and  set  75  young  trees  on  the  same  land. 
In  1871  I  noticed  that  the  insect  had  again  made  its  appearance  on 
my  young  trees,  commencing  on  trees  nearest  the  old  stumps.  They 
spread  very  rapidly,  and  increased  very  fast,  and  my  orchard,  once 
the  finest  in  this  part  of  the  country,  is  now  well-nigh  ruined.  The 
trees  stop  growing,  and  the  fruit  rots.  I  know  of  no  other  trees  in 

this  vicinity  infested  with  the  lice." 
Judging  from  the  specimens  sent,  the  lice  are  not  in  the  most 

thrifty  condition,  for  few  eggs  were  found  that  had  not  been  injured 

by  mites;  and  there  were  evidences  that  som'e  little  Chalcid,  and 
perhaps  the  one  described  further  on,  had  been  at  work  upon  them. 

Is  this  occurrence  so  far  south,  of  what  we  have  had  good  reason 
to  consider  a  comparatively  northern  insect,  to  be  looked  upon  also 
as  exceptional,  or  will  the  insect  be  found,  upon  investigation,  more 
generally  spread  through  the  Southern  States?  These  are  questions 
to  which  satisfactory  reply  is,  at  present,  impossible.  From  all  I  can 
learn,  there  is  nothing  exceptional  in  the  country,  either  around 

Carthage  or  Waynesborough  ;  and  we  may  conclude  that  the  bark-lice 
will  thrive  in  any  parts  of  Georgia  and  Mississippi,  or  of  the  other 
Southern  States.  It  is  an  interesting  fact,  however,  as  I  learn  from 

elaborate  meteorological  data  furnished  by  Mr.  Merchant,  and  cov- 
ering a  period  of  25  years,  thai  the  mean  temperature  of  the  months 

of  May  -  October,  inclusive,  is,  at  Natchez,  Mississippi,  lower  than 
that  of  the  same  months  at  St.  Louis  while,  as  every  one  knows,  the 
other  months  have  there  a  much  higher  mean  temperature  than  here. 
It  is  possible,  therefore,  that  the  great  height  which  the  thermometer 

reaches  in  the  latitude  of  St,  Louis,  is  prejudicial  to  the  Oyster-shell 
Bark-louse,  and  precludes  its  flourishing  in  this  latitude,  while  it  lives 
and  thrives  to  the  north  and  south  of  us.  At  least,  I  can  now  give  no 
other  explanation  for  the  peculiar  geographical  distribution  of  the 
species. 

ITS  SPREAD  WESTWARD. 

It  has  already  obtained  a  foothold  in  several  orcharis  around 
Lawrence,  Kansas,  having  spread  from  trees  originally  brought  from 
Ohio. 

BOTH  SINGLE  AND  DOUBLE-BKOODEI>. 

Not  the  least  interesting  feature  of  the  southern  range  of  our 
Bark-louse  is  its  double-broodedness  there.  In  Wright  county,  Mo., 

though  the  young  hatch  only  a  month  earlier  than  in  North  Illinois — 
or  about  the  first  of  May — it  is  nevertheless  double-brooded,  according 
to  Mr.  Palmer ;  and  in  Mississippi  I  know  there  are  two  generations 
each  year,  as  I  have  received  the  second  brood  hatching  about  the 
first  of  September.     Dr.  Harris,  years  ago,  asserted  that  there  were  at 
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least  two  broods  of  this  Apple-tree  Bark-louse  each  year,  and,  though 
he  was  evidently  in  error,  so  far  as  his  own  particular  State  (Massa- 

chusetts) was  concerned,  and  has  been  severely  berated  for  tlie  state- 
ment by  subsequent  writers,  yet  it  finally  appears  that  his  language  is 

not  so  very  wide  of  the  mark  ! 

TRUE  NATURE  OF  THE  SCxVLB,  WITH  ADDITIOXAL  PHYSIOLOGICAL  FACTS. 

Not  to  repeat  the  views  formerly  entertained  by  Mr.  Walsh,  Mr. 
Shimer  and  myself,  as  to  the  nature  of  the  scale,  it  is  only  necessary 

to  state  that  my  own  opinion,  that  it  is  a  secre- 
tion analogous  to  that  which  is  so  generally 

characteristic  qf  the  Homoptera^  has  now  be- 
come a  conviction,  and  is  fully  supported  by 

the  study  of  this  and  allied  species.  If  we 

look  at  the  common  "Mealy  Bug,"  {Coccus 
adonidum  Linn.),  and  take  notice  how  the 
; mealy  matter  is  secreted  from  the  general 
pores  of  the  body,  but  more  especially  irom 

the  sides  and  around  the  anus,  and  then  ima- 
gine this  secretion  to  be  more  attenuated  and 

more  glutinous,  and  to  harden  and  thicken  at  the  periphery,  so  as  to 
confine  the  louse,  and  cause  it  to  add  more  and  more  behind,  as  it 

requires  more  room,  we  shall  get  a  very  good  conception  of  the  man- 
ner in  which  our  Bark-louse  scale  is  formed. 

The  newly  hatched  louse  (Rep.  1,  Fig.  2,  5)  is  oblong-oval,  0.01 
inch  long,  rather  more  than  half  as  wide,  and  one-fourth  as  thick.  It 

has  antennfB  in  which  may  ordinarily  be  traced  7  joints  ;*  legs  having 

a  short,  one-jointed  tarsus,  a  more  or  less  distinct,  but  soft  claw,  and, 
among  other  hairs,  four  at  tip,  which  are  knobbed,  the  upper  pair 
somewhat  longer  than  the  lower.  The  end  of  the  body  is  bilobed, 
and  furnished  with  two  long  hairs  or  setae.  Except  a  deep  yellow 

spot  near  each  end,  the  color  is  yellowish-white. 

As  soon  as  fixed,  there  exudes,  irom  the  surface  of  its  bod}'',  a 
white  waxy  powder,  which  at  first  is  seen  in  the  form  of  threads, 
(Rep.  1,  Fig.  3,  5),  but  soon  becomes  homogeneous.  In  the  formation 

of  this  scale  I  have  seen,  in  this  species,  quite  coarse  filaments  ex- 
tending on  to  the  twigs,  and  in  other  species  I  have  seen  a  waxy  pre- 

cipitation, covering  the  twig  for  some  distance  from  the  insect.  This 

secretion  is  easily  rubbed  ofi"  or  dissolved  in  alcohol  or  ether,  but  if 
undisturbed,  forms  a  thin  fibre  on  the  thickening  skin-covering.  In 
a  few  days  the  first  molt  takes  place,  not  as  in  the  ordinary  manner 
with  insects,  by  a  series  of  contractions  and  extensions  which  work 
the  old  skin  to  the  end  of  the  body  from  which  it  is  finally  freed,  but 

*  The  8-jointecl  figure  iu  my  first  Report  is  evidently  a  mistake,  caused  by  tlie  use  of  too  feeble 
resolving  power,  as  I  hare  not  been  able  to  detect  8  joints  in  specimens  examined  more  carefully  since- 
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by  a  sort  of  loosening  and  shrinking  of  the  body  underneath — all  the 
members,  except  the  proboscis,  being  shed  and  abandoned  with  the 
skin.  Strengthened  by  the  secretions  from  the  body,  this  skin  forms 

the  larval  or  first  scale,  (,Fig.  32,  h),  and  the  cast-off  antennng  are  more 
or  less  easily  discerned,  as  are  also  the  intersections  of  the  body.  The 
legs  and  anal  seta3  are  more  thoroughly  obliterated,  though,  by  proper 
manipulation,  traces  of  the  former  may  be  found. 

For  the  sake  of  precision,  let  us  now  first  trace  the  growth  of  the 
female,  and  afterward  that  of  the  male.  As  the  now  memberless  and 
underlying  body  increases  so  as  to  crowd  against  the  inner  wall  of  its 
carapace^  the  latter  is  lifted  up  at  its  hind  end,  and  the  second  or 
medial  scale  is  soon  secreted,  as  already  illustrated  (Rep.  1,  Fig.  3,  4). 
Presently,  the  skin  is  shed  a  second  time,  and  mingles  with  the  sec- 

ond secretion,  which  thus  takes  on  the  form  of  the  body,  and  shows 
the  insections  almost  as  plainly  as  in  the  first  scale  (Fig.  32,^).  In  a 
short  time  this  second  scale  becomes  too  small,  and  as  the  inclosed 
body  needs  more  and  more  room,  this  scale,  in  its  turn,  is  lifted  up 
behind,  and  the  third  portion,  or  shield  proper,  (anal  sack  of  Mr. 
Walsh),  rapidly  forms,  by  a  series  of  increments,  and  soon  acquires 
its  final  shape,  which  varies  considerably,  according  as  the  lice  are 

crowded  or  not,  but  has  more  often  that  of  an  elongate  oyster-shell, 
and,  upon  close  examination,  is  seen  to  consist  of  about  [a  dozen  more 
or  less  distinct  eccentric  layers  or  strata  (Fig.  33,  /).  It  is  not  known 
whether  the  female  sheds  her  skin  more  than  twice,  but  there  is  no 

evidence  that  she  does.  As  pregnancy  advances,  she  loses  the.jug- 
shape  of  her  earlier  days,  (Rep.  1,  Fig.  3,  .5),  and  becomes  more  rounded 
and  swollen  (Fig.  32,  d).  If  carefully  examined,  the  proboscis,  which 
is  easily  overlooked  on  account  of  its  fineness,  will  be  found  to  con- 

sist of  a  long,  thread-like  organ,  originating  from  a  tubercle  on  the 
anterior,  inferior  surface,  (Fig.  32,  d).  I  have  often  succeeded  in  ex- 

tricating it  entire,  and  the  end  may  be  seen  to  be  tripartite,  though 

in  reality  the  whole  is  composed  of  four  pieces.*  It  is  undoubtedly 
tractile,  and,  when  once  inserted,  extends,  perhaps  as  much  from  pure 
growth  as  from  effort  on  the  part  of  the  animal,  for  it  certainly  has 
no  such  length  in  the  active  larva  as  it  possesses  in  the  adult  female. 

It  seems  to  be  the  seat  of  a  good  deal  of  nervous  force,  and  quite 
strong,  as  it  is  capable  of  a  serpentine  and  jerking  motion,  and  when 
the  scale  is  raised,  frequently  retains  the  louse,  and  prevents  her  fall- 

ing to  the  ground.  It  is,  perhaps,  not  thrust  straight  into  the  bark, 
but  runs  just  under  the  more  delicate  epidermis,  in  a  line  with  the 
body  of  the  louse ;  for  such  is  the  case  with  the  White  Pine-leaf  scale 

•In  former  years  this  sucker  was  overlooked  by  myself,  as  well  as  by  others,  thongh  we  knew 
from  analogy  that  it  must  exist.  After  the  eye  is  once  trained  in  special  search  for  it,  this  sucker  may 

be  seen  even  with  a  good  lens,  and  appears  corneous  and  darker  than  the  body.  If  not  broken  oil",  it 
is  longer  than  the  body,  and  though  usually  but  three  ends  can  be  seen,  I  have  been  fortunate  enough  to 
separate  and  discern  four  pieces  close  to  the  base,  the  two  upper  corresponding  to  the  upper  jaws, 
(mandibulcc)  ,  and  the  two  loAver  to  the  lower  jaws  (maxilla:) . 

E.R — 6 
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presently  to  be  treated  of,  as  Dr.  LeBaron  has  already  recorded,  (Ills. 
Rep.  1,  p.  30),  and  as  I  have  myself  observed. 

We  shall  also  notice  that  the  abdominal  joints  are  each  furnished 
at  the  sides  with  two  or  three  spines  or  stiiF  hairs,  and,  upon  still  more 
careful  examination,  we  shall  tind  the  principal  pores  through  which 
the  substance  of  the  scale  is  secreted.  These  have  very  naturally  been 
overlooked,  in  the  past,  by  myself  and  other  authors,  for  they  are  only 
visible  with  great  care  in  the  i)reparation  of  the  specimen,  and  under 
the  highest  microscopic  power.  I  feel  quite  convinced,  from  my 
studies  of  this  and  allied  species,  that  a  secretion,  so  subtle  and  atten- 

uated as  to  be  invisible,  emanates  from  the  general  surface;  but  as  is 
the  case  so  generally  with  the  insects  of  this  and  allied  families,  the 
bulk  of  the  matter  which  forms  the  scale,  and  particularly  the  anal 

portion  or  shield,  is  secreted  by  visible  pores  upon  the  posterior  por- 
tion of  the  body,  and  which  may  be  noticed  at  the  intersections  of 

the  abdominal  joints,  but  more  conspicuously  in  sets  just  under  and 
around  the  anus.  These  anal  sets  of  pores,  or  secretors  as  they  may 
be  called,  are  found  to  vary  in  position  and  number  according  to  the 

species,  and  have  been  made  use  of  by  Targioni  and  Signoretto  sepa- 
rate supposed  species  which  are  otherwise  not  easily  distinguishable. 

The  number  of  pores  in  the  diilerent  sets  is  not,  however,  constant,  as 

will  be  seen  from  the  description  at  the  close;  and  should  not,  there- 
fore, be  too  much  relied  on  when  unaccompanied  by  other  differ- 

ences. After  careful  examination  of  several  specimens  of  our  apple- 
tree  species,  I  find  the  median  set  to  consist  most  commonly  of  10, 
the  upper  laterals  of  20  each,  and  the  lower  laterals  of  14  each  (Fig. 
32,  a). 

We  thus  see  that  the  larval  and  medial  scales  differ  materially 
from  the  anal  shield,  in  that  the  two  former  are  composed  in  part  of 
the  shed  skins,  while  the  latter  is  a  pure  secretion.  From  the  extreme 
fineness  of  the  threads  from  which  it  is  formed,  they  are  invisible  to 
the  naked  eye,  and  so  easily  ruptured  that  the  louse  always  appears 
separate  from  its  shield  when  the  latter  is  lifted.  Yet,  with  a  good 

lens,  the  anal  threads  may  sometimes  be  seen,  especially  in  the  pine- 
leaf  scale  to  be  treated  of;  and,  strictly  speaking,  the  louse  is  truly 

separated  from  its  shell  only  when  the  latter  is  completed  and  ovipo- 
sition  begins. 

We  will  now  trace  the  growth  of  the  male  scale.  Up  to  the  for- 
mation of  the  larval  scale,  there  is  no  perceptible  difference  between 

the  sexes,  but  henceforth  they  are  readily  distinguished.  In  the  male 
there  is  but  one  other  scale  formed,  and  this  corresponds  not  to  the 
second  scale  of  the  female,  but  to  the  anal  shield.  It  is  about  twice 

the  length  of  the  larval  scale,  and  though  there  is  a  distinct  conch- 
oidal  fracture  toward  the  end,  which  would  indicate  a  short  period  of 
rest  during  its  formation,  no  insections  or  traces  of  shed  skin  can  be 
found.    Under  this  shield  the  louse  gradually  becomes  a  pupa,  the 
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members  budding  out,  and  the  delicate  larval  skin  being  gradually- 
loosened  and  detached;  when,  very  soon  after,  the  third  molt  takes 
place,  and  the  winged  insect  retreats  from  the  hind  end  of  his  little 

tenement  and  seeks  his  dissimilar  mate,  who  is  by  nature  forever  de- 
barred from  enjoying  the  same  aerial  liberty. 

The  male  covering  differs  essentiall}^  therefore,  from  that  of  the 
female,  not  only  in  being  of  much  smaller  size,  but  in  lacking  the 
medial  scale.  The  anal  shield  seldom  exceeds  twice  the  length  of  the 
larval  scale,  while  in  the  female  it  sometimes  extends  six  or  seven 
times  the  length  of  the  larval  and  medial  scales  together.  It  is, 
perhaps,  a  little  more  truncated  behind  and  straighter  than  in  the 
female,  of  finer  texture,  and  of  lighter  and  brighter  color;  otherwise, 
it  has  the  same  form  (Fig.  31,  e).  I  have  found  it  quite  abundantly 
both  on  the  upper  and  under  sides  of  the  leaves,  especially  along  the 
midrib ;  and  though  it  is  also  found  associated  with  the  scales  of  the 

other  sex,  alike  on  the  more  succulent  and  the  harder  twigs,  espe- 

cially when  thickh''  covered,  yet  the  leaves  seem  to  be  its  natural 
dwelling-place.  The  female,  on  the  contrary — in  that  part  of  the 
country,  at  least,  where  there  is  but  one  annual  brood — seldom  settles 
on  these  deciduous  organs ;  were  she  to  do  so,  there  would  be  no 
security  for  her  eggs,  which  would  drop  with  the  leaf  to  the  ground 
and  perish.  How  wonderful  must  be  that  power  which  guides  the 

new-born  atoms,  and  allows  the  short-lived  male  to  wander  on  to  the 
succulent  leaf,  while  it  wisely  prompts  the  female  to  remain  on  the 
more  permanent  twig !  Nor  is  the  wonder  diminished  in  the  least, 
whether  we  believe  the  power  to  be  direct  trom  the  Supreme  and 

Infinite,  or — after  finding  that  it  is  fallible,  and  that  the  female  some- 
times commits  the  faux  pas  of  settling  on  the  deciduous  leaf  and 

fruit,  while  the  male  often  settles  on  the  twigs — indirect  through 
inheritance  and  congenital  habit!  The  respective  actions  being  by 

no  means  constant,  the  instinct  prompting  them  can  not  claim  infalli- 
bility, and  may  be  accounted  for  on  the  principles  of  heredity,  as 

there  is  a  constant  weeding  out  of  all  such  females  who  chance  to 
depart  from  those  actions  required  to  perpetuate  their  kind. 

THE  M.VLE  LOUSE. 

Though,  from  analogy,  all  authors  have  felt  that  the  male  of  this 

bark-louse  must  have  an  existence,  yet  he  has  never  heretofore  been 
discovered  or  described.  During  the  latter  part  of  June  and  fore  part 
of  July  I  succeeded  in  rearing  quite  a  number  from  scales  from  Mr. 

Palmer's  orchard,  and  the  ventral  and  dorsal  figures  which  I  have 
made  (Fig.  31,  a  h)  will  convey  a  correct  idea  of  this  interesting  little 
being.  The  wings  appear  whitish,  and  under  a  high  magnifying 
power  are  seen  to  be  covered  \\dth  infinitesimally  small  hooks  or 

bristles  {e).  The  general  color  of  the  body  is  pale  purplish-brown — 
not  unlike  the  color  of  the  shield  which  protected  him — and,  like  the 
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Other  gentry  of  his  family,  he  has  no  proboscis,  
(having  lost  it  when 

shedding  the  larval  skin),  but  near  the  place  wher
e  it  naturally  would 

be  are  a  couple  of  ocular  tubercles,  which  give  
him  the  appearance 

of  having  four  eyes-two  above  and  two  below
.  As  Signoret  has 

proved,  and  as  may  easily  be  seen  by  crushin
g  the  head,  these  u- 

bercles  are  directly  connected,  by  a  pigmental 
 substance,  with  the 

eves  and  they  doubtless  convey  the  power  of  si
ght ;  for  the  superior 

eyes'can  be  of  little  service  to  the  possessor  as  he  cr
awls  over  the 

arched  coverings  of  the  other  sex.  The  penis  is  ab
out  as  long  as  the 

abdomen,  and  is  protected  and  covered  by  two  va
lves ;  and  the  hind 

wings  are  replaced  by  two  fusiform  balancers,  w
hich  terminate  in  a 

Ion-  delicate  hook,  and  which  hold  and  give  stren
gth  to  the  front 

wings,  which  are  spatulate  in  form  and  traversed 
 with  but  two  veins. 

Frail  and  delicate  as  these  little  beings  appear,  they  a
re  yet  pos- 

sessed of  wonderful  nerve-force  and  wing-power;  for  the 
 few  days  ot 

life  allotted  to  them  are  days  of  great  activity,  a
nd  in  the  breeding 

jar  they  keep  up  an  almost  constant  wing-vibrat
ion,  and  are  never  at 

rest,  except  when  the  temperature  is  unusually
  low. 

In  his  excellent  account  of  the  closely-allied  P
ine-leaf  scale.  Dr. 

LeBaron  (Ills.  Rep.  1,  p.  88)  gives  expression
  to  the  following  sen- 

timent: 

"Fixed  immovably  to  the  surface  on  which  she  rep
oses,  and  hid- 

den from  viTw  beneath  the  shadow  of  her  vaulted 
 carapace,  but 

dfmlv  cmiscious  we  may  presume,  of  some  unfi
lled  requirement  of 

?/er  Ling  he  'hllpless  female  6^.....  awaits  th
e  addresses  ot  her 

unknown  and  invisible  paramour.  Nor  does  she  
wait  in  vain.  Of  all 

the  cortless  myriads  ot"  these  lowly  creatures  whic
h  congregate  upon 

h:  bark  ofthelpple-tree,  or  whiten  with  their  
spotless  phylacter  es 

ttiP  foliaee  of  the  pine,  not  one,  so  tar  as  we  know,  
taiib  to  be  caJiea 

o  enact  the  offices  of  maternity.  Nature,  in  the
  universality  ot  her 

!)rovidence  ta£s  hemin  her  charge  and  min
isters  to  their  necessi- 

Tsrand  no  unloved  or  unfruitful  virgin  is  perm
itted  to  languish  in 

the  halls  of  the  GocGidceP 

However  beautiful  and  even  rational  this  view  ma
y  be  in  the  ab- 

stract, I  have  serious  doubts  of  its  correctness  in  poin
t  of  fact,  espe- 

cially with  regard  to  the  Oyster-shell  species.    Not
hing  in  the  past 

history  of  this  insect  has  been  more  noteworth
y  than  the  failure  on 

the  part  of  entomologists  to  discover  the  male.
    It  is  barely  possible 

that  this  failure  may  be  attributable  to  neglig
ence  and  oversight  or 

that  other  circumstances  may  have  contributed
  to  it,  such  as  the  pio- 

bable  facts  that  the  males  hatch  out  earlier  th
an  the  females,  and  tha 

they  are  naturally  less  numerous -each  be
ing  able  to  serve  severa 

females,  as  Reaumur  found  to  be  the  case  with 
 another  species^  But 

wSi  such  careful  observers  as  Walsh  and 
 Shimer,  and  with  Dr.  Le 

'Baron  himself,  surrounded  by  infested  trees  at  hi
s  home,  in  Geneva  it 

would  hardly  seem  probable.     When,  also,  I  reca    
 my  own  observa^ 

tions  in  past  years,  in  Northern  Illinois,  and  
my  attempts  to  solve  the 
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riddle  of  his  existence  —  when  I  recall  the  fact  that  he  has  likewise 
remained  undiscovered  by  eastern  observers,  and  that  the  males  of 

closely  allied  European  species  are  unknown  —  the  impression  becomes 
irrisistible  that  these  insects  are  metagenetic,  and  that,  just  as  in  the 

closely  allied  plant-lice,  (Ap/iidce),  they  may  and  do  go  on  multiplying 

agamically  for  a  series  of  generations,  and  that  the  male  only  occa- 
sionally appears.  To  strengthen  the  impression,  M.  Signoret  informs 

me  that  M.  Balbiani  absolutely  denies  that  the  presence  of  the  male 

is  necessary  in  the  Zecanides,  a  subfamily  of  larger  bark-lice.  It 
would  also  seem  that  in  accordance  with  what  appears  to  be  a  very 

general  law  both  among  plants  and  animals,*  the  male  is  in  some 
way  connected  with  weakened  vitality;  for  with  the  very  batch  of 

leaves  and  twigs  from  which  I  bred  the  d",  came  the  statement  that 
the  insects  seemed  to  be  dying  out,  and  were  less  injurious  ;  and,  cer- 

tain it  is,  that  wherever  I  have  found  the  male  scales  on  the  twigs,  it 
was  always  on  such  as  were  so  thickly  covered  with  the  other  scales, 

that  these  were  two  or  three  thick  and  many  of  them  aborted.  More- 
over, it  is  well-known  that  this  bark-louse  has,  during  the  past  few 

years,  become  less  and  less  troublesome  in  portions  of  the  North-west- 
ern States,  which  suffered  so  much  from  its  injuries  ten  and  fifteen 

3^ears  ago.  It  seems  to  have  lost  vitality,  and  in  carefully  examining 
some  trees  in  the  vicinity  of  Dubuque,  Iowa,  I  had  no  difficulty,  last 
August,  in  discovering  a  certain  percentage  of  male  scales.  However, 

the  question  as  to  whether  our  Oyster-shell  Bark-louse  can  multiply 
agamically,  or  not,  is  easily  settled  by  a  few  simple  experiments, 

w^hich  will  doubtless  be  made  by  those  who  have  the  proper  opportu- 
nities. Even  believing,  as  I  do,  in  agamic  multiplication  in  this  case, 

we  may,  nevertheless,  naturally  conclude,  from  analogy,  that  there  is 
a  limit  to  it,  and  that  without  occasional  fecundation,  eggs  would 
eventually  either  become  addled,  or  the  female  die  without  giving 
birth  to  them;  and  on  this  hypothesis  we  can  account  for  the  abortive 
scales  which  are  often  found  without  any  trace  of  the  contents  having 
been  destroyed  by  other  agencies. 

MODE  OF  SPREADIXG. 

Having  already  (Rep,  1,  p.  15)  referred  to  this  subject,  I  allude  to 
it  again  only  because  a  good  deal  of  wonder  has  been  expressed  at 

the  wide  extent  of  this  insect's  range,  considering  that  it  is  active  but 
three  or  four  days  in  the  course  of  the  year.  Dr.  LeBaron  records 
some  interesting  observations,  which  show  that  the  active  larvas  are 
seldom  blown  by  the  wind  more  than  three  rods  from  the  outermost 
branches  of  a  tree,  and  he  thinks  that  the  theories  so  far  propounded 

*  See  Rep.  4,  p.  0.");  also  an  article  ' '  On  the  Relation  between  Organic  Vigor  and  Sex, ' '  by  ;Dr. 
Henry  Ilartshorne,  read  before  the  Am.  Ass.  lor  Adv.  of  Science,  at  Dubu(iue,  and  partly  copied  in 

the  American  Naturalist  lor  December,  1872;  also  Gardeners'  Monthly,  November,  1872,  and  Old  and 
New^  February.  1872. 
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are  inadequate  to  account  for  the  wide  dissemination  of  the  species. 
It  is  very  clear  to  me,  however,  that  by  aid  of  winds  and  their  natural 

powers  of  locomotion,  the  lice  can  soon  overrun  a  large  orchard  from* 
a  given  point;  and  their  wide  distribution  is  easily  accounted  for  hy 
the  transport  of  the  female  scales  on  scions  and  nursery  stoclc^  to  say 
nothing  of  the  aid  they  get  from  birds,  flying  insects  and  even  running 
water ;  for  Dr.  Shimer  has  shown  that  this  last  may,  under  favorable 
circumstances,  serve  as  a  means  of  transportation.  Moreover,  severe 

storms,  passing  over  infested  districts  at  the  right -season,  may  help  tO' 
carry  them  still  greater  distances.* 

FOOD  PLANTS. 

Besides  the  Currant,  Plum,  Pear,  Crab  and  Persian  Lilac, f  there 

is  evidence,  as  we  see  from  Mr.  Hanan's  letter,  that  it  will  also  live  on 
the  Cherry  and  Apricot,  while  the  same,  or  a  closely  allied  species, 
occurs  on  the  Elm  and  Sweet  Gum  in  Mississippi,  according  to  Mr. 
Merchant;  on  the  Mountain  Ash,  according  to  Dr.  Shinier  (Trans.  Ills. 
State  Hort.  Soc,  1868,  p.  228)  and  others;  on  the  Dogwood  (Am.  Ent. 

II,  p.  334),  and  on  the  Ash-leaved  Spirea,  according  to  Judge  J.  G. 
Knapp,  in  a  paper  read  before  the  Madison  (Wise.)  Horticultural 
Society,  at  its  meeting  in  1870.  In  Europe,  what  has  been  taken  for 
the  same  species,  is  also  found  on  the  Dogwood,  as  well  as  on  the  Elm, 
White  Thorn,  Medlar  and  Currant.J  , 

The  rule  among  the  bark-lice  seems  to  be  that  each  species  is  re- 
stricted to  plants  of  a  given  family,  and  future  investigations  may 

show  that  those  existing  on  trees,  which  do  not  belong  to  the  family 
Bosacece^  have  structural  differences,  and  are  distinct,  notwithstanding 
their  superficial  resemblance.  Such  differences  may  be  expected,  as 
will  be  shown  in  the  closing  bibliologitsal  remarks.  However  this 

may  turn  out,  it  is  very  certain  that  the  species  in  question,  though 
partial  above  all  things  to  the  Apple,  yet  shows  a  preference  for  some 
of  its  many  varieties,  or  at  least  thrives  better  on  some  than  on  others. 
Dr.  LeBaron  mentions  the  Red  Romanite,  Red  Astrachan,  Rambo, 
Early  Harvest,  Summer  Rose,  as  being  most  largely  infested,  and  the 

*  After  a  thunder  storm  in  the  midflle  of  March,  I  saw  the  ground  in  places  in  St.  Louis  sufficiently 
covered  Avith  pollen  to  appear  as  though  sprinkled  witli  sulphur;  and  this  pollen,  upon  examination, 
proved  by  its  trilobed  and  oily  character,  to  belong  to  some  pine,  and  probably  to  the  Long-leaved, 
pine,  which  was  at  that  time  in  bloom  in  the  Southern  States,  and  from  which  it  must  have  been  car- 

ried a  distance  of  at  least  four  hundred  miles.  This  pollen  grain  is,  though  aided  in  floating  by  the 
lobes,  heavier  than  the  young  bark-louse ;  and  nunaerous  other  instances  of  the  carrying  power  of  severe 
storms  are  on  record . 

t  The  negative  evidence  is  very  strong  that  the  species  found  on  the  Persian  Lilac  is  distinct,  for 
some  of  these  shrubs,  belonging  to  Mr.  F.  Starr,  of  Alton,  Ills.,  are  crowded  with  the  scales,  in  the  im- 

mediate vicinity  of  ajjple  trees  that  have  none.  Yet  from  specimens  of  these  scale-covered  lilacs,  re- 
ceived from  Mr.  Starr,  and  from  others  examined  in  other  quarters,  I  can  find  no  superficial  diOereuces 

■which  wonld  enable  me  to  distinguish  the  bark-lice  thereon  from  the  apple-tree  species. 

t  Boisduval's  E/i/OOToZof/ie  Horticole,  SIS.;  Tascheuberg's  Entomologie  fuer  Gctrinur  and  Gartcn- 
freunde,  430. 
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Northern  Spy,  Maiden's  Blush,  Benona,  Soulard,  Willow  Twi.2:,  Lowell, 
and  Limber  Twig  as  most  free  —  his  observations  being  made  prin- 

cipally in  the  orchard  of  J.  W.  Robson,  of  Galena,  Ills.,  where  the 
trees  alternated  and  were  similarly  situated  with  respect  to  outside 
agencies. 

I  once  witnessed  a  very  beautiful  and  striking  illustration  of  this 
truth  in  an  orchard  belonging  to  Mr.  A.  M.  Herrington,  of  Geneva,  111. 
Though,  as  already  stated,  the  scales  are  found  upon  the  wild  Crab, 
they  are  always  so  found  in  sparse  numbers,  which  indicates  that 

the  wild  apple  is  not  so  congenial  to  the  species  as  many  of  the  culti- 
vated kinds.  Mr.  Herrington  has  an  orchard  of  about  a  hundred  Ohio 

apple  trees,  grafted  on  to  crab  stock,  together  with  a  few  of  the  un- 
grafted  crabs.  Scales  are  found  on  the  grafted  parts  of  almost  all  the 
trees,  but  scarcely  one  can  be  found  on  the  crab  stock ;  and  in  a  few 
instances  the  grafts  are  covered  right  down  to  the  junction  with  the 
stock,  but  do  not  go  beyond. 

i:XE.A[IES  A>'D  PARASITES. 

Besides  mites*  and  lady-birds,  the  latter  of  which  make  ragged 
holes  through  the  scales,  it  has  long  been  known  that  a  little  Hynien- 
opterous  parasite  preyed  upon  this  bark-louse,  and  in  1854  Dr.  Fitch 
was  familiar  with  its  larva,  and  figured  a  scale  that  had  been  perforated 

by  the  mature  fly.f  It  was  not  till  the  year  1870,  however,  that  this 
fly  was  really  known  and  described  by  Dr.  LeBaron,  who  has  given 
such  excellent  accounts  of  it^l  that  I  prefer  to  quote  his  experience 

*  These  mites  may  genei-ally  be  distinguished  from  tlie  young  bavk-louse  by  having  eighc  legs  in- 
stead of  sis,  though  some  of  them  have  but  six  legs  in  the  larva  state,  and  this  criterion  will  not 

always  hold.  Moreover,  in  the  S-legged  species  the  front  pair  are  easily  mistaken  for  autenna3.  We 
must  therefore  look  for  other  distinguishing  traits,  and  we  fuid  them  iu  the  relative  position  of  thelegs, 

the  third  pair  in  the  mites  always  being  widely  separated  from  the  two  front  pair,  while  in  tlie  bark- 
lice  they  are  all  equidistant.  The  mites  are  also  more  transparent  and  polished  than  tlie  lice.  There 

are  doubtless  several  mites  which  destroy  the  lice,  and  while  one  of  the  8-legged  forms  has  been  de- 
[Fig.  33.]  scribed  as  Acarus  ?  malus  by  Dr.  Shimer,  he  has  proposed  the  name 

of  A.  JValshii  (Trans.  Ills.  Hort.  Soc.  18G9,  p.  281)  tor  the  6-lcgged 
form,  but  without  description  ;  and  indeed  descriptions,  unless 
accompanied  with  habits,  development  and  variation,  amount,  in 
these  cases,  to  very  little. 

I  present,  herewith,  (Pig.  33),  a  side  and  ventral  view  of  the 
species  which  so  eflectually  destroyed  the  contents  of  the  (ieorgiau 

scales,  in  order  that  the  reader  may  get  a  correct  notion  of  tlie  ap- 
pearance of  these  mites.  It  may  be  a  form  of  the  Acarus?  mains  of 

Shimer,  but  diflers  from  his  description  in  being  almost  four  times, 
instead  of  twice,  as  long  as  broad,  as  well  as  in  other  details.  The 
head  and  the  limbs  are  yellowish,  and  more  horny  than  the  rest  of 

the  body,  which  is  white.  Four  prominent  hairs  are  seen  from  be- 
hind; and  when  the  animal  is  crawling,  a  dorsal  view  discerns  but 

six  legs,  the  posterior  pair  being  smallest  and  api)arently  of  little 
use,  as  they  are  generally  curled  up,  as  in  the  figure  (a).  The  ends  of  the  legs  are  flexile,  and  are 
spread  out  in  tlie  form  of  discs  in  llie  act  of  walking.  It  apparently  belongs  to  the  genus  ncnnu 
Icichus. 

tX.  Y.  Rep.  I.,  p.  .35. 

\Am..  Ent.  II,  pp.  300-2:  1st  Ills.  Ent.  Rep.  pp.  34-9. 
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in  his  own  words;  especially  as  I  have  had  no  opportunity  of  making 
personal  observations  upon  it.     It  belongs  to  the  extensive  family 

C h al G i di d (B^  vf\i\c\\  com- 
prises insects  of  small  size, 

characterized  chieliy  by  their 

jumping  power  and  parasitic 
habit.  The  species  in  ques- 

tion was  described  (  A^ner. 

Ent.  II,  p.  360)  under  the  name  of  ApJieUnus  mytilaspidis  from  the 
female  sex  only,  the  male  being  yet  undiscovered.  Her  habits  are 
thus  recorded  by  Dr.  LeBaron  : 

In  the  course  of  a  series  of  observations  upon  the  Apple-tree 
Bark-louse,  during  the  past  season,  it  has  been  my  good  fortune  to 
trace  the  histor}^  of  this  interesting  little  insect,  which,  if  it  has  ever 
been  seen  before,  has  not  been  identified,  and  whose  very  existence 
has  been  only  a  matter  of  inference  from  the  visible  marks  of  its 
beneficent  operations. 

In  the  early  part  of  the  season,  while  examining  the  lice  upon  an 
apple  tree,  I  noticed  two  or  three  little  yellow  Chalcides  running  along 
the  infested  twigs,  which  I  conjectured  might  be  the  parasites  of  the 
Bark-louse,  but  had  no  proof  that  this  was  the  case.  But  about  the 
first  of  August,  upon  raising  one  of  the  scales,  I  happened  to  uncover 
one  of  these  insects  in  the  last  stage  of  its  transformation.  Its  wings 
were  not  yet  unfolded,  but  it  ran  so  rapidly  that  I  had  some  difficulty 
in  keeping  it  within  the  field  of  the  lens.  As  soon  as  it  paused  long 
enough  to  be  examined,  it  was  easily  recognized  as  a  Chalcis  by  its 
general  aspect,  and  especially  by  the  peculiar  vibratile  motion  of  its 
short  geniculate  antennae. 

Plaving  once  become  familiar  with  its  appearance,  I  have  had  no 
difficulty  in  capturing,  in  the  latter  part  of  August  and  September, 
all  the  specimens  I  desired  on  the  infested  trees.  I  have  repeatedly 
watched  the  female  Chalcis  in  the  act  of  inserting  her  ovipositor 
through  the  scale  of  the  Bark-louse,  for  the  purpose  of  depositing  her 
egg  in  the  cell  beneath.  She  always  places  herself  transversely  with 
respect  to  the  scale.  Sometimes  she  mounts  upon  it,  and  then  her 
tiny  body  is  seen  to  be  considerably  less  in  length  than  the  width  of 
the  scale.  Usually  she  backs  up  upon  it  only  so  far  as  to  bring  the 
tip  of  her  abdomen  about  opposite  the  middle  of  the  scale.  Then 
bringing  her  ovipositor  down  perpendicular  to  her  body,  she  forces  it 
through  the  scale  by  a  series  of  boring  or  short  plunging  motions. 
Having  accomplished  this,  she  remains  stationary  for  many  minutes, 
while  by  some  invisible  intestine  motion  the  egg  is  carried  down  the 
ovipositor  and  deposited  beneath  the  scales.  So  absorbed  is  she  in 
this  delicate  operation,  upon  the  successful  accomplishment  of  which 
not  only  her  own  hopes,  but  those  of  the  horticulturist,  so  largely 

depend,  that  nothing  can  deter  her  from  it.  In  one  instance,' having 
drawn  down  a  branch  of  an  apple  tree,  I  discovered  a  Chalcis  in  the 
act  of  depositing.  While  holding  the  branch  in  one  hand,  and  view- 

ing the  insect  through  a  lens  held  in  the  other,  the  branch  slipped 
through  my  lingers  and  flew  back  with  violence  to  its  place.  Drawing 
it  down  again,  the  twig  I  had  hold  of  broke,  and  it  flew  back  a  second 
time.  I  supposed  that  that  observation  had,  of  course,  been  brought 
to  an  abrupt  termination.     But,  upon  drawing  down  the  limb  the  third 
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time,  there  stood  my  little  ChaUis  as  immovable  as  a  statue  at  her 
post.  She  may  be  touched  with  the  finger  while  thus  engaged,  or 
even  crushed,  as  I  have  often  inadvertently  done  in  my  attempts  to 
capture  her,  but  nothing  short  of  this  actual  violence  can  move  her 
from  her  position.  With  such  wonderful  perseverance  and  devotion 
do  these  living  atoms  of  creation  perform  their  allotted  part  in  the 
complicated  economy  of  nature. 

The  egg  thus  deposited  hatches  into  the  little  footless  larva  pre- 
viously mentioned.  This  larva  is  so  admirably  described  by  Dr.  Fitch, 

in  a  single  sentence,  that  1  can  not  do  better  than  copy  his  descrip- 
tion :  ''Under  these  scales  I  have  repeatedly  met  with  a  small  mag- 
got, three-hundredths  of  an  inch  long,  or  frequently  much  smaller,  of 

a  broad  oval  form,  rounded  at  one  end  and  tapering  to  an  acute  point 
at  the  other,  soft,  of  a  honey-yellow  color,  slightly  translucent  and 
shining,  with  an  opaque  brownish  cloud  in  the  middle,  produced  by 
alimentary  matter  in  the  viscera,  and  divided  into  segments  by  faintly 

impressed  transverse  lines."    (Fig.  34:,  c.) 
The  only  motion  of  which  this  small  grub  is  capable  is  a  slight 

extension  and  contraction  of  its  body,  particularly  at  the  two  extrem- 
ities, by  which  its  form  is  correspondingly  modified. 

There  is  usually  but  one  larva  under  each  scale,  and  I  have  never 
seen  more  than  two.  In  the  earlier  part  of  the  season  it  is  seen  ad- 

hering to  the  body  of  the  Bark-louse,  but  later  it  is  found  in  the  midst 
of  the  eggs  or  their  remains. 

The  Chalcis-fly  itself  is  a  beautiful  object  under  the  microscope. 
Its  length  is  a  little  less  than  half  a  line,  or  about  one-twenty-fifth  of 
an  inch,  though  I  have  captured  a  few  specimens  considerably  smaller, 
being  but  little  more  than  one-third  of  a  line.  I  at  first  supposed  that 
these  smaller  individuals  were  males,  but  all  the  specimens  that  I 
have  examined  have  proved  to  be  females.  Their  color  is  a  uniform 
pale  lemon  yellow.  The  only  variation  from  this  color  is  in  the  minute 
mandibles,  which  are  reddish  brown.  There  are  three  coral  red  occelli 
on  the  summit  of  the  head,  and  the  ovipositor,  which  lies  in  a  groove 
on  the  underside  of  the  abdomen,  exhibits  a  slight  reddish  tint.  The 
wings  are  thickly  beset,  over  nearly  their  whole  surface,  with  bristly 
points,  and  their  margin  is  ornamented  with  a  long  fringe. 

But  a  better  idea  of  the  appearance  of  this  little  insect  will  be 
obtained  from  the  magnified  figures  which  accompany  this  article 
(Fig.  ?A  a  showing  perfect  fiy,  h  the  greatly  magnified  antenna,  and 
c  the  larva)  than  from  any  verbal  description. 

By  observations,  made  as  late  as  the  first  week  in  November,  the 
opinion  is  confirmed  that  the  Chalcis  of  the  Bark-louse  has  two  broods 
in  a  year.  By  the  middle  of  September  we  find  many  of  this  year's 
scales  pierced  with  the  round  holes  through  which  the  first  brood  of 
Chalcides  has  escaped  ;  and  late  in  the  fall  we  find,  under  about  an 
equal  number  of  scales,  the  fully-grown  larvae  of  the  second  brood, 
sometimes  with  the  eggs  of  the  Bark-louse  upon  which  they  have  sub- 

sisted all  consumed,  and  sometimes  with  a  few  remaining  ;  and  in  this 
state  they  undoubtedly  pass  the  winter.  This  second  brood  must  ap- 

pear in  the  winged  form  early  enough  next  summer  to  deposit  the 
eggs  from  which  the  first  brood  of  next  year  will  proceed. 

Dr.  LeBaron  found  that  in  1870,  in  different  orchards  in  DuPage 
county,  Illinois,  only  one  in  fifteen  of  the  scales  examined  contained 

healthy  eggs — so  effectually  has  this  little  ApJielinus^  assisted  by 
other  enemies,  such  as  mites  and  lady-birds,  done  its  work 
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This  little  parasite,  which  works  for  the  most  part  unseen  but 
none  the  less  eflectually,  and  which  so  materially  aids  man  in  pro- 

tecting his  apple-trees,  is,  fortunately,  easily  introduced  into  sections 
of  the  country  not  yet  favored  with  it,  and  may,  no  doubt,  be  colo- 

nized, wherever  its  natural  prey  flourishes.  The  second  brood  sleeps 
away  the  winter  in  the  larva  state,  sheltered  by  the  scale  intended  to 

protect  the  bark-louse  eggs  ;  and  twigs  thus  freighted  with  our  little 
sheltered  friends  may  easily  be  carried  from  one  part  of  the  country 
to  another,  or  even  to  a  foreign  land.  The  torpid  condition  of  the 
larva  will  insure  its  safe  transportation  in  winter,  and  its  presence 
may  not  only  be  surmised  by  the  smooth  holes  in  the  deserted  scales 

which  are  found  in  orchards  where  this  Aj^JieVmus  abounds,  but  may 
be  positively  ascertained  by  careful  lifting  of  a  few  parasitized  scales. 
To  colonize  the  parasite,  all  that  is  necessary  is  to  tie  such  parasitized 
twigs  on  to  trees  which  it  is  required  to  protect,  and  the  microscopic 
flies  will  issue  at  the  proper  season  and  carry  on  their  good  work, 
unconscious  of  the  carrying  process  which  man  had  submitted  them 
to  during  their  larval  dormancy.  Dr.  LeBaron  has  already  made  some 
efforts  to  introduce  this  parasite  around  Galena,  Ills.,  where,  as  he 
ascertained,  it  did  not  previously  occur ;  and  I  shall  take  steps  the 
coming  season  to  introduce  it  into  Clark  and  Wright  counties  in  our 
own  State. 

REMEDIES. 

I  have  little  to  add  to  the  advice  given  in  1868.  The  importance 
of  critical  examination,  before  planting,  of  all  young  trees  and  scions, 
or  of  apjjlying  some  simple  remedy  when  the  young  lice  are  hatching, 
can  not  be  too  strongly  urged ;  and,  as  a  rule  which  will  hold  very 
generally  true,  it  may  be  stated  that  the  young  begin  to  hatch  just 
about  the  time  the  blossom  falls  and  the  fruit  begins  to  set.  Let  those 
who  prefer  to  work  toward  eradicating  the  pest  in  winter  time  (as 
many  no  doubt  will,  on  account  of  the  leafless  state  of  the  trees  and 

the  greater  leisure  which  most  fruit- growers  have  at  that  season)  vig- 
orously prune  and  scrape  the  infested  trees  ;  and  afterward  apply 

some  of  the  oily  applications  previously  recommended.  As  a  remedy 
not  previously  named,  I  would  mention  linseed  oil,  which  has  been 
used  with  marked  and  beneficial  results  in  Grundy  county.  Ills. 

Many  persons  have  been  deterred  from  using  greasy  or  oily  sub- 
stances on  their  trees  from  a  fear  of  evil  consequences  resulting  to 

the  trees ;  but  there  is  nothing  more  certain  than  that,  judiciously 
applied  in  early  spring  after  the  sap  begins  to  flow,  these  applications 

do  not  injure  trees;  while  they  are  eff'ectual,  more  especially  when 
applied  at  such  season  or  during  thawing  weather,  in  killing  the  eggs 

under  the  scales — the  oily  particles  being  absorbed  through  and  under 
the  scales,  and  destroying  the  eggs  as  soon  as  touched.  The  follow- 

ing experiment,  performed  by  Dr.  LeBaron,  and  which  I  quote  from 
his  second  Report,  will  give  confidence  to  the  hesitant : 
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"  On  the  30th  of  March,  the  buds  not  havina;  yet  expanded,  I 
selected  six  thrifty  five-year-old  apple-trees,  of  three  different  varie- 

ties, and  applied  to  two  of  them  simple  lard,  greasing  over  every  part 
of  the  trees,  trunk,  branches  and  twigs.  To  two  others  kerosene  oil 
was  applied  in  the  same  manner.  To  the  other  two  linseed  oil  was 
applied  ;  but  in  this  case,  to  vary  the  experiment,  the  terminal  twigs 
were  omitted.  None  of  these  trees  were  eventually  damaged  by  the 

applications.  Upon  those  to  which  the  lard  and  linseed  oil  were  ap- 
plied, no  eifect  was  perceived.  They  leafed  out  as  early  and  looked 

as  well  as  other  trees  standing  beside  them.  The  kerosene,  as  inight 
have  been  anticipated,  acted  more  severely.  It  killed  or  seriously 
damaged  all  the  first  buds,  and  the  trees  were  several  weeks  later  in 
leafing  out  than  the  others;  but  at  an  examination  of  them  on  the 
5th  of  July,  no  difference  could  be  seen  in  the  quantity  or  healthiness- 
of  the  foliage  from  that  on  the  other  trees.  One  effect  of  the  kero- 

sene is  deserving  of  notice.  The  check  thus  given  to  one  of  these 
trees  had  an  effect  similar  to  girdling  or  root  pruning,  namel}^  that  of 
throwing  it  into  premature  bearing — this  tree  producing  an  apple 
though  still  standing  in  the  nursery  row. 

Mr.  Palmer  has  used  hot  lye,  applied  with  a  brush,  soon  after  the 
lice  hatch;,  to  the  trunk  and  limbs  as  far  as  he  could  reach,  with  good 
results.    The  injury  to  the  foliage  is  only  temporary. 

BiBLioGRAPiiic^u:.  x\:n"d  descriptive. 

Generic  Name. — This  insect,  ever  since  the  publication  of  Dr. 
Asa  Fitch's  first  N.  Y.  Report,  has  been  known,  in  American  entomo- 

logy, by  the  technical  name  of  AspidioUis  conchiformis  (Gmelin). 
The  genus  Asjndiotus  was  erected,  in  1833,  for  those  species  living 
under  a  scale,  by  Bouche,  a  German  entomologist;  and  our  insect  has 
been  referred  to  it ;  but  this  author  paid  little  regard  to  the  work 
of  those  who  preceded  him,  and  the  genus  Diasjyis,  which  covers  the 
characters  of  concMformis^  had  already  been  erected  by  Costa  in 

1827.  Costa's  name,  therefore,  has  priority,  though  his  observations 
were  superficial  and  unreliable.  In  1868  (Trans.  Am.  Ent.  Soc,  Vol.  I, 
pp.  361-371)  Dr.  Henry  Shinier,  of  Mt.  Carroll,  Illinois,  proposed  still 

a  new  genus,  {Lepidosajyhes),  and  even  a  new  family,  founded  on  cer- 
tain characters  of  this  insect.  Dr.  Shimer  appears  to  have  been  un- 

accjuainted  with  the  work  that  had  been  and  was  being  done  in  the 
same  field  by  other  authors.  His  generic  name  might  have  been 

adopted,  had  not  another  genus  already  been  erected  for  it,  and  em- 
ployed by  Targioni  and  Signoret.  As  for  the  other  characters  men- 

tioned by  Dr.  Shimer,  and  supposed  to  be  of  family  value — viz  :  (1)  the 
scale  constructed  by,  and  separated  from,  the  insect;  (2)  no  tarsal 

claw ;  and  (3)  the  possession  of  digituli—i\\Qj  are  easily  disposed  of. 
(1)  The  separation  of  the  scale  had  already  suggested  to  Bouche  his 

genus  Asjndioius  ;  (2)  the  tarsal  claw  I  have  plainly  seen,  and  though 

blunt  and  soft  in  the  larva,  it  is  quite  conspicuous  and  more  per- 
fect in  the  male  ;*    (8)  the  digituli,  or  knobbed  hairs,  are  common 

•See  Fig.  31,  (Z. 
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attributes  of  the  CoccidcB^  and  precisely  similarly  knobbed  hairs  are 

found  at  the  antennal  extremities  of  some  species — e.  g.  Lecanium 
<iceris  (Schrank),  auctore  Signoret. 

Mons.  V.  Signoret,  of  Paris,  has  lately  been  engaged  on  an  elabo- 
rate monographic  revisionf  of  the  insects  of  this  family.  This  distin- 

guished author  has,  perhaps,  devoted  more  time  to  the  CoccidcB  than 
any  one  living  ;  and  in  his  admirably  illustrated  essay,  with  copies  of 
which  he  has  favored  me,  the  Ooccidce  are  divided  into  four  distinct 
subfamilies,  distinguished  by  the  more  obvious  characters,  as  follows: 

1. — DiASriDES  : — Species  covered  with  a  scale  composed  of  successive  violtings,  and  of 
a  secretion  for  mi  7jg  a  shield  or  sack  more  or  less  independent  of  the  body  of  the 
animal. 

Nine  genera  are  inclnded  in  this  subfomily,  but  the  scales  may  all  be  re- 
duced to  two  principal  types,  viz  :  Those  with  rounded  shields,  like  an  oyster- 

shell,  with  the  larval  scale  in  the  center ;  and  those  with  more  lengthened 

shields,  in  the  form  of  a  large  comma,  or  of  a  muscle-shell,  and  having  the 
larval  scale  at  one  end. 

Among  the  latter  is  the  genus  Mytilaspis,  to  which  our  apple-tree  species, 
under  consideration,  belongs,  and  which  is  characterized  by  the  male  and 
female  shields  having  much  the  same  form. 

2. — Braciiyscelipes  : — Species  living  in  gall-like  or  tube-like  excrescences.  These  insects 
are,  so  far  as  known,  confined  to  Australia. 

-3. — Lecaxides  : — Species  either  naked  or  inclosed,  or  sirnply  covered  xoith  waxy,  calcareous 
or  filatnentons  secretions  ;  and  in  which  the  female,  after  fecundation,  generally 

acquires  an  entirely  different  form  to  that  which  she  previously  possessed,  and 
becomes  fixed.     Before  pregnancy,  thry  have  the  poiver  to  tnove,  if  7iecessary . 

A  number  of  genera  are  included  in  this  subfamily,  some  of  which,  ap- 
proaching in  some  characters  to  the  Diaspides,  have  been  separated  by  Tar- 

gioni,  under  the  name  of  Lecanio-diaspides. 

4. — CocciDES : — Species  retaining  to  the  end  the  body-form,  with  all  its  joints  distinct. 
They  Jiever  become  necessarily  fixed,  and  are  either  naked  or  more  or  less  covered 
ivith  waxy  or  spumous  matter,  arranged  generally  in  filaments. 

Specific  Name. — In  considering  the  specific  name  of  this  insect, 
we  meet  with  the  same  difficulty  which  constantly  presents  itself  to 
the  conscientious  student  of  animal  life,  especially  in  its  lower  forms  ; 
and  there  can  be  no  stronger  argument  in  favor  of  the  mutability  of 
«pecies  than  this  difficulty  experienced  in  properly  defining  them. 
All  nature  is  a  whole,  and  our  classificatory  divisions,  though  very 
essential  to  enable  us  to  study  and  understand  her,  have  hardly  a 

■more  real  existence  than  the  divisions  by  which  we  measure  time. 
With  partial  knowledge,  only,  of  her  facts,  it  is  easy  to  separate  and 
draw  distinctions  in  the  cabinet;  but  deeper  knowledge  of  these  facts 
often  begets  doubt  and  difficulty,  as  to  these  distinctions,  and  shows 
the  unnaturalness  of  strict  and  fast  definitions. 

With  our  bark-lice,  as  already  stated,  it  has  been  customary  to 

•consider  the  forms  found  on  diff'erent  plants  as  distinct  species.    No 
f  JCssai  sxir  les  Cochenilles,  in  Annates  dela  Soc.  Ent.  de  France,  commenciug  in  1868. 
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Other  course  could  well  have  been  taken,  considering  our  imperfect 

knowledge  of  them  in  the  past ;  but  it  is  evidently  a  very  artificial  one. 

We  now  know  that  some  of  the  larger  species  thrive  on  plants  of 

widely  different  families,  and  a  correct  knowledge  of  the  present  rela- 

tions of  these  bark-lice  will  first  be  had,  when,  by  prolonged  experi- 

ence and  deeper  search,  we  understand  all  the  more  minute  structural 

differences;  the  variation  resulting  from  phytophagism  or  cause  what- 
soever, and  the  male  as  well  as  female  characters. 

It  has  generally  been  supposed  that  our  Oyster-shell  Bark-louse 

is  the  same  species  originally  mentioned  by  Reaumur,  in  1738,  (Mem. 

Tom.,  IV,  p.  60),  and  found  in  Europe  on  the  Elm.  Doubts  have  existed 

as  to  the  identity  of  the  two,  because  of  the  difference  of  food-plant; 

but  his  account  and  description  of  the  insect  itself  agree  otherwise 

with  ours.  In  1762  Geoffroy  described  a  species  supposed  to  be  the 

same,  by  the  name  of  arhorum-linearis,  and  twenty-six  years  after- 

ward Gmelin  gave  the  name  conchiformis  to  what  has  also  been  con- 

sidered the  same  insect.  Geoffroy's  name  has  been  very  generally 

ignored,  because  of  its  non-conformity  to  existing  rules  of  scientific 

nomenclature,  and  of  the  inappropriateness  of  the  term,  if  intended 

for  our  apple-tree  species.  In  1851  Bouche  (Stett.  Ent.  Zeitung  xii. 

No.  1)  gave  to  a  similar  species,  occurring  on  the  Apple  in  Europe,  the 

name  oi  pomorum,  which  has  either  been  considered  synonymous 

with  the  others,  or  entirely  ignored  by  most  subsequent  authors. 

Signoret,  in  the  second  part  of  the  essay  already  referred  to,  consid- 
ered all  these  names  synonymous  ;  but  he  subsequently  changed  his 

mind,  and  in  the  sixth  part  of  his  essay  he  has  employed  each  of  the 

three  names  for  what  he  considers  distinct  species,  and  has  charac- 
terized them  as  follows : 

M.  linearis  (Geoff.)  is  found  on  the  Linden,  and  is  supposed  to  differ  from  conchi- 

formis hy  the  shield  being  long,  more  or  less  straight,  of  a  yellowish-brown  color,  and 

generally  covered  with  a  soot-like  substance ;  by  tlie  female  being  nearly  as  broad  be- 

fore as  behind,  and  by  the  secretors  on  the  anal  plate  being  nearly  continuous,  the 

middle  set  with  6  or  7,  the  upper  laterals  with  10  or  12,  and  the  lower  laterals  with  9  or 

10.    The  (5*  is  unknown. 

M.  conchiformis  (Gmelin)  is  the  species  found  on  Elm,  and  which  differs  hi  no 

respect  from  the  apple  species,  except  in  the  number  of  anal  secretors  possessed  by  the 

female,  the  median  set  composed  of  6  or  7,  the  upper  laterals  of  S  or  9,  and  the  lower 

laterals  of  5  or  6.  Signoret  says  that  the  male  scale  is  of  a  pale  yellow,  and  witli  straight 

and  parallel  sides,  while  the  male  is  described,  from  a  mutilated  specimen,  as  pale  gray, 

with  the  antenna:'  appearing  short. 

M.  pomorum  (Bouche)  is  the  species  found  on  Apple,  and  it  differs  from  the  pre- 

ceding, principally  in  the  median  set  of  secretors  in  the  female  being  composed  of  17, 

the  upper  laterals  of  17,  and  the  lower  laterals  of  14.  The  eggs  are  described  by 

Signoret  as  being  of  a  deep  red,  and  the  antenna?  of  the  active  larva  as  6-jointed.  The 

scale  has  the  same  form,  but  is  described  as  brownish-black,  with  a  portion  of  the 

"  apical  border  white  and  more  oblong."  Bouche,  in  characteristic  German,  describes 

it  as  ham-muscle-shaped  (schinkenmuschelformig),  slightly  bent,  and  whh  the  pointed 

end,  and  edge  of  broad  end,  yellowish.  He  also  describes  the  eggs  as  red  broiun,  and 

mentions  the  food-plants  as  "Apple,  Pear,  Plum,  Dogwood,  etc." 
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It  will  be  seen  that  in  thus  distinguishing  these  three  species,  M. 
Signoret  attaches  a  great  deal  of  importance  to  the  number  of  anal 

secretors.  Judged  by  this  criterion,  our  own  insect,  under  considera- 
tion, can  not  be  referred  to  either  species,  and  is  consequently  unde- 

scribed.  The  name  being  appropriate,  it  would  have  pleased  me  to 

refer  it  to  Bouch6's  pomorum^  and  in  the  secretors  it  comes  nearer  to 
that  than  to  the  other  species;  but  aside  from  the  difference  in  the 
secretors,  the  difference  in  the  color  of  the  eggs  is  an  insuperable 
objection,  as  I  find  this  character  the  most  constant.  Noticing  that 
in  his  generic  diagnosis  M.  kSignoret  says  that  the  eggs  of  Mytilaspis 

are  always  either  white,  j'^ellowish  or  grayish,  and  knowing  that  those 
of  our  species,  though  normally  pure  white,  become  discolored  and 

ferruginous  when  addled  or  otherwise  injured,  and  are  always  yellow- 
ish just  before  hatching,  it  struck  me  that  this  author  might  have 

made  a  mistake  in  describing  those  oi potnorum  as  "  deep  red."  And, 
in  fact,  after  examination  of  specimens  of  our  insect  received  from 
me  in  1870,  he  was  inclined  to  think  the  two  identical,  and  that  he  had 

made  a  mistake.  But  there  is  Bouch6's  original  description,  in  which 
the  eggs  are  distinctly  described  as  red  brown,  and  which  effectually 
separates  the  two  forms ;  and  as  concliiforinis  is  properly  relegated  by 
Signoret  to  the  species  on  the  Elm,  and  may  be  considered  distinct, 
not  only  on  account  of  the  differences  indicated  above,  but  of  the 

negative  evidence  that  our  apple-tree  species  does  not  affect  the  Elm, 
there  seems  no  other  course  left  but  to  give  our  insect  a  new  name. 
I  have  little  doubt  that  the  species  occurring  on  the  Apple  in  England, 

and  treated  of  by  "Ruricola"  (Jno.  Curtis)  in  the  Gardeners'  Chron- 
icle^ 1843,  p.  736,  under  the  common  name  of  "Apple-tree  Mussel-scale 

or  Dry  scale,"  and  the  scientific  name  of  Aspidiotus  eonGhifovmis^  is 
the  same  as  our  pomicorticis;  for  though  the  mother  louse  is  de- 

scribed as  "fleshy-green"  and  "yellow-green,"  the  eggs  are  said  to 
be  white,  and  the  size,  form  and  habit  otherwise  coiucide.  The  same 

may  be  said  of  the  European  apj^le  tree  species  mentioned  by  Bois- 
duval  and  by  Taschenberg,  who  describe  the  eggs  as  white. 

Now,  these  four  bark-lice  certainly  bear  sufficient  resemblances 
to  be  mistaken  lor  one  species;  and  whether  they  really  constitute 
but  one  species,  merely  varieties  of  one  species,  or  four  genuine 
species,  accordmg  to  the  usual  acceptation  of  the  term,  can  only  be 
definitely  ascertained  when  the  males  of  all  are  known,  and  when,  by 

experiment,  it  is  found  that  the  one  can  not  live  upon  the  food-plants 
of  the  other.  A  slight  difference  in  the  number  of  anal  secretors  can 
not  be  looked  upon  as  of  sufficient  specific  importance  when  all  other 
characters  agree;  for  the  number,  as  we  have  already  seen,  is  not 
constant.  Yet,  there  is  no  doubt  a  limit  to  the  variation  from  the 

ordinary  number,  and  the  differences  noted  above  probably  have  their 
value,  and  at  all  events  are  made  by  the  highest  authority.  It  will 

■certainly  facilitate  our  study  to  have  these  four  insects  separated,  and 
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I  shall,  in  future,  always  refer  to  our  apple-tree  species  by  the  scien- 
tific name  of  iJ/y^J/Zas^^/s^^omiCO/'^ic/s.  On  general  principles,  I  dis- 
like to  change  long-established  names,  but  by  doing  so  in  this  instance 

we  not  only  brush  away  the  cobwebs  of  uncertainty  which  have 
gathered  around  the  nomenclature  of  the  insect,  but  we  also  obtain 

more  appropriate  terms.  All  former  descriptions  were  in  so  far  im- 
perfect and  provisional  that  they  lacked  the  male  characters,  and  in 

thus  connecting  the  name  2^omlcorticls  with  this  more  complete 

description,  I  hope  that  our  insect's  title  is  secured.  I  have  not 
thought  best  to  change  the  popular  name  by  which  it  is  known,  for 

though  the  term  '' J\iussel-shell  "  would  be  more  appropriate,  the  scale 
not  unfrequently  assumes  an  oyster-shell  form. 

Mytilaspis  roMicoRTicis,  N.  Sp. — Eggs — From  30  to  100  under  each  scale ;  length 

scarcely  0.01  inch,  irregularly  ovoid,  nearly  thrice  as  long  as  wide,  snow-white,  ex- 
cept just  prior  to  hatching,  when  they  become  yellowish.  Larva — Length  of  body  0.01 

inch,  ovoid,  thrice  as  long  as  wide,  pale  yellow,  with  a  darker  yellow  spot  near  each 
«nd ;  a  few  short  hairs  seen  around  border ;  two  fine  anal  setas  about  half  as  long  as 

body  springing  from  two  lobes  between  which  two  spinous  hairs  are  always  seen  ;  au- 
tenn;\3  quite  variable,  the  joints  irregular  and  not  easily  resolved,  sometimes  appearing 

only  0-jointed,  but  more  generally  7-jolnted,  witli  a  few  hairs,  two  or  three  at  tip  the 
longest  and  most  persistent ;  legs  with  a  one-jointed  tarsus,  a  feeble  claw,  and,  among 
other  hairs,  four  more  or  less  distinctly  knobbed  ones  near  tip,  the  two  uppermost 

longest. 

(^ — Length  of  body,  0.022  inch  ;  color,  translucent  carneous-gray  ;  a  dorsal  trans- 
verse band  on  each  abdominal  joint,  and  portions  of  the  mesothorax  and  metathorax 

darker,  or  purple-gray;  the  members  somewhat  lighter.  Head,  sub-triangular;  ros- 

trum rudimentary  ;  oculai-  tubercles,  one  each  side  of  it,  plaiul}?-  visible,  the  eyes  on  the 
upper  surfece  prominent,  dark,  and  with  few  facets ;  antenn.-e  as  long  as  body,  10- 
jointed,  jts.  1  and  2  bulbous  and  sometimes  indistinctly  separated;  3  —  9  about  four 
times  as  long  as  wide,  slightly  constricted  ;  10  half  as  long  and  fusiform ;  all  but  basal 
two  with  a  whorl  of  about  eight  hairs,  slightly  clavate  and  as  long  as  width  of  joint. 
Thorax  very  large,  oval;  prothoracic  portion  narrowing  in  front,  composed  of  two 

transverse  folds,  the  anterior  one  having  a  transverse  row  of  four  duskj^  dots  ;  the  mes- 

•othoracic  portion  large  and  elevated,  showing  three  lateral  swellings ;  a  well-defined 
medio-dorsal  plate,  rounded  in  front,  shallowly  notched  behind,  with  a  medio-longitu- 

dinal  suture,  and  a  transverse  one  dividing  it  in  two,  the  anterior  half  pale,  the  poste- 
rior darker ;  the  metathoracie  portion  showing  a  sub-triangular  scutel,  and  separated 

from  mesothorax  by  the  transverse  band  {apodema  of  Targioui).  Wings  about  as  long 
as  body,  arising  from  base  of  mesothorax,  spatulate,  closing  flat  on  back  in  repose, 
and  appearing  whitish,  finely  and  uniformly  covered  with  short,  stiff  hairs  ;  supported 
by  a  binircate  vein,  the  bifurcation  arising  from  basal  fourth,  and  each  fork  running 

near  and  almost  parallel  with  the  wing-margins ;  balancers  dai'k,  with  the  hook  quite 
long.  Legs  with  the  middle  pair  longest,  and — from  large  size  of  coxa3 — further  from 
front  than  from  hind  pair  ;  the  coxa3  and  femora  large  and  swollen,  the  latter  with  a 

more  or  less  distinct  lobe  near  the  base  below ;  the  tarsi  one-jointed,  with  a  constric- 
tion occasionally  indicated,  and  terminating  in  a  single  flexible  claw,  surrounded  by 

four  clubbed  hairs ;  the  tibije  and  tarsi  are  quite  bristly,  but  on  the  femora  there  are 
usually  but  two  bristles,  one  about  the  middle  above,  and  one  on  the  basal  lobe  below ; 
the  c6x«  also  have  one  above.  Abdomen,  seen  from  above,  nearly  as  long  as  thorax; 

appearing  shorter  from  below;  8  joints  onlj'  discerned;  the  last  joint  abruptly  nar- 
rowed into  a  large  tubercle  bearhig  four  bristles  on  the  under  side,  and  sending  furth 

the  genital  armor  in  the  form  of  an  awkshaped  style  as  long  as  tlie  abdomen. 
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(5"  Scale — Larval  part  golden-yellow ;  the  anal  shield  yellowish-brown,  sometimes 

quite  pale,  inclining  to  white,  flattened,  straig^ht,  rather  more  than  twice  tlie  length 
of  larval  scale,  increasing  in  width  from  tip  to  end,  where  it  is  slightly  truncate :  at- 

tached by  a  white  film  ;  average  length,  0.035  inch. 

2 — Average  length,  0.05  incli ;  color,  pale  yellow ;  jug-shaped  and  flattened  when 
young,  more  globular  when  mature,  and  twice  as  long  as  wide  ;  the  cephalo-thoracic 
portion  rounded  and  entire,  but  narrower  than  tlie  abdominal,  at  tlie  juncture  with 
which  it  forms  a  more  or  less  conspicuous  lateral  projection ;  on  its  inferior  side  is  a 

tubercle,  liaving  two  longitudinal  ridges,  and  giving  rise  to  a  corneous,  filiform  pro- 
boscis, longer  than  the  body,  and  composed  of  four  separate  parts  ;  posterior  abdomi- 

nal joints  deeply  lobed  laterallj%  with  two  or  three  blunt,  fleshy  hairs  to  each  lobe ; 

anal  plate  gamboge-j'ellow,  corneous,  with  an  irregular  border,  presenting  two  larger, 
slightly  tri-lobed,  median  projections,  and  one  or  more  smaller  ones  each  side,  fur- 

nished with  si:/inous  hairs,  two  especially  between  the  tri-lobed  projections  aforenamed  ; 
five  more  or  iess  complete  sets  of  secretors  visible  from  below,  arranged  around  anus 
in  form  of  an  arc,  the  median  set  with  normally  10,  the  upper  laterals  20,  and  the  lower 
laterals  14;  besides  these,  some  six  or  more  blunt  tubes,  and  a  series  of  shorter  pointed 

ones,  may  be  noticed  along  the  border,  and  doubtless  serve  as  secretors.     (See  Fig.  32  b.) 

2  Scale — Larval  scale  golden-yellow;  median  scale  somewhat  darker;  anal  shield 

varying  from  pale  brown  to  deep  purplish-gray,  and  generally  of  a  color  with  the  bark 

it  is  upon.  The  whole  scale  is  often  incanous,  but  the  hoary  film  easily  rubs  ofl";  it 
averages  0.12  inch  in  length,  but  is  quite  variable  in  form  and  size,  being  either  straight 
or  curved,  narrow  and  strongly  arched,  or  broad  and  flatter,  but  always  rounded  at 
the  end ;  the  white  inferior  lamina3  at  sides  sometimes  show  distinctly  from  above,  and 

give  the  appearance  of  a  pale  border. 
The  lice,  whether  c?  or  $,  vary  in  appearance  according  to  position  and  state  of 

maturity.  In  making  the  foregoing  descriptions  and  figures,  I  have  taken  what  ap- 

peared the  most  natural  positions,  after  examination  of  many  specimens.  The  d*  abdo- 
men shrinks  very  much  in  drying,  and  the  more  detailed  $  characters  are  variable. 

While  the  normal  number  of  secretors  in  the  middle  set  is  never  more  than  10,  I  have 

sometimes  found  but  8  or  9 ;  that  of  the  upper  laterals  never  surpasses  20,  but  may  be 
as  low  as  15 ;  while  that  of  the  lower  laterals  is  more  uniformly  14,  though  I  have 
sometimes  found  IG,  andat  others  12.  Opposite  sets  do  not  always  contain  the  same 
number. 
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THE  PINE-LEAF  SGALE-INSEOT ~  M2/tilaspis  pinifolicB  (Fitch.) 
(Subord.  IIoMoi'TEKA,  Fam.  CocciD,3i.) 

There  are  several  undescribed 
bark-lice  — some  of  them  quite 
interesting  — which   attack   our 
forest  and  shade  trees,  and  espe- 

cially  our  evergreens;  but  for 
want  of  time   to  make   proper 
descriptions    and    figures,    they 
must  be  passed  over  for  the  pres- 

ent.    An   exception  is  made  of 
the    Pine-leaf    Scale,    because, 
first,  it  is  the  most  common  and 
injurious  of  them  all;   and,  sec- 

ondly, by  coupling    its  history 
with  that  of  the  Oyster-shell  spe- 

cies of  the  Apple,  much  unne- 
cessary repetition  is  avoided  ;  for 

notwithstanding  the  last  named 

normally  inhabits  the  bark,  while  that  under  consideration  is  confined 
to  the  leaves,  the  two  insects  belong  to  the  same  genus,  and  have  pre- 

cisely similar  modes  of  development. 
Many  persons,  who  justly  esteem  the  White  Pine  one  of  the  most 

valuable  of  our  ornamental,  shade,  and  timber  trees,  and  who,  in 
adorning  their  homes,  have  duly  planted  of  it,  have  doubtless  been 
sorely  vexed  at  seeing  their  favorites  gradually  overspread  with  what 
is  by  some  called  the  "  white  malady."  This  malady  is  an  aflfection  of 
the  leaves,  and  though  not  many  are  aware  of  its  true  nature,  they 
readily  perceive  that  the  unfortunate  trees  wear  an  unnaturally  yel- 

low, or  brown,  and  sickly  aspect,  and  in  some  cases,  after  languishing a  few  years,  die  outright. 

^  The  leaves  of  such  trees  present  the  appearance  of  figure  35,  a, 
being  covered  with  innumerable  elongate  white  bodies,  and  looking 
very  much  as  though  finely  and  profusely  sprinkled  with  molten  wax 
or  paraffine.  Careful  examination  will  show  these  bodies  to  be  the 
scales  of  the  insect  in  question,  and  though  when  few  in  number  they 
are  mostly  found  in  the  groove  of  the  leaf,  which  partially  screens 
them,  yet  when  abundant  they  cover  the  more  salient  sides,  and  give 
the  tree  a  whitened  look.  I  have  never  found  this  insect  in  injurious 
abundance,  except  on  young  trees ;  and  according  to  Dr.  Fitch,  it 
is  never  met  with  upon  the  trees  growing  wild  in  our  forests.  It  has 
proved  quite  troublesome  to  the  young  trees  around  St.  Louis,  and 
especially  along  the  line  of  the  Missouri  Pacific  Eailroad.  It  was 

E.R — 7 
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described  *  by  Dr.  Fitch,t  who  had  but  an  imperfect  knowledge  of  it, 

and  inistook  the  scale  for  the  relic  of  the  body  of  the  dead  female, 

and  the  true  relic  of  said  body  for  the  remains  of  viscera;  the  three 

parts  of  the  scale  seemed  to  him  to  represent  the  head,  thorax,  and 

abdomen,  while  the  male  scales  were  supposed  to  be  but  half  grown. 

In  1870  the  mal6  louse  was  simultaneously  discovered  by  Dr.  LeBaron 

and  myself,  and  the  first  comprehensive  account  of  the  species  ap- 

peared in  the  former's  first  report  (pp.  83-96). 

ITS  XATURAL  lUSTORY 

Is  briefly  told.  The  eggs,  which  may  always  be  found  under  the  ne
w 

and  healthy  female  scales  during  the  winter,  to  the  number  of  from 

fifteen  to  thirty,  instead  of  from  thirty  to  a  hundred,  as  in  the  Oyster
- 

shell  species,  are  scarcely  0.01  inch  in  length,  perfectly  oval,  and  of  a 

blood-red  or  brown-red  color.  The  young  larvoe  usually  commence 

hatching  and  leaving  the  scales  about  the  first  of  May,  though  I  have 

known  them  to  do  so  as  early  as  the  25th  of  April.  They  are  of  the 

same  blood-red  color  as  the  egg,  but  have,  otherwise,  essentially  the 

same  form  and  structure  as  pomiGorticis,  though  the  head  appears 

rather  more  squarely  cut  off"  between  the  antennae,  and  is  sometimes
 

even  a  little  sunken.  The  joints  of  the  antennae  are  irregular  and  not 

easily  distinguished,  but  I  have  discerned  seven,  the  terminal 
 one 

ending  in  a  long  hair,  and  having  two  lateral  hairs,  the  middle  j
oint 

also  having  quite  constantly  two  lateral  hairs.  The  claw  of  th
e  tarsi 

is  imperfect  and  clumsy,  and  the  two  upper  knobbed  hairs  or  digitu
U 

are  much  longer  than  the  lower  ones. 

The  earliest  hatched  are,  for  the  most  part,  males.  They  travel 

but  little,  and  remain  on  the  old  leaves.  Indeed,  they  often  become
 

attached  under  the  tented  protection  of  the  mother  scale.  Soon  af
ter 

fastening,  the  skin  becomes  yellowish,  and,  with  the  exception  of  the
 

antennae,  all  trace  of  members  is  lost  to  the  unassisted  eye ;  a  ridge 

forms  down  the  middle  of  the  back,  and  a  dusky  spot  each  side  of  it 

may  always  be  noticed  anteriorly.  After  the  retreat  of  the  insect, 

this  scale  is  delicate,  semi-transparent  and  amber-colored.  The  anal 

shield  is  pure  white,  straight,  widening  slightly  behind,  where  it  is 

either  cut  off"  squarely  or  ends  in  a  slight  lobe  or  an  obtuse  angle  ;  the 

posterior  border  is  somtimes  ridged,  and  a  distinct  longitudinal  ridge 

always  runs  along  the  middle.  The  average  length  of  the  male  scale 

is  0.035,  and  it  is  fully  formed  in  aboat  ten  days  from  hatching  (Fig. 

35,  h).   

*  Signoret  informs  me,  after  examining  specimens  sent  to  him,  thatitispro
bal.lythe  pinioi  Har- 

tig  described  in  1830  in  tlKJahrcshcrichtcuebcrdic  Fortschrittcdcr  Forstivi
ssenschaft  forthat  year.  Not 

having  access  to  the  work,  I  am  miable  to  decide  the  point;  but  I  know  that  a  ver
y  similar,  if  not  identi- 

cal, species  occurs  on  the  cultivated  pines  in  England,  as  I  have  seen  it  on  some  tree
s  m  Mr.  W.  C. 

Ilewitson-'s  beautiful  grounds,  at  Weighbridge. 

t  N.  Y.  Reps.  Vol.  I,  p.  2.-)G. 
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The  male  louse  (Fig.  36)  may  be  seen  by  the  well-trained  eye, 
crawling  over  the  needles  and  branches,  and  he  may  be  found  before 

('*''=•  '^^'-^  the  anal  shield  of  any  of  the   fe- 
■J^^  males  begins  to  form.  He  has  the 

same  size  and  structure  as  his  ap- 
ple tree  kinsman,  and  differs  princi- 

pally in  being  of  a  uniform  orange- 
red. 

The  female  scale  averages  0.10 

in  length,  and  is  completed  in  about 
three  weeks ;  the  median  part  is 
a  little  darker  than  the  larval,  and 
the  anal  shield  has  an  even,  white 
surface.  It  differs  materially  in 
form,  according  to  the  kind  of  pine 
it  inhabits,  being  broader  and  more 

curved  on  the  broader-leaved  spe- 
cies, (Fig.  35,  cT).  but  usually  narrow,  and  with  a  very  slight  curve  on 

one  side,  on  the  White  Pine  (Fig.  35,  c).  The  female  herself  presents 
very  much  the  same  appearance  as  figure  32,  <:7,  except  in  being  red. 
The  form  is  more  lengthened,  and  there  are  not  the  strong  bristles  on 
the  lobes  of  the  abdominal  joints.  The  margin  of  the  anal  plate  is, 
also,  less  deeply  notched,  and  the  tubular  secretors  near  it  form  a 
more  regular  row.  The  minute  circular  secretors  are  compact,  the 

median  set  composed  of  7-10,  the  upper  laterals  of  12-20,  and  the 
lower  laterals  of  14-18— the  upper  and  lower  laterals  sometimes  blend- 
ing. 

The  newly-hatched  female  lice  are  instinctively  prompted  to  mi- 
grate to  the  terminal  and  more  permanent  foliage,  so  as  not  to  be 

borne  to  the  ground  themselves,  or  permit  their  eggs  to  be  so  carried 
to  destruction,  on  the  more  basal  leaves  ;  while,  as  we  have  seen,  the 
shorter-lived  males,  which  are  soon  destined  to  become  active  again, 
fix  themselves  indifferently  on  the  older  foliage.  The  [same  end  is 

attained  on  the  part  of  the  female  as  in  the  case  of  the  Oyster-shell 
species,  though  a  converse  action  is  required  in  its  attainment. 

TWO-BROODED. 

The  Pine-leaf  Scale-insect  produces  at  least  two  broods  each  year, 

even  in  the  more  northern  regions,  where  the  Oyster-shell  Bark-louse 

is  single-brooded.  Furthermore,  the  hatching  is  much  more  irregular 

than  in  the  last-named  species,  so  that  it  is  difficult,  if  not  impossible, 

to  establish  any  definite  period  which  shall  separate  the  two  broods. 
Neither  am  I  sure  that  there  are  not  more  than  two  annual  broods  in 

the  latitude  of  St.  Louis  ;  at  all  events,  during  the  fore  part  of  July 

the  insect  may  be  found  in  every  stage  of  development,  from  the 

newly  fixed  larva  to  the  full-formed  and  egg-covering  female  scale  ; 
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while  as  late  as  the  first  of  October, females  maybe  found  which  have 

not  yet  deposited  ;  and  even  in  the  winter  time  many  dried  bodies  are 

discovered,  more  or  less  completely  filled  with  eggs,  and  indicating 

that  they  were  overtaken  by  frost  and  killed  before  having  accom- 
plished the  great  end  of  their  life. 

CONFINED  TO  THE  PINES  PROPER. 

From  observations  extending  over  several  years,  I  conclude  that 

this  scale  flourishes  on  trees  belonging  to  the  genus  Finns  only,  as  I 

have  never  found  it  on  the  allied  spruces  or  firs,  or  on  any  trees  belong- 

ing to  the  other  genera  of  the  Pine  family.  The  Red  Pine  (P.  resin- 

osa),  the  Bhotan  Pine  (P.  exceha).  and  the  Yellow  Pine  (F.  mitis),  are 

affected  almost  as  badly  as  the  AVhite  Pine  ;  while  the  Cembra  Pine 

{F.  cemhra)  I  have  found,  in  two  instances,  still  more  susceptible  to 

it.  It  occurs  only  sparsely  on  the  Pyrenaian  Pine  {F.  pyrenaiea) 

and  the  Corsican  Pine  (P.  laricio)  ;  while  on  the  Scotch  Pine  (P.  syl- 

vestris),  the  Austrian  Pine  (P.  austriaca),  and  the  P.  pumilio^  it 

likewise  occurs  sparsely,  and  the  scales  are  broader. 

NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

There  is  no  evidence  that  mites  attack  this  species  as  they  do  the 

preceding,  but  the  smooth  holes  made  by  a  little  Chalcid  which  has 

not  yet  been  bred,  but  which  is  either  the  Aphelinus  mytilaspidis 

LeB.,  or  a  closely  allied  species,  may  frequently  be  noticed  in  the 
scales.  The  larvae  of  certain  small  ladybirds  belonging  to  the  genus 

JScymnus,  with  their  dense  and  even  clothing  of  white  cottony  tufts,* 
feed  alike  on  the  Bark-lice  and  upon  a  woolly  Aphid  ( Chermes  pini- 

corticis.  Fitch)  which  ofttimes  covers  the  bark,  and  is  frequently  found 

in  conjunction  with  the  leaf-scale. 

Certain  unbred  Lace-wing  mes  (Chrysopa)  are  also  quite  com- 

mon, and  their  white,  spherical,  silken  cocoons  (see  Rep.  1,  Fig,  20,  c), 

which  are  fastened  to  the  twigs,  should  never  be  destroyed. 

The  Twice-stabbed  Ladybird  {Chilocorvs  Uvulnerus  Muls.,  Rep. 

1,  Fig.  4)  may  frequently  be  found  crawling  over  the  scale-infested 
trees,  and  is  most  efficient  in  checking  the  increase  of  the  Coccids. 

Both  the  beetle  and  its  gray  and  prickly  larvas  feast  upon  the  lice, 

and  require  great  numbers  of  such  minute  animals  to  appease  their 

appetites.  I  have  often  colonized  a  dozen  or  more  larvae  on  to  a  badly 

afiected  young  tree,  and  the  rapidity  with  which  they  clear  such  a  tree 

is  both  interesting  and  satisfactory.  I  have  previously  shown  how 

these  prickly  larvae  gather  together  and  attach  themselves  in  clusters 

when  about  to  assume  the  pupa  state,  and  how  the  pupa  remains  pro- 

*  I  have  bred  Scijmnus  consobrinus  Lee,  and  S.  ccjTicnZis  Muls.,  from  larvas  thus  found,  and  Dr. 

Shimer  has  found  S.  terminatus  Say,  under  similar  conditions  (Trans.  Am.  Ent.  Soc.  II,  p.  385).  A 

somewhat  larger  hut  similar  larva  found  upon  infested  trees  produces,  as  I  have  some  reason  to  he- 
lieve,  the  Hyperaspisnormata,  Say. 
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tected  by  the  larval  skin,  which  merely  splits  on  the  back  and  is 
loosened  from  the  inclosed  body,  instead  of  being  entirely  worked  oil 
behind,  as  is  the  normal  fashion  with  insects.  On  apple-trees,  they 
usually  crowd  together  on  the  rougher  portions  of  the  trunk,  where 
the  general  similarity  in  color  to  the  surroundings  renders  them 
sufficiently  inconspicuous ;  but  on  the  pines,  they  more  frequently 
congregate  around  the  ends  of  the  twigs,  which  then  appear  as  if 
covered  with  prickly  burs,  reminding  one  strongly,  us  Dr.  Fitch  well 

observes,  of  the  ripened  spikes  of  the  Hounds-tongue  {Ci/noglossiim 
oMoinale)^  and  presenting  a  decided  nole-me-tangere  aspect. 

The  manner  in  which  this  meraberless  pupa  shrinks  and  separates 
from  the  armed  and  membered  larval  skin  furnishes  a  good  illustra- 

tion of  that  in  which  the  larval  scale  of  the  Bark-louse  itself  is 
formed;  and,  were  the  skin  ruptured  below  and  behind  instead  of 
above  and  before,  and  strengthened  by  a  secretion  from  the  retreat- 

ing body,  the  analogy  would  be  perfect.  As  I  have  found  the  full- 
grown  larva  as  early  as  the  first  of  April,  there  is  every  reason  to 

believe  that  the  Twice-stabbed  Ladybird  hibernates  both  as  larva 
and  beetle. 

Still  another  insect  of  this  family,  namely,  the  Painted  Ladybird 

{CoGcinella  picta  Randall),  I  have  discovered  preying  on  our  Pine- 
leaf  scale,  as  well  as  on  the  afore-named  Chermes. 
The  beetle  (Fig.  37  c,  enlarged  ;  Z>,  natural  size)  is 

of  a  pale  clay-yellow  or  straw  color,  marked  with 
black  as  in  the  figure ;  and  its  dusky-brown  and 

pale-yellow  larva  (Fig.  37,  a)  has  never  before 
®  been  connected  with  it  or  described.  Hence  I  sub- 

join the  following  description: 

CoccixELLA  riCTA  Rauclall.— Lrtrya — Form  normal,  rather  stout,  0.36  inch  long 
when  full  grown ;  12  joints,  exclusive  of  head.  Color  dark  sooty-brown,  with  a  medio- 
dorsal  pale  yellow  stripe,  narrowing  at  each  extremity,  broadening  posteriorly  on 
thoracic  joints,  and  brightest  on  joint  3  ;  a  similarly  pale  lateral  stripe.  The  ordinary 

tubercles — 4  dorsal  rows  on  abdominal  joints,  the  two  each  side  coalescing  on  the  tho- 
racic joints— polished  black,  with  short  bristle-stubs.  Described  from  3  specimens. 

Pi^m— naked  and  suspended.    No  description  taken. 

It  is  not  so  numerous  as  the  Twice-stabbed  Ladybird,  which  is, 
perhaps,  to  be  accounted  for  by  the  fact  that  its  helpless  pupa  is  not 
protected  by  any  such  mimic  chevaux-de-frise. 

REMEDIES. 

Few  trees  suffer  more  from  the  loss  of  their  leaves  during  sum- 
mer than  do  the  pines.  Mr.  Thos.  Meehan,  though  not  supported  by 

many  other  botanists,  considers  that,  physiologically,  they  are  not 
true  leaves,  but  half  leaf,  half  branchlet ;  and,  however  much  truth 
there  may  be  in  such  a  view,  it  is  certain  that  they  can  not  be  replaced 
by  new  ones,  as  true  leaves  often  can.     But  I  have  experimentally 
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proved  that,  if  done  in  the  spring,  just  at  the  time  or  a  little  after  the 

new  year's  growth  commences,  all  the  old  leaves  of  strohns  may  be 
stripped  with  impunity.  It  stands  to  reason  that  with  small  trees  which 

are  affected  with  the  Leaf-scale,  and  which  admit  of  being  thus 
stripped,  this  is  one  of  the  most  efficient  means  of  exterminating  the 
lice.  As  an  experiment,  I  thus  stripped  two  young  trees  belonging  to 
Mr.  Wm.  T.  Essex,  of  Kirkwood,  and  prevented  the  lice  from  extending 
to  the  newer  growth.  In  this  manner  the  trees  recuperated,  though 
so  near  unto  death  at  the  time  that  Mr.  E.  was  quite  willing  to  risk  the 

operation.  By  the  second  year  they  presented  a  healthy  and  clean  ap- 
pearance. This  remedy,  where  it  can  be  employed,  has  the  advantage 

of  being  thorough,  and  of  enabling  us  to  save  the  natural  enemies, 
just  enumerated,  from  the  destruction  which  awaits  the  lice. 

The  White  Pine  holds  its  leaves  a  little  over  two  years  on  older 

trees — somewhat  longer  on  younger  ones;  but  as  on  badly  infested 
trees  the  old  leaves  are  already  well-nigh  exhausted,  their  loss  is  not 
so  much  felt.  Moreover,  the  lowermost  branches  are  always  most 
thickly  covered  with  the  lice,  and  it  will  often  happen  that  the  top  of 
the  tree  will  not  need  stripping.  I  have  already  stated  that  large 
trees  on  which  this  remedy  would  be  impracticable  do  not  suffer  from 
the  scale  to  the  same  extent  as  do  smaller  ones ;  so  that  where  the 
remedy  is  most  needed  it  can  be  applied.  Care  must  be  had  to  collect 
and  burn  all  the  detached  leaves,  and  the  operation  should  only  be 
performed  after  the  new  growth  of  leaves  has  commenced,  but  before 
any  of  the  female  lice  have  settled  thereon. 

Powdered  or  liquid  applications,  intended  to  kill  the  young  lice, 
are  of  little  use,  because,  as  we  have  seen,  the  latter  do  not  all  hatch 

out  within  a  few  days,  as  with  the  Oyster-shell  species ;  but  so  irregu- 
larly as  to  necessitate  continued  applications  throughout  the  greater 

part  of  the  growing  season,  if  intended  to  reach  them  all  while  young 
and  unprotected  by  scales.  For  this  reason,  applications,  to  be  of  any 
value,  must  be  of  such  a  nature  as  to  allow  of  being  dusted  or  syringed 

over  the  trees;  and  must  also  have  some  caustic  or  penetrating  pro- 
perties, so  as  to  destroy  life  under  the  scales,  and  reach  these  last  in 

the  protective  groove  in  which  they  more  generally  dwell.  I  have 
tried  carbolic  soap  with  not  very  satisfactory  results,  except  where  it 
was  used  strong  enough  to  kill  all  the  leaves;  and  one  tree  thus 
treated,  when  the  new  growth  was  starting,  recovered,  and  was  freed 
of  lice,  but  was  evidently  injured  more  than  those  which  had  been 
stripped,  as  I  was  for  some  time  in  doubt  whether  it  would  live  or  not. 
Dr.  LeBaron  has  made  applications  of  common  fish  brine,  diluted  at 
the  rate  of  one  pint  to  two  gallons  of  water,  or  made  twice  as  strong; 

also  strong  soap-suds,  andunleached  ashes  dusted  onto  the  trees  when 
moist;  but  while  none  of  them  materially  injured  the  trees,  they 
none  of  them  entirely  exterminated  the  lice.  Oily  solutions,  as  with 

the  Oyster-shell  species,  would  doubtless  prove  most  effectual  here, 
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and  those  who  have  trees  badly  troubled  %Yith  this  "  white  malady," 
and  can  alTord  to  risk  destruction  of  them,  should  experiment  in  this 

direction.  My  friend,  M.  L.'Dunlap,  of  Champaign,  Ills.,  who  had  cer- 
tain trees  in  front  of  his  house  which  were  once  badly  attacked,  as- 

sured me  that  he  had  saved  and  cleared  them  by  repeated  syringing 

with  cold  water  ;  but  I  am  much  inclined  to  think  that  natural  agen- 
cies played  a  more  important  part  than  the  cold  water  in  producing 

the  result. 

THE  HICKORY  B ARK-BOFvER—  Scolyins  Canjce  Riley. 

(Orel.  CoLKOPTERA,  Fam.  Scoiatid-E.) 

Llig    3b] Last  summer  I  received  the 

following  descriptive  letter  : 

Dear  Sir  :  I  inclose  you  to- 
day, in  a  newspaper,  a  section 

of  bark  of  shell-bark  hickory. 
Tree  stood  in  a  cornfield  on  this 

"Chouteau  Claim;"  was  dead- 
ened, and  large  portions  of  the 

bark  came  off,  revealing  the 
whole  body  of  the  tree  covered 
with  marks  engraved  in  the 
hard  wood — fac-similes  of  the 
marks  on  inclosed  bark — and 
making  the  tree  look  as  if  flow- 

ers were  photographed  all  over 
it,  but  flowers  all  of  one  kind. 
I  found  in  some  of  the  channels 
in  the  bark  a  black  bug,  which, 
I  suppose,did  this  regular  work. 
There  was  invariably,  as  far  as 
I  could  observe,  a  hole  through 
the  bark,  at  the  base  of  each 
of  the  longitudinal  channels 
leading  to  the  cross-channel. 
We  removed  large  sections  of 

bark  already  quite  loose,  and  the  entire  inside   was  covered  like  the 
piece  I  send.    I  propose  to  have  the  tree  cut  down,  and  to  preserve 
sections  of  it. 

Yours,  truly, 
N.  W.  BLISS. 

Kingston  Furnace,  Washington  Co.,  July  2, 1872. 

The  insect  referred  to  by  Mr.  Bliss  is  the  Hickory  Bark- borer,  first 
described  from  the  female  only,  under  the  name  of  Scolytus  caryce, 
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in  the  Prairie  Farmer  of  February  2d,  1867.  I  first  became  acquainted 
with  the  injurious  nature  of  this  beetle,  through  Mr.  Arthur  Bryant, 
of  Princ6ton,  Illinois,  and  the  case  of  Mr.  Bliss  is  the  first  on  record 
of  its  doing  damage  in  Missouri.  The  following  passages  from  a  letter 
received  in  1867,  from  Mr.  Bryant,  convey  an  idea  of  the  loss  the 
insect  has  occasioned  him,  and  contain  some  facts  regarding  its  mode 
of  working  : 

I  send  you,  by  express,  some  pieces  of  wood  and  bark  containing 
a  worm  which  has  for  some  years  been  destroying  the  hickory-trees 
on  my  farm.  The  trees  grow  on  a  strip  of  rich  soil,  striking  the  prairie 
on  the  east  side  of  the  forest,  bordering  the  Bureau  River.  When  I 
settled  here,  thirty-three  years  since,  this  tract  was  covered  with 
bushes,  with  a  few  scattered  trees,  and  was  annually  ravaged  by  fire. 
Since  then  a  tall,  dense  growth  of  thrifty  young  timber,  mostly  bitter- 
nut  hickory,  {Gary a  aviara)^  has  grown  up.  The  insect  commenced 
its  ravages  about  ten  years  since,  and  has  killed  many  hundreds  of 
fine  young  trees.  It  has  sadly  thinned  my  beautiful  grove,  and  bids 
fair  to  destroy  all  the  hickory  trees  in  it.  It  is  found  in  other  locali- 

ties in  this  vicinity. 
I  first  detected  the  insect  in  its  winged  form  in  September, 

1855.  Noticing  some  small  holes,  newly  bored,  in  the  smooth  bark  of 
a  hickory-tree,  I  found,  on  examination,  in  each  hole  a  small  black 
beetle,  which  subsequent  investigation  satisfied  me  was  the  parent  of 
the  mischief.  The  mode  of  operation  appears  to  be  as  follows :  Boring 
through  the  bark,  the  insect  forms  a  vertical  chamber  next  to  the 
wood,  from  half  an  inch  to  an  inch  in  length,  on  each  side  of  which  it 
deposits  its  eggs,  varying  in  number  from  twenty  to  forty  or  fifty  in 
all.  The  larvae,  when  hatched,  feed  on  the  inner  bark,  each  one  follow- 

ing a  separate  track,  which  is  marked  distinctly  on  the  wood.  Some 
trees  contain  them  in  such  numbers  that  the  bark  is  almost  entirely 
separated  from  the  wood.  In  many  cases  the  upper  part  of  the  tree 
is  killed  a  year  or  two  before  the  lower  part  is  attacked. 

The  insect  has  continued  its  ravages,  and  doubtless  will  do  so 

until  Mr.  Bryant's  entire  grove  is  destroyed. 
Through  the  kindness  of  Mr.  Bryant  I  have,  since  1867,  been  able 

to  fully  study  the  habits  of  the  species. 

There  is,  in  Europe,  a  very  closely  allied  beetle  {Scolyius  destruG- 
tor)  known  to  attack  the  Elm.  It  was  for  a  long  time  a  contested 
question  as  to  whether  this  insect  ever  attacked  healthy  trees,  and 
there  were  not  wanting  men  of  repute  who  considered  it  the  effect 

rather  than  the  cause  of  disease.*  But  Mr.  Spence  long  ago  discov- 
ered that  though  the  female  is  probably  seldom  guilty  of  depositing 

her  eggs  in  healthy,  vigorous  trees,  both  she  and  the  male  bore  into 
such  trees  for  food,  thereby  causing  an  unhealthy  state  of  the  tree, 
by  which  it  is  rendered  an  agreeable  nidus  for  the  insect.  The  habits 
of  our  Hickory  Scolyius  are  similar  to  those  of  the  Elm;  but  while, 
according  to  the  best  authority,  the  vertical  channels  formed  by  the 

•See  Westwood,  in  Gardeners'  Magazine,  (Eug.),  Vol.  XIV,  p.  303. 
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female  of  S.  destructor  are  generally  about  two  inches  long,  those  of 
S.  caryte  are  seldom  more  than  one  inch. 

The  natural  history  of  the  Hickory  Bark-borer  may  be  thus 
summed  up  : 

It  seems  not  to  be  very  particular  about  the  kind  of  hickory  it 

attacks,  as,  besides  the  Bitter-nut  and  Shell-bark,  («Z5a),  tliere  is  good 
evidence  that  it  affects  the  Pecan,*  {ollvceformis)  ;  and  Dr.  A.  H. 
Barber,  of  Lancaster,  Wisconsin,  has  favored  me  with  specimens,  and 

an  account  of  its  injuries  to  the  Pig-nut  Hickory  (poroina).  The 
beetles  issue  the  latter  part  of  June  and  fore  part  of  July.  Both  sexes 

bore  into  the  tree — the  male  for  food,  and  the  female  mostly  for  the 
purpose  of  laying  her  eggs.  In  thus  entering  the  tree,  they  bore 
slantingly  and  upward,  and  do  not  confine  themselves  to  the  trunk, 
but  penetrate  the  small  branches  and  even  the  twigs.  The  entrance 

to  the  twig  is  usually  made  at  the  axil  of  a  bud  or  leaf,  and  the  chan- 
nel often  causes  the  leaf  to  wither  and  drop,  or  the  twig  to  die  or 

break  off. 

The  female,  in  depositing,  confines  herself  to  the  trunk  or  larger 
limbs,  placing  her  eggs  each  side  of  a  vertical  chamber,  as  described 
by  Mr.  Bryant.  Here  she  frequently  dies,  and  her  remains  may  be 
found  long  after  her  progeny  have  commenced  working.  The  larvae 
bore  their  cylindrical  channels,  at  first,  transversely  and  diverging, 

(Fig.  38,  i),  but  afterward  lengthwise  along  the  bark  (-)  —  always 
crowding  the  widening  burrows  with  their  powdery  excrement,  which 
is  of  the  same  color  as  the  bark.  The  full-grown  larva  (Fig.  38,  ̂ , 
natural  size  and  enlarged)  is  soft,  yollowish  and  without  trace  of  legs. 
The  head  is  slightly  darker,  with  brown  jaws,  and  the  stigmata  so 
pale  that  they  are  with  difficulty  discerned.  It  remains  torpid  in  the 

winter,  and  transforms  to  the  pupa  state  about  the  end  of  the  follow- 
ing May.  The  pupa  (Fig.  38,  s)  is  smooth  and  unarmed,  and  shows  no 

sexual  differences.  The  perfect  beetle  issues  through  a  hole  made 

direct  from  the  sap-wood,  and  a  badly  infested  tree  looks  as  though  it 
had  been  peppered  with  No.  8  shot.  The  sexes  differ  widely  from  each 

other,  the  male  having  spines  on  the  truncated  portion  of  the  ab- 
domen, not  possessed  by  the  female.  The  eggs  are  deposited  during 

the  months  of  August  and  September,  and  the  transformations  are 
effected  within  one  year,  as  no  larvte  will  be  found  remaining  in  the 
tree  the  latter  part  of  July. 

tSee  Prairie.  Farmer,  August  10th,  1873,  where  Mr.  Smiley  Shepherd,  of  Hennepin,  Ills. ,  writes: 
"I  hiive  inclosed  for  your  inspection  a  few  specimens  of  a  small  beetle,  found  boring  into  the  pres_ 

ent  year's  growth  of  the  Pecan-hickory.  I  also  send  you  a  pacliage  of  the  spray,  that  you  may  see 
the  evidence  of  depredations  in  former  seasons.  This  is  the  fourth  year  since  they  were  noticed  on  my 

trees.  The  injury  done  is  greater  each  year  than  the  preceding.  The  trees  can  not  survive  such  treat- 
ment more  than  one  or  two  years  more.  They  have  been  planted  about  tliirty  years,  and  were  abou  t 

fruiting."' 
These  beetles  are  referred,  by  Dr.  LeBaron,  to  Scolytus  inuticua,  Say,  and  S.  \-sinnosus.  Say;  but, 

as  I  have  since  learned,  tliey  were  $  (f  of  cari/ce. 
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I  have  always  found  associated  with  this  bark-borer  another  larger 
borer,  {Saperda  discoidea  Fabr.},  an  insect  in  which  the  two  sexes 
differ  so  remarkably,  both  in  size  and  coloration,  that  the  male  was 
subsequently  described  as  fuscipes  by  Say,  and  whose  larva,  before 
maturing,  penetrates  the  solid  wood. 

XATUKAL  EXEMIKS. 

I  have  bred  two  interesting  parapites  from  this  Soolj/tus.  They 

both  belong  to  the  same  subfamily  {BrciGonides)  of  the  Ichneumon- 
flies  as  the  two  parasites  of  the  Plum  Curculio,  (3d  Rep.,  pp.  24-28), 
and  according  to  the  eminent  Hymenopterist,  Mr.  E.  T.  Cresson,  to 

whom  I  am  under  obligations  for  so  many  favors,  they  are  both  iinde- 
scribed.  Their  larvne,  after  killing  the  bark-borers,  form  little  pale 
cocoons  in  which  to  undergo  their  transformations.  The  first  may  be 

called  the  Three-banded  Spathius.  The  genus  was  characterized  by 
Esenbeck,  who  believed  that  the  insects  composing  it  deposited  their 

eggs  in  the  larvo3  of  leaf-eating  beetles. 

SrATHius  TRIFASCIATUS,  N.  Sp. —  g .  Average  length,  O.IS  inch.  Color,  light-brown. 
Head  pubescent,  palpi  long  and  pale ;  eyes  black ;  ocelli  black,  contiguous ;  antennae 

smooth,  pale,  and  reaching  to  second  abdominal  joint.  Thorax  Avith  sutures  dark- 
brown  ;  legs  more  or  less  dusk}^  the.  tarsi  (except  at  tip)  an  annulus  at  base  of  tibia?,  and 
the  trochanters,  pale ;  wings  fuliginous,  with  a  Avhite  fascia  at  base,  at  tip  and  across 
outer  middle  of  front  wing,  including  tlie  inner  half  of  stigma,  the  outer  half  of  which 

is  dark-brown  ;  middle  fascia  most  clearly  defined.  Abdomen  slightly  pubescent  at  sides 
and  tip  ;  first  joint  pale,  petiolate,  and  with  short  and  longitudinal  aciculations  above  ; 
second  joint  pale  above,  the  others  more  or  less  brown  ;  ovipositor  pale,  dusky  at  tip, 
and  as  long  as  abdomen. 

One  bred  specimen. 

(^ — Differs  in  being  much  darker  colored,  the  head,  thorax  and  femora  being  brown 
and  the  metathorax  and  base  of  first  abdominal  joint  black. 

One  bred  specimen. 

The  second  is  a  fly  of  about  the  same  size,  and  belongs  to  the  ge- 
nus Bracon.  Mr.  Cresson  has  described  it  in  MS.,  and  I  append  his 

description  : 

Bracon  scolytivorus,  Cress. —  $— Black,  shining,  metathorax  and  base  of  ab- 
domen pubescent;  face,  anterior  orbits,  lower  half  of  cheeks,  clypeus,  mandibles, 

except  tips,  palpi,  tegulro,  legs,  including  coxa3,  and  abdomen,  honey-yellow,  the  latter 
darker;  posterior  coxa3  sometimes  dusky ;  antennna  at  base  beneath,  dull  testaceous ; 
wings  fuliginous,  apical  half  paler,  iridescent;  abdomen  shining, first  segment  whitish 
laterally,  tlie  base  and  disc  sometimes  dusky;  base  of  second  segment  with  a  large  sub- 

triangular  flattened  space  inclosed  by  a  deep  groove,  the  posterior  side  of  which  is  gen- 

erall}'  blackish;  ovipositor  longer  than  abdomen;  sheaths  black;  length,  .15— .17 inch. 

d" — More  pubescent ;  posterior  coxai  blackish,  also  the  femora  above,  especially 
the  posterior  pair ;  posterior  tibia3  dusky ;  abdomen  black,  polished ;  apex  of  first,  basal 
half  of  second  and  sides  of  apical  segments  more  or  less  honey-yellow ;  sides  of  basal 
segment  whitish ;  wings  paler  ;  abdomen  narrower  and  rather  more  convex ;  length, 
.IG  inch. 

Three  c?,  three  $  specimens. 
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REMEDIES. 

As  to  any  remedy,  thouf>;h  practical  men,  especially  those  owning' 
fine  hickory  groves,  will  naturally  look  for  one,  they  can,  in  this  re- 

spect, not  be  satisfied;  for  if,  after  so  many  years'  experience,  Mr. 
Bryant  can  not  think  of  any  practical  cure,  it  would  be  folly  in  others 
to  speculate.  The  habits  of  the  insect  defy  our  efforts  in  this  regard ; 
and  though  in  Europe  coal  tar  brushed  on  the  trees  has  been  found 
effectual  in  keeping  the  Elm  SGolytus  away,  the  idea  is  of  little  value, 

since  the  tops  of  the  trees  are  first  attacked,  and,  in  a  large  grove,^  tho- 
roughness of  the  lower  bark  often  renders  a  close  inspection  neces- 

sary to  detect  the  first  holes  made. 
The  only  hope  I  entertain  is  from  the  little  parasites  above  referred 

to;  for  when  nature  comes  to  man's  aid,  in  the  shape  of  parasitic  in- 
sects, the  vegetable  feeders  often  have  to  succumb.  If,  therefore,  upon 

careful  examination,  the  white  cocoons  of  this  parasite  are  found 
abundantly  in  the  bark  of  the  infested  tree,  I  should  advise  Mr,  Bliss 

to  let  other  trees  in  the  neighborhood  remain.  But  if  no  such  para- 
sites are  found,  the  only  way  to  prevent  the  spread  of  the  Scolytus  i& 

to  cut  down  and  hum  or  scorch  all  infested  trees. 

Scolytus  caey.e  Riley — Larva — showiuo;  no  charactei"S  of  specific  value. 
Pupa — perfectly  glabrous,  the  pygidium  truucate. 
Imago— \Qngt\\^  0.15-0.20  inch.  Color,  either  entirely  black,  or  black  with  brown 

elytra. 

(^ — Head  above  flat,  concave  toward  tip  and  coarsely  aciculate,  coronated  with 

long  incurved  dull-yellowish  hairs  around  the  margin  ;  labium  also  quite  hairy  ;  an- 
tenna? pale  rufous.  Thorax  very  little  longer  than  wide,  and  .very  little  narrowing  in 

front;  snb-obsoletely  punctate  above,  but  more  distinctly  so  at  sides.  Elytra  witb 
about  10  stria3,  confused  at  sides  but  regular  above,  and  composed  of  small,  deep^ 
approximate  punctures,  bearing  (not  always)  a  few  short  hairs  ;  interstitial  spaces  with 
a  single  row  of  minute  aud  sub-obsolete  punctures  ;  tip  more  rugosely  punctured  and 

pubescent;  venter  opaque,  densely  punctate  at  tip,  less  so  at  base  ;  the  first  joint  emar- 
giuate  and  produced  in  the  middle  into  a  blunt  spine  ;  the  second  as  long  as  the  others 
together,  strongly  excavated,  with  the  hind  margin  carinate  and  slightly  spined  at 
sides,  and  with  a  longitudinal  carina  dividing  it  into  two  concavities  ;  third  with  the 

hind  margin  also  carinate,  and  bearing  three  more  or  less  prominent  conic-acute  spines  v 
fourth  also  carinate  with  a  smaller  spine  in  the  middle;  fifth,  pubescent. 

§— Differs  in  having  the  head  rather  shorter,  more  rounded,  less  aciculate  and  less 

hairy;  the  thorax  perhaps  a  little  more  narrow  in  front;  the  elytra  with  the  intersti- 
tial spaces  rather  more  distinctly  punctured,  and  the  venter  unarmed. 

Described  from  50  bred  specimens  of 'each  sex. 
The  c?  closely  resembles  S.  4-spinosus,  Say,  (Am,  Ent.  I,  p.  182,)  but  differs  fron\ 

the  description  of  that  species  in  not  having  the  tips  of  the  elytra  denticulate,  in  hav- 
ing the  venter  punctate,  and  in  the  projection  on  the  first  and  longitudinal  carina  on 

the  second  ventral  joints.  It  is  just  barely  possible  that  the  <^  of  carya;  ̂   is  the  insect 

intended  bj"  Say  in  his  description  of  4-spinosus,  in  which  event  caryoc  sinks.  But  if  such 
prove  to  be  the  case,  he  either  described  from  an  aberrant  individual,  or  neglected  to- 
mention  important  characters,  as  none  of  the  differences  mentioned  are  obsolete  in  the 
many  specimens  of  earyrz  which  I  have  examined.  The  question  can  only  be  settled 
by  comparison  with  his  types,  if  such  exist.    1  leave  it  with  the  specialist,  and  shall 
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abide  by  his  decision.  Under  the  circumstances,  without  typical  specimens,  we  should 

have  most  right  to  conclude  that  the  two  are  distinct,  and  should  be  slow  to  charge 
faults  of  omission,  where  such  prominent  and  constant  characters  are  concerned.  S. 

4-spinosus  Say  may  prove  to  be  d"  of  muticus  Say.  This  uncertainty  as  to  the  species 
intended  by  some  of  the  old  and  honored  authors,  who  did  not  understand,  as  we  do, 
the  variation  to  which  species  are  subject,  is  constantly  confronting  the  entomologist, 
and  should  teach  him  tlie  importance  of  mentioning  the  number  of  specimens  from 
which  a  description  is  drawn  up. 

The  2  miglit  be  referred  to  muHcus  Say,  as  described  in  the  same  work,  but  is 

easily  distinguished  by  LeConte's  subsidiary  diagnosis.  (Trans.  Am.  Ent.  Soc.  II,  p.  167.) 

THE  KOSE  CRKFY^R—IfacrodaGti/lus  subspinosus  (Fabr.). 

(Ord.  CoLEOPTEEA,  Fam.  Meloloxthid.e.) 

In  the  summer  of  1872,  this  beetle  was  unprecedentedly 
abundant  in  some  parts  of  Missouri,  and  more  especially  to 
the  west  of  us,  in  Kansas.     I  reproduce,  therefore,  in   the 
main,  an  article  written  for  the  Transactions  of  the  Kansas 

*■  State  Board  of  Agriculture. 

Dear  Sir — Having  been  appointed  by  our  State  Horticultural 
Society  (at  the  meeting  held  at  Humboldt  this  week)  to  conduct  cor- 

respondence with  you  relative  to  an  insect  that  troubles  us  greatly, 
which  we  are  unable  to  name  correctly,  I  send  you  samples  and  de- 

scription of  the  work  done  by  it. 
The  extent  of  country  over  which  it  does  damage  enough  to  make 

it  noticeable  is,  as  far  as  I  can  learn,  confined  to  only  two  or  three 
counties — Allen,  Woodson,  Linn  and  Bourbon.  It  has  only  been  some 
three  years  since  it  appeared  to  be  so  troublesome  as  to  call  the  atten- 

tion of  persons  of  common  observation.  Last  year  (1871),  my  first 
year  in  Kansas,  I  noticed  it  in  the  grape  bloom,  but  not  in  destructive 
numbers.  It  reappeared  May  25th  this  year,  and  began  eating  the 
grape  bloom,  and,  where  very  numerous,  even  the  foliage.  I  have 
seen  vines  entirely  stripped  of  leaves,  except  the  net-work.  They  do 
not  trouble  the  fruit  after  it  is  as  large  as  shot  (No.  1).  Whole  trees, 
and  I  am  told,  whole  orchards  of  peaclies  are  eaten  up — only  the  fruit. 
Several  beetles  stay  on  one  peach  until  it  is  gone  before  going  to 
another. 

I  have  seen  small  three-year-old  cherry  trees  stripped  of  leaves 
and  the  fruit  eaten  entirely  up  too.  They  are  about  gone  now;  three 
weeks  will  suffice  them,  I  guess.  We  know  of  no  remedy  except 
hand-picking,  but  some  who  have  only  a  few  grapes  to  watch  catch 
them  in  a  basin  of  water  into  which  they  easily  drop  when  disturbed, 
and  so  save  their  crop.  The  beetle  devours  the  bloom  of  the  black- 

berry and  sometimes  the  young  fruit.  I  can't  find  a  correct  descrip- 
tion of  it  in  your  reports  published  by  the  State  of  Missouri.  Colas- 

pis  Uatiida  comes  the  nearest.  But  the  description  of  the  "  Grape 
Fidia,"  in  Bush's  catalogue,  comes  nearer,  according  to  my  observa- 
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tion.  One  man  reported  at  the  meeting  of  having  seen  it  fourteen 
years  ago  in  Linn  county,  first  on  wild  persimmon  blossoms  and  then 
on  his  grapes.  But  he  caught  them,  and  has  been  troubled  but  little. 
Please  return  a  description,  etc.,  etc.,  for  our  benefit  and  instruction. 

Yours  respectfully, 

H.  E.  VAN  DEMAN. 
Geneva,  Allen  County,  Kansas. 

This  insect  is  named  in  the  heading,  and  illustrated  at  figure  39. 
It  is  one  of  those  species  whose  larva  develops  under  ground,  and  can 
not  be  very  well  dealt  with  in  this  stage  of  its  life.  We  must  contend 
with  it  in  the  beetle  form,  and  there  is  no  other  effectual  means  than  by 

hand-picking,  or  by  shaking  into  vessels  and  on  to  sheets.  This  work 

can  be  greatly  facilitated  by  taking  advantage  of  the  insect's  tastes 
and  preferences.  There  is  conclusive  testimony  that  it  shows  a  great 
predilection  for  the  Clinton,  and  its  close  allies,  of  all  other  varieties 

of  the  Grape- vine,  and  that  it  will  gather  upon  that  variety  and  leave 
others  unmolested,  where  it  has  a  chance.  Those  who  are  troubled 
with  this  beetle  will  no  doubt  take  the  hint.  No  better  account  of  its 

natural  history  has  ever  been  written  than  that  by  Harris  in  his  work 

on  "Injurious  Insects,"  and  I  quote  some  of  the  more  important 
paragraphs : 

"The  natural  history  of  the  Rose  Chafer,  one  of  the  greatest 
scourges  with  which  our  gardens  and  nurseries  have  been  afflicted, 
was  for  a  long  time  involved  in  mystery,  but  is  at  last  fully  cleared  up. 
The  prevalence  of  this  insect  on  the  rose,  and  its  annual  appearance 
coinciding  with  the  blossoming  of  that  flower,  have  gained  for  it  the 
popular  name  by  which  it  is  here  known.  For  some  time  after  it  was 

first  noticed,  rose-bugs  appeared  to  be  confined  to  their  favorite,  the 
blossoms  of  the  rose ;  but  within  forty  years  they  have  prodigiously 
increased  in  number,  have  attacked  at  random  various  kinds  of  plants 

in  swarms,  and  have  become  notorious  for  their  extensive  and  de- 
plorable ravages.  The  grape  vine  in  particular,  the  cherry,  plum  and 

apple  trees  have  annually  suffered  by  their  depredations  ;  many  other 
fruit  trees  and  shrubs,  garden  vegetables  and  corn,  and  even  the  trees 

of  the  forest  and  grass  of  the  fields,  have  been  laid  under  contribu- 
tion by  these  indiscriminate  feeders,  by  whom  leaves,  flowers  and 

fruits  are  alike  consumed.  The  unexpected  arrival  of  these  insects 
in  swarms  at  the  first  coming,  and  their  sudden  disappearance  at  the 
close  of  their  career,  are  remarkable  facts  in  their  history.  They 
come  forth  from  the  ground  during  the  second  week  in  June,  or  about 
the  time  of  the  blossoming  of  the  damask  rose,  and  remain  from  thirty 
to  forty  days.  At  the  end  of  this  period,  the  males  become  exhausted, 
fall  to  the  ground  and  perish,  while  the  females  enter  the  earth,  lay 
their  eggs,  return  to  the  surface,  and,  after  lingering  a  few  days,  die 
also. 
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"The  eggs  laid  by  each  female  are  about  thirty  in  number,  and 
are  deposited  from  one  to  four  inches  beneath  the  surface  of  the  soil; 

they  are  nearly  globular,  whitish,  and  are  about  one-thirtieth  of  an 
inch  in  diameter,  and  are  hatched  twenty  days  after  they  are  laid. 

The  young  larvae  begin  to  feed  on  such  tender  roots  as  are  within 
their  reach.  Like  other  grubs  of  the  Scarabnsians,  they  lie  upon  the 

side,  with  the  body  curved  so  that  the  head  and  tail  are  nearly  in  con- 
tact ;  they  move  with  difficulty  on  a  level  surface,  and  are  continually 

falling  over  on  one  side  or  the  other.  They  attain  their  full  size  in 

autumn,  being  then  nearly  three-quarters  of  an  inch  long  and  about 
an  eighth  of  an  inch  in  diameter.  They  are  of  a  yellowish-white 
•color,  with  a  tinge  of  blue  toward  the  hinder  extremity,  which  is  thick 
and  obtuse  or  rounded.;  a  few  short  hairs  are  scattered  on  the  surface 

•of  the  body;;  there  are  six  short  legs,  namely,  a  pair  to  each  of  the 
first  three  rings  behind  the  head ;  and  the  latter  is  covered  with  a 
horny  shell  of  a  pale  rust  color.  In  October,  they  descend  below  the 
Teach  of  frost,  and  pass  the  winter  in  a  torpid  state.  In  the  spring, 
they  approach  toward  the  surface,  and  each  one  forms  for  itself  a 
little  cell  of  an  oval  shape,  by  turning  around  a  great  many  times,  so 
as  to  compress  the  earth  and  render  the  inside  of  the  cavity  hard  and 
smooth.  YVithin  this  cell  the  grub  is  transformed  to  a  pupa  during 
the  month  of  May,  by  casting  off  its  skin,  which  is  pushed  downward 
in  folds  from  the  head  to  the  tail.  The  pupa  has  somewhat  the  form 

of  the  perfect  beetle,  but  it  is  of  a  yellowish-white  color,  and  its  short, 
stump-like  wings,  its  antennae  and  its  legs  are  folded  upon  the  breast, 
and  its  whole  body  is  inclosed  in  a  thin  film  that  wraps  each  part 
separately.  During  the  month  of  June,  this  thin,  filmy  skin  is  rent, 
the  included  beetle  withdraws  from  its  body  and  its  limbs,  bursts 

•open  its  earthen  cell,  and  digs  its  way  to  the  surface  of  the  ground. 
Thus  the  various  changes  from  the  egg  to  the  full  development  of  the 
perfected  beetle  are  completed  within  the  space  of  one  year. 

"Such  being  the  metamorphoses  and  habits  of  these  insects,  it  is 
•evident  that  we  can  not  attack  them  in  the  egg,  the  grub  or  the  pupa 
state;  the  enemy  in  these  stages  is  beyond  our  reach,  and  is  subject 
to  the  control  only  of  the  natural  but  unknown  means  appointed  by 
the  Author  of  I*f  ature  to  keep  the  insect  tribes  in  check.  When  they 
have  issued  from  their  subterranean  retreats,  and  have  congregated 

■upon  our  vines,  trees  and  other  vegetable  productions,  in  the  com- 
plete enjoyment  of  their  propensities,  we  must  unite  our  efforts  to 

seize  and  crush  the  invaders.  They  must  indeed  be  crushed,  scalded 

•or  burned  to  deprive  them  of  life ;  for  they  are  not  affected  by  any  of 

the  applications  usually  found  destructive  to  other  insects.  Expe- 
rience has  proved  the  utility  of  gathering  them  by  hand,  or  of  shak- 

ing them  or  brushing  them  from  the  plants  into  tin  vessels  containing 
a  little  water.  They  should  be  collected  daily  during  the  period  of 
their  visitation,  and  should  be  committed  to  the  flames  or  killed  by 

scalding  water." 
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THE  FALSE  CRmCR-BJJG  —  JVT/sius  destructor,  1::^.  Sp. 

( Subord.  IlETEKorxKitA,  Fam.  Lyg^idje). 

A  XEW  EXESn-  TO  TUE  GRAPE-VINE,  TOTATO,  CABBAGE,  AND  MANY  CKUCIFKItODS  PLANTS. 

By  calling  this  a  new  enemy,  I  do  not  wish  to  be  understood 
to  intimate  that  it  never  existed  before.    It  has,  in  all  probability, 

[Fig. 40.]  been  in  existence  as  long  as  its  more  injurious,  gen- 
uine name-sake ;  but  I  call  it  new  because  it  has 

heretofore  been  unknown  as  an  injurious  insect,  and 
because,  further,  it  has  not  even  been  described  by 
entomologists,  though  I  have  had  it  in  my  cabinet 

for  some  years.* 
The  first  time  I  heard  of  the  injuries  of  this  in- 

sect was  in  the  fore  part  of  last  May,  when  I  learned 
that  young  Delaware  vines,  belonging  to  Dr.  James 
D.  Davis,  of  Clarksville,  IMissouri,  were  being  much 

injured  by  them,  and  that  thej'-  were  so  numerous 
that  the  ground  was  literally  covered  with  them.  From  many  speci- 

mens received,  they  all  at  that  season  proved  to  be  in  the  immature 
stages.  Subsequently  I  received  the  following  letters,  which  refer  to 
the  same  species  : 

Dear  Sir  —  Dr.  Bell,  living  four  miles  from  this  city,  sends  in  the 
inclosed  insects,  which  he  says  are  destroying  his  potatoes.  He  wishes 
to  know  what  they  are,  and  if  you  can  suggest  any  way  of  driving 
them  off  or  protecting  his  crops  against  them.  Will  you  be  so  kind  as 
to  write  me?    I  send  specimen  of  leaf  showing  injuries. 

Yours,  truly,  W.  B.  STONE. 
Kansas  City,  Missouri,  June  15, 1872. 

Dear  Sir  —  Many  of  our  market  gardeners  are  complaining  of  the 
ravages  of  a  certain  insect  of  the  order  Hemiptera,  of  which  I  send 
specimens  in  box  by  mail  with  this  note.  The  pest  in  localities  oc- 

curs in  great  numbers,  injuring  the  foliage  of  turnips,  beets,  radishes 
and  cabbages.  Can  you  tell  me  the  name,  and  refer  me  to  some  ac- 

count of  this  bug  ? 
Thanks  for  your  prompt  reply  to  my  inquiry  concerning  the  White 

Grub  Sprout. 
Hoping  soon  to  hear  from  you,  I  remain  most  sincerely  yours, 

F.  H.  SNOW. 

State  University,  Laavrence,  Kansas,  June  24,  1872.     ' 

*  Last  summer  I  announced  my  intention  to  describe  it  in  the  Western  Plant er  for  Jane  2Qth,  1872; 
but  Mr.  Wm.  R.  Howard,  of  Forsyth,  not  liaving  noticed  the  announcement,  subsequently  published 

in  Phillips'  Southern  Planter,  under  the  name  of  Nysius  rax)hanus,  a  description  which,  consider- 
ing the  close  resemblances  the  bug  bears  to  otlier  described  species  of  Nijsius,  and  the  valuation  it  is 

subject  to,  was  somewhat  insufficient,  but  which  was  afterward  copied  into  the  Country  Gentleman 

(Sei3t.  ].'5th,  1872),  and  the  Canadian  Entomologist  (Xov.  1872).  Upon  communicating  the  facts  to  Mr. 
Howard,  and  for  other  good  reasons,  he  expressed  the  desire  to  sink  his  own  name  in  favor  of  tliat  here 
•employed. 
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Later  in  the  season  the  mature  bugs  were  forwarded  to  me  from 

Taney  county,  Missouri,  under  the  supposition  that  they  were  Chinch- 
bugs,  and  other  accounts  reached  me  from  Kansas,  of  the  ravages  of 

a  bug,  generally  called  the  Chinch-bug,  but  which  was  evidently  the 
species  in  question.  Several  insects  have,  at  different  times,  been 

mistaken  for  the  Chinch-bug,  and  under  the  head  of  "  Bogus  Chinch- 
bugs,"  I  have  indicated  some  of  them  in  my  second  Missouri  Report, 
(p.  31).  They  are  thus  confounded  with  that  arch-destroyer,  more  on 
account  of  the  nauseous,  bed-bnggy  odor  which  they  have  in  common, 
than  because  of  their  close  relationship  or  resemblance.  The  bug 
under  consideration,  however,  not  only  has  the  same  odor,  but  in  size 
and  general  appearance  bears  a  good  deal  of  resemblance  to  its  more 

notorious  associate,  and  for  that  reason  may  be  known  by  the  vernac- 
ular name  of  False  Chinch-bug.  From  the  figure  (Fig.  40)  of  the 

genuine  Chinch-Bug,  that  insect  will  be  seen  to  have  a  decidedly  black 

[Fig.  41.]      ̂ ^^  ^^  head  and  thorax,  with  two  con 
spicuous  black  spots  on  the 
front  wings  {hemelytra) ;  while 
jVt/szus  destructor  (Fig.  41,  c) 
is  of  a  mere  uniform,  paler, 
tarnished  brown  color.  In  habit 

^  the  two  insects  differ  materi- 
/  ''  >  ally;  for  while  the  former  is 

the  grain-grower's  particular  dread  and  terror,  and  confines  its  inju- 
ries almost  entirely  to  cereals  and  grasses,  the  latter  has  not  yet  been 

found  on  cereals,  and  shows  a  predilection  for  plants  of  the  Mustard 

family,  though  it  attacks  alike  the  Potato  and  even  the  Grape-vine. 
In  common  with  all  other  true  Bugs,  this  insect  feeds  by  suction  ; 

and  the  way  in  which  it  injures  a  plant  is  by  depriving  the  same  of  its 

juices,  and  causing  it  to  wilt.'  The  potato  leaves  sent  me  by  Mr.  Stone 
presented  the  appearance  of  figure  41,  a,  showing  little,  rusty,  circu- 

lar specks  where  the  beak  had  been  inserted,  and  little,  irregular 

holes,  which  looked  more  as  if  made  by  some  Flea-beetle,  one  of 
which,  the  Cucumber  Flea-beetle  (Z^<2Z^^c«c^iC^^?;^6r^sHarr.),  is  known 
to  thus  injure  Potato  leaves. 

I  can  not  now  give  you  its  complete  natural  history,  as  to  do  so 
will  require  further  study  of  its  habits,  which  I  hope  to  be  able  to 
make  before  the  close  of  the  year.  From  analogy  we  may  infer  that 
there  are  two  or  three  broods  in  the  course  of  the  year,  and  that,  as  in 

the  case  of  the  Chinch-Bug,  it  passes  the  winter  in  the  perfect  state, 
and  is  difficult  to  combat  when  once  infesting  the  field  or  garden. 
Clean  culture,  and  especially  the  burning  of  weeds  and  rubbish  in  the 
winter  time,  will  doubtless  prove  to  be  the  best  guarantees  against  its 
injuries.  The  young  bugs  are  without  wings,  and  are  of  a  paler  color,, 
with  more  or  less  distinct  longitudinal  dark  lines  on  the  head  and 
thorax.    The  pupa  (Fig.  41,  I)  has  the  front  part  of  the   body  marked 
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with  more  distinct  red  and  brown  lines,  with  the  abdomen  paler,  and 
with  longitudinal  pinkish  mottlings.  It  is  a  variable  species  in  all 
stages,  and  I  submit  below  a  full  description  for  those  interested  : 

Nysius  destructok,  N.  Sp.  (Flu:.  41,  c).  General  color  grajish-brown  ;  of  shape 

of  N.  tht/mi  Wolft".  Head  either  minutely  or  more  coarsely  punctate,  and  more  or  less 
distinctly  pubescent;  tlie  surface  usually  brown,  witli  a  distinct  blaclc,  longitudinal  line 
each  side,  broadening  on  the  crown,  but  generally  leaving  the  orbit  of  tlie  eyes  pale  ; 
these  lines  sometimes  more  diffuse  and  occupjing  the  whole  surface,  except  a  median 
brown  spot  at  base  of  crown,  and  a  narrow,  paler  spot  on  the  clypeus  ;  ocelli  piceous; 

eyes  opaque,  either  black  or  slate-color ;  face  sometimes  uniformly  pubescent  and  ap- 
pearing dark  grayish-brown ;  but  more  generally  black  each  side  of  rostrum,  with  a 

distinct  yellowish-brown  spot  on  the  cheeks  below  the  eyes  ;  rostrum  piceous,  paler  at 
base  and  reaching  to  hind  cox;e  ;  antenn;e  either  pale  j^ello wish-brown  or  darker  brown, 
the  torulus  and  first  joint  darkest.  Thorax,  pronotum  narrowing  anteriorly,  the  sides 
slightly  sinuate,  irregularly  and  more  coarsely  punctate  than  the  head,  more  or  less 

pubescent.  ding3'  yellow  or  brown,  with  a  transverse  black  band  near  tlie  anterior  edge, 
obscuring  the  incision  and  leaving  the  edge  pale,  especially  in  the  middle,  where  there 
is  often  a  conspicuous  pale  spot ;  also  five  more  or  less  distinct  longitudinal  dark  lines, 
the  central  one  most  persistent  and  leading  on  the  posterior  margin  to  a  pale,  shiny, 
impunctate  spot ;  the  callus  at  hind  angles,  and  sometimes  an  intermediate  spot  between 

it  and  the  median  one,  and  the  entire  posterior  margin,  also  pale  and  impunctate ;  seu- 
tellum  dark,  coarsely  punctate,  sometimes  with  a  smooth  median  longitudinal  ridge 

ending-  in  a  pale  spot,  and  with  the  lateral  margins  pale ;  prosternum  dark,  more  or 
less  pubescent,  the  anterior  and  posterior  margins,  and  a  band  outside  of  cox;e,  more 

or  less  broadly  pale ;  mesosternum  and  metasternum  also  dark,  with  the  pale  spots  out- 

side of  coxie.  Legs  pale  yellow, inclining  more  or  less  to  brown;  cox.-e  dark  at  base, 
pale  at  tip  ;  trochanters  pale ;  front  and  middle  femora  spotted  more  or  less  confluently 
on  the  outside  with  brown ;  hind  femora,  ,^  dark  brown,  except  at  tips  and  base ;  5 
spotted  only ;  tibia?  ringed  with  brown  at  base ;  tarsi  marked  more  or  less  with  brown, 

especially  at  tip.  Hemelytra  either  colorless,  transparent  and  prismatic,  or  distinctly 
tinged  with  dingy  yellow  ;  shallowly  punctate  and  very  finely  pubescent,  the  veins  of 
corium  and  clavus  dingy  yellow,  with  brown  streaks,  the  more  constant  of  these  streaks 
being  two  on  posterior  margin  of  corium,  and  one  at  the  tip  of  clavus.  Abdomen,  c? 
tergum  piceous,  with  the  sutures  and  the  sides  of  some  of  the  joints  rarely  paler ; 
venter  piceous,  minutely  and  regularly  covered  with  gray  pubescence  ;  $  sutures  and 
spots  on  tergum  more  often  pale  ;  venter  dingy  yellow,  except  at  base  ;  5  paler  than 
c?,  and  generally  larger.    Average  length  0.13  inch. 

Larva — Dingy  yellow,  with  more  or  less  distinct  longitudinal  dark  lines,  especially 
on  head. 

Pupa  (Fig,  19,  h).  Same  color,  with  more  distinct  red  and  brown  longitudinal 

lines,  and  two  little  tooth-like,  pale  yellow  processes  at  inner  base  of  hemelytra  pads, 
indicating  the  wings;  the  abdomen  paler  than  the  rest  of  the  body. 

Described  from  numerous  specimens.  I  have  some,  especially  males,  in  which 
the  black  so  predominates  that  the  paler  parts  of  the  head  and  thorax  are  scarcely 
traceable,  while  in  others  again  the  jiale  parts  predominate  almost  to  the  exclusion  of 
the  black.  Indeed,  so  variable  is  the  species  that  it  is  diftlcnlt  to  see  wherein  some  of 
the  specimens  differ  from  the  European  tkymi,  or  from  N.  angustatus  Uhler,  and  it  is 

barely  possible  that  future  comparison  will  show  specific  identity  between  some  or  all 
of  the  three.  But  as  long  as  authors  fail  to  give  the  variation  a  species  is  liable  to,  or 
the  number  of  specimens  a  description  is  drawn  up  from,  it  will  remain  impossible  to 
decide  such  questions  satisfactorily,  and  I  name  destructor  at  the  suggestion  of  our 
Hemipterist,  Mr.  P.  R.  Uhler,  of  Baltimore,  who  has  examined  specimens  which  I  sent 
him. 

E.R — 8 
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[The  above  account  of  this  new  and  injurious  bug  was  sent,  with 
other  matter,  on  the  first  of  July  last,  to  Mr.  Alfred  Gray;  Secretary 
of  the  Kansas  State  Board  of  Agriculture,  for  publication  in  the 
Transactions  of  said  Board,  where  it  appears.  Since  that  time  I  have 
met  with  it  everywhere  in  my  travels  in  our  own  State  and  in  Kansas. 
Besides  the  plants  above  enumerated,  it  proved  in  some  instances 
troublesome  to  strawberry  plants,  to  young  apple  grafts  just  as  they 
were  sprouting,  and  especially  to  turnips  and  beets.  On  all  the  more 
tender  plants  enumerated  the  bugs  cluster  just  as  does  the  genuine 

Chinch-bug,  and  cause  the  leaves  to  wilt  b}'-  their  suction.  Late  in 
the  fall  I  found  them  very  abundant,  in  all  stages,  collecting  under 

purslane,  and  they  doubtless  make  use  of  this  spreading  and  close- 
fitting  weed  for  winter  quarters.  At  some  of  the  fall  meetings  of  the 
Meramec  Horticultural  Society,  complaints  were  made  of  a  new  habit 

which  the  Chinch-bug  had  of  injuring  potato  vines,  and  of  crowding 
on  the  tubers  and  injuring  them  after  they  were  dug.  The  False 

Chinch-bug  was  undoubtedly  the  insect  observed.] 

INSECTS  INJURIOUS  TO  THE  GRAPE-VINE. 

THE  GRAPE-VINE  AVFLE-GALL  —  Viiis  poviiwi  Walsh  &  Riley. 

(Ord.  DirxEEA,  Fam.  Cecidomvid^.) 

[Fig.  42.]  Besides  the  leaf-gall  caused  by 

the  Grajpe  Phylloxera,  the  Grape- 
vine is  subject  to  various  other 

gall-growths  or  excrescences,  the 
nature  of  which  often  puzzles  the 

vine-grower.  I  shall  give  an  ac- 
count of  four  of  the  most  con- 

spicuous which  are  found  in  Mis- 
souri. They  are  all  caused  by 

Gall-gnats  ( Cecidomyidce),  the  larvae  of  which  are  distinguished  by 

being  very  generally  of  an  orange  color;  but  more  especially  by  hav- 
ing on  the  upper  surface,  near  the  head,  a  horny  process  known  as  a 

breast-bone.*     This  process  is  variable  in  shape,  but  more  often  clove- 

*This  process  is  said,  liy  all  authors  -with  -n-hom  I  am  acquainted,  including  Baron  Osten  Sacken, 

to  be  ventral,  for  which  reason,  I  suppose,  it  has  been  called  the  "breast-bone."  I  believe  myself 

that  it  is  dorsal.  As,  however,  it  sometimes  has  a  good  deal  the  form  of  the  breast-bone,  or  "wish- 
bone," of  a  fowl,  tlie  term  may  be  retained,  though  conveying  a  wrong  idea.  These  larvai  are  also 

said  to  differ  from  all  other  insect  larva  in  having  fourteen  joints.  I  have  examined  a  great  number 
of  Cecidomyidous  larvaj  without  being  able  to  make  out  any  such  abnormal  nmuber,  while  in  many 
species  it  is  difficult  to  detect  more  than  twelve  and  a  subjoiut.  Usually,  I  have  been  able  to  clearly 
make  out  thirteen  joints  and  a  subjoint,  which  is  the  normal  number  in  insects. 
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shaped,  Y-shaped,  or  oar-shaped.  It  always  has  a  stem,  which  is  mostly- 
hidden,  and  terminates  in  two  projections  or  prongs  (sometimes  three 

in  those  which  are  oar-shaped),  which  are  armed  with  sharp  points. 
It  is  retractile,  and  the  prongs  may  be  exerted  at  will,  and  are  doubt- 

less intended  to  assist  in  abrading  the  tissue  of  plants,  so  as  to  cause 
an  abnormal  How  of  sap,  which  serves  as  food  for  the  larva.  That 

they  have  little,  if  anything,  to  do  in  causing  the  gall-growth,  we  may 
^^y-  *3-]  infer  from  analogy,  and  from  the  fact  that 

many  Cecidomyidous  galls  are  formed,  be- 
fore the  larva  hatches,  and  depend  on 

something  deposited  with  the  egg.  The 
perfect  flies  are  mostly  of  a  dull  black 
color,  like  that  represented  at  figure  43, 
(a  female;  b  antennno  of  male,)  and  many 
species  so  closely  resemble  each  other  that 
it  is  next  to  impossible  to  distinguish  them 
when  dry.  Those  which  produce  the  galls 

here  mentioned  are  difficult  to  rear,  and,  with  one  exception,  are  not 
yet  known. 

The  Grape-vine  Apple-gall  has  been  a  fruitful  source  of  specula- 
tion, and  has  given  rise  to  some  curious  botiinical  theories,  as  the  fol- 

lowing extract  will  attest: 

AX  APPLE  GR0WC>G  OX  A  GRAPE-VINE. 

A  Vegetable  Phenomenon. — In  the  garden  of  Capt.  David  E. 
Moore,  Lexington,  Va.,  there  is  growing  on  a  grape-vine,  a  fully  de- 

veloped apple.  On  one  side  of  the  apple  is  an  appearance  of  what 
might  have  been  a  grape-bloom.  This  interesting  lusics  naturcB  is,  as 
far  as  we  know,  without  precedent,  and  of  course  has  attracted  marked 
attention,  and  caused  no  little  speculation  in  the  circle  learned  in 
such  matters  about  Lexington.  The  prevailing  opinion,  we  learn,  is 
that  an  apple-bloom  falling  accidentally  upon  a  grape-bloom,  became 
incorporated  with  it  and  produced  the  result;  but,  if  so,  is  it  not  sin- 

gular that  such  an  accident  had  never  occurred  before?  And,  if  so, 
again,  does  it  not  teach  that  the  grape  and  apple  may  be  grafted  on 
each  other?  We  hope  the  pomologists  of  Lexington  will  note  very 
carefuUj^  all  the  phenomena  of  this  freak  of  nature,  and  that  they  will 
have  the  apple  photographed,  with  a  portion  of  the  vine,  before  its 
removal,  for  engraving  and  publication  in  Horticultural  journals.^ 

— \_Richmond  Whig. 

When  growing  on  vines  in  the  vicinity  of  hickory  trees,  it  has 
ridiculously  been  considered  a  hybrid  fruit  between  these  two  very 

widelj''  separated  plants. 
The  form  of  the  gall  is  variable — sometimes  being  quite  flattened 

or  depressed,  but  more  often  spherical,  or  flattened  at  base  and 
more  pointed  at  tip.  When  young  it  is  downy  on  the  outside,  and 

succulent,  with  a  pleasant,  acidulous  flavor.  When  mature,  it  usu- 

ally has  eight  or  nine  longitudinal  lobes,  as  in  a  musk-melon,  and 
is  smoother  (Fig.  42,  a).    A  transverse  section  il)  shows  it  to  consist 
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of  a  fleshy  outside  covering,  like  the  hull  of  a  walnut,  and  of  a  much 

harder,  woody  interior,  with  numerous  longitudinal  two-tiered  cells  or 
cavities,  the  upper  tier  twice  as  long  and  more  regularly  separated  by 
harder  fibre  than  the  lower.  The  yellow  larvae  are  found  in  these 

cavities,  and  they  have  a  brown,  clove-shaped  breast-bone.  This  gall, 
which  bears  so  great  a  semblance  to  a  fruit,  doubtless  carries  the  sem- 

blance still  further  by  falling  to  the  ground.  And  as  the  seed  is 

released  upon  the  death  of  the  fruit  which  surrounded  it,  and  con- 
signed to  the  bosom  of  the  great  Mother  Earth  for  development,  so 

the  larv93  escape  from  the  decomposing  and  softening  gall  to  consign 
themselves  likewise  to  the  same  great  Nursery,  which  seems  to  be 

absolutely  necessary  for  their  well-being  and  growth,  as  I  have  kept 
the  galls  for  over  a  year  out  of  Earth  and  away  from  her  fecund  influ- 

ences without  getting  the  perfect  gnats. 
This  gall  was  first  described  in  the  American  Entomologist^  (Vol. 

1,  p.  106.) 

THE  GRAPE-VINE  FILBERT-GALL— F^■^!^s  coryloides  W.&R. 

(Orel.  DiPTERA,  Fam.  Cecidojiyid^.) 

This  gall,  (Fig.  44,  5,)  as  its 

name  implies,  bears  some  re- 
semblance to  a  large  bunch  of 

filberts  or  hazel-nuts.  It  is 
found  more  frequently  than 
the  preceding,  and  especially 
on  the  wild  River  Bank  grape, 

(jRiparia),  in  the  month  of 
July.  It  is  an  assemblage  of 
separate  galls,  more  or  less 
coalescent,  varying  in  number 
from  10  to  40  or  more,  and  of 

difi"erent  shapes,  being  either 
round,  irregularly  oval,  fusi- 

form or  pyriform,  but  gener- 
ally narrowing  at  tip.  When 

young,  these  galls  are  densely 
pubescent  or  woolly  on  the 

outside,  but  less  so  when  ma- 
ture. The  interior  is  fleshy, 

juicy,  sub-acid;  and  a  trans- 
verse section  shows  a  single 

longitudinal  cell  in  each  (Fig.  44,  c.)    The  gall  is  evidently  a  defor- 
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mation  of  a  bud,  as  it  springs  from  a  single  point  where  a  bud  would 
be,  and  often  has  quite  a  stem  to  it.  A  stunted,  deformed  leaf  is  also 
sometimes  found  upon  it,  as  given  in  the  figure. 

The  larva  is  orange-yellow,  partly  transparent,  partly  opaque,  and 
has  the  breast-bone  clove-shaped  as  in  the  preceding  (Fig.  44,  a)^  and 
doubtless  leaves  the  gall  and  enters  the  ground  to  transform.  First 
described  in  Am.  Entomologist  (I,  p.  107.) 

THE  GRAPE-VINE  TOMATO-GALL— F^^:^■5  tomatos. 

MADE  BY  Lasioptera  vitis  o.  S. 

(Ord.  DiPTEHA,  Fam.  Cecidomyid^.) 

The  following  clipping  will  show  that  this  gall,  which  is  quite  com- 
mon in  the  summer  months 

on  the  River  Bank  grape  and 
its  cultivated  varieties,  has 
not  remained  unnoticed  by  the 
curious,  and  that  it  has,  like 

the  others,  its  fruit  resem- 
blances: 

<^ 

Trophy  tomatoes, 
of  the  problem. 

Freak  in  a  Vineyard. — In 
gathering  grapes  to-day  we 

"^^^  iound  one  of  the  clusters,  in 
shape,  di perfect  tomato.  It  is 
of  quite  large  size,  and  on  the 
outside  is  divided  into  eight 
segments  or  lobes,  having  a 
seed  to  correspond  with  each 
segment  or  lobe.  It  was 
found  on  a  cluster  of  one  of 

Rogers'  Hybrids,  and  a  pecu- 
liarity is,  that  the  grape  is 

hlue.,  while  this  is  red.  In 
flesh  and  seeds  and  all  else  it 
is  a  perfect  grape.  President 
Wilder's  Trophy  tomato  stands 
about  three  rods  from  the  vine. 

I  call  upon  President  Wilder 
to  explain  with  what  sort  of 
propagating  qualities  he  has 
invested  his  Trophy  tomato,  to 

know,  if  we  continue  the  cul- 
tivation of  that  fruit,  whether 

our  apples,  plums,  cherries, 
etc.,  will  or  will  not  turn  into 

I  have  saved  the  eight  seeds  for  a  further  solution 
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If  President  Wilder  declines  an  explanation  for  fear  of  the  conse- 
quences^ I  call  upon  all  the  horticulturists  of  America  to  commence 

at  once  an  investigation,  and  I  will  furnish  them  with  the  Jiide^  which 
I  have  careiully  preserved  as  conclusive  testimony  against  him. 

K.  L.  DORR. 
Dansville,  Livingston  county,  N.  Y.,  Oct.  6,  1872. 

[Rural  Nev)  Yorker. 

It  is  the  most  variable  gall  with  which  I  am  acquainted,  as  it  may 

be  found  of  all  sorts  of  fantastic  shapes,  from  the  single,  round,  cran- 
berry-like swelling  on  a  tendril  to  the  large  collection  of  irregular 

bulbous  swellings  on  the  stem  or  leaf-stalk;  sometimes  looking  not 
unlike  a  bunch  of  currants  or  a  bunch  of  grapes,  but  more  often  like 
a  collection  of  diminutive  tomatoes,  such  as  the  Cluster  Tomato, 

grown  b}^  Mr.  J.  C.  Ingham,  of  St.  Joseph,  Michigan.*  It  was  first 
briefly  described,  together  with  the  fly  which  produces  it,  by  Baron 

Osten  Sacken  (Diptera  of  N.  A.,  part  i,  pp.  201-2).  The  substance  of 
the  gall  is  soft,  juicy  and  translucent;  the  flavor  pleasantly  acid,  and 

the  color  yellowish-green,  with  rosy  cheeks,  or  else  entirely  red. 
Each  swelling  has  several  cells,  (Fig.  45,  «),  in  each  of  which  is  nursed 

an  orange-yellow  larva,  which,  upon  the  dissolution  of  the  gall,  enters 
the  ground  to  transform,  and  emerges  as  a  pale  reddish  gnat,  with 
black  head  and  antennae  and  gray  wings. 

This  gall-maker  is  subject  to  the  attacks  of  at  least  two  different 
enemies — one  a  species  of  Thrips.,  which  invades  the  cell  and  destroys 
its  inmate,  and  one  a  true  Hymenopterous  parasite,  belonging  appar- 

ently to  the  family  ProciotrupidcE^  and  which,  after  killing  the  gall- 
maker,  spins  a  cocoon  within  the  cell. 

THE  GRAPE-LEAF  TRUMPET-GALL— F^■^^■s  miicolaO.S. 

(Orel.  Diptera,  Fam.  Cecidomyid.e). 

This  is  another,  more  regular,  gall,  made  by  a  gall-gnat  which  has 
not  yet  been  described.  It  is  elongate,  conical,  and  grows  more  or 
less  numerously  from  the  surface  of  the  leaf,  looking  something  like  a 

small  trumpet.  I  have  found  it  on  both  wild  CordifoUa  and  I2ipa- 
ria,  and  it  doubtless  occurs  on  their  cultivated  varieties.  It  is  also 
found  on  Lahrusca  and  Yulpina  (see  A.  E.  ii,  p.  28).  The  usual  color 
is  a  bright  crimson,  but  it  sometimes  inclines  to  green,  especially  when 
young,  or  on  the  under  side  of  the  leaf;  for  though  it  is  more  often 

♦Figured  in  Prairie  Fanner,  September  21,  1867. 
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[Fig found  on  the  upper  side,  I 
have  met  with  it  antiposed. 

Upon  cutting  into  these  galls 
we  shall  find  them  to  be  hol- 

low, and  each  to  contain  a 

pale  orange  larva,  which  pro- 

bably resembles  those  already- 
mentioned  in  transforming  un- 

der ground.  The  gall  was  first 
briefly  described  by  Baron 
Osten  Sacken  (Diptera  of  N. 

A.,  part  I,  p.  202).  Similar 
but  distinct  galls  grow  on  thej 

leaves  of  Hickory  and  Hack- 
berry,  but  are  always  green. 

47.] 

EGGS  IN  AND  ON  CANES  AND  TWIGS. 

Of  the  innumerable  forms  of  insect-eggs  which  are  met  with  oi 
plants,  the  few  herewith  described  are  continually  sent  to  me  froi 
correspondents  who  desire  information  as  to  their  nature.  Some  of 

them  were  described  by  me  in  the  American  Agriculturist 

for  last  August,  from  which  I  shall  draw  largely  in  describ- 
ing them  again.  The  first  (in  all  probability  those  of  the 

Jumping  Tree  Cricket,  Orocharis  saltator  Uhler)  are  repre- 

"i  sented  at  figure  47,  and  are  so  abundant  this  winter  that  they 
were  received  from  six  different  quarters  just  as  this  report 
is  going  to  press. 

The  punctures  are  one-third  to  half  an  inch  apart,  and 
^  appear  as  if  made  by  a  rather  large-sized  pin.  The  illustra- 

tion is  from  a  piece  of  grape  cane.  On  Damson  twigs  sent 
by  J.  A.  Franklin,  of  Bluffton,  the  parent  insect  has  very 
generally  gnawed  off  a  portion  of  the  tender  bark  before 

3  making  a  puncture — a  proceeding  not  always  followed  when 
harder  wood  is  used.  Each  of  these  punctures  leads  to  from 
one  to  twelve  slender,  elongated  eggs,  (c),  rather  more  than 
the  tenth  of  an  inch  long,  more  or  less  opaque  and  whitish, 

I  but  generally  of  the  color  and  transparency  of  amber,  ex- 
cept at  the  extreme  head  end,  which  lies  toward  the  orifice, 

and  which  is  always  opaque  and  very  finely  granulated. 

The  puncture  is  direct  to  the  pith,  in  which  the  eggs  are  in- 
serted lengthwise  ;  and  the  number  varies,  according  to  the 

amount  of  pith  in  the  twigs  selected.  About  the  first  of  May  these 
eggs  hatch  out  into  little,  dingy  crickets;    and  though  I  have  not 
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3'et  succeeded  in  bringing  them 
through  all  their  molts,  and  no 
one  has  bred  the  perfect  insect,  I 
have  little  doubt,  from  the  larval 
characteristics,  that  they  will 
prove  to  be  the  Jumping  Tree 
Cricket  mentioned. 

This  insect  (Fig.  48,  a,  ?  ;  5,  (?) 

is  of  a  pale  yellowish-brown  color, 
the  female  differing  from  the  male 
in  possessing  a  long  ovipositor, 
and  in  her  wings  being  more 

rounded  and  less  ribbed  and  veined,  so  that  she  can  not  sing  as  he 
oes- 

The  twigs  or  canes  of  various  cultivated  plants,  and  notably  those 

of  the  Grape-vine,  A]Dple,  Peach,  Raspberry,  Blackberry,  White  willow 

^  and  Soft  maple,  are  often  more  or  less  split  or  disfigured  by  a  series  of 
closely  set  but  irregular  punctures,  as  illustrated  at  figure  49,  a.    Upon 
cutting  into  such  twigs  we  find  that,  unlike  the  eggs  we  have  already 
mentioned,  these  all  lie  diagonally  across  the  pith,  close  together,  in 

»  a  single,  irregular,  longitudinal  row,  as  at  h — the  irregularity  some- 
.  times  making  the  row  look  as  if  double.    More  carefully  examined 

•    with  a  lens,  each  egg  appears  pale  yellowish,  sub-elliptical,  a  little 
curved,  more  pointed  at  lower  end  (c),  and  capped  at  the  head  or 

more  rounded  end,  with  regulary  arranged,  white,  opaque  granula- 
tions, which,  under  a  low-power  microscope,  appear  as  shown  at  d. 

These  are  the  eggs  of  the  Snowy  Tree-cricket 
( (Ecanthus  niveus  Harr.),  an  insect  briefly  noticed 
in  my  first  Report  (p.  138).  The  young  also  hatch 
about  the  first  of  May.  After  eating  through  its 

egg-cap,  the  new-born  cricket  is  still  enveloped  in 
an  exceedingly  fine  membrane,  from  which  it  soon 
extricates  itself,  and  which  it  leaves  at  the  orifice  of 

the  puncture.  These  young  crickets  are  whitish 
and  very  active,  and  generally  conceal  themselves 

in  the  thick  June  foliage  of  our  woods  or  our  or- 
chards. At  this  time  of  their  life  they  subsist  prin- 

cipally on  plant  lice,  eggs  of  insects,  and  other  deli- 
cate animal  food,  and,  if  they  can  get  nothing  better, 

will  exhibit  their  cannibalistic  propensities  by  de- 
vouring the  weaker  individuals  of  their  own  kind. 

It  is  astonishing  how  rapidly,  at  this  age,  they  will 

clear  an  Aphis-covered  twig.  Subsequently,  as 
they  grow  larger,  they  are  often  content  with  a 
vegetable  diet,  and  thus  they  perfectly  combine 
in  one  species  herbivorous  and  carnivorous  habits. 
After  the  first  molt,  they  begin  to  vary  a  good  deal 
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in  color,  the  females  generally  being  quite  dark.      The  mature  in- 
sects were  illustrated  in  ray  first  Keport  (Figs.  77,  78). 

I  had,  last  summer,  an  extensive  brood  of  these  little  crickets  in 
one  of  my  breeding  cages,  and  succeeded  in  rearing  them  to  the 
winged  state,  which  they  assume  during  the  fore  part  of  July.  The 
male  produces  a  very  shrill  noise  by  the  friction  of  his  front  wings, 
but  the  female  is  silent. 

This  Snowy  Cricket  shares  with  his  more  robust  Jumping  com- 
panion in  the  nefarious  midnight-work  of  gnawing,  girdling  or  sever- 

ing different  parts  of  the  grape  thyrse,  causing  the  berries  either  to 
[Fig.  50.  J  shrivel  or  fall,  and  produc- 

ing what  is  often  known  as 

   "shanking."  It  is  while  the 
^  /.  S    grapes  are  yet  green  that  I 

the}'  are  mostly  severed,  and  the  ground  beneath  vines  is  often  scat- 
tered with  this  green  fruit,  where  the  cause  of  the  trouble  is  little   . 

suspected.     Such  useless  waste  and  destruction  is  doubly  provoking,    ; 
and  as  the  virtues  of  their  youth  do  not  atone  for  the  bad  habits  of 
their  after-life,  these  jumping  crickets  must  be  classed  with  the  bad    ; 
bugs.    The   infested  twigs  often  die  beyond   the  punctures  of  both 
these  species;  and  the  best  remedy  is  to  cut  and  burn  the  twigs  in    . 
winter.  = 

In  his  twelfth  annual  Keport,  (Trans.  N.  Y.  State  Agr.  Soc,  1867,  p. 
889),  Dr.  Fitch  elaborately  describes  these  eggs,  which  he,  for  some 
unaccountable  reason,  and  without  question,  refers  to  the  insect  next  to 

be  treated  of— viz.,  the  Buffalo  Tree-hopper.  He  certainly  never  bred 
this  last  insect  from  such  eggs,  and  how  he  could  for  a  moment  imag- 

ine that  any  but  a  much  larger  insect,  possessed  of  a  much  longer 
ovipositor,  could  insert  so  many  long  eggs  into  the  very  pith  of  twigs, 
is  difficult  to  conceive.  The  fact  that  he  mistook  the  real  slits  made 

by  this  Tree-hopper,  or  an  allied  species,  for  the  crescent  cuts  of  the 
Plum  Curculio  (see  3rd  Report,  p.  38),  and  was  thoroughly  imbued 
with  that  error,  may  afford  some  explanation.  My  good  friend  has 
not,  I  regret  to  say,  been  in  the  habit  of  correcting  his  own  errors; 
but  nevertheless  I  draw  his  attention  to  this  one — not  as  a  fault-finder, 
but  for  the  sake  of  truth.    We  are  all  liable  to  mistakes! 

The  egg-punctures  of  this  Buffalo  Tree-hopper"  (Cer^.?^  huhalus, 
Fabr.)  are  represented  above  (Fig.  50).  The  punctures  consist  of  a 

row,  more  or  less  straight,  of  little  raised  slits  in  the  bark  (J),  in  each 

of  which,  upon  careful  examination,  may  be  found  an  oval,  dark-col- 
ored egg  («,  enlarged).  These  eggs  hatch  about  the  middle  of  May, 

and  the  young  are  at  first  brownish,  with  a  formidable 
row  of  ten  pairs  of  compound  spines,  and  looking 
totally  unlike  the  mature  insect.  After  the  first  and 
second  molts,  they  are  still  furnished  with  these 

sprangling  spines  on  the  back,  but  are  of  a  paler 

color,  with  some  transverse  lilac-colored  lines  (Fig. 
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52,  a).    With  the  third  molt,  they  assume  the  pupa  state  (Fig.  52,  5), 

in  which  the  wing-pads  become  conspicuous,  the 
spines  are  reduced  in   size,  and   the   prothorax   is 
produced  into  a  point  behind.    With  the  fourth  and 
last  molt,  which  takes  place  toward  the  end  of  July, 
the  mature  characteristics   are  suddenly  acquired. 

This  Tree-hopper  is  a  yellowish-green,  hunchbacked 
object;  with  two  little  horns  on  the  prothorax,  which 

render  its  name  not  inappropriate  (Fig.  51,  «,  side  ̂ ^^ 
view;  Z*,  back  view).    It  subsists,  during  its  whole 
life,  on  the  sap  of  apple,  pear  and  other  trees;  but  never  does  serious 
injury.    The  female  is  furnished  with  a  sheathed  ovipositor  (Fig.  52, 
c)  well  adapted  for  making  the  incisions  described.     In  common  with 

all  the  other  insects  of  its  Family,  (Order  IlovxojHera^  Fam.  2£ein- 
[Fig.  53.]  Iracididce)^  it  has  remarkable  jumping  power. 

A  fourth  kind  of  egg-puncture,  very  similar  to  those  just 
described,  but  with  the  eggs  inserted  more  regularly,  and 
more  closely  together,  (Fig.  53,  a,  natural  size;  h,  enlarged),  is 
also  frequently  found  on  apple  twigs.  It  is  doubtless  produced 

by  some  closely  allied  tree-hopper,  but  the  species  is  not  yet 
known. 

A  fifth  kind  of  puncture  is  found  not  unfrequently  in 

the  tender  growth  of  sassafras.  It  consists  of  a  continu- 
ous raised  slit  (Fig.  51,  c)  of  the  epidermis,  into  which  are|||„t1i\ 

regularly  crowded  a  series  of  elongate-oval,  dirty  j'^ellow!]!- 
eggs,  each  0.01  inch  long,  and  the  end  of  one  pressed  oiJi!||y  , 

to  the  top  of  the  next,  as  represented  enlarged  in  the|^Jf;f  |' figure  («,  eggs  extracted,  5,  within  twig.)  About  thei 

middle  of  Ma)'',  these  eggs  produce  little  hoppers,  which' 
leave  a  thin  and  delicate  pellicle  attached  to  each  egg- 

shell, at  the  point  of  egress,  as  is  so  generally,  if  not  uni- 
versally, the  custom  with  HomopUra  and  OrtJioptera. 

As  soon  as  they  begin  to  puinp  the  sap  of  the  tree  on 

which  they  hatch,  these  insects  copiously  secrete  a  fari- 
nose or  cottony  substance,  which  completely  covers  them. 

They  grow  slowly,  shed  their  skins  but  three  times,  so  far 

as  I  have  been  able  to  observe,  and  by  the  first  of  Sep- 

tember, or  earlier,  produce  the  Frosted  Lightning-hopper  {Pacilop- 
tera  pruinosa^  Say). 

This  insect  belongs  to  the  same  suborder  as  the  preceding,  but  to 

V <3[Fig.  55.] the  family  Fulgoridce,  the  insects  of  which  are  remark- 
able for  their  marvelously  quick  jumping  power,  and  for 

ithe  large  size  of  the  soft  wings  —  some  species  looking 
much  like  moths.  The  species  under  consideration  is 

quite  common  on  a  variety  of  trees,  and  varies  from  lead-color  to  pale 
green,  and  is  dusted  over  with  a  fine  white  powder.     Up  to  the  time 
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[Fig.  56.] 
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it  acquires  wings,  the  cottony  secretion  is  always  copious  enough  to 
cover  all  but  the  head. 

A  sixth  kind  of  puncture  is  illustrated  herewith,  (Fig.  56), 
and  is  found  in  a  variety  of  soft,  fibrous  plants,  such  as  the  more 

cylindrical  parts  of  Indian  corn,  the  stems  of  roses,  and  par- 
ticularly those  of  the  Raspberry.  There  are  usually  ten  or 

twelve  rounded  punctures,  at  a  distance  of  from  half  an  inch 

to  an  inch,  or  more,  from  each  other — the  fibre  of  the  plant 
being  torn  in  shreds  longitudinally.  Upon  cutting  into  these 
punctures,  the  wood  is  found  to  be  discolored  and  dead,  as  far 

as  they  extend,  and  in  the  center  of  the  pith,  placed  longitudi- 
nally, is  an  elongate,  dull  yellow,  opaque,  soft,  more  or  less 

flattened  egg,  0.22  inch  long,  and  0.04  wide,  the  anterior  end 
tapering  to  a  tolerably  fine  point,  the  posterior  end  more  blunt. 
I  have  not  yet  succeeded  in  hatching  the  insect  froi^i  these 
eggs,  and  it  is  impossible  to  say  positively  to  what  species  they 
belong.  But  I  strongly  incline  to  believe  that  they  produce 

our  largest  meadow- grasshopper,  (  6'rc/^<?Zmwm  glaberiviumt 
Burm.),  because  I  have  had  just  such  eggs  deposited  in  cork  by 

the  female  of  this  species,  kept  for  that  purpose  in  confine- 
ment, and  have  found  it  quite  common  where  these  punctures  were 

abundant.  It  is  a  glassy  green  species,  with  some  brown  each  side 

of  the  thorax,  the  female  having  a  strong,  smooth,  cimeter-like  ovipo- 
sitor, and  the  male  a  transparent  violin  at  the  base  of  his  front  wings, 

which  is  principally  instrumental  in  causing  that  incessant  and  con- 
tinued singing  or  ringing  so  characteristic  of  our  autumns. 

[Fig.  57] The  hard,  more  or  less  flattened,  slate- 
colored  eggs,  deposited  in  a  double  row,  and 

overlapping  each  other  as  in  the  accompany- 
ing figures,  repeatedly  excite  the  curiosity  of 

the  inquisitive.  Harris  describes  these  eggs 

as  belonging  to  the  common  Broad-winged 
Katydid  {PlcUyphyllum  \Cyrtop7iyllus]  con- 
cavum  Harr).  He  received  them  from  Miss 
Morris,  and  whether  it  is  on  her  authority  or 
on  his  own  that  Ihey  have  been  given  such  a 
parentage,  is  not  stated;  but  certain  it  is 
that  the  statement  is  a  gross  error,  and  has 
misled  entomologists  generally.  Several 
years  ago  I  hatched  the  insects  from  the  eggs, 
illustrated  at  figure  57,  and  proved  them  to 

belong  to  the  Oblong-winged  Katydid(P7??/^ 
loptera  oUonglfolia,  DeGeer).  As  I  found 

others  which  were  somewhat  flatter  and  broader,  (Fig.  58),  and  as 

Harris's  statement  was  unqualified,  and  he  moreover  expressly  states 

that  "  in  form,  size  and  color,  and  in  their  arrangement  on  the  twig," 
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those  of  ohlongifolia  strikingly  resemble  those  of  concavum^l  was  led 
to  suppose  that  the  broader  ones  belonged  to  the  latter.  After  hatch- 

ing nothing  but  ohlongifolia  year  after  year  from  such  eggs,  and 
noticing  structural  differences  in  the  ovipositors  of  the  two  insects, 
which  seem  to  have  escaped  previous  observation,  I  began  to  sus- 

pect that  the  eggs  of  concavum  were  deposited  in  a  different  way,  and 
experience  has  sanctioned  the  suspicion ;  for,  upon  confining  a  number 
of  pregnant  females  of  concavum,  I  found  that  the  eggs  of  this  species 
are  always  thrust  into  some  substance,  or  into  crevices.  When  fur- 

nished with  any  soft  material,  such  as  cork,  the  females  crowd  it  full 
of  eggs. 

To  be  brief — as  I  intend  to  give  a  more  extended  account  of  our 
Katydids  in  my  next  Keport — we  have  in  this  latitude  three  species, 
which  are  quite  common,  viz:  The  two  already  named,  and  the  Nar- 

row-winged Katydid,  i^Plianeroptera  curmcauda.^  DeGeer),  easily 
distinguished  by  its  narrower  wings,  and  two  conspicuous  recurved 
appendages  at  the  end  of  the  male  abdomen.  If  we  examine  the 
ovipositor  of  ohlongifolia,  we  shall  find  that  the  terminal  part  is 
armed  with  strong  thorns,  or  teeth,  both  above  and  below.  By  means 
of  these  and  its  jaws  the  female  is  able  to  rasp  and  roughen  the  stems 
on  the  outside  of  which  her  overlapping  eggs  are  laid.  The  difference 
in  size,  and  especially  in  thickness,  which  is  so  noticable  in  these 
eggs,  depends  on  the  variable  size  of  the  parent,  and  on  the  degree 
of  maturity  of  the  eggs.  In  the  other  two  species,  on  the  contrary, 

the  ovipositor  is  perfectly  smooth,  and  we  find  that  the  eggs  are  in- 
serted. Those  of  concavum  are  0.25-0.30  inch  long,  very 

fiat,  over  thrice  as  long  as  wide,  pointed  at  each  end,  with 
the  edges  beveled  off  or  emarginate  (Fig.  59,  a  side  view, 
h  front  view,  enlarged,  c,  d  natural  size).  They  are  of  a  dark 

slate-color,  and  are  thrust  into  crevices  and  into  the  softer 
'^  parts  of  bark  or  of  stems.  The  lower  or  first  inserted  end  is 

protected  by  a  dark,  adhesive  substance,  which  hardens  and 
sometimes  extends  the  whole  length  of  one  of  the  borders  ; 
and  several  eggs  are  usually  pressed  close  to  each  other. 
Those  of  curvicauda  are  deftly  inserted  between  the  upper 

and  lower  epidermis,  and  along  the  edges  of  different  leaves — those 
of  oak  being  seemingly  preferred.  They  are  inserted  contiguously, 
but  not  overlapping,  and,  though  of  about  the  same  form  as  those  of 
ohlongifolia,  are  at  first  so  much  thinner  as  scarcely  to  cause  any 
swelling  of  the  leaf. 

All  these  eggs  swell  or  increase  in  thickness  as  they  approach 
the  hatching  period.  We  may  explain  this  fact  on  the  principle  of 
endosmosis  with  those  which  are  imbedded  in  living  plant  tissue;  but 
it  is  my  experience  that  the  wood  or  pith  around  such  eggs  is  very 
generally  deadened,  and  even  if  such  an  explanation  were  sufficient 
with  the  softer,  imbedded  eggs,  it  would  not  answer  with  the  harder 
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ones  of  our  Katydids.  The  increase  in  bulk  is  most  apparent  a  few 
weeks  before  hatching,  and  in  none  is  it  so  obvious  as  in  those  of  cur- 
vicauda^  which  swell  very  materially,  whether  the  dead  leaves  con- 

taining them  have  buffeted  the  winter's  frosts  and  blasts,  or  been  kept 
in  a  dry  room.  It  is  about  as  difficult  to  conceive  the  source  of  the 
matter  causing  this  increase,  as  it  is  to  understand  the  force  which 

causes  the  continued  revolution  of  the  globular  frog's  egg  while  sus- 
pended in  its  gelatinous  surroundings  ! 

STINGING  LARV^. 

In  the  popular  mind,  nearly  every  creeping  thing  has  the  power 
to  bite  or  sting.  Through  sensational  items,  which  at  certain  seasons 

are  the  order  of  the  day  in  many  of  our  periodicals,  the  large  Potato- 
.worm  (  Sphinx  ̂ -maculatd)^  and  some  of  its  congeners  which,  like  it, 
are  ornamented  with  a  horn  near  the  tail,  are  looked  upon  with  fear 

and  trembling,  under  the  delusive  idea  that  said  horn  possesses  poi- 
sonous and  deadly  stinging  power.  By  the  same  false  teaching  most 

worms  have  become  a  scare  to  children,  and  even  haunt  and  trouble 

"  children  of  larger  growth."  So  deeply  have  I  known  this  supersti- 
tion (for  it  can  not  be  called  anything  else)  to  be  rooted,  that  the 

good  people  of  a  certain  household  allowed  their  tomatoes  to  be  ut- 
terly ruined  rather  than  run  the  supposed  risk  of  being  mortally  stung 

by  handling  the  horned  destroyers. 

No  class  of  animals,  and  few,  if  any,  creeping  things,  are  less  de- 
serving of  this  wide-spread  fear  and  horror  than  are  the  larv^  of  in- 

sects. Of  the  many  thousand  varied  and  distinct  species  which  inhabit 
the  United  States,  hardly  more  than  two  dozen  have  any  power  to 
cause  inconvenience,  and  not  one  to  do  serious  harm  to  man.  In  a 
few  rare  instances,  the  larvae  of  some  Diptera  have  been  found  in  the 
human  stomach,  in  the  nostrils,  or  in  flesh  wounds  ;  and  Kirby  and 
Spence  mention,  on  other  authority,  that  even  Lepidopterous  larv£e 
have  been  found  in  like  situations  ;  but  it  may  be  stated  as  a  broad 
and  very  general  rule,  that  insects  in  their  larval  state  have  no  power 

to  do  direct  injury  to  man, however  annoying  they  may  be  in  the  per- 
fect state.  The  few  exceptions  to  the  rule  will  be  found  among  the 

Heteroptera  and  the  Lepidoptera.  It  is  of  some  of  the  latter  which  I 
propose  at  present  to  speak. 

Many  caterpillars  will  pinch  a  little  with  their  jaws  if  they  get  a 
chance,  and  a  few  (such,  for  instance,  as  that  of  Xylina  cinerea^  3d 
Rep.,  Fig.  57,  and  that  of  Perojphora  Melsheimerii)  quite  sharply,  so 
as  to  draw  a  little  blood  from  a  tender  part ;  but  here  there  is  nothing 
poisonous  in  the  bite,  and  the  great  majority  will  not  bite  at  all.    A 
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few,  again,  have  the  power  of  causing  a  stinging  sensation,  which  pro- 
duces greater  or  less  inflammation  of  the  parts  affected.  Yet  in  every 

instance,  this  is  a  sort  of  urtication  like  that  from  a  nettle,  and  not  a 

voluntary  sting  like  that  of  a  bee  or  wasp.  In  no  case  is  it  dan- 
gerous, and  the  application  of  a  little  saleratus  water  (Reaumur  found 

the  rubbing  of  parsley  beneficial)  will  soon  allay  the  inflammation. 
Some  of  the  larvfe  possessing  the  power  might  be  freely  handled  by 
the  uninitiated  without  its  being  discovered. 

Every  one  familiar  with  insects  in  Europe,  will  remember  the  ir- 
ritating property  of  the  hairs  of  the  gregarious  Processionary  caterpil- 

lar (^C net  ho  camp  a  p7'OGessi07iea),  or  the  so-called  Yellow-tail  Moth 
{Li'paris  auriUua).  In  these  instances  it  is  the  irritating  power 
caused  by  the  fine  barbed  hairs,  the  tips  of  which  get  broken  off  after 
piercing  the  skin,  and  the  dried  hairs  from  a  dead  caterpillar  or  from  an 
old  web  are  more  to  be  dreaded  than  those  from  the  living  larva,  for 
they  are  more  brittle. 

I  am  acquainted  in  all  with  fifteen  larvEe,  inhabiting  our  State, 

whose  spines  have  this  urti  eating  power,^  but  in  every  instance  it  is 
caused  by  the  sharp  prick  and  not  by  the  points  of  the  spines  getting 

broken  in  the  flesh.  For  lack  of  time  to  make  the  requisite  illustra- 
trations,!  shall  at  present  give  the  history  of  only  two,  which,  on  ac- 

count of  their  large  size  and  acute  sting,  very  naturally  head  the 
list.  The  first  may  be  called  the  Black  Stinger  of  the  Oak,  and  I  will 
now  give  its  natural  history. 

•These  belong  mostly  to  the  slug  worms  or  Couchiliform  larvae,  all  of  which,  when  furnished 
with  spines  or  priclilcs,  will  doubtless  prove  to  possess  this  urlicating  power.  The  following,  I  have, 
from  personal  experience,  proved  to  possess  it:  Lagoa  crispala  (Smith),  L.  opcrctilaris  (Smith), 

Euclcapccnulala  (Clem) ,  Euc.  querciti  (H-S),aud  two  other  undetermined  larvae  of  precisely  the 
same  structure,  Parasa  chloris  (H-S),  Phohelron  jjithicium  (Smith),  P.  hyaJinum  (Walsh),  Adoneta 
spinuloides  (II-S),  Monolcuca  scmifascia  G  &  R,  and  Emprclia  stimulea  Clem.  Limacodcs  scapha 
(Harr) ,  and  Lithacodes  fasciola  (H-S) ,  have  not  this  stinging  power.  The  fifteenth  stinging  larva  with 
which  I  am  acquainted,  belongs,  strangely  enough,  to  Acronycta.  This  species,  as  I  learn  from  Mr. 
Lintner,  is  xylinoides  Guen.  It  has  the  size  and  form  of  occidcntalis  Grote,  or  of  the  smaller  specimens 

of  leutiocoma  G&  R.  In  general  appearance,  some  of  the  specimens  bear  a  strong  superficial  resem- 

blance to  oblinita,  but  are  easily  distinguished  by  tlie  smaller  average  size,  the  squai'er  wings,  and  the 
deeper,  colder  color,  and  heavier  marks  of  the  front  wings.  Gueuec's  description  of  the  front  wings, 
as  '  'narrow  and  prolonged  at  the  apex"  would,  I  think,  mislead,  and  lie  does  not  mention  one  charac- 

ter which  is  common  to  all  my  specimens  (7) ,  wnich  is  that  the  t.  p.  line  is  strongly  relieved  posteri- 
orly, and  blends  with  the  ground-color  basally.    I  append  below  a  description  of  the  larva  and  pupa. 

While  spending  a  day  with  Dr.  Fitch,  at  Salem,  Jn  .  Y.,  on  the  '24th  of  August,  1870,  I  founil  him 
feeding  a  larva  of  An  isota  sfigina  (Smith) ,  which  he  said  had  stung  his  little  daughter  badly ;  but  though 
the  spines  of  this  larva  produce  a  slight  tingling  sensation,  it  can  not  be  likened  to  that  of  the  true 
stinging  larva;,  and  is  no  more  irritating  than  the  prick  from  the  spines  of  Grapta,  or  many  other 

spinous  larva'. 
The  other  species  of  the  tribe  to  wliich  Main  and  lo  belong,  will  doubtless  prove  to  have  the 

same  properties  in  the  larva  state:  and  Mr.  G.  M.  Levette,  of  Indianapolis,  Ind.,  informs  me  that 
JPseudohazis  cylantcriiia  (Boisd) ,  which,  like  Maia,  deposits  its  eggs  in  a  belt,  also  possesses  urticating 
power;  as  he  was  cautioned  against  the  too  free  handling  of  some  larva;  received  from  California,  and 
which  fed  on  wild  rose. 

Acronycta  xylixoides  —  Larva  —  Before  last  molt  1.10  inches  long;  diameter  of  middle  joints, 
which  are  largest,  0.27  incli.  Color  of  body  lalaceous,  mottled,  and  transversely  doited  ̂ vitli  dark 

brown,  and  with  dark,  interrupted,  medio-d"orsal,  subdorsal  and  stigmatal  lines,  obsoU'te  on  thoracic .loints,  the  medio-dorsal  forming  a  series  ot  Y-marks  on  the  abdominal  joints.  Each  joint  with  a  trans- 
verse row  of  conspicuwis  warts,  concolorons,  except  the  superior  abdominal  ones,  which  are  ferrugi- 
nous, becoming  pider  on  anal  joints;  8  onjts.  1— ;5,  10  on  the  rest,  the  4  superior  on  11  quadraugularly 

arranged.  Those  in  subdorsal  space  largest,  more  or  less  confluent,  especially  on  the  thoracic  and  anal 
joints,  and  with  the  space  in  front  of  them  on  abdominal  joints,  pale.    Springing  from  these  warts,  a 
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THE   BUCK   MOTH    OR  MAIA    MOTR  — Saturnia   {HemileuGa]. 
Maia  (Drury).* 

(Orel.  Lkpidopteka,  Fam.  Bombycid.e). 

This  modest-looking  but  truly  elegant  moth  was  one  of  the  first 

acquisitions  to  my  cabinet  many  years  ago.    During  a  farmer's  life  of 
[fig.  CO.]  Iq^j,  years  in  Kanka- 

kee county,  Ills.,  it 

was  my  fortune  to 
spend  many  a  day  in 

the  so-called  "  oak- 
ridges"  lying  along 

_^^^^  the     Indiana      line. 
w^^Tt^w^^^  Here,    late     in    the 

months  of  October 

and  N  0  V  e  m  b  e  r — 
when  the  still  and 

hazy  atmosphere, 

and  the  sombre  brown  of  the  craggy  oaks,  boded  so  eloquently  the 

coming  of  cold  to  "  rule  the  varied  year" — when  the  rustling  leaf  under 
the  horse's  tread,  or  the  modulated  echoes  of  the  woodman's  ax  were 
the  only  sounds  of  life,  and  animated  nature  seemed  to  have  been 

wooed  to  Lethean  slumber — this  crape-winged  moth  would  often  flut- 
ter by  as  though  loth  to  follow  in  the  general  sleep.  It  is  one  of  the 

few  moths  which  fly  in  mid-day,  though  in  the  breeding  cage  it  shows 
a  crepuscular  habit,  and  is  most  active  in  the  evening  till  dark,  after 
which  it  remains  quiet.  It  is  because  it  is  seen  flying  in  the  fall 
v/hen  the  deer  run  that  it  has  been  commonly  dubbed  Buck  Moth 
or  Deer  Fly.  The  wings  are  so  lightly  covered  with  scales  that  they 

are  semi-transparent,  and  look  like  delicate  black  crape.  The  bands 
across  them  are  cream- white,  and  broadest  on  the  hind  wings.  These 
bands  vary    very  much  in  width,  and  in  nearly  a  hundred  specimens 

nurabei-  of  stiff,  acute,  rufous  siiines,  (strongest  dorsally)  about  >»  as  long  as  the  diameter  of  body,  in- 
terspersed anteriorly,  posteriorly  and  laterally  with  miich  longer  bristles  Stigmata  oval  and  bright 

yellow,  (black  in  alcoholic  specimen) .  Head  small,  dark  copal-colored,  with  a  yellow  triangle  in 
iront.  Venter  concolorous,  the  legless  joints  with  four  small  verrucose  warts.  Thoracic  legs  same 
color  as  head ;  prolegs  same  as  body,  both  furnished  with  stitf,  yellow  hairs.  The  tips  of  spines  are 
more  or  less  black,  as  are  the  points  on  the  warts  from  which  they  spring. 

After  last  molt  the  warts  are  paler,  cxce]it  on  joint  4,  where  they  remain  dark  red,  the  subdorsal 
pale  spaces  in  front  of  the  confluent  warts  bicnme  more  cons))icuous,  and  are  strongly  relieved  by  the 
broadening  of  the  dorsal  and  subdorsal  d;nk  lines,  the  Y-shape  of  the  former  being  nearly  obliterated. 

Four  specimens.  Feeds  on  Uak,  Willow  and  Rose,  and  I  have  also  found  it  on  Rhus  toxicoden- 
dron, Persimmon  and  Peach. 
Spins  a  dirty  white,  elongate,  thin  and  compact  cocoon  Avithin  a  leaf. 
Chrysalis — like  tiiat  ot  oOlini/a,  dark  brown,  sliagreeued,  coarsely  and  acutely  on  four  first  ab- 

dominal joints  above,  which  joints  have  the  hind  borders  raised  and  smooth.  Anal  joint  unarmed. 
Like  all  other  Acronyctas  which  I  liave  bred,  it  wears  away  the  head  of  its  cocoou  on  emerging  by 
persistent  whirling — the  moth  secreting  no  liquid  whatever. 

The  spines  of  the  larva  sting  quite  sharply,  with  slight  inflammation  of  short  duration. 

*  This  insect  and  the  succeeding  one  (/o)  were  both  referred  to  the  older  genus  Sahirnia  by  Harris 

and  other  popular  autliors;  but  have  since  been  very  properly  separated.  Together  M'ith  Anisota  rubi- 
cunda,  which  follows,  they  belong  to  the  very  distinct  subfamily  Ceratocampina  of  the  Bombycidm. 
They  rest  with  the  wings  closed,  the  hind  ones  extending  a  little  in  front  of  the  anterior  ones. 
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which  I  have  bred  at  different  times,  those  on  the  front  wings  more 
especially  are  sometimes  narrowed  so  as  almost  to  be  obsolete,  at 
others  broadened  so  as  to  separate  the  discal  spot  from  the  black 
basal  portion  ;  and  Mr,  Lintner,  who  has  recently  given  the  most 

complete  and  minute  account  of  the  insect  ever  published,*  figures 
and  describes  a  bred  male  in  which,  on  the  front  wings,  they  are  en- 

tirely obsolete,  and  which,  if  it  had  been  captured  at  large,  would 
doubtless  have  furnished  some  describer  the  material  for  a  new 

species.  The  female  antennas  below,  the  hair  on  the  thighs,  and  two- 
small  tufts  behind  the  thorax,  are  brick-red,  and  the  male  differs  from 
the  female  (Fig.  60)  in  having  broader,  black  antennae  and  a  smaller 

abdomen,  tipped  with  a  large  tuft  of  brick-red  hair.  The  collar  is 
cream-white,  and  the  black  hairs  of  the  body  more  or  less  sprinkled 
with  hairs  of  the  same  pale  color,  f  It  ranges  from  Maine  to  Georgia, 
and  west  to  the  western  part  of  Kansas.  Two  closely  allied  species 
which  may  prove  to  be  but  geographical  varieties  are  also  described 
from  California. 

THE  EGGS 

Are  deposited  in  naked  belts  (Fig.  61)  of  from  100  to  200,  but  not  fas- 
tened together  so  tightly,  nor  in  the  same  regular  order,  as  those  of 

(Fig.  61.)  the  Tent-caterpillar  of  the  Forest  (3d  Rep.,  Fig.  52,  a).  Holding 
firmly  by  all  of  her  feet,  the  female  stations  herself  upon  a 
twig,  with  her  head  usually  toward  its  end.  She  then  stretches 
her  abdomen  to  its  fullest  and  fastens  the  first  egg ;  another  is 
then  attached  by  its  side,  and  so  on,  the  body  reaching  round 
the  twig  without  letting  go  the  feet.  In  this  manner,  governed 
by  the  thickness  of  the  twig,  an  irregular,  somewhat  spiral 

ring  is  formed  and  ethers  added,  until  toward  the  last  the  abdo- 
men is  raised  and  the  ovipositor  brought  up  between  the  legs. 

The  lower  or  first  deposited  rows,  incline  so  as  to  almost  lie  on 

their  sides.  The  color  of  these  eggs  is  at  first  a  pale  greenish- 
cream,  becoming  more  yellowish  with  age,  and  they  contain 

a  sticky,  deep,  blood-red  fluid.  Each  egg  is  obovate,  about  0.05  inch 
long,  and  compressed  at  the  sides  and  at  apex.  The  glutinous  fluid, 
which  covers  them  when  deposited,  gravitates  toward  the  attached 
ends  and  sides,  where,  in  consequence,  it  becomes  thicker  and  dark. 
From  experiment,  Mr.  Lintner  proved  that  this  gum  was  insoluble 
either  in  cold  water,  alcohol^  ether  or  chloroform;  and,  boiled  for  an 
hour,  it  only  softened  a  little  to  harden  again  upon  drying. 

*  Entomological  CoJitributions  in  23d  Ann.  Rep.  N.  Y.  State  Cab.  Nat.  Hist.,  1SG9,  p.  l.>3. 

t  In  three  of  my  specimen.^  these  light  liairs  are  very  prominent,  especially  on  the  patagia,  and 
these  specimens  approach  so  nearly  H.  Nevadensis Stretch  (Ilhis.  Zi/g(enidcc  und  Bombycidce  of  N.  A., 
p.  107,  PI.  4,  Fig.  10)  that  I  should  be  much  more  inclined  to  consider  the  latter  a  geographical  variety 
than  a  true  species.  Perhaps  the  same  may  be  said  of  Calif ornica,  which  appear.s  to  agree  with  Mr. 

Lintner' s  bred  variety. 
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In  confinement  I  have  known  them  to  be  piled  up  on  each  other 
in  a  very  irregular  way,  and  I  have  found  them  on  apple  and  received 
them  on, peach  twigs  from  A.  M.  Shultz,  of  Troy,  Mo.,  and  R,  H.  Fitts, 
of  Lawrence,  Kansas.  Yet  the  larvas  hatching  from  such  eggs  refused 
to  eat  the  leaves  of  those  trees,  and  commenced  to  die,  until  I  gave 

them  oak  leaves — a  fact  which  does  not  speak  well  for  the  supposed 
infallibility  of  instinct.  Most  of  the  moths,  belonging  to  the  same 
large  family,  deposit  eggs  readily  whether  impregnated  or  not;  but 
in  no  instance  where  coition  had  not  taken  place  have  I  known  our 
Buck  Moth  to  lay. 

THE  LARVA. 

[Fig.  62] The  ordinary  appearance  of  the 

full-grown  larva  is  given  at  figure 
62.  The  color  of  the  body  is  brown- 
black,  covered  with  more  or  less 

conspicuous  small  oval  yellow  ele- 
vations or  papilla?,  and  with  a  lat- 

eral yellow  stripe,  formed  by  the 
confluence  of  some  of  the  papillee, 

and  by  broken  irregular  yellow 
marks.  The  spines,  during  growth, 
exhibit  all  the  forms  in  the  figure, 

and  I  append,  for  those  interested, 
a  more  minute  account  of  the 

TiAKVAL  Ch.^'ges. — The  newly  hatched 
larva  is  about  0.15  inch  long.  In  the  first 

stage  it  is  black  and  granulated  above,  red- 
dish-brown and  smooth  below,  with  a  row  of 

spots  along  the  middle  joints.  The  prolegs 
are  brown.  Head  with  a  few  scattering 

hairs.  Spines  placed  in  the  normal  position,  namely,  G  (in  longitudinal  rows)  on  all 

joints  except  11,  where  two  dorsal  ones  are  replaced  by  a  single  medio-dorsal  one,  an 

additional  subventral  one  each  side  on  jts.  1,  2,  3,  4,  5  and  10,  and  an  additional  medio- 
dorsal  one  on  jt.  12.  They  consist  of  a  thickened,  sub-cylindrical,  polished  black  stem, 
nearly  as  long  as  the  diameter  of  the  bodj^  trflncated  at  tip,  Avhich  is  coronated 

with  three  or  four  short  points,  and  emits  a  long  black  bristle,  which,  under  high  mag- 
nifying power,  appears  barbed  (Fig.  G2,  c)  On  the  thoracic  joints  the  stem  of  the  six 

superior  rows  is  forked  near  its  tip  (Fig.  62,  d.)  In  the  second  stage,  the  body  remains 
the  same,  but  the  spines,  which  are  now  longest  on  thoracic  joints,  are  more  branched, 
with  more  hairs  from  the  main  stem,  and  the  bristles  frbm  blunt  ends  comparatively 

short  (Fig.  62,  e.)  In  the  tlurd  stage,  the  dorsal  spines  are  still  more  branched,  and 
often  less  truncated,  so  that  the  bristle  is  less  distinctly  separated  and  forms  more  nearly 

part  of  the  tapering  spine.  The  bristles  also,  especially  on  lateral  spines,  are  longer 

and  paler.  During  the  latter  part  of  this  stage  tlie  characteristics  of  the  mature  larva 

are  indicated.  In  the  fourth  stage,  the  two  dorsal  rows  of  spines  on  jts.  3—10,  and  the 
mesial  one  on  jt.  11,  are  reduced  to  sub-conical  tubercles  or  warts,  fascicled  with  short 
stout,  simple  spines  of  a  pale,  fulvous  color,  tipped  with  black  ;  those  on  jts.  1  and  2 
remain  much  as  before,  but  there  is  generally  a  fascicle  of  similarly  fulvous  spines  a 

E.R — 9 
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the  base  of  the  latter.  The  other  spuies  are  somewhat  stouter,  with  the  blunt  tips  from 

which  the  bristles  spring,  more  or  less  white.  Characters  of  mature  larva  more  patent. 

In  the  fifth  starje,  the  granulations  assume  the  form  of  whitish  transverse-oval  papillae, 
each  emitting  from  the  center  a  minute  dark  bristle.  These  papilhii  are  mostly  conflu- 

ent around  the  stigmata,  and,  together  with  some  irregulai-,  pale  yellow  markings,  pro- 
duce a  broad  and  pale  stigniatal  stripe.  They  are  most  sparse  along  the  subdorsal 

region,  just  above  stigmata,  where,  in  consequence,  the  body  appears  darkest.  lu  the 
sixth  stage,  at  maturity,  it  may  be  thus  described  : 

Average  length,  nearly  2  inches.  Color,  brown-black.  Head,  cervical  shield,  anal 
plate  and  legs  polished  chestnut-brown,  the  prolegs  lighter,  and  inclining  to  venetian- 
red,  with  hooks  more  dusky  and  the  true  legs  darker,  inclining  to  black  at  tips.  Tlie 
dorsal  fascicled  spines,  with  the  exception  of  a  few  short,  black  ones  in  the  center  of 

each  bunch,  are  pale,  rust-yellow,  translucent,  the  tips  mucronate  and  black  ;  the  other 

compound  spines  are  black,  with  the  blunt  ends  more  or  less  distinctly  white  and  trans- 
lucent (but  frequently  crowned  with  minute  black  points,  as  in  the  first  stage),  and  the 

sharp-pointed  spinules  arising  from  them  dusky.  They  are  generally  enlarged  and 
reddish  at  base,  and  an  approach  to  the  dorsal  fascicles  is  made  in  the  increased  number 

and  yellow  color  of  the  basal  branches,  especially  in  the  subdorsal  rows.  Stigmata 

sunken,  pale,  elongate-oval ;  venter  yellowish  along  the  middle,  the  legs  connected 
with  red,  and  a  reddish  spot  on  the  legless  joints. 

The  above  is  the  normal  appearance  of  the  larva  in  Illinois  and 

Missouri ;  but  it  is  quite  variable.  In  some  specimens  the  black  pre- 
dominates to  such  an  extent,  even  in  the  sixth  stage,  that  the  papillas 

are  not  very  noticeable,  and  the  lateral  yellow  band  is  obsolete;* 
while  in  others  the  yellow  papillae  predominate  over  the  black,  and 
the  lateral  band  is  broad  and  continuous.  The  amount  of  light  color 

in  the  spines  is  also  very  variable.  It  should  also  be  stated  that  when 

just  hatched,  and  after  each  subsequent  molt,  the  color  is  at  first  uni- 
formly brown  ;  and  that  the  spines  for  each  coming  stage  are  formed 

under  the  skin,  and  not  within  the  old  ones. 
The  young  hatch  with  us  about  the  middle  of  April,  and  are  out 

sometimes  before  the  leaves  are  ready  for  them;  in  which  event,  they 

survive  many  days  without  food.  At  this  season  they  spin  a  mode- 
rate amount  of  web,  by  which  they  hold  tenaciously  to  the  twigs. 

They  are  gregarious,  and  in  traveling  have  a  fashion  of  following  one 
another  closely,  and  mostly  in  single  file.  As  soon  as  the  leader  finds 
a  suitable  leaf,  he  crawls  up  the  midrib  to  the  tip,  and  the  others  follow 
and  crowd  each  side  along  thfe  edge.  Should  the  leaf  be  too  small  to 

hold  them  all,  the  last  remain  on  the  twig;  and — after  the  more  fortu- 
nate ones  have  eaten  and  crowded  back  upon  them — in  their  turn  take 

the  lead.  The  gregarious  habit  remains  until  after  the  last  molt,  though 
the  original  batch  may  divide  into  two  or  more.  In  the  last  stage 
they  separate  and  scatter. 

This  is  one  of  the  few  larvre  which  pass  through  five  molts,  and 
it  usually  comes  lo  its  growth  about  the  end  of  June,  or  in  about  two 
months  from  the  time  of  hatching. 

*  All  which  Mr.  Liutner  reared  seem  to  have  been  dark  aud  Avithout  the  lateral  pale  stripe;  a  fact 

which  led  him  to  question  the  accuracy  of  a  brief  description  in  the  American  Entomologist,  fVol.  1, 
p.  186j,  written  by  myself. 
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THE  STING, 

As  already  stated,  is  caused  by  the  prick  of  the  spines,  and  not  by 
their  getting  broken  in  the  llesh.  From  the  fact  that  the  spines 
appear  hollow,  one  would  naturally  attribute  their  irritating  power  to 
some  poisonous  lluid  which  they  eject  into  the  puncture.  But  I  have 
been  unable  to  resolve  any  apical  aperture,  nor  was  Mr.  Lintner  more 
successful.  Hence  I  infer  that  the  irritating  property  belongs  to  the 

substance  of  which  the  spines  are  formed,  and  this  opinion  is  strength- 
ened by  the  fact  that  those  of  a  dead  larva,  or  of  a  cast-off  skin  which 

has  been  in  my  cabinet  for  several  years,  still  retain  the  irritating 
power,  though  so  brittle  that  it  is  not  easy  to  insert  them.  All  the 

spines  have  the  same  power,  though  the  rust-colored,  fasciculate  ones 
along  the  back,  being  more  acute  and  stouter,  sting  most  readily ; 
the  aculei  from  the  others  being  more  fragile.  The  power  is  probably 
possessed  from  the  time  of  birth,  though  the  bristles  in  the  first  stage 
are  too  flexile  to  penetrate  anything  but  the  most  delicate  substance. 
In  the  second  stage  the  sting  is  readily  produced  on  the  more  tender 

portions  of  the  body;*  but  until  the  rust-colored  bunches  of  short 
porcupine-like  spines  appear  on  the  back,  in  the  fifth  and  sixth  stages, 
the  larva  may  be  handled  with  impunity,  and  will  hardly  sting,  unless 
the  spines  are  pressed  upon  the  more  tender  skin.  Even  when  full 
grown,  it  may,  with  a  little  care,  be  handled  without  injury.  The 

effect  of  th'e  sting  is  a  reddening  of  the  punctured  parts,  and  the  early 
appearance  of  raised  whitish  blotches.  These  are  replaced  by  purplish 
spots,  which  do  not  disappear  for  several  days. 

THE  PUPA. 

The  larva,  to  transform,  almost  always  enters  the  ground,  and 
there,  in  a  simple,  ovoid  cell,  the  prickly  skin  is  shed,  and  the  pupa 

state,  outlined  at  figure  62,  J,  assumed.  It  is  now  of  a  deep  brown- 
black  color,  heavy  and  rounded  anteriorly,  minutely  shagreened  or 

roughened,  except  at  the  sutures  of  legs  and  wing-sheaths,  where  it  is 
smooth  and  polished.  The  margins  of  the  three  abdominal  sutures 

next  the  thorax,  and  of  that  between  the  last  two  stigmata-bearing 
joints,  are  more  or  less  crimped  or  plaited,  while  the  three  which  in- 

tervene, and  which  are  the  only  ones  movable,  are  deep  and  trans- 
versely aciculate  (as  if  scratched  with  the  point  of  a  needle)  on  the 

hind,  and  longitudinally  and  minutely  striated  on  the  front  side.t 
The  body  ends  in  a  triangular,  flattened,  ventrally  concave  tubercle, 
tipped  with  a  few  curled,  blunt,  rufous  bristles. 

*Mr.  Liutuer,  in  the  paiier  already  cited,  only  noticed  the  stinging  properties  after  the  third 
molt  or  in  the  fourth  stage,  and  asserts  that  "the  ability  to  iuUict  a  sting  does  not  belong  to  all  the 
spines  of  the  larva,  but  only  to  those  of  the  two  subdorsal  vows  on  segntients  three  to  ten,  and  the 

dorsal  spine  on  segment  eleven."    This  is,  however,  quite  incorrect,  so  far  as  my  experience  goes. 
« 
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ISSUING  OF  THE  MOTH. 

The  moths  commence  to  issue  the  fore  part  of  October,  the  males 
almost  always  appearing  first.  Though  the  great  bulk  issue  at  this 
season,  a  few  do  not  appear  till  the  following  spring,  and  occasionally 
remain  in  the  ground  till  the  second  fall — a  period  of  over  fifteen 
months.  It  is  difficult  to  conceive  what  influences  should  so  retard  a 

few  individuals,  and  enable  them  to  pass  the  heat  of  a  second  summer 
unaflected,  when  the  species  normally  develops  in  a  so  much  shorter 

time  ;  and,  though  the  exceptional  fact  is  recorded  by  two  independ- 
ent observers,  Mr.  Lintner  very  naturally  found  it  difficult  to  believe 

it  without  additional  evidence.  I  can  add  my  own  testimony ;  for, 
from  a  batch  of  larvae,  which  had  all  entered  the  ground  before  July 

1st,  1871,  one  moth  did  not  issue  till  October  8th,  1872.  Such  abnor- 
mal occurrences  in  insect  life  are  by  no  means  uncommon,  and,  though 

we  may  not  be  able  to  account  for  them,  we  can  understand  how  they 
prove  of  advantage  to  the  species.  The  eggs  of  our  Buck  Moth  are 
among  the  few  which  remain  unprotected  and  exposed  to  the  severe 
winter  weather,  and,  indeed,  I  know  of  none  which  are  so  completely 
at  the  mercy  of  the  elements.  Now,  I  have  always  noticed  that  some 

eggs,  in  a  batch,  failed  to  hatch — their  vitality  having,  perhaps,  been 
destroyed  during  the  winter;  and  Mr.  Lintner  has  recorded  a  similar 

observation.  An  unusually  intense  cold  might -destroy  all  the  eggs 
over  large  extents  of  country  ;  and,  in  such  an  event,  the  few  belated 
pupae  would  alone  survive  to  perpetuate  the  species.  That  species 

are  occasionally  reduced  in  this  wholesale  manner,  we  have  abund- 
ant proof;  and,  in  this  light,  what  at  first  appears  to  us  an  abnormity, 

becomes  an  important  and  necessary  feature  of  the  insect^s  economy. 
Thus,  even  occasional  irregularity  plays  its  part  in  adapting  a  species 
to  its  surrounding  conditions,  and  becomes  a  necessary  concomitant 
of  the  universal  order  and  harmony  in  Nature ! 

FOOD  PLANTS. 

The  leaves  of  our  difl*erent  oaks  are  the  most  natural  food  of  this 
insect,  and  the  black  masses  of  prickly  larvc^  are  sometimes  quite 

abundant  on  the  young  Post,  Black  and  Red  oaks  along  the  Iron  Moun- 
tain region.  My  first  worms  were  found  abundantly  on  the  Scrub  wil- 
low (S.  humilis),  in  Northern  Illinois,  in  1862;  and  I  have  also  found 

them  on  a  rose-bush.  Maj.  J.  R.  Muhleman,  of  Woodburn,  Ills.,  also 
tells  me  that  he  has  found  them  abundantly  on  the  common  Hazel, 

and  Mr.  Glover  gives,  as  food-plant,  the  wild  Black  cherry. 

NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

The  poisonous  qualities  of  the  larval  spines,  however  objectiona- 
ble they  may  be  to  man,  do  not  shield  the  wearer  from  the  attacks  of 
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other  animals.  We  do  not  know  positively  that  any  bird  attacks 

them,  even  while  young;  but  Mr.  Lintner  caught  the  Modest  Soldier- 
bug  {Anna  modesta  Dallas)  in  the  act.  This  bug  is  congeneric  with 

and  of  much  the  same  size  and  appearance  as  the  Spined  Soldier-bug, 
illustrated  in  former  reports.  Of  true  parasites,  Limneria  fugiiiva 

(Say),  a  small  Ichneumon-lly,  which  preys  on  several  other  insects, 
(Rep.  4,  p.  -±1),  and  an  undetermined  species  of  Miorogaster^  have 
been  bred  from  it — the  latter  by  myself,  and  both  by  Mr.  Lintner.  I 
have  also  noticed,  in  one  instance,  a  number  of  Tachina  eggs  behind 
the  head  of  a  larva  in  the  third  stage ;  but,  singularly  enough,  they 

were  shed  with  the  third  skin  before  hatching — the  only  case  of  the 
kind  that  has  ever  come  under  my  observation.  From  another  larva, 

however,  I  bred  7  specimens  of  the  same  Tachina-lly,  which  I  have 
designated  anonyma^  and  bred  from  so  many  other  larvi^  (Rep.  4, 
p.  129). 

THE  10  IslOm^—Saturnia  {Hyper chiria]  lo"^  (Fabr.). 

(Ord.  Lki'IDOptera,  Fam.  Bombycid.e.) 

P'ig-  63.]  This  is  one   of  our  most 
^^^^4  beautiful    moths,  receiving 

its  name  from  two  conspicu- 

/  ̂   i,       ous   eye-spots   on   the  hind 

i.''^  '  ;       wings,  in  allusion  to  the  an- 
//  -^  >   /       cient  Greek  heroine,  lo,  who, 

;  ̂      as  the  fable  went,  was  jeal- 
-;:^r-7^Tc7^-  J^A    ously  guarded  by  the  hun- 

'«^'^^    V       '  ,   dred-eyed  Argus.  The  sexes 
;,    ;■        differ  remarkably  in  colora- 

'.■         tion.     The  male,  (Fig.  63), 
7/-J  ■;;  which    is    smaller,    is    also 

?  ,,;A  -  much  brighter  colored,  be- 
--- '^ .      '  ingof  a  deep  yellow,  marked, 

■ '  w'i^iii^--''''  as  in  the  figure,  with  purple- 
Thrown,  the  body  and  hind  wings  being  of  a  deeper  ochre-yellow.  In 

the  female,  (Fig.  64),  the  purple-brown  color  predominates,  and  she  is 

somewhat  differently  marked.    The  species  shows  considerable  varia- 

*=^  imrj/i  Walker— see  Lintner  Ent.  Contributions  II,  p.  45. 
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[F's-  61  ]  tion,  both  in  color 
and  pattern,  and 
certain  males  in 

my  possession 
range  from  pale 
cream-col  or  to 
bufF  in  the  front 
wings. 

The  eggs  are  de- 
posited in  clusters 

.^        ̂ ^^^^—-.  on  the  under  side 
'^^     '^        ̂ KKK^^  of  the   leaf.      The 

first  description  given  of  them  is  in  the  Cancedian  Entomologist  (Vol. 

II,  p.  29),  by  Chas.  S.  Minot,  who  describes  them  as  "top-shaped." 
They  are  very  much  of  the  same  form  as  those  of  Mcda^  being  com- 

pressed on  both  sides  and  flattened  at  the  apex — the  attached  end 
smallest.  The  color  is  cream-white,  with  a  small  black  spot  on  the 

apical  end,  and  a  larger  orange  one  on  the  compressed  sides.  A  clus- 
ter found  on  Sassafras  by  Miss  Murtfeldt  contained  about  thirty  eggs. 
The  larvae  begin  to  hatch  about  the  end  of  June,  and  come  to 

their  growth  in  two  months,  after  passing  through  five*  molts,  as  in 
Maia.  The  hatching  of  eggs  deposited  at  various  times  covers  a  con- 

siderable period,  as  larvne  are  found  as  late  as  September  first.  As  in 
Maia^  the  young  larv^  are  gregarious,  feeding  side  by  side,  (like  the 

Grape-vine  Procris,  2nd  Rep.,  Fig.  59),  and  they  have  a  still  more 
inveterate  habit  of  following  each  other  in  single  file.  They  differ 

from  Maia  in  that  they  devour  their  cast-ofl',  spinous  skin<3,  and  in 
being  less  particular  about  their  food.    The  full-grown  worm  presents 

the  appearance  of 

figure  65,  and  is  of  M\|i 
a  green  color,witli 
the  longitudinal 
stripes  at  the  sides 

white  and  lilac-  ''^ red.  In  my  experience,  the  urticat- 
ing  properties  of  this  larva,  which 
exist  from  the  first  stage,  are  keener 
than  in  Maia.  At  all  events  it  can 

not  be  handled  with  the  same  impu- 

nity;  for  it  has  fewer  of  the  bristle- 
ending  spines,  and  more  of  the  stout 
and  acute  spines  which  prick  most 
readily.  For  the  most  part,  these 

larvge  remain  at  rest  during  the  day- 
time ;  and  they  prepare  for  their  dif- 

[Fig.  65.] 

•Harris  eiToneouslj-  saj-s  four. 
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ferent  molts  by  drawing  together,  with  a  little  silk,  two  or  three  of 

the  leaves  of  their  food-plant— thus  forming  a  screen  and  shelter. 

They  separate  more  and  more  as  they  get  larger,  but  a  few  may 

always  be  found  in  proximity,  even  in  the  last  stage. 

Lakval  Changes.  —  The  spines  :ire  situatod  as  in  Mala,  viz.:  S  on  jts.  1,  2,  3,  4,  5 

and  10  ;  6  on  jts.  6,  7,  8  and  9  ;  5  on  jt.  11,  and  7  on  jt.  12.    In  the  first  stage  the  do
rsal 

rows  have  much  the  same  structure  as  in  Mala,  consisting  of  a  stem  or  tubercle  nearly
 

as  long  as  the  diameter  of  body,  and  bilid  on  thoracic  joints,  but  the  set  of  merepomt
s 

around   truncated  end  in  Mala,  are  here  lengthened  into  spines,  and  the  terminal  bris
- 

tle is  reduced  and  stouter  (Fig.  6G,  c  ).    The  body  is  smooth,  bright  orange,  and  the 

spines  are  of  the  same  color,  with  the  terminal  half  of  the  dorsal  and  tips  of  subdorsa
l 

ones  black.    The  head  varies  from  copal-yellow  to  black,  with  a  few  pale  hairs  around 

the  trophi.    In  the  second  stage  the  b  ody  becomes  paler,  but  with  a  darker  medio-dorsa
l 

and  three  yellow  lateral  longitudinal  lines.    The  tubercles  are  more  bulbous  and  sprang- 

ling,  those  of  the  dorsal  row  having  a  stout  central  and  terminal  black  spine  (Fig.  G6, 

b  ),°and,  except  near  head,  having  no  bristles  or  aculei.     The  subdorsal  spines  have  a 
little  black  at  tips,  and  the  lower  ones  are  pale  and  weak,  consisting,  toward  the  basal 

part  of  the  tubercles,  of  mere  bristles.    The  labrum  and  a  V-shaped  epistomal  mark  
on 

head  are  pale  yellow,  and  the  black  ocelli  are  relieved  by  a  pale  surrounding.    In  the 

ihird  stage  the  tubercles  become  more  fasciculate,  with  .few  of  the  spines  black,  except 

at  extreme  tips  and  toward  head,  where  the  stems  are  longer,  and  the  terminal  halves 

of  the  four  upper  ones,  on  jt.  1  more  especially,  are  black,  with  pale  bristles.    The  body 

still  inclines  to  ofange,  but  the  yellow  longitudinal  lines  are  broader,  and  two  addi-
 

tional  somewhat    broken  ones,   appear  between  the  dorsal  spines.      The   head    is 

green  on  top  and  on  the  cheeks,  and  dusky  in  front,  while  the  black  Y  sutures  separate 

the  yellow  V  mark.    The  stigmata  are  dusky.    In  the  fourth  stage  the  bases  of  the  tu- 

bercles are  more  bulbous  and  yellowish-white,  the  general  color  of  the  body  is  greener, 

the  substiginatal  line  being  pale  and  distinct,  except  on  thoracic  joints,  where  it  is  ob- 

solete, and  bordered  above  by  a  broader  stigmatal  orange-red  stripe.    The'  spines  are 
greener,  mostly  translucent,  but  opaque  toward;  tip  — those  on  posterior  half  of  body 

inclining,  more  and  more,  to  fuscous ;  the  extreme  tips  are  dusky.   Stigmata  pale  ful- 

vous,   fn  the  fifth  stage  the  body  is  pale  green  above  stio-matal  line,  darker  below,  Avith 

the  stigmatal  stripe  more  pink,  the  spines  having  still  less  black,  and  the  dorsal
  ones 

shortei°and  more  evenly  shorn  (Fig.  6G,  a).    In  the  sixth  stage  there  in  little  change, 
except  in  size,  and  the  mature  larva  may  be  thus  described  : 

Average  length  2  inches.  Color  pea-green,  the  sprangling  spines  more  yellow
ish, 

and  frequently  tipped  with  black,  especially  anteriorly,  posteriorly  and  la
terally ;  all 

which  are  substigmatal,  and  those  on  the  thoracic  and  anal  joints  terminat
e  in  pale 

aculei  or  bristles  Tthe  others  mostly  taper  to  a  stout  point.  A  conspicuous 
 substigma- 

tal white  line,  bordered  above  with  a  broader  lilaceous  stripe,  obsolete  on  tho
racic 

joints,  and  containing  pale,  piliferous  dots.  Stigmata  elliptic-oval,  yellow
,  with  dark 

brown  annulus ;  venter  green,  with  a  few  scattering  white  hairs,  and  two  pale,  lilaceous 

patches  on  all  but  thoracic  joints,  each  patch  containing  oval,  pale-green,  pilifero
us  spots. 

Cervical  shield,  anal  plates  and  a  spot  outside  of  prolegs  of  the  same  lil
aceous  color. 

Legs  pale  brown,  with  whitish  bristles,  the  prolegs  with  brown  hooks.  
Head  polished 

green,  with  black  ocelli. 

Considerable  variation  is  shown  in  individuals,  and  in  one  batch  which  I  reare
d,  a 

single  larva,  during  the  second  stage,  showed  such  exceptional  coloring  
as  to  attract 

attention.  The  spines  were  almost  white,  and  it  had  distinct  dorsal  and  s
ubdorsal  red 

lines,  not  possessed  by  the  others.    These  peculiarities  were  subsequently  lo
st. 

When  about  to  transform,  it  draws  a  few  leaves  together,  gene- 

rally near  the  ground,  and  spins  a  thin,  weak  cocoon  of  a  gummy 

brown  silk.    The  pupa  is  of  the  same  general  form  as  that  of  Ilaia, 
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somewhat  lighter  colored,  lacking  the  plaited  edges  on  the  sutures 
described  in  that  species,  and  having  the  hind  side  of  the  deep  mobile 
sutures  longitudinally  and  broadly  striate  or  carinate,  instead  of 

transversely  aciculate.  There  are  some  sparse,  rust-colored,  curled 
bristles  on  the  abdominal  joints,  and  the  anal  tubercle  terminates  in 
quite  a  bunch  of  them. 

The  moths  frequently  issue  in  the  fall  of  the  year,  and  some  as 
early  as  the  middle  of  Ssptember;  in  which  case  it  is  not  known 

whether  they  or  their  eggs  hibernate.  They  more  often  issue,  how- 
ever, during  the  following  May.  Unlike  the  exceptional  Maia^  they 

are  doubtless  nocturnal,  as  I  have  never  seen  them  flying  during  the 
day-time. 

»  FOOD  PLjVXTS. 

The  species  is  a  very  general  feeder.  I  have  found  it  myself  on 

the  so-called  false  Indigos  (Amorpha  fruticosa  and  Baptisia^  two 
species),  on  Sassafras,  Black  locust,  Indian  corn,  wild  Black  cherry 
{Primus  serotina)^  and  Willows.  It  has  likewise  been  found  on  Elm, 
Hop  vine.  Balsam,  Poplar,  Balm  of  Gilead,  Dogwood,  Choke  cherry, 

Currant,  Cotton  and  Clover.*  I  have  also  taken  the  full  grown  larva 
from  Ironweed  (  Vernonia)^  but  without  any  other  proof  that  it  feeds 
upon  this  plant. 

PARASITES. 

Parasitized  larvae  are  frequently  met  with,  and  the  white  cocoons 

intermingled  with  their  spines,  and  of  which  I  have  reared  great  num- 
bers, produce  the  same  species  of  Microgaster,  already  referred  to  as 

parasitic  on  Maia.  The  Long-tailed  Ophion  (Ith  Rep.,  Fig  37)  also 
breeds  within  it. 

*Foi-  authorities,  see  Harms  {Tnj .  Ins.,  3!)-t) ;  Fitch  fN.  Y.  Eepts.  2d  TolJ;  C.  J.  S.  Bethune 
(Can.  Ent.  II,  p.  20,  and  Can.  Fanner,  Sept.  1.5th,  ISTOj;  C.  S.  Minot  (Can.  Ent.  11,  p.  29;;  Mrs.  H.  C. 

Freeman  (Am.  Ent.  II,  p.  39J ;  T.  Glover  fiMouthl3'  Kep.  Dep.  Agr.,  Nov.  and  Dec,  1SG6;,  and  J.  A. 
Lintner,  as  already  cited. 
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THE  GREEN-STIilFEi)   MAFLE-WOllM  —  Dry ocavipa  [Anisota] 
ruhicunda  (Eabr.) 

(Orel.  Lki'idoptkua,  Fam.  BoMBVCiDiE.) 

There  is  a  striped  worm  (Fig. 

G7,  (7,)  which  at  times  very  se- 
riously affects  our  Soft  and  Sil- 

ver maples,  but  more  espe- 
cially the  former,  and  which 

was  sounprecedentedly  abun- 
dant last  year  in  some  of  our 

western  counties,  and  beyond 

into  Kansas,  that  a  brief  no- 
tice will  be  looked  for  in  this 

,t^C  J  Report.  To  give  some  idea  of 
f  the  numbers  in  which  it  oc- 

curred in  our  sister  State,  I  in- 
troduce the  following  letter: 

Dear  Sir:  We  are  very  much  troubled  out  here  in  Kansas  with 
worms.  You  no  doubt  know  some  persons  who  are  always  afflicted 
with  worms.  Those,  however,  that  I  wish  to  ask  you  about  (I  mean 
the  worms,  not  the  people,)  are  those  that  are  eating  all  the  foliage 
off  our  shade  trees — Soft  Maples — they  trouble  none  others. 

About  two  years  ago  was  the  first  I  noticed ;  there  were  not  a  great 
many  that  year,  but  last  year  they  came  in  increased  numbers,  so  that 
many  trees  were  eaten  entirely  bare,  there  not  being  a  single  leaf  left. 
This  year  they  are  appearing  by  the  million  on  the  trees  in  my  yard, 
and  in  fact  on  all  the  Soft  Maples  in  this  vicinity.  The  first  you  dis- 

cover will  be  the  eggs  laid  in  clusters  on  the  under  side  of  the  leaves, 
generally  near  the  end  of  the  limbs,  on  the  new  growth.  They  soon 
hatch  and  begin  to  eat,  grow  and  spread  over  the  trees,  and  when 
they  have  entirely  stripped  the  tree  they  crawl  down  the  body  to  the 
ground,  under  foot,  into  the  houses  and  elsewhere  in  search  of  food. 
They  grow  to  be  about  two  inches  long — great  green  worms. 

The  eggs  are  evidently  laid  by  some  kind  of  fly.  In  our  city,  and 
in  fact  in  all  this  country,  the  Soft  Maple,  on  account  of  its  rapid 
growth,  has  been  almost  universally  set  out  for  shade  trees,  and  this 
worm-nuisance  has  come  to  be  a  serious  question. 

If  they  are  a  thing  that  has  come  to  stay — to  appear  and  reappear 
year  after  year — 1  propose  to  cut  my  trees  down,  and  plant  something 
that  is  worm-proof.  You  may  be  conversant  with  this  matter,  and 
able  to  tell  us  at  once  their  nature,  and  whether  they  are  likely  to  be 
a  permanent  pest,  and  if  there  is  any  remedy  for  the  nuisance.  Doubt- 

less they  are  in  other  parts  of  the  country,  but  I  have  never  seen  any 
excei)t  in  Kansas.  If  you  can  tell  us  anything  about  the  matter,  a 
letter  from  you  would  be  most  gratefully  received  by 

Your  obedient  servant, 
HORACE  J.  SMITH. 

Ottawa,  Franklin  county,  Kansas,  June  24,  1872, 
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Any  one  traveling  through  Kansas  last  fall  must  have  been  struck 
with  the  absolutely  naked  appearance  of  the  Soft  maples,  which  are 
very  extensively  used,  and  highly  prized  for  ornament  and  shade, 
and  may  be  found  in  every  thrifty  town.  A  beautiful  belt  on  the 
grounds  of  the  Agricultural  College  at  Manhattan  was  allowed  to 
sufler  like  the  rest,  and  by  the  middle  of  September,  could  scarcely 
boast  of  a  leaf. 

I  have  known  this  insect  for  many  years,  and  it  is  a  wide-spread 
species,  extending  throughout  the  Eastern  States  and  Ontario.  The 

fact  that  the  Soft  maple  is  indigenous  along  the  streams,  in  the  bot- 
tom lands  of  Kansas,  will  account  for  its  excessive  multiplication 

there,  compared  with  the  mo#e  eastern  portions  of  the  county. 
The  eggs  from  which  the  worms  hatch  are  deposited  in  batches  of 

thirty  and  upward,  on  the  under  side  of  a  leaf.  Each  is  about  0.05 

inch  long,  sub-oval,  slightly  flattened,  translucent,  and  pale  greenish, 
becoming  more  yellow,  and  showing  the  black  head  of  the  inclosed 
larva  just  before  hatching. 

Larval  Chaxges. — In  the  first  stage,  the  larva  is  cyliudrical,  yellow,  with  a  large 

black  head,  and  the  spines  hei-eafter  described  forniing  little  black  tubercles  of  nearly 
uniform  size,  and  without  the  greater  prominence  of  those  on  joint  2.  In  the  second 

stage,  the  head  is  browner  and  the  spines  and  stripes  of  the  mature  worm  more  appa- 

rent. In  the  third  stage,  the  mature  characteristics  are  acquired,  and  thei'e  is  subse- 
quently little  change.    The  full  grown  larva  may  be  thus  described : 

Average  length,  1.50  inches.  General  color,  pale  yellowish-green ;  longitudinally 

striped  above  alternately  with  eight  very  light  (almost  white)  j'ellowish-green  lines, 
and  seven  of  a  darker  green,  inclining  to  black,  themedio-dorsal  one  usually  darkest,  and 

showing  palpitations.  Characterized  by  two  black,  blunt,  anteriorly-projecting  horns 

on  joint  2 ;  two  lateral  rows  of  posteriorly-projecting,  more  pointed,  shorter  spines, 
one  (the  largest)  below  and  one  above  stigmata,  and  most  prominent  on  joints  10  and 

11,  which  are  here  somewhat  dilated  and  tinged  with  rose-red.  Wlien  examined  with 
a  lens  the  body,  both  above  and  below,  is  found  to  be  thickly  studded  with  transparent 

granulations,  and  there  are  four  dorsal,  polished,  sub-obsolete  spines,  the  anterior  on 
upper  edge,  and  the  posterior  on  lower  edge  of  second  dark  stripe,  and  most  promi- 

nent on  joints  11  and  12.  Head  more  or  less  intense  copal-yellow,  the  ocelli  on  a  black 
ground ;  stigmata,  in  lower  dark  line,  oval,  black,  with  a  pale  central  line ;  joint  1,  with 
six  black  elevations  on  anterior  edge ;  anal  shield  flattened,  greenish,  witli  a  black  blotch 
superiorly,  and  margined  with  eight  black  spines,  tlie  two  terminal  stoutest;  venter 
black,  with  pale  mesial  line,  and  a  i)rominent  black  spine  each  side,  and  sometimes  others 

less  prominent;  legs  greenish  or  yellowish,  the  thoracic  and  anal  marked  with  black, 
the  abdominal  with  rufous  clasps. 

Varies  much  ;  specimens  in  last  molt  often  with  black  predominating,  the  dark 

lines  being  jet  black,  the  two  lowermost  often  coalescing  ;  all  sometimes  coalescing  on 
joint  1,  and  anal  shield,  and  the  legs  being  almost  entirely  black.  Other  specimens 
with  the  pale  colors  predominating. 

Hundreds  examined. 

The  worms  are  longitudinally  striped  with  pale  and  darker  green 
lines,  and  are  chiefly  distinguished  by  two  anteriorly  projecting  black 
horns  on  the  top  of  joint  2,  and  by  having  joints  10  and  11  a  little 
dilated  and  rose-colored  at  the  sides.    They  go  through  four  molts 
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and  come  to  their  growth  within  a  month,  when  they  descend  into  the 
ground  and  become  chrysalides. 

The  chrysalis  (Fig.  67,  b)  is  of  a  deep  brown  or  black  color,  very  much  roughened, 
and  coarsely  i^unctate  or  pitted  like  a  thimble,  with  curved  horns  about  the  head  and 

thorax,  especiallj^  at  base  of  antennte,  a  ring  of  sharp,  conical  teeth  around  the  an- 
terior edge  of  the  movable  joints,  (stoutest  dorsally),  one  around  tlie  middle  of  the 

penultimate  joint,  and  several  irregular  thorns  on  the  apical  joint,  which  terminates  in 

a  long  projection,  bifurcate  at  tip.  The  movable  sutures  have  a  few  coarse  punctures 
on  the  posterior  part,  and  very  tine  longitudinal  striio  on  the  anterior  part,  which,  at 

the  edge,  has  a  ring  of  small,  blunt-pointed  elevations. 

In  due  time  this  chrysalis,  by  aid  of  the  spines  with  which  it  is 
furnished,  works  its  way  to  the  surface  and  gives  forth  the  perfect 
insect,  which  is  a  most  delicate  moth,  of  a  pale  yellow  color,  shaded 
with  pink,  as  in  the  figure  {c)  which  represents  the  female,  the  male 
having  a  somewhat  smaller  abdomen,  and  broader,  more  pectinate 
antennoe.  This  moth  may  be  called  the  Rosy  Dryocampa.  It  varies 
a  good  deal.  In  our  western  specimens  the  yellow  predominates,  the 
rose  color  being  but  faintly  visible.  Ordinarily  the  front  wings  might 

be  described  as  rose-colored,  with  a  yellow  band  running  diagonally 
across  the  middle,  and  broadest  on  the  anterior  margin.  I  have  seen 
eastern  specimens  where  the  rose  color  was  quite  intense  on  the  front 

wings,  and  where  the  hind  wings,  which  are  more  generally  pure  yel- 
low, have  a  rosy  band  across  them.  Other  specimens  I  have  bred 

which  were  almost  white  or  colorless. 

With  us  there  are  two  broods  of  this  insect  each  year,  the  first 

brood  of  worms  appearing  mostly  during  the  month  of  June,  and  giv- 
ing forth  the  moths  the  latter  part  of  July ;  the  second  brood  of  v/orms 

appearing  in  August  and  September,  wintering  in  the  chrysalis  state, 
and  not  issuing  as  moths  till  the  following  May.  I  have  bred  the 
second  brood  from  eggs  laid  by  the  first ;  and  last  year  not  a  worm 
was  to  be  found  after  the  15th  of  September,  where  a  week  previously 
they  had  been  swarming. 

Dr.  Harris  gave  to  the  genus,  to  which  this  moth  belongs,  the 

name  of  Dryocampa^  meaning  "oak-caterpillar,"  because  all  the 
other  species  of  the  genus  feed  on  oaks;  and  though  our  Maple  worm 
prefers  the  Soft  maple,  it  will  nevertheless  feed  also  on  Oak,  as  it  has 
been  found  thus  feeding  by  my  friend  Wm.  Saunders,  of  London,  Ont., 
and  I  have  myself  fed  it  on  Oak  in  confinement. 

NATUEAIi  ENEMIES. 

How  far  this  insect  is  controlled  by  birds  is  not  known,  but  it  has 
certain  parasites  which  very  effectually  aid  in  this  work,  and  whose 
existence  explains  the  fluctuation  in  the  increase  or  decrease  of  our 
Maple  worm.  Prominent  among  these  parasites  is  the  same  Tachina 
anonyma  {ante  p.  133)  which  preys  within  so  many  other  larvae,  and 

which  has  been  reared  by  my  correspondent  E.  A.  Papineau,  of  To- 
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peka,  Kas.,  and  by  myself.    A  second  and  more  beautiful  species  of  • 

[Fig.  08.]  Tachina-fly'(Fig.  68)  also  attacks  it.    It  is  easily  dis- 
tinguished from  all  other  species  of  the  genus  with 

which  I  am  familiar  by  the  bright  golden-yellow  of 
the  third  and  fourth  abdominal  joints,  which  have 
only  the  hind  borders  black,  and  it  may  be  vulgarly 

called  the  Gold-banded  Tachina-fly. 

Tachixa  [Belvosia]  bifasciata  (Fabr.) — (^ — Leno;th,  0.50  inch;  expanse,  1.00 
inch.  Head  broader  than  thorax;  face  broad,  silvery-white,  with  purplish  reflections, 
and  garnished  with  the  usual  black  bristles;  front  more  dusky,  with  two  rows  of  large, 
incurved  bristles,  intersi)ersed,  as  usual,  with  numerous  smaller  ones,  and  divided  by  a 

smooth,  depress(id,  dark  brown  stripe ;  occiput  dark,  with  the  three  triangularly  ar- 
ranged ocelli  amber-colored;  labium  ferruginous,  with  hairs  of  same  color;  maxipalps 

ferruginous,  with  short  black  bristles ;  eyes  smooth  and  dark  purple-brown ;  autennic 
with  the  two  basal  joints  brown,  the  secontl  nearly  thrice  as  long  as  first,  the  third 
darker,  flattened  and  nearly  thrice  as  long  as  second,  thesetje  black;  hind  part  of  head 
covered  with  dense  white  hair.  Thorax  quadrate,  polished,  black,  except  at  corners, 

which  are  brown,  Avith  a  bluish  cast  inclining  to  prninescence  anteriorly,  where  alone 
the  vitta3  are  distinct ;  the  usual  transverse  suture  distinct,  and  the  larger  bristles 

nmnerous  around  border  and  in  four  lines  on  dorsum;  scutel  tinged  with -brown: 
wings  fuliginous,  almost  opaque,  veins  brown  ;  alulai  dull  white;  legs  strongly  bristled, 

black,  with  ferruginous  pulvilli.  Abdomen  stout,  first  and  second  joints  deep  blue- 
black,  third  and  last  joints  golden-yellow,  with  only  the  posterior  borders  black;  two 
«tout  medlo-dorsal  bristles  from  i^osterior  edge  of  jts  1  and  2,  (stoutest  on  2),  and  a  ring 
of  them  around  3  and  4. 

One  c^  bred  from  Anisota  rubicimda,  and  one  captured  by  Mr.  Lintner  at  Center, 

N.  Y.,  in  Jul}'. 
This  is  evidently  the  insect  briefly  characterized  as  Musca  bifasciata  by  Fabrlcius, 

{Syst.  Antl.  No.  78),  and  subsequenth^  more  fully  by  Wiedemann,  {Ausse?-europceischer 
Zweifl.  Ins.,  II,  p.  805),  who,  however,  describes  the  3rd  antennal  joint  as/o2<?-  times  as 
long  as  2nd.  Still  later  it  was  referred  to  the  genus  Nemorcea  by  Macquart,  and  to  the 

genus  Latreillia  by  Robineau-Desvoidy.  The  last  named  author  again  referred  it  to  a 
still  different  genus,  Lalage,  [Dipt,  des  Env.  de  Paris,  I,  p.  563),  where  it  is  described 

from  Fabricius's  typical  specimen  as  having  a  golden  band  around  the  middle  of  the 
second  and  third  ahdomioal  joints.  The  genus  Lalage  is  founded  on  the  "  absence  of 
bristles  on  the  apex  of  the  first  abdominal  joint,"  so  that  I  can  not  see  how  our  insect 
could  be  referred  to  it.  Macquart  gives  good  reason  for  believing  that  his  Senometopia 

bicincta  and  Y^.-D^& Belvosia  bicinctarepresGnt  the  female,  and,  consequently,  unites  them 
into  one  species,  under  the  name  of  Belvosia  bifasciata  {Dipt.  Ex.  Tom.  If,  Part  3,  pp. 
65-7). 

The  female  (which  I  have  not  seen)  differs  in  the  somewhat  broader  face,  in  the 
3rd  joint  of  antennaj  being  only  twice  as  long  as  the  second,  and  in  the  abdominal 
bands  being  white  instead  of  golden. 

We  thus  see  that  this  one  species  has  been  construed  to  represent  four  modern 

genera,  and,  though  this  may  well  be  called  pretty  fine  hair-splitting,  the  difl^erent 
characters  which  gave  birth  to  it  are  important  and  conspicuous  compared  to  those 

upon  which  some  of  our  modern  genera  in  other  Orders  have  latelj'^  been  founded.  Is 
it  any  wonder,  therefore,  that  the  field-naturalist  should  get  heartilj'  disgusted  at  such 
Tumatural,  so-called  generic  distinctions  ! 

It  may  be  well  to  add  that  Meigen  {Beschr.  d.  bek.  Eur.  Zweifl.  Ins.  Vol.  IV,  p.  381) 
described  (in  1824)  a  Tachina  bicincta,  which  has  a  white  ring  around  i\\e  base  of  the  2nd 

awrf  5rfZ  abdominal  joints  ;  and  that  Maequart's  figure  of  Belvosia  bifasciata  {sex  not 
indicated)  shows  the  head  and  face,  and  the  abdominal  bands  much  narrower  than  in 
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my  c?.  If,  in  the  future,  the  spedraen  here  described  should  prove  distinct,  it  may  be 

called  auricincta,  by  which  MS,  name  it  has  been  ticketed  in  mj-^  cabinet.  The  fact 
mentioned  by  Macquart  that,  thouj^h  found  more  particularly  in  Brazil,  Belvosia  Mfas- 
data  has  been  received  from  Philadelphia,  and  bred  from  Citheronia  regalls,  would 
strongly  indicate  that  we  have  to  do  here  with  the  same  species,  and  that  the  differences 

just  noticed  are  either  defects  in  the  drawing  or  variations.  In  the  captured  speeimeiL 

in  my  possession  the  characteristic  golden  bands  have  become  effaced  by  greasing. 

Finally,  the  same  little  friendly  Ichneumon-fly,  {Limneria  fvgi- 

tiva,  Say,  Rep. -l,  p.  41),  which  was  already  known  to  breed  in  a  closely 
allied  congener,  {Dryocarnpa  stigma^  Sm.),  has  been  bred  from  it  by 
my  lady  correspondent,  Mrs.  Mary  Treat,  who  has  forwarded  me  speci- 

mens. The  larva  of  this  parasite  forms  its  own  cocoon  within  the  dis- 
emboweled skin  of  its  victim,  which  it  kills  almost  always  in  the  third 

stage. 

REMEDIES. 

This  insect  is  seldom  so  exceedingly  abundant  two  years  in  succes- 
sion. In  1S67  it  stripped  the  soft  maples  around  Peoria,  Galesburg,. 

Princeton  and  Monmouth,  in  Illinois,  but  attracted  no  particular  atten- 
tion the  following  year.  The  worms  hold  on  to  the  tree  tenaciously, 

and  are  not  easily  jarred  down  ;  and,  before  entering  the  ground,  they 
scatter  great  distances  away  from  the  trees,  so  that  it  is  impracticable 
to  hunt  for  and  destroy  them  while  in  the  chrysalis  state.  The  best 
way  to  counteract  their  injuries  is  to  keep  a  close  watch  for  themoths- 
and  eggs  during  the  latter  part  of  May,  when  they  may  be  destroyed 
in  great  numbers.  The  worms,  when  about  to  leave  the  trees,  may 
also  be  entrapped,  by  digging  a  trench  either  around  the  individual, 
tree  or  around  a  grove  or  belt.  The  trench  should  be  at  least  a  foot 
deep,  with  the  outer  wall  slanting  under.  Great  numbers  of  worms- 
will  collect  in  it,  or  bury  themselves  in  its  bottom,  and  may  easily  be 
killed. 



INKOXIOUS  INSECTS. 

THE  HELLGRAMMITE  VLY—Corydalus  cornuius  (Linn.). 

(Ord.  Neuroptera,  Fam.  Sialid^.) 

[Fig.  69.] 

This  immense  fly  and  its  larva  have  been  sent  to  me  by  Walker 

Evans,  of  Moselle,  R.  E,  Pleasant,  of  Louisiana,  and  others  iw.  differ- 
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ent  parts  of  the  State.  It  is  the  largest  of  our  Nerve-winged  insects, 
and  is  tolerably  common  throughout  the  Eastern  and  Middle  States, 
and  into  Ontario.  It  is  so  conspicuous  and  so  characteristically 
marked  that,  with  the  accompanying  ligures,  which  are  of  natural 
size,  no  detailed  descriptions  are  necessary. 

[Fig.  70]  Its  eggs  (Fig.  70)  are  oval,  about  the  size  of  a  radish  seed, 
and  of  a  pale  color,  with  some  dark  marks.  They  are  depos- 

ited in  the  summer  months  in  closely-set  patches  of  fifty  and 
upward,  upon  reeds  and  other  aquatic  plants  growing  along 

running  streams,  and  the  newly-hatched  larvas  drop  or  crawl 
immediately  into  the  water,  which  they  inhabit  till  the  end 

of  the  following  spring.  The  young  larva  has  not  been  de- 
scribed, but,  judging  from  analogy,  it  will  resemble  the  full- 

grown  form,  (Fig.  69,  «),  which  is  of  a  dark-brown  color, 
variegated  with  lighter  brown — the  abdominal  joints  being 
tough  and  leathery,  and  the  head  and  thoracic  joints  horny 
and  polished. 

JNfost  aquatic  larvna  transform  to  the  pupa  state  within  the 

water,  but  this  larva  quits  the  water  when  full-fed,  as  do  the 
others  of  the  same  family,  and  crawls  about  for  days  seeking  a  place 
wherein  to  transform.  We  find,  therefore,  that  nature  has  abundantly 
fitted  it  for  living  in  both  elements,  by  giving  it,  first,  two  rows  of  nine 
breathing  holes  or  spiracles,  placed  in  the  usual  way  along  the  sides 
of  the  body,  (the  first  between  joints  1  and  2,  and  the  others  on  the 

anterior  portion  of  joints  4-10),  which  enable  it  to  breathe  out  of  the 
water;  and,  secondly,  two  sets  of  nine  gills  or  branchiae,  which  enable 
it  to  breathe  in  the  water.  These  gills  or  respiratory  filaments  are 

placed  just  below  the  spiracles,  and  one  on  each  side  of  each  abdom- 
inal joint,  except  the  9th,  and  on  the  terminal  subjoint.  They  are 

more  or  less  covered  with  fine  hairs,  (inadvertently  omitted  in  the 
figure),  and  between  them  may  be  noticed  small  tufts  of  such  hairs. 

Besides  these  lateral  filaments,  there  is,  ventrally,  a  pair  of  rust- 
brown,  spongy  masses  of  short  fibres,  one  on  each  side  of  joints  4-10, 
and  a  somewhat  similar  central  patch  on  the  terminal  joint  and  sub- 
joint.  Dr.  Hagen  supposes  these  to  be  the  true  gills,  but  they  may 
be  looked  upon  as  accessory  gills.  The  lateral  filaments  assist  in 
swimming,  and  we  shall  also  notice,  at  the  tip  of  the  body,  a  pair  of 

curved,  double  hooks,  which  assist  in  climbing  or  in  moving  back- 
ward. 

This  larva  feeds  on  other  aquatic  insects,  such  as  the  larvae  of 

May-flies  {^Epliemera  family)  Shad-flies  {Perla  family),  etc.  It  abounds 
most  in  rapid-flowing  streams,  and  generally  in  such  as  have  a  rocky 
bottom,  upon  which  it  moves  slowly  about.  After  leaving  the  water, 

about  the' beginning  of  June,  it  travels,  in  the  night-time,  some- 
times to  comparatively  great  distances — having  been  found  nearly  a 

hundred  feet  from  its  former  habitat.     At  this  season,  it  is  sought  as 
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fish-bait,  and  is  called  by  fishermen  a  "crawler"  or  " hellgrammite.'' 
It  can  pinch  with  its  formidable-looking  jaws,  but  not  forcibly  enough 
to  draw  blood.  Mr.  Walsh  mentions  a  most  curious  incident  in  con- 

nection with  its  larval  wandering,*  w'hich  I  quote  in  full: 

"A  most  respectable  man,  who  keeps  the  toll-bridge  over  Rock 
Kiver,  where  this  insect  is  very  abundant,  informed  me  that  on  seve- 

ral occasions  its  larvae  had  fallen  down  one  of  his  chimneys.  His  idea 
was  that  they  must  have  bred  there,  but  that,  of  course,  is  out  of  the 
question.  The  statement  was  confirmed  by  his  wife,  and  I  have  no 
doubt  of  its  truth.  In  1863, 1  threw  a  larva  of  this  insect  into  the 
Mississippi  to  examine  into  its  customary  mode  of  progressing  in  the 
water,  which,  as  I  found,  was  by  crawling  along  the  bottom,  not  by 
swimming.  As  it  emerged  from  the  water,  it  climbed  with  ease  up 
the  stump  of  a  large  white  elm,  which  was  stripped  of  its  bark,  and 
as  smooth  as  any  carpenter  could  have  planed  it.  The  stump  was 
three  feet  high  and  upright,  and  when  it  had  reached  the  top  it  com- 

menced descending  on  the  opposite  side;  but,  after  awhile,  lost  its 
foothold  and  fell  into  the  water  again.  The  pair  of  2-clawed  appen- 

dages at  the  tail  are  used  with  much  eff"ect  to  assist  it  in  climbing. The  building  which  it  must  have  climbed  to  reach  the  chimney,  down 
which  it  is  stated  to  have  fallen,  was  only  a  low,  one-story  wooden 
one." 

In  preparing  for  the  pupa  state,  this  larva  burrows  into  the  earth, 
where  it  forms  an  oval  cell,  or  hides  under  some  large  stone,  piece  of 
wood  or  other  substance.    Here,  in  about  two  weeks,  it  casts  its  tough 

[Fig.  71]  larval  integument,  and   assumes  the  form  of  figure 
71,  lying  in  a  curved  position  in  its  cell,  with  the 

head,  wing-pads  and  legs  deflexed  on  the  breast. 
Figure  69,  &,  was  made  from  a  spread  and  straight- 

ened skin  before  I  had  become  acquainted  with  the 

living  larva;  and  though  it  does  not  convey  a  truth- 
ful impression,  will  serve  to  better  display  the  ap- 

pendages. The  color  is  yellow,  with  traces  of  the 

^^'^c^  ',//'  YIj^  brown  mottling  of  the  larva,  rudiments  of  the  lateral 
appendages,  but  not  of  the  spongy  masses,  and  a  few 

hairs  scattered  over  the  exposed  parts.  The  spiracles  are  more  con- 
spicuous, and  the  upper  jaws  stronger  and  olive-green.  The  pupa 

state  lasts  but  a  few  days,  and  the  perfect  insect  issues  during  the 
month  of  July.  It  is  nocturnal  in  habit,  and  hides,  for  the  most  part, 
in  obscure  places  during  the  day.  It  is  sluggish  at  this  time,  and,  if 
approached,  will  drop  sooner  than  fly,  or  raise  its  head  and  abdomen, 

and  open  its  jaws  menacinglj'-. 
There  is  no  perceptible  sexual  difference  in  larva  or  pupa,  unless 

it  is,  as  stated  by  Haldeman,f  in  the  rather  larger  size  of  the  jaws  of 
the  male.  This  similarity  of  the  sexes,  especially  in  the  pupa,  is  the 

more  remarkable  that  in  the  imago  state  they  diff"er  so  greatly.    The 
•Proc.  Phil.  Ent.  Soc,  Vol.  II,  p.  265. 
t  History  and  Transformations  of  Conjdalus cornulus ,  by  S.  S.  Haldeman,  A.M.,  communicated 

to  the  "American  Academy  of  Arts  and  Sciences,"  Nov.  18th,  1848.  In  this  paiier  the  transformations 
of  the  species  are  for  the  first  time  given,  and  the  anatomical  structure  well  illustrated. 
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male  (Fig.  69,  c)  is  remarkable  for  having  his  upper  jaws  —  which  in 
the  female  (Fig.  69,  f7)are  normal  and  fitted  for  biting  —  prolonged  into 
incurved,  prehensile  appendages  of  the  form  of  a  grain-cradle  finger^ 
and  smooth  and  cylindrical,  except  at  tips,  which  are  pointed  and  mi- 

nutely notched.  As  Mr.  Walsh  first  pointed  out,f  this  modification  is 
evidently  to  enable  him  to  embrace  the  soft  body  of  the  female,  as  it 
can  not  well  have  any  other  use.  The  body  of  the  Hellgrammite  fly  is 
soft,  and  were  the  jaws  of  the  male  horny,  and  armed  with  teeth,  in 
securing  the  female  they  would  injure  her,  and  thus  defeat  rather  than 

aid  procreation.  In  the  large  Stag-beetle  or  "Buck-bug"  {Lucanus 
elapJms  Linn.),  on  the  contrary,  where  both  sexes  have  very  hard, 
horny  bodies,  the  upper  jaws  in  the  male  are  greatly  prolonged,  but 
very  stout,  and  armed  with  sharp  prongs,  the  better  to  enable  him  to 
seize  the  female. 

In  these  two  cases  we  see  how  wonderfully  the  homologous  or- 
gans have  been  modified  in  opposite  directions  to  accomplish  the 

same  end.  We  find  in  Nature  innumerable  such  curious  contrivances 

and  modifications,  which  at  once  excite  our  wonder  and  admiration. 

To  quote  Mr.  Walsh's  own  eloquent  words:  "In  so  elaborate  and 
diversified  a  manner  does  Nature  adapt  her  plans  and  patterns  to  the 

ever-varying  conditions  of  animated  existence ;  and  with  such  con- 
summate care  has  she  provided  that  the  great  fundamental  law  shall 

everywhere  be  effectually  carried  out  —  'Increase  and  multiply  and 

replenish  the  earth.'" 
It  is  worthy  of  remark  that  in  both  these  large  insects  in  which 

the  male  upper  jaws  are  so  modified,  this  sex  is  far  more  common  than 
the  other.  It  is  probably  owing  to  the  fact  that  the  female  seldom 
wanders  away  from  her  breeding  place,  and  is,  therefore,  less  often 
seen  than  her  more  restless  and  adventurous  mate. 

THE  GOAT- WEED  BUTTERFLY— P«^Am  glijcerium  Doubleday. 

[Fig.  72.] 

ADDITIONAL  FACTS  Ds  ITS  HISTORY. 

In  my  second  Report  (pp.  125-8)  I  gave  an 
illustrated  account  of  this  insect,  which  was,  how- 

[>  ever,  incomplete,  and  in  some  few  respects  im- 
perfect. Having  since  reared  hundreds  from  the 

Qg^  to  the  imago  state,  and  otherwise  carefully 

^  observed  its  habits,  I  am  now  able  to  supplement 
and  complete  the  natural  history  of  one  of  the 

^  most  interesting  of  our  N.  A.  butterflies. 

t  Practical  Entomologist,  Vol.  II,  p.  107. 

E.R— 10 
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THE  EGG. 

The  egg,  now  described  for  the  first  time,  is  usually  fastened 

singly,  (though  I  have  found  as  many  as  six  on  one  leaf,)  and  not  very 

firmly,  to  the  under  side  of  a  leaf.  It  is  perfectly  smooth,  shiny,  globu- 

lar, translucent,  pale  yellowish-green,  and  0.035  inch  in  diameter— 

often  (unnaturally)  flattened  at  top.  It  has  always  hatched,  with  me, 

within  five,  and  sometimes  in  four  days  after  deposition. 

Thus,  while  the  larva  of  Faphia  reminds  us  of  Goniloha  and  the 

chrysalis  of  Danais^  the  egg  recalls  Papilio. 

THE  LARVA. 

The  newly  hatched  larva  is  of  the  same  color  as  the  plant,  and 

invariably  commences  feeding  at  the  tip  of  a  leaf,  stripping  it  down 

the  midrib,  upon  which,  between  meals,  it  rests  exposed,  (Fig.  72,  a), 

and  in  this  respect  much  resembles  the  young  Limenitis  dissipptis  at 

the  same  age.  The  leaf-case  which  it  inhabits  later  in  life  is  not 

made  till  after  the  first,  and  sometimes  not  till  after  the  second,  molt ; 

and  from  the  facts  that  the  young  larva  does  not  need  it,  and  that  the 

full-grown  larva  is  often  seen  feeding  under  a  broiling  sun,  I  infer  that 

the  case  is  not  so  much  intended  for  shelter,  (the  opinion  formerly 

held),  as  for  a  shield  against  enemies,  hereafter  mentioned. 

Lakval  CHAXGE.S.— In  the  /irsi!  stage  the  mature  characteristics  are  alreadjr  indi- 

cated, and  there  is  less  change  in  this  than  in  most  Lepidopterous  hirva?  with  which  I 

am  familiar.  The  form  is  less  cylindrical,  and  the  head  is  smoother,  with  the  tubercles 

sub-obsolete  (Fig.  72,  b);  but  it  is  similarly  mottled  with  brown.  The  ocelli— 5  in  nu
m- 

ber, 3  of  them  larger  than  the  others— are  black,  and  placed  some  distance  back  of  the 

antenna?. ;  the  sutures  are  well  defined  by  dark  lines,  and  there  is  a  dark  line  on  the 

neck,  behind  the  head.  The  papillte  on  the  body  are  less  luimerous,  and  arranged  more 

in  tran.sverse  rows,  there  being  four  tolerably  distinct  transverse  wrinkles  to  each  joint. 

The  dark  spots  between  the  papilke,  a7id  which  are  mere  surface  ynarks,  though  minute, 

are  distinctly  visible,  and  two  of  the  pale  dorsal  papillae  on  the  anterior  wrinkle  of  each 

joint  are  larger  than  the  rest.  In  the  second  stage  the  head  (Fig.  72,  d,  enlarged)  is 

more  warty  and  more  bilobed,  with  the  three  black  ocelli  still  more  separated  from  the 

others ;  it  is  pale  laterally  and  behind,  but  dark  on  the  flattened  face,  with  the  papill?e 

white,  and  conspicuous  among  them  four  large  conical  ones,  in  a  transverse  row,  above 

epistoma,  which  is  itself  marked  with  a  more  or  less  cordate,  pale  figure,  and  another 

V-shaped,  narrower,  pale  line  along  the  suture;  on  the  top  are  two  prominent,  black, 

bluntlj'-bifid  tubercles,  with  two  smaller  but  similar  white  ones  between  and  just  be- 

hind them,  and  laterally  between  them  and  the  ocelli  a  simple,  conical  dark  one.  On 

joint  5  dorsally,  and  8,  9  and  10  laterally,  there  is  considerable  black  between  the  pa- 

pilke, while  the  whole  dorsum  of  11  and  12  is  dark,  and  the  anal  shield  is  brownish: 

the  four  more  or  less  distinct  transverse  rows  of  papillse  to  each  joint  are  now  inter- 

spersed with  more  miimte  ones.  In  the  third  stage  the  head  is  proportionally  larger 

than  before,  with  the  tubercles  relatively  reduced  in  size,  and  some  of  the  formerly 

white  ones  are  fulvous,  except  at  tip.  The  papillic  on  the  body  are  more  numerous, 

with  tlie  intervening  non-elevated  dots,  pale  rust-brown.  Usually  these  coalesce  into 

'6  darker  spots  dorsally  on  joint  5,  and  into  one  each  side  of  8,  9  and  10,  (Fig.  72,  c,  en- 

larged), while  the  dorsum  of  11  and  12  is  frequently  black.  In  the  fourth  stage  tlie 

tubercles  of  the  head  are  again  reduced  (Fig.  72,  e,  enlarged)  very  much  as  in  the  first 
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stage ;  the  papilloe  are  more  imnierous  and  more  uniform  in  size,  and  in  some  specimens 
sub-obsolete ;  the  dark  markings  are  more  often  lacking,  as  before  described,  (Rep.  2,  p. 
127),  but  sometimes  so  prominent  as  to  give  the  worm  a  brown  hue.  Considerable  varia- 

tion in  the  markings  of  tlie  head  may  also  be  noticed  in  different  individuals  of  the 
same  age. 

Like  the  larva  of  the  Archippus  butterfly,  it  goes  through  but 
three  molts,  and,  like  that  larva,  it  furnishes  an  excellent  illustration 
of  the  fact  that  the  head  increases  in  size  between  the  molts.  It  ma- 

tures very  rapidly,  and  often  acquires  its  full  growth  within  three 
weeks.  In  suspending  for  the  transformation  to  chrysalis,  the  body 
is  bent  almost  in  a  circle,  the  head  being  brought  close  to  the  anus ;  and 

so  rapid  is  the  transition,  during  hot  weather,  that  by  five  o'clock  p.  m., 
I  have  had  the  dry  and  hardened  chrysalis  from  larvae  which  were  not 
suspended  till  10  A.  M.,  of  the  same  day.  During  the  suspension  of 
the  larva,  a  pale  transverse  elevation  (corresponding  to  that  of  the 
future  chrysalis)  appears  distinctly  across  the  middle  of  joint  7,  and 
it  is  very  patent  that  the  head  of  the  chrysalis  is  formed  under  the 

head  of  the  larva  —  that  the  pro,  meso  and  meta-thorax  correspond  to 
joints  1, 2  and  3,  and  that  the  second  pair  of  larval  spiracles  is  covered 

by  the  hind  wing-sheaths  in  the  chrysalis,  while  the  ninth  larval  pair 
becomes  obsolete  and  closed. 

The  transverse  ridge  across  the  abdomen,  and  the  ridges  around  the  wing-sheaths 
and  the  head,  are  white,  with  a  lilaceous  tint  in  the  fresh  chrysalis,  and  the  dusky  spots 
are  arranged  in  eight  longitudinal  rows,  two  dots  to  a  joint.  The  anal  clasp  consists 
of  a  rounded  knob,  densely  covered  with  short,  dark  brown  barbs,  and  connected  with 
it  ventrally  is  a  conspicuous  black  cordate  mark. 

NEW  FOOD  PLANT. 

The  Goat-weed  occurs  very  sparingly  in  the  immediate  vicinity 
of  St.  Louis,  and  not  till  we  reach  Highland,  Illinois,  on  the  Vanda- 
lia  railroad,  is  it  found  in  profusion.  The  butterfly  is,  nevertheless, 
quite  common.  Suspecting,  from  these  facts,  that  it  must  breed  on 

some  other  plant,  I  soon  discovered  such  to  be  the  case.  While  Gro- 
ton  capitaium  is  rare,  another  species  of  the  same  genus,  the  Croton 
monanthogynum  Michx.,  is  very  abundant,  and  especially  just  over 

'the  river,  at  East  St.  Louis.  This  plant  is  rather  more  woody,  grows  a 
little  lower,  and  has  a  much  smaller,  deeper  green  leaf  than  capita- 
turn  ;  and,  though  separated  from  Croton  by  some  botanists,  and 

called  Engelmannia  by  one  of  them.  Dr.  Engelmann  himself  consid- 
ers it  a  good  enough  Croton. 
Unless  very  well  grown  on  rich  soil,  several  leaves  are  necessary 

to  make  a  case,  and  the  larva  knows  well  how  to  adapt  itself  to  the 
circumstances. 

The  perfect  imitation  of  the  food-plant  by  the  larva  is  remarkable, 
for  those  found  on  capitaium  are  generally  paler  than  those  on  mon- 
anthogynum.    It  is  upon  this  last  plant,  later  in  the  season,  that  I 
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have  found  so  many  dark  specimens,  the  dark  spots  characteristic  of 

the  third  stage  enduring  till  the  fourth,  and  the  purple-brown  freck- 
lings  between  the  papilla3  so  numerous  as  to  make  the  sides,  more 
especially,  quite  dark.  Suggestively  enough,  the  leaves  of  the  plant  at 
that  season  are  almost  universally  covered  with  freckles  of  exactly 

the  same  color.  On  this  plant,  also,  the  chrysalis  is  invariably  sus- 
pended under  a  parasol  of  leaves  connected  by  silken  threads,  and 

so  effectually  is  it  hidden  from  view  that  a  person  not  acquainted 
with  the  insect  might  travel  for  a  day  over  ground  where  he  would 

necessarily  disturb  one  at  every  step,  and  yet  remain  perfectly  uncon- 
scious of  the  fact. 

TWO  BROODS  EACH  YEAR. 

It  is  generally  believed  that  the  species  is  single-brooded  ;*  but 
this  is  evidently  a  mistake.  Though  I  have  not  reared  one  generation 

from  the  other,  I  have  no  doubt  that,  like  Arcliippus^  it  is  double- 
brooded,  because  I  have  watched  females  depositing  the  fore  part  of 

September,  which,  from  their  fresh  appearance,  could  not  have  hiber- 
nated. The  females,  in  all  probability,  deposit  as  soon  as  the  food- 

plants  appear ;  and  as  this  is  rather  late  in  the  season,  we  seldom  find 
any  larvas  before  the  middle  of  July.  Butterflies  are  produced  from 
this  first  brood  of  larvae  during  the  month  of  August,  and  during  that 

month,  September  and  often  into  October — or  until  the  plants  dry  up 
or  are  frozen — the  insect  may  be  found  in  all  stages.  Last  year,  on 
the  3rd  of  October,  I  found  eggs  and  young  larvas,  which  were  doomed 
to  a  sorry  death,  since  a  few  days  later  a  frost  killed  and  blackened 
the  plants  upon  which  they  occurred.  The  second  brood  of  worms, 
as  would  naturally  be  expected,  is  far  more  numerous  than  the  first, 
and,  as  in  so  many  other  species,  the  two  broods  doubtless  overlap 
each  other. 

ITS  WINTER  QUARTERS. 

That,  as  with  Archippus^  the  butterflies  hibernate,  there  is  no 
longer  any  doubt  whatever,  as  I  have  kept  them  throughout  the  winter, 

and  so  has  Mr.  Muhleman.  Mr.  Hayhurst  also  writes :f  "During 
winter,  (1870,)  in  February,  a  tree  was  felled  on  the  line  of  the  rail- 

road on  which  I  was  at  work.  As  it  fell  it  split  open  and  was  found 

to  be  hollow.  The  cavity  was  partly  filled  with  dirt  and  hickory-nut 
shells  ;  but  among  the  stuff  that  fell  out  were  some  twenty  butterflies, 

mostly  Vanessas — Antiopa  and  Atalanta.    But  among  these  were 

»Mr.  L.  K.  Hayhurst,  of  Sertalia,  wi'ites  to  Mr.  Wm.  II.  Edwards  fButterllies  of  N.  A. ,  Vol.  I, 
p.  139  J  :  "  This  species  has  but  one  bi'ood. ' '  Mr.  J.  R.  ̂ Muhleman  ("/ft (dj .writes  :  '  'I  am  satisfied  there 

is  but  one  brood."  I  think  I  can  >safely  say  that  Mr.  Muhleman  is  now  of  a  difl'erent  opinion,  having 
himself  had  the  chrysalis  as  early  as  the  5th  of  August. 

tin  Edwards's  "Butterflies  of  X.  A.,"  previously  mentioned. 
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seven  specimens  of  ghiceriinn?''  In  the  fall  of  the  year  this  butterfly- 
is  of  frequent  occurrence  around  persimmon  trees,  attracted  h^  the 
sweet  of  the  cracked  and  ripened  fruit.  Later  in  the  season  it  con- 

gregates in  small  bevies  around  willows,  collecting  on  wounded  parts 
of  the  boughs,  where  the  sap  is  exuding ;  and  such  congregations  are 

usuall}'-  accompanied  by  a  few  Grajyias.  The  flight  of  Paphia  is 
swift  and  strong,  and  specimens  are  dilficult  to  capture.  They  rest 

suddenly,  and  then  the  leaf-like  form  and  protective  coloring  of  the 

fast-closed  wings  efi'ectually  screen  them  from  sight.  Faded,  and 
often  dilapidated,  specimens  may  be  seen  flying,  on  warm  days,  early 
in  the  month  of  April. 

NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

I  have,  on  several  occasions,  found  the  newly  hatched  larva  stiff 

and  dead — apparently  ichneumonized.    The  Spotted  Ladybird  {Hip- 
[Fig.  73.]  podamia  maculata,,  Rep.  1,  Fig.  49)  is  abundant  in 

all  stages  on  Croton^  and  probably  feeds  on  the 
eggs  and  young  larvae  of  Paphia^  as  well  as 

=-#'^upon  a  pale  ApJiis  commonly  found  on  the  plant. 
In  the  breeding  cage  I  have  also  had  the  eggs  de- 

stroyed by  Syrphus  larvae,  while  several  insecti- 
vorous wasps,  and  notably  the  Painted-wing 

Digger-wasp,  {Ammophila  2)^ctip)ennis  Walsh, 
Fig.  73),  are  constantly  seen  exploring  the  Paphia- 

inhabited  plants.  But  the  most  persistent  of  the  enemies  is  the  self- 
same Tachina  archippivora^  (Rep.  3,  p.  150),  which  infests  Danais 

Archippiis^  and  which  I  have  bred  quite  numerously  from  late  speci- 
mens of  Paphia — the  parasites  issuing  from  their  victims,  sometimes 

while  these  are  in  the  larva,  but  more  often  after  they  have  assumed 
the  chrysalis  state  ;  then  entering  the  ground  and  issuing  as  flies  early 
the  following  spring. 



ON  A 

NEW   GENUS  IN   THE   LEPIDOPTEROUS   FAMILY 
TINEID^: 

EEMAKKS    ON  THE    FERTILIZATION    OF    YUCCA. 

[Read  before  the  St.  Louis  Academy  of  Science,  at  its  regular  meeting,  September  '2nd,  1872.1 

PEONUBA.    Nov.   Genus. 

Generic  Characters. — Frorit  icings  (Fig.  74,  A)  elliptical,  the  apex  subacuminate  ; 
disc  closed,  though  somewhat  indistinctly  between  marginal  veins  5-8  :  12-veined,  ex- 

clusive of  submedian  (la);  costal  vein  stout,  connected  with  subcostal  near  base,  and 

not  extending  bej'ond  middle  of  wing; 
the  subcostal  vein  sends,  from  about 

one-fourth  its  lengtli  from  base,  a 
branch  which  reaches  costa  where  the 

latter  commences  to  round  off";  it  also 
sends,  from  about  the  middle  of  the 

wing,  a  branch  through  the  discal 
space,  forming  an  accessory  discal  cell, 
and  sometimes  considerably  passing 

the  disc,  and  forking  outside,  so  ias  ta 
form  marginal  veins  7  and  8,  though 

more  often  forking  just  at  the  trans- 
verse discal  vein ;  a  feeble  disco-longi- 

tudinal veinlet  starts  independently 
near  the  base,  forks  near  the  middle, 

and  forms  a  second  accessory  discal  cell ;  submedian  vein  distinct  only  near  the  margin, 
and  indicated  by  an  opaque  line  along  the  basal  half  of  the  fold  ;  internal  vein  feeble, 

and  bitld  at  basal  third.  Wmd  wings  (Fig.  74,  i)  broad,  subacuminate  at  tip  ;  shoulder 
slightly  produced  and  armed,  in  the  ̂ ,  with  a  long  spine,  and  in  both  sexes  with  a  tuft 

of  long  scales  ;  8-veined,  exclusive  of  submedian,  (1  a),  which  is  distinct ;  disc  entire ; 
costal  vein  extending  three-fourths  the  length  of  wing ;  an  independent,  feeble, 

disco-longitudinal  veinlet,  forking  about  the  middle  of  the  wing,  the  upper  branch 
sometimes  considerably  passing  the  disc,  and  then  forking  into  marginal  veins  5  and  6, 

but  more  often  forking  at  transverse  vein  ;  internal  vein  feeble  and  simple.  Head  (Fig. 
74,  a,  $  )  free,  sparsely  haired ;  epicranium  flattened  or  depressed;  ocelli  obsolete; 
cljpeus  large ;  eyes  round  and  salient ;  an tennte  filiform  and  simple  in  botli  sexes,  nearly 

one-half  as  long  as  front  wing,  the  basal  joint  long,  bulbous,  and  twice  as  stout  as  the 

others  ;  maxillary  palpi  (Fig.  74,  b)  very  long,  5-joiiited,^/.!«  basal,  joint  in  the  ̂   produced 
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into  a  long,  stout,  cylindrical^  preheyisile  tentacle,  armed  with  spines  springiyig  from  flat- 
tened tubercles  (c);  this  joint  in  the  c?  a  -mere  blunt-jiointed  tubercle  (Fig.  74,  d)\  the  other 

joints  ahnost  smooth ;  2n(l,  short,  stout,  and  directed  backward ;  3rd,  more  slender, 
and  as  long  again  as  2nd  ;  4th,  thrice  as  long  as  3d  ;  5th,  as  long  as  2nd,  slender  and 

subfusiform  ;  labial  palpi  (Fig.  l-i,g)  moderately  covered  with  hair-like  scales,  reaching 
nearly  to  base  of  antenna3 ;  3-jointed  ;  basal  joint  curved  and  stout;  2nd,  half  as  long 
and  straight ;  3d,  short  and  fusiform  ;  tongue  long  and  smooth.  Legs  with  the  usual 
single  spur  on  the  front,  a  pair  on  the  middle,  and  two  pair  on  the  hind  tibiae.  Abdomen, 

5  with  the  terminal  joint  lateral]}^  compressed,  long,  hornj',  bare  ;  the  sheath  of  the 
ovipositor  acute ;  the  ovipositor  when  extended  very  long,  tine,  and  thread-like ;  c? 
shorter,  blunt,  and  slightly  swollen  at  tip  ;  the  genital  hooks  large,  symmetrical ;  the 
upper  edge  entire  and  thickened,  the  lower  edge  excavated  about  the  middle,  with  a 
dark  tootli  in  middle  of  excavation. 

Approaches  in  the  venation  of  the  wings  such  genera  as  Ana- 
phora Clem,  and  Amydria  Clem.,  but  is  at  once  distinguished  from  all 

other  known  genera  by  the  characters  given,  and  especially  by  the 
maxillary  palpi.  The  variation  in  the  wing  venation  aifords  another 
illustration  of  the  unsoundness  of  the  principle  of  founding  genera 
on  the  plerogostic  characters  alone,  especially  when  taken  from  one 
or  two  individuals  only. 

Proxuba  yuccasella,  n.  sp.    (Fig.  75,  c). 

Average  expanse,  $  1  inch ;  (^  0.00  inch.  Frojit  wings,  above,  uniformly  silvery- 
white,  the  scales  loosely  set;  fringes  concolorous;  beneath,  pale  fuscous,  with  a  brassy 

reflection ;  paler  internallj^ ;  fringes  either  concolor- 
ous or  paler ;  eosta  with  a  brush  of  dark  hairs.  Hind 

ivings  semi-transparent,  pale  fuscous  both  above  and 
below ;  paler  internally,  the  fringes  white  and  the 
brush  on  shoulder  dark.  Head  white  ;  antennas  and 

tongue  dingy  yellow  ;  maxillary  palpi  of  same  color, 

with  the  exception  of  tentacle,  which  is  darker  ;  la- 
bial palpi  with  scales  on  2nd  joint  dark  brown  above ; 

eyes  black.  Thorax  white.  Legs  dingy  yellow,  more 
or  less  covered  with  pale  scales.  Abdomen  with  the 
terminal  joint  in  $  always  bare,  with  the  exception 

of  a  few  short,  stiff  hairs  near  tip,  and  the  scales  on  the  other  joints  very  loosely  at- 
tached. 

Described  from  9  ̂ &,  15  $s. 

I  take  the  present  occasion  to  describe  this  new  genus,  not  be- 
cause it  is  so  characteristic  and  anomalous,  but  because,  firstl.y,  the 

species  belonging  to  it  has  such  very  interesting  habits  ;  and  secondly, 
there  is  much  yet  to  learn  of  these  habits,  and  I  wish  to  draw  the  at- 

tention of  entomologists  to  the  subject. 
Of  late  years,  and  more  especially  since  the  publication  of  IMr. 

Charles  Darwin's  interesting  work  on  the  fertilization  of  Orchids,* 
we  have  come  to  understand  more  and  more  the  important  part  which 

*  On  the  various  Contrivauces  by  which  British  and  Foreign  Orchids  are  fertilized  by  Insects 
London,  18(>'i. 
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insects  play  in  the  fertilization  of  plants;  and  the  old  idea,  that  color 

and  perfume  in  flowers  were  intended  for  man's  especial  pleasure,  is 
giving  way  to  the  more  natural  and  philosophic  view  that  they  are 
useful  to  the  plants  by  attracting  the  needed  insects. 

In  Dr.  Asa  Gray's  recent  little  work,  "Hov/  Plants  Behave,"  etc., 
instances  enough  are  given,  in  an  admirably  plain  and  lucid  style,  to 
show  the  manner  in  which  many  flowers  are  curiously  and  elaborately 
constructed  so  as  just  not  to  dooi  themselves  what  must  necessarily 
be  done  for  them  in  order  to  prevent  degeneracy  or  extinction  of  the 

species.  Some  plants,  as  Fritz  Miiller  proved,  are  so  self-impotent  that 
they  never  produce  a  single  seed  by  aid  of  their  own  pollen,  but  must 

be  fertilized  by  that  of  a  distinct  species,  or  even  of  a  supposed  dis- 
tinct genus;  while  in  some  cases  the  pollen  and  stigma  mutually  act 

on  each  other  in  a  deleterious  manner.*  The  wind  ̂ is  an  important 
agent  in  the  fertilization  of  certain  plants,  and  some  are  fertilized  even 
by  the  higher  animals;  but  by  far  the  greater  number  are  fertilized, 
or  more  strictly  speaking,  pollenized,  by  insects ;  while  the  number  of 
species  (termed  Entomopliilm  by  Delpino)  which  absolutely  depend 
for  pollenation  on  insect  agency  is  not  inconsiderable.  These  insect 
pollenizers  belong  to  several  Orders,  but  mostly  to  the  Hymenoptera 

and  Lepidoptera.  A  familiar  example  is  furnished  by  our  milk-weeds 
{Asclejnas),  the  pollen-masses  of  which  may  often  be  found  adhering 
in  pairs  to  the  legs  of  bees  and  other  insects,  and  sometimes  in  such 
quantities  as  to  prove  a  real  detriment  and  incumbrance  to  the  bearers. 

Every  year  I  receive  specimens  of  such  pollen-burdened  bees,  which 
are  generally  supposed  to  be  infested  with  some  parasite ;  and  Mr. 

James  D.  Meador,  of  Independence,  lately  sent  me  a  very  gloomy  ac- 
count of  the  dangerous  condition  of  his  apiary  from  this  cause.  Each 

of  the  numerous  flowers  which  constitute  the  well-known  umbels  is 

curiously  constructed  so  that  the  pollen-masses,  which  look  like  little 
flattened,  ovoid  pieces  of  wax,  can  only  come  in  contact  with  the 
stigma  by  artificial  means ;  and  we  find  that  they  hang  by  a  bent  stalk, 
attached  to  a  flattened,  ovoid,  brown  organ,  having  a  cleft  which 
catches  the  claws  or  tarsal  hairs,  or  the  fine  hairs  surrounding  the 
trophi,  of  insects  climbing  over  the  umbels. 

With  most  of  the  plants  of  this  kind  now  known,  fructification 
may  be  brought  about  by  the  aid  of  more  than  one  species  of  insect; 

and  none,  perhaps,  off"er  a  more  striking  instance  of  dependence,  or 
more  curious  floral  mechanism  to  allure,  than  do  the  Orchids.  They 
display  an  infinitude  of  curious  contrivances  and  adjustments  for  the 
purpose.  In  the  genus  Ilahenaria^  for  instance,  the  peculiarities  of 
which  are  described  by  Dr.  Gray,  we  find  flowers  that,  in  some  cases, 

strongly  recall  butterflies  ;  a  separate  pocket  for  the  nectar ;  the  pol- 
len bound  together  in  masses  by  elastic  threads,  so  as  to  lessen  the 

*  See  Darwin's  "Animals  and.  Plants,"  etc.,  II.  p.  132. 
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chances  of  loss  ;  and  the  base  of  the  stamens  forming  flattened,  sticky 
discs,  placed  in  the  best  possible  position  for  adhering  to  the  head 
parts  of  a  moth  or  butterfly  endeavoring  to  reach  the  nectar.  In  all 

these  features,  and  others  that  might  be  mentioned,  there  is  remark- 
able adaptation  ;  and  the  flowers  of  many  species,  as  they  unfold  their 

petals,  seem  not  only  to  invite,  but  to  court  and  crave,  the  interven- 

tion of  some  scaly-winged  marriage  priest  of  "glorious  color  and 
glistening  eye,"  who  shall  at  once  procure  a  suitor  and  perform  the 
nuptials. 

Yet  here  we  have  adaptation  of  the  plant  only,  and,  except  in 
one  or  two  rare  instances,  as,  for  instance,  in  that  of  a  Madagascar 

Orchis  {AngrcBCum  sesqiiipedale)^  where  the  nectary  is  so  deep  that 
its  nectar  can  only  be  reached  by  a  moth  with  a  very  long  tongue, 

our  Orchids  are  not  dependent  for  pollenation  on  any  one  Lepidop- 
terous  species,  but  may  be  aided  by  many  which  have  tongues  of  suf- 

ficient length.  Our  Yuccas,  on  the  contrary,  seem  to  depend  for 
assistance,  so  far  as  we  now  know,  on  the  single  little  Tineid  which  I 
have  described,  and,  for  this  reason,  are  among  the  most  interesting 

of  entomophilous  plants.  At  least  such  is  the  case  with  the  capsule- 
bearing  species,  i.  e.,  those  which  have  dry,  dehiscent  pods  ;  and  I 

will  here  premise  that  my  observations  have  been  made*  upon  a  fila- 
mentose-leaved  species  in  common  cultivation  about  St.  Louis,  and 
which  Dr.  Engelmann  takes  to  be  Y.  puherula  or  Y.  glauca. 

Dr.  Engelmann  has  made  some  interesting  observations  on  the 
fertilization  of  Yucca,f  and  to  him  I  am  indebted  for  drawing  my 
attention  to  the  fact  that  the  plants  of  this  genus  must  rely  on  some 
insect  or  other  for  fertilization.  The  sagittate  anthers  open  a  little 

earlier  than  does  the  perianth,  and  expel  the  pollen  grains,  which, 
being  glutinous,  remain  attached  in  different  sized  lumps  to  the  inside 
of  the  flower.  The  stigmatic  tube  contains  nectar,  and  is  connected 
with  the  ovarian  cells,  and  the  pollen  must  be  introduced  into  the 
tube,  but  can  not  be  so  introduced  without  artificial  aid. 

There  are  several  insects  that  frequent  our  Yuccas  about  flower- 
ing time.  Some,  doubtless,  feast  on  the  pollen,  while  others  feed 

either  by  gnawing  into  the  young  fruit  or  pumping  the  juices  there- 

*The  fructification  of  such  Yuccas  as  bear  fleshy,  pulpy  fruit,  of  which  Y.  aloi/olia  may  be  taken 
as  the  type,  has  not  been  studied;  but,  even  with  this  last-mentioned  species,  the  fiicts,  so  far  as 
known,  strongly  indicate  that  Pronuba  is  principally  if  not  solely  instrumental  in  bringing  it  about. 
Its  seeds  are  infested  with  our  Pronuba  larva,  though  not  to  the  same  extent  as  those  of  the  dehiseent 
species.  It  would  be  premature  to  speculate  until  we  have  further  facts  ;  but  it  is  not  at  all  unlikely 

that  the  seeds  of  the  fleshy  pods  are  less  congenial  to  the  larva?,  and  that  a  smaller  percentage  is  pro- 
duced from  the  eggs  consigned  to  such  pods  by  the  moth.  In  addition  to  the  Pronuba  laiwa  in  the  seeds, 

the  fruit  of  Y.  aloifoUa  nourishes  a  smaller,  white,  apodous  larva,  which  is  found  in  the  pulp,  some- 
times in  considerable  numbers.  It  may  be  traced  from  slight  depressions  on  the  outside,  and  shows 

Hymenopterous  aflinities.  It  occasionally  gnaws  into  the  seed  from  the  outside,  but  its  legless  char- 
acter will  at  once  d  stinguish  it  from  the  larva  of  Pronuba,  which  will  be  described  further  on. 

tSee  Bulletin  of  Torrey  Botanical  Club,  Vol.  Ill,  Xo.  7. 
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from  ;*  but  the  only  insect  which  I  have  found  actively  engaged  in 
the  pollenation  is  our  little  Tineid,  which  may  be  known  in  popular 
language  as  the  Yucca  Moth. 

During  the  day-time,  we  may,  by  knowing  what  and  where  to  seek, 
often  find  this  moth,  either  singly  or  in  pairs,  resting  with  folded  wings 

(Fig.  75,  h)  within  the  half-closed  flowers.  It  is  then  not  only  hidden, 
but  well  protected  by  the  imitative  color  of  the  front  wings  with  that 
of  the  flower.    If  we  visit  the  plants  after 

"    *        *        *        ̂         the  garish  day 

Has  sped  on  his  wheels  of  light  away," 

and  when,  with  full-blown  perianths,  the  Yucca  stands  in  all  her 
queenly  beauty,  and  sends  forth  her  perfume  more  strongly  upon  the 
night  air,  we  shall,  with  a  little  patience,  meet  with  this  same  moth 

flitting  swiftly  from  flower  to  flower  and  from  plant  to  plant — the 
dusky  nature  of  the  hind  wings  and  of  the  under  surface  of  the  front 

wings  almost  completely  ofl'setting  and  neutralizing,  when  in  motion, 
the  upper  silvery  whiteness  of  the  latter,  and  thus  still  rendering  the 
insect  a  little  difficult  of  detection.  It  is  principally  the  male  which 

we  thus  see  flying,  and,  by  aid  of  a  "  bull's  eye,"  we  shall  find  the 
female  for  the  most  part  busily  at  work  in  the  flowers.  Ile^  with 

stronger  wing-power,  can  afford  to  pass  in  the  most  pleasurable  way 
the  few  brief  days  allotted  him ;  but  sJie  is  charged  with  a  double 
duty,  and  loses  little  time  in  its  performance. 

Before  she  can  carry  out  the  maternal  task  of  continuing  her  race, 

she  must  act  as  foster-mother  to  the  plant  in  order  to  insure  a  proper 

supply  of  food  to  her  larvce,  which  feed  on  its  seeds.  With  her  max- 
illary tentacle,  so  wonderfully  modified  for  the  purpose,  she  collects 

the  pollen  in  large  pellets,  and  holds  it  under  the  neck  and  against 
the  front  trochanters.  In  this  manner  she  sometimes  carries  a  mass 

thrice  the  size  of  her  head  (Fig  74,(2  i).  Thus  laden,  she  clings  to  the 
top  of  the  pistil,  bends  her  head,  thrusts  her  tongue  into  the  stigmatic 

nectary,  and  brings  the  pollen-mass  right  over  its  mouth.  In  this 
position  she  works  with  a  vigor  that  would  indicate  combined  pleasure 

and  purpose — moving  her  head  and  body  from  side  to  side,  and  appa- 
rently making  every  effort  to  force  the  pollen  into  the  tube.  Such  is 

the  method  by  which  our  Yuccas  are  fertilized. 

*I  have  taken  the  following  insects  from  the  flowers:  Coleoptf.ra — Anthonomus  signatus  Say,' 
whose  larva  I  have  known  to  feed  on  certain  Aphidan  Wm^oi-ygaWs—CliauHonnathusPcnnsijlvantcus 
(DeGeer),  and  C.  marginatus  (Fabr.;.  Both  these  insects  have  tlie  maxilhe  peculiarly  modified  into 
slender,  pilose,  extensile  setre  or  leelers,  which  doubtless  resemble  in  function  the  tongue  of  moths, 
and  enable  them  to  lap  honey.  I  once  thought  these  might  have  something  to  do  with  tlie  pollenation 
of  the  plant,  and  possibly  tliey  do  in  a  small  degree;  but  I  could  never  find  them  near  the  stigma,  and 
tlieir  sole  object  seemed  to  be  to  feed  upon  the  pollen,  for  which  purpose  their  jaws  are  well  suited. 
They  are  found  on  a  variety  of  pollen-bearing  plants,  such  as  Spiraa,  Rubus,  Solidago,  etc.,  while  as 
larvas  they  are  carnivorous— the  first  named  being  one  of  the  principal  enemies  of  those  notorious  fruit 
depredators,  Conotrachelus  nenuphar  (Herbst^  and  Carpocapsa  pomonella  (Linn.)— Euri/omia  melan- 
cholica  Gor.  &  Perch,  a  cliafer  very  fond  ot  eating  into  the  flowers  and  fruit  of  a  variety  of  plants. 

HETKnoPTKRA—Li/gusrobiniai  Vhlvr—Orl/ioti/lus  discoidalis  Uhler—Cgllocoris  scutcllatus  Vh\n-—Thcog- 
nis phtjllopus  Uhler  (—albicinctus  Say) .  The  last  is  notably  found  on  Yuccas,  but  the  others  more  com- 

monly on  other  plants,  and  they  all  derive  nourishment  by  puncturing  and  sucking— their  punctures 
causing  little  rusty  specks  on  the  truit. 
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The  foregoing  account  of  the  insect's  habits  is  founded  on  re- 
peated observation  ;  but  we  now  come  to  that  portion  of  its  career  to 

which  I  more  especially  wish  to  call  attention,  and  which  must  be 
considered  hj^pothetical  until  confirmed  by  future  investigation.  Yet 
I  feel  as  certain  of  the  correctness  of  my  conclusions  as  though  they 
had  been  demonstrated. 

For  want  of  sufficient  time,  I  have  been  unable  to  catch  the  moth 
in  the  act  of  oviposition  ;  but  from  careful  examination,  I  am  satisfied 
that  the  eggs  are  not  deposited  on  the  outside  of  the  fruit.  They  are 

either  thrust  into  it  from  the  side  or  from  the  stigmatic  opening,  fol- 

lowing, most  probably,  the  course  of  the  pollen  tubes.  I  strongly  in- 
cline to  the  latter  view,  for,  though  many  Lepidoptera  are  furnished 

with  extensile  ovipositors,  which  enable  them  to  thrust  their  eggs  intO' 
crevices  and  other  orifices,  I  know  of  none  which  actually  puncture. 
Nor  have  I  been  able  to  discover  any  trace  of  punctures  leading  to 

eggs. 
Neither  have  I  been  able  to  discover  the  egg  in  sitic ;  which  is 

not  to  be  wondered  at,  however,  as  when  examined  in  the  female  ab- 
domen it  is  found  to  be  long,  narrow,  soft  and  flexible,  and  of  the  ex- 

act color  of  the  flesh  of  the  young  fruit.  The  ovipositor  is  so  very 

fine  and  extensile  that  it  may  be  thrust  into  the  most  minute  and  nar- 
row passage. 

If,  a  day  or  two  after  the  flowers  have  withered,  (between  June  15 
and  July  5  in  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis  with  the  species  mentioned), 
we  carefully  dissect  the  young  fruit,  we  shall  often  find  it  to  contain 
from  one  to  a  half  dozen,  but  more  generally  two,  young  larvae.  They 
are  always  found  within  the  nascent  seed,  and  their  bodies  are,  at  this 

time,  so  much  of  a  color  and  consistence  with  the  surrounding  pabu- 
lum, that  we  could  hardly  detect  them  but  for  the  comparatively 

large,  dark  jaws.  The  larva  retains  its  white  color  till  after  the  last 
molt,  when  it  acquires  the  carneous  tint  so  common,  at  that  age,  to 

fruit-boring  moth  larvas.    It  is  then  characterized  as  follows : 

Descriptiox  of  Larva.— Average  lensth  0.55  inch.  Broadest  on  thoracic  joints^ 

thence  gradually  decreasing  to  extremity,  which  is  quite  small.  (Fig.  75,  a).  Color 
carneous,  with  a  paler  greenish  tint  below.  No  pililerous  spots,  but  a  few  very  minute 
and  short  stiff  hairs  springing  from  the  ordinary  positions  of  such  spots.  A  transverse 

dorsal  wrinkle,  on  each  of  the  principal  joints,  more  or  less  distinctly  divided  in  two 

by  a  medio-dorsal  depression,  which  is  sometimes  slightly  bluish.  Joints  deeply  incised 

and  with  a  lateral,  substigmatal,  longitudinal  wrinkle.  (Fig.  75,  d).  Thoracic  legs 

stout,  but  short,  Avith  three  joints  and  a  claw.  No  prolegs.  Stigmata  (9  pair)  forming- 
a  small  rufous  circle  on  anterior  portion  of  joints  1  and  4-11.  Head  (Fig.  75,  e,  /,  /t,  iy 

y,  k)  partially  retractile,  copal-colored ;  epistoma  sharply  delined  ;  labrum  slightly 

pilose  ;  mandibles  stout,  rounded,  and  with  four  acute  teeth,  each  diminishing  in  size 

from  without;  maxilL-e  with  the  inner  lobe  rounded  and  furnished  with  (usually  2) 

short  fleshy  hairs,  the  palpi  4-jointed,  the  terminal  joint  with  bristles  ;  labium  promi- 

nent, with  the  spinneret  conspicuous  and  the  palpi  i-jointed— the  first  joint  long,  with  a 

fleshy  hair  at  tip,  the  second  small,  spherical,  and  also  terminating  in  a  fleshy  hair-. 
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antenufe  2-jointecl,  the  terminal  joint  with  a  bristle  ;  ocelli  pale,  around  a  dark  crescent. 
Cervical  shield  flattened  and  not  well  defined. 

White  when  young.    Mostly  curved  in  the  fruit  lilce  the  larvaj  of  Carc>ilionid'r._    ■ 
Described  from  many  specimens. 

Two  larvae  are  seldom  found  in  the  same  seed-row,  and  each  one, 
on  attaining  full  growth,  consumes  only  the  inside  of  from  fifteen  to 

twenty  seeds.  Each  pod  contains,  on  an  average,  upward  of  two  hun- 
dred of  these  seeds,  disposed  in  six  rows,  and  might  consequently  sus- 

tain a  dozen  larvas  ;  so  that  when,  as  is  usually  the  case,  there  are  not 
more  than  two  such  larvae  to  a  pod,  an  abundance  of  perfect  seed  re- 

mains to  perpetuate  the  plant.  Yet  sometimes  every  seed  will  be 
destroyed,  especially  in  the  species  with  smaller  capsules. 

It  is  quite  possible  that  the  moth  may,  at  times,  introduce  the 
pollen  into  the  stigmatic  tube  without  consigning  any  of  her  eggs  to 

the  fruit,  and  we  should  naturally  expect  to  find  some  capsules  unin- 
fested  with  her  larvae.  But  I  have  this  year  examined  hundreds  of 
oapsules  around  St.  Louis,  and  some  in  South  Illinois,  and  not  more 
than  four  or  five  per  cent,  were  uninfested.  Sometimes  every  pod  on 
the  same  plant  had  its  worms,  while  at  others  half  the  pods  on  a  given 
panicle  would  be  free  of  them.  From  the  very  large  per  centage  of 
infested  pods,  I  conclude  that  oviposition  naturally  and  immediately 
follows  fertilization,  unless  the  moth  be  disturbed. 

When  mature,  the  larva  bores  a  hole  through  the  capsule,  drops 
by  a  web  to  the  ground,  burrows  a  few  inches  below  the  surface,  and 
constructs  an  oval  cocoon  of  earth,  lined  on  the  inside  with  silk. 
Here  it  doubtless  rests  in  the  larva  state  through  the  fall,  winter  and 
spring  months,  and  completes  its  transformations  about  the  time  the 
Yuccas  begin  to  bloom  ;  for  it  is  a  very  general  rule  with  Tineidas  that 

when  they  hibernate  in  the  preparatory  state,  it  is  as  larvae — the  term 
■of  the  chrysalis  state  being  brief. 

The  only  natural  enemies  of  the  larva  that  I  yet  know  of  are  ants. 
These  omnivorous  creatures  often  get  into  the  capsule  and  devour  the 
worm  when  it  is  about  to  leave,  and  its  burrow  may  frequently  be 
found  crowded  with  them. 

Though  another  year  must  roll  around  before  the  latter  part  of 

our  Pronuba's  history,  as  here  given,  can  be  positively  substantiated, 
let  me  hope  that  the  next  blooming-season  of  our  Yuccas  will  find 
other  eyes  than  my  own  watching  her  ways  and  methods. 

We  have  in  this  little  moth  a  remarkable  adaptation  of  means  to 

an  end.  There  is  between  it  and  its  food-plant  a  mutual  interdepend- 
ence which  at  once  excites  our  wonder,  and  is  fraught  with  interesting 

suggestions  to  those  who  are  in  the  habit  of  reasoning  from  effect  to 

cause.  Whether  we  believe,  as  I  certainly  do,  that  this  perfect  adap- 
tation and  adjustment  have  been  brought  about  by  slow  degrees 

through  the  long  course  of  ages,  or  whether  we  believe  that  they  al- 
ways were  so  from  the  beginning, it  is  equally  suggestive  of  that  same 

law  and  harmony  so  manifest  throughout  the  realm  of  Nature. 
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The  peculiar  structure  of  the  flower  which  prevents  self-fertiliza- 
tion, though  on  a  superficial  view  it  strikes  one  as  a  disadvantage,  is 

in  reality  a  great  benefit;  while  the  maxillary  tentacle  of  the  female 

moth  is  very  plainly  an  advantage  to  her  species  in  the  "  struggle  for 
life;"  and  if  is  quite  easy  to  conceive,  on  Darwinian  grounds,  how  both 
these  characters  may  gradually  have  been  produced  in  the  course  of 

time  from  archetypal  forms  which  possessed  neither.  These  peculiar- 
ities are,  moreover,  mutually  and  reciprocally  beneficial,  so  that  the 

plant  and  the  animal  are  each  influenced  and  modified  by  the  other, 
and  the  same  laws  which  produced  the  beneficial  specialization  of 
parts  would  maintain  them  by  the  elimination  of  all  forms  tending  to 
depart  from  them. 

It  may  be  that  the  glutinous  nature  of  the  pollen  renders  consec- 
taneous  its  accumulation  by  the  spinous  maxillary  tentacles  of  the 

female  moth;  and  that,  when  she  is  sipping  nectar,  the  vigorous  work- 

ing of  head  and  body  from  side  to  side  is  simply  an  efi'ort  to  get  rid  of  an 
incumbrance.  It  may  be  that  all  her  actions  are  the  result  merely  of 

"  blind  instinct,"  by  which  term  proud  man  has  been  wont  to  desig- 
nate the  doings  of  inferior  animals  ;  but  for  my  part,  I  have  not  been 

able  to  watch  her  operations  without  feeling  that  there  is  in  all  of 
them  as  much  of  purpose  as  there  is  in  those  of  the  female  Pelopce us, 

who  so  assiduously  collects,  paralyzes,  and  stores  away  in  her  mud- 
dabs,  the  spiders  which  are  to  nourish  her  young;  or  in  the  many  other 
curious  provisions  which  insects  make  for  their  progeny,  which,  in  the 
majority  of  instances,  they  are  destined  never  to  behold.  Nor  can  I 

see  any  good  reason  for  denying  these  lowly  creatures  a  degree  of  con- 
sciousness of  what  they  are  about,  or  even  of  what  will  result  from 

their  labors.  They  have  an  object  in  view,  and  whether  we  attribute 
their  performances  to  reason  or  instinct  depends  altogether  upon  the 

meaning  we  give  to  these  words.  Define  instinct  as  "  congenital 
habit,"  or  "inherited  association,''  and  most  of  the  doings  of  the  lower 
animals  may  be  very  justly  called  instinctive.  But  I  can  not  help 
thinking  that  the  instinctive  and  reasoning  faculties  are  both  present, 
in  most  animals,  in  varying  proportion,  the  last  being  called  into  play 
more  especially  by  unusual  and  exceptional  circumstances;  and  that 

the  power  which  guides  the  $  Promiha  in  her  actions  difi'ers  only  in 
degree  from  that  which  directs  a  bird  in  building  its  nest,  or  which 
governs  many  of  the  actions  of  rational  man. 

I  will  conclude  by  referring  to  one  practical  phase  of  this  subject. 

As  the  insect  and  its  food-plant  are  inseparable  under  natural  condi- 
tions, the  former  doubtless  occurs  wherever  the  latter  grows  wild. 

Pods  of  Y.  angustifolia  which  I  gathered  on  the  Black  Hills  of  Col- 
orada,in  1867,  all  show  the  unmistakable  holes  of  egress  of  the  larvte; 

while  those  of  Y.  riq^icola  from  Texas,  of  Y.  Whipplel  from  Califor- 
nia, and  of  others  from  South  Carolina  and  Texas,  now  in  the  herba- 

rium of  Dr.  Engelmann,  all  show  this  infallible  sign  of  having  been 
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infested.  Through  the  courtesy  of  the  same  gentleman,  I  have  also 
received  the  moth,  taken  around  Yuccas,  from  South  Carolina,  and 
the  pods  of  several  species  from  the  same  State  and  from  Texas,  while 
the  larvae  were  yet  working  in  tliem.  There  is  every  reason  to  believe, 
however,  that  beyond  the  native  home  of  these  plants  the  insect  does 
not  occur,  except  where  it  has  naturally  spread  or  been  artificially 
introduced;  and  it  is  an  interesting  fact  that,  so  far  as  I  am  able  to 
learn,  the  dehiscent  species  in  the  northern  parts  of  this  country  and 
in  Europe  never  produce  seed. 

The  cocoons  containing  the  dormant  larvae  can  be  very  conve- 
niently sent  by  mail  from  one  part  of  the  world  to  another,  and  by 

their  aid  oar  transatlantic  florists  may  yet  have  the  satisfaction  of  get- 
ting seed  from  their  Yuccas  without  any  personal  effort. 

[I  have  been  led  to  reproduce  this  article  from  the  Academy  Trans- 
actions: first,  because  I  wish  to  lay  the  facts  before  the  reader;  sec- 

ondly, because  I  fear  that,  through  unavoidable  delay  in  the  publica- 
tion of  said  Transactions,  it  would  otherwise  not  be  given  to  the  public 

in  time  to  lead  to  relevant  observations  in  other  parts  of  the  country 

the  coming  summer.  I  have  given  but  an  inkling  of  the  interest  at- 
taching to  the  subject,  and  made  but  a  commencement  in  the  record 

of  facts. 

From  an  abstract  of  the  paper,  made  at  the  Dubuque  meeting  of 
the  American  Association  for  the  Advancement  of  Science  last  Au- 

gust, the  leading  thoughts  have  been  published  in  several  periodicals 
both  of  this  country  and  Europe,  and  have  elicited  the  following  facts: 

J.  W.  B.,  of  Flushing,  L.  I.,  says :  "  In  my  own  garden,  the  J"  fila- onentosa^  ̂ ray,  blooms  and  matures  its  seed  annually.  I  have  never 
been  able  to  discover  the  intervention  of  any  insect  to  assist  fertili- 

zation, nor  have  I  ever  failed  to  secure  the  prompt  germination  of 

seed  taken  from  any  well-matured  capsule." — [Bulletin  Torrey  Bot. 
Clul,  Avg.  1872. 

It  does  not  strike  me  as  strange  that  J.  W.  B.  should  have  failed 
to  observe  the  moth,  when  it  had  hitherto  escaped  the  notice  of  both 
botanists  and  entomologists.  As,  however,  after  more  carefully 
examining  his  capsules,  he  subsequently  found  the  perforations  of  the 
larvae,  {ihid^  Nov.,  1872),  he  will  no  doubt  find  the  moth  next  year  by 
properly  seeking  it. 

Three  large  plants  of  the  Adam's-needle,  or  Beargrass,  ( Yucca 
Mamentosa)^  in  our  garden  near  New  York,  produced  fine  clusters  of 
capsules  this  autumn  ;  upon  examining  them  we  found  that  apparently 
every  seed-vessel  either  contained  an  insect,  or  had  a  hole  showing 
where  one  had  escaped.  The  capsule  of  this  Yucca  consists  of  three 
<;ells,  and  generally  but  one  of  them  was  inhabited  by  the   larva, 
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which  destroyed  the  seeds  in  that,  while  the  contents  of  the  other 
two  cells  were  untouched.  All  the  capsules  were  one-sided  or  con- 

torted, owing  to  the  presence  of  the  caterpillar.  *  *  *  A  very- 
observing;  friend  who  made  extensive  experiments  with  seedling 
Yuccas,  in  the  hope  of  obtaining  some  new  varieties,  is  quite  sure 
that  he  has  obtained  crops  of  seed  without  any  of  the  distortion  of 
the  capsule  to  which  we  have  referred.  *  *         *         During  a 
recent  visit  to  Georgia,  we  found  Yucca  gloriosa  in  fruit.  The  fruit 
of  Y.  aiameniosa  is  a  dry  capsule,  while  that  of  Y.  gloriosa  is  pulpy, 
and  when  quite  ripe  is  as  solt  as  a  banana.  We  examined  a  number 
of  fruits  of  J^  gloriosa,  and  failed  to  find  any  distortion,  perforation, 
or  other  indication  that  an  insect  had  entered  or  made  its  exit. — A7neri- 
can  Agriculturist^  Dec,  1872. 

Yuccas  Seedling. — I  think  there  must  be  an  error  in  regard  to 
Yuccas  not  producing  seed  in  Europe,  owing  to  the  non-attendance  of 
the  fertilizing  insects.  I  remember,  while  at  Dulwich,in  the  summer 
of  1868,  some  plants  of  Y.  Mamentosa  produced  a  good  crop  of  seeds, 
which  germinated  freely,  and  gave  us  a  nice  lot  of  plants,  which 
seems  to  indicate  either  that  the  little  moth  is  in  the  country,  or  that 
at  least  during  warm  summers  the  plants  can  manage  very  well  with- 

out it.  I  dare  say  the  Messrs.  Smith  could  confirmthe  above  state- 

ment.— T.  Smith,  Newry,  in  Gardeners^  Chroriicle.  (London),  Oct.  19, 
1872,  No.  42,  p.  1390. 

These  extracts  prove  that  the  Yucca  moth  occurs  on  Long  Island, 
and  around  New  York,  and  indicate  that  other  insects  occasionally 
pollenize  the  flowers.  The  experience  of  Mr.  Smith,  in  England,  is  as 
interesting  as  it  is  exceptional;  but  until  we  learn  whether  or  not  the 
work  of  the  larva  was  manifest,  no  safe  conclusions  can  be  drawn. 

Other  insects  may  have  been  the  pollenizers,  or  Pronuba  may  have 
been  locally  introduced  with  seed  from  America.  This  last  view  may 
not  appear  very  plausible,  but  if  both  sexes  of  the  insect  were,  by  some 
chance,  introduced  into  a  locality  where  Yuccas  of  blooming  age  were 
growing,  there  is  no  reason  why  they  should  not  multiply  ;  and  such 
chance  introduction  is  not  impossible,  since  the  larva  not  unfrequently 
remains  in  the  capsule  after  the  seed  is  ripe,  where  it  fastens  a  number 
of  the  riddled  seeds  together  into  a  sort  of  cocoon,  which  might  easily 
pass  unnoticed  in  gathering  seed;  and,  if  buried  in  the  ground  with 
such  seed,  would  in  time  give  forth  the  moth. 

As  bearing  on  the  subject  of  the  insect's  range,  I  will  add  that  I 
have  since  examined  the  wild  Y,  angustifolia  around  Manhattan, 

Kansas,  and  always  found  traces  o'i  Pro7iuha\  but  that  of  seventy 
plants,  including  several  species  in  the  garden  of  Meade  Woodson,  of 

Kansas  City — a  gentleman  who  is  a  great  admirer  of  the  genus — nofc 
one  has  yet  produced  seed.  Mr,  Edgar  Sanders,  of  Chicago,  tells  me 

that  plants  of  Y.  Haccida  do  not  there  produce  seed,  Mr,  Henry  Wheat- 
land, of  Salem,  Massachusetts,  says  that  Y.  Mamentosa  never  produces 

seed  there ;  and  I  learn  from  Professor  Gray  that  it  is  equally  barren 
at  Cambridge.  We  have  seen  how  irregularly  some  insects  develop, 
and  how  this  irregularity  {ante  p.  132)  becomes  excessive  when  the 
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species  may  be  benefited  thereby.  Now  the  blooming  season  of  our 
Yuccas  is  comparatively  brief,  and  it  is  quite  evident  that  those  Pro- 
mibas^  which  do  not  issue  within  the  appropriate  time,  must  perish 
without  leaving  progeny.  We  might,  therefore,  expect  to  find  the 
habit  of  issuing  at  the  proper  season,  inherited  through  no  one  knows 
how  many  generations,  very  strongly  fixed  and  difiicult  to  break  up  ; 
and  such  is  the  case  to  a  remarkable  extent.  Some  insects  I  have  had 

no  difficulty  in  forcing  or  causing  to  give  out  the  imago  prematurely, 
by  submitting  them  to  artificial  conditions  of  heat  and  moisture.  Not 
so  with  Pronuha  !  for,  while  I  was  quite  anxious  to  breed  a  few  to 
the  chrysalis  state  before  publishing  this  Report,  and,  for  that  purpose, 

kept  a  number  at  a  mean  temperature  of  about  80°  all  through  the 
winter,  every  one  of  them  is,  at  this  writing,  (April  10th),  yet  in  the 
larva  state. 

Thus  my  inference,  that  it  hibernates  as  larva,  proves  correct,  and 
we  may  likewise  infer  that  the  chrysalis  will  be  furnished  with  teeth 
or  spines,  by  aid  of  which  to  work  itself  to  the  surface  of  its  earthy 
shroud. 

The  following  extract  from  a  letter  by  Mr.  H.  T.  Stainton,  of  Eng- 
land, and  dated  September  25th,  1872,  will  prove  valuable  as  the 

opinion  of  our  greatest  micro-lepidopterist :  ''The  Pionuha  yiicca- 
sella  is  a  most  curious  insect.  The  bare,  horny  hinder  segments  of 

the  female  remind  me  of  some  of  the  females  of  the  genus  of  Long- 
horns  Nemotois^  such  as  scahroselhcs,  which  lays  its  eggs  at  the  bot- 

toms of  scabrous  flowers,  where  a  thickly  scaled  abdomen  would  be 

ill-suited  to  its  purpose.  The  remarkably  bull-headed  appearance  of 
your  yuccasella  is  very  striking,  and  the  more  I  look  at  the  creature 
the  more  puzzled  I  seem  as  to  its  affinities.  We  have  no  European 

genus  at  all  analogous."] 
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PREFACE. 

To  the,  Preu'lcnt  and  Members  oj  the  Missouri  State  Board  of  Agriculture  : 

Gentlemen:  According  to  custom,  I  herewith  submit  to  you  my 
Sixth  Annual  Report  on  the  Noxious,  Beneficial  and  other  Insects  of 

the  State  of  Missouri.  The  MS.  is  yet  incomplete,  but  will  be  in 
readiness  by  the  time  the  printer  needs  it. 

The  year  1873  has  been  characterized  by  a  very  short  fruit  crop, 

owing  more  to  late  cold  and  wet  spring  weather  tlian  to  any  other 

cause;  and  by  other  peculiarities  which  I  need  not  mention,  as  they 

will  doubtless  be  set  forth  in  the  report  of  your  Corresponding  Secre- 
tary. Owing  to  the  increasing  correspondence  of  this  office,  and  the 

increased  demand  on  my  time  for  lectures  and  essays  before  State 
and  local  societies,  I  have  found  it  impossible  to  perform  the  same 

amount  of  field  work  that  I  have  been  able  to  accomplish  in  previous 

years.  In  fact  the  duties  of  the  office  have  become  so  multipled,  that 

one  person  can  no  longer  perform  them,  as  they  should  be  performed, 

with  any  degree  of  satisfaction  to  himself.  As  the  duties  of  the  office 

increase,  so  do  the  expenses,  and  this  has  been  especially  the  case 

during  the  year  about  to  close,  because  of  the  strict  regulations 
adopted  by  our  railroad  corporations  which  have,  with  few  exceptions, 

made  it  impossible  to  obtain  railroad  passes.  Unless,  therefore,  the 

means  are  provided  to  enable  me  to  employ  such  assistance  as  will 

relieve  me  of  some  of  the  necessary  routine  and  detail,  it  is  very  evi- 
dent that  my  own  time  will  be  frittered  away  in  such  details;  and 

when  I  can  no  longer  make  the  office  asefficient  and  useful  as  1  de- 
sire, I  shall  be  under  the  necessity  of  severing  my  connection  with  it. 

There  is  another  subject  to  which  I  desire  to  call  your  attention. 

The  law  provides  that  the  Entomological  Report  be  bound  in  with  the 
Report  of  your  Corresponding  Secretary.  The  consequence  is  that 

my  Report,  after  it  is  printed,  must  sometimes  lie  for  n:onths  in  Jef- 

ferson City  before  being  distributed.    The  last  Report  of  your  Secre- 
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tary  was  not  published  till  the  end  of  July,  and  with  the  exception 
of  the  few  copies  of  the  Entomological  Report  which  1  have  bound 

separately  for  my  own  use,  none  were  to  be  had  till  the  season  was 
over  in  which  much  of  the  information  contained  in  it  might  have 

been  used.  Again,  requests  are  being  constantly  made  of  your  Sec- 

retary and  of  myself,  for  copies  of  the  Entomological  Report,  by  par- 
ties who  would  like  to  have  it  separate,  and  who  do  not  care  to  pay  the 

postage  on  the  combined  volume,  which  is  often  very  bulky  and  un- 
wieldy. I  would  therefore  suggest  that  some  effort  be  made  to  have 

the  law  so  altered  that  the  Entomological  Report  may  be  bound  and 

distributed  separately  ;  and  from  conversation  had  with  Senators  and 

Representatives  on  the  subject,  I  think  that  the  suggestion  will  meet 

with  approval  in  the  Legislature,  as  I  know  it  will  from  the  people  in 
the  State  most  interested  in  the  Reports. 

I  have  again  devoted  considerable  space  to  the  Grape  Phyllo- 
xera, an  insect  which  continues  to  attract  much  attention  both  at 

home  and  abroad  ;  and  it  pleases  me  to  know  that  the  Minister  of  Agri* 
culture  and  Commerce  of  France  has  seen  fit  to  honor  your  Board, 

through  me,  with  a  grand  gold  medal  in  appreciation  of  what  little 

service  it  has  been  my  privilege  to  render  to  French  grape-culture 
through  the  studies  of  this  insect  recorded  in  these  Reports. 

In  this,  as  in  the  previous  volumes,  when  the  insects  treated  of 

are  new,  or  the  existing  descriptions  of  them  are  imperfect,  or  in  a 

foreign  language,  or  in  works  out  of  print  and  difficult  of  access,  I 

have  added  a  full  description,  which  is,  however,  always  printed  in 

smaller  type,  so  that  it  can  be  skipped  by  the  non-interested  reader. 
The  popular  name  of  each  insect  is  accompanied  by  the  scientific 

name,  and  the  latter  is  generally  printed  in  italics  and  mostly  in  pa- 
renthesis, so  that  it  may  be  skipped  by  the  practical  man  without 

interfering  with  the  text.  The  Order  and  Family  to  which  each. in- 
sect belongs,  are  also  given  under  each  heading.  The  dimensions 

are  expressed  in  inches  and  the  fractional  parts  of  an  inch,  and  the 

sign  c?  wherever  used,  is  an  abbreviation  for  the  word  •'  male,"  and 

the  sign  ?  for  '•female,"''  and  the  sign  ̂   for  neuter. 
Many  of  the  figures  are  enlarged,  but  the  natural  size  of  each  of 

such  is  also  given  or  indicated  by  a  hair-line,  except  in  the  represent- 
ation of  enlarged  structural  details,  where  they  are  connected  with 

the  life-sized  insect  to  which  they  belong. 
The  name  of  the  author  of  the  species,  and  not  of  the  genus,  is 

given  as  authority;  and  in  order  to  indicate  whether  or  not  the  insect 

was  originally  described  under  the  generic  name  which  it  bears,  I 
have  adopted  the  following  plan:  When  the  specific  name  is  coupled 

with  the  generic  name  under  which  it  was  first  published,  the  de- 
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scriber's  name  is  attached  without  a  comma— thus  indicating  the 
authorship  of  the  dual  name  :  e.  g.  Phycita  nelulo  Walsh.  But  when 

a  different  generic  name  is  employed  than  that  undej  which  the  ipsect 

was  first  described,  the  authorship  is  enclosed  in  parenthesis,  thus — 
Acrohasis  nelulo  (Walsh);  except  where  the  whole  name  is  already 

in  parenthesis,  when  a  comma  will  be  used  for  the  same  purpose :  e.  g., 

(Acrohasis  nebulo^  Walsh). 

All  the  illustrations,  unless  otherwise  stated,  are  drawn  by  myself 

from  nature.    Figs.  9  and  10  are,  however,  copied  from  Westwood. 
I  again  cheerfully  acknowledge  my  indebtedness  to  Mr.  Otto 

Lugger  and  Miss  M.  E.  Murtfeldt  for  assistance  in  my  office  work. 

My  old  oflice,  on  the  corner  of  Fifth  and  Olive  Sts.,  no  longer  fur- 
nishing sufficient  accommodations,  I  have  secured  pleasant  quarters 

at  Room  42,  St.  Louis  Insurance  Building,  N.  W.  Corner  of  Sixth  and 
Locust  Sts.,  where  all  communications  should  be  sent. 

Respectfully  yours, 
CHAS.  V.  RILEY, 

St  a  te  En  to  mo  lor/  1st. 
St.  Louis,  JNIo.,  Becemler  2,  1874. 



NOXIOUS  INSECTS 

ISrOTES    03^    THE    •yE.A.I?/. 

[Under  this  head  1  here  continue  the  brief  notes  and  observations  of  the  j'ear  on 
such  insects  as  have  been  ah-eady  treated  of— observations  not  recorded  in  the  previous 
reports,  to  which  they  are  supplementary.] 

THE  CODLING  MOTH. 

The  first  larvae  were  obtained  under  bands,  in  1873,  on  the  23d  of 
June.    The  first  moths  were  noticed  on  the  8th  of  July. 

In  most  parts  of  the  State  the  apple  crop  was,  compared  with  the 

average  yield,  a  failure.  The  trees  were  profuse  with  blossom,  but 

the  late  cold,  wet  weather  caused  the  young  apples  either  to  fail  to 
set  or  to  wither  and  fall  soon  after  setting.  With  a  short  supply  to 

work  on,  the  effects  of  the  Codling  Moth  were  all  the  more  apparent, 

where  no  means  were  taken  to  prevent  them,  though  the  insect  was 

less  numerous  than  usual.  What  with  its  injuries  and  those  of  the 

Plum  Curculio,  which,  for  almost  total  lack  of  stone  fruit,  worked  more 

than  usual  upon  pip  fruit,  the  few  apples  harvested  were  of  inferior 
quality. 

Respecting  the  kind  of  bandage  best  to  use,  last  summer's  experi- 
ence confirms  that  given  a  year  ago. 

The  leading  article  in  Dr.  LeBaron's  Report  for  1873,  as  State  En- 
tomologist of  Illinois,  is  upon  this  insect.  In  said  article  are  detailed 

a  number  of  interesting  experiments  and  observations  which  fully 

corroborate  what  was  already  on  record  of  the  insect.  It  is  well 
known  that  a  certain  proportion  of  infested  apples  remain  on  the  tree 

after  the  worm  has  left  them.  The  proportion  will  depend  very  much 

on  the  variety  of  apple,  and  on  the  time  of  year  that  the  worm  ma- 
2— ER 
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tures  :  whether,  in  other  words,  the  worm  belongs  to  the  first  or  second 

broods.  Careful  notes,  covering  such  contingencies,  are  very  neces- 
sary to  any  just  estimate  of  how  many  worms  leave  the  fruit  by  means 

of  a  web  or  by  crawling  down  the  trunk  during  night,  before  said 

fruit  falls;  and  it  is  doubtful  whether  any  broad  generalizations  on 
the  subject  can  be  made.  Dr.  LeBaron  estimates  that  about  half  the 

worms  thus  leave.  Hence  all  systems  confined  to  destroying  the  fallen 

fruit  are  but  half-ways  toward  complete  destruction  of  the  worms, 
and  do  not  compare  well,  in  efficiency,  with  the  bandage  remedies. 

In  pear  culture  they  would  be  of  still  less  value.  The  result  of  Mr. 

Parker  Earle's  large  experience  in  growing  this  fruit  at  South  Pass, 
Ills.,  in  respect  of  this  insect  is:  1st.  That  infested  pears  hang  on  the 

tree  after  the  exit  of  the  worm.  2d.  That  though  they  always  show 

the  frass  before  said  exit,  they  do  not  readily  drop  from  the  tree  when 

jarred.  3d.  That  they  are  mostly  injured  by  the  second  brood  of 
worms. 

Dr.  LeBaron's  experience  with  the  Wier  trap  is  similar  to  my  own. 
liespecting  the  time  to  apply,  and  method  of  using  the  bandages,  his 
advice  is  essentially  that  which  I  have  given,  but  preferable  in  that  it 

points  out  the  least  possible  labor  necessary.  He  recommends  (for 

N.  Illinois)  that  the  bandages  be  in  place  a  month  after  the  bloom- 
ing of  the  trees;  that  the  first  examination  be  made  seven  weeks  after 

the  blossoms  have  fallen  ;  that  three  subsequent  examinations  be 

made,  at  intervals  of  twelve  days,  and  one  fiual  one  at  the  end  of  the 
season.  The  soundness  of  the  advice  will  appear  by  the  light  of  the 

facts  recorded  in  previous  reports  respecting  the  time  required  for  the 
complete  development  of  individuals  of  the  different  broods;  and  to 

make  it  ajjply  to  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis,  I  would  say  :  let  the  first 

examination  be  made  not  later  than  si.v  weeks  after  the  falling  of  the 

blossoms;  and  that  four  subsequent  examinations,  at  intervals  of 

twelve  days,  be  made  between  it  and  the  final  one  in  the  fall,  which 

may  be  deferred  till  all  the  apples  are  gathered. 

Another  point  brought  out  by  Dr.  LeBaron  is  the  fact,  which  lean 
corroborate,  that  though  two  worms  may  often  be  found  in  the  same 

apple,  they  are  generally,  if  not  always,  of  different  size  ;  thus  strongly 

indicating  that  they  are  from  different  parents,  and  that  the  same  moth 
in  a  state  of  nature  never  lays  more  than  one  egg  on  each  apple, 

though  the  rule  does  not  hold  good  in  a  state  of  confinement.* 
The  insect  is  spreading  over  the  western  country  which  has  hith- 
erto been  blessed  by  its  absence,  and  is  now  working  in  the  orchards 

of  Utah,  which  had,  up  to  within  a  year  or  so,  enjoyed  immunity  from 
its  attacks. 

*Sec  3(1  He]>..  ]k  Hi-.'. 
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THE  COLORADO  POTATO  BEETLE. 

This  insect  has  continued  its  ravages,  but  no  longer  inspires  our 

well-informed  farmers  with  the  dread  it  was  wont  to.  The  remedy  for 
its  injuries  is  so  very  generally  known,  and  so  practicable  and  certain 

of  good  results,  if  properly  applied,  that  the  presence  of  the  pest  in 

our  midst  has  lost  its  threatening  character.  Yet  a  great  many  per- 
sons in  the  States  to  the  north  of  us  must  either  have  become  dis- 

couraged, or  have  failed  in  the  cultivation  of  potatoes,  which  have 

reached  as  high  as  $2.00  per  bushel  (wholesale)  in  the  St.  Louis  mar- 

ket. Indeed,  the  present  scarcity  and  consequent  high  price  of  pota- 
toes, all  over  the  country,  has  very  generally  been  attributed  to 

the  fact  that  the  beetle  discouraged  so  many  from  planting.  There 

was  a  time,  and  that  but  a  few  years  since,  when  the  potato  was  one 
of  the  cheapest  and  surest  products  of  the  farm,  and  furnished  not 

only  the  most  wholesome  and  palatable  article  of  human  food,  but  en- 
tered largely  into  the  feed  of  all  kinds  of  stock.  At  the  ordinary 

restaurant,  one  could  always  depend  on  a  good  mealy  potato,  if  noth- 

ing else  invited  to  satisfy  hunger.  To-day  the  rot,  and  more  especially 
the  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  not  to  mention  other  enemies,  have  made 

it  one  of  the  most  precarious  of  crops,  as  well  as  one  of  the  most  ex- 
pensive to  raise.  It  is  no  longer  fed  to  stock,  and  many  a  family  was 

this  winter  deprived  of  its  use,  as  a  luxury  that  could  not  be  afforded. 

Under  the  attacks  of  its  numerous  enemies,  animal  and  vegetal,  it 

has  also  degenerated,  and  instead  of  the  mealy  deliciousness  of  for- 
mer years,  it  presents  too  often  a  soggy,  watery  and  unwholesome 

appearance  at  the  table.  This  state  of  things  may,  doubtless,  in  a 

great  measure  be  remedied  by  cultivating  the  newer  and  more  vigor- 

ous seedlings,  and  by  more  care  in  mastering  our  coleopterous  immi- 
grant from  Colorado. 

NEW  FOOL)    I'LANTS. 

Mr.  Henry  Gillman,  of  Detroit,  Michigan,  adds  to  the  list  of  its  food 

plants,  several  new  species  on  which,  in  one  state  or  another,  he  found 

it  feeding.*  I  quote  the  following  from  a  letter  in  which  he  recounted 
to  me  these  observations,  with  the  remark  that  the  fact  of  finding  the 

€ggs  on  a  plant,  or  the  insect  sparingl}'-  nibbling  the  same,  does  not 
prove  that  it  could  live  and  thrive  on  such  plant,  as  a  species,  any 
more  than  the  fact  that  a  cow  at  times  partakes  sparingly  of  animal 

food  proves  that  she  could  sustain  life  on  a  flesh  diet.  Yet  the  facts 

communicated  by  Mr.  Gillman  are  interesting,  as  showing  the  ten- 

*Am.  yaturalist  VII.,  ]>.  430. 
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dency  to  which  I  have  before  alluded,  toward  a  change  of  habit  from 

year  to  year,  as  the  insect  changes  and  extends  its  habitat : 

I  found  the  Doryphora  lO-lineata  Say,  at  Port  Austin,  Michigan, 
on  June  19, 1872,  feeding  sparingly  on  young  grass  (too  immature  to 
determine  its  species),  on  which  the  insect  had  deposited  its  eggs. 
This  was  generally,  though  not  always,  in  potato  fields  or  their  vicinity. 
On  July  20  (about  a  month  later)  I  found  the  insect  at  Fort  Gratiot, 
Michigan,  in  large  numbers,  both  larva  and  perfect  states,  in  the  vi- 

cinity of  potato  fields  which  it  had  almost  destroyed,  devouring  the 
younger  leaves  and  flower-buds  of  the  common  thistle  ( Cirsiwn  lan- 
ceolatum  Scop.),  which  it  was  rapidly  stripping.  In  the  same  neigh- 

borhood I  saw  it  on  Pigweed  {Amarantus  retroiiexus  L.),  Hedge  mus- 
tard {Sisimhrium  oMcinale  Scop.),  the  cultivated  Oat,  Smartweed  (  Po- 

ligonum  hydropiper  L  ),  and  the  Red  Currant  and  Tomato  of  the  gar- 
dens, as  well  as  the  common  Nightshade  {Solayium  nigrum  L) ;  of 

which,  with  the  exception  of  the  Nightshade,  its  more  legitimate  food, 
it  ate  only  the  young  leaves,  and  of  them  very  sparingly.  Two  or 
three  weeks  later  I  found  the  thistles  devoured  by  it  even  to  the  thick 
stems,  so  that  all  the  leaves  were  stripped  off,  and  the  entire  tops  of 
the  plants  hung  down,  almost  severed.  About  the  same  time  1  saw 
the  insect  feeding  on  the  maple-leaved  Goosefoot  {Chenoj)odhiin  hy- 
Iridum  L  ),  Lamb's  quarter  (  C.  album  L.),  and  Thoroughwort  {Eupato- 
rium  perfotiatiim  L.),  and  on  August  8,  1872,1  found  it,  in  both  the 
larva  and  perfect  states,  voraciously  eating  the  Black  Henbane  {Ily- 
osoiamus  niger  L.),  on  which  was  also  to  be  seen  an  abundance  of  the 
eggs.  As  tiie  last  mentioned  plant  is  not  native,  having  been  intro- 

duced from  Europe,  the  beetle's  fondness  for  it  is  more  noteworthy. 

This  growing  ability  to  adapt  itself  to  a  greater  variety  of  food- 
plants  will  render  its  extermination  and  control  all  the  more  difficult. 

Several  instances  came  under  my  notice  where  the  beetles,  in 

early  spring,  entered  hot-beds  in  great  numbers  and  devoured  tender 

tomato  and  egg-plants. 

ITS  PROGRESS   EASTWARD 

Has  continued  during  the  year,  and  the  avaiit  couriers  of  the  vast 

army  have  pushed  to  the  extreme  eastern  limit  of  New  York*  and  into 
the  District  of  Columbia.f  Mr.  M.  B.  Bateham  describes,  in  the  OJiio 

Farmer^  how  the  waters  along  the  shore  of  Lake  Erie,  in  the  extreme 

N.E.  corner  of  Ohio, were  literally  swarming  with  them ;  and  the  Paines- 
ville  (Ohio)  Tdegraph  thus  chronicles  the  passage  over  that  town  of 

"  clouds  of  Colorado  Potato  bugs,  bound  toward  the  setting  sun"— 
these  "  clouds,"  however,  as  1  have  been  informed  on  good  authority, 
not  being  so  dense  that  more  than  a  few  dozen  could  be  seen  at  any 
one  time  by  a  single  person  : 

»A  coiTospondeiit  (T.  L.  S.)  of  the  Country  Gentleman  loiiud  it  around  Delhi,  in  Deliiware 

(Jo.,  iutheS.  E.  part  of  New  York;  the  specimens  being  pronounced  iieuuine  by  the  eilitor  of  that  joiir- 
ual  to  whom  they  were  sent. 

+  See  monthly  Rep.  Dej).  A^-.  for  Aug.  and  Sept.,  1S73. 
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At  first  they  were  supposed  to  be  a  swarm  of  bees,  but  some  of 
them  falling  to  the  ground,  the  real  character  was  speedily  determined. 
The  introductory  legion  was  followed  by  another,  and  a  third,  and 
a  fourth,  and  so  on  for  an  hour  and  a  half,  much  to  the  astonishment 
of  all  beholders.  They  were  estimated  at  tens  of  thousands,  and  the 
scene  suggested  to  Bible-readers,  locusts  and  the  ancient  days.  Why 
these  evidently  demoralized  IJoryphoras  chose  to  reverse  the  pre- 

vious order  of  their  advance,  to  take  the  back-track  in  fact,  was  be- 
yond the  ability  of  ihe  most  erudite  Painesvillian  to  declare.  Perhaps 

they  disliked  the  atmosphere  as  they  approached  Washington— a  city 
which  even  in  the  decenter  days  of  De  Tocqueville  was  so  foul  that, 
according  to  that  writer,  the  very  crows  held  their  noses  as  thev  Hew 
over  it.  But— as  our  Atlantic  ifriends  will  regret  to  learn— all  the 
devastators  did  not  "go  West"  Enough  and  to  spare  are  left  for 
seed,  and  even  now— judging  from  the  numerous  letters  recently  at 
hand—the  farmers  of  the  Buckeye  State,  and  even  of  Pennsylvania, 
are  vexed  and  perplexed  by  the  10-lined  enemy  of  the  farinaceous 
tuber.  Let  New  Jersey  and  Down-East  seek  solace  while  they  can 
in  the  prolific  Solamim^  for  the  day  comes  when  they  too  will  have 
sore  need  of  patience  and  Paris  green. 

Mr.  To wnend  Glover-'  reports  it  in  "Garland"  (Craighead?)  Co., 
Arkansas;  in  Marion,  Brooke  and  Tyler  counties,  W.  Virginia,  and  in 
Anderson  and  Livingston  counties,  Kentucky;  but  as  hie  correspond- 

ents and  informants  failed  to  send  him  specimens,  the  reports  can  not 
be  relied  on, 

PARIS  GREEN. 

Lnproved  methods  of  applying  this  substance  have  been  devised 
during  the  year,  and  it  is  now  very  generally  used  in  liquid  suspen- 

sion, in  proportion  of  one  tablespoonful  of  pure  green  to  a  bucketful 
of  water,  and  sprinkled  over  the  vines  with  a  sprinkler  or  an  old 
broom.  A  Mr.  Cross  of  Ripon,.  Wis.,  has  patented  an  instrument  for 
blowing  the  spray  on  any  desired  part  of  a  plant,  intended  to  obviate 
the  waste  of  material  which  follows  ordinary  sprinkling;  butlhave 
not  seen  the  instrument.  The  liquid  has  the  advantage  over  the  pow- 

der in  that  there  is  less  danger  from  injury  in  its  use,  and  that  it  can 
be  effectually  used  at  any  time  of  day  ;  while  the  powder  can  be  em- 

ployed to  advantage  only  while  the  dew  is  on  the  plants.  It  has,  how- 
ever, some  disadvantages  :  1st,  the  green  is  not  soluble,  for  though  it 

quickly  gives  a  green  tint  to  the  water,  when  stirred,  it  soon  settles  to 
the  bottom,  unless  kept  in  suspense  by  continued  stirring  or  agitation  ; 
2d,  it  settles  in  spots  on  the  leaves,  the  natural  tendency  of  the  water 
in  finding  its  level,  being  to  carry  and  concentrate  it  wherever  a  drop 
finds  rest  and  evaporates;  3d,  too  much  ii  wasted  on  the  ground  in 
the  sprinkling.  I  have,  therefore,  found  it  much  more  convenient,  on 
a  small  scale,  to  use  the  powder,  where  it  can   be  obtained  ready- 

*  Monthly  R<-]).  Di'p.  A{,t.  Nov.— Dec,  1S7:!. 
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mixed  by  machinery.  Applied  when  the  dew  is  on  the  plants,  it  will 

adhere  more  uniformly,  and  it  obviates  the  necessity  of  carrying  about 
so  much  water. 

But  whether  the  green  be  used  in  water  or  as  a  powder,  the  flour 

will  prove  a  desirable  addition,  since  it  renders  the  green  more  adhe- 

sive, and  consequently  more  serviceable ;  some  care  will  be  required 

in  using,  however,  to  prevent  its  forming  lumps.  This  adhesive  qual- 

ity in  the  liquid  may  also  be  obtained  by  dissolving  dextrine  or  gum- 

arabic  in  the  water— both,  however,  much  more  expensive  than  the 

flour. 

Reports  from  those  who  have  used  the  remedy  for  the  Cotton- 

worm,  put  the  cost  of  material  at  from  68c  to  §1.00  per  acre  for  each 

application. 

H.  Vorhees,  of  Ottawa  Co.,  Mich.,  sends  the  following  sensible 

words  to  the  3"  T.  Tribime,  regarding  the  use  of  this  remedy  : 

Eastern  farmers  could  be  much  benefited  by  taking  note  of  our 

experience  with  the  Potato  bug.  I  see  now  how  I  might  have  made 

much  money  by  usmg  the  experience  of  farmers  further  West,  where 

the  bugs  first  made  their  appearance;  for  the  price  of  potatoes  has 
more  than  doubled.  I  find  the  cost  and  applying  of  Paris  green  is  not 

more  than  -15  an  acre.  It  is  a  sure  remedy.  Yet  there  are  people 

here  who  spend  abont  50  days'  work  on  each  acre  in  picking  bugs  by 
hand,  arid  in  sweeping  them  in  a  tin  pan  with  a  wisp- broom. 

MECHANICAL  MEANS  OK  DESTROyiNG. 

Mr.  H.  Bowen,  of  Sheridan,  Illinois,  thus  describes  an  instrument 

which  he  has  used  with  ease  and  profit.  It  is  not  patented,  and  com- 

mends itself  for  lightness  and  simplicity  : 

Take  four  wooden  barrel  hoopsi 
D  D,  and  two  narrow  barrel  staves,, 
two  and  a  half  inches  wide,  B  B,  and 
two  more,  EE.  For  the  handle  use 
a  hoop  of  sufficient  length  to  be 
handy  for  the  person  that  uses  it,, 
open  it  and  fasten  it  to  the  third 
hoop.  All  these  pieces  are  to  be 
nailed  together  with  small  wrought 
clinch  nails.  When  this  is  done  it 

will  be  nearly  in  the  form  of  a  bar- 
rel, or  something  like  a  flour-scoop. 

The  frame  work  is  to  be  covered  by 
sewing  on  cotton  cloth,  except  at 

voTATo-HEETLE  catciiek.  qub  eud  Rud  part  of  the  top. 

To  work  it,  it  is  held  in  one  hand  and  the  mouth  is  slipped  around 
the  hill  of  potatoes  close  to  the  ground.  With  the  other  hand,  the 
vines  are  struck  a  light  blow  with  a  7i€2n  broom,  and  all  the  bugs  are 

jarred  into  the  cage.    After  a  quantity  has  been  "  bagged  "  they  are 
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emptied  out  and  destroyed.     I  caught  bushels  of  them  last  summer with  but  a  small  amount  of  labor. 

I  am  indebted  to  the  publishers  of  the  Prairie  Farmer  for  the 
illustration,  which  first  appeared  in  that  journal. 

preparing;  f(jk  it  in  Europe. 

In  December,  1872,  Col.  Fred.  Hecker,  of  Summerfield,  Illinois, 
the  well-known  and  enthusiastic  political  agitator  and  tribune,  sent  to 
the  Gartenlauhe  (Ileft  :'»,  1873,)  an  article  on  this  insect.  The  article 
was  a  condensation,  and  in  some  parts  a  literal  translation  from  these 
Reports,  my  figures  being  copied  to  illustrate  it.  It  has  since  been 
retranslated  and  the  illustrations  recopied  (and  accuracy  is  not  apt  to 
increase  with  these  processes,  and  certainly  has  not  in  these  instances) 
for  several  English  journals,  over  the  signature  "i^y.  //.,  State  of  Illi- 

nois:'' and  since  the  original  translator  didn't  think  it  worth  while  to 
indicate  the  source  from  which  he  drew  either  his  information  or  illus- 

tration, it  is  not  surprising  that  the  Gartenlaule  is  left  without  credit  in 
the  retranslations.  It  is  surprising,  however,  that  solid  journals,  like 
IIardiciche\s  Science  Gossip  and  The  London  Gardeners'  Chronicle, 
should  have  been  so  easily  led  into  the  consideration  of  such  myths  as 
''Cantharis  viniaria,''  '^ Doryphora  decem-punctata,'"  etc.  Some  of 
the  articles  in  the  English  periodicals  on  this  "  new  enemy  of  the  po- 

tato "  close  with  the  advice  that "  in  the  importation  of  seed  of  Amer- 
ican potatoes,  which  is  now  carried  on  to  a  very  large  extent,  the 

utmost  caution  should  be  exercised  to  prevent  the  introduction  of  the 
beetle  to  this  country." 

Indeed,  Mr.  J.  Algernon  Clarke,  Secretary  of  the  Central  Cham- 
ber of  Agriculture,  on  the  10th  of  February  addressed  a  letter  to  Mr. 

Gladstone,  calling  his  attention  to  the  imminent  risk  to  which  the 
United  Kingdom,  especially  Ireland,  is  exposed,  and  went  so  far  as  to 
suggest  that  the  importation  of  potatoes  from  the  United  States  and 
British  America  should  at  once  be  prohibited. 

In  1871,  speaking  of  the  eastward  march  of  this  insect,  1  wrote  as 
follows:  "Indeed,  it  is  quite  possible  that  even  the  broad  Atlantic 
may  not  stay  its  course;  but  that  when  once  the  beetles  swarm  in  the 
streets  of  New  York  as  they  did  in  those  of  St.  Louis  last  spring,  some 
female,  loaded  with  fertile  eggs,  and  hidden  in  the  nooks  and  crannies 

of  some  vessel,  may  be  safely  borne  over  to  the  land  of  'murphies,' 
where  she  might  easily  found  a  colony  which  would  soon  spread  con- 

sternation into  other  potato-growing  countries  to  the  eastward.  In 
giving,  through  Sir  Walter  Raleigh,  the  precious  tuber  to  Europe, 
America  conferred  upon  the  Old  World  an  everlasting  boon.     She 
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may  yet  unwittingly  be  the  means  of  bequeathing  as  great  a  bane, 
by  sending  across  the  ocean  the  deadliest  enemy  of  that  tuber  I  At 

all  events,  it  behooves  our  European  neighbors  to  be  on  the  look-out, 

and  to  prevent,  if  possible,  any  such  catastrophe." 
That  there  will  be  danger  of  the  insect  finding  its  way  to  Europe, 

when  once  it  reaches  the  Atlantic  sea-board,  no  one  can  doubt;  for 
the  impregnated  females  will  live  for  weeks,  and  even  months,  without 

food,  especially  in  the  spring  and  autumn,  when  they  also  take  most 

readily  to  wing.  Such  females,  alighting  on  outward-bound  vessels, 
may  easilj^  be  given  free  passage  to  European  ports,  and  as  they  will 
be  apt  to  land  without  passports,  it  would  be  well  for  the  authorities 
to  look  out  for  and  prevent  such  unwelcome  incursions.  I  do  not 

think  that  there  is  danger  of  its  being  carried  across  the  ocean  in 

any  other  way,  for  potato  plants^  on  which  the  eggs  or  larvae  might 
be  carried,  are  not  articles  of  commercial  exchange,  and  seed  potatoes 

do  not,  as  a  rule,  harbor  the  beetles.  Let  our  European  friends  profit 

by  our  sad  experience  with  this  insect,  and,  taking  time  by  the  fore- 

lock, endeavor  to  prevent  its  introduction  into  their  potato-fields. 
This  end  will  best  be  accomplished  through  the  agricultural  and  hor- 

ticultural societies,  which  should  make  provision  for  the  dissemina- 
tion of  correct  information  concerning  the  pest.  A  small  card,  giving 

a  colored  figure  of  the  beetle,  or  of  all  stages  of  the  insect,  setting 
forth  the  disasters  which  would  follow  its  introduction,  and  appealing 

to  the  reader  to  assist  in  preventing  such  a  calamity,  would  do  good 

service  if  posted  in  the  cabins  of  vessels  plying  between  the  two 

countries,  in  the  warehouses  and  seed-stores  of  sea-port  towns,  and  in 
the  meeting  rooms  of  agricultural  societies.  Some  such  simple  means 

of  familiarizing  the  public  with  a  possible  enemy  should  be  adopted 

in  a  country  like  Ireland,  which  will,  perhaps,  be  the  first  to  receive 

the  pest,  and  would  sufi'er  most  from  it. 
In  Prussia  the  government  has  adopted  a  system  of  agricultural 

teaching  which  other  countries  might  well  pattern  by.  Traveling- 
teachers  (VVanderlehrer)  are  appointed,  one  to  each  district. (Kreis) 

of  twenty  or  thirty  square  miles,  whose  duty  it  is  to  call  the  farmers 

together  in  their  meeting-houses,  lay  before  them  recent  important 
facts  in  agronomy,  institute  experiments  and  implement  trials,  etc., 
etc.  With  such  a  system  the  agricultural  community  can  easily  be 

made  aware  of  possible  danger,  and  a  large  bottleful  of  our  Ten-striped 

potato-beetles,  which  a  St.  Louis  friend  of  mine  took  over  there  a 
year  ago,  did  good  service^  in  that  the  beetles  were  distributed,  as 

exhibition  specimens,  to  some  of  these  traveling  teachers. 
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THE  COTTON  WORM. 

The  growing  of  cotton  is  getting  to  be  an  important  industry  in 

some  of  the  southern  counties  of  the  State,  and  a  few  notes  on  the  Cot- 
ton-worm {Anomys  xylina)  will  doubtless  prove  acceptable  to  many 

a  Missourian,  as  well  as  to  such  residents  of  the  more  southern  States 

into  whose  hands  this  Report  may  chance  to  fall. 

In  June,  1872,  at  the  organization,  in  St.  Louis,  of  the  National 

Agricultural  Congress,  there  were  present  many  delegates  from  the 

South.  It  was  my  privilege  on  that  occasion  to  lecture  before  the 

Congress  on  economic  entomology,  and  to  suggest,  in  answer  to  inqui- 
ries from  Gen.  Wm.  H.  Jackson,  of  Nashville,  Tenn.,  and  Dr.  J.  O. 

Wharton,  of  Terry,  Miss.,  that  the  Paris  green  mixture  which  was  doing 

such  good  work  in  preserving  our  potato  fields  against  the  attacks  of 

the  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  might  prove  equally  efficient  against  the 
ravages  of  the  insect  which  takes  the  place  of  this  potato  enemy  in 

the  cotton  fields  of  the  country.  Having  no  opportunity  to  experi- 
ment on  the  Cotton-worm,  I  tried  the  effect  of  the  mixture  on  several 

closely  allied  worms  which  occur  in  Missouri,  and  especially  on  the 

Fall  Army-worm  (Rep.  3, Fig. 45,)  in  each  case  with  most  satisfactory 

results.  Feeling  thus  well  assured  that  the  remedy  would  work  ben- 

eficially as  an  antidote  to  the  Cotton-worm,  and  might  prove  of  untold 
value  to  the  people  of  the  South,  1  took  occasion  to  read  an  essay  on 

that  insect  at  the  second  annual  meeting  of  the  same  National  Agri- 
cultural Congress,  which  took  place  at  Indianapolis,  Ind.,  the  last  of 

May,  1873,  and  I  give  herewith  some  of  the  prefatory  portions  of  that 
essay : 

Gentlemen  of  the  Xational  Agricultural  Congress  : 

It  was  my  pleasure,  well  nigh  a  year  ago,  to  be  with  you  at  your 
organization  in  the  city  from  which  I  hail.  Few  things  were  more 
characteristic  of  that  reunion  of  the  friends  of  Agriculture  from  dif- 

ferent parts  of  our  broad  land,  than  the  large  representation  from  the 
South,  and  the  mutual  good-will  and  cordial  fellowship  which  reigned 
on  all  sides.  There  was  manifested  a  due  appreciation  of  science  in 
the  honor  paid  to  one  [Com.  M.  F.  Maury]  who  did  much  to  make 
us  masters  of  the  elements,  and  whom  we  all  sorrow  for  as  having 
since  left  us  for  that  world  which  knows  nor  sectional  strife  nor  broth- 

erly feud.  There  was  also  manifested  a  strong  desire  to  profit  by  one 
another's  experiences,  and  it  is  for  these  reasons  that  I  am  led  to  offer 
to  the  members  from  the  South  a  suggestion  which  may  prove  of  lit- 

tle service,  or,  per  contra,  of  the  utmost  value. 
I  gave  you  last  year  some  idea  of  the  immense  sums  which  the 

farmers  of  this  country  lose  by  insect  depredations,  and  it  is  unneces- 
sary here  to  enlarge  upon  the  subject.  You,  as  cotton-growers,  are 

well  enough  aware  of  these  ravages,  for  in  a  single  fortnight  last  sum- 
mer, one  single  species — the  Cotton-worm — ate  up  something  like 

twenty  million  dollars'  worth  of  cotton  for  you. 
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Some  of  the  Northern  States  have  been  sufficiently  wise  and  pro- 
vident to  appoint  officers  whose  duty  it  is  to  study  these  insect  pests, 

and  suggest  remedies  for  their  ravages;  but  in  the  South,  no  such  offi- 
cers yet  exist.  You  are,  in  consequence,  entirely  at  the  mercy  of  this 

apparently  insignificant  worm;  and  it  is  a  matter  of  surprise  that, 
where  the  losses  are  so  heavy,  some  efforts  have  not  been  made  to 
get  the  mastery  over  the  pest  by  delegating  some  individual  or  com- 

mission to  make  thorough  investigations  and  experiments  upon  it. 
Up  to  the  present  time,  no  really  practicable  remedy  has  been  discov- 

ered. Hand-picking  is  not  wholesale  enough.  Fires,  lights  and  traps 
containing  attractive  but  poisonous  sweets,  together  with  all  other 
devices,  intended  to  allure  and  destroy  the  parent  moths,  are  of  little 
use  except  where  they  can  be  generally  employed  throughout  whole 
districts — and  this  implies  an  amount  of  intelligence,  organization  and 
unity  of  purpose,  rarely,  if  ever,  found  in  any  community.  Carbolic 
soap  has  failed  to  fulfil  the  hopes  and  prophecies  of  its  advocates. 
Now,  it  has  never  been  my  fortune  to  experiment  in  a  cotton  field,  but 
from  my  experience  with  insecticides  in  other  fields,  I  feel  quite 
assured  that  by  a  proper  use  of  Paris  green,  the  Cotton- worm  may  be 
mastered. 

In  the  so-called  Northwestern  States,  as  you  are  doubtless  aware, 
we  have  been  sorely  troubled,  during  the  past  decade,  by  the  Colo- 

rado Potato-beetle  {DorypJiora  lO-lineata,)  an  insect  which  affects 
the  potato  very  much  in  the  same  way  as  the  Cotton-worm  affects  the 
cotton  plant;  but  from  which  it  is  not  likely  that  you  of  the  South 
will  ever  suffer.  We  manage  to  subdue  and  defy  it  by  a  proper  use 
of  the  mineral  mentioned,  and  from  my  experiments  upon  other  leaf- 
devouring  worms,  many  of  them  belonging  to  the  same  family  as  your 
Cotton-worm,  I  am  satisfied  that  this  last  will  succumb  to  the  mixture 
I  propose,  even  more  readily  than  does  the  Potnto-beetle.  *  *  * 
Believing  firmly  that  in  this  mixture  we  have  a  cheap  and  avaijable 
antidote  to  the  Cotton-worm  plague,  I  am  anxious  to  give  the  sugges- 

tion as  Avide  a  circulation  as  possible,  in  order  that  it  may  be  thor- 
oughly tried  and  reported  on  the  coming  summer. 

This  means  of  appealing  to  the  cotton-growers  of  the  country  had 
the  desired  effect.  The  essay,  giving  directions  for  the  proper  use  of 

the  poison,  together  with  the  natural  history  of  the  worm,  was  pub- 
lished, either  entire  or  in  abstract,  in  a  large  number  of  the  agricul- 

tural journals  which  circulate  in  the  South.  The  remedy  was,  in  conse- 
quence, very  thoroughly  tried  and  generally  used,  its  merits  being  so 

fully  discussed  that  I  received  over  a  hundred  articles  on  the  subject 

which  Mr.  C.  C.  Langdon,  editor  of  the  Bural  Alahamian^  kindly 

clipped  for  me  from  his  exchanges.  Later  in  the  season,  when  experi- 
ence had  settled  many  important  points  as  to  the  effect  of  Paris  preen 

on  the  Cotton-worm  and  the  best  mode  of  using  it,  the  Department  of 

Agriculture  sent  out  a  circular  to  its  cotton-growing  correspondents; 
which  circular,  with  numerous  answers,  many  of  which  are  so  indefinite 

in  point  of  detail,  as  to  be  of  no  value,  or  to  convey  wrong  impressions, 
and  all  of  which  lack  signature  and  date,  was  published  in  the  monthly 

Department  Report  for  November  and  December,  1873.    The  general 
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conclusions  which  Mr.  Glover  deduces  from  them  correspo
nd,  how- 

ever, not  only  to  the  mass  of  testimony  elicited  by  my  own  
corre- 

spondence, and  found  in  the  clippings  sent  by  Mr.  Langdon,  butto 

the  experience  had  of  this  insecticide  in  the  more  northern  
States,  as 

already  detailed  in  these  pages.  I  give  these  conclusions
  in  Mr.  Glo- 

vers own  words: 

Of  the  seventy  returns  reporting  actual  experiment,  a  large
  pro- 

portion, at  least  f6ur-fifths  of  All,  declare  the  success,  either  lul
l  or 

partial,  of  the  application  of  mixtures  of  Pans  green  
or  other  arseni- 

cal compounds,  when  they  are  properly  app  led.     Some  are 
 content 

with  the  simple  declaration  that  it  is  an  effectual  remedy.     
Where  it 

is  most  geuerallv  used  it  is  most  approved.    In  Newlberia,  La
    where 

a  machine  that  will  powder  15  to  18  acres  per  day  is  in  use  i
t  is  said 

thTtfi  Ay  planters  have  found  it  successful.     In  Wilkinson, 
 Mississippi, 

where  a  simple  compound  of  Paris  green  and  Hour  was  used, 
    rows 

treated  with  the  compond  were  healthy  and  vigorous,  while 
 neglec  ed 

rows  beside  them  were  destroyed."     In  Landry,  Tex,  "  on^^PPl'^^^^ion 
of  Paris  green  in  solution  resulted  in  ten  additional  ba  es  in

  a  held  ot 

3.5  acres,  over  the  rate  of  production  in  other  fields  wher
e  none  was 

used."     A  similar  result  is  reported  from  Montgomery,  Tex     by  the 

use  of  Paris  green  mixed  with  lime  or  plaster  or  even  fin
e  sand  where 

^  a  neighbor  has  picked  already  ten  bales  of  500  pounds  each  f
rom  13 

acres  while  freedmen  on  the  same  farm  lost  their  whole  cro
p  by  re- 

flsfngto  use  it."    The  correspondent  in  Worth  county  Ga.,  dec
lares  it 

''was  death  to  every  thing  that  eats  the  leaves  that  have  been  spr
inkled 

Some  correspondents  enjoin  the  necessity  of  repeated  app
lications  to 

meet  the  appearance  of  successive  broods  of  worms    as
  enough  are 

left  after  the  most  careful  application  to  perpetuate  the  n
oxious  race 

In  some  cases,  caution  is  suggested  not  to  make  the  appl
ication  after 

the  bolls  are  open,  lest  it  become  "  dangerous  to  picke
r  and  ginne'-. 

In  the  cases  of  failure  mentioned  there  appears  no  evide
nce  that  th^ 

application  was  properly  and  persistently  made  and  wit
h  a  pure  article 

of  Paris  green.     In  some  cases  where  it  killed  both  worms 
 and  plants, 

it  is  very  evident  that  the  proportion  of  Paris  green  was  to
o  large  or 

applied  too  heavily. 

It  has,  in  short,  proved  most  satisfactory,  wherever  prop
erly  and 

intelligently  used. 

The  following  item  will  give  an  idea  of  what  it  costs  to
  use  this 

remedy  on  a  large  scale.  Mr.  J.  R.  Maxwell,  of  Alabam
a,  writes  to 

the  Sontnern  Farmer :  "  I  have  been  successful  in  the 
 use  of  Pans 

green  on  the  Cotton-worm.  1  had  one  hundred  acre
s  of  cotton  on 

swamp  land  that  would  have  been  ruined,  but  on  the
ir  first  appear- 

ance I  commenced  on  them.  I  put  eight  hands  on  mules,
  with  two-^ 

gallon  watering  pots,  and  had  ten  more  hands  and  two  
wagons  engaged 

in  keeping  them  supplied  with  water  and  poison,  and  we
nt  over  my 

cotton  twice  ;  up  one  side  of  a  row  and  down  the  other,
  going  thus 

twice  to  each  row.  Poison,  labor  and  all  cost  me  about  
three  hundred 

dollars.  It  has  saved  me  at  the  very  least  twenty  bales  of  
cotton.  I 

used  the  poison  by  putting  to  each  canful  of  water  hal
f  a  tablespoonful 
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of  poison  and  three  tablespoonfuls  of  flour;  stirring  it  well.  I  tried  it 

first  without  flour,  but  every  shower  would  wash  all  the  poison  ofi". " 
Another  Alabama  larmer  writes  to  the  Soi(ther?i  Culiivato?' that 

he  successfully  used  the  powder  mixture  on  fifty  acres  at  a  cost  of 

sixty-eight  cents  per  acre.  Finally,  Mr.  D.  F.  Prout,  of  Deraopolis, 

Ala.,  who  has,  anonymously,  lately  published  a  small  "Essay  on  the 
best  mode  of  using  Paris  green  for  the  destruction  of  the  Cotton-cat- 

erpillar," says  that  the  cost  of  material-,  per  acre,  for  two  applications 
will  not  exceed  -^1.75,  viz.:  40  pounds  of  flour  at  2.V  cents  per  pound, 

and  2  pounds  Paris  green  at  374^  cents.  He  found,  in  his  own  experi- 
ence, that  an  expenditure  of  SlOO  on  about  SO  acres  increased  the 

orop  at  least  10  bales. 

A  machine  to  facilitate  the  sprinkling  of  the  mixture  on  a  large 

scale  has  just  been  patented  (Dec.  16,  1873)  by  the  Hon.  J.  W.  John- 
son, of  Columbus,  Texas.  It  consists  of  a  large  tank  or  reservoir,  into 

which  the  poison  is  placed,  and  from  which  it  is  lifted  by  a  double- 
action  force  pump  into  two  branches  of  a  pipe  on  top  of  the  tank, 
which  connects  with  a  horizontal  tube  running  transversely  across 

the  rear  of  the  tank.  To  this  tube  are  connected  shorter  adjustable 

nozzles,  and  the  flow  of  liquid  is  easily  governed  by  a  suitable  valve 

in  the  pipe.  The  pump  is  worked  by  a  lever  pivoted  to  one  of  the 
two  wheels,  which  are  small  and  attached  to  the  tank  by  means  of 

vertical  bars,  so  as  to  enable  the  machine  to  pass  over  the  plants 

without  injury. 

Other  devices  have  been  contrived  to  facilitate  sprinkling;  and 

Mr.  W.  P.  Peese  informs  me  that  one  costing  only  $10.00  was  used 

quite  extensively  around  Selma,  Ala. 

The  remarks  (ante  p.  14)  as  to  using  the  green  in  liquid  or  powder 
need  not  be  repeated.  This  remedy  will,  from  the  different  habits  of 

the  insect,  not  prove  of  any  great  value  against  the  Boll-worm.  Its 
use  should  be  abandoned,  except  for  extreme  reasons,  after  the  bolls 

open,  so  as  to  prevent  any  injury  that  might  follow  the  ginning  of  the 
poisoned  cotton. 

PATENTS  ON  THE  PARIS  GREEN  MIXTURE. 

Although  aware  of  the  fact  that  sundry  patents  had  been  taken 

out  by  persons  in  the  more  northern  States*  for  Paris  green  in  combi- 

*  The  Corrmiissiouer  of  Agriculture,  in  a  letter  to  Prout  and  Robert.<on,  of  Demopolis,  Ala.,  -writes 
(July  23, 1873 ;J  "  Tbere  are  three  patents  already  taken  out  for  the  use  of  Paris  green,  iu  combination 
Avith  other  ingredients,  for  tlie  destruction  of  injimous  insects.  In  1868  James  P.Wilson,  of  Illinois,  took 

out  a  patent  (No.  82,4(;8j  for  one  part  of  Paris  grceu  and  two  of  mineral  paint,  to  be  used  to  kill  potato- 

bugs.  Lemuel  Pagin,  of  Niles,  Michigan,  (patent  No.  11-2, 732;  claims  a  combination  of  flue  flour 
and  middlings  with  Paris  green  and  resin,  to  kill  potato-bugs  ;  and  Green  F.  Wliisenant,  of  Chaiiel 

Hill,  Texas,   (No.  134,059)  for  destroying  cnteiijillars  on  cotton." 
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nation  with  other  ingredients,  to  kill  potato  beetles,  I  was  not  aware 
that  anything  of  the  sort  had  been  done  in  the  South  till  I  received 

the  following  letter,  accompanied  by  several  circulars,  containing^ 
references,  etc.: 

Prof.  C.  V.  Riley,  State  Entomologist,  Mo.— Bear  Sir: 

My  attention  has  been  called  to  a  paper  read  by  you  at  Indiana- 
polis, in  reference  to  the  destruction  of  the  Cotton-worm  with  the  use 

of  Paris  green.  I  have  experimented  with  the  Paris  green.  I  com- 
bine it  with  cheap  flour  and  other  ingredients  to  make  it  stick  to  the 

leaf,  so  the  rain  does  not  wash  it  off.  My  compound  is  under  patent. 
It  is  used  in  the  West  to  destroy  the  potato-bug  and  in  the  South  to 
destroy  the  worm.  I  am  having  it  introduced  into  all  the  cotton  States. 
It  is  an  effectual  preventive  against  the  ravages  of  the  Cotton-worm — 
does  not  injure  the  plant  and  does  not  wash  oflf. 

Inclosed  please  find  circulars. 
Very  respectfully,  yours,  etc., 

^NM.  B.  ROYALL. 
Brenham,  Texas,  July  2,  1873. 

The  patent  is  numbered  112,732,  and  the  following  advertisement^ 

which  I  found  a  short  time  afterwards,  in  several  Southern  journals, 

will  explain  the  ingredients  which  this  right  royal  mixture  contains  : 

NoTiCK.— The  ingredients  of  ray  "  Cotton  Worm  Destroyer"'  and  "  Potato  Bug 
Destroyer,"  are  as  follows  :  •'  Paris  Green,"  "  Flour  of  Ehn  or  G-um  Arabic,"  ''  Com- 

mon Flour,"  "Powdered  Rosin."  These  remedies  are  covered  by  my  Letters  Patent 
for  all  of  the  Cotton  growing  States.  Any  person  using  any  of  these  ingredients  with- 

out authority  from  me,  of  my  agents,  will  be  prosecuted  in  the  Federal  Courts;  and 

the  full  penalty  of  the  United  States  Patent  Laws  visited  upon  those  thus  infringing 
upon  my  Patent. 

W.  B.  ROYALL. 
Bkkxham,  Texas,  July  15,  1873. 

It  is  to  be  regretted  that  patents  can  be  obtained  at  all  for  reme- 

dies of  this  nature  after  they  have  become  generally  known  and  right- 

fully belong  to  the  public.  When  the  discoverer  of  such  a  remedy 
does  not  see  fit  to  patent  it,  no  one  subsequently  has  a  moral  right  to  ; 

whatever  speculative  right  he  may  possess.  Fortunately,  in  this  case, 
the  patentees  can  not  interfere  with  the  public  rights,  and  it  is  to  be 

hoped  that  no  planter,  either  of  potatoes  or  cotton,  will  be  induced  by 
flaming  circulars  and  threats,  to  pay  even  one  cent  per  one  thousand 

acres,  much  less  the  demanded  ^20.00  per  one  hundred  acres,  for  the 

privilege  of  using  these  patented  mixtures.  The  very  fact  that  so 
many  patents  have  been  granted  for  the  same  purpose,  all  of  them 

having  Paris  green  as  a  base,  shows  clearly  that  the  patent  covers 

only  the  particular  combination.  By  ringing  the  changes  on  the  dif- 
ferent proportions  of  the  several  ingredients,  a  thousand  of  these 

patent  remedies  may  be  obtained ;  and  any  one  who  diverges  but  a 
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fraction  from  the  particular  patented  combination,  ceases  to  infringe 

•upon  it.  It  will  therefore  be  utterly  impossible  for  the  patentees  to 

enforce  the  penalty  for  infringement  without  proof  that  precisely  the 

same  ingredients  and  combination,  as  patented,  were  used;  and  to  get 

such  proof  will,  I  take  it,  be  no  easy  matter  ;  for  were  it,  we  should 

hear  of  hundreds  of  thousands  of  prosecutions  where  now  we  hear 

not  of  a  single  one. 

The  Royall  mixture  is  a  good  one,  and  it  seems  to  me  that  the 

Messrs.  Royall  &  Son  could  do  a  very  good  business  by  preparing  and 

putting  it  on  the  mari^et  at  a  reasonable  profit,  without  attempting  to 

obtain  besides  a  royalty  for  its  use.  In  a  circular  lately  issued,  any 
number  of  testimonials  as  to  the  satisfaction  it  has  given  are  produced  ; 

and  Mr.  Royall  tells  us  that  "  a  machine  has  been  invented  (which  it  is 

•hoped  will  be  in  readiness  by  the  time  the  next  worm  season  comes) 

by  means  of  which  the  remedy  can  be  applied  to  three  rows  at  a 

time  and  upon  about  twenty-five  acres  per  day.  It  is  worked  by  two 

horses  and  one  hand,  (the  driver,)  with  a  seat  upon  the  vehicle,  and 

with  the  axle  curved  so  as  not  to  injure  the  plant  of  the  middle  row  in 

passing  over.  It  can  be  attached  to  the  hind  wheels  of  any  ordinary 

•wagon,  thus  reducing  the  cost  of  same."  Also,  that  "It  takes  from 
fifteen  to  twenty  pounds  of  mixed  material  to  an  acre  of  cotton  from 

four  to  five  feet  high,  for  the  first  application.  For  the  second  appli- 

cation upon  the  new  growth,  about  one-third  only  of  this  quantity  is 

required."  ^ 
HIUEUNATIOX  OF  THE  INSECT. 

The  question  as  to  whether  the  Cotton- worm  hibernates  as  a  moth 

or  as  a  chrysalis  has  again  been  very  fully  discussed  pro  2i\\^con;  and 

it  does  not  speak  well  for  entomological  knowledge  in  the  South  that 

this  important  feature  in  the  life-history  of  so  notorious  an  insect  has 

not  long  since  been  very  definitely  and  irrefutably  settled.  In  my 

second  Report  I  showed  that  analogy,  as  well  as  the  evidence  of  the 

more  reliable  observers,  indicated  that  the  winter  was  passed  in  the 

moth  state ;  and  such  I  still  firmly  believe  to  be  the  case.  Mr.  W.  P. 

Reese,  of  Selma,  Ala.,  both  by  letter  to  myself,  and  in  numerous  pub- 

lished articles,  has  strenuously  argued  that  it  is  passed  in  the  chrysa- 

lis state;  upon  which  argument  he  basis  a  pet  preventive  remedy, 

which  is  to  destroy  these  chrysalides  in  the  winter  time.  Mr.  Reese 

falls  into  the  error— committed  by  so  many  when  first  they  begin  the 

study  of  natural  history— of  too  readily  generalizing  Irom  isolated 

facts.  Certain  moths  which  he  bred  having  died  in  confinement 

within  seventy-two  hours  after  leaving  the  chrysalis,  ergo  the  life  of 
the  moth  is  limited  to  that  period,  ergo  it  can  not  pass  the  winter. 
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Such  is  Mr.  Reese's  most  unsafe  reasoning,  which  he  will  very  soon 
change,  with  increased  experience.  The  first  brood  of  Codling-moth 
larvas  seldom  live  more  than  a  month  as  such,  though  those  of  the 

second  brood  may  and  do  live  six  and  seven  ;  and  I  need  hardly  say 

that  by  the  same  style  of  reasoning  which  Mr.  Keese  adopts,  one  could 

easily  make  out  that  no  insect  which  produces  more  than  one  genera- 
tion a  year  could  hibernate  at  all. 

NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

The  Cotton-worm  must  have  numerous  enemies  among  its  own 

class,  but  nothing  seems  to  have  been  recorded  of  such.  Black-birds 

and  turkeys  are  said,  by  correspondents  of  the  Department  of  Agri- 
culture, to  greedily  devour  the  worms,  and  it  has  been  recommended 

to  introduce  the  English  sparrow  into  the  southern  cotton-fields  for 
this  purpose.  This  bird  will  doubtless  do  better  there  than  in  the 
more  northern  States.  Some  that  were  liberated  in  Lafayette  park, 

St.  Louis,  a  year  ago,  have  done  remarkably  well,  and  have  already 

usurped  the  place  of  some  of  the  native  birds  at  the  Arsenal. 

UAXGE  OF  THE  INSECT -OTHER  QUESTIONS. 

The  Cotton- worm  is  generally  supposed  to  be  a  purely  Southern 
species,  and  to  be  confined  to  the  cotton  plant  for  food;  yet  the  moth 
has  been  repeatedly  captured  as  far  north  as  Chicago,  both  by  Mr.  A. 

Bolter  and  Mr.  O.  S.  Westcott;  and  the  indication  is  very  strong  that 
those  moths  were  bred  there,  and  that  their  larvae  fed  on  some  other 

plant  than  cotton.  These  facts  would  also  seem  to  invalidate  a  theory 
propounded  by  Mr.  Glover,  of  the  Department  of  Agriculture,  to 

account  for  the  "general  prevalence  of  the  insect  on  the  Gulf  coast, 
audits  comparative  scarcity  and  late  appearance  in  more  northern 

regions."  He  thinks  "that  in  the  more  northern  portion  of  the  cotlon- 
belt  the  frosts  of  winter  destroy  the  insect  in  all  its  stages,  unless  in 

situations  of  unusual  protection,  but  that  in  tiie  more  southern  por- 

tion, where  severe  frosts  rarely  occur,  they  survive  the  risks  of  win- 
ter, and  as  they  increase,  by  their  repeated  generations  during  the 

summer,  they  migrate  northward  in  the  lly-state  (the  perfect  insect) 

to  'fresh  fields  and  pastures  new.'" 
If  the  insect  can  withstand  a  Chicago  winter,  it  would  not  likely 

be  frozen  to  death  even  in  the  northernmost  portion  of  the  cotton- 
belt.  Indeed,  hibernating  insects,  when  once  in  a  state  of  dormancy, 

g:enerally  resist  very  severe  cold  ;  and  it  strikes  me  that  the  longer 

seasons,  enabling  the  production  of  a  greater  number  of  annual  gene- 
rations, on  the  Gulf  coast,  is  sufficient  to  account  for  the  facts  above 

stated;  especially  as  there  are  no  records  of  migrations  of  cotton 
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moths,  and  no  insect  migrates  to  any  great  distance  except  in  large 
swarms  or  bevies. 

In  my  former  article  on  this  insect  I  stated,  on  the  authority  of 

the  late  Mr.  Thos.  Atileck,  of  Brenham,  Texas,  that  the  Cotton-moth 
always  alights  head  downward.  Dr.  D.  L.  Phares,  of  Woodville,  Miss., 
who  is  also  a  good  observer,  can  not  subscribe  to  this  statement,  as 

the  following  quotation  from  one  of  his  letters  will  show:  ''It  is  to 
me  and  others  unaccountable  that  the  late  Mr.  Affleck  (long  resident 

in  Adams  county,  Miss.,  and  having  a  farm  in  this,  Wilkinson  county,) 

should,  so  late  as  1868,  reiterate  that  the  Anomis  invariably  alights 
with  the  head  down,  or  instantly  assumes  that  position,  for  it  does  not 

accord  with  my  observations  this  or  any  former  year.'' 

THE  CANKER-WORM. 

In  his  second  annual  Report,  as  State  Entomologist  of  Illinois,  Dr. 

William  Le  Baron  gives  prominence  to  an  article  on  this  insect,  de- 

tailing much  interesting  experience  had  with  it  in  1871,  and  publish- 
ing for  the  first  time  some  important  facts.  This  experience  accords 

with  and  confirms  what  I  have  already  written  so  far  as  it  goes..  He 

shows  that  the  moths  are  most  active  in  the  evening  :  /.  <.,  they  are 

crepuscular,  like  almost  all  the  species  belonging  to  the  same  family. 
He  also  shows  that  the  principal  mode  of  migration  is  by  the  worms 

floating  in  the  air  and  being  blown  from  tree  to  tree  while  hanging  from 
their  threads.    I  subjoin  his  summary  of  remedies  in  his  own  words  r 

"  1st,  Prevent  the  pass  ige  of  the  moths  up  the  trees.  The  most 
approved  plan  heretofore  used  is  to  put  a  canvas  or  other  cloth  band, 

six  inches  or  more  in  width,  around  the  trunk  and  besmear  it  with 

tar,  or  a  mixture  of  tar  and  molasses,  applied  every  other  day.  The 

method  suggested  in  this  report  is  to  put  a  band  of  rope  or  closely 

twisted  hay  around  the  trunk,  and  over  this  a  tin  band  about  four 

inches  wide,  placed  so  that  the  rope  shall  be  at  the  middle  of  the  tin, 

making  a  closed  cavity  below,  and  a  free  edge  of  tin  above.  The  time 
to  use  these  appliances  is  mostly  in  the  month  of  March,  but  also  at 

other  times  when  the  weather  is  sufficiently  open  to  permit  the  insects 
to  run. 

"2nd.  If  the  moths  are  prevented  from  ascending  the  tree,  they 
will  deposit  their  eggs  below  the  obstruction,  and  for  the  most  part 

near  to  it.  These  eggs  can  be  destroyed  by  a  single  application  of 
kerosene  oil. 
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"3d.  If  the  moths  are  not  prevented  from  ascending  the  tree  they 
will  deposit  their  eggs  mostly  upon  the  under  side  of  the  scales  of 

bark,  on  the  upper  part  of  the  trunk  and  larger  branches.  Many  of 
these  can  be  destroyed  by  scraping  off  and  burning  the  scales. 

"4th.  If  all  precautions  have  been  neglected  and  the  eggs  have 
been  permitted  to  hatch,  then,  as  soon  as  the  worms  are  large  enough 

to  be  easily  seen,  jar  them  from  the  trees  and  sweep  them  away  with 

a  pole,  as  they  hang  by  their  threads,  and  burn  or  otherwise  destroy 
them. 

"5th.  If  the  worms  have  matured  and  gone  into  the  ground  for 
winter  quarters,  plow  the  ground  late  in  the  fall,  so  as  to  expose  the 

pupiT?  to  frost,  and  to  the  action  of  natural  enemies. 

"  We  wish  to  call  particular  attention  to  the  rope  and  tin  bands 
mentioned  in  the  first  paragraph.  We  have  found  this,  upon  the  few 

trees  to  which  we  have  applied  it,  an  almost  perfect  barrier  to  the 

ascent  of  the  moths,  and  we  are  very  desirous  that  others  should  give 
it  a  trial  on  a  larger  scale.  The  method  of  putting  on  these  bands  is 

very  simple.  Take  a  piece  of  inch  rope — old  worn  out  rope  is  just  as 

good  as  new — tack  one  end  to  the  trunk,  two  feet  or  less  from  the 
ground,  with  a  shingle  nail,  driven  in  so  that  the  head  shall  not  project 
beyond  the  level  of  the  rope.  Bring  the  rope  round  the  tree,  and  let 
it  lap  by  the  beginning  an  inch  or  two,  cut  it  off  and  fasten  it  in  the 

same  manner.  Get  the  tinman  to  cut  up  some  sheets  of  tin  into 

strips  four  inches  wide  and  fasten  them  together  endwise,  so  that  they 

shall  be  long  enough  to  go  round  the  trees  over  the  rope  band,  hav- 
ing the  rope  at  the  middle.  Let  the  ends  of  the  tin  lap  a  little,  punch 

a  hole  through  them  and  fasten  them  with  a  nail  driven  through  the 
tin  and  rope  into  the  tree. 

"The  result  of  this  contrivance  is  that  the  moths  congregate  be- 
low the  obstruction,  and  sometimes  pile  up  so  as  to  go  over  onto  the 

tin.  But  when  they  reach  the  upper  edge  of  the  tin  they  go  round 

and  round  it  till  they  become  discouraged.  They  could  easily  go  down 
on  the  inside  of  the  tin  and  across  the  rope  onto  the  tree,  but  so  far, 

at  least,  as  my  experience  goes,  they  do  not  do  so.  Their  instinct  im- 
pels them  to  go  upward,  and  these  simple,  unreasoning  creatures  do 

not  know  enough  to  overcome  the  difficulty  by  first  going  a  little 
downward.  They  have  not  yet  learned  the  art  sometimes  practiced 

by  females  higher  in  the  scale,  of  stooping  to  conquer." 
Mr.  R.  M.  Milliken  gives  the  following  experience  with  this  tin 

and  rope  trap,  in  a  late  number  of  the  Prairie  Farmer  : 

In  1873  I  applied  the  rope  and  tin  in  this  way  :  I  nailed  a  rope  tight 
around  the  tree,  took  tin  five  inches  wide  and  nailed  it  on  the  rope, 
half  the  tin  above  the  rope  and  half  below  it.    I  put  it  on  with  three- 

3 — ER 
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penny  nails.  After  I  put  the  tin  on,  I  took  lime  and  sand  and  made 
a  thin  mortar  and  poured  it  in  on  the  rope  to  stop  any  holes  that 

might  be  left.  AVhen  the  tin  gets  full  below,  they  will  get  on  the  tin, 
but  won't  go  down  above  to  get  on  the  tree.  I  saw  them  on  the  tin 
(that  is,  the  moth,)  but  did  not  see  one  above  it.  1  have  known  some 
to  try  it  on  a  few  trees,  and  condemn  it  because  it  was  not  successful. 
If  the  trees  don't  stand  more  than  two  rods  apart,  the  wind  will  carry 
plenty  of  the  worms  from  one  tree  to  another  to  strip  it.  My  trees 
stand  fully  two  rods  apart,  and  in  1S72  they  were  one  complete  mass  of 
webs,  made  by  the  wind  carrying  the  worms  from  one  tree  to  another. 

My  trees  measure  from  two  to  four  ieet  in  circumference,  and  it  did 
not  cost  me  twelve  cents  for  each  tree. 

If  the  trunk  is  kept  clean  below  the  trap,  and  an  application  of 

kerosene  made  to  the  eggs  from  time  to  time,  there  will  be  no  neces- 

sity for  plastering  the  upper  part  of  the  trap.  It  is  more  difficult  to 

check  the  ascent  of  the  young  worms  than  their  parents,  because  of 

their  minute  size  and  power  to  travel  over  the  smoothest  surfaces. 

The  best  way  to  do  it  is  by  greasing  the  eggs  and  thus  preventing 

their  hatching.  If  the  tin  is  smeared  with  a  mixture  of  equal  parts 

of  kerosene  and  castor  oil,  it  will  prove  still  more  effectual. 

The  Paris  green  remedy  has  been  effectually  employed  to  destroy 

the  worms  when  once  they  are  defoliating  trees;  but  its  use  should 

be  discouraged,  except  on  tall  shade  trees,  where  in  an  emergency 

the  green  in  liquid,  thrown  up  by  a  garden  pump,  may  be  of  great 

service.  The  worms  should  not  be  allowed  to  reach  the  leaves ; 

and,  where  they  have  thus  been  allowed,  it  is  best  on  a  calm  day  to 

strew  the  ground  lightly  with  straw,  give  the  tree  a  good  jarring— as 

suggested  by  Dr.  Le  Baron — cut  loose  the  suspended  worms  by  means 

of  a  pole,  and  then  set  fire  to  the  straw.  A  Canker-worm  holocaust 
will  be  the  result,  and  with  a  little  care  the  tree  need  not  be  injured. 

The  following  description  of  a  trough,  taken  from  the  report  of  a 

committee  chosen  to  award  a  premium  of  ̂ 100,  offered,  not  long  since, 

by  the  Essex  (Mass.)  Agricultural  Society,  for  a  "  new,  cheap  and 

effectual  remedy  against  the  ravages  of  the  Canker-worm,"  will  prove 
of  value  to  those  who  can  not  conveniently  obtain  the  tin  strips  above 

described  : 

The  protector  used  by  Mr.  Sawyer  is  simply  a  trough  or  gutter 
laid  upon  the  ground  around  the  tree,  and  filled  with  coal  tar  from  the 

gas-works.  The  troughs  used  by  Mr.  Sawyer  are  made  of  two-by-three 
•joists,  sawn  from  two-inch  plank.  A  channel  an  inch  or  more  deep 
and  an  inch  and  a-half  wide,  is  grooved  out,  and  the  stock  is  then 
sawed  off  in  a  mitre-box  at  suitable  lengths  for  different  sized  trees, 

and  the  pieces  nailed  together,  one  side  slightly,  so  that  it  can  be 
easily  removed  when  placed  around  the  tree.  A  square  box  or  trough 
is  thus  made  which  is  laid  level  on  the  ground  around  the  tree.  The 

space  between  trough  and  tree  trunk  is  filled  with  dirt,  the  trough 
itself  filled  with  coal  tar  from  the  gas-works,  and  the  work  is  done. 
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A  triangular  channel  will  have  some  advantages  over  a  rectan- 
gular groove. 

I  recollect  reading  in  a  number  of  the  Western  Rural  of  a  very 

good  plan  adopted  by  a  Mr.  Smith,  of  Des  Moines,  Iowa,  for  applying 

coal-tar,  molasses  or  other  sticky  substance.  lie  first  makes  a  slight 
•mound  of  earth  around  the  tree,  smoothing  it  at  top;  brown  wrap- 

ping paper,  to  be  smeared,  is  then  tied  around  the  tree  and  turned 

down  over  the  mound.  The  moisture  of  the  earth  prevents  too  rapid 
drying  of  the  tar,  and  the  plan  proves  at  the  same  time  a  preventive 
of  the  Round-headed  borer. 

Mr.  J.  W.  Robson,  in  the  Western  Farmer  for  May,  1871,  gave  the 
following  testimony  as  to  the  birds  which  destroy  this  worm  : 

The  Blue-bird  destroys  large  numbers,  not  of  larxve  alone,  but  of 
fully  developed  moths  in  the  fall,  and  again  in  the  spring  they  return 
just  in  time  to  devour  the  insect  as  it  emerges  from  the  soil. 

The  Cedar-bird  is  another  enemy,  This'little  bird  is  a  gross  feeder, and  when  the  canker-worms  appear  in  great  numbers,  as  they  some- 
times do,  it  will  come  in  large  flocks  and  feed  upon  them  day  after 

day  till  the  pest  is  subdued. 
The  Butcher-bird  also  feeds  its  young  largely  upon  the  larvae. 

We  well  remember  it  clearing  two  trees  literally  covered  with  this 
caterpillar,  and  so  well  did  that  pair  of  Shrikes  do  their  work,  that 
these  same  trees  have  not  been  troubled  with  the  insect  since. 

In  the  AmeriGan  Naturalist  (Vol.  YIIl,  p.  271)  Dr.  Packard.quotes 
Mr.  C.  J.  Maynard,  of  Ipswich,  Mass.,  who  has  examined  the  stomachs 
of  some  three  thousand  birds,  as  giving  the  following  formidable  list 
of  species  which  devour  the  Canker-worm : 

In  answer  to  your  questions  relative  to  birds  eating  Canker-worms 
and  the  larva?  ot  other  injurious  insects,  I  would  say  that  upon  exam- 
ing  my  notes,  1  find  that  1  have  taken  Canker-worms  from  the  stom- 

achs of  the  following  species  : 

Red-eyed  Vireo  (  Virco  oZu'r^cews), Song-sparrow  {Melospiza  melo- 
<I?a),  Chickadee  ( Parusatricapillus),  Scarlet  Tanager  [Pyranga 
'riihrd)^  Robin  {Turdus  migratorius).  Black-billed  Cuckoo  {Coccysus 
erythro2)hthalmus),  Wood  Fewee  {Contopus  vlrcus)^  Least  Pewee 

{Empidonax  minimus),  Wilson's  Thrush  {Turdus  fuscescens).  Black 
and  White  Creepers,  Blue  Yellow-backed  Warbler  {Panda  Ameri- 
<:'«n«).  Maryland  YeWow-ihro^Lt  {Geothlypis  trichas),  ̂ -^^hxiWe  War- 

bler IlelminthopJiaga  ruHcapilla)  Golden-crowned  Thrush  {Seiiirus 
</Mroca/?<•7/^<6•),  Chestnut-sided  Warbler  {Bendroica  Pennsylvanica)^ 
Yellow  Warbler  {D.  cestlva),  Black-and-yellow  Warbler  {D.  macu- 

losa), Prairie  Warbler  {D.  discolor),  Black-polled  Warbler  (Z>.  stri- 
ata)^ Canada  Warbler  (My iodioctes  cafiadensis),  Redstart  {Setoplcaga 

riUicilla),  Cedar-bird  {Ampelis  cedrorum),  Cat-bird  {Mimus  caroli- 
nensis).  Purple  Finch  {Carpodacus purjpureus).  White-winged  Cross- 

bill {Curvirostra  Zewco^^era),  Chipping  ̂ ^arr ow  {Spizella  socialis). 
Indigo-bird  (Cyanopiza  c?/«/i(^r<).  Red-winged  Black-bird,  {Aqelaius 
phceniceus).  Crow  Black-bird  {Alolothrus  pecorus),  Bob-o-link  [Doli- 
■ohonyx  07'yzivorus), Baltimore  Ocioiey  Icterus  Baltimore). 
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Other  correspondents  mention  the  King  Bird,  Purple  Grakle 

House  Pigeon,  all  the  Vireos,  Downy  Woodpecker,  Summer  Yellow- 

bird,  Blue-bird,  Golden-winged  Woodpecker,  Golden  Robin  and  Yel- 

low-bill Cuckoo.  With  such  a  formidable  array  of  feathered  enemies, 

the  sudden  disappearance  of  the  Canker-worm,  for  a  term  of  years, 
from  orchards  where  it  was  wont  to  play  havoc,  is  no  longer  to  be 
wondered  at. 

Following  Harris,  I  have  stated*  that  the  sexes  of  this  insect  may 
be  distinguished  in  the  chrysalis  state  by  the  female  chrysalis  being 

destitute  of  wing-sheaths,  Mr,  B,  Pickman  Mann  has  lately  shownf 
that  this  is  a  mistake,  and  that,  singular  as  it  may  seem,  the  female 

chrysalis  possesses  perfect  wing-sheaths,  but  no  wings  under  them. 
Mr.  Mann  has  also  published  some  additional  facts  regarding  this 

insect;J;  which  stamp  him  as  an  admirable  observer,  and  which  add 
much  to  a  proper  understanding  of  the  species. 

It  results  from  his  observations,  which  are  based  on  large  mate- 
rial, that  we  have  two  quite  distinct  but  closely  allied  species.  The 

species  orginally  described  as  vernata  by  Peck,  in  1795,  is  the  smaller 

of  the  two.  It  may  be  easily  recognized  in  the  light  of  Mr.  Mann's 
discriminations,  by  each  of  the  first  seven  joints  of  the  abdomen  in 

both  sexes  bearing  two  transverse  rows  of  stiff,  red,  posteriorly  direc- 
ted spines  ;  by  the  front  wings  having  three  transverse,  dusky  lines, 

and  a  somewhat  broader, jagged,  pale  submarginal  line;  and  by  the 

whole  body  in  the  female,  as  also  the  legs  and  antennae,  being  pubes- 

cent with  pale  and  dusky  hairs — the  abdomen  having  a  medio-dorsal 
black  stripe.  The  dusky  stripes  on  the  front  wings,  except  at  costa, 

and  the  black  stripe  on  the  abdomen,  except  at  each  end,  are  usually 
more  or  less  obsolete. 

The  second  species  is  somewhat  larger;  the  front  wings  of  the 

male  have  a  distinct  white  spot  on  the  front  edge,  and  are  crossed  by 

two  pale  jagged  bands,  along  the  sides  of  which  there  are  several 
blackish  dots.  The  hind  wings  also  have  a  pale  curved  line,  more  or 

less  distinct,  across  their  middle.  The  female  is  uniformly  dark  ash- 
gray  above,  paler  beneath,  with  the  antennnt^  naked,  and  the  legs  and 

abdomen  smooth  and  glistening.  Thus  it  lacks  the  characteristic 

spines  of  vernata^  the  dusky  marks  across  front  wings,  and  the  pubes- 
cence in  the  female ;  and  there  are  many  other  minor  diflerences. 

Now  the  curious  fact  in  the  past  history  of  these  two  insects  is, 

that  Dr.  Harris,  in  his  popular  work  on  the  ''  Insects  injurious  to  Veg- 

*'2iidEfi).  p.  97. 

^Proc.  Bost.  Soc.  X.  H.  XVI.,  p.  Kr* 

\lb\iU  -XV.,  i>l>.  :?81-4.  iind  \\\).  -JOt-H. 
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etation,"  by  mistake  described  the  second  species  a3  the  true  vernata 
of  Peclv,  and  distinguished  the  real  vernata  by  the  name  of  jjoinetaria, 

hesitating  as  to  whether  or  not  it  should  be  considered  specifically  dis- 
tinct from  the  other.  Most  subsequent  authors  have  followed  Harris 

in  his  definition  of  Peck's  species,  and  Mr.  Mann  himself  did  so  till 
Mr.  U.  K.  Morrison  drew  his  attention  to  the  original  description  and 

pointed  out  the  error.  The  consequence  is  that  the  larger  form  re- 

mains to  this  day  unnamed,  but  will  doubtless  be  known  SiS'po7neiaria 
Mann,  the  pomataria  Harr.  being  a  synonym  of  vernata. 

In  the  article  in  my  second  Keport  1  have  described  the  genuine 

vernata.,  simply  because  it  is  the  most  numerous  in  my  cabinet,  and 

considered,  with  most  previous  authors,  that  the  two  were  but  varieties 

■of  one  species.  The  figures  in  the  cut  (66),  accompanying  that  article, 
as  should  have  been  stated  at  the  time,  were  not  drawn  by  mj'self,  but 
were  prepared  in  New  York  by  the  publishers  of  the  Bural  New 

JTorker.,  from  the  figures  of  Harris  and  Packard.  They  are  all  very 

poor,  though  it  is  evident  the  male  represents  the  true  vernata  Peck, 

and  the  female  the po?netaria  Mann,  enlarged. 
Mr.  Mann  gives  some  reasons  for  believing  that  vernata  Peck,  true 

to  its  name,  is  purely  vernal  in  habit,  and  does  not  issue  in  the  fall, 

while  pometaria  Mann  issues  for  the  most  part  in  the  tail  of  the  year — 
s.  fact,  if  future  experience  establish  it,  of  high,  practical  importance. 

It  is  well  known  that  in  Philadelphia,  as  in  many  other  eastern 

<5ities,  the  Canker-worm  was  formerly  a  great  nuisance,  not  only  be- 
cause of  the  injury  it  did  to  the  elms  and  other  shade  trees,  but  because 

it  was  continually  spinning  down  on  to  persons  who  happened  to  be 
passing  underneath  the  infested  trees.  I  noticed  when  in  the  Quaker 

city  last  fall,  an  unusual  abundance  of  the  gaily  colored  and  hairy 

larvae  crt'the  White-marked  Tussock-moth;*  and  upon  inquiring  of  my 
friend  Meehan,  as  to  whether  they  were  ordinarily  so  abundant,  I  was 

surprised  to  learn  that  they  had  only  increased  to  such  an  alarming 

■extent  since  the  introduction  ot  the  English  sparrow.  The  idea  pre- 

vails that  in  proportion  as  this  bird  exterminated  the  Canker-worm 

which  formerly  held  such  sway,  in  that  proportion  the  hairy  Tussock- 
moth  larva,  which  is  distasteful  to  the  bird,  increased,  until  it  has 
come  to  be  as  much  of  a  nuisance  as  was  the  looping  scourge  whose 

place  it  has  usurped.  We  are  thus  brought  face  to  face  with  another 

phase  of  the  bird-insect  question,  and  so  far  as  the  English  sparrow  is 

concerned,  the  Philadelphians  may  well  ask,  in  the  expressive  lan- 

guage of  the  time:  "Does  protection  protect '^'- 

•IstRei).,  Fijr.  82. 
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INSECTS    INJURIOUS    TO     THE    GRAPE-VINE. 

THE  GRAPE  FRYLLOXER A— Pki/llo.cerct  vastatrlx  Planchon. 

(Subord.  IIOMOPTKRA  ;  Fani.  Apiiidid-e.) 

Having,  in  my  last  three  reports,  had  much  to  say  about  this  insect^ 

and  finding  that  there  is  great  demand  for  correct  information  rela- 

tive to  its  nature  and  habits,  and  that  the  fourth  Report,  more  espe- 
cially, is  no  longer  to  be  obtained,  from  the  fact  that  the  edition  is^ 

entirely  exhausted,  I  have  concluded  to  bring  into  the  compass  of  one 

article  all  the  facts  previously  published  and  recently  ascertained,  sO' 

as  to  give  the  grape-growing  reader  a  clear  insight  into  all  that  is- 
known  of  it  at  the  present  time.  In  doing  this  I  shall  relegate  all  the 
more  minute  details  to  an  appendix  at  the  end  of  the  article,  to  be 

referred  to  by  passages  numbered  to  correspond  to  numbers  indicated 
in  the  text. 

"Phylloxera"  is  a  term  derived  from  the  Greek  {^'oUo-^  and  t7j,o<;c), 
meaning  withering  the  leat\  and  founded  many  years  ago,  *  by  Boyer 
de  Fonscolombe,  to  designate  a  peculiar  genus  of  plant-lice.  It  was  ori- 

ginally erected  for  a  species  {PJiylloxera  quercus)  quite  common  in 

Europe  on  the  under  side  of  oak-leaves  which,  in  consequence  of  its 
punctures,  wear  a  withered  appearance.  The  genus  now  comprises 

several  species,  none  of  them  affecting  man's  interests  except  the  spe- 
cies under  consideration  (vasiatrix  Planchon).  This,  on  account  of 

its  injurious  work,  has  acquired  such  prominence  that  the  generic 

term  has  come  to  be  used  in  a  broader  sense,  and  to  indicate  at  once 

the  insect  and  the  disease  it  produces:  just  as  in  botany  the  term 

Oidium,  though  originally  referring  only  to  a  genus  of  cryptogamic- 
plants,  is  now  popularly  employed  to  designate  the  mildew  on  grape- 

vines, caused  by  Oidium  TucJceri. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL. 

The  first  published  reference  to  this  insect  was  made  in  the  year 

I856,f  by  Dr.  Asa  Fitch,  the  State  Entomologist  of  New  York,  who 

subsequently  described  the  gall-inhabiting  type  of  it,  which  I  have 
termed  galloecolaAn.  a  rather  insufficient  manner,  J   by  the  name  of 

*    Annales  de  la  Society  Entomologique  de  France,  tome  lii.,  p.  222. 
t   New  York  Entomolof»ic4il  Rei)orts,  vol.  i, ,  p.  158, 
X    Ibid,  vol.  iii,  §  117. 
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Pemphigus  vitifolicc.  Dr.  Fitch  knew  very  little  of  the  insect,  as  we 

understand  it  to-day.  It  was  subsequently  treated  of  by  several 
American  authors,  and  in  January,  1S67,  Dr.  Henry  Shimer,  of  Mount 

Carroll,  111.,  proposed  for  it  a  new  family  {DaJctylosjyhceridoi)*  which 
has  not  been  accepted  by  homopterists,  for  the  reason  that  it  was 

founded  on  characters  of  no  family  value. 

All  these  authors  referred  to  the  leaf-louse  described  by  Dr.  Fitch, 
and  never  dreamed  that  the  insect  existed  in  another  type  on  the 

roots.  During  the  few  years  following  our  civil  war  a  serious  disease 

of  the  Cirape-vine  began  to  attract  attention  in  France,  and  soon 
caused  so  much  alarm  that  the  Minister  of  Agriculture  and  Commerce 

in  that  country  olfered  a  pri;;4e  of  20,000  francs  for  an  eifectual  and 

practicable  remedy  ;  (1)  and  a  special  committee  was  appointed  to  draw 

up  a  programme  of  conditions,  and  award  the  prize  if  it  saw  fit  so  to  do. 

The  disease  was  at  first  designated  as  poitrridie^  or  rotting,  the 

roots  becoming  swollen  and  bloated,  and  finally  wasting  away.  There 

were  no  end  of  surmises  and  theories  as  to  its  cause,  until  Prof.  J.  E. 
Planchon,  of  Montpellier,  in  July,  1868,  announced^  that  it  was  due 

to  the  puncture  of  a  minute  insect  belonging  to  the  plant-louse  family 

{Aphididm),  and  bearing  a  close  resemblance  to  our  gall-louse.  The 
insect  was  subsequently  described,  by  the  same  author,  from  the  apt- 

erous form,  under  the  name  oi  Rhizaphis  vastatrix,  and  not  till  Sep- 
tember of  the  same  year,  ||  when  the  winged  insect  was  discovered, 

did  he  give  it  the  name  by  which  it  is  now  so  well  known.  In  Jan- 
uary, 18C9,  Prof.  J.  O.  Westwood,  of  Oxford,  England,  announced  §  the 

receipt  of  both  the  gall  and  root-inhabiting  types,  from  diff"erent  parts 
of  England  and  Ireland,  and  his  inability  to  distinguish  between  the 

two.  In  the  same  article  he  announced  having  received  the  gall- 
making  type  from  Hammersmith  in  1863,  and  having  described  it  by 

the  name  of  Periiymhia  vitisana,  in  a  notice  communicated  to  the 

Ashmolean  Society  of  Oxford,  in  the  spring  of  1868,  which  communi- 

cation was,  however,  never  published.  In  the  spring  of  1869,*[  M.  J. 
Lichtenstein,  of  Montpellier,  first  hazarded  the  opinion  that  the  Phyl- 

loxera, which  was  attracting  so  much  attention  in  Europe,  was  identi- 
cal with  the  American  insect  described  by  Dr.  Fitch.  This  opinion 

gave  an  additional  interest  to  our  insect,  and  I  succeeded  in  1870, 

while  the  Franco-Prussian  war  was  at  its  highest,  and  just  before  the 

investment  of  Paris,  in  establishing  the  identity  of  their  gall-insect 
with  ours,  through  correspondence  with,  and  specimens  sent  to,  Dr. 

*  Proceedings  Academy  of  Natural  Sciences,  Pluladeli)hi:i,  January,  ISli". 
X  Messager  du  Midi,  July  22,  1SG8. 

\\  Coinptes  rendiis  de V Academic  des  Sciences,  Pari.-:,  September  14,  ISGS. 

§  Gnrdcners'  dtronicle,  Januaiy  30,  1800.     ̂ 'Jnsecfologie  Agricolc,  18('.U,  ]>.  18'.i. 
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Y.  Signoret,  of  that  city.     During  tlie  same  year  I  also  established  the 

identity  of  the  gall  and  root-inhabiting  types,  by  showing  that  in  the 

fall  of  the  j^ear  the  last  brood  of  gall-lice  betake  themselves  to  the 
roots  and  hibernate  thereon.    In  1S71  I  visited  France  and  studied 

their  insect  in  the  field;  and  in  the  fall  of  that  year,  after  making  more 

extended  observations  here,  I  was  able  to  give  absolute  proof  of  the 

identity  of  the  two  insects,  and  to  make  other  discoveries,  which  not 

only  interested  our  friends  abroad,  but  were  of  vital  importance  to 

our  own  grape  growers,  especially  in  the  Mississippi  Valley.    I  have 

given  every  reason  to  believe  that  the  failure  of  the  European  vine, 

(  Vitis  vinifera)^  when  planted  here,  the  partial  failure  of  many  hy- 

brids with  the  European  vinifera,  and  the  deterioration  and  death  of' 
many  of  the  more  tender-rooted  native  varieties,  are  mainly  owing  to 
the  injurious  work  of  this  insidious  little  root-louse.     It  had  been  at 
its  destructive  work  for  years,  producing  injury   the   true  cause  of 

which  was  never  suspected  until  the  publication  of  the  article  in  my 

fourth  Report.    I  also  showed  that  some  of  our  native  varieties  en- 

joyed relative  immunity  from  the  insects'  attacks,  and  urged  their  use 
for  stocks,  as   a  means   of  reestablishing  the  blighted  vineyards  of 
Southern  France. 

The  disease  continued  to  spread  in  Europe,  and  became  so  calam- 

itous in  the  last-named  country  that  the  French  Academy  of  Sciences 
appointed  a  standing  Phylloxera  Committee.  It  is  also  attracting 

some  attention  in  Portugal,  Austria  and  Germany,  and  even  in  Eng- 
land, where  it  affects  hot-house  grapes. 

The  literature  of  the  subject  grew  to  such  vast  proportions  that, 

after  publishing  a  biographical  review,  containing  notices  and  sum- 
maries of  483  articles  or  treatises,  published  during  the  four  years  of 

1868-71,  MM.  Planchon  and  Lichtenstein  gave  up  the  continuance  of 
the  work  as  impracticable. 

At  the  suggestion  and  with  the  cooperation  of  the  Societe  Oen- 

trale  d'Agricuiture  de  I'Herault,  the  French  Minister  of  Agriculture 
last  autumn  commissioned  Prof.  Planchon  to  visit  this  country  and 
learn  all  he  could  about  the  insect  and  its  effect  on  our  different 

vines.  Prof.  Planchon  arrived  here  the  latter  part  of  August  and  re- 
mained over  a  month,  during  which  time  he  visited  many  prominent 

vineyards  in  the  Eastern  States,  on  Kelley's  Island,  in  Missouri,  and  in 
North  Carolina.  His  investigations  not  only  fully  corroborated  all 

my  previous  conclusions  regarding  the  Phylloxera,  but  gave  him  a 

knowledge  of  the  quality  of  our  native  grapes  and  wines  which  will 
be  very  apt  to  dispel  much  of  the  prejudice  against  them  that  has  so 

universally  possessed  his  coutrymen,  who  have  not  followed  our  recent 

rapid  progress  in  viticulture  and  viniculture,  but  found  their  opinions 
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on  the  inferior  results  which  attended  the  infancy  of  those  industries 

in  America.  Such,  in  brief,  is  the  history  of  the  grape  Phylloxera. 
Let  us  now  take  a  closer  insight  into  the  nature  of  the  insect. 

The  genus  Phylloxera  is  characterized  by  having  three-jointed  an- 
tennre,  the  third  or  terminal  much  the  longest,  and  by  carrying  its 

wings  overlapping  flat  on  the  back  instead  of  roof-fashion.  It  belongs 

to  the  whole- winged  bugs  {Hom.opteTa)^  and  osculates  between  two 

great  families  of  that  sub-order,  the  Plant-lice  { Aphididce)  on  the 

one  hand  and  the  Bark-lice  (Coccidcu)  on  the  other.  In  the  one- 
jointed  tarsus  of  the  larva  or  newly-hatched  louse,  and  in  being  al- 

ways oviparous,  it  shows  its  affinities  with  the  latter  family,  but  in.  the 

two-jointed  tarsus  of  the  more  mature  individuals,  and  in  all  other 

characters,  it  is  essentially  aphididan.  '"  In  every  department  of  nat- 
ural history  a  species  is  occasionally  found  which  forms  the  connect- 

ing link  between  the  two  genera,  rendering  it  doubtful  under  which 
genus  it  should  properly  be  arranged.  Under  such  circumstances  the 

naturalist  is  obliged  to  ascertain,  by  careful  examination,  the  various 

predominating  characteristics,  and  finally  place  it  under  the  genus  to 

which  it  bears  the  closest  affinity  in  all  its  details."  So  wrote  x\udu- 
bon  and  Bachman  twenty-eight  years  ago  ;*  and  what  is  true  of  gen- 

era is  equally  true  of  species,  families,  and  of  still  higher  groups.  In 
the  deepest  sense  all  Nature  is  a  whole,  and  all  her  multitudinous 

forms  of  animal  and  vegetal  life  are  so  closely  interlinked,  and  grad- 
uate into  each  other  so  insensibly,  that  in  founding  divisions  on  too 

trivial  differences  we  subvert  the  objects  of  classification.  Thus,  in> 
stead  ot  founding  a  new  family  for  this  insect,  as  Dr.  Shimer  did,  and 
as  there  seems  a  tendency  on  the  part  of  others  to  do,  it  is  both  more 

consonant  with  previous  custom,  and  more  sensible  in  every  way,  to 
retain  it  among  the  Ap/tididce. 

BIOLOGICAL. 

Different  Forms  which  the  Insect  Assumes. — Not  the  least  in- 
teresting feature  in  the  economy  of  our  Phylloxera,  are  the  different 

j)hases  or  forms  under  which  it  presents  itself.  Among  these  forms 

are  two  constant  types  which  have  led  many  to  suppose  that  we  have 

to  do  with  two  species.  The  one  type,  which  I  have,  for  convenience, 

•called  gallcecola^  lives  in  galls  on  the  leaves  ;  the  other,  which  I  have 
called  radicicola,  on  swellings  of  the  roots.  The  subjoined  table  will 

assist  to  a  clear  understanding  of  what  follows:  {'l) 
Type  1.     Gallcecola. — {VUifolUi\  Fitch  ;  Fi^.  4,/.  g,  h.) 

Type  2.     Radicicola — 
a.  Degraded  or  AVingless  Form.     (Fig.  o,  e,  f,  g.) 

fi.  Perfect  or  "Winged  Form.     (Fig.  G,  g.  h.    Fig.  s.  h.) 
*  Quadrupeds  of  Xorth  America,  vol.  i,,  p.  215. 
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Type  Gall.ecola  or  Gall-inhabiting. — The  gall  or  excrescence 
produced  by  this  insect  is  simply  a  fleshy  swelling  of  the  under  side 

of  the  leaf,  more  or  less  wrinkled  and  hairy,  with  a  corresponding  de- 
pression of  the  upper  side,  the  margin  of  the  cup  being  fuzzy,  and 

drawn  together  so  as  to  form  a  fimbriated  mouth.  It  is  usually  cup- 

shaped,  but  sometimes  greatly  elongated  or  purse-shaped  (Fig.  3,  a,  I). 
Soon  after  the  first  vine-leaves  that  put  out  in  the  spring  have 

fully  expanded,  a  few  scattering  galls  may  be  found,  mostly  on  the 

f^'^'  -  1  lower  leaves,  nearest  the  ground. 
These  vernal  galls  are  usually 

large,  (of  the  size  of  an  ordinary 

pea,)  and  the  normal  green  is 
often  blushed  with  rose  where 

exposed  to  the  light  of  the 

sun.  On  carefully  opening  one 

of  them  (Fig.  4,  d)  we  shall 

find  the  mother-louse  diligently 

at  work  surrounding  herself 

with  pale-yellow  eggs  of  an 
elongate  oval  form,  scarcely  .01 

inch  long,  and  not  quite  half 

ujfDKR  siDK  OF  lkap  coveukd  witu  galls.  rs  thick  ( Fig.  4,  c).  She  is  about 
.04  inch  long,  generally  spherical  in  shape,  of  a  dull  orange  color,  and 
looks  not  unlike  an  immature  seed  of  the  common  purslane.  At 

times,  by  the  elongation  of  the  abdomen,  the  shape  assumes,  more  or 

less  perfectly,  the  pyriform.  Her  members  are  all  dusky,  and  so  short 

[Fig.  3.]  compared  to  her  swollen  body,  that  she  appears  very 
clumsy,  and  undoubtedly  would    be  outside  of  her 
gall,  which  she  never  has  occasion  to  quit,  and  which 

or  serves  her  alike  as  dwelling  house  and  coffin.     More 
carefully  examined,  her  skin  is  seen  to  be  shagreened 

<■  and  rf;  ui)i>w  .111(1  or  minutely  granulated  and  furnished  with  rows  oi under   side  of  abor- 
tive giiii«.  minute  hairs,  which  will  be  more  particularly  referred 

to  in  the  appendix.  The  eggs  begin  to  hatch,  when  six  or  eight  days 

old,  into  active  little  oval,  hexapod  beings,  which  differ  from  their 

mother  in  their  brighter  yellow  color  and  more  perfect  legs  and  an- 
tennaa,  the  tarsi  being  furnished  with  Jong,  pliant  hairs,  terminating  in 
a  more  or  less  distinct  globule.  These  hairs  were  called  digituli  by 

Dr.  Shimer,  and  they  lose  their  globular  tips  and  become  more  or  less 

worn  with  age.  In  hatching,  the  egg  splits  longitudinally  from  the 

anterior  end,  and  the  young  louse,  whose  pale  yellow  is  in  strong  con- 
trast with  the  more  dusky  color  of  the  egg-shell,  escapes  in  the  course 
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of  two  minutes.  Issuing  from  the  mouth  of  the  gall,  these  young  lice 
scatter  over  the  vine,  most  of  them  finding  their  way  to  the  tender 

terminal  leaves,  where  they  settle  in  the  downy  bed  which  the 
tomentose  nature  of  these  leaves  affords,  and  commence  pumping  up 

and  appropriating  the  sap.  The  tongue-sheath  is  blunt  and  heavy, 
but  the  tongue  proper — consisting  of  three  brown,  elastic,  and  wiry 

filaments,  which,  united,  make  so  fine  a  thread  as  scarcely  to  be  visi- 
ble with  the  strongest  microscope — is  sharp,  and  easily  run  under  the 

parenchyma  of  the  leaf.  Its  puncture  causes  a  curious  change  in 

[Fig.  4  ]  the  tissues  of  the  leaf,  the- 

growth  being  so  stimulated 
that  the  under  side  bulges 

^   .and  thickens,  w  hi  1  e  the 

^]V  down  on  the  upper  side  m- 
^        creases  in  a  circle  around 

the  louse,  and  finally  hides 
and  covers  it  as  it  recedes 

more  and  more  within  th& 

deepening  cavity .(3)  Some- 
times the  lice  are  so  crowd- 

ed that  two  occupy  the  same 

Type  GALL.EroLA:— a,  ;*,  newly-hatched  larva,  veiitral  and  S^ll-        ̂ h    IfOm    the     prema- dorsal  view;    c,    egg;    d,   section  of  gall;  e,  swelling   of,  -,        ji  .•   .1,^    1^„„«     ^,^ 
tendril;/,  (7, /i,motl:iei- gall-lou^o-lateral,  dm.s;a  and  ven- tUre    aeatH    Ot    tne    JOUSe,  01 
ti'al  view.-^;     i,    hei-  antemia;  j,    her  two-jointed  tarsus.  1 1      i 
Natuial  ijize,s  indicated  at  .sides.  Othcr    CaUSe,     the     gall      be- 

comes  abortive  before  being  completed,  then  the  circle  of  thickened 

down  or  fuzz  enlarges  with  the  expansion  of  the  leaf,  and  remains 

(Fig.  4,  c)  to  tell  the  tale  of  the  futile  effort.  Otherwise,  in  a  few 

days  the  gall  is  formed,  and  the  inheld  louse,  which,  while  eating  its 

way  into  house  and  home,  was  also  growing  apace,  begins  a  partheno- 
genetic  maternity  by  the  deposition  of  fertile  eggs,  as  her  immediate 
parent  had  done  before.  She  increases  in  bulk  with  pregnancy,  and 
one  egg  follows  another  in  quick  succession,  until  the  gall  is  crowded. 

The  mother  dies  and  shrivels,  and  the  young,  as  they  hatch,  issue  and 

found  new  galls.  This  process  continues  during  the  summer  until  the 

fifth  or  sixth  generation.  Every  egg  brings  forth  a  fertile  female, 

which  soon  becomes  wonderfully  prolific.  The  number  of  eggs  found 

in  a  single  gall  averages  about  200;  yet  it  will  sometimes  reach  as 

many  as  500,  and,  if  Dr.  Shimer's  observations  can  be  relied  on,  it  may 
even  reach  5,000.*  I  have  never  found  any  such  number  myself;  but,, 
even  supposing  there  are  but  five  generations  during  the  year,  and 

*Practical  E)Vtomologist,  vol.  i.,  p.  17 
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taking  the  lowest  of  the  above  figures,  the  immense  prolificacy  of  the 
species  becomes  manifest.  Small  as  the  animal  is,  the  product  of  a 
single  year,  even  at  this  low  estimate,  would  encircle  the  earth  over 

thirty  times  if  placed  in  a  continuous  line,  each  individual  touching 
the  end  of  another.  Well  it  is  for  us  that  they  are  not  permitted  to 

multiply  in  this  geometrical  ratio!  Nevertheless,  as  summer  ad- 

vances, they  do  frequently  become  prodigiously  multiplied,  com- 
pletely covering  the  leaves  with  their  galls,  and  settling  on  the 

tendrils,  leaf-stalks,  and  tender  branches,  where  they  also  form  knots 
and  rounded  excrescences  (Fig.  4,  e),  much  resembling  those  made 

■on  the  roots.  In  such  a  case,  the  vine  loses  its  leaves  prematurely. 
Usually,  however,  the  natural  enemies  of  the  louse  seriously  reduce 

its  numbers  by  the  time  the  vine  ceases  its  growth  in  the  fall,  and  the 

few  remaining  lice,  finding  no  more  succulent  and  suitable  leaves, 

seek  the  roots.  Thus,  by  the  end  of  September,  the  galls  are  mostly 
deserted,  and  those  which  are  left  are  almost  always  infested  with 

mildew  {Botrytis  viticola,  Berkely),  and  eventually  turn  brown  and 

decay.  On  the  roots,  the  young  lice  attach  themselves  singly  or  in 

little  groups,  and  thus  hibernate.  The  male  gall-louse  has  never  been 
seen,  and  there  is  every  reason  to  believe  that  he  has  no  existence.  (4) 
Nor  does  the  female  ever  acquire  wings.  Indeed,  I  can  not  lay  too 

much  stress  on  the  fact  that  gallcecola  occurs  only  as  an  agamic  and 

apterous  female  form.  It  is  but  a  transient  summer  state,  not  at  all 

essential  to  the  perpetuation  of  the  species,  and  does,  compared  with 

the  other  type,  but  trifling  damage.  (5)  I  have  found  it  occasionally  on 

all  species  of  the  Grape-vine  {vinifera^  ripaiia^  cestivalis^  and  La- 
hrusca)  cultivated  in  the  Eastern  and  Middle  States,  and  on  the  wild 

cordifolia;  but  it  flourishes  only  on  the  Kiver-bank  grape  {riparia)^ 
and  more  especially  on  the  Clinton  and  Taylor,  with  their  close  allies. 

Thus,  while  legions  of  the  root-inhabiting  type  (radicicold)  are  over- 
running and  devastating  the  vineyards  of  France,  this  ffaUcecola  is 

almost  unknown  there,  except  on  such  American  varieties  as  it  infests 

with  us.  A  few  of  its  galls  have  been  found  at  Sorgues,  on  a  variety 

called  Tinto ;  and  others  have  been  noticed  on  vinifera  vines  inter- 
locking infested  American  vines,  or  have  been  produced  by  purposed 

contact  with  the  young  (jallcecola.  Similarly,  there  are  many  varie- 
ties, especially  of  Labrusca^  which,  in  this  country,  suffer  in  the  roots, 

and  never  show  a  gall  on  the  leaves. 

The  precise  conditions  which  determine  the  production  and  multi- 
plication ai gallcecola  can  not  now,  if  they  ever  can,  be  stated ;  but  it 

is  quite  evident  that  the  nature  and  constitution  of  the  vine  are  im- 

portant elements,  since  such  vines  as  the  Herbemont  often  bear  wit- 
ness, by  their  leaves  covered  with  abortive  galls,  to  the  futile  efforts 
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the  lice  sometimes  persist  in  making  to  build  in  uncongenial  places. 
Yet  other  elements  come  into  play,  and  nothing  strikes  the  observer 

as  more  curious  and  puzzling  than  the  transitory  nature  of  these  galls,, 

and  the  manner  in  which  they  are  found — now  on  one  variety,  now 
on  another.  (6) 

I  was  formerly  inclined  to  believe  thsit  (/ali<i'cofa  was  a  necessary 

phase  in  the  annual  cycle  of  the  insect's  mutations:  in  other  words, 
that  it  was  essential  to  the  continuance  of  the  species,  and  was  pro- 

bably the  product  of  the  eg:g  laid  by  the  winged  and  impregnated 

female.  On  this  hypothesis  I  imagined  that  galhvcoJa  was  probably 
the  invariable  precursor  of  radlcicola  in  an  uninfested  vineyard,  and 
that,  if  galls  were  not  allowed  to  develop  in  such  a  vineyard,  it  would 

not  suffer  from  root-lice.  More  extensive  experience  has  satisfied  me 
that  the  hypothesis  is  essentially  erroneous,  and  that,  while  the  first 

galls  may  sometimes  by  produced  by  lice  hatched  from  the  few  egg& 

deposited  above-ground  by  the  winged  female,  they  are  more  often 
formed  by  young  lice  hatched  on  the  roots,  and  which,  wandering 
away  from  their  earthy  recesses,  are  fortunate  enough  to  find  suitable 

leaf  conditions.  It  is  barely  possible  that  under  certain  circum- 

stances, as,  for  instance,  on  our  wild  vines,  where  the  soil  around  the 

roctsis  hard  and  com^dLct^  gallcecola  may  become  more  persistent, 
and  pass  through  all  the  phases  belonging  to  the  species  without 

descending  to  the  roots — the  eggs  wintering  on  the  ground,  or  th& 
young  under  the  loose  bark,  or  upon  the  canes.  For  a  somewhat 

similar  state  of  things  actually  takes  place  with  another  plant-louse 

(£')'iosoma pi/ri,  Fitch,)  which  in  the  Western  United  States  normally 
inhabits  the  roots  of  our  apple  trees,  and  only  exceptionally  the 

branches ;  while  in  the  moister  Atlantic  States,  and  in  England  and 

moister  parts  of  Europe,  where  it  was  introduced  from  this  country, 
it  normally  infests  the  branches,  and  more  exceptionally  the  roots. 
But  there  are  no  facts  yet  known  to  prove  such  to  be  the  case  with 

the  Grapu  Phylloxera,  even  on  our  wild  vines,  and  I  do  not  believe 

that  it  ever  is  the  case  in  our  cultivated  vineyards. 

As  already  indicated,  the  autumnal  individuals  of  gallcecola 
descend  to  the  roots,  and  there  hibernate.  There  is  every  reason  to 

believe  also  that,  throughout  the  summer,  some  of  the  young  lice 

hatched  in  the  galls  are  passing  on  to  the  roots;  as,  considering  their 

size,  they  are  great  travelers,  and  show  a  strong  predisposition  to  drop, 
their  natural  lightness,  as  in  the  case  of  the  young  Cicada^  and  of 

other  insects  which  hatch  above  but  live  under  ground,  enabling  them 
thus  to  reach  the  earth  with  ease  and  safety.  At  all  events,  I  know,, 

from  experiment,  that  the  young  gaJhecola,  if  confined  to  vines  on 
which  they  do  not  normally,  and  perhaps  can  not,  form  galls,  will,  in 
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the  middle  of  summer,  make  themselves  perfectly  at  home  on  the 
roots. 

Type  Radicicola  or  Root-inhabiting. — AVe  have  seen  that,  in  all 

probability,   gallcecola    exists     only    in    the    apterous,    shagreened, 

V 

non-tubercled,  fecund  female 

form.  Radicicola^  however, 

presents  itself  in  two  prin- 

cipal forms.  The  newly- 
hatched  larvae  of  this  type 

are  undistinguishable,  in  all 
essential  characters,  from 

those  hatched  in  the  galls  ; 

but  in  due  time  they  shed  ̂ e 

smooth  larval  skin,  and  ac- 

quire raised  warts  or  tuber- 

cles (7)  whichatoncedistin- 
TYPK  Radicicoi.a.— a,  roots  of  Clmtoii  vine,  showing rela-  guish  them  frOm  OallcCGola. 

tion  of  .swellings  to  leaf-galls,  and  jiower  of  resisting  ° 
clecomposition;  6   larva  as  it  appeai-s  whenhibernatiug;  t      f}       development  frOm  this 
c,  d,  antenna  and  leg  of  s^aine;  e,f,  (/,  lorms  ot  moit;  -"-'^  ̂ ''^^  \^^  ■<  ̂ i^ijlx±^x 
mature    lice,    ti,   gi-anulations  of  ̂ kiii;  i,  tubercle:  j,         •     i.  ii       *  r^„,^^r^  ^^^r^  o£.r>Qi> 

transverse  folds  at  border  of  joints;  k,  oUiiiileeyes. '  pomt  tlie  tWOlOimS  are  Separ- 

able with  sufficient  ease :  one  (a)  of  a  more  dingy  greenish  yellow,  with 

more  swollen  fore-body,  and  more  tapering  abdomen;  the  other  (/5)  ot 

a  brighter  yellow,  with  the  lateral  outline  more  perfectly  oval,  and 
with  the  abdomen  more  truncated  at  tip.  (8) 

The  first  or  mother  form  (Fig.  5,  /",  g)  is  the  ansilogue  of  ffallcBCola, 
as  it  never  acquires  wings,  and  is  occupied,  from  adolescence  till 

death,  with  the  laying  of  eggs,  which  are  less  numerous  and  some- 
what larger  than  those  found  in  the  galls.  I  have  counted  in  the 

spring  as  many  as  two  hundred  and  sixty-five  eggs  in  a  cluster,  and  all 

evidently  from  one  mother,  who  was  yet  very  plump  and  still  occupied 

in  laying.  As  a  rule,  however,  they  are  less  numerous.  With  preg- 
nancy this  form  becomes  quite  tumid  and  more  or  less  pyriform,  and 

is  content  to  remain  with  scarcely  any  motion  in  the  more  secluded 
parts  of  the  roots,  such  as  the  creases,  sutures,  and  depressions,  which 

the  knots  afford.  The  skin  is  distinctly  shagreened  (Fig.  5,  7i,)  as  in 
gallcecola.  The  warts,  though  usually  quite  visible  with  a  good  lens, 
are  at  other  times  more  or  less  obsolete,  especially  on  the  abdomen,  (9) 

The  eyes,  which  were  quite  perfect  in  the  larva,  become  more  simple 

with  each  molt,  until  they  consist,  as  in  gallcecola.,  ot  but  triple  eye- 
lets (Fig.  5,  Z:,)  and,  in  the  general  structure,  this  form  becomes  more 

degraded  with  maturity,  wherein  it  shows  the  affinity  of  the  species 

to  the  Coccidce,  the  females  of  which,  as  they  mature,  generally  lose 

all  trace  of  the  members  they  possessed  when  born. 
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The  second  or  more  oval  form  (Fig.  5,  e)  is  destined  to  become 

winged.    Its  .tubercles,  when  once  acquired,  are  always  conspicuous; 
Fig.  ti  ] 

Type  Radicicola: — a,  shows  a  lu'Hithy  root;  b,  om>  on  which  the  lice  are  working,  representing  the 
knots  anil  swelUugs  ciiiuscd  liy  theirpnuctures;  c,  a  root  that  has  been  deserted  \>y  tlieni,  and  where 
the  rootlets  have  commenced  to  decay;  d,  d,  d,  show  how  the  lice  are  found  on  the  larger  root.s ;  e, 
fem  lie  pupa,  dorsal  view; /,  same,  ventral  view;  r/.  winged  female,  dorsal  view;  h,  .same,  ventral 

view;  i,  mignitied  antenna  of  winged  insect;  .?,  side  view  of  the  wiugle.-s.s  I'eiuale,  laying  eggs  on roots;  k,  shows  how  the  punctures  of  tlie  lice  cause  the  larger  roots  to  rot. 

it  is  more  active  than  the  other,  and  its  eyes  increase  rather  than  di- 

minish in  complexity  with  age.  From  the  time  it  is  one-third  grown, 

the  little  dusky  vv^ing-pads  may  be  discovered,  though  less  conspicu- 
ous than  in  the  pupa  state,  which  is  soon  after  assumed.  The  pupae 

(Fig.  6,  e,  f)  are  still  more  active,  and,  after  feeding  a  short  time,  they 
make  their  way  to  the  light  of  day,  crawl  over  the  ground  and  over 
the  vines,  and  finally  shed  their  last  skin  and  assume  the  winged  state. 
In  this  last  molt  the  tubercled  skin  splits  on  the  back,  and  is  soon 

worked  off,  the  body  in  the  winged  insect  having  neither  tubercles 
nor  granulations. 
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In  the  ̂ reat  majority  of  insects  the  wings  in  the  pupa  are  simply 
compressed  and  thickened  without  being  folded,  and  in  the  imago 

they  expand  without  material  change  in  form.  Those  of  our  Phyllo.v- 

era  are  rolled  up  both  from  the  sides  and  the  end,  and,  in  expanding,, 

they  unroll  in  the  manner  designated  at  Figure  7,  d,  e^  /"— the  whole 
operation  requiring  but  about  tive  minutes.  At  first,  and  for  some 

time  after  the  molt,  the  color  of  the  body  of  the  new  Hedged  Phyllox- 
era is  of  a  uniform  bright,  deep  yellow,  with  the  wings  white  and 

rather  opnque,  and  the  eyes  brown.  The  dark  thoracic  band  and  mere 

diaphanous  and  smoky  nature  of  the  wings  are  gradually  acquired  in 

the  course  of  a  day,  and  the  insect  finally  presents  the  appearance  of 

Figure  6, ,(/,  //.  The  wings  when  highly  magnified  are  seen  to  be  thickly 
covered  with  minute  hooks  (Fig.  8,  f). 

These  winged  insects  are  most  abundant  in  August  and  Septem- 
ber, but  may  be  found  as  early  as  the  first  of  July,  and  until  the  vines, 

cease  growing  in  the  fall.  The  majority  of  them  are  females,  with  the 
abdomen  large,  and  more  or  less  elongate.  The  veins  of  the  front 

wing  are  not  connected  (Fig.  7,  a),  and,  by  virtue  of  the  large  abdo- 
men, the  body  appears  somewhat  constricted  behind  the  thorax.  From 

two  to  five  eggs  may  invariably  be  found  in  the  abdomen  of  these,, 

and  are  easily  seen  when  the  insect  is  held  between  the  light,  or 

mounted  in  balsam  or  glycerine.  A  certain  proportion  have  an  en- 

f*''"-  ']  lirely    different    shaped     and 
smaller  body,  the  abdomen  be- 

ing short,  contracted,  and  ter- 

minating in  a  Eeshy  and  dus- 

ky penis-like  protuberance; 
the  limbs  stouter,  and  the 

wings  proportionally  larger 

and  stouter,  with  their  veins 

connecting  (Fig.  7,  J).  This  shorter  form  (Fig.  8,  J)  never  has  eggs 

in  the  abdomen,  but,  instead,  a  number  of  vesicles  (Fig.8,  e),  contain- 

ing granulations  in  sacs.  These  granulations  have  much  the  appear- 
ance of  spermatozoa,  and  seem  to  have  a  Brownian  movement,  but 

are  without  tails. 

This  form  has  been  looked  upon  as  the  male  by  myself,  Planchon,. 
Lichtenstein  and  others.  Yet  I  have  never  succeeded  in  witnessing 

it  performing  the  functions  of  a  male,  nor  has  any  one  else  that  I  am 

aware  of.  The  males  in  all  plant-lice  are  quite  rare,  and,  in  the  great 
majority  of  species,  unknown.  Where  known,  this  sex  bears  about 
the  same  relation  to  the  female  as  the  shorter  and  smaller  Phylloxera 

just  described  does  to  the  larger.    These  same  differences  observed  in 

I'TEiiorJOSTK!  Cli.VRACTKiif: :  —  (I.  b,  (lifi'ereiit  venation 
tVont-winj;-;  c,  hind-w  in^-;  i!,  /■,/,  sliowinu;  ik-\i'l luent  (if  winus. 
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the  winged  insects  obtain  in  the  other  species  of  the  genus  that  are 

known,  and  have  always  been  looked  upon  as  sexual.  Signoret,  an  au- 
thority on  these  insects,  once  so  looked  upon  them, (10)  but  has  lately 

declared  the  shorter  form  to  be  a  female  emptied  of  her  eggs.  If  this 

be  so,  then  the  eggs  must  be  laid  before  the  insect  arrives  at  maturity 

(a  highly  improbable  circumstance)  ;  for  the  characteristics  which  dis- 
tinguish it  are  to  be  noticed  in  the  pupa  (Fig.  8,  a),  which  is  almost  as 

broad  as  long,  with  very  large  wing-pads  and  strong  limbs  ;  while  the 

winged  insect  does  not,  as  we  have  seen,  carry  any  eggs.  But,  what- 
ever the  true  nature  and  functions  of  these  problematic  or  gynan- 

drous  individuals,  it  would  seem,  from  some  exceedingly  interesting 

observations  lately  made  by  Balbiani,*  that  they  can  not  be  males,  if 
there  be  any  such  thing  as  unity  of  habit  and  character  among  the 

species  of  the  genus.  Balbiani  has  made  the  curious  discovery,  in 

the  annual  development  of  Phylloxera  quercus^  that  the  winged  indi- 

viduals, which  appear  in  August,  fly  off"  to  new  leaves  and  deposit 
[^''s  f^]  their  unimpregnated  eggs,  to 

the  number  of  five  to  eight. 

These  eggs  are  of  two  differ- 
ent sizes,  the  smaller  being 

readily  separated  from  the 

larger.  They  hatch  in  about 

a  dozen  days,  the  smaller  giv- 
ing birth  to  males,  and  the 

larger  to  females,  which  have 

neither  mouth-parts  nor  di- 

gestive organs,  and  neither 

grow  nor  molt  after  birth. 

The  sole  aim  of  their  exist- 

ence is  the    reproduction   of 

Type  Radicicola :—«,&,  pupa  and  imago  of  a  inohlematic  the    SpeCieS,    and     they     Crawl 
individual,  or  supiiosed  male;  c,  d,  its  antenna  and         ..       i  ,  .  ■,  ,^ 
leg;  e,  vesicles  found  in  abdomen.  actively  abOUt    and    gather  lU 

little  multitudes  in  the  crevices  and  interstices  which  are  afforded 

them.  The  male,  except  in  size,  seems  to  diff"er  from  the  female  only 
in  having  a  small  conical  tubercle,  which  serves  as  sexual  organ. 

Coitus  lasts  but  a  iew  minutes,  &nd  the  same  male  may  serve  several 

females.  Four  or  five  days  after  birth  the  female  lays  a  solitary  egg, 

which,  increasing  somewhat  after  impregnation,  had  caused  her  abdo- 

'Comptes  Rcndus  dcV Academic  des  Srienci's,  Paris,  1ST;5,  p.  884. 

-E  R 
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men  to  swell  and  enlarge  a  little  prior  to  oviposition.  Two  or  three 

days  after  this  operation  the  mother  dies  ;  but  the  males  live  as  long 

again. 
This  solitary  egg,  which  Balbiani  calls  the  winter  egg,  soon  takes 

on  a  dark  color,  which  indicates  its  fecundity  and  distinguishes  it  from 

parthenogenetic  eggs  of  both  the  winged  and  wingless  females.  It  is 

surmised  that  this  egg  passes  the  winter  to  give  birth  in  spring  to  the 

form  destined  to  recommence  the  cycle  of  development  belonging  to 
the  species. 

These  discoveries  are  truly  remarkable,  and  appear  to  me  all  the 

more  so  since  Balbiani*  likewise  found  that  the  individuals  which 
never  become  winged  attain  maturity  without  laying  eggs  on  the 
leaves  on  which  they  were  born,  but  crawl  on  to  the  branches  and  in 

the  interstices  of  the  old  scales  at  the  base  of  the  new  year's  growth. 
There  they  lay  a  number  of  eggs,7chich  are  ahsolutely  lil'e  those  de- 
2)osited  hy  the  winged  females^  and^  like  them^  produce  the  sexual 

individuals:  i.  e.^  hoth  males  and  females.  Now,  this  does  not  corre- 
spond with  what  I  have  seen  myself  of  the  species,  or  with  what  has 

been  described  by  others  ;  for  the  apterous  individuals  oi  quercus  sur- 
round themselves  with  eggs  on  the  leaves  where  they  are  born. 

M.  Maxime  Cornu  has  already  announced  having  found  a  sexual  in- 

dividual, without  mouth-parts,  of  the  Grape  Phylloxera;  and  it  is  quite 
likely,  now  that  Balbiani  has  paved  the  way,  that  we  shall  next  year 

have  its  natural  history  complete.  But  whether  the  Grape  Phylloxera 

produces  this  fecundated  and  solitary  egg  or  not,  such  an  egg  is  neither 

essential  to  its  winter  life,  nor  to  that  of  an  American  species  {Phyl- 
loxera Rileyi  Lichtenstein),  which  will  be  described  further  on,  and 

which  is,  in  every  respect,  very  closely'  allied  to  the  European  quereuo. 
While,  therefore,  there  is  yet  much  to  learn  in  the  life-history  of  our 

Grape  Phylloxera,  the  facts  which  I  have  already  unequivocally  stated, 

as  well  as  those  which  I  shall  now  proceed  to  give,  remain  indispu- 

table, and  do  not  seem  fully  to  accord  with  Balbiani's  discoveries. 
As  fall  advances  the  winged  individuals  become  more  and  more 

scarce,  and  as  winter  sets  in  only  eggs,  newly-hatched  larvtp,  and  a 
few  apterous  egg-bearing  mothers,  are  seen.  These  last  die  and  dis- 

appear during  the  winter,  which  is  mostly  passed  in  the  larva  state, 

with  here  and  there  a  few  eggs.  The  larvae  thus  hibernating  (Fig.  5,  h) 
become  dingy,  with  the  body  and  limbs  more  shagreened  and  the  claws 

and  digituli  less  perfect  than  when  first  hatched;  and,  of  thousands 
examined,  all  bear  the  same  appearance,  and  all  are  furnished  with 

strong  suckers.     As  soon  as  the  ground  thaws  and  the  sap  starts  in  the 

Anctore  Dr.  Fr.  C;i/.:ili.s,  ns  rcporlcil  in  the  Messager  dii  Midi,  Xovemlier  IC,  187o. 
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spring,  these  young  lice  work  off  their  winter  coat,  and,  growing  apace, 

commence  to  deposit  eggs.  All,  without  exception,  so  far  as  I  have 

seen,*  become  mothers,  and  assume  the  degraded  form  (a)  already- described. 

At  this  season  of  the  year,  with  the  exuberant  juices  of  theplanti 

the  swellings  on  the  roots  are  large  and  succulent,  and  the  lice  plump 

to  repletion.  One  generation  of  the  mother  form  (a)  follows  another— 

fertility  increasing  with  the  increasing  heat  and  luxuriance  of  sum- 
mer—until at  least  the  third  or  fourth  has  been  reached  before  the 

winged  form  (/5)  makes  its  appearance  in  the  latter  part  of  June  or 

early  in  July.  (11) 

Such  are  the  main  features  which  the  development  of  the  insect 

presents  to  one  who  has  studied  it  in  the  field  as  well  as  in  the  closet. 

This  polymorphism,  which  at  first  strikes  us  as  singular,  is  quite 

common  among  plant-lice,  and  many  curious  instances  of  still  more 

striking  character  might  be  given.     Even  the  differences  themselves 

between  gaUcecola  and  radicicola  are  more  apparent  than  real.    Indi- 
viduals of  the  latter  are  often  met  with,  which,  in  the  comparative 

obsoleteness  of  their  tubercles,  are  almost  undistinguishable  from  the 

former;  and  the  tubercles,  like  many  other  purely  dermal  appurte- 

nances, are  of  an  evanescent  and  unimportant  character.     Many  insect 

larvjB,  which  are  normally  granulated  with  papillae,  not  unfrequently 

have  these  more  or  less  obsolete,  and  at  some  stages  of  growth  have 

the  skin  absolutely  smooth.    The  same  thing  holds  true  of  tubercles, 

which,  as  in  the  case  of  the  Imported  Currant-worm  {Nematus  vejitri- 

oosus  Klug),  to  be  presently  treated  of,  are  often  completely  cast  oH 

at  a  molt.    In  Phylloxera  they  are  very  variable  in  size,  as  we  shall 

see,  in  Rileyi;  and  in  quercus,  according  to  several  reliable  authors, 

the  tubercles  which  are  characteristic  of  the  species  in  Southern  France 

are  entirely  wanting  around  Paris.    If  we  carefully  study  theminvas- 

tatrix,  we  shall  find  that  they  consist  of  points  where  the  granulated 

skin  is  gathered  around  a  tleshy  hair  in  little  rugosities,  and  becomes 

darker  (Fig.  5,  i).    They  do  not  occur  in  the  newly  hatched  larva,  are 

not  visible    immediately  after  each  molt,  and  are  lost  again  in  the 

winged  individuals.    In  the  form  gaUcecola  we  shall  find,  upon  careful 

examination,  especially  of  the  exuvia,  that,  as  Max.Cornu  has  shown, 

there  are  rows  of  short  hairs,  extending  beyond  the  natural  granu- 

lations, and  corresponding  to  those  on  the  tubercles  of  radicicola. 

*These  hairs  are  more  visible  on  the  younger  and  smoother  lice  after  the 

first  molt;  and  they  are  sometimes  so  stout,  particularly  on  the  abdo- 

men, as  to  remind  one  of  those  on  Rileyi,  to  be  described.    The  ven- 

tral characteristics  of  the  two  types  are  identical.   

•      1  have  examined  thoiisan(Ls  in  the  vineyard  in  <:nly  wpring,   smd  other  thousands  reared,  artili- 

<;iiillv  in  a  \\anu  room  in  winter. 
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Since  I  proved,  in  1870,  the  absolute  identity  of  these  two  types 

by  showing  that  the  gall-lice  become  root-lice,  the  fact  has  been 
repeatedly  substantiated  by  different  observers.  Yet,  strange  to  say, 

no  one  has  heretofore  succeeded  in  making  gall-lice  of  the  young 
hatched  on  the  roots,  though  I  formerly  supposed  that  Signoret  had 
done  so.  It  is,  therefore,  with  much  satisfaction  that  I  record  the  fact 

of  having  succeeded  this  winter  in  obtaining  galls  on  a  young  Clinton 

ymefTomyoui)g7'adicicola,  and  of  thus  establishing  beyond  peradven- 
ture,  the  specific  interrelation  and  identity  of  the  two  types.  I  make 

this  announcement  with  all  the  more  pleasure,  that  for  three  years  past, 

both  on  vines  growing  out-doors  and  in  pots  in-doors,  I  had  in  vain 
attempted  to  obtain  the  same  result.  (12) 

PRACTICAL    CONSIDERATIONS. 

The  more  manifest  and  external  Effects  of  the  Phylloxera 

Disease. — The  result  which  follows  the  puncture  of  the  root-louse  is 
an  abnormal  swelling,  differing  in  form  according  to  the  particular  part 

and  texture  of  the  root.  These  swellings,  which  are  generally  com- 
menced at  the  tips  of  the  rootlets,  where  there  is  excess  of  plasmatic 

and  albuminous  matter,  eventually  rot,  and  the  lice  forsake  them  and 

betake  themselves  to  fresh  ones — the  living  tissue  being  necessary  to 

the  existence  of  this  as  of  all  plant-lice.  The  decay  affects  the  parts 
adjacent  to  the  swellings,  and  on  the  more  fibrous  roots  cuts  off  the 

supply  of  sap  to  all  parts  beyond.  As  these  last  decompose,  the  lice 

congregate  on  the  larger  ones,  until  at  last  the  root  system  literally 
wastes  away.  (13) 

During  the  first  year  of  attack  there  are  scarcely  any  outward 
manifestations  of  disease,  though  the  fibrous  roots,  if  examined,  will 

be  found  covered  with  nodosities,  particularly  in  the  latter  part  of  the 

growing  season.  The  disease  is  then  in  its  incipient  stage.  The  sec- 
ond year  all  these  fibrous  roots  vanish,  and  the  lice  not  only  prevent 

the  formation  of  new  ones,  but,  as  just  stated,  settle  on  the  larger  roots^ 

which  they  injure  by  causing  hypertrophy  of  the  parts  punctured,  which 

also  eventually  become  disorganized  and  rot.  At  this  stage  the  out- 

ward symptoms  of  the  disease  first  become  manifest,  in  a  sickly,  yellow- 
ish appearance  of  the  leaf  and  a  reduced  growth  of  cane.  As  the  roots 

continue  to  decay,  these  symptoms  become  more  acute,  until  by  about 
the  third  year  the  vine  dies.  Such  is  the  course  of  the  malady  on 

vines  of  the  species  vifiifera,  when  circumstances  are  favorable  to 

the  increase  of  the  pest.  When  the  vine  is  about  dying  it  is  generally 

impossible  to  discover  the  cause  of  the  death,  the  lice,  w^hich  had  been 
so  numerous  the  first  and  second  years  of  invasion,  having  left  for 
fresh  pasturage. 
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Mode  of  Spreading. — The  gall-lice  can  only  spread  by  traveling, 
when  newly  hatched,  from  one  vine  to  another  ;  and,  if  this  slow  mode 

of  progression  were  the  only  one  which  the  species  is  capable  of,  the 

disease  would  be  comparatively  harmless.  The  root-lice,  however,  not 
only  travel  under-ground  along  the  interlocking  roots  of  adjacent 
vines,  but  crawl  actively  over  the  surface  of  the  ground,  or  wing 

their  way  from  vine  to  vine,  and  from  vineyard  to  vineyard.  Doubts 
have  been  repeatedly  expressed  by  European  writers  as  to  the  power 

of  such  a  delicate  and  frail-winged  fly  to  traverse  the  air  to  any  great 

distance.  "  On  a  calm,  clear  day,  the  latter  part  of  last  June,  it  was 
my  fortune  to  witness  a  closely-allied  species  {Phylloxera  carycefolicB 
Fitch),  of  the  same  size  and  proportions,  swarming  on  the  wing  to 
such  an  extent  that  to  look  against  the  sun  revealed  them  as  a  myriad 

silver  specula.  They  settled  on  my  clothing  by  dozens,  and  any 
substance  in  the  vicinity  that  was  the  least  sticky  was  covered  with 

them.  With  such  a  sight  before  one's  eyes,  and  with  full  knowledge 
of  the  prolificacy  of  these  lice,  it  required  no  effort  to  understand  the 

fearful  rapidity  at  which  the  Phylloxera  disease  has  spread  in  France, 

or  the  epidemic  nature  it  has  assumed.  Imagine  such  swarms,  mostly 

composed  of  egg  bearing  females,  slowly  drifting,  or  more  rapidly 

blown,  fram  vineyard  to  vineyard;  imagine  them  settling  upon  the 

vines  and  depositing  their  eggs^  which  give  birth  to  fecund  females, 

whose  progeny  in  five  generations,  and  probably  in  a  single  season, 
may  be  numbered  by  billions,  and  you  have  a  plague  (should  there  be 

no  conditions  to  prevent  that  increase)  which,  though  almost  invisible 

and  easily  unnoticed,  may  become  as  blasting  as  the  plagues  of 

Egypt."  * 
As  early  as  1871 1  showed  with  what  facility  and  power  the  species 

referred  to  in  the  above  extract  can  take  wing  when  the  atmospheric 

conditions  are  favorable  ;  and  on  the  27th  of  last  September,  the 

weather  being  quite  warm  and  summer-like,  with  much  moisture  in 

the  atmosphere,  I  witnessed  the  same  power  of  flight  in  the  Grape 

Phylloxera.  Some  two  hundred  winged  individuals,  which  I  had  con- 
fined, became  very  active  and  restless,  vigorously  vibrating  their 

wings  and  beating  about  their  glass  cages.  Upon  opening  the  cages, 

the  lice  began  to  dart  away  and  were  out  of  sight  in  a  twinkle.  They 

have  been  caught  in  spider-webs  in  Europe,  and  I  have  repeatedly 

captured  them  on  sheets  of  paper  prepared  with  bird-lime  and  sus- 

pended in  an  infested  vineyard  ;  and  am  satisfied  that  they  can  sustain 

flight  for  a  considerable  time  under  favorable  conditions,  and,  with  the 

assistance  of  the  wind,  they  may  be  wafted  to  great  distances.  These 

winged  females  are  much  more  numerous  in  the  fall  of  the  year  than 

♦Fifth  Rep.,  pp.  72,  73. 
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has  been  supposed  by  eiilomologists.  Wherever  they  settle,  the  few 

eggs  which  each  carries  are  sufficient  to  perpetuate  the  species,  and 

thus  spread  the  disease,  which,  in  the  fullest  sense,  may  be  called  con- 
tagious. Whether  in  a  state  of  nature  these  winged  females  show  a 

preference  for  any  one  part  of  the  vine  in  the  consignment  of  their 

eggs,  is  not  yet  known.  It  is  quite  certain,  however,  that  they  do  not 

reenter  the  ground.  Neither  do  we  know  whether — in  the  light  of 

Balbiani's  discoveries  regarding  the  European  Oak  Phylloxera — the 
young  hatching  from  these  eggs  produce  the  diminutive  sexual  indi- 

viduals already  described.  In  confinement  I  have  had  such  eggs 
deposited  both  on  the  leaves  and  on  the  buds,  and  from  the  preference 
which,  in  ovipositing,  these  aerial  mothers  showed  for  little  balls  of 
cotton  placed  in  the  corners  of  their  cages,  I  infer  that  the  more 

tomentose  portions  of  the  vine,  such  as  the  bud,  or  the  base  of  a 

leaf-stem,  furnish  the  most  appropriate  and  desirable  nidi.  On  this 
hypothesis  it  is  quite  possible  for  the  insect  to  be  introduced  from 

vineyard  to  vineyard,  or  from  country  to  country,  as  well  upon  cut- 
tings as  upon  roots. 

The  young  lice  from  the  unimpregnated  winged  females  hatch  in 

ten  or  twelve  days  after  the  laying  of  the  eggs,  under  favorable  con- 

ditions of  temperature.  It  is  possible,  however,  that  the  later  depos- 
ited eggs  remain  unhatched  throughout  the  winter.  The  few  young, 

from  such  eggs,  which  I  have  had,  were  neglected  through  absence 

from  home,  and  unfortunately  (Balbiani's  discovery  was  unknown  to 
me  at  that  time)  none  were  preserved.  I  can  not  say  positively,  there- 

fore, that  they  were  not  mouthless  and  sexual,  but  a  superficial  exami- 
nation revealed  no  characters  which  would  distinguish  them  from  the 

young  of  the  apterous  females. 

Susceptibility  of  different  Vines  to  tue  Disease. — As  a  means 

of  coping  with  the  Phylloxera  disease,  a  knowledge  of  the  relative 

susceptibility  of  different  varieties  to  the  attacks  and  injuries  of  the 

insect  is  of  paramount  importance.  As  is  so  frequently  the  case  with 
injurious  insects,  and  as  we  have  a  notable  instance  in  the  common 

Currant  Aphis  {Aphis  rihesii),  which  badly  affects  the  leaves  of  some 
of  the  Currants,  but  never  touches  the  Gooseberry  which  belongs 

to  the  same  genus,  the  Phylloxera  shows  a  preference  for  and  thrives 

best  on  certain  species,  and  even  discriminates  between  varieties;  or, 

what  amounts  to  the  same  thing,  practically,  some  varieties  resist  its 

attacks  and  enjoy  a  relative  immunity  from  its  injuries.  It  would,  I 

fear,  be  useless,  and  certainly  unnecessary  here,  to  attempt  to  ascer- 
tain the  reason  why  certain  vines  thus  enjoy  exemption  while  others 

so  readily  succumb;  but  in  a  broad  way  it  may  be  stated  that  there 
is  a  relation  between  the  susceptibility  of  the  vine  and  the  character 

of  its  roots — the  slow-growing,  more  tender-wooded  and  consequently 
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more  tender-rooted  varieties  succumbing  most  readily  ;  the  more  vig- 

orous growers  resisting  best. 

I  have  already  given,  in  my  fourth  Report,  Dr.  Engelmann's  classi- 
fication of  our  different  species  of  Vitis,  and  in  the  Appendix  will  be 

lound  the  synopsis  kindly  prepared  for  me  by  that  well-known  botan- 

ist, with  additional  remarks,  and  embodying  his  latest  opinions  and 

observations.  (14) 

Following  this  synopsis,  I  will  now  proceed  to  indicate  the  relative 

susceptibility  to  the  disease,  of  the  cultivated  species  and  their  vari- 

eties— revising  and  perfecting  the  list  given  in  the  report  just  quoted 

by  aid  of  repeated  and  extended  observations  since  made.  For  the 

sake  of  conciseness,  I  will  indicate  this  susceptibility  by  letters  and 
numerals  as  follows  : 

0  =  No  perfect  leaf-galls  found  ;  or  not  at  all  subject  to  thcni. 

a  =  Leaf-o^alls  very  rarely  found. 

6  =  Leaf-galls  more  frequently  met^with. 

c  =  Leaf-^alls  most  abundantly  found  ;  or  very  much  subject  to  them. 

0  =  Entirely  free  from  root-lice. 

1  =  Having  the  root-lice  in  usually  small  numbers,  but  countervailing  their  punc- 

tures either  by  the  innate  toughness  of  fiber,  or  the  power  to  resist  decom- 

position. 

2  =  Having  the  root-lice  more  abundant  and  suffering  more  from  their  attacks. 

3  =  Most  subject  to  the  root-lice,  and  dying  from  their  attacks  when  the  conditions 

are  favorable  to  their  increase. 

EUROPEAN  VINE  (  Vitis  vinifera)-  o,  3.  The  very  few  exceptions, 

already  mentioned,  where  galls  have  been  found  on  the  leaves  of  this 

species,  will  scarcely  invalidate  the  rule  that  it  is  free  from  galls. 

Regarding  its  susceptibility  to  the  attacks  of  the  root-lice,  it  generally 
succumbs  a  few  years  after  planting.  (15) 

RIVER  BANK  GRAPE  0'iparia)—AhYEY—a,2.  Cornucopia  (hybrid 

with  vinifera)— 0,  2.  Clinton— rj,  1.  Where  the  leaf-galls  are  very 

abundant  I  have  olten  found  the  root-lice  less  so,  and  vice-versa.  The 

roots  have  such  vitality  that  disorganization  does  not  always  follow 

the  puncture  of  the  louse,  and  new  rootlets  often  push  out  from  the 

swellings.  Delaware— 5,2.  Golden  Clinton— «,  1.  Louisiana— (some 

say  a  seedling  of  vinifera;  others  again  believe  it  cestivalis)—a,  1. 

Marion— />,  1.  Othello  (hybrid  with  vitiiferaj—ci,  2.  Taylor— c,  1. 
Much  as  with  Clinton. 

SUMMER  GRAPE  {cesiivaUsy-UEnBE^iomT-a,  1.  Cunningham— o,  1. 

Cynthiana— «,  1.  Norton's  Virginia— o,  1.  Rulander— o,  1.  Tele- 

graph— 0,  1. 

NORTHERN  FOX  (Lahrusca)— Catawba— o,   3.    Suffering   almost 

as  badly  as  the  varieties  of  vinifera.    Challengk  (hybrid  with  vini- 

fera)—o,  1.     Creveling— a,  2.     Concord— rt,  1.    Diana— (a  2.    Dracdt 

Amber— 0, 1.    Goethe  (hybrid  with  vinifera)— o,  2.    Hartford— o,  2 
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loNA — 0,  3.  Isabella,  or  seedlings  thereof — o,  2.  Israella — o,  1.  Ives 

— <9,  2.  Martha — o,  1.  Maxatawney — o,  2.  North  Carolina — <?,  2. 
Northern  Muscadine — <?,  1.  Rebecca — o,  2.  Salem — o,  2.  Wilder 

(hybrid  with  vinifera)—o^l. 

SOUTHERN  FOX  {vulpina.)—o,  0.  From  the  investigations  of  Prof. 
Planchon  it  results — as  was  anticipated  from  the  great  differences  in 
character  which  it  presents  compared  with  the  others — that  this 
species  is  entirely  free  from  Phylloxera  in  any  form.  The  root  is  not 

only  very  tough,  but  has  a  perceptibly  bitter  taste,  which,  doubtless, 
renders  it  obnoxious  to  the  insect.  Prof,  Planchon  examined  it 

thoroughly  in  North  Carolina,  where  other  vines  in  the  vicinity  were 
suffering  from  the  insect. 

From  the  above  enumeration  we  may  gather  that,  with  the  excep- 
tion of  vulpi7ia,  no  species  of  cultivated  vine  is  entirely  free  from  the 

attacks  of  either  the  gall-making  or  root-inhabiting  types;  neverthe- 
less, t'i722!/6r(2  is  least  and  riparia  most  subject  to  the  former;  cBsti- 

valis  least  and  vinifera  most  subject  to  the  latter. 

Of  vinifera^  a  few  varieties  under  certain  conditions  seem  to 

exhibit  a  degree  of  resistance  in  this  country,  and  it  is  singular  that 

some  relative  immunity  has  not  as  yet  been  noticed  among  the  varie- 

ties of  this  species  in  Europe.* 

Of  ripcti'ia,  the  Clinton,  Taylor,  Golden  Clinton  and  Marion,  seem 
best  to  resist. 

Of  (estivalis,  all  the  species  enumerated  resist  well,  and  I  would 

especially  mention  Norton's,  Herbemont  and  Cunningham  as  vigorous 
growers. 

Of  Lahrusca^  the  Concord,  Dracut  Amber,  Israella,  Martha,  North 
Carolina  and  Wilder  resist  well. 

This  enumeration  is  founded  principally  on  the  effects  of  Phyl- 
loxera in  the  central  portion  of  Missouri,  as  ascertained  by  quite 

extensive  notes  and  observations  made  during  the  past  two  years. 

I  have  also  examined  many  of  the  varieties  mentioned,  with  similar 

results,  in  portions  of  Kansas,  Illinois,  New  Jersey,  Pennsylvania  and 

New  York.  Many  other  varieties  have  been  examined,  but  only  in 

isolated  instances,  and  I  have  thought  best  not  to  place  any  in  the 

lists  which  I  have  not  repeatedly  examined  and  studied.  The  Arnold's 
hybrids,  which  I  have  examined,  all  suffer,  but  some  of  them  more 
than  others. 

Prophylactic  Means  of  coping  with  the  Disease. — It  occur- 
red to  me  that  by  grafting  the  more  susceptible  onto  the  roots 

of    the    more    resistant    varieties,   we    might,   in   a    great    measure, 

*  Since  the  above  M\as  written,  I  notice  tliat  M.  A.  Pellicot  already  announces  the  fact  that  a  cer- 
tain variety  (Colombaud)  has  shown  a  comparative  power  of  resistance — living  long  after  other  varie- 
ties succumb.     {Message)-  Ayricole,  Fcv.  10,  1874,  p.  14. 
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counteract  the  disease,  even  if  all  other  remedies  failed.  In  the 

grape-growing  districts  of  France,  where  the  disease  is  so  sweeping, 
and  where  the  grape  is  so  exclusively  grown  that  its  failure  affects 

whole  communities,  the  people  may  be  obliged,  and  can  afford  to  go 
to  much  labor  and  expense  in  the  use  of  insecticides  to  save  their 

vines.  Such  insecticides  may  also  be  used  in  this  country,  where  it  is 

desired  to  save  a  few^  choice  vines  regardless  of  expense  and  time. 
But  I  greatly  fear  that  no  direct  remedy  for  such  an  under-ground 
enemy  will  ever  be  discovered  that  will  not  entail  too  much  labor  and 

expense  to  be  used,  to  any  great  extent,  by  our  own  grape-growers, 

who  will  either  prefer  to  confine  their  attention  to  varieties  which 

resist,  or  abandon  the  business  entirely.  Yet  if  it  shall  once  be  demon- 
strated that  varieties  which  now  fai)  may  be  grown  when  grafted  onto 

those  which  resist,  1  see  no  reason  why  it  should  not  become  as  much 

a  custom  and  a  maxim  amonggrape-growers,  to  use  some  other  vine  as 
stock  for  such  varieties  as  the  Catawba,  for  instance,  as  it  already  is 

among  pear-growers  to  use  the  quince,  or  among  cherry  growers  to 
use  Mahaleb,  Mazard  or  Morello,  as  stocks. 

In  the  course  of  a  year  or  two  we  shall  be  able  to  fairly  judge  of 

the  efficacy  of  the  plan,  for  aside  from  the  trials  that  I  am  making  in 
this  country,  others  are  being  made  on  an  extensive  scale  in  France. 

Quite  a  number  of  plants,  for  the  purpose  of  experiment,  w^ere  sent 
over  there  from  this  country  in  the  spring  of  1872 ;  and  the  demand  has 

now  become  so  great  that  a  single  firm,  Isidor  Bush  &  Co.,  of  St.  Louis, 

has  lately  received  orders  for  about  four  hundred  thousand  cuttings  to 

be  consigned  to  one  place,  Montpellier,  and  consisting  of  such  varieties 
as  have  been  recommended  by  Prof.  Planchon  and  myself,  as  best 

resisting  the  disease.  There  is  every  reason  to  hope  for  the  best  re- 
sults from  these  importations,  as  those  vines,  such  as  Ilerbemont, 

Cunningham,  Concord,  Clinton,  etc,  which  best  resist  here,  and  which 

were  planted  there  in  1871  and  1872,  in  Phylloxera-infested  districts, 

have,  thus  far,  done  surprisingly  well,  as  MM.  J.  Leenhardt-Pomier,  Y. 
Pulliat  and  others  testify.  (16.) 

As  bearing  on  this  subject,  we  have  seen  that  the  Southern 

Fox  {vulpina)  is  the  only  species  that  is  totally  exempt  from 

both  leaf-  and  root-lice.  This  species  is  of  no  value  wdiatever  in  the 

latitude  of  St.  Louis,  and  does  not  flourish  above  latitude  35°.  It 
can  not,  therefore,  be  made  of  any  avail  here,  and  it  is  doubtful 

wiiether  they  will  be  able  to  profit  by  its  immunity  in  the  blighted 

French  vineyards.  It  may  grow  and  ripen  Its  fruit  in  the  extreme 

southern  portion  of  that  country,  but  it  requires  a  special  mode  of 

culture,  and  the  lateness  and  irregularity  of  its  ripening  are  no  advan- 

tage ;  while  the  great  difference  between  its  wood  and  that  of  the  other 
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cultivated  species,  must  render  it  difficult  to  successfully  graft  them 

upon  it.  I  mention  these  things  because  M.  LeHardy  de  Beaulieu,  of 

Augusta,  Georgia,  supported  in  his  views  by  Mr.  Berkmans  of  the 
same  place,  has  lately  published  a  pamphlet  highly  extolling  the 
Scuppernong  as  the  vine  of  all  others  to  redeem  the  blighted  French 

vineyards.  It  is  well  to  consider  possible  drawbacks,  and  often  saves 
sore  disappointment. 

Other  preventive  Measures. — In  planting  a  new  vineyard  the 
greatest  care  should  be  taken  not  to  introduce  the  Phylloxera  on  the 

young  plants,  and  a  bath  of  weak  lye  or  strong  soapsuds  before  plant- 
ing will,  perhaps,  prove  the  best  safeguard.  Remembering  that  the 

lice  are  spreading  over  the  ground  from  July  till  fall,  and  principally 
in  the  months  of  August  and  September,  a  thorough  sprinkling  of  the 

surface  with  lime,  ashes,  sulphur,  salt  or  other  substance  destructive 
to  insect  life,  will  no  doubt  have  a  beneficial  effect  in  reducing  their 

numbers  and  preventing  their  spread. 
The  insect  has  been  found  to  thrive  less  and  to  be,  therefore,  less 

injurious  in  a  sandy  soil ;  while  a  mixture  of  soot  with  the  soil  has  had 

a  beneficial  effect  in  destroying  the  pest.  I  have  therefore  recom- 
mended for  the  more  susceptible  varieties,  that  they  be  planted  in 

trenches  first  prepared  with  a  mixture  of  sand  and  soot.  An  addition 

of  lime  will  also  prove  beneficial.  There  is  every  reason  to  believe 
that  vines  are  rendered  less  susceptible  to  the  disease  by  a  system  of 

pruning  and  training  that  will  produce  long  canes  and  give  them  as 

nearly  as  possible  their  natural  growth.  At  Mr.  Thos.  Meehan's,  Ger- 
mantown,  Pa.,  I  could  find  no  lice  on  Clinton  or  Concord  grown  in 
sward  against  a  wall  and  unpruned;  while  on  the  shorter,  cultivated 

Clintons  in  the  vineyard,  the  lice  were  found  without  difficulty. 

Natural  Enemies. — There  are  a  number  of  different  predaceous 

insects  which  serve  to  keep  the  ieaf-lice  in  check  ;  but  as  the  injury  is 

mostly  done  under-ground  it  will  suffice  to  enumerate  the  principal  of 
these  in  this  connection.  The  most  efficient  is  a  black  species  of 

Fringe-wing  or  Thrips  wdth  white  wings  (Thrips  phylloxej'ce  of  my 
[^''s-  ̂ 1  MS.).  The  egg^  which  is  thrice  as  large 

\<^  /  i/ff/MM^  ̂ ^   \yi^\>  of  the  louse,  ellipsoidal  and 

, i'IiIII'iMMmM^^''  ̂ =^^  with  a  faceted  surface,  is   deposited 

_  ̂   iii.,-;^':€wt:;^'  within  the  gall  among  its  legitimate 

   '^  inhabitants;    and   the  young  Thrips, 
--   ^--^--^l?^    which  differ  from  their  parents  not 

"^ '^^^^^^^^^''        only  in  lacking  wings  but  in  being  of 
a  blood-red  color,  with  only  the  ex- 

i,s.  tremities  and  the  members  black,  play 

havoc  with  the  lice.    They  are  active,  supple  creatures,  and  turn  up 
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menacingly  the  posterior  part  of  the  body  when  disturbed.  They 

are  found  in  several  different  kinds  of  Phylloxera  galls,  and  do  more 

than  any  other  species  to  keep  the  leaf-inhabiting  Grape  Phylloxera 
within  bounds. 

The  next  most  eificient  aid  in  the  destruction  of  the  leaf-lice  is 

found  among  the  Lace-wing  Hies,  one  species  of  which,  more  espe- 

cially, viz.:  the  Weeping  Lace-wing  {C/u'i/sopa  /dorahunda  Fitch),  I 
find  very  frequently  within  the 

galls  devouring  their  contents. 
These  Hies  are  known  as  well 

by  their  brilliantly  golden 

eyes  as  by  the  peculiarly  of- 

fensive odor,  as  of  human  or- !i  b  c  d 

Lace-wing  Fly:— n,  cjrgs;  b,  hiiva;  r,  cocoon;  d,  fly.    dure,  whicll  SOme  of  them  emit. 

The  eggs  are  adroitly  deposited  (Fig.  10,  a)  at  the  tip  of  long,  silk-like 

stalks,  in  order  to  prevent  the  first-born  larva'  from  exercising  their 

cannibalistic  propensities  on  their  yet  unborn  brethren.*  The  larva 

(Fig.  10,  h)  is  very  rapacious,  and,  when  ready  to  transform,  winds  itself 

up  into  a  wonderfully  small  cocoon  (considering  the  size  of  the  insect 

which  makes  it  and  which  issues  from  it)  which  is  spun  from  the  ex- 
tremity of  the  body  and  from  which  it  issues,  when  about  to  acquire 

wings,  through  a  neatly-cut,  circular  aperture. 

Next  in  order,  as  Phylloxera  en- 
emies, may  be  mentioned  the  Lady 

birds  (  Coecinella)^  especially  certain 

small,  dark-brown  species  belonging 

to  the  genus  Scy77inus,  and   whose 

[Fig.  12.] 

^''°™d  bTe^tr''  ̂ '"'  young,  thickly  covered   with  white 
Syrpiius  Lauva. 

and    evenly-shorn  tufts  of  a  cottony  secretion,  are  frequently  found 

at  their  good  work  within  the  galls.    Following  these  may  be  men- 

[Fig.  i.r]         tioned,  as  auxiliaries,  certain  Syrphus-  [J^is- ii] 

lly    larvce,    which,   being    blind,    go 

groping  about   among  the  eggs  and 

young  lice  which  they  seize  and  suck 

to  death.  Also  certain  orange  larvaj 

of  a  smaller,  two-winged  lly  {Leucopis)\  a  few 

genuine  bugs  {HeterojHera)  and  notably  the  Insidi- 

ous Flower-bug  {Anthocoris  insidious.  Say,  Fig. 

14),  and  certain  smaller  Hymenopterous  parasites.      insidious  fioweh-bug. 

•Thisif!  Htlfi-^t  Dr  Fitch'.-;  su]ipositioii ;  but  the  fiict  that  other  insects,  herbivoron.*  by  nature, 

have  a. simibn- 'habit,  w'ouhl  indicate  that  it  is  move  to  protect  the  eggs  Iroin  other  cannibals;  and  the 
iiece.ssity  for  such  protection,  on  the  part  of  Chrysopa,  is  evident,  since  the  eggs  are  ii.sually  p  ace.l 

among,  or  near,  phint-lice,  and  .these  are  always  .-nought  by  many  voracious  enemies  whicli  would  not hesitate  to  devour  the  Chrysopa  eggs  if  they  got  a  chance. 

Syrphcs  Fly. 
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The  enemies  known  to  attack  the  Phylloxera  under-ground  are, 
naturally  enough,  fewer  in  number.  In  one  instance  I  have  found  a 

Scymnus  larva  at  the  work  six  inches  below  the  surface,  and  there  is  a 

Syrphus  fly  {Pipiza  radicxim^  W.  <t  R.,  Fig.  15),  whose  larva  lives  un- 
der-ground and  feeds  both  on  the  Apple-tree  Root-louse,  and  on  this 

Grape  Koot-louse.  Wonderful  indeed  is  the  instinct  which  teaches  this 
blind  larva  to  penetrate  the  soil  in  search  of  its  prey ;  for  the  egg  must 

necessarily  be  laid  at  the  surface.  But  though  the  under-ground  ene- 
mies of  its  own  class  are  few,  I  have  discovered  a  mite  which  preys 

extensively  upon  this  root-inhabiting  type,  and  which  renders  efficient 
f^^*^-  ̂ '-l  aid  in  keeping  it  in  check  in  this 

country.  This  mite  {Ti/rogly2)hiis 

^ phylloxercB^  Planchon  &  Riley,Fig. 
16,}  belongs  to  the  same  genus  (17) 
as  the  cheese  and  meal  mites 

{T.  siro  Linn.)^  and  the  species 
{T.  enioinophaguH  Laboulbene) 
which  infests  preserved  insects  and 

Root-louse  Syrpiius-fly:  a,  laiva;  b.iniimjf,  fly.  is  SUCh  a  pest    in  Cabiuets.       As  is 

the  rule  with  mites,  it  is  born  with  but  six  legs,  but  acquires  eight 
[Fig.  16.] after  the  first  or  second  molts. 

It  varies  considerably  in  form, 
with  age,  and  in  studying  it  with 

a  view  of  distinguishing  it  specifi- 
cally from  other  described  spe- 

cies, I  have  noticed  all  the  differ- 
ent tarsal  characters  shown  as 

fZ,  /",  g  and   h  (Fig.  16),  and  on 
which  distinct  genera  have  been 

% 

PiiYLLOXEHA  Mite  :  «,  dorsal;  h,  venh~.il  view  (.f  le-  fouuded.        MiteS     present     thcm- 
male;c,  mouth-part.-;:  rf;/,  c/,  ft,  fomci.s  of  tarsal        t  .  i        i-zr  i.     r 
appeudagesjf.vential  tubercles  or  male.  SelveS      lU     SUCll     dlficrent     lOrmS 

that  the  adolescent  stages  of  the  same  species  have  been  made  to  rej)- 
resent  distinct  families  by  authors  who  never  studied  the  development 

of  these  beings.  Thus  the  genera  Astoma^  Leptus^  Caris^  Myohia^ 

etc  ,  are  now  known  to  be  but  the  larval  forms,  some  of  them  com- 
monly met  with  as  such  but  not  yet  connected  with  the  more  perfect 

and  mature  forms.  The  different  species  of  Tyroglyphus^  so  far  known, 
prey  on  vegetal  and  animal  substances,  particularly  when  these  are  in 

a  decaying  or  putrescent  condition.  In  one  of  their  forms  {Hypopus) 

they  are  also  known  to  be  externally  parasitic  on  living  animals. 
The  species  under  consideration  combines  both  habits,  as  when  young 

it  mostl}^  contents  itself  with  the  altered  sweets  of  the  roots  which 
rot  from  the  punctures  of  Phylloxera,  while  when  older  it  preys  by 
preference  on  the  lice  themselves. 
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A  singular  feature  in  the  life-history  of  many  of  the  species  of  the 
genus  Tjirogliiphus  is  the  fact  Uhat  under  certain  conditions  an  en- 

tirely different  form,  with  a  hard  brown  chitinous  covering  or  shield^ 

and  characterized  by  Duges  as  a  new  genus  by  the  name  of  Ilypopus^ 
develops  within  the  softer  body  and  finally  issues  from  it  by  splitting 

open  the  softer  skin.  Claparcde,*  who  believed  this  form  to  be  the 
male,  has  carefully  described  and  figured  the  process  of  change  in  the 

European  Hypopus  Di/jardinii,Rnd{hRt  Tyro(iJyj>lius pliyUoxene  has 
its  Ilypopus  form  was  independently  proved  by  Prof.  Pianchon  and 

myself — the  letters  announcing  the  observations  on  either  side  having 
crossed  en  route. 

Hypopus,  as  already  stated,  has  been  found  preying  upon  living 
animals.  Tyroylyphus  is  a  slow  traveler,  and  with  its  soft  body  can 
not  endure  exposure  to  the  air,  or  resist  the  attacks  of  other  minute 

animals.  Yet  it  is  ubiquitous,  living  both  above  and  below  ground 

and  swarming  on  decomposing  animal  and  vegetal  substances.  When 
these  have  once  been  consumed  or  reduced  to  dry  powder,  what 

becomes  of  the  swarming  mites?  M.  Maguin  has,  I  think,  rightly 

answered  the  question.  All  adult  and  old  mites,  together  with  the 

young  hexapod  larvae,  perish;  but  those  in  the  adolescent  stage,  the 

octopod  pupa?,  are  preserved  by  their  power  of  putting  on  a  coat  of 
mail  which  protects  them  against  external  influences  until  they  can 

attach  themselves  to  some  living  and  moving  animal,  (flies,  beetles, 

spiders,  millipeds  and  larger  animals),  which  become  their  carriers 
and  transport  them  to  places  which  they  could  otherwise  never  reach, 

and  where,  finding  appropriate  food,  they  throw  off  the  disguise  and 

breed  as  Tyroglyphs,  with  their  well-known  fecundity. 
Associated  with  this  predaceous  mite,  I  have  found  another 

{Hoplophora  arctata  Riley,  Fig.  17),  of  very  curious  form,  reminding 
one  strongly  of  a  mussel  y 

and  I  refer  to  it  in  this  con- 
nection because  I  once 

M  strongly  suspected  it  like- 

(1  wise  to  be,  in  some  way,  re- 
lated to  the  soft-bodied  Ty- 

roglyphs. In  studying  these 
Hoplophora  arctata:  a.  6,  c,  <^,  f,  difl'eicntattitiulcs  assumed       .'^.  i    ̂ i      •     'i      i  -i.  t by  it;/,  sti-ongly  magnified  leg.  miteS    and    their    haOltS,       1 

had  frequently  filled  vessels  with  grape  roots  from  which  all  but  Tyro- 
glyphs and  Phylloxeras  had,  to  all  appearance,  been  carefully  excluded  ; 

only  to  find,  on  subsequent  examination,  a  number  of  these  mussel-like 

Hoplophoras  and  a  corresponding  decrease  in  the  number  of  Tyro- 

*Siudien  an  Acariden,  Leipzig,  ISGS. 
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glyphs.  This  happened  more  especially  in  the  fall  of  the  year,  and  I 

could  not  help  suspecting  that  the  former  might  prove  to  be  a  winter 

or  hibernating  form  of  the  latter.  There  is  so  much  yet  to  learn  of  the 

polymorphism  of  mites  that  the  suspicion  may  yet  prove  justifiable. 

But  with  our  present  knowledge  it  is  safest  to  explain  the  facts  above 

stated  on  the  ground  that  the  Hoplophoras  were  at  first  buried,  and 

consequently  invisible,  within  the  roots  examined,  and  that  the 

decrease  in  the  number  of  Tyroglyphs  was  owing  to  death  and  other 

causes— an  explanation  which  is  all  the  more  plausible  from  the  fact 

that  I  subsequently  found  the  same  narrow-bodied  Hoplophora  swarm- 

ing in  decaying  cottonwood  logs. 

Hoplophora  (meaning  armed  or  weapon-carrier)  is  an  anomalous 

genus  belonging  to  a  curious  family  of  mites  ( Orihatidce),  distin- 

guished, as  Nicolet  well  sets  forth,  from  all  other  families  by  having  a 

hard  covering  which  is  analogous  to  that  of  many  hexapods,  but  less 

elastic  or  yielding,  so  that,  while  resisting  a  great  degree  of  pressure, 

when  it  once  gives  way  it  cracks  and  fractures  with  the  brittleness  of 

glass.  These  coverings  are  diiFerently  formed  and  sculptured  and  fre- 

quently ornamented  with  protecting  spines.  The  mites  of  this  family 

are  also  distinguished  from  other  mites  by  their  organs  of  respiration 

which  are  at  the  superior  base  of  the  cephalothorax  and  look  like 

eyes,  being  rounded  elevations  surmounted  by  a  hair.  The  family 

comprises  two  great  divisions :  First,  those  which  in  the  larva  state 

have  a  form  and  appearance  widely  different  from  those  of  the  adult, 

which  are  assumed  only  at  the  last  molt.  Second,  those  which  are 

born  more  in  the  image  of  the  adult  form,  to  which  they  gradually 

•approach  by  each  successive  molt.  The  genus  Hoplophora,  accord- 

ing to  Nicolet,  is  further  anomalous  by  being  born  with  eight  legs, 

whereas  all  other  mites,  even  those  of  its  own  family,  are  born  with 

but  six;  Claparcde,  however,  shows  that  at  least  one  species  (H.  con- 

■traciilis)  is  hexapod  before  the  first  molt.  Another  peculiarity 

belonging  to  it  is  the  mobility  of  the  cephalothoracic  shield  which 

closes  over  the  abdomen  and  fits  tight  like  the  lid  of  a  box,  when- 

ever the  animal  withdraws  its  head  and  limbs,  which  it  does  on  the 

slightest  disturbance.  Indeed,  the  hardened  body-covering  is  admira- 

bly constructed  for  the  purpose  of  protection.  It  is  composed  of  three 

principal  parts,  the  thoracic  lid,  a  superior  piece  covering  the  back, 

the  sides  and  the  posterior  portion  of  the  body,  and  a  ventral  piece, 

more  narrow,  rounded  behind,  and  divided  in  four  by  slits  which  form 

openings  for  the  protrusion  of  the  anal  and  genital  organs. 

The  species  under  consideration  differs  from  all  others  described 

in  the  form  of  the  horny  covering,  which  is  so  narrow  that  the  animal 

topples  over  on  its  side  the  moment  the  limbs  are  withdrawn. 
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Since  the  discovery  of  this  Phylloxera-feeding  Tyroglyph  in 
America,  numerous  sensational  and  exaggerated  newspaper  articles 

have  appeared,  glowingly  describing  how  the  French  vineyards  are 
to  be  saved  from  Phylloxera  ravages  by  the  introduction  into  France 

of  this  its  enemy;  and  1  have  received  several  orders  from  Europe  for 

supplies  of  the  cannibal.  Prof.  Planchon,  it  is  true,  will  attempt  to 
introduce  it,  and  we  may  hope  with  suceess ;  but  from  what  is  here 
said,  it  is  evident  that  the  enthusiasts  who  expect  so  mucii  are  doomed 

to  disappointment. 

DiKECT  Remedies. — The  leaf-lice,  which  do  not  play  such  an  import- 
ant part  in  the  disease  as  was  at  first  supposed,  may  be  controlled  with 

sufficient  ease  by  a  little  care  in  destroying  the  first  galls  which  ap- 
pear, and  in  pruning  and  destroying  the  terminal  growth  of  infested 

vines  later  in  the  season.  The  root-lice  are  not  so  easily  reached.  As 
the  effort  will  be  according  to  the  exigency,  we  may  very  naturally 
look  to  France  for  a  direct  remedy,  if  ever  one  be  discovered.  But  of 

all  the  innumerable  plans,  patented  or  non-patented,  that  have  been 
proposed ;  of  all  the  many  substances  that  have  been  experimented 

with  under  the  stimulus  of  a  large  national  reward,  no  remedy  has  yet 
been  discovered  which  gives  entire  satisfaction  or  is  applicable  to  all 

conditions  of  soil.  Nor  is  it  likely  that  such  a  remedy  ever  will  be  dis- 

covered. A  large  majority  of  the  remedies  proposed,  such  as  the  plant- 
ing of  Madia  sativa  among  the  vines  to  catch  the  insect  by  its  viscous 

property,  or  inoculating  the  vines  with  the  essence  of  Eacalyjytus 

glohulus^  are,  upon  their  face,  unworthy  of  practical  consideration,  or 
absurd.  These  we  will  pass  by,  and  briefly  mention  only  those  which 

have  been  more  or  less  productive  of  good. 

Submersion,  where  practicable,  and  where  it  is  total  and  suffi- 
ciently prolonged,  is  a  perfect  remedy.  This  is  what  even  the  closest 

student  might  expect,  as  he  finds  that  excessive  moisture  is  very  dis- 

astrous to  the  lice.  M.  Louis  Faucon,  of  Graveson  (Bouche  du  Rhone) 

France,  has  abundantly  proved  its  efficacy,  and  has,  by  means  of  it 
totally  annihilated  the  insect  in  his  vineyard,  which  was  suffering  from 

it  four  years  ago.(lS)  From  his  experience  we  may  draw  the  following 
conclusions : 

1.  The  best  season  to  submerge  is  in  autumn  (September  and 

October),  when  the  lice  are  yet  active  and  the  vines  have  ceased 

growing.  Submergence  for  25  to  30  days,  at  this  season,  will  gener- 
ally rout  the  lice.  2.  A  submergence  of  40  to  50  days,  in  winter,  is 

required,  and  even  where  the  water  is  allowed  to  remain  during  the 

whole  of  this  season,  the  vineyard  does  not  suffer.  [I  should  consider 

this  very  doubtful.]  3.  A  vineyard  should  never  be  inundated  for  a 

longer  period  than  two  days  in  summer,  or  during  growth  ;  and  though 
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these  brief  inundations  at  that  season,  affect  only  the  few  lice  near 

the  surface,  and  are  by  no  means  essential,  they  are  nevertheless  im- 

portant auxiliaries  to  the  more  thorough  fall  or  winter  submersion,  as 

they  destroy  the  few  lice  which  are  always  invading  a  vineyard  in  in- 
fested districts.  These  summer  inundations  will  be  necessary  only 

after  the  winged  insects  begin  to  appear;  and  three  or  four,  each  last- 

ing less  than  two  days,  made  between  the  middle  of  July  and  the  fall 

of  the  leaf,  will  effect  the  end  desired.(19)  4,  An  embankment  should 

be  made  around  the  vineyard  in  order  that  the  water  may  evaporate 

and  permeate  the  earth,  but  not  run  off  and  carry  away  any  nutritive 

properties  of  the  soil. 

The  varied  success  which  has  attended  the  different  attempts  to 

rout  the  enemy  by  inundation,  is  owing  to  the  lack  of  thoroughness 

in  many  of  them.  The  ground  must  be  thoroughly  soaked  for  a  suf- 

ficient length  of  time.  Temporary  irrigation  does  not  accomplish  the 

end,  for  the  reason  that  it  does  not  reach  all  the  lice,  and  does  not 

break  up  the  numerous  air  bubbles  which  form  in  the  soil  and  prevent 

the  drowning  of  many  of  the  insects. 

On  our  best  hilly  vine  land,  thorough  submersion  is  impractica- 

ble ;  but  on  our  bottom  lands  some  of  the  grapes  which  fail  now  may 
be  made  to  succeed  by  its  means. 

Of  140  different  applications  made  by  an  intelligent  and  compe- 

tent commission  in  the  department  of  Herault,  France,  most  of  the 

pure  insecticides  proved  valueless.  Many  of  them,  such  as  carbolic 

acid,  oil  of  cade,  arsenious  acid,  sulphide  of  calcium,  sulphide  of  mer- 

cury, arsenate  of  potash,  etc.,  etc.,  will  effectually  kill  the  insect 

when  brought  in  direct  contact  with  it ;  but  in  field  practice  they  can 

either  not  be  brought  in  this  direct  contact,  or  else  can  not  be  used 

strong  enough  to  kill  all  the  lice  without  injuriously  affecting  the 

vine.  Carbolic  acid,  added  to  water  at  the  rate  of  about  one  per  cent, 

applied  by  pouring  into  deep  holes  made  by  a  crow-bar  or  auger,  has 

given  satisfactory  results  ;  and  a  thorough  application  of  soot  has  also 

been  strongly  advocated  by  those  who  have  tried  it.  In  the  experi- 
ments that  1  have  been  able  to  make  in  a  small  way,  a  thorough 

mixing  with  the  soil  of  a  cheap  carbolic  powder,  has  given  good 
results. 

The  latest  insecticide  that  has  attracted  attention  and  given  great 

hopes  in  France,  is  the  bi-sulphide  of  carbon.  It  seems  to  have  been 

used  as  early  as  1869  by  Baron  Thenard,  but  was  brought  prominently 

before  the  public  last  autumn  by  Messrs.  Monestier,  Lautand  and 

d'Ortoman,  who  first  proposed  to  introduce  it  at  a  great  depth  in  the 

soil,  so  as  to  utilize  its  vapor.  A  vapor  will  naturally  have  the  advan- 

tage over  a  liquid,  as  it  will  more  effectually  permeate  the  soil  and 
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reach  the  lice.  The  simplest  method  of  applying;  the  sulphuret  or 

bi-sulphide,  is  by  making  three  holes,  two  or  three  feet  deep,  around 
the  foot  of  the  vine,  then  quickly  pouring  in  the  liquid  and  plugging 
thejn  up.  The  holes  may  be  made  by  a  pointed  bar  driven  by  a  maul 
About  two  ounces  of  the  liquid  to  each  of  these  three  holes  are 
recommended. 

Soon  after  the  announcement  of  this  method,  I  employed  it  as 

a  test  on  three  vines  which  I  knew  to  be  infested  with  Phylloxera, 

using  3  oz.  to  the  first,  6  oz.  to  the  second  and  9  oz.  to  the  third — the 
soil  being  a  light  clayey  loam.  At  the  end  of  12  days  I  found  plenty 

of  living  lice  on  the  first  and  second  vines,  and  such  were  found  long 

afterward,  though  in  small  numbers,  up  to  the  time  of  the  freezing 

of  the  ground.  On  the  third  vine  all  the  lice  were  evidently  charred, 

but  the  vine  was  also  evidently  injured,  as  the  leaves  wilted  as  though 

they  had  been  scorched,  though  whether  from  the  vapor  issuing  from 

the  ground  or  from  the  injury  to  the  root,  it  was  impossible  to  deter- 
mine. I  think,  however,  from  the  former,  as  the  larger  roots  were  yet 

alive  late  in  the  season,  and  the  vine  seem^  at  this  writing  to  be  liv- 
ing. After  very  careful  and  laborious  experiments  made  in  France  at 

different  points  and  on  different  kinds  of  soil,  by  a  commission  espe- 
cially charged  with  studying  the  action  of  this  chemical,  under  the 

method  proposed  by  Messrs.  Monestier,  Lautand  and  d'Ortoman,  it 
fails  to  fulfill  the  sanguine  expectations  of  these  gentlemen.  The 

liquid  is  costly,  its  application  is  laborious,  and  there  is  great  difficulty 
in  reaching  and  killing  all  the  lice  without  injuring  the  vine.  Great 

caution  must  also  be  had  in  its  use,  as  it  is  extremely  volatile  and  ex- 

plosive— the  vapor  igniting  at  a  great  distance  from  the  vessel  contain- 
ing it. 

While,  therefore,  not  very  satisfactory  results  have  followed  the 

use  of  pure  insecticides,  the  application  of  fertilizers  intended  to  in- 
vigorate the  vine  and  at  the  same  time  injure  the  lice,  has  been  more 

productive  of  good.  Especially  has  this  been  the  case  with  fertilizers 

rich  in  potassic  salts  and  nitrogenous  compounds,  such  as  urine.  Sul- 

phuret of  potassium  dissolved  in  liquid  manure;  alkaline-sulphates^ 
with  copperas  and  rape  seed  ;  potassic  salts,  with  guano ;  soot  and  cin- 

ders, are,  among  other  applications,  most  favorably  mentioned. 

Range  OFTHE  Insect  in  America. — Asalready  intimated,  the  insect 
is  indigenous  to  the  North  American  continent.  I  have  been  able  to 

trace  its  existence,  with  absolute  certainty,  as  far  back  as  1834;  for  in 

the  herbarium  of  Dr.  Engelmann  there  are  specimens  of  Vitis  monti- 
cola  Buck,  which  were  gathered  that  year  in  Texas  by  the   botanist 

5 — E  K 
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Berlandier,  and  which  have  Phylloxera  galls  upon  the  leaves ;  while 

specimens  of  riparia  in  the  same  collection,  and  gathered  in  Mis- 
souri in  1845,  also  have  the  leaves  disfigured  by  the  same  gall. 

We  find,  in  consequence,  that  the  insect  is  very  generally  distrib- 
uted over  the  States.  I  have  myself  found  it  in  Kansas,  Iowa,  Illinois, 

Missouri,  Michigan,  Ontario,  New  York,  New  Jersey,  Pennsylvania 

and  Maryland,  and  have  good  evidence  of  its  occurrence  in  Connecti- 
cut, District  of  Columbia,  North  Carolina,  Texas,  and  as  far  south  as 

Florida.  It  doubtless  occurs  in  all  the  intermediate  States.  There  is 

every  reason  to  believe,  however,  that,  like  so  many  other  animals 

which  occur  on  the  eastern  slope  of  the  Rocky  mountains,  but  are  un- 
known on  the  western  slope,  this  Phylloxera  is  not  indigenous  to  the 

Pacific  half  of  the  continent.  I  have,  so  far,  been  unable  to  trace  its 

existence  with  any  certainty  in  California;  and  to  its  non-existence 
there  the  Carlifornia  grape-growers  doubtless  owe,  in  great  part,  their 
success  in  the  cultivation  of  the  European  vine. 

Yet  I  have  strong  evidence  that  around  Sonoma  (20)  the  insect 

already  occurs,  and  has  done  much  damage;  and  it  may  already  have 
been  introduced,  either  from  the  Eastern  States  or  from  Europe,  into 

other  parts  of  that  country.  It  therefore  behooves  our  friends  of  the 

Golden  State  to  carefully  look  into  this  matter,  and  to  endeavor,  by 
taking  the  proper  precautionary  steps,  to  prevent  a  repetition  of  the 

disasters  which  have  followed  the  introduction  and  spread  of  Phyl- 
loxera in  Europe.  Indeed,  unless  it  shall  turn  out  that  their  heavy 

winter  rains  protect  them  from  its  injuries,  the  grape  industry  of  the 

Pacific  coast  is  in  great  danger;  and  it  might  be  well  to  follow  the 
example  of  some  of  the  Australian  colonies  which  have  passed  acts 

of  Parliament  prohibiting  the  importation  of  vines  from  countries 
where  the  insect  is  known  to  occur.  If  this  is  not  done,  the  utmost 

vigilance  should  be  maintained  in  the  inspection,  by  competent  per- 
sons, of  all  imported  vines. 

Injury  caused  by  Phylloxera  in  America. — In  this  country  where, 
compared  with  Europe,  land  is  so  rich  and  abundant,  we  are  apt  to 

think  lightly  of  injury  to  our  crops,  except  when  such  injury  becomes 

very  great  and  wide-spread.  It  is  a  fact,  long  ago  remarked  by  Dr. 
Fitch,  State  Entomologist  of  New  York,  that  while  in  Europe  the 

whole  people  become  alarmed  if  a  fifth  of  a  given  crop  is  destroyed 
by  insects,  the  farmer  here  often  thinks  himself  fortunate  if  he  can 

save  half  the  average  yield  from  insect  depredations.  Vines  have  died 

ye^  after  year  in  our  vineyards  and  very  little  notice  has  been  taken 
of  the  fact;  while  certain  varieties  have  continually  failed  until  they 

have  come  to  be  discarded  as  unprofitable  and  useless.  (21)     Yet  the 
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day  is  fast  coming  when  the  growing  of  superior  varieties,  which  have 
for  the  most  part  failed,  will  alone  be  remunerative  ;  and  I  believe  that 

nothing  will  so  tend  to  enable  us  to  successfully  grow  them  as  a  thor- 
ough knowledge  of  Phylloxera,  which  is  in  reality  the  principal  cause 

of  their  failure. (22)  Take  as  an  instance  the  case  of  the  Catawba.  It  is 

in  growing  demand  in  the  Mississippi  Valley,  as,  so  far,  the  best  white 

wine  grape,  and  the  only  one  extensively  used  in  the  manufacture  of 
sparkling  wines.  Yet  it  is,  in  this  part  of  the  country,  one  of  the  most 

susceptible  to  the  Phylloxera  disease,  and  its  successful  growth  be- 
comes more  and  more  uncertain.  If,  by  a  thorough  understanding  of 

the  disease,  and  by  the  system  of  grafting  which  I  have  suggested, 
this  vine  can  be  successfully  grown  in  the  Mississippi  Valley,  it  is  safe 

to  say  that  the  value  of  our  vineyards  will  be  doubled  ;  as  the  Con- 
cord, which  is  now  the  main  reliance,  and  which  makes  but  an  inferior 

wine,  has  already  so  glutted  our  markets  as  scarcely  to  pay  the  grower. 

Why  the  Insect  is  siore  injurious  in  Europe  than  here. — Without 
going  into  particulars,  several  good  reasons  may  be  given  to  explain 

the  fact  that  Phylloxera  is  more  devastating  in  the  vineyards  of  France 

than  in  our  own.  There  exists  a  certain  harmony  between  the  indi- 
genous fauna  and  flora  of  a  country  ;  and  our  native  vines  are  such  as, 

from  their  inherent  peculiarities,  have  best  withstood  the  attacks  of 

the  insect.  The  European  vine,  on  the  contrary,  succumbs  more  read- 

ily, not  only  because  of  its  more  tender  and  delicate  nature,  but  be- 

cause it  has  not  been  accustomed  to  the  disease — there  being,  doubt- 
less, a  parallel  between  this  case  and  the  Avell-knownfact  that  diseases 

and  parasites  which  are  comparatively  harmless  among  peoples  long 

accustomed  to  them,  become  virulent  and  often  fatal  when  first  intro- 
duced among  hitherto  uncontaminated  peoples.  Then  the  particular 

natural  enemies  of  the  insect  which  belong  to  its  own  class,  and  which 
in  this  country  help  to  keep  it  within  due  bounds,  are  lacking  in 

Europe  ;  and  it  will  require  some  time  before  the  closely  allied  Euro- 
pean predaceous  species  will  prey  upon  and  check  it  there  to  the  same 

extent.  The  Phylloxera  will,  also,  all  other  things  being  equal,  have 
an  advantage  in  those  countries  where  the  mildness  and  shortness 

of  the  winter  allow  an  increase  in  the  annual  number  of  its  genera- 

tions. Finall}',  the  differences  in  soil  and  in  modes  of  culture  have  no 
insignificant  bearing  on  the  question  in  hand.  Though  Phylloxera, 

in  both  types,  is  found  on  our  wild  vines,  it  is  very  doubtful  if  such 

wild  vines  in  a  state  of  nature  are  ever  killed  by  it.  With  their  far- 
reachinj;  arms  embracing  shrub  and  tree,  their  climbing  habit  un- 

checked by  the  pruner's  knife,  these  vines  have  a  corresponding  length 
and  depth  of  root,  which  render  them  less  susceptible  to  injury  from 
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an  under-ground  enemy.  Our  own  method  of  growing  them  on  trellis 
approaches  more  nearly  these  natural  conditions  than  that  employed 

in  the  ravaged  French  districts,  where  the  vines  are  grown  in  greater 

proximity  and  allowed  to  trail  on  the  ground,  or  are  supported  to  a 
single  stake.    Their  soil  is  also,  as  a  rule,  poorer  than  ours. 

P  A  L  S  E    T  H  E  O  R  I  E  S  . 

It  requires  less  time  to  make  a  false  statement  than  to  refute  it, 

and  there  will  ever  be  those  who  prefer  to  theorize  and  jump  to  con- 
clusions, rather  than  ascertain  facts  by  the  more  tedious  and  laborious 

inductive  method.  There  exists  a  certain  popular  love  of  the  myste- 

rious— a  willingness  to  rest  with  the  vague  and  indefinite — which 
readily  gives  support  to  the  wildest  notions  of  things,  especially  if  they 
be  bruited  about  with  a  flourish  of  rhetoric  and  a  semblance  of  reason. 

The  history  of  Phylloxera  is  a  repetition  of  the  history  of  many 

other  like  diseases.  The  hard  and  more  weighty  facts  lay  at  first  hid- 
den by  ignorance,  and  had  to  be  jostled,  by  active  investigators, 

through  a  superincumbent  mass  of  opposing  views  and  theories,  which 
have  either  sunk  out  of  view,  or  been  washed  away  by  the  resistless 

force  of  truth.  Many  of  these  theories  are  too  absurd  to  be  noticed^, 

and  I  shall  only  briefly  consider  those  which  have,  or  have  had,  moire 
or  less  influence  with  intelligent  persons.  Ever  since  the  day  when 

Planchon  discovered  the  real  cause  of  the  Phylloxera  disease  in  France, 

in  the  insect  now  known  by  that  name,  there  has  been  a  class  of 

writers  who  have  strenuously  contended  that  the  insect  is  the  effect 

and  not  the  cause  of  the  disease.  As  a  rule,  the  reasons  given  in  sup- 
port of  this  view  are  about  as  philosophical  as  that  of  the  darkey 

who,  being  asked  by  his  master  why  the  sun  goes  to  the  south  in  the 

winter,  replied:  "Well,  I  don't  know,  massa,  unless  he  no  stand  de 
'clemency  of  de  norf,  an'  so  am  'bliged  to  go  to  de  souf,  where  he  spe- 
riences  warmer  longimitude  !  "  In  spite  of  the  facts  that  the  insect 
precedes  but  never  follows  the  rotting  of  the  roots;  that  it  congre- 

gates on  the  most  vigorous  and  succulent  portions  ;  that  it  is  always 

coexistent  with  the  disease,  and  is  not  found  in  theunaff'ected  vine  dis- 
tricts ;  in  face  of  the  demonstrable  hurtfulness  of  its  puncture,  and 

the  isolated  spots  or  centers  of  attack  from  which  the  disease  often 

originates,  and  of  the  fact  that  total  and  prolonged  submersion  is  an 
eflfectual  cure — men  still  have  the  hardihood  to  compare  it  to  scrofula 

in  man  ;  to  attribute  it  to  "divers  circumstances,"  "meteorological 

perturbations,"  "  pathological  conditions  of  the  vine,  "  "superabund- 

ance of  sap  too  suddenly  arrested  by  atmospheric  influences,"  etc.  etc. 
The  arguments  are  unsatisfactory  and  the  explanations  negative  and 

vague,  yet  the  partisans  of  these  views  number  among  them  some 
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good  entomologists,  as  Signoret,  Boisduval  and  the  late  Giurin-Mene- 

ville— men,  however,  whose  records  have  earned  for  them  the  title  of 

imioractical.  When  the  Oidium  first  began  to  attack  French  vines  the 

last-named  gentleman  maintained  that  it  had  nothing  to  do  with  the 

injury  now  so  well  known  to  be  caused  by  it;  but  argued  that  the 

vines  were  simply  diseased  from  plethora  of  sap.  So  of  that  fearful 

eilk-worm  disease  known  as  pehrine  :  long  after  the  laborious  and 

painstaking  Pasteur  had  analyzed  it  and  shown  that  it  is  due  to  the 

presence  and  multiplication  of  certain  corpuscular  psorosperinim., 

Guerin-Meneville  insisted  that  no  importance  could  be  attached  to 

the  presence  of  these  bodies.  It  is  not  surprising,  therefore,  that  he 

should  have  persisted  in  misconstruing  the  facts  regarding  Phylloxera, 

and  in  believing  that  it  is  a  "  pathological  condition  of  the  vine  which 
has  favored  the  increase  of  the  insect."  Yet  the  practical  grape- 

grower  of  to-day  aims  his  sulphur  remedies  direct  at  the  Oidium  fun- 

gus, knowing  well  that  if  he  can  prevent  its  multiplication  he  will  pre- 
vent the  disease  ;  while  the  silk  grower  labors  for  the  prevention  or 

destruction  of  the  psorospermice^  knowing  that  without  them  his 

worms  will  not  suffer  from  p^brine.  And  so  it  will  be  with  Phylloxera : 
keep  olF  or  destroy  the  insect  and  you  avoid  the  disease.  We  have  in 

all  such  cases  a  repetition  of  the  noted  itch  controversy.  For  centu- 
ries the  work  of  Aearus  soahiel  was  supposed  to  be  a  constitutional 

malady,  due  to  "thickened  bile,"  "drying  of  the  blood,"  etc.,  and 
long  after  Dr.  Bonomo  gave  us  its  true  rationale,  there  were  not  want- 

ing those  who  denied  any  connection  between  the  mite  and  the  dis- 
ease, or  who  explained  the  presence  of  the  former  by  abiogenesis,  or 

by  other  equivocal  means. 

The  more  plausible  arguments  that  the  Phylloxera  disease  is 

caused  by  drouth,  by  too  long  continued  cultivation  of  the  same  plant 

from  cuttings,  too  severe  pruning,  exhaustion  of  soil,  etc.,  have  all  of 

them  fallen  before  the  facts ;  and  the  poor  grape-grower  who,  influ- 
enced by  them  and  regarding  the  Phylloxera  with  indifference,  was 

Jed  to  replace  his  dead  vines  by  others,  has  been  bitterly  disappointed 

in  seeing  these  in  time  destroyed  and  his  labor  and  outlay  lost. 

If  there  were  no  other  proof  of  Phylloxera  being  the  cause  of  the 

•disease  than  that  which  I  have  lately  obtained,  it  would  be  over- 

whelming in  contrast  with  the  non-experimental  views  of  the  opposite 
school.  Conceiving  that  the  question  could  be  settled  by  a  very 

simple  experiment,  I  planted  in  pots,  in  the  spring  of  1873,  four  one- 
jear  rooted  Catawba  vines,  all  of  a  size  and  vigor,  and  the  roots  of  all 
ascertained  to  be  free  from  Phylloxera.  Two  of  these  vines  were, 

•during  the  summer,  kept  out  of  the  reach  of  infection  ;  while,  from 
time  to  time,  I  buried,  in  the  other  two  pots,  pieces  of  roots  heavily 
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charged  with  Phylloxera  in  all  stages.  The  result  has  verified  my 
anticipation:  the  infected  vines  became  sickly,  and  passed  through 
the  conditions  already  described,  which  indicate  the  disease.  After  a 

brief  period  of  rest,  late  in  the  fall,  I  brought  all  the  vines  in  a  warm 
room.  The  infected  vines  are  now  dead,  and  an  examination  showed 

their  roots  rotted  and  wasted;  the  non  infected  vines  are  living  and 

growing  finely.  To  the  same  effect  is  the  experience  of  Mr.  Malcolm' 
Dunn,  a  gardener  of  Powerscourt,  Ireland,  who,  finding  that  the  vines 
in  his  grapery  were  suffering  from  Phylloxera,  uprooted  them  and 

carefully  cleansed  the  roots  and  freed  them  of  the  insect.  After 

replanting  in  new  earth  he  had  the  pleasure  of  seeing  the  vines  regain 

their  vigor.  "I  am  the  last  to  deny  that  meteorological  conditions 
accelerate  or  retard  the  multiplication  of  plant-lice,  as  they  do  of  so 
many  other  insects;  but  I  see  no  reason  for  presupposing  a  diseased 

condition  of  the  plant  first  attacked  by  them,  when,  as  every  ento- 
mologist knows,  they  can  flourish  only  on  living  vegetation,  which 

they  forsake  when  its  life  has  been  sapped.  Conditions  may  be  favor- 
able to  the  increase  of  the  plant-lice  on  our  hops,  of  cotton-worms,  of 

the  Army- worm,  and  of  a  thousand  well-known  insect  pests  ;  yet  no  one 
doubts  that  if,  by  increased  effort,  we,  in  some  way  or  other,  prevent  or 

destroy  these  insects,  we  effectually  overcome  the  (to  us)  unfavorable 
conditions,  and  our  plants  thrive. 

"Whenever  abundant  enough  to  attract  attention,  these  plant-lice 
have  already  brought  the  infested  plants  into  a  state  of  disease,  and  it- 
is  this  fact  which  blinds  so  many  persons,  and  makes  them  so  ready  to 
believe  that  it  was  the  diseased  condition  which  attracted,  or  as  some 

more  ignorantly  put  it,  produced  the  lice."*  That  conditions  of  soil 
and  atmosphere  may  favor  or  retard  the  multiplication  of  Phylloxera, 

will  not,  therefore,  be  doubted  by  any  one  ;  but  that  an  insect  which 
thrives  most  on  the  more  vital  and  growing  parts  of  the  plant  shows,, 

in  the  winged  state,  a  preference  for  a  weak  vine  over  a  healthy  one,, 

is  in  itself  highly  improbable  ;  while  the  supposition  that  the  wingless 
form,  in  its  spread  from  vine  to  vine,  shows  any  such  preference,  is 
entirely  groundless. 

Again,  another  set  of  writers  maintain  that  the  insect  is  not 

American,  and  that  it  has  always  existed  in  France,  and  is  autoch- 
thonous wherever  found.  The  facts  already  presented  will,  I  hope, 

sufficiently  refute  this  theory.  We  might  naturally  infer,  a  priori^. 

that  the  insect  was  imported  into  Europe;  for  it  requires  a  great 

stretch  of  imagination  to  suppose  that  it  had  remained  dormant  and 
unnoticed  for  centuries,  to  suddenly  appear  in  several  different  and 

*5thEep.,  p.  68. 
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widely  separated  localities  ;  but  inference  becomes  certainty  when  we 
find  that  it  is  indigenous  to  America,  where  its  dissemination  is  general 
over  the  country,  within  certain  limits  ;  that  its  origin  in  Europe 

may  be  traced  to  points  where  American  vines  were  introduced; 
and  that  its  spread  there  from  place  to  place  has  been  carefully 

recorded,  and  still  continues.  It  is  not  likoly  that  all  American  vines 

imported  into  Europe  have  carried  with  them  the  insect ;  but  the  fact 

is  iully  established  that  it  has  spread,  whether  in  France,  Austria  or 

Portugal,  from  centers  where  American  vines  have  been  grown — 
a  fact  of  the  utmost  significance.  Intercourse  between  countries  has 

always  brought  with  it  an  interchange  of  products,  whether  inten- 
tional or  otherwise.  As  a  rule,  the  stream  of  the  unintentional  impor- 

tations has  been  from  east  to  west,  and  Europe  has  given  to  America 

many  more  noxious  weeds  and  insects  than  it  has  received  from  us. 

Yet  the  European  cultivator  must  charge  us  with  a  few  of  his  very 

worst  pests,  among  which  may  more  especially  be  mentioned  the 
Oidium  Tuckeri^  the  Erigeron  Ganadense^  the  Eriosoma  lanigera, 

and  the  Phylloxera  vastatrix. 

The  suppositions  of  M.  Koressios,  of  Athens,  Greece,  and  of  M. 

Nourrigat,  of  Lunel,  France — the  former  considering  it  the  Phtheir 

of  the  Greeks,  the  latter  the  disease  called  "Gabel"  by  the  Germans — 
have  been  demonstrated  by  Prof.  Planchon  to  be  false.  The  PhtJieir 

is  a  mealy  scale  insect  {Dactylopius  longispinus)^  existing  now,  as  it 
did  in  the  time  of  the  ancients,  on  the  Vine,  both  above  and  below 

ground,  in  the  Mediterranean  region.  It  does  much  injury  to  vines  in 

the  Crimea.  The  "Gabel"  is  altogether  another  malady,  not  caused 
by  insects. 

Other  writers  have  maintained  that  the  soil  is  full  of  Phylloxera, 

and  that  it  occurs  on  all  sorts  of  fruit  trees.  The  Grape  Phylloxera  is 

peculiar  to  that  plant  as  a  genus,  and  all  the  rumors  of  its  infesting 

other  plants,  or  fruit  trees,  have  been  proved  to  be  false,  and  arise 

from  the  inability  of  the  observers  to  distinguish  between  different 

species  and  genera  of  root-lice.    (23.) 

Finally,  since  the  discovery  of  Phylloxera  on  the  roots  of  our 

American  vines,  there  have  not  been  wanting  those  who  either  deny 

its  existence,  or  who  put  forth  the  more  sophistical  argument  that 

injury  to  our  native  or  foreign  grape-vines  does  not  result  from  its 

work,  but  v\  to  be  attributed  to  fungus  growths.  (24.)  Others  again 

believe  that  fungus  growths,  such  as  mildew,  are  indirectly  caused  by 

the  injury  done  by  Phylloxera  to  the  roots.  Without  denying  that 

vines  sometimes  suffer  from  fungus  growths  independent  of  Phyl- 

loxera, and  without  expressing  any  opinion  as  to  whether  the  insect 

is  in  any  way  concerned  in  the  growth  of  these  funguses,  I  can  safely 
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assert,  and  I  think  the  facts  here  set  forth  will  bear  out  the  assertion, 
that  our  vines  languish  or  die  more  often  from  Phylloxera  than  from 

any  other  cause,  whether  in  connection  with  or  entirely  independent 

of  cry ptogamic  plant  growth. 

THE  AMERICAN  OAK  PHYLLOXERA— PAy^^o-ma   Rileyi   Lichtn. 

There  are  several  described  and  undescribed  species   of  Phyl- 

loxera in  this  country,  most  of  them  inhabiting  leaf-galls  made  on  our 

f*''s- 1*^  ]  diflferent  hickories.     The   species   herewith 
figured  is  the  only  external  feeder  known  in 

America,  and  is  briefly  alluded  to  in  this  con- 

nection to  show  that,  as  with  the  Grape  Phyl- 

loxera, it  does  not  need  a  "winter  egg"  to 
enable  it  to  hibernate,  but  passes  the  winter 

in  the  larva  state,  (as  at  Fig.  19),  firmly  at- 
tached to  the  tender  bark  of  the  younger 

twigs  and  thus  braving  all  the  vicissitudes  and 
inclemencies  of  that  season.    In  the  summer 

^'"\vin^«n^nm\ercVinu^^  ^^""^  °"  ̂ ^^  ̂ ^^^^  surface  of  the  leaves 
lMiT«iiy*^uuiws?dey^^^^^  White  and  Post  oaks,  in  the  wingless 

female  state  of  all  sizes.  Soon  after  it  is  born  it  inserts  its  beak  into  the 

leaf-tissue,  and  becomes  more  or  less  stationary.  It  causes  no  swelling 
of  the  leaf,  but  a  yellow  circular  spot  (Fig.  18,  d)  somewhat  larger 
than  its  own  body  and  showing  most  plainly  on  the  upper  surface.  The 

eggs  are  laid  singly  around  the  louse,  and  the  process  of  partheno- 
genetic  reproduction  goes  on  for  several 

generations,  as  in  the  Grape  Phylloxera. 

By  about  the  end  of  August,  when  these 

lice  and  their  eggs  are  often  very  numer- 
ous, and  when  the  speckled  and  often 

'^^  withered  appearance  of  the  leaf  easily 7f  h        c 
J'llVI.LOXEU.V    RiLEYl:— (» 

ventral  views  of  law 
iiatinjj;  c,  rf,  hifrlily  masnilied  leic  ami 
antenna  of  same. 

6 

is  seen  hil '''  ̂̂ "^■''"'  ''".'1  betrays  their  presence,  the  winged  indi- 
viduals begin  to  appear. 

This  species  is  at  once  distinguished  from  all  other  American 

species,  so  far  known,  by  its  slender  form  and  small  size,  but  particu- 
larly by  the  long  tubercles  of  the  larger  apterous  individuals,  and  of 

the  pupae  (Fig.  18,  a.)  Otherwise  it  greatly  resembles  the  Grape 
Phylloxera  in  color,  and  in  the  different  forms  it  assumes,  and  for 

more  detailed  descriptions  I  refer  the  reader  to  the  appendix.  (25.)  In 
habit  and  general  appearance  it  very  closely  resembles  the  European 

Oak  Phylloxera;  but  difiers  remarkably  in  its  winter  habit  from  what 
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has  hitherto  been  recorded  of  this  last  species,in  that  the  last  hatched 
larva?  in  the  fall  Jasten  themselves  to  the  more  tender  oak  twigs, 

where  they  rest  till  the  following  spring,  with  scarcely  any  change 

except  in  the  deepening  of  the  color,  which,  as  in  the  young  Grape 

Phylloxera?  hibernating  on  the  roots  of  its  food-plant,  becomes  deeper 
and  acquires  a  yellowish,  or  even  a  reddish-brown  tint.  (20) 

As  the  leaves  begin  to  put  forth,  our  young  Oak  Phylloxerae  cast 

oflf  their  winter  skin,  and  their  lethargy  with  it.  They  may  then  be 
seen  crawling  up  and  down  the  twigs,  but  do  not  settle  on  the  leaves. 

Attaining,  in  a  few  days,  full  growth,  they  begin  a  virginal  reproduc- 
tion by  covering  the  twigs  with  eggs,  which  hatch  in  just  about  a  week 

if  the  weather  is  warm  and  propitious.  Thus  the  hibernating  lice 

acquire  their  growth,  and  give  birth  to  the  first  generation,  in  the 

short  space  intervening  between  the  opening  of  the  buds  and  the  full 

growth  of  the  first  leaves.  Beyond  this  I  have  not  yet  traced  the  ver- 
nal history  of  the  species. 

CONCLUSION. 

We  have  in  the  history  of  the  Grape  Phylloxera,  the  singular 
spectacle  of  an  indigenous  American  insect  being  studied,  and  its 

workings  understood  in  a  foreign  land,  before  its  presence  in  its  most 

injurious  form  was  even  suspected  in  its  native  home.  The  Franco- 
Prussian  war,  with  all  its  fearful  consequences  to  France,  has  passed 

away;  the  five  milliards  of  francs  (one  thousand  million  dollars)  have 

been  paid  as  indemnity  to  her  victors,  in  so  short  a  time  that  the 
civilized  world  looked  on  in  wonder  and  astonishment.  Yet  this  little 

Phylloxera,  sent  over, doubtless  in  small  numbers,  by  some  American 

nurseryman,  a  few  years  since,  continues  its  devastating  work,  and 

costs  that  unfortunate  country  millions  of  francs  annually.  The  last 

German  soldier  has  been  removed — at  terrible  cost  it  is  true — from 

French  soil,  but  the  Phylloxera  army  remains ;  and  if  another  five 

milliard  francs  could  extirpate  the  last  individual  of  this  liliputian  in- 

sect host  from  her  soil,  '"la  belle  France"  would  be  cheaply  rid  of  the 
enemy.  Had  the  world,  twenty  years  ago,  possessed  the  knowledge 
we  at  present  have  of  this  insect  and  of  its  dangerous  power,  a  few 

francs  might  have  originally  stayed  its  invasion  of  that  great  vine- 
growing  and  wine-making  country.  Needs  there  any  more  forcible 
illustration  of  the  importance  of  economic  entomology! 
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APPENDIX. 

(1)  The  present  Minister  of  Agriculture  and  Commerce  has  quite  recently  placed 

a  special  resource  of  20,000  francs  to  the  credit  of  the  Academy  of  Sciences  at  Paris,  to 

defray  expenses  of  studies  and  experiments  to  be  made  in  1S74  under  the  directions  of 
said  Academy. 

(2)  The  followinii^  specific  diagnosis  of  the  mature  forms,  drawn  up  from  our 

American  insect,  (thousands  examined),  will,  I  hope,  forever  quiet  the  skepticism  of 

those  who  believe  it  different  from  the  European  species,  by  enabling  them  to  make  the 

most  can'ful  comparisons.  The  immature  characters  have  been  sufficiently  detailed  in 
the  text : 

DIAGNOSIS  OF  PH^XLOXERA  VASTATIUX. 

Tyi'E  1.     Galhccola  {intifolicp,  Fitch) — 
Average  length  0.04  inch  ;  nearly  as  broad.  Form  broadly  ovoid.  Surface 

granulated,  superiorly  with  rows  ot  short  hairs  in  place  of  the  tubercles  ot 

Type  2,  inferiorly  with  three  pairs  of  pale,  fleshy,  medio-ventral  tubercles  between 

the  legs,  the  anterior  ijair  smallest,  and  three  dusky  and  but  slightlj'  raised  sub- 
ventral  warts  each  side,  just  outside  the  legs,  (two  of  them  between  the  first  and 

second  legs,  the  first  nearly  equidistant  between  them,  the  second  close  to  second 

leg,  and  one  between  the  second  and  third  legs).  Members  short  and  imperfect, 

the  antenna  granulated  and  with  but  one  corneous  plate,  more  or  less  circular  in 

form,  and  near  the  tip.  Eyes  composed  of  three  simple  eyelets.  Tarsi  imper- 

fectly 2-jointed,  the  digituli  imperfect ;  the  claws  more  or  less  imperfect  and  not 

horny.  Color  of  body  dull  orange-yellow;  more  dusky  at  upper  anterior  end. 
Legs,  anter.na;  and  proboscis  more  dusky,  inclining  to  black.  Insections  of 

thorax  imperfect.    (Fig.  4, /,  (/,  A.) 

Type  2.     Radicicola — 

a.  Degraded  or  Winglesfi  Form. — Differing  from  the'  preceding  only  in  the 
somewhat  stouter  members,  more  pyriformbody,  and  in  having  superiorly  series 

of  more  or  less  distinct  warts  or  tubercles,  which,  like  the  members,  are  more 

dusky  than  the  general  color  of  the  body.  The  body  is  more  or  less  distinctly 

insected  and  tubercled  superiorly  as  follows  :  The  head  forms  one  division  and 

has  10  tubercles — 4  medio  dorsal  and  quadrangularly  arranged,  3  lateral  and 

arranged  around  the  eyelets,  one  of  them  usually  subobsolete  ;  the  prothorax  i.** 
more  or  less  distinctly  divided  transversely  in  two,  with  G  tubercles  in  a  transverse 

row  in  each  division,  (or  12  in  all),  the  second  from  outside  more  or  less  obsolete  ; 

the  mesothorax  with  8  tubercles,  4  dorsally  in  a  transverse  line,  and  2  lat- 

erally in  a  longitudinal  line  ;  metathorax  distinctly  divided  in  two — the  first  half 
with  8  tubercles  as  on  the  mesothorax,  the  second  with  0  as  on  the  prothorax,  or 

14  in  all;  the  abdomen  with  7  joints  and  a  subjoint,  and  each  joint  with  but  4 

transverse  tubercles,  except  the  7th,  on  which  they  are  either  obsolete  or  form  but 

a  dusky  mark.  Besides  these  tubercles,  thei'e  are  on  each  of  the  thoracic  insec- 
tions about  G  more  or  less  distinct  dark  point^^;,  and  2  or  more  on  the  head; 
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While  siibventrally  a  row  of  4  or  5  such  points  are  someti
mes  visible  on  the  larger 

abdominal  joints.     {Fig.5,f,g.)  _   _ 

3  Perfect  or  Winged  Form.-Wwgs  membranaceous  and
  slightly  fuhgmous. 

BodJ'non-tubercled,  of  a  brighter  yellow  color.  Thorax  w
ith  an  encircling 

broad  dusky  band  ;  the  mesostcrnal  plates  darkest ;  the  more  corneous  parts  very 

finely'striate,  the  softer  parts  slightly  rugose.  Eyes  large,  w
ith  roi'nded  facets;. 

deep  reddish-brown.  Three  ocelli,  two  between  the  antennaj
  and  the  eyes,  and 

one  in  front  between  the  bases  of  the  antenme.  Antenn:
«  long,  with  the  third 

joint  showing  two  constrictions,  and  generally  two  corne
ous  plates,  the  termmaL 

more  elongated  than  the  other.  Legs  long,  the  two  joints
  of  tarsus  distinct,  and 

the  dio-ituli  more  or  less  perfect.  Kostrum  reddish  at  base. 
 The  most  numerous 

individuals,  which  are  females,  almost  thrice  as  long  as  broa
d,  slightly  constricted 

behind  the  thorax  ;  the  wings  extending  half  their  length  be
yond  the  tip  of  the 

abdomen,  and  having  their  veins  indistinct,  straight  a
nd  disconnected  (Fig. 

'7  a).  A  few,  the  true  nature  of  which  is  yet  problematical,  som
ewhat  smaller, 

with  the  body  only  half  again  as  long  as  broad,  the  thora
cic  band  paler;  and 

the  mesosternal  plates,  antenn;e,  legs  and  wings  all  propor
tionally  larger  and 

stronger,  the  wings  with  the  veins  more  distinct  and
  curving  and  anastomos- 

ing at  base  (Fig.  7,  b). 

This  diagnosis  might  be  greatly  extended  in  detail  by  
the  enumeration  of  other 

characters  which  are,  however,  variable,  and  are  sulticiently  in
dicated  in  the  figures.  By 

virtue  of  a  series  of  minute  and  transverse  wrinkles  at  the  hi
nd  portion  of  the  abdom- 

inal joints  (Fig.  5,  j)  and  the  natural  elasticity  of  the  chitinou
s  covering,  the  abdomen 

is  quite  tractile,  so  that  other  forms  but  those  enumerated, 
 and  some  of  them  interme- 

diate, may  be  distinguished  by  those  who  study  only  individuals.
  The  length  ot  pro- 

boscis  is  variable,  as,  indeed,  are  most  of  the  characters  given, 
 even  to  the  wing-vems; 

while  the  constrictions  in  the  third  joint  of  the  antennae  sometime
s  give  that  organ  the 

appearance  of  being  either  4  or  .5-jointed.  The  f out-ensemb
le  of  the  species  will  not 

however,  present  other  permanent  forms  than  those  given. 
 The  tubercles  on  the  head, 

are  frequently  so  close  together  and  indistinct  as  to  give  the  b
ody  here  a  much  more 

dusky  appearance  than  elsewhere  ;  and  I  have  examined  s
pecimens  where  the  tubercles 

over  the  whole  surfsice  were  so  spread  out  that  they  were  disti
nguished  only  by  inter- 

vening paler  lines. 

(3)  So  great  is  the  tendency  of  the  down  to  increase  under
  the  influence  of  the 

insect's  pnncUire,  that  1  have  seen  the  tips  of  roots,  especially  wh
en  at;  the  surface  of 

the  ground,  quite  tomentose  under  its  influence,  though  such
  roots  are  normally  either 

quite  smooth  or  very  sparsely  supplied  with  fine  hairs. 

(4)  Dr.  Shimer,  in  his  paper  already  cited,  describes  what  h
e  took  to  be  the  male, 

but  he  gives  no  proof  of  its  masculinity,  and  there  is  cumulat
ive  evidence  to  show  that 

the  few  specimens  he  found  (four  winged  specimens  and  three
  pupre  out  of  ten  thou- 

sand galls  examined)  were  from  the  roots;  for  these,  in  tlie  pupa 
 and  winged  states, 

may  occasionally  be  found  wandering  over  the  vines  ;  and 
 in  all  my  examinations  I 

have  never  found  any  pupaj  or  winged  insects  that  I  coul
d  confidently  believe  were 

produced  from  the  type  galUvcola. 

(5)  a  his  fact  can  not  be  too  much  insisted  on.  In  the  early  history  of
  the  insect 

in  this  country,  when  it  was  known  only  in  the  gall-inhabiting  type,  I  rec
ommended  the 

destruction  Jr  non-cultivation  of  the  Clinton  and  its  allies  because  of  their
  liability  to 

the  attacks  of  the  gall-louse.     In  the  light  of  our  present  knowledge,  the  
gall-louse  is- 
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not  worth  considerino:  in  a  vineyard  known  to  be  snlferino;  from  the  root-lou.se,  and  it 
need  only  be  watched  for,  and  if  possible  checked,  in  a  yonu^  vineyard  into  which  it  is 

■desired  to  prevent  the  introduction  of  the  pest. 

(6)  Thus,  in  1870,  they  were  very  abundant  on  the  Clinton  in  all  the  Eastern  and 

Middle  States,  while  in  1871  and  1872  they  were  almost  unnoticed  on  the  Clinton,  and  had , 
become  more  numerous  on  the  Taylor.  In  the  early  part  of  the  last-named  year  it  was 
absolutely  impossible  to  find  a  orall  in  the  vicinity  of  St.  Louis,  where  they  had  been  so 
abundant  two  and  three  years  before  ;  while  late  in  the  season  the  few  met  with  were 
mostly  on  the  Delaware,  with  abortive  attempts  to  found  them  on  Herbemont  and  Con- 

cord. So  in  1873,  the  only  galls  I  found  early  in  the  season  and  in  sparse  numbers  were 
on  Marion,  there  beino^  none  on  some  Clintons  that  were  in  the  vicinity.  Later  in  the 
year  a  few  were  found  on  Golden  Clinton,  Marion  and  Blue  Dyer,  on  the  last  of  which 
they  were  mostly  abortive.  In  August  I  saw  a  few  on  Clinton  in  the  Eastern  States, 
and  they  have  been  reported  to  me  from  Kelley's  Island,  O.,  and  Hammondsport,  N. 
Y.,  and  to  Dr.  Wm.  LeBaron  from  Neponset,  Ills.* 

(7)  These  tubercles  may  sometimes  be  traced,  especially  in  the  hibernating  larva, 
before  the  first  molt,  and  are  generally  quite  distinguishable  after  the  first  molt.  In 
some  individuals,  again,  they  are  scarcely  visible  till  after  the  second  molt. 

(8)  I  do  not  mean  to  be  understood,  in  making  these  distinctions,  that  these  differ- 
ences of  form  are  so  constant  that  they  can  always  be  relied  on  ;  for  the  form  of  the 

body  varies  so  that  the  wingless  mother  insect  may  present  the  more  perfect  oval  of  that 
destined  to  become  winged.  But,  as  a  rule,  these  differences  are  observable,  and  small 
and  variable  as  they  are,  I  know  of  no  others  by  which  the  winged  and  wingless  forms 
can  be  distinguished  in  early  life,  though  I  have  diligently  sought  for  some  distinction. 

(9)  In  August,  near  the  surface  of  the  ground,  on  the  roots  of  2-year  old  Clinton 
vines  having  a  few  galls  on  the  leaves,  I  have  taken  full-grown  individuals  with  such 
faint  traces  of  these  warts  that,  with  a  lens  only,  such  lice  could  not  be  distinguished 
from  galloecola. 

(10)  Signoret,  in  speaking  of  Ph.  guercus,  referred,  in  1867,  to  the  smaller  individ- 

uals as  J^'s  {A7m.  de  la  Soc.  Ent.  de  France  1867,  p.  303) ;  but  in  recently  speaking  of 
these  smaller  individuals,  supposed  to  be  J^'s  by  others  and  myself,  he  declares  they  are 
nothing  but  females  emptied  of  their  eggs.  Yet  in  referring  to  the  specimen  which,  as 
stated  (Rep.  5,  p. 71),  I  sent  him  for  examination  at  his  request,  he  confesses  that  neither  he 

nor  Balbiani  could  decide  the  question  ;  but  after  soaking  the  specimen  in  water  with 
a  small  proportion  of  alcohol  and  potash,  he  thought  he  could  decide  it  to  be  a  female, 

also  with  the  abdomen  emptied  of  eggs  ( j'ai  cru  pouvoir  decider  que  j'avais,  sous  les 
yeux  unefemelle  ne  diff^rant  en  rien  de  celles  de  France).  Thoughts  and  suppositions 
ought  not  to  give  birth  to  positive  declarations,  and,  whatever  the  nature  of  the  speci- 

men sent  to  M.  Signoret,  I  have  many  reasons  for  believing  that  the  abdomen  had  never 
been  emptied  of  eggs. 

I  should  attach  little  value  to  the  shorter,  more  contracted  form,  were  it  not  notice- 

-able  in  the  pupa;  or  even  to  the  peculiar  anastomosing  wing-venation,  which  varies 
somewhat,  and  may  be  exceptionally  found  more  or  less  perfect  in  the  females.  But 
the  vesicles  can  scarcely  be  taken  for  immature  eggs,  because  they  are  always  more  nu- 

merous than  the  eggs  in  the  abdomen  of  the  winged  female,  (I  have  not  found  more 
than  five  in  these,  and  there  are  more  often  but  two  or  three),  and  present  different 
characteristics. 

*Prairie  Farmer,  Sept.  IJ,  1873. 
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(11)  Tliere  is  matter  of  dispute  among  authors  as  to  the  number  of  generations  an- 

nually produced,  and  it  is  ditlieult  to  ascertain  the  number.  I  have,  liowever,  experiment- 

all}'^  proved  by  artiiicial  breeding  tliis  winter,  that  at  least  five  generations  may  follow 
each  other  without  the  appearance  of  form  ̂ J  wliich  is  destined  to  become  winged.  I 

have  kept,  in  large  darkened  vases,  a  number  of  Phylloxeric  feeding  and  breeding  on 

Clinton  roots,  which,  from  the  tendency  to  sprout,  furnisli  sufficient  nourishment  with- 

out requiring  very  frequent  renewal,  if  kept  lightly  mixed  witii  moist  soli.  These  lice- 

were  taken  in  November  when  in  tiie  hibernating  larval  condition,  in  which  thej^  would' 
be  the  following  spring  when  they  naturally  awaken  from  their  torpor  and  commence 

multiplying.  Tiiough  kept  in  my  office,  in  which  the  temperature  was  only  comfortably 

warm  during  the  day.  and  sometimes  sank  nearly  to  about  freezing  point  during  the 

night,  they  have  continued  to  grow  and  multiply.  In  order  to  ascertain  the  exact 

number  of  generations  that  followed  each  other,  I  separated  some  of  the  first  depos- 

ited egg^.  and  placed  them  in  glass  test-tubes,  partly  tilled  with  earth,  and  furnished- 
with  short  but  thick  pieces  of  Clinton  root.  As  soon  as  the  lice  from  these  eggs  be- 

came mothers  and  laid,  their  first  eggs  were  again  separated,  and  this  process  went  on 

till,  on  the  first  of  April,  when  plant-life  was  still  dormant  out-doors,  I  had  the  fifth 
generation  of  lice,  which,  owing  to  the  adding  of  too  much  moisture  to  the  tubes,  died 

and  rotted,  and  thus  prevented  the  continuation  of  accurate  notes.  On  the  third  of 

April,  however,  in  examining  the  large  vases,  several  pupre  were  met  with,  and  on  the 

10th  of  the  same  month  I  had  winged  females  in  my  otfice,  when,  on  account  of  the 

lateness  of  the  season,  and  as  I  know  from  actual  observation,  the  insects  out-doors  had 

not  yet  awakened  from  their  winter  lethargy. 

Signoret,  in  his  first  work  on  •'  Le  Phylloxera  de  la  Vigne''  {Ann.  de  la  Soc.  Ent.  de 
France,  1860,  p.  575),  referred  to  the  rapid  multiplication  of  the  Aphides,  repeating  the 

well-known  statement  that  at  least  nine  generations  are  produced  in  the  space  of  three 

months.  Yet  he  has  lately  {Comptes  Rendus  de  VAc.  des  Sc,  Aug.  4,  1873)  endeavored' 

to  make  out  that  there  are  but  about  two  generations  in  the  course  of  the  year.  In  re- 
ality the  eggs  often  hatch  in  warm  weather  within  a  week  after  deposition,  aufl  the  lice 

commence  depositing  at  this  season,  when  they  are  10  or  12  days  old — the  rapidity  of 

increase  depending  on  the  temperature,  and  the  process  coming  to  a  stand-stlU  in  winter.. 

Similarly,  there  has  been  some  dispute  as  to  the  number  of  molts  which  the  indi- 
vidual undergoes,  and  Signoret  {loc.  elf.)  by  an  unwarrantable  mixing  and  fusing  of  two 

distinct  generations,  makes  out  no  less  than  six.  In  the  mother  form  (a)  of  radicicola, 

there  are  but  three  molts,  as  recorded  by  Cornu,  and  us  I  have  repeatedlj'  proved  this 

winter,  by  enclosing  a  single  newly-hatched  louse  in  a  tight  glass  tube  along  with  a 
piece  of  root  first  carefully  examined  to  see  that  no  other  lice  or  exuviae  were  upon  it. 

By  the  time  such  an  individual  has  become  a  mother  and  attained  maturity,  three  dis- 

tinct cast-off  skins  will  be  found  in  her  immediate  vicinity,  if  she  has  not  been  disturbed 

during  growth— the  skins  adhering  to  the  root  by  the  outstretched  and  forsaken  leg- 
coverings.  Cornu  has  found  the  same  number  (three)  of  exuvia3  in  the  leaf  galls,  thus 

indicating,  as  would  be  expected,  that  gallcecola  goes  through  the  same  number  of 

molts  as  its  root-inhabiting  analogue.  It  is  possible  that  the  winged  form  undergoes 

more  than  three  molts,  though  there  have  been  no  definite  observations  on  this  point, 

as  they  are  necessarily  difficult. 

(12)  Throughout  the  winter  I  have  been  placing  young  root-lice,  as  they  hatched, 

upon  the  newly  forming  leaves  of  some  potted  Clintons,  Delavvares  and  Eumelans  grown, 
for  the  purpose.  On  the  17th  of  January,  after  an  absence  of  four  days  at  Hannibal,  I 

was  fairly  delighted  by  the  discovery  of  a  solitary,  partially  formed  gall  on  one  of  the 

lower  leaves.  It  must  necessarily  have  been  formed  by  a  young  root-louse,  either  from 

those  placed  on  the  leaves,  or  from  those  hatched  on  the  roots  of  the  same  vine ;  for  the- 
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eeasoii  precluded  the  possibility  of  any  true  «?all-lice  being  about.  I  watched  from  day 
to  day,  hopinof  to  see  this  precious  guM  grow,  and  expecting  soon  to  see  others,  until 
at  the  expiration  of  three  week,  noticing  no  change,  1  began  to  fear  that  it  was  aborted, 
and  on  subsequently  plucking  the  leaf  and  examining  it,  it  unfortunately  proved  so  to 

be.  I  have  since  continued  to  place  young  root-lice,  of  different  generations,  on  the 
■most  inviting  leaves,  but  have  obtained  no  more  galls.  Unsatisfactory  as  this  isolated 
experience  is,  it  is,  nevertheless,  highly  interesting,  and  proves  that  while  the  young 

•root-lice  are  very  reluctant  to  settle  on  the  leaves,  and  seem  incapable  of  producing 
galls,  certain  individuals  among  them  can  do  so. 

(13)    For  a  very  miu'.ite  and  careful  study  of  the  patholcgieal  characteristics  of  these 

swellings,  the  reader  may  refer  to  Maxime  Cornu's  excellent  papers  in  the  Comptes 
Bendus,  for  1873,  and  M6moires  (xxii,  No.  6)  of  the  Academie  des  Sciences,  Paris.     He 

<;orroborates,  by  detailed  observations,  the  conclusions  previously  arrived  at  bj^  Plan- 
•chon  and  his  followers  ;  but,  like  too  many  of  his  countrymen,  very  generally  ignores 
observations  made  out  of  France,  and  consequently  sometimes  repeats  as  original,  facts 

recorded  elsewhere  with  less  of  detail.    He  concludes  that  the  Phylloxera  is  not  nour- 
ished by  the  sap  of  the  plant,  but  by  plasmatic  material  which  the  latter  stores  up.    He 

-also  concludes  that  the  swellings  are  produced  solely  by  the  mechanical  action  of  the 
tongue,  and  that  they  in  themselves  are  the  cause  of  the  trouble,  by  absorbing  in  their 
development,   the  nourishment  needed  for  the  vine,  and  by  affecting,  in  rotting,  the 
parts  not  touched  by  Phylloxera :  in  other  words,  that  the  amount  of  nourishment 

appropriated  by  the  lice  would  never  seriously  affect  the  vine,  were  it  not  for, the  char- 
acteristic and  intrinsic  swellings.    I  can  not  accept  the  last  two  conclusions.    There  is 

a  strong  rt  priori  probability  that  the  swellings  are  due  to  something  more  than  mere 

mechanical  action — to  some  poisonous  excretive  fluid,  as  in  many  g-M-^'n-'S  {Cynipidce) 
and  saw-flies  {Tenthredinldce);  or  to  some  irritating  and  poisonous  property  of  the  pro- 

boscis, as  in  the  spines  and  hairs  of  many  larvae.    "We  may  not  be  able  to  analyze  it, 
but  it  is  difficult  to  understand  how,  without  some  such  poisonous  property,  the  Phyl- 
iloxera  leaf-gall  is  developed,  while  so  many  other  plant-lice  perform  similar  mechani- 

cal acts  to  that  performed  by  Phylloxera  without  causing  abnormal  growths  on  the 
plants  they  infest.    Bearing  in  mind  also,  the  withering  and  blasting  effects  which 

many  plant-lice  and  bark-lice  cause  to  plants  which  never  swell  abnormally  from  their 
punctures,  it  would  seem  obvious  that  with  the  vine  roots  covered  with  Phylloxera, 
most  of  them  rapidly  developing  and  multiplying,  the  direct  loss  of  plant  substance 

must  be  very  material — however  great  the  indirect  loss  through  the  swellings  maybe. 
There  are  any  number  of  plant-lice  no  larger  thait  our  Phylloxera,  and  which  there  is 
=L'very  reason  to  believe  appropriate  no  more  for  the  nourishment  of  their  bodies,  which 
nevertheless  affect  most  serioush'  the  plants  they  inhabit  by  direct  sucking  of  the  plant 
juices. 

(14)      THE  TRUE  unAI'E-VINES  OF  THE  UNITED  STATES. 

IIV  Dll.    G.    ENGELMANN. 

The  Grape-vines  are  among  the  most  variable  plants,  not  only  through  cultivation 

'bj'  which  numberless  varieties  have  been  produced,  but  even  in  their  wild  state,  in 
which  climate,  soil,  shade,  humidity,  and  perhaps  also  natural  hybridization,  have 

originated  such  a  multiplicity  and  such  an  intermixture  of  forms,  that  it  is  most  difti- 
•cult  to  recognize  the  original  types  and  to  refer  the  different  given  forms  to  their  pro- 

per alliances.  Only  by  carefully  studying  a  large  number  of  forms  from  all  parts  of 
the  country,  in  their  peculiar  mode  of  growth,  and  especially  their  fructiflcation,  or 
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rather  their  seeds,  are  we  able  to  arrive  at  any  thing  like  a  satisfactory  disposition  of 
tliese  plants. 

Before  I  proceed  to  the  classitication  of  our  Grape-vines,  I  deem  it  nec((ssary  to 
fay  a  few  preliminary  words  : 

All  the  true  Grape-vines  bear  fertile  llowers  on  one  stock,  and  st(;rile  tlowers  on 

another  separate  stock,  and  are,  tlierefore,  called  polygamous,  or  not  quite  correctly, 

d'uvcious.  The  sterile  plants  do  bear  male  flowers  with  abortive  pistils,  so  that  while 
they  never  produce  fruit  themselves,  they  may  assist  in  fertilizing  the  others' ;  the 

fertile  flowers,  however,  are  real  hermaphrodites,  containing  both  organs  in  perfection, 

and  capable  ot  ripening  truit  without  the  assistance  of  the  male  plants.  Keal  female 

flowers,  without  stamens,  do  not  seem  ever  to  have  been  observed.  Both  forms,  the 

male  and  the  hermaphrodite,  or  if  preferred,  those  with  sterile  and  those  with  complete 

flowers,  are  found  mixed  in  the  native  localities  of  the  wild  plants,  but  only  the  fertile 
plants  have  been  selected  for  cultivation,  and  thus  it  happens  that  to  the  cultivator 

only  tiiese  are  known,  and  as  the  Grape-vine  of  the  Old  World  has  been  in  cultivation 

for  thousands  of  years,  it  has  resulted  that  this  hermaphrodite  character  of  its  flowers 

has  been  mistaken  for  a  botanical  peculiarity,  by  which  it  was  to  be  distinguished,  not 

only  from  our  American  Grape-vines,  but  also  from  the  wild  grapes  of  the  Old  World. 

But  plants  raised  from  the  seeds  of  this,  as  well  as  of  any  other  true  Grape-vine,  gen- 

<'rally  furnish  as  many  sterile  as  fertile  specimens,  while  those  produced  by  layering  or 
•cuttings,  of  course  only  propagate  the  individual  character  of  the  mother-plant. 

The  peculiar  disposition  of  the  tendrils  in  the  Grape-vines,  first  indicated  by 
Prof.  A.  Braun,  of  Berlin,  furnishes  an  important  characteristic  for  the  destinction  of 

one  of  our  most  valuable  species,  Vltis  Labrusca,  and  both  its  wild  and  cultivated  varie- 

ties, from  all  others.  In  this  species— and  it  is  the  only  true  Vltis  exhibiting  it— the  ten- 
drils, or  their  equivalent,  an  inflorescence,  are  found  opposite  each  leaf,  and  this  ar- 

rangement I  designate  as  continuous  tendrils.  All  the  other  species,  known  to  me, 

and  even  Vltis  Thunbei-gll,  the  east  Asiatic  representative  of  our  V.  Labrusca,  often 
thrown  together  and  conftmnded  with  it,  exhibit  a  regular  alternation  of  two  leaves, 

■each  having  a  tendril  opposite  it,  with  a  third  leaf  without  such  a  tendril,  and  this  ar- 
rangement may  be  named  intermittent  tendrils.  Like  all  vegetative  characters,  this  is 

not  an  absolute  one  :  to  observe  it  well,  it  is  necessary  to  examine  well-grown  canes 
found  in  spring,  and  neither  sprouts  of  extraordinary  vigor  nor  stunted  autumnal 

branchlets.  The  few  lower,  smaller  leaves  of  a  cane  have  no  opposite  tendrils,  but 

after  the  second  or  third  leaf  the  regularity  in  the  arrangement  of  the  tendrils,  as  above 

<lescribetl,  rarely  fails  to  occur.  In  weak  branches  we  sometimes  find  tendrils  irreg- 
ularly placed  opposite  leaves,  or,  sometimes,  none  at  all. 

It  is  a  remarkable  fact,  connected  with  this  law  of  vegetation,  that  most  Grape- 

vines bear  only  two  inflorescences  (consequentlj^  two  bunches  of  grapes)  upon  the  same 

•Ciuie,  while  in  the  forms  belonging  to  Labrusca  there  are  often  three  and,  rarely,  four 
in  succession,  each  opposite  a  leaf.  Whenever,  in  rare  cases,  in  other  species,  a  third 

inflorescence  occurs,  there  will  always  be  found  a  barren  leaf  (without  an  opposite  in- 

florescence) between  the  second  and  third  ones.  Most  species  belonging  to  Cissus 

•exhibit  the  same  arrangement,  but  a  few  are  known  to  bear  consecutive  tendrils,  just 
as  V.  Labru%ca  does. 

Young  seedlings  of  all  the  Grape-vines  are  glabrous  or  only  very  slightl}'  hairy. 

The  cobwebbj'  or  cottony  down,  so  characteristic  of  some  species,  makes  its  appear- 
ance only  in  the  older  or  in  the  adult  plants;  but  in  some  of  their  varieties,  and  not 

•rarely  in  the  cultivated  ones,  it  is  mainly  observed  in  the  young  growth  of  spring  and  is 
apt  to  disappear  in  the  mature  leaf;  but  even  then  the  leaf  is  never  shining  as  it  is  in 

"the  glabrous  species,  but  of  a  dull  or  unpolished  appearance. 
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The  form  of  the  leaves  is  extremely  variable,  and  descriptions  must  necessarily 

remain  vague.  Leaves  of  seedling  plants  are  all  entire,  i.  e.  not  lobed  ;  young  shoots 
from  the  base  of  old  stems,  as  a  rule,  have  deeply  and  variously  lobed  leaves,  even 

where  the  mature  plant  shows  no  such  disposition.  Some  species*  or  some  forms  of  a 
few  species  f  have  all  the  leaves  more  or  less  lobed,  while  others  exhibit  on  the  mature 

plant  onl}^  entire,  or,  I  should  rather  say,  tiot  lobed  leaves.  Only  the  leaves  of 

flower-bearing  canes  ought  to  be  considered  as  the  normal  ones. 

The  surface  of  the  leaves  is  glossy  and  shining,  and  mostly  bright  green  ;  or  it  i» 

dull  above  and  more  or  less  glaucous  below.  The  glossy  leaves  are  perfectly  glabrous, 

or  they  often  bear,  especially  on  the  nerves  of  the  lower  side,  a  pubescence  of  short 

hair.  The  dull  leaves  are  cottony  or  cobwebby,  downy  on  both  or  only  on  the  under 

side  ;  and  this  down  often  extends  to  the  young  branches  and  to  the  peduncles,  but  as 

has  been  stated  above,  often  disappears  later  in  the  season. 

One  of  the  most  distinctive  and  permanent  characters  of  the  Grape-vines  is  found 

iu  the  seeds.  The  berries  maj'^  be  larger  or  smaller,  of  different  color  and  consistency, 
and  contain  fewer  or  more  seeds  (nevermore  than  four),  but  the  seeds,  though  to  some 

extent  variable,  especially  on  account  of  their  number  and  mutual  pressure,  where 

more  than  onef  is  present,  exhibit  some  reliable  differences.  The  big  top  of  the  seed 

is  convex  or  rounded,  or  it  is  more  or  less  deeply  notched.  On  the  inner  (ventral)  side 

are  two  shallow  longitudinal  depressions.  Between  them  is  a  slight  (where  there 

are  one  or  two  seeds)  or  a  sharper  (where  the  seeds  are  in  threes  or  fours)  ridge,  along 

which  the  raphe  (the  attached  funiculus  or  cord)  is  noticed  running  from  the /ti^M^M, 

at  the  lower,  thin  end  of  the  seed,  along  this  ridge  over  the  top  of  the  seed,  and  ending 

on  its  back  in  an  oval  or  circular  well-marked  spot,  called  by  botanists  ckalaza.  This- 
raphe  is  either  indistinct,  scarcely  perceptible,  or  it  is  more  or  less  prominent,  like  a 

stout  thread,  especially  where  it  crosses  the  top  of  the  seed.  In  our  American  species 

these  characters  seem  pretty  reliable,  but  in  the  varieties  of  the  old  world  Grape-viniv 
{vinifera),  several  thousands  of  years  removed  from  their  native  sources,  the  form  of 

the  seed  has  also  luidergone  important  moditications,  and  can  no  longer  be  considered 

such  a  safe  guide  as  in  our  species. 

It  is  interesting  to  know  that  since  the  times  of  Linnaeus  and  of  Michaux,  not  a 

single  real  species  has  been  added  to  those  belonging  to  the  territory  of  the  old  United 

States,  east  of  the  Mississippi  river,  though  Rafinesque,  LeConte,  and  perhaps  others, 

have  attempted  to  distinguish  and  characterize  a  great  many  more;  while  Director  Re- 

gel,  of  the  St.  Petersburg  botanic  garden,  has  lately  attempted,  rather  unnaturally,  to 

contract  them  and  to  unite  them  with  old  world  species — Vltis  vinhfera  resulting,  ac- 
cording to  his  views,  from  the  hybridization  of  several  of  these  species. 

The  number  of  true  Grape-vines  (bearing  edible  fruit)  in  the  present  territory  of 
the  United  States,  considered  good  species,  is  limited  to  nine,  which,  according  to  their 

economical  value,  may  be  enumerated  thus  : 

I.     Grape-vines  ifhtch  have  ifielded  oitr  different  cultivated  varfefU-.s  : 

1.  ViTis  Labrusca,  Lin.    Northern  Fox  Grape. 

2.  ViTis  ̂ STiVALis,  Michx.'    Summer  Grape. 
3.  ViTis  RiPARiA,  Michx.    Riverside  Grape. 

4.  Vitus  vulpina,  Lin.    Southern  Fox  or  Muscadine. 

*  Vitis  riparia, 
t  Forms  of  Vitis  Labrusca  and  of  Vitis  cestivalis. 

t  A  siii{?le  seed  is  always  thicker,  i)luniper,  more  rouiKicd:  two  seeils  are  lliilteiied  on  tlie  inner, 
ronnded  on  the  outer  side;  three  or  four  seetts  are  })iore  or  less  aniriilar:  these  dilVerent  variations  may 
Konietimes  he  found  iu  herrie.s  of  the  same  bunch. 
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X/.     O-mpe-t'inrs  of  less  Consequence  which  thus  far  have  ffiven  no  cultivated  Varieties  : 

5.  ViTis  CAXDiOAN's,  Eiigelin.    Mustang  Grape  of  Texas. 
6.  Vrns  CORDIFOLIA,  Michx.    Winter  or  Frost  Grape. 

7.  ViTis  Califorxica,  Benth.     Confined  to  California. 

8.  ViTis  Arizonica.  Engelm.     Similar  to  the  last. 

9.  ViTis  RUPKSTRis,  Schccle.    Bush-Grape  or  Sand-Grape. 

In  treating  of  the  practically  useful  American  Grape-vines,  we  are  principally  con- 
cerned with  the  first  four  species;  but  in  order  to  properly  characterize  these,  I  have  to 

give  a  synoptical  table  of  all  our  species. 

T.     Grape-fines  with  loose  sliredtly  Jiarli,  clinibinff  hi/  the  «tiU  of  hranclied  Tendrils,  or  (in 
Jfo.  4)  often  not  elinibinf/  <ttall: 

a  Berries  small,  3-G  or  rarely  7  likes  in  diameter  ;  seeds  obiuse,v)it/t.  the  raphe  {or 
cord)  more  or  less  prominent  (except  in  No.  4)  over  the  top.  All  the  species  of  this 

group,  just  like  the  European  Grape-vine,  have,  on  ivell-grown.  shoots,  intermil 
tent  tendrils. 

1.  ViTis  CORDIFOLIA,  Michaux.  Tall  (or  more  rarely  low),  climbing  liio^h,  trunks 

not  rarely  6-9  inches  in  diameter.  Leaves  middle-sized  or  small  (2^-3  or  4  inches  hi 

diameter),  heart-shaped,  mostly  I'ntire  or  very  slightly  tri-lobed  on  the  edges,  with  broad 
shallow  teeth,  usually  smooth  and  shining,  more  on  the  upper  than  on  the  lower  side, 

the  youn*  ones  sometimes,  and  very  rarely  the  old  ones,  with  short  hair  on  the  ribs 
below;  berries  among  the  smallest,  in  large,  mostly  loose  bunches,  black,  without  a 

bloom,  maturing  late  in  the  fall,  usually  only  with  a  single  short  and  thick  seed, 

marked  by  a  prominent  raphe. 

This  grows  more  especially  in  fertile  soil,  and  is  a  common  plant  in  river  and  creek 

bottoms.  It  is  well  known  by  the  name  of  "Winter  Grape,  Frost  Grape  or  Chicken 
Grape.  It  is  found  from  New  England  to  Texas,  and  westward  to  the  western  limits  of 

the  wooded  part  of  the  Mississippi  Vallej^  In  this  valley,  at  least,  the  fruit  has  a  strong 

and  even  fetidly  aromatic  taste,  which  unfits  it  for  making  into  preserves  or  for  press- 
iyg  wine.     No  cultivated  varieties  of  this  si)ecies  are  known. 

2.  ViTis  RiPAiUA,  Michaux. — Mostly  a  smaller  plant  than  the  last,  but  with 

larger  (3-5  inches  in  diameter)  and  more  or  less  incisely  3-lobed,  glabrous,  shining  (or 
rarely  when  young,  slightly  hairy)  leaves,  the  lobes  long  and  pointed,  the  teeth  also 

more  pointed  than  in  cordifolla;  berries  usually  larger  than  in  the  last,  mostly  with 

a  bloom,  in  smaller  and  often  more  compact  bunches,  coniuionly  1  or  2-seeded  ;  seeds 
with  a  less  prominent  raphe. 

This  species  pi*efers  thickets  or  rocky  soil  on  river  banks,  and  extends  as  far  west 
and  south  as  the  last,  and  much  farther  north,  being  the  only  Grape-vine  in  Lower 

Canada,  where  it  is  found  even  GO  miles  north  of  Quebec.  The  northern  form,  in  Can- 
ada, northern  New  York  to  Michigan  and  Nebraska,  has  fewer  and  larger  berries  in  a 

bunch,  and  is  easily  distinguished  from  V.  cordifolia.  The  South-western  form,  how- 

over,  a  taller  plant,  with  smaller  black  berries,  approaches  more  closely  to  this  last  spe- 
cies, and  often  seems  to  run  so  close  to  it  that  in  some  editions  of  his  manual.  Prof.  Gray 

has  united  both  under  the  name  of  V.  cordifolia,  Mx.  The  fruit  ripens  earlier  than  that 

of  cordt/o?tr<,  and  is  much  pleasanter.  In  St.  Louis  a  variety  found  on  the  rocky  river 

hanks  is  brought  to  market  in  July.  A  number  of  cultivated  varieties  are  referable  to 

this  species,  among  which  the  Taylor  Bullif,  the  Delaware  (which, however,  is  classed 

t)y  many  grape-growers  with  (vsticalis)  and  the  Clinton,  are  the  most  prominent. 

6— ER 
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3.  ViTis  .i:sTiVALiSj  Michaux.— Smaller  than  tlie  first,  climbing  over  bushes  and 

smaller  trees;  leaves  large  (4-5  or  6  inches  wide),  ot  firmer  texture  than  the  preceding 
ones,  entire,  or  often  more  or  less  deeply  and  obtusely  3-5  lobed,  with  rounded  sinus  and 

with  short  and  broad  teeth  ;  when  young  always  very  woolly  or  cottony,  mostly  bright 

red  or  rusty  ;  at  last  smoothish  but  dull,  and  never  shining  like  the  preceding  ones  ;  ber- 
ries usually  larger  than  in  both  others,  and,  when  well  grown,  in  compact  bunches, 

coated  with  a  distinct  bloom  ;  seeds  usually  2  or  3,  with  a  very  prominent  raphe. 

This  is  the  well-known  Summer  Grape  common  throughout  the  ̂ liddle  and  South- 
ern States,  usually  found  on  uplands  and  in  dry  open  woods  or  thickets,  maturing  its 

frui4An  September.  It  is  the  most  variable  of  our  grape-vines,  and  hence  has  seduced 
superficial  observers  into  the  establishment  of  numerous  nominal  species.  A  form  with 

large  leaves  which  retain  their  rusty  down  at  full  maturity  has  often  been  mistaken  for 

Labrmca,  which  does  not  grow  in  the  Mississippi  Valley.  Another  form,  more  bushy 

than  climbing,  with  deeply  lobed  rusty-downy  leaves  and  sweet  fruit,  is  Vitis  Lince- 
cumii  of  the  sand,y  soils  of  Louisiana  and  Texas.  Vitls  monticola  of  Texas  is  a  form 

with  small  entire  leaves  (the  down  of  which  at  last  is  gathered  in  little  tufts)  and  large 

acid  berries.  When  this  species  gets  into  shady  woods  it  assumes  a  peculiar  form,  ap- 

proaching V.  cordifolia  through  its  smaller  black  berries,  without  bloom,  with  more  acid 

taste,  and  in  larger  bunches.  Another  form  with  ashy-white,  downy,  scarcely  lobed 

leaves,  and  fruit  like  the  last  mentioned,  which  grows  in  our  bottoms,  often  climbing- 
high  trees,  or  growing  over  bushes  on  the  banks  of  lakes,  I  have  distinguished  by  the 

name  of  cinerea.  It  is  not  always  easj'  to  distinguish  such  forms  from  the  other  species, 

and  perhaps  less  so  to  unite  them  under  the  single  species,  ccsiiualis,  unless  the  essen- 

tial characters  above  enumerated  be  closely  attended  to,  and  the  numberless  gradual 
transitions  from  one  form  into  the  other  be  watched. 

We  cultivate  many  varieties  of  this  valuable  species,  the  most  important  of  which 

are  the  Virgi7da  Seedling,  the  Cynthiana  and  the  Herheinonf. 

4.  Vitis  rupestris,  Scheele. — A  small  bushy  plant,  often  without  any  tendrils, 

rarely  somewhat  climbing  ;  leaves  small  (2-3  inches  wide),  mostly  broader  than  long, 

heart-shaped  or  truncate  at  base,  scarcely  ever  slightlj^  lobed,  with  broad  co;irse  teeth 
and  usually  an  abruptly  elongated  point,  glabrous,  and  of  a  glaucous  or  light  green 

color;  berries  middle-sized,  in  very  small  bunches;  seeds  mostly  3-4,  obtuse,  with  it 
very  slender  raphe. 

This  very  pecuhar  grape-vine  is  found  only  west  of  the  Mississippi,  from  the  Mis- 
souri river  to  Texas  and  westward  probably  to  New  Mexico.  In  our  State,  where  it  is 

called  Sand  Grape,  and  in  Arkansas,  it  grows  on  the  gravelly  banks  and  overflowed  bars 

of  mountain  streams;  in  Texas  also  on  rocky  plains,  whence  the  Latin  name;  it  is 

there  sometimes  called  Sugar  Grape.    Its  luscious  fruit  ripens  with  us  in  August. 

It  is  nowhere  yet  in  cultivation,  but  may  in  future  prove  of  value. 

[The  Grape-vine  of  the  Old  World.  Vdis  vinifcra.  Linnanis,  finds  its  place  in  this 
section,  between  Vitis  riparia  and  Vitis  crstiL-alis.  Though  many  of  its  cultivated 
varieties  bear  berries  as  large,  or  even  larger  than  those  of  any  of  our  American  gi-ape- 
vines,  otlu'r  cultivated  forms,  and  especially  tlie  true  wine-grapes,  those  from  wliich 
the  best  wines  are  obtained,  and  also  the  wild  or  naturalized  ones,  have  fruit  not  larger 
than  that  of  the  above  named  native  species. 

This  plant,  together  with  the  Wlieat,  belongs  to  those  ancient  acquisitions  of  cul- 
tivation, the  history  of  which  reaches  be}'ond  tlie  most  ancient  written  records.  Not 

only  have  the  sepulchres  of  the  mummies  of  ancient  Egypt  preserved  us  its  fruit 
(large  sized  berries)  and  seed,  but  its  seeds  have  even  been  discovered  in  the  lacustriau; 
habitations  of  northern  Italy.  It  is  a  mooted  question,  where  to  look  for  the  native 
country  ot  this  plant,  and  whether  or  not  we  owe  the  different  vaiieties  of  the  true 
vinifera  to  one  or  to  several  countries,  and  to  one  or  to  several  original  wikl  species, 
which,  by  cultivation  through  uncounted  centuries,  and  by  accidental  aiul  repeated 
hybridization,  may  have  produced  the  numberless  forms  now  known,  w  hich  remind  us 
so  forcibly  of  the  numerous  forms  of  our  Dog,  which  we  also  can  not  trace,  but  which 
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can  scarcely  be  derived  from  a  siiifjlc  (supposed)  orig-iiial  wild  species.  Director  Re<rel 
of  St.  Petersbiirur,  ascribes  tlieiii  to  tlie  inrermiiig-liiiir  of  a  few  species,  well  known  in 
their' wild  srate  at  this  day;  Prof.  Brann,  ot  Berlin,  snorofests  that  they  are  the  ott- 
sprinn-  of  distinct  species  yet  fonnd  wild  in  many  parts  of  Southern  Europe  and  Asia, 

whicli  thus  he  considers' not  the  accidental  olfsprinu:  of  the  ctdtiyated  plants, <«s  is 
jrenerally  Ix'lieved.  but  the  oriiriiial  i)arent  stock.  I  may  add,  from  my  own  invesrtea- 
tions.  that  the  (irapc-vine  which  iidiaitits  the  native  forests  of  the  low  banks  of  Jhe 

Daiuihe,  "bottom-woods,''  as  we  wonld  call  them,  frqm  Vi<'nna  down  into  Huno-^i-y, 
well  represents  our  I'ifis  cordifolia  and  rlparia,  with  its  stems  3,  (!  and  '.)  inches  tliick, and  climbino:  on  the  hi!j;hest  trees,  its  smooth  and  shininof,  scarcely  lobed  Icavei?  and 
its  small,  black  berries.  On  the  other  hand,  the  wild  g-rape  of  the  thic^kets  of  tlie  hilly 
countries  of  Tuscany  and  Rome,  with  its  lower  ofrowth.  downy  leaves,  and  laro-er  and 
more  palatable  Iruit,  which  "don't  make  a  bad  wine,"  as  an  Italian  botanist  expresses 
himself  (which  \va^  known  to  the  ancients  as  Lahrusca,  a  name  improperly  applied  by 
science  to  the  Ann-rican  species,  and  is  called  to  this  day  Brusca,)  reminds  us,  notwith- 

standing' the  small  size  ol  the  leaves,  of  our  Vltls  (pstlfalis.  The  Grape-vines  of  the 
countries  south  of  the  Caucasus  mountains,  the  ancient  Colchis,  the  reputed  original 
home  of  these  plants,  greatly  resemble  the  Italian  plant  just  described. 

The  European  Grape-vine  is  characterized  by  smoothish.  and,  when  younof,  shin- 
ing, more  or  less  (leepl}%  five  or  even  seven  lobed  leaves;  lobes  pointed  and  sharply 

toothed;  seeds  obtuse  at  the  upper  end,  and  mostly  notched;  raphe  indistinct.  Jn 

some  varieties  the  leaves  and  branchlets  are  hairy  and  even  downy  when  young  jT'the 
seeds  varj'  considerably  in  thickness  and  length,  less  so  in  the  shape  of  the  raphe.] 

*       h.     Berries  large,  7,  9  or  even  10  Ihies  in  diameter,  raphe  scarcely  risible  on  the  more 

or  less  deeply  notched  top  of  the  seed  ;  tendrils  continuous. 

5.  ViTis  Labkusca,  Linmeus. — Plant  usually  not  large,  climbing  over  bushes  or 

small  trees,"  though  occasionally  reaching  the  tops  of  the  highest  trees,  with  large 
(4-0  inches  wide)  and  thick,  entire  or  sometimes  deeplj'-lobed,  very  slightly  dentate 
leaves,  coated  when  young  with  a  thick,  rusty  or  sometimes  whitish  wool  or  down, 

which  in  the  wild  plants  remains  on  the  lower  side,  but  almost  disappears  in  the 

mature  leaf  of  some  cultivated  varieties;  berries  large,  in  rather  small  or  middle-sized, 

or,  in  some  cultivated  varieties,  rather  large  bunches,  bearing  two  or  three  or  some- 
times four  seeds. 

This  plant,  usually  known  as  the  Fox-grape  or  Noi-thern  Fox-grajw,  is  a  native  of 

the  eastern  slope  of  the  continent  from  New  England  to  South  Carolina,  whei-e  it 
prefers  wet  thickets;  it  extends  into  the  Alleghany  mountains,  and  here  and  there 

even  down  their  western  declivity,  but  is  a  stranger  to  the  ̂ lississippi  Valley.  The 

most  important  varieties  of  this  Grape-vine  now  eidtivated  in  our  country  (such  as  the 

Cataivlm,  Concord,  Isabella,  Hartford  Prolific,  and  dozens  of  others)  are  the  offspring- 
of  this  species;  a  few  produced  by  nurserymen,  but  most  of  them  picked  up  in  the 

woods  ;  they  are  all  easilj^  recognized  by  the  characters  above  given,  and  most  readily 

by  the  peculiar  arrangements  of  the  tendrils  as  above  described.  Large  and  downy- 

leaved  varieties  of  V.  (rstii-alis  are,  in  the  West  and  South-west,  not  rarely  mistaken  for 
Labrusca,  but  the  two  may  always  be  distinguished  by  the  characters  indicated. 

II.  Grfipe-yiiies  iritlt  (on  flir  i/omif/er  hrtinclir.s),  fimtlif  (nl/icrittf/  Ixtvh,  ivJiieh  onlff  fit 

the  older  stems  seales  off;  (teriul  roots  /'rout  ineliited  trunks  in  damp  localities ; 
tendrils  simple;  be)-ries  very  large  (7-10  lines  thicli) ,  eery  few  in  a  biincJi,  easily 

detachiny  theniselees  at  maturity  :  seeds  n'it/i  transeerse  irrinklesors/ialloiez/rooves 
on  both  sides : 

(i.  ViTis  vuLPiNA,  Linn:eu.s. — Low,  or  often  climbing  very  high,  with  small, 

(2  or  at  most  3  inches  wide)  rounded,  heart-shaped,  firm  .and  glossy  dark-green  leaves, 
smooth,  or  rarely  slightly  hairy  on  the  under  side,  with  coarse  and  large,  or  broad  and 
bluntish  teeth. 

This  Southern  species,  known  under  the  name  of  Southern  Fo.r-grape,  Bullace  or 

Bullet  grape,  is  found  along  water-courses,  not  further  north  than  Maryland,  Kentucky 

and  Arkansas,  though  it  may  possibly  straggle  into  south-east  Missouri.    Some  of  its 
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cultivated  varieties,  especially  the  white  Scuppcniong,  are  highlj'  esteemed  in  the  South, 
but  do  not  produce  fruit  in  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis. 

I  recognize  onlj'  three  other  species  of  true  Grape-vines  in  the  territories  of  the 
United  States.  The  most  remarkable  of  these  is  the  Mustang  grape  of  Texas,  Vitis 

candlca?is,  Engelm.  {V.  Mustangensin,  Buckley,)  a  tall  climber,  with  rather  large, 

rounded,  almost  toothless  leaves,  white,  cottony  on  the  under  side,  bearing  hirge  berries, 
which,  like  those  of  the  wild  Labrusca,  show  different  colors,  greenii?h,  claret  and 

blui<;h-black  ;  and  which,  in  its  native  country,  are  made  into  wine.  In  young  shoots 
and  sprouts  the  leaves  are  usually  deeply  and  elegantly  many  lobed.  Vitin  Californica, 

Bentham,  the  only  wild  grape  of  California,  has  rounded,  downy  leaves,  and  small 

berries,  and  is  not  made  use  of  as  far  as  known.  Vitis  Arizonica,  Engelm.,  similar  to 

the  last,  but  glabrous,  with  middle-sized  berries,  reported  to  be  of  a  luscious  taste. 

Neitlier  of  these  show  a  prominent  raphe  on  the  seed,  so  that  this  character  is  peculiar 
to  the  first  three  species  here  enumerated. 

(15)  The  instances  that  have  come  to  my  knowledge  wliere  varieties  of  cinifei-a  have, 

in  some  measure,  succeeded  in  this  country  when  cultivated  out-doors,  are  very  few, 

except  around  New  Orleans  and  in  some  other  parts  of  Louisiana.  Successful  fruiting 

of  this  species  is  not  uncommon  there,  and  from  all  I  can  learn  this  exceptional  fact 

bears  directly  on  the  question  of  Phj'lloxera,  because  »««<c/t  of  the  land  is  of  a  sandy 
?iature,  and  the  water  in  most  of  it  rises  to  wit/iin  a  foot  or  a  few  jeet  of  the  surface.  It  is 

probable  that  success  has  attended  the  cultivation  of  this  vine  in  such  parts  only  of 

Louisiana  as  afford  these  conditions.  Such  conditions  are  unfavorable  to  the  growth 

and  increase  of  Phylloxera;  and  though  it  is  generally  supposed  that  the  Grape-vine 
must  have  a  dry  soil  and  will  not  endure  wet  feet,  I  am  assured  by  Dr.  .Tno.  S.  Copes, 

of  the  New  Orleans  Academj''  of  Science,  and  by  M.  A.  DuBois,  wine  merchant  of  the 

same  town,  that  the  vines  in  that  localitj'  must  necessarily  have  wet  feet.  There  is 
much  other  evidence  to  show  that  some  varieties  thrive  with  wet  roots  ;  and  the  follow- 

ing passages  from  an  article  detailing  the  experience  of  Mr.  J.  B.  Garber,  of  Colum- 

bia, Lancaster  county,  Pennsylvania,  and  confirmed  by  our  well-known  Saml.  Miller, 

of  Bluffton,*  are  so  full  of  meaning,  unsuspected  by  their  author,  in  connection  with 
what  we  know  of  Phylloxera,  that  I  can  not  refrain  from  quoting  them  : 

*  *  *  You  no  doubt  recollect  that  you  and  myself  once  being  in  Chester 

county  (at  Mr.  Carnogo's.  I  think),  we  noticed  a  grape  vine  of  such  luxuriant  appear- ance, and  bearing  so  enormous  a  quantity  of  fine,  perfectly  healthy  grapes,  that  we 
both  were  in  doubt  as  to  the  variety  until  the  owner  said  it  was  the  Catawba — which 
we  knew  was  a  general  failure  in  this  section  of  country.  Naturally  we  looked  for  the 
cause  of  this  extra  healthy  vine;  we  soon  noticed  that  it  stood  just  below  the  pump, 
where  all  the  waste  water  llowed  over  its  roots,  and  that  the  wasliltubs  were  all  emptied 
in  the  same  direction,  vvitii  all  the  slops  and  waste  water  from  tiie  house.  The  ground 

was  continually  soaked  with  water.  *  *  *  The  onlj'^  place  where  I  have  seen 
a  Black  ILinxburg  vine  grown  with  any  success  in  the  open  air,  was  in  our  neighboring 
county  of  York.  There  on  a  low  trellis  about  a  hundred  feet  long,  stood  a  row  of  this 
variety  on  a  low  bank,  two  feet  above  the  gutter  where  water  was  flowing  ni'arly  all  the 
time:  here  the  vines  had  at  least  wet  toesT  if  not  wet  feet,  the  year  round.  The  vines 
looked  healthy,  and  were  loaded  with  a  fair  crop  of  fruit  when  I  saw  them  some  ten 
years  since.  A  near  neighbor  has  his  vines  around  the  spring  hou>:e,  where  the  water 
is  standnig  all  about  and  over  the  roots,  so  much  so  that  he  has  laid  boards  alongside 
of  the  trellises  to  walk  on.  He  is  celebrated  for  taking  the  largest  and  bet^t  Isabella 
grapes  to  market.  His  vines  are  free  Irom  rot  or  mildew,  and  hold  their  leaves  until 
frost  removes  them.  Mj^  own  Concord  vines,  growing  where  the  roots  can  reach 
water,  are  far  more  healthj%  and  produce  more  perfect  and  better  grapes,  than  those 
standing  on  higher  and  dryer  ground — on  a  good  wheat  and  corn  soil. 

Is  it  not  plain  after  the  facts  I  have  recorded,  as  to  the  susceptibility  of  Eiu'opean 
vines  and  of  the  Catawba  to  Phylloxera,  and  as  to  the  etlicacy  of  water,  in  sufficient 

*Rural  World,  March  14, 1874. 
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quantities,  as  a  reinedj%  that  those  vin<;s  owed  their  exceptional  life  and  vigor  to  free- 

dom from  Phylloxera  as  much  as  to  excess  of  moisture,  and  perhaps  to  the  former 

eutirelj'  ? 

According  to  Molhausen,  what  is  most  probably  the  European  ̂ ^nc,  since  it  was 

first  broufrht  from  Spain,  flourishes  around  El  Paso,  New  Mexico  ;  but  the  system  of 

culture  is  curious  and  exceptional.  The  vines  are  cut  down  to  the  ground  each  year, 

and  in  sprint  the  vineyards  are  submerofed  until  the  soil  is  thorou<j[hly  soaked.  In 

Prof.  Planchon's  words:  -'Is  this  not  the  very  system  of  inundation  of  ]\r.  Faucon. 

applied  by  peoj>le,  who.  without  knowing  it,  thus  kill  the  Phylloxera  on  their  vines." 
Mr.  D.  T.  Jewett,  of  St.  Louis,  has  been  measurably  successful  in  the  out-door 

growth  of  European  vines.  His  success  is  so  exceptional  that  it  has  been  very  gene- 
rally considered  and  discussed  for  some  years  back  at  the  meetings  of  the  Mississippi 

Valley  Grapo-growers'  Association.  It  is  generally  attributed  to  the  effect  of  the  intra- 
mural atmosphere,  which  rivals  that  of  almost  any  city  in  the  world  in  the  amount  of 

lime  dust  and  bituminous  coal  smoke  with  which  it  is  impregnated.  But  the  following 

letter,  which  1  print  because  it  gives  an  authentic  account  of  this  interesting  experi- 

ence, indicates  pretty  clearlj',  that  the  exceptional  success  is  owing  more  to  the  treat- 
ment of  soil  than  to  atmospheric  influences,  though  these  may  have  helped,  together 

with  the  thorough  enclosure  and  isolation  of  the  vines  from  other  vineyards,  which 

doubtless  for  a  time  precluded  the  work  of  Phylloxera.  I  have  italicised  such  portions 
of  the  letter  as  I  wish  to  draw  especial  attention  to  : 

Prof.  C.  V.  lliLK\—Dear  Sir  : 

In  answer  toyoiir  inquiries  about  what  success  I  have  had  in  the  out-door  culture 
of  "foreign  grapes,"  I  will  give  you  briefly  the  materinl  facts. 

In  the  spring  of  18^g  I  purchased  of  a  nurseryman  a  few  varieties  of  gr.npes.  and 
told  him  to  give  me  one  or  more  whlfe  grapes.  I  set  out  the  white  one  on  th(-  south- 

east corner  of  my  house  (which  is  on  the  south  side  of  the  street).  I  dug  for  it  a  bed 
about  three  feet  deep  into  the  yellow  clay  soil,  and  Ave  or  six  feet  in  diameter,  and 
filled  it  with  top  soil,  ihoroughly  »ii.fed  with  miima-e,  sand  and  some  hones,  and  set  out  the 
vine  in  it.  It  grew  very  well,  but  died  down  during  the  winter.  I  laid  it  down  the  fol- 

lowing winter,  and  covered  it  with  straw,  boards,  etc.,  but  still  it  died.  About  the  third 
winter  I  laid  it  down  and  covered  it  four  or  five  inches  deep  with  earth,  and  it  came  out 
the  next  spring  in  perfect  condition  and  bore  grapes,  and  upon  careful  examination 
they  proved  to  be  the  Golden  Chasselas.  1  also  got  at  the  same  time,  and  set  out  and 
treated  in  the  same  way,  what  proved  to  be  the  true  European  Rulander— not  what  is 
generally  called  here  the  Rulander  or  Ste.  Genevieve,  though  it  looks  and  bunches  very 
much  like  it,  but  is  a  much  better  grape  for  the  table.  In  the  spring  of  ISGl  I  bought 

and  set  out  the  Black  Hamburgh,  the  Black  Prince,  the  "  White  Scotch  Cluster"  and 
the  early  "  Malvasia,"  as  the  nurseryman  called  the  last  two.  I  set  them  out  in  the 
south  end  of  my  garden  (my  lot  was  50  feet  by  135),  which  had  been  low  grou7id,  but 
which  I  had  filled  in  irith  top  soil  and  nmnnre,  sand  and  lime,  iti  layei's,  and  had  had 
shoveled  over  and  well  mixed,  .so  that  there  was  a  rich,  mellow  soil,  about  three  feet  deep, 
all  over  my  garden.  These  all  grew  well  and  bore  a  few  grapes  the  third  summer,  and 
a  good  crop  the  fourth  summer.  I  have  taken  as  high  as  twenty  |)0unds  in  a  season, 
from  each  of  a  Black  Hamburgh  and  a  Golden  Chasselas  ;  but  generally  from  five  to 
ten  pounds.     1  havo  had  bunches  that  weighed  about  a  pound,  a  little  more  or  less. 

About  the  middle  of  November  of  each  year  I  trimmed  them,  laid  them  down  and 
buried  them  three  or  four  inches  or  nu5re  deep  with  tlirt.  and  never  lost  one  till  the 
winter  of  1871-2.  I  trained  them  generally  on  trellises,  as  you  would  the  Concord, 
generally  with  two  arms  and  uprights,  letting  them  branch  near  the  ground,  so  that 
they  could  be  easily  stretched  upon  the  ground  to  cover  up.  In  181)5  1  bought  a  lot,  of 
25  feet  front,  on  the  east  side  of  my  other  lots,  had  it  dug  over  about  two-and-a-half  teet 
deep,  heavily  manured  and  slacked  lime  put  on  it,  and  planted  with  vegetables  for  two 
years,  and  dug  over  two  or  three  times  till  the  soil  was  thoroughly  broken  up  and 
mixed  ;  and  in  the  spring  of  ISOS,  I  set  out  in  it  about  one  hundred  Chasselas  and  Itu- 
landers,  which  I  had  propagated  by  cuttings  from  the  first  I  had.  These  grew  finely 
and  bore  some  in  1870  and  a  good  crop  in  1871.  In  the  fall  of  ISlii)  a  hou-e  was  built  on 

the  lot  adjoining  my  garden  on  the  east,  and  it  took  off"  a  large  portion  of  the  sun, especially  in  the  mornings.  The  fall  of  1871  was  very  dry,  and  tim  following  winter 
very  colli,  and  in  the  spring  of  1872  when  my  grapes  were  taken  out  of  the  ground,  the 
wood  looked  as  jrreen  and  well  as  ever  ;  but  about  one-half  of  my  younger  grapes  and 
some  of  the  older  ones  never  put  out  buds,  and  gradually  dried  up.     Others  were  very 
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feeble,  producing  small  wood  and  scarcely  any  fruit,  and  many  of  them  died  the  next 
winter,  so  that  Ihave  lost  about  all  the  hundred  set  out  in  1808.  and  some  of  my  older 
ones,  and  the  other  older  ones  have  dont^  poorly  for  two  sunmicrs  past.  About  the  best 
I  now  have  are  the  Ciiasselas,  set  out  in  1858.  and  a  Black  Hamburgh  set  out  about  1801 
as  a  cutting.  My  Concord  grapes,  which  I  set  in  ISGl,  and  which  did  liiiely  till  within 
two  years,  have  also  failed  badly. 

"Within  a  few  years  ram}'  houses  have  been  built  near  me.  and  thousrh  none  but the  one  I  have  named  keep  any  sun  from  my  garden,  still  they  have  added  much  to 
the  smoke  and  coal  soot  that  settles  around. 

AVhether  it  was  the  dry,  cold  winter  of  1871-2,  the  want  of  sun  to  ripen  the 
wood,  the  cr)  il  smoke  and  soot,  one  or  all  together  that  have  done  the  mischief,  I  cau 
not  sav.  Whether  your  giape-louse  has  had  a  hand  in  it,  I  do  not  know,  as  I  have  made 
no  examination. 

The  Ciiasselas  has  orenerally  done  the  best  of  the  foreign  varities  I  have  culti- 
vated, but  the  Black  Hamburgh.  Black  Prince.and  Rulander  h.ivedont'  well.  They  have 

not  had  any  protection  in  summer  exc^-pt  such  as  was  given  by  my  house  on  the  north 
•side,  and  a  high,  close  board  fence  on  the  other  sides  of  the  garden.  Those  at  a  dis- 

tance trotn  the  house  do  as  well  as  those  near  it.  The  oldest  Chasselas  was  in  good 
beirins;  for  ten  or  eleven  years,  and  I  bi^lieve  would  have  continued  many  years  longer, 
^md  all  the  others,  but  for  the  circumstances  I  have  named. 

I  have  satistied  m}"self  that  with  intelligent  care,  the  varieties  I  have  named  cau 
be  grown  in  this  climate  without  the  protection  of  glass,  and  give  the  cultivator  an 
abundance  of  delicious  table  grapes  out  of  his  own  garden,  as  I  have  had  for  many 
.vears.  He  must  have  a  sunny  garden,  protected  on  the  north  and  we-t  at  least,  and  a 

deep,  rich  soil.  Two  days'  labor  in  the  fall  and  two  in  the  spring  will  lay  down  and  take 
np  a  hundred  vines  and  raore.'^' 

Yours,  respectfullv, 
D.  T.  JEWETT. 

Of  numerous  varieties  of  rinlfera,  mostly  received  from  California,  and  planted 

on  their  own  roots,  by  3Ir.  George  H.  Gill  of  Kirkwood.  all  have  died  except  one  which 

he  obtained  under  the  name  of  Malagar,  and  which  still  lives,  though  not  in  the  most 

flourishing  condition,  and  with  the  roots  thickly  covered  with  lice.  Whether  in  buuch, 

berry  or  leaf,  this  vine  looks  very  much  like  Bebecca,  and  as  its  history  can  not  be 

traced  bj"  Mr.  Gill  with  any  satisfaction,  it  is  more  than  likely  that  it  is  not  vinifera. 
Both  Dr.  Engelmann  and  Prof.  Planchon  are  at  least  of  this  mind,  after  making  careful 

comparisons. 

Mr.  M.  J.  Labiaux,  of  Ridgeway,  Warren  Co.,  North  Carolina,  nothing  daunted 

by  previous  failures,  imported  and  planted  last  spring  one  hundred  thousand  cuttings 

from  the  south  of  France.  There  was  not  a  Phylloxera  on  their  roots  last  fall  when 

Prof.  Planchon  visited  him,  and  the  young  vines,  notwithstanding  an  unusually  dry 

season,  had  made  a  most  luxuriant  growth.  The  Phylloxera  was,  however,  found  in 

the  neighborhood.  I  do  not  doubt  that  with  proper  care  and  culture  Mr.  Labiaux  will 

yet  be  able  to  laugh  achis  incredulous  and  discouraging  neighbors,  if  he  can  only  master 
ihe  root-loKSc. 

(16)  It  were  vain  to  attempt  to  anticipate  results,  and  while  some  of  the  past 

grafdng  experience  in  this  countr\'  is  not  of  the  most  encouraging,  there  is  nothing  to 
indicate  that  good  results  may  not  follow  thorough,  full  and  systematic  experiments  ; 

while  much  of  said  experience  bears  directly  on  the  Phylloxera  question.  The  Clinton 

has  been  very  largely  imported  into  France  for  stock  purposes;  but  whether  it  will 

prove  as  valuable  as  Norton's,  Cunningham  or  Herberaont,  remains  to  be  seen  Mr. 
Bush  places  little  value  on  it  as  a  stock,  because  of  its  great  tendency  to  sucker  and 

sprout  and  to  supplant  the  graft.  But  precisely  that  which  would  prove  best  for  us  in 

this  country  might  not  prove  best  in  France;  and  the  very  qualities  for  which  Mr.  Bush 

would  condemn  the  Clinton  are  those  which  the  French  vine-growers  need.    Thej'  need, 

•Since  the  uliove  k-ttev  was  written,  and  wliile  these  jmges  .ire  jr"'",^  thr<)uj,'h  the  press,  Mr.  T.ugger 
has,  at  my  reiiuest,  luide  an  eManiination  ot'  these  vines,  as  1  had  had  no  opportnnity  ot'doinj;'  so  helbre. He  reports  them  in  very  ])rior  condition,  and   linds  evidence  of  Pliylloxera  in  llie  swollen  anil   rotting 
1'OOt.s. 
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lir^tof -111  a  vine  stock  which  is  Phylloxera-proof.    The  Clinton
  comes  as  near  being 

so  -IS  the  other  varieties  mentioned,  and  its  tendency  to  sp
rout  will  prove  no  obstacle 

to  such  careful  cultivators  as  the  French,  if  it  only  fulf
ills  tiie  other  want;  while  its 

<vroater  susceptibility  to  the  leaf-alls  will  be  of  comparati
vely  triflino:  moment  if  grown 

t\n-  its  own  fruit,  (see  ante   p.  :5(5).  and,  of  course,  no  object
ion  at  all  if  used  only  as  stock. 

The  Rent/  is  very  highlv  spoken  of  by  Mr.  E.  A.  Riehl  
of  Alton,  and  by  Mr.  Bush,  as 

<,ne  of  our  most  promising  N.  A.  varieties.    I  have  yet  ha
d  no  opportunity  ot  studying 

it  in  connection  with  Phvlloxcra.  but  as,  according  to  Mr.
  Bush,  it  makes  luxuriant  roots, 

it  doubtless  enj<»vs  the  immunity  belonging  to  a  certai
n  group  of  its  species,  Labrusca. 

Just  as  these  pa°-es  are  going  through  the  press,  a  fact  c
omes  to  light  through  a 

communication  by  P^of.  Planchon  to  the  Messager  du  Mi
di  (Apr.  21,  1874)  which  greatly 

strengthens  the  hope  that  the  most  satisfactory  result
s  will  follow  tlie  introduction  into 

Prance  of  our  r.sisting  vines.    It  appears  that  on  a  piece  
of  land  adjoining  the  town  of 

lloquemaure,  and  in  the  verv  locality  on  the  banks  of  t
he  Ehone.  forming  one  of  the 

centers  where,  as  has  been  clearly  ascertained,  the  Phyll
oxera  made  its  lirst  appearance 

nine  years  ago,  M.  Bortv,  a  wine  merchant  of  the  plac
e,  and  owner  of  a  fine  vineyard, 

tindino- that  his  French  vines  were  suffering  from  Oidium.  and 
 under  the  impression 

that  American  vines  did  not  suffer  from  that  fungus,  imp
orted  154  specimens  of  the 

litter  about  the  vear  1862.     Most  of  these  vines,  after  so  lo
ng  a  trial,  are  not  only  liv- 

m-  but  luxuriant  and  full  of  vigor;  and  indicate  a  resis
tance  to  the  insect  in  singular 

contrast  to  the  French  vines  in  the  same  enclosure.     Of  th
ese  last  most  have  been  killed 

by  the  PhvUoxera,  while  a  few  barely  survive.    Of  the
  nature  of  the  resisting  Ameri- 

<-an  vines.* Prof.  Planchon,  who.  at  the  instance  of  the  publisher
  of  the  journal  above 

mentioned,  personallv  visited  ihem,  in  company  with  m
embers  of  the  Agricultural  boci- 

ety  of  Vaucluse,  recoo-.iized  with  certainty  the  Clinton,  a
nd  some  of  the  others  were 

received  under  the  names  of  -  Post-Oak,  "  "  Ives  Seedling,  "  "
  Clara,  "  etc.    But  a  most 

interesting  feature  of  this  experience,  which  has  remaine
d  so  long  unknown  and  unpub- 

lished, is  that  the  Delaware  and  the  Isabella  have  both  been  up
rooted  because  of  the 

manner  in  which  they  suffered  from  Phylloxera. 

This  experience  gives  every  assurance  that  our  Ameri
can  vines  which  resist  the 

disease  at  home  will  retain  the  same  power  when  grown 
 on  the  other  side  of  the  At- 

lantic. , 

Recrardinc^  the  experience  in  grafting  in  this  country,  there
  are  many  published 

facts  like  that  recorded  of  Mr.  P.  Manny  of  Freeport,  Ills., 
 who,  finding  that  his  Dela- 

ware lona  and  Salem  vines  lost  their  lower  roots  [doubtless  by  Ph
ylloxera],  remedied 

the  matter  by  grafting  on  to  Clinton  (Rep.  4,  p.  71,  note) ;
  but  Ishall  here  record  only 

such  facts  bearing  on  the  subject  as  have  come  to  my  knowl
edge,  and  are  yet  unpub- 

lished. 

In  the  herbarium  of  the  Philadelphia  Academy  of  Natural
  Science.  Prof.  Planchon 

and  myself  found  a  specimen,  evidently  of  the  European  
vinifera,  and  so  labeled,  with 

the  following  note,  probably  from  the  pen  of  Mr.  Buckle
y,  well  known  to  botanists  for 

his  studies  of  our  grape-vines :  -  No.  79,  Black  Sweet  
Grape  ;  Introduced.  Flourishes 

finely  when  engrafted  on  a  Mustang  Stock.  I  have  kno
wn  it  when  engrafted  onastrong 

Mustancr  favorably  situated,  to  produce  ten  bushels  of  gra
pes  the  fourth  year.  Will 

not  thrive  on  its  own  roots  without  a  great  deal  of  careful  nursing.     Blo
oms  in  Aprd  ;  ripe 

in  August."  . 

Thouo-h  proving  nothing  definite,  the  following  result  of  gral
tuig,  made  at  my 

request  by  N.  DeWyl  of  Jefferson  City,  will  yet  have  so
me  interest.  The  grafts  were 

made  in  the  spring  of  1872  : 

Catawba  on  Clinton-Good  growth;  healthy,  with  no  galls  on 
 leaves  and  few  lice 

-.n  roots.     Catawba  on  Concord-Good  he;iUhy  growth  ;  more  vigo
rous  than  on  its  own 
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roots  ;  no  leaf-lice,  and  few  root-lice.  Catawba  on  Norton's  Virginia— Slow  growth'; 
no  insects  observed.  Rulander  on  Catawba— Weak,  slow  growth  ;  plenty  of  root-lice  ; 
died  in  the  fall  of  1873.  Maxatawney  on  Catawba— Same  as  Rulander.  Herbemont  on 

Catawba— Total  failure-  Maxatawney  on  Clinton— Good  growth  and  healthy  ;  no  galls- 
on  leave-  and  but  few  lice  on  roots.  Goethe  on  Taylor— Good  growth  ;  no  galls  on  leaves, 
but  root-lice  rather  abundant. 

The  following  experience  coninumicated  by  Mr.  Theod.  Engelmann,  of  Looking- 
glass  Vineyards,  Mascoutah,  Ills.,  is  by  no  means  encouraging.    lie  writes  : 

The  subject  is  not  new  to  me  and  to  my  neighbors  engaged,  like  me,  in  vine-cul- 
ture, and  I  am  sorry  to  say  that  our  experience  does  not  encourage  the  hope  of  success 

which  you  anticipate.  U  e  have  been  graftinsr  vines  more  or  less  for  many  years,  and 
as  a  general  ruie  have  selected  as  stock  to  graft  new  or  tender  varieties  upo"ii,  the  roots of  the  stroiige.-t  and  hardiest,  but  we  have  not  followed  any  systeniHtic  or  scientific 
course,  and  have  not  had  the  light  before  us  which  your  observations  <»f  late  vears  have 
shed  upon  the  suliject.  1  have  lonas  on  their  own  roots  and  also  on  Clinfoii  ;  I  never 
had  a  sound  hunch  of  grapes  from  either.  If  there  is  anv  difference  it  is  in  favor  ofT 
those  on  their  own  roots.  I  have  Goethe  on  their  own  nTots.  also  ou  Clinton  and  on 
Concord,  and  I  can  see  no  difference  in  the  growth  aud  health  of  the  vines  and  fruit. 
My  next  nei^rhhor,  Mr.  Nestel,  has  graftal  on  a  Delaware  root  a  Concord  vine,  leavino- 
also  a  vine  or  cane  of  the  Delaware,  so  as  to  raise  both  Delaware  and  Concord  orapes 
on  the  same  stock;  the  Concord  ic  perfectly  healthy  and  ripens  its  fruit  to  perfection^ 
while  the  Delaware  shows  all  the  symptoms  of  disease  to  which  this  vine  is  liable ;  yet 
Mr.  Nestel  thinks  that  these  symptoms  do  not  appear  quite  as  early  in  the  s -ason  and 
are  not  so  marked  as  on  the  vines  growing  on  their  own  roots,  and  concludes  that  the 
Concord  is  imparting  some  of  its  blood  and  health  to  its  Siamese  twin-brother.  He 
has  also  a  Delaware  on  Concord  root,  but  can  see  no  difference  between  it  and  those 
on  their  own  roots.  Mr.  Hecker  has  experimented  with  European  vines.  He  had 
them  ou  Clinton,  on  Concord,  and  on  the  roots  of  the  wild  Summer  grape  {cestivalin),- 
they  weie  as  much  affected  with  disease  and  died  within  a  few  years,  the  same  as  those- on  their  own  roots. 

Mr.  Riehl,  of  Alton,  Ills.,  who  grafted  onto  Concord  some  lonas,  Ives,  Maxataw- 

ney, Creveling,  Walter,  and  several  varieties  of  Rogers'  Hybrids,  some  five  years  ago, 
is  also  of  the  opinion  that  the  trouble  can  not  be  remedied  by  grafting. 

Yet,  again,  in  the  vineyard  of  Mr.  G.  H.  Gill,  of  Kirkwood,  there  are  a  number  of 
vinifera  vines,  received  from  California,  that  have  been  grafted  onto  Concord  roots  since 
1869;  and  these,  though  some  of  them  have  been  declining  for  the  past  two  years,  are 
yet  living ;  while  the  same  kinds  on  their  own  roots,  planted  at  the  same  time,  are- 
dead. 

These  statements  are  sufficient  to  show  that  experience  is  conflicting,  and  that 
while  it  would  be  unwise  to  draw  conclusions  now,  there,  is  much  to  hope  for  from- 
future  experiment.  Indeed,  so  much  depends  on  future  experiments  that  I  have  sent  the- 
following  circular-letter  to  a  number  of  my  grape-growing  correspondents,  and  shall' 
consider  it  a  favor  if  any  of  the  readers  of  this  Report,  who  are  interested,  will  next; 
year  comply,  as  far  as  they  are  able  to,  with  its  requests,  and  in  time  report  to  me  re- 

sults, or  publish  the  same  through  the  horticultural  press  of  the  country  : 

Dear  Sik  :  You  would  do  me  a  great  favor  if  you  would  institute,  as  far  as  you. 
conveniently  can,  the  following  experiments  in  grafting  the  vines  indicated  in  the  ap- 

pended list.  My  own  object  in  having  these  exneriments  made  is  to  ascertain  the  effect? 
of  graftniy  the  varieties  which  suffer  most  from  Phylloxera,  on  to  those  which  are  the 
least  susceptible  to  it  If  you  can  make  a  portion,  or  but  one  or  two,  of  the  experi- 

ments indicated,  I  shall  consider  it  a  great  favor  to  have  vou  do  so.  and  inform  me  pre- cisely as  to  the  numher  and  varieties  grafted,  the  character  of  vour  soil,  and  all  other- 
details  01  interest.  lam  instituting  .similar experiments  myself,  as  are  also  some  other 
of  niy  correspondents,  and  my  object  is  to  have  these  experiments  made  on  different 
soils,  and  in  different  latitudes.  In  the  course  of  two  or  three  vears  I  hope  to  gather 
together  the  results  from  all  quarters,  and  we  may  thus  be  enabled  to  drawconclusion.s: 
of  much  importance  to  grape-growers.  P'eeling  perfectly  convinced  that  the  injury  ta the  roofs  caused  by  Phylloxera  is  the  prime  cause  of  failure  of  many  of  our  more  deli- 

cate and  best  grapes.  1  have  every  hope  that  by  a  proper  system  of  grafting  these  onto 
the  roots  of  those  which  suffer  least  from  thatin-sect,  we  may  successfully  grow  several varieties  which  so  far  have  proved  delicate  and  unreliable. 
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Believing  that  the  interest  you  take  in  grape-culture,  and  the  sati'^faction  that 
will  come  of  the  consciousness  of  doing  something  to  advance  it,  will  repaj^  you  for 
what  little  trouble  you  may  go  to  in  instituting  these  experiments, 

I  am,  yours  very  trul\% 
C.  V,  RILEY. 

UOOTS     TO    USE   AS   STOCK. 

1.    Concord.  4.  Cutniingham. 

'2.     Clinton.  H.  Norton's  Virginia. 3.     Herbemont.  6.  Rentz. 
7.  Cynthiana. 

VARIETIES  TO  GRAFT  OX  TO  ANY  OR  A  1,1.  Of  THE  ABOVE. 

Of  First  Importance. 

1.  Catawba.  4.     Wilder. 
2.  lona.  f).    Goethe. 
3.  Delaware.  G.    Any  European  vine. 

0/  Secondary  Importance.. 

7.    Ives.  8.     Hartford  Prolitie. 
9.    Maxatawney. 

(17)  1  extract  from  the  Transactions  of  the  St.  Louis  Academy  of  Science  (VoL 

III,  pp.  215,  216)  the  following  descriptions  of  the  mites  mentioned  : 

Tyroglyphus  PHYLLOXERA  Riley  &  Planchon,  Fig.  16. — When  full  grown  0.03 

inch  long,  and  about  half  as  broad.  Color  pale  yellowish,  with  a  brownish  medio- 

dorsal  circular  .spot,  around  which  there  extends  a  gamboge-yellow  discoloration,  in 

some  specimens  restricted,  in  others  occupying  nearlj'  the  whole  upper  surface  of  the 
abdomen  ;  trophi,  legs,  especially  two  anterior  pair,  and  cephalothoracic  sutures,  of  a 

faint  rosj'-brow^n ;  the  epimera  of  a  deeper  brown.  The  hairs  of  the  body  arranged 
much  as  in  T.  siro,  Linn.,  springing  from  minute  papillje,  and  not  exceeding  in  length  J 

diameter  of  body.  Tarsal  or  terminal  joint  of  legs  with  a  short  and  prominent  basal 

hair  (d) ;  sometimes  tine  and  knobbed  at  tip,  sometimes  more  fleshy  and  rounded  at 

tip  (/) ;  often  lacking  on  the  two  hind  pairs;  also  sometimes  with  other  fleshy  growths 

(g) ;  tarsal  claw  usually  distinct  (d),  but  sometimes  retracted  or  obsolete  (A).  The  usual 

pair  of  small  tubercles  each  side  of  vulva,  ami  a  larger  flattened  circular  tubercle  each 

side  of  anal  slit  in  (^. 

When  immature  the  color  is  whiter,  with  less  of  the  yellow,  dorsal  discoloration,, 

and  the  hairs  are  relatively  longer.  The  form  varies  according  as  the  cephalothorax  is 

retracted  or  not,  and  the  abdomen  instead  of  being  oval  is  sometimes  constricted  in  the 

middle,  at  others  more  spherical. 

Many  of  the  characters  enumerated  belong  to  all  the  species  of  the  genus ;  and  in 

studying  large  numbers  it  is  diflficult  to  give  any  specific  diagnosis  which  shall  at  once 

distinguish  it  from  all  other  described  species.  To  do  so  will  require  continued  study 

of  all  the  stages  from  the  moment  of  hatching,  as  well  as  of  its  Hypopus  form— a  study 
which  I  have  not  yet  been  able  to  give. 

HoPLOPHORA  ARCTATA  Riley,  Fig.  17.— Length  0.028  inch  ;  diameter  scarcely  half 

the  length.  The  horny  shield  of  a  highly  polished,  smooth,  mahogany-brown.  Legs 
and  tropin  carneous-brown.  Dorsum  arched.  Differs  from  most  described  Hoplophora& 

in  the  verj'  smooth  and  unarmed  covering,  and  from  all  in  the  great  narrowness  of 
body. 

Found  associated  with  the  preceding,  and  probably  feeding  on  the  decaying  roots. 

It  is,  I  believe,  the  tirst  American  species  described. 
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(IS)  A  veiy  conclusive  proof  of  the  perfect  efficacy  of  iiiundation,  and  at  the  same 
tune  of  the  fact  that  Phjiloxeni  is  tiiesole  and  direct  cause  of  disease,  will  be  found  in 

the  lieport  recently  made  to  the  Minister  of  Agriculture  and  Commerce,  of  a  visit  to  the 

Tineyards  of  M.  Faucon  and  neighborhood,  by  a  commission  appointed  from  the  De- 

partment of  Herault.  With  the  exception  of  M.  Mares,  who  is  cautious  in  recommend- 

ing subn)ersion  lest  the  vines  suffer,  every  other  member  (M.  Vialla,  M.  de  Saint  Pierre 

and  M.  Gaston  Bazille)  considers  the  testimony  conclusive  that  to  immdation,  and  to  it 

alone,  is  due  the  resuscitation  of  M.  Faucon's  vineyards,  and  hit^hly  recommends  its 
adoption  wherever  feasible. 

In  1870,  M.  NicoUas,  of  Crau,  lost  a  large  vineyard  on  the  banks  of  the  Marseille 

canal,  through  Phylloxera.  In  1872,  finding  that  another  vinej'ard  which  be  owned 
was  attacked,  he  saved  it  by  complete  inundation  with  water  from  thePeyrolIes  canal — 
Comptus  Rexdus  de  I.Ac  des  Sc,  Ixxviii,  p.  G97.  Many  similar  instances  might  be  cited 

of  the  perfect  success  of  this  remedj'  where  properly  applied,  and  proving  that  the 
success  is  owing  solely  to  the  drowning  out  of  the  insect,  and  not  to  any  peculiar 
chemical  properties  in  the  water. 

(19)  M.  Faucon  discontinued  the  summer  inundations  last  year  because,  first:  he 

deems  them  not  absolutely  necessary;  secondly:  thej'^  cause  a  number  of  weeds  to  get 
the  start  which  it  is  afterward  difficult  to  repress  ;  thirdly  :  because  where  the  ground 

is  not  under-drained,  the  water,  settling  and  heated  by  the  summer's  sun,  injures  the 
vines  in  the  lower  places  and  depressions. 

(20)  Late  last  fall  I  received  a  box  of  grape  roots  with  an  accompanying  letter  from 

Mr.  G.  L.  Wratten,  Secretary,  on  behalfof  the  Sonoma  Wine-growers'  Club.  The  letter 
described  an  insect  which  might  be  the  Phylloxera,  but  the  earth  around  the  roots  had 

dried  to  a  powder,  and  1  could  find  no  possible  trace  of  the  insect  after  the  most  care- 

ful scrutiny.  In  answer  to  my  request  for  further  specimens,  1  received  a  letter  under 

date  of  January  13,  1874,  from  which  1  extract  the  following,  and  thus  the  matter  rests 
for  the  present : 

We  are  extremely  sorry  that  the  specimens  sent  did  not  arrive  in  good  order.  I 
took  p.iins  in  the  paitking.  Since  tlie  receipt  of  your  last  letter,  myself  and  members  of 
the  Club  have  examined  fully  one  thousand  vines  in  different  vineyards,  where  we  had 
no  difficulty  in  linding  them  before  our  winter  rains  set  in,  but  now  we  can  tinil  none, 
and  the  only  indication  is  a  little  of  the  yellowish  mold  from  the  old  wood,  and  a  few 
insects  dead,  swollen,  filled  with  water,  that  tl-ie  least  touch  burstslike  a  bubble.  Before, 

we.  could  pull  off'  a  little  of  the  old  outside  bark  and  either  remove  the  insects  with  a 
knife,  or  place  them  under  a  glass  and  see  them  full  of  life,  but  now  the  ground  is  full 
of  water.  We  have  now  had  about  fifteen  inches,  and  the  prospect  is  that  this  will 
be  a  wet  season.  The  vineyards,  a  week  ago,  could  not  be  gone  into  at  all,  without 
sinking  down  six  or  eight  inches.  We  expect  before  the  season  is  over  ten  or  twelve 
inches  more  of  rain,  and  if  we  get  it,  we  hope  never  to  see  or  hear  of  these  pests  again. 

*  *  Many  parties  are  pulling  up  every  vine  that  shows  any  symptoms  of 
having  been  attacked,  intending  to  let  the  ground  be  vacant  a  year,  treatit  with  lime 
and  strong  maiune,  and  then  plant  with  strong  rooted  vines. 

*  *  -X-  *  -A-  *  *  -X-  *  *  * 

(21)  Mr.  A.  S.  Fuller,  of  Ridgewood,  N.  J.,  informs  me  that  in  Mr.  C.  W.  Grant's  cel- 
ebrated vineyards  at  lona,  near  Peekskill,  N.  Y.,  vines  were  frequently  dug  up  on  account 

of  the  nodosities,  as  far  back  as  1858 ;  that  the  men  were  in  the  habit  of  combing  out 

the  roots  of  young  vines  to  be  sent  off,  with  their  fingers,  to  get  rid  of  the  knots  ;  also 
■that  vines  there  suffered  much  in  1800. 

Mr.  W.  N.  Barnet,  of  New  Haven,  Connecticut,  writing  to  the  Country  Gentleinun, 

under  date  of  April  28,  1873,  sas-^s : 
There  is  one  other  question  which  I  would  like  solved,  viz. :  a  remedy  for  the 

insect  that  infests  the  roots  of  some  nursery  grown  vines.  Choice  varieties  that  I  have 
■bought  from  large  propagators  have  had  this  disease— «  bloated  root— and  such  vines 
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are  sapped  at  the  foundation  and  f;iil  to  frrow.  iMy  only  remedy  has  been  to  destroy 
the  roots  and  re-root  th«  tops,  carelnlly  st'triiijr  thcni  ni  anotlier  place,  or  to  use  the  tops 
as  tjrafts ;  but  I  do  not  like  so  severe  :i  remedy. 

Can  you,  J[essrs.  Editors,  or  S,,  or  some  •' careful '' correspondent,  give  me  a milder  one.  ecjually  elfectiveV 

N.  N.  C.  a  correspondent  of  the  same  journal  {ibuf,  Aug.  28,  187:5.)  from  Sewanee, 

Tenn.,  speaks  of  his  Dela wares  being  badly  atfected,  and  refers  to  both  the  gall- and  the 
root-lice. 

Aroiuul  Philadelphia,  as  ilr.  Meehan  assures  me,  Catawba,  Delaware,  lona,  Isra- 
5iila,  and  most  varieties  except  Clinton  and  Concord,  have  more  or  less  failed. 

Mr.  II.  AV.  Ilavenel.  of  Aiken,  S.  C,  has  written  me  a  long  letter  describing  how 

inost  of  the  bunch  grapes  have  there  failed,  although  they  succeeded  admirably  for 

awhile.  L.  Froelich  testifies  (Rep.  Dep.  Agr.  1871,  p.  149,)  that,  in  North  Caro- 
lina, bunch  grapes,  after  the  first  few  years,  show  tendencies  to  disease.  Mr.  Berkmans 

gives  a  similar  account  for  Georgia. 

Mr.  H.  O.  Fairchild,  of  llammondsport,  X.  Y.,  writes  that  he  finds  Phylloxera  on 

his  lona,  Catawba  and  Isabella  vines  (other  varieties  not  having  been  examined)  which 

lately  appear  to  be  suffering. 

On  Kelley  Island,  Prof.  Planclion  found,  on  a  large  scale,  the  confirmation  of  what 

1  have  found  elsewhere.  The  Delaware  is  in  bad  condition,  while  the  Catawba,  though 

-uHiciently  health}'  here  and  there,  is  generally  suffering;  and  Mr.  Kelley  states  that 
it  is  failing  more  and  more.  In  years  past  Mr.  Kelley  was  in  the  habit  of  pruning 

the  roots  of  his  vines,  bj"  cutting  off  all  the  superficial  roots,  and  he  then  noticed  the 
nodosities.  The  habit  which  he  had  of  piling  these  knotted  rootlets  in  large  heaps  on 

the  top  of  the  ground,  doubtless  had  the  effect  to  kill  many  of  the  lice :  at  all  events, 

since  he  has  abandoned  the  practice  the  vines  have  been  getting  worse. 

j^22)  The  following  recorded  experience,  taken  during  the  past  few  months  from 

but  one  of  our  agricultural  journals— Co^/ia/r*-  Rural  World — and  touching  on  the  suc- 

cessfuFgrowth  of  native  varieties  which  suffer  more  or  less  from  Phylloxera,  and  gene- 
rally fail,  speaks  volumes  in  connection  with  what  we  know  of  the  influence  of  sand 

on  the  insect,  and  of  other  fiicts  I  have  recorded. 

Mr.  T.  Metzler,  of  Rhineland,  Mo.,  in  a  recent  number  writes  : 

I  will  admit  that  the  Catawba  is  not  such  a  profitable  producer  as  many  other 
■kinds.  This  grape  needs  difterent  culture,  location  and  soil  from  otiiergrapes.  I  raise 
■it on  a  place  on  tlie  .Missouri  river  where  the  sail  is  sandy  and  level.  It  is  a  place  that 
heretofore  would  have  been  neglected  by  a  great  many  vinejardists,  but  this  is  the 
place  for  the  lovely  Catawba. 

Mr.  E.  Baxter,  of  Nauvoo,  Ills.,  a  well-known  and  experienced  grape-grower, 

4xfter  considering  the  question  whether  or  not  grape-culture  and  wine-making  is  a  fail- 
ure in  this  countr.v,  says  {ibid,  Aug.  30,  1873) : 

I  have  now  in  my  mind  au  experiment  which  has  been  carried  on  for  the  last  six 
years  by  an  intimire  trien  1,  witli  intelligi^mie  to  direct  and  means  to  establish,  and  I 

"will  refer  to  him  and  his  vineyards  to  demonstrate  the  truths  I  wish  to  impress  on  my readers.  The  first  thing  that  attracts  the  attention  of  the  stranger  is  the  admirable 
selection  of  soil  and  situation  of  these  vineyards,  known  as  the  \Vliite  Elk  vineyards, 
and  situated  some  three  miles  north  of  Keokuk,  on  the  bluft's  which  skirt  tho  western 
shore  of  the  Mississippi  as  far  as  .Montrose,  and  facing  the  river,  which  they  almost 
reach  by  a  steep  descent.  The  scenery  of  the  country  is  very  picturesque  and  presents 
<i  surface  strongly  rolling  and  naturally  drained ;  this  is  no  prairie  with  a  level  surface 
and  a  strong,  black,  rich  vegetable  humus,  eausiiig  a  rank  vegetation.  On  the  contrary, 
the  soil  is  of  a  light  colored  clay  loam,  mitk  an  adinixture  of  sand  fro)n  the  sand)/  snarls 
of  the  loess,  which  forms  that  dry  calcareous  soil  which  a  longexpenence  iias  proven  to 
he  well  adapted  to  the  growth  of  grai)es,  as  it  also  contains  a  sufiicient  quantity  of  the 
oxyds  of  iron,  which  ou^ht  never  to  be  absent  from  those  wines  which  have  the  pre- 
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tension  to  be  medicinal.  There  are  seventy-three  acres  in  grapes,  chiefly  Concord, 
Catawba,  Clinton,  Ives.  Nortons  and  Dnlawares.  The  work  is  done  under  different 
squads  oif  men,  every  thinij  systematically  and  at  the  proper  time;  there  is  no  siash- 
injr,  breal^intj.  or  even  pinching  done  during  time  of  growth  ;  the  pruning  is  done  soon 
after  the  crop  is  garliered  ;  the  plowing  and  cultivation  is  thorough,  but  of  a  light  char- 

acter; the  soil  is  always  loose  and  no  weeds  are  sntf.-red;  and,  in  anticipation  of  mil- 
dew, the  vines  are  regularly  sulpliured  by  ineans  of  De  Lavorgue'' s  bellows.  No  uonder that  with  this  systematic  care  and  treatment  the  vines  are  full  of  vigor  and  of  fruit, 

notwithstanding  the  trying  weather  and  other  miseries  which  vines  have  had  to  en- 
counter for  the  past  few  years.  As  a  vineyard  it  is  a  success;  a  very  limited  loss  of 

vines  and  a  great  production  of  fruit,  the  Concord  for  a  red  wine,  and  the  Catawba  for 
white  wine  predominating,  they  being  without  a  doubt  our  preferred  national  wines. 

"  Uncle  Davy,"  of  Buck's  Hill,  KJ^,  whose  experience  Mr.  Samuel  Miller,  of  Bluff- 
ton,  vouches  for,  and  who  refers  the  fiiilure  he  mentions  to  rot,  writes  {ibid  Nov.  2, 

1873) : 

*  *  *  I  have  visited  nearly  ever3'  vineyard  worth  seeing  in  south- 
west Missouri  and  northwest  Arkansas  ;  have  been  in  correspondence  wiih  many  of 

the  owners,  and  have  yet  to  see  the  first  European  hybrid  or  Fox  Grape  (Ives  and  Ve- 
nango excepted)  that  would  produce  more  tlian  two  good  crops,  or  more  than  four 

that  would  pay  for  cultivation,  etc.  *  *  *  The  reports  of  the  press  are  gen- 
erally verj'  good,  but  so  was  mine  the  first  year,  and  so  will  be  that  of  nearly  every 

new  begiiMier.  The  failures  we  do  not  like  to  report — and  yet  they  are  much  more 
useful  to  study  than  success. 

Mr.  Miller  himself  writes  {ibid,  Feb.  28,  1874) : 

*  *  *  I  had  near  one  hundred  varieties  in  the  East,  among  them,  of 
course,  Catawba  and  Isabella ;  yet  I  never  raised  a  perfect  biuich  of  the  former  on  trel- 

lis, but  did  so  when  a  vine  ran  upon  a  small  apple  tree.  Isabellas  are  always  a  failure 
on  my  prepared  land — lower  drained  and  trenched  two  feet  deep — but  when  a  branch 
of  a  vine  planted  not  far  from  a  cherry  tree  took  hold  and  was  allowed  to  run  on  it, 
the  fruit  was  always  tine.  Also  a  Uarrigues,  a  variety  of  Isabella,  fails  on  a  trellis,  but 

where  it  has  t  iken  on  a  Bowman's  May  cherry  tree,  it  has  large  crops  of  splendid  fruit. 
One  year  when  the  grape  crop  was  almost  a  universal  failure,  I  visited  a  friend  in 

York  county.  Pa.,  who  had  extensive  vineyards,  but  no  good  fruit  except  a  vine  that 
ran  on  an  ailanthus  tree.  Another  season,  when  the  grape  crop  in  that  section  was 
nearly  a  failure,  a  friend  sent  me  a  basket  of  Catavvbas,  such  as  I  had  seldom  seen  or 

eaten,  and  so  good  and  hamlsome,  with  the  accompanying  note:  "  These  I  gathered 
this  morn  ing  from  a  Mazzard  cherry  tree,  sixty  feet  from  tlie  ground." 

Which  is  the  most  likely — that  the  tree  benefited  the  vine,  or  that  the  greater 
length  and  depth  of  root,  corresponding  with  the  greater  length  of  arm,  enabled  the 

vine  to  resist  its  hemipterous  and  subterranean  enemy? 

Of  similar  significance  is  the  experience  of  a  correspondent  of  the  Department  of 

Agriculture,  who  has  had  exceptional  success  with  a  vineyard,  on  the  Potomac,  some 

three  miles  above  Washington,  and  who  closes  a  communication  in  these  words  : 

I  am  animally  enlarging  my  vineyard,  which  now  comprises  about  six  acres  ;  ex- 
pect to  enlarge  it  to  ten  next  fall.  The  soil  and  sub-soil  prove  to  be  perfectly  adapted 

to  the  growth  of  the  grape,  being  composed  of  about  equal  parts  of  sand,  loam  and 
clay,  and  containing  considerable  quantities  of  mica,  with  a  sub-soil  of  rotten  rock, 
into  which  the  grape  roots  penetrate  several  feet.  It  is  also  just  porous  enough  to 
absorb  the  rains  ;  consequently  no  draining  is  required. 

The  columns  of  our  horticultural  press  abound  in  facts  like  the  above,  which, 

viewed  from  the  Phylloxera  stand-point,  have  a  deep  meaning;  and  I  entirely  agree 
with  Mr.  Husmann  when,  in  recently  demurring,  in  his  own  convincing  way,  from  the 

idea  that  trees  in  themselves  benefit  a  vine,  he  remarks,  {Rai-al  World,  March  21, 1874)  : 

"To  sum  up  our  wants,  I  think  we  want  longer  fixU  pruning,  early  and  judicious  sum- 
mer pruning,  more  room  for  our  vines,  and,  last  but  not  least,  more  thinking  and  ob- 

serving vintners,  who  know  what  they  are  doing  and  why  they  do  it." 

(23)  I  have  already  shown  (Rep.  5,  pp.  GS-9,  note)  how  unreliable,  as  an  observer^ 
is  M.  L.  Laliman,  of  Bordeaux,  France,  who  is  prominent  among  those  who  advocate 
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the  existence  of  the  Grape  Phjiloxora  on  fruit  trees.  xV  further  illustration  of  how  lit- 

tle can  be  depended  on  this  gentleman's  opinions,  maybe  here  mentioned  :  Bj'  request, 
he  sent  to  Montpellier,  as  I  am  informed  by  different  correspondents,  the  roots  of  a  sup- 

posed cherry  tree,  covered,  as  he  claimed,  with  Phylloxera.  A  single  glance  sutliced 

(o  show  those  more  competent  to  judge  in  such  matters,  that  the  supposed  cherry 

roots  were  in  reality  vine  roots — the  blunder  being  doubtless  caused  by  the  vine  roots 

<'xtending  to  and  intermingling  with  tliose  of  an  adjacent  cherry  tree. 

(24)  In  answer  to  a  writer,  in  tlie  monthly  report  of  the  Department  of  Agricul_ 

ture  for  January,  1874,  who  considers  that  the  true  cause  of  failure  in  the  out-door  cul- 

ture of  wmt/era  in  this  countrj'  is  due  to  "fungoid  growth,"  I  have  replicul  in  these 
words  (X  r.   Weekly  Tribune,  March  4,  1874)  : 

'•  Had  AY.  S.  witnessed,  as  I  have  done  over  and  over  again  in  this  part  of  the 
U.  S.,  and  as  Prof.  Planchon  lias  done  in  France,  the  gradual  decline  and  tinal  death 

of  varieties  of  Vitis  vinifera  with  no  Oidium  or  Peronospora  on  their  leaves,  but  with 

their  roots  covered  with  Phylloxera,  or  depleted  and  wasted  by  the  same,  he  would,  I 

think,  not  speak  so  positively  about  the  death  of  such  vines  being  due  to  fungus  growth. 

The  proper  use  of  sulphur  is  acknowledged  to  be  a  sovereign  antidote  for  the  fungus 

growths  mentioned,  and  has  so  proved  to  be  both  in  Europe  and  America;  and  were 

his  statement  really  true,  we  should  have  no  other  hindrance  to  the  successful  out-door 
growth  of  vinifera  in  this  country  than  a  liberal  use  of  that  mineral.  Unfortunately, 

such  has  not  proved  to  be  the  case  ;  and,  however  injurious  these  funguses  may  be,  I 

am  perfectly  convinced  that  Phylloxera  is  much  more  injurious,  and  that  it  kills  the 

vines  mentioned,  whether  with  or  without  the  aid  of  parasitic  plants." 
It  were  needless  here  to  repeat  the  reasons  which  I  gave  in  1871  for  considering 

tlKi  Phylloxera  more  potent  than  any  other  one  cause  in  destroying  the  European  vine 

with  us.  They  have  been  recently  set  forth  in  an  admirfible  manner  by  Prof.  Plan- 
chon in  an  elaborate  article  on  the  Phylloxera  in  Europe  and  America  {Revue  des  deux 

Mo7ides,  Feb.  1st  and  15th,  1874),  from  which  the  following  passage  is  so  much  to  the 

point,  and  so  fully  expresses  my  own  views,  that  I  shall  be  doing  my  readers  a  favor  in 

giving  it  a  liberal  translation  : 

"  In  presence  of  these  repeated  failures,  the  cause  has  very  naturally  been  sought. 

Explanations  in  such  cases  are  never  wanting  with  the  so-called  practical  man,  who, 

as  a  ruLs  disd:iins  scientific  research,  and  readily  contents  himself  with  vague  hypoth- 

eses, such  as  bad  weather,  difference  of  climate,  and  incapacity  in  the  plant  to  become 

acclimated.  If  such  causes  act  in  exceptional  cases,  can  they  be  applied  to  the  European 

vine  taken  as  a  whole,  i.  e.,  to  its  innumerable  varieties  that  flourish  in  Europe,  Asia 

and  Africa,  under  exti'^me  climatic  conditions,  from  Potsdam  to  the  Canaries,  and  even 

into  Egypt,  in  the  Fayoum  below  30°  of  latitude?  Does  not  North  America  possess 

all  varieties  of  climate,  i'rom  Florida  and  Louisiana,  where  the  Banana  ripens,  to 
Canada,  where  the  rivers  freeze  annually;  and  is  it  not  over  the  whole  extent  [of  the 

eastern  halt]  that  the  European  vine  has  failed  ?  Besides,  if  this  failure  is  owing  to  ex- 

tremes of  climate,  how  explain  the  fact  that  the  young  plants  prosper  well  at  first,  and 

gradually  decline  with  age?  Finally,  if  it  is  a  question  of  climate,  why  is  California 

studded  with  vast  vineyards  of  European  varieties,  all  flourishing,  and  cultivated  ever 

since  its  first  colonization  by  the  Spanish  ?  In  truth,  the  European  vine  finds  in  North 

America,  conditions  of  climate  and  soil  which  in  the  Old  World  would  give  it,  com- 

paratively, a  very  extended  range.  The  same  soils  are  found  on  both  sides  of  the  At- 

lantic :  acclimation  is  a  misnomer,  if  employed  to  mean  anything  else  than  that  a  plant 

js  modiiied  gradually,  by  possible  selection  in  its  descendants— modified,  I  say.  to  adapt 
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it  to  a  new  climate.  Therefore,  putting  aside  Mie  above  explanations,  wliat  remains  to> 

account  for  tlie  fatality  of  our  [the  European]  vines  in  the  United  States'?  A  single 
thing,  very  small  in  appearance,  very  powerful  in  realltj^ ;  hidden,  and  hence,  for  a 
long  time  ignored,  but  very  manifest  when  once  we  have  learned  to  see  it.  and  follow, 

by  careful  study,  its  eflfects.  first  on  the  roots,  then  on  the  entire  vine.  This  insignifi- 
cant atom,  which  is  legion,  is  none  other  than  the  Pliylloxera.  With  this  simple  and 

palpable  cause,  first  recognized  by  Riley,  and  which  my  recent  studies  in  America  have 

rendered  to  me  most  evident,  all  the  fixcts  may  be  connected  and  explained." 

(25)  PiiYLLOXEHA  TkiLKYi  Lichtensteiu.  — This  insect,  which,  from  specimens  sent 
tohim,  Lichtenstein  has  kindly  named  after  me,  but  of  which  I  have  not  yet  seen  his 

description,  may  be  characterized  in  comparison  with  vastatrir. 

Apterous  $ — Length  O.OIG  inch,  or  rather  more  than  a  third  as  large  as  vastatri.i\ 
with  which  it  agrees  in  color.  Proportionally  more  slender,  with  the  abdomen  more 

tapering.  Body  insected  and  covered  with  tubercles  very  much  as  in  wiiigless  radicl- 
cola  torm  of  mstatrix,  but  with  an  additional  pair  on  the  head,  and  those  on  the  seventh 

abdominal  joint  always  distinct.  These  tubercles  concolorous  with  the  bod\%  Jleshy,. 

more  or  less  elongate— from  1-12-1-G  the  width  of  middle  body — and  surmounted  at 

tip  with  a  short,  dark  hair.  The  anterior  turbercles  longest ;  the  lateral  outline  show- 

ing a  series  of  thirty-six  such  tubercles,  nearly  equidistant,  springing  at  about  right 

angles  from  surface.  The  intermediate  dark  points,  on  thoracic  insections,  also  as  iu' 

vas-int)-ij\  Antennae  precisely  as  in  vasiatriu-.  Legf^  with  the  ends  of  tibia;  more- 
swollen,  and  the  claws  more  promineiit.  Venter,  with  a  dusky  tubercle  just  inside 

each  coxa.  Pupa,  (Fig.  18,  a)  with  the  tubercles  prominent,  and  the  pale  mesothoracie 

portion  occupying  more  of  the  body.  Winged  insect,  (Fig.  18,  h)  with  the  dark  meso- 

thoracie band  much  as  in  vastatrix-^  the  wings  more  slender  and  somewhat  more 
fuliginous,  with  the  costal  angle  more  produced  and  blunt,  and  the  hook  larger  on 

secondaries;  the  antenn;e  (Fig.  IS,  c)  with  the  third  joint  and  the  horny  parts  propor- 

tionally longer.  Also  presenting  two  forms  of  body  and  wing  as  in  vastatrir,  the  un- 

doubted $'s  also  much  the  more  numerous.  Newly-hatched  larva  smooth,  with  dark 
limbs  and  eyes,  the  tubercles  increasing  with  each  molt,  and  sometimes  noticeable 
before  the  first. 

The  species  is  less  prolific,  and  the  eggs  proportionally  larger,  than  in  castatrixy 

but  in  the  tarsal  characters  of  the  young  and  more  mature  individuals,  and  in  all  other 

features  not  mentioned,  there  is  perfect  correspondence.  The  tubercles,  as  already  in- 
dicated, are  very  variable  in  size.    Numerous  specimens  examined. 

(2G)  I  have  such  faith  in  the  unity  of  habit  and  unity  of  biological  traits  in  the 

same  genus,  that  I  fully  expect  that  future  inquiry  will  show  that  the  European  Oak 

Phylloxera  has  a  similar  winter  habit,  and  that  the  apterous  and  mouthless  sexual  in- 
dividuals discovered  by  Balbiani,  in  the  European  species,  exist  in  ours;  and  the  same 

argument  Avill  apply  to  the  Grape  Phylloxera.  What  is  clear,  however,  for  the  two 

species  here  treated  of,  is,  that  the  solitary  and  fecundated  e^g,  if  it  occurs,  is  not  neces- 
sarily hibernal.  The  production  of  these  sexed  individuals  tnay  form  a  definite  phase 

in  the  annual  development  of  either  species;  but  as  the  number  of  viviparous  parthe- 
nogenetic  generations,  and  the  production  of  eggs  in  the  true  Aphides,  are  known  ta 

depend  more  on  temperature  and  external  conditions  than  on  any  definite  biological 

inherency,  1  strongly  suspect  that  the  same  will  hold  true  of  Phylloxera;  and  that  the 

sexed  individuals,  while  produced  mostly  in  the  fall,  maj'  also  be  produced  at  other 
seasons  ;  further,  that  the  young  from  the  impregnated  eggs  will  differ  in  nowise  from 

those  from  the  unimprcgnated,  except  in  their  greater  vigor  and  fertility. 
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One  fact,  which  is  not  now  interprctable,  but  may  have  a  significance  in  future,. 

[  feel  constrained  to  record  in  this  connection.  It  is  that,  in  examining  vastairix,  I 

have  occasionally  met  with  degraded  $'s  (,^  form  of  radicicola)  in  which  the  abdomen, 
Instead  of  containing  numerous  small  ova,  was  well-nigh  filled  with  a  single  much 

larger  egg.  Every  observed  fact  leads  to  others  yet  unknown  and  unsuspected;  and' 
the  full  history  of  Phylloxera  has  yet  to  be  written  ! 

THE  BLUE  CATERPILLARS  OF  THE  VINE. 

Having  treated,  disconnectedlj'',  in  my  first  three  Reports  of  cer- 
tain caterpillars,  witli  zebra-like  markings,  which  depredate  on  the 

Grape-vine,  and  which,  from  their  bluish  general  appearance,  are  pop- 

ularly designated  "  blue-caterpillars,"  it  will  be  well  to  bring  them 
together  in  one  article,  illustrating  their  distinguishing  characteris- 

tics, and  correcting  all  previous  error  or  confusion.  This  is  the  more 

necessary,  as  our  ability  to  counterwork  their  injuries  depends  some- 
what on  our  being  able  to  distinguish  between  them. 

There  are  four  distinct  species  of  moths,  whose  larvce,  in  form  and. 

marking,  all  bear  a  striking  resemblance  to  each  other;  three  of 

which,  and  perhaps  all  four,  feed  on  the  Vine.     We  have — 

1.    THE  GRAPE-VINE  EPIMEXIS— Ps2/'-'^"^"'0'7^/'«  epimcnis,  Drury. 

(Ord.  Lepidoi'teka ;  Fani.  Zyg.exid.e.) 

[Fig.  20.] 
This  is  a  half-looper 
when  young.  It  works 
mostly  in  the  spring 
in  the  terminal   buds. 

[Fig.  21.] 

PSYCHOMORPHA    EPIME- xis :— Male  moth. p.sYCHOMORPHA  EPiMENis:— (7,  luvvu ;  b,  Oil-  drawiug  the  leavcs  to 

Inl^'oi^lof^ltnl'  '■''"■'  ''  '""'^"^gether  by  a  few  weak  silken  threads. 
It  always  lives  hidden  within  a  sort  of  hollow  ball  made  of  leaves  thus 

drawn  together.  It  quits  feeding  by  the  end  of  May ;  bores  into  wood 

or  other  sufficiently  soft  substance  at  hand,  neatly  covering  up  its 

retreat ;  remains  hidden  as  a  chrysalis  till  the  next  spring,  when  it 

issues  as  a  moth  (Fig.  21),  of  a  velvety-black  color,  conspicuously 
marked  with  white  and  brick-red.  It  is  distinguished  by  having  only 
four  transverse  black  stripes  to  each  joint,  the  intermediate  space 

white  (Fig.  20.)  I  have  found  it  much  more  common  than  the  others 

in  St.  Louis  county.  On  the  authority  of  Mr.  Abbot,  this  species  feeds 

also  on  the  wild  Trumpet  Creeper  ( Bignonio  radicans).  For  the- 
entomological  reader,  I  repeat,  with  little  alteration,  the  description, 
already  published  : 
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PsTCHOMORPHA  EPiMENis,  Drury—Lari^a.— General  appearance  bluish.  The 

ground  color  is,  however,  pure  white,  and  the  apparent  bluish  cast  is  entirely  owing  to 

the  ocular  ddusioii  produced  by  the  white  with  the  transverse  black  bands  as  in  Alypia 

■ociomaculata.  Tr:insversely  banded  with  four  black  stripes  to  each  joint,  the  third  and 

fourth  being  usually  rather  wider  apart  than  the  other  two,  and  diverging  at  the  lower 

sides,  where  they  make  room  for  two  more  or  letis  conspicuous  dark  spots  placed  one 

below  the  other;  the  third  on  some  of  the  middle  joints  is  frequently  broken,  with  au 

anterior  curve,  just  above  stigmata,  and  on  joints  2  and  3  it  is  twice  as  thick  as  the  rest. 

Cervical  shield,  hump  on  joint  11.  anal  plate,  legs  and  venter,  dull  pale  orange.  Joint  1 
with  about  14  large  shiny  piliferous  black  spots,  S  of  which  form  two  rows  on  the  cervi- 

cal shield  (those  in  the  anterior  row  being  largest  and  farthest  apart,)  and  six  of  which 

are  lateral,  namely,  three  each  side,  with  more  or  less  distinct  dusky  marks  betv\'een 
and  in  front  of  them.  The  spots  on  the  hump  are  usually  placed  as  at  Figure  20,  c,  but 

vary  very  much,  though  the  four  principal  ones  on  the  top  are  generally  placed  in  a 

square.  The  anal  plate  is  marked  with  8  such  spots,  very  much  as  in  the  cervical 

shield,  but  smaller.  The  tips  of  the  thoracic  legs  are  black,  and  the  other  legs  and 

venter  are  also  spotted.  Head  gamboge-yellow,  inclining  to  orange,  with  8  principal 
and  other  minor  black  piliferous  spots.  The  ordinary  piliferous  spots  are  small,  and 

except  two  dor.-al  ones  which  are  in  the  white  space  between  the  second  and  third 
bands,  they  are  not  easily  detected.  There  are  a  f  ;w  very  minute  pale  lateral  specks  in 

the  first  and  second  pale  bands.  The  hairs  are  pale  and  not  generally  longer  than  the 

-spots  from  which  they  originate.  The  stigmata  are  also  quite  small  and  round.  Venter 

■pale,  with  dark  mottlings  and  rows  of  spots  on  the  leg  joints.  The  abdominal  prolegs 

decrease  in  size  from  the  last  to  the  fii-st  pair,  and  the  larva  curves  the  thoracic 

joints  and  is  a  half-looper,  especially  when  young.  Average  length  about  one  inch. 
Described  from  numerous  specimens. 

Chrysalis. — Average  length  0.37  inch  ;  reddish-brown  ;  rugose,  especially  on  dor- 
sum of  abdominal  joints,  but  distinguished  principally  by  the  truncated  apex,  which 

has  a  large  horizontall3'-compressed,  ear-like,  horny  projection  at  each  upper  and 
■outer  edge. — 3rd  Rep.  p.  64. 

2.     THE  BEAUTIFUL  WOOD  ^YKVK—Eudryas  grata,  Fabr. 

[Ord.  Lki'idopteka  ;  Fam.  Zycenid^.) 

This  worm  (Fig.  22,  a)  may  at  once  be  distinguished  from  the  fore- 

•going  by  having  six  black  stripes  to  each  joint  (6)  instead  of  four,  by 

^•''^'  '"-I  the  ground-color  being  slightly  bluish, 
the  middleof  each  joint  being  orange, 

and  the  black  spots  being  more  nu- 
merous. It  feeds  on  the  Virginia 

Creeper  as  well  as  on  the  Grape-vine, 
^^F^  hiding  on  the  underside  of  the  leaves 

when  at  rest,  but  not  drawing  them 
EuDRYAS  grata:— a,  full-grown  larva;  6,  en-  ,  ,1  -.i  ,  /-.      ̂ i  ,■ 

larged  joint,  hide  view;  c,  cervical  shield  together  With  Web.      Ou  the  authority 
from  behind;  rf,  anal  hump  from  behind;      n  -Mf        / -i       t      t->        ̂   /•  /-»        1  »«■ 
c,/,  top  mid  side  views  of  egg.  01   Mr.    (jr.    J.    iiOWieS,    01   QuebeC,  Mr. 

William  Saunders,  of  London,  Ont.,  gives,  also,  as  one  of  its  food- 

plants,  the  Hop-vine.*    It  is  most  numerous  in  late  summer  and  in  fall 

•First  Anil.  Rep.  on  the  Noxious  Ins.  of  Ont.,  p.  160. 
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when  the  Epimenis  is  never  seen;  and  though  it  may  be  single- 
brooded  in  the  more  northern  States,  there  are  two  broods  with  us, 
the  moths  from  the  first  brood  of  worms  frequently  appearing  twelve 
days  after  pupation.  When  at  rest  this  worm  depresses  the  head  and 

f*'''"'  ''^ '  rai?es  the  fore  body,  Sphinx-like,  and,  in order  to  transform,  it  also  bores  into  wood 
and  other  like  substances,  though  this 
habit  seems  not  to  be  as  inveterate  in  it 

as  in  the  Epimenis,  as  Harris  states  that 
it  burrows  a  few  inches  below  the  surface 

of  the  ground  and  there  transforms  witli- 

KvDiiYASGUATA— Female  M(, til.  out  forming  a  cocoon. 
The  moth  (Fig.  23)  has  the  front  wings  milk-white,  broadly  bor- 

dered and  marked  with  rust-brown  and  olive-green ;  the  hind  wings 
nankeen-yellow,  broadly  marked,  more  or  less,  with  pale  brown  on 
the  hind  border.  It  is  seldom  seen  with  us  till  May,  and  is  most  com- 

mon in  July  and  August. 

The  eggs  of  this  insect  (Fig.  22  e,  f,t\\e  adjacent  outlines  showing 
natural  size)  are  of  curious  shape  and  beautiful  structure,  and  are  laid 
singly  or  in  little  groups.  They  are  flattened  like  the  fruit  of  the  com- 

mon Mallow  (JIalva),  and  beautifully  sculptured  with  radiating  ribs 
and  delicate  transverse  lines,  the  color  being  faint  greenish-yellow, 
with  a  crenate  black  circle  near  the  border.  My  figures  are  drawn 
mostly  from  memory  and  from  notes  made  while  with  my  friend, 
Mr.  Saunders,  who  obtained  them  from  the  moth  in  Jul}-,  1870.  This 
species  is  less  common  with  us  than  the  preceding,  and  seems  to  flour- 

ish best  in  more  northern  latitudes. 

Etdryas  (iRATA— %r/.— Flatteuetl,  the  periphery  quite  circular :  diameter  0.0or> 

inch  ;  thickness  not  more  than  ]  the  diameter.  A  central  cell  bordered  with  duskj% 

and  surrounded  with  a  ring  of  smaller  cells,  from  which  radiate  about  30  series  of  cells, 

more  perfect  near  the  center,  and  only  forming  parallel  crescents  toward  the  border, 

which  is  well  detined  by  a  crenate  black  rim ;  the  sides  bulging  out  more  or  less  be- 

yond this  rim.    Color  translucent-yellow. 

Zya/7-a.— Average  length  1.50  inch.  The  ground-color  more  or  less  bluish  ;  in  last 
stage  and  full  grown  specimens,  quite  bluish.  Six  black,  irregular,  transverse  stripes 

to  each  joint,  and  about  18  piliferous  spots,  6  supra-  and  (J  each  side,  sub-stigmatal— all 
except  that  just  behind  stigmata  and  another  above  prolegs,  more  or  less  connected 

with  the  two  middle  dark  stripes ;  several  additional  black  specks ;  the  two  middle 

stripes  farthest  apart  and  the  space  between  them  orange.  Head  yellow  with  9  black 

piliferous  spots  to  each  elieek  (0  around  ocelli  and  three  above),  the  upper  one  accom- 

panied behind  by  one  or  two  black  specks;  alsoG  such  spots  in  pairs  around  epistomal 

suture,  the  upper  and  lower  pairs  more  or  less  confluent ;  there  are  also  2  spots  on  la- 

bium ;  2  on  mentum  ;  2  on  the  cardinal  piece  of  maxilhe,  and  several  on  the  legs.  On 

the  cervical  shield  they  are  arranged  as  at  c,  and  on  the  posterfor  hump  as  at  d.    Black 

7 — K  R 
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stripes  varj'ing  much  in  thickness,  and  the  spots  in  size  and  conspicuity.  The  orange 
frequently  quite  deep,  inclining  to  fulvous.  The  hairs  from  some  of  the  spots  quite  ob- 

solete, and  not  generally'  longer  than  the  width  of  the  orange  bands.  When  young  the 

color  is  pale  yellowish-green,  with  no  black  bands  and  no  spots  on  the  head.  These 

subsequently  appear,  and  are,  with  the  venter,  at  first  vinous-brown,  and  only  in  tlie 
last  stage  are  they  pure  black.    It  spins  a  web,  especially  when  young. 

Described  from  many  specimens  found  feeding  on  Ampelopsls,  and  from  others 

found  feeding  on  VMs  by  Mr.  VV-ra.  Saunders  and  Mr.  J.  K.  Muhleman. 

The  description  in  Packard's  Guide  (p.  282)  must,  I  think,  have  been  made  from 

some  other  larva,  as  there  is  nothing  approaching  "  fascicles  of  hairs  "  in  grata. 

Chrysalis. — Dark  brown,  finely  granulated.  "  Fiftli  to  seventh  rings  of  abdomen 
separated  by  deep  sutures,  while  the  surface  of  each  ring  is  flat,  not  convex,  with  two 

rows  of  small  teeth  ;  lower  down  on  the  sides  of  the  body  are  four  tubercles,  being  the 

remnants  of  the  two  middle  pairs  of  prop  legs.  The  remaining  rings  are  less  angu- 
lated.  The  tip  of  the  abdomen  is  obtusely  conical,  ending  in  four  tubercles,  the  pair 

above  long  and  truncate,  those  below  broad  and  short.  On  the  under  side  are  two 

minute  approximate  tubercles." — Packard. 

3.    THE  PEAEL  WOOD  NYMPII— ^McZryas    unio,  Hiibner. 

(Ord.  LEPiDorxEUA;  Fam.  Zyg^xid.e.) 

As  was  longao;o  remarked  by  Dr.  Fitch,  this 

P  worm  so  closely  resembles  that  of  the  Beauti- 

ful Wood  Nymph  "that  we  know  not  yet 
whether  there  are  any  distinguishing  charac- 

ters between  them."  Such  is  actually  the  case  ; 

ELi>KYAsrxio:-M.ie  nu-ii,.  and  it  is  difficult  if  not  impossible  to  deter- 

mine the  species  in  the  larva  state.  Dr.  LeBaron*  has  attempted  to  do 
so;  but  it  is  very  evident  that  he  has  mistaken  for  this  larva  that  of 

Psychomorpha  epimeiiis,  which  I  once  thought  there  was  reason  to 
believe  was  imio  I  have  not  seen  living  specimens,  but  upon  compar 

ing  wiih.  grata  two  alcoholic  specimens  kindly  loaned  for  the  purpose 

by  Mr.  J.  A.  Lintner,  of  Albany,  N.Y.,  who  found  them  feeding  on  Epi- 
lohium  coloratiLm.,  I  can  discover  nothing  which  will  enable  us  with 

certainty  to  distinguish  the  two  species,  unless  it  is  the  smaller  size,  the 

lesser  prominence  of  the  hump,  and  greater  paleness  medio  ventrally, 
in  unio.  Mr.  Lintner  informs  me  that  he  thinks  he  could  distinguish 

this  last  by  the  heavier  markings  in  black  (broader  bands  and  larger 

spots)  and  especially  by  a  blackish  shade  over  the  prolegs.  But  none 

of  these  characters,  unless  it  be  the  lesser  size  of  the  hump,  are  suf- 
ficiently constant  to  be  of  any  distinguishing  value;  for  as,  in.  grata., 

they  vary  in  different  individuals  and  according  to  age,  they  will 
doubtless  be  found  to  vary  in  a  similar  manner  in  unio;  and  I  have 

*  Prairie  Tanner.  June  3,  1871,  ami  Aug,  2,  IfT.'J. 
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si)ecimens  of  grata  with  the  black  markings  and  the  shade  over  the 
prolegs,  caused  by  the  greater  heaviness  of  these  markings  in  that 
region,  fully  as  heavy  as  in  the  two  specimens  of  unto  examined. 

The  grape-feeding  habit  of  this  larva  rests  solely  on  the  authority 
of  Dr.  Fitch,  who  probably  reared  it  from  this  plant.  But  unless  he 

did  so,' it  is  possible  that  it  never  touches  the  Grape-vine,  though  so 
closely  allied  to  grata.  If  the  Doctor  did  not  so  completely  shut  him- 

self out  from  the  entomological  world,  such  questions  as  these  might 
be  at  once  settled ;  but  my  own  experience  is  that  one  might  as  well 

try  to  turn  stones  into  bread  as  to  get  a  written  word  from  the  former 

State  entomologist  of  New  York.  The  Eyilohium  coloraturn  on  which 

Mr.  Lintner  found  it  feeding  is  the  only  species  of  its  genus  that  grows 
with  us.  The  larvge  reared  by  Mr.  Lintner  buried  themselves  in  the 

sand,  in  which  were  stuck  their  food-plant;  but  it  is  not  improbable 
that  this  was  an  exceptional  mode  of  pupating,^  consequent  upon  the 

circumstances,  just  sls  grata  has  pupated  with  me  without  any  cover- 

ing, or  in  silk-fastened  leaves,  when  it  could  get  nothing  soft  to  eat 
into. 

.  The  moth  (Fig.  24),  with  us  is  about  as  common  as  the  Beautiful 

Wood  Nymph,  from  which  it  differs  principally  in  its  somewhat  smaller 
size,  the  paler  color  of  brown  markings ;  the  inner  edge  of  the  brown 

border  of  front  wings  being  wavy  instead  of  straight,  and  the  border 

of  hind  wings  extending  to  the  costa,  instead  of  fading  off  about  half 

way  to  it.  On  the  under  side,  also,  the  marginal  bands  reappear, 

whereas  in  grata  they  are  seldom  more  than  indicated  near  the  apex 

of  front  wings.  Typical  specimens  of  the  two  species  are  readilj'- 
distinguished  from  each  other;  but  with  sufficient  material,  the  dis- 

tinguishing characters,  whether  as  regards  size,  color  or  pattern,  are 

found  to  be  inconstant;  and  the  two  species  really  approach  each 

other  through  connecting  individuals,  in  such  a  manner  as  not  only  to 
speak  most  eloquently  of  a  common  origin,  but  to  betoken  recent 

diflferentiation,  and  to  render  it  doubtful  whether  they  have  yet  be- 
come sufficiently  separated  to  be  ranked  as  good  species,  according 

to  the  criterion  of  inability  to  cross  and  produce  fertile  offspring.  The 

only  other  species  (?)  of  the  genus  is  one  recently  described  as  hrevi- 

2)ennis  by  Mr.  Stretch*  from  a  headless  and  otherwise  imperfect  speci- 
men found  in  California.  It  is  distinguished  principally  by  its  broader 

and  shorter  wings,  but  otherwise  combines  the  characters  of  the  two 

better  known  species,  the  discal  spot  on  the  upper  surface  of  the 

secondaries  which  Mr.  Stretch  seems  to  think  peculiar  to  it,  occurring 

in  grata  as  it  is  found  in  Missouri,  and  sometimes  being  quite  appa- 

*  llluj-ti-.  of  the  Zygapiiidre  and  Boinljyoi<l;v  of  X,  A.  by  Uicli.  H.  Stretch,  I,  151. 
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rent  in  unio.  I  have  little  faith  in  species  based  on  such  slight  differ- 
ences and  scanty  material,  where  its  congeners  are  known  to  differ  so 

much  ;  and  am  a  little  surprised  that  a  species  should  so  be  made  by 

one  who  has  shown  that  he  fully  appreciates  the  variation  that  spe- 
cies are  subject  to,  and  who  has  even  ventured  much  farther  in  sinking 

species  than  I  have  thought  proper  to,  by  merging  Callimorpa  fulvi- 

cosia  Clem.,  with  C.  Lecontei  Boisd.  * 
Mr.  John  Kirkpatrick  of  Cleveland,  Ohio,  f  has  reared  the  moth 

from  larvc^e  and  chrysalides  found  in  dead  stems  of  the  Swamp  Rose- 
mallow  (Ilibiscvs  militaris)^  and  gives  a  description  of  the  larva  from 

specimens  which  had  already  buried  themselves,  and  which  is,  conse- 
quently, quite  misleading,  as  most  larvae  change  much  in  appearance 

after  concealment  prior  to  pupating.  He  gives  no  proof  that  they  fed 
on  the  mallows,  and  as  he  expressly  states  that  there  were  thousands 

of  grai^e-vines  within  easy  reach,  it  is  probable  that  the  worms,  after 
quitting  the  vines,  sought  the  Hihiscus  stems,  simply  for  purposes  of 

transformation,  in  accordance  with  their  peculiar  boring  habit  at  this 
time. 

In  the  moth  state,  both  species  of  Eudryas  rest  during  the  day  on 

the  under-side  of  the  leaves,  with  the  wings  closed  roof-fashion  over 
the  back,  and  the  heavily  tufted  front  legs  stretched  forward.  In  this 

position  they  bear  a  close  resemblance  to  a  bit  of  bird-dung. 

Eudryas  unio — Larva. — Since  the  above  wiis  written,  IMr.  Liiitner  has  fovored 

me  with  advance  sheets  of  an  article  "On  the  Larva  of  Eudryas  icnio  Hiibn.  and  allied 

Forms, "J  from  which  I  quote  the  following  detailed  description  of  the  larva  : 

Head  rounded,  its  diameter  somewhat  exceeding  one-half  that  of  the  bod}',  orange 
with  black  spots,  of  which  there  is  an  oblong  one  near  the  base  of  the  clj'peus,  two 
semi-ellipsoidal  ones  surmounting  its  apex  and  a  small  quadrangular  one  on  each  side ; 
a  perpendicular  row  of  live  spots  on  eacti  side  of  the  clypeus,  of  which  the  second 
superior  one  is  the  largest,  a  spot  above  the  ocelli,  and  a  row  of  three  behind  them. 
Body  tapering  regularlj'  toward  the  head,  from  the  eleventh  segment,  which  is  elevated 
in  a  hump.  First  segment  white,  with  two  transverse  bands  of  black  spots,  and  with 
two  black  bands  only  seen  when  extended.  The  abdominal  segments  have  each  three 
white  and  three  black  bands  on  each  side  of  a  central  orange  band.  The  orange  band 

is  the  broadest;  it  is  marked  dorsallj'  on  its  anterior  margin  by  two  transversely 

elongated  black  spots  resting  on  the  bltick  line  margining  it,  a"nd  laterally  by  two  gemi- nate similar  ones,  of  which  the  upper  is  the  larger  and  the  lower  embraces  the  stigma; 
behind  the  lower  margin  of  the  stigmatic  spot,  centrally  on  the  band,  is  a  small  rounded 
black  tubercle  bearing  a  short  hair  ;  on  the  posterior  margin  of  the  band,  resting  on 
the  bordering  black  line,  are  two  subdorsal  semi-elliptical  black  spots,  forming  with 
the  two  anterior  spots  a  "trapezoid;"  between  tliese  subdorsal  spots  are  two  or  four 
black  points,  of  which  the  two  interior  sometimes  assume  the  form  of  a  "dove-tail"' medial  process  of  the  black  band ;  the  orange  band  extends  downward  to  the  black 
bases  of  the  prolegs,  midway  between  whicli  and  the  stigmata,  on  or  in  range  with 
the  third  black  band,  is  an  elongated  hair-bearing  black  spot,  and  posteriorly  another 
similar  one,  lower  and  running  into  the  black  bordering  the  prolegs.  The  white  band 
preceding  the  orange  is  interrupted  or  greatly  contracted  on  the  medial  line  by  an  en- 

largement of  the  black  band  anterior  to  it,  aiid  is  marked  with  a  small  piliferous  black 
dot  in  front  of  the  stigma.  On  the  second  and  third  segments  the  orange  band  is 
marked  with  a  row  of  eight  spots,  of  which  tlie  six  superior  are  located  in  the  middle 

*  Ilhistr.  of  the  Zygjeuidre  and  Bombycidiu  of  N.  A  .,  T,  j).  '237. 
t  Ohio  Farmer,  Feb.  8,  ISttS. 

I  Entomological  Coutributions,  No.  HI,  in  -iGtli  Kcp.,  X.  Y.  St.  Cab.  Nat   Hist. ,  pp  117-24. 
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of  the  baud,  and  the  two  inferior  eoalosee  with  tlie  black  band  mari;inin^  it  behind. 
On  tlie  eleventh  seirment  the  trapezoidal  fuscous  spots  are  of  a  well-defined  oval  form  ; 
above  the  St ijrma  is  another  similar  spot.  On  tiie  twelfth  senrment  the  corresponding 
spots  are  round,  and  the  trapezoid  has  its  broadest  side  in  front.  Tlie  anal  shield  bears 
two  spots  centrally  and  live  miu'ji-inal  ones,  of  which  the  medial  one  is  elonjjated.  On 
the  sides  of  the  hirva  a  yidlowish  siiade  rests  on  the  incisures.  Ventrally,  white  and 
black  interrupted  banilin<rs  are  observable  on  the  abdominal  se.ijinents  when  extended: 
the  thoracic  retrion  is  almost  wliolly  white;;  on  seofuients  four  and  live  the  orangfeband 
is  continued  beneath,  inclosing  on  tlie  former  four  and  on  the  latter  six  rounded  black 
spots.  The  leofs  are  dull  yellow,  tipped  or  edafcd  on  the  two  joints  with  black,  and 
dotted  with  black  interiorly.  The  prole<;-s  are  dull  yellow,  with  a  velvety  black  base, 
and  with  two  lateral  lines  and  three  black  spots  (one  small);  the  terminal  pair  have  a 
black  line  outwardly  and  a  cluster  of  black  spots  behind,  which,  as  well  as  all  of  the 
black  spots  noticed  in  the  above  description,  are  piliferous,  having-  tiie  hair  somewhat 
hmger  and  stouter  than  in  (jraiu. 

Leni^th  of  the  mature  larva  one  incli  anil  one-ei*;hth ;  diameter  threc-.-ixteenths  of 
an  inch. 

Mr.  Lintner  then  (juotes  ine  as  writing  to  him  that  I  lind  the  "two  species  abso- 

lutely undistinguishable,"  (my  friend  has  here  done  me  injustice  by  omitting  the  qual- 
ifications, for  wliat  I  did  write  was  essentially  what  I  have  said  above,  making  reference 

to  the  smaller  hump  and  smaller  size),  and  then  makes  out  the  following  list  ofditfer- 
ences : 

Contracted  by  their  preservation  in  alcohol,  the  two  unio  larv;e  average  in  length 
1.05  in. ;  the  six  tjrata  1.29  in.  They  ditter  in  form,  in  that  the  latter  presents  much  the 
more  prominent  hump  on  the  penultimate  segment,  and  is  angulated  at  that  point  to  a 
degree  that  were  it  a  vertebrate,  it  would  suggest  the  idea  of  its  terminal  portion  drag- 

ging from  having  been  broken  at  that  point ;  in  unio  the  hump  is  moderate,  and  the 
peculiar  angulated  form,  well  represented  in  the  figure,  is  not  seen. 

Vnio  is  the  more  heaviij'  marked  with  black,  both  in  its  bands  and  spots.  In  none 
of  the  examples  of  grata  are  the  black  bands  broader  than  one-half  the  width  of  the  in- 

tervening white  ones,  while  in  one  unio  their  average  width  is  nearly  double  that  of  the 
white.  The  spots  on  the  liead  are  the  same  in  position  in  both  species,  but  are  smaller 
in  grata.  In  that  species  there  are  usually  two  distinct  piliferous  spots  on  the  base  of 
the  clypeus;  in  two  of  my  examples  these  are  confluent,  running  together  by  slender 
projections  in  a  broad  V-form ;  in  unio  the  two  are  united  as  a  band  across  the  clypeus. 
in  unio  a  black  spot,  broadlj'  rounded  beneath,  following  the  curved  line  of  the  ocelli, 
and  tapering  to  a  point  above,  incloses  the  four  superior  ocelli;  this  is  not  present  in 
grata,  but  in  two  examples  some  of  the  ocelli  are  indistinctly^  annulated  with  black. 

At  <-,  in  Fig.  5,  [see  22],  the  spots  on  the  collar  of  grata  are  faithfully  represented 
in  position,  but  their  size  might  have  been  slightly  enlarged.  In  unio,  the  four  spots  of 
the  anterior  row  are  separate,  but  those  of  the  posterior  row,  from  their  greater  size  as 
<'Ompared  with  grata.,  are  confluent,  except  the  two  medial  ones;  in  grata,  these  spots 
are  separated  by  spaces  varying  from  one  diameter  of  a  spot  to  two  and  one-half  diame- ters. 

The  spots  on  the  caudal  hump  of  grata,  shown  at  d,  in  the  figure,  are  isolated, 
while  in  unio  those  in  each  row  are  connected  by  the  black  band  to  which  thej'  are united. 

Similar  comparisons  might  be  instituted  of  all  the  other  spots  of  the  two  species, 
but  the  above  may  indicate  their  differences.  The  feature  which  should  serve  better 

than  any  other  to'  distinguish  H>iio,  is  the  blackish  coloring  (its  outline  not  permitting 
its  designation  as  a  stripe),  above  the  prolegs  and  continued  on  the  two  followinjr  seg- 

ments, the  three  piliferous  spots  above  the  prolegs  being  connected  with  it;  this  is  en- 
tirel.y  wanting  in  grata.  It  results,  apparently,  from  the  increasing  breadth  and  coales- 

cence of  the  black  bands  as  they  descend  to  the  ventral  region.  In  one  of  the  examples, 

the  ventral  region  of  the  proleg  segments  is  essentially  "blackish,  which  feature  was also  observeil  in  a  number  of  the  living  larvae,  accordinof  to  my  recollection  and  that 
of  Mr.  ;Meske.  who  also  collected  the  larv;v  anol  bred  from  them  several  imagines. 

The  diflercntial  leatures  above  indicated  are  not  entitled  to  the  reliability  that 
would  attach  to  them,  were^thej^  drawn  from  living  examples;  but  should  they  prove 
to  be  sustained  by  future  observations,  there  need  be  no  necessity  of  failing  in  the  de- 

termination of  these  species,  when  either  may  chance  to  be  collected. 

After  all  these  minutiae,  I  find  no  reason  to  change  the  opinion  I  have  expressed 

above,  and  unless  the  relative  smallness  of  the  anal  hump  (and  tlie  difference  in  this 

respect  is  not  so  very  striking)  prove  a  constant  and  reliable  criterion,  lie  would  be  rash 

who  would  decide  whether  a  single  larva  brought  to  him,  without  knowledge  of  its  age 
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or  food-planf,  were  grata  or  unio — and  "  distinguishable  "  to  me  means  the  ability  so  to 
do.  I  have  long  since  learned  to  value  a  short  and  comprehensive  description,  which 
covers  the  characters  of  many  specimens,  above  one  which  deals  too  much  in  variable 

details  of  fewer  specimens.  As  already  stated,  the  spots  and  stripes  are  so  variable  in 

grata  that  individuals  placed  alongside  of  the  two  xmio  larvas,  loaned  me,  were  abso- 

lutely undistlnguishable  in  these  respects,  and  answer,  in  every  point,  to  Mr.  Lintiier's 
description  of  2<wio.  Size,  while  specifically  a  good  criterion  in  full  grown  specimens, 

even  where  the  difference  is  no  greater  than  in  these  two  species,  is  of  little  value  in  dis- 

tinguishing individuals,  as  1  have  a  captured  unio  imago  larger  than  some  gratas. 

Length  of  hairs  from  the  black  spotsjs  likewise  of  ̂ no  value  whatever,  as  the  relative 

length  is  the  same  in  the  two  species.  Indeed  the  length  of  these  hairs  alone  would  not 

distinguish  Eudrgas  from  Algpla,  for  while  those  of  the  latter  are  longer  in  the  j^oung 
larva,  they  are  as  described  further  on,  when  it  is  full  grown.  There  consequently 

remain  no  constant  differences  between  the  larvne  of  gi'ata  and  u7iio,  except  the 

smaller  anal  hump,  the  lateral  yellowish  shade  which  "  rests  on  the  incisures, "  a.s 
described  by  Mr.  Lintner,  but  which  I  did  not  notice  in  the  alcoholic  specimens,  and 

the  greater  paleness  medio-ventrally  in  the  latter. 
Unless,  therefore,  the  living  unio  larva  presents  characteristics  not  noticeable  in 

the  alcoholic  specimens,  I  would  not  undertake  to  specifically  determine  an  individual 

with  any  confidence,  however  easily  and  confidently  the  two  may  be  distinguished 

when  full  grown  and  in  large  numbers  on  their  respective  plants. 

4.     THE  EIGHT-SPOTTED  FOUESTER—Algpia  octomaculata,  Fabr. 

(Ord.  LEPiDOrTERA  ;  Fam.  Zycexid^.) 

This  worm  (Fig.  25,  a)  though  resembling 

the  two  preceding  in  being  marked  with 

orange  bands  across  the  middle  of  the 

joints,  may  be  at  once  distinguished  by 

having  eir/7U  (Fig.  25,  h,)  instead  of  six 

black  stripes  to  the  joint,  and  by  having  a 

series  of  lateral  white  sub-stigmatic  spots. 

Alypia  octomaculata — Larva. — Average  length, 

when   full  grown,  1.30  inch.     Of  same  form  as  Eu- 

\^dryas.    Ground    color  white,   marked   transversely 
with  8  black  stripes  to  each  point,  and  a  broader 

Alypia   octomacclata :— a,   Iuvvm;  h,  oTAwgc  band,  bounded  by  the  two  middle  stripes, 
eiilarsed  joint,    fiide    view;   r,  le- 
maiemoth.  which  are  generally  uiterrupted  ;  orange  band  fanit 

on  joints  2  and  3,  or  sometimes  quite  obsolete  ;  conspicuous  on  4  and  11 ;  uniform  on 

intermediate  joints.  In  the  middle  joints  each  orani^c  band  contains  eight  black  coni- 
cal, elevated  spots,  arranged  in  two  rows,  each  spot  giving  rise  to  awhile  hair,  seldom 

longer  than  the  width  of  the  band.  These  spots  are  arranged  as  in  the  enlarged  sec- 

tion shown  in  the  engraving  (Fig.  25,  &,)  namel}',  four  on  each  side,  as  follows :  the 
upper  one  on  the  anterior  border  of  the  orange  band,  the  second  on  its  posterior  bor- 

der, the  third  just  above  the  spiracle  on  its  anterior  border — each  of  the  three  interrupt- 

ing one  of  the  transverse  black  lines — and  the  fourth,  which  is  smaller,  just  behind  the 
spiracle.  The  anterior  dorsal  spots  on  joints  4,  5  and  G,  and  the  posterior  ones  on  11, 

considerably  larger  than  the  rest.  Head  and  cervical  shield,  shiny,  deep  orange,  with 

black  piliferous  spots.    Venter  black,  slightly  variegated  with  bluish-white,  and  with 
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the  orange  band  extendhiu:  across  the  legless  joints.  Legs  black,  false  legs  with 
two  black  spots  on  an  orange  ground,  at  their  outer  base.  A  lateral  white  wavy  band, 

obsolete  on  the  thoracic  joints,  and  most  conspicuous  on  10  and  11,  running  just  below 

the  spiracles,  and  interrupted  bj'^  the  transverse  orange  band,  and  sometimes  obsolete 
in  front  of  it. 

Five  specimens  examined,  taken  onVUis.  Harris  {Correspondence,  p.  28G)  enume- 

rates only  6  black  stripes  between  the  orange  bauds,  as  he  did  not  count  the  two  bor- 
dering the  same.  When  young  this  worm  is  whitish  wltli  brown  transverse  lines,  the 

colors  not  contrasting  so  strongly  as  iu  the  more  mature  individuals,  though  the  black 

spots  are  relatively  more  conspicuous  and  the  hairs  springing  from  them  longer. 

In  habit  this  worm  is  much  like  the  Beautiful  Wood  Nym  ph,  and 

like  it  there  are  two  broods  each  year,  and  Maj.  J.  R.  Muhleman  of 
Woodburn,  Ills.,  informs  me  that  in  1870  he  obtained  a  third. 

This  larva  transforms  to  chrysalis  within  a  very  slight  cocoon 

formed  without  silk,  upon  or  just  below  the  surface  of  the  earth,  and 

issues  soon  after  as  a  very  beautiful  moth  of  a  deep  blue-black  color, 
with  orange  chanks,  yellow  shoulder  pieces,  each  of  the  front  wings 

with  two  large,  light  yellow  spots,  and  each  of  the  hind  wings  with 

two  white  ones.  The  illustration  (Fig.  55,  c)  represents  the  female, 
and  the  male  differs  from  her  in  having  the  wing  spots  larger,  and  in 

having  a  conspicuous  white  mark  along  the  top  of  his  narrower  ab- 
domen. 

This  insect  is  more  common  with  us  than  in  the  New  England 

States.  I  have  found  it  on  the  Concord,  Taylor  and  Wild  riparia^ 

but  on  no  other  genus  of  plants.  It  is  sometimes  extremely  abun- 
dant; and  Mr.  T.  A.  Gates,  of  Massilon,  Iowa,  suffered  much,  last  fall, 

from  the  depredations  of  a  worm  determined  as  this  species  by  Dr.  Le 
Baron. 

SUMMARY. 

We  thus  have  at  least  three,  and  probably  four  distinct  grape-vine 
worms  which,  while  they  belong  to  three  distinct  genera,  are  yet  of 

the  same  family,  and  so"  closely  resemble  each  other  in  general  ap- 
pearance that  none  but  the  practiced  entomologist  would  be  likely  to 

distinguish  between  them,  ̂ o.l  (PsycJiomorpha  epimenis)  is  the 

smallest  species,  has  no  orange  bands  in  the  middle  of  the  body,  and 
but  four  black  transverse  stripes,  to  each  joint,  on  a  white  ground. 

It  is  our  commonest  speciest,  is  single-brooded,  and  found  only  in 
spring.  No.  2  {^Euchyas  /yra^a),  and  No.  3  {E.  unio)  are  not  easily 
distinguishable  except  in  the  average  larger  size  and  comparatively 
larger  hump  of  the  former;  but  are  easily  separated  from  the  others 

by  having  si.c  transverse  black  stripes  to  the  joint,  on  a  bluish-white 
ground.  They  are  seldom  abundant  in  Missouri,  being  more  at  home 

farther  north,  and  are  most  abundant  in  late  summer  and  fall,  as  there  is 
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more  than  one  annual  brood.  No.  4  {Alypia  octomaculata)  has  eight 
black  stripes  to  each  joint,  and  a  series  of  white  patches  to  each  side. 
It  is  sometimes  quite  abundant  and  injurious,  and  most  so  in  the  fall, 
being  double-brooded.  Nos.  1,  2,  and  probably  3,  all  have  an  inveter- 

ate habit  of  boring  into  wood,  and  other  like  substances,  to  pupate. 
Hence,  broken  corn-cobs,  or  pieces  of  wood,  scattered  around  the  base 
of  the  vines,  may  be  used  as  traps  to  allure  them.  For  No.  1,  such 
traps  need  be  collected  and  burned  but  once  a  year.  For  Nos.  2  and 
3  they  should  b*"*  collected  during  summer,  soon  after  the  worms  dis- 

appear. Cleanliness  in  the  vineyard  will  greatly  assist  in  preventing 
their  injuries.  With  No.  4,  which  is  not  known  to  have  this  boring 
habit,  the  ordinary  modes  of  destruction  in  the  case  of  leaf-feeding larvae  can  alone  be  relied  on. 

Mr.  Saunders  has  reared  what  he  takes  to  be  the  Red-tailed  Tach- 
inally  (2nd  Rep.,  Fig.  17)  from  No.  2.  Beyond  this,  no  parasites  are 
known  to  prey  upon  them,  though  I  have  found  lady-bird  larv«^.  de- 

vouring No.  1. 

THE  RED-LEGGED  HAM-BEETLE- C'or.yn^/^^  r ufip e s  {Ys^hr). 
(Orel.  Coleoptera;  Fam.  Clerid.e). 

[Fig.    26.] 
I  thus  popularly  designate  a 

beetle  which,  from  the  great  in- 

jury it  causes  to  cured  hams,  has 
well  earned  the  title.  Its  larva, 

from  the  paper-like  cocoon  which 

coR\-NETESRUFiPEs:— a,  i.irva;  ft.pupa;  f,  cocoou:  it  fomis,  is  kuown  to  the  trade  by. d,  beetle,  eiilargecl;   e,  .same,   jiaMiral  size;  /,     ,  „    ,,  „  -. 
leg;  jr, /(,i,j,  mouth  park  of  larva,  enlarged,  the  name  01  paper- worm,"  and 

there  is  a  very  strong  impression  among  those  who  know  more  of 

curing  hams  than  of  natural  history,  that  the  worm  is  generated  by 

the  rotting  of  the  paper  in  which  the  ham  is  wrapped,  and  that  it  is 

consequently,  in  a  great  measure,  due  to  an  inferior  quality  of  paper. 
The  insect  has  acquired  more  than  ordinary  importance  during 

the  past  year,  from  the  fact  that  it  was  the  cause  of  an  interesting  suit 
for  damages  which  was  arbitrated  before  the  Chamber  of  Commerce 

of  Cincinnati,  in  favor  of  the  defendants.  Samuel  Davis,  Jr.,  A:  Co., 
of  that  city,  sold  a  large  lot  of  hams  to  S.  S.  Pierce  &  Co.,  of  Boston, 

and  the  latter,  finding  most  of  them  injured  by  the  "  paper  worm," 
made  reclamation  on  the  sellers  for  damages.  The  defendants  ob- 

jected on  the  ground  that  the  hams  had  been  injured  while  in  posses- 
sion of  the  purchasers. 
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I  append  the  following  statement  of  facts  as  communicated  to 

me  by  the  Messrs.  S.  8.  Pierce  ̂ ^'  Co.,  through  their  attorney,  W.  L. 
Pierce : 

C.  V.  Riley,  Esq.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. — Dear  Sir : 

Twenty  tcs.  of  hams,  which  we  received  from  Messrs.  S.  Davis,  Jr., 
ct  Co.,  during  the  months  of  April  and  May,  1873,  were  well  cared  for, 
in  the  best  manner  possible,  by  being  taken  from  the  cask  and  hung 
up  in  our  loft,  which  for  tifteen  years  past  has  been  used  for  the  same 
purpose.  We  had  no  occasion  to  use  any  of  the  hams  until  the  fol- 

lowing x\ugust,  when  they  were  found  to  be  full  of  worms.  We  at 
once  made  claim  on  the  packers,  but  could  get  no  satisfaction  what- 

ever. Several  modes  of  settling  the  question  were  proposed,  and  at 
last  it  was  a  > reed  to  leave  it  to  referees.  Before  making  our  state- 

ment, we  had  the  hams  examined  by  two  of  our  most  eminent  pack- 
ers, who  gave  their  opinion  in  writing;  and  also  Messrs.  Goulard, 

Smith  tt  Co.,  the  regular  ham  examiners  appointed  by  the  Boston 
Board  of  Trade.  Mr.  Baldwin,  one  of  the  above  gentlemen,  stated 
that  whereas  Messrs.  S.  Davis,  Jr.,  it  Co.  had  previously  used  manilla 
paper  in  bagging  their  hams,  they  now  use  husk  paper,  which  is  very 
likely  to  contain  the  germ  from  which  the  worm  is  bred.  You  will 
probably  know  how  far  the  statement  is  correct.  The  arbitration 
committee  which  decided  the  question  was  composed  of  ham-packers, 
all  doing  business  in  Cincinnati,  and  they  probably  found  it  impossi- 

ble to  decide  a  question  against  a  fellow-tradesman,  especially  as  such 
decision  might  at  some  future  time  be  used  against  themselves.  At 
all  events,  the  question  was  not  fully  considered,  for,  instead  of  de- 

ciding a  simple  case  upon  its  merits,  they  made  it  very  complex  by 
discussing  points  which  had  no  particular  bearing  on  this  case,  as  the 
following  extract  from  their  decision  will  show: 

''It  being  in  evidence  that  the  hams  were  in  good  condition  when 
shipped  irom  Cincinnati,  and  in  apparent  good  condition  on  arrival  in 
Boston  in  May  and  June;  the  delay  of  examination  of  the  hams  until 
August,  and  the  well-known  fact  to  the  trade  that  a  warm,  damp  at- 

mosphere and  want  of  free  circulation  of  air  on  the  hams  will  produce 
or  generate  the  worm  in  light-salted  S.  C.  hams  ;  the  question  whether 
the  worms  are  generated  from  the  seed  deposited  during  the  process 
of  curing  or  not  is  a  question  of  doubt  to  the  trade,  and  has  not  been 
settled  to  the  satisfaction  of  parties  at  variance." 

Please  to  remember  that  it  had  been  particularly  stated  that  the 
hams  were  hung  in  a  cool,  dry  atmosphere,  where  there  was  free  cir- 

culation of  air;  also  that  the  hams  were  hanging  in  the  same  place 
awaiting  the  decision  of  the  arbitration,  and  outwardly  to  all  appear- 

ance in  as  perfect  condition  as  when  they  left  Cincinnati.  We  should 
like  to  ask  you  privately  what  is  the  use  of  bagging  and  painting 
hams  unless  to  protect  the  meat  from  being  lly-blown  ;  also,  if  the  fly 
can  penetrate  the  outside  wrappers  of  painted  canvas  and  paper. 

Having  pledged  ourselves  to  abide  by  the  decision  of  the  arbitra- 
tion, we  were  bound  to  hold  our  peace,  although,  in  our  judgment, 

had  the  merits  of  the  case  been  fully  discussed,  and  evidence  been 
taken  touching  every  point  of  the  same,  and  prejudice  of  location 
been  avoided,  a  different  result  would  have  been  obtained.      *      * 

It  is  surprising  that  the  parties  in  dispute  in  such  a  case  seldom 

think  of  seeking  competent  scientific  as  well  as  legal  advice.    A  lit- 
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tie  entomological  knowledge  would  have  thrown  a  flood  of  light  on 

the  subject,  and,  from  all  I  can  gather  through  correspondence,  would 

have  entirely  changed  the  verdict :  for  the  idea  of  conditions  of  atmos- 

phere, or  of  the  meat  generating  the  worms,  is  simply  absurd.  Judg- 

ing from  descriptions,  the  "  paper-worm  "  figured  most  in  the  injury 
referred  to,  and  as  its  natural  history,  as  here  detailed,  will  show,  if 
the  Boston  firm  could  prove  that  the  hams  had  been  well  cared  for, 

and  the  covering  kept  intact  while  in  its  possession,  there  was  but 

one  legitimate  conclusion,  viz.:  that  the  ova  were  deposited,  and  the 

injury,  therefore,  done  in  germ,  before  the  meat  left  Cincinnati.  Of 

course,  in  such  a  case,  the  parties  run  the  risk  of  getting  poor  ento- 
mological advice,  as  they  do  of  getting  poor  legal  advice,  for  there 

are  quacks  in  all  professions  ;  but  it  is  no  more  difficult  to  discrimi- 
nate in  the  one  case  than  in  the  other,  and  even  a  poor  entomologist 

would  be  apt  to  throw  more  light  on  such  a  subject  than  the  best  of 

lawyers. 
A  somewhat  similar  and  very  interesting  case,  where  scientific 

knowledge  was  called  into  play,  lately  came  before  a  jury  at  Norris- 
town,  Pennsylvania.  The  question  was  as  to  whether  the  trunk  of  a 

tree  can  elongate  after  it  has  once  formed?  Botanical  science  (and 

the  experience  of  surveyors  and  others  who  have  good  opportunity 

of  judging  confirms  its  truth)  says  emphatically,  no,  because  the  cell 

once  formed  does  not  elongate  or  change,  and  such  elongation  is  im- 

possible, however  much  the  external  morphological  features  of  tree- 
growth  may  make  it  appear  to  take  place  on  a  superficial  view.  Yet, 

in  this  case,  the  jury  decided,  from  the  evidence  brought  forward,  that 

a  peg  in  a  certain  buttonwood  tree  had  been  raised  4  inches  in  48 

years,  and  condemned  botanical  science  as  wrong.  But  science  does 

not  say  that  the  trunk  of  a  tree  may  not  be  raised.  On  the  contrary, 

a  pretty  thorough  discussion  of  the  matter,  brought  out  by  the  above 
case,  and  much  of  it  in  the  columns  of  the  3^  Y.  Tribune,  elicited 

the  fact  that  there  are  at  least  three  ways  in  which  such  a  peg  may 

be  elevated;  but  they  are  all  mechanical,  and  not  by  the  elongation 

of  the  trunk :  1st.  There  is  such  power  in  cell-growth  that  the  en- 
largement of  the  roots  on  a  rock  surface  acts  with  such  force  against 

the  rock  as  to  gradually  lift  the  tree.  2d.  Frost  exercises  a  lifting 

power  on  the  largest  trees,  on  the  same  principle  that  it  draws  clover 

and  other  plants  out  of  the  ground,  and  brings  stones  to  the  surface,. 

viz. :  by  expanding  and  thus  lifting  the  soil,  and  vegetation  W' ith  it  •  in 
thawing,  the  water  carries  earth  under  the  lifted  roots,  which  prevents 

their  sinking  fully  to  their  former  place  :  such  action  is  naturally  most 

apparent  on  trees  in  exposed  places,  and  not  anchored  by  deep  tap- 
roots.   3d.  If  a  peg  is  driven  into  a  tree  at  an  acute  instead  of  a  right 
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angle,  the  annual  growth  around  it  will  graduall}'^  approach  nearer 
to  the  top  of  the  peg,  which,  thus  getting  shorter,  also  has  its  base  at 

the  juncture  with  the  tree  proportionally  elevated.  Now  the  botan- 
ist who  would  have  decided  that  such  a  peg  could  not  be  elevated, 

would  have  been  simply  unscientific,  and  as  wide  of  the  mark  as  was 

the  jury  in  condemning  botanical  science.  Science  is  the  correct  in- 

terpretation of  Nature's  truths,  and  the  false  reading  of  them  is  spuri- 
ous science,  and  should  never  be  dignified  with  more  than  the  name 

of  theory,  which — excellent  in  its  place — must  not  be  confounded  with 
demonstrable  fact. 

In  the  year  1S71,  and  previously,  Francis  Whittaker  &  Sons,  St. 

Louis,  of  sugar-cured  ham  celebrity,  suffered  serious  loss  in  the  in- 
jury done  by  this  insect.  Being  summoned,  in  1871,  to  visit  their  large 

establishment  to  investigate  the  habits  of  the  worm  which  caused 
them  so  much  trouble,  I  was  soon  able  to  propose  a  remedy  which  has 

proved  eflectual  and  satisfactory.  About  the  middle  of  May  the  pa- 

rent beetle  (Fig.  26,  e)  first  makes  its  appearance.  It  is  of  a  steel-blue 

color,  with  the  legs  and  base  of  antenna'  red-brown,  and,  to  the  naked 

eye,  it  appears  smooth  and  metallic,  though,  in  reality,  evenly  punc- 
tate and  slightly  pubescent,  (d).  It  rnay  be  found  about  almost  any 

dead  animal  matter  in  field  or  wood;  but  a  city  life  seems  to  possess 

decided  attractions  in  its  complex  and  beautifully  faceted  eyes.  In 

the  establishment  of  Messrs.  Whittaker  c'c  Sons,  wherever  the  female 

can  find  an  exposed  piece  of  ham,  there  she  takes  good  care  to  con- 
sign a  number  of  her  eggs.  These  eggs  are  0.01  inch  long,  five  times 

as  long  as  wide,  and  slightly  narrower  at  one  end  than  the  other.  In 

a  very  few  days  there  hatch  from  these  eggs  minute  white  larvae, 

with  brown  heads,  a  black  spot  on  the  first  and  last  joints,  and  two- 
small  hooks  or  tubercles  at  the  tip  of  the  body.  These  grow  apace, 

burrowing  in  the  fatty  matter  next  the  rind,  and  especially  congre- 
gating in  the  hollow  of  the  bone  at  the  butt  end  of  the  ham.  With 

age,  this  larva  becomes  darker,  and  when  full-grown,  (Fig.  26,  «),is 
grayish-white,  with  a  series  of  brown  patches  superiorly. 

When  ab*but  to  transform,  this  larva  gnaws  its  way  into  the  more 
fibrous  parts  of  the  meat,  or  into  more  solid  substances,  as  Avood,  etc., 

and  makes  for  itself  a  white  cocoon  (Fig.  26,  g),  of  a  glistening  paper- 
like substance,  not  spun  from  a  spinneret  as  with  most  insects,  but 

disgorged  or  spit  out  in  little  globules  from  the  mouth.  Each  globule- 
retains  its  form  in  drying,  so  that  the  outside  of  the  cocoon  usually 

appears  granulated,  though  the  inside  is  rendered  smooth  by  the 
continual  movements  of  the  animal. 

Thepupa(Fig.  26, /y),  which  has  two  large  tapering  fleshy  processes 

at  the  tip  of  the  body,  is  at  first  whitish,  but  the  abdomen  soon  be- 
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comes  deep  bluish,  in  strong  contrast  with  the  wing-sheaths  and  fore 
part  of  body,  which  remain  white. 

This  insect  attacks  more  particularly  such  hams  as  have  been 

injured  by  over-heating  in  the  curing  room  or  by  exposure  to  sun  and 
rain.  It  is  also  attracted  by  thefatty  secretion  or  slime  which  appears 

on  the  outside  of  such  hams  as  have  been  left  toolong  to  lie  in  a  pile  ; 

but  it  never  seems  to  deposit  eggs,  or  the  young  hatching  from  them 
fail  to  reach  the  meat,  except  where  the  covering  is  cracked  or  worn 

away,  and  the  ham  left  in  a  measure  exposed. 

The  sugar-cured  hams  are  first  wrapped  in  brown  paper,  then  sewed 
up  in  canvas,  and  finally  dipped  in  a  mixture  of  Hour,  water,  a  little 

glue  and  chrome-yellow,  and  sometimes  barytes  or  "  heavy  spar.--  They 
are  then  hung  up  by  the  butt  end.  The  coating  is  sufficient  to  protect 
them  from  depredators,  if  thoroughly  applied,  and  if  it  entirely  fills 

up  all  the  interstices  of  the  canvas.  I  found  that  the  principal  injur}^ 
was  done  at  the  small  end,  around  the  prominent  bone  of  the  shank, 

where  the  canvas,  receiving  most  pressure,  is  most  apt  to  give  way. 
I  also  found  that  none  of  the  beetles  issued  before  the  first  of  May, 

and  ordinarily  not  till  the  middle  of  that  month.  I  therefore  suggested 

to  the  Messrs.  AVhittaker  to  use'a  stronger  and  heavier  canvas,  and  to 
get  all  the  canvasing  and  covering  done  earlier  than  was  their  custom, 

or  before  the  first  of  May.  They  last  year  used  a  canvas  one-third 

stouter  than  that  formerly  used,  and  also  carried  out  tlie  other  recom- 
mendations. The  result  was,  they  did  not  lose  a  single  ham  or  have 

one  returned  by  customers. 

The  injury  done  to  the  meat  by  this  insect  is  more  apparent  than 

real ;  for  while  it  gives  the  outside  of  the  ham  a  disagreeable  look  and 

makes  it  unmerchantable,  the  inner  meat,  not  touched  by  it,  remains 

sweet  and  unaffected.  In  its  injurious  work  it  is  aided  by  the  Ameri- 

can Carrion-beetle  (sometimes  called  the  Bacon-beetle)  Sllpha  Anieri- 

<iana  (Linn.);  the  Larder-beetle  {Dermestes  lardarius^  Linn.,  Fig.  27  ;  «, 
larva ;  /;,  one  of  its  barbed  hairs  greatly  magnified ; 

c%  beetle),  and  certain  blow-flies.  None  of  these, 
however,  are  so  apt  to  do  injury  to  fresh  haras, 

but  seek,  rather,  those  which  are  tainted  and  in- 

jured. 
There  are  doubtless  several  broods  of  this  in- 
sect each  year,  as  the  larvas  grow  quite  rapidly 

and  the  beetle  is  found  in  the  fall  of  the  year.  It 

hibernates  solely  in  the  larva  state. 

All  the  species  of  the  family  to  which  this 

Dermestes LAKDAKius :  fljiiv- Ham-beetle  belongs  are  carnivorous,  as  larvas, 
va;  6,  oue  of  its  barbed  hairs;     -.i  -t-       j  •  t        •  •  t.  i„    „  ,^  „     ̂ „ 
0,  beetle.  either  feedmg  on  lignivorous  insectlarvc^  or  on 
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dead  animal  matter.  The  larva  of  Clems  apiarius  (Linn.)  is  found  in 

hives  feeding  on  the  young  of  the  common  Honey-bee,  The  larva  of 
CoryneUs  violaeeus,  a  species  common  to  Europe  and  America,  has 

been  found  in  the  powder  borings  of  deal  wood  in  England,  but  as  Mr.. 

Westwood*  suggests,  it  was  doubtless  preying  on  the  true  wood-borer 
{Anol>ium),]\x&t  as  I  have  found  the  larva  of  a  large  and  beautiful 

click-beetle,  IIe7ni)'/iipus  fascicularis^Fahr.)  in  the  heart  of  pecan  and 
hickory  trees,  but  always  in  such  as  were  infested  with  the  Hickory 

Borer  {Chitus  ICyllcne]  pictus^  Drury),  whose  burrows  it  follows,  and 
whose  larva  it  probably  preys  on. 

The  genus  JS^'ecrohin^  (meaning  life  in  death),  which  differs  so  little 
from  Corynetes  that  it  is  not  therefrom  separated  by  the  best  authors,, 

is  noted,  from  one  of  its  species  {ruHcollis  Latr.)  having  been  instru- 

mental in  saving  the  life  of  the  celebrated  French  entomologist  Lat- 

reille.  As  he  himself  has  written:  "In  the  days  which  begat  revo- 
lutionary fanaticism  and  the  unbridled  ambition  of  some  men,  I 

found  this  insect  at  Bordeaux,  on  the  walls  of  the  prison  in  which  I  was 

detained.  Enclosed  in  a  small  roll  of  linen,  sealed  up,  and  sent  to 

Bory  de  St.  Vincent,  this  insect  became  the  means  of  my  deliverance." 
Latreille  was  at  that  time  a  priest  at  Brives-la-Gaillarde,  and,  with 
others  who  had  not  taken  the  oath,  was  thrown  into  prison  at  Bordeaux 

and  condemned  to  transportation  to  Guiana  for  life.  One  day,  finding 
this  new  JSfecrohia^  as  above  stated,  he  examined  it  with  such  interest 

and  delight  that  the  prison  surgeon  who  was  present  asked,  "Is  it  a 

rare  insect "  ?  "  Yes, "  replied  Latreille.  "  In  that  case, "  said  the  sur- 

geon, "  you  should  give  it  to  me:  I  have  a  friend  who  has  a  fine  collec- 
tion of  insects,  and  who  would  be  interested  in  the  rare  specimen." 

This  friend  was  Bory  de  St.  Vincent,  who,  becoming  interested  in  Lat- 
reille, managed  to  obtain  his  release  from  prison  just  as  the  vessel  he 

was  to  have  left  in  (and  which  foundered  off  Cordova,  with  only  the 

sailors  saved)  was  about  to  sail;  and  finally  succeeded  in  having  Lat- 

reille's  name  scratched  off  the  list  of  exiles. 

CoRYXETES  RUFiPES— Larva  (Fig  2G,  a)— Body  12-jointc'tl  \  largest  in  middle,  nar- 
rowing slightly  both  ways  ;  faintly  wrinkled  transversely,  (one  wrinkle,  between  the 

joints,  most  prominent  laterally),  and  with  two  longitudinal  lateral  folds ;  sparsely 
covered  with  pale  ferruginous  stiff  hairs ;  color  grayish-white  with  a  series  of  brown 
patches  each  side  superiorly;  venter  paler;  joint  1  with  a  rounded,  brown,  horny 

shield  covering  it  superiorlj",  and  joint  12  with  a  more  flattened  plate  terminating  in 
two  black,  recurved,  dull-pointed  projections  ;  stigmata  circular,  very  inconspicuous, 
but  normally  arranged,  viz.:  1  each  side  between  joints  1  and  2,  and  in  the  middle  of 

joints  4-11.  Legs  (Fig.  26,  /)  rather  short,  slightly  pilose,  the  tarsus  formed  of  a  single 
claw ;  the  fleshy  anus  is  prominent,  and  is  used  as  a  sort  of  pseudopod.  Head  dai*k 

bi'own,  longer  than  broad,  and  slightly  narrowest  in  front;  flattened  ;  superiorly  very 

•Intr.  etc.  J,  p.  '2G7. 
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slightly  shagrened,  with  a  medial,  anteriorlj',  diverging,  dark  suture,  having  a  paler 

one  diverging  each  side  from  its  base,  the  whole  reminding  one  of  a  Greek  U''  (psi); 
inferiorly  smoother,  with  a  darker  hind  border,  and  with  two  almost  parallel  medial 

sutures  ;  mouth  directed  upwjvrd  ;  autenme  (Fig.  26, ;')  long,  recurved,  3-jointed  ;  joint 
1  nearly  as  long  as  2  and  3  together ;  2  with  a  few  bristles  around  the  truncate  end, 
Avhich  gives  out  a  small  nipple  ;  3  only  J  diameter  of  2,  ending  in  a  long,  stiff  bristle 
and  a  few  verticillate  smaller  ones ;  labrum  subquadrate  and  pale ;  mandibles  (Fig. 

20,  g)  slightly  falcate  at  tip,  broadening  to  base,  the  terminal  half  strongly  tridentate ; 
maxillae  with  inner  lobe  not  prominent,  and  furnished  with  but  few  bristles ;  maxil- 

lary palpi  (Fig.  26,  i)  3-jointed,  naked,  joint  3  longest ;  labium  (Fig.  2G,  h)  small,  the 
palpi  naked,  2-jointed,  the  terminal  joint  longest. 

The  newly  hatched  larva  is  white,  with  the  head  dark-brown  and  the  horny  plates 
on  joints  1  and  12  black. 

Described  from  many  specimens.  If  Chapuis  and  Caudeze'  description  of  the 
antennae  of  Cleridce  larvae,  as  consisting  of  "two  shortened  joints,"  is  correct,  then  our 
Corynetes  larva  materially  differs  from  the  other  members  of  the  familj'  in  this  respect. 

Pupa  (Fig.  26,  h) — with  the  anus  terminating  in  two  rounded  tubercles  inferiorly, 
and  two  larger,  tapering  fleshy  points  superiorly.  Sparsely  garnished  with  stiff, 
a'ufous  hairs. 

THE  CLOVER-HAY  y^Olim—Asopia  costalis  (Fabr). 

(Ord.  LKriDOPTEitA;  Fam.  Pyralid^). 

This  is  a  very  widely  distributed  little  insect,  for  it  occurs  in  many 

parts  of  Europe  and  Canada,  and  is  quite  generally  found  throughout 

the  Eastern  and  Middle  States,  and  in  the  Mississippi  Valley — having, 
no  doubt,  been  originally  imported 

into  this  country  from  Europe,  like 

so  many  other  troublesome  species 

which  infest  dried  grains,  fruits  and 

p  other  preserved  food.  Such  insects 
are  easily  and  almost  unavoidably 

transported  from  country  to  country, 

and  as  there  were,  so  far  as  we  have 

any  knowledge,  no  clover  stacks 

made  in  this  country  before  Colum- 

bus' time,  we  have  an  a  priori  rea- 

th' Srwingrrxp^^^^  for  not  considering  the  present mi,   coverecl  witli  silken  .         .      ,.  n  ^       -ii 
web.  species  indigenous.    It  must  either 

have  been  imported  or — if  native— have  acquired  an  entirely  new 
habit  during  recent  times.     So  far  as  we  have  any  positive  knowledge, 

ASOPIA     COSTALIS 
chrysalis;   5,  G,  motli  witli  Avings  rxpaii 
and  closed;    7,   "womi,   covered  witli  silken 
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it  feeds  on  no  other  plant,*  and  certainly  not  on  clover  in  its  green 
and  growing  condition,  for  1  have,  in  vain,  endeavored  to  feed  it  with 
such.  Nor  is  a  worm  that  is  so  fastidious  as  to  touch  none  other  but 

clover  hay,  likely  to  prove  a  general  feeder. 

ITS  I'AST  niSTORY. 

For  many  years  grievous  complaints  were  made  in  this  country 
of  a  worm  which  infested  clover,  both  in  the  stack  and  mow,  and 

spoiled  it  for  feeding  purposes  by  interweaving  and  covering  it  with 

abundant  white  silken  web  and  black  excrement,  much  resembling 

coarse  gun-powder.  Frequently  the  silken  matting  is  so  dense  that 

the  hay  looks  moldy,  and  it  is  not  improbable  that  much  of  the  "clot- 

ting" and  "burning"  clover,  so  often  referred  to  in  our  agricultural 
journals,  may  be,  in  reality,  the  work  of  this  worm.  Harrisf  refers  to 

certain  "clover-worms,  which  have  been  found  in  clover,  in  various 
parts  of  the  country,  and  have  often  been  seen  spinning  down  from 

lofts  and  mows  where  clover  has  been  stowed  away;"  and  quotes  Mr. 
Stephen  Sibley  as  having  observed  these  clover-worms  "suspended  in 
such  numbers  by  their  threads  from  a  newly  gathered  clover  mow, 

and  from  the  timbers  of  the  building,  as  to  be  very  troublesome  and 

offensive  to  persons  passing  through  the  barn,"  and  as  stating  that 

"these  insects  were  of  a  brown  color,  and  about  half  an  inch  long." 
These  extracts  evidently  refer  to  the  worm  under  consideration,  as  do 
also  the  following,  which  will  convey  an  excellent  idea  of  its  mode  of 
working: 

Clover  Worms. — We  are  sorry  to  see  by  a  letter  from  T.  C.  Ran- 
dolph, Bucks  Post  Office,  Columbiana  county,  Ohio,  that  this  new 

pest  of  farmers,^  reported  last  year  by  an  Indiana  correspondent,  is 

moving  eastward.  Mr.  Randolph  found  "about  eight  inches  of  the 
bottom  of  a  clover  stack  so  full  of  these  clover-worms  as  to  render 
the  hay  unfit  for  use.  They  are  half  an  inch  long,  of  a  dark  brown 
color,  tapering  each  way,  ridged,  and  hatched  from  cocoons  [they 
hatched  from  eggs,  and  spin  the  cocoons]  resembling  those  of  the 

*Mr.  Townend  Glover,  of  Washington,  D.  C,  has,  it  is  ti-ue,  figured  the  larva  in  one  of  his 

iiiipiiljlished  plates  of  Lepidoptera  (LXXJII,  Fig.  25)  on  a  head  of  gi'cen  and  blooming  clover;  but  this 
is  simply  a  bhmder,  and  is  certainly  not  based  on  any  ascertained  fact. 

JNIi'S.  Mary  Treat,  of  Vineland,  N.  J. ,  communicated  to  me  tlie  lact,  some  years  ago,  that  she  had 
bred  this  insect  from  oak  leaves,  the  wonns  congTegating  in  a  nest  made  by  drawing  the  leaves  together. 

I  am  strongly  inclined  to  think  that  she  has  mistaken  for  costalis  the  verj'  closely  allied  oHnalis.  This 
last  I  have  myself  bred  from  a  larva  found  on  oak  leaves,  but  at  once  distinguislied  from  tliat  of  costalis  by 

its  gi'eater  size  and  bj'  liaviug  a  mottled  head,  and  a  broad  subdorsal  sti'iije  darker  than  dorsum  and  edged 
both  above  and  below  with  a  uaiTowcr  bhick  line.  It  is  so  much  like  the  larva  of  Tortrix  jialudana 

llobinson  (which  binds  together  the  leaves  of  Oak  with  glistening  white  web  interspersed  with  black 

excrement)  that  I  mistook  it  for  that  species,  which  I  had  previously  bred.  I  liave,  consequently,  no 

tlotailed  description  of  the  olinalis  larva.  [Upon  mquiring  of  Mrs.  Treat,  since  this  note  was  written, 

.'•he  informs  me  that  she  was  wrong  in  referring  her  oak-bred  species  to  costalis,  but  that — having  saved 
110  specimens — she  is  imable  to  determine  the  real  species.] 

t  Ins.  Inj.  to  Veg.,  p.  45C. 
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bee-moth.  Their  excrement  also  resembles  that  of  the  moth,  and  is 
mixed  all  through  the  hay.  With  the  thermometer  at  freezing-point 
they  are  lively,  and  were  moving  when  the  thermometer  was  at  6^ 
below  zero." 

A  sample  of  living  specimens  of  the  worms  arrived  in  good  order. 
We  think  it  is  a  pest  wholly  unknown  to  Eastern  farmers. — N.  Y. 

Sem.  Week.  Tribu7ie,Feh.  16,^1866. 

Clover  Worm  in  the  State  of  New  York. — M.  C.  Keraington, 
Auburn,  N.  Y.,  writes.  Feb.  28 :— "I  read  your  account  of  the  clover- 
worm  at  the  West,  and  dreaded  its  advent  in  the  East.  I  little  thought 
that,  even  then,  this  pest  with  its  myraid  host  was  stealthily  doing  its 
work  of  destruction  on  my  own  premises.  Having  occasion  during 
last  week  to  remove  a  stack  of  clover  hay,  I  found  the  bottom  of  it, 
for  two  feet  from  the  ground,  full  of  brown  worms  about  five-eighths 
of  an  inch  long,  tapering  both  ways,  ridged,  with  the  extremities  a 
little  darker  than  tlie  center.  The  hay  in  spots  was  white  with  their 
cocoons,  having  the  appearance  of  a  white  mold,  which  I  took  it  to 
be,  until  on  unloading  the  hay  I  found  the  wagon  alive  with  these 
active  agents  of  destruction.  Can  anything  be  devised  to  prevent 

their  depredations';'  Would  thoroughly  salting  be  likely  to  prove 
beneficial  ?  The  subject,  I  think,  is  worthy  of  serious  consideration.'^ 
iY.  r.  Sem.  Weel:  Tribune,  March  — ,  1866. 

What  are  They?— During  the  past  summer  I  cleared  out  a  bay 
which  had  not  been  entirely  emptied  in  some  ten  or  twelve  years,  and 
so  much  refuse  had  accumulated  as  to  injure  the  hay.  As  soon  as  I 
had  cleared  off  a  little  of  the  top,  a  sight  presented  itself  to  me  that 
fairly  made  me  shudder — there  were  thousands,  if  not  millions,  of 
brownish  or  greenish-black  worms,  about  three-quarters  of  an  inch  long, 
squirming  and  crawling  in  every  direction;  the  chaff  was  alive  with 
them — the  most  disgusting  looking  mess  I  ever  saw;  but  after  awhile 
it  was  finished  and  drawn  away  into  a  pasture.  The  bay  was  half  of  a 
26  by  36  barn,  the  other  half  being  filled  with  hay.  I  have  just  fin- 

ished drawing  home  this  mow  of  hay,  and  find  that  these  worms  have 
destroyed  a  load  of  clover  at  the  bottom,  and  penetrated  up  through 

three  feet  of  timoth}'-,  apparently  without  injuring  it,  to  a  couple  of 
loads  of  clover,  and  spoiled  it ;  it  was  cut  to  chaff,  and  looked  as  if  it 
was  mow  burnt,  and  was  filled  with  their  droppings,  which  looked  like 
onion  seed.  *  *  *  Y/hat  are  they,  where  did  they  come 
from,  and  will  they  go  away  of  themselves,  or  what  shall  I  do  to  kill 
them  ?— D.  S.  B.,  Fort  Ann.  N.  Y.,  in  Country  Gentlenmn,  Feb.  16^ 1871. 

In  the  Practical  Entomologist 'lov  3 nne.,  1S66,  Mr.  Walsh  recorded 
what  had,  up  to  that  time,  been  published  of  these  worms  ;  but  nothing 

was  known  of  their  natural  history  until  the  spring  of  the  next  year,^ 

when  an  account  of  the  insect's  transformations  was  given  by  myself.* 
Around  Alton,  Ills.,  and  in  St.  Louis  county,  many  cases  of  injury  by 

this  Clover-hay  Worm  have  come  to  my  knowledge  within  the  past 
four  years,  and  in  1870  it  attracted  a  good  deal  of  attention  around 
Eureka. 

*l'rairie  Fanner,  Apr.  20,  1)^67. 
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ITS  NATURAL  HISTORY. 

During  the  summer  months  the  moth  frequently  Hies  into  our  dwell- 
ings. In  1868,  during  the  months  of  May,  June  and  July,  it  was  one 

of  the  most  abundant  species  attracted  to  the  light  of  my  room  in  St. 

Louis,  from  the  fact,  doubtless,  that  there  were  infested  clover  stacks 
in  the  neighborhood.  These  moths,  with  the  wings  of  a  lilaceous 

purple,  marked,  as  in  the  illustration,  with  golden-yellow  (Fig.  28,  j,  e), 
may  frequently  be  seen,  on  a  cloudy  day,  or  in  the  evening,  flitting 
around  where  clover  is  being  stacked  or  stored.  The  eggs  must  be 
fastened  to  such  clover  as  the  females  can  find  access  to  by  creeping 
into  the  crevices  and  fissures  which  a  stack  affords.  The  worms,  of 

different  shades  of  olive-brown  (Fig.  28,  i,  2},  flourish  on  their  dry 

food,  and  generally  dwell  within  a  delicate  cylinder  of  silk  (7).  There 
are,  doubtless,  two  or  more  broods  during  the  year,  and  they  may  be 

found  in  mid-winter  of  all  sizes,  retaining  activity  with  the  thermom- 

eter below  freezing  point.  The  cocoon  is  formed  either  near  the  out- 
side of  or  entirely  away  from  the  stack,  or  mow,  and  generally  under 

some  piece  of  board  or  other  sheltering  substance.. 
It  is  a  little  curious  that  while  the  moth  has  long  been  known 

in  Europe,  and  is  figured  and  described  in  several  popular  English 

works  under  the  trite  vernacular  name  of  "Gold-fringe,"  its  larva  is 
yet  unknown  there;  and  certainly  nothing  is  on  record  thereof  its 

attacking  clover  in  the  manner  in  which  it  does  with  us.  H.  Noel 

Humphrey,  in  "The  Genera  of  British  Moths,"  (p.  124),  refers  to  it 

under  the  generic  name  of  Hj/psopiffia,  and  quotes  its  larva  as  "said 
to  feed  on  Poplars,"  a  say-so,  not  likely  to  be  founded  on  fact.  Mr. 
Robt.  McLachlan,  the  well-known  English  neuropterist,  on  the  con- 

trary, told  me  while  at  his  house,  that  the  moth,  though  by  no  means 

common  in  England,  had  been  seen  flying  around  hay-stacks,  and  had, 
he  thought,  been  bred  from  dry  raspberry  canes. 

REMEDIES. 

From  what  we  now  know  of  the  habits  of  this  insect,  (and  there 

is  much  yet,  in  detail,  to  learn),  the  only  way  to  defeat  its  attacks  is 

by  adopting  certain  preventive  measures:  First,  as  the  worms  feed 

solely  on  dry  clover,  it  follows  that  during  summer  they  must  be  con- 

fined to  such  unfed  hay  as  remains  over  from  the  previous  year's  mak- 
ing. Therefore,  new  hay  should  never  be  stacked  in  contact  with  old. 

The  occurrence  of  tlie  worms  in  such  prodigious  and  destructive  num- 

bers, as  indicated  in  the  above-quoted  paragraphs,  must  appear  some- 
what exceptional,  when  we  consider  how  wide-spread  the  insect  is; 

8— ER 
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and  these  exceptional  cases  may  be  accounted  for  by  supposing  the 

hay  to  have  been  stored  on  the  same  sites,  or  in  the  same  situation, 
for  successive  years.  In  confinement,  the  worms  show  a  tendency  to 

work  their  way  to  the  bottom  of  whatever  they  are  confined  in,  and 

we  may  conclude  that  this  tendency  is  natural.  It,  will  account  for 
their  being  found  so  generally  at  the  bottom  of  a  stack.  Yet,  aside 

from  this  tendency,  it  follows  that  wherever  clover  is  stacked  for  suc- 
cessive years  on  the  same  foundation,  the  bottom,  coming  in  contact 

as  it  does  with  the  infested  leavings  of  the  previous  year,  will  ne- 
cessarily suffer  most.  Secondly,  as  the  worms  show  a  preference  for 

the  moister  and  more  compact  portions  of  a  stack,  it  will  be  well  to 

build  on  a  good  log  or  rail  foundation.  This  gives  an  air  passage  un- 
derneath, and  is,  besides,  a  commendable  practice.  Thirdly,  I  should 

recommend  salting  the  hay,  especially  the  two  or  three  feet  near  the 

bottom  ;  for  while  it  is  a  good  practice  as  a  preventive  of  moldiness, 
it  may  also  prove  an  antidote  to  the  worm  nuisance.  Mr.  Rich.  Wray, 

of  English  Prairie,  Ills.,  who  has  sufiered  much  from  this  insect,  and 
who  believes  that  the  infested  clover  is  injurious,  and  may  even  prove 

fatal,  to  stock,  informed  me,  many  years  ago,  that  he  had  used  both 

lime  and  salt,  with  poor  results,  but  that  his  trials  were  not  thorough. 
I  have  little  doubt,  from  some  experiments  I  made,  which  showed  that 

the  worms  would  not  eat  well-salted  clover,  that  thorough  salting  will 
^preserve  a  stack  from  their  attacks. 

AsopiA  cosTALis  (F;ibr.) — Larva. — Leiio'th  0.70-0.75  inch  ;  diaiueter  COS  inch  ; 
general  color  dull  dark-brown  with  an  olivaceous  hue.  Thoracic  joints  much  wrinkled, 

the  rest  each  with  two  wrinkles,  the  anterior  one  usually  one-third  wider  and  lighter 

colored  than  the  other.  Each  side  of  dorsum  on  each  wrinkle  is  a  small  round  pol- 
ished space,  ligliter  than  the  body,  with  a  dark  central  shiny  spot  giving  rise  to  a  very 

tine  dull-white  hair.  Along  the  stigmatal  region,  on  the  anterior  or  lighter  wrinkle,  is 
another  almost  square,  light  space,  somewhat  swollen  and  as  wide  as  the  wrinkle,  and 

having  two  shiny  spots,  one,  smaller  below  the  other.  At  the  extreme  outer  edge  the 

body  is  generally  lighter,  with  a  dark  longitudinal,  irregular,  impressed  line,  above 

which  anteriorly,  and  below  it  posteriori}-,  is  a  small  point  also  giving  rise  to  a  hair. 
Venter  lighter  than  dorsum,  with  a  row  of  dots  and  liairs  on  each  side.  Legs  con- 
colorous  with  venter,  the  abdominals  Avith  a  spot  and  hair  exteriorly. 

When  young  they  ai-e  much  lighter  than  when  mature,  and  the  head,  cervical 
shield  and  caudal  plate  do  not  become  dark  till  after  the  last  molt.  Some  specimens, 

even  when  mature,  are  much  lighter  than  others,  the  two  wrinkles  often  being  of  the 

same  color,  though  the  insections  are  always  dark.  The  light  spaces  are  not  so  con- 

spicuous in  the  dark  specimens.  Anterior  and  posterior  usually  darker  than  the  mid- 

die  joints.    Very  livelj',  wriggling  backward  as  well  as  forward. 
Cocoon. — 0.50  inch  long,  oblong-oval,  of  pure  white  silk,  mixed  with  excrement  and 

particles  of  clover. 

Chrysalis. — 0.3o-0.3G  inch  in  length.  Color  lionej'-jellow,  with  segments  and  mem- 
Ders  clearly  defined  h\  the  insections  being  of  a  deeper  color. 
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Imaffo.—Averagi'  alar  expanse  G.83  inch.  Color  lilaceous  or  puri^lish,  with  a  silky 

jfloss.  Front  wings  with  a  slight  grayish  hue,  and  with  two  large,  bright,  golden-yel- 
low costal  spots,  dividing  their  anterior  portion  into  three  equal  parts;  the  outer  spot 

largest,  with  a  lilac-colored  line,  rather  lighter  than  the  ground-color,  continuing  from 
its  posterior  margin  in  an  almost  straight  transverse  line  toward  the  posterior  angle  ; 

the  inner  spot  smaller,  with  a  similar  line  extending  from  it,  but  obliquing  more  to- 

\\ard  the  base.  Hind  wings  lighter  than  front  wings,  except  near  the  posterior  mar- 

gin ;  with  two  wavy  light  straw-colored  transverse  lines,  the  outer  one  starting  a  little 
outside  the  middle  of  the  wing  on  the  costa,  where  it  broadens,  and  curving  to  the  anal 

angle.  All  the  wings  margined  with  deep  orange,  which  is  broadest  at  apex  of  prima- 

ries. Fringes  having  the  appearance  ot  raw  spun  silk,  being  of  a  verj'^  glossy,  golden- 
yellow,  deepening  a  little  toward  base,  and  separated  from  the  orange  wing-margin  by 

a  moi'e  or  less  distinct,  very  narrow,  pale  jellow  line.  Under  surface  with  the  colors 
more  luteous,  and  the  markings  less  distinct,  the  hind  wings  having  apparently  three 

transverse  lines,  when  held  between  the  light,  the  posterior  one  being  nearer  the  hind 

margin  of  the  wing  than  it  is  superiorly.  Legs  and  head  of  a  glossy  straw-color.  Body 
the  same  underneath,  lilaceous  at  sides,  and  darker,  more  grayish,  above.  Thorax  like 

the  body;  the  prothorax  and  teguhe  being  lighter.  Palpi  and  antennae  pale  orange, 

more  or  less  distinctly  tinged  with  lilaceous.  Certain  individuals  much  paler  than 
others. 

There  is  considerable  variation  in  the  relative  distinctness  of  the  transverse  lines 

and  size  of  costal  spots,  as  well  as  in  the  depth  of  ground-color. 

We  have  another  species,  the  Asopia  oUnalis  Gn.  (see  p.  103,  note),  which  has  pro- 

bablj'  been  confounded  with  it,  and  which  Zeller  erroneouslj'  supposes  has  been  so  con- 

founded in  the  American  Entoinoloc/lst*  Olinalls  has  a  larger  average  size  (expanding 
one  inch) ;  is  deeper  colored,  with  head  and  feelers  more  purplish ;  has  the  transverse 

lines  usually  less  distinct,  though  with  a  deeper  coincident  shade  basally ;  but  is  espe- 

cially distinguished  by  having  the  basal  tliird  (sometimes  half,  sometimes  tliree-fourths)» 
of  fringes  of  a  purple  (rather  brighter  than  the  general  tint)  color,  and  the  margin  of 

wings  narrowly  lined  with  black  scales  instead  of  broadlj^  lined  with  orange.  Conse- 
quently, the  wings  appear  much  more  narrowly  rimmed  with  gold.  The  underside  is 

also  more  uniform  and  darker  than  in  eostalis,  and  the  posterior  transverse  line  on  the 

secondaries  furnishes  one  of  the  best  distinguishing  features,  for  it  is  more  clearly  de- 

lined,  and  runs  almost  directly  under  the  similar  line  on  the  upper  surface,  and,  there- 
fore, much  nearer  the  middle  of  the  wing,  than  in  eostalis. 

THE  LEGGED  MAPLE  \lOR}^R—.^geria  acerni  (Clemens). 

(Ord.  LKi'iDOPTEnA  ;  Fam.  ̂ ^gekiid^k.) 

Vieing  with  the  Flat-headed  Borer,  in  destructiveness,  but  gener- 
ally following  in  its  trail  and  rendering  more  conspicuous  the  damage 

which  that  species  does  to  our  shade  maples,  the  insect  under  consid- 

*BeUr.  z.  Kenntn.  d.  nordam.  Nachtfalter;  Part  1,  pp.  53-4. 
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eration  deserves  notice.  It  may  be  called 

the  Legged  Maple  Borer,  because  the  pos- 
session of  sixteen  legs  at  once  distinguishes 

it  from  the  Flat-headed  Borer.  It  is,  indeed, 
^  in  structure  similar  to,  and  belongs  to  the 

same  family  as,  the  common  Peach-tree 

Borer  (Rep.  1,  Fig.  17),  and  the  more  com- 
mon Currant-stem  Borer  (^.  tipuliformis^ Linn). 

The  worm  (Fig.  29,  a)  burrows  under  the 

bark  of  our  soft  maple?,  feeding  on  the  in- 

ner bark  and  sap-wood  and  never  penetrat- 

ing deeply  into  the  more  solid  heart-wood. 
It  is  so  numerous  at  times  that  it  completely 

girdles,  and  thus  kills  outright,  trees  of  con- 
siderable size ;  while  smaller  trees  are 

"""aXatoTvUws;  ̂ :?rcoSl  Weakened,  and  rendered  liable  to  be  broken 

3f^?Vhf;sl'r"k^^^  wind,  even  where  the  worms  are  less  nu- often  left  reniaiuing  iu  the  hole  of 
exit.  merous. 

The  burrowings  of  the  worm  are  filled  with  its  dark  brown  pellets 
of  excrement,  and  cause  the  bark  to  crack  open  and  loosen.  The 

cocoon  (Fig.  29,  !>)  is  loosely  formed  of  white  silk,  and  covered  with 
the  same  brown  excrement,  and  when  about  to  give  forth  the  moth, 

the  chrysalis  works  its  way  partly  out  of  the  bark  (Fig.  29,  d)  through 
a  passage  which,  as  larva,  it  had  providently  prepared,  having  left  but 

the  thin  epidermis,  which  the  chrysalis  easily  pushes  through.  The 

moth  (Fig.  29,  c)  is  a  very  pretty  species,  particularly  distinguished 

by  the  large  anal  tuft  of  bright  orage-red  hairs.  It  was  first  described 

in  1860,  by  Dr.  B.  Clemens,  under  the  name  of  Trochilium  aoerni^* 

*  Proc.  Ac.  Nat.  Sc.  Phil. ;  1800,  p.  14. 

This  msect  is  catalogued  in  Grote  and  Robinson's  "  List  of  tlie  Lepidoptei'a  of  N.  A.,"  by  the 

name  of  JEgeria  acerni  Walker;  and  as  the  natural  iufej-ence  is  that  Walker  was  the  original  describer, 

the  reader  niaj' as  well  be  reminded  that  the  "  List"  refen-ed  to  is  gotten  up  on  the  plan  of  attaching 
as  authority  the  author  who  places  a  species  in  the  last-accepted  genus,  and  not  the  first  describer  of  the 

.species — a  plan  which  I  deprecated  in  my  4th  Report  (p.  55,  note).  I  am  glad  that  Mr.  Crotch  in  his 

recent  "  List  of  the  Coleoptera  of  N.  A.,"  has  thrown  his  inllnence  against  this  unjust  and  misleading 
custom.  Authors  do  not  seem  to  have  come  to  any  satisfactory  unanimity  as  to  wliat  are  the  distinguish- 

ing features  between  Mgeria  Fabr.  and  Troc/w'/JMm  Scopoli;  and  how  slight  and  trivial  the  dill'erences 
are,  anay  be  judged  by  the  following  diagnoses,  given  by  Harris  in  1839  (SiUiman's  Am.  Journ.  of  Sc. , 
XXXVI.,  p.  288). 

Tkochilidm. — Wings  naiTOW,  entire,  all  of  them,  or  the  hind  pair  at  least,  h'ansparent.  Antennaj 
short,  stout,  arcuated,  gradually  thickened  nearly  to  the  end,  which  is  curved  but  not  hooked;  under- 

side generally  Iriuged  with  a  double  row  of  very  short  bristles  in  Uie  males.  Tongue  very  short.  Body 
thick ;  abdoiiien  slightly  tufted  at  the  end. 

iEGERiA. — Wings  narrow,  entire,  all  of  them,  or  the  hind  pair  at  least,  transparent.  Antenna; 
mo.stly  elongiited,  sometimes  short,  arcuated,  gradually  thickened  nearly  to  the  euii,  which  is  curveil 
but  not  hooked;  underside  generally  fringed  with  a  double  row  of  short  bristles  in  the  males.  Tongue 
long.     Body  slender;  jibdonien  nciirly  or  quite  cylindrical,  ending  with  a  flat  or  trilobed  tutt. 

The  present  species  would  come  under  JEgcria,  according  to  these  definitions,  but  Clemens  re- 

.garded  the  jSgeria,  ns  employed  byHan-is,  as  sjTionymous  with  Trochilium,  and  so  placed  the  insect 
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and  redescribed  by  Mr.  P.  Gennadius  in  the  Americaii  Naturalist  for 

January,  1874  (p.  57). 

Many  j'ears  ago  I  bred  this  insect  from  maples  that  were  being 
injured  by  it  around  Chicago,  and  made  brief  reference  to  it  in  the 
Prairie  Farmer  for  April  17, 1869.  In  1867,  while  on  a  visit  to  Mr.  B. 

N.  McKinstry,  of  East  Sumner,  Ills.,  I  found  that  he  had  lost  many 

young  trees  by  it.  It  has  also  been  unusually  abundant  around 
Onarga,  Ills.,  and  infests  more  or  less  the  maples  in  the  city  of  St. 
Louis.  Mr.  Edward  Orton,  of  Yellow  Springs,  Ohio,  in  sending  me 

specimens  in  1869,  thus  speaks  of  its  injury:  "I  collected  the  Tro- 
chilium  from  the  trunks  of  maples  {Acer  saccharinum)  in  the  streets 

of  the  city  of  Springfield,  Ohio,  on  Saturday,  May  29, 1869.  The  insects 
were  emerging  in  great  numbers  from  the  trunks  of  several  trees.  I 
took  them  on  the  trees,  and  even  extricated  some  from  the  pupa  cases 

— which  remain  fastened  to  the  trees." 

It  is  referred  to  quite  frequently  in  the  transactions  of  our  west- 
ern horticultural  societies,  and  its  work  often  confounded  with  that 

of  the  Flat-headed  Borer.  Mr.  Merton  Dunlap  refers  to  its  injury 

around  Champaign,  Ills.,*  while  Mr.  Gennadius  states  that  it  has  killed 
a  number  of  maples  on  the  University  grounds  at  that  place. f 

It  appears  to  be  very  generally  distributed  over  the  country, 

though  as  none  of  the  older  eastern  writers  on  economic  entomology 

refer  to  its  injuries,  we  may  infer  that  it  does  not  attract  the  same 
attention  in  the  Atlantic  as  it  does  in  the  Middle  States. 

The  moths  begin  to  issue  from  the  trees  the  latter  part  of  May, 
and  continue  to  issue  throughout  the  summer.  The  worms  are  found 

of  all  sizes,  during  this  time,  and  throughout  the  winter. 

I  have  always  found  the  worms  in  such  trees  as  had  been  injured, 

either  by  the  work  of  the  Flat-headed  Borer,  the  rubbing  of  the  tree 
against  a  post  or  board,  or  in  some  other  way.  Where  the  bark  is 

kept  smooth,  they  never  seem  to  trouble  it,  the  parent  evidentlj^  pre- 
ferring to  consign  her  eggs  to  cracked  or  roughened  parts.  For  this 

reason  the  worm  is  not  found  in  the  smoother  branches,  but  solely  in 

the  main  trunk.     Whether  the  soap  application  will  prevent  the  moth 

under  cousiflevation  in  this  genus.  Subsequently  Mr.  Walker  wrote:  "  ̂ geria  has  been  divided  by 
Iluebner  and  Newman  into  several  genera,  which  diUer  as  much  from  each  other  as  they  do  from  Sphecia, 

but  they  are  here  reunited,  for  the  characters  by  which  they  are  distinguished  will  not  apply  to  the  exotic 

.species,  and  the  latter,  as  yet,  can  hardly  be  divided  into  coiTesponding  genera."  (Brit.  Mus.  Cat. 
Lep.,  viii.,  p.  1.3  ) 

And  for  this  little  fre.dc  (if  Mr.  AValker's,  his  name,  accoi'ding  to  the  fashion  adopted  in  the  List 

fif  Lepidoptera  refen-ed  to,  must  supersede  the  describer's,  as  authority,  to  a  whole  string  of  our  Ameri- 
can species,  many  of  which  he  perhaps  never  saw  or  heard  of.  Wherein  lies  the  practical  advantage  or 

the  justice  of  such  a  system,  must  be  left  for  its  advocates  to  discover  ! 

*  Trans.  Ills.  State  Hort.  Soc.  lST-2,  p.  «.">. 
t  Farmer,  Dixon,  His.,  Feb.  1ST4. 
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from  depositing  her  eggs,  is  not  known:  judging  from  analogy,  proba- 
bly not.  Yet  it  will  tend  to  keep  the  bark  smoother,  and,  in  being 

used  to  shield  the  tree  from  the  other  borer,  it  will  indirectly  shield  it 
from  this  one.  Mr.  Gennadius  recommends  whitewashing  the  trunks, 
and  filling  up  all  holes  and  fissures  with  mortar,  so  as  to  render  the 

bark  as  smooth  as  possible. 

vEgeria  acerni— //rta^o. — Head  and  labial  palpi  deep  reddish  orange,  the  former 
white  in  front  of  the  eyes.  Antenna?  bluish  black,  the  basal  joint  reddish  orange  in  front 

[the  terminal  third  sometimes  luteous.]  Thorax  ochreous  yellow,  with  the  tegular  in 

front  touched  with  pale  bluish  black.  Abdomen  bluish  black,  varied  with  ochreous  yel- 

low [in  well  preserved  specimens  the  hind  edge  of  joints  is  distinctly  j'ellow,  and  the  third 

joint  is  always  darker  than  those  bj'^  which  it  is  immediately  bounded] ;  terminal  tuft 
deep  reddish  orange.  Fore  wings  with  the  margins  and  median  nervure  bluisli  black, 

dusted  with  yellowish  ;  a  large  discal,  bluish  black  patch  ;  terminal  portion  of  the  wing 

ochreous  yellow,  with  a  blackish,  subterminal  band  [often  obsolete  except  at  costa;  this 

band,  which  is  between  the  discal  spot  and  apex,  separates  the  opaque  ochreous-j'^ellow 
from  the  transparent  part  of  wing,  and  when  it  is  obsolete  the  separation  is  less 

marked],  and  the  nervules  blackish  ;  the  hinder  margin  bluish  black,  and  the  cilia  deep 

fuscous.  Hind  wings  with  a  black  discal  patch  [small  and  subtriangular] ;  nervules 

blackish,  and  hinder  margin  blackish.  Under  surface  of  the  bodj^  ochreous  yellow, 

[often  bright  golden-yellow],  with  a  bluish  black  patch  on  each  side  of  the  second 
abdominal  segment.  The  middle  and  posterior  tibite  annulated  with  bluish  black  at 

their  ends,  the  anterior  blackish  with  the  coxae  touched  with  reddish  orange.  All  the 

tarsi  touched  with  blackish  above.  [Costa  of  all  wings  ochreous  or  golden  yellow.] — 
Clemens,  Proc.  Ac.  Nat.  Sc.  Phil.  1800,  pp.  14,  15. 

Average  expanse,  5 1  0.80 ;  r^",  0.7.'5  inch.  (^  differs  from  $  in  being  generally  lighter 
colored,  with  the  fringes  more  golden,  and  the  tips  of  anal  tuft  steel-blue. 

Larva — Average  length  O.GO  inch.  Color  edematous-white.  Body  of  uniforni 
diameter  to  joint  11,  from  whence  it  tapers  suddenly  to  anus,  joint  12  being  small  and 

very  short.  Piliferou.s  spots  sub-obsolete,  the  usual  hairs  springing  almost  directly  from 
the  surface.  Thoracic  joints  much  wrinkled  transversely ;  the  middle  joints  gathered 

into  two  slight  folds  on  their  posterior  third.  A  deep  and  conspicuous  medio-dorsal 

longitudinal  indenture,  and  a  lateral  substigmatal  wrinkle.  Stigmata  brown  and  dis- 

tinct, the  last  pair,  on  joint  11,  being  sub-dorsal  and  largest.  Head  small,  horizontal ; 

gamboge-yellow  ;  thetrf)phi  brown  and  prominent,  with  sparse,  rufous  hairs.  Cervical 
shield  lighter  colored  and  not  well  defined.    Legs,  and  hooks  on  prolegs,  rufous. 

The  medio-dorsal  indenture,  smallness  of  joint  12,  and  subdorsal  position  of  the 

last  pair  of  stigmata,  are  the  most  characteristic  features.  The  thoracic  and  anal  joints 
are  sometimes  dusky. 

Many  specimens  examined. 

(7n-i/salis — Unarmed,  the  anus  being  smooth  and  rounded. 
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THE  RASPBERRY  ROOT-BORE R-.i,T/6?'iV.  rujlN.Sp. 

(Orel.  LiU'iDOPTKRA ;  Fam.  ̂ Egkkiid^.) 

[Fi-.so]  The  common  borer,  which  works  in  the  canes 
of  raspberries  and  blackberries,  and  is  frequently 
mentioned  in  entomological  works,  is  a  legless 

grub,  the  larva  of  a  beetle  (  Oherea  perspicillata 
Hald.)  the  female  of  which,  according  to  Harris? 

lays  her  eggs  singly  on  the  stem  near  a  leaf  or 

small  twig,  but  according  to  Mr.  \Vm.  Saunders, 

'of  London,  Ont,  girdles  the  tops  of  young  grow- 
ing canes  in  two  places,  one  about  an  inch  from 

the  other,  and  then  between  these  rings,  thrusts 

a  single  egg  into  the  cane  through  a  puncture, 

also  doubtless  made  by  her  jaw.*     But  just  as  the 

^^^''''TiS^^'iom.'''" '""'''' ^"^^^°t'  t'^®  Grape,  the  Maple  and  many  other 
plants  are  affected  with  moth  larvt'B  as  well  as  beetle  larvae,  so  the 
Blackberry  and  Raspberry  have  their  lepidopterous  borer,  at  once 

distinguished  by  its  legs  from  the  legless  grub  of  the  beetle  above 

mentioned.  For  several  years  past,  complaint  has  been  made  in  sev- 
eral parts  of  the  countryf  of  a  borer  working  in  the  root  of  these 

plants,  and  I  last  summer  obtained  evidence  of  its  work  as  far  west 

as  Denver,  OoL,  on  the  farm  of  Mr.  J.  Y.  Dillon.  It  was  first  sent  to 

me  seven  years  ago  by  Mr.  A.  S.  Fuller,  of  Ridgewood,  N.  J.,  and  my 
late  friend  Walsh  received  other  specimens  in  the  spring  of  1869  from 

Mr.  Chas.  Parry,  of  Cinnaminson,  N.  J.,[:  and  succeeded  in  rearing 

the  moth.  Last  spring,  while  visiting  Mr.  B,  P.  Hanan,  of  Kali  oka,  I 
learned  that  it  was  doing  much  injury  to  the  Doolittle  raspberries 

around  Luray,  and  from  specimens  subsequently  obtained  and  reared 

to  the  perfect  state,  proved  it  to  be  the  same  species  that  had  been 

sent  from  New  Jersey,  and  which  has  been  captured  on  blackberries 

by  my  friend  J.  R.  Muhleman,  of  Woodburn,  Ills.    Its  life-history  is 

*Eep.  of  Ent.  Soc.  of  Out.,  1873,  i>.  0. 

M.  Provanchev  (Naturaliste  Canadien,\l  ,  p.  Vi:\)  (^ujjgests  Iliatllii-  f;inllinji-  is  done  to  cause  the 
i-ane  to  break  oft' ami  enable  the  hirva  to  trausfoiiu  within  the  broken  cane,  or  else  leave  it  and  enter  the 

gi-ound  for  that  purpose.  The  habit  of  the  larva  predude.-i  the  iios.sibility  of  either  of  these  h^iotheses 

being  coiTect.  After  the  girdled  tip  is  dead  and  broken  oft",  the  larva  that  hatclieil  in  it  is  burrowing  in 
tJie  still  standing  cane;  and  no  stem-boring  larva  that  I  am  acquainted  Avith  leaves  the  stem  to  transform 

in  the  ground.  The  most  plausible  explanation,  it  seems  to  me,  is  that  the  girdling  in  this  instance  is 

onlj-  one  of  the  many  jn-ovisions  which  insects  are  known  to  make  to  jirevent  the  gi-owing  plant  tissues 
from  cnishing  or  drowning  the  egg  before  it  hatches . 

tTrans.  Uls.  State  Horf.  Soc,  1S(>7.  \>.  '-'11;  Trans,  b.wa  State  Jb.ii    Soc,  l.»(i>t,  p    29. 

XAin.  Entoinoloyiitt,  I,  p.  Hi". 
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esseutially  the  same  as  that  of  the  lepidoptereous  root-borers  of  the 

Peach  and  Grape.* 
Major  Muhleman  thus  communicates  his  experience  with  this 

borer : 

It  was  in  1870,  from  July  to  September,  that  I  first  captured  the 
moth,  sometimes  resting  on  the  leaves  and  at  other  times  leisurely 
flying  about  the  blackberry  bushes.  At  that  time  I  had  not  noticed 
the  effects  of  its  work,  though  I  had  heard  and  read  about  the  '•  win- 

ter-kill "  of  Lawton  blackberries.  In  the  spring  following,  viz.  1871, 
I  found  my  bearing  canes  almost  all  dead,  and  during  the  summer  of 
the  same  year  noticed  more  moths.  I  then  suspected  it  was  that  moth 

or  its  worm  that  caused  the  "  winter-kill."  In  the  spring  of  1872  the 
last  year's  canes  were  again  dead,  and  I  determined  to  get,  if  possible, 
at  the  truth  of  the  matter;  I  mowed  the  canes  all  down  and  then  dug 
out  the  stools,  cut  them  open  lengthwise,  and  found  the  trace  of  the 
insect  in  every  one;  the  result  of  my  investigation  was  as  follows  :  I 
found  that  the  young  worm  upon  hatching  entered  the  growing  cane 
at  a  place  about  4,  5  and  6  inches  above  the  ground,  then  worked 
downward,  so  that  at  the  approach  of  winter  it  found  itself  in  the 
roots,  where  it  remained  all  winter;  in  the  spring  the  half-grown 
worm  then  ascended  through  some  other  cane  than  the  one  in  which 
it  went  down  ;  at  the  height  of  about  4  inches  above  the  ground  I 
found  several  larvae  in  different  stages  of  growth,  from  -^  of  an  inch 
to  a  full  inch  in  length,  the  anterior  portion  of  the  worm  invariably 
upward ;  this  was  in  t,he  latter  part  of  April,  for  at  the  May  meeting 
of  the  Alton  Horticultural  Society,  I  took  a  bundle  of  those  roots 
with  me  to  exhibit.  I  found  at  the  height  of  6  inches  larger  holes, 
evidently  those  of  exit  in  old  canes,  with  particles  of  the  pupa  shell 
in  the  orifice.  I  also  believe  that  the  insect  is  preyed  upon  by  a  para- 

site, as  in  some  old  canes  I  found  some  whole  pupa  with  the  hole  of  a 
parasite. 

Mr.  Muhleman  found  that  they  were  more  injurious  to  his  Lawtons 
than  to  his  Kittatinuies. 

Mr.  Theodore  Engelmann,  Mascoutah,  Ills.,  has  also  had  some  sad 

experience  with  this  borer,  and  very  natually  inferred,  as  he  writes 

me,  that  it  was  the  same  insect  that  infests  peach  roots,  for  the  reason 

that  his  raspberries  were  close  to  the  site  of  an  old  peach  orchard 

that  had  been  ruined  by  borers.  The  inference  was,  however,  very 

erroneous,  and  raspberries  might  be  surrounded  with  peach  trees  in- 
fested with  borers  without  receiving  any  injury  from  the  same,  and 

vice  versa;  for  the  two  borers  are  specifically  distinct,  and  the  one 

never  feeds  on  the  food-plants  of  the  other. 

The  worm  attains  an  inch  or  more  in  length,  is  of  a  pale-yellow 

color,  with  dark,  reddish-brown  head.  It  dwells  mostly  in  the  root, 
but  its  burrow  often  extends  several  inches  above  ground.  The  moth 

(Fig.  30,  «, c5";  h,  2)  has  the  front  wings  heavily  bordered  with  rusty- 
brown,  and  the  body  prettily  marked  with   yellow  and   black,  and 

*Beps.  I,  p.  48;  III,  p.  75. 
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slightly  tufted.    It  is  undescribed,  and  I  name  it  from  the  i^enus   of 
plants  which  it  breeds  in. 

I  know  of  no  remedy  for  its  injuries,  other  than  its  destruction 

wherever  found.  The  moths  issue  in  August  and  September,  and  pro- 
bably much  earlier.  Mr.  Parry  found  that  the  insect  showed  a  prefer- 

ence for  the  Dorchester  blackberry  over  all  others. 

-^GERiA  RUBi,  N.  Sp.—/«(«5fo.— Expanse,  c?,  1.00;  $,  1.2.")  inch.  Front  wings 
transparent,  with  a  broad  costal  border  extending  half  the  width  of  wing  at  base,  a  nar- 

row discal  spot,  and  more  or  less  of  the  tip  dull-ferruginous ;  the  inner  border,  the 
inner  longitudinal  vein,  the  intermediate  space  toward  posterior  angle,  and  sometimes 

its  whole  length,  of  the  same  color  ;  veins  brownish  within  and  black  without  the  dis- 

cal spot.  Hind  wings  perfectly  transparent,  or  rarely  witii  a  few  sparse  ferruginous 

scales  ;  the  transverse  discal  vein  pale,  the  others  pale  at  base,  but  black  toward  ex- 

tremities ;  costa  narrowly  golden-yellowy  becoming  darker  toward  apex.  Fringes 

dark-brown,  those  of  hind  wings  appearing  darkest  by  virtue  of  a  dark  wing  border. 
Under  surface  somewhat  paler.  Abdomen  stout,  with  a  very  slight  anal  tuft  in  $  ; 

a  stouter  one  in  (^.  Antennae  blue-black,  not  enlarging  toward  tip,  quite  pectinate  in 
cf .  Palpi,  a  narrow  ring  around  neck,  the  sides  of  the  collar,  a  broad  band  curving 
across  tegulje  and  around  the  base  of  wings,  a  faint  line  across  middle  of  thorax,  tvvo 

faint  longitudinal  lines  between  it  and  collar,  legs,  except  outer  base  (sometimes  whole 

length)  of  femora  and  tibia',  hind  third  of  abdominal  joints,  and  a  dorsal  and  lateral 
series  of  abdominal  tufts  or  patches,  (the  dorsal  ones,  especially  on  3d  and  7th  joints, 

most  persistent  and  conspicuous) — all  golden-yellow:  the  rest  of  body  black.  The 

orbits  are  of  a  somewhat  paler-yellow,  and  the  face  either  gray  or  bluish. 

d'  diflers  trom  $  iu  the  darker  color  of  primaries,  the  narrower  fringe  of  seconda- 
ries, the  narrower  ferruginous  spot  at  apex  of  primaries,  the  more  tufted  abdomen,  the 

broader  and  darker  anal  tuft,  and  the  pectinate  antennae. 

Described  from  6  (j"s,  65's,  bred  from  Rubus.  Approaches  nearest  to  Troclillium 
marginatum  Harr.,  and  T.  tibiale  Harr.,*  from  which  it  differs  in  the  thoracic  marks  and 
the  abdominal  tufts. 

Larva — Length  0.90-1.10  ijich ;  diameter  0.18.  Color  pale-yellow.  Head  dark- 
brown,  with  a  few  whitish  hairs  ;  mandibles  black,  the  other  trophi  paler.  Cervical 

shield  horny,  pale-brown.  Each  joint  with  S  pale,  shiny  piliferous  spots,  transversely 

arranged  on  2,  3  and  12  ;  the  dorsal  4  quadrangularly  arranged  and  the  lateral  2  inter- 

rupted bj''  stigmata  on  all  the  others.  Thoracic  legs  sllghtlj'  tinged  with  brown ;  pro- 
legs,  witli  the  booklets  dark.    Several  specimens  examined. 

THE  NORTHERN  BRE^TBIK^—Eupsalis  minuta  (Drury). 

(Ord.  Coi.EOPTERA  ;  Fam.  Brexthid.e). 

This  odd-looking  beetle  is  quite  frequently  met  with,  by  the  col- 
lector, upon  oak  trees,  and  especially  under  the  partially  loosened 

bark  of  oak  stumps  that  have  commenced  to  decay.     It  is  very  gen- 

*SUliman's  Am.  Joum.  otSc,  XXXVI,  p.  W^,  (1839). 
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erally    distributed   over  the  States  and  in  Canada,  and  is  entomolo- 
^^'"  '"^  gically  very  interesting,  as  being  the 

^  only  species  of  its  family  occurring  so 
far  north,  and  as  belonging  to  a  group 
the  true  position  of  which  has  long 

perplexed  systematists.  This  perplex- 
ity is,  in  a  great  measure,  due  to  the 

fact  that  its  larval  structure  has  re- 
mained unknown,  and  that  another 

larva  has  been  mistaken  for  it.  Dr. 

Harris,*  as  early  as  1838,  gave  a  very 

'''''S.CnctXii^^^;r'nl^iX:;V^;f"ll  accountof  the  insect, but  the  larva 
u^ay':^X^,^::^^iu^''' '"''''''' '''which  he  describes  as  belonging  to  it, 

and  which  he  received  from  the  Rev.  L.  W.  Leonard,  of  Dublin,  N. 

H ,  differs  very  materially  from  the  genuine  larva,  and  I  am  now  able, 

principally  through  the  kindness  of  Mr.  Wm.  R.  Howard,  of  Forsyth, 

Mo.,  from  whom  I  first  received  specimens  of  its  early  stages,  to  give 
the  correct  naiural  history  of  this  curious  Brenthian,  and  to  show  how 
the  original  mistake  of  Mr.  Leonard  and  Dr.  Harris  came  about. 

As  will  be  seen  by  the  accompanying  illustrations,  the  insect  is 

distinguished  by  its  elongate  body,  and  especially  by  the  snout  pro- 
jecting from  the  head  in  a  straight  line  in  front.  In  the  male  (Fig. 

31,  d)  this  snout  is  broad  and  flat,  spreading  toward  the  end,  where  it 

is  surmounted  with  two  powerful  jaws.  In  the  female  it  is  narrow  and 

cylindrical,  generally  longer,  and  not  enlarged  at  the  end.  It  varies 
considerably,  particularly  in  the  males,  both  as  to  length  and  breadth. 

The  color  of  the  species  is  mahogany-brown,  the  thorax  smooth  and 

highly  polished,  and  the  wing-covers  strongly  furrowed,  shaded  with 

deeper  brown,  and  marked  with  narrow  tawny-yellow  spots.  The  spe- 

cies varies  greatly  in  size,  some  specimens  scarcely  measuring  ̂ j,  oth- 
ers more  than  .V  inch  in  length  ;  but  contrary  to  the  general  rule  with 

insects,  the  males  are  almost  invariably  the  largest.  The  males  of  the 

Brenthians  are  known  to  fight  desperately  for  the  female,  and,  as  has 

been  remarked  by  Mr.  A.  R.  Wallace,!  it  is  interesting,  "  as  bearing 
on  the  question  of  sexual  selection,  that  in  this  case,  as  in  the  stag- 
beetles,  where  the  males  fight  together,  they  should  be  not  only  bet- 

ter armed,  but  also  much  larger  than  the  females." 
The  eggs  are  deposited  during  the  months  of  May  and  June,  and 

perhaps  later,  the  female  boring  a  cylindrical  hole  with  her  slender 

snout,  and  therewith  pushing  her  egg  to  the  bottom  of  the  hole,  as  is 

*  See  Ins.  Iiij .  to  Veg.  j).  07. 

+  'nH'M:iliiy  Airliipelaj!;o,  p.  48-.'. 
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the  habit  ol"  all  snout-beetles.  Mr.  Howard  thus  describes  his  own 
observations  of  these  insects :  "  It  requires  about  a  day  to  make  a 
puncture  and  deposit  the  egg.  During  the  time  the  puncture  is  being 

made,  the  male  stands  guard,  occasionally  assisting  the  female  in  ex- 
tracting her  beak:  this  he  does  by  stationing  himself  at  a  right  angle 

with  her  body,  and  by  pressing  his  heavy  pro-sternum  against  the  tip 
of  her  abdomen  ;  her  stout  fore  legs  serving  as  a  fulcrum,  and  long 

body  as  a  lever.  When  the  beak  is  extracted,  the  female  uses  her 
antenna3  for  freeing  the  pincers  or  jaws  of  bits  of  wood  or  dust,  the 

antenniXi  being  furnished  with  stiff  hairs  and  forming  an  excellent 

brush.  Should  a  strange  male  approach,  a  heavy  contest  at  once 
ensues,  and  continues  until  one  or  the  other  is  thrown  from  the  tree. 

The  successful  party  then  takes  his  station  as  guard.  These  contests 

sometimes  last  for  hours,  and  are  always  repeated  if  the  proper  male 

is  defeated,  though  not  often  if  he  is  successful.  I  think  it  is  by  mere 

'happen  so'  that  the  stranger  passes  by  or  runs  across  the  busy 
couple,  and  if  successful  in  routing  his  rival  he  takes  the  same  care  of 
the  female  as  did  the  vanquished  individual.  The  habits  of  these 
insects  are  much  like  those  of  the  Curculio  family.  When  disturbed 

they  fold  themselves  up  as  well  as  they  can  and  drop  to  the  ground^ 

where  they  feign  death.  They  will  soon  '  come  to  '  and  hide  beneath 

pieces  of  bark,  stones  or  other  rubbish,  Curculio-like." 
Mr.  Howard  is  of  opinion  that  this  insect  requires  two  years  for  its 

transformations,  passing  the  first  winter  in  the  larva,  the  second  in  the 

beetle  state.  In  some  stove- wood  (apparently  red-oak)  which  was,  in 
places,  riddled  by  it  as  though  pierced  with  different  sized  shot,  I  have 

myself  found  both  larvae  of  different  sizes  and  beetles,  in  mid-winter; 
but  it  is  difficult  to  draw  conclusions  from  such  facts,  as  many  insects 

which  are  known  to  develop  within  a  single  year,  are  found  in  differ- 
ent states  throughout  the  year,  owing  to  irregularity  of  development 

and  lengthened  period  during  which  eggs  are  being  deposited. 

The  larva  bores  in  all  directions  through  the  heart-wood.  It  is 

found  most  commonly  in  stumps  or  in  felled  trees  the  year  after  they 

are  cut ;  yet  both  Harris  and  Mr.  Howard  concur  in  stating  that  it  also 

works  in  living  trees.  Harris  speaks  of  it  as  infesting  the  White  oak, 

but  it  is,  with  us,  equally  common  on  the  Black,  Ked  and  Post  oaks. 

The  larva  (Fig.  31,  a)  has  the  legs  sub-obsolete,  the  thoracic  joints 
swollen  and  the  end  of  the  body  slightly  swollen  and  blunt. 

Eui'SALis  MiNLTA—Lrtrra.— Length  0.55-0.75  ;  diameter  in  middle  of  body  0.05 inch. 

Body  almost  straight,  cylindrical,  r2-jointed,  with  a  few  faint  hairs  only  on  prothorax 

and  around  anus:  thoracic  joints  short,  bent  a  little  forward,  swollen  and  broadly 

and  deeply  wrinkled,  with  two  especially  prominent  swellings  on  top  of  joints  2  and  3,. 

converging  toward  head,  and  having  each  a  granulated  rufous  spot :  the  other  joints- 
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with  about  three  dorsal  transverse  wrinkles  ;  joints  5-0  subequal,  as  long  as  1-3  together, 

twice  as  long  as  4 ;  10-12  diminishing  in  length,  slightly  swollen,  the  anus  retracted  :  G 

very  small  3-jointed  thoracic  legs  (/),  the  terminal  joint  being  a  mere  bristle  :  stig- 
mata quite  distinct  and  brown,  the  tirst  pair  much  tlie  largest,  between  the  fold  of 

joints  2  and  3  ;  the  others  on  anterior  fifth  of  joints  4-11,  the  last  pair  more  dorsal  than 
the  rest.  Head  pale  yellow,  darker  around  mouth  ;  rounded,  more  or  less  bent  over  the 

breast,  with  sparse,  stiff,  pale  hairs  springing  from  elevated  points  :  ocelli,  none  ;  anten- 
nae not  visible,  unless  a  dusky  prominence  lying  close  between  mandibles  and  maxillae 

be  called  such  ;  labrum  (i)  small  with  two  depressions  and  other  inequalities,  the  margins 

slightly  angular,  allowing  jaws  to  closely  fit  around  it;  jaws  (j)  stout,  triangular,  the 

inner  margin  produced  at  middle  into  a  larger  and  smaller  tooth,  and  with  a  slight  ex- 

cavation near  tip ;  maxilloB  (A)  long,  with  but  a  short,  horny  cardinal  piece,  the  palpi 

apparently  2-jointed  and  with  difficulty  resolved,  on  account  of  three  or  four  other 

prominences  around  them  ;  garnished  on  the  inside  with  a  close  row  of  stifi"  hairs  and 
on  the  outside  with  two  stouter  hairs  ;  labium  (/i)  large,  oboval.  the  palpi  placed  in  front 

and  2-jointed. 
Eight  specimens  examined. 

Pupa. — Average  length  0.40  inch,  with  the  antennae  curled  back  over  the  thorax, 

the  seven  or  eight  terminal  joints,  each  with  a  more  or  less  distinct,  forwardly- 

directed,  brown  thorn ;  the  snout  lying  on  the  breast  and  varying  according  to  sex  ; 

abdominal  joints  with  a  more  or  less  distinct  row  of  small  thorns  on  the  posterior  dorsal 

edge,  the  last  joint  with  a  more  prominent  thorn  directed  backward  in  a  line  with  the 
body. 

Four  specimens  examined. 

The  entomological  reader  will  notice  that,  in  its  larval  and  pupal 

characters,  this  insect  shows  strong  affinities  with  the  true  Snout- 
beetles  {Curculionidce)^  and  there  can  no  longer  be  any  doubt  as  to 

the  real  position  of  the  Brenthians,  in  a  natural  system  of  classifica- 

tion. They  have  rightly  been  considered  to  form  a  tribe  {Brenthi- 

des)  of  the  Snout-beetles  proper,  but  are  placed  in  a  family  by  them- 
selves by  modern  coleopterists,  and  bring  up  the  rear  of  Mr.  G.  E,. 

Crotch's  new  "  Check  list  of  the  Coleoptera  of  America,  north  of 

Mexico."  Our  species,  under  consideration,  is  treated  of  by  Harris, 
Fitch  and  other  earlier  writers,  under  the  vernacular  name  of '^North- 

ern Brenthus,"  and  the  scientific  name  of  Brenthus  (or  Arrhenodes) 
septentrionis  Herbst.  It  has  been  described  under  several  specific 

names,  as  maxillossus  by  Olivier;  mmw^Iws  by  Drury.  This  last  has 
priority  over  all  other  names,  but  as  the  description  was  made  from  a 

diminutive  individual,  subsequent  authors  had  doubts  as  to  the  spe- 
cies intended,  and  very  generally  ignored  the  name  in  favor  of  that 

given  by  Herbst.  Dr.  G.  H.  Horn,  as  late  as  1872,  in  a  paper  on  the 

BrenthidcB  of  the  U.  S,*  adopted  Olivier's  name;  but  there  seems  to 
be  no  question  that  the  species  described  by  Drury  was  our  northsrn 

species.     Hence,  according  to  the  strict  law  of  priority,  his  name 

*  Tr;ius.  Am.  Ent.  Soc. ,  vol.  iv.,  \>.  l-iT. 
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must  be  adopted.  But  the  old  genus,  Brenthus^*  has  also  been  subdi- 
vided; and  as  our  insect,  by  this  subdivision,  falls  into  its  last  new 

genus,  the  specific  name  must  be  altered  to  conform  thereto.  Thus  it 
is  that  the  old  familiar  Benthus  septentrionis^  employed  for  so  many 

years  in  works  both  popular  and  technical,  becomes  Ewp sails  minuta^ 
and  thus  it  is  that  entomology,  more  than  any  other  department  of 

zoology,  is  cursed  with  a  constant  chopping  and  changing  of  names, 

principally  because  her  devotees  have  so  far  failed  to  adopt  some  sim- 

ple rules  for  guidance  that  shall  give  more  stability,  and,  in  a  meas- 
ure, put  a  stop  to  this  everlasting  flux  in  her  nomenclature. 
Now,  how  did  Mr.  Leonard,  and  through  him  Harris,  fall  into  the 

error  of  giving,  as  of  the  larva  of  our  Brentiiian,  a  description  which* 

though  quoted  without  remark  by  most  subsequent  authors,  was  called 

into  question  by  Chapuis  and  Candcze,f  and  proves  to  be  erroneous? 

The  explanation  is  simple,  and  the  error  comes  of  stating  as  unquali- 
fied fact  that  which  rests  on  no  absolute  proof.  Boring  in  the  same 

wood,  and  making  holes  that  are  undistinguishable  from  those  made 

by  the  Brenthian  larva,  I  have  found  a  larva  (Fig.  32,  a)  which,  while 

bearing  a  general  superficial  resemblance  to  it,  is  yet  easily  distin- 
guished by  having  distinct  antennae,  conspicuous  thoracic  legs,  an 

anal  proleg,  and  a  curious  horny  excavation  at  the  end  of  the  body 

(Fig.  32,  J,  e).  Indeed,  it  answers  fully  to  the  description  given  by 

[Fig.  32]  Harris  as  of  the  Brenthian  larva,  and  which  I  here- 

with quote  : — "  When  fully  grown,  the  grub  measures 
rather  more  than  an  inch  in  length,  and  not  quite  one- 
tenth  of  an  inch  in  thickness.  It  is  nearly  cylindrical, 

being  only  a  little  flattened  on  the  under  side,  and  is  of 
a  whitish  color,  except  the  last  segment,  which  is  dark 

chestnut-brown.  Each  of  the  first  three  segments  is 

provided  with  a  pair  of  legs,  and  there  is  a  fleshy  prop- 
leg  under  the  hinder  extremity  of  the  body.  The  last 

CNDETEUMiNEDTENE-gegujent  is  of  a  horny  consistence,  and  is  obliquely brionid: — rt,  lav-        °  -^  '  i.         ̂  

of'hc^i'a-?/  ̂ 'T  hollowed  at  the  end,  so  as  to  form  a  kind  of  gouge  or 

cZ'cave  ediCf k;  ̂   the  edgos  of   which  are  famished  with  little- 
S.'/"^''™'^  *'^^*^  notches  or  teeth.  It  is  by  means  of  this  singular  scoop 

that  the  grub  shovels  the  minute  grains  of  the  wood  out  of  its  bur- 

row."    Subjoined  will  be  found  a  more  detailed  description : 

*  Brenthus  proper  has  the  thorax  depressed  and  deeply  chainieled.  £i(/)Sfl/ishas  the  thorax  convex 
above,  and  not  channeled.  "This  tremis  represents  the  Airlieiiodides  ol' Lacondaire,  drstins^iished  by 
the  conical  thorax  not  coinim-ssciriii  I'miit,  the.  antenna'  lumlenitely  nihu-t,  bnt  not  terminated  by  :i 
club.  Head  trausver.^e,  mandibles  prdiuintnt  Anmni;-  the  genera  of  tlie  .u-mup,  £K/Jsa/is  is  known  by- 
its  .short  and  broad  rostrum,  the  Ijruad  hea<l,  the  I'umora  slender  anil  cxlindrical  at  l)ase.  It  is  closely 
allied  to  Arrenhodes,  in  which  our  species  ha<l  lieen  placed,  but  dilVers  liy  the  hind  angles  ol'  the  head 
being  effaced,  and  the  surl'ace  shining."— Horn,  lov.  cit. 

t  Mem.  (le  la  Soc.  Roij.  dc  TJi<je,  VIH.,  p.  :>m,  hS53. 
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  "i—LarL-a  (Fig.  32)— Length  0.00-1  inch.    Botly  12-iointed,  proportioned, 
and  with  about  the  same  curve  as  in  EupsaUs,  but  more  polished,  less  wrinkled,  more 

duskj%  especially  toward  each  end  ;  the  thoracic  joints  not  swollen,  and  less  relatively 

short,  the  tirst  extending  slightly  above  the  head,  like  a  hood  ;  jts.  10,  11  and  12,  each 

with  two  narrow,  transverse,  horny,  brown,  dorsal  ridges,  armed  with  minute  thorns, 

the  last  ridge  on  12  subobsolete  :  anus  on  a  ventral  swelling,  between  11  and  12,  hav- 

ing a  transverse  slit,  the  hind  edge  of  which  is  horny  and  brown,  and  used  as  a  proleg  : 

12,  at  end,  horny,  brown,  obliquely  truncated  above,  deeply  concave,  with  two  narrow, 

loughened,  darker  marks  within  the  concavity,  distinctly  separated  below  but  meeting 

above;  the  edges  notched  and  furnished  with  stiff,  yellowish  hairs:  thoracic  legs  with 

the  tarsi  ornamented  with  stiff  points  below,  and  terminating  in  a  simple  claw  ;  stiffraata 

normally  arranged.  Head  and  all  the  tropi,  except  jaws,  sparsely  garnished  with  stift' 
hairs  ;  of  same  general  form  as  in  EupsaUs,  but  darker,  the  lobe  of  maxilla?  {g)  reaching 

to  tip  of  maxillary  palpi,  which  are  4-jointed  ;  antenna^  (/)  in  front,  just  above  mandibles, 

4-jtd,  inclusive  of  bulbus,  jts.  subequal  in  length,  the  terminal  one  verv  narrow  and  ap- 

pearing as  a  fleshj^  hair  ;  labium  (/*)  slender,  with  2-jtd.  palpi ;  mandibles  (c)  triangular, 
;ind  but  slightly  irregular  on  the  inner  edge.      Described  from  three  specimens. 

We  do  not  yet  know  what  this  larva  will  produce,*  but  it  evidently 
belongs  to  the  Tenebrioriidce^  a  family  which  includes  our  common 

Meal-worm  ( Tenehrio  molitor)^  and  widely  separated  from  the  Bren- 
thians. 

THE  JUMPING  SUMACH  ^EmL^—Blepharida  rhois  (Forst) 

(Ord.  CoLEOrxERA;  Fam.  Chrysomelidji:!). 

Sumach,  on  account  of  its  tanning  and  coloring  properties,  is 

coming  into  increasing  use  in  this  country  as  an  article  of  commerce. 

Large  quantities  are  imported  every  year  from  Europe  by  New  York 
and  Philadelphia  houses,  and  in  1S69  the  importations  are  said  to  have 

reached  11,832,451  pounds.  Now  analj'^sis  shows  that  some  of  our 
sumachs  possess  as  much  tanning  property  as  the  European,  and  they 

are  so  abundant  in  the  South-west  that  it  seems  strange  that  we  should 
have  to  import  any  of  the  prepared  article  from  abroad.  There  must 

be  a  good  reason  for  the  fact,  however,  and  it  is  doubtless  to  be  found 

in  the  greater  care  in  which  the  European  article  is  prepared  for 

market.  Sicily  sumach  is  made  of  the  stems  and  leaves  only,  which 

are  gathered  and  carefully  dried  in  the  shade,  and  ground  in  a  primi- 

tive mill,  or  cut  in  a  hay-cutter ;  the  stems  are  afterward  separated  by 

winnowing,  and  the  ground  leaves  neatly  packed  in  bags.  The  pre- 
paration of  American  sumach,  as  an  industry,  is,  however,  steadily 

*  I  have  bred  Meracantha  rontracla  (Beauv.)  from  a  larva  haviiig  a  .somewhat  simUar,  Imtsmooth- 
rinmied,  anal  excavation,  ami  from  its  naiTo-\vne.ssi  and  .size  I  strongly  sutiiiect  that  the  above-described 
larva  belongs  to  the  closely  allied  genus  SlroiKiylium,  and  Avill  ])roiluce  .S'.  teniticolle  (Sax)  Mhich  1 lind  ou  felled  oak. 

jThe  genus  Blcpliariila  forms  the  hist  genus  of  tlie  Trilie  Ilal/ichu,  in  the  Sub-family  Galerucides, 
and  is  distinguished  from  all  the  otlier  genera  of  the  Tribe,  bv  having'' the  claAVs  bitid— See  Crotch's 
"  Materials  for  the  studv  of  the  Phv  toimgaof  the  U.  S.  ;  "  Troc,  Ac.  Nat.  Sc,  Phd.,  l-7;5. 
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increasing,  and  Virginia  is  reported  to  have  seventeen  sumach  mills 

which  turn  out  annually  (5,000  tons,  on  which  §60  per  ton  are  realized. 
In  Missouri  several  parties  have  entered  into  its  preparation,  from 

the  wild  shrubs;  but  no  one,  I  believe,  has  yet  cultivated  sumach,  though 
it  may  be  cultivated  as  easily  as  corn,  by  cutting  down  to  the  ground 
in  the  fall,  and  harvesting  from  the  sprouts  sent  up  each  year.  Wm. 

Neison,  of  Fox  Creek,  has  realized  several  hundred  dollars  by  prepar- 
ing it;  but  Mr.  A.  W.  McPherson  of  Springfield,  who  once  went  into 

the  business  quite  heavily,  found  it  unremunerative. 

There  are  three  species  possessing  an  economic  value,  found 

throughout  the  State,  and  especially  in  the  southern  part  on  our  prai- 

ries and  glades.  These  are,  the  Stag-horn  Sumach,  {Rhus  typhina), 
the  Smooth  ^nmdich.  {R. glabra)  and  the  Dwarf  Sumach  {R.  copaUina). 

Should  they  ever  acquire  greater  money  value  than  they  now  possess, 
and  come  to  be  cultivated,  there  will  be  one  serious  drawback,  in  the 

injuries  of  the  beetle  under  consideration.  Indeed,  as  it  is  as  fond  of 

the  Venetian  Sumach  {Rhus  cotimis^  commonly  called  Smoke-tree  or 

Purple-fringe,  and  cultivated  for  ornament)  as  of  the  three  indigenous 
species  just  enumerated,  it  must  be  even  now  classed  with  our  insect 

pests,  and  it  will  be  well  to  set  forth  its  habits,  especially  as  they  have 
not  heretofore  been  given,  and  the  insect  is  npt  mentioned  in  the 
works  of  Harris,  Fitch  or  Packard. 

[Fig. ,«]  As  soon  as  vegetation  starts 
in  spring,  the  beetles,  (Fig. 

33,  /),  which  had  passed  the  win- 

ter, as  such,  in  sheltered  situ- 
ations, may  be  seen  upon  their 

food-plants,  sometimes  in  great 

numbers,and  generally  coupled* 
Though  not  as  shy  and  active 

as  many  of  the  smaller  flea- 
beetles,  they  yet  jump  with 

alacrity  by  means  of  their  thick- 
ened hind  thighs — a  fact  which 

has  been  doubted  by  some  en- 
tomologists, but  certainly  by 

none  who  have  known  the  in- 

sect in  life.  The  wing-covers 
are  of  a  bright  mahogany - 

~  brown,  marked,  as  in  the  illus- 

tration (/■),  with  white,  and  the 
head  and  thorax  are  of  a  bright 

r.LEi'iiAKiDAiiiiois :— a,  egg;  h,  b,  egg  nuis.-e<,  rovtmi  ghiny  green.    In  cabinet  speci- 
with  excrement;  f,  c,  f,  r,  larva;  rf,c<ic(>oii;  e,  pupa; 
/,  becue:  (i,  h,  i,j,  k,  7,  lu.mtiii.urts  ofiarva.  mens  thcse  colors  lade;  and  the 
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general  tint  is  more  yellowish  or  rust-colored.  Very  soon  after  the 
appearance  of  the  beetle  the  stems  and  branches  of  the  plants  named, 
if  carefully  examined,  will  be  found  more  or  less  covered  with  little 

elongate  pellets  of  excrement,  (J,  ?*,)  dark  when  fresh,  but  becoming 

paler  and  grayish-brown  when  dry.  These  pellets  are  sometimes  so 
numerous  as  to  form  one  large  mass  completely  covering  the  stem  or 

branch;  at  other  times,  and  especially  when  on  the  leaf  or  leaf-stem, 
they  are  single.  If  more  critically  examined,  they  will  each  be  found 

to  contain  five  or  six  pale  yellow  eggs  (a)  mostly  laid  side  by  side, 

and  separated  from  the  excrement  by  a  thin  papery  layer  of  a  whitish, 

opaque  substance.  These  eggs  give  birth,*  in  a  very  few  days,  to  little 
dark  j^ellow  worms  with  a  conspicuous  black  head,  and  shiny  plate  on 
the  first  joint,  six  long,  black,  thoracic  legs,  and  a  pale  anal  proleg. 

This  worm  no  sooner  begins  feeding  than  it  besmears  its  back 

with  its  own  excrement.  It  grows  apace,  becoming  paler  with  age, 
and  showing  paler  stripes  along  the  back  (c),  which  it  continues  to 

cover,  more  or  less  completely,  with  its  soft  blackish  dung,  thereby 
presenting  a  most  repulsive  appearance.  This  filthy  habit  has  no 

doubt,  for  object,  the  moistening  and  protection  of  the  soft  body  from 

the  sun's  hot  rays,  for  in  cloudy  and  rainy  weather,  and  in  the  breeding 
cage,  the  animal  is  far  less  careful  about  covering  itself,  and,  as  we 
shall  presently  see,  it  is  not  found  during  the  intense  heat  of  summer. 

The  dung  is  pushed  forward  on  the  back  purely  by  the  contraction  and 

extension  of  the  different  joints,  the  anal  slit  being  transverse  and 
excreting  upward. 

After  thrice  shedding  "its  skin,"  each  time  anchoring  itself  to  the 
leaf,  head  downward,  for  the  purpose,  this  worm  acquires  full  growth 
and  descends  into  the  ground,  where  it  forms  a  somewhat  oval  cocoon 

(d)  in  the  construction  of  which  it  again  uses  its  dung,  mixing  with  it 

a  little  earth  to  add  consistency,  and  perhaps  also  employing  a  fluid 

from  the  mouth.  Here,  in  the  course  of  a  fortnight,  it  becomes  a  pupa 

(<?),  and  in  a  few  days  more  the  beetle  works  its  way  to  light.  A 

second  brood  of  worms  follows  the  first,  there  being  scarcely  any 
intermission  between  the  two  broods,  as  the  later  individuals  of  the 
first  have  generally  not  disappeared  when  the  earlier  individuals  of 

the  second  begin  to  hatch.  The  second  brood  disappears,  however, 

during  the  fore  part  of  July,  and  nothing  more  is  seen  of  the  insect 
till  the  following  September,  when  the  worms  which  had  remained 

buried,  without  change,  through  the  hotter  months  of  July  and 

August,  transform  and  give  forth  the  second  and  last  brood  of  beetles. 

*  I  hiiTC  notieetl  that  as  soon  as  it  leaves  the  egg-shell,  the  young  lurva  li-ees  itself  from  a  delicate- 
pellicle  which  siuToumis  it,  nuich  ;is  is  known  to  lie  the  case  with  so  I'nany  Hcmiiitera  ami  Orthopteru. 
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These  feed  on  through  the  fall,  and,  hibernating,  recommence,  in 

spring,  the  annual  history  just  told. 
This  insect  is  so  abundant  that  the  sumachs  are,  in  some  years, 

completely  denuded  over  vast  extents  of  country.  In  July  of  last 

year,  though  the  animal  itself  was  not  to  be  seen,  I  found  abundant 
evidence  of  its  work  through  Kansas,  Texas,  Indian  Territory  and 
Colorado.  It  feeds  alike  on  all  the  sumachs  I  have  mentioned  ;  but  is 

not  so  frequently  found  on  the  Fragrant  Sumach  (JR.  aromatica., 

known  in  diflerent  parts  of  the  State  as  ''French  Hazel,"  "Stinkweed," 

"Polecat-weed,"  etc.,)  and  not  at  all  on  the  Poison  Ivy,  (R.  toxico- 
dendron). 

REMEDIES. 

The  Smoke-tree  may  be  protected  from  the  injuries  of  this 
insect  by  jarring  the  beetles,  in  early  spring,  into  pans  of  water, 

or  by  strewing  the  ground  lightly  with  straw,  then  starting  a  ring  of 
fire  on  the  outside,  and  jarring  the  beetles  into  it.  If  the  worms 

have  been  allowed  to  hatch,  the  Paris-green  mixture  will  soon  dispose 
of  them. 

Blepharida  rhois. — Eqg — l'al(!  yellow,  ellipsoidal,  0.05  iucli  long,  \  as  wide ; 
translucent. 

Larva. — ^Average  length  0..50  inch  when  full  grown.  Body  12-jointed,  with  but  a 
very  slight  subjoint;  smallest  and  narrowest  on  joint  1,  enlarging  thence  gradually  to 

12th,  w^hich  is  rounded  and  somewhat  bulbous.  Dorsum  with  about  three  faint  trans- 
verse wrinkles  to  each  joint.  Color  translucent  gamboge  yellow,  with  six  longitudinal 

lines  of  a  paler,  brighter,  ojiaque  yellow;  two  of  these  dorsal,  straight,  and  mostly 

obsolete  on  thoracic  joints  ;  and  two  each  side,  sinuous  and  slightly  raised,  the  lower  in 

a  line  with  stigmata,  the  upper  parallel  to  it.  The  sinracles  in  normal  position,  con- 

sisting of  small,  dark-brown,  raised,  circular  annuli,  the  first  pair  rather  largest,  and  on 

a  subventral  fold  between  joints  1  and  2  ;  the  others  in  middle  of  joints  4-11.  Alateral 
brown,  polished,  crescent  mark  just  above  legs  on  joints  2  and  3,  and  numerous  minute 

brown  papillae  most  conspicuous  on  thoracic  joints.  Head  small,  polished,  black;  the 

sutures  paler ;  a  few  short  paler  bristles  around  trophi,  which  are  inconspicuous ; 

Epistoma  broad,  with  a  Y-shaped  depression  in  the  center  ;  labrum  (Fig.  33,  k)  white 

and  excavated  in  front ;  antenna'  (r/)  naked,  2-jointed,  the  basal  joint  very  stout  and 

truncate,  the  terminal  joint  a  mere  nipple  ;  mandibles  (i)  4-toothed,  the  outer  one  small ; 

maxillai  with  a  few  bristles  on  inner  lobe,  and  the  palpi  (h)  naked  and  4-jointed  ; 

labium  (;)  transversely  reniform,  the  palpi  naked  and  2-jointed.  Cervical  shield  rather 
darker  than  body  and  mottled  with  brown.  Legs  {I)  increasing  in  size  from  first  to 

third  pairs,  mostly  armed  with  a  few  pale  stiff  hairs,  the  cox;e  stout,  and  the  tarsi 

consisting  of  a  pale,  fleshy,  tractile  tubercle,  surmounted  by  a  curved  hook.  An  anal 

retractile  pseudopod,  which,  when  fullj^  exserted,  is  divided  into  eight  or  more  lobes, 
and  much  expanded.  Anal  slit  transverse.  The  young  larva  differs  only  in  having 

tlie  cervical  shield  black.     Many  specimens  examined. 

T>upa — Of  the  normal  Chrj'somelid  form,  yellowish,  with  the  eyes  and  tips  of  jaws 
dark,  and  two  small  anal  projections. 

9 — E  R 
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The  beetle  is  so  variable  in  the  disposition  and  size  of  the  red-brown  markings 

that  many  of  its  u>ore  marked  varieties  have  been  described  as  distinct  species,  as  the 

following  synonymy  by  Mr.  Eogers,  which  I  quote  from  tlie  Proceedings  of  the  Phila- 

delphia Academy  of  Natural  Science  {18G6,  pp.  29  and  30),  will  show  : 

Blepharida  rAots.— Oval,  convex,  ferruginous  ;  head  and  thorax  yellow ;  elytra 
with  eleven  rows  of  large  punctures,  irregularly  mottled,  sometimes  vittate  with 

yellow  and  ferruginous ;  margin  always  broadly  j-ellow ;  autennse  black,  base  piceouf^. 
Length  .25-30. 

Chrysomela  rhois  Forst.  Cent.  Ins.  1,  21.  Iliibn.  Naturf.  24,  St.  40.  Oliv.  Enc. 
Meth.,  o,  720. 

Altiea  Virgmica  Frolich,  Naturf.  26,  129,  54. 
Haltica  rhois  lUig.  Mag.  0,  161. 
Chrysomela  stolida  Fabr.  Ent.  Sys.  1,  318.     Syst.  El.  1,  435.    Oliv.  Enc.  Meth.  5, 700. 
Haltica  stolida  Illig.  Mag.  0,  161. 
Chrysomela  vieticulosa.  Oliv.  Ins.  91,  531,  tab.  6,  fig.  01,  Locality— Middle  States, 

Southern  States,  Nebraska  and  Upper  Mississippi. 

Jiggers  "  or  IIaryest- jutes  : — Lcptus  iiritans  Riley  (to  tlie 

right),  and  L.  America7ius 'RWcy  (tothck-ft). 



BENEFICIAL  INSECTS. 

THE    UNADORNED    TIPHIA,    or   WHITE   GRUB   PARASITE— 
Tiphia  inornata  Say. 

(Ord.  Hymexoptera  ;  Fani.  Scoliid.e.) 

Many  animals,  as  the  badger,  weasel,  skunk,  marten  ;  some  birds, 

as  the  crow;  and  some  predacious  insects,  as  the  different  Ground- 

beetles  {GarahldcB)^  and  perhaps  the  larva3  of  some  Breeze-flies  {Ta- 
hanidce)  attack  and  devour  the  common  White  Grub  {Lachnosterna 

quercina^  Knoch).  But,  so  far,  no  true  parasite  of  its  own  class  has 

been  known  to  prey  upon  it,  though  it  is  at  times  extensively  de- 

Ltis-.3i.]  stroyed  by  a  parasitic  cryptogam! c 

^  plant  {^Torruhia  militarise*  Tul.  Fig. 

^  35.) 

I  wish  to  call  attention,  however, 
to  an  insect  which  I  have  named  the 

^  White    Grub  Parasite,"  and  which 
Tiphia  iNor>NATA:-fl,  iieilect  fly,  female;  6,  en-  Well  deServeS  the  title,  aS  it  kills  and 

larjred  head  of  lai'va;  c,  lawn,  venU-al  view;  J  .  v  ^  ,•,  ■>-, 
(7,  cocoon  cut  open.  dcvours  great  numbers  oi  the  well- 

known  scourge  of  our  pastures  and  meadows. 

One  can  scarcely  dig  for  half  an  hour  in  any  soil  in  this  part  of 

the  country,  without  meeting  with  a  curious  egg-shaped  cocoon  (Fig. 
34,  rZ),  of  a  pale  golden-brown  or  buff  color,  and  with  a  soft  exterior 
surface,  in  touch  as  well  as  in  color,  reminding  one  of  the  punk  used 

by  dentists.  Upon  cutting  this  cocoon  open,  it  will  be  found  to  con- 
sist of  about  a  dozen  delicate  layers,  the  outer  ones  soft  and  loosely 

spun,  the  inner  ones  more  and  more  compact  and  paler  in  color. 

Within  this  cocoon, if  fresh,  there  will  be  found  a  whitish  grub  (Fig. 

34,  c)  which,  though  lacking  legs  has  the  joints  of  the  body,  at  the 
sides,  swollen  so  as  to  look  like  the  fleshy  pseudopods  possessed  by 

many  larvas.    The  pupa  I  have  not  yet  had  an  opportunity  of  figuring 

*  Mr.  W.  R.  Gevavil,  Poughkeepsie,  X.  Y 
that  it  niav  l)e  the  cinerea  Tula^iie. 

inclineil  to  tliiiik,  fnini  dvieil  ̂ iicciniens  I  scut  him. 
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and  describing,  but  the  perfct  fly  (Fig.  34,  re,  $  ),  which  may  be  called 
the  Unadorned  Tiphia,  issues  in  due  course  of  time  through  a  ragged 

hole  in  the  large  or  blunt  end  of  its  cocoon. 
From  having  repeatedly  found  the  head  parts  of  some  Lamel 

licorn  larva  attached  to  these  cocoons,  I  had  long  suspected  that 

such  larvre  formed  the  food  of  this  Tiphia,  and  on  carefully  examin- 

ing these  head-parts  I  recognized  them  as  belonging  to  the  common 
White  Grub.  But  all  doubt  as  to  this  fly  being  parasitic  on  said  White 

Grub  ceased  when,  in  1872,  Mr.  A.  W.  Smith,  of  St.  Louis,  brought  me 
a  number  of  the  cocoons  which  he  had  taken  from  a  low  part  of  his 

farm  on  the  Illinois  bottom,  where  the  White  Grub  was  very  thick, 

and  the  yellow  cocoons  so  numerous  as  to  attract  attention. 

The  genuG  Tiphia  is  characterized  by  having  the  maxillary  palpi 

long,  and  composed  of  unequal  joints,  and  by  the  second  joint  of  the 

antennae  being  received  into  the  first,  which  hides  it.  The  insects  be- 
longing to  it,  like  all  fossorial  or  digger-wasps,  are  known  to  burrow 

in  the  ground,  but  their  larval  habit  has  not  heretofore  been  known. 

Mr.  Fred.  Smith,  of  the  British  Museum,  has  surmised,*  from  certain 
observations  he  made,  that  the  European  Tiphia  femorata  is  para- 

sitic upon  Aphodius — a  genus  of  Lamellicorn  beetles  whose  larvae  re- 
semble the  White  Grub  in  general  appearance,  and  feed  for  the  most 

part  on  dung,  entering  the  earth  to  transform.  The  surmise  is  doubt- 
less correct,  judging  from  the  habit  of  our  Unadorned  Tiphia. f 
The  parent  fly  must  be  endowed  with  a  rare  instinct  to  enable  it 

to  find  the  under-ground  food  for  its  progeny,  and  consign  therewith 
an  egg.  Judging  from  analogy,  she  fastens  this  egg  to  the  anterior 

ventral  part  of  the  White  Grub,  where  the  latter's jaws  cannot  reach 
it;  and  her  larva,  with  its  head  embedded,  and  clinging  as  tenaciously 

as  a  bull-dog  to  the  muzzle  of  a  fated  ox,  feeds  externally  on  its  victim, 
and,  after  rapidly  appropriating  all  the  softer  parts,  spins  the  cocoon 

already  described — the  more  horny  head -parts  of  its  prey  naturally 

adhering  to  the  outside,  or  first-spun  layer.  The  perfect  insect  issues 
by  gnawing,  with  its  strong  arcuated  jaws,  a  hole  near  the  blunt  end 
of  its  cocoon. 

The  Unadorned  Tiphia  is  polished  coal-black  in  color,  sometimes 
with  a  faint  bluish  hue,  but  without  any  paler  markings.    The  body, 

*  Eutomologif^t's  Annual,  London,  1871,  p.  57. 

t  Scolia  (the  ty])ical  "genus  of  the  family) ,  '■l-cincta  Fabr. ,  which  occurs  both  in  tliis  country  and 
Europe,  mukes  its  burrows  in  sand-banks,  to  the  depth  of  eighteen  inches,  and  is  supposed  to  use  the 

Orthopterous  locusts  {Locustidcc)  for  food — Wcsttv.  Intr.  II.  p.  211.  ScoZia  j?ai'(/;-o«s  attaclies  its  Qgt;^ 
to  the  Tenter  of  the  larva  of  a  common  European  Lamellicorn  larva  {Oryctes  nasicornis)  in  the  bark 

beds  (Vallonea)  of  hot-houses;  and  Passerini,  as  quoted  by  St.  Fargeau  {Hym.  III.,  jip.  504 — 517),  de- 

scribes its  lai-va  and  cocoon,  which  are  much  like  those  of  Tiphia,  and  explains  how  the  latter  must  be 

fomiedby  the  mature  larva,  as  within  it  thei'c  are  found  no  remains  whatever  of  its  in-ey. 
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except  a  small  scale  at  the  base  of  the  front  wings,  is  minutely  punc- 

tate, and  covered  more  or  less  with  sparse,  stiff,  pale-yellow  hairs, 
thickest  on  the  under  side,  on  the  hind  edge  of  the  abdominal  joints, 

and  at  the  tip  of  the  abdomen.  The  wings  are  dusky,  with  smoky,  yel- 
lowish-brown. It  varies  very  much  in  size,  the  cocoons  ranging  from 

0.35  to  O.SO  inch  in  length,  and  the  Hies  from  0.35  to  0.68  inch.  This 

variability  in  size  is  owing,  doubtless,  to  the  age  and  size  of  the 

[Fig.  :r,.j  White  Grub  on  which  it  develops,  the  larva  having  the 

power  to  adapt  itself  to  the  conditions  to  which  it  is 

born,  and  from  which  it  can  not  escape  except  by  death, 

or  maturity.  The  body  in  the  male  is  narrower  than 

in  the  female,  and  ends  underneath  in  a  single  spine, 

though  in  most  species  of  the  genus,  according  to  West- 
wood,  it  ends  in  three.  The  front  wing  in  the  male  is 

also  less  notched  at  the  end  than  in  the  female,  and 

has  the  marginal  cell  closed  instead  of  open  at  the  ex- 
tremity. 

One  would  suppose  that  an  insect  which  develops 

at  the  expense  of  the  White  Grub,  hidden  as  it  always 

is  under-ground,  would  itself  be  well  shielded  from 

enemies.  Yet  such  is  not  the  case,  and  I  have  bred 

several  specimens  of  a  parasitic  beetle  belonging  to 

the  curious  genus  RMjnphorus*  from  the  TipJua  co- 

coons. A  curious  chapter  might  be  written  on  the  sin- 

gular parasitism  of  this  genus  of  beetles,  and  of  the 

genera  Meloe  and  Stylops,  all  which  have  somewhat 

similar  habits,  and  undergo  what  is  known  as  hyper- 

metamorphosis  (see  Kep.  V,  p.  15);  but  in  this  connec- 

tion it  suffices  to  say  that  from  what  Mr.  Smith,  and 

other  observers  have  recorded  of  the  parasitism  of 

Bipipliorus  paradoxus  on  the  common  Ydlow-jacket 

(  Ves2}a  vulgaris),Vc^^^  the  newly  hatched  Rliip'iphoru>^ 
larva  is  six-legged ;  that,  piercing  a  hole  m  the  skin  of 

the  Wasp-grub,  it  eats  its  way  into  the  interior,  where 

it  remains  till  its  victim  k  full  grown  and  has  formed  its 

cocoon  :  that  it  then  casts  its  skin  (and  its  legs  with  it), 

issues  from  the  body  of  the  wasp  larva,  and,  fastening 

to  the  second  body-joint  of  the  same,  rapidly  appropri- 

ates its  substance— going  through  its  transformations 

AVuiTEUnucFUNGcs. within,  and  gnawing  its  way  out,  as  a  beetle,  through  the 

wasp  cocoon.  The  eggs  of  the  RkipipJiorns  are  probably  deposited 

on  flowers  frequented  by  TipUa  and  other  wasps,  to  the  bodies  of 

•The  RhipiphoruH  [Fnimenndin]  pectinatus  Falir. ,  var.  known  :is  reiitralis. 
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which  the  little  hexapod  larva  fastens.  Thus,  the  mother  wasp,  while 

bent  on  seeking  prey  for  her  own  parasitic  larva,  carries  with  her, 
underground,  and  all  unconscious  of  the  fact,  the  seed  of  destruction 

to  her  own  offspring.  Her  larva  must  also  be  preyed  on  by  still  an- 
other enemy,  as  I  have  a  cocoon  riddled  with  small  round  holes. 

TiPHiA  ixcysxATA — Lava  (Fig.  34,  c). — Length  0.25-0.50  inch  when  full  grown  ; 
greatest  diameter  J  the  length  ;  laigest  in  middle:  12  joints  and  a  subjoint,  exclusive 

of  head.  Head  (Fig.  30,  h)  bent  over  on  the  breast.  Color  translucent-white,  with  a 

broad,  transverse,  opaque  wrinkle  around  each  joint;  on  all  the  stigmata-bearing  joints 

except  1,  this  wrinkle  is  constricted  into  two  ellipsoidal  pieces  dorsallj',  strongly  bulg- 
ing laterally  into  semi-oval  tubercles,  lilce  pendopods,  and  subobsolete  ventrally.  La- 

brum  edged  with  brown.  Stigmata  small,  circular,  brown,  and  placed  on  posterior 

part  of  joint  1,  and  on  anterior  part  of  joints  4-11.    Anal  slit  transverse. 
Described  from  13  specimens.    The  color  becomes  more  yellowish  in  alcohol. 

Imago. — This  insect  is  very  variable  in  size,  2  cj',  7  $  specimens  which  I  have  bred 
from  the  cocoon  ranging  from  0.35  to  0-68  inch  in  length  of  body.  The  wiugs  are 

either  ver^  faintly  or  more  deeply  smoky-yellow.  The  color  is  jet  black,  but  on  mj' 
largest  $  a  faint  bluish  or  purplish  hue  is  noticeable.  In  studying  by  the  light  of  the 

specimens  before  me,  Say's  three  descriptions  which  follow,  I  am  forced  to  the  conclu- 
sion that  they  all  refer  to  bui  one  species.  Certain  features  common  to  all  the  speci- 

mens are  curiously  omitted  in  one  or  other  of  the  descriptions,  and  inserted  in  one  or 

both  the  others,  while  every  feature  mentioned  belongs  to  the  one  species  taken  in  its 

variations.  It  becomes  a  question,  in  such  a  case,  which  name  to  use,  but  I  emplo}-'  the 
first  because  it  is  appropriate,  and  seems  to  have  been  tlie  onlj^  one  used  by  subsequent 
authors. 

"T.  mornata. — Black,  immaculate;  wings  yellowish,  fuliginous. 
"  Inhabits  Ohio  and  Pennsylvania. 
•'  Head  punctured ;  antennjc  piceous,  paler  toward  the  tip  ;  mandibles  piceous. 

blackish  at  tip;  thorax  punctured,  wing-scale  and  posterior  margin  of  the  iirst  seg- 
ment impunctured,  edge  of  the  latter  piceous ;  metathorax  with  tliree  longitudinal, 

slightly  elevated  lines;  posterior  edge  also  slightly  elevated  into  an  acute  line  ;  feet 
hairy;  tibise  and  tarsi  more  or  less  piceous  ;  abdomen,  particularlv  behind,  hairy. 

"  Length  three-fifths  of  an  inch."— Say  (Am.  Ent.  I,  p.  223.)' 

"T.  transversa. — Blue-black,  somewhat  hairy. 
"Inhabits  Indiana. 

"  Bod.v  black,  with  a  slight  bluish  or  piu'plish  reflection  ;  with  numerous  whitish 
hairs;  immaculate,  punctured;  antenna3  black,  opaque;  mandibles  piceous  at  tip; 
palpi  fuscous  ;  wings  a  little  dusky,  hyaline,  nervurcs  black  ;  apical  lines  of  the  second 
cubital  cellule  transverse,  rectilinear ;  metathorax  each  side  striated,  above  with  three 

slightly  elevated,'longitudinal  lines  and  a  ])osterior  transverse  one  ;  abdomen,  first  seg- 
ment narrower  than  the  second,  somewhat  gibbous  above  and  flat  beneath,  the  incisure 

indented  ;  remaining  segments  more  hairy,  ciliated  ;  tibias  and  tarsi  with  silver  hairs. 

"Length  nearly  half  an  incli." — Say  (Am.  Ent.  I,  p.  385.) 

'■'T.  tarda. — Body  polished,  black,  punctured ;  mandibles  piceous  in  the  middle; 
metathorax  with  three  longitudinal  lines,  and  the  minute  lines  on  the  margin  of  the 
posterior  declivity  very  regular  and  obvious;  wings  tinged  with  honej'-yellow ;  nerv- 
ures  brown ;  stigma  black  ;  incisure  of  the  first  abdominal  segment  not  very  much 
contracted  ;  second  segment  at  its  basal  margin  with  the  minute,  longitudinal  lines 
very  regular  and  distinct ;  palpi,  dull  piceous. 

'•  Inhabits  Indiana. 

"Li  iigtli  about  three-tenths  of  an  inch. 
"The  smallest  species  I  liave  seen,  and  maj'  be  distinguished  from  its  American 

congeners  by  its  size.  The  male  has  the  metathoracic  lineations  more  distinct.  It  is 

smaller  than  the  femorata  of  Europe.'"— Say  (Am.  Ent.  II,  p.  742.) 



INNOXIOUS    INSECTS. 

THE    DOMINICAN CASE-BEARER- 
(Fabr.) 

Cosclnoptera     dom  inica  n  a 

(Orel.  CoLKOrTHUA  ;   Fam.  CHRYSOMELIDiE.] 

[Fife'.  36  ] 
Having  just  given  the  hitherto 

unrecorded  habits  of  our  largest  flea- 

beetle,  and  shown  how  it  affects  the 

sumachs,  and  how  it  utilizes  its  excre- 
ment as  a  covering  for  the  egg  and  the 

larva—albeit  in  a  rather  slovenly  and 

disgusting  way;  I  have  deemed  this  a 

J\X  proper  place  to  say  a  few  words  about 

"'"^  another  beetle,  not  unfrequently  found 
<.'osciNOPTEBA     DOJimicANA.-— a,    lavv.i    ex-  ,  ,         u-    l       4-^  ̂ ^,^, ^    ̂ .v 

tiacted  from   case;  b,  do.  with  ca^e;  c.  0\\   SUmachS,     aUQ    WniCU,    tO  SOUie    eX- beetle  sho  wins?  puncture;^;  rf,  same  iiatu-  .,  ,„„4-   f^v.   iUrw  ooi->tq 

raisize;c,  eog^euiarged;/,  headotiaiva,  tent,  uses  its  excremeut  lor  the  sauie underside:  o,  head  of  male  beetle;  ft,  jaw  i      i_  j  •       i  c         „«„^*«l^r.«- 
ofsame;7,  egjis  natural  size;  j,  lei;  of  purposes,  but  displays  tar  morc  talent 
larva;   k,    jaw  of  same;  I,  maxilhi  of  .         , 
same.  and  tasto  in  the  manner. 

Though  the  beetle  (Fig.  36,  c  enlarged,  d  natural  size)  is  tolerably 

common  all  over  the  country,  its  natural  history  has  so  far  not  been 

recorded.  It  has  been  well  christened,  for  it  is  neither  ornate  in  color, 

nor  prone  to  make  itself  conspicuous,  like  its  jumping  cousin  just 

treated  of.  It  is,  in  fact,  with  the  exception  of  the  labrum,  which  is 

yellowish-brown,  of  a  uniform  black  color,  the  upper  surface,  and 

especially  the  elytra,  deeply  and  closely  pitted  or  punctate,  and 

sparsely  covered  with  ash-gray  pubescence;  the  under  surface  much 

more  thickly  covered  with  the  same  colored  pubesence.  The  male  is 

distinguished  from  the  female  principally  by  his  larger  jaws,  {g,  7i) 

During  the  summer  months  this  beetle  is  quite  frequently  beaten 

by  the  collector  not  only  from  Sumach  but  from  different  shrubs,  or 

young  trees,  such  as  Oak,  Sassafras,  Plum,  Apple,  Rose,  etc.    Being 

•The  genus  Cosclnoptera  belongs  to  the  Tribe  Clythri/ii Of  the  Subfamily  Mclolonthidcs,  and  is 

Klistinguished  i)riuci)ially  by  its  irregularly  imnclate  elytra. 
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quite  active  and  shy,  and  having,  in  common  with  so  many  other 
beetles,  the  habit  of  dropping  to  the  ground  upon  the  least  disturbance, 
it  is  easily  overlooked  and  rather  difficult  to  capture.  Its  food  consists 
of  the  more  tender  leaves  of  the  several  plants  it  inhabits,  into  which 
leaves  it  gnaws  nujnerous  round  holes. 

The  eggs  of  this  insect  were  first  brought  to  me  by  Miss  Murt- 
feldt,  and  it  was  some  time  before  I  could  ascertain  their  parentage. 

They  are  of  not  unfrequent  occurrence,  and  are  found  as  early  as  the 

end  of  May  attached  to  all  sorts  of  plants,  especially  evergreens,  in 

small  lots  of  from  two  to  ten  (i.)  Most  beetles  belonging  to  the 

closely  allied  genera  Cryptocephalus  and  Clythra  cover  their  eggs 

with  excrement,  and  Rosenhauer*  and  other  authors  have  minutely 
described  how  the  egg  is  held  horizontally  between  the  hind  tarsi 

while  treated  with  its  stercoraceous  covering,  which  is  added  in  small, 

thin,  curved  layers,  and  pressed  into  various  patterns  by  the  anus. 
In  many  species  of  the  genera  mentioned,  the  female  is  provided  at 

the  tip  of  her  venter,  with  a  little  cavity  into  which  she  sticks  this 

egg,  if  disturbed  before  the  operation  of  covering  is  completed.  Most 

of  the  species,  after  thus  protecting  their  eggs,  simply  let  them  fall  to 

the  groud ;  while  a  few,  like  our  Dominican  species,  attach  them  care- 

fully by  a  delicate,  silk-like  stalk,  made  of  the  same  excrementitious 
matter.  This  stalk  is  analogous  to  that  by  which  the  eggs  of  our 

Lace-wings  are  attached,  but,  though  shorter,  it  is  less  stiff,  so  that 
the  eggs,  instead  of  standing  erect,  always  droop  more  or  less.  In  the 

genus  Chlamys  the  egg  is  anchored  to  the  leaf,  but  by  an  extremely 
short  peduncle.f 

The  egg  of  our  species  is  0.03  inch  long,  narrowly  oval  and  thrice 

as  long  as  wide.  It  is  whitish,  translucent  and  very  soft.  Its  cover- 
ing is  of  a  deep  brown,  and  very  beautifully  molded,  with  seven  or 

eight  thin  ridges  diagonally  crossing  each  other  at  regular  intervals. 

The  excrement  from  which  it  is  made  is  either  quite  sticky  in  itself, 

or  is  mixed  with  some  sticky  secretion  :  indeed,  in  the  strict  sense  of 

*Ueljer  die  Ent\v.  uud  Fortp.  der  Clythreu  ami  Cryptocephaleii.  Erlaugeu,  1852. 

+ 1  have  frequently  reared  Chlamys  pltcata,  Oliv. ,  Iroiu  the  larva,  'which  may  be  Ibiiiid  feediiii;-  on 

Oak,  Sycamore  and  Blackberry.  The  figure  (.'57)  of  tlie  case  A\'hu-li  I  have  Lutroduced  if>  too  lieavj"  at  the- 
top:  it  should  be  more  pointed  and  curved  down  ward.  The  beetles  are  fouud  in  eai'ly  spi'ing,  aud  tlitj 
eggs,  wliidi  Miss  Muitfeldt  flr.st  succeeded  in  obtaining,  are  perfectly  oval  and  of  a  highly  polisheil 

Veuetiau-red,  and  look  like  little  pieces  of  coral.  They  are  taken  between  tlie  hind  tarsi  and  treated  to 

a  covering  of  dark,  sticky  excrementitious  matter,  verj^  much  in  the  same  vray  as  described  Ln  Coscinop- 

tera.  Tlie  covering  is,  however,  of  simple  and  uniform  .sui-facc.  It  is  somewhat  bell-sliaped,  the  upper 
end  being  largest,  squarely  docked,  aud  slightly  depressed  so  as  to  fonn  a  circidar  rim  around  the  mar- 

gin. The  small  end  is  anchored  to  the  down  of  the  leaf  by  a  few  gummy  shreds.  If  the  female  is  dis- 

turbed -while  covering  the  egg,  she  sticks  it  in  the  venti-al  cavity  and  runs  away.  It  would  appear  from 

Miss  Murtfeldt's  observations  that  while  uncovered  this  egg  is  gi-eedilj'  sought  by  the  males,  which  de- 
vour it ;  but  that  when  once  covered  they  never  touch  it.  How  essential  to  the  species  is  a  little  bit  of 

dung,  in  the  light  of  this  ob.servation !    The  young  larva,  as  In  Coscinoptera,  cuts  its  way  out  at  the- 
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the  word  it  can  not  be  called  excrement,  as  it  is  evidently  secreted  for 

the  especial  purpose  of  oviposition,  and  differs  considerably  from  the 

pure  excrement.  To  attach  and  cover  one  egg  requires  about  a  half 

hour's  time.  The  operation  is  generally  performed  during  the  night, 
and  I  have  known  the  same  female  to  fix  thirteen  between  a  May  sun- 

set and  sunrise.  The  covering  is  undoubtedly  intended  to  shield  the 

egg  from  marauders,  and  especially  from  the  depredations  of  the 

males,  judging  from  the  facts  recorded  in  the  subsidiary  note,  oq. 
C/i  lamys. 

In  from  fourteen  to  eighteen  days  the  egg  hatches,  the  young  larva 

opening  its  way  to  the  light  of  day  through  the  attached  end  of  it& 

egg-shield,  and  doubtless  cutting  itself  loose  from  its  anchorage  and 
tumbling  to  the  ground.  The  covering  which  had  protected  the  egg 

now  serves  as  cradle  to  the  young  larva,  which  pokes  out  its  head  and 

legs  and  craws  actively  about  by  a  series  of  curious  jerks,  with  the 

egg-case  hoisted  in  the  air — withdrawing  the  exposed  parts  upon  the 
slightest  disturbance. 

The  Chrysomelians  so  very  generally  feed  on  the  green  and  grow- 
ing leaves  of  plants  that  they  have  been  popularly  characterized  as 

"  Leaf-feeders."  Our  present  subject,  however, departs  from  the  habit 
of  the  family,  as  do  many  of  its  close  connections,  in  that  it  feeds  on 

dead  and  decaying  leaves  in  its  earlier  larval  days.*  Nor  does  it 
seem  to  be  particular  as  to  the  kind  of  leaf,  as  I  have  furnished  it  with 

sumach,  sassafras,  oak,  apple  and  other  kinds,  and  it  fed  alike  on  the 

parenchyma  of  all,  but  would  not  touch  the  green  leaves  of  the  same 

plants. 
The  larva,  though  growing  slowly,  is  soon  cramped  in  the  cradle 

of  its  birth,  and  must  needs  have  more  room.  This  it  gets  by  mixing- 
particles  of  earth  into  a  mortar,  b}^  means  of  saliva,  and  plastering 
the  mixture  with  its  jaws  to  the  rim  formed  by  the  opening  of  the 
case.  As  the  animal  increases  in  size  its  case  thus  enlarges  from  the 

bottom,  the  material  being  molded  into  irregular  longitudinal  ridges, 

and  always  surmounted  at  the  top  by  the  old,  partially  covered  egg- 

attached  end,  and  make^i  a  house  of  the  egg-case,  gvadually  adduigtoit,  with-age.  This  apical  egg- 

case,  may  always  he  distLugiiished  hy  its  darker  color,  and  finer  and  more  glutinous  material,  from  the- 
rest  of  the  larval  house,  which  is  more  or. less  covered  with  the  leaf- do wu  of  its  food-plant,  and  is,  in 
cousequeuce,  on  tlie  Sycamore,  quite  grayish  and  pilose.  The  larva,  extricated  from  its  case,  Ls  well 
represented  in  the  illustration  (37),  though  the  end  of  body  should  he  more  curved  underneath .  It 

eats  irregular  holes  in  the  leaves,  and  wheu  about  to  transform,  securely  fastens  the  case  to  the  same. 

The  pupa  is  of  a  hrilliaut  flesh  color,  and  characterized  chiefly  by  having  at  the  end  of  the  body  two 

^lioit,  blunt,  dorsal  tubercles  directed  upwaril  and  outward,  an<l  two  terminal  processes  in  a  line  with 

body,  more  proximate  and  pointed.  The  beetles  issue  through  a  lid,  smoothly  cut  from  the  pointed  free 

end  of  the  case,  an<l  they  feed  on  the  same  plants  by  skeletonizing  the  leaves. 

•Some  Clvthrid  hirv;v  even  feed  (in  dead  ani))ud  matter. 
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case  (h).  The  color  of  this  larval  house,  in  our  insect,  is  pale  grayish- 
yellow,  and  it  looks  very  much  as  though  made  solely  of  dried  earth. 

Indeed,  though  in  some  allied  European  species,  as  Gent-  and  Rosen- 
iiauer  have  abundantly  shown,  the  larval  case  is  composed  mainly,  if 

not  solely,  of  the  animal's  faeces,  in  our  Coscinoptfera  it  is  composed 
principally  of  earth  or  fine  particles  of  sand,  the  excrement  and  other 

matter,  adhering  mostly  to  the  outside,  and  only  sufficient  to  give  a 

faint  greenish  tinge  to  the  whole,  when  moistened  and  comminuted. 

When  submitted  to  great  heat  the  small  amount  of  organic  matter  is 

observable  in  the  odor  and  a  slight  discoloration,  but  no  ash  is  pro- 
duced, and  the  sand  crystals  are  visible  with  a  good  lens,  and  grate 

under  pressure  of  a  knife-blade.  The  case  is,  for  these  reasons,  quite 
brittle,  and  easily  resolved  into  a  fine  powder;  and  we  can,  with  this 

knowledge,  understand  the  philosophy  of  the  ridges,  which  are  evi- 
dently intended  to  give  strength  to  the  case,  and  not  for  mere  fantasy 

or  ornament. 

The  larva  of  this  insect  differs  little  from  those  of  other  case- 

bearing  genera,  such  as  Chlamys^  Clythra^  Cryptocephalus  (Fig.  37' 

Chlamys  plicata^  Oliv. — after  Packard):  indeed,  species  and  even  gen- 
era are  more  easily  distinguished,  in  this  state,  by  the  cases  themselves 

[Fig.  37]  than  by  the  larvae  that  dwell  within  them.    It 

is  of  a  yellowish-white  color,  with  the  head,  a 
shield  on  the  first  joint,  and  the  legs,  brown- 

^^//    y  .>g^^,   black  (/',  underside  of  head;  h,  jaws;  Z,maxil- 
^^  lary  palpus;  ̂ ',  leg  enlarged);    and  as  will  be 'Chlamys  PLic ATA : — Larva,  with-  i        ii       ̂ ^  /    \        -l^    ̂ .^  l      •  i.     e iu  and  without  its  case.  secu  by  the  figure  (/i),  With  the  posterior  part  of 

the  body  rather  heavy  and  curled  under,  something  as  in  a  small, 

White  Grub,  or  May-beetle  larva.  The  anus  is  thus  brought  in  close 
contact  with  the  legs,  and  the  excrement  is  passed  by  these  to  the 

mouth  and  ejected,  and  the  case  thus  kept  clear  inside. 

I  have  not  yet  succeeded  in  bringing  the  insect  through  all  its 
transformations,  but  have  kept  it  feeding  for  ten  months  from  the  egg, 

or  from  the  1st  of  June  till  into  the  following  March ;  and  j  udging  from 

the  fact  that  at  the  end  of  this  time  the  larval  growth  was  not  more 

than  half  attained,  it  is  probable  that,  as  is  known  to  be  the  case  with 

some  European  Olythras,  more  than  one  year  is  required  for  its  full 

development.  From  analogy  we  may,  with  sufiicient  certainty,  infer 
that  when  full  grown,  it  closes  up  the  mouth  of  its  case,  turns  around 

in  it  before  becoming  a  pupa,  and  finally  eats  its  way  out  as  a  beetle, 
not  from  the  broad  and  sealed  mouth,  but  through  a  lid  cut  at  the 

small  apical  end  originally  surmounted  with  the  egg-case.  The  larvae 
of  some  European  species  of  Clythra  are  known  to  climb  onto  plants 

1 
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just  before  pupating,  and  to  abandon  their  dry  food  for  that  which  is 

more  green  and  succulent. 

As  this  insect  has  never  been  found  in  large  numbers,  and  con- 
tents itself  during  most  of  its  life  with  that  which  is  valueless  to  us, 

it  can  not  be  considered  as  injurious ;  and  I  have  introduced  it  to  my 

readers  rather  on  account  of  its  curious  life-history  than  because  of 
the  few  sumach  leaves  which  the  beetle  riddles. 

PROXCBA      YCCCASEL- 

THE  YUCCA  MOTU—Pronuha  yuccasella  Kiley. 

My  observations  of  the  past  year  have  enabled 

me  to  complete  the  natural  history  of  this  curious  and 

interesting  insect.  Regarding  the  chrysalis,  I  extract 

the  following  from  the  Transactions  of  the  St,  Louis 

Academy  of  Science  (Vol.  III.,  p.  178)  : 

"As  I  suggested  it  would,  the  larva  remains  in  its 
cocoon  unchanged  all  through  the  fall,  winter  and 

spring  months,  and  does  not  assume  the  chrysalis  state 

fenwiechrviaii/"'  ̂ ^^^  ̂   fortnight  or  SO  before  the  blooming  of  the  Yuc- 
cas. It  is  one  of  the  hardiest  larvas  I  have  had  to  do  with,  and  will 

not  only  repeatedly  mend  its  cocoon  when  this  is  cut  or  torn,  but, 
when  extracted  from  it,  will  survive  for  months  if  afterward  kept  in 

a  tight  vessel.  This  tenacity  of  life  makes  its  safe  transportation  from 

one  country  to  another  all  the  more  sure  and  easy. 

"The  chrysalis  works  its  w^ay  through  a  long  dorsal  rent  in  the 
larval  skin,  so  that  this  latter  is  not  compressed  into  a  little  mass,  as 

is  the  more  usual  way  with  Lepidoptera,  but  retains  nearly  its  origi- 
nal length. 

"  Description  of  Chrysalis,  5  (Fig.  38,  m,  lateral  view).— Average  length  0.80 
inch ;  greatest  diameter  about  3-7  the  length.  Thick  and  stout,  with  the  dorsum 
greatly  arched.  Head  with  a  prominent,  conical  projection  on  top,  and  two  smaller 

ones  between  the  ej'es.  Most  characteristic  feature  a  series  of  six  dorsal,  arcuated, 

horny  plates— one  on  the  anterior  half  of  each  of  joints  5-10.  These  plates  have  ante- 

riorly 10-12  blunt,  flattened,  recurved  projections,  the  largest  in  the  middle,  from  which 
the  others  are  successively  lessened.  The  ends  of  some  of  the  larger  ones  are  shaped 

like  the  share  of  the  more  common  shovel-plow.  In  the  first  row  the  arcuation  is 
greatest,  and  the  projections  largest  and  directed  most  forward  ;  all  which  features  are 

gradually  lessened  with  each  succeeding  joint.  .Joint  11  has  .no  plate,  and  but  four 

posteriorh'-directed  spines,  while  joint  12  has  two  broad  and  flattened  dorsal  processes. 
Tip  of  abdomen  rounded  and  reaching  beyond  the  processes.  Each  joint  has  a  trans- 

verse series  of  stiff  yellow  hairs,  and  four  such  are  quite  conspicuous  on  mesothorax, 

and  others  on  top  of  head  and  on  fiice.  Color,  when  fresh,  pale  green,  with  the  wing- 

.-heaths  darker.     When  mature,  and  just  before  giving  forth  the  moth,  the  head,  tho- 
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rax,  breast  between  the  antennae,  and  tip  of  abdomen,  are  light  brown  ;  the  ej'^es,  dor- 
sal plates  and  projections,  darker  brown  ;  the  wing-sheaths  and  interspaces  between 

dorsal  plates,  whitish  ;  and  the  sides  greenish. 

■'  c?  (Fig.  38, 1,  dorsal  view)  distingnished  generally  by  his  somewhat  smaller  size  ; 
by  the  dorsal  projections  not  diminishing  on  joints  8-11,  but  rather  increasing  in  size  ; 
by  the  greater  shortness  of  joint  11,  and  greater  length  of  joint  12;  and  by  the  apex 
not  being  so  rounded,  and  not  extending  beyond  the  broad  anal  horny  processes.  At 
maturity  the  maxillary  pieces  are  somewhat  flatter,  owing  doubtless  to  the  fact  that 
in  $  the  spiny  cylindrical  tentacles  lie  stretched  nearly  their  whole  length,  and  cause 
them  to  bulge  more. 

"Thus  in  the  chrysalis  state  this  insect  is  as  abnormal  and  as  ad- 
mirably adapted  to  its  conditions  and  wants  as  it  is  in  the  larva  and 

imago  states.  Sexual  distinctions  are  very  rarely  observable  in  chrys- 
alides; but  after  I  had  learned  to  distinguish  between  them  I  could 

readily  separate  the  sexes  in  this  case,  and  my  judgment  was  con- 
firmed upon  the  issuing  of  the  moths.  By  a  series  of  contortions,  but 

more  especially  by  alternate  forward  and  backward  movements  of 

the  dorsal  projections,  this  chrysalis  easily  ascends  to  the  surface  of 

the  ground,  the  cephalic  spines  serving  to  open  the  end  of  the  cocoon, 

and  the  dorsal  projections  making  excellent  levers  by  which  it  pries 
its  way  through  the  soil. 

"  I  found  it  very  difficult  to  hasten  the  natural  process  of  devel- 
opment, for  notwithstanding  that,  in  my  anxiety  to  force  a  few  speci- 

mens, I  kept  them  throughout  the  winter  in  a  mean  temperature  of 

about  80°  F.,  I  did  not  succeed  in  getting  a  chrysalis  until  May  5.  As 
the  blooming  season  of  our  filamentous  Yuccas  is  comparatively 

brief,  and  as  all  moths  issuing  before  or  after  such  blooming  would 
be  likely  to  die  without  issue,  we  find  the  habit  of  developing  at  the 

proper  season  very  strongly  fixed.  My  first  moths  issued  (three  of 

them,  all  forced)  May  30,  leaving  their  exuviae  lying  on  the  top  of  the 

ground.  The  cocoons  out-doors,  and  which  are  seldom  more  than  five 
or  six  inches  below  the  surface  of  the  ground,  yet  contain  (June  2), 

many  of  them,  the  unchanged  larva." 
Kegarding  the  method  of  oviposition,  I  copy  the  following  com- 

munication to  the  American  Naturalist  (Vol.  VII.,  Oct.  1873) : 

"To  complete  the  natural  hi'^iovy  oi  Pronuh a  7/uGGa,sella,  a,  de- 
scription  of  the  method  of  oviposition  is  necessary.  In  a  former 

article  [Rep.  V.,  p.  155J  on  this  insect,  occur  the  following  sen- 
tences : — 

'  For  want  of  sufficient  time,  I  have  been  unable  to  catch  the  moth 
in  the  act  of  oviposition ;  but  from  careful  examination  I  am  satisfied 
that  the  eggs  are  not  deposited  on  the  outside  of  the  fruit.  They  are 
either  thrust  into  it  from  the  side  or  from  the  stigmatic  opening,  fol- 

lowing, most  probably,  the  course  of  the  pollen  tubes.  I  strongly 
incline  to  the  latter  view,  for,  though  many  Lepidoptera  are  furnished 
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with  extensile  ovipositors,  which  enable  thera  to  thrust  their  eggs 
into  crevices  and  other  orifices,  I  know  of  none  which  actually  punc- 

ture, nor  have  I  been  able  to  discover  any  trace  ot  punctures  leading 
to  eggs. 

'  Neither  have  I  been  able  to  discoverTthe  egg  in  situ  ;  which  is 
not  to  be  wondered  at,  however,  as  when  examined  in  the  female  ab- 

domen it  is  found  to  be  long,  narrow,  soft  and  flexible,  and  of  the 
exact  color  of  the  llesh  of  the  young  fruit.  The  ovipositor  is  so  very 
line  and  extensile  that  it  may  be  thrust  into  the  most  minute  and  nar- 

row passage.' 

"•  Analogy  has  proved  an  unreliable  guide  in  this  instance,  as,  in- 
deed, it  often  does  in  natural  science  ;  while  the  curious  ?  Pronuha 

adds  one  more  to  the  anomalies  which  belong  to  her.  She  does  punc- 
ture the  young  fruit  and  convey  her  eggs  into  it  from  its  side. 

"  The  Yucca  flowers  are  fully  opened  and  perfect  during  a  single 
evening  and  night  only,  and  it  is  during  this,  the  first  night  of  bloom- 

ing, that  eggs  are  consigned  to  the  somewhat  prismatic  pistil.  The 
pollen  grains  are  not  so  often  expelled,  to  fall  on  the  inside  of  the 

flower,  as  I  had  been  led  to  suppose ;  but  almost  always  remain  in  an 

entire  lump  on  the  contracted  and  curled  anthers.  The  moth,  conse- 
quently, has  no  difficulty  in  accumulating  her  little  load  of  pollen,  for 

a  single  anther  furnishes  nearly  the  requisite  amount. 

"  Once  equipped  with  this  important  commodity,  she  may  be  seen 
either  crawling  over  or  resting  within  the  flower.  From  time  to  time 

she  makes  a  sudden  start,  deftly  runs  around  and  among  the  stamens, 

and  anon  takes  position  with  the  body  between  and  the  legs  strad- 

dling some  two  of  them — her  head  turned  toward  the  stigma.  As  the 
terminal  halves  of  the  stamens  are  always  more  or  less  recurved,  she 

generally  has  to  retreat  between  two  of  them  until  the  tip  of  her  ab- 
domen can  reach  the  pistil.  As  soon  as  a  favorable  point  is  reached — 

generally  just  below  the  middle — the  lance-like  sheath  of  the  oviposi- 
tor, which  consists  of  four  converging,  corneous  bristles,  is  thrust  into 

the  soft  tissue,  held  there  a  few  seconds  while  the  ̂ ^^  is  conducted 
to  its  destination,  and  then  withdrawn  by  a  series  of  up  and  down 

movements.  So  intent  is  she  upon  this  work  that  after  the  evipositor 

once  penetrates  the  pistil  the  whole  perigon  may  be  detached,  some 

of  the  encumbering  petals  and  stamens  removed,  the  insect  brought 
within  the  focus  of  a  good  lens,  and  all  her  movements  observed  to  the 

greatest  advantage,  without  disturbing  her.  In  this  way  1  have  been 
iible  to  watch  the  consignment  of  hundreds  of  eggs,  and  to  admire  the 

delicacy  and  elasticity  of  the  ovipositor  proper,  which  issues  from  the 

setaceous  sheath  in  a  silk-like  thread,  almost  invisible  to  the  naked 
eye,  and  as  long  as  the  terminal  abdominal  joint ;  and  which  stretches 

and  bends  according  as  the  body  is  raised  or  lowered. 
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"  No  sooner  is  the  ovipositor  withdrawn  into  the  abdomen  than  the 
moth  runs  up  to  the  top  of  the  pistil,  uncoils  her  pollen-bedecked 
tentacles,  thrusts  them  into  the  stigmatic  opening,  and  works  her 

head  vigorously  as  I  have  previously  described — the  motion  being 
mostly  up  and  down  and  lasting  several  seconds.  This  carrying  of  the 

pollen  to  the  stigma  generally  follows  every  act  of  oviposition,  so  that 

where  ten  or  a  dozen  eggs  are  consigned  to  a  single  pistil,  the  stigma 

will  be  so  many  times  be-pollened.  The  ends  of  the  tentacles,  which 

are  most  setose  and  spiny,  and  which  are  always  curled  into  the  pol- 

len-mass when  not  uncoiled,  must  necessarily  carry  a  number  of  pol- 
len grains  each  time  pollination  takes  place  ;  and  I  have  noticed  a 

gradual  diminution  in  the  size  of  the  collected  mass,  corresponding, 
no  doubt,  to  the  work  performed,  which  is  indicated  by  the  rubbed  and 

worn  appearance  of  the  individual — the  freshest  specimens  always 
having  the  largest  loads. 

"  While  oviposition  is  generally  followed  (and  not  preceded,  as  I 
formerly  supposed)  each  time  by  pollination,  yet  the  former  some- 

times takes  place  twice,  thrice  or  oftener  without  the  latter  being  per- 
formed ;  and  I  suspect  that  the  converse  of  this  is  equally  true. 

"Although  often  marking  the  exact  point  at  which  the  puncture 
was  made,  it  is  so  very  fine  and  the  fruit  tissue  so  soft  and  succulent, 

that  I  never  succeeded  in  tracing  the  passage  to  the  locus  of  the  egg 
until  I  dipped  the  pistil  in  ink.  If  carefully  done,  without  bruising 

the  surface  or  allowing  the  ink  to  run  in  at  the  stigma,  the  fruit,  by 
this  operation,  will  be  discolored  only  where  the  ink  has  followed  the 

recent  puncture,  which  may  then  be  traced  b}^  means  of  a  lens  ;  though 
by  extraordinary  practice  and  manipulation  it  might  doubtless  be 

traced  under  the  microscope,  without  such  aid.  The  egg  is  very  nar- 
row and  elongate,  soft,  flexile,  rather  translucent,  pointed  anteriorly, 

and  of  the  exact  color  of  its  surrounding.  It  lies  curved  in  the  ova. 

rian  cavity,  always  on  the  rounded  sidenextthe  primary  dissepiments 

(in  the  cases  I  have  noticed),  and  with  the  anterior  end  for  the  most 

part  close  to  the  placenta.  These  facts  are  best  ascertained  a  day  or 

two  after  the  fruit  is  plucked,  when,  in  the  ink-dipped  specimens,  a 
sunken  black  cicatrice  forms  around  the  mouth  of  the  puncture,  and 

the  ovarian  cavity  enlarges  by  the  shrinking  of  the  adjoining  tissues. 

I  have  little  doubt  that  the  egg  increases  in  bulk  before  hatching, 

under  the  influences  of  impregnation  and  endosmosis,  and  Dr.  Engel- 
mann  tells  me  that  he  has  been  able  to  trace  the  embryo  larva  under 

the  extremely  delicate  egg-covering,  and  to  observe  it  curled  up  at 
the  anterior  end  of  the  egg^  which  greatly  enlarges.  This  larva  hatches 
on  the  fourth  or  fifth  day  after  the  laying  of  the  egg,  and  usually 
commences  feeding  between  two  ovules,  which,  in  consequence  of  its 
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action,  swell  abnormally.  Thus,  in  making  a  longitudinal  section  of 
the  fruit,  these  swollen  ovules  often  indicate  the  presence  of  the  worm 
where  it  would  otherwise  be  overlooked  while  very  small. 

''  While  oviposition  generally  takes  place  in  the  manner  described, 
the  moth  head  outward  and  straddling  two  stamens,  an  entirely  op- 

posite position  must  sometimes  be  assumed,  since  larvna  and  punc- 
tures are  not  unfrequently  found  in  the  upper  part  of  the  fruit,  espe- 
cially where  a  single  one  is  stocked  with  ten  or  a  dozen  larvas,  as  is 

sometimes  the  case.*  As  the  fruit  enlarges,  the  mouth  of  the  punc- 
ture forms  a  slight,  discolored  depression,  more  noticeable  in  some 

varieties  than  others;  but  the  passage-way  becomes  obliterated. 

"  My  observations  this  summer  might  be  extended  much  in  detail. 
They  have  convinced  me  more  than  ever  that  Pronuha  is  the  only 
insect  by  the  aid  of  which  our  Yuccas  can  be  fully  fertilized :  for  I 

have  studied  this  fertilization  diligently  night  after  night,  without 

seeing  any  other  species  go  near  the  stigma.  The  stigmatic  opening 
closes  after  the  first  night,  and  I  know  of  no  crepuscular  or  nocturnal 

species  which  could  collect  the  requisite  amount  of  pollen  and  bring 

it  so  to  bear  on  the  stigma  that  each  ovule  would  receive  the  influ-^ 

ence  of  a  pollen  grain.  The  species  already  eunmeratedf  as  frequent- 
ing Yucca  are  mostly  diurnal,  and  have  nothing  to  do  in  the  work  ; 

and  wherever  I  have  excluded  the  moth  from  the  flowers,  by  enclos- 

ing the  latter  with  netting,  no  fruit  has  been  produced.  I  am,  there- 

fore, led  to  believe  that  the  few  rare  instances  of  yucca-fertilization, 
in  localities  where  Pronuha  may  be  presumed  not  to  occur,  have  been 

brought  about  by  another  insect  accidentally,  or  by  the  stamens 

reaching  an  exceptional  length,  and  the  anthers  being  brought  into 

contact  with  the  stigma  by  the  conniving  of  the  closing  petals.  I 

have  found  the  stamens  of  varying  length  in  the  flowers  on  the  same 

panicle,  and  in  some  instances  almost  as  long  as  the  pistil." 

*  I  have  counted  as  many  as  tAvcnty-oue  lav\a;  in  a  single  capsule  of  ■what  is  apparently  Y.flaccida. 

tRep.  V,  p.  151 -■ 
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n  A  C  K  B  P:  K  K  Y     B  U  T  T  E  K  F  I .  I  E  S . 

One  of  the  most  beautiful  of  European  butterflies,  much  coveted 

and  prized  by  the  collector,  especially  in  England,  where  it  is  ex- 
tremely rare,  is  that  known  as  the  Purple  Emperor  {Apatura  Iris 

Eabr).  The  wings  in  the  male  of  this  magnificent  species  exhibit 

now  the  ,deep  brown  which  alone  the  female,  as  a  rule,  possesses,  now 

a  beautiful  deep  violet-blue,  according  to  the  direction  from  which  we 
view  them.  This  changeability  of  color  is  owing  to  the  peculiar  form, 

shape  and  arrangement  of  the  wing-scales.  If,  by  the  aid  of  a  good 
microscope,  we  examine  these  scales,  we  shall  see  that,  besides  the 

longitudinal  imbrications  so  generally  characteristic  of  the  wing- 

coverings  of  the  Lepidoj)tera^  they  are  furnished,  on  the  parts  natur- 
ally exposed,  with  innumerable  minute,  transverse,  angular  ridges, 

each  having  a  brown  and  each  a  blue  surface  exposed — a  fact  which, 
by  means  of  his  excellent  magnifier,  Rosel  von  Rosenhof  demon- 

strated a  century  and  a  quarter  ago,  and  which  at  once  explains  the 

peculiarity  which  renders  the  butterfly  so  conspicuous  among  its 

scaly-winged  companions.  The  adolescent  life  of  this  butterfly  is 
<quite  interesting,  and  there  are  amusing  accounts  of  the  zeal  with 
which  the  larva  and  chrysalis  have  been  sought  by  some  of  the  earlier 

entomologists,  and  of  the  pleasure  which  their  discovery  has  afi"orded. 
The  larva  feeds  on  Salix. 

In  this  country  there  are  two  butterflies  belonging  to  the  genus 

Apatura^  as  heretofore  understood:  viz.,  Lycaun  Fabr.  and  Herse 

Fabr.  The  complete  natural  history  of  these  has  so  far  remained 

untold;  and  from  any  figures  or  descriptions  extant  they  could  not 

be  distinguished  from  each  other  in  their  earlier  stages.  In  Boisduval 

et  LeConte's  Iconographie,'^'  to  which  we  naturally  look  for  something 
respectable,  the  figures  are,  to  speak  in  their  own  language,  aifreuses. 
No  characteristics  are  given  by  which  the  larvae  could  be  separated 

with  any  certainty,  while  the  chrysalides  are  wrongly  represented 
hanging  by  the  tip  of  the  body,  at  right  angles  from  the  point  of 

attachment  (which  they  never  do),  rounded  and  entire  dorsally  (they 
are  notched  and  angular),  and  without  a  single  generic  character  that 

belongs  to  them.    Nor  authors  nor  draughtsmen,  if  they  ever  saw  the 

•  nht.  Gen.  et  Icon,  des  Lepid,  et  des  Chenilles  de  VAm.  Sept. ,  18;J3. 
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earlier  stages  of  these  butterflies,  could  have  looked  at  them  with 

any  degree  of  care;  audit  is  quite  natural  that  neither  the  descriptions 

in  Morris's  "Synopsis,"  which  are  abridged  from  the  Iconographie, 
nor  the  figures  in  Glover's  unpublished  Plates,  which  are  copied  from 
the  same,  should  gain  in  lucidity.  Dr.  Asa  Fitch*  makes  a  brief 
allusion  to  Ilerse^  but  the  information  he  communicates  is  evidently 

obtained  from  ih.Q  Iconographies  ̂ '^\&i  mentioned,  as  it  contains  the 
same  errors.  None  of  our  other  standard  entomological  authors  refer 

to  these  butterflies,  for  which  reason  a  few  facts  regarding  them  may 
not  be  uninteresting. 

They  both  feed  on  Hackberry  (Celtis),  and,  so  far,  I  have  found 
them  on  no  other  plant.  The  Hackberry  is  suflBciently  common  in 
the  bottom  lands  of  Missouri,  and  two  tolerably  constant  forms  are 

easily  recognizable:  l—(occidenialis  Linn.)  with  broad,  roughish, 
sharply  serrate  leaves,  purple-black  drupes,  and  rather  pale  bark, 
which  on  the  trunk  is  rough  and  strongly  cleft  so  as  to  look  as  if 

hacked;  2 — {Mississippiensis  Bosc.)  with  smaller,  narrower,  darker 
leaves,  less  serrate  and  often  entire,  yellow  drupes,  and  darker  bark, 

the  trunk  appearing  knotty.  A  third  form  [crassifolia  Lam'k),  hav- 
ing most  the  aspect  of  Ulmus,  occurs  less  frequently.  It  is  much  like 

occidentalism  but  with  more  supple  limbs,  and  rougher,  thicker  leaves, 
which,  when  plucked,  wilt  much  more  rapidly  than  do  those  of  the 
other  forms.  Botanists  diiFer  as  to  whether  these  forms  are  specific 
or  varietal.  Dr.  Gray  refers  them  all  to  oGcidentalis,  and,  as  inter- 

mediate varieties  are  found  and  the  seedlings  from  the  same  tree  are 
exceedingly  variable,  this  seems  the  proper  course.  But  Prof.  Plan- 

chon,  who  has  monographed  the  genus,  considers  1  and  2  good  species, 
and  the  third  doubtful.  The  two  butterfly  larvae  I  am  about  to  speak 
of  feed  indiscriminately  on  all  three,  but  so  far  as  my  experience 
goes,  show  a  preference  for  occidentalis. 

THE  EYED  l^Ul'EROR-Apatura  Lycaon  (Fabr.) 

During  the  month  of  May  the  larva3  of  this  species  may  be  found 
on  the  above-mentioned  trees,  coming  to  their  full  growth,  pretty  uni- 

formly, by  the  end  of  the  month.    They  are  then  (Fig.  39,  5,  and  Fig. 

:MN.  Y.  Rep.,  §83. 

10— £R 
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Apatura  Lycaon:— <j, 
chrysalis;  dorsal  and  lateral  views 
doited  line  showing  fomi  of  female 

[*is-  39,]  40,  g)  rather  more  than  an 

inch  long,  of  a  pea-green 
color,  with  a  series  of  yellow 

spots  along  the  middle  of 
the  back,  and  three  yellow 

lines  each  side,  the  interme- 
diate one  undulating,  often 

obsolete  on  the  anterior  part 

h,  lai-va,  dorsal  view;  c,  d ,  of  each  joiut,  and  Containing 
e,  imago,  male,  the        T-ii      i        j         i  i    j-         i 
all  natural  size.  a  little  lead-colored  dimple. 

The  body  is  more  or  less  thickly  granulated  with  pale  papillae,  remind- 
ing one  of  Papilla  [2d  Kep.,  Fig.  94;  5th,  Fig.  12];  swells  in  the 

middle,  from  which  it  tapers  both  ways,  the  anal  extremity  ending  in 

two  horns.  The  back  and  sides  are  flattened,  the  latter  sloping 

slightly,  roof-fashiun.  The  most  characteristic  feature  is  the  head, 
which,  though  variable  in  color,  is  always  surmounted  at  this  age 
with  two  antlers. 

This  larva  is  found  when  at  rest  on  the  under  side  of  the  leaf,  usu- 
ally on  a  carpet  of  silk,  and  often  with  a  portion  of  the  leaf  bent 

around  it.  The  lower  part  of  the  head  is  then  drawn  under  the  neck 

and  the  antlers  thrown  forward  (Fig.  39, 5).  In  preparing  for  the  chrysalis 
state,  it  spins  on  the  underside  of  a  leaf  a  little  bunch  of  silk  in  which 

to  entangle  its  anal  prolegs.  Sometimes,  but  not  often,  it  partially 
covers  itself  with  a  curled  leaf,  or  with  two  leaves  drawn  together. 

Here  it  rests  for  about  two  days,  when  the  larval  head  and  skin  split 

open,  and  the  soft  and  unformed  chrysalis  works  them  back  to  the 

extremity  of  its  body.  It  then  secures  itself,  knocks  off  the  shrunken 

skin,  and  soon  assumes  the  delicate  green  color,  marked  with  cream- 
yellow,  and  the  elegant  form  (Fig.  30,  c^  c/),  which  Nature  has  imposed 
upon  it.  Most  naked  chrysalides,  which  have  the  bodies  appressed  to 

the  object  of  attachment,  are  girded  and  supported  by  a  loop  adroitly 

constructed  by  the  larvae,*  but  our  Lycaon  chrysalis,  by  aid  of  its  pecu- 
liarly elongate  anal  pad  of  crochets  running  under  the  end  of  the  abdo- 

men, is  enabled  to  retain  this  position  without  any  such  loop.  In  this 

it  differs  from  all  the  other  members  of  its  family  {Nymjphalidce)^  which 

simply  suspend  themselves  by  the  tail,  and  which  hang  more  or  less 

directly  at  right  angles  from  the  object  of  attachment,  when  not  sup- 
ported by  leaves. 

*  This  is  well  known  to  be  the  rule  in  the  Ehopaloceroiis  families  PapilionidcB,  Eryvinidm,  and 
LycanideB.  It  occurs  also  in  some  lieterocerous  genera.  I  liave  hi-ed  the  neat  little  Geometrid  Acidalia 
persimilata  Grote  from  Ageratum,  and  its  chrjsafis  mimics  Pajjilio  not  only  in  being  supported  by  a  loop, 
but  in  having  ocellar  tubercles.  The  same  habit  (il)tains  in  the  European  Tineid  Klachista  cinereopimc- 
Iclla  Haw.,  which  mines  the  leaves  of  Carcx  (fte  Staiiiton's  >,'at.  Hist.  Tin.  III.,  PI.  i,  Fig.  ],  c),  and doubtless  in  others. 
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The  chrysalis'^state  lasts 
about  ten  days,  when  the 

enclosed  butterfly  bursts 

the  fragile  shell  and  drags 
its  limp  self  out.  Clinging 

for  a  time  to  the  ruptured 

husk,  while  the  compressed 

wings  visibly  enlarge,  the 

butterfly  at  last  flies  ofl'— a 

APATunA  LVCAOX  :-f,  e,^,  zna.nu.iea;  ,,  larva,  lateral  view-  P^^^^Cted  piece  of    Nature's 

^reSv::ri!^lSX?aolSAA'{;t^.^  ^e!^,;^;Si  ""rivaled  handiwork.    Well 
..oiut-eniargci.  '    '  ̂ ^^^^^    j^   cabinets    under 

the  old  name  of  Apatura  celiis  Boisd.,  it  is  of  a  more  or  less  intense 
russety-gray,  inclined  to  olivaceous,  and  shaded  with  dark  brown, 
which,  in  certain  lights,  shows  its  relation  to  the  European  Iris  by  a 
faint  purple  reflection.  The  figures  (39,  e,  and  40,  h)  will  stand  in 
place  of  more  elaborate  description.  Aside  from  the  genital  organs, 
the  sexes  are,  as  a  rule,  quite  easily  distinguished  by  the  larger  size  of 
the  female,  and  her  less  falcate  front  wings  and  broader,  more  rounded 
hind  wings;  but  where  these  characters  can  not  be  relied  on,  as  is 
sometimes  the  case,  the  sexes  can  yet  be  distinguished  by  the  differ- 

ence in  the  impotent  front  legs,  the  male  having  the  feet  {tarsi)  and 
shanks  (tihice)  of  these  legs  covered  with  soft  whitish  hair,  while  in 
the  female  they  are  naked,  as  in  the  other  legs. 

The  butterflies  begin  to  appear  in  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis  by  the 
middle  of  June,  and  by  the  end  of  that  month  the  eggs  may  be  found. 
These  eggs  (Fig.  39,  a,  and  40,  f)  are  attached  rather  slightly  to  the 
under  side  of  a  leaf,  either  singly  or  in  small  clusters  not  exceeding 
a  dozen.  In  form  they  are  nearly  globular,  with  very  delicate  longi- 

tudinal ribs,  and  still  finer  transverse  striae.  In  hatching,  the  enclosed 
larva  pushes  open  the  crown,  which  lifts  like  a  cap.  When  first  hatched 
this  larva  is  of  a  uniform  yellow,  sparsely  covered  with  a  few  soft 
hairs,  and  with  a  head  (Fig.  40,  ̂ )  which  is  jet-black  and  always  horn- 

less—thus  differing  materially  from  the  head  subsequently  worn.  The 
larva-  of  this,  the  first,  brood  feed  for  rather  less  than  a  month,  when 
they  transform  and  give  out  the  second  brood  ot  butterflies  during 
August.  These  lay  eggs  again,  which  in  due  time  hatch.  Bat  the 
second  brood  of  larvas  thus  hatching,  instead  of  feeding  with  good 
appetite  as  did  the  first  brood,  is  more  lethargic  from  the  start,  and 
develops  more  slowly.  Every  worm,  after  passing  through  the  second 
or  third  molt,  ceases  to  eat ;  then  shrinks  in  size  and  stations  itself  on 
the  under  side  of  a  leaf.  Here  it  changes  its  fresh  green  color  for  a 
dingy,  grayish-brown,  (caused  by  more  or  less  distinct  purplish  marks 
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on  a  clingy  yellow  ground),  the  better  to  keep  in  conformity  with  that 
of  its  dying  support,  with  which,  eventually,  it  falls  to  the  earth,  and 

there  hibernates.  A  heavy  snow  may  cover  it  many  inches  deep  ;  a 

drenching  rain  may  soak  it  through  and  through ;  the  mercury  may 

sink  22^  F.  below,  or  rise  80^  above  zero;  but  this  little  worm  is  indif- 
ferent to  all,  and  sleeps  a  profound  torpid  sleep  from  the  first  of  Octo- 

ber until  vegetation  starts  anew  the  ensuing  spring.  The  weather 
in  St.  Louis  is  often  delightfully  mild  and  even  warm  long  after  this 

larva  has  gone  into  winter  quarters,  but  nothing  short  of  the  animating 

breath  of  the  vernal  year  prompts  it  to  renew  the  activity  it  lost  the 
fall  before. 

In  acquiring  its  winter  habit  the  joints  are  greatly  contracted, 
the  body  becomes  somewhat  translucent,  while  the  hairs  from  the 

papillas  become  stouter ;  and  in  this  condition  it  has  a  conchiliform 

appearance,  and  strongly  recalls  the  young  Thecla  Istrv a,  or  the  young 
larvfE  of  such  Heterocerous  genera  as  Euclea  and  A(Io7ieta. 

Thus  there  are  two  broods  each  year,  but  they  overlap  each  other 
so  that  a  few  of  the  later  individuals  of  the  first  coexist  with  the  earlier 

individuals  of  the  second,  and  the  butterliies  may  be  found  more  or 

less  abundantly  from  early  June  till  September. 

The  larva  experiences  four  molts,  so  that  there  are  four  heads  (y!, 

;,  J{^  I)  which  are  shed  entire,  and  a  fifth  (m)  which  is  split  open  b}; 
the  chrysalis  and  attached  to  the  last  larval  skin.  During  the  rest 
preceding  each  molt  the  antlers  of  the  new  head  will  be  lound  laid 

back  on  the  first  joint,  below  the  skin. 

THE  TAWNY  EMFEROR.—Apatura  Eerse  (Fabr.) 

This  butterfly  (Figs.  41, 

d,  and  42,  h)  is  at  once 
distinguished  from  Lycaon 

by  its  larger  average  size, 
more  fulvous  color  and 

different  ornamentation, 

especially  of  the  front 

wings.  Aside  from  the 
sexual  characters  already 

given  in  speaking  of  the 

^         '  ""■«-  »^  h    previous  species,  the  male Apatura  Herse : — a,  eggs;  6,  larva;  c,  chrysalis;  <f, imago,  .  -fT  •  n 
male,  the  dotted  Hue  sho-wing  form  of  fcnuile— all  natural  size,   m        lieVSe       IS        general]}' 
brighter  colored  than  the  female,  with  the  markings,  especially  of  hind 
wings,  much  more  clearly  defined  ;   so  that,  instead  of  the  distinct 
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pattern  of  hind  wing  which  I  have  illustrated  (Fig.  42,  70,  the  female 
has  the  marks  more  or  less  obsolete,  and  the  general  tint  deeper  and 

more  uniform.  The  species  extends  farther  north  and  east  than  Ly- 
caon ;  but  in  the  Mississippi  Valley  and  the  more  southern  States, 
both  species  occur,  and  I  have  often  found  their  larvae  feeding  on  the 

same  tree.  Herse  is,  however,  less  common  than  Lyccion.  Boisduval 

gives  Primus  as  food-plant  of  the  species,  but  it  has  never  been  since 
recorded  as  occurring  on  trees  of  that  genus,  and  Mr.  Samuel  H. 

Scudder,  of  Plymouth,  N.  II.,  to  whom  I  sent  young  larvae,  found  they 

refused  plum-leaves,  and  died  rather  than  eat  of  them. 

^'■^'^'■^'^  The  eggs  of //grse  (Figs- 
41,  (/,  and  42,  j?},  unlike 
those  of  its  lesser  congener, 

are  invariably  deposited  in 
dense  batches  of  from  300 

to  500,  and  two,  or  more  of- 

ten three,  tiers  deep.  Oth- 
erwise they  differ  from 

those  of  Lycaon  mainly  in 

being  a  little  broader  on 
apatura  HEnst  — 7,  Ln\a,  luiit  giown,  dor-.ii  \icw;  h,  ̂ ^  crowu.     When  first  laid 

they    are    pale    yellowish- 

h'"  '/ 
Ln\a,  luilt  giown,  dor->il  \icw;  h, 

iiiiago,  male,  under  skIc — uatuiid  si^e;  1,  j,  k,  I,  m,  the  livedit- 
lereut  heads  of  lavra ;  «,  o,  dorsal  and  lateral  views  of  larval 
jolut;  p,  egg— enlarged ;  9,  larvie  as  whenhiberuatiug — nat.  size. 

white,  but  toward  hatching,  the  mass,  if  uninjured,  acquires  a  deeper 

buff  color.  The  larva,  in  the  first  stage,  is  easily  distinguished  by  its 

copal-yellow,  instead  of  black,  head;  and  in  the  other  stages  by  hav- 

ing a  dark  medio-dorsal  line,  and  a  straight,  instead  of  a  wavy,  supra- 
stigmatal  line.  The  head  is  also  larger,  more  pubescent,  broader  at 

top,  and  with  the  antlers  larger,  more  spiny,  and  more  hairy.  The 

spines  vary  somewhat  in  sharpness  and  size,  but  are  often  very  con- 

spicuous in  the  third  molt,  when  a  worm  at  rest  presents  a  really  sin- 
gular appearance  (Fig.  42,  g).  These  larva)  are  more  or  less  gregarious 

up  to  the  third  molt,  after  which  they  scatter.  The  habit,  after  they 

scatter,  of  hiding  within  leaves  drawn  around  them,  is  more  deter- 
mined than  in  Lycaon  ;  and  the  young  of  the  second  brood  fall  with 

the  leaf,  and  hibernate  huddled  together  in  companies  of  five  and  up- 
ward (Fig.  42,  q).  They  have  a  habit,  before  separating,  of  feeding 

side  by  side,  eating  the  leaf  from  the  tip  downward,  but  leaving  the 

stouter  ribs.  Spinning  a  thread  wherever  they  go,  the}"  often,  in 
traveling  from  leaf  to  leaf,  make  quite  a  pathway  of  silk ;  and  if  the 

branch  be  suddenly  jarred,  they  will  drop  and  hang  suspended  in 

mid-air,  and,  after  reassurance,  climb  up  again  with  the  thoracic  legs. 
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I  have  not  reared  this  species  from  the  egg  to  the  imago  as  I  have 
the  smaller  species,  but  it  doubtless  goes  through  the  same  number  of 

molts,  as  I  possess  five  different  sized  heads.  It  is  probable,  however, 
that  the  number  will  not  correspond  in  the  festival  and  autumnal 

broods;  for  I  have  reason  to  believe  that  some  of  my  first  brood  of 
Lycaon  larvae  went  through  but  three  molts ;  while  I  have  watched 

Herse  go  through  the  third  molt  after  it  had  ceased  feeding  in  the 

fall,  with  scarcely  any  perceptible  enlarge"ment  of  the  head — this 
third  head  being  of  smaller  size  and  browner  color  than  the  corre- 

sponding one  from  the  first  brood. 

Both  species  are  found  on  the  lower  branches  of  the  trees  more 

especially,  and  very  seldom  on  the  higher. 

PARASITES. 

The  Tawny  Emperor  is  evidently  most  prolific,  and  one  would  sup- 
pose that  it  would  be  the  most  numerous ;  but  its  eggs,  being  laid  in  a 

batch,  are  more  apt  to  be  destroyed  in  great  numbers  by  cannibal  and 

parasitic  insects.  Such,  indeed,  is  actually  the  case  ;  for,  while  I  have 

yet  found  no  parasites  on  Lycaon,  of  ten  batches  of  Herse  eggs  eight 

have  been  found  more  or  less  infested  with  a  minute  Chalcid-fly,  one 
fly  to  each  egg. 

The  egg  thus  infested  becomes  purplish,  so  as  readily  to  be  dis- 
tinguished from  the  sound  ones,  and  even  when  empty,  an  egg  that 

has  been  parasitized  is  easily  recognized  by  the  crown  being  per- 
forated instead  of  lifted  up.  I  have  not  reared  the  parasite,  and  have 

been  unable  to  extricate  any  perfect  specimens.  From  fragments, 

the  species  seems  to  be  blue-black ;  what  appear  to  be  the  front  tibias 
have  a  prominent  spur  lacking  in  the  others,  while  the  antennae  seem 

to  be  6-jointed,  2  being  twice  as  long  as  bulbus,  3,  4  and  5  subequal 
and  half  as  long,  6  fusiform  and  as  long  as  2.  It  evidently  belongs  to 

the  Tricliograininidce.  and  comes  near  Brachista. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL. 

For  forty  years  past  these  two  butterflies  have  been  known  in 

entomological  works  by  the  names  of  Apatura  celtis  Boisd.  and  A. 

Clyton  Boisd.  Even  in  Mr.  Edwards's  recent  work*  these  familiar 
names  were  retained.  But  in  Mr.  Scudder's  Revisionf  these  insects 
are  referred  to  under  the  generic  name  Doxocopa,  and  the  specific 
names  which  I  have  here  employed. 

Of  the  generic  name  it  need  only  be  said  that  Apatura  was  cre- 
ated by  Fabricius  in  1807;  Doxocopa  by  Hubner  in  1816.  From 

information  kindly  communicated  by  Mr.  Scudder,  the  latter  genus 

•  The  Buttei-flies  of  N.  A.,  by  Wm.  H.  Edwards,  Philad.,  1868-72. 
t  Sys.  Rev.  of  Some  of  the  Am    Buttevflie.-;,  hyS.  H.  Scudder;  Salem  Miis:^. ,  1872. 
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seeras  to  differ  from  the  former  principally  in  the  antennre  being 

proportionally  more  slender,  the  club  shorter  and  less  uniform,  the 
palpi  more  slender  and  yet  shorter,  and  the  legs  also  more  slender; 

while  the  hind  wings  in  the  male  Apatura  are  not  hollowed  out  as 

in  Doxocopa.  This  last  character  is  of  little  value,  as  it  is  variable  in 
the  same  species.  The  other  points  of  difference  also  appear  trivial 

indeed  when  we  consider  the  many  points  of  resemblance.  It  is  rea- 
sonable to  suppose  that  many  of  the  honored  writers  on  diurnal  Lepi- 

doptera,  since  Hiibner's  time,  have  been  familiar  with  his  diagnosis  of 
Doxocopa^  and  they  ignored  the  genus  because  they  considered  that 

the  characters  were  not  sufficient  to  separate  it  from  Apatura.  Kirby, 

as  late  as  1871,  did  so.  Opinions  will  differ  as  to  what  should  consti- 
tute a  genus,  and  my  own  opinion  is  expressed  in  the  name  I  here 

employ.  Mr.  Scudder  may  be  able  by  study  of  the  preparatory  stages 
to  establish  more  emphatic  differences  in  his  forthcoming  work.  If 

so,  Doxocopa  will  doubtless  be  employed  for  our  species,  but  it  will 

be  DoxoGopa  Scudder  and  not  Doxocopa  Hiibner,  as  the  latter  knew 
nothing  about  those  differences.  Until  that  time  I  have  thought  best 

to  follow  preceding  authors.  Judging  from  figures  of  the  European 

ApaUiras^  the  most  important  differences  between  them  and  our  two 
N.  A.  species  will  be  found  in  tlie  chrysalis  state,  and  principally  in 

the  shape  of  the  cremaster.  The  horns  of  the  European  larvt'e  are  less 
branching,  and  the  notum  of  the  throax  in  the  chrysalis  is  more 

depressed ;  but  our  two  N.  A.  species  also  differ  in  these  characters. 

Regarding  the  specific  names,  Lycaoii  and  Herse  were  named  by 

Fabricius,  as  Mr.  Scudder  informs  me,  from  paintings,  "  unquestionably 

representing  our  species,  in  the  possession  of  a  Mr.  Jones,"  and  now  at 
Oxford,  Eng.  No  locality  was  given  for  them.  Did  some  rule  prevail 

such  as  that  which  has  been  suggested  by  Professor  Westwood — viz., 
that  after  an  insect  has  been  universally  designated,  say  for  a  quarter 

of  a  century,  hy  a  specific  name,  that  name  should  nevermore  give 

way  to  any  that  might  be  resuscitated — we  should  not  now  be  called 
upon  to  change  BoisduvaPs  familiar  titles  for  these  familiar  butter- 

flies. So  long  as  no  such  rule  exists,  the  quickest  way  to  get  rid  of 

the  confusion  now  attaching  to  the  specific  nomenclature*  is  to  follow 
Mr.  Scudder,  who  has  given  the  subject  so  much  attention.  In  the 

higher  animals,  Audubon  and  Bachman  did  not  hesitate  to  reject  such 

names  as  Anisonyx  rufa  Rafinesque,  or  Arctomys  rufa  Harlan — 
names  given  to  an  animal  which  Lewis  and  Clark  had  described,  but 

which  the  namers  had  never  seen;  and  to  adopt,  instead,  the  Aplo- 

♦For  instance,  Li/caonand  Herse  are  refen-ed  bj[  Kirby  (Syn.  Oat.  p.  87)  to  Hipparchia^tsBA  yet 
<in  p.  202  of  the  same  work  we  have  Aptura  Lijcaon,  of  which  Herse  is  designated  ns  j  . 
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dontia  leporina  Richardson,  which,  though  it  had  not  priority,  was 
first  coupled  with  a  truly  recognizable  description  from  the  animal 

itself.  On  similar  grounds  Mr.  Scudder  would  have  been  justified  in 

rejecting  the  Fabrician  names.  As  a  matter  of  interest  to  Lepidopte- 
rists,  I  produce  these  two  descriptions  (kindly  copied  for  me  by  Mr. 
Scudder)  which  have  remained  so  long  unnoticed  and  unrecognized  : 

[Fabricius,  Entomologia  Systematica,  Tom.  iii.,  pars  1,  p.  228.] 

Lyeaon,  714. — P.  S.  Alis  dentatis,  anticis  fuscis,  flavo  alboque  maculatis,  posti. 

cis  ferrugineis,  ocellis  sex  ca^cis  ;  subtus  variegatis,  ocellis  octo. 

Papilio  Lyeaon.    Jon.  fig.  pict.  4,  tab.  17,  fig.  1. 

Habitat   ,  Mus.  Dom.  Drury. 

Corpus  medium,  fuscum  abdomnis  lateribus  fulvis.  Al;e  anticaj  supra  fuscu' ; 

flavo  alboque  maculataj  ocelloque  cajco  atro  iride  rufa ;  subtus  basi  flavse,  fiisco  maeu- 
latse,  apice  fascae  maculis  tribus  albis  ocellisque  duobus  atris  iride  flava,  anteriori 

pupila  alba,  posteriori  coeco.  Striga  marginalis  tiava.  Postica^  basi  obscuroe  striga  e 

maculis  quinque  flavis,  apice  rufis,  maculis  sex  ocellaribus,  atris.  Subtus  flavo  fus- 
coque  variegata;,  ocellis,  octo  atris,  iride  flava  pupillaque  ccerulea  [p.  229.] 

Herse,  718.  P.  S.  Alis  dentatis  fusco  ferrugineis  :  anticis  albopunctatis,  posticis 

utrinque  ocellis,  septem  cajcis.     [p.  230.] 

Papilio  Herse.    Jon.  fig.  pict.  4,  tab.  7,  fig.  2. 

Habitat   ,  Dom.  Drury. 

Corpus  fusco  ferruo^ineum.  Ala:;  antica;  obscure  ferrugincio,  pone  medium  fascia  e 

maculis  sex  punctisque  quatuor  apicis  albis,  subtus  pallidiores.  Posticje  fusco  ferru- 

gineae  ocellis  septemnigris  iride  ferruginea  :  secundo  tertioque  pupilla  ferruginea,  reli- 
quis  C£ecis.    Subtus  pallidiores  ocellis  septem  cceruleis  iride  flava,  annulo  nigro. 

It  will  be  seen  that,  aside  from  minor  shortcomings,  the  difference 

in  average  size  between  the  two  species  is  not  stated  ;  nothing  is  said 
of  the  under  side  of  the  bodies  ;  no  sexual  distinctions  are  given  ; 

while  the  description  of  the  spots  on  the  primaries  of  Herse  as  white 
is  well  calculated  to  mislead,  for  in  all  specimens  which  I  have  seen 

they  are  distinctly  bright  ferruginous  or  "  ochry-yellow,"  as  Boisduval 
describes  them.  The  figure  from  which  the  description  was  made,  if 

it  represents  our  species,  must  be  incorrect,  or  must  have  been  made 

from  an  etiolated  specimen.  As  to  the  number  of  the  spots,  it  varies 

on  the  primaries;  and  on  the  secondaries,  while  in  both  species  the 
seven  ocellar  spots  are  always  distinct inferiorly,  the  first  and  last  are 

often,  one  or  both,  partly  or  entirely  obsolete  superiorly,  so  as  to 

leave  but  five  or  six.  More  generally  six  are  visible  in  the  d  and  five 

only  in  the  ?.  The  eighth  inferior  spot  in  Lyeaon^  as  described  by 

Fabricius,  can  only  refer  to  the  small,  more  or  less  obsolete,  and  al- 
most always  simple,  oval  spot  on  the  middle  of  the  inner  border. 

It  is  doubtful  if,  without  the  drawings,  these  Fabrician  species 
could  have  been  satisfactorily  determined  ;  so  that  Boisduval  can  not 

be  blamed  for  redescribing  them.    We  should  be  justified  in  ignoring 
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such  inadequate  descriptions  in  a  modern  author;  but,  for  many  good 

reasons,  it  is  the  custom  to  make  the  best  of  those  of  the  older  au- 
thor, who  sometimes  described  a  species  in  one  single  word. 

JIAAE  AVE  OTHER  SPECIES  OF  THE  GE^'US  IN  THE  UNITED  STATES? 

Besides  the  two  species  of  Apaiura,  the  natural  history  of  which 

I  have  just  detailed,  three  other  supposed  species  have  been  de- 

scribed, viz.,  A.  Idt/ja  Hiibn  (Doxocopa  Z,  Exot.  Schm.),  A.  Proser- 
pina Scudd.  (Trans.  Chic.  Ac.  Sc.  I.,  p.  332),  and  Ji..  Alicia  Edw.  (Butt, 

of. N.  A.,  p.  135).  I  know  nothing  of  the  first;  but  from  the  fact  that 

Kirby  (Syn.  Cat.  Diurnal  Lep.  p.  262)  considers  Clyton  Boisd.  a  syno- 
nym, it  will,  perhaps,  turn  out  a  variety  of  Herse  Fabr.  The  other  two 

are  considered  synonyms — Proserpina  of  Herse  and  Alicia  oi  Lycaon 
— by  Scudder  in  his  latest  published  opinion  (Syst.  Rev.  etc.,  p.  9) ;. 
and  from  the  descriptions,  I  should  agree  with  him  in  believing  them 
mere  varieties  of  the  Fabrician  species.  It  is,  therefore,  probable 
that  we  have  but  the  two  species  I  have  figured. 

Mr.  Edwards  informs  me  that  he  still  considers  Alicia  a  good 

species;  and  that  he  is  confirmed  in  the  belief  from  the  fact  that  not 

a  single  Alicia  was  obtained  from  many  specimens  of  Lycaon  bred 

by  himself  last  summer,  or  from  those  bred  by  me.  But  I  should  not 

expect  to  breed  Alicia  far  away  from  its  locality,  any  more  than  I 

should  expect  to  breed  the  dark  form  of  Limenitis  Misippus  or  the 

dark  female  of  Papilio  Tariius  in  the  more  northern  States.  I  am 
always  suspicious  of  species  founded  on  slight  variations  when  one 

or  two  individuals  only  have  been  seen.  Herse  varies  considerably^ 

so  that  specimens  as  distinctly  marked  as  my  figure  are  the  exception,, 
and  in  the  female  the  markings  on  the  hind  wings,  both  above  and 

beneath,  are  often  sufficiently  obsolete  to  give  the  wing  a  uniform 

appearance,  with  the  barest  indication  of  a  series  of  paler  spots. 

Lycaon  varies  also  not  only  in  the  intensity  of  color  and  distinctness 

of  the  marks,  but  in  the  relative  size  of  many  of  the  spots  ;  that  near- 
est the  apex  and  that  nearest  the  middle  of  the  front  wing  being 

sometimes  obsolete,  while  the  dark  ocellar  spot  on  the  same  wing, 

which  is  usually  simple,  sometimes  has  a  white  discal  speck.  Mr.  Ed- 

wards's Alicia^^^  may  readily  be  seen  from  his  excellent  figures,  is,  so 
far  as  we  now  know,  larger  than  the  average  size  of  Lycaon^  and  the 

general  color  is  more  fulvous  ;  but  there  is  absolute  similarity  of  pat- 
tern between  the  two.  Now  as  Lycaon  varies  both  in  size  and  depth 

of  color,*we  may  reasonably  infer  that  Alicia  will  be  found  to  do  so^ 
and  that,  so  far  as  these  characters  go,  the  description  of  Alicia  is 

from  two  specimens,  and  is  of  little  value.  The  average  size  of  Ly- 
caon^ in  the  locality  from  which  I  write,  is  much  less  than  that  of 
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Herse\  yet  Boisduval  {auctore  Morris)  gives  his  celtis  the  same  size 
and  form  as  his  Clyton,  while  Fabricius  mentions  no  difference  in  the 

size  of  his  two  species ;  so  that  if  we  really  have  to  do  with  three  in- 
stead of  two  species,  then  Alicia  Edw.,  so  far  as  size  is  concerned,  is 

but  a  redescription  of  celtis  Boisd.,  and  the  small  form  which  occurs 
in  the  Middle  and  Western  States  remains  undescribed.  The  fact 

that  Boisduval  cites  his  celtis  from  the  Southern  States,  and  that  his 

description  of  the  larva  does  not  at  all  correspond  with  mine,  would 

indeed  give  such  a  view  a  degree  of  plausibility;  but,  for  my  own 

part,  I  much  prefer  to  believe  that  the  difl'erences  in  the  butterflies 
are  varietal,  and  that  the  discrepancies  between  the  descriptions  of 

the  larva  may  be  accounted  for  on  the  strong  probability  that  Boisdu- 

val's  description  and  figure  of  the  larva  are  as  untruthful  as  those  of 
the  chrysalis.  But  all  such  questions  must  be  left  to  the  future  to 

decide  ;  meanwhile  Mr,  Edwards's  opinion  is,  in  one  sense,  as  rightfully 
held  as  Mr.  Scudder's  or  mine. 

DESCRIPTIVE. 

Apatura  Lycaon — Egg. — Averaofe  diametei'  0.03  inch.  When  fir-st  laid,  opaque 

white,  becoming  day  by  day  more  ti'anslucent.  About  and  around  the  crown  are  a 
few  pale  purplish  specks  and  marks,  which  deepen  until  they  are  sometimes  black,  and 

as  the  embryo  develops,  its  black  head  shows  plainly  through  the  crown  and  the  egg 

becomes  slightly  grayer.  Shape  globular,  the  top  flattened,  the  base  still  more  so ; 

about  as  wide  as  deep,  averaging  0.025  inch  either  way,  the  depth  most  often  exceeding. 

From  19-20  longitudinal,  rather  prominent  ribs,  and  about  twice  as  many  very  delicate 

transverse  stria3,  the  latter  best  seen  on  the  empty  shell,  and  both  ribs  and  stri;>?  becom- 

ing obsolete  on  the  crown. 
Attached  not  very  firmly  and  always  on  the  under  side  of  a  leaf,  in  batches  of  from 

1-12  (7,  7,  5,  7,  7,  1,  4,  2,  3,  7,  11,  12,  observed).    Egg  period  from  G-10  days. 

Larva — Newly  hatched  0.07-0.08  inch  long.  Body  cylindrical,  tapering  very  slightly 
behind,  pale  yellow,  immaculate,  with  concolorous  piliferous  dots  giving  rise  to  short 

pale  hairs,  4  of  these  dots  dorsally  trapezoidal  and  3  lateral  around  each  spiracle. 

Head  twice  as  large  as  joint  1,  polished  black,  slightly  bi-lobed,  with  very  minute 
pilose  point?  and  a  few  long  hairs,  but  no  horns  whatever.  Anal  horns  pale  just  after 

hatching,  becoming  dusky  at  tips,  short,  and  terminating  usually  in  three  blunt,  pilose 

lobes.  When  two  days  old,  the  dorsum  flattens  and  the  characteristics  of  the  second 

stage  begin  to  show.  In  the  second  stage  the  color  is  green,  the  form  less  cylindrical, 

each  joint  with  four  tolerably  distinct  annulets  and  numerous  pilose  papillre.  A 

straight  subdorsal,  longitudinal,  yellow  stripe  connects  across  dorsum  on  anterior 

annulet,  and  sometimes  on  second,  leaving,  in  consequence,  a  series  of  subquadrate 

dark-green  dorsal  spaces ;  a  supra-stigmatal,  undulate,  paler  and  narrower  line,  and  a sub- 
stigmatal  one  straight  and  of  the  same  thickness.  Anal  horns  less  blunt  at  tip.  Head 

broader  than  long,  with  the  sides  bulging  and  with  two  horns  on  top  diverging  at  right 

angles  from  each  other,  and  in  length  about  one-third  the  width  of  head,  each  ending 
in  a  prominent,  more  or  less  acute  bifurcation,  and  giving  out  three  lesser  branches 

from  the  sides:  also  with  a  prominent  lateral,  slightly  decurved  and  acute  spine,  a 

lesser  one  above  and  below  this,  and  two  on  top  between  the  bifurcate  horns.    The 
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color  is  quite  variable,  sometimes  beiii<>'  entireh'  dark-brown,  but  more  often  pale,  with 
the  jaws,  sutures,  ground  of  ocelli,  and  tips  of  Iiorns  dark.  It  is  furnished  with  a  few 

short  hairs.  In  the  third  stage  there  is  but  little  chano^e  ;  joints  5-0  are  proportionally 
somewhat  more  cnlaiged,  and  the  spinels  on  the  head  proportionally  increased  in 

lengtli.  The  papill;o  become  more  prominent  and  numerous,  and  the  transverse  yel- 
low line  conneetins  the  subdorsal  Hues  across  the  anterior  wrinkles,  as  well  as  the 

supra-stigmatal  line,  becomes  loss  continuous.  The  fom-th  and  fifth  stages  are  similar: 
the  horns  on  the  head  are  lengthened,  but  the  forks  and  the  spines  shortened,  while  the 

transverse  stripes  and  the  supra-stigmatal  line  are  generally  interrupted.  The  mature 
larva  may  be  thus  described  : 

Average  length,  1.15  inches.  Head  as  broad  or  broader  than  long,  the  cheeks 

bulgino:,  the  horns  half  as  long  as  head,  slender,  the  bifurcations  reduced  and  rounded, 
the  spines  not  prominent ;  shallowly  punctate  and  sparsely  pubescent ;  color  either 

green  with  faint  touch  of  brown  on  jaw'S,  at  ocelli  and  tips  of  horns,  or  brown-black 
with  more  or  less  pale  color,  and  always  four  stripes  in  front,  two  short  ones  near 
ocelli,  and  two  others  ruiniing  by  the  side  of  epistoma  and  tapering  up  the  horns.  Body 

bright  pea-green,  very  small  on  joint  1,  enlarging  in  middle,  and  tapering  to  extremity, 
which  ends  in  two  horizontal,  slightly  diverging  anal  horns.  Each  joint  with  about 

four  annulets.  A  medio-dorsal  series  of  yellow  spots  the  width  of  tirst  annulet ;  a  pale 
white  and  yellow  stripe,  thickest  at  sutures,  running  each  side  of  dorsum  to  tip  of  anal 

horns  ;  a  series  ot  pale,  oblique  supra-stigmatal  marks  containing  a  lead-colored 
impressed  point ;  and  a  straight  sub-stigmatal  line.  Covered  with  numerous  irregular 
papillw,  largest  on  yellow  parts.  Ventrally  more  smooth,  glaucous,  and  with  soft  col- 

orless hairs.  Legs  pale,  the  pads  of  prolegs  dusky.  The  supra-stigmatal  oblique 
dashes  are  sometimes  connected  to  form  a  wavy  line,  and  there  are  other  minor  varia- 

tions of  color  and  markings. 

Chrysalis — General  surface  faintly  aciculate.  Dorsum  narrow-edged,  in  outline 
strongly  arched  on  abdominal  joints  3-8  (6-11  of  body  exclusive  of  head) ;  straight  and 

falling  at  an  angle  of  about  130°  from  3rd  abdominal  joint  to  metathorax,  thence  rising 
at  the  same  angle  straight  to  middle  of  raesothorax,  and  falling  again  at  an  angle  of 

about  120°  direct  to  head.  From  a  dorsal  view  the  outline  broadens  regularly  from 
anal  extremity  to  wing-sheaths,  is  parallel  thence  to  the  region  of  the  metathorax,  then 
bulges,  and  is  broadest  at  the  wing-shoulders,  and  gradually  decreases  again  to  the 
ocellar  tubercles.  The  inferior  surface  forms  a  straight  line  from  the  eyes  to  the  tip  of 
the  legs,  then  makes  a  slight  upward  curve  and  ends  in  a  button  or  cremaster,  which 
represents  the  anal  larval  prolegs,  and  is  on  a  plane  with  the  longitudinal  axis  of  the 

body  ;  it  is  divided  anteriorly,  produced  into  a  trigonate  blunt  point  behind,  and  fur- 
nished along  the  flat  inferior  surftice  with  soft  ferruginous  booklets,  which  issue  from 

it  at  right  angles  and  form  a  long,  narrow  pad,  united  and  most  dense  at  posterior 
extremity,  but  divided  anteriorly.  The  ocellar  tubercles  are  trigonate,  the  sides  of  the 

abdomen  slope  skiff-like,  joints  6,  7  and  8  admitting  of  very  free-side  motion  by  broad, 
smooth  sutures,  which  narrow  dorsally  to  a  point.  The  dorsal  edge  is  slightly  carinate, 

especially  on  mesothorax,  and  more  or  loss  jagged,  especiallj*  on  abdominal  joints  3-8, 
which  have  their  anterior  edges  produced  into  small  teeth,  like  saw-teeth,  white,  with  a 
polished  black  spot  each  side.  A  raised  line  starts  from  anterior  edge  of  abdominal 

Joint  3  and  thickens  to  wing-shoulders ;  another,  from  middle  of  mesothorax,  extends 
around  outer  edges  of  ocellar  tubercles,  while  another  margins  the  hind  wings.  The 
color  is  pale  translucent  green,  with  still  paler  and  darker  mottlings  ;  a  series  of  pale 

oblique  lines  and  a  longitudinal  sub-stigmatal  one  on  the  abdomen.  The  dorsal  carina 
is  yellow  on  the  arched  abdominal  portion,  except  at  anterior  edges  of  joints  already 
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described  ;  elsewhere  it  is  cream-colored.  The  veins  of  wing-sheaths,  joints  of  antenna^ 
and  the  raised  lines,  are  all  of  the  same  pale  color.    Stigmata  pale  and  barely  noticeable. 

Apatura  Herse.  To  avoid  repetition  it  will  be  best  to  describe  Herse  by  compar- 
ison with  Lycaon. 

Egg — On  an  average  rather  flatter  on  the  top,  with  the  sides  more  parallel.  Pale 

yellowish-white  at  first,  with  the  marks  that  afterward  appear  around  crown  fewer, 
and  never  as  dark  as  iu  Lycaon.  Attached  to  the  underside  of  a  leaf  in  batches  of 

300-500,  generally  three  tiers  deep. 

Larva — When  newly  hatched  differs  from  Lycaon  in  the  head  being  pale  copal- 
yellow  and  translucent ;  the  jaws  are  brown,  and  ocelli  spots  black ;  the  anal  horns  are 

scarcely  perceptible ;  the  pale  hairs  from  piiiferous  spots  are  nearly  as  long  as  the 

diameter  of  the  body.  Before  the  first  molt  takes  place  the  characteristics  of  second 

stage  begin  to  show.  In  the  second  stage  it  is  easily  distinguished  from  Lycaon  by  be- 

ing longitudinally  striped  superiorly  with  8  pale  and  7  dark  stripes,  or,  in  other  words, 

instead  of  the  subdorsal  pale  stripes  connecting  transversely  on  the  anterior  annulets, 

there  is  a  medio-dqrsal  dark,  continuous  line,  bordered  each  side  with  a  pale  one,  and 

the  supra-stigmatal  line  is  straight  instead  of  wavy.  The  head  has  stouter  lateral 
spines  and  is  more  pilose.  It  is  yellowish,  and  often  with  brown  marks  in  front  of 

the  horns  and  around  the  mouth.  In  the  third  stage  the  colors  are  yet  more  intense, 

and  the  antlers  lengthen,  and,  compared  with  Lycaon,  the  bace  of  these  antlers  is 

stouter,  so  as  to  give  a  straighter  appearance  to  the  sides  of  the  head,  which  are  more 

stoutly  spined  and  thickly  pilose.  In  the  succeeding  changes  these  characters  are  little 

altered,  except  that  the  head  becomes  greener,  the  papilhc  more  conspicuous,  and  the 

medio-dorsal  dark  stripe  proportionally  narrower.  The  mature  larva  may  be  thus  de- 
scribed : 

Length  1.25-1.50  inches.  Head  bluish  glassy-green,  longer  than  broad,  the  sides 

almost  parallel ;  with  dark  ocelli-ground  and,  rarely,  dark  marks  in  front  and  at  base  of 
antlers ;  shallowly  punctate  and  quite  pilose  ;  the  antlers  stout,  with  lateral  prongs  as 

stout  as  terminal.  Color  of  body  usually  bright  green,  the  dorsum  paler  or  yellowish, 

with  a  deep  blue  medial  vascular  line  bordered  eacli  side  by  a  paler  yellow  one.  A 

subdorsal,  supra-  and  sub-stigraatal  continuous  straight  line,  each  either  white  or  cream- 
color,  and  the  two  former  either  simple  or  bordered  above  with  green  and  below  with 

blue-green;  the  papillas  quite  prominent  on  the  subdorsal  and  substigmatal  lines. 

Chrysalis — Differs  only  in  being  larger,  in  showing  on  the  abdomen  traces  of  the 
pale  longitudinal  larval  lines,  and  in  having  the  mosonotal  ridge  less  angular. 

[The  foregoing  paper  was  published  in  the  Transactions  of  the 

St.  Louis  Academy  of  Science  (Vol.  Ill,  p.  193-208),  and  I  have  repro- 
duced it  without  essential  change,  except  in  the  common  names  used, 

which  I  have  changed  from  "Lycaon  Butterfly"  to  "Eyed  Emperor," 
and  from  "Herse  Butterfly  "  to  "Tawny  Emperor.^'*  Since  the  first 
publication  of  the  paper.  Prof.  Westwood,  of  Oxford,  Eng.,  has  been 

kind  enough  to  send  me  copies  of  Mr.  Jones's  drawings,  from  which 

*  Popular  names  are  just  as  desirable  for  our  better-known  insects,  as  for  our  more  common  plants 
or  larger  animals  They  have,  indeed,  one  advantage  over  the  scientific  names  iu  that  tliej'  do  not  lluctnate 
with  every  change  iu  classification.  But  to  be  of  real  value,  the  po])ular  name  once  given  to  an  insect 
should  be  as  much  lespected  by  subsefiuent  authors  as  the  scientific  name  first  given.  Jn  no  other  way 
can  we  attain  any  stability  or  uniformity  in  such  names.  In  writing  of  insects  ti-eated  of  by  Harris 
and  Fitch,  I  have  used  tlie  common  ii;nui's'eni]il<)ycd  l)y  these  autliors,  unless  there  was  verygooll  reason for  not  doing  .so;  and  it  is  to  bo  hoped  that  Americiin  ;ui<l  Canadian  writers  on  jjojiular  entomology  will, 
by  more  care  in  this  matter,  help  to  estaljlish  names  once  used.  I  am  glad  to  see  that  Mr.  Scudder  urges 
tlie  imjioi-tance  of  these  common  names  for  our  butterflies,  in  the  first  number  of  ' '  Psyche, ' '  a  little 
entomological  ])eriodical  Avhich  has  just  made  its  appearance  in  Cambridge,  Ma.s,s.,  edited  byB.  P. 
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the  Fabrician  descriptions  were  made,  and  after  a  critical  examination 

of  thera  I  have  little  doubt  that  Mr.  Scudder  is  right  in  supposing 
them  to  represent  the  two  buttertlies  herewith  treated  of. 

Of  Lycaon  there  can  be  no  doubt  whatever  that  it  is  celtis  Boisd. 

In  size  the  figures  exactly  agree  with  one  of  my  specimens,  captured 

by  Mr.  O.  S.  Westcott  in  Indiana  (expanse  2.30  inches) ;  i.  e'.,  they  more 
nearly  resemble,  in  this  respect,  the  Alicia  form  than  the  average 
western  form.  The  eighth  inferior  spot  on  the  secondaries  which  Fa- 

bricius  describes,  and  which  I  supposed  (ante  p.  144}  must  refer  to  the 

simple  oval  spot  on  the  middle  of  the  inner  border,  in  reality  refers  to 

an  eighth  ocellar  spot.  The  seventh  of  these  spots  in  the  insect  is 

more  or  less  double,  in  the  sense  of  having  a  small,  pupil-less  spot 

oonlluent  with  it  below.  In  Mr.  Jones's  figure  it  is  more  decidedly 
double,  which  will  account  for  Fabricius's  description. 

With  regard  to  Ilerse  there  is  more  room  for  doubt,  for  aside  from 

the  discrepancies  in  the  description,  which  I  have  already  indicated, 
as  to  the  color  of  the  spots  on  primaries,  the  fascia  of  six  spots,  in  the 
drawing,  runs,  with  but  a  slight  and  uniform  curve,  across  the  middle 
of  the  wing,  instead  of  forming,  as  in  nature,  a  sinuous  line  outside 

the  middle  of  the  wing;  then  again,  in  the  drawing,  these  spots  are 

oval  instead  of  angular,  and  not  relieved  with  black  basally,  as  they 

are  in  nature.  The  pupil  of  the  second  and  third  ocellar  spots  of  sec- 
ondaries, as  described,  are  wanting  in  all  my  specimens  of  Ilerse.  I 

also  note  that  while  but  four  apical,  or,  more  properly  speaking,  pos- 
terior spots  occur  on  the  primaries,  according  to  the  description,  the 

figure  correctly  represents  five,  as  in  nature  ;  and  again,  seven  ocellar 

spots  are  described  on  the  secondaries,  whereas  but  six  are  repre- 

sented in  the  drawing.  But,  allowing  short-comings  in  the  drawings, 
and  others  in  the  description,  there  are  so  many  characters  that  be- 

long to  no  other  butterfly,  that  I  have  myself  no  doubt  of  the  correct- 

ness of  Mr.  Scudder's  conclusions  ;  and  Herse  can  not  be  the  $  of 
Lycaon^  as  Mr.  A.  G.  Butler  has  lately  insisted,  both  by  letter  to  me 

and  by  statement  before  the  London  Entomological  Society,  because, 

besides  differing  in  color  and  other  respects,  it  entirely  lacks  the  large 
and  characteristic  black  ocellar  spot  on  the  primaries.  Westwood 

writes  :  "  Not  liking  to  judge  of  figures  of  Lepidoptera  when  not  col- 
ored, I  do  not  feel  able  to  speak  on  the  question  of  Ajjatura  Lycaon 

and  Herse ;  I  think,  however,  that  you  are  right." 

Mann.  AVhcre  an  insect  is  better  known  in  flic  larva  than  in  ttie  pfriect  state,  it  often  becomes  necessarj- 
to  cluisten  tlie  former.  But  this  does  not  ineclude  a  seconil  name  for  tlie  hitter;  and  in  either  case  the 
study  shonhl  be  to  express,  as  far  as  ])ossililf,  in  the  shortest  maimer,  some  peculiarity  in  the  ajipearance 

or  habit  of  the  species.  There  can  be  no  sense  in  calling  Nematus  vcntricosus  the  '"' Importeil  Goose- 
berry-worm, ' '  after  it  had  been  christened  and  much  written  of  as  the  ' '  Imported  Cun-ant-worm;"  or 

in  calling  a  Coccinella  the  "  A])his-eating  lady-bug,"  when  the  Aphis-eating  habit  belongs  to  the  geuus, 
and  the  term  "lady-bird  "  has  lonjr  been  the  familiar  and  common  designation  of  the  ditl'erent  species. 
Jn  the  case  of  our  two  Apatnras,  finding  that  Mr.  Scudder  contemidates  I'uUow  ing  the  English  use  of  the 
Jerm  ' '  Em])eror,"  I  have  christened  them  accordingly,  omitting  the  food-plant  for  brevity's  .sake. 
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I  find  nothing,  therefore,  to  cause  me  to  change  the  conclusions 

expressed  in  the  paper,  viz.:  that  we  have  but  the  two  species  of  Ap- 

atura — Lycaon  Yd\}X.=Geltis  Boisd.=J./^c^■a  Edw. ;  and  Herse  Fabr.== 
Clyton  ̂ o\&di.=Proserpina  Scudd. 

Yet  there  will  ever  hang  a  certain  doubt  around  Herse^  and,  for 
my  own  part,  had  I  the  above  paper  to  write  over  again,  I  should  steer 

clear  of  all  doubt  by  using  Boisduval's  names,  because  I  believe  that 
the  science  is  better  advanced  by  the  use  of  long-accepted  names, 

drawn  from  the  Creator's  own  pictures  of  the  living  animals,  and  hav- 
ing an  undisputed  and  definite  meaning,  than  by  the  unearthing  of 

such  as  are  drawn  from  man's  pencil  (and  often  faulty)  imitations, 
and  which  admit  of  doubt  and  dispute.  In  other  words,  the  "law  of 

priority"  becomes  a  nuisance  and  a  positive  injury  to  the  science, 
when  pushed  to  the  unnecessary  extreme  of  attempting  to  solve  inex- 

plicable riddles,  or  prying  for  truth  where  there  is  no  more  possi- 
bility of  finding  it  than  there  was  for  Tantalus  to  slake  his  thirst  or 

appease  his  hunger,  or  for  Diogenes,  with  his  lantern,  to  discover  an 
honest  man  !] 

KATYDIDS. 

(Orel.  Orthoptera;  Fam.  Locustid.e).* 

I  love  to  hear  thine  earnest  voice 

Wherever  thou  art  hid, 

Thou  testy  little  dogmatist, 

Thou  pretty  Katydid. 
O,   W.  Holmes. 

The  worshiper  at  Nature's  shrine  in  this  country  must  miss,  in 
part,  the  transport  which  the  European  may  experience  as  he  goes 
forth  at  morn  in  all  the  freshness  and  mildness  of  spring,  to  view  our 

Mother  Earth  decked  in  her  brightest  and  most  pleasing  garments. 

There — when  fair  Aurora,  shattering  night's  dusky  bonds,  adds  to  im- 

*  Tliese  insects  lielonsi- 1(»  tlic  Gryllidce  of  Wcstwood  and  the  English  school,  and  of  onr  own  Han'is, 
the  Locustaria  of  the  Flench  and  (jlernian  schools,  and  the  Lociistaria  of  bciiddcr  and  Packard.  They 
oufiht,  I  think,  to  foini  a  subfamily  of  Lomstidce  which  may  be  called  Phi/llopteri,ia>.  I  use  the  family 
termination  (rfcc,  adopted  by  Mr.  Cyrus  Thomas  (Ilayden's  Cieol.  Survey  of  the  U.  S.,  ISTlj,  because  I 
think  that  fcAV  things  are  more  usefid  or  important  iii  Zi)01oi;ical  nomenclature  tlian  uniformity  in  ter- 

minology for  tlie  ditlerent  divisions. 
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brued  field  and  wood  a  golden  glory — to  sally  forth  and  listen  to  the 

delicious  twittering  of  the  sky-lark,  as  the  love-prompted  strain  grad- 

ually dies  away  with  the  rising  of  the  little  songster  over  head,  "  to 
the  last  point  of  vision  and  beyond,"  is  a  pleasure  we  can  hardly 
experience  in  this  central  portion  of  the  rich  Valley  of  the  great 

"Father  of  Waters."  Spring,  with  us,  is  apt  to  be  but  a  narrow  leap 
from  winter  to  summer,  while  the  dread  of  malaria  too  often  out- 

weighs what  other  inducements  to  an  early  stroll,  our  more  chilly 

and  heavily-dewed  mornings  may  possess.  Nor  will  the  bright  col- 
ors of  our  birds  and  flowers  fully  compensate  for  the  enchanting  song 

and  sweet  fragrance  of  those  which  add  to  the  sylvan  attractions  of 
the  more  southern  portions  of  England  and  the  Continent  of  Europe. 

Our  summer's  intenser  rays  distill  and  draw  away,  through  the  limbec 
of  our  tree-clad  hills,  much  of  the  inspiring  incense  which  dwells  im 

folded  leaf  and  dewy  cup  about  the  forest  there ;  while  our  wood- 

ticks,  "jiggers,"  mosquitos  and  other  tormenters,  do  not  help  the  com- 
parison in  respect  of  personal  comfort.  Neither  can  we  sit  in  pro- 

longed twilight  and  listen  to  the  rich  volubility  of  the  nightingale — 

that  best  of  concerters  :  our  twilight's  but  a  word  ;  we  lack  the  mock- 
ing-bird, and  fain  must  make  the  most  of  Whip-poor-will.  But  in 

autumn,  when  the  leaves  are  turned  by  the  interpenetrating  and  all- 
pervading  touch  of  the  Great  Artist,  who  paints  without  brush,  the 

American  may  read  and  enjoy  the  Book  of  Nature  to  most  advantage, 

and  need  envy  no  one  on  any  other  part  of  our  terraqueous  globe. 

Then  are  the  solar  rays  tempered  by  a  dreamy,  cloudless  atmosphere 

all  his  own,  for  '^  a  gauzy  nebula  films  the  pensive  sky,"  and  wakes 

the  emotion  expressed  in  Tennyson's  precious  lines  : 

Tears,  idle  tears,  1  know  not  what  they  mean — 
Tears  from  the  depth  of  some  divine  despair 
Kise  in  the  heart  and  gather  to  the  eyes, 
111  looking  on  the  happy  autumn  fields, 
And  thinking  on  the  days  that  are  no  more. 

Then  do  grass  and  wood  resound  with  song — not  so  much  of  fea- 
thered tribes  as  of  insect  tribes,  and  especially  of  the  Katydids,  greea 

vaulters  from  leaf  to  leaf  and  from  branch  to  branch — essentially 

American.  The  song  of  these  entomological  choristers  may  not  com- 
pare in  melody  with  that  of  the  ornithological  warblers ;  but  though 

it  grate  at  times,  it  has  a  merriness  all  its  own,  and,  as  it  comes  from 

bough  or  spear,  can  never  be  unpleasant,  for  there  is  no  sadness  in 

the  earth's  minstrelsy. 
Some  persons  are  easier  wooed  to  sleep  by  the  dull  rumbling  of  a 

city's  streets  than  by  the  autumnal  voices  of  the  woods;  while  other  s, 
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from  inferior  auditory  endowment,*  are  deaf  to  much  of  the  high-note 
music  in  the  air. 

Bnt  my  readers  are  mostly  of  a  class  who  often  leel,  with  Cowper, 

that  " God  made  the  country  and  man  made  the  town,"  and  if,  per- 
chance, they  must  endure  the  city  clash  and  clatter,  they  greatly  miss 

the  accustomed  insect-medley  which  is  so  invariable  an  accompani- 
ment of  the  ripening  year.    They  prefer, 

Katlier  the  varied  warbler  song, 
Or  the  loud  shrill  of  insect  wiiipc, 

Than  soimd  of  bustling  city  throng 

With  throttle's  shrieking,  deafening  din. 

And  while  breathing  the  oppressive  air  of  a  mid-summer  noon,  when 

all  life  is  hushed  into  a  pall-like  stillness  by  the  sun's  fierce,  enerva- 
ting rays  ;  or  when  Nature  is  shrouded  and  muffled  in  her  mid-winter 

cloak  of  snow  and  ice,  and  all  is  voiceless  and  desolate  ;  the  ruralist 

must  often  wish  for  the  merry  notes  of  the  lively  little  fiddlers  which 

make  up  his  autumn  evening  orchestra.  Let  us  then  scrape  a  more 

intimate  acqaintance  with  the  leading  members  of  the  troupe. 
Since  insects  breathe  through  spiracles  and  not  through  their 

mouths,  their  mouths  are  everlastingly  dumb.  Yet  there  is  not  one 

■of  their  numerous  species  but  has  a  language  of  its  own — a  language 

frequently  of  signs  and  tokens,  but  often,  too,  of  sounds  ;  and  an  inter- 

esting chapter  might  be  written  on  the  various  contrivances  and  dif- 

ferent parts  of  the  body  employed  by  difi"erent  species  to  make  these 
sounds,  as  well  as  upon  the  sounds  themselves.  But  not  to  digress,  I 

shall  come  at  once  to  our  fiddlers.  Blending  with  the  ever-welcome 

croaking  of  the  frog — that  surest  harbinger  of  spring — the  first  insect 
note  we  hear  is  the  shrill  chirrup  of  an  occasional  cricket  (  Gryllus 

niger).  A  few  of  these  black  little  burrowers  in  the  ground,  manage 
to  live  through  the  winter  in  the  perfect  winged  state,  which  accounts 

for  their  early  playing,  for  none  of  the  Crickets  or  Grasshoppers  or 

genuine  Locusts  can  perform  without  their  wings,  as  on  these  are 
stretched  the  chords  over  which  the  bow  is  drawn.  These  insects  are, 

therefore,  true  fiddlers,  and  they  plied  their  vocation  ages  before  Ole 

Bull  was  known  to  fame.  Aye,  long  even  before  birds  had  been  fash- 
ioned to  pour  forth  their  vocal  melody,  there  is  good  palaeontological 

evidence  that  grasshoppers,  not  greatly  diff'erent  from  present  forms, 
fiddled  away  among  the  carboniferous  ferns,  and  enlivened  the  dense 
atmosphere  of  those  preadamic  times. 

*"  Sounds  become  inaiulible  to  many  ])fi'S()ns  Avhen  the y  :ire  derived  Ivom  vibrations  more  rapid 
than  2"), 00 J  per  second,  and  when  the  numljer  reaches  :^?,0I)),  the  limit  ot'hum:ui  perceptihility  is  attained; thus,  the  shrillness  of  anote  may  prove  a  hiudrame  to  its  study.  This  is  illu-trated  by  Tyndall  in  his 
recent  book  on  sound.  He  -writes  :  '  Crossing  tlie  Weiigeru  Alps  with  a  friend,  the  g-ras.-,  on  each  side 
•of  the  path  swarmed  with  insects,  which,  to  me,  rent  the  air  with  their  shrill  chirruping.  My  friend 
heard  nothing  of  this,  the  in:<ect  woi'ld  Iviug  bevond  his. limit  of  audition. '  "— Scudder  ;  American  Nat- 

uralist, II,  113. 
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The  grasshoppers,  however,  are  not  heard  till  into  July,  for  though 
they  are  hopping  about  during  the  early  part  of  the  growing  season, 
they  do  not  attain  their  wings  till  the  time  indicated.  Thus,  during 
spring,  while  our  birds  are  making  love,  and  the  males  rival  each  other 
in  their  attempts  to  please  the  females  with  happy,  jubilant  song, 
Dame  Nature  is  rearing  a  troupe  of  insect  musicians,  which,  in  their 
turn,  will  string  their  lyres  and  play  their  courtship-tunes  in  the  later 
seasons,  when  the  song  of  the  feathered  performers  is  mostly  hushed. 

Leyden's  lines — 
Oft  have  I  listonin^  imisod  the  .sultry  day 
And  wondered  what  thy  chirping  song  might  say- 

but  express  an  inquiry  often  made  as  to  the  purpose  and  object  of 
the  grasshopper  song.  He  who  believes  all  things  made  for  man  and 
his  enjoyment,  and  that  nothing  can  have  a  purpose  that  does  not 
include  him  in  its  scope,  will  not  find  an  answer  to  the  query  ;  and 
should  remember  that  ere  man  grew  out  of  savagery  the  earth  rang 
again  with  song  and  sound.  Nor  will  the  poet  be  likely  to  get  from 
Katydid  any  more  satisfactory  answer  than  that— 

"  I  sit  among  the  leaves  here,  when  evening  zephyrs  sigh, 
And  those  that  listen  to  my  voice  I  love  to  mystify  ; 
I  never  tell  them  all  I  know,  altho'  I'm  often  bid, 
I  laugh  at  curiosit}',  and  chirrup,  'Katy  did.'  " 

But  to  the  mind  of  the  naturalist,  trained  in  deciphering  Nature's 
hieroglyphs,  the  chattering  song  is  very  plainly  inspired  by  love.  The 
male  Katydid  doubtless  feels  something  of  the  same  satisfaction  in 
playing  to  his  companions,  and  especially  to  Katy,  as  a  prima  donna 
does  in  singing  to  an  audience.  There  is  a  pleasure  in  the  act  which 
is  the  outcome  of  its  being ;  and  the  fact  that  the  males  are  principally 
the  players,  shows  that  the  gift  is  not  only  a  source  of  pleasure,  but 
one  of  much  importance  to  the  species ;  for  the  rivalry  among  the  males 
is  as  great  as  among  higher  animals,  and  a  good  instrument  becomes, 
in  this  light,  most  important  to  the  individual  and  to  the  species.  The 
best  player  wins  his  coveted  love,  while  the  feeble  and  cripple  stand 
no  chance  to  impair  the  vigor  of  the  race. 

The  Locusts*  (Aorididce)  stridulate  for  the  most  part  by  rubbing the  inner  surface  of  the  hind  legs  against  the  outer  surface  of  the 

11— K  R 
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wing-covers;  a  few  stridulate  during  flight  by  rubbing  together  the 

under  surface  of  the  front  and  upper  surface  of  the  hind  wings.  The 

Crickets  (  Gryllidce)  stridulate  by  rubbing  together  the  strong  middle 

veins  at  the  base  of  their  wing-covers ;  while  the  Katydids  stridulate 

by  friction  of  the  large  veins  situated  mostly  on  the  inner  margin  of 

a  talc-like  plate  at  the  base  of  the  wing-covers.f 

We  have  in  this  country  four  Katydids  that  are  tolerably  com- 

mon. They  all  dwell  among  trees  and  shrubs,  and  might  far  more  ap- 

propriately be  called  tree-vaulters  than  grass-hoppers.  They  are  all 

of  a  green  color,  with  very  long,  slender  legs  and  antennae.,  and  the 

females  are  all  furnished  with  curved  or  saber-shaped  ovipositors, 

formed  of  two  pairs  of  flattened  sheaths  which  inclose  two  narrower 

pieces.  The  base  of  the  front  tibias  or  shanks  is  somewhat  dilated, 

with  an  oval  cavity  each  side,  closed  by  a  membranaceous  cover- 

ing. In  the  Oblong-winged  species,  the  first  and  middle  shanks  have 

such  cavities,  but  in  the  other  three  species,  it  is  found  only  on  the 
front  shanks. 

Before  passing  to  the  consideration  of  our  individual  Katydids,  I 

wish  to  call  especial  attention  to  the  fact  that,  so  far  as  is  recorded, 

their  representatives  belonging  to  the  same  family  in  Europe  all 

oviposit  in  the  ground.  As  a  rule,  in  animal  and  plant  life,  a  special 

organ  subserves  some  special  purpose.  The  front  limbs  in  the  Bat, 

by  a  great  elongation  of  the  finger-bones,  subserve  the  purpose  of 

wings ;  in  the  Whale  they  are  shortened  so  as  to  answer  the  purpose 

of  fins;  and  in  the  Mole  they  are  wonderfully  modified  for  digging, 

very  much  in  the  same  manner  as  we  see  them  modified  in  such  bur- 

rowing insects  as  the  Tumble-dungs  and  Mole-crickets.  Sometimes— 

as  in  the  singular  case  mentioned  by  Darwin,  who  found,  on  the  tree- 

less plains  of  South  America,  a  species  of  wood-pecker  which  still 

retains  the  climbing  feet  of  the  true  wood-peckers,  although  there 

are  no  trees  for  it  to  climb— a  species  deviates  from  the  habits  of  its 

family,  and  no  longer  has  occasion  to  use  a  certain  organ,  which,  nev- 

ertheless, it  retains  in  a  rudimentary  condition. 

Misled  by  Harris,  who,  in  the  earlier  edition  of  his  work,  stated 

that  all  our  grasshoppers  laid  their  eggs  in  the  ground,  and  in  the 

last  edition,  expressly  states  (p.  156)  that  some  of  them— ^.  g.,  the 

meadow-grasshoppers— do  so  ;  and  conceiving,  also,  from  the  state- 

ments of  Harris,  that  all  our  Katydids  fastened  their  eggs  externally 

to  twigs,  Mr.  Walsh  considered  the  ovipositors  of  these  Katydids 

rudimentary,  and  the  habit  exceptional.  He  wrote,  under  date  of 

February  17,  1863,  in  the  Prairie  Farmer:  "Why,  while  many 

other  families  of  insects,  which  deposit  their  eggs  on  the  surface  of 

twigs,  have  no  ovipositor,  the  common  Katydid  and  several  allied 
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species  should  have  one,  is  difficult  to  explain  on  the  common  theory 

of  the  independent  creation  of  species.  On  Mr.  Darwin's  theory,  the 
reason  becomes  at  once  apparent.  Unless  we  choose  to  adopt  that 

theory,  all  we  can  say  is  that  Natura  non  agit  per  saltum — Nature 
does  not  proceed  by  sudden  leaps — which  is  rather  stating  a  fact  than 

explaining  the  reason  of  that  fact." 
The  truth,  however,  is  that,  so  far  as  we  have  any  evidence, 

none  of  the  true  grasshoppers,  in  the  sense  that  the  term  is  here 

employed,  oviposit  in  the  earth.  Xiphidiuni  oviposits  in  the  cone- 

like willow-gall  (salicis  stroliloides.)  Conocejylialus  has  been  ob- 

served by  Mr.  S.  I.  Smith  "  with  the  ovipositor  forced  down  between 
the  root-leaves  and  the  stalk  of  a  species  of  Andvopogon^  where  the 

eggs  are  probably  deposited";*  and  I  have  good  evidence  that 
Orchelimum  oviposits  in  twigs.  It  also  appears,  from  the  facts  here 

recorded,  that  only  one  of  the  true  Katydids  is  known  with  certainty 

to  oviposit  externally.  Mr.  Walsh's  premises  being  wrong,  therefore, 
his  conclusions  are  valueless  ;  and,  while  I  can  conceive  that  all  these 

different  ovipositors  have  been  modified  from  some  archetypal  form, 

I  can  not  consider  any  of  them  rudimental.  They  are  all  most  admi- 
rably adapted  to  the  habits  and  wants  of  the  possessors 

THE 

[Fig.  43.] 

am     h 
Eoris  OK  MiCRO- 

CENTRCS  RETl- 
X  E  i£  V  I  s  : — a , 

ANGULAR-WINGED    KATYDID 

(Burm.) 

This  is  by  far  our  most  common  Katy- 
did, and  has  been  long  confounded  with 

the  Oblong- winged  Katydid.  From  having 
one  of  my  earlier  specimens  marked  for 

me  with  the  latter  name,  I  had  myself  fre- 
quently thus  referred  to  it,f  until  I  had 

occasion  to  study  the  four  species  more 

closely.  It  has  large  and  ample  wings,  and 

the  outer  borders  of  the  wing-covers  form 
quite  an  angle  (Fig.  45,  c?,)  The  hind  thighs 
are  comparatively  short,  and  the  ovipositor 

of  the  female* (Fig.  46,  a,  b)  is  very  short 
and  much  curved,  being  but  little  longer 
than  the  feet,  squarely  cut  off,  and  bluntly 

toothed  at  the  end,  as  in  the  illustration  (J). 

The  eggs  of  this  species,  (Figs.  43  and 

Microcentrus    retinervis 

  ■-■-•■•,,..„  .1      ■  1  ,  T  K(;gs  of  Mickoce.vt- 

jvoiit;  b,  .siac-t4:,j  irom  their  regular  arrrangement  and    iusretixeuvis:— o, 
vunv,  just  be-  j  •    •  ,  .  Iront;   b,  side  view, 

exposed  position,  are  constantly  attracting    soon  after  laia. lore  hatchins: 

♦Piickard'.s  Guide,  p.  iVit. 

tin  my  la^^t  Ri-]ioi1  (p.  J23,)  this  insect  is  everywiu 
obloiir/ifolin. 

re  relerred  to,  by  niistiike,  \iuder  the  nuiue  ol" 
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the  attention  of  the  curious.  They  are  more  or  less  flattened,  usually 

of  a  slate-color,  but  sometimes  inclining  to  brown,  and  are  deposited 

in  two  rows  overlapping  each  other.  Harris,*  in  a  letter,  (without 
date,)  written  to  Miss  Morris,  from  whom  he  received  these  eggs,  very 

doubtingly  referred  them  to  the  Oblong-winged  Katydid,  suggesting, 

at  the  same  time,  that  they  might  belong  to  the  common  Walking- 

stick,  {Spectrum  femoratum,)  whose  eggs,  however,  are  quite  differ- 
ent, being  smaller  and  spherical. 

In  the  first  edition  of  his  well-known  work  on  the  "  Insects  Inju- 

rious to  Vegetation,"  he  speaks,  in  general  terms,  of  the  habit  which 
allied  insects  in  Europe  have  of  depositing  their  eggs  in  the  ground  ; 

but  in  the  third  edition  of  the  same  work,  these  slate-colored,  mussel- 

shaped  eggs  are  referred  to  the  true  or  Broad-winged  Katydid,  while 
those  of  the  Oblong-winged  species  are  said  to  strikingly  resemble 
them  in  form,  size,  color  and  arrangement.  These  statements  have 

misled  all  subsequent  writers.  Several  years  ago,  I  first  reared  the 

Angular-winged  Katydid  from  such  eggs,  (Fig.  43,)  and  finding  others 
somewhat  broader  and  flatter,  (Fig.  44,)  very  naturally  inferred,  from 

what  Harris  said,  that  these  might  belong  to  the  Broad-winged  spe- 
cies. But  after  rearing  nothing  but  reiiiiervis  from  such  eggs  every 

year  since  1868,  no  doubt  remains  in  my  mind  that  all  these  external 

eggs  belong  to  this  one  species,  and  that,  as  stated  last  year,  '•  the 
difference  in  size,  and  especially  in  thickness,  which  is  so  noticeable 

in  them,  depends  on  the  variable  size  of  the  parent  and  on  the  degree 

of  maturity  of  the  eggs." 

MiciiOCEN'Tuus  KKTiNEitvis: — iMiilc,  wiiigs  closed. 

The  females  commence  to  oviposit  early  in  September,  and  con- 
tinue t6  lay  at  intervals  until  the  first  severe  frost.    The  eggs  are 

[Fig.  46.]     occasionally  deposited  during  the  day,  but  the  operation 
usually  takes  place  at  night.     Selecting  a  twig  of  about 

the  size  of  a  common  goose-quill,  this  provident  mother 
prepares  it  for  the  reception  of  her  eggs  by  biting  and 

roughening  the  bark  with  her  jaws  for  a  distance  of  two 
or  three  inches.    This  bite  is  not  gradual  like  that  made 

MicitocENTnus  when  feeding,  but  is  sudden  and  vigorous,  the  insect  chew- 

otfenvKi'rt  i"g  ̂ "^  pressing  the  twig  each  side  so  as  to  form  an  edge. 

ileniil-e'dThib  Operation  is  accompanied  by  a  sudden  nervous  shake 
bize; 
bamei 

*  Correspondence,  p.  241. 
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of  the  body  from  side  to  side,  and  lasts  sometimes  but  two  or  three 

minutes,  sometimes  more  than  ten.*  When  the  operation  is  accom- 
t*^"'" ••*"  1  plished   to   her   satisfaction, 

she  clutches  with  her  front 

feet  the  stem  to  be  used,  and 

anchors  the  middle  and  hind- 
most feet  for  the  most  part 

upon  contiguous  leaves  or 
branches,  and  often  quite 

wide  apart.  Then,  if  she  has 

her  head  in  an  upward  direc- 

tion (for  it  seems  to  be  imma- 
terial to  her  whether  the  eggs 

are  placed  from  below  up  or 

idee  versa),  she  begins  at  the 
lower  end  of  the  roughened 

portion  of  the  twig,  and,  after 

fretting  it  anew  with  her  j  aws 

MKiiocENTRusRETiNEKvis:— Femuicovipositini;.  and  measuring  and  feeling  it 

over  again  and  again  with  her  palpi,  as  if  to  assure  herself  that  all  is 

as  it  should  be,  she  slowly — with  much  apparent  effort,  and  not  with- 

out letting  it  partly  fall  several  times — curls  the  abdomen  under  until 
the  lower  edge  of  the  curved  ovipositor  is  brought  between  the  jaws 

and  palpi,  by  which  itis  grasped  and  guided  to  the  right  position.  It  is 

then  worked  slightly  up  and  down  for  from  four  to  six  minutes — all  the 

timeguidedby  the  jaws — while  a  shiny  viscid  fluid  is  given  out  appar- 

ently from  the  ovipositor.  Finally,  after  a  few  seconds  rest  or  suspen- 
sion of  this  work,  the  egg  gradually  rises,  and,  as  it  passes  between  the 

ovipositor,  turns  so  that  the  one  end  appears  almost  simultaneously,  from 

between  ihe  convex  edge,  with  the  other  from  the  lower  tip,  of  the 

blades.  The  egg  adheres  to  the  roughened  bark  in  an  oblique  posi- 
tion. Itis  at  first  almost  black  and  highly  varnished,  but  it  acquires 

its  normal  gray  color  within  eight  or  ten  hours.  After  the  egg  is 

placed  the  abdomen  is  straightened  out  and  the  insect  rests  for  a  few 

moments,  soon,  however,  to  resume  her  efforts  and  repeat  the  like  per- 
formance, in  every  particular,  except  that  the  second  egg  is  placed  on 

the  opposite  side  of  the  twig  and  a  little  above  the  first  one.  The 

third  egg  is  pushed  in  between  the  top  of  the  first  one  and  the  twig,  the 

fourth  between  the  top  of  the  second,  and  so  on,  one  each  side,  alter- 
nately.   Thus  these  eggs  are  not  laid,  as  we  might  naturally  imply, 

•Hairis  thought  that  the  Inirk  was  lii-st  roughened  and  shaved  ofl"  hy  the  ovipositor;  while  Mr. 
Walsh,  writing  to  the  Prairie  Fanner  ("as  already  nuoted,  p.  154)  statfs  that"  ' '  portions  of  bark  between and  inuler  the  eggs  which  are  not  concealed  by  the  cement  are  neither  ̂ haveilott  nor  rongheued;"  which 
is  tnie  in  degree  but  conveys  a  false  inipre>sion,  as  the  roughened  aud  gnaw  ed  pai'ts  are  ell'ectually  cov- ered l)v  the  cement. 
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one  over  the  other,  but,  rather,  one  under  the  other  :  i.  e.,  each  suc- 
ceeding pair  having  their  ends  thrust  in  between  the  tops  of  the 

preceding  pair,  the  teeth  at  the  end  of  the  ovipositor  helping  lo 
crowd  the  end  into  place. 

The  length  of  time  required  from  the  commencement  of  the  fret- 
ting of  the  twig  to  the  proper  placing  of  the  egg  varies  all  the  way 

from  5  to  20  minutes.  Sometimes,  as  for  instance  where  a  bud  comes 

in  the  way,  the  preparation  of  the  twig  will  require  a  comparatively 
longtime,  and  after  the  ovipositor  is  brought  up  and  a  futile  attempt 

made  to  place  the  egg,  it  will  be  let  down  again  and  the  work  of  pre 
paring  the  twig  more  vigorously  prosecuted  a  second  time. 

The  number  of  eggs  laid  at  one  time  varies  from  two  to  thirty, 
the  first  batches  containing  more  than  those  deposited  later  in  the 

season.  Each  female  produces  from  one  hundred  and  fifty  to  two 

hundred,  or  perhaps  more,  and  I  have  known  them  to  lay  on  the  edge 

of  a  leaf,  or  of  a  piano-cover,  or  along  a  piece  of  cord. 
These  eggs,  as  already  remarked,  are  rather  flat  when  laid,  but 

become  more  swollen,  so  that  they  have  a  narrower  look  as  they  ap- 
proach the  hatching  period  in  spring.  Daring  the  early  part  of  May. 

the  embryo  larva — which  lies  straight  in  its  egg,  completely  filling  it, 
with  the  legs  bent  up  as  in  a  pupa,  and  the  long  antennre  curling 

around  them — attains  its  full  development,  and  after  hours  of  tedious 
contracting  and  expanding  movements,  manages  to  burst  the  egg  open 

at  its  top  or  exposed  end,  along  the  narrow  edge,  and  generally  about 

half-way  down.  Through  this  opening  young  Katy  slowly  emerges^ 
undergoing  a  molt  during  the  process,  and  leaving  its  first  skin,  in  a 

crumpled  white  mass,  attached  to  the  empty  bivalvular  egg-shell. 
Including  hind  legs  and  antennae  it  measures,  at  this  time,  rather  more 

than  an  inch  in  length,  the  body  alone  being  one-eighth  of  an  inch 
long ;  and  in  contemplating  it,  one  cannot  but  wonder  how  the  long, 

stifi"  legs  and  great  length  of  antenncie,  together  with  the  plump  body, 
could  so  recently  have  been  compressed  into  the  comparatively  small 

shell  to  which  we  see  it  clinging. 

In  from  ten  to  twenty  minutes  after  hatching,  these  little  beings 
essay  their  first  leaps,  and  soon  begin  to  eat  with  avidity.  They  feed 

with  almost  equal  relish  upon  a  great  variety  of  foliage,  but  I  have 
found  that  when  reared  upon  very  succulent  leaves,  such  as  lettuce, 

cabbage,  purslain  and  the  like,  they  are  less  hardy,  and  do  not  attain 

so  great  an  age  as  when  nourished  upon  more  ligneous  food,  as  the 
leaves  of  Oak,  Apple  or  Cherry. 

The  larval  life  of  these  insects  lasts  from  seven  to  eight  weeks. 

Shortly  before  the  change  to  pupae,  which  takes  place  toward  the  end 

of  June,  the  rudiments  of  the  wings  and  of  the  sexual  organs  may  be 
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distinguished.  In  the  pupa  state  they  are  quite  pretty,  and  their  faces 
have  a  comically  wise  look,  and  every  motion  is  invested  with  a  sort 

of  dignity  that  can  not  fail  to  amuse  the  observer. 

Including  the  molt  in  leaving  the  egg,  they  cast  their  skins  five 

times,  becoming  pupa^  at  the  fourth  and  acquiring  wings  at  the  fifth. 
In  each  case  the  palpi  are  adroitly  used  to  help  the  long  antennae  out 
of  the  old  skin,  and  a  description  of  the  last,  which  is  more  easily 

watched,  will  convey  a'correctideaof  all.  In  changing  from  the  pupa 
to  the  perfect  form,  the  insect  stations  itself  firmly  upon  a  large  stem, 

or  a  couple  of  twigs  which  branch  in  such  a  manner  as  to  afford  a  con- 

venient support,  and,  after  a  short  period  of  inactivity,  a  rupture  ap- 
pears in  the  covering  of  the  head,  and  gradually  extends  backward 

to  the  posterior  edge  of  the  thorax.  The  armor  of  the  head  is  next 

detached  from  the  neck,  and  by  a  few  upward  and  downward  motions 

is  made  to  slide  oil"  in  front,  the  long,  thread-like  antennae  being 
drawn  out  of  their  sheaths  with  great  care,  in  constantly  lengthening 
loops,  the  palpi  aflfording  much  assistance  in  pushing  the  old  skin 

downward.  After  the  head  and  antennre  are  entirely  freed  the  insect 
remains  for  a  short  time  motionless,  as  if  to  recover  from  its  exertions. 

Yery  soon,  however,  it  renews  its  eiforts  in  a  series  of  rapid  jerks  and 

contractions  by  which  the  body  is  impelled  forward  while  the  outgrown 
skin  is  held  firmly  in  place  by  the  claws  of  the  middle  and  posterior 

legs,  which  remain  fixed  in  the  wood.  The  most  difficult  part  of  the 
whole  process  seems  to  be  the  extrication  of  the  front  legs.  This  once 

accomplished,  the  Katydid  has  something  to  grasp  with,  and  experi- 
ences no  further  trouble  in  withdrawing  the  body  and  the  remaining 

legs  from  the  old  integument,  often  leaving  the  latter,  as  an  almost 

transparent  shell,  in  perfect  shape  upon  the  twig.  It  is  not  allowed 

to  remain  long,  however,  as  an  object  of  curiosity,  for  almost  the  first 

efforts  of  the  transformed  inaect  are  directed  to  the  task  of  eating  up 

this,  its  out-grown  and  out-worn  garment. 
When  first  out  of  its  pupal  covering,  the  wings  of  the  mature 

insect  hang  down  on  each  side  as  flexible  and  shapeless  as  strips  of 

dampened  lace,  but  they  soon  begin  to  dry  and  harden,  and  are,  by 
degrees,  drawn  up  into  place.  Tne  anterior  pair,  which  were  at  first 

transparent,  become  gradually  green  and  opaque,  and  display  the 

characteristic  leaf-like  veinings;  while  the  broad  under^wings,  formed 
of  transparent  membrane  intersected  by  an  exquisite  net-work  of 

green  veins,  are  folded  fan-like  beneath  them,  with  only  the  tips,  for 
about  a  third  of  an  inch,  visible,  this  portion  being  green  and  thick- 

ened like  the  wing-covers.  The  whole  operation  of  molting  is  per- 
formed within  an  hour. 

The  first  notes  from  this  Katydid  are  heard  about  the  middle  of 

July,  and  the  species  is  in  full  song  by  the  first  of  August.    The  wing- 
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covers  are  partially  opened  by  a  sudden  jerk,  and  the  notes  produced 
by  the  gradual  closing  of  the  same.  The  song  consists  of  a  series  of 

from  twenty-five  to  thirty  raspings,  as  of  a  stilf  quill  drawn  across  a 
coarse  file.  There  are  about  five  of  these  raspings  or  trills  per  sec- 

ond, all  alike,  and  with  equal  intervals,  except  the  last  two  or  three, 

which,  with  the  closing  of  the  wing-covers,  run  into  each  other.  The 

whole  strongly  recalls  the  slow  turning  of  a  child's  wooden  rattle, 
ending  by  a  sudden  jerk  of  the  same;  and  this  prolonged  rattling, 
which  is  peculiar  to  the  male,  is  invariably  and  instantly  answered  by 

a  single  sharp  "  chirp  "  or  "  tschick  "  from  one  or  more  females,  who 
produce  the  sound  by  a  sudden  upward  jerk  of  the  wings. 

Both  sexes  are  for  the  most  part  silent  during  the  day,  but  during 
the  period  of  their  greatest  activity  their  stridulations  are  never  for 

an  hour  remitted,  from  the  time  the  great  setting  sun  hides  behind 

the  purple  curtains  of  the  west  till  he  begins  to  shed  his  scarlet  rays 

in  the  east — the  species  being  so  numerous  that  the  sound  as  it  comes 
from  the  woods  is  one  continuous  rattling,  not  unlike  the  croaking  of 

the  frogs,  but  set  to  a  higher  key. 

Mr.  Scudder,  who,  in  the  article  from  which  I  have  already  quoted, 
{ante^  p.  152,)  gives  an  interesting  account  of  the  songs  of  some  of  our 

Grasshoppers,  and  endeavors  to  set  them  to  music,  remarks,  in  speak- 

ing of  these  Katydids,  that  they,  "  like  the  crickets,  sing  both  by  day 
and  night,  but,  unlike  the  latter,  their  day-song  differs  from  that  of  the 

night.  On  a  summer's  day,  it  is  curious  to  observe  these  little  crea- 
tures suddenly  changing  from  the  day  to  the  night- song  at  the  mere 

passing  of  a  cloud,  and  returning  to  the  old  note  when  the  sky  is 

clear.  By  imitating  the  two  songs  in  the  day-time,  the  grasshoppers 
can  be  made  to  respond  to  either  at  will ;  at  night,  they  have  but  one 

note."  I  do  not  know  of  how  many  species  this  will  hold  true;  but 
with  the  Angular- winged  species,  I  have  noticed  no  particular  difier- 
ence  in  the  day-  and  night-note,  except  in  the  greater  intensity  of  the 
latter. 

These  insects  make  quite  interesting  pets,  and  if  accommodated 

with  a  good-sized  cage  will  pursue  their  duties  and  their  pleasures 
almost  as  unrestrainedly  as  if  in  their  native  tree-tops.  They  are 

capable  of  domestication  to  a  certain  degree,  and  become  so  accus- 
tomed to  the  hand  of  their  keeper  that  they  will  sit  quiet  while  the 

cage  is  being  cleaned  and  fresh  supplies  of  leaves  introduced.  They 

are  commendably  neat  in  all  their  habits,  flinging  the  excrement  a 

great  distance  away  from  them  by  means  of  the  hind  feet,  and  employ- 
ing the  intervals  between  feeding  in  incessant  polishing  of  wings,  legs 

and  antennae.  They  brush  their  faces  over  with  their  front  legs  ex- 
actly as  a  cat  washes  herself  with  her  fore  paws,,  and  they  bestow  as 
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much  attention  upon  their  long,  graceful  antenucE  as  many  a  maiden 
does  upon  her  abundant  tresses,  drawing  them  between  their  jaws 
and  smoothing  them  with  the  palpi  with  evident  satisfaction. 

I  have  reared  three  broods  successively  from  eggs  deposited  in 
the  cage.  The  first  year  no  ill  effect  seemed  to  be  produced  by  the 

confinement.  The  insects  ate  as  greedily,  stridulated  as  noisily  and 

oviposited  as  freely  as  those  which  roamed  at  will  out-doors  ;  and  I 
even  succeeded  in  keeping  some  in  a  warm  room,  feeding  on  apples 
up  to  December  6,  1869,  or  more  than  two  months  after  the  unhoused 
specimens  had  ended  their  autumn  feast  and  retired  to  endless  rest. 

All  the  eggs  from  this  first  domesticated  brood  hatched  the  following 

spring,  but  the  progeny  was  not  quite  so  hardy,  did  not  live  so  long, 

nor  leave,  in  proportion  to  their  numbers,  so  many  eggs  as  their  imme- 
diate parents.  The  third  spring  about  half  the  eggs  failed  to  hatch, 

and  evidences  of  degeneracy  began  to  be  manifest  in  the  slower 

growth  and  numerous  deaths  while  molting.  jNone  of  the  insects 

acquired  their  wings  until  the  latter  part  of  August,  and  when  they 
did  the  majority  were  deformed.  Bui  few  eggs  were  laid,  and  these 

were  placed  with  less  regularity  than  formerly.  The  members  of  this 
third  captive  generation  all  died  early  in  September,  and  their  eggs, 

the  next,  or  fourth  spring,  failed  to  hatch. 

DESCRIPTIVE    OF    THE    IMMATURE    STAGES. 

AV^heii  first  hutched  the  face  is  whitish-green,  with  the  bodj'  of  a  more  yellowish- 
green.  It  is  covered,  except  on  the  head,  with  minnte  black  spots,  and  there  is  a  pale 

j'ellow  inedio-dorsal  line,  interrupted  on  the  abdominal  joints.  The  spots  are  placed  in 
transverse  rows  on  the  posterior  edge  of  each  joint,  but  are  scattered  irregularly  on  the 
legs.  The  antennae  are  nearly  five  times  as  long  as  the  body.  The  color  of  the  mature 

larva  is  dark  yellowish-green  above,  with  a  bright  yellow  line  along  the  top  of  head, 
continuing  along  the  narrow  ridge  on  the  top  of  the  thorax  and  along  the  first  three 
abdominal  joints,  from  whence  two  narrow  lines  diverge,  run  along  the  upper  border 

of  the  abdomen  and  approach  again  at  the  anus.  The  sides  are  whitish  or  pale  bluish- 
green,  mottled  with  a  still  paler  shade,  and  with  an  abdominal  row  of  yellow  dots  ami 
a  continuous  whiter  line  below  them ;  venter  still  paler. 

The  pupa  is  colored  and  marked  verj'  similarly,  but  the  yellow,  dorsal  lines  are 
sometimes  salmon-colored,  or  pink.  The  wing-pads  appear  as  consj)icuous  fan-shaped 
appendages.  The  covering  of  the  head  has  the  appearance  of  being  composed  of  tiny, 

over-lapping  scales  of  a  green  color,  outlined  by  a  narrow  edge  of  white.  The  labrum 
is  long,  somewhat  horse-shoe  shaped,  and  bordered  with  cream-white;  mandibles  dark 
brown,  strongly  toothed,  concealed,  except  when  the  insect  is  eating,  by  the  broad, 

bilobed,  lip-like  maxillai ;  labium  rather  small,  bifid;  maxillary  and  labial  palpi  long, 
filiform,  kept  in  almost  incessant  motion,  and  performing  several  functions  besides  that 

of  selecting  the  food.  The  eyes  are  greenish-brown,  rouud  and  prominent.  The  fili- 
form antenn.iR  are  from  two  to  three  inches  in  length  and  seem  acutely  sensitive  to  touch. 
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[Fig.   48] 

NATURAL   ENEMIES. 

Crows  and  blackbirds  are 

known  to  devour  the  perfect  in- 
sects, but  one  would  suppose  thai 

the  hard-shelled  eggs  would  re- 
main entirely  unmolested  by  pre- 

daceous  animals.  Yet  I  once  found 

two  of  these  eggs  in  the  stomach 
of  a  Baltimore  Oriole,  associated 

with  the  elytram  of  some  beetle, 
the  wings  of  a  WRsp  {T/ypoxylon) 

and  many  seeds.  They  are  also 

quite  often  infested  by  a  curious 

little  Ohalcid-liy — the  Aniigaster 

mirahilis  Walsh — which  may  be 

popularly  called  the  Back-rolling 
Wonder.  This  little  fly  was  very 

fully  described,  both  generically 

and  specifically,  in  a  posthumous 
Antigaster  MiRABiLis : — a,  loinale,  ■vvintrs  expanileil,  „„„   ^r  -»t„    wt    i    v  i      ̂   /• 

nat.  size  indicatfid  imdenieath;  K  same,  side  vknv  paper  Ol    Mr.   Walsh  S    {American 
partly  rolled  up:   c,  same  uearlj- rolled  up:  rf,  an-    tp    ,  7  j      tt  o/>o    ̂ rrrw 
tenuaofsame  EntOmolOQlSU    H,     PP-     ̂ 68-370). 

Mr.  Walsh  had  captured  three  females  at  Rock  Island,  Ills.,  but 

neither  the  male  nor  the  habits  of  the  species  were  known  until  I 

bred  specimens  from  the  eggs  of  our  Angular-winged  Katydid.  I 
have  bred  it  from  such  eggs  received  from  Kansas,  several  parts  of 

Missouri,  and  from  Chattanooga,  Tenn.;  also  from  the  eggs  of  a  large 

Sphinx  moth  found  on  Willow;  so  that  it  is  quite  wide-spread,  and 
not  strictly  confined  to  Katydid  eggs. 

The  anomalous  nature  of  this  little  fly  consists  in  the  habit  pos- 

sessed by  the  female  (Fig.  48,  «,  J,  c)  of  rolling  up  into  a  ball  back- 

ward, and  'in  the  very  great  dissimilarity  of  the  male  (Fig.  49,  c). 
Many  other  insects  roll  up   downward,  with  a  convex  back,  while 

some  few,  as  the  Rove-beetles, 

{Staphylinidce)^  curl  up  more 
or  less  backward  when  dis- 

turbed; but  no  other  species  is 

so  curiously  constructed  for 

rolling  backward  into  a  per- 

fect ball,  unless  it  be  some  be- 

longing to  the  very  closely  al- 
lied genus  EupelmiLS. 

^^,.         ,     f    .  I  shall  append  in   a   foot- Antigastkh  mirabilis  : — a,  eggs  of  jSIicroceutnis  from  '^^ 

mSy/'^!  toau4n;,a"""''''"^"'  ̂ "^^''^ ^'^'^^'5  ̂'  notc,  for  the  benefit  of  the  sci- 

LFig.    4U.] 
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enlific  reader,  Mr.  Walsh's  description  of  the  female  and  my  own  of 
the  male.* 

These  little  parasites  have  always  issued  in  the  spring-  of  the  year, 

just  about  the  time  when  the  j-^oung  Katydids  would  have  issued  if 
they  had  been  unmolested;  but  as  Mr.  Walsh  captured  his  specimens 

in  August  and  September,  the  insect  must  either  be  double-brooded, 
or  the  female  must  survive  during  the  summer  months.  As  I  have 

bred  it  from  Sphinx  eggs,  the  first  is  doubtless  the  correct  hypothesis. 
The  larva  of  this  little  anomaly  I  have  not  yet  met  with,  but  the  pupa 

(Fig.  49,  h)  is  characteristically  llattened  and  straightened  to  suit  it  to 

its  narrow  egg-abode.  When  mature,  and  not  till  the  wings  are 
expanded  and  all  its  parts  are  hardened,  the  lly  gnaws  its  way  out 
through  an  irregular  but  usually  round  hole  at  the  anterior  or  exposed 

end  of  the  egg  (Fig.  49,  a). 

The  male,  as  will  be  seen  upon  glancing  at  the  figures,  approaches 
much  nearer  the  more  common  (Jhalcididan  form.  He  has  clear 

wings,  a  narrower  body,  and  is  of  a  more  brilliant  metallic  green  color 

than  the  female,  from  which,  indeed,  he  dilfers  so  much,  that  had  I  not 

bred  both  sexes  from  the  same  batch  of  eggs,  we  should  scarcely 
believe  them  to  be  at  all  specifically  connected.    I  never  saw  him  roll 

•  Antioaster  MliiAiuLis. —  Q  (V\'^.  48,  a  l):ick  view,  b  cuvling:  ii]),  c  iifarly  riirled  up — lioth  in  iiro- 
lilf)  .  Hiad  .sul)-oj);i(|iR',  tiiu'ly  and  closely  punctate;  lirilliaut  incenish-cDjipi'iy  with  imrpk-  rcflfotioiis  . 
-Miiuth,  inchulins  tin-  clyiicus,  black  Antennaj  with  tin-  Joints  ratlu-r  indistinct:  the  sc:i]>c  lialf  as  loni; 
a>  tlie  otlier. joints  ]mt  tojjcthcr;  joints  l-lo  jiroportioiicd  as  8,  It,  4,  ti,  (J,  4,  4,  4,  it;  the  scajie  rufous, 
the  other  joints  l)ro\vn-iilack,  and  those  of  thi'  tiaji'elhuu  opai|Ue.  I'rothorax  rufous.  T/iurux  above 
and  on  the  pleui'a  tinel\' and  shallow  ly  rugoso-iiunctate  and  sub|iolished|  the  luesothoracic  piwscutuni 
suboi)a(jne,  eciuilaterally  trianuulav,  linely  and  closely  ]iunctate.  ami  of  a  more  or  less  brilliant  jjieen- 
isli  copper)'  color;  the  other  thoracic  |iieces  l)lack,  with  blue  and  .ureen  rellections,  except  tliat  the 
])!eura  is,  sometimes,  rul'o-piceous  on  its  disk.  The  stt'rnum  is  polished,  devoid  of  sculjiture,  and  black, with  metallic  jrreen  reHectious.  Mend)rauous  ]iarts  Ijclbre  and  on  each  side  of  the  scutel  rufous.  A 

liriirht  blue  i)lale  in  the  form  ol'  a  rectannular  triannle  on  e.ich  side  of  the  inetathorax,  the  rectangle  out- 
wanl  and  forward.  Abdomen  black,  subjKdished,  jflabrous,  except  a  few  short  hairs  towai'd  its  tip, 
basally  slender  and  regularly  widenini;-,  with  its  sides  straight  two-thirds  of  the  way  to  the  tip,  thence 
regularly  curved  to  the  ti)),  whicli  forms  an  obtuse  ;ingle.  Joint  1  fully  '^  as  long  as  the  rest  put  to- 

gether, and  yellowish  semi-transparent  white,  excejit  its  basal  S,  and  except  that  the  base  of. joint  2 
shows  black  through  the  transparent  o\erlap  of  the  terminal  edge  of  joint  1,  Sheaths  of  ovipositor 
\\hite.  Leqs  rufous;  hind  coxiie  dusky,  especially  alxive;  the  four  hind  femora  and  til)ia3  a  little  clouded 
externally  with  dusk\  ,  and  the  last  t;irsal  joint  in  all  six  legs  dusky.  Front  Wings  ilusky,  shading  into 

hvaline  on  their  terminal  l-li  [this  livaline  apical  sjiot  sometimes  entirely  wanting.— C.  V.  R.] ;' their Iiiisal  ' ,  and  a  broail  transverse  widel\  iuterruiiteil  band  a  little  lieyoml  the  middle,  both  of  them  whitish 
snbhvaline;  veins  and  stigmatic  branch  brown.  Iluid  Jl'inqs  Inaline;  veins  pale  brown.  Length  9 (1.13-1).  U  inch. 

De-ciil)ed  from  3  <J  taken  upon  herbage  ne.ir  Hock  Island,  Ills,  in  Augu.st  and  September;  2  Q 
with  the  thoracic  parts  elevated  and  the  body  more  or  less  rolled  up,  the  other  9  with  the  thoracic  part.s 
depressed  au'l  the  body  extendeil ;  -^  luiknown.  Nothing  but  the  almost  exact  eorre.sjHindence  of  all 
Ihe  complic.ited  colorational  and  stiiictural  |ieculiarities,  found  iu  this  insect,  would  ever  induce  any 
entomologist,  \uiaci|uainted  w  itii  this  most  remarkalile  genus,  to  belii'Ve  that  these  three  specimens  are all  identicallv  the  same. 

cf  (Fig!  49  c)  .—Color  brilliant  metallic-green,  with  faint  blue  and  |)UiT)le  reflections.  Head  \ery 
bright  green,  finely  and  closely  ])Unctate;  eye.s  pale,  with  a  dusky  patch  m  trout,  smaller  and  further 

apart  than  iii  §;  eyelets  ])Uri"ilish;  antennie  black  and  ojiafiue  throughout,  cylinilrical,  of  a  more  uni- 
lorm  thickness  and'proportiiuiallv  rather  longer  than  iu  g,  reaching,  if  turne<l  back,  to  the  base  of  ab- domen, whereas  tho.se  of  v  scarce! \  reach  so  far;  l(l-jointed,  the  joints  jiroportioued  as  8  (scaiie) ,  1,  3, 

■-',  2,  1-10,  1-10,  1-10,  1-10,  iS  (club)".  [On  a  more  critical  examination  of  tresh  specimens,  1  tlnd  that the  joints  are  ])ropf>rtioned  rather  as  ;?,  1,  .},  2';.,  2,  2,  1,  1,  1,  .5. J  Collarc  very  short.  Thorax  above  very 

line'lv  punctate  and  subi)olished,  au<l  eithei-  bright  metallic-green  or  coiipery-green,  with  faint  jmi^ile reflections,  the  metathorax  more  bluish  and  more  highly  polished  than  the  rest;  built  on  a  dillerent  j)lau 
from  that  of  v  ;  lacking  the  verv  |ironiinent  and  characteristic  [irothorav,  the  iinesciital  tri.nigular piece, 
and  the  square  excavation,  which  oc(an'  in  that  sex,  and  more  nearlv  resembling  Kari/toma,  Dccaloma, 
etc.,  ill  the  divisions  of  the  luesonotum.  Abdomen  dark  metallic  blue  throughout,  glabrous,  .smaller 
and  more  unifonii  in  diameter  than  in  y;  the  joints  distinguished  with  dilli<ulty,  but  apdarently 
jiroportionerl  as  in  Q.  Legs  with  tlie  femora  all  dusky  with  a  faint  bluish  rellection;  trochtinters 
iiifons;  coxte  steel  bliU';  front  and  middle  tibia'  white;  hind  tibia' dusky;  tarsi  all  A\hite,  -with  occa- 
si<inallv  (1  specimen)  the  terminal  joint  duskv,  the  middle  (pair  lacking  iii  a  great  measure  the  ])eculiar 
cnlariiement  of  basal  joint.  IVini/xmorv  rounded  than  in  ;  .  perfectl\  hyaline,  the  stigmatic  branch  but 
faintly  discernible.  Length  0.(Ht-0  10  inch. 

"Described  from  3  drieit  specimen-. 
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Up  backward  as  does  the  female,  nor  do  I  think  he  possesses  this 

power;  and  he  certainly  has  not  the  remarkable  power,  which  she 

possesses,  of  setting  up  or  depressing  at  will  the  raesonotal  sub-seg- 
ments, for  his  thorax  is  quite  differently  constructed. 

THE    NARROW-WINGED    KATYDID— Phaneropiera   curvicauda 

(DeGeer). 
[Fig.  50.] 

^  f-c-^; 

Phanekoptek.v   cukvicauda  :— Feiuale,  after  Harris. 

This  is  our  next  most  common  species,  and,  according  to  Packard, 

it  is  the  most  abundant  species  in  Northern  New  England.  It  is  at 

once  distinguished  from  the  others  by  the  length  and  narrowness  of 

its  wing-covers,  and  by  the  male  having  a  cylindrical  style  curving 

from  below  upward,  and  resting  in  the  forks  of  a  curious  furcate  ap- 

pendage from  the  upper  end  of  the  abdomen  (Fig.  51,  c,  h).  The  ovi- 
positor of  the  female  is  much  curved,  and  about 

as  long  as  the  front  thighs,  more  pointed  than  in 

retinervis^  and  regularly  notched,  both  above  and 

below,  for  about  one-half  its  length  (Fig.  51,  d). 

The  wing-covers  are  flat,  with  the  costal  and 
inner  edges  parallel,  except  near  the  apex,  about 

DA  :-a,  ovipositor  of  If-  i  of  an   inch  wide,  and  project  when   closed,  lull 
male,  nat.  ffize;  d,  end  ot  ,-,„,,.        ■,  ,11  t^i         ij  mi.  „ 
same,  enlarged;  c,  anal  half  their    length  beyoud  the  body,      ihey  are 
appendage  of  male,   side  ,  t^jiiji^ 
view; b, .same, kukview.  more  membranaceous,  and    or    a    duller,  aarKer 
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green  than  those  of  the  other  species.  The  sides  of  the  abdomen  are 

glaucous-green,  vaiegated  with  purplish  rellections,  and  on  the  ven- 
tral surface  the  posterior  edges  of  the  joints  are  defined  by  lilaceous 

bunds.  The  hind  legs  are  remarkably  long.  The  antennne  are  of  a 
reddish  color  for  about  half  their  length  from  the  base. 

This  species  hatches  somewhat  later  and  develops  more  slowly 

than  the  preceding,  and  in  its  adolescent  stages  is  easily  recognized 

by  its  more  slender  form,  longer  legs,  and  more  gayly-colored  appear- 

ance— the  body  being  checkered  with  purplish,  black,  red-brown  and 
white,  the  antenu.e  black  with  five  white  annuli,  and  the  hind  thighs 

having,  more  especially,  two  broad,  dark  annulations.  By  the  time 
rctlnervis  begins  to  sound  its  taboret,  curvicauda  is  generally  in  the 

pupa  state,  while  it  seldom  acquires  wings  till  the  fore  part  of  August. 

The  eggs  are  deposited  singly  in  the  edges  of  leaves,  between  the  up- 
per and  under  cuticles.  The  method  of  oviposition  is  thus  described  for 

me  by  Miss  Murtfeldt,  who  has  watched  the  operation  :  "  The  female 
stations  herself  firmly,  by  the  middle  and  hind  legs,  on  twigs  or  leaves 

contiguous  to  the  one  selected  to  receive  the  egg.  This  leaf  is  then 

grasped  by  the  front  feet  and  held  in  a  vertical  position,  while  the 

edge  is  slightly  gnawed  or  pared  off  by  the  jaws  to  facilitate  the  en- 
trance of  the  point  of  the  ovipositor.  When  this  is  done  the  abdomen  is 

curved  under  and  brought  forward,  and  the  ovipositor  is  seized  on  its 

convex  edge  by  the  mandibles  and  maxillce,  which,  with  the  aid  of  the 

palpi,  guide  the  point  to  that  portion  of  the  leaf  prepared  to  receive 
it.  After  gentle,  but  repeated,  efforts,  the  point  of  the  instrument  is 
finally  inserted  between  the  tissues  of  the  leaf,  and  gradually  pushed 

in,  to  more  than  half  its  length.  As  soon  as  the  cavity  is  formed,  the 

egg  is  extruded,  and  passed  slowly  between  the  semi-transparent 
blades  of  the  ovipositor.  As  the  egg  leaves  the  ovipositor,  the  latter 

is  gradually  withdrawn,  while  the  egg  remains  in  the  leaf,  retained  in 

its  place,  probably,  by  a  viscid  fluid  that  is  exuded  with  it.  The  in- 
sect occasionally  deposits  two  or  three  eggs  in  succession,  but,  as  a 

rule,  after  one  is  placed  she  releases  the  leaf  and  betakes  herself  to 

eating,  or  to  biting  her  feet,  or  dressing  her  antennfe,  and  does  not 

resume  her  maternal  duties  for  some  time." 
I  have  had  as  many  as  five  of  these  eggs  deposited  in  a  single 

leaf,  in  one  contiguous  row,  but  they  are  more  often  single.  The  egg  is 

so  very  flat  as  scarcely  to  cause  a  noticeable  swelling  in  the  leaf;  in- 
deed, its  position  can  only  be  determined  by  holding  the  latter  against 

the  light.  It  is  somewhat  narrower,  in  its  broader  outline,  than  that 

of  7'eti7iervis,  and  slightly  curved,  but  otherwise  resembles  the  latter. 
Before  hatching,  it  swells  so  as  to  become  nearly  cylindrical  in  form, 
raising  the  skin  of  the  dry  leaf  into  blisters. 
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The  species  is  not  so  prolific  as  retiuervis,  as  I  have  never  ob- 
tained more  than  thirty  eggs  from  one  female.  Nor  does  it  bear  con- 

finement as  well.  It  feeds  mostly  on  oak-leaves,  to  which  it  has 
shown  a  preference,  also,  in  consigning  its  eggs. 

The  shrill  of  the  male  is  by  no  means  so  loud  as  of  the  Oblong- 
winged  species,  in  which  its  sound  is  always  drowned  in  the  woods. 

It  consists  of  a  softer  r^eep,  leep,  sometimes  uttered  singly,  but  gen- 
erally thrice  in  succession.  The  call  is  occasionally  responded  to 

by  a  faint  chirp  from  the  females,  produced  by  stretching  out  their 

wings  as  if  for  flight,  and  is  as  often  heard  in  the  day  as  at  night. 

Scudder  says  of  this  species:  "His  day-song  is  hznvi,  and  lasts 
one-third  of  a  second;  the  night-song  consists  of  a  repetition — ordi- 

narily eight  times— of  a  note  which  sounds  like  to/no.  This  is  re- 

peated at  the  rate  of  five  in  three-quarters  of  a  second,  making  each 

note  one-half  as  long  as  that  of  the  day." 
DESCRIPTIONS  OF  ADOLESCENT  STA<iES. 

The  body  of  the  larva  is  flattened-pyriform,  large  and  rounded  at  the  posterior 
extremity,  tapering  from  thence  to  the  narrow,  straight  thorax,  and  widening  again 

into  the  rather  large  head.  The  length,  shortly  after  hatching,  is  nearly  one-fifth  of 

an  inch,  exclusive  of  the  appendages.  The  posterior  legs  are  about  four  times  the 

length  of  the  body,  and  the  antenna?  as  long  as  body  and  legs  together.  The  colors 

are  purplish-black  and  white,  on  the  head  and  body  arranged  in  minute  regular 
checkers.  The  legs  and  antennte  are  principally  of  the  dark  color,  annulated  with 

white,  and  giving  to  the  little  animal  a  striking  and  histrionic  appearance.  It  retains 

the  same  form  and  very  much  the  same  colors  throughout  the  larval  state — the  legs 

getting  to  look  as  if  pale,  marked  and  annulated  with  brown — two  annulations  on  the 

thighs  being  especiall}'-  broad. 
In  the  pupa  state  it  is  quite  difterent,  but  no  less  elegant  and  characteristic  in 

appearance.  The  form  of  the  abdomen  is  more  cylindrical  and  tapering  toward  the 

posterior  end.  The  anal  stylets  of  the  male  and  the  ovipositor  of  the  female  are  dis- 

tinguishable in  a  rudimentary  state.  The  black  and  white  colors  disappear,  and  the 

insect  is  clothed  in  green,  varied  by  purplish  shadings  on  the  sides.  Two  large,  bright 

crimson  spots  adorn  the  top  of  the  thorax,  and  a  pair  of  small  dots,  of  the  same  color, 

the  top  of  each  abdominal  joint.  The  wing-pads  are  wider  in  proportion  to  their  length 
than  those  of  retinen-ifi. 
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THE  BROAD-WINGED  KAHYmD—PlaiyphyUum  concavum  Harr. 

This  is  our  next  most  common  species, 

and  the  true  Katydid  from  which  the 

popular  name  is  derived.  It  is  the  only 
one  of  the  four  species,  here  treated  of,  in 

which  the  wing-covers  are  longer  than  the 
wings,  and  it  is  at  once  distinguished  from 
all  the  others  by  the  greater  breadth  and 

convexity  of  these  wing-covers,  which 
entirely  enclose  the  abdomen,  and,  with 

their  strong  mid-rib,  look  exceedingly  like 
a  leaf.  The  species  is,  withal,  so  familiar 

to  most  persons,  and  has  been  so  well 
described  by  Harris,  that  I  shall  touch 
only  on  its  more  striking  characters,  or 
on  such  traits  as  are  not  generally  known. 

The  ovipositor  of  the  female  (Fig.  53,  a^ 

I)  is  almost  as  long  as  the  abdomen, 

cimeter-shaped,  sharp-pointed,  and  with 
but  slight  serrations  on  the  lower  edge 
toward  the  tip.  Both  sexes  have  two 

thorn-like  projections  on  the  breast,  be- 
tween the  front  legs,  and  the  membrana- 
ceous spots  on  the  dilated  base  of  the 

Haiiis.  front  tibias  are  convex  rather  than  con- 
cave, and  look  like  little  pockets,  from  above. 

The  eggs  are  thrust,  by  means  of  the  sharp  ovipositor,  into  cre- 
vices and  soft  substances,  and  probably,  in  a  state  of  nature,  into  the 

[Fig.  53.]        crevices  of  loose  bark  or  into  the  soft  stems  of  woody 
plants.    In  the  breeding  cage  I  have  had  pieces  of  cork 

filled  with  them,  and  they  have  often  been  crowded  be- 
tween the  crevices  and  sutures  of  my  cages,  especially 

where  the  cap  rests  on  the  cage  proper.    These  eggs  are 

0.25-0.30  inch  long,  very  flat,  over  thrice  as  long  as  wide, 

pointed  at  each  end,  with  the  »-5dges  beveled  off  or  emar- 
ginate  (Fig.  54,  a  side  view,  h  front  view,  enlarged,  c,  cl 

natural  size).    They  are  of  a  dark  slate  color,  and  the 

lower  or  first  inserted  end  is  protected  by  a  dark,  adhe- 

^'co^cavum':-^^    sive  substauce,  which  hardens  and  sometimes  extends 
mX'fnatsize,"  the  wholo  length  of  one  of  the  borders.     Several  eggs  are- It,  end  of  .same  ii  j      i  i.  i        i.i 
uniarged.  usually  pressed  close  to  each  other. 

I'LArvrnYLLfM  roNCAVUJi: — Male,  after j- 
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With  the  exception  of  Harris's  account  of  these  eggs,  which  is 
erroneous,  the  only  other  account  which  I  know  of,  that  is  not  copied 

from  Harris,  is  that  by  B.  Jaeger  in  his  "Life  of  N.  A.  Insects" 

i^'^^i^  (p.  108),  where  he  unequivocally  states  that  the  female 
pierces  holes  in  the  ground  for  the  purpose  of  depositing  her 

eggs,  and  then  goes  on  to  describe  how  "  a  very  close  and 
™  interesting  observation  of  the  conduct  of  these  insects  may 

4f  be  made  every  autumn  by  putting  a  pair  of  them  into  a  wide 

glass  vessel,  having  the  bottom  covered  with  turf,  which, 
however,  must  be  sprinkled  with  water  every  day.  As  soon 

'^^     as  the  evening  begins  the  female  will  commence  laying  her PLATYrHYL-  "  ° 

LUM  coy-  eggs  and  depositing  them  in  the  ground,  and  the  male  will 

aud^°iront  anuouuce  in  loud  tones  that  Katy-did-it.  If  you  preserve 

iarg«ci;*c"  these  eggs  in  the  turf  through  the  winter,  and  open  them 
nlit.  s^f'  in  the  following  spring,  you  will  find  the  insect  in  a  perfect 

condition,  except  being  destitute  of  wings." 
Now,  when  a  man  describes  in  detail  a  process  like  the  above, 

one  naturally  concludes  that  he  has  witnessed  what  he  describes,  and 
Avere  the  above  from  almost  any  other  author  than  Mr.  Jaeger,  I  should 

be  inclined  to  respect  it;  but  there  is  so  much  nonsense  and  false 

statement  in  Mr.  Jaeger's  book,  that  I  have  no  doubt  that  the  passage 
describes  an  imaginary  process,  adapted  from  the  account  of  some 

European  grasshopper  in  which  it  may  be  observed  ;  for  if  our  Katy- 
did ever  oviposited  in  the  earth,  it  would  have  had  abundant  oppor- 

tunity' of  so  doing  in  cages  where  I  have  kept  it. 
The  talc-like  plate  at  the  base  of  the  wing-covers  of  the  male  is 

quite  transparent,  strongly-ribbed  and  surrounded  by  ridged  veins, 
while  in  the  other  three  species,  the  overlapping  portion  is  no  more 

transparent  than  the  wing-cover  itself.  The  stridulation  is  quite  forci- 

ble, representing  more  often,  "Katy-she-did"  than  "Katy-did,"  and 
continued  at  regular  intervals.  It  is  seldom  heard  in  the  day,  but  as 

-soon  as  the  stars  begin  to  show  in  Heaven's  ebon  vault,  the  familiar 
song  of  this  male  concavum  blends  in  the  distance  with  the  more 

■numerous  trills  of  his  cousin  retinervis^  but  is  distinct  and  separate 
when  closer  to  ear. 

I  have  had  no  opportunity  of  making  notes  of  the  adolescent 
«tages. 
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PlIYLLOPTEliV   Olil.ONCIKOUA  : 

Outline  of  I'emulf,  with  (b)  enlai'geil  oud  ol' ovii)usit()r. 

THE    OBLONd- WINGED    KATYmD—P/njllo2)tera  ohlongifoUa 
(DeGeer.) 

I ''''-"•■""' 3  This  species  I  have  not 
yet  found  in  Missouri,  but 
it  is  abundant  in  New 

England,  and  is  iound 
farther  north  than  either 
of  the  other  three.  It  is 

at  once  distinguished  by 

the  perfectly  oval  form  oJ" 
the  wing-covers,  the  long 

hind  thighs,  and  by  having  the  base  of  the  middle  as  well  as  of  the 

front  tibicB  swollen  and  furnished  with  a  membranaceous  cavity 
each  side.  The  female  (Fig.  55,)  has  an  ovipositor  intermediate  in 

size  between  those  of  the  Broad  and  Narrow- winged  species,  or  almost 
as  long  as  the  abdomen,  and  it  is  more  strongly  toothed  for  one-half 
its  length  (Fig.  55,  h)  than  in  any  of  the  others.  The  notes  of  the  male 

are  described  by  Harris  as.  though  grating,  comparatively  feeble. 

The  eggs  of  this  species  are  not  known,  though,  as  already  stated, 

those  of  the  Angular-winged  Katydid  have  very  generally  been  sup- 
posed to  belong  to  it.  From  the  structure  of  its  ovipositor  I  have  little 

doubt  that  it  will  be  found  to  oviposit  above  ground,  and  probably 

within  the  soft  stems  of  some  plant.  I  hope  some  of  my  more  north- 
ern entomological  friends  will  endeavor  to  ascertain  the  precise 

whereabouts,  and  thus  complete  our  knowledge  of  the  habits  of  the 

American  Katydids. 

Though  the  color  of  the  species  is  green  like  the  others,  I  have  an 

abnormal  female  specimen,  received  from  Prof.  G.  Thurber,  of  New 

York,  which  is  uniformly  of  a  deep  floshy-pink,  without  a  spot  of  green, 
the  color  not  artificially  produced,  but  occurring  in  life. 

12— ER 
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PREFACE. 

To  the  President  and  Meinbers  of  the  Missoui-i  State  Board  of  Agriculture  : 

Gentlemen  :  The  following  pages  constitute  my  Seventh  Annual  Report  on  the 
Noxious,  Beneficial  and  other  Insects  of  the  State  of  Missouri. 

A.S  its  contents  show,  the  year  1874  has  been  remarliable  for  tlie  wide-spread  suf- 
fering that  insects  injurious  to  Agriculture  have  entailed,  especially  in  the  Mississippi 

Valley  and  the  country  to  the  West.  Our  own  State,  though  not  suffering  so  much  as 
some  of  her  sister  States,  did  not  escape  immense  injury.  Added  to  a  severe  drouth, 

which  shortened  most  crops,  our  farmers  suffered  much  more  than  usual  from  the  rav- 
ages of  the  Chinch  Bug ;  while  in  the  western  counties  they  also  suffered  from  the  visi- 

tations of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  or  so-called  "  Grasshopper,"  which  spread  such 
desolation  over  so  large  a  portion  of  the  fair  West.  Both  these  insects  receive  that 
large  share  of  attention  in  the  present  Report  which  their  importance  and  the  interest 

just  now  attaching  to  them  demand.  Still  a  third  insect,  namely,  the  Flat-headed  Apple- 
tree  Borer,  has  been  unprecedentedly  abundant  and  injurious  to  our  fruit  and  shade 
trees,  and  it  gives  me  pleasure  to  lay  before  the  people  some  new  facts  which  will  help 

to  a  better  masterj-  of  it. 
A  law  passed  by  the  last  Legislature  not  only  changes  somewhat  the  mode  of 

binding  and  distributing  the  Agricultural  Report,  of  which  this  forms  a  part,  but  in- 
creases the  edition  from  six  to  twelve  thousand,  and  limits  the  number  of  pages  it 

shall  contain  to  500.  Finding  that  the  articles  on  the  noxious  insects,  of  which  this  Re- 
port treats,  occupy  more  than  the  ordinary  number  of  pages  allotted  to  me,  I  have 

deviated  somewhat  from  previous  custom,  and  omitted  the  chapters  on  Beneficial  and 
Innoxious  Insects,  with  which  its  predecessors  have  ended.  In  the  article  on  the  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust,  the  reasons]are  given  at  length  why  I  believe  that  this  plague  will 

never  do  serious  harm  beyond  a  certain  line  there  indicated.  It  gave  me  no  small  satis- 
faction to  be  able  to  allay  last  Fall  the  fears  our  farmers  east  of  that  line  entertained  of 

being  overrun  by  the  pests.  For  some  years  past,  Kansas,  by  one  means  and  another, 

and  especially  by  a  liberal  policy  on  the  part  of  her  Legislature  toward  her  State  Hor- 
ticultural Society,  has  done  all  in  her  power  to  attract  immigration.  Our  own  State 

government  has  repeatedly  refused  the  appeal  of  our  State  Hortieultural  Society  for 
small  appropriations  to  enable  it  to  exhibit  the  fruits  and  advertise  the  resources  and 
capabilities  of  the  State  ;  and  other  measures  intended  to  encourage  immigration  have 
been  left  without  support.  The  consequence  of  such  legislative  neglect,  and  of 
other  less  avoidable  occurrences,  was  seen  in  the  trains  of  emigrant  wagons  that  during 
the  last  two  or  three  years  have  been  passing  through  our  State,  bound  for  Kansas  or 
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some  more  western  point.  The  locust  invasion  of  1874  checked  the  tide  of  emigration 
to  Kansas  and  the  farther  West,  and  even  turned  it  back  again ;  and  I  have  every  reason 

to  believe  that  the  assurance  that  Missouri  is  essentiallj'  safe  from  the  devastations  of 
these  locusts  will  have  no  inconsiderable  influence  in  staying  that  immigration  within 
our  borders  in  the  future. 

There  yet  are,  and  doubtless  ever  will  be,  those  who — dwelling  in  cities,  and 
familiar  only  witli  such  lectularious  insects  as  cause  them  bodily  inconvenience— have 
little  appreciation  of  Agriculture  or  of  Entomology  in  its  connection  with  it;  and  con- 

sider the  study  of  "  bugs,"  as  they  contemptibh'"  call  everything  that  creeps,  a  fit  sub- 
ject for  ridicule.  When,  however,  a  single  insect,  like  the  Chinch  Bug,  filches  nineteen 

million  dollars,  in  a  single  year,  from  the  pockets  of  the  [farmers,  and  reduces  in  so 
much  the  wealth  of  the  State  ;  even  such  persons  may  be  brought  to  admit  that  any 

study  having  for  object  the  reduction  of  this  immense  loss,  is  not  necessarily  con- 
temptible, small  as  the  objects  may  be  with  which  it  deals.  Fortunately,  such  persons 

are  becoming  fewer  and  fewer,  and  the  following  pages  bear  witness  to  the  fact  that 

not  only  in  several  States  in  our  Union,  but  in  several  countries  of  the  "  Old  World  " — 
in  monarchies,  empires  and  republics  alike — the  autliorities  have  manifested  a  remark- 

able appreciation  of  economic  Entomology.  We  have,  during  the  year,  witnessed  Aus- 
tralia and  New  Zealand  discussing  and  attempting  the  introduction  from  Europe  of 

Aphis  parasites  to  check  the  alarming  increase  of  those  plant  pests ;  and  of  bumble 
bees  to  enable  the  farmers  to  grow  their  own  clover  seed.  We  have  seen  France  in- 

creasing her  premium  for  a  Phylloxera  remedj^  to  three  hundred  thousand  francs,  and 
considering  plans,  for  the  destruction  of  the  pest,  of  constructing  an  irrigation  canal 
to  supply  60,000  acres.  We  have  seen  Massachusetts  memoralizing  her  Legislature  to 

pass  "  An  act  for  the  destruction  of  Insects  Injurious  to  Vegetation ;  "  while  some  of 
our  own  State  Legislatures  have  been  convened  in  special  session  to  consider  means  of 
relieving  the  sufferers  from  insect  ravages,  and  several  European  governments  liavo, 
with  forethought  and  wisdom,  taken  such  measures  as  seemed  best  to  prevent  future 

injury  from  still  other  insect  pests. 

The  fact  that  the  Agriculture  of  the  United  States  is  of  ecxual  material  importance 
with  all  the  other  interests  of  the  country  combined  is  so  often  asserted  and  admitted 
that  it  needs  no  enforcing.  This  industry  not  only  feeds  our  own  forty  million  mouths, 

l)ut  supplies  the  stafi"  of  life  to  millions  in  foreign  lands.  Surely,  then,  it  is  most  im- 
portant to  study  and  investigate  those  causes  which  affect  it  injuriously  and  arrest  its 

development,  among  which  injurious  insects  plaj'^  such  an  active  part.  When,  as  last 
year,  the  prosperity  of  whole  States  is  jeopardized,  and  thewhole  nation  suflFers  most 
sensibly  from  these  depredators,  national  measures  should  be  taken  to  investigate  the 
causes  and  endeavor  to  prevent  the  recurrence  of  such  disasters  in  the  future.  I  have 

already  referred  to  the  immense  loss  which  the  Chinch  Bug  caused  us  last  year,  mj' 
estimates  being  based  on  returns  obtained  from  farmers  from  the  different  counties. 
Yet,  though  the  sum  demonstrably  amounts  to  millions,  many  of  our  legislators  and 
some  of  our  journalists  would  laugh  at  me  were  I  to  ask  for  an  appropriation  of  five  or 
ten  tliousand  dollars  to  be  expended  in  experiments  which  might  result  in  giving  us  a 
perfect,  or  at  least  a  much  better  remedy  for  the  evil  than  any  now  in  our  possession, 
;ind  thus  save  the  whole  or  the  larger  part  of  this  immense  annual  loss.  Experiments 
on  a  sufficiently  thorough  and  extensive  scale  can  never  be  undertaken  by  the  few  State 
entomologists  now  employed,  with  salaries  of  two  or  three  thousand  dollars,  from  which 
tliey  pay  their  expenses.    The  means  will  not  justify  them  and  the  time  of  such  officers  is 
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occupied  with  the  study  of  not  one  or  two,  but  of  hundreds  of  species,  many  of  them 
local  in  character.  In  cases,  as  with  the  Locust,  the  Chinch  B»g,  the  Cotton  Worm, 
etc.,  where  the  evils  are  of  a  national  character,  a  national  Commission,  appointed  for 
the  express  purpose  of  their  investigation,  and  consisting  of  competent  entomologists, 

botanists  and  chemists,  is  necessary,  and  should  be  demanded ;  and  I  am  glad  that  pre- 
liminary steps  have  been  taken  by  some  of  our  leading  scientific  men  to  memoralize 

Congress  to  create  sucha  Commission,  the  members  to  be  chosen  by  the  Council  of  the 
National  Academy  of  Science,  and  approved  by  the  Secretary  of  the  Treasury. 

We  have,  it  is  true,  a  Department  of  Agriculture  which,  if  uuder  intelligent  and 

scientitic  control,  might  employ  the  large  sums  it  now  fritters  awaj'  in  the  gratuitous 
distribution  of  seeds,  to  better  advantage  in  organizing  and  sending  out  such  a  Com- 

mission ;  but  the  people  have  lost  all  hope  of  getting  much  good  out  of  that  institution 

as  at  present  organized,  or  so  long  as  the  character  of  its  head  and  management  de- 
pends on  political  whim  or  fancy. 

I  have  referred  in  previous  years  to  the  binding  and  distribution  of  the  Entomolo- 
gical Report,  and  suggested  that  improvements  might  be  made  in  the  law.  In  some 

respects  the  new  law,  already  referred  to,  is  a  great  improvement  on  the  old  one,  and 
will  have  a  tendency  to  bring  these  reports  before  the  farmers,  in  a  manner  in  which 

they  have  not  been  brought  before  them  in  past  j'ears,  if  we  may  judge  from  the  expe- 
rience of  the  many  whose  letters  I  partlj'  publish  in  the  Chinch  Bug  Appendix,  My 

Gth  lleport  was  published  last  April,  and  a  word  or  two  as  to  its  distribution  may  not 

be  out  of  place.  At  the  approach  of  Summer  it  began  to  be  rumored,  and  it  finally  be- 
came manifest,  that  your  late  Corresponding  Secretary,  Mr.  J.  F.  Wielandy,  decided 

not  to  publish  a  report.  As  mine  is  bound  in  by  law  with  that  of  your  secretary,  and 
I  did  not  wish  it  to  lay  the  whole  year  at  the  bindery,  I  took  measures  to  have  it  bound 
and  distributed  separately,  and,  after  conferring  with  the  Governor  and  Secretary  of 
State,  and  the  officers  of  the  Board,  and  getting  the  sanction  of  my  intended  course 
from  each  individual  member  of  the  Board,  it  was  so  ordered  bound  and  distributed. 

At  the  request  of  a  committee  appointed  by  the  Board  of  Curators  of  our  State 
University  to  confer  with  me  on  the  subject,  I  agreed  a  year  ago  to  prepare  a  collection 
of  insects  for  the  use  of  the  Agricultural  Department  of  that  Institution.  During  the 
year  1  have  devoted  what  little  time  I  could  spare,  and  all  the  time  of  an  assistant,  Mr. 
Lugger,  not  absolutely  needed  in  other  directions,  to  the  preparation  of  this  cabinet, 

which  I  took  to  Columbia  last  December,  and  delivered  to  the  College.  It  con- 
sists of  sixty  drawers,  12  by  IG  inches,  with  a  depth  of  2}  inches  inside,  and  lined 

with  cork  and  ruled  paper — the  drawers  being  of  pine  wood  with  cedar  fronts,  and  the 
cabinet  itself  being  of  oiled  walnut.  It  contains  types  of  the  principal  insects  of  the 
State,  with  figures,  in  many  instances,  of  their  adolescent  stages.  These  insects  are  all 
carefully  mounted  and  properly  classified,  with  printed,  ordinal,  family,  generic  and 
specific  names  attached,  and  where  the  species  have  been  treated  of  in  my  Reports,  there 
are  references  made  to  the  particular  Report  and  the  particular  figure.  The  whole 
forms  a  type  collection  intended  for  the  instruction  of  the  students,  and  to  illustrate  my 
lectures  before  the  entomological  class  at  the  University  ;  and  in  each  drawer  there  is 
room  left  for  the  addition  of  specimens  that  may  be  collected  by  the  students. 

In  these  busy,  stirring  days,  there  are  few  men  who  get  time  to  read  through  a  Re- 
port on  any  specialty — even  among  those  for  whom  such  a  report  is  more  particularly 

Intended.  In  the  work  herewith  submitted  there  will  be  found  matter  that  will  in- 
terest the  scientitic  as  well  as  the  practical  man  ;  and,  fully  appreciating  the  truth  of 
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■the  aphorism,  Ars  longa,  vita  brevis  est,  I  have  endeavored  to  so  arrange  and  sub-di- 

vide the  matter  that  the  reader  may  refer  at  once  to  that  which  more  especially  inter- 

ests and  concerns  him.  In  a  work  intended  for  future  reference  as  well  as  present  use, 

the  topics  are  best  discussed  under  as  many  sub-heads  as  possible. 

In  this,  as  in  the  previous  volumes,  when  the  insects  treated  of  are  new,  or  the  ex- 

isting descriptions  of  them  are  imperfect,  or  in  a  foreign  language,  or  in  works  out  of 

print  or  difficult  of  access,  I  have  added  a  full  description,  which  is,  however,  always 

printed  in  smaller  type,  so  that  it  can  be  skipped  by  the  non-interested  reader.  The 

popular  name  of  each  insect  is  accompanied  by  the  scientific  name,  and  the  latter  is 

generally  printed  in  italics  and  mostly  in  parenthesis,  so  that  it  may  be  skipped  by  the  prac- 
tical man  without  interfering  with  the  text.  The  Order  and  Family  to  which  each  insect 

belongs,  are  also  given  under  each  heading;  The  dimensions  are  expressed  in  inches 

and  the  fractional  parts  of  an  inch,  and  the  sign  J^  wherever  used,  is  an  abbreviation 

for  the  word  "male,"  the  sign  $  for  "female,"  and  the  sign  g  for  neuter. 
Many  of  the  figures  are  enlarged,  but  the  natural  size  of  each  of  such  is  also  given 

or  indicated  by  a  hair-line,  except  in  the  representation  of  enlarged  stuctural  details, 

where  they  are  connected  with  the  life-sized  insect  to  which  they  belong. 
The  name  of  the  author  of  the  species,  and  not  of  the  genus,  is  given  as  authority ; 

and  in  order  to  indicate  whether  or  not  the  insect  was  originally  described  under  the 

generic  name  which  it  bears,  I  have  adopted  the  following  plan  :  When  the  specific 

name  is  coupled  with  the  generic  name  under  which  it  was  first  publislied,  the  de- 

scriber's  name  is  attached  without  a  comma — thus  indicating  the  authorship  of  the  dual 
name  :  e.  g.  Phycita  nebulo  Walsh.  But  when  a  different  generic  name  is  employed 

than  that  under  which  the  insect  was  first  described,  the  authorship  is  enclosed  in  paren- 

thesis, thus — Acrohasis  nebulo  (Walsh) ;  except  where  the  whole  name  is  already  in 
parenthesis,  wiien  a  comma  will  be  used  for  the  same  purpose :  e.  g.,  {Acrobasis  nebulo, 

Walsh). 

All  the  illustrations,  except  Fig.  30,  unless  otherwise  stated,  are  drawn  by  myself 
from  nature. 

My  oflSce  is  still  at  lioom  42,  St.  Louis  Insurance  Building,  N.  W.  Corner  of  Sixth 

and  Locust  Sts.,  where  all  communications  should  be  sent.  I  regret  not  to  be  able  to 

thank  the  officers  of  our  different  railroad  companies  for  courtesies  extended  on  their 

different  lines.  The  stringent  regulations  which  the  roads  have  adopted  have  prevented 

my  obtaining  the  passes  which  in  former  years  materially  assisted  in  the  prosecution 

of  mj'  work. 

Respectfully  submitted, 

CHA.RLES  V.  RILEY, 

State  Entomologist. 

St.  Louis,  Mo.,  April  1st,  1875. 
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NOXIOUS   INSECTS, 

THE  OOLOKADO  POTATO   BEETLE— Doryphora  10-lineaia  Say. 

(Ord.  CoLEOPTERA ;  Fam,  Chrysomelidje.) 

IT  EE ACHES  THE  ATLANTIC. 

After  narrating,  in  1868,*  how  this  insect  had  made  its  way  from 
the  Kooky  Mountains,  where  it  originally  fed  on  the  wild  Solamim 
rosiratum  Dunal,  till,  in  1859,  it  reached  a  point  one  hundred  miles 

west  of  Omaha,  Neb. ;  how,  in  1861,  it  invaded  Iowa,  in  1862,  South- 
west Wisconsin,  and  in  1864  and  1865,  crossed  the  Mississippi  to  the 

western  part  of  Illinois  and  eastern  part  of  North  Missouri ;  how,  in 

1866,  it  occupied  most  of  the  country  west  of  a  line  drawn  between 
Chicago  and  St.  Louis ;  how,  in  1867,  it  reached  Southwest  Michigan 

and  West  Indiana ;  and,  finally,  how,  in  1868,  it  was  already  announced 

in  portions  of  Ohio — I  showed  that  its  average  annual  progress  east- 
ward had  been  upward  of  seventy  miles,  and  predicted  that  it  would 

probably  reach  the  Atlantic  about  A.D.  1878,  or  a  few  years  earlier  than 

Mr.  Walsh  had  calculated  some  years  previously,  when  he  first  traced 
its  eastern  progress  and  showed  that  it  was  traveling  onward  to  the 

Atlantic,  establishing  a  permanent  colony  wherever  it  went.  In  subse- 
quent reports,  its  progress  eastward  was  yearly  recorded,  and  I  now 

have  to  record  that  it  reached  the  Atlantic  at  many  points  during  the 

year  1874,  or  four  years  in  advance  of  the  time  predicted — the  increased 
average  annual  rate  being  due  no  doubt  to  the  aid  the  beetles  got  in 
their  onward  course  from  ships  on  the  lakes  and  from  the  cars  on  our 
railroads. 

Early  in  the  summer,  I  received  undoubted  evidence  of  its  appear- 
ance on  the  Atlantic  seabord,  and  it  was  reported  during  the  year 

*rii-Bt  Report,  pp.  102-3. 
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from  several  parts  of  Connecticut,  New  Jersey,  New  York,  Pennsyl- 
vania, Delaware,  Maryland  and  Virginia.* 

INJURIES  DURING  THE  YEAR. 

While  the  insect  has  been  quite  injurious  in  some  of  the  Eastern 
States  more  recently  invaded,  it  has  attracted  less  attention  than 

usual  during  the  year  in  Missouri ;  for  our  farmers  have  come  to  con- 
sider it  a  necessary  evil,  and  its  destruction  a  part  of  potato  culture. 

One  rather  curious  circumstance  in  this  connection  relates  to  its  in- 
creased injuries  in  its  native  home  in  the  Rocky  Mountains.  It  is  a 

iact  observed  by  many  western  travelers  that  the  potatoes  in  the 
mountain  regions  of  Colorado  were  less  affected  by  the  insect  than 
were  those  of  the  Mississippi  Valley.  This  was  natural  enough,  since 
the  wild  food  plants  are  common  there,  and  the  potato  fields  fewer 
and  more  scattered  than  further  east ;  and,  moreover,  the  stream  which 
first  branched  off  from  the  wild  Solanum  feeders,  and  took  to  feeding 
upon  the  cultivated  potato  and  spreading  eastward,  doubtless  took  no 
backward  course.  During  the  past  summer,  however,  the  insect  did 
great  damage  to  the  crops  in  the  mountain  region:  yet  a  fact  which  is 
suggestive  to  the  people  in  the  Alleghanies  is  worthy  of  mention,  and 
that  is  that  while  the  injury  reached  three  or  four  miles  into  the  moun- 

tains, or  to  about  the  middle  elevations  (say  8,000  feet  above  the  sea 
level,)  the  crop  was  entirely  free  from  the  insects  above  that  altitude 

and  yielded  abundantly.  This  fact  was  communicated  to  me  by  sev- 
eral independent  observers,  and  among  others  by  Prof.  J.  H.  Tice,  who 

spent  the  summer  at  Left  Hand  Canon.  Some  observations  of  Mr.  G. 

H.  French,  of  Irvington,  Ills.,  who  also  spent  the  summer  in  the  moun- 
tains, to  the  effect  that  while  he  often  found  the  bodies  and  eggs 

•The  following  reports  are  tlic  most  trustworthj-  (tlic  species  having  been  identified  in  each 
instance)  from  among  many  others  that  might  be  given  :  The  Ainerican  Farmer,  Baltimore,  for  July, 

1874,  says:  ' '  Not  only  in  the  vicinity  of  Baltimore,  but  all  over  the  western  shore  of  Maryland,  in 

Delaware  and  in  Virginia,  these  insects  have  appeared  in  great  numbei-s,  voraciously  attacking  the 

crops. ' '  H.  P.  reports  it  in  Connecticut  {N.  Y.  Weekly  Tribune,  July  22,  1874) ;  E.  B.  M.  in  Cape  May 

county,  N.  J.,  (ibid,  August  2G,  1874).  In  June  it  was  at  Wilmington,  Del.,  {Daily  Commercial  o(  that- 

place,  June  1,  1874J.  E.  T.  i-eports  it  during  the  same  month  in  Oneida  county,  N.  Y.,  {Country  Gentle- 
man, June  25,  1874);  C.  F.  at  Olney,  Md.,  (ibid,  July  30,  1874).  The  monthly  reports  of  the  Depart- 
ment of  Agriculture  record  it  in  Alleghany,  Cattaraugus,  Delaware,  Erie,  Madison,  Tioga,  Wayne  aijd 

Wyoming  counties,  N.  Y. ;  Burlington,  Gloucester  and  Salem  counties  in  N.  J. ;  Kent  county  in  Del. ; 

Alleghany,  Baltimore,  Caroline,  Cecil,  CarroU,  Dorchester,  Frederick,  Ilurtford,  Montgomery,  Prince 

George  aud  Queen  Anne  counties,  iuMd.;  and  Culpepper,  Fauquier,  Greenville,  Highland,  Page  and 
Prince  William  counties,  in  Va. 

Finally,  the  following  parties  have  reported  its  appearance  to  me  by  letter  :  Rev.  John  G.  Mor- 

lis,  Baltimore,  Md.,  from  around  tlaat  city;  T.  L.  Ilarison,  Secy.  N.  Y.  State  Agi-.  Soc,  from  around 
Syracuse,  N.  Y. ;  AV.  K.  Shelmire,  Toughkennamon,  from  Chester  county,  Pa.;  S.  Lockwood,  Free- 

hold, N.  J.,  from  that  vicinity;  S.  S.  Rathvon,  Lancaster,  Pa.,  spoke  of  its  increase  in  Lancaster 

coimty  ;  Thos.  Meehau  reported  it  swarming  in  June  around  Germantown,  Pa. 
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above  that  altitude,  yet  the  eggs,  or  the  larvae  just  hatched  from  them 
were  dried  up  and  dead,  will  suggest  the  reason,  which  is  probably  due 
to  the  very  dry  atmosphere  in  connection  with  the  cool  nights. 

ALARM  ABOUT  IT  ABKOAD. 

In  earlier  reports  I  have  expressed  the  opinion  that  there  would 
be  real  danger  of  the  insect  finding  its  way  to  Europe  when  once  it 
reached  the  Atlantic  seaboard ;  and  now  that  it  has  done  so,  the 
authorities  in  several  of  the  European  countries  are  taking  active 
measures  to  prevent  such  a  possible  calamity  as  the  introduction  of 
our  potato  beetle  might  prove.  The  potato,  to  some  of  the  European 

peoples,  is  of  more  national  importance  than  to  us,  and  we  cannot  won- 
der at  the  alarm  manifested  across  the  water,  or  at  the  interest  which 

the  subject  creates  there,  as  evidenced  in  the  number  of  pamphlets, 
both  in  French,  German  and  English  which  have  lately  appeared  on 

the  subject  in  Europe,  and  the  numerous  articles  written  for  the  period- 
ical press. 
The  governments  of  Belgium,  France,  Switzerland  and  Germany 

have  already  prohibited  the  importation  of  American  potatoes,  and 
Italy,  the  Netherlands  and  Great  Britain,  which  have  been  solicited  to 
do  so,  are  seriously  inquiring  into  the  necessities  of  the  case.  The 
British  Government  is  naturally  slow  to  take  such  stringent  steps, 

which  would  perhaps  more  deeply  afi"ect  it  than  the  other  nations 
mentioned,  since  Great  Britain  does  the  larger  trade  in  American  pota- 

toes. In  reply  to  Mr.  Herbert,  M.  P.  for  Kerry,  who  recently  asked 

the  Chief  Secretary  for  Ireland  whether  Her  Majesty's  government 
had  taken  any  steps  to  prevent  the  introduction  of  the  insect.  Sir  M. 
M.  Beach  sought  to  abate  fear,  rather  underrated  the  danger,  and 
wisely  concluded  that  any  interference  with  the  trade  should  first  have 

the  most  careful  consideration.  Those  who  have  watched  the  insect's 
gradual  spread  during  the  past  seventeen  or  eighteen  years,  from  its 
native  Rocky  Mountain  home  to  the  Atlantic,  and  have  seen  how  the 
lakes,  instead  of  hindering  its  march  into  Canada,  really  accelerated 
that  march,  by  afibrding  carriage  on  vessels,  rafters  and  other  floating 
objects,  can  have  no  doubt  that  the  danger  felt  by  our  transatlantic 
friends  is  real. 

Yet  1  must  repeat  the  opinion  expressed  a  year  ago — and  which 
has  been  very  generally  coincided  in  by  all  who  have  any  familiarity 

with  the  insect's  economy — that  if  it  ever  gets  to  Europe  it  will  most 
likely  be  carried  there  in  the  perfect  beetle  state  on  some  vessel  ply- 

ing between  the  two  continents.  While  the  beetle,  especially  in  the 
non-growing  season,  will  live  for  months  without  food,  the  larva  would 
perish  in  a  few  days  without  fresh  potato  tops,  and  would,  I  believe, 
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starve  to  death  in  the  midst  of  a  barrel  of  potatoes,  even  if  it  could 

get  there  without  being  crushed  ;  for  while  it  so  voraciously  devours 
the  leaves  it  will  not  touch  the  tubers.  The  eggs,  which  are  quite  soft 

and  easily  crushed,  could,  of  course,  only  be  carried  over  on  the  haulm 
or  on  the  living  plant;  and  while  there  is  a  bare  possibility  of  the 

insect's  transmission  in  this  way,  there  is  little  probability  of  it  since 
the  plants  are  not  objects  of  commercial  exchange,  and  the  haulm,  on 
account  of  its  liability  to  rot,  is  not,  so  far  as  I  can  learn,  used  to  any 

extent  in  packing.  Bssides,  potatoes  are  mostly  exported  during  that 

part  of  the  year  when  there  are  neither  eggs,  larvas  nor  potato  vines 
in  existence  in  the  United  States.  There  is  only  one  other  possible 

way  of  transmission,  and  that  is  in  sufficiently  large  lumps  of  earth,, 
either  as  larva,  pupa  or  beetle.  Now,  if  the  American  dealers 

be  required  to  carefully  avoid  the  use  of  the  haulm  or  shaw  and  to 

ship  none  but  clean  potatoes,  as  free  as  possible  from  earth,  the  insect's 
transmission  among  the  tubers  will  be  rendered  impossible  ;  and  when 

such  precautions  are  so  easily  taken,  there  can  be  no  advantage  in 
the  absolute  prohibition  of  the  traffic  in  American  potatoes.  As  well 

prohibit  traffic  in  a  dozen  other  commodities,  in  many  of  which  the 

insect  is  as  likely  to  be  taken  over,  as  in  potatoes,  and  in  some  of 
which  it  is  even  more  likely  to  be  transported.  The  course  recently 

adopted  by  the  German  government  in  accordance  with  the  sugges- 
tion made  in  my  last  report,  is  much  more  rational  and  will  prove  a 

much  better  safeguard :  It  is  to  furnish  vessels  plying  between  the  two 
countries  with  cards  giving  illustrated  descriptions  of  the  insect  in  all 

stages,  with  the  request  that  passengers  and  crew  destroy  any  stray 

specimens  that  may  be  found.  Let  England  and  Ireland,  together 

with  the  other  European  governments,  co-operate  with  Germany  in 
this  plan,  and  have  such  a  card  posted  in  the  warehouses  of  seaport 

towns,  and  the  meeting  rooms  of  agricultural  societies ;  and  a  possi- 
ble evil  will  be  much  more  likely  avoided.  Some  of  the  English  jour- 
nals are  discussing  the  question  as  to  whether,  with  the  more  moist 

and  cool  climate  of  that  country,  our  10-lined  potato  beetle  would 
thrive  there,  even  if  imported.  There  cannot  be  much  doubt  that  the 

insect  will  rather  enjoy  the  more  temperate  clime ;  for  while  it  thrives 
best  during  comparatively  dry  seasons,  both  excessive  heat  and  drouth 

as  well  as  excessive  wet  are  prejudicial  to  it. 

It  is  argued  by  others  that  on  the  continent  of  Europe  our  Dory- 
phora  would  not  thrive  if  introduced,  and  in  a  recent  letter  received 

from  M.  Oswald  de  Kerchove,  of  Gand,  Belgium,  author  of  an  inter- 

esting pamphlet  on  the  insect,*  that  gentleman  says  :    "  I  do  not  think 

*  L'Ennemi  de  la  Pomme  de  Terre,  etc. ,  Bruxelles,  1875. 
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that  the  Doryphora,  awakened  by  our  early  warm  weather,  could 
resist  the  effects  of  the  late  cold  which  we  are  apt  to  have  in  these 
European  countries."  The  idea  that  the  climate  of  North  America  is 
less  extreme  than  that  of  Europe  is  rather  novel  to  us  of  the  cisat- 

lantic; and  from  a  sufficiently  long  residence  in  England,  France  and 
Germany,  I  am  decidedly  of  the  opinion  that  they  delude  themselves 
who  suppose  that  Doryphora  could  not  thrive  in  the  greater  part  of 
Europe;  and  that  to  abandon  all  precautionary  measures  against  its 
introduction  on  such  grounds  would  be  the  height  of  folly.  An  insect 
which  has  spread  from  the  high  table  lands  of  the  Rocky  Mountains 
across  the  Mississippi  Valley  to  the  Atlantic,  and  that  flourishes  alike 
in  the  States  of  Minnesota,  Wisconsin  and  Connecticut,  and  in  Mary- 

land, Virginia  and  Texas— in  fact,  wherever  the  potato  succeeds— will 
not  likely  be  discomfited  in  the  potato-growing  districts  of  Europe. 

Some  few,  again,  have  ridiculed  the  very  idea  of  the  insect's  passage  to 
Europe  in  any  State,  arguing  that  it  is  an  impossibility  for  any  coleop- 

terous insect  to  be  thus  transferred  from  one  country  to  another. 
Considering  that  half  the  weeds  of  American  agriculture,  and  a  large 
proportion  of  her  worst  insect  pests,  including  two  beetles — viz  :  the 
Asparagus  Beetle  {Crioceris  asparagi,)  and  the  Elm  Leaf-beetle 

(  Galeruea  calmariensis) — in  the  very  same  family  as  our  Doryphora, 
have  been  imported  among  us  from  Europe,  there  would  seem  poor 
foundation  for  such  argument.  Moreover,  a  number  of  other  insects — 

among  them  some  beetles — of  less  importance,  may  be  included  in  the 
number  of  importations  ;  and  the  Rape  Butterfly  {Pieris  rapcB^)  whose 

progress  westward  has  been  simultaneous  with  the  Doryphora's  east- 
ward, and  whose  importation  dates  back  but  a  few  years,  bears  witness 

to  the  fact  that  insects  more  delicate  and  with  fewer  chances  of  safe 

transport  than  Doryphora,  may  succeed  in  getting  alive  from  one 
country  to  the  other,  and  in  gaining  a  foothold  in  the  new  home. 

The  ravages  of  the  insect,  bad  as  they  are,  very  naturally  get 
exaggerated  at  such  a  distance  from  its  native  home,  and  the  following 

from  the  London  Gardener's  Chronicle^  gives  altogether  a  too  gloomy 
picture  :  "  When  once  afield  of  potatoes  has  been  attacked,  all  hope 
of  a  harvest  must  be  given  up ;  in  a  few  days  it  is  changed  into  an  arid 

waste— a  mere  mass  of  dried  stalks."  It  should  not  be  forgotten  that 
the  American  farmer  by  means  of  intelligence  and  a  little  Paris  Green 
is  pretty  much  master  of  the  Doryphora. 

One  of  the  most  amusing  things  growing  out  of  the  European 

agitation  about  this  insect  that  has  come  to  my  notice,  occurred  in 

our  own  city  of  St.  Louis.  Our  worthy  Mayor  Brown  was  importuned 

by  a  Belgian  official  for  information  about  the  insect,  when,  instead 
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of  ascertaining  the  facts,  which  he  might  easily  have  done,  either 
from  myself  or  from  any  of  his  bucolic  friends,  he  chose  to  display  his 

agrestic  proficiency  by  publishing  a  reply  in  the  daily  papers.  The 
following  extract  from  the  reply  will  show  that  a  man  may  be  a  good 

mayor  and  yet  cut  a  sorr^''  figure  as  agriculturist  or  entomologist ;  for 
every  reader  of  these  reports  will  notice  that  there  is  scarcely  a  state- 

ment that  is  not  opposed  to  the  facts  : 

Treating  your  letter,  therefore,  seriously,  J  have  to  state  that  there  never  has  been 
a  potato  bug  seen  tlying  about  St.  Louis  or  any  other  city  in  the  United  States  or  territo- 

ries ;  that  the  potato  bug  never  has  caused  any  alarm  in  any  city  nor  in  the  country — only 
in  certain  seasons  that  seemed  to  be  lavorable  to  the  production  of  them.  I  am  not  aware 
of  the  potato  bug  attacking  any  other  vegetable.  I  consider  the  fears  of  the  people  of 
Belgium  entirely  groundless,  even  if  the  ravages  of  the  potato  bug  had  been  great  in 
any  locality  the  past  season  (which  it  has  not,)  and  is  a  matter  of  no  apprehension  or 
comment  at  the  present  time  in  this  country. 

Mayor  Brown,  though  he  has  the  reputation  of  being  extremely 
versatile,  has  evidently  not  worked  in  a  potato  patch  of  late  years  ! 

Nor  did  his  letter  seem  to  inspire  much  confidence  among  the  Bel- 
gians, who,  soon  after  its  publication,  passed  an  act  prohibiting  the 

importation  of  American  potatoes. 

IS  IT  POISONOUS  ? 

This  question,  which  was  very  fully  discussed,  pro  and  con,  be- 
tween the  years  1866  and  1870,  and  settled  in  the  affirmative,  has  been 

revived  again  by  Prof.  T.  J.  Burrill,  of  the  Illinois  Industrial  Univer- 
sity, who  published  an  item,  which  went  the  rounds  of  the  agricultural 

press,  to  the  effect  that  the  insect  is  not  poisonous  ;  a  statement  he 
supported  by  the  facts  that  he  had  rubbed  the  juice  from  the  mashed 
insect  into  a  flesh  cut,  and  had  had  some  accidentally  squirted  into 

his  eye,  without  any  injurious  effects  resulting.  Now  I  would  not  go 
to  the  extent  of  a  certain  sarcastic  Chicago  professor  who  affirms  that 

he  could  fix  up  a  decoction  from  the  dead  beetles  that  would  cause  a 

vacancy  in  the  chair  of  Vegetable  Physiology  and  Horticulture  in  the 
Illinois  Industrial  University,  if  Prof.  Burrill  inhaled  it,  and  suggests 
that  there  are  certain  animals  that  poison  will  not  affect,  and  that 

Prof.  B.  may  be  one  of  them ;  nor  to  the  extreme  of  a  Philadelphia 
physician  who  asserts  that  the  tincture  from  this  beetle  is  the  most 

virulent  of  insect  poisons,  and  that  nothing  can  be  compared  with  it 

except  the  Argas  of  Miana,  in  Persia,  and  the  Coya  in  the  valley 

Neyba,  in  Popayan,  South  America,  according  to  Ulloa's  Travels,  Vol. 
I,  p.  343.*     Yet  there  are  so  many  authenticated  cases  of  poisoning 

•  See  an  article  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Homcepathic  Medical  Society  of  the  State  of  New  York, 

Vol.  VUI,  pp.  142-169,  1869,  by  E.  M.  Hale,  M.  D.,  of  Chicago.  In  this  article,  which  is  mostly  a 
quotation  from  the  American  Entomologist,  witli  four  poorly-colored  lithographic  plates  made  mostly 

from  my  wood- cuts,  without  credit,  Dr.  Hale  brings  together  several  well  authenticated  cases  of  pois- 
oning. 
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by  the  fumes  from  the  scalded  insects,  that  it  is  surprising  that  Prof. 

Burrill  should  have  so  stoutly  assumed  the  negative  of  the  question 
without  further  research  and  experiment.  It  is  as  if  I,  who  am  not 

affected  by  poison  ivy  or  bee  sting,  should  insist  on  the  harmlessness 

of  either,  in  the  face  of  their  well  known  poisonous  qualities,  and 

their  danger  to  many  persons.  I  know  of  physicians  who  persist  in 

disbelieving  that  death  was  ever  caused  by  calubrine  poison  because 

they  have  never  known  a  fatal  case  of  snake-bite  in  their  own  expe- 

rience ;  but  skepticism  of  that  which  is  outside  one's  own  experience 
usually  dwells  most  where  that  experience  is  limited.  Since  my 

acquaintance  with  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  three  cases  of  its  poi- 
sonous influence  have  been  reported  to  me  by  persons  in  whose  judg- 

ment and  veracity  I  have  the  utmost  confidence,*  and  without  for  a 
moment  doubting  the  facts  Prof.  Burrill  has  recorded,  which  are  valu- 

able as  far  as  they  go,  I  would  simply  say  that  they  do  not  go  far  enough, 
and  he  has  not  solved  the  whole  truth  of  the  matter.  That  the  juices 

of  the  mashed  insects  on  the  human  skin  are,  as  a  rule,  harmless,  is 

proven  by  the  hosts  of  farmers  who  have  crushed  them  by  hand,  and 

I  can  testify  to  the  fact  from  my  own  experience ;  indeed,  scarcely  any 

one  who  has  had  experience  believes  the  wild  stories  of  the  poison- 
ous nature  of  these  juices.  Yet  the  rule  is  not  without  exceptions, 

and  I  do  not  doubt  that,  with  blood  in  certain  bad  conditions,  persons 

have  been  poisoned  by  getting  said  juices  into  wounds  or  cuts.  But 

the  cases  of  undoubted  poisoning  from  this  insect — cases  that  have  in 

some  instances  been  serious  and  even  proved  fatal — are  not  from  the 
juices  of  the  body,  but  from  the  bruising  or  crushing  of  large  masses, 

especially  by  burning  or  scalding  large  quantities  at  a  time.  The 
poison  seems  to  be  of  a  very  volatile  nature,  and  to  produce  swelling, 

*  Even  since  this  was  written,  and  just  as  this  Report  is  going  to  press,  the  following  letter,  under 

date  of  March  15,  1875,  came  to  hand:  ' '  On  Jime  1st,  1874,  I  was  called  to  see  a  little  boy,  son  of  Mr. 
E.  H.  Torgis,  residing  in  a  little  village  about  two  miles  from  this  city.  I  found  the  child  unwilling  to 

speak,  with  jactitation,  quick  breathing,  florid  condition  of  the  skin,  spitting  viscid,  frothy  phlegm;  at 

timee  a  quick,  rather  rapid  pulse,  and  shortly  after  my  arrival  a  peculiar  spasm.  The  case  was  puzzling 

to  me,  but  that  it  was  a  case  of  poisoning  from  some  source  suggested  itself  at  once.  I  made  diligent 

inquiry  into  the  case,  and  eventually  the  father  described  to  me  the  manner  in  which  the  boy  would 

gather  his  apron  full  of  potato  bugs  and  sit  down  by  a  flat  stone  and  by  tlie  means  of  another  stone 

•would  msish  them  one  at  a  time.  Of  course,  in  so  doing  he  inhaled  the  volatile  properties  of  the  iusectt' 
juices.  Tlie  case  was  antidoted  by  the  proper  antidotes  for  such  a  case  with  marked  results.  On  my 

second  visit  made  in  the  evening,  I  found  the  face  the  same  in  appearance,  but  the  temperatiu-e  of  the 
«kin  markedly  different ;  the  jaws  were  slightly  relaxed  and  there  was  high  fever.  I  then  paid  some 

attention  to  these  symptoms,  and  after  making  three  more  visits  discharged  the  case.  Another  case 

came  to  my  notice.  It  was  that  of  a  fttrmer's  wife  who  was  in  the  habit  of  daily  gathering  the  bugs  and 
scalding  or  burning  them.  She  was  seized  with  swelling  in  the  hands,  burning  in  the  stomach  and  dis- 

tension of  the  abdomen.  I  attributed  it  to  tlie  same  cause,  and  relieved  it  accordingly.  I  also  saw  two 

other  cases  somewhat  similar,  and  from  these  observations  am  most  thoroughly  convinced  that  the  insect 

is  poisonous.  .T.  II.  FISHBURNE,  M.  D. 
Lock  Haven,  Pa. 
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pain  and  nausea  very  much  as  other  animal  poisons  do,  and  Dr.  C. 
Ruden,  of  Joliet,  111.,  who,  as  quoted  by  Dr.  Hale  {loc.  oit.,  p.  103), 
experimented  on  himself  by  taking  the  saturated  tincture  internally 

— increasing  the  dose  daily  from  two  to  twenty  drops — experienced 
great  disturbance  of  the  bowels,  swelling  of  the  extremities,  bloated 
face,  protruding  eyes,  fever,  great  thirst  aud  desire  for  something 
acid. 

From  the  present  state  of  the  case,  therefore,  while  there  can  be 
little  danger  in  the  cautious  killing  of  the  insect  in  the  field,  I  would 
not  advise  recklessness  in  handling  it  in  large  quantities ;  and  we 

should  especially  guard  against  collecting  and  destroying  it  by  scald- 
ing or  burning  in  such  quantities.  There  is  no  longer  any  occasion 

for  thus  collecting  and  destroying  the  insects;  and  since  the  custom 
of  tackling  the  enemy  with  the  Paris  Green  mixture  came  into  vogue, 
we  have  heard  much  less  of  potato  bug  poisoning. 

THE  USE  OF  PARIS  GREEN. 

The  question  as  to  the  safety  and  advisability  of  the  use  of  this 

mineral  in  counteracting  the  ravages  of  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle 
and  of  other  noxious  insects,  was  revived  during  the  year  by  the  read- 

ing of  a  paper  before  the  National  Academy  of  Science,  by  Dr.  J.  L. 

LeOonte,  of  Philadelphia,  "  On  the  use  of  mineral  poisons  for  the  pro- 
tection of  Agriculture."  After  some  introductory  remarks  the  paper 

closed  with  the  following  passages  : 

But  in  the  interests  of  those  to  come  after  us,  and  for  whom,  rather  than  for  our- 
selves, we  wish  to  preserve  the  results  of  our  labors,  1  do  solemnly  protest  aorainst  the 

loose  manner  in  which,  on  the  recommendation  of  persons  who  have  observed  only  the 
effects  of  these  poisons  upon  the  insect  pests  to  which  their  attention  has  been  directed, 
a  most  dangerous  substance  has  been  placed  in  the  hands  of  a  large  mass  of  uneducated 
men.  You  will  learn  from  those  who  will  supplement  these  remarks  the  fearful  extent 
to  which  the  manufacture  of  this  poison  has  increased  upon  agricultural  demand.  I 
can  say,  on  the  authority  of  a  friend  residing  in  one  of  the  great  agricultural  centers  of 
the  West,  that  the  druggists  of  his  town  order  it  by  the  ton. 

The  ravages  of  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  which  has  been  the  chief  agent  in  intro- 
ducing Paris  Green  into  agriculture,  commenced  in  the  West  many  years  ago,  and  its 

extension,  at  a  regular  rate,  was  predicted  by  entomologists,  whose  opinion  was  worthy 
to  be  received. 

The  prediction  has  been  verified  almost  to  a  year. 
Now  it  was  within  the  power  of  the  Government,  through  a  properly  organized 

scientific  bureau  for  the  protection  of  agriculture,  to  have  ordered  a  commission,  who 
would,  after  thoroughly  investigating  the  subject,  recommend  proper  measures  to  be 
adopted.  I  am  free  to  say  that  the  use  of  metallic  poisons  would  not  be  one  of  them. 
But  human  labor,  properly  compensated  and  intelligently  employed  to  avert  a  national 
calamity,  such  as  has  come  upon  us  from  the  incursion  of  the  insect,  might,  perhaps, 
have  been  one  of  the  agents  suggested. 

In  a  discourse  before  the  American  Association  for  the  advancement  of  science,  at 
Portland,  Maine,  in  August,  1873,  I  recommended,  among  other  measures  for  the  pro- 

motion of  economic  entomology  in  the  United  States,  the  reorganization  of  the  De- 
partment of  Agriculture  on  a  scientific  basis  for  the  proper  protection  and  advancement 

of  agriculture. 
This  recommendation  was  made  the  basis  for  several  efforts  on  the  part  of  the 

farmers  of  the  Mississippi  Valley.  But,  as  is  usual  in  cases  where  the  emoluments  of 
office  and  the  expenditure  ol  public  funds  are  at  stake,  the  attempt  at  reform  failed.  I 
now  appeal — and  trust  to  your  influence  to  give  the  appeal  as  wide  a  circulation  as 
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possible — to  the  whole  of  the  intelligent  community  of  the  country  to  stop  this  indis- 
criminate use  of  metallic  poisons  on  the  soil  until  the  wliole  suljject  has  been  investi- 

gated, not  by  observers  of  the  habits  of  insects,  but  by  a  properly  constituted  scientific 
commission  of  chemists,  physiolo<;:ist3  and  entomoloo;ists,  who  will  recommend  a  g'en- 
eral  system  of  attack  upon  our  insect  enemies  without  danger  to  our  future  agricultural 
prosperity. 

The  food-producers  have  not  been  strong  enough  to  effect  the  much  needed  reform* 
Let  the  food-consumers  now  unite  M'ith  them  in  demanding  it. 

The  paper,  which  was  discussed  by  several  eminent  scientists,  then 

and  there  present,  who  conjured  up  all  the  possible  cases  of  poisoning 
from  Paris  Green  they  could  think  of,  in  its  careless  handling,  use  in 

coloring  wall  paper,  etc.,  provoked  the  following  resolution  : 

Resolved,  That  a  committee  be  appointed  to  investigate  and  report  upon  the  subject 

of  the  use  of  poisons  applied  to  vegetables  or  otherwise  for  the  destruction  of  delete- 
rious insects  and  other  animals,  and  also  the  incautious  use  of  poisons  in  the  orna- 

mentation of  articles  of  food  and  destructive  purposes  generally,  such,  for  instance,  as 
the  coloring  of  paper. 

No  one  can  hold  that  eminent  entomologist,  Dr.  J.  L.  LeConte,  in 

higher  esteem  than  does  the  writer;  and  so  just  and  to  the  point  do  I 

deem  the  remarks  about  our  Department  of  Agriculture  that  I  make 

place  for  them  in  full.  Yet  the  position  assumed  regarding  the  use  of 

Paris  Green  places  my  friend  in  the  attitude  of  an  alarmist,  and  sub- 
sequent writers,  prone  to  exaggerate,  have  played  upon  the  tocsin 

sounded  by  him  till  pictures  of  suffering  and  death  from  the  use  of 

the  mineral;  of  the  earth  poisoned  with  it  and  sown  with  danger,  are 

conjured  up  ad  libitum.  Quoth  the  Utica  (N.  Y.)  Herald:  "  The  eye 
of  science  sees  the  horrible  spectre  of  the  demon  bug  stalking  over 

the  patch  where  its  body  was  struck  down  by  the  deadly  Paris  Green, 
and  laughing  in  fiendish  glee  over  the  terrible  retribution  that  awaits 

its  slayer.  *  *  *  The  chemical  possibilities  which  may  result  in 
the  poisoning  of  the  vegetation  raised  from  the  poisoned  soil  are  fear- 

ful to  contemplate!"  While,  therefore,  Dr.  LeConte's  object — which 
was  evidently  to  cause  more  thorough  experiments  and  investigations 

to  be  made  than  had  hitherto  been  made — was  praiseworthy  enough, 
I  consider  the  attitude  assumed  neither  commendable  nor  tenable  ; 

first,  because  it  takes  no  account  of  an  extensive  past  experience  ; 

second,  because  it  is  contrary  to  that  experience,  and  what  experi- 
ment had  already  been  made. 

The  subject  is  one  of  vast  importance,  and  as  it  was  my  lot  to  be, 

perhaps,  as  instrumental  as  any  one  in  causing  the  now  general  use 

of  Paris  Green,  both  for  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle  and  for  the  Cot- 

ton-worm, I  take  pleasure  in  presenting  the  facts  in  the  case,  so  far  as 

they  are  known ;  for  these  facts  will  serve  to  dissipate  much  misap- 
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prehension,  and  certainly  support  the  opinion  previously  expressed  on. 

the  subject  in  these  reports  :* 
Past  Experience. — In  the  early  history  of  the  use  of  this  mineral 

as  an  insecticide,  most  persons,  myself  included,  were  loth,  on  theo- 
retical grounds,  to  recommend  its  general  use  ;  and  I  have  ever  insisted 

that  the  many  other  mechanical  and  preventive  measures,  which,  if 

persistently  employed,  are  sufficient  to  defeat  the  foe,  should  be 
resorted  to  in  preference.  But  the  more  diluted  form  and  improved 

methods  now-a-days  employed  in  using  the  poison,  render  it  a  much 
safer  remedy  than  it  was  a  few  years  back;  and  no  one  should  fail  to 

take  into  account  that  during  the  past  six  years  millions  of  bushels  of 

potatoes  have  been  raised,  the  leaves  of  which  have  been  most  thor- 
oughly sprinkled  with  the  Paris  Green  mixture,  without  any  injurious 

effect  to  the  tuber,  or  to  persons  using  potatoes  raised  in  this  manner. 

Indeed,  scarcely  any  potatoes  have  been  raised  in  the  Middle  States 
during  these  years,  without  its  use ;  yet  I  have  to  learn  of  the  first 

authentic  case  of  poisoning  or  injury  whatever,  except  through  care- 
lessness and  exposure  to  its  direct  influence.    So  far  as  experience 

•  We  hear  many  fears  expressed  that  this  poison  may  be  washed  into  the  soil,. absorbed  by  th« 

rootlets,  and  thus  poison  the  tubers;  but  persons -who  entertain  such  fears  forget  that  they  themselves 

often  apply  to  the  gi'ound,  as  nourishment  for  the  vines,  either  animal,  vegetable  or  mineral  substances 
that  are  nauseous,  or  even  poisonous  tons.  Animal  and  vegetable  substances,  of  whatsoever  nature, 

must  be  essentially  changed  in  character  and  rendered  harmless  before  they  can  be  converted  into 

healthy  tubers,  and  a  mineral  poison  could  only  do  harm  by  being  taken  with  the  potatoes  to  the  table. 

That  any  substance,  sprinkled  either  on  the  vmes  or  on  the  ground,  would  ever  accompany  to  the  table 

a  vegetable  which  develops  underground,  and  which  is  always  well  cooked  before  use,  is  rendered 

highly  improbable.  There  can  be  no  danger  in  the  use  of  sound  tubers.  But  the  wise  and  well-in- 

formed cultivator  wiU  seldom  need  to  have  recom-se  to  Pans  Green,  as  he  will  find  it  more  profitable  to 
use  the  diflferent  preventive  measures  that  have,  from  time  to  time,  been  recommended  in  thes* 
columns. 

The  poison  may  do  harm,  however,  by  being  carelessly  used,  and  it  is  most  safely  applied  when 

attached  to  the  end  of  a  stick  several  feet  long,  and  should  net  be  used  where  children  are  likely 

to  play.— [3d Rep.,  pp.  99-100. 
Some  persons  have  even  imagined  that  potatoes  grown  on  land  where  it  has  been  used  are  often 

watery,  rank  and  of  bad  flavor,  and  according  to  the  Monthly  Report  from  the  Department  of  Agri- 
culture for  August  and  September  last,  peas  planted  in  soU  mixed  with  the  green  rotted  immediately 

and  would  not  germinate,  while  those  in  unadulterated  soil  grew  finely  and  flourished,  but  died  immedi- 
ately when  transplanted  into  the  soil  mixed  with  the  Green.  How  far  these  statements  are  to  be  relied 

on,  each  one  must  judge  for  himself,  but  it  is  certainly  advisable  to  avoid  as  much  as  possible  the  us*; 

of  the  poison,  by  carrying  out  the  other  methods,  both  preventive  and  remedial,  advocated  in  previous 

Reports;  for  wholesale  remedies  always  have  the  disadvantage  of  destroying  some  friends  with  the 

ioes,  and  in  this  case  the  true  parasites  and  those  cannibals  which  by  mastication  partake  bodily  of  their 

green-covered  prey,  certainly  faU  in  the  general  slaughter.  But  this  remedy  has  now; been  ao 
extensively  used  with  good  results  and  without  any  apparent  harm  to  the  tubers,  that  full  and 

thorough  proof  against  it  wiU  be  necessary  to  cause  its  abandonment.  Properly  mixed  I  have 

used  it  without  the  slightest  trace  of  evil  effect  on  the  leaves  or  tubers,  and  I  know  hundreds  of  others 

who  have  done  likewise;  so  that  with  present  experience  I  should  not  hesitate  to  recommend  its 

judicious  use.  What  is  wanted  on  this  subject,  is  a  long  series  of  thoroughly  accurate  and  reliable  ex- 
periments. Let  our  Agricultural  Colleges  make  them!  Meanwhile  Paris  Green  will  be  extensively 

used,  especially  while  the  vines  are  young  and  most  need  protection;  for  after  the  expense  of  prepa- 
ring the  land  and  planting  has  been  incuiTcd,  it  will  not  do  to  get  discouraged  and  abandon  the  field  to 

the  enemy,  when  such  an  efficient  remedy  is  at  hand. — [4th  Rep.,  pp.  11-12. 
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goes,  therefore,  there  is  nothing  to  fear  from  the  judicious  use  of  the 
mineral.  Let  us  then  consider,  from  the  best  authority,  what  are  the 

effects  of  its  use  as  at  present  recommended :  First,  on  the  plant  itself; 

second,  on  the  soil ;  third,  on  man,  indirectly,  either  through  the  soil 
or  through  the  plant. 

Its  Influence  on  the  Plant. — Practically  the  effect  of  sprinkling 

a  plant  with  Paris  Green,  will  depend  very  much  on  the  amount  used 
and  on  the  character  of  the  plant  treated.  Thus,  from  experiments 

which  I  made  in  1872,  a  thorough  coating  of  a  mixture  of  one  part  of 
Green  to  fifteen  of  flour,  while  injuring  some  of  the  leaves  of  peas,^ 

clover  and  sassafras,  had  no  injurious  effect  on  young  oaks,  maples 

and  hickories,  or  on  cabbage  and  strawberries  ;  while  the  fact  has  long 
been  known  that  when  used  too  strong  and  copiously  it  destroys 

potato  vines.  It  is  for  this  reason  that  the  experiments  made  during 

the  past  year  on  beets,  by  a  committee  appointed  by  the  Potomac 

Fruit  Grower's  Society,  are  of  little  value,  as  against  the  universal 
experience  of  the  farmers  of  the  Mississippi  Valley.  The  mixture 

used  by  the  committee,  and  which  they  call  "highly  diluted,"  con- 
sisted of  one  part  of  Green  Avith  but  six  of  the  dilutent,  instead  of 

from  twenty-five  to  thirty  parts  of  the  latter ;  and  it  is  no  wonder  that, 

as  reported  by  the  committee,  the  vitality  of  the  plants  was  seriously 

impaired.  There  can  be  no  question,  therefore,  about  the  injurious 
effect  of  the  Green  upon  potato  vines,  when  it  is  used  pure  or  but 

slightly  diluted  ;  yet  in  this  case,  since  it  is  the  office  of  the  leaves  to- 
expire  rather  than  inspire,  we  cannot  say  that  the  plant  is  injured,  or 

killed  by  absorption,  any  more  than  if  it  were  injured  or  killed  by  hot 

water,  which,  according  to  the  degree  to  which  it  is  heated,  or  the 
copiousness  of  the  application,  may  either  be  used  with  impunity  or 
with  fatal  effects.  Indeed,  judging  from  my  own  experience,  I  very 
much  incline  to  believe  that  future  careful  experiments  will  show  that 

injury  to  the  leaf  by  the  application  of  this  compound,  arises  more 
often  from  the  stoppage  of  the  stoma,  which  is  effected  as  much  by 

the  dilutent  as  by  the  arsenite  itself.  So  much  for  the  influence  of 

the  poison  when  coming  in  contact  with  the  plant  above  ground.  The 

question  as  to  how  it  affects  the  plant  below  ground,  through  the 

roots,  may  be  considered  in  connection  with — 
Its  Influence  on  the  Soil. — As  Prof.  J.  W.  Johnson,  in  an  admi- 

rable review  of  this  subject,  has  recently  stated:*  "One  pound 
of  pure  Paris  Green  contains  about  ten  ounces  of  white  arsenic^ 

and  about  four  ounces  of  copper;"  or,  to  state  it  in  the  usual  way, 
Sweinfurt  or  pure  Paris  Green  contains  fifty-eight  per  cent,  of  arsenious 

•  New  York  Weekly  Tribune,  December  16,  1S74. 
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acid.  One  pound  of  the  Green  uniformly  spread  over  an  acre  of  soil, 

would  amount  to  sixteen-hundredths  of  a  grain  per  square  foot,  or 
nine-hundredths  of  a  grain  of  arsenious  acid.  If  uniformly  mixed 
with  the  soil  to  the  depth  of  a  foot,  it  would,  of  course,  be  the  same 

to  the  cubic  foot.  In  actual  practice,  even  this  amount  does  not  reach 

the  soil  direct  or  in  an  unchanged  form,  since  much  of  it  is  acted  upon 

by  the  digestive  organs  of  the  fated  insects.  It  is  safe  to  say  that 

even  if  the  Green  retained  for  all  time  its  poisonous  power  and  purity 
in  the  soil,  this  mere  fractional  part  of  a  grain  might  be  added  annually 

for  half  a  century  without  any  serious  effects  to  the  plants.  In  real- 
ity, however,  there  is  no  reason  to  believe  that  it  does  so  remain.  Of 

the  few  experiments  on  record  which  bear  on  this  point,  those  made 

by  Prof.  W.  K.  Kedzie,  while  connected  with  the  Michigan  Agricul- 
tural College,  in  1872,  are  the  most  interesting  and  instructive.  In  a 

paper  read  before  the  Natural  History  Society  of  the  College,  he 
proved,  from  these  experiments,  that  where  water  was  charged  with 

carbonic  acid  or  ammonia,  a  certain  portion  of  the  Green  was  dis- 

solved, but  was  quickly  converted  into  an  insoluble  and  harmless  pre- 
cipitate with  the  oxide  of  iron  which  exists  very  generally  in  soils. 

Fleck  has  shown  (Zeitschrift  fiir  Biologie,  Bd.  viii,  s.  455,  1872)  that 
arsenious  acid  in  contact  with  moist  organic  substances,  especially 

starch  sizing,  forms  arseniuretted  hydrogen,  which  diffuses  in  the  air ; 
and  it  is  more  than  probable  that  the  Green  used  in  our  fields  will  lose 

its  poisonous  power,  and  disappear  in  these  and  other  ways.  The 

question  as  to  how  the  plant  is  affected  by  the  poison  through  the  soil 

is,  therefore,  partly  answered  by  the  above  facts.  Water  is  both  the 

universal  solvent  and  the  vehicle  by  which  all  plants  appropriate 

their  nourishment;  but  in  this  instance  its  solvent  and  carrying  power 

is  for  the  most  part  neutralized  by  the  oxide  of  iron  in  the  soil ;  and 

though  some  experiments  by  Dr.  E.  W.  Davy,  and  quoted  by  Prof. 

Johnson  in  the  article  already  cited,  would  indicate  that,  under  cer- 
tain circumstances,  some  of  the  arsenious  acid  may  be  taken  up  by 

plants  before  passing  into  the  insoluble  combination  ;  yet  the  quantity 
is  evidently  very  slight. 

Some  persons  have  imagined  that  the  soggy  and  watery  potatoes 

that  have  been  so  common  of  late  years  are  due  to  the  influence  of 

this  poison  ;  but  this  idea  is  proved  to  be  erroneous  by  the  fact  that 
such  imperfect  potatoes  are  not  confined  to  the  districts  where  Paris 

Green  has  been  used.  Indeed,  they  are  much  more  likely  due  to  the 
injury  and  defoliation  of  the  plant  by  the  insect;  for  no  plant  can 

mature  a  healthy  root  when  its  leaf  system  is  so  seriously  impaired 

by  the  constant  gnawings  of  insects.  Finally,  we  must  not  forget  that 

both  arsenic  and  copper  are  widely  distributed  throughout  the  inor- 
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ganic  world*  and  are  found  naturally  in  many  plants  ;  and  so  far  from 
injuring  plants,  in  minute  quantities,  arsenic  occurs  in  the  best  super- 

phosphates and  the  volcanic  soil  around  Naples,  which,  like  all  volcanic 

soils,  contains  an  unusual  amount  of  it,  has  the  reputation  of  being  a 

specific  against  fungoid  diseases  in  plants.'  A  certain  quantity  may 
therefore  be  beneficial  to  plants,  as  it  appears  to  be  to  animals,  since 

horses  fed  on  a  grain  or  two  a  day  are  said  to  thrive  and  grow  fat.f 
Its  Influence  on  Man  indirectly  through  the  Soil  or  through 

THE  Plant. — The  Green  as  now  used  could  not  well  collect  in  sufiicient 

quantities  to  be  directly  deleterious  to  man  in  the  field  in  any  imagi- 
nable way;  while  its  injury  through  the  plant  is,  I  think,  out  of  the 

question  ;  for  the  plant  could  not  absorb  enough  without  being  killed. 

The  idea  that  the  earth  is  being  sown  with  death  by  those  who  fight 

the  Colorado  Potato-beetle  with  this  mineral,  may,  therefore,  be  dis- 
missed as  a  pure  phantasmagoria. 

In  conclusion,  while  no  one  denies  the  danger  attending  the  care- 
less use  of  Paris  Green,  and  all  who  have  recommended  its  use  have 

not  hesitated  to  caution  against  such  carelessness,  a  careful  inquiry 

into  the  facts  from  the  experimental  side  bears  out  the  results  of  a 

long  and  extensive  experience  among  the  farmers  of  the  country — 
viz  :  that  there  is  no  present  or  future  danger  from  its  judicious  use, 

in  the  diluted  form,  whether  as  liquid  or  powder,  in  which  it  is  now 
universally  recommended.  Nor  is  the  wholesale  charge  made  by  Dr. 

LeConte  that  the  remedy  has  beenrecommendedby  persons  who  have 

observed  only  the  eflfects  of  the  poison  on  the  insects  to  which  their 

attention  has  been  directed,  warranted  by  the  facts.  It  is  in  this  as  in 

so  many  other  things,  a  proper  use  of  the  poison  has  proved,  and  will 

prove  in  future,  a  great  blessing  to  the  country,  where  its  abuse  can 

only  be  followed  by  evil  consequences.  Poison  is  only  a  relative  term 
and  that  which  is  most  virulent  in  large  quantities  is  oftentimes 

harmless  or  even  beneficial  to  animal  economy  in  smaller  amounts. 
The  farmers  will  look  forward  with  intense  interest  to  the  work  of  the 

committee  appointed  by  the  National  Academy,  or  of  any  national 
commission  appointed  to  investigate  the  subject,  and  will  hail  with 

*  Prof.  Johnson,  {loc.  cit.)  writes  : 

The  wifle  disti-ibution  of  both  arsenic  and  copper  is  well  known  to  mineralogists  and  chemists. 
These  metals  are  dissolved  in  the  waters  of  many  famous  mineral  springs,  as  those  of  Vichy  and  Wies- 

baden. Prof.  Hardin  found  in  tlie  Ilockbridge  Alum  Springs  of  Virginia,  arsenic,  antimony,  lead, 
copper,  zinc,  cobalt,  nickel,  manganese,  and  iron.  The  arsenic,  however,  was  present  in  exceedingly 
mmute  quantity  Even  river  water,  as  that  of  the  Nile,  contains  an  ap])reciable  quantity  of  arsenic. 
Dr.  Will ,  the  successor  of  Liebig  at  Giessen,  proved  the  existence  of  five  poisonous  metals  in  the  water 
of  the  celebrated  mineral  spring.s  of  Kippoldsau,  in  Baden.  In  the  Joseph's  Spring  he  found  to  10,000,- 
000  parts  of  water  arsenic  (white,)  6  parts  ;  tin  oxide,  1-4  part;  antimony  oxide,  1-0  part;  lead  oxide. 
1-4  part;  copper  oxide,  1  part.  Arsenic  and  copper  have  been  found  in  a  multitude  of  iron  ores,  in  the 
sediments  from  chalybeate  springs,  in  clays,  marls  and  cultivated  soils.  But  Ave  do  not  hear  that  the 
arsenic  thus  widely  distributed  in  waters  and  soils  ever  accumulates  in  plant  or  animal  to  a  deleterious 
extent. 

t  See  an  article  on  "  Arsenic  in  Agi'icultural  and  Technical  Products."  by  Prof.  A.  Vogel,  in. 
Scicntijic  American,  Oct.  17,  1874. 
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joy  and  gratitude  any  less  dangerous  remedy  that  will  prove  as  effect- 
ual; but  until  such  is  discovered,  they  will  continue  to  use  that 

which  has  saved  them  so  much  labor  and  given  so  much  satisfaction. 
I  would  therefore  say  to  those  agriculturists  of  the  East  who  are  in 
any  way  alarmed  by  what  has  been  written  on  this  subject,  and  who 

hesitate  to  use  the  Paris  Green  mixture — profit  by  the  experience  of 
your  more  western  brethren,  and  do  not  allow  the  voracious  Dory- 
phora  to  destroy  your  potatoes,  when  so  simple  and  cheap  a  remedy 
is  at  hand! 

THE  BEETLE  EATS  AS  WELL  AS  THE  LARVA. 

As  the  statement  has  been  quite  frequently  made  during  the  year, 
in  Eastern  papers,  that  the  beetle  does  not  feed,  and  that  consequently 
there  is  nothing  to  fear  from  them  early  in  the  year,  the  fact  may  as 
well  be  reiterated  that  the  beetle  does  feed,  though  not  quite  so  rav- 

enously as  the  larva.  But  as  they  are  on  hand  as  soon  as  the  young 
plants  peep  through  the  ground,  and  as  these  first  spring  beetles  are 
the  source  of  all  the  trouble  that  follows  later  in  the  season,  it  is  very 
important  to  seek  and  destroy  them. 

IT  PASSES  THE  WINTER  IN  THE  BEETLE  STATE. 

The  statement  is  continually  made  that  the  insect  hibernates  as  a 

larva.  "I  must  insist  that  with  us  it  never  does,  but  that  the  last  brood 
invariably  hibernates  in  the  perfect  beetle  state.  Specimens  have 
teen  found  at  a  depth  of  eight  and  even  ten  feet  below  the  surface, 
but  the  great  majority  do  not  descend  beyond  eighteen  or  twenty 
inches,  and  many  will  not  enter  the  ground  at  all  if  they  can  find 
other  substances  above  ground  that  will  shelter  them  sufiiciently. 
The  beetles  are  found  abundantly  above  the  ground  in  the  month  of 

April  in  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis,  but  often  re-enter  it  after  they  have 

once  left,  especially  during  cold,  damp  weather." — [4th  Report. 

NEW  FOOD  PLANTS. 

Mr.  A.  W.  Hoffmeister,  of  Ft.  Madison,  Iowa,  an  entomologist,  the 
accuracy  of  whose  observations  may  be  relied  on,  writes  : 

Last  year,  after  all  the  early  potatoes  had  been  taken  up  and  the  late  ones  either 
wilted  through  excessive  dryness  or  eaten  up  by  the  Colorado  gentleman,  I  was  aston- 

ished to  find  so  many  10-lined  spearmen  in  the  lower  part  of  town,  while  in  the  upper 
part  they  were  reasonably  scarce ;  but  I  was  more  astonished  to  find  that  the  larvae  had 
stripped  the  Verbascum  of  its  leaves. 

The  Mullein,  belonging  to  the  Figwort  family,  must  therefore  be 
added  to  the  list  of  plants  on  which  the  insect  lives  and  flourishes.  An 
item  went  the  rounds  of  the  papers  during  the  year  to  the  effect  that 
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alfalfa  is  greedily  devoured  by  this  insect,  but  just  how  much  credit 
should  be  given  to  the  statement,  which  originated  with  a  Montana 

correspondent  of  the  Farmer's  Home  Journal  of  Kentucky,  it  is  dif- 
ficult to  say.  Probably  the  reference  was  originally  made  to  the  old- 

fashioned  "  potato-bugs,"  or  blister-beetles,  which  are  common  in  the 
Western  country  and  very  general  feeders. 

NEW  MEANS  OF  DESTRUCTION. 

The  use  of  Paris  Green  having  become  a  universal  remedy  for 

this  pest,  there  is  little  to  be  said  under  this  head,  except  as  regards 

the  improved  methods  of  using  the  application.  Last  spring,  Mr. 
Frank  M.  Gray  of  Jefferson,  Cook  county.  Ills.,  sent  me  a  sprinkler 

which  he  has  constructed  for  sprinkling  two  rows  at  once.  It  is  so 

simple  and  yet  so  useful  that  a  brief  description  of  it  will  not  be  out 

of  place  here.  It  consists  of  a  can  capable  of  holding  about  eight 

gallons  of  liquid,  and  so  formed  as  to  rest  easily  on  the  back,  to  which 
iFig- 1]  it  is  fastened,  knapsack  fashion,  by 

adjustable  straps,  which  reach  over 
the  shoulders  and  fasten  across  the 

breast.  To  the  lower  part  of  the 
can  are  attached  two  rubber  tubes 

which  are  connected  with  two  noz- 

zles on  sprinklers.  The  inside  of 
the  can  has  three  shelves  which 

help  to  keep  the  mixture  stirred. 
There  is  a  convenient  lever  at  the 

bottom  which  presses  the  tubes 

and  shuts  off  the  outflow  at  will, 
and  two  hooks  on  the  sides  near  the 

top  on  which  to  hang  the  tubes 

when  not  in  use.  On  the  top  is  a 

small  air-tube  and  a  capped  orifice. 
Two  bucketfulls  of  water  are  first 

poured  into  the  can,  then  three 

tablespoonfulls  of  good  Green,  well 

mixed  with  another  half-bucketfull  of  water  and  strained  through  a 

funnel-shaped  strainer  which  accompanies  the  machine,  and  the  use 
of  which  prevents  the  larger  particles  of  the  Green  from  getting  into 

the  can  and  clogging  up  the  sprinklers.  Five  to  eight  acres  a  day  can 

readily  be  sprinkled  by  one  man  using  the  can,  and  from  one  to  one 

and  a  half  pounds  of  good  Green,  according  to  the  size  of  the  plants 

Gray's  Improved  Sprinkler,  for  the  use  of  Paris Greeu  water. 
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will  suffice  to  the  acre.  Two  lengths  of  nozzles  are  furnished,  one  for 

use  when  the  plants  are  small,  the  other  when  they  are  larger.  The 

can  should  be  filled  on  the  ground  and  then  raised  on  a  bench  or  bar- 
rel, from  which  it  is  easily  attached  to  the  back.  The  walking  serves 

to  keep  the  Green  well  shaken,  and  the  flow  of  liquid  is  regulated  at 

will  by  a  pressure  of  the  fingers  at  the  junction  of  the  tubes  with  the 
metallic  nozzles.  When  not  in  use,  the  tubes  should  be  removed  and 

the  can  emptied  and  laid  on  its  back.  I  can  testify  to  the  ease  and 

efficiency  with  which  this  little  machine  may  be  used,  and  it  has  been 

so  well  thoughi  of  that  it  is  now  manufactured  and  for  sale  at  66  W, 

Madison  street,  Chicago,  though  I  do  not  know  at  what  price. 

TILE  PROPER  SCIENTIFIC  NAIME  OF  THE  BEETLE. 

Of  course  the  American  reader  need  not  be  informed  of  the  fact 

that  this  insect  has  been  universally  known,  since  it  attained  popular 

notoriety,  by  the  scientific  name  of  Doryphora  \0-lineata  Say.  Amer- 
ican coleopterists  have  from  the  first  been  fully  aware  that  it  differed 

from  the  typical  genus  Doryphora  in  lacking  the  point  produced  on 
the  mesosternum  (middle  of  breast),  which  is  characteristic  of  that 

genus  as  defined  by  its  founder,  Olivier.  Yet  as  this  character  is  of 
secondary  importance,  and  by  no  means  of  generic  value,  in  many 
other  families  of  Coleoptera;  and  our  insect  in  other  characters,  and 

especially  in  the  short  and  transverse  form  of  the  maxillary  palpi, 

approaches  nearer  to  the  genus  Doryphora  than  to  any  other  genus  of 

its  sub-family  ( CAr?/S(?me^Z(^<js),  that  father  of  American  Entomology, 
Thomas  Say,  described  it  under  that  genus.  Subsequent  American 

authorities,  including  Dr.  LeConte,  have  followed  this  enlarged  defini- 
tion of  the  genus  Doryphora^  considering  the  palpial  of  much  more 

value  than  the  sternal  characters;  and  Say's  name  has  consequently 
been  universally  adopted  in  this  country  both  by  popular  and  technical 
writers.  The  genus  Chrysomela  of  LincEeus  has  been  made  the  basis 

of  several  minor  divisions,  which  are  considered  to  be  of  generic 

value  or  not,  according  to  the  opinions  of  different  systematists.  Thus 

Melsheimer  in  his  catalogue  of  N.  A.  Coleoptera  (1853)  refers  our 

potato-beetle  to  the  genus  Polygramina  erected  by  the  French  ento- 
mologist Chevrolat  upon  unimportant  colorational  characters.  Re- 

cently, the  Sweedish  entomologist  Stal  in  a  Monograph  of  the  Ameri- 

can Chrysomelides*  erects  the  genus  Myocoryna^  on  the  slightly 
compressed  form  of  the  antennal  club,  for  our  potato  beetle,  and  sev- 

eral other  species  from  Texas  and  Mexico.  Until  some  yet  distant 

day  when  the  science  of  entomology  shall  be  perfected,  there  will  be 

*  Trans.  Sweedish  Academy,  1858,p.  316. 
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a  constant  chopping  and  changing  in  generic  nomenclature  (much  of 

it  of  questionable  warrant  or  advantage),  and  it  is  ofttimes  preferable, 
especially  in  popular  works,  to  anchor  to  the  more  comprehensive  and 
better  known  generic  terms,  instead  of  confounding  the  reader  by  the 

more  recent  changes.  There  is  nothing  to  prevent  any  author  from 

erecting  new  genera,  but  whether  a  proposed  genus  is  in  the  end  by 

common  consent  adopted  or  not  will  depend  on  the  value  of  the  char- 
acters on  which  it  is  founded.  Our  best  authorities  ignore  the  more 

recent  divisions,  and  LeConte  writes  me :  "Let  us  set  our  faces  against 
the  adoption  of  the  multitude  of  genera,  which  even  the  founders  fail 

to  sustain.  *  *  *  Let  Poly  gramma.,  Leptinotarsa^  Myocoryna^* 

etc.,  never  be  mentioned  amongst  us."  Thence,  if  we  write  Chrysomela 
\Q-lineata  (Say),  with  Crotch,  in  his  list  of  N.  A.  Ooleoptera  (1878), 
we  indicate  that  in  our  opinion  the  later  divisions  into  which  that 

genus  has  been  broken  up,  and  which  would  include  this  species,  are 
not  based  on  sufficiently  important  and  distinctive  characters;  if  we 

write  DorypJiora  10-Ii7ieata  Say,  we  express  our  belief  in  the  generic 
value  of  the  palpial  characters.  In  either  event  no  confusion  will 

ensue  providing  the  authority  for  the  species  is  given,  and  the  Ameri- 
can entomologist  does  no  violence  either  to  good  sense  or  propriety 

by  designating  the  insect  as  it  was  at  first  described,  i.  e.,  Doryphora, 

10-li7ieaia.  It  is  because  of  the  present  unsettled  conditon  of  ento- 
mological nomenclature  that  the  custom  yet  prevails  of  attaching  the 

abbreviated  authority  to  the  names  of  insects,  as  the  only  sure  way 

to  express  our  meaning  and  obviate  all  confusion  as  to  the  species 
intended. 

I  have  been  led  to  these  synonymical  remarks  by  an  article  by 

M.  E.  A.  Carriere,  which,  had  it  occurred  in  a  less  important  journal 

than  the  Revue  Ilorticole,^;  of  which  he  is  editor,  would  not  deserve 
notice.  With  an  arrogance  in  keeping  with  the  superficial  knowledge 

of  the  subject  he  displays,  M.  Carriere  undertakes  to  read  the  Ameri- 
cans an  entomological  lesson,  teach  them  how  to  correctly  designate 

this  potato  enemy  and  "cut  short  the  confusion  "  which  he  takes  it 
for  granted  exists  on  the  subject  in  this  country.  As  the  idea  is 

altogether  too  prevalent  among  European  writers  that  American 

naturalists  are  a  set  of  know-nothings,  I  shall  briefly  notice  this  article 

of  M,  Carr^ere's  to  show  how  ridiculously  pragmatical  he  appears  in 

*  Even  il"  the  chai-acters  given  by  Stiil  are  ever  considered  by  authors  genentlly  of  generic  value, 
the  name  Myocoryna  could  not  be  employed,  as  it  is  preoccupied  by  a  genus,  in  the  same  family  of 

Chrysomelians,  founded  by  Dejean  CCat.  3d  edit. ,  p.  428) ;  and  if  our  potato-beetle  is  to  be  known  by 

any  subgeneric  title  I  ■would  propose  that  of  Thiibocorijna . 

t  Subsequently  noticed  in  several  European  periodicals,   and  republished  in  the  Journal  d'  Agri- 
culture Pratique,  and  in  the  Bulletin  of  the  Soc.  Ccntrale  d'  Arjr.  du  Dep.  dc  I'  Ilcrault,  1874,  pp.  84-5. 

ER— 2 
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the  eyes  of  those  whom  he  attempts  to  teach,  however  much  his  show 
of  erudition  may  awe  his  French  readers. 

First,  then,  we  are  informed  that  our  insect  should  be  referred 

to  the  genus  Cliry somela^  or  else — admitting  the  subdivisions  of  that 

genus — to  the  sub-genus  Polygramma  of  Chevrolat.  Considering  that 
before  M.  Oarriere  wrote,  Crotch  had  made  the  former  reference,  and 

Melsheimer  many  years  previously,  the  second — thi.'s  information  is 
not  novel. 

Secondly^  we  are  gravely  told  that  another  error  "  more  difficult 
to  comprehend,  because  it  is  pure  nonsense,"  consists  in  calling  the 
insect  by  the  specific  name  of  decempunctata  !  Since  no  American 

entomologist  has  ever  called  it  by  that  name,  and  it  was  first  so  desig- 
nated in  a  foreign  journal,  by  mistake,  M.  Carriere  might  have  saved 

himself  the  exhaustive  efibrt  to  comprehend  it. 

Thirdly,  M.  Carriere  considers  the  juncta  of  Germar  as  a  syno- 
nym of  10-li7ieataSsLy,  a  thing  which  no  entomologist  at  all  informed 

would  think  of  doing  to-day,  after  the  characters  of  the  two  have 
been  so  well  defined  in  this  country. 

Fourthly^  he  undertakes  to  define  this  amalgamated  species,  and 

does  it  in  so  bungling  a  way  that  only  general  characters  are  given, 
and  the  most  distinctive  features  omitted.  Yet  with  complacency  he 

speaks  of  this  definition  as  "these  details  which  we  have  deemed 
necessary  to  particularize  and  firmly  establish  the  identity  and  the 

character  of  C.  decemlineata  ! !  " 
FiftJily^  we  are  gravely  informed  that  our  beetle  is  not  a  fly 

{moucJie) — most  interesting  information,  since  no  one  in  America  calls 

it  a  "fly." 
Sixthly,  we  are  told  that  Colorado  is  the  vulgar  name  for  the 

insect — a  statement  which  shows  that  its  author  is  as  good  a  geographer 
as  he  is  entomologist.  He  then  declares  that  no  remedy  has  been 

discovered  "for  that  which  is  employed  is  no  less  redoubtable  than 

the  evil  itself;"  ridicules  (as  do  all  who  have  no  proper  knowledge  of 
the  important  part  played  by  parasitic  and  predaceous  insects  in  keep- 

ing the  vegetable  feeders  in  check)  the  idea  of  benefit  to  man  from 

predaceous  insects;  and  closes  by  recommending  certain  remedies, 

which  have  been  proved  useless  here  and  are  the  conceptions  of  in- 
experience. 

Such  are  some  of  the  more  glaring  errors  in  this  production  of  a 

gentleman  who  plays  the  role  of  instructor  to  the  American  entomolo- 
gists. In  short,  instead  of  deriving  his  information  from  trustworthy 

sources,  and  ascertaining  what  had  really  been  written  by  Americans 

on  this  subject,  as  every  cautious  critic  would  have  done,  M.  Carriere 

gets  all  he  possessed  at  second  hand  from  the  poor  translations,  in  cer- 
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tain  London  journals,  of  Col.  F.  Elecker's  communication  to  the 
Gartenlauhe^  which  I  referred  to  in  my  Sixth  Report  (p.  15).  He  thus 
lances  his  criticisms  at  imaginary  errors,  and  in  attempting  to  be  deep 
becomes  extremely  shallow. 

THE  CHINCH  BWG—Micropus  leucopterus  (Say). 
(Subord.  HETERorTERA;  Fam.  Lyg.eid,e.) 

Never,  perhaps,  in  the  history  of  the  country,  and  certainly  never 

in  the  history  of  the  State  of  Missouri,  was  the  Chinch  Bug  so  disas- 
trous in  its  work  as  during  the  year  1874.  This  fact  is  explained  in 

part  by  the  very  dry  weather  which  prevailed  during  early  summer  in 

the  Northwestern  States — weather  favorable  to  the  insect's  well-being 
and  multiplication— but  was  also  greatly  due  to  the  very  dry  Fall  of 
1873  and  the  following  comparatively  mild  and  dry  Winter ;  conditions 

that  permitted  the  survival  of  an  unusually  large  number  of  the  bugs, 

which  dispersed  over  our  fields  in  the  spring  and  gave  birth  to  myriad 

young,  which  throve  and  prospered  amazingly.  In  order  to  gather  as 

complete  statistics  as  possible  about  this  insect  in  Missouri,  I  sent  the 

following  questions  to  several  prominent  farmers  in  every  county  in 
the  State: 

1.  How  far  back  in  the  history  of  j'our  county  has  this  insect  (the  Chinch  Bug) 
hQGix  liuovvn  to  injure  the  grain  and  grass  crops? 

2.  AVhat  crops  have  suflfered  most  from  its  ravages? 

3.  Have  any  systematic  efforts  ever  been  made  to  overcome  its  injuries  ;  and  have 

you  any  idea  to  what  extent  my  Second  Report — which  contained  what  was  Icnown 
about  the  insect  up  to  that  time,  and  which  was  bound  in  with  the  Fifth  (1869)  State 

Agricultural  Report — is  distributed  or  known  of  among  the  farmers  of  your  county? 

4.  Give  approximately  this  j'ear's  estimated  damage  in  your  county,  by  this 
single  insect — all  crops  affected  by  it  considered. 

Replies  to  these  questions  have  been  received  from  nearly  every 

county,  and  I  am  under  obligations  to  the  many  gentlemen  through- 
out the  State  who  have  thus  assisted  me.  To  publish  these  replies  in 

full  would  occupy  altogether  too  much  space,  and  would  be  unneces- 
sary;  yet,  as  there  is  much  valuable  experience  contained  in  them,  I 

have  brought  together  such  parts  as  will  most  generally  interest  the 
farmers  of  the  State,  in  an  Appendix  at  the  end  of  this  article. 

It  will  be  seen  that  the  replies  to  the  third  question  are  almost 

unanimous  to  the  effect  that  little  or  nothing  is  known  or  has  been 

seen  of  the  Second  Entomological  Report ;  and  it  is  for  this  reason 

and  from  the  number  of  letters  of  inquiry  about  the  insect  that 

reached  me  about  harvest  time  last  Summer,  that  I  deem  it  advisable 

to  give  a  full  account  of  the  Chinch  Bag  in  the  present  volume,  repro- 
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ducing,  in  quotation  marks,  portions  of  the  article  referred  to  in  the 
Second  Report. 

APPEAR AJNCE  AND  TRANSFORMATIONS  OF  THE  CHINCH  BUG. 

Few  farmers  in  this  section  of  the  country  need 

an  introduction  to  this  insect ;  but  lest  there  be  those 

who  are  so  blessed  as  not  to  know  the  gentleman  by 

sight,  I  annex  his  portrait.  Known  to  science  as 

3Iic7'opus  leucopterus^he  belongs  to  the  Half-wing 

\^  Bugs  (Ileteropter a,)  the  sscme  sub-order  to  which  a 
well  known  bed  pest  belongs,  and  he  exhales  the  same 

most  disagreeable  odor.  He  subsists  by  sucking  with 

his  sharp  pointed  beak  (Fig.  S,  t)  the  grasses  and 

cuiNCH  bpg  :    Hair  cereals,  thereby  causing  them  to  shrink,  wilt  and 
line  underneath  showing  ,   i        i  •!•  .      •  i 
natural  size.  Wither — and  Hot  by  biting  their  substance  as  many 

persons  suppose.  Like  the  other  species  of  its  sub-order,  it  undergoes 
no  very  sudden  transformations.  Born  as  a  little  pale  yellow  61egged 
atom,  scarcely  visible  to  the  naked  eye,  and  with  a  tinge  of  red  near 

the  middle  of  the  body,  (Fig.  3,  tJ'is-  ̂ l 
c,)  it  goes  through  four  molts 

before  acquiring  wings.  It  is 

bright  red,  with  a  pale  band 
across  the  middle  of  the  body 

after  the  first;  somewhat 

darker  with  the  merest  rudi- 

ments of  wing-pads  after  the 
Immature  J^tages  op  CniNcn  Bdg:  —  a,  h,  eggs;  c, 

second,  and  quite    brown,  with  newly-hatcheillnrva;  d,  its  tarsus;  c,  larva  alt  erlirst  molt; '  ^  /,  same  all er  second  molt;  fit,  pupa— the  natural  sizes  indi- 

distinpf,     win^-T>ads      but    with  ̂ ^t^"*  ""^'^*'*5  /?.  enlarged  leg  of  perlect  bug;  ./,  tarsus  of 

the  pale  transverse  band  still  visible,  after  the  third,  in  which  it  as- 
sumes the  pupa  state,  and  from  which,  in  the  fourth  molt,  it  escapes  as 

a  winged  bug. 

"There  are,  as  is  well  known  to  entomologists, 

many  genera  of  the  Half-winged  Bugs,  which  in 

Europe  occur  in  two  distinct  or  "dimorphous"  forms, 
with  no  intermediate  grades  between  the  two ; 

namely,  a  short-winged  or  sometimes  even  a  com- 

pletely wingless  type  and  a  long-winged  type.  Fre- 
quently the  two  occur  promiscuously  together,  and 

are  found  promiscuously  copulating  so  that  they  can- 

not posibly  be  distinct  species.     Sometimes  the  long- 
SlIOKT-WINGKD     CUINCH         •  j     -  •  i.  •          1  J 

Bog.  winged  type  occurs  in  particular  seasons,  and  espe- 

[Fig.  4.] 
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cially  in  very  hot  seasons.  More  rarely  the  short-winged  type  occurs 
in  a  different  locality  from  the  long-winged  type,  and  usually  in  that 
■case  in  a  more  northerly  locality.  We  have  a  good  illustration  of  this 

latter  peculiarity  in  the  case  of  the  Chinch  Bug,  for  a  dimorphous 
short  winged  form  occurs  in  Canada,  and  Dr.  Fitch  describes  it  from 

specimens  received  from  the  States,  as  a  variety,  under  the  name  of 

DESCRIPTIVE. 

Micnorus  LKUcorxERus  (Saj'.)— ^.9— Averao^e  length  0.03  inch,  elongate-oval, 

the  diameter  scarcely  1-5  the  length.  The  top  squarely  docked  and  .'urmounted  with 
four  small  rounded  tubercles  near  the  center.  Color,  when  newly  laid,  pale  or  whitish, 

and  translucent,  acquiring  with  age  an  amber  color,  and  finally  showing  the  red  parts 

of  the  embryo,  and  especially  the  eyes  toward  tubercled  end.  The  size  increases  some- 

what after  deposition,  and  will  sometimes  reach  near  0.04  inch  in  length.* 
Larval  Stages.— The  newly  hatched  larva  is  pale  yellow,  with  simply  an  orange 

?itain  on  the  middle  of  the  three  larger  abdominal  joints.  The  form  scarcely  diifers 

from  that  of  the  mature  bug,  being  but  slightly  more  elongate ;  but  the  tarsi  have  but 

two  joints  (Fig.  4,  d,)  and  the  head  is  relatively  broader  and  more  rounded,  while  the 

joints  of  body  are  sub-equal,  the  prothoracic  joint  being  but  slightly  longer  than  any 

of  the  rest.  The  red  color  soon  pervades  the  whole  body,  except  the  first  two  abdomi- 
nal joints,  which  remain  yellowish,  and  the  members,  which  remain  pale.  After  the 

first  molt  the  red  is  quite  bright  vermillion,  contrasting  strongly  with  the  pale  band 

across  the  middle  of  tiie  body,  the  prothoracic  joint  is  relatively  longer,  and  the  meta- 
thoracic  shorter.  The  head  and  prothorax  are  dusky  and  coriaceous,  and  two  broad 

marks  on  mesothorax,  two  smaller  ones  on  metathorax,  two  on  the  fourth  and  fifth 

abdominal  sutures,  and  one  at  tip  of  abdomen  are  generally  visible,  but  sometimes  obso_ 

lete  ;  the  third  and  fourth  joints  of  antennae  are  dusky,  but  the  legs  still  pale.  After 

the  second  molt  the  head  and  thorax  are  quite  dusky,  and  the  abdomen  duller  red,  but 

the  pale  transverse  band  is  still  distinct ;  the  wing-pads  become  apparent,  the  members 
are  nriore  dusky,  there  is  a  dark  red  shade  on  the  fourth  and  fifth  abdominal  joint,  and, 

ventrally,  a  distinct  circular  duskj'  spot  covering  the  last  three  joints. 

Pupa — In  llie  pupa  all  the  coriaceous  parts  are  brown-black,  the  wing-pads  extend 

almost  across  the  two  pale  abdominal  joints  which  are  now  more  dingy,  while  the  geri- 

•eral  color  of  the  abdomen  is  dingy  gray ;  the  body  above  is  slightly  pubescent,  the 

members  are  colored  as  in  the  mature  bug,  the  three-jointed  tarsus  is  foreshadowed,  and 
the  dark  horny  spots  at  tip  of  abdomen,  both  above  and  below,  are  larger. 

Imago— The  perfect  insect  has  been  well  described,  and  I  will  append  the  original 

■descriptions : 
Lyceus  Lkncopterus  (chinch  bug).    Blackish,  hemelytra  white  with  a  black  spot. 

Inhabits  V^irginia. Body  long,  blackish,  with  numerous  hairs.  Antennae,  rather  short  hairs;  second 
joint  yellowish,  longer  than  the  third;  ultimate  joint  rather  longer  than  the  second, 
thickest;  thorax  tinged  with  cinereous  before,  with  the  basal  edge  piceous ;  hemelytra 
white,  with  a  bhickish  oval  spot  on  the  lateral  middle  ;  rostrum  and  feet  honey  yellow ; 
thighs  a  little  dilated. 

Length  less  than  three-twentieths  of  an  inch. 
1  took  a  single  specimen  on  the  eastern  shore  of  Virginia. 
The  whiteness  ot  the  hemelytra,  in  which  is  a  blackish  spot  strongly  contrasted, 

■distinguishes  this  species  readily — [Say,  Am.  Entomology,  I,  p.  329. 

♦This  lust  is  the  length  given  by  Dr.  Shitner.  The  stricture  on  this  measurement  in  ray  2d 

Report  (p. '22.)  first  appeared  in  the /Imfr/can  Entomologist,  in  an  editorial  prepared  principally  by 
>Ir.  Walsh,  and  was  made  without  having  measured  the  egg. 
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The  above  description  oritfinally  appeared  in  1832,  in  a  pamphlet  entitled  "Descrip- 
tions of  new  species  of  Heterocerous  Hemiptera  of  N.  A." 

Length  1§  lines,  or  three-twentieths  of  an  inch.  Body  black,  clothed  with  a  very 
tine  grayish  down,  not  distinctly  visible  to  the  naked  eye  ;  basal  joint  of  the  antennie 
honey  yellow;  second  joint  of  the  same  tipt  with  black  ;  third  and  fourth  joints  black; 
beak  brown;  wings  and  wing-cases  white  ;  the  latter  are  black  at  their  insertion,  and 
have  near  the  middle  two  short  irregular  black  lines,  and  a  conspicuous  black  marginal 
spot;  legs  dark  honey  yellow,  terminal  joint  of  the  feet,  and  the  claws  black.— [Dr. 
Wm.  LeBaron  in  the  Prairie  Farmer  for  September,  1850,  vol.  x,  pp.  280,  281,  where  the- 
name  of  Rhyparochromus  devastator  is  proposed  for  it. 

Dr.  Fitch  also  enumerates  the  following  varieties  of  this  insect: 

o,  iminargi7iatus.  Basal  margin  of  the  thorax  not  edsfcd  with  yellowish.  Com- 
mon. 

b,  dimidiatus.  Basal  half  of  the  thorax  deep  velvety  black,  anterior  half  grayish. 
Common. 

c,  fulinvenosus.    The  stripes  on  the  wing  covers  tawny  yellow  Instead  of  black. 
d,  albivenosus.  Wing  covers  white,  without  any  black  marks  except  the  marginal 

spot.    A  male. 
e,  apterus.    Wingless  and  the  wing  covers  much  shorter  than  the  abdomen. 
/,  basalis.    Basal  joint  of  the  antennoe  dusky  and  darker  than  the  second. 
g,  nigricornis.    Tvvotirst  joints  of  the  antennae  blackish. 
A,  Jemoratus.    Legs  pale  livid  yellow,  the  rhighs  tawny  red.     Common. 
i,  rufipedis.    Legs  dark  tawny  red  or  reddish  brown. 

To  these  varieties,  all  of  which  occur  with  us,  I  would  add  one  which  may  be 

known  as  melanosiis,  in  which  the  normal  white  of  the  wings  is  quite  dusky,  and  con- 

tains additional  bla^k  marks  at  base  and  toward  tip,  ani  in  which  all  the  members  and 

the  body  except  the  rufous  hind  edge  of  thorax  are  jet  black. 

PAST  HISTORY  OF  THE  CHIXCH  BUG. 

"The  first  record  we  have  of  the  prevalence  of  the  Chinch  Bug 
was  in  the  old  Revolutionary  times  in  North  Carolina,  where  it  wa» 

confounded  with  the  Hessian  Fly,  an  insect  just  then  imported  from 
Europe  into  the  United  States.  Ever  since  those  times  it  has  been 

an  epidemic  pest,  in  particular  years,  in  North  and  South  Carolina 

and  in  Virginia.  The  great  American  entomologist,  Thomas  Say,  in 

183],  when  he  had  been  residing  in  Indiana  for  six  years,  was  the 

first  to  name  and  describe  it  scientifically.  He  states  that  he  'took 

a  single  specimen  on  the  Eastern  shore  of  Virginia;'  whence  we  may 
reasonably  infer  that  it  was  then  either  unknown  or  very  rare  in  Indi- 

ana, and  probably  also  in  other  Western  States." 

PAST  HISTORY  OF  THE   CHINCH  BUG  IN  MISSOURI. 

In  the  Appendix  will  be  found  records  of  this  insect  as  far  back 

as  1836  in  two  counties  in  Missouri.  W.  D.  Palson,  of  Southwest 

City,  McDonald  county,  writes:  "I  have  been  here  ever  since  1836, 
and  have  seen  the  bugs  ever  since  I  could  recollect,  but  never  knew 

what  they  were  until  1873."  D.  P.  Dyer,  of  Warrenton,  Warren  county^ 
also  speaks  of  their  appearance  during  the  same  year.  No  very  serious 
damage  was  however  done  at  this  time  by  the  insect,  and  not  until 

1844  are  any  complaints  made.  From  this  time  it  gradually  increased 
in  numbers,  and  during  the  summers  of  1854,  55,  56,  57  and  59  did  much 
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damage  to  all  kinds  of  cereals  and  grasses.  In  1866  they  were  quite 

bad  and  also  in  1870  and  1871,  while  during  the  dry  years  of  1872  and 

1873,  they  spread  pretty  much  all  over  the  State  and  were  injurious 

in  counties  like  Scott,  Greene  and  Mississippi,  where  they  had  scarcely 
been  noticed  before. 

"  We  may  safely  conclude  that  the  Chinch  Bug  has  always  existed 
in  Missouri,  in  small  numbers;  but  that  it  did  not  multiply  to  an 

injurious  extent  until  the  grains  began  to  be  cultivated  on  an  exten- 
sive scale.  At  all  events,  we  know  from  the  evidence  of  Dr.  Harris 

and  Dr.  Fitch,  that  it  existed  long  ago  in  exceedingly  small  numbers 

in  New  York,  and  even  in  Massachusetts.  What  the  causes  may 
have  been  that  thinned  out  the  numbers  of  this  insect  in  former 

times  in  the  West,  is  another  question.  In  former  times,  the  great 

bulk  of  these  bugs  were  probably  destroyed  every  winter  by  the 
prairie  fires,  and,  as  cultivation  has  extended  in  consequence  of  the 

country  being  gradually  settled  up,  and  less  and  less  prairie  has  been 

annually  burnt  over,  the  number  that  has  survived  through  the  win- 

ter to  start  the  next  year's  broods  has  annually  become  greater.  If 
these  views  be  correct,  we  may  expect  them,  unless  more  pains  be 

taken  to  counterwork  and  destroy  them,  to  become,  on  the  average 
of  years,  still  more  abundant  than  they  now  are,  whenever  prairie 
fires  shall  have  become  an  obsolete  institution;  until  at  last  Western 

farmers  will  be  compelled,  as  those  of  North  Carolina  have  already 

several  times  been  compelled,  to  quit  growing  wheat  altogether  for  a 

term  of  years. 

"It  may  be  very  reasonably  asked,  why  the  Chinch  Bug  does  not 
increase  and  multiply  in  Massachusetts  and  New  York,  seeing  that  it 

existed  there  long  ago,  and  that  there  are,  of  course,  no  prairie  fires 

in  those  States  to  keep  it  in  check.  The  answer  is,  that  the  Chinch 

Bug  is  a  Southern,  not  a  Northern  species;  and  that  hundreds  of 

Southern  species  of  insects,  which  on  the  Atlantic  seaboard  only 

occur  in  southerly  latitudes,  are  found  in  profusion  in  quite  a  high 

latitude  in  the  Valley  of  the  Mississippi.  The  same  law,  as  has  been 
observed  by  Professor  Baird,  holds  good  both  with  Birds  and  with 

Fishes."* 
The  Chinch  Bug  will,  also,  for  reasons  which  will  presently  be 

made  apparent,  naturally  thrive  less  in  the  moister  climate  of  the 

New  England  States.  Again  we  may  very  naturally  infer  that  the 

more  cleanly  and  careful  system  of  culture,  and  the  more  general  use 
of  the  roller  in  the  older  States  have  had  much  to  do  with  the  com- 

parative immunity  they  enjoy.    I  am  also  of  the  opinion  that  it  will 

•Silliinau'sJouraal,  XLI,  p.  87. 
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not  multiply  as  much  on  a  sandy  as  on  a  clayey  loam,  for  the  reason 

that  it  cannot  move  about  as  readily  in  such  a  soil ;  and  the  immunity 
of  grain  immediately  along  the  Missouri  river  in  Cole  county,  attested 

by  Mr.  N.  DeWyl  and  others,  is,  I  think,  more  due  to  the  sandy  nature 

of  the  soil,  compared  to  that  farther  back  of  the  river,  than  to  the 

greater  moisture  in  the  immediate  vicinity  of  the  river. 

DESTRUCTIVE   POWERS  OF  THE  CHINCH  BUG. 

Though  but  one  of  the  many  insect  pests  that  afflict  the  farmer, 

it  is,  perhaps,  all  things  considered,  the  most  grievous.  Few  persons 

who  have  not  paid  especial  attention  to  the  subject  have  any  just 
conception  of  the  amount  of  damage  the  Chinch  Bug  sometimes 

inflicts,  and  many  will  be  surprised  to  learn  that,  setting  aside  the 
injury  done  to  corn,  the  loss  which  the  little  scamp  occasioned  to  the 

small  grains  in  the  Northwestern  States  in  1871,  amounted  to  upwards 

of  thirty  million  dollars,  at  the  very  lowest  estimates — as  proved  by 
careful  computations  made  by  Dr.  LeBaron  in  his  Second  Annual 

Report  as  State  Entomologist  of  Illinois.  The  loss  in  1874  may  safely 

be  put  down  at  double  that  sum.  Indeed,  not  even  the  migratory 
locusts  that,  from  time  to  time,  spread  devastation  over  the  western 

country  can  be  compared  in  destructiveness  to  this  little  bug;  for  his 

devastations,  though  not  so  general,  are  more  incessant,  and  cover  a 

more  thickly  settled  range  of  country.  Those  who  have  not  seen  the 

ground  alive  and  red  with  its  young,  or  the  plants  black  with  the  dark 
bodies  of  the  more  mature  individuals;  those  who  have  not  seen  the 
stout  cornstalk  bow  and  wilt  in  a  few  hours  from  the  suction  of  their 

congregated  beaks,  or  a  wheat  field  in  two  or  three  days  rendered  un- 
fit for  the  reaper;  those  who  have  never  seen  the  insect  marching  in 

solid  phalanx  from  field  to  field,  or  absolutely  filling  the  air  for  miles 

— can  form  no  adequate  conception  of  its  destructive  powers!  It  is 
no  wonder,  therefore,  that  Kirby  and  Spence,  more  than  half  a  cen- 

tury ago,  exclaimed,  in  speaking  of  this  "chintz-bug  fly,"  that  "it 
seems  very  difficult  to  conceive  how  an  insect  that  lives  by  suction, 

and  has  no  mandibles,  could  destroy  these  plants  so  totally."  * 

ITS  INJURIES  IN  1874. 

Though  we  have  had  previous  bad  Chinch  Bug  years,  of  which  the 

more  recent  ones  of  1864,  1868  and  1871  may  be  mentioned,  yet  I 

doubt  whether  in  any  one  previous  year  it  has  occasioned  such  wide- 
spread destruction.  Its  greatest  injury  is  usually  confined  to  the 

spring  wheat  belt,  which  includes,  roughly  speaking,  South  and  Cen- 
tral Illinois,  North  and  Central  Missouri,  South  Nebraska  and  Kansas  ; 

•Introduction  to  Entomology,  London,  1828,  Vol.  I,  p.  171. 
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but  its  ravages  the  past  year  were  reported  over  a  far  wider  range  of 

country,  and  extended  soutli  to  Texas  and  Arkansas  and  east  to  Vir- 
ginia. Even  in  Kentucky,  where  it  does  not  usually  attract  much 

attention,  Mr.  John  C.  Noble,  of  Paducah,  wrote  me  last  June  that  the 

corn  in  the  western  counties  was  being  ruined  by  it.  Any  estimates 

of  the  loss  to  the  country  at  large  must  necessarily  be  crude,  and  the 

figures  would  toot  up  till  they  would  appear  incredible.  I  shall  there- 
fore confine  myself  more  particularly  to 

ITS  INJURIES  IX  MISSOURI  IX  1874. 

From  the  detailed  county  returns  in  the  Appendix  the  estimated 

loss  by  counties  may  be  stated  as  follows  : 

Adair,  $20,000 ;  Andrew,  $140,000;  Atchison,  $217,000;  Barry,  $80,000;  Barton, 

$100,000  ;  Bates,  $500,000  ;  Benton,  $350,000  ;  Buchanan,  $100,000  ;  Butler,  $120,000 

Caldwell,    $125,000;    Cape    Girardeau,    $10,000;    Carroll,    $550,000;     Cass,  $500,000 

Cedar,  $278,000  ;  Chariton,  $GOO,000  ;  Christian,  $45,000  ;  Clark,  $50,000  ;  Clay,  $350,000 

Clinton,   $300,000;    Cole,  $130,000;    Cooper,    $150,000;    Crawford,    $90,000;    Dallas 

$50,000;  Daviess,  $400,000 ;  DeKalb,  $230,000;  Douglas,  $25,000;  Dunklin,  no  bugs 

Franklin,  $160,000;  Gasconade,  $05,000;  Gentry,  $220,000  ;  Greene,  $300,000;  Grundy 

$125,000;   Harrison,  $255,000;   Henry,  $600,000;    Hickorj',  $130,000;   Holt,  $540,000 
Howard,  $50,000;    Iron,   $180,000;    Jackson,   $450,000;    Jasper,    $230,000;    Johnson 

S700.000;  Knox,  $30,000;  Laclede,  $45,000;  Lafayette,  $550,000;  Lawrence,  $210,000 

Lewis,  $58,000;  Linn,  $160,000;  Macon.  $155,000;  Madison,  $27,000;  Maries,  $100,000 

Marion,  $90,000;   Mercer,  $250,000;   Mississippi,   $15,000;   Monroe,  $280,000;    Mont- 

gomery, $100,000 ;  New  Madrid,  $50,000;  Newton,  $85,000;  Nodaway,  $100,000;  Ore 

gon,   $10,000;    Osage,  $210,000;    Ozark,  $40,000;    Perry,   $50,000;   Pettis,   $300,000 

Platte,  $100,000  ;  Polk,  $300,000 ;  Pulaski,  $75,000 ;  Putnam,  $100,000  ;  Kails,  $80,000 

Pvandolph,  $20,000;  Pvay,  $250,000;   Kipley,  $40,000;    St,  Charles,   $25,000;    St.  Clair 

$375,000;  St.  Francois,  $100,000;  St.  Genevieve,  $125,000;  Saline,  $450,000;  Scotland 

$100,000  ;  Scott,  $-50,000  ;  Shelby,  $50,000  ;  Sullivan,  $05,000  ;  Taney,  $45,000  ;  Texas 
$70,000;     Vernon,    $225,000;    AVarren,    $120,000;    Washington,    $100,000;     Wright, 

$60,000. 

The  aggregate  loss  from  these  counties  foots  up,  therefore,  to 

^15,3S5,000.  From  the  remaining  28  counties,  either  no  reports  have 
been  received,  or  they  have  been  too  meagre  to  form  a  basis  on  which 

to  estimate.  Some  of  these  counties  are  not  thickly  settled,  but,  esti- 
mating by  the  census  returns  for  1870,  and  by  the  counties  which  have 

reported,  and  which  made  similar  returns,  the  loss  to  these  28  coun- 

ties would  amount  to  about  $3,615,000 — making  the  total  loss  for  the 
State,  nineteen  inillioti  dollars  ! 

These  calculations  do  not  include  any  other  than  the  three  staple 

crops  of  wheat,  corn  and  oats,  and  are  based  on  the  U.  S,  Census  Report 

of  1870,  and  on  average  prices  of  90c  per  bushel  for  wheat,  50c  for 
corn  and  60c  for  oats. 
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In  taking  no  account  of  the  increased  acreage  since  1870,  nor  of 

other  cereals  tlian  those  mentioned  ;  and  in  estimating  at  prices  below 

present  market  rates,  the  damage  by  drouth,  independent  of  Chinch 
Bug,  is  fully  offset,  and  the  calculation  must  be  below  rather  than 

above  the  mark.  I  am  aware  of  the  difficulty  always  encountered  in 
endeavoring  to  get  accurate  crop  reports  and  estimates;  and,  indeed^ 
anything  like  accurate  agricultural  statistics  is  almost  impossible  in 

this  country  ;  yet  the  above  figures  cannot  be  far  out  of  the  way,  and 
will  certainly  astonish  our  legislators,  and  even  the  farmers  of  the 

Stale,  few  of  whom  have  any  just  conception  of  the  vast  sum  this 

apparently  insignificant  little  bug  filches  from  their  pockets.  That 

the  sum  here  given  is  below  the  actual  loss  will  be  appreciated  all 

the  more  when  I  state  that  the  estimated  money  loss  through  the 

Chinch  Bug  in  Illinois,  in  1864,  was  over  seventy-three  million  dollars. 

The  damage  does  not  even  stop  here,  but  brings  many  serious  indi- 
rect evils  in  its  train.  In  a  number  of  counties  the  farmers  have  not 

had  sufficient  grain  to  fatten  their  stock,  and  have  been  obliged  to  sell 

them  at  ruinous  prices  ;  or,  hoping  to  bring  their  animals  through 
the  winter,  and  disappointed  by  its  unprecedented  and  prolonged 

severity,  they  have  seen  their  stock  die  ofi"  without  power  to  avoid  the 
calamity.  In  some  counties,  and  especially  south  of  the  Dent  county 

line,  the  distress  has  been  so  great  that  the  Legislature  was  appealed 

to  for  aid  in  keeping  the  suff'erers  from  actual  starvation,  but  a  bill 
appropriating  .$50,000  for  this  purpose  failed  to  pass  both  Houses. 

ITS  FOOD  PLANTS. 

It  may  be  stated  as  a  rule,  which  admits  of  very  few  exceptions, 

that  the  Chinch  Bug  is  confined  to,  and  can  subsist  only  on,  the  juices 
of  the  grasses  and  cereals ;  its  original  food,  when  the  red  man  ruled 

the  land,  being  the  wild  grasses.*  All  accounts,  therefore — and  such 

accounts  are  coming  to  me  constantly — of  chinch  bugs  injuring  grape 
vines,  potatoes,  etc.,  are  based  on  the  error  of  persons  who  mistake 

for  the  genuine  article  some  one  or  other  of  the  species  which  will  be 

presently  referred  to  as  bogus  or  false  chinch  bugs.  It  is  true  that 

Packard,  in  his  "Guide  to  the  Study  of  Insects,"  says,  in  speaking  of 

the  Chinch  Bug,  that  "they  also  attack  every  description  of  garden 
vegetables,  attacking  principally  the  buds,  terminal  shoots,  and  most 

succulent  growing  parts  of  these  and  other  herbaceous  plants;"  but 
this  statement  is  the  result  of  bad  compilation,  the  language,  which 

is  quoted  from  Harris,  having  reference,  in  the  original,  to  the  Tar- 

*  I  have  found  the  young  around  the  roots  of  strawberry  plants,  under  circumstances  which  lead 
me  to  believe  that  they  can  feed  upon  this  plant. 
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nished  Plant  Bug  (Capsus  ohU Jieaius  Ssiy)^  which,  as  may  be  seen 
from  ray  second  report,  (p.  114),  really  has  such  an  omnivorous  habit. 
Though,  therefore,  the  subject  of  our  present  sketch  is  restricted  to 

certain  families  of  plants,  yet  it  manifests  a  decided  preference  for 

some  of  the  grains  over  others.  Thus  it  shows  a  great  predilection  for 
Hungarian  grass;  while  of  the  more  important  cereals  it  is  most 

severe  on  spring  wheat  and  barley. 

MODE  OF  REPRODUCTION  AND  IIIBERXATIOX. 

"Most  insects — irrespective  of  the  Order  to  which  they  belong — 
require  12  months  to  go  through  the  complete  cycle  of  their  changes,, 
from  the  day  that  the  egg  is  laid  to  the  day  when  the  perfect  insect 

perishes  of  old  age  and  decrepitude.  A  few  require  3  years,  as  for 

example  the  Round-headed  Apple-tree  Borer  (Saperda  hivittata  Say) 
and  the  White  Grub  which  produces  the  May-beetle  {Lachnosterna 

quercina  Knoch.)  One  species,  the  Thirteen-year  Locust  {  Cicada 
tredecim  Riley),  actually  requires  13  years  to  pass  from  the  egg  to 

the  winged  state;  and  another,  the  Seventeen-year  Locust  ((7<^c<?^c& 
septemdechn  Linn),  the  still  longer  period  of  17  years.  On  the  other 

hand  there  are  not  a  few  that  pass  through  all  their  three  states  in  a 

few  months,  or  even  in  a  few  weeks  ;  so  that  in  one  and  the  same 

year  there  may  be  2,  3  or  even  4  or  5  broods,  one  generated  by  the 

other  and  one  succeeding  another.  For  example,  the  Hessian  Fly 

(.Cecidomyia  destructor  Say),  the  common  Slug-worm  of  the  Pear 

{Selandvia  cerasi  Peck),  the  Slug-worm  of  the  Rose  {Selandria  rosc& 

Harris),  the  Apple-worm  and  a  few  others,  produce  exactly  two  gen- 

erations in  one  year,  and  hence  may  be  termed  "two-brooded." 
Again,  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle  in  Central  Missouri  is  three-brooded, 

and  not  improbably  in  more  southerly  regions  is  four-brooded.  Lastly, 

the  common  House-fly,  the  Cheese-fly,  the  various  species  of  Blow- 

flies and  Meat-flies,  and  the  multifarious  species  of  Plant-lice  {Aphidoe)- 
produce  an  indefinite  number  of  successive  broods  in  a  single  year, 

sometimes  amounting,  in  the  case  of  the  last  named  genus,  as  has 
been  proved  by  actual  experiment,  to  as  many  as  nine. 

"As  long  ago  as  March,  1866,  I  published  the  fact  that  the  Chinch 
Bug  is-  two-brooded  in  North  Illinois  {Practical  Entomologist,  I,  p. 
48),  and  I  find  that  it  is  likewise  two-brooded  in  this  State,  and  most 
probably  in  all  the  Middle  States.  Yet  it  is  quite  agreeable  to  anal- 

ogy that  in  the  more  Southern  States  it  may  be  three-brooded.  For 

instance,  the  large  Polyphemus  Moth  is  single-brooded  in  the  Northern 
and  Middle  States,  and  yet  two  broods  are  sometimes  produced  in 

this  State,  while  in  the  South  it  is  habitually  two-brooded.  Again,  the 
moth  known  as  the  Poplar  Spinner  {Clostera  Americana  Harris),  is- 
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stated  by  Dr.  Harris  and  Dr.  Fitch  to  be  only  single-brooded  in  Massa- 
chusetts and  New  York,  the  insect  spinning  up  in  September  or 

October,  passing  the  winter  in  the  pupa  state,  and  coming  out  in  the 

winged  form  in  the  following  June,  But  Dr.  Harris — no  doubt  on  the 

authority  of  Abbott — states  that  'in  Georgia  this  insect  breeds  twice 

^  year;'*  and  i  have  proved  that  it  does  so  breed  in  Missouri." 
"It  is  these  two  peculiarities  in  the  habits  of  the  Chinch  Bug, 

namely,  first,  its  continuing  to  take  food  from  the  day  of  its  birth  to 

the  day  of  its  death,  and,  secondly,  its  being  either  two-brooded  or 
many- brooded,  that  renders  it  so  destructive  and  so  difficult  to  com- 

bat. Such  as  survive  the  autumn,  when  the  plants  on  the  sap  of 

which  they  feed  are  mosti^'^  dried  up  so  as  to  afford  them  little  or  no 
nourishment,  pass  the  winter  in  the  usual  torpid  state,  and  always  in 

the  perfect  or  winged  form,  under  dead  leaves,  under  sticks  of  wood, 
under  flat  stones,  in  moss,  in  bunches  of  old  dead  grass  or  weeds  or 
«traw,  and  often  in  cornstalks  and  cornshucks. 

"In  the  winter,  all  kinds  of  insect-devouring  animals,  such  as 
birds,  shrew  mice,  etc.,  are  hard  put  to  it  for  food,  and  have  to  search 
every  hole  and  corner  for  their  appropriate  prey.  But  no  matter  how 

•closely  they  may  thin  out  the  chinch  bugs,  or  how  generally  those 
insects  may  have  been  starved  out  by  the  autumnal  droughts,  there 

will  always  be  a  few  left  for  seed  next  year.  Suppose  that  there  are 

only  2,000  chinch  bugs  remaining  in  the  spring  in  a  certain  field,  and 

that  each  female  of  the  2,000,  as  vegetation  starts,  raises  a  family  of 

■only  200,  which  is  a  low  calculation.  Then — allowing  the  sexes  to  be 
equal  in  number,  wh areas  in  reality  the  females  are  always  far  more 

numerous  than  the  males — the  first  or  spring  brood  will  consist  of 
.200,000,  of  which  number  100,000  will  be  females.  Here,  if  the  species 

were  single-brooded,  the  process  would  stop  for  the  current  year  ;  and 
:200,000  chinch  bugs  in  one  field  would  be  thought  nothing  of  by  the 

Western  farmer.  But  the  species  is  not  single-brooded,  and  the  pro- 
cess does  NOT  stop  here.  Each  successive  brood  increases  in  numbers 

an  geometrical  progression,  unless  there  be  something  to  check  their 
increase,  until  the  second  brood  amounts  to  twenty  millions,  and  the 

third  brood  to  two  thousand  millions.  We  may  form  some  idea  of  the 

meaning  of  two  thousand  millions  of  chinch  bugs  when  it  is  stated 

that  that  number  of  them,  placed  in  a  straight  line  head  and  tail 

together,  would  just  about  reach  from  the  surface  of  the  earth  to  its 

•central  point — a  distance  of  four  thousand  miles." 

WHERE  THE  EGGS  ARE  LAID. 

The  Chinch  Bug  deposits  its  eggs  occasionally  above  ground  on 

*  Injurious  Insects,  p.  434. 
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the  blades  of  grain,  but  far  more  often,  and  normally,  underground, 

upon  the  roots  of  the  plants  infested.  These  eggs  are  three-hundredths 

of  an  inch  long,  elongate  oval,  pale  amber-colored  and  with  one  end 
squarely  docked  off  and  ornamented  with  four  little  tubercles  near 

the  centre.  (Fig.  3,  a.)  They  are  deposited  in  little  clusters,  and  the 

young  lice  hatching  from  them  are  at  first  bright  red  and  remain  for 

a  considerable  time  underground,  sucking  the  sap  from  the  roots.  A 

wheat  plant  pulled  from  an  infested  field  in  the  spring  of  the  year, 
will  generally  reveal  hundreds  of  these  eggs  attached  to  the  roots, 

and  at  a  somewhat  later  period,  the  young  larvae  will  be  found  clus- 
tering on  the  same,  and  looking  like  so  many  moving  red  atoms.  As 

the  sequence  will  show,  it  is  practically  quite  important  that  we  know 

the  whereabouts  these  eggs  are  deposited  ;  yet  they  are  so  small  and 
so  difficult  of  detection  that  the  wildest  theories  were  promulgated  as 

to  the  origin  and  birth  of  chinch  bugs,  until  the  question  was  settled' 

by  the  entomologist  with  his  lens  and  microscope.  The  female  occu- 
pies from  two  to  three  weeks  in  depositing  her  eggs  ;  the  egg  requires 

about  two  weeks  to  hatch,  and  the  bug  becomes  full-grown  and  ac- 
quires its  wings  in  five  or  six  weeks  from  hatching. 

Individuals  maj'-  be  found  of  all  sizes  and  ages  throughout  the 
summer  months,  yet  the  great  body  of  the  first  brood  mature  soon 
after  the  ripening  of  spring  wheat. 

Insects  generally  lay  all  their  eggs  in  single  masses  and  in  a  com- 
paratively brief  time  :  in  other  words,  the  eggs  in  the  ovaries  are 

almost  simultaneously  developed,  and  the  female  devotes  the  last  of 

her  life  to  the  single  and  comparatively  brief  act  of  oviposition,  and 

then  perishes  from  exhaustion.  In  the  Chinch  Bug,  however,  as  in 

the  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  Plum  Curculio,  etc.,  the  ova  continue  to 
develop  for  several  weeks,  and  the  eggs  are  laid  from  day  to  day  in 
small  numbers. 

FLIGHT  OF  THE  CHINCH  BUG. 

Though,  as  we  have  already  seen,  there  is  a  dimorphous,  short- 

winged  form,  incapable  of  flight,  and  found  more  particularly  in  north- 
ern latitudes,  the  normal,  long-winged  form  is  abundantly  able  to  fly, 

and  is  sometimes  seen  swarming  in  the  air.  This  flight  is  most  notice- 
able at  three  periods  in  the  year.  First,  during  the  early  warm  days 

of  Spring,  when — issuing  from  their  winter  quarters — the  individuals 
of  the  second  or  hibernating  brood  perforin  their  courtships,  and  the 
females  scatter  over  the  wheatfields  and  seek  the  driest  and  most 

open  soil,  that  they  may  penetrate  to  the  roots  of  the  plants  and  there 

consign  their  eggs.  Secondly,  in  July,  after  wheat  is  harvested,  and 

the  great  body  of  the  first  brood  have  acquired  wings  and  are  per-^ 
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forming  their  courtships  and  scattering  over  cornfields  and  meadows. 

Thirdly,  during  the  latter  sunny  days  of  Fall,  when  the  mature  indi- 
viduals of  the  second  brood  are  seeking  their  winter  quarters,  and 

many  of  them  already  making  love  preparatory  thereto. 

ITS  MIGRATION  OX  FOOT. 

Although  the  Chinch  Bug  is  abundantly  able  to  lly,  yet  as  a  rule 

it  does  not  take  to  wing  readily.  Indeed,  between  the  periods  of  flight 

mentioned  above,  these  insects  are,  for  the  most  part,  unable  to  fly, 
for  the  simple  reason  that  they  are  in  the  adolescent  growing  stages, 

and  have  not  yet  acquired  wings;  for  no  insect  acquires  wings  until 

it  has  attained  the  imago  or  lull  grown  state.  Thus  in  migrating  from 
a  field  of  grain  after  it  has  been  reduced  and  exhausted,  or  in  passing 
from  a  wheatfield  to  a  cornfield,  after  the  wheat  has  been  cut,  these 

myriad  sappers  and  miners  are  forced  to  march  on  foot,  and  they  often 

do  so  in  solid  columns,  inches  deep.  In  such  case  the  few  more  early 

matured  individuals,  which  have  wings,  generally  keep  with  the  crowd 

and  show  no  inclination  to  use  their  recently  acquired  power  of  flight. 

HEAVY  RAINS  DESTRUCTIVE  TO  THE  CHINCH  BUG. 

"As  the  Chinch  Bug,  unlike  most  other  true  bugs,  deposits  its 
eggs  underground,  and  as  the  young  larvtr  live  there  for  a  consider- 

able time,  it  must  be  manifest  that  heavy  soaking  rains  will  have  a 

tendency  to  drown  them  out.  The  simple  fact,  long  ago  observed  and 

recorded  by  practical  men,  such  as  Mr.  B.  E.  Fleharty,  of  North 

Prairie,  Knox  county.  111.,  that  this  insect  scrupulously  avoids  wet 

land,  proves  that  moisture  is  naturally  injurious  to  its  constitution. 
Hence  it  was  many  years  ago  remarked  that  very  often  when  spring 

opens  dry,  chinch  bugs  will  begin  to  increase  and  multiply  in  an  alarm- 
ing manner  ;  but  that  the  very  first  heavy  shower  checks  them  up 

immediately,  and  repeated  heavy  rains  put  an  almost  entire  stop  to 

their  operations.  It  is  very  true  that  nearly  all  insects  will  bear  im- 
mersion under  water  for  many  hours,  and  frequently  for  a  whole  day, 

■without  suffering  death  therefrom;  for  although  animation  is  appar- 

ently suspended  in  such  cases,  they  yet,  as  the  phrase  is, '  come  to  life 

again.'  But  no  insect,  except  the  i'ew  that  are  provided  with  gills 
like  fishes  and  extract  the  air  out  of  the  water,  instead  of  breathing 

it  at  first  hand,  can  stand  a  prolonged  immersion  in  water  without 

drowning — and  it  must  be  obvious  to  the  meanest  capacity  that  an 
insect  such  as  the  Chinch  Bug,  whose  natural  home  is  the  driest  soil 

it  can  find,  will  have  its  health  injuriously  aflfected  by  a  prolonged 
residence  in  a  wet  soil. 
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"  In  fact,  the  whole  history  of  the  Chinch  Bug,  from  the  very  earli- 
est records  which  we  have  of  it,  points  unmistakably  to  the  fact  that  a 

wet  season  affects  it  injuriously,  and  often  almost  annihilates  it.  In 

Carolina  and  Virginia,  during  the  dry  years  which  preceded  1840,  it 
had  become  so  numerous  that  the  total  destruction  of  the  crops  was 

threatened;  but  fortunately,  unlike  iti  predecessors,  the  Summer  of 

1840  was  quite  wet,  and  the  ravages  of  the  bug  were  at  once  arrested. 
In  Illinois  and  in  this  State  it  had  increased  to  an  alarming  e.ctent 

during  the  latter  part  of  the  last  rebellion;  but  the  excessive  wet 
Summer  of  1865  swept  them  to  such  an  extent  that  it  was  difficult  to 

find  any  in  the  Fall  of  that  year.  So  it  was  again  in  1869-70,  and  so 

it  always  has  been  and  doubtless  will  be." 
It  will  be  remembered  that  in  some  parts  of  the  State  we  had 

several  generous  rains  in  July  which  were  most  grateful  after  the 
preceeding  excessively  dry  weather.  No  one  who  was  not  in  and 

about  the  cornfields  can  have  any  idea  of  the  almost  magic  effect  of 

those  rains  in  destroying  the  chinch  bugs.  Of  the  vast  swarms  that 

a  few  weeks  before,  had  blackened  and  deadened  the  rows  of  corn 

adjacent  to  harvested  wheatfields,  fully  two-thirds  in  many  localities 
were  dead  and  rotting,  whether  above  the  ground  between  the  blades, 

or  below  ground  upon  the  roots;  and  these  dead  and  drowned  com- 
prised bugs  of  all  ages,  and  especially  the  larvae  and  pupae. 

DIRECT  REMEDIES  AGAINST  THE  CIIIXCII  BUG. 

When  a  field  of  wheat  or  barley  or  rye,  is  once  overrun  by  chinch 

bugs,  man  is,  in  the  majority  of  cases,  powerless  before  the  unsavory 

host,  and  his  only  hope  is  in  timely  rains.  The  great  majority  of 

noxious  insects  may  be  controlled  even  at  the  last  hour,  but  a  few — 

and  among  them  is  the  Chinch  Bug — defy  our  efforts  when  once  they  are 
in  full  force  upon  us.  There  are  several  applications  that  will  kill  the 

insect  when  brought  in  contact  with  it,  and  I  have  known  a  few  rows 

of  corn  to  be  saved  by  the  copious  use  of  simple  hot  water,  but  the 

application  of  all  such  direct  remedies  becomes  impracticable  on  the 

scale  in  which  they  are  needed  in  the  grain  fields  of  the  West.  Irri- 

gation, where  it  can  be  be  applied — and  it  can  be  in  much  of  the  ter- 
ritory in  the  vicinity  of  the  Rocky  Mountains,  where  the  insect  com- 

mits sad  havoc  ;  and  with  a  little  effort,  in  many  regions  in  the  heart 

of  the  Mississippi  Valley — is  the  only  really  available,  practicable 
remedy,  after  the  bugs  have  commenced  multiplying  in  the  spring. 

I^Dish  to  lay  particular  stress  on  this  matter  of  irrigation.^  believing 

as  I  do,  that  it  is  an  effectual  antidote  against  this  pest,  and  that  by 

overflowing  a  grain  field  for  a  couple  of  days,  or  by  saturating  the 

ground  for  as  many  more  in  the  month  of  May,  we  may  effectually  pre- 
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vent  its  subsequent  injuries.  In  the  article  on  the  Rocky  Mountain 

Locust,  I  may  have  something  more  to  say  on  this  matter  of  irriga- 

tion. We  cannot,  at  the  critical  moment,  expect  much  aid  from  its 

natural  enemies,  for  these  are  few,  and  attack  it  mostly  in  the  winter 

time.  We  must,  therefore,  in  our  warfare  with  this  pest,  depend 

mainly  on  preventive  measures  where  irrigation  is  impossible. 

PREVENTIVE  MEASURES. 

It  has  been  repeatedly  shown  in  these  pages,  that  in  no  depart- 

ment of  science  does  the  old  proverb,  "prevention  is  better  than 

cure,"  apply  with  such  force  as  in  economic  entomology;  for  there 

are  hosts  of  insects  whose  depredations  may  be  averted  with  the 

utmost  ease,  when  we  understand  their  weak  points  and  attack  them 

at  the  proper  place  or  time.  Though  we  are  powerless  before  the 

Chinch  Bug  at  the  time  it  commits  the  greatest  injury,  and  attracts 

most  attention,  yet  I  shall  endeavor  to  show  that  it  may,  for  all  prac- 

tical purposes,  be  outflanked  by  judicious  husbandry  and  proper  pre- 
cautionary steps. 

Burning— It  has  long  been   noticed  that  the  Chinch   Bug  com- 

mences its  ravages  in  the  Spring  from  the  edges  of  a  piece  of  grain, 

or  occasionally  from  one  or  more  small  patches,  scattered  at  random 

in  the  more  central  portions  of  it,  and  usually  dryer  than  the  rest  of 

the  field.    From  these  particular  parts  it  subsequently  spreads  by  de- 

grees over  the  whole  field,  multiplying  as  it  goes,  and  finally  taking 

the  entire  crop  unless  checked  up  by  seasonable  rains.    In  newly 

broken  land,  where  the  fences  are  new,  and  consequently  no  old  stuff 

has  had  time  to  accumulate  along  them,  the  Chinch  Bug  is  seldom 

heard  of.    These  facts  indicate  that  the  mother  insects  must  very  gen- 

erally pass  the  winter  in  the  old  dead  stuff"  that  usually  gathers  along 

fences.    Hence,  by  way  of  precaution,  it  is  advisable,  whenever  possi- 

ble, to  burn  up  such  stuff  in  the  winter,  or  early  in  the  spring,  and 

particularly  to  rake  together  and  burn  up  the  old  corn  stalks  in  the 

fall  of  the  year,  instead  of  plowing  them  in,  or  allowing  them,  as  is 

often   done,  to  lie  littering  about  on  some  piece   of  waste  ground. 

Agriculturally  speaking,  this  may  not  be  the  best  way  of  enriching 

the  soil ;  but  it  is  better  to  lose  the  manure  contained  in  the  corn 

stalks  than  to  have  one's  crop  destroyed  by  insects.    Whenever  such 

small  infected  patches  in  a  grain  field  are  noticed  early  in  the  season, 

the  rest  of  the  field  may  often  be  saved  by  carting  dry  straw  on  to 

them,  and  burning  the  straw  on  the  spot,  Chinch  Bugs,  green  wheat 

and  all ;  and  this  will  be  still  easier  to  do  when  the  bugs  start  along 

the   edge   of  the  field.    If,   as  frequently  happens,  a  piece   of  small 

grain  is  found  about  harvest  time  to  be  so  badly  shrunken  up  by  the 
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bug  as  not  to  be  worth  cutting,  the  owner  of  it  ought  always  to  set  fire 

to  it  and  burn  it  up  along  with  its  ill-savored  inhabitants.  Thus,  not 
only  will  the  insect  be  prevented  from  migrating  on  to  the  adjacent 

corn-fields,  but  its  future  multiplication  will  be  considerably  checked. 
As  was  clearly  shown  by  Dr.  LeBaron,  in  his  second  report  as 

State  Entomologist  of  Illinois,  much  of  the  efficacy  of  burning  corn 
stalks  will  depend  on  the  manner  in  which  it  is  performed  and  the 

time  of  year  of  its  performance.  The  approach  of  Winter  finds  the 

bugs  scattered  everywhere  over  our  corn-fields.  But  the  fields  them- 
selves afford  very  little  Winter  shelter,  and  though  standing  corn 

stalks  may  harbor  the  bugs  more  or  less  throughout  the  Winter,  the 

fact  remains  that  the  majority  of  the  bugs  leave  them  and  seek  greater 

shelter  and  more  favorable  quarters.  Thus,  to  be  eflfectual,  the  stalks 

should  be  cut  and  burned  before  Winter  sets  in ;  or  what  is  preferable, 

shocks  should  be  made  at  intervals  to  attract  the  bugs.  The  bugs 

will  then  congregate  in  these  shocks  and  may  there  be  burned  at  any 
time  during  the  winter.  In  this  connection  I  will  quote  the  following 

inquiry  from  Mr.  J.  T.  Moulton,  Jr.,  of  St.  Francois  county  : 

The  most  compact  and  destructive  army  of  chinch  buo^s  I  ever  saw,  started 
from  sorghum  bagasse,  which  had  been  used  as  manure.  Might  the  insects  be  trapped 
to  any  extent  worth  mentioning,  by  exposing  heaps  of  rubbish  in  conspicuous  places 
in  August,  and  burning  tlie  same  in  November?  Would  a  great  proportion  of  the  eggs 
be  found  in  sucli  heaps  ? 

The  eggs  would  of  course  not  be  found  in  such  heaps,  as  they  are 

laid  only  on  the  living  grain,  and  principally  below  the  surface  of  the 
ground  at  the  crown  or  on  the  roots  of  the  plant.  But  they  would 

nevertheless  be  effectually  destroyed  in  the  manner  you  suggest, 
because  each  female  bug  sheltering  under  the  bagasse  carries  within 

her  ovaries  a  number  of  undeveloped  eggs  which,  as  soon  as  Spring 

opens,  she  is  ready  to  consign  to  the  roots  of  young  grain.  The  plan 

suggested  by  Mr.  Moulton  is  therefore  a  capital  one ;  and  it  matters 

little  whether  bagasse,  corn-stalks,  or  any  other  rubbish  be  used,  so 
long  as  the  heaps  are  not  too  large  and  compact,  and  are  placed  and 
destroyed  by  fire  at  the  times  mentioned. 

Where  the  custom  of  allowing  cattle  to  range  during  the  winter 

in  the  husked  corn-fields,  even  the  few  chinch  bugs  which  secrete  in 
these  stalks  are  apt  to  get  killed  by  the  feeding  and  tramping. 

Rolling — As  the  mother  Chinch  Bug  has  to  work  her  way  under 
ground  in  the  spring  of  the  year,  in  order  to  get  at  the   roots  upon 
which  she  proposes  to  lay  her  eggs,  it  becomes  evident  at  once  that 

•the  looser  the  soil  is  at  this  time  of  the  year  the  greater  the  facilities 

ER— 3 
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which  are  offered  for  the  operation.  Hence  the  great  advantage  of 

plowing  land  for  Spring  grain  in  the  preceding  Autumn,  or,  if  plowed 
in  the  Spring,  rolling  it  repeatedly  with  a  heavy  roller  after  seeding. 

And  hence  the  remark  frequently  made  by  farmers,  that  wheat  har- 
rowed in  upon  old  corn  ground,  without  any  plowing  at  all,  is  far  les& 

infested  by  Chinch  Bug  ihan  wheat  put  in  upon  land  that  has  been 

plowed. 

Invigorating  the  Plant  by  Manure  :  Early  Sowing,  Etc. — It  ha& 
long  been  observed  that  Fall  wheat  suffers  less  than  Spring  wheat 
from  this  insect,  for  the  simple  reason  that  it  generally  matures  before 

the  bugs  have  attained  their  greatest  power  for  harm.  The  Tappa- 
hannock  wheat,  on  account  of  its  early  ripening,  is,  for  this  reason^ 
one  of  the  safest  kinds  to  grow.  There  is  also  a  strong  impressioni 

among  those  who  have  had  a  good  deal  of  experience  with  the  insect, 

that  it  thrives  best  on  sickly  and  weakly  grain.  While  in  such  ques- 
tions it  is  always  somewhat  difficult  to  distinguish  between  cause  and 

effect,  the  following  experience  of  that  close  observer,  Mr.  J,  R.  Muhle- 
man,  of  Woodburn,  Illinois,  would  certainly  seem  to  show  that  the 

bugs  do  show  some  choice  of  food  in  a  corn-field: 

I  had  a  piece  of  very  viororous  corn  opposite  my  neighbor's  wheat,  and  after  it  was 
harvested,  that  corn  nearest  the  wheat  became  black  witli  bugs.  Now,  the  small  field 
on  which  I  raised  my  corn,  is  various  in  qualify,  ranging  from  rich  to  barren.  My 
supply  of  manure  did  not  hold  out  to  cover  all  the  hitter,  so  that  the  corn  thereon 
grew  but  slowly  and  remained  weak.  About  a  week  after  I  had  first  noticed  the  bug& 
on  that  strong  fast-growing  corn,  as  mentioned  above,  I  passed  again  by  if,  and  foundi 
the  bags  hud  abandoned  it.  That  corn,  and  that  which  grew  on  the  manured  portions, 
of  the  field  remained  free  from  the  bugs  during  the  remainder  of  the  season,  and  I 
began  to  think  the  bugs  liad  left  entirely;  that  corn  turned  out  well — as  well  as  it; 
promised  in  the  forepart  of  the  season. 

At  the  time  of  cutting  the  corn  I  became  undeceived,  for  I  found  all  the  weak  cori> 
full  of  the  stinkers,  suggesting  to  me  that  they  had  thus  abandoned  the  biar  heavy 
stalks,  because,  as  I  suppose,  the  sap  flowed  too  fast  for  their  comfort,  and  they  went 
at  the  more  etiolated,  slowly  growing  corn.  Upon  frequent  inquiry  in  diflferent  parts 
of  the  county,!  have  found  that  corn  growing  in  bottoms  was  comparatively  free 
from  the  bugs  and  made  good  corn,  while  upland  corn,  and  especially  such  grown  on^ 
rather  thin  land,  was  destroyed  by  them. 

The  lesson  I  would  therefore  draw  from  these  observations  is,  that  early  planting, 
manuring,  and  close  attention  in  cultivation,  especially  on  uplands  of  poor  soil,  wilL 
reward  ilie  tiller  with  a  reasonable  yield,  as  far  as  the  Chinch  Bug  is  concerned. 

There  can  be  no  doubt  as  to  the  soundness  of  the  lesson  my  friend 

draws  in  the  last  paragraph,  and  much  of  the  freedom  from  chinches 

that  has  been  noticed  to  follow  the  steeping  of  the  seed  in  brine,  or 

the  use  of  salt  and  lime  on  the  soil,  may  be  traced  to  the  vigor-  which 
the  applications  gave  to  the  plants. 

Mixing  Seed  or  Protecting  one  Plant  by  Another. — A  strip  of 
Spring  wheat  might  be  sown  around  a  field  of  Fall  wheat,  as  suggested 

by  Mr.  Carr  (see  Appendix),  so  that  when  the  bugs  have  sucked  it  dry^ 
or  as  soon  as  the  Fall  wheat  is  cut,  and  before  they  have  started  for 
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other  fields,  tLe  Spring  wheat  with  its  contents  may  be  burned.  Other 
preventive  measures  of  this  character  have  been  tried,  such  as  the 
sowing  of  a  rod  or  two  of  Hungarian  grass  or  millet  around  a  wheat 
field,  with  a  view  of  satisfying  the  bugs  till  the  desired  crop  is  out  of 
danger.  I  have  also  known  some  to  practice  planting  a  few  rows  of 
sorghum,  which  is  tougher  than  the  corn.  The  bugs  remain  on  the 
sorghum  till  ready  to  scatter  by  wing,  when  there  is  little  danger  to 
the  corn,  because  it  is  then  too  strong  and  vigorous  to  be  much 

afi'ected  by  the  young  of  the  second  brood. 

Preventing  the  Migration  op  the  Bugs  from  one  Field  to  An- 

other.—When,  after  having  exhausted  a  field  of  grain,  they  are 
marching  to  another ;  or  when,  after  wheat  is  cut,  they  are  making  in 
close  columns  for  the  nearest  corn,  they  may  be  checked  in  their  pro- 

gress in  the  following  manner,  which  I  give  in  the  words  of  Mr.  H.  J. 
Everett,  of  Stoughton,  Wisconsin,  who  first  recommended  it: 

Take  common  fence  boards,  six  inches  or  less  wide,  and  run  them  around  the 
piece,  set  edgewise,  and  so  that  the  bugs  cannot  get  under  them  or  between  the  joints, 
and  then  spread  either  pine  or  coal  tar  on  the  upper  edge,  and  they  will  not  cross  it 
The  tar  needs  renewing  until  the  edge  gets  saturated,  so  that  it  will  keep  wet  and  not 
dry  \n  any  more,  and  either  kind  of  tar  is  effectual.  Then  dig  holes  close  to  the  board, 
about  like  a  post  hole,  once  in  four  or  five  rods,  and  run  a  strip  of  tar  from  the  top  of 
the  board  to  the  bottom  on  the  outside,  opposite  tlie  hole,  and  they  will  leave  the  board 
and  in  trying  to  get  around  the  tarred  stripe,  will  slide  into  the  hole,  where  they  will 
be  obliged  to  remain  till  tliey  can  be  buried  at  leisure,  and  new  holes  opened  for  more 
victims.  It  is  seldom  one  has  to  tence  more  than  one  side  of  the  field,  but  wherever  the lence  is  it  is  a  sure  stop. 

With  a  little  care  to  keep  the  tar  moist  by  renewal,  the  boards 
may  be  dispensed  with,  and  the  tar  poured  out  of  the  kettle  onto  the 
ground.  About  a  gallon  is  required  to  a  rod,  and  it  should  be  renewed 
every  other  day,  or  oftener  when  rains  prevail,  until  the  bugs  are 
destroyed  in  the  manner  before  indicated.  According  to  Dr.  LeBaron, 
this  plan  was  extensively  resorted  to  in  1871,  around  Bloomington, 
Illinois,  where  the  coal  tar  could  be  easily  obtained,  and  it  gave  most 
satisfactory  results.  The  same  end  may  be  attained  by  plowing  a 
deep  turrow  or  two  at  a  short  distance  one  from  the  other  around  a 
field  it  is  intended  to  protect;  and  from  the  ease  and  cheapness  with 
which  this  plan  is  executed,  it  is  likely  to  become  the  most  popular. 
The  earth  should  be  thrown  away  from  the  protected  field,  and  the 
furrow  not  allowed  to  settle  or  harden,  but  be  kept  friable  or 
dusty  by  dragging  a  log  or  a  stone  or  a  bundle  of  brush  along  it 
each  morning.  The  philosophy  of  the  plan  is  that  the  bugs  cannot 
climb  up  the  loose  surface,  especially  on  the  perpendicular  side.  The 
dragging   each   morning  will  kill  manj^  but  they  should  be  either 
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trapped  and  destroyed  in  pits  as  already  described,  or  burned  by 

strewing  straw  each  morning  on  tlie  invading  side  of  the  furrow,  and 

burning  the  same  each  evening,  when  a  chinch  bug  holocaust  will 
result. 

IMl'ORTANCK  OF  WINTKK  WOKK  AND  COMBINED  ACTION. 

Measures  such  as  these  last  are,  however,  but  partially  preven- 

tive ;  we  destroy  the  enemy  only  after  he  has  just  committed  his  prin- 
cipal ravages.  Those,  therefore,  which  strike  at  the  right  place  and 

prevent  the  bug  from  doing  any  injury,  are  by  far  the  most  important 
and  valuable  ;  and  I  cannot  lay  too  much  stress  on  the  importance  of 
Winter  work  in  burning  cornstalks,  old  boards  and  all  kinds  of  grass, 

weeds,  rubbish  and  litter  around  grain  fields,  and  even  the  leaves  in 

the  adjacent  woods,  in  and  under  all  of  which  the  little  pest  hiber- 
nates. Next  to  drowning  out  the  rascals,  cremation  is  undoubtedly 

the  most  effectual  mode  of  destruction.  Next,  let  Spring  wheat  be 

got  in  as  early  as  possible,  and  let  it  be  rolled.  The  rolling  will 

apply  equally  well  to  the  culture  of  Winter  wheat,  though  I  would  not 
advise  the  early  Fall  planting  of  this  last  in  sections  where  it  is  likely 

to  suffer  from  Hessian  fly,  for  reasons  not  pertinent  in  this  connec- 
tion. Sow  thickly,  as  the  more  the  ground  is  shaded  the  less  the 

Chinch  Bug  likes  it.  If  in  late  Winter  the  bugs  are  known  to  be 

numerous  so  as  to  bode  future  injury — and  the  fact  can  easily  be 

ascertained  by  the  ill-savored  odor  they  send  up  from  corn-shocks  and 

by  their  general  presence  in  the  wintering  places  mentioned — it  will 
be  well  to  plant  no  Spring  wheat  or  barley.  In  short,  just  in  propor- 

tion as  we  adopt  an  intelligent  and  cleanly  system  of  culture,  just  in 
that  proportion  will  the  Chinch  Bug  become  harmless  :  it  is,  in  a  great 

part,  and  in  its  more  injurious  aspects,  a  result  of  slovenly  husbandry, 
and  will  lose  its  threatening  character  in  the  more  western  States,  as 

it  has  in  those  to  the  east  of  us,  just  as  fast  as  more  careful  and  intel- 
ligent husbandry  becomes  the  fashion.  Combined  effort  is,  also,  most 

important  in  this  connection,  and  it  is  by  producing  unity  of  action 
in  such  cases  that  the  granges  can  demonstrate,  in  no  small  degree, 

the  good  that  is  to  flow  from  organization.  While  the  farmers  were 

uncombined  they  were  as  weak  as  a  rope  of  sand  in  matters  requiring 

this  combined  effort,  but  with  the  powerful  organization  now  existing 

among  them,  they  will  be  better  able  to  cope  with  their  foes  of  what- 
ever nature. 

Every  one  who  has  traveled  over  our  own  State,  must  have  been 
struck  with  the  manner  in  which  some  fields  were  rendered  almost 

worthless  by  this  insect;  while  others  in  the  immediate  vicinity,  and 
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sometimes  not  more  than  a  quarter  of  a  mile  away,  were  entirely- 
exempt  from  its  injuries.  I  have  had  no  difficulty  in  accounting  for 
these  circumstances  in  the  light  of  what  is  here  stated. 

Much  good  winter  work  may  be  done  also  in  the  way  of  trapping 

the  bugs.  In  seeking  winter  quarters,  they  show  a  decided  partiality 

for  any  flat  substances,  such  as  old  boards,  that  do  not  rest  too  closely 
upon  the  ground.  If  all  old  boards  that  can  be  obtained  are  laid 

around  a  field,  in  the  Fall,  in  such  manner  that  the  larger  part  of  the 

lower  surface  will  not  quite  rest  on  the  ground — which  of  course  it 
will  not  do  if  the  ground  is  in  the  least  bit  uneven  or  covered  with 

grass — the  bugs  will  congregate  under  such  traps,  and  during  the  cold 
weather  of  Winter  may  be  scraped  from  them  on  to  dry  straw  and 
burned. 

In  this  connection,  and  to  show  the  folly  of  waiting  till  the  last 

moment,  I  take  the  liberty  of  publishing  the  following  letter  as  a 

sample  of  many  that  reach  me  about  harvest  time : 

Dear  Sir  :  I  once  noticed  in  the  Kansas  agricultural  reports  an  article  fronn 
your  pen  on  noxious  insects,  and  how  to  destroy  them,  and  a  few  days  since  I  read  in 
the  St.  Louis  Globe  of  the  good  work  you  were  doing.  1  now  write  to  you  in  the  hope 
that  you  can  do  as  good  a  turn  for  a  sad  lot  of  fiirmers  as  you  did  for  Mr.  Wliittaker. 

We  are  being  eaten  out  by  the  Chinch  Bug ;  Spring  wheat  and  barley  utterly 
ruined — none  left  to  eat ;  Winter  wheat  damaged  one-half,  and  whole  fields  of  corn 
being  laid  waste.  I  hear  of  many  instances  where  from  ten  to  fifteen  acres  are  gone, 
and  the  bugs  marching  steadily  on.  A  few  persons  are  trying  to  stop  them  by  spread- 

ing straw  in  their  way  and  burning  or  dragging  logs  ;  some  are  trying  coal  tar  ;  but 
generally  the  bugs  are  marching  onward. 

I  look  from  my  window  on  a  fine,  large  field  of  oats  over  half  ruined.  Many  are 
cutting  oats  in  the  bloom  or  milk  to  save  something. 

1  have  seen  grasshoppers  twice,  and  would  prefer  them  of  the  two.  If  you  cay 
tell  us  something  about  them  and  how  to  prevent  their  ravages,  drive  off  or  destroy 
them,  you  will  confer  upon  us  the  greatest  favor  and  receive  our  heartfelt  thanks. 

Wishing  you  God-speed  in  your  noble  efforts  to  help  our  insect-cursed  country, 
I  am,  with  respect, 

H.  V.  NEEDHAM, 
Master  of  Grange  No.  71,  P.  of  E. 

Summit,  Kansas. 

All  such  letters,  when  they  come  from  citizens  of  Missouri,  I  make 

it  a  point  to  answer,  as  far  as  other  duties  will  permit ;  but  from  the 

rather  lengthy  account  of  the  Chinch  Bug  here  given,  it  is  obvious 
that  relief  in  all  cases  like  that  of  Mr.  Needham,  is  sought  at  the  last 
moment,  when  it  cannot  be  got  except  through  providential  rains  or 

irrigation.  Yet  it  is  always  at  this  last  moment  that  the  cry  of  dis- 
tress goes  up  from  the  large  body  of  farmers,  or  that  any  efforts  are 

made  to  avert  it,  except  by  the  few  who  have  been  properly  informed 

and  understand  the  habits  of  the  enemy.  That  these  last  form  but  a 

small  (though  I  am  happy  to  say  constantly  increasing)  portion  of  the 

agricultural  community  is,  perhaps,  to  be  regretted.     A  practicable, 
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everywhere  available,  cheap  remedy,  that  would  give  relief  at  this 
critical  period,  is  from  the  nature  of  the  case,  hardly  to  be  hoped  for. 

Yet  it  is  not  an  impossibility  ;  and  if  I  could  devote  to  the  effort  my 
whole  time  for  one  single  year,  with  the  means  to  test  on  a  large 

scale,  thoroughly  and  effectually,  the  many  different  methods  that 

suggest  themselves  to  my  mind — as  the  use  of  sulphate  of  copper  or 
of  iron  ;  of  carbonic  acid  gas  or  of  sulphuret  of  carbon — something 
might  come  out  of  the  list  of  possible  remedies,  and  thousands  of  dol- 

lars might  be  cheaply  expended  in  the  attempt  where  such  large 
interests  are  involved.  Regarding  the  use  of  carbonic  acid  gas,  it  is 
probable  that  it  would  destroy  the  bugs  on  a  hill  of  corn,  if  thrown  on 

to  them  at  a  distance  of  not  more  than  two  feet ;  but  from  experi- 
ments which  I  made  upon  chinches  with  a  Babcock  extinguisher,  I 

am  of  the  opinion  that  little  can  be  expected  from  its  use  as  thrown 

from  this  machine.  The  gas  escapes  too  rapidly  to  be  of  any  great 

practical  service,  and  has  no  eflFect  on  the  bugs  when  thrown  in  a  jet 
five  feet  long. 

Abstaining  from  the  Cultivation  of  the  Grains  upon  which 

THE  Insect  feeds. — On  the  principle  that  it  is  better  to  save  the  labor 
and  seed  than  to  lose  both  and  the  harvest  withal,  the  idea  of  quitting 

the  culture  of  the  cereals,  and  especially  of  Spring  wheat  and  barley, 

for  a  year  or  two,  as  a  means  of  preventing  the  breeding  of  the  in- 
sect to  any  injurious  extent,  has  often  been  considered  and  discussed. 

There  is  some  reason  to  believe  that  the  abandonment,  for  a  single 

year,  of  barley  and  Spring  wheat  culture,  over  a  sufficiently  large  ex- 

tent of  country — as,  for  instance,  over  a  whole  county — would  cause 
a  sufficient  reduction  in  the  numbers  of  chinch  bugs  in  such  a 

county,  as  to  insure  fair  crops  for  two  or  three  succeeding  years  ;  and 

such  a  course  is  well  worth  trying.  It  is  to  be  feared,  however,  that 
it  will  never  be  carried  out  in  concert  over  a  sufficiently  extended 

breadth  of  country ;  1st,  because  the  farmer  can  never  foretell  the 

character  of  the  coming  season,  on  which  the  increase  or  decrease  of 

the  pest  so  largely  depends,  and  will  naturally  hope  for  the  best;  2d, 

because  if  neither  Spring  nor  Fall  wheat,  barley,  oats,  rye,  Hungarian 

grass,  timothy  nor  corn  were  grown  for  one  season  in  any  given 
county  where  there  are  wild  prairie  grasses,  the  Chinch  Bug  would  yet 
breed,  though  not  so  numerously. 

NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

Practically  we  have  not  much  to  hope  for  from  the  natural  enemies 

of  this  bug;  for  they  are  neither  numerous  nor  efficient  enough  to 
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make  any  material  impression  on  the  vast  army  of  chinches  which 
invade  our  grain  fields;  neither  are  they  of  such  a  nature  as  to  be 

greatly  encouraged,  or  artificially  multiplied  for  man's  good,  as  in 
wholesale  measures  of  destruction  it  is  impossible  to  separate  the 

sheep  from  the  goats.  Yet  it  will  afford  some  satisfaction  to  the  farmer 

to  be  able  to  recognize  even  these  few  friends  which  assist,  in  their 

quiet  way,  to  keep  his  inveterate  foe  in  check. 

"  As  long  ago  as  1861,  Mr.  Walsh,  in  his  Easay  upon  the  Injurious 
Insects  of  Illinois,,  published  facts  which  tended  to  show  that  four 

[Fiff.  5]   distinct    species  of   Ladybirds  preyed    upon   the      [fio-.  6.] 

tr  Chinch  Bug.'^^    The  first  of  these  four  is  the  Spot-     "\^^f^ 

ted   Ladybird    {Hippodamia  maculata^  DeGeer?  Ty^f  "fll^ 
"  Fig.  5),  which  also  preys  upon  a  great  variety  of    ̂ \jiillr\.. Spotted        .1  .  ,  4.4.       1  •         u    tu  4.1,  e  ir\       c^    ̂        Ttim Ladybird. 

L.vDYBiRD.  other  insects,  attacking  both  the  eggs  ot  the  Colo- 
rado Potato-beetle  and  those  of  certain  Bark  lice. 

^'In  corroboration  of  the  fact  of  its  preying  on  the  Chinch  Bug,  I 
may  state,  that  the  Rev.  Chas.  Peabody,  of  Sulphur  Springs,  informs 

me  that  he  has  repeatedly  found  it  so  feeding  on  his  farm.  The  sec- 
ond species  is  the  Trim  Ladybird  ( CocGinella  munda  Say,  Fig.  6), 

which  is  distinguishable  at  once  from  a  great  variety  of  its  brethren 

by  having  no  black  spots  upon  its  red  wing-cases.  The  other  two  are 
much  smaller  insects,  belonging  to  a  genus  (Scymnus)  of  Ladybirds, 
most  of  the  species  of  which  are  quite  small  and  of  obscure  brown 

colors,  and  hard  to  be  distinguished  by  the  popular  eye  from  other 
beetles,  the  structure  of  which  is  very  different,  and  which  therefore 

belong  to  very  different  groups  and  have  very  different  habits. 

"In  the  Autumn  of  1864,  Dr.  Shimer  ascertained  that  the  Spotted 
Ladybird  which  has  been  sketched  above,  preys  extensively  upon  the 

Chinch  Bug.  In  a  particular  field  of  corn,  which  had  been  sown  thick 

for  fodder,  and  which  was  swarming  with  chinch  bugs,  he  found,  as 

he  says,  that  this  Ladybird,  '  could  be  counted  by  hundreds  upon  every 
square  yard  of  ground  after  shaking  the  corn;  but  the  chinch  bugs 

were  so  numerous  that  these  hosts  of  enemies  made  very  little  per- 

ceptible impression  among  them.' 
"In  the  same  Autumn  Dr.  Shimer  made  the  additional  discovery, 

that  in  the  very  same  field  of  fodder-corn  the  chinch  bugs  were 

preyed  upon  by  a  very  common  species  of  Lacewing-fiy,  which  he 

•described  in  January,  1865,f  as  the  Illinois  Lacewing  (Chrysopa  Illi- 

*See  Trans.  III.  St.  Agric.  Society,  IV,  pp.  34l!-0. 

■f  Proc.  Ent.  Soc.  Phii.,  IV,  pp.  208-12. 
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noiensis).  The  description  was  republished,  together  with  the  sub- 

stance of  Mr.  Shimer's  observations  in  the  Prairie  Farmer^  of  Chicago^ 
111.,  accompanied  with  a  non-characteristic  wood-cut  of  the  larva^ 
cocoon  and  imago.  At  this  time  Mr.  Shimer  favored  me  with  twa 

specimens  of  the  perfect  insect,  and  he  likewise  furnished  Mr.  Walsh 
with  additional  specimens.  From  these  specimens,  it  is  evident  that 

the  species  is  the  same  as  that  described  long  before,  by  Dr.  Fitch,  as 

the  Weeping  Lacewing  (^Chrysopa  plorahunda).  In  186?,  I  found  the 

same  species  quite  numerous  in  a  wheat-field  belonging  to  Mr.  T.  R. 
Allen,  of  Allenton,  where  its  larvge  were  perhaps  feeding  on  the 

chinch  bugs,  as  they  were  found  to  do  in  North  Illinois,  by  Dr.  Shi- 
mer. The  Lacewing-flies  all  bear  a  striking  resemblance  to  one 

another,  both  in  size,  shape  and  color.  They  almost  all  of  them,  in 

fly  state,  have  a  characteristic  and  disagreeable  odor,  resembling 

nothing  so  much  as  human  ordure.  (For  further  details  see  Rep.  1,. 

pp.  57-8,  and  Rep.  6,  Fig.  10). 

"According  to  Dr.  Shimer,  the  Weeping  Lacewing-fly  was  not 
quite  as  abundant  as  the  Spotted  Ladybird  among  the  fodder-corn, 

but  still  there  were  so  many  of  them,  that  he  thought  that  'there  was- 

one  or  more  of  them  for  every  stalk  of  that  thickly  sown  corn.^ 
'  Every  stroke  of  the  cutter,'  he  adds,  '  would  raise  three  or  four  dozen 
of  them,  presenting  quite  an  interesting  spectacle  as  they  staggered 

along  in  their  awkward,  unsteady  flight.'  And  he  not  only  actually 
observed  the  larvae  preying  very  voraciously  on  the  chinch  bugs  in 

the  field,  but  he  reared  great  numbers  of  them  to  the  mature  fly  by 
feeding  them  upon  chinch  bugs.  His  account  of  the  operations  of 

the  larva  when  in  captivity  is  so  interesting  that  I  quote  it  in  full : 

I  placed  one  of  the  larvae  in  a  vial,  after  havini^  captured  it  in  the  lield  in  the  very- 
act  of  devourinof  chinch  buys  of  all  sizes,  and  subsequently  introduced  into  the  vial  a 
number  of  chinch  bugs.  They  had  hardly  reached  the  bottom  before  it  seized  one  of 

the  larg-est  ones,  pierced  it  with  its  long  jaws,  held  it  almost  motionless  for  about  a 
minute  while  it  was  suckinof  the  juices  from  the  body  of  its  victim,  and  then  threw 
down  the  lifeless  shell.  In  this  way,  I  saw  it  destro}'  in  quick  succession,  about  a  dozen 
bugs.  Towards  the  last,  as  its  appetite  was  becoming  satiated,  it  spent  live  or  more- 
minutes  in  sucking  the  juices  from  the  bodj'  of  one  bug.  After  this  bountiful  repast^ 
it  remained  motioidess  for  an  hour  or  more,  as  if  asleep.  Never  for  a  single  moment, 
during  the  feast,  did  it  pause  in  the  work.  When  not  in  possession  of  a  bug,  it  was  on 
the  search  for,  or  in  the  pursuit  of  others.  It  manifested  much  eagerness  in  the  pur- 

suit of  its  prej%  j'et  not  with  a  lion-like  boldness ;  for  on  several  occasions  I  observed  a 
manifest  timorousness,  a  halting  in  the  attack,  as  if  conscious  of  danger  in  its  hunting 
expeditions,  although  here  tliere  was  none.  Sometimes,  when  two  or  more  bugs  were 
approaching  rapidly,  it  would  shrink  back  from  the  attack,  and  turning  aside  go  in  the 
pursuit  of  others.  At  length,  awakening,  it  would  renew  the  assault  as  before.  On. 
one  occasion,  when  it  was  on  the  side  of  the  vial,  two  inches  up,  with  a  large  bug  in 
its  mouth,  I  jarred  the  vial,  so  that  it  fell  to  the  bottom  and  rolled  over  and  over  across 
the  bottom,  but  holding  on  to  its  prey,  it  regained  its  footing  and  mounted  up  to  its- 
former  position.  Occasionally  the  chinch  bugs  would  hasten  to  escape  when  pursued,, 
as  if  in  some  degree  conscious  of  danger. 
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[Fi{?. 

^ a  ^6 
Many-banded  Robber. 

The  Insidious  Flower-bug  (Anihocoris  insidiosus. 
Say,  Fig.  7.)  which  is  so  often  found  preying  on  the 

leaf-inhabiting  form  of  the  Grape  Phylloxera,  and 
which  is  not  unfrequently  mistaken  for  the  Chincb 

Bug,  is  quite  commonly  found  in  connection  with 

this  last,  and  in  all  probability  preys  upon  it. 

The  Many-banded  Robber  [Figs.] 

( Ilarpactor    clncius,    Fabr. 

Insidious   Floweh-blg.  Fig.  8.),  alsO  preyS    UpOU    the 

Chinch  Bug.    It  is  quite  frequently  met  with 
and  I  have  detected  it  in  the  act. 

''The  common  Quail  of  the  Middle  and 
Western  States  {Ortyx  Virginiana)  otherwise 

known  as  the  Partridge  in  the  Northern  States, 
has  long  since  been  known  as  a  most  efficient  destroyer  of  chinch 
bugs,  and  the  fact  was  some  time  ago  published  by  myself  in  the 
Pra?V/e  .^arwt^r,  and  by  others  in  various  agricultural  journals  and 
Reports.  We  also  have  the  corroborative  testimony  of  Dr.  Shimer, 
who  is  a  good  ornithologist.  In  the  Winter  time,  when  hard  pushed 
for  food,  this  bird  must  devour  immense  numbers  of  the  little  pests 
which  winter  in  just  such  situations  as  are  frequented  by  the  Quail; 
and  this  bird  should  be  protected  from  the  gun  of  the  sportsman  in 
every  State  where  the  Chinch  Bug  is  known  to  run  riot."  It  is  grati- 

fying to  know  that  this  fact  has  become  sufficiently  recognized  to  have 
gained  for  the  bird  legislative  protection  in  Kansas.  Prairie  chickens- 
are  also  reported  as  devouring  it,  but  I  do  not  know  that  any  absolute 
proof  has  been  given.  Mr.  J,  W.  Clarke,  of  Green  Lake  county.  Wis.,, 
also  reports  seeing  the  Red-winged  Blackbird  feeding  on  it.*  Finally,. 
Mr.  B.  W.  Webster,  of  Austin,  Cass  county,  and  G.  C.  Brackett,  Sec- 

retary of  the  Kansas  State  Horticultural  Society,  have  both  written, 
me  to  the  effect  that  ants  destroy  its  eggs. 

POSSIBLE    REMEDIAL    .\:ND    PRETEXTIVE     3IEASURES    THAT   KEED    FURTHER     A>Jr> 
THOROUGH  TRIAL. 

There  are  a  number  oi  possible  remedies  or  preventive  measures 
that  suggest  themselves  to  any  one  having  a  thorough  acquaintance 
with  the  insects'  economy,  the  thorough  trial  and  test  of  which  will 
require  much  time,  labor  and  expense.  There  are  others  which  are 
from  year  to  year  continually  recommended  on  pretty  good  authority. 

*Prairie  Farmer,  April  9,  1870. 
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None  of  them  can  be  recommended  with  any  assurance;  yet  it  will  be 

well  to  enumerate  a  few  of  the  more  plausible,  as  worthy  of  more 

thorough  trial,  in  the  hope  that  some  of  our  Western  Agricultural 

■Colleges,  having  the  opportunities  and  facilities,  will  be  induced  to 
carry  out  such  a  system  of  carefully  conducted  experiments,  as  will 

forever  settle  the  question  of  their  utility — a  system  which  it  is  impos- 
sible for  the  State  Entomologist  of  Missouri  to  carry  out,  with  present 

means  and  duties. 

In  June,  1871,  Mr.  Wm.  F.  Talbott,  of  Kichmond,  Ills.,  strongly 

recommended  in  the  columns  of  the  Missouri  Republican  the  use  of 
salt  and  brine — the  salt  to  be  sown  with  the  seed  at  the  rate  of  about 
a  half  barrel  to  the  acre  and  the  brine  to  be  poured  on  the  plants. 

The  recommendation  was  extensively  copied ,  but  subsequent  trial  has 

proved  that  the  bugs  are  not  particularly  affected  by  it.  Yet  as  a  fer- 
tilizer and  by  [invigorating  the  plant  and  hastening  its  maturity  so 

that  it  will  ripen  before  the  insect  acquires  the  greatest  power  for 

harm,  such  an  application  may  prove  highly  beneficial;  and  this  fact 
will  account  no  doubt  for  some  of  the  favorable  reports  of  the  use  of 

salt.  The  same  may  be  said  of  lime  and  gas  lime  which  have  been 

extolled  by  some  and  denounced  by  others  as  chinch  bug  antidotes. 

There  is  a  very  general  impression  that  hemp  is  obnoxious  to  the 
Chinch  Bug,  and  no  end  of  instances  are  reported  where  grain  crops 

surrounded  or  interspersed  with  it  have  been  unmolested,  while  other 

adjacent  fields  have  been  injured.  The  testimony  is,  however, 
somewhat  conflicting.  Flax,  too,  is  recommended  as  having  the  same 

power  of  protecting  from  chinch  bug  ravages;  and  Mr.  S.  T.  Kelsey, 
of  Hutchinson,  Ivans.,  who  is  abundantly  able  to  judge  intelligently, 

and  has  had  good  opportunity  so  to  judge,  reports  that  last  year,  in 

Kansas,  small  grain  planted  on  ground  where  flax  was  grown  the  pre- 

vious year,  generally  escaped  damage  from  the  bugs.  He  recom- 
mends sowing  with  wheat  and  other  grains,  one  or  two  quarts  of  flax 

seed  per  acre.  "It  can  be  put  in  early  in  the  spring,  even  with  fall 
wheat  by  a  light  harrowing  and  rolling,  (if  a  roller  can  be  had)  so  as 

to  not  damage  the  grain.  Its  growth  could  not  materially  injure  the 

crop,  and  if  the  seed  ripened  it  could  be  easily  separated.  Some  people 
sow  flax  and  barley  mixed  on  the  same  ground,  separate  the  seed  in 

cleaning,  and  claim  that  it  pays  better  than  sowing  either  one  alone. 

If  flax  is  really  ofl'ensive  to  the  Chinch  Bug,  so  that  they  will  not  stay 
around  it,  why  may  we  not  "  flax"  the  pests  out  of  our  grain  fields  en- 

tirely?"* 
*  Kansas  Farmer,  Jannajj'^.'?,  1875. 
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Mr,  Alfred  Gray,  the  enterprising  Secretary  of  the  Kansas  State 
Board  of  Agriculture,  who  has  made  a  number  of  official  inquiries, 
gets  substantially  the  same  favorable  reports  as  to  the  inlluence  of  flax. 

A  similar  influence  is  claimed  for  castor  beans  and  even  for  buck- 

wheat; and  some  years  back  Mr.  Erwin,  Agricultural  editor  of  the 

Fulton  (Mo.,)  Mail^  informed  me  that,  having  once  gotten  a  poor  stand 
of  corn,  he  harrowed  it  and  sowed  to  buckwheat.  The  Chinch  Bug 

almost  destroyed  the  rest  of  his  corn,  but  did  not  work  on  this  piece. 

The  tendency  of  buckwheat  to  keep  the  ground  moist  may  throw  some 

light  on  this  experince. 
It  has  been  recommended  to  sow  with  each  12  bushels  of  winter 

wheat,  one  bushel  of  Winter  rye;  and  with  Spring  wheat  the  same 

proportion  of  Winter  wheat — with  the  idea,  I  suppose,  that  the  bug 
prefers  the  young  to  the  old  plants.  There  is  little  harm  in  the  methods 

and  they  are  worthy  of  further  trial. 

There  are  a  great  many  other  proposed  remedies  that  appear  in 

the  columns  of  our  agricultural  journals  each  year — some  of  them 
utterly  absurd  and  founded  on  ignorance;  others  of  doubtful  utility, 

because  founded  on  isolated  experience,  where  too  often  it  is  evident 

that  cause  and  efi'ect  have  not  been  properly  understood.  It  is  need- 
less to  instance  them.  As  to  the  ridiculous  proposal  put  forth  in  the 

Waukegan,  Ills.,  Gazette  in  1865,  with  a  great  blowing  of  trumpets,  by 
one  D.  H.  Sherman,  of  that  town,namely,  to  destroy  the  Chinch  Bug 

in  the  egg  state  by  pickling  all  the  seed  wheat,  it  is  sufficient  to  observe 

that  this  insect  never  deposits  its  eggs  upon  the  kernel  of  the  ripe 

wheat.  Consequently,  to  attempt  to  kill  chinch  bug  eggs  by  doctor- 
ing the  seed  wheat,  would  be  pretty  much  like  trying  to  kill  the  nits 

in  a  boy's  head  by  applying  a  piece  of  sticking  plaster  to  his  great 
toe.  In  the  old  Practical  Entomologist^  nine  years  ago,  I  showed 
that  there  were  no  such  eggs  in  the  wheat  kernels,  which  Mr  Sherman 

himself  had  sent  me,  and  which  he  had  supposed  to  be  thus  infested. 

Of  course  the  same  remark  applies  to  every  other  proposition  to 

destroy  this  insects'  eggs  by  manipulating  the  seed — however  bene- 
ficial such  measures  may  be  as  a  means  of  invigorating  the  plants, 

causing  an  early  start,  or  preventing  rust  and  smut. 

IX.TUKIOUS  TO  STOCK. 

Accounts  reached  me  from  several  sources,  and  were  common  in 

the  agricultural  papers,  of  stock  being  injured  when  fed  with  corn 

fodder  badly  infested  with  the  bug ;  and  I  have  no  reason  to  doubt 

that  animals  confined  to  corn-fodder  in  seasons^vhen  every  corn-stalk 
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harbors  dozens  or  even  hundreds  of  bugs,  will  suflFerfrom  eating  them 

— the  symptoms  described  being  a  falling  oiFin  flesh  and  constipation. 
VerhuTn  sat  sapienii. 

PROGNOSTICATING . 

After  such  a  Chinch  Bug  season  as  we  had  in  1874,  the  question  is 

continually  asked  during  the  Winter:  ''Will  there  be  any  chinch 

bugs  next  Summer  ? "  It  is  impossible  to  give  any  satisfactory  answer 
to  such  a  question,  because  so  much  depends  on  the  character  of  the 

approaching  Spring.  We  had  some  very  severe  and  continued  cold 
weather  this  Winter,  and  many  entertain  the  hope  that  the  chinches 

have  been  frozen  out.  The  farmer  must  lay  no  such  unction  to  the 
soul,  however;  for  it  is  not  intense  cold  but  changeable  Winter 

weather — successive  thawings  and  freezings — that  injures  and  destroys- 

the  Chinch  Bug.* 

ITNNEGESSARY  FEARS. 

While  some  thus  take  a  bright  view  often  unwarranted  by  the- 
actual  facts,  others  again  are  unnecessarily  pissimistic  and  hopeless  of 

the  future  prospects — borrowing  trouble  where  there  is,  perhaps,  no 
cause  for  it.  This  fact  may  be  illustrated  by  the  following  letter  from 

Mr.  Wm.  H.  Avery,  of  Lamar,  Barton  county,  as  a  sample: 

About  a  month  or  six  weeks  ago,  mitjierous  farmers  of  this  county  reported  find- 
ing:  large  quantities  of  dead  chinch  bugs  on  tiie  ground  beneath  shocks  of  corn.  They 
were  so  numerous  that  double  handfuls  could  be  taken  up  without  much  effort,  and 
many  believed  that  all  the  bugs  in  the  country  were  dead.  One  man  said  that  he  had 
observed  that  what  appeared  to  be  dead  bu»rs  were  only  the  shells  or  outer  covering 
of  bugs,  and  he  believed  the  bug  itself  had  only  escaped  trom  its  old  covering. 

1  have  not  heard  of  any  living  chinch  bugs  being  seen  for  two  or  three  months, 
though  I  have  not  made  particular  search. 

P.  S.  Since  writing  the  foregoing.  Dr.  Dunn  and  I  have  made  search  in  the  fields- 
for  living  chinch  bugs  and  could  find  none,  while  dead  ones  are  abundant. 

1  send  you,  in  another  wrapper,  a  piece  ot  corn-stalk  containing  the  bugs  just  a* we  found  them. 

Now  in  the  corn-stalk  sent,  though,  on  a  superficial  view,  it 

appeared  black  with  chinches,  there  was  not  a  single  living  bug  to  be- 
found.  What  had  been  mistaken  for  them  was  a  mass  of  the  empty 

pupa-skins.  We  have  seen,  in  speaking  of  the  insect's  transformations^ 
how,  at  each  successive  molt,  the  colors  of  the  perfect  bug  are  more 

and  more  approached,  until  in  the  pupa,  state,  both  in  color  and  size^ 

there  is  great  resemblance  to  the  mature  bug.  When  about  to  un- 
dergo the  last  molt,  i.  e.,  to  shed  the  pupa-skin,  the  insects  in  late 

*  Since  this  was  written,  I  have  found  tlie  Chinch  Bug  by  millions  in  its  Winter  quartei-s,  and  oa 
the  28th  and  29th  of  March— the  weather  being  quite  warm— they  already  began  to  move  and  fly  about. 
This  slioAVS  that  tlie  long  and  saf  ere  Winter  had  little  effect  on  them . 
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Summer  and  Fall,  are  fond  of  congregating  on  corn-stalks  in  the  shel- 
ter afforded  by  the  broad  blades  ;    and  since  all  insects,  in  molting, 

fasten  themselves  as  securely  as  possible,  and  as  none  of  them  that 
live  by  suction,  like  the  Chinch  Bug,  ever  devour  their  cast-off  gar- 

ments, as  many  of  the  mandibulate  species  are  known  to  do,  the  cast- 
off  pupa-skins  in  such  corn-stalks  remain  indefinitely  between  the 
blades.    Again,  many  chinch  bugs  naturally  die  in  the  Fall  or  in  the 
Winter,  either  from  disease  or  from  having  run  their  course;  while  in 
some  years,  as  Dr.  Shinier  has  conclusively  shown,  and  as  I  can  testify 
from  personal  examination,  a  very  general  fatality  attends  the  hiber- 

nating bugs,  so  that  it  is  difficult  to  find  a  living  one.    In  all  such 
cases,  a  little  careful  research  by  aid  of  an  ordinary  lens  will  soon 
enable   the  farmer  to  determine  whether  he  is  dealing  with  dead  or 
living  chinches,  or  only  their  skeletons.    The  pupa-skins,  though  dis- 

tended, with  every  leg-covering  perfect,  readily  reveal  their  mocking 
■emptiness  under  the  lens  or  by  the  pressure  of  the  finger,  and  while, 
when  numerous,  they  speak  in  unniistaken  terms  of  the  large  numbers 
of  chinches  that  came  to  maturity  in  the  Fall,  they  bear  no  evidence 
•of  the  present  strength,  nor  furnish  any  clue  to  the  future  power  of the  foe :  the  dead  bugs  are  generally  covered  with  mold  and  are  dis- 
-colored  and  soft :   the  living  ones  are  bright-colored,  and  will  soon 
begin  to  kick  and  crawl  on  being  brought  into  a  warm  room. 

BOGUS  CHINCH  BUGS. 

"  Few  things  are  more  astonishing  than  the  acuteness  of  perception 
superinduced  by  being  constantly  conversant  with  some  one  particu- 

lar subject.  I  have  often  been  surprised  at  the  readiness  with  which 
nurserymen  will  distinguish  between  different  varieties  of  Apple, 
even  in  the  dead  of  the  year,  when  there  are  no  leaves,  and  of  course 
no  fruit  on  their  nursery  trees.  In  the  same  way  old  practiced  shep- 

herds can  recognize  every  individual  sheep  out  of  a  large  flock, 
though,  to  the  eyes  of  a  common  observer,  all  the  sheep  look  alike. 
Experienced  grain-growers,  again,  can  distinguish  at  a  glance  between 
twenty  different  varieties  of  wheat,  which  the  best  botanist  in  the 
country  would  fail  to  tell  one  from  the  other ;  and  I  have  been  in- 

formed that  a  miller  of  many  years'  standing,  as  soon  as  he  has  shoul- 
dered a  sack  of  wheat,  knows  at  once  whether  it  is  Spring  grain  or 

Fall  grain;  while  ninety-nine  entomologists  out  of  every  hundred 
would  probably  be  unable,  on  the  most  careful  inspection,  to  tell  the 
difference  between  the  two,  and  some  might  even  mistake  wheat 
for  rye. 
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'■'■  It  is  not  surprising,  therefore,  that  persons  who  have  paid  no 
particular  attention  to  the  study  of  insects,  often  confound  together 

insects  which,  in  the  eyes  of  the  professed  entomologist,  look  as  dif- 
ferent from  each  other  as  a  horse  does  from  a  cow  or  a  hog.  It  would, 

indeed,  be  little  short  of  miraculous  if  this  were  not  so  ;  for  there  are 

about  thirty  thousand  distinct  species  of  insects  to  be  found  within 

the  limits  of  the  United  States,  and  of  course  in  such  a  vast  multipli- 
city, there  must  be  many  strong  resemblances. 

"I  will  therefore  conclude  this  article  on  the  Chinch  Bug,  by 
briefly  mentioning  several  true  Bugs,  belonging  to  the  same  sub- order 

of  Half- wing  Bugs  {Tle^eroptera)^  as  that  pestilent  little  foe  of  the 
farmer,  and  which  I  know  to  be  frequently  mistaken  for  it.  The 

reader  will  then,  by  comparing  the  diff"erent  figures,  see  at  once  how 
widely  they  all  differ,  and  by  a  very  little  practice,  his  eyes  will  be- 

come so  well  educated  that  he  will  soon,  without  any  artificial  assist- 
ance from  glasses,  be  able  to  distinguish  the  creatures  one  from  the 

other,  as  they  crawl  or  fly  about  in  the  almost  microscopic  dimensions 
assigned  to  them  by  their  Great  Creator. 

"  One  reason,  perhaps,  why  so  many  different  bugs  are  popularly 
confounded  with  the  Chich  Bug,  is  the  similarity  of  their  smell. 

Everybody  is  aware  that  chinch  bugs  possess  the  same  peculiarly 
unsavory  odor  as  the  common  Bed  Bug;  and  hence  when  a  person 

finds  a  small  insect  that  has  this  obnoxious  smell,  he  is  very  apt  to 

jump  to  the  conclusion  that  it  must  be  a  chinch  bug.  No  mode  of 

reasoning,  however,  can  be  more  unsafe  or  unsound.  There  are  hun- 

dreds of  diff'erent  species  of  Half-wing  Bugs — the  common  brown 
Squash  Bug  {Coreus  tristis)  for  example — that  possess  this  peculiar 

smell." 
The  False  Chinch  Bug. — This  insect  is  most  often  mistaken  for 

[Fig.  9]  w^Q  genuine  article,  and  letters  like  the  follow- 

ing, received  from  a  correspondent  last  Fall,, 

are  not  uncommon,  and  relate  to  it : 

I  came  across  a  (to  me)  curious  thing  Uie  other  day. 
I  have  allowed  the  purshiiie  to  ̂ row  iu  my  stra\vbt"rry 
frround  thi.^^  Siuiiuier,  thiniiinir  to  protect  the  phiDts  from 
the  sun  somewiiat.  Lately  we  have  been  clearinof  it  out, 
and  I  was  much  surprised  to  find  under  the  rani<  growth 
millions  of  chinch  bugs.  They  were  not  all  in  tlie  per- 

False  Chinch  Bug:— 6,  pupa;  fect  State  (winored).  but  many  not  half  grown.  Can  they 
(,  mauirebug.  be  the  real  thinjf  ?    They  look  like  if.  and  certainly  smell 

like  it.  But  the  wing-marks  do  not  seem  as  distinct  or  broad,  only  five  white  lines  cross- 
inffatan  acute  angle.  Also,  the  young  ones  are  not  red,  but  ashen  o:ray,  and  with  botlies 
thicker  and  broader  than  the  true  grain  bug.  What  were  they  there  for  ?  They  would 
not  teed  on  purslane,  would  thev?  and  no  other  weeds  were  there.  I  found  quantities 
of  leaves  and  fragments  of  leaves  on  the  ground  ;  but  the  Chinch  Bug  is  not  an  eater,. 
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?n  nff'!!";!"!'  f  ^'"PP'^^'^-  If  they  were  there  to  Winter,  it  would  be  advisable  to  rake  it a  offa.,(l  destroy  1  in  some  way,  but  purslane  dies  hard  as  well  asUhincli  Bu-.  Coal oil,  thougfi,  will  kill  hiin  as  quick  as  lightning.  " 

As  there  is  an  account,  with  description,  of  this  False  Chinch  Bug 
in  my  5th  Report,  it  is  only  necessary  to  say  in  this  connection  that 
the  species  is  a  very  general  feeder  and  in  the  Spring  of  the  year  does 
much  damage  to  many  plants,  such  as  young  grape-vines,  strawberries, 
potatoes,  young  apple  grafts,  but  especially  to  plants  of  the  Cabbage 
famib'.  It  is  especially  fond  of  purslane,  and  at  approach  of  Winter, congregates  beneath  it  in  immense  numbers.  Long  after  Jack  Frost 
has  blackened  and  deadened  all  but  the  very  butts  of  the  plants,  these 
bugs  may  be  found  under  them,  running  actively  about  whenever  the 
sun  is  the  least  warm.  They  are  found  at  this  time  of  all  ages,  but 
principally  mature  and  in  pairs,  and  it  is  doubtful  if  any  but  the mature  ones  survive  the  Winter. 

All  the  reports— and  such  come  sometimes  from  noteworthy 
sources— of  chinch  bugs  injuring  herbaceous  plants,  vegetables  and 
vines,  owe  their  origin  to  the  confounding  of  this,  the  bogus,  with  the 
true  Chinch  Bug;  for  though  the  latter  may  occasionally  be  found 
sheltering  under  purslane  and  other  plants,  it  does  not  feed  on  any other  than  those  already  indicated. 

The  Insidious  Flower-bug— Next  to  the  preceding  species,  this 
little  fellow,  already  referred  to  (p.  41,  ante)  as  preying  on  the  Chinch 
Bug,  :s  quite  often  mistaken  for  it,  having  somewhat  similar  colors, and  being  so  often  associated  with  it. 

The  Ash-gray  LEAF-BUG-This  species  {Piesma  cinerea  Say,  Fig. 
10),  IS  also  often  mistaken  for  the  great  American  grain  pest.  ̂It  is  a small  greenish-gray  bug,  its  size  being  about  the  same  as  that  of  the 
Chinch  Bug,  though  it  is  flatter,  broader,  with  shorter  legs,  and  lacks- 
altogether  the  conspicuous  black  and  white  markings  which  charac- 

terize that  little  grain  pest,  and  really  resembles  it  in  nothing  but  the 
unpleasant  odor  which  it  emits.  It  has  been  found 
doing  some  damage  to  grape  blossoms  in  early  Spring,, 
but  is  not  otherwise  very  injurious,  as  it  lives  princi- 

pally on  forest  shrubs  and  trees.  The  Ash  gray  Leaf- 
bug  belongs  to  an  entirely  diflferent  group  {Tirigis  fam- 

ily) from  the  Chinch  Bug,  all  the  species  of  which  have 
a  short  3  jointed  beak,  which  however  differs  from  that, 
of  the  3  jointed  beak  of  the  Flower-bugs  {Anthocoris} 

Asn-civ  Leaf-  ̂ ^  being  eucased  in  a  groove  when  not  in  use.  They 
mostly  live  on  green  leaves  in  all  their  three  stages, 

BUG 
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after  the  fashion  of  plant-lice.  Like  the  Chinch  Bug,  the  Ash-gray 
Leaf-bug  hibernates  in  the  perfect  state,  and  may  be  found  in  the  Win- 

ter in  considerable  numbers  under  the  loose  bark  of  standing  trees 

and  especially  under  that  of  the  Shag-bark  Hickory.  It  also  fre- 
quently swarms  in  the  air,  and  I  have  gathered  it  by  hundreds  on  top 

of  one  of  the  highest  buildings  in  St.  Louis,  on  a  warm  October  day. 

The  Flea  like  Negro-bug — Fourth  among  the  bogus  chinch  bugs 

may  be  mentioned  the  Flea-like  Negro-bug  {Corimeloena  pullcaria^ 
Germar,  Fig.  11).  Its  color  is  black  with  a  white  stripe  each  side. 

[Fig.  11.]  This  insect  resembles  the  Chinch  Bug  in  having  an 

ordinary  4  jointed  beak,  but  differs  from  it  in  belong- 

ing to  a  very  distinct  and  well  marked  group  {Scu- 

tellera  family),  which  is  characterized  by  the  enor- 

mous size  of  the  "scutel"  or  shield.  This  bug  has  a 

Flea-Like  imo-bug.  great  passiou  for  the  fruit  of  the  Raspberry,  and  is 

sometimes  so  plentiful  as  to  render  the  berries  perfectly  unsaleable 

by  the  bed-bug  aroma  which  it  communicates  to  them,  as  well  as  by 
sucking  out  their  juices.  Wherever  it  occurs,  the  nauseous  flavor 
which  it  imparts  to  every  berry  which  it  touches,  will  soon  make  its 

presence  manifest,  though  the  little  scamp  may  elude  ocular  detection. 

It  is  really  too  bad  that  such  a  little  black  "  varmint"  should  so  mar  the 

exceeding  pleasure  which  a  lover  of  this  delicious  fruit  always  expe- 

riences when  in  the  midst  of  a  raspberry  plantation  in  the  fruit  sea- 

son. It  is  also  quite  injurious  to  the  Strawberry,  puncturing  the  stem 
with  its  little  beak,  and  thus  causing  either  blossom  or  fruit  to  wilt. 

It  also  attacks  both  Cherry  and  Quince,  occurring  on  these  trees  in 

very  large  numbers,  and  puncturing  the  blossoms  and  leaves,  but 

especially  the  fruit  stems,  which  in  consequence  shrivel  and  die.  It 

is  also  quite  injurious  to  garden  flowers  and  especially  to  the  Coreop- 
sis, and  abounds  on  certain  weeds,  among  which  may  be  mentioned 

the  Red-root  or  New  Jersey  Tea  plant  {Ceanothus  Americanus),  and 

Neckweed  or  Purslane-Speedwell  ( Veronica  peregrina).  In  the 
month  of  June  under  these  two  last  named  plants,  they  may  be  found 

in  countless  numbers  of  all  sizes  and  ages,  from  the  small  light  brown 

wingless,  newly  hatched  individuals,  to  the  full  fledged  jet  black 

•ones.  Though  found  on  so  many  different  plants  however,  it  does  not, 
like  the  true  Chinch  Bug  injure,  or  in  any  way  effect,  our  grasses  and 

grains. 

"To  these  four  bogus  Chinch  Bugs,  might  be  added  one  or  two 

other  species  of  small  stinking  bugs  which  have  been,  by  some  per- 

-sons,  mistaken  for  the  true  Chinch  Bug.    But  enough  has  been  already 
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said  to  show,  that  insects  which  in  reality  are  shaped  and  fashioned 
as  differently  as  are  cows  and  deer,  are  yet  often  confounded  together 
in  the  popular  eye,  principally,  no  doubt,  because  they  have  the 
same  peculiar  bed-bug  aroma.  Should  the  ignorance  of  the  popular 
judgment  in  confounding  these  tiny  creatures,  which  seem  to  the  En- 

tomologist so  verj',  very  different  from  each  other,  therefore,  be  des- 
pised and  ridiculed  ?  Far  be  it  from  me  to  display  such  intolerant 

stupidity  !  As  well  might  the  nurseryman  ridicule  the  grain-grower 
because  the  grain-grower  cannot  distinguish  a  Baldwin  Seedling  from 
a  High-top  Sweeting;  or  the  grain-grower  the  nurseryman,  because 
the  nurseryman  cannot  tell  Mediterranean  from  Tea  wheat,  or  Club 
from  Fife.  I  do,  however,  entertain  an  abiding  hope  that  by  the  pres- 

ent very  general  and  praiseworthy  movement  toward  the  populari- 
zation  of  natural  history,  and  by  the  dissemination  of  Entomological 
Reports,  a  better  knowledge  of  this  practically  important  subject 
will  soon  exist  in  the  community.  Our  farmers  will  then,  not  so  often 
wage  a  war  of  extermination  against  their  best  friends,  the  cannibal 
and  parasitic  insects,  while  they  overlook  and  neglect  the  very  plant- 
feeders  which  are  doing  all  the  damage,  and  upon  which  the  others 
are  feeding  in  the  very  manner  in  which  a  Wise  Providence  has  ap- 

pointed them  to  adopt." 

RECAPITULATION. 

While  there  is  much  more  on  this  interesting  subject  to  be  said, 
the  length  this  article  has  already  assumed  prompts  me  to  bring  it  to 
a  close ;  and  I  will  recapitulate  by  giving  a  condensed  statement  of 
the  more  important  facts  relating  to  the  Chinch  Bug: 

The  Chinch  Bug  injures  by  suction,  not  by  biting.— It  winters  in 
the  perfect  winged  state,  mostly  dormant,  principally  in  the  old  rub- 

bish, such  as  dead  leaves,  corn-shucks,  corn-stalks,  and  under  weeds 
and  prostrate  fence  rails  and  boards  that  generally  surround  grain 
fields;  also,  in  whatever  other  sheltered  situation  it  can  get  in  adja- 

cent woods  :  hence  the  importance  of  fighting  the  pest  in  the  Winter 
time,  either  by  trapping  it  under  boards  laid  for  the  purpose,  or  by 
burning  it  with  its  afore-mentioned  shelter.  Such  burning  will  not 
destroy  all  the  dormant  hosts,  but  will  practically  render  the  species 
harmless— especially  where  whole  communities  combine  to  practice 
it.— It  issues  from  its  Winter  quarters  during  the  first  balmy  days  of 
Spring,  when  those  females  which  were  impregnated  the  previous  Fall, 
and  which  are  most  apt  to  survive  the  Winter,  commence  ovipositing 

.  ER — 4 
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at  once,  if  suitable  conditions  are  at  hand.  Others  take  readily  to 

wing  and  scatter  over  our  fields,  attracted  by  preference  to  grain 

growing  in  loose  and  dry  soil,  into  which  they  penetrate  to  consign 

their  eggs. — The  eggs  are  deposited  on  the  roots,  and  the  young  bugs, 
which  are  red,  remain  under  ground,  sucking  the  roots  during  the 

early  part  of  their  lives,  or  until  they  are  forced  from  necessity  to 

travel  from  one  plant  to  another.  These  Spring-hatched  bugs,  consti- 
tuting the  first  brood,  do  not,  as  a  rule,  acquire  wings  till  after  wheat 

is  cut.  It  is,  therefore,  during  and  just  after  wheat  harvest,  that  they 

congregate  and  travel  in  such  immense  swarms  as  to  attract  atten- 

tion.— In  July,  as  these  acquire  wings,  they  scatter  over  grass,  late 

grain  and  corn-fields,  where  they  lay  their  eggs  ;  but  the  second 
brood,  hatching  from  these  eggs,  generally  attracts  less  attention  and 
does  less  injury  than  did  the  first,  because  of  its  more  scattered  nature 

and  the  greater  maturity  and  resisting  power  of  the  pi  ants. — Anything 
that  will  prevent  the  mother  bug  from  getting  at  the  roots  of  the 

grain,  will  prevent  the  injury  of  her  progeny:  hence  the  importance 
in  this  connection  of  Fall  plowing  and  using  the  roller  upon  land  that 

is  loose  and  friable;  and  hence,  if  old  corn  ground  is  sufiiciently  clean, 

it  is  a  good  plan  to  harrow  in  a  crop  of  small  grain  upon  it  without 

plowing  at  all.  The  earlier,  also,  that  wheat  gets  well  started  and 

matures,  the  less  it  will  suflfer ;  because  it  may  be  harvested  before 

the  bugs  acquire  their  greatest  growth  and  power  for  harm  :  hence, 

and  from  the  greater  compactness  of  the  ground,  Winter  wheat  sufl'ers 
less  than  Spring  wheat. — Heavy  rains  are  destructive  to  the  Chinch 
Bug :  hence,  if  such  occur  in  the  Fall,  the  farmer  may  plant  with 
little  fear  of  injury  the  following  year,  while  if  they  occur  in  May, 

he  need  sulTer  no  anxiety,  so  far  as  chinch  bugs  are  concerned :  hence, 

also,  where  irrigation  is  practicable,  the  pest  may  at  all  times  be  over- 
come.— It  injures  no  other  plants  than  grasses  and  cereals. — In  its  mi- 

grations from  field  to  field  it  may  be  checked  by  a  line  of  tar  poured 
on  the  ground,  or  by  deep  furrows  or  trenches,  but  the  tar  must  be 

kept  soft  and  the  surface  of  the  furrows  friable  and  pulverized. 



APPENDIX 

ARTICLE  ON  THE  CHINCH  BUG- 

To  publish  entire  all  the  answers  to  the  questions  in  the  circular  sent  out  over  the 

State  would  be  an  unnecessary  waste  of  space ;  and  I  have,  in  this  Appendix,  endeav- 

ored to  condense  as  much  as  possible  without  omitting  any  statistical  facts  or  experi- 

■ence  in  any  way  valuable.  In  order  to  save  space  and  avoid  repetition,  I  j^ive  the  returns 
by  counties,  signed  by  the  initials  of  the  correspondents,  and  preface  by  a  list  of  the 

gentlemen  who  have  favored  me  with  replies  and  to  whom  I  hereby  tender  my  sincere 

acknowledgments.  From  the  counties  following  which  there  are  no  names,  reports 

have  failed  to  come  to  hand ;  while  a  number  of  replies  are  unrecorded,  because  they 

came  to  hand  without  the  postoffice  address  or  the  county  being  indicated.  In  some 

counties,  as  St.  Louis,  I  have  been  able  to  make  personal  observations. 

LIST  OF    CORRESPONDENTS  WHO  MADE  RETURNS. 

Adair— E.  M.  C.  Morebeck,  *  *;  JohnS.  Erwin.Kirksville.  Andrew— J.  H.  Smith, 
Whiteville ;  Jacob  Kimbertin,  Rochester;  R.  H.  Talbot,  Bolckow;  John  White.  Flag 
Spring.  Atchison — B.  Bond,  *  *.  Audrain   Barry — S.  M.  White,  Wash- 

burn ;  W.  F.  Tuttle,  Ilazle  Barrens.  Barton— A.  A.  Dye,  M.  D.,  Lamar ;  J.J.  Bry- 
ning,  Doylesport ;  W.  11.  Avery,  Lamar.  Bates— W.  R.  Thomas,  Lone  Oak  ;  G.  B. 
Hickman,  Mulberry  ;  Addie  Haynes,  Rockville.  Benton — J.A.Hughes,  *  *;  James 
H.  Lay,  Warsaw;  W.  F.  Joplin.  Lincoln  ;  J.  H.  Maxwell,  Mt.  View;  J.  M.  Murress, 
Windsor.    Bollinger   Boone — J.  B.  Douglass,  Columbia.    Buchanan — M. 
W.  Far r is,  Agency ;  J.  P.  Reichard,  St.  Joseph.  Butler — Albert  Pondf^r,  Freddie; 
John  M.  Allen,  Cane  Creek.  Caldwell — C.  L.  Gould,  Hamilton ;  D.  W.  Monroe, 
Kidder.    Callaway   Camden      Cape  Girardeau— Henry  Bruihl,  Ap- 
Eleton ;  H.  G.  Wilson,  Cape  Girardeau  ;  R.  H.  Hurford,  Burfordsville.     Carroll — H. 

.  Hall,*  Van  Horn.     Carter   Cass — W.H.Barron,  Raymore;H.   L.  Hewitt, 
Austin;  P.  C.  Homey,*  *;  D.  Defahaugh,  Harrisonville ;  W.  A.  Smith,  East  Lynn; 
J.  L.  Kanaga,  Raymore.  Cedar — E.  W.  Montgomery,  Cane  Hill;  C.  N.  Jordan, 
Whitehare  ;  W.  Smiley,  Stockton.  Chariton — R.  Fox,  Westville.  Christian — R.  P. 
Lawing,  Ozark.  Clark — B.  P.  Haman,  Clark  City  ;  D.  H.  Lapsley,  Kahoka.  Clay — 
G.  T.  Odor,  *  *;  Dan.  Carpenter,  Barry ;  J.  C.  Evans,  Harlem.  Clinton— A.  J.  Mc- 
Orayner,  Plattsbnrg.  Cole — Frank  M.  Dixon,  Jefferson  City.  Cooper— W.  R.  Baker, 
Lone  Elm.  Crawford — James  Asher,  Clinton  Mills;  M.  O.Taylor,  Bourbon,  Dade — 
Ross  A.  Workman,  Greenfield.  Dallas— G.  A.  Howerton,  *  *;  M.  L.  Reynolds,  Buf- 

falo. Daviess — Israel  Coen,  Jamesport ;  G.  D.  McDonald,  *  * ;  W,  W.  Woodbridge, 
Jamesport;  L.  Dowell,  Bancroft.    DeKalb — Horatio  Morris,    Winslow;  G.  E.  Shulz, 
Havana;  W  T.  Wallingford,  DeKalb.    Dent   Douglas- W.  Pryon,  Pryon's 
Store.  Dunklin — W".  G.  Bragg,  Kennett.  Franklin — F.  W.  Pehle,  New  Haven  ;  S. 
Miller,  *  *.    Gasconade— Henry  Read,  *  *.    Gentry— A.  J.  Clark,  Gentry ville ;  Levi 
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Long,  Mt.  Pleasant;  Charles  S.  Whitescarver,  Mt.  Pleasant ;  Hugh  Stevenson,  Gentry- 
ville;  W.  H.  Kogers,  Alanthns  ;  H.  W.  Johnson,  New  Castle;  J.  A.  Maurino',  Havana; 
Elisha  Brace,  Sampson  Creek  ;  James  Shillinofham,  *  *.  Grkene— S.  A.  Edmonsora, 
"Walnut  Grove.  Grundy— Val.  Briegel,  Trenton  ;  G.  H.  Hubbel,  *  *.  Harrison— J. Whiteley,  New  Castle;  Col.  H.  Fitch,  Eagleville  ;  J.  H.  Burrows,  Caiiisville ;  Sam, 
McCray,  Mitchellsville;  C.  F,  Fransham,  Yankee  Ridge;  Wm.  Rakestraw,  Bethany, 
Henry— D.  C.  Mclntire,  Norris  Fork  ;  J.  E.  Stringer,  Leesville  ;  T.  J.  Quick,  Gnines. 
Hickory  —W.  L.  Snidow,  Elkton ;  James  VV.  Dickerson,  *  * ;  C.  J.  Hostetler,  "Wheat- 

land. Holt— Bennet  King,  *  *  ;  J.  W.  Crow,  Bigelow  ;  W.  Kaueher,  Oregon  ;  J.  D^ 
White,  Forest  City  ;  J.  W.  Maple,  Oregon.    Howard— Garnett  W.  Moreheail,  Glasgow. 
HowELi.   Iron — W.  Cam.  Belleview.    Jackson — Dr.  John  L.  Gregg,  Stony 

Point;  "W.  S.  Parrish,  Hickman's  Mill:  J.  W.  Geiger,  Hickman's  Mill;  J.  A.  Moore, 
Pink  Hill ;  W.  J.Gault,  New  Santa  Fee.  Jasper— J.  M.  Peterson,  Preston  ;  "W.  G.  L. 
Craig,  Smithtield  ;  J.  U.  Thornburg,  Reeds  ;  Thomas  McWallie,  Avilla.  Jsihnson — "W. 
Campbell,  Holden  ;  J.  L.  Cleland,  Chalybeate;  Dr.  Dunkly,  Dunksburg;  D.  B.  Reavis, 
Kingsville  ;  E.  J.  Coleman,  *  *  ;  J.  Milo  Martin,  Pittsville  ;  J.  L.  Motsinger.  Fayette- 
ville.  Knox— Jac.  "Wingerter,  Millport.  Laclede— L.  R.  Rupart,  Hazle  Green.  La- 

fayette—James  Belt.  M.  D.,  Napoleon  ;  J.  J.  Ferguson,  Sniabar  ;  James  E.  Gladish, 
Aullsville.  Lawrence — W.  L.  Goodman,  Mt.  Vernon.  Lewis — W.  B.  Dement,  Bun- 

ker Hill.  Lincoln   Linn — A.  Moyer,  Brooktield.  Livingston   Macon — 

"W.  B.  Martin.  College  Mound.  Madison — Joseph  M.  Anthony,  Frederickcown.  Ma- 
ries— D.  L.  Dodds,  Vienna.  Marion— J.  K.  Martin,  Philadelpliia  ;  W.  R.  Ander>Jon; 

Palmyra;  Rufus  M.  Brown,  Palmyra;  S.  F.  Taft,  Hannibal.  McDonald— W.  D.  Pal- 
son,  Southwest  City.  Mercer— J.  H.  Burrows,  Cainsville.  Miller   Missis- 

sippi— S.  S.  Smith,  Bertrand.  Moniteau   Monroe — J.  P.  Myers,  *  *.  Mont- 
gomery—D.  T.  Mitchell,  Jonesburg  ;  E    R.  Brown,  Montgomery.    Morgan   

New  Madrid — James  S.  Barney,  New  Madrid.  Newton — John  Thrasher,  Neosho  ;  "W. 
H.  Wetherell,  Seneca.  Nodaway — W.  B.  M.  Harman,  Pickering;  W.  Pittman,  Marys- 

ville ;  "W.  H.  Clark.  Luteston ;  T.  D.  Wallace,  Hopkins.  Oregon— J.  R.  Woodside, 
Thomasville.     Osage — Lucien  Philbert,  Dauphine.    Ozark— James  Price,  *  * ;  T.  J. 
Gideon,  *  *.     Pemiscot   Perry — R.  M.  Brewer,  Perryville.    Pettis — Elibu 
Canaday,  Ionia;  L  H.  Williams,  M.  D.,  Iloustonia;  O.  A.  Orandall,  Sedalia ;  C.  R. 

Hoag,  Sedalia.  Platte— James  Adkins,  Platte  City;  R.  P.  C.  "Wilson,  Platte  City. 
Polk — T.  W.  Simpson,  Payne's  Prairie;  M.  D.  Mitchell,  Morrisville ;  John  Carson, 
Bolivar  ;  H.  M.  Wallard,  Humausville.  Pulaski — Charles  Curtis,  Dundas  ;  O.  J.  Ry- 
ther,  Iron  Summit.  Putnam — A.  D.  Thomas,  Terre  Haute.  Ralls — A.  E.  Trabue,  Han- 

nibal. Randolph — W  Quayle,  Moberly.  Ray — **,  Morton.  Reynolds    Rip- 

ley— B.  Hassell,  Doniphan.  St.  Charles — C.  "Weinrich,  NewMelle.  St.  Clair — S.  H. 
Long,  Taborville  ;  "W.  H.  Fillery,  Collins  ;  C.  A.  Schooley,  Taborville.  St.  Fkancois — 
E.  H.Perkins,  Farmington;  F.  E.  Clay,  *  *  ;  A.  J.  Leathers,  Farmington.  Ste.  Gene- 

vieve—J.  R.  Prichard,  Bloomsdale.  St.  Louis   Saline — Jno.  P.  McManus,  Lutes- 
ville.    Schuyler   Scotland — Albert  North,  Memphis.     Scott — H.  P.  Lynch, 
M.  D.,  Commerce.    Shannon   Shelby — John  B.  Randal,  High  Prairie  Home. 
Stoddard   Stone   Sullivan — Sumner  Boynton,  Milan.    Taney — J. 

J.  Brown,  Forsyth  ;  "W.  R.  Howard,  Forsyth.  Texas — R.  S.  Smiley,  Houston  ;  George 
A.  Bezoni,  Roubedoux.  Vernon — M.  L.  Modrel,  Little  Osage;  J.  A.  Princeton,  Schell 

City.  "Warren — D.  P.  Dyer,  "Warrenton.  Washington — "W.  Riehl,  Potosi.  "Wayne —   Webster   Wright — E.  B.  Griffin,  Hartville.    Worth   

QUESTIONS  ANSWERED  BY  CORRESPONDENTS. 

1.  How  far  back  in  the  history  of  your  county  has  this  insect  been  known  to  in- 
jure the  grain  and  grass  crops  ? 

3.    What  crops  have  suffered  most  from  its  ravages  ? 

3.  Have  any  systematic  efforts  ever  been  made  to  overcome  its  injuries  ?  and  have 

you  any  idea  to  what  extent  my  Second  Report — which  contained  all  that  was  known 
abouttheinsect  up  to  that  time,  and  which  was  bound  in  with  the  Fifth  (1869)  State 

Agricultural  Report— is  distributed  or  known  of  among  the  farmers  of  your  county  ? 

4.  Give  approximately  this  year's  estimated  damage  in  your  county,  by  this 
single  insect— all  crops  affected  by  it  considered. 

The  answers,  here  following,  are  numbered  to  correspond  with  the  questions. 

Those  to  questions  1  and  2,  which  have  been  summed  up  on  pages  22,  23,  26  and  27,. 
and  which  are  very  similar,  are  almost  entirely  omitted. 
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Adair  County. 

3— No  systematic  eflForts  have  been  made  to  overcome  them.  I  know  nothing  of 
your  Second  Report ;  have  never  seen  one.— e.  m.  c.  m.  The  only  attempt  to  check  them 
has  been  by  plowing  a  furrow  and  dragging  a  log  in  it.  They  have  sometimes  been  pre- 

vented from  passing  from  grain  into  corn  by  this  means.  I  believe  very  few  here  have 
seen  the  report  to  which  you  refer. — j.  s.  e. 

4—1  cannot  arrive  at  anything  like  a  correct  report  for  this  year.  In  some  loca- 
tions whole  fields  of  corn,  especially  late  planting,  oats  and  Spring  wheat.  The  last 

named  grain  we  hold  to  be  the  nursery  of  the  Chinch  Bug.— e.  m.  c.  >r.  I  believe  that 
20,000  dollars  is  a  moderate  estimate  of  the  damage  to  crops  in  this  county  for  the 
present  year. — j.  s.  e. 

Andi^ew  County. 

3— None  have  been  made.— j.  h.  s.  No  preventives  found  against  them.— j.  k. 
None.  Your  reports  do  not  get  into  the  hands  of  many  farmers.— r.  h.  t.  None.  I 
have  no  knowledge  of  your  report  on  that  insect. — j.  w. 

4— The  corn  crop  has  been  damaged  this  year  at  lea&t  one-half.— j.  h.  s.  I  should 
estimate  tl)at  the  damage  done  this  year  by  these  bugs  would  amount  tp  fully  ($40,000) 
forty  thousand  dollars.— r.  h.  t.    About  33  per  cent. — t.  w. 

Atchison  County. 

2— The  crop  of  this  year  principally  injured  by  Chinch  Bug  is  the  corn  crop,  as 
they  made  their  appearance  too  late  tor  small  grain. — b.  b. 

3— No  systematic  efibrt  has  been  made  to  overcome  its  injuries;   but  very  few- 
copies  of  your  Second  Report  were  distributed  among  the  farmers  of  this  county.— b.  b. 

^  4— The  damage  to  the  corn  crop  is  fully  one-third  to  one-half,  and  they  are  still,  to 
this  date  (December  24),  alive  in  all  protected  places.— b.  b. 

Barry  County. 

1— The  Chinch  Bug  has  never  been  known  in  the  county  or  in  this  section  of  country 
prior  to  the  Summer  of  1874.— s.  m.  w.     It  never  was  known  in  this  county  until  this Summer. — w.  f.  t. 

3— No  systematic  effort  has  ever  been  made  to  overcome  its  ravages  and  injuries. 
I  do  not  know,  neither  can  I  learn,  of  your  Second  Report  being- distributed  among  the 
farmers. — s.  jr.  w.  Nothing  has  been  done  to  overcome  its  injuries.  1  know  nothing 
about  your  Second  Report,  but  would  like  to  see  it  — w.  f.  t. 

4— The  wheat  was  not  hurt  to  any  great  extent,  as  it  was  ready  to  harvest  before 
they  made  their  appearance  in  any  very  great  quantities.  Corn— late  corn— in  some 
localities  was  ruined.  Hereabouts  corn  was  not  seriously  injured  as  it  was  large  and 
forward  at  the  time  of  wheat  harvest.  Probably  10  per  cent,  would  cover  the  whole 
amount  of  damage  done  to  all  crops.  *  *  *  _s.  m.  w.  The  damage  done  in  this 
«ounty  was  fully  one-half  of  the  crops  of  corn  and  sorghum,  and  the  entire  crop  of 
Hungarian  grass  and  millet,  which  would  amount  to  many  thousands  of  dollars.— w.f.t. 

Bar'ton  County. 

3— Yes.  Some  have  sown  Hungarian  grass  between  wheat  and  corn,  for  it  seems 
to  be  in  the  wheat-fields  that  the  first  crop  is  hatched.  Some  neighborhoods  have  not 
sown  any  wheat  at  all.  After  the  first  crop  has  hatched  in  the  wheat,  they  plow  around 
the  field  or  keep  continually  running  a  roller  around  it  so  as  to  crush  them.  This  seems 
to  keep  them  back  for  a  week  or  two.  When  they  get  large  enough  to  fiy,  they  leave 
the  wheat-fields  and  scatter  in  all  directions,  where  they  lay  their  eggs  and  hatch  out 
the  second  crop.  *  *  *  _a.  a.  d.  No.  Said  Report  has  been  seen  and  known  com- 

paratively little.— j.  j.  b.     No  efforts  have  been  made  to  overcome  its  injuries.     I  do 
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not  think  your  Second  Report  is  at  all  known  or  distributed  among  the  people  of  thi» 

county.  To-day,  I  inquired  at  every  place  iu  town  where  I  might  expect  to  find  it,  but 
could  not.    Nor  could  those  most  likely  to  know  tell  me  anything  of  it. — w.  h.  a. 

4 — On  account  of  our  extreme  drouth  here  the  last  season  the  Chinch  Bug  did 
more  than  its  usual  amount  of  damage — probably  $100,000  worth. — a.  a.  d.  •\ny  esti- 

mate of  said  damage  would  be  hard  to  make,  approximating  the  truth,  without  a  vast 
deal  of  trouble,  as  our  wheat  was  affected  some,  but  chiefly  because  of  the  drouth,  and 

oats  almost  a  failure  from  the  same  cause.  True,  both  suffered  some  from  the  bug, 

and  as  to  the  corn  crop  in  our  county,  perhaps  not  one-sixth  of  an  average  crop  was 
harvested  ;  one-half  of  which  might  be  owing  to  the  prevalence  of  the  bug— that  is  to 
say,  without  either  bug  or  drouth,  and  with  either  alone  three  times  as  much  could 

have  been  raised.  Our  wheat  crop  was  better  than  an  average  since  '68. — j.  j.  b.  Can- 
not estimate  the  damage  from  this  source  this  year,  as  it  is  impossible  to  say  how  much 

is  attributable  to  the  drouth  and  how  much  to  the  bug.  Some  farmers  think  they 
would  have  had  much  better  corn  if  it  had  not  been  for  the  bug,  but  as  they  raised 

almost  none,  it  is  a  doubtful  question. — w.  h.  a. 
Bates  County. 

] — The  corn  crop  has  suffered  most  the  past  season  from  their  ravages.  *  *  * 
The  first  crop,  was  not  two-thirds  grown  at  the  time  of  wheat  harvest.  They  com- 

menced to  fly  July  20th  and  settled  all  through  the  corn-fields,  but  the  greatest  injury 
was  done  by  the  second  crop  iu  the  latter  part  of  August  and  first  of  September.  We 

think  the  third  crop  of  them  was  hatched  the  fii'st  of  October,  but  are  inclined  to  think 
not  many  of  them  came  to  maturity  as  we  find  them  dead  on  the  corn-stalks  now  not 
more  than  half  grown.    *    *    * — w.  R.  t. 

2 — This  year  for  the  first  time  farmers  showed  some  fight.  *  *  * — w.  r.  t.  No 
efforts  have  been  made  to  overcome  its  injuries  that  have  availed  any  thing;  plowing 
them  under  and  dragging  logs,  etc.,  is  all  that  has  so  far  been  done.  Your  reports,  on 
inquiry  for  them,  I  find  have  never  been  distributed  at  all  among  the  farmers,  and,  in 

fact,  I  cannot  find  a  copy  in  the  county. — g.  b.  h.  The  heat  was  so  intense  for  several 
days  during  the  middle  of  August,  that  by  pulverizing  the  ground  to  fine  dust  and  then 

shaking  them  from  the  corn  into  it,  they  would  roast  iu  half  a  minute.  We  are  con- 
vinced that  not  more  than  half  a  dozen  farmers  in  this  [county  ever  received  a  copy  of 

the  Agricultural  Keport  for  1869;  in  all  probability  it  was  more  freely  distributed 
among  lawyers,  merchants  and  doctors,  than^  farmers.  We  applied  for  a  copy  but 
never  received  one. — a.  h. 

4 — There  was  more  wheat  sowed  this  year  than  ever  before  in  my  circle  of 
acquaintance,  and  while  some  raised  a  little  wheat  many  never  raised  a  bushel ;  if  the 

county  raised  the  seed  it  is  all  it  has  done.  Oats  were  nearly  destroyed.  *  *  *  The 
corn  crop  will  not  average  more  than  five  or  six  bushels  per  acre,  and  as  I  am  not 
posted  with  regard  to  the  number  of  acres  in  cultivation  in  Bates  county,  I  am  unable 

to  make  anything  of  a  correct  estimate,  but  the  damage  would  be  fearful. — w.  r.  t. 
The  damage  by  this  insect  in  our  county  this  year  is  impossible  to  state  as  we  have 
almost  a  total  failure,  and  the  whole  of  it  is  due  to  Chinch  Bug ;  nothing  escaped  it  in 

the  shape  of  grain  or  grass.  *  *  * — G.  b.  h.  We  estimate  the  damage  done  by  this 
insect  alone  in  this  county  at  not  far  from  one  million  dollars. — a.  h. 

Benton  County. 

3 — No  efforts  made.  Your  Second  Keport  is  not  known  here. — j.  a.  h.  No  syste- 
matic efforts  have  been  made  against  them.  A  little  desultory  plowing  of  furrows  is  all 

that  has  been  done.  I  have  never  heard  of  a  copy  of  your  Second  Report  in  the  county. 

1  desire  a  copy. — j.  H.  l.  There  are  no  systematic  efforts  being  made  to  overcome  its 
injuries.  I  do  not  think  your  Second  Report  is  very  generally  known  or  distributed 

among  the  farmers  of  Benton  county. — w.  f.  j.  No  systematic  efforts  have  been  made. 

Don't  know  anything  about  your  Second  Report. — j.  u.  m. 
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4 — The  corn  crop  was  probably  damaged  45  per  cent,  by  the  bugs  and  45  per  cent. 
by  the  drouth,  leaving  us  about  10  per  cent,  of  a  good  crop.  Our  wheat  being  mostly 
in  the  timber  was  not  badly  damaged.  Inferior  wheat  crops  on  the  prairie  were  com- 

pletely destroyed.  Good  ones  escaped  with  little  damage.  *  *  * — j.  h.  l.  It  would 
be  an  impossibility  to  give  any  correct  estimate  of  damage  by  its  ravages,  as  the 
Chinch  Bug  and  dry  weather  together  have  caused  almost  an  entire  failure  in  this 
county. — w.  F.  J.  The  damage  done  by  this  single  insect  in  our  county  the  past  season 
is  so  great  that  I  cannot  give  an  estimate. — j.  n.  m. 

Boone  County. 

4—1  cannot  approximate  the  estimated  damage  in  my  county. — j.  b.  d. 
Buchanan  County. 

3 — None  that  I  know  of.     I  have  no  idea  that  more  than  one-tenth  of  the  people 
in  this  county  ever  heard  of  the  Report.— m.  w.  f. 

4— The  estimated  damage  would  reach  several  thousand  dollars.  Have  no  way 
of  making  a  correct  estimate  with  me  at  the  present  time. — M.  w.  f.- 

Butler  County. 

3— There  has  been  no  effort  made  for  their  destruction.    I  have  no  idea  how  far 
your  Report  has  been  distributed. — a.  p.     None.— j.  m.  a.     One-half  the  crops  are 
destroyed  this  year. — j.  m.  a. 

Caldwell  County. 

2— Corn  was  injured  worst,  wheat  next,  oats  least ;  Spring  wheat  ruined.  I  be- 
lieve that  the  chinches  killed  new  seeding  of  grass,  especially  when  sowed  on  wheat  or 

oats  ground. — c.  l.  g. 

3— None.  Have  never  seen  it,  and  cannot  tell  to  what  extent  it  has  been  distrib- 
uted.—d.  w.  M.  There  are  in  this  county  432  sections  of  land.  I  estimate  one-eighth 

©f  the  land  in  the  county  was  planted  in  wheat  and  corn,  which  at  $2.00  damage  per 
acre,  would  give  about  $70,000.  Add  to  this  amount  nearly  as  much  more  damage, 
caused  by  farmers  being  obliged  to  sell  their  hogs  and  cattle  without  fattening,  (and  I 
am  satisfied  this  is  the  actual  fact) :  I  therefore  estimate  the  whole  damage  done  by 
chinch  bugs  in  Caldwell  county  at  $125,000.  I  remember  that  one  year  in  Wisconsin 
they  were  so  numerous  that  in  their  migration  they  fell  into  Lake  Michigan,  and 
washed  ashore  in  such  quantities  as  to  make  a  stench  along  the  beacb.  If  this  shall  be 
of  any  use  to  you  in  your  good  work,  I  shall  be  amply  rewarded. — c.  l.  g. 

Cape  Girardeau  County. 

3— No  remedies  have  been  tried  that  seem  to  be  effective.— r.  h.  b.  No,  I  think  not. 
Some  farmers  are  talking  about  burning  off  the  stubble-fields  and  burning  the  woods 
lands,  but  they  do  not  agree  very  well  about  it.  I  had  a  field  of  heavy  wheat  stubble 
burned  by  accident  the  past  Summer,  in  which  there  were  a  few  bugs.  I  shall  notice 
the  result  next  year.  I  have  practiced  Fall  plowing  since  I  have  been  farming,  and  I 
rather  think  that  it  keeps  the  bugs  in  check.  I  have  in  mind  one  field  that  was  in  corn 
three  years  ago,  when  the  bugs  first  appeared  ;  it  had  been  plowed  the  Fall  before.  My 

neighbors'  fields  were  troubled  with  bugs  that  year  but  this  field  was  not.  It  was  again 
plowed  in  the  Fall  and  put  in  oats  in  March  following,  and  if  there  were  any  bugs  in  the 
oats  I  did  not  discover  them.  The  oats  were  taken  off  in  July,  the  ground  immedi- 

ately plowed  and  sowed  to  Hungarian  grass.  The  grass  was  taken  off  the  1st  of  Sep- 
tember, the  ground  immediately  plowed,  and  first  of  October  replowed  and  sowed  to 

wheat.  A  good  crop  of  wheat  wast  taken  off  last  June,  the  ground  plowed  in  July  and 
again  first  of  September  and  sowed  to  grass  for  meadow.  It  is  now  green  all  over  the  field, 
and  if  that  field  has  ever  had  any  chinch  bugs  in  it  I  have  failed  to  find  them.  On  the 
opposite  side  of  a  lane  lies  another  field  having  about  the  same  fertility  (rich  bottom) 
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and  separated  by  a  public  road  and  fences.  The  latter  field  was  sowed  to  barley  in  Sep- 

tember, 1S73— harvested  in  June  last  year.  The  crop  was  lights-only  25  bushels  per 
acre,  when  it  should  have  produced  40.  I  did  not  know  even  at  harvest,  that  the  chinch 

bugs  were  the  cause  of  the  short  crop.  This  barley  stubble  was  plowed  as  quick  as 
the  grain  could  be  taken  off,  and  on  the  first  of  July  the  ground  was  nicely  planted 

with  sprouted  corn.  The  corn  came  up  quickly— the  ground  being  rich  it  grew  fast  and 
had  a  dark  green  color— but  when  about  eight  or  ten  inches  high,  I  noticed  that  the 
bugs  were  thick  on  it.  It  seemed  to  withstand  the  effects  of  the  bugs  until  four  feet 

high,  when  it  was  then  attacked  by  a  kind  of  cut-worm  of  a  green  color,  and  the  chinch 
bugs  and  the  worms  together  completely  ruined  it.  I  would  like  to  know  more  about 

this  worm.  (Probably  the  Fall  Army-worm ;  see  3d  Rep.)  I  hope  you  will  excuse  this 
digression.  I  have  stated  facts — they  may  be  of  some  use. — t.  o.  Your  Second 
Eeport  has  not  been  distributed  in  this  section  of  the  county. — r.  h.  b.  No  ettbrts  that 
lam  aware  of,  systematic  or  otherwise,  have  been  made  to  overcome  its  ravages,  except 
that  it  has  perhaps  induced  somewhat  earlier  planting.  Your  Second  Report  alluded 

to,  has  not  been  distributed  or  known  among  the  farmers  of  this  county,  except  per- 

haps a  few  that  may  have  been  distributed  bj'^  the  members  of  the  Legislature. — w.  c.  r. 
All  crops  considered,  I  should  think  it  would  be  from  $30,000  to  $40,000. — h.  g.  w. 

Carroll   County 

3 — No  systematic  efforts  have  been  made  to  destroy  it.  Your  Second  Report  re- 
ferred to,  is  not  very  generally  distributed  among  the  farmers,  and  very  little  is  known 

of  it.  Like  many  other  similar  documents,  it  helps  to  till  up  the  lank  libraries  of  land- 
less lawyers  and  impecunious  country  editors.  A  State  Senator  has  promised  me  a  set 

of  State  Agricultural  Reports  for  the  library  of  Van  Horn  Grange,  (now  numbering  125 

volumes)  but  I  presume  the  promise  will  be  forgotten. — h.  s.  h. 

4 — I  have  no  data  from  which  to  estimate  the  money  damage,  but  the  wheat  was 
badly  .shrunken,  and  three-fourths  of  the  corn  crop  entirely  destroyed  this  year  by  the 
chinch  bugs.  Dry,  h()t  weather  is  favorable  to  its  developmeni.  In  wet  seasons  it 

does  very  little  damage,    *■    *    *. — h.  s.  h. 

Cass  County. 

3 — (All  the  correspondents  agree  in  stating  that  no  systematic  efforts  have  been 
made ;  and  that  little  or  nothing  is  known  of  my  Second  Report.) 

4— Five  hundred  thousand  dollars  would  be  a  low  estimate  of  the  amount 
of  damage  done  by  this  pest  in  Cass  county  this  year, — w.  h.  b.  It  is  im- 

possible to  even  approximate  an  estimate  of  damages.  They  injured  Spring  wheat 
and  barley  to  such  an  extent  that  there  has  been  no  attempt  for  several  years  to 

raise  either.  "Winter  wheat  was  not  injured  as  much  in  1874  as  in  some  previous 
years.  Oats  crop  reduced  at  least  40  per  cent.  Corn  (the  principal  crop  culti- 

vated) was  injured  to  such  an  extent  bj'  drouth  and  bugs  that  the  south  half  of  the 
county  will  not  average  over  ten  bushels  per  acre,  and  that  of  ve>'y  poor  quality— prin- 

cipally chargeable  to  the  bugs,  from  the  fact  that  occasional  fields  more  fiivoiably  situ- 
ated, (by  being  partly  or  altogether  surrounded  by  timber,  at  greater  distances  from 

fields  of  small  grain,  etc.,)  made  a  fair  average  yield  regardless  of  drouth.  *  *  * 

— H.  L.  H.  Can't  make  an  estimate  of  the  amount  of  damage  done  in  the  county  this 
season.  It  was  immense.  They  reduced  the  wheat  and  corn  crop  from  one-foi^th  of 
an  average  yield  to  an  entire  failure. — p.  c.  H.  The  damage  sustained  by  them  in  Cass 
county  this  year  was  fully  50  per  cent. — d.  d.  The  amount  of  damage  in  this  county 
is  enormous.    Corn  nearly  ruined,  wheat  and  oats  badly  damaged. — w.  a.  s. 

Cedar  County. 

JJ— (All  the  correspondents  state  that  plowing  and  ditching  and  dragging  were 

alone  resorted  to;  and  that  nothing  is  known  of  my  Second  Report.)    I  can't  say  just 
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how  much  we  were  damaged  by  the  Chinch  Bug;  they  ate  about  two-thirds  of  our 
crops  clean.  The  fanners  in  this  county  are  going  to  luive  a  hard  time  to  get  through 
the  winter. — e.  w.  m.  They  destroyed  about  one-third  of  the  wheat  crop,  three-fifths 
of  the  corn  crop,  one-half  tlie  oats  and  Hungarian,  and  one-half  the  sorghum. — w.  s. 

Chariton  County. 

3 — There  never  has  been  any  effort  made  to  destroy  it,  but  I  think  it  is  high  time 
that  we  make  an  effort  in  that  direction.  I  do  not  think  there  is  a  farmer  in  my  neigh- 

borhood that  ever  saw  your  Second  lleport  or  ever  knew  anything  about  it. — r,  f. 
4 — It  is  impossible  for  me  to  give  anything  like  a  correct  estimate  of  the  damages 

done  by  this  insect  during  the  past  season,  because  we  had  a  protracted  drouth  which 
commenced  with  the  bugs  and  las-ted  through  the  entire  growing  season.  Spring 
wheat  was  totally  destroyed,  and  none  but  the  early  Fall  wheat  escaped  its  ravages,  and 
I  think  there  is  scarcely  a  stalk  of  corn  in  all  the  western,  northern  and  northeastern, 
portions  of  this  county  that  has  not  suffered  more  or  less  from  this  pest;  and  owing  to 
the  driHUh  and  Chinch  Bug  combined,  there  was  not  five  bushels  of  corn  raised  to  the 
acre,  taking  the  co\mty  over.— r.  f. 

Christian  County. 

4 — The  bugs  cut  off  our  corn  on  an  average  about  six  to  seven  bushels  to  the  acre. 
— E.  r.  L. 

Clark  County. 

3 — No  systematic  efforts  to  prevent  their  ravages.  I  think  your  reports  are  not 
much  known  in  Clark  county. — b.  p.  h.  No  efforts  have  been  made  to  overcome  tlieir 
injuries.  You  have  my  thanks  for  your  Sixth  Annual  Report.  I  have  failed  to  get  hold 
of  your  former  reports. — D.  h.  l. 

4— Probably  $20,000  or  more.  Many  crops  of  Spring  wheat  and  barley  were  en- 
tirely destroyed,  and  corn  near  such  fields  was  badly  injured  bj'^  the  bugs  after  leaving 

the  small  grain.  They  seemed  also  to  breed  in  the  corn  in  August  and  September,  and 
caused  a  great  deal  of  corn  to  shrivel  while  in  roasting  ear. — b.  p.  h. 

Clay  County. 

3— No ;  neither  systematic  or  spasmodic.  1  do  not  think  your  Keport  of  1869  is  in 
the  hands  of  one  larmer  in  fifty,  and  I  doubt  if  one  in  a  hundred  has  ever  seen  it. — d. 
c.  We  do  not  think  your  Second  Report  was  known  of  in  our  county,  except  in  our 
immediate  neighborhood,  where  it  was  distributed  by  our  Missouri  Valley  Horticultural 
Society — j.  c.  e. 

4— Corn  was  cut  off  one-third,  oats  nearly  as  much  ;  wheat  was  damaged  but  little, 
it  was  too  early  for  them. — G.  t.  o.  Cannot  give  even  a  guess  at  the  damage.  I  know 
some  oat-fields  yielding  nothing,  some  wheat  not  over  one-half  crop,  corn-fields  the 
same,  and  thus  graduating  up  to  no  injurj'  at  all — D.  c. 

Clinton  County. 

3— None.    However,  a  few  farmers  burned  their  wheat-fields  instead  of  trying  to 
harvest  them. — a.  j.  m'c. 

Cole  County. 

3 — No  systematic  effort  has  been  made,  as  far  as  I  can  saj%  to  checkmate  the  rava- 
ges of  ̂ his  pest.  To  what  extent  your  Second  Report  has  been  distributed,  I  would  say, 

to  the  best  of  my  belief,  not  very  extensively ;  nor  do  1  befieve  such  reports  ever 
will  reach  the  class  of  men  they  are  intended  for  unless  other  ways  are  devised  to 
distribute  them  more  widely  and  with  more  certainty. — F.  M.  D. 

Cooper  County. 

3_No  systematic  efforts  h£ve  been  made.    *    *    *    Your  Second  Report  I  do  not 
think  is  distributed  to  any  extent  among  the  tarmers  of  this  county.    I  think  the  wheat 
and  corn  crop  injured  to  at  least  one-fourth  their  value. — w,  R.  b. 
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Crawford  County. 

3— There  has  been  no  eflFort,  only  to  sow  early ;  this  has  saved  the  wheat  crop  thi» 

year.  I  have  not  seen  one  of  your  reports  in  the  county. — n.  a.  There  has  been  no 
systematic  effort  made  to  overcome  its  injuries  to  my  knowledge. — m.  o.  t. 

4 — Wheat,  none;  oats,  one-half;  corn  and  grass  the  same. — j.  a,  J  have  endeav- 
ored by  conversation  with  farmers  and  others  in  different  parts  of  the  county  to  obtain 

something  near  the  amount  of  damage  done  by  the  Chinch  Bug  this  year,  but  am 

unable  to  arrive  at  anything  definite;  suffice  it  to  say  it  is  thousands  of  dollars.   *   *   * 
— M.  O.  T. 

Dad&  County. 

3 — No.  Individual  efforts,  such  as  plowing  out  a  trench  and  dragging  a  log  in  it,  or 
burning  trash  in  it.  Keeping  a  strip  ot  fallow  land  between  infested  crops  and  those 
not  infested,  also  planting  objectionable  crops,  such  as  castor  beans,  between  wheat 
and  corn,  has  been  tried,  but  with  no  very  encouraging  success.  Your  Second  Annual 

Report  is  unknown  to  the  farmers  of  this  neighborhood.  I  have  sought  for  it  in  vain. — 
As  to  my  own  experience,  I  find  that  enough  chinch  bugs  do  not  winter  over  on  ray 
place  (two  miles  from  timber)  to  seed  it  in  the  Spring.  But  every  Spring,  soon  after 
the  earliest  corn  is  up,  they  come  in  on  the  wing  before  the  wind,  and  take  possession 
of,  and  lay  their  eggs  on,  every  green  thing  that  suits  their  purpose.  At  the  same 
time  that  the  eggs  hatched  out  in  the  wheat,  they  also  hatched  out  in  the  early  planted 
corn,  while  there  were  none  in  the  corn  and  Hungarian  planted  and  sown  after  the 
Spring  invasion,  until  they  were  driven  out  of  the  wheat  and  oats  by  the  harvesters.  In 

these  Spring  migrations  they  always  come  from  the  same  direction — southwest  before 
a  southwest  wind,  and  apparently  from  a  strip  of  timber  on  Horse  creek,  about  three 
miles  away.  According  to  this,  trenching,  etc.,  will  do  very  well  for  late  crops,  but  is 
of  no  use  for  those  crops  that  are  up  before  the  Spring  migration,  which  occurred  last 
Spring,  as  nearly  as  I  can  recollect,  the  first  week  in  May,  and  all  over  the  county  at 
the  same  time.  I  believe  that  if  we  can  get  a  good  game  law,  absolutely  prohibiting 
the  trapping  and  netting  of  quails  and  prairie  chickens,  and  then  make  the  farmers  see 
that  it  is  to  their  interest  to  have  it  enforced,  we  will  be  injured  no  more  by  the  Chinch 

Bug. — R.  A.  w. 
Dallas    County. 

3 — One  of  the  most  successful  means  employed  is  the  following :  As  soon  as  you 
cut  a  piece  of  wheat  or  oats  you  will  find  they  begin  to  miorate  the  same  day  to  the 
adjoining  crop,  then  you  have  your  base  of  operation.  Either  haul  straw,  litter  or 

something  that  will  afford  them  shade,  and  about  2  or  3  o'clock  p.  m.  you  can,  by  burn- 
ing the  straw,  burn  millions  of  them.    *    *    *— m.  l.  r. 

4 — Enormously ;  past  my  calculation.  Have  never  sc^n  a  copy  of  your  Second  Re- 
port. Such  documents  are  generally  sent  to  lawyers,  politicians,  officers  and  professional 

men,  who  never  read,  much  less  make  practical  use  of  the  valuable  knowledge  con- 
tained in  them.  I  have  often  seen  piles  of  such  valuable  books  lay  in  our  postofficefor 

months  addressed  to  svich  persons.  *  *  * — g.  a.  h.  I  am  sure  I  will  not  make  an 
overestimate  of  damage  by  the  bug  in  placing  it  at  $50,000. — m.  l.  r. 

Daviess  County. 

3— During  the  last  Summer,  1874,  as  soon  as  the  wheat  straw  became  dry  the 
chinch  bugs  marched  out  of  the  wheat  and  into  the  corn;  they  went  and  blackened 
every  stalk  of  corn  for  fifteen  rows  deep  and  next  to  the  wheat.  When  1  discovered 
this  I  took  a  large  kettle  and  placed  it  near  the  Chinch  Bug  operations,  filled  it  with 
water  and  went  to  work  on  them  like  some  of  our  good  house  wives  wage  vvar  on 
another  insect  that  carries  the  same  kind  of  odor.  I  thus  cooked  them  by  the  millions. 
This  ended  their  work  of  destruction  in  the  field ;  the  scalding  did  not  destroy  th« 
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corn,  as  it  continued  growing  and  produced  good  sound  ears  of  corn. — j.  c.  None.  I 
do  not  think  tliere  are  ten  farmers  in  tlie  county  that  have  ever  seen  jour  Report  of  1869, 

or  any  other  yeai*.  I  liave  never  had  one  in  my  possession  until  the  last  one  you  sent 
me.  Throu<jh  the  kindness  of  our  then  Circuit  Clerk,  I  had  the  privilege  of  reading 
your  Eeport  for  1869  in  his  office.  1  never  had  one  to  read  and  study  as  I  would  like  to 

have  done  and  to  refer  to  when  I  needed  information  from  it.  I  was  once  in  the  clerk's 
office  where  I  saw  a  number  of  volumes  of  the  Report.  I  asked  the  deputy  Clerk  if 
they  were  intended  for  distribution?  He  replied  that  the  names  of  the  persons  whom 
they  were  intended  for  were  written  on  them  by  our  Representative.  I  looked  over 

them  and  found  but  one  farmer's  name,  and  he  a  former  Representative  and  more  poli- 
tician than  farmer.  *  *  *  — G.  D.  m'd.  There  have  been  no  systematic  efforts  made  to 

overcome  its  injuries.  Right  here  comes  a  difficulty  :  the  majority  of  farmers  are  more 
disposed  to  growl  at  their  enemies  than  to  grapple  with  them ;  it  being  much  easier  to 
wait  than  to  work.  I  often  wonder  that  such  men  as  yourself  and  others,  who  are 
doing  so  much  to  enlighten  and  benetit  the  farmers,  do  not  become  discouraged  and 
dislieartened.  Permit  me  to  remark,  however,  that  the  better  class  of  farmers  do 

appreciate  their  efforts.  The  State  Agricultural  Report  for  1SG9,  or  any  other  year,  has 
not  been  distributed  in  this  county ;  if  there  are  any  copies  of  such  reports  in  the  county 
they  must  be  in  the  hands  of  some  judge  or  lawyer.  I  should  be  very  glad  to  know 

how  to  obtain  such  reports.— w.  w.  w.  No  systematic  efforts  have  ever  been  tried  to 
overcome  its  injiuues,  and  your  Second  Report  is  but  little  known  or  distributed  here. 

A  few  copies  of  your  Annual  Report  distributed  in  this  county  would  do  much  good. — l.d. 
4— Owing  ta  the  droutlvand  the  chinch  bugs  we  have  not  one-tenth  part  of  an 

average  crop  of  corn.  It  was  the  only  crop  seriously  injured  by  them,  though  I  heard 

of  some  fields  of  wheat  and  oats  entirely  destroyed  by  them. — G.  D.  m'd.  Spring 
wheat  and  sorghum  totally  destroyed;  corn,  from  one-third  to  one-half;  oats,  one- 
quarter;  Winter  wheat,  one-sixth. — w.  w.  w.  The  exact  amount  of  damage  done  by 
this  insect  can  not  be  determined,  but  it  will  probably  exceed  $400,000  this  year. — l.  d. 

DeKalb  County. 

3— Your  reports  are  not  known  in  this  county.— h.  m.  None.  Your  Report 
spoken  of  has  not  been  distributed  in  this  section  among  reading  and  thinking  men.  I 

have  heard  of  a  few  copies  in  the  hands  of  a  few  political  favorites  of  that  day. — G.  E.  8. 
No  efforts  have  been  made  to  counteract  their  ravages,  and  your  Second  Report  is  not 

in  the  hands  of  but  few,  very  few,  of  the  farmers  of  this  county. — w.  t.  w. 

4 — Destroyed  three-fourths  of  our  corn  crop. — H.  M.  Damage  to  all  crops  about 
85  per  cent,  this  year. — g.  e.  s.  The  damage  has  not  beeti  nearly  so  great  in  the  tim- 

bered lands  as  compared  with  prairie  lands.— w.  t.  w. 

Doufflas  County. 

3 — No  efforts  have  been  made.    I  have  no  idea  to  what  extent  your  Second  Report 
was  distributed  among  the  farmers. — w.  p. 

4—1  estimate  the  damage  from  this  pest,  all  crops  considered,  at  33  per  cent.— w,  p. 

Franklin  County. 

3 — None. — t.  w.  p.  I  am  not  aware  that  any  systematic  efforts  have  been  made  to 
overcome  its  injuries,  except  in  sowing  such  varieties  of  wheat  as  ripen  early.  It  has 
been  found  that  early  maturing  wheat  is  almost  or  entirely  free  from  its  ravages.  I  do 
not  think  that  your  Second  Report  has  been  distributed  among  the  faimers  of  this 

locality. — s.  m, 

4— Chinch  bugs  have  damaged  this  county  from  80  to  100,000  dollars  for  the  year 
1874. — F.  w.  p.  I  believe  10  per  cent,  would  be  inside  the  damage  done  to  all  crops  in 

this  county  by  the  Chinch  Bug  this  season.— s.  m. 
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Gasconade  County. 

3— No  systematic  efforts  have  been  made  for  their  destruction.  Your  Report  is 
almost  unl<nown  in  our  midst ;  1  manao^ed  to  get  one  copy. 

4— The  estimated  loss  on  corn  and  wlieat  occasioned  by  these  buo^s  during  the 
year  1874  will  probably  reach  $55,000  or  $G0,000.  The  loss  on  sugar  cane  is  not  known, 
eay  $3,000  or  more,  as  they  are  particularly  fond  of  it;  sometimes  destroy  ihe  whole 
crops. — H.  K. 

Gentry  County. 

3 — There  has  been  no  settled  plan  among  the  farmers  to  check  the  ravages  of  the 
bug.  Your  Second  Report  has  never  been  circulated  in  this  county. — a.  j.  c.  None. 
Nothing  known  of  your  Second  Report. — l.  l.  No  effort  made  to  overcome  its  injuries. 

Don't  know  of  a  copy  of  the  Agricultural  Report  for  1869  in  the  hands  of  a  farmer. — 
H.  s.  No  systematic  efforts  have  been  made.  Have  never  heard  of  your  Report. — 
\v.  H.  R.  No.  — .  It  is  not  in  this  part  of  the  county.— h.  w.  j.  No  systematio 

efforts  were  made.    Y'"our  report  is  little  known. — j.  a.  m.    No.    Never  saw  it. — e.  b. 
4 — 1  could  not  pretend  to  approximate  the  losses.  They  were  terrible. — a.  j.  c 

The  damage  this  year  has  been  very  great ;  at  the  least  value  fully  one-half  of  the  corn 
and  nearly  all  the  Spring  wheat  and  a  great  portion  of  the  Fall  wheat  was  ruined. — l.  l. 
They  have  destroyed  at  least  nine-tenths  of  the  Spring  wheat,  one-sixth  of  the  Fall 

wheat  and  one-sixth  of  the  corn;  oats,  one-tenth. — w.  h.  k.  This  year's  crops  were 
injured  30  per  cent. — j.  a.  m.  Cannot  do  it,  but  will  iufoi«i  you  that  all  Spring  wheat 
was  destroyed,  and  also  one-quarter  of  corn. — e.  b.  The  past  Summer  they  destroyed 
nearly  all  the  Spring  wheat,  many  fields  having  never  been  cut,  while  many  fields  that 
were  cut  did  not  pay  for  the  cutting,  Hungarian  grass  suffered  in  about  the  same  ratio 

as  Spring  wheat.    Corn  was  badly  damaged  in  places,  slightly  in  others. — j.  s. 

G^'cene  County. 

3 — None,  except  to  plow  ditches  between  the  wheat  and  corn  and  drag  a  log  in 

them.    Don't  know  of  a  farmer  that  has  one  of  your  Reports. — s.  a.  e. 
4r — Corn  five-tenths  lost ;  wheat  but  little  damaged ;  oats  and  hay  one-half 

lost. — s.  a.  e. 

Grundy  County. 

3— No  systematic  efforts  have  been  made,  and  your  Report  is  but  little  known.  It 
is  the  general  practice  here  to  put  out  large  corn  crops,  cherish  great  expectations,  and 

see  them  devoured  by  these  hungry  pests.  Spring  barley  is  doomed  to  certain  destruc- 
tion, and  no  inconsiderable  amount  of  wheat  is  thus  annually  lost.  I  have,  indeed, 

sometimes  heard  farmers  advocate  clearing  fence  corners  and  burning  corn-stalks  to 
give  them  nothing  to  Winter  under,  but  always  concluding  that  as  long  as  the  rest 

don't  fall  in  it  is  perfectly  useless  to  trouble  themselves  about  it. — v.  b.  No.  Your 
Report  is  little  known  ;  say  10  copies  in  county. — G.  h.  h. 

4— The  average  damage  sustained  by  the  corn  crop  was  at  least  GO  per  cent. ;  of 
the  wheat  crop  about  25  per  cent. — v.  b.  $50,000  is  a  moderate  estimate.  The  corn 
crop  was  nearly  ruined  by  them. — g.  h.  h. 

Harrison  County. 

3— No.  Not  distributed  among  farmers  generally. — c.  h.  f.  No.  Very  little,  I 
think. — J.  H.  B.  None  have  been  made.  Your  Report  is  not  known  in  tliis  neighbor- 

hood.— s.  w'c.  To  my  knowledge,  none  have  been  made.  My  idea  is  that  if  any  of 
your  Reports  of  18G9  were  sent  to  this  county,  they  were  distributed  amongst  the  mer- 

chants and  mechanics,  and  not  among  those  that  would  be  benefited  by  getting  them. 

— c.  F.  F.  None  have  been  made,  and  your  Report  is  not  much  known  among  farmers. 
— w.  R, 
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4 — The  damaofe  this  year  to  all  crops  has  been  25  per  cent. — j.  w.  Not  so  bad  this 
year  as  in  some  other  years. — j.  h.  b.  They  commenced  later  last  Summer  than  usu- 

ally, and  worked  later  in  the  Fall.  They  did  not  damage  Winter  wheat  very  much,  but 

cut  the  corn  crop  fully  one-half  short. — s.  sicc.  Spring  wheat,  in  many  places,  entirely 
destroyed;  cane  damaged  one-fourth,  and  corn,  from  chinch  bugs  and  dry  weather, 
not  half  a  crop.  Many  claim  that  the  bugs  did  more  damage  than  the  dry  weather. — c 
F.  F.  They  took  half  the  corn  crop,  all  the  Spring  wheat,  half  the  young  meadows 
damaged. — w.  r. 

Henry  County, 

3 — (All  three  of  the  correspondents  unite  in  the  statement  that  no  systematic  efforts 
have  been  made,  and  that  they  have  seen  nothing  of  my  Second  Report.) 

4 — The  damage  done  by  Chinch  Bug  and  drouth  cannot  fall  short  of  one  million  of 

dollars. — d.  c.  m't.  It  would  be  a  diflicult  matter  to  give  an  estimate  of  the  damage 
caused  by  tlum  here  this  year,  as  no  one  escaped  entirely  and  large  fields  of  grain  were 
destroyed  — j.  e.  t.  They  and  the  dry,  hot  weather  ruined  our  corn  almost  entirely, 
and  oats  also,  so  that  we  have  not  seed  of  either,  and  the  most  of  us  think  of  quitting 

small  grain.  *  *  *  if  ■we  have  another  dry  season  like  last  year  we  are  ruined,  for 
there  are  plenty  of  people  here  now  that  have  next  to  nothing  to  live  ou  or  to  keep^ 
their  stock  with. — j.  j.  q. 

Hickory  Comity. 

2 — Corn  crops  suffered  most  from  its  ravages,  although  old  bugs  that  lived  through 
last  Winter,  and  there  were  legions  of  them  that  did,  commenced  their  work  in  destroy- 

ing the  young  growing  wheat  in  early  Spring,  and  some  fields  of  wheat  were  totally 
destroyed  by  them  before  the  wheat  got  in  bloom,  and  by  the  time  the  corn  was  in  silk 
and  tassel,  it  was  covered  alive  with  the  little  devils ;  and  fields  of  corn  that  were  near  or 

adjoining  to  wheat-fields,  were  killed  dead  by  the  time  it  was  half  leg  high.  The 
weather  being  very  hot  and  dry,  they  would  destroy  acres  a  day.  I  am  of  the  opinion 
that  there  were  at  least  three  if  not  four  broods  of  the  devils  in  the  year,  the  last  brood 
came  out  in  the  latter  part  of  September,  and  it  does  look  to  me  as  if  the  little  fellows 
had  nearly  all  died  off  with  cold,  thirst  and  hunger,  the  sap  being  so  completely  dried 
up  in  the  vegetation  when  they  came  out  they  could  find  nothing  to  feed  on  ;  in  the 
fields  one  could  see  them  by  the  millions  crawling  on  the  ground  hunting  something  to 
feed  on ;  one  can  see  millions  or  legions  of  dead  ones  in  the  dry  .corn-stalks.  I  made 

a  close  search  for  live  ones  the  other  day  ;  I  onlj"^  found  two  alive.  I  am  satisfied  with 
the  same  pains  last  Winter  one  could  have  found  thousands  of  them  alive.  I  give  it  as 
my  opinion  that  if  they  died  off  everywhere  else  in  Missouri  as  they  have  here,  they 
will  do  but  little  damage  next  season. — w.  l.  s. 

3 — No  effort  has  been  made  yet.  Last  Fall  many  farmers  did  not  sow  any  wheat  on 
account  of  the  bugs.  About  your  Second  Annual  Report,  there  may  be  some  in  the 

county,  but  I  do  not  know  of  a  single  copy.— c.  j.  h. 
[The  other  answers  are  to  the  same  effect.] 

4 — The  damage  this  year  is  more  than  I  am  able  to'  estimate  correctly ;  it  is  thou- 
sands of  dollars.— w.  l,  s.  The  damage  this  year  is  great,  but  I  cannot  give  a  correct 

estimate. — j.  w.  d.  To  give  an  estimate  of  the  damage  done  by  chinch  bugs  would 
be  impos-sible  for  me  to  do.  I  think  about  one-fourth  the  wheat  crop  was  destroyed, 
and  over  four-fitths  of  the  corn  crop,  and  one-third  of  oats  and  young  timothy.  *  *  * 
My  idea  is,  if  we  would  plant  no  corn,  or  all  early  corn  that  would  ripen  before  the 
second  crop  of  bugs  would  be  hatched,  there  would  be  no  bugs  to  Winter,  and  that 
would  run  them  out.    c.  j.  h. 

Holt  County. 

3 — None.    Tour  former  reports  have  not  circulated  much  beyond  the  officers  of 
our  agricultural  society,    b,  k. — No.    I  have  the  first  man  to  find  yet  that  ever  heard 
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ot  the  Report  you  speak  of.  j.  w.  c. — Where  they  exist  in  stubble,  it  is  found  that  Fall 

plowing  exterminates  many  of  them.  This  recently  has  also  been  found  to  be  effec- 

tual in  destroying  grasshoppers,  that  is,  where  they  are  turned  under  pretty  deep  before 

being  hatched.  Your  Reports  are  extensively  read  by  farmersin  Northwest  Missouri.  The 

only  fault  being  that  they  are  not  generally  distributed;  butfew  copies  ever  find  their  way 

here  only  through  our  Representative,  and  they  fall  far  short  of  the  demand.  Many  of  our 

newspapers,  through  downright  ignorance  of  what  they  are  writing  about,  speak  lightly 

of  the  results  ot  your  department,  as  they  do  also  of  the  agricultural  department.  I 

think  that  if  your  Reports,  besides  being  published  in  book  form,  could  be  distributed 

in  printed  siips  as  fast  as  prepared,  and  published  in  the  county  papers,  at  least,  a  great 

amount  of  good  might  be  effected.  Nearly  every  farmer  of  any  intelligence  might 

be  reached  in  that  way.  The  State  had  better  pay  for  the  printing  of  such  information 

in  the  newspapers  than  for  the  publication  of  the  laws,  as  very  few  men  read  the  latter, 

but  depend  solely  for  their  interpretation  upon  the  lawyers  and  others  who  read  them. 
— w.  K. 

4— My  estimate  of  their  damage  in  this  county  for  1874,  is  as  follows,  to-wit. : 
To  1,000,000  bushels  corn,  at  50  cents  per  bushel      $500,000 
To  40.000  bushels  small  grain,  at  same          20,000 
To  2,000  gardens,  at  $10  each          20.000 

Total  damages,  actual      $540,000 
This  is  a  low  estimate, — b.  k.  Tou  cannot  get  two  farmers  to  agree  about  what  they 

were  damaged.  I  believe  my  corn  was  damaged  at  least  one-half,  or  thirty  bushels  to 
the  acre ;  my  wheat  but  little. — j.  w.  c. 

Howard  Couyity. 

3 — None.    Was  not  much  distributed  or  known. — g.  w.  m. 

4— The  corn  suflTered  more  than  wheat  this  year ;  $50,000  approximate  damage— 
o.  w.  M. 

Iron  County. 

3_No  systematic  eflForts  have  been  made  to  check  them.    Few,  if  any,  copiea  of 

your  Reports  have  been  distributed  here — w.  c. 
4— Damage  may  be  divided  as  follows  :  Corn,  $100,000  to  $125,000,  (f  of  the  crop); 

wheat,  $30,000  to  $45,000;  oats,  timothy,  Hungarian  and  sorghum,  (last  destroyed), 
$20,000  to  $30,000.  My  own  experience  is  that  by  sowing  no  Fall  wheat,  except  what 
can  be  sown  early  and  well,  and  rye  same,  we  might  in  a  few  years  rid  ourselves  of  this 

pest.  I  have  noticed  that  in  a  spot  manured  lightly  with  stable  muck.  Fall  wheat  never 
suffers.  If  the  ground  is  strong  enough  to  give  a  good,  healthy  straw,  carrying  plenty 
of  silica  or  glazing  up  with  it,  they  cannot  damage  it  much,  and  if  stubble  and  trash 
was  more  generally  burned,  they  would  not  breed  in  it,  or  under  it,  rather.  The  young 
broods  get  out  here  in  the  latter  half  of  June,  and  early  wheat  is  ready  for  the  sickle 
by  the  loth  or  20th.  Spring  wheat  seems  to  encourage  and  increase  them  more  than 
anything  else.  I  have  not  had  the  time  or  means  to  experiment,  but  think  the  best  way, 
after  the  way  suggested  above,  to  prevent  them,  or  even  better  perhaps  with  it,  would 
be  to  sow  thickly  a  strip  of  Spring  wheat  around  the  Fall  wheat,  and  then  when  they 
had  sucked  it  dry,  which  they  would  as  soon  as  the  Fall  wheat  was  out,  and  before  they 

began  to  move  for  other  fodder,  set  it  on  fire  after  nightfall,  if  practicable,  to  prevent 

their  flying  from  the  flames.  A  strip  of  sorghum  sown  or  planted  in  rows  would  en- 
tice and  delay  them,  but  would  not  burn  unless  straw  or  other  combustible  material 

was  strewn  in  it.  P.  S. — I  was  hauling  stock  fodder  for  my  stock  the  other  day,  and  ob- 
served a  great  many  chinches  that  were  dormant,  but  quickened  when  exposed  a  minute 

or  two  to  the  warm  sun,  and  it  occurred  to  me  that  after  this,  whenever  I  had  a  corn- 
field infested  with  Chinch  Bug  1  would  cut  and  shock  it  all  up,  so  that  when  it  was 

•hauled  out  in  the  Winter,  while  the  bug  was  dormant  and  helpless,  they  would  be  ex- 
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posed,  trodden  in  the  manure  and  destroyed.  Certain  it  is  that  where  they  swarm  as 
thickly  as  they  have  done  here  for  three  or  four  years,  we  should  not  adopt  or  practice 

one  plan  of  destroying?  them,  but  every  plan.  It  seems  peculiarly  unfortunate  that  at 
this  juncture,  when  the  productive  industry  of  the  whole  country  is  reduced  to  such 

straits  by  having  borne  the  onus  of  the  hot-btd  system  of  protection  to  manufacturing 
enterprises,  that  we  should  be  compelled  to  contend  at  such  a  disadvantage  with  such 

an  enemy  as  this,  and  yet,  "looking  through  nature  up  to  nature's  God,"  1  cannot  but 
regard  it  as  a  blessing  in  disguise,  for  it  will  compel  our  slow,  conservative  clod-hoppers 
to  adopt  better  and  more  careful  methods  of  cultivation. — w.  c. 

Jackson  County. 

3— None  that  I  have  heard  of.  I  never  heard  of  your  Second  Report  before. 
— w.  s.  V.    (The  other  answers  are  to  the  same  etfect). 

4— At  least  $150,000. — w.  s.  r.  The  damage  done  this  year  was  immense,  especi- 
ally in  the  western  half  of  the  county.  Half  my  corn  crop  was  destroyed. — j.  w.  G. 

Impossible  to  give  an  estimate.  They  have  almost  ruined  the  farming  interest  in  this 

county  and  State. — j.  a.  m.  Two-thirds  of  crops  ruined. — w.  j.  o.  I  would  guess 
about  $500,000.— DR.  j.  l.  g. 

Jasper  County. 

3— There  have  been  no  eflfbrts  made  to  overcome  the  Chinch  Bug,  except  ditching 
between  wheat  and  corn.  By  this  means  they  have  been  kept  off  of  corn  for  a  time. 

We  plow  a  deep  and  narrow  ditch  ;  then  drag  a  round  log  back  and  forth  in  it  to  pulver- 
ize the  dirt  and  wallow  them  in  the  dust,  and  if  the  weather  is  hot  they  die  by  the  hun- 

dred thousand  in  these  ditches,  at  noon  day,  especially  if  these  ditches  run  north  and 
south  ;  but  as  soon  as  a  sprinkle  of  rain  comes  so  as  to  settle  the  dust,  they  cross  over. 
In  the  meantime,  the  old  ones  are  flying  where  they  please,  depositing  their  eggs,  which 
soon  hatch  out.  So  you  see  by  ditching  we  only  save  a  few  rows  ot  corn  from  being 
killed  outright.  I  have  no  idea  of  the  extent  of  your  Second  Report  among  the  farmers 

of  this  county. — j.  m.  p.  No  eiforts  have  been  made  to  destroy  them,  except  to  plow 
ditches  and  dragging  logs  in  them.  I  have  never  seen  your  Second  Report,  nor  can  I 

learn  of  any  one  that  has.  *  *  *— t.  m'w.  (The  other  answers  are  to  the  same 
effect). 

4 — I  cannot  give  approximately  the  damage  done  in  this  county  this  year  by  this 
insect.  Suffice  it  to  say,  the  damage  is  immense.  *  *  * — j.  m.  p.  In  1874  corn  was 
not  over  one-fourth  of  a  crop  (if  that)  on  account  of  drouth  and  |bugs. — j.  u.  t.  Wheat 
being  very  early  in  1874,  was  notinjured  much,  but  oats  was,  and  corn,  I  might  say,  was 

destroyed  by  them  and  the  dry  season.  *  *  * — t.  m'w.  As  to  the  estimated  damage 
the  chinch  bugs  have  done  the  past  j'ear,  I  am  unable  to  say,  but  will  say  our  corn  was 
almost  an  entire  failure,  a  great  many  not  raising  a  bushel,  and  none  making  a  full 

crop  ;  but  the  drouth  was  severe,  and  all  other  crops  were  hurt  by  the  bugs. — w.  G.  h.  c. 

Johnson  County. 

3 — People  have  tried  a  great  many  remedies  but  have  not  succeeded  in  defeating 

the  bug.  Your  reports  have  never  been  distributed  in  this  county  to  my  knowledge. — 
w.  c.  Few  efforts  have  been  made  to  overcome  their  injuries.  Some  have  tried  sowing 

hemp  between  the  wheat  and  corn,  but  of  no  avail — as  soon  as  they  become  winged 

they  fly  over  it.  *  *  *  Some  years  ago  I  manured  one  acre  (>f  ground  in  the  Fall, 
(there  were  two  acres  in  the  piece,  half  being  manured,)  and  sowed  it  in  wheat.  The 
next  Summer  the  bugs  worked  on  the  wheat  very  bad.  The  acre  that  had  no  manure 
they  almost  ruined ;  but  the  manured  acre  they  did  not  hurt ;  it  ripened  right.  The 

other  was  very  badly  straw-fallen,  and  was  very  much  shriveled.  I  have  heax'd  of 
others  doing  the  same  thing,  and  having  the  same  success.  In  some  parts  of  the  county 
they  have  stopped  raising  wlieat  entirely,  thinking  to  starve  them  out  in  the  early  part 
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of  the  season,  so  they  cannot  increase  before  harvest,  and  by  so  doing,  we  will  get  rid 

*  of  them  in  a  few  years.— J.  l.  m. 
4 — About  60  per  cent. — c.  j.  c.  Five  hundred  thousand  dollars  won't  cover  the 

damage  in  Johnson  county  last  Summer.  The  greatest  damage  was  done  by  what  is 

termed  the  second  crop,  depleting  the  corn  before  it  matures. — j.  m,  m.  I  don't  think 
that  the  damage  done  in  this  county  this  year  would  fall  short  of  half  a  million  of  dol- 

lars, from  the  fact  that  half  the  wheat  and  almost  the  entire  crop  of  corn  was  destro.ved 

or  badly  injured.  *  *  * — w.  c.  There  is  not  a  farmer  that  will  make  both  ends  meet 
in  all  this  county.  Many  will  be  bankrupt,  and  all  this  hy  one  little  insect  called  the 

Chinch  Bug. — dr.  d.  Tliousands  of  acres  of  corn  were  killed  as  dead  as  if  burned — not  a 
stalk  left.  They  took  three-fourths  of  the  wheat  crop,  and  about  the  same  of  the  oats 
In  the  southern  part  they  took  all  the  wheat  and  oats,  and  they  took  also  nine-tenths 
of  the  corn.  There  is  a  diversity  of  opinion  as  to  the  amount  of  damage  done  by  them, 

varying  from  one  and  a  half  to  two  millions  of  dollars  for  all  crops. — j.  l.  m. 
Laclede  County. 

3 — No  systematic  eflfbrts  have  been  made  to  overcome  their  injuries.  They  usually 
make  their  first  appearance  in  the  wheatfields,  but  in  every  instance  where  the  wheat 

was  sown  sufficiently  early  to  allow  it  to  mat'ire  early,  they  have  not  done  any  serious 

damage  to  it,  but  late  sown  wheat  has  prettj-  generally  been  destroyed  by  them.  *  *  * 
The  2d  brood  made  their  appearance  promiscuously  over  the  fields,  and  more  especially 

in  meadows  that  were  cut  early  enough  to  admit  the  j'oung  grass  to  start  uj),  when  they 

soon  kill  it  outright,  both  root  and  branch.    *    *    *    — l.  r.  r. 
4 — It  would  be  utterly  impossible  for  me  to  give  approximately  anything  like  a  cor- 
rect estimate  of  the  damage  done  in  the  county  by  the  chinch  bugs  either  in  the  present 

or  any  previous  year.  It  is  ascertained  that  they  will  not  depredate  upon  hemp,  flax, 

castor  beans,  navy  or  other  kinds  of  beans. — l.  r.  r. 

Lafayette  County. 

3 — 'So  efibrt  has  been  made  to  check  it.  I  know  of  but  one  copy  of  your  Report — 
J.  B.  No  systematic  efforts  have  been  made  at  their  extermination.  I  do  not  think 

your  Report  has  been  circulated  or  is  much  known. — j.  e.  g. 

4 — Have  no  idea  of  the  damage  done  in  this  county. — j.  b.  It  is  conceded  by  every 

one  with  whom  I  have  conversed  on  the  subject,  that  the  drouth  cut  off"  at  least  one- 
half  from  an  average  crop,  and  the  bug  certainly  injured  the  remainder  fudy  one-half. 
*  *  *  Wheat  was  of  very  fine  quality,  and  a  good  yield,  being  only  slightlj'  injured  by 
the  bug ;  the  very  late  sowing  worse  than  early  sowing,  in  this  part  of  the  county.  The 

damage  to  this  county  by  the  bug  will  not  fall  short  of  half  a  million  dollars. — j.  j.  F. 
Putting  drouth  and  chinch  bugs  together,  they  came  near  causing  an  utter  failure, 

there  being  only  about  one-fifth  of  a  crop  of  the  grains,  and  that  fifth  of  inferior  quality. 
— J.  E.  a. 

Lawrence  County. 

4 — Cannot  give  the  exact  amount  of  damage  done  ;  corn  is  about  one-half  a  crop. 
My  opinion  and  that  of  many  other  farmers  is  that  $100,000  will  not  cover  the  damage 

done  by  the  bugs. — w.  l.  g.  (Other  correspondents  put  the  loss  of  sorghum  and  oats  at 
fifty  per  cent). 

Leivis  County. 

3 — No  systematic  efforts  have  been  made.    I  have  never  seen  your  Report. 

4 — I  should  think  that  one-tenth  would  be  a  fair  estimate,  corn  suffering  the  great- 

est ;  yet  we  raised  a  fine  crop,  superior  to  any  we  have  had  for  several  years. — w.  b.  d. 
Lhm  County. 

3 — There  have  been  no  systematic  efforts  made  to  overcome  the  injuries  of  the  bug 

that  I  have  any  knowledge  of.    As  to  your  Second  Report,  1  have  never  seen  it,  and  do 

not  think  it  is  known  among  the  farmers  of  our  county. — a.  m. 
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4—1  think  the  damage  by  the  bugs,  irrespective  of  drouth,  equal  one-half  of  the 
whole  crop.  The  wheat  crop  was  not  damaged  by  the  drouth,  and  oats  but  very 

slightly,  yet  I  think  both  damaged  by  the  chinch  bugs  to  the  amount  of  one-third.— 
A.  M. 

Macon  County. 

3— No.    Do  not  know  anything  about  the  Report  referred  to.— w.  u.  Ji.    About 
one-fourth — all  grains  considered — of  the  crops  lost. — w.  b.  m. 

Madison  County. 

3 — We  have  found  out  no  means  to  exterminate  them.     We,  however,  have  burnt 
stubble  and  in  so  doing  have  destroyed  many  of  them.— j.  m.  a.    It  would  be  safe  to 

say  that  our  crops  were  cut  short  fully  one-fourth  this  season  by  the  bugs,  except  early 
wheat,  which  matured  before  the  insect  did  much  damage. — j.  m.  a. 

Maries  Coimty. 

3 — There  have  been  various  plans  adopted  to  subdue  the  insect :  one  way  was  to 
ditch  and  drag  a  log  in  it ;  another  was  to  scald  them  ;  another  was  to  scatter  straw 

under  and  around  the  corn  and  set  fire  to  the  straw.  This  latter  plan  seemed  to  prove 

a  success,  but  only  for  awhile — a  heavy  gale  from  the  north  blowing  innumerable  bugs 
over  the  corntield.    *    *    *    i  have  heard  nothing  of  your  Second  Report. — d.  l.  d. 

4 — I  am  not  able  to  answer  your  fourth  question  definitely.  Corn  yielded  about 
eighty  per  cent,  less  than  the  average,  chiefly  on  account  of  chinch  bugs  and  drouth ; 
oats  about  fifty  per  cent,  less  5  wheat  was  about  twenty-five  per  cent,  better. — d.  l.  d. 

Marion  County. 

3— Two  years  ago  I  had  wheat  and  corn  in  the  same  field,  and  wheii  the  wheat  was 
harvested  the  bugs  went  into  the  corn.  I  let  them  have  about  a  week  to  get  a  start  in 

the  corn,  then  I  took  a  breaking  plow  and  turned  about  eight  rows  of  corn,  bugs  and 
all  under,  as  deep  as  1  could,  and  then  put  a  heavy  roller  on  it  and  rolled  it  thoroughly, 
and  that  was  the  last  of  those  bugs,  I  think,  as  the  corn  was  but  little  injured  afterward. 

1  have  no  idea  to  what  extent  your  Second  Report  has  been  distributed  in  the  county, 
but  in  this  neighborhood  there  is  nothing  known  about  it. — j.  k.  m. 

4— By  consulting  a  number  of  the  best  farmers,  we  conclude  the  crops  have  been 

injured  about  one-fourth  this  year  by  the  bugs.— j.  k.  m,  I  should  estimate  the  damage 
done  to  the  crops  in  this  county  alone  this  year  to  be  at  least  $50,000. — w.  r,  a, 

McDonald  County, 

3 — There  has  been  nothing  of  note  done  to  prevent  or  destroy  them.    As  for  your 
Report  1  do  not  know  of  a  single  copy  in  the  whole  county, — av,  d,  p. 

Mercer  County. 

3 — No  systematic  effort  has  been  made  to  overcome  the  bug  or  its  injuries.  Little 
or  nothing  is  known  of  your  Report  of  1869,  as  but  very  few  copies  of  the  Agricultural 

Reports  reach  here. — J.  h.  b, 

4 — It  would  be  a  very  difficult  task  to  approximate  the  damage  done  by  this  great 
•pest.    In  this  county  it  may  be  put  at  $100,000  to  $500,000, — j.  h.  b. 

Mississippi  County. 

3 — No.    I  do  not  know  of  any  person  that  has  received  a  copy. — s.  s.  s. 
4 — Impossible  to  make  a  truthful  estimate. — s.  s.  s. 

Monroe  County. 

4— It  has  damaged  oats  and  corn  one-half,  wheat  three-eights.  Cannot  give  an 
estimate  in  dollars  and  cents. — j.  p.  m. 

E  R — 5 
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Montgomery  County. 

3_Fire  is  bein<r  used  against  them  tliis  Winter  very  mucli.  burningold  litter  of  all 
kinds.  In  Summer  shallow  ditches  are  made  with  the  plow  and  logs  and  otlier  weights 

dragged  along  those  ditches  to  keep  them  from  going  in  standing  crops.— d.  t.  m. 
There  have  been  no  sj^stemalic  efforts  made  to  overcome  its  injuries.  1  do  not  think 

your  Second  Report  has  been  distributed  or  known  among  the  fjirmersof  Montgomery 

county  to  any  extent— e.  r.  b. 

4_From'  the  best  information  I  can  get  and  from  actual  observation,  I  would  say 
that  the  corn  crop  of  the  county  was  injured  one-fourth.  Wheat  was  less  injured  gen- 

erally than  for  several  years.  1  could  not  well  approximate  the  damage  in  dollars  and 
cents.— E.  E.  B. 

New  Madrid  County. 

3— IS^o  systematic  efforts  have  ever  been  made  to  overcome  its  injuries.  I  do  not 
think  your  Second  Report  is  extensively  circulated  among  farmers  in  the  county.— j.  s.  b. 

4_It  would  be  impossible  to  give,  even  approximately,  the  damage  done  to  this 

year's  crop.    It  was  comparatively  slight.— j.  s.  b. 
Neinton  County. 

8 — I  think  none  at  all.  I  have  not  even  seen  your  Report  before,  and  do  not  think 

there  are  many,  if  any  at  all,  in  the  hands  of  farmers  in  this  county. — j.  t.  No  syste- 
matic efforts  have  ever  been  made  to  overcome  its  injuries.  If  any  of  your  reports 

have  ever  reached  this  county,  I  have  been  unable  to  tind  one. — w.  h.  w. 

4 — It  is  very  difficult  to  tell  anything  about  the  amount  of  damage,  on  account  of 

the  great  drouth,  but  it  was  many  thousand  dollars.— j.  t.  They  damaged  the  wheat 
about  one-fourth,  and  killed  nearly  all  the  corn.— w.  n.  w. 

Nodaivay  County. 

3 — While  I  was  a  member  of  the  Twenty-sixth  General  Assembly,  I  secured  about 
40  copies  of  your  Second  Report  from  various  sources  and  distributed  them  amongst 

our  leading  farmers  and  fruit-growers.  These,  I  think,  are  about  all  that  have  been 
received  in  our  county,  although  it  has  been  eagerly  sought  for  and  fully  appreciated 

by  our  people. — w.  b.  m.  h.  None.  I  think  about  one  farmer  in  fifty  has  your  report, 

and  perhaps  one-fourth  have  studied  the  insect's  history. — w.  p.  Odessa  Spring  wheat 
is  generally  considered  here  as  best  standing  their  injuries,  but  has  not  been  sutficiently 

tested  to  speak  positivelj'  in  regard  to  its  merits. — t.  d.  w. 
4 — This  year  it  damaged  oats  fully  3  bushels  per  acre,  and  Spring  wheat  2  bushels  ; 

Fall  wheat,  rye  and  barley  about  1  bu?hel  per  acre.  The  first  crop  of  tame  hay  it  did 

not  injure,  but  the  aftermath  was  cut  short  fully  one-fourth  ton  per  acre,  and  corn  about 
6  bushels  per  acre. — w.  b.  m.  h.     One  hundred  thousand  dollars. — w.  r. 

Oregon  County, 

3 — No.    I  have  no  definite  idea,  but  believe  there  were  very  few  copies  distributed. 
— J.  R.  w. 

4 — About  ten  per  cent. — j.  r.  w. 

Osage  County. 

3 — No  systematic  efforts  to  overcome  their  injuries  have  been  made  to  my  knowl- 
edge. Some  have  tried  to  keep  them  from  spreading  all  over  their  farms  by  plowing 

and  ditching,  some  by  sprinkling  a  few  rows  of  their  corn  in  advance  of  them  with  a 
mixture  of  coal  oil  and  water.  It  kept  them  from  crossing  for  a  few  days,  but  did  not 
prevent  them  from  flying  over  and  destroying  the  balance  of  the  crop.  Your  Second 

Report  was  distributed  among  a  limited  number  of  farmers. — l.  p. 

4 — The  estimated  damage  done  this  year  in  this  county  by  the  Chinch  Bug  may  ba 
put  down  thus  :   wheat,  one-fourth  of  the  crop ;  corn,  three-fourths  of  the  crop  ;  hay. 
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one-half;  oats,  one-tl.ird-which  would  amount  to  several  hundred  thousands  of 
bushels  of  o:rain,  and  several  hundreds  of  tons  of  hay  without  the  loss  of  meadows, lor  they  have  destroyed  mine  root  and  branch,  besides  a  rrood  many  others.— i,.  v. Ozark   County. 

3 — None. — t.  .i,  g. 

4— About  one-half  the  crops  destroyed.— r.  .i.  g. 
Perry  County. 

1-Wc  have  been  troubled  with  them  for  eleven  or  twelve  vears.  Some  years  thev do  but  little  damage,  and  other  years,  Generally  dry  seasons,  they  nearly  ruin  our crops,  especially  ate  corn.  About  live  years  ago  the  bugs  were  very  bad  and  the  nevt 
year  Ave  expected  to  have  our  crops  entirely  destroyed  by  them,  but  they  had  nearly disappeared.  Last  Summer  they  were  very  bad,  it  being  a  dry  season,  and  they  dam- aged corn  very  much  ;  wheat  being  very  early  escaped  their  injuries.-n.  m.  b. 

Pettis  County. 

3-None.  I  liave  never  seen  your  lleport;  have  tried  to  get  it  but  lailed.-L  n  w ^o  systematic  eftbrts  have  been  made  to  overcome  its  injuries.  In  regard  to  your  Sec- ond lleport,  I  have  to  say  that  probably  not  twenty  copies  have  been  distributed  in  this couny.  I  never  saw  one.  nor  have  I  heard  it  mentioned  by  a  single  farmer  of  the  ' county.  Permit  me  to  suggest  thatall  your  Entomological  reports  would  be  of  vast 
•  mpoi-tance  to  the  farmers  if  placed  in  their  hands,  either  with  or  without  the  A^ricul- ui-a  Reports     I  have  received  two  of  them,  and  hoped  to  be  able  to  secure  them"  all  as fast  as  published,  but  have  been  unable  to  do  so   o.  a.  c. 

4-1  thinlv  $5  per  acre  as  the  loss  sustained  by  the  corn  crop  alone  would  be  a  low estimate  -L.H.  w.  The  damage  done  by  the  Chinch  Bug  alone  is  alarming ;  it  cannot be  less  than  $300,000.  including  damage  done  to  all  kinds  of  crops.-E.  c  The  darial 
ilone  by  them  last  year  was  great,  but  it  is  impossible  to  make  anything  like  a  corre^ct estimate,  as  the  drouth  did  greater  damage,  and  both  were  upon  us  at  the  same  tTme 
In  the  south  part  of  the  county  the  oats  and  corn  crops  were  entirely  destroyed,  while  i.i' the  northern  part  of  the  county,  where  the  soilis  deeper,  not  more  than  one-fourth  of a  crop  was  raised.— o.  a.  c. 

Platte  County. 

4— Not  less  than  $100,000.— .i.  a. 
Polk  County. 

2-But  little  damage  was  done  to  the  wheat  crop,  but  the  oats,  corn  and  Huno-arian grass  was  badly  damaged  all  over  the  county,  and  a  great  many  fields  entirely  de- 
stroyed. -  '-  -.-  The  farmers  of  this  county  are  beginning  to  cutoff  their  corn  and pull  the  stalks  whenever  they  can  feed  them  to  their  stock,  thinkin-  in  that  wav  to 

destroy  their  eggs,  which  they  think  are  deposited  in  the  husks  and  blades,  and  in  fact any  kind  of  leaves  or  trash  about  the  lences  seem  to  be  where  they  deposit  their  eo-o-g 
—J.  c.     [This  is  of  course  a  fallacy.]  '''^ 

3-Plowing  and  dragging  log.  are  the  only  means  reported  ;  and  but  few  copies  of theReport  have  been  seen.  
f"^3  ui 

$800^(i;On?;?Znn?  ""^  '^r^'  ''  '^T  ̂-'''''  ̂ ^-^  "ear  large  enough;  would  think $800,000  or  $900,000  would  be  nearer  the  truth.-*  *  I  think  I  am  safe  in  sayino-  that the  entire  grain  crop  of  this  county  was  damaged  one-half  by  the  bu-s.-x  w  s  Wheat crop  was  not  damaged  much ;  corn  crop  almost  a  total  failure.-M.  d.  m. 
Pulaski  County. 

3-Nothing  has  yet  been  done  to  any  extent  to  overcome  its  injuries.     Your  Sec- 

belt  ntt'c^'"  Th  '  'f  ''"r ''"^  '^''""^  ''  '"^  ̂^""^^^ '  ̂"^  ̂  '^^  -P-  1-ve been  sent  u..-c.  c.    There  have  been  no  systematic  eflTorts  made  to  overcome  its  inju- 
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ries.  I  have  no  idea  to  what  extent  your  Second  Keport  was  distributed  or  known 

among  the  farmers  in  this  county,  but  think  there  were  but  few  distributed. — o.  j.  r. 
4 — Caused  a  loss  to  our  county  in  corn,  as  near  as  I  am  able  to  calculate,  of  132,750 

bushels  at  fifty  cents  per  bushel,  $66,375.  There  is  no  doubt  but  that  the  hot  winds 
during  the  second  week  in  August  and  the  drouth  during  the  Summer  had  a  serious 

effect  upon  the  corn  crop,  but  nothing  to  be  compared  to  the  injury  of  the  Chinch.— c.  c» 
Putnam  County. 

3 — No  effort  has  ever  been  made  to  stay  their  ravages.  The  report  of  whicli  you 

speak  is  probably  oftener  to  be  found  among  the  books  of  professional  men  at  the 

county  seat  than  among  the  farmers. — a.  d.  t. 
4 — The  damage  by  Chinch  Bug  this  year  was  not,  comparatively,  great.  It  was  con- 

fined to  late  sown  wheat  and  late  planted  corn. — a.  d.  t. 
Ralls  County. 

3_Nothing  is  known  here  of  your  Keport.  There  are  not  more  than  three  or  four 

copies  of  that  Agricultural  Report  in  the  county  of  Ralls. — a.  e.  t. 
4 — Injured  crops  25  per  cent.  Saw  a  man  who  lives  in  Sny  bottom ;  says  prairie 

grass  cut  last  year  is  so  infested  with  chinch  bugs  the  stock  will  not  eat  it,  and  some 
mules  that  eat  it  have  died.  I  have  seen  in  the  last  ten  days  any  quantity  of  them  sticking 

on  the  prairie  fences  and  alive.  Following  your  advice,  I  burnt  some  weeks  ago  20O 

acres  of  rubbish  on  my  prairie  place,  twenty-five  miles  from  here,  and  hope  I  scorched 

some  of  the  rascals.    They  are  worse  on  prairie  than  timber  land. — a.  e.  t. 

Randolph  County. 

3— Do  not  know  of  any  systematic  efforts  to  overcome  its  injuries.  Have  never 

heard  your  Report  mentioned  in  connection  with  it;  do  not  know  that  any  of  the  farmers, 

of  our  county  have  seen  the  Report.— w.  q. 
4— Would  estimate  its  damage,  the  present  year,  in  this  county,  at  $20,000.— w.  q- 

Ray  County. 

4_Corn,  50  per  cent.;  wheat,  25  per  cent.    *    *      .    They  did  not  injure  the 
crops  very  much  in  this  part  of  the  countj^  but  in  the  eastern  and  northern  parts  the 

amount  of  damage  is  at  least  from  $25,000  to  to  $50,000.  Not  one-fourth  of  a  crop  of 
corn  was  raised  there,  and  people  will  have  to  suffer. — j.  m.  b. 

Ripley  County. 

3— No  efforts  made  to  overcome  its  injuries  in  any  shape  or  form.  Your  Second  Re- 
port went  into  the  hands  of  about  one  farmer  out  of  every  fifty.  You  may  justly 

suspect  we  know  but  little  about  it. — r.  h. 
4 — The  damage  in  my  county  [  could  not  approximately  say  less  than  $40,000,  all 

crops  considered. — b.  h. 

St.  Charles  County. 

3 — No  systematic  effort  made.  Some  tried  hot  water,  others  coal  oil,  and  still 

others  tried  to  stop  them  by  ditching  across  the  field.  Your  Report  of  1869  is  dis- 
tributed in  the  county  to  about  the  number  of  thirty,  as  near  as  I  know. — c.  w. 

4 — By  information  gathered,  I  can  safely  estimate  the  damage  done  by  the  bugs  in 

this  county  last  year  at  $25,000,  which  is  very  low.— c,  w. 

St.  Clair  County. 

3_yarious  plans  tried,  but  without  much  effect.  The  distribution  of  your  Report 

has  been  very  limited  in  this  county.— s.  h.  l.  Although  seemingly  every  effort  has 
been  made  to  subdue  them,  they  have  come  out  victorious — complete  masters  of  the 
situation.  Between  them  and  the  dry  weather  we  have  scarcely  anything  left  to  carry 

us  through  Winter.    Many  have  despaired  and  left  in  disgust,  others  will  remain  and 
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renew  the  combat.  The  Agricultural  Reports  spoken  of  were  sent  to  the  circuit  clerk 

for  distribution,  and  it  is  my  opinion  that  they  have  orenerally  been  injudiciously  dis- 
tributed, lindino:  their  way  to  some  favorite  to  till  up  empty  spaces  in  a  book  case, 

rather  than  to  the  farmer  for  whom  they  were  intended.  But  your  suggestions  con- 

tained therein  are  becoming  generally  known  among  the  farmers,  and  will  be  prett}' 
thoroughly  tested  the  coming  season.  The  rase  has  become  desperate — something 
must  be  done  or  all  is  lost,— c.  a.  s. 

4— The  damage  from  Cliinch  Bug  and  drouth,  in  my  township,  was  $15,000.  There 
.are  twenty-four  townships  in  the  county  ;  all  did  not  suffer  as  much  as  this  T.  (31,)  R. 

(28)  west,  but  the  damage  may  be  put  down  at  one-half  on  an  aggretjate. — s.  H.  L.  An 
estimate  of  the  damages  done  in  the  county  of  St.  Clair,  the  past  season,  tiy  these  insects 
alone  would  be  hard  to  even  approximate.  Owing  to  a  citmbination  of  causes,  wheat, 

•oats  and  corn  were  almost  an  entire  failure  ;  three-fourths  of  wliich.  however,  might  be 
attributed  solely  to  the  Chich  Bug  crusade,  and  the  damage  resulting  therefrom  could 
not  fall  short  of  a  half  million  of  dollars. — c.  a.  s. 

St.  Francois  County, 

3 — Few  efforts  have  ever  been  made  to  overcome  its  injuries.  Some  have  tried  to 
•check  them,  when  entering  a  corn-field  from  adjoining  stubble  grounds,  by  turning 
them  under  with  a  large  plow ;  others,  by  letting  them  collect  on  a  few  of  the  first 

rows,  and  burning  them  with  torches.  Neither  of  these  plans  appear  to  be  very  effec- 
tual. A  great  many  are  destroyed  to  be  sure,  but  enough  generally  escape  to  seriously 

injure  the  corn  crops.  The  Report  mentioned  has  had  a  very  limited  circulation.  I 

don't  know  of  any  one  who  has  ever  received  it. — e.  h.  r. 
[The  other  correspondents  make  similar  reports]. 

4 — I  don't  know  that  I  can  give  you  even  an  approximate  estimate  of  the  damage 
•done  in  this  county  this  year  by  this  insect.  I  believe  there  would  have  been  double 
the  corn,  a  fourth  more  wheat  and  oats,  and,  perhaps,  a  fourth  more  grass  raised  this 

season  had  it  not  been  for  the  Chinch  Bug. — e.  h.  r.  Wheat  only  slightly  damaged; 

■corn  very  materially  damaged. — a.  j.  l. 

Ste.  Genevieve  County. 

3— No  great  effort  has  ever  been  made  to  overcome  its  injuries  as  yet,  with  the  ex- 
•ception  of  pouring  coal  oil  on  them,  which  destroyed  both  bugs  and  crop.  As  to 

3'our  Second  Report,  there  is  nothing  known  of  it  here. — j.  r.  r. 
4 — This  year  the  corn  crop  was  injured  fully  one-half;  wheat  was  affected  in  some 

places.    Other  crops  were  lightly  dealt  with. — j.  r.  p. 

Saline  County. 

3— There  has  been  nothing  of  any  consequence  done  to  destroy  them.  Your  Report 
is  received,  for  which  1  return  my  sincere  thanks.  I  am  sorry  to  say  that  there  are 
comparatively  very  few  of  them  in  this  county,  and  if  the  knowledge  contained  in  them 
was  universally  known  in  this  county,  I  am  satisfied  that  it  would  enable  us  to  meet 

-our  enemies,  the  bugs,  determined  to  conquer. — j.  r,  m'm. 

4—1  Cinnot  give  the  required  estimate  in  regard  to  the  damage  incun-ed  to  crops. 
Suffice  it  to  say  that  the  chinch  bugs  and  dry  weather  completely  destroyed  the  oat  crop 

and  damaged  the  corn  crop  to  the  extent  that  there  was  not  more  than  one-third  of  the 

amount  raised  as  lormerlj'. — j.  v.  m'm. 
Scotland  County. 

3— Not  manj'^  copies  of  your  Second  Report  have  reached  this  county. — a.  n. 

4 — I  don't  hardly  know  what  to  estimate  the  damage  done  in  this  county  the  past 
season,  but  I  think  $100,000  will  not  fall  short  of  it. — a.  n. 

Scott  County. 

4 — Their  damage  in  this  county  approximates  $50,000. — h.  p.  l. 
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Shelby    County. 

The  crops  sufferinof  most  are  wheat  and  corn.  *  -:-  ̂ f  i  have  noticed  when  the 
Avheat  covers  well  the  ground  (which  it  may  be  made  to  do  by  thorouofh  manuring)  iit 
the  Spring,  so  as  to  almost  exclude  the  rays  of  the  sun,  the  chinch  bugs  do  not  gather 
to  raise  their  young  there,  but  seek  more  open  grain.  If  oats  are  sowed  early  and  thick, 
and  make  a  strong,  vigorous  growth,  I  have  never  known  the  Chinch  Bug  to  hurt 
them,  but  if  they  are  thin  on  the  ground,  admitting  the  rays  of  the  sun  freely,  then 
oats  are  a  fine  crop  to  raise  chinch  bugs  in.    *    *    * — j.  b.  r. 

3— No  systematic  efforts  made.  I  have  not  been  able  to  hear  of  the  first  copy  of 
your  Second  Report.  I  suppose  they  were  sent  to  the  county  seat  and  distributed 
among  those  living  near  there. — j.  b.  r. 

4 — Cannot  give  you,  with  any  great  certainty,  the  damage  our  crops  have  sustained 
from  chinch  bugs  the  i>ast  year,  but  would  suppose  the  damage  to  amount  to  about 
one-fifth  of  the  value  of  the  crops  thus  affected. — .i.  b.  r. 

Sullivan  County. 

y— Never  saw  your  Second  Report,  or  saw  any  person  who  did  see  it.  The  best 
thing,  in  my  opinion,  and  it  is  simply  my  opinion,  is  to  manure  the  points  and  other 
poor  places  and  burn  up  the  trash  around  the  field  and  in  the  fence  corners  early  in  the 

Spring.  They  never  injure  a  crop  on  rich  land  and  growing  thrifty,  as  they  do  on 
poor  land.  You  would  certainly  deserve  the  gratitude  of  the  people  of  Missouri  if  you. 

could  do  anything  to  relieve  them  of  this  pest,  or  by  studying  its  habits  teach  us  to- 
exterminate  them.    *    *    *    — s.  b. 

4— Impossible  to  estimate. — s.  b. 

Taney  County. 

3 — None  have  been  made.  But  verj'  few  copies  of  your  reports  have  been  distributed 
— 20  copies  perhaps. — .r.  j.  b.  There  have  been  no  eftbrts  made  to  overcome  its  injuries. 
Your  Second  Report  has  been  distributed  over  the  county  by  the  State,  but  not  to  an 

extent  that  one-tenth  of  the  farmers  might  read  it.— w.  r.  h. 

4 — I  cannot  make  anything  like  a  close  estimate  of  the  value  of  the  produce 
destroyed,  though  I  should  judge  that  it  would  amount  to  $20,000  to  $30.000.— j.  j.  b. 

*  *  *  From  careful  calculations,  I  conclude  that  Taney  county  lost  over  $45,000  by 
this  insect  in  1874.  These  calculations  are  based  upon  the  census  report  of  1870  and 

the  assessor's  report  of  1874.  These  figures  are  enormous,  and  by  some  maj'  be  con- 
sidered extravagant,  but  if  any  one  will  visit  our  county  and  see  the  state  of  affairs — 

starvation  staring  everybody  in  the  face,  stock  dying,  etc.,  etc.,  the  effects  of  dry  weather 

and  chinch  bugs— they  may  be  convinced.— w.  r.  h. 

Texas  County. 

3 — Some  have  tried  scalding  on  a  lew  favorite  plants  ;  it  kills  the  bug  and  does  not 
hurt  the  plant.    No  other  systematic  efforts  have  been  made. — r.  s.  s. 

4 — [  cannot  give  an  estimate  of  the  damage  done  ;  say  one-half  oats,  corn  and  sor- 
ghum.— R.  s.  s. 

Vernon  County. 

3 — None  whatever.  Think  there  are  not  more  than  two  or  three  of  the  Reports 
mentioned  in  the  count}'. — j.  a.  p. 

4 — From  all  the  information  I  have  been  able  to  gather  in  regard  to  the  damage 
done  by  this  insect,  I  do  not  believe  it  would  fall  far  short  of  half  a  million  dollars,  all 

crops  considered  ;  and  if  we  take  into  consideration  the  loss  to  farmers  on  account  of 
stock,  another  half  million  dollars  might  be  added,  as  larmers  were  compelled  to  sell 

their  stock  at  a  gi'eat  sacrifice  for  the  want  of  feed  to  make  them  ready  for  market,  or- 
put  them  through  the  winter,  all  of  which  is  chargeable  to  the  Chinch  Bug,  for 
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although  we  had  a  very  dry  season,  yet  we  would  have  harvested  at  least  ninety  per 
cent  of  a  corn  crop,  and  there  would  have  been  an  average  yield  of  wheat  and  oats. — 
M.  L.  M.  It  is  impossible,  at  this  time  to  closely  approximate  the  damage  in  dollars  and 
cents  sustained  by  them  tliis  year,  but  may  safely  place  it  at  one-half  of  the  entire 
wheat,  oats  and  corn  crop  of  the  county,  for  notwithstanding  the  drouth  which  pre- 

vailed, we  certainly  would  have  harvested  a  full  crop  of  wheat  and  oats,  and  one-half 
of  corn, — J.  A.  p. 

Warreti.  County. 

4 — Can't  make  any  estimate  in  figures;  would  saj'^  about  50  per  cent,  on  all  up- 
lands; on  creek  and  river  bottom  lands  the  damage  has  been  small. — d.  v.  d. 

Washington  County. 

3— No  efforts  made  to  overcome  them;  very  few  of  your  reports  in  this  county.— w.  r. 
4 — As  to  the  damage  done  by  tliem  it  is  hard  to  determine ;  we  raised  about  one- 

fourth  of  a  crop  of  corn  and  oats,  and  it  is  the  opinion  of  our  best  farmers  that  the 
bugs  hurt  it  much  more  than  the  drouth.  \Vheat  escaped  pretty  much,  as  it  was  very 
forward.    *    *    *    — w.  r, 

Wright  County. 

3 — There  have  not  been  any  systematic  etfort  made  as  yet.  We  know  nothing 
about  your  Keport.    *    *    * — e.  b.  g. 

4 — Corn  is  damaged,  I  think,  probably,  one-third  ;  oats  the  same  ;  wheat  so  little  I 
could  not  estimate  it.  I  have  no  way  of  getting  at  the  amount  in  dollars  and  cents,  but 
it  is  immense.  My  opinion  is  that  Fall  plowing,  thorough  cultivation  of  the  land,  and 

as  early  planting  and  seeding  as  possible,  will  in  a  great  measure  overcome  their  rav- 
ages ;  such  has  been  my  experience. — e.  n.  g. 

LFig.  12.] 

THE  FLAT-HEADED  APPLE-TREE  BOREK—C/iri/sohothris  femo- 
rata*  (Fabr.) 

(Ord.  CoLEOPTERA  ;  Fam.  Buprestidj=:.) 
This  insect,  owing  to  the  enfeebled  condition  of  many  fruit  and 

shade  trees — a  condition  superinduced  in  part  by  excessive  drouth, 

in  part  by  defoliation,  in  the  country  ravaged  by  locusts — has  been 

exceedingly  injurious  all  over  the  western  por- 

tion of  the  country.     Specimens  and  complaints 

have  reached  me  not  only  from  many  parts  of 

Missouri,  but  from  Iowa,  Kansas,  Arkansas,  Texas 

and  Nebraska  ;  while  the  injurious  work  of  this 

borer  was  so  apparent  wherever  I  traveled  that 

I  deem  it  advisable  to  publish  a  more  extended 

account  than  was  given  in  the  Report  for  1868. 

Considering  the  fatality  of  its  work  and   the 

number  of  valuable  fruit  and  shade  trees  which 

«,SaA^X™rvU?^  pupai  it  attacks,  few  insects  are  more  to  be  dreaded <",    swollen  thoracic    ioints   of  ,1  ,  1   •  Tr<i     l  \  jja  ia  T)  _ 
iaivaiiombeiieath;d;  beetle,   than   this  Same  1"  lat-headed  Apple-tree   Jtsorer. 

♦Crotch  in  his  List  raalkes  alabamce  Gory,  i-impressa  Govy ,  Lesucuri  Gory ,  fastidiosa  <Jory,  ioror 
Lcc,  misellal.ec.,  ob  scicr  a  l.ec .  and  semisculpta  Lee,  varieties  or  aynonymes  of  femorata.  My  own 

experience  so  far  as  it  goes  in  breeding  this  insect  from  clifi'erent  trees  bears  out  Mr.  Crotch's  opinion. 
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Our  oak  trees  die  from  year  to  year.  Inquire  the  cause :  The 

answer  is:  "O,  they  cannot  stand  the  influences  of  civilization!" 
Search  for  it  yourself  and  you  will  find  that  Chrysobothris  has  had 
more  or  less  to  do  with  their  death.  The  townsman  prides  himself  on 

the  thrifty  growth  of  his  soft  maples  or  sycamore  trees  that  are  to 

give  him  shade  from  the  midsummer  sun,  adorn  his  lot  or  line  the 
front  of  his  city  residence.  After  a  thrifty  growth  of  two,  three  or 

more  years,  one  of  the  trees  suddenly  dies,  and  others  soon  follow. 
The  cause  is  discussed:  Drouth,  packed  soil,  poor  nourishment  and 

a  dozen  seemingly  plausible  reasons  are  conjured  up,  and  ashes,  or 

some  other  mineral  or  vegetable  substances  are  placed  around  the 
butt  in  the  vain  effort  to  save  the  remaining  trees.  Pull  off  the  bark, 

however,  and  the  real  cause  is  readily  discerned,  for  the  surface  of 
the  hard  wood  is  literally  covered  with  broad,  shallow  channels  packed 

with  sawdust  like  casting— channels  which  Chrysobothris,  unseen  and 
unheard,  has  been  making,  perchance,  since  the  tree  was  first  set  out. 

Mountain  Ash,  Linden,  Box-elder,  Beech,  Plum,  Pear,  Cherry  and 

Peach  alike  succumb  to  its  attacks,*  while  the  Apple  is  so  subject  to 
its  injuries  that  no  man  who  does  not  understand  this  enemy  and  is 

not  willing  to  give  some  little  time  to  mastering  it,  can  hope  to  suc- 
ceed in  growing  apple  trees  in  Missouri ;  and  in  reality  the  time  and 

money  spent  in  planting  young  apple  orchards,  especially  in  the  west- 
ern part  of  the  State,  is  generally  wasted  for  want  of  the  necessary 

precautions  against  this  insect. 

ITS  NATURAL  HISTORY. 

The  natural  history  of  this  borer  is  thus  briefly  told  :  The  beetle, 

known  as  the  Thick-legged  Buprestian,  is  very  variable  in  size  (my 
figure  at  d  representing  a  large  one),  and  has  been  described  under  a 

number  of  different  names.  It  is  greenish-black  or  bronze-colored, 
with  metallic  reflections  and  the  underside  more  coppery  or  brassy. 

The  more  characteristic  features  are  two  irregular,  impressed,  trans- 
verse marks  across  each  wing-cover,  dividing  them  into  about  three 

equal  lengths.  This  beetle,  like  all  the  species  of  the  family  ( Bupres- 
Hdce)  to  which  it  belongs,  is  diurnal  in  habit,  and  may  frequently  be 
found  basking  in  the  sun  on  the  trunks  of  those  trees  which  it  more 

particularly  frequents.  It  begins  to  appear  during  the  latter  part  of 

May  and  is  found  all  through  the  Summer  months.     The  eggs,  which 

*I  have  reared  the  beetle  from  Oak,  Apple,  Mountain  Ash,  Box-elder,  Peach  and  Pear,  and 
found  the  laiTX,  .judged  to  be  the  same  after  critical  comparison,  in  the  other  trees  mentioned. 
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are  pale  yellow,  and  irregularly  ribbed  or  corrugated,*  are  glued  by 
the  female  by  preference  under  the  loose  scales  or  within  the  cracks 

and  crevices  of  the  bark,  several  of  them  being  not  unfrequently 
found  together.  Yet  they  must  also  be  laid  at  times  on  perfectly 

smooth  bark,  as  I  have  found  the  newly  hatched  larva  in  such  bark, 
and  under  circumstances  that  would  indicate  that  the  beetle  some- 

times uses  her  jaws  to  puncture  the  tender  bark  so  as  to  allow  the 

insertion  of  the  egg.  The  young  larvos  hatching  from  them  gnaw 
through  the  bark  and  feed  upon  the  fiber,  boring  broad  and  flattened 

channels,  and  very  soon  girdling  the  smaller  trees.  When  its  jaws 

get  stronger  it  usually  bores  into  the  more  solid  wood,  working  for 

awhile  upward,  and  when  about  to  transform  it  invariably  cuts  a  pas- 
sage back  again  to  the  outside,  leaving  bui  a  thin  covering  of  bark 

over  the  hole.  It  then  retreats,  and  after  packing  the  excrement 

around  it  so  as  to  form  a  smooth  cavity,  changes  to  the  pupa  state 

(Fig.  12,  h).  The  pupa  at  first  white,  by  degrees  exhibits  the  colors  of 
the  future  beetle,  and  in  the  course  of  about  three  weeks  the  latter 

gnaws  its  way  through  the  thin  bark  door  which,  as  larva,  it  had  left 

closing  its  passage-way.  It  is  a  singular  instinct  that  thus  teaches  the 
larva,  which  has  powerful  jaws,  to  prepare  for  the  exit  of  the  beetle, 

which  has  much  more  feeble  ones;  and  this  instinct  is  most  strikingly 

illustrated  when  the  infested  tree  is  surrounded  with  some  covering 
like  wire  gauze,  which  is  proof  against  even  the  jaws  of  the  larva.  In 

such  an  event,  even  though  the  wire  touch  not  the  bark,  the  larva 

will  work  its  way  through  the  latter,  and  test  in  every  conceivable 

way  the  resistance  of  the  wire,  and  frequently  succumb  in  the  effort 

to  penetrate  it.  Yet  normally  this  same  larva  would  take  every  pre- 
caution not  to  penetrate  the  bark. 

Whether  this  borer  remains  in  the  tree  nigh  upon  one  or  two 

years  after  hatching,  no  one  has  definitely  determined.  The  general 

impression  is  that  it  acquires  its  full  development  in  a  single  year. 

Be  this  as  it  may,  the  larvae  are  found  of  different  sizes  during  the  late 

Summer,  and  young  ones  may  be  noticed  even  in  Winter.  In  May 
they  are  mostly  found  full  grown  or  in  the  pupa  state.  The  figures 

which  accompany  this  article  will  sufficiently  illustrate  the  appear- 
ance of  the  insect  in  all  its  stages,  no  drawing  of  the  pupa  having 

ever  been  made  before. 
NATURAL    ENEMIES. 

Hidden  as  this  borer  naturally  is  within  the  retreat  of  its  own 

*Eggs  which  I  have  found  on  apple  trees,  and  taken  for  those  of  this  insect,  and  wliich  accord  in 
appearance  with  those  taken  from  the  abdomen  of  the  female  beetle,  are  about  0.02  inch  long,  ovoidal, 
with  one  end  flattened;  the  shell  very  thin,  and  irregularly  ribbed. 
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making,  it  is  nevertheless  hunted  and  destroyed  by  wood-peckers,  and 
is  not  without  its  insect  parasites.  Already,  in  1856,  Dr.  Fitch,  in  his 

first  report  as  State  Entomologist  of  New  York,  mentioned  having 
received  from  that  veteran  nuseryman,  Mr.  P.  Barry,  specimens  of  the 

larvae  which  had  been  entirely  devoured,  so  that  nothing  but  the 

shrivelled  skin  remained,  by  a  number  of  small  dull  whitish  grubs, 

about  one-tenth  of  an  inch  long,  belonging,  in  all  probability,  to  the 

ChalcididcB^  an  extensive  family  of  small,  parasitic,  wasp-like  insects; 
and  this  Fall  I  have  received  what  are  evidently  the  same  Chalcid  lar- 

vae from  Mr.  R.  H.  Titts,  of  Lawrence,  Kansas,  who  gives  the  following 

interesting  account  of  their  work  : 

The  tirst  time  we  observed  these  parasites  here  this  season,  one  of  my  neiojhbors 
remarked  that  he  thouofht  that  there  was  a  mistake  about  a  beetle  layinof  the  egjf  that 
produced  tlie  borer.  In  huntinof  borers  on  my  own  place  shortly  after  I  found  some  of 
them  were  sickly  or  stupid  and  of  a  peculiar  yellowish  color,  diflierent  from  natural. 

One  of  these  that  I  had  not  injured  I  left  in  the'cavity  where  found,  and  closed  up  the 
bark,  fastenino:  it  with  wax.  After  about  ten  days,  on  '^'peninjr  it  ag-ain,  I  found  the 
parasites  at  work  and  the  borer  dead  and  partly  eaten  up  ;  after  which  1  found  tliem 
frequently  in  different  stages  of  growth,  till  the  borer  was  all  consumed  and  the  para- 

sites were  of  the  size  of  those  sent  you.  Those  weretak^'U  from  a  cavity  with  nothing 
but  a  part  of  the  skin  of  the  borer  left.  I  did  not  tind  them  again  until  about  Septem- 

ber 1st,  after  which  time  I  think  but  few  if  any  borers  escaped  them.  I  stopped  huntinor 
borers  after  September  15th,  satisfied  that  tiie  parasites  were  doing  a  better  job  than  f 
could.  Others  in  this  section  are  doing  the  same.  I  think  that  although  the  borers 
were  much  more  plenty  this  season  than  last  there  will  be  less  beetles  perfected  to  issue 

than  last  year,  on  account  of  the  parasites.  In  digging' borers  I  found  that  if  the  mouth 
of  the  hole  in  which  they  had  entered  the  tree  was  opened  the  ants  would  go  in  and 
destroy  and  carry  the  borer  awajMu  everj' instance,  even  clearing  out  the  sawdust  to 
get  at  them. 

The  following  letter,  received  from  Mr.  C.  R.  Hoag,  of  Sedalia,  the 

fore  part  of  December,  was  accompanied  by  the  same  parasite  : 

Inclosed  I  send  you  the  larva  of  an  insect  unknown  to  me;  it  is  the  second  lot 
that  I  have  found  in  a  precisely  similar  situation.  I  send  them  in  the  dust  or  borings 
in  which  they  were  found  ;  they  were  found  in  an  apple  tree  in  the  bed  of  the  Flat- 
headed  Borer,  after  he  had  penetrated  the  solid  wood  of  the  tree.  The  borer  had  evi- 

dently been  destroyed  by  tlie  small  larva,  as  there  was  in  this  latter  instance  no  part  of 
the  borer  to  be  found,  and  in  the  former  but  small  portions  of  the  skin  partly  sur- 

rounded by  the  small  maggots.  I  aminliopes  that  they  may  prove  to  be  the  larva  of  an  in- 
sect that  is  a  common  enemy  to  the  most  destructive  pest  ot  the  orchard.  The  lavages  of 

this  borer  during  the  past  season,  in  thispartof  the  country,  have  been  unprecedented  ; 
it  has  been  a  great  deal  more  numerous  than  the  Saperda  or  Kound-headed  Borer,  that 
works  near  the  ground.  Heretofore  (in  my  experience)  they  have  seldom  attacked  a 
healthy  and  thrifty  tree,  but  have  confined  their  ravages  to  trees  that  have  received  a 
severe  check  in  transplanting  and  in  bad  usage  generally.  During  the  past  season  they 
have  attacked  the  healthy  as  well  as  the  unhealthy  trees. 

I  have  not  succeeded  in  rearing  the  perfect  fly  from  these  small 

maggot  like  larvae,  but  there  can  be  no  doubt  that  it  will  prove  as 

Dr.  Fitch  surmised,  to  belong  to  the  Clialcididce^  an  extensive  family 

of  small  4-winged  flies  of  black  or  metallic  colors,  ever  on  the 
alert  for  prey,  and  sometimes  attacking  the  vegetable  feeders  at  first 

hand,  but  more  often  acting  as  secondary  parasites.  In  the  present 

instance  the  minute  mother  fly  must  manage  to  insinuate  herself  in 
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the  burrow  of  Chrysobothris,  and,  having  reached  the  borer,  pierce 

the  skin  and  consign  her  eggs  in  its  body.* 
I  have  bred  two  other  much  larger  parasites  from  this  borer,  both 

of  which  belong  to  the  large  family  of  Ichneumons,  and  reach  the 

borer  by  means  of  a  long  sting  or  ovipositor.  The  first  of  these,  which 

may  be  called  the  Cherished  Bracon  is  an  undescribed  four-winged 

lly,  with  the  head,  thorax,  antenn<T3  and  legs  polished  black,  the  abdo- 
men coral-red,  and  the  wings  deep  smoky-brown.  It  expands  about 

0.65  inch,  the  body  has  a  length  of  0.35  inch  and  the  ovipositor  of  0.4O 

inch.  The  sting  or  ovipositor  consists  of  a  pale  yellow,  central  tere- 
iKig.  i:!.]  bra,  and  two  stouter  black  sheaths.    The 

larva,  after  destroying  its  victim,  spins  a 

yellowish-brown  cocoon,  flat  on  two  sides, 
and  not  unlike  a  miniture  cofl3n,  and  the 

perfect  fly  issues  in  Spring  through  the 
burrow  which  the  Chrysobothris  would 

have  used  had  it  been  allowed  to  live. 

This  parasite  is  quite  common,  and  though 

I  have  reared  it  on  three  different  occa- 

sions, it  was  in  each  instance  parasitic  on 

Chrysobothris.  Specimens  sent  to  the  well 

known  Hymenopterist,  E.  T.  Cresson,  two 

years  since,  were  pronounced  new,  and  as 

no  American  species  of  the  genus  have 
since  been  described,  I  append  a  description  : 

Bracon  charus,  N.  sp.  (Fig.  13)—$  Length  of  body  0.35 inch;  of  ovipositor  0.40 

inch;  expanse  of  wing,  0.65  inch.  Colors  black  and  deep  rufous.  Head,  thorax,  legs 

and  antennae  polished  blaclc,  the  legs  and  sides  of  head  and  thorax  with  a  line  grnj'ish 
pubescence  ;  trophi  also  black.  Abdomen  uniformly  deep  rufous.  Terebra  of  oviposi- 

tor pale  yellow,  the  sheaths  black  and  very  faintly  pubescent.  Wings  deep  fuliginous 

with  a  faint  zig-zag,  clear  line  across  the  middle  from  the  stigma. 

Described  from  7  $'s,  all  breed  from  Chrysobothris  femorata. 

The  other  Ichneumon-fly  is  somewhat  larger,  and  may  be  callsd 

the  Useful  Labena.  It  is  the  Crypius  grallator  of  Say,  subsequently- 
described  as  MesocTiorus  fuscipennis  by  Brulle,  and  belongs  to  the 
modern  genus  Labena  Cresson.  Its  body  is  half  an  inch  long,  but  the 

ovipositor  has  only  a  length  of  0.30  inch.  The  general  color  of  the 

body  is  honey-yellow  inclining  to  brownish,  and  the  wings,  which  ex- 

pand nearly  an  inch,  are  clouded  each  with  two  broad,  smoky-brown 

*  As  this  Report  is  going  through  the  press,  my  friend,  A.  8.  Fuller,  of  Ritlgewood,  N.  J., 
sends  me  a  number  of  these  Chalcid  maggots  thiit  have  preyed  on  the  Chrysobothris  larva,  and  which 
he  received  from  Prairie  City,  >Io. 

Bracon  cuarus: — Parasite  of  Chryso 
bothris. 
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patches,  the  light  parts  being  hyaline.  The  antennse  are  reddish- 
brown,  yellow  beyond  the  middle  and  dark  brown  toward  tips;  the 
ovipositor  has  the  terebra  dark  and  the  sheaths  yellow  with  dark 
brown  extremities.  Full  descriptions  of  the  species  under  the  name 

of  Lahena  grallator  have  been  published  by  Mr.  Cresson*  and  by 
Mr.  Walsh,f  who  bred  it  from  hickory  wood  infested  with  the  larva  of 

Ceraspfiorus  cinctus^  a  longicorn  beetle.  This  fact  shows  that  the 

Useful  Labena  is  not  confined  in  its  attacks  to  the  larva  of  Chryso- 

bothris,  as  the  other  species  seems  to  be.  I  bred  this  fly  from  aChry- 
feobothris  larva  infesting  an  apple  tree.  It  was  handed  to  me  by  Mr. 

W.  W.  Tipton,  of  Burlington,  Kansas,  just  as  it  was  spinning  a  delicate 

transparent  cocoon,  and  Mr.  T.  felt  sure  that  he  had  made  a  grand  dis- 
•covery,  and  that  entomologists  had  all  been  wrong  in  not  stating  that 

the  flat-headed  apple  tree  borer  makes  a  cocoon.  Persons  unfamiliar 

with  parasitism  in  the  insect  world  are  apt  to  jump  to  such  hasty  con- 
■clusions;  and  it  is  only  necessary  in  this  connection  to  say  that  the 
Chrysobothris  never  does  make  a  silken  cocoon,  and  that  whenever 
such  is  found  in  its  burrow,  its  contents  should  not  be  crushed,  but 

allowed  to  mature  and  escape. 

Where  the  Chrysobothris  breeds  in  felled  oak  logs  or  in  stumps,it 

is  often  destroyed  by  ants,  and  they  doubtless  frequently  reach  it 

even  in  growing  trees,  especially  when  the  entrance  is  exposed,  as 
just  described  by  Mr.  Titts. 

REMEDIES. 

In  treating  of  the  means  to  be  employed  against  this  Flat-headed 
borer,  one  important  fact  should  be  borne  in  mind.  The  natural 

breeding  place  of  the  insect  is  undoubtedly  in  the  old  decaying  oaks 

of  our  woods,  and  I  have  known  it  to  swarm  in  old  post-oak  stumps 
from  which  the  tops  had  been  felled  for  a  number  of  years.  In  fact 

it  prefers  partially  dead  or  injured  trees  to  those  which  are  thrifty  and 

vigorous,  and  partly  for  this  reason,  and  partly  because  rough,  cracked 
bark  forms  a  better  nidus  for  the  female  to  lay  her  eggs,  the  species 

is  most  abundantly  found  on  the  southwest  side  of  young  apple  trees 

where  they  are  most  apt  to  get  injured  by.sunscald.  Sickliness  in  the 
tree,  injury  from  the  whiflletree  or  other  cause,  therefore,  predispose 
to  its  attacks.  It  is  for  this  reason  that  transplanted  trees,  checked  as 

they  are  in  their  growth,  usually  fare  badly.  But  there  is  yet  one 

other  predisposing  cause  which  few  people  suspect,  and  that  is  reck- 

*Proc.  Phil.  Ent.  Soc.  Ill,  pp.  400-1. 
t  Trans.  Ac.  Sc.  of  St.  Louis,  IH,  pp.  162-3. 
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less  and  careless  pruning,  especially  of  the  larger  branches.  Many  a 

fine  orchard  tree,  and  many  more  city  shade  trees  receive  their  death 

shock  from  the  reckless  sawing  off  of  limbs  without  effort  being  made 

to  heal  the  wounds  by  coating  with  grafting  wax,  clay  or  other  protect- 
ing substances.  Around  such  an  unprotected  sawed  limb,  as  around 

the  frustum  of  a  felled  tree,  the  rain  and  other  atmospheric  influences 

soon  begin  their  work  of  causing  decay  between  the  bark  and  the 

solid  wood  ;  and  this  is  but  the  forerunner  of  greater  injury  by  insects, 
which  are  attracted  to  the  spot,  and  which,  though  hidden  meanwhile 

from  view,  soon  carry  the  destruction  from  the  injured  to  the  non- 
injured  parts.  Among  the  insects  thus  attracted,  Ohrysobothris  plays 
no  mean  part,  where,  had  the  wounded  limb  been  properly  protected, 

its  presence  would  never  have  been  known.  It  thus  becomes  of  the 

first  importance,  in  treating  this  insect,  to  keep  the  young  trees  vig- 
orous and  healthy,  and  the  bark  as  smooth  and  as  free  from  injury  as 

possible.  Thus  in  planting  a  young  orchard  in  this  part  of  the  coun- 
try, where  the  sun  (whether  indirectly  or  directly  is  for  the  vegetable 

pathologist  to  determine)  is  apt  to  injure  the  bark  on  the  southwest 
side,  ii  will  prove  labor  well  spent  to  protect  them  on  that  side  by 

old  paling  or  lath.  Young  trees  are  far  more  liable  to  be  attacked 

than  old  ones,  and  consequently  require  greater  care. 

A  healthy  and  vigorous  tree  is  not  chosen  by  the  female,  in  depo- 
siting, if  unhealthy  or  injured  trees  are  at  hand;  and  when  eggs  are 

deposited  in  trees  of  the  former  character,  the  young  borers  more 

often  perish — are  drowned  out.  Yet  it  must  not  be  supposed,  on  this 
account,  that  the  insect  cannot  live  in  a  healthy  tree,  for  he  who  should 

act  on  this  principle  and  take  no  other  precautions  against  its  attacks 

than  good  cultivation,  would  too  often  discover  his  mistake.  That  the 

insect  is  seldom  if  ever  found  in  healthy  trees  is  a  necessary  truism 
which  often  deludes  into  belief  that  it  cannot  attack  such.  As  soon 

as  the  borer  is  at  work  the  tree  ceases  to  be  healthy ;  and  while  care- 
ful culture  and  protection  from  other  injury  are  excellent  preventives 

against  its  attacks,  they  are  not  infallible.  ^ 

As  a  preventive  against  the  insect's  attacks  there  is  nothing  better 
than  coating  the  trunks  and  larger  branches  with  soap  at  least  twice 

a  year,  once  toward  the  end  of  May  and  again  in  July  or  August.  The 
soap  is  not  only  obnoxious  to  the  beetle,  but  it  tends  to  keep  the  bark 

clean  and  smooth,  so  as  to  off"er  no  attraction  to  the  female,  and  is, 
withal,  beneficial  to  the  tree. 

Mr.  Henry  Shaw,  who  has  had  a  good  deal  of  trouble  from  the 

work  of  this  borer  on  the  young  trees  in  Tower  Grove  Park,  St.  Louis, 
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has  finally  painted  them  with  a  mixture  of  soap,  lime  and  a  small 

proportion  of  Paris  Green.  The  Green  might,  I  think,  be  dispensed 
with,  but  the  lime  gives  consistency  as  well  as  persistency  to  the 

-soap,  and  in  many  of  the  trees  thus  treated  the  larvse  have  actually 
worked  their  way  out  only  to  fall  to  the  ground  and  perish.  A  small 
proportion  of  glue  dissolved  in  the  mixture  would  add  etill  more  to 

its  persistency,  and,  being  gradually  dissolved  by  the  rains,  not  iniure 
the  tree. 

Other  substances  have  been  applied  to  trees  as  preventives  of  the 

attacks  of  this  insect,  and  right  here  the  question  is  naturaly  asked, 

**does  it  hurt  trees  to  grease  them?"  The  question  has  been  dis- 
cussed for  many  years  by  horticultural  bodies,  and  the  individual 

experience  is  always  conflicting.  Indeed,  it  only  admits  of  a  condi- 
tional answer,  as  so  much  depends  on  the  quality  of  the  grease  and 

the  time  of  year  in  which  it  is  applied.  All  greasy  substances  of  such 

consistence  that  they  will  effectually  preclude  the  air  for  any  length 

•of  time  must  necessarily  be  injurious,  whereas,  if  they  soon  evapo- 
rate or  crack  open  they  may  be  applied  so  as  to  produce  no  injurious 

effects.  Kerosene  and  axle  grease  have  been  used  by  several  promi- 

nent Kansas  fruit-growers,  without  injury  to  the  tree,  and  with  satis- 
factory results  in  keeping  off  both  borers  and  rabbits.  Coal  tar  has 

also  been  used  for  the  same  purposes,  and  with  satisfaction,  by  many, 

and  is  now  being  extensively  tried  in  the  college  orchards  at  Man- 
hattan, and  by  H.  E.  Van  Deman  of  Geneva,  and  others;  while  pitch 

tar  applied  direct  to  the  tree  is  generally  injurious. 

From  what  has  already  been  said  we  see  the  importance  of  keep- 
ing the  bark  smooth,  whether  by  the  use  of  soap  or  by  scraping.  The 

former  mode  of  keeping  the  bark  smooth  is  altogether  preferable,  not 

only  because  it  is  more  obnoxious  to  the  beetle,  but  because  it  is  less 

hurtful  to  the  tree.  For  it  is  a  fact,  exemplified  in  the  experience  of 

Mr.  Wm.  R.  Randall,  of  Washtenaw  county,  Michigan,  as  communi- 
cated to  the  Netv)  Yorh  Tribune,  that  in  scraping  trees  or  in  using  a 

knife  to  cut  ofl"  the  loose  bark,  the  fresh  bark  is  often  abraded  and 
bruised  so  as  to  form  just  the  nidus  needed  by  the  beetle.  And  Mr. 

Randall  found  that  the  very  parts  which  he  had  left  exposed  in  this 

manner  by  Summer  scraping  were  afterwards  well  supplied  with 

borers.  Scraping,  therefore — if  it  has  to  be  done — should  be  done 
early  in  Spring,  before  the  beetle  appears,  so  that  any  unavoidable 

bruising  may  have  time  to  heal  before  Chrysobothris  is  seeking  to 

•deposit  her  eggs. 
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In  Chicago,  since  the  great  fire  of  1871,  a  large  business  has  been 
done  in  transplanting  from  the  woods  immense  shade  trees,  some  of 

them  over  a  foot  through.  The  Flat-headed  Borer  is  playing  havoc 
with  many  of  them,  and  in  despair  some  of  my  friends  have  been  at 

the  trouble  and  expense  of  wrapping  the  entire  trunk  and  the  larger 

branches  in  wire  gauze,  through  which  the  beetle  cannot  penetrate. 

This  gauze,  if  so  hung  that  no  part  of  it  touched  the  bark,  would 
undoubtedly  prove  a  perfect  protection  ;  but  as  it  is  tacked  on,  it  does 

not  necessarily  prevent  the  female  beetle  from  consigning  her  eggs 

to  the  bark,  however  much  it  may  prevent  the  insects  already  in  the 

tree  from  issuing;  while  ths  cell  growth  of  a  single  year  is  very  apt 
to  burst  it  in  many  places. 

But  whatever  preventive  measures  be  taken,  trees  should  be  care- 
fully examined  late  in  the  Fall.  At  this  season,  or  even  in  the  Winter 

time,  the  young  borers  which  have  just  commenced  work,  are  easib' 

detected  and  destroyed  bj-  a  knife  before  they  have  done  much  harm. 
Trees  presenting  those  conditions  which  I  have  already  stated  to  be 

attractive  to  the  insect  should  be  especially  watched,  and  any  tree 

that  is  suddenly  checked  in  growth  should  be  attended  to,  as  it  will 

probably  be  found  to  contain  the  borer,  though  the  outward  signs  of 

its  presence  may  not  at  first  be  so  manifest.  There  is  a  very  general 

impression,  also,  among  orchardists,  that  this  insect  is  more  injurious 
on  low  lands  than  on  high  lands,  and  orchards  on  low  land  should  be 
more  particularly  watched. 

The  presence  of  the  young  borer  is  usually  indicated  by  a  discol- 

ored spot,  a  cracking  of  the  bark,  or  the  presence  of  saw-dust  like 
excrement.  It  will  pay  to  look  over  the  trees  even  before  Fall,  for  as 

early  as  the  latter  part  of  June,  in  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis,  the  newly 

hatched  worm  may  sometimes  be  found  just  entering,  when  its  pres- 
ence is  frequently  indicated  by  an  exuding  drop  of  moisture  on  the 

bark,  and  when  it  may  be  destroyed  by  cleanly  cutting  out  a  small  slice 

of  bark.  Indeed,  I  would  earnestly  commend  the  following  advice  of 

Mr.  A.  A.  Briggs,  of  LeRoy,  Barton  county,  who,  after  informing  me 
that  he  has  taken  out  as  many  as  a  hundred  borers  from  one  small  tree, 
says : 

It  is  best  for  those  having'  trees  subject  to  attacks,  to  look  over  them  every  week 
if  possible,  or  every  two  weeks  at  least,  from  the  first  of  June  to  Fall,  for  exudation  of 
sap  from  the  bark,  which  is  a  sure  indication  of  their  presence.  Carelessness  in  this 
respect  the  past  season  has  cost  me  more  than  300  trees,  all  young. 

It  is  useless  to  spend  time  in  trying  to  reach  such  borers  as  have 

already  penetrated  into  the  solid  wood.  They  are  with  diflSculty 

■attained,  and  have  already  accomplished  their  principal  damage. 
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CANKER-WORMS. 

In  further  illustration  of  the  remarks  made  last  year  on  the  two 

species  of  Canker-worm  which  have  very  generally  been  considered 
mere  varieties  of  one  species,  and  about  which  there  has  been  no  little 

confusion,*  I  have  prepared  figures  of  each,  which,  in  connection  with 
a  few  explanatory  remarks,  will  enable  their  ready  distinction. 

The  Spring  Canker-worm  {Anisopieryx  vernatay 
Peck,  Figs.  14, 16.  This  species,  which,  from  the 

fact  that  the  great  bulk  of  the  moths  issue  from 

the  ground  in  early  spring,  may  be  distinguished 

from  the  other  by  the  popular  name  here  given. 

Spring  Canker-worm  :— a,  mu  is  the  true  Canker-womi   Originally  describedy grown  lavva  ;  b,  egg,  enlarged, 

f^J^'^^Lt^.T^^J^r^l^^  ^^^^<^''''  ''^^rnata  by  W.  D.  Peck  in  1795. 

v'iTwJhowrDnheLitogs^^^^^  is  undoubtedly  the  species  for  the  most 
part  spoken  of  in  the  agricultural  journals  of  the  country,  and  the 

species  best  known  in  the  Mississippi  Valley.t  This  Spring  Canker-worm 
is  distinguished,  in  the  light  of  recent  careful  discriminations,  by  the 

characters  indicated  last  year,  viz. :  by  each  of  the  first  seven  joints  of 

the  abdomen  in  both  sexes  bearing  two  transverse  rows  of  stiff,  red, 

or  reddish-brown,  posteriorly  directed  spines  ;  by  the  front  wings  in 
the  male  having  three  transverse,  dusky  lines,  and  a  somewhat  broader^ 

jagged,  pale  submarginal  line ;  and   by  the  whole  body  in  the  female, 

*  This  confusion  is  in  part  due  to  the  fact  that  Harris,  in  his  work  on  Injurious  Insects,  in  treating 
of  THE  Canker-worm  moth,  describes  at  length,  not  the  species  first  called  the  Canker-worm  by  Peck, 

but  the  larger  species  (pometaria) .  He  then  uses  the  following  language:  "Specimens  of  a  rather 
smaller  size  are  sometimes  found,  resembling  the  figure  and  description  given  by  Prof.  Peck,  in 

which  the  whitish  bands  and  spots  are  wanting,  and  there  are  three  iuterrujjted,  dusky  lines  across  the- 

fore- wings,  with  an  oblique,  blackish  dash  near  the  tip.  Perhaps  they  constitute  a  diflerent  species 
from  that  of  the  true  Canker-worm  moth.  Should  this  be  the  case,  the  latter  may  be  called  Anisopteryx 

pometaria."  The  term  "  true  Canker-worm  "  is  here  misleading,  as,  while  it  should  evidently  apply 
to  the  insect  originally  described  by  Peck,  Harris  really  applies  it  to  the  other  species,  for  which  he  sug- 

gests the  name  pome/aria.  It  is  this  ambiguity  which  originally  led  Mr.  Mann  to  confound  the  two 

species,  and  which  led  me  to  make  the  remarks  in  the  first  paragr.iph  on  page  29  of  my  last  Report^ 

which— founded  on  a  misunderstanding  of  Harris's  meaning — shoidd  be  cancelled.  As  I  have  already 

stated,  the  descriptions  in  my  Second  Report  are  of  vernata,  but  the  poor  figui'es,  which  are  copied, 
represent  neither  species  properly,  though  those  of  the  moths  are  of  vernata  and  those  of  the  eggs 

pometaria.  Harris's  descriptions  of  the  mollis  and  eggs  are  of  iJO?)if /aria,  but  those  of  the  larva,  and 
probably  of  the  chrysalis,  are  of  vernata. 

t  There  is  iu  fact  no  evidence  that  the  other  s>\i&cXe.s  pometaria  occurs  at  all  either  in  Illinois  or  Mis- 

souri, since  an  examination  of  the  specimens  in  Dr.  LeBaron's  cabinet  and  iu  my  own,  proves  them, 

all  to  be  the  true  or  Spring  species.  Indeed,  until  I  received  specimens  of  pom(;/a?-i'«  from  Mr.  U.K. 
Morrison  and  Mr.  B.  P.  Mann,  I  had  never  seen  the  species — the  male  specimens  which  I  mistook  for  it 
in  foiTner  years  being  in  reality  specimens  of  t>ernofa  which  approach  it  in  the  markings  of  the  front 

wings.  That  it  occurs  in  the  SouthM'est  is,  hoMever,  proved  by  the  fact  that  Dr.  Packard  informs  me 
that  he  hasa  fine  typical  specimen  from  Dallas,  Texas,  collected  by  Mr.  Boll. 
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as  also  the  legs  and  antennae,  being  pubescent  with  pale  and  dusky- 
hairs— the  color  being  rabbit-gray,  or  speckled  black  and  white,  the 
abdomen  having  a  medio-dorsal  black  stripe.  The  dusky  stripes  on 
the  front  wings  of  the  male,  except  at  costa,  and  the  black  stripe  on  the 
abdomen,  except  at  each  end,  are  usually  more  or  less  obsolete,  and 

indeed    the   ornamentation    of  the 

.-<^\    wings    is    extremely    variable.     In 

:/     many  specimens  the  middle  portion 

^'  of  the  front  wings,  within  the  three 

dli^'^^)  ''>,K^^t;>       dusky  lines,  is  quite  pale  and  mottled 
Sprixg  Canker-worm  :— a,  male  moth  ;  6,  fe-  with    grayish-groeu,  while  the  basal male  do. — natural  size  ;  f,  joints  other  antennae  ;  rf, 

i?iluor-lniar-T^"' ^''''''''^  terminal  portions  are  marked 
with  brown,  thus  making  the  contrast  greater.  Others  again  are  abso- 

lutely without  marks  whatever,  even  when  fresh  from  the  crysalis; 
while  captured  specimens  always  have  the  marks  more  or  less  effaced 
on  account  of  the  looseness  of  the  scales.  The  moths  rise  from  the 

ground  for  the  most  part  early  in  Spring,  and  only  rarely  the  previous 
Fall.  They  are  crepuscular  in  habit,  and  are  most  active  soon  after 

dark  in  the  evening.  The  female  by  means  of  a  horny  and  extensile 

ovipositor  thrusts  her  eggs,  to  the  number  of  from  50  to  150,  under  the 

loose  scales  of  bark  or  in  any  crevice  or  sheltered  place,  and  is  very 

fond  of  availing  herself  for  this  purpose,  of  the  empty  cases  of  the 

Rascal  Leaf-crumpler*  (Rep.  4,  Fig.  18.)  The  eggs  are  but  slightly 

glued  together,  and  have  the  form  of  a  rather  elongate  hen's  egg,  the 
shell  being  very  delicate  and  smooth,  though  often  appearing  rough- 

ened by  transverse  and  longitudinal,  irregular  depressions.  The- larva 
has  but  four  prolegs,  is  variable  in  color,  and  one  of  its  distinguishing 

characters  is  the  mottled  head  (Fig.  15.},  and  two  pale  narrow  lines 
along  the  middle  of  the  back,  the  space  between  them  usually  dark 

and  occupied  on  the  anterior  edge  and  middle  of  joints  5,  6,  7  and  11 

[Fig.  10/1  by  black  marks  somewhat  inform  of  X ;  these  marks 

being  represented  by  dots  on  the  other  joints.  There  are 

two  rather  prominent  tubercles  on  top  of  the  eleventh 

joint,  preceded  by  two  white  spots.  The  chrysalis,  so 

far  as  my  comparisons  have  enabled  me  to  judge,  does 

Eniargeiihoadof  ̂ ot  ̂ ^^^^  "^^t^^i^^^y  from  that  of  the  other  species,  so 

wmTof  front"-ie\v'  that  the  two  species  could  hardly  be  distinguished  in  this 
•Senator  Elmer  Baldwin,  an  Illinois  orchardist  of  large  experience,  as  quoted  by  Dr.  LeBaron  (2<l 

111.  IJep.  p.  lOfi) ,  found  these  cases  so  generally  used  for  this  purpose  that  he  considered  the  gathering 

and  burning  of  the  cases  one  of  the  best  means  of  destroying  the   Canker-worms.     lean  testify,  frona 
my  own  experience,  to  the  frequency  with  which  the  cases  are  used  n.s  a  nidi. 

E  K — 6 
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state.    This  is  the  species  treated  of  in  my  second  Report,  and  which 
BO  injuriously  affects  our  apple  orchards. 

The  following  descriptions  of  the  immature  stages  will  serve  to 

compare  with  those  presently  given  of  what  I  call  the  Fall  Canker- 
worm: 

Anisopteryx  verxata,  Peck..— B^5f — Elliptic-ovoid  ;  0.03  inch  long' ;  not  quite 
half  as  thick,  appearing  sometimes  faintly  shagreened,  and  with  irrejrular,  longitudi- 

nal depressions  ;  reflecting  prismatic  colors  ;  shell  thin  and  delicate  and  quite  smooth 

under  the  microscope.    Deposited  in  various  sized  masses  in  sheltered  situations. 

Larva — When  first  hatched  of  a  dark  olive-green  or  brown  hue,  with  a  shiny 
black  head  and  thoracic  legs,  with  a  whitish  lateral  and  dorsal  band,  the  latter  having 
a  darker  central  line  along  it.  [These  pale  stripes  are  broad,  and  the  dorsal  one  almost 

white  on  the  anterior  part  of  each  joint,  so  that  the  dorsum  often  appears  spotted,} 

After  the  first  moult,  the  head  becomes  lighter  and  mottled,  and  the  light  bands  less 

conspicuous.  After  the  second  moult,  the  bands  are  almost  obliterated  and  the  body 

becomes  more  uniformly  mottled  and  speckled  with  livid-brown ;  the  head  becomes 

still  lighter  and  the  prolegs  being  now  large,  spread  out  at  almost  a  level  with  the 

venter.  After  the  third  (and  I  believe  last)  moult,  the  appearance  changes  but  little. 

The  full-grown  larva  averages  0.90  inch  in  length,  with  an  average  diameter  of  0.10 

inch,  being  broadest  on  joint  11.  It  vaiies  from  light  fleshj'-gray  to  almost  black. 

Head  mottled  .'is  iu  figure  16.  Ends  of  body  somewhat  darker  than  middle.  Joint  1 

•with  a  yellowish  dorsal  shield,  the  hinder  margin  in  form  of  a  rounded  W.  Viewed 
under  a  lens,  the  body  has  a  series  of  eight  fine  light  yellowish,  irregular,  somewhat 

broken  lines  running  the  whole  length  of  the  body,  each  one  relieved  by  a  darker  shade 

each  side  of  it.  The  two  along  middle  of  dorsum  are  close  together,  with  the  space 

between  them  usually  dark,  and  occupied  at  anterior  edge  and  middle  of  joints  5,  6,  7 

and  11  by  black  marks  somewhat  in  form  of  x,  or  of  a  trefoil ;  these  maiks  being  repre- 
sented by  simple  black  dots  on  the  other  joints.  Space  between  these  dorsal  lines  and  the 

next  lowest,  lighter,  and  containing  four  black  piliferous  spots  to  each  joint,  the  posterior 

ones  rather  further  apart  than  the  anterior  ones  which  on  joint  11  form  two  larger  ele- 

vated shiny  black  spots,  [often  with  white  spots  in  front  of  them.]  Space  between  lines. 
2  and  3  darker  than  any  other  part  of  the  body.  That  between  lines  3  and  4  lighter  than 

any  other  part  of  body,  and  containing  the  stigmata  which  are  perfectly  round  and 

black  with  a  light  center,  with  a  small  piliferous  spot  anteriorly  above  and  below  them,, 

and  another  behind  them,  this  last  becoming  large  on  joints  5,  6,  7  and  8.  Venter  dark 

and  livid  at  borders,  with  a  pale  greenish  band  along  the  middle,  which  has  a  pinkish 

patch  in  it  on  joints  5,  6,  7  and  8.  Legs  greenish  at  base ;  color  of  body  at  extremity.. 

The  markings  are  most  distinct  on  the  light  specimens. — [Second  Report. 

Chrysalis — Pale  grayish-brown,  with  a  dark  green  tinge  on  the  wing-sheaths. 
Kemarkable  for  its  robustness  and  for  the  large  size  and  prominence  of  the  palpi.  A 

single  bifurcate  thorn  at  extremity.  Length  0.35  inch  ;  diameter  across  thorax  0.12' 
inch.  (From  the  fact  that  in  this  description  of  the  chrysalis,  made  six  years  ago, no- 
reference  is  made  in  my  notes  to  any  sexual  distinction,  and  that  over  a  dozen  chrysalis 

shells  examined  all  show  the  wing-sheaths,  I  infer  that  the  female  chrysalis  has  wing- 
sheaths,  as  in  pometarta,  and  that  it  otherwise,  in  this  state,  resembles  this  last.) 
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TuE  Fall  Canker-worm  (Anisop- 

teryx  pometaria  Harr.,  Figs.  17,  18.) 

— This  insect  is  easily  distinguished 

from  the  preceding,  when  critically 

examined.  It  is,  on  the  average, 

somewhat  larger  and  more  glossy  ; 

the  front  wings  of  the  male  have  a 

Fall  CA-sKER-wonMi-a.ft.  egg,  side  ami  top  distinct  white  SDot  on  the  front  edge, Tiews;  c,d,  loiiits  ot  liirva,  side  una  top  views,  ^  <=>    j 
showing  maikings-eiilargwl:  e    batch  of  eggs ;  ̂ ^^  ̂ ^6  CrOSSed    by  twO  Dale,    jagged /,  lull-growu  larva;   (/,  lemale  chrysalis— natii-  ""^  i*i<^  v/*xj      v^  j  ^         ,   j    (-,{-, 
ralsize;  A,  top  view  of  anal  tubercle  of  chrysa-  i  j       „i^„„  41,^  r^iA^c,  ^e  -.-.■rUi  r^U  fU^^/>. 
lis,  enlarged.  banus,  along  the  Sides  or  which  there 

are  several  blackish  dots.  The  hind  wings  also  have  a  pale,  curved 

line,  more  or  less  distinct,  across  their  middle.  The  female  is  uni- 

formly dark  ash-gray  above,  paler  beneath,  with  the  antennas  naked, 

and  the  legs  and  abdomen  smooth  and  glistening,  and  with  no  exten- 
sile ovipositor.  Thus  it  lacks  the  characteristic  spines  of  vernata^  the 

dusky  marks  across  the  front  wings,  and  the  pubescence  in  the  female; 
and  there  are  many  other  minor  differences,  which  are  mentioned  in 

the  tabular  and  comparative  description  of  the  two  insects  further  on. 

The  moths  rise  mostly  late  in  the  Fall,  but  also  during  the  warm 

weather  of  Winter,  ever,  to  Spring.  The  eggs  are  tough,  with  a  flat- 
tened crown  of  a  purplish  color,  and  having  a  dimple  in  the  center 

and  a  brown  ring  near  the  edge:  they  are  not  secreted  or,  hidden 

under  scales,  but  are  laid  in  regular  and  compact  batches,  of  from  100 

to  upwards  of  200,  on  the  surface  of  twigs  or  of  the  trunk,  being  fast- 
ened by  a  strong  glue,  and  covered  with  a  slight  coating  of  grayish 

varnish.  The  larva  is  distinguished  from  that  of  the  Spring  Canker- 
worm  by  having  a  dark  brown  back,  and  three  conspicuous  broad,  pale 

yellow  lines  each  side,  as  well  as 

by  having  a  third  pair  of  prologs, 

shorter  than  the  others,  on  the  8th 

joint.  It  develops  very  rapidly,  en- 

tering the  ground,  with  favorable 
Fall  Canker-worm— a,  male  moth;  6,  female  .m^QofKa,.  nrifln'n  tViroA  ypppItq  nffpr 

do.-natural  size;  c,  joints  of  her  autenn*;  d,  WOatnor,  WlUlin  inroe  WeeKS  aiier joint  of  her  abdomen— enlarged.  i      j.    i  •  j        •  i„„i„  ^^^,,  „!-, 
hatching;  and,  singularly  enough, 

suffers  but  two  molts,  exclusive  of  that  which  takes  place  under- 
ground in  transforming  to  the  chrysalis.  It  is  found  principally  on 

the  Elm,  and  has  not  yet  been  reported  from  the  Mississippi  Valley. 
The  female  chrysalis  is  stout  and  has  a  little,  decurved,  bifid  thorn  on 

the  tip  of  the  body  superiorly.      It  has]  perfect  wing-sheaths,  though 

-^ 
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the  moth  is  wingless.  The  color  is  light  brown  with  darker  wing  sheaths. 

AxisoPTEKYX  roMKTARiA  Harris — Egg — Length,  0.025  inch  ;  average  diameter 
f  the  length ;  flattened  at  top  where  it  is  somewhat  larger  ihau  at  base.  Color  of 

<;rown  purplish-gray,  the  surface  slightly  corrugated,  with  a  central  dimple  and  a 
brown  circle  just  within  the  border;  sides  smooth  and  more  silvery,  and  generally 

somewhat  compressed  by  pressure  of  adjacent  eggs.  Laid  in  exposed  situations,  in 

patches  or  strips,  attached  in  regular  rows,  and  fastened  to  the  bark  in  a  slightly 

slanting  position  so  that  one  edge  of  the  crown  is  a  little  above,  the  other  a  little  below 

the  general  level. 

Larva — Color  pale  brownish,  marked  with  dark  brown  and  yellow  as  follows  : 
The  dorsum  uniformly  dark  brown  ;  the  sides  with  three  pale  narrow  lines,  more  or 

less  irregular  and  mottled,  but  always  well  relieved,  the  two  superior  ones  white,  the 

lowermost  yellowish ;  the  subdorsal  space  between  the  upper  two  of  these  lines, 

pale;  the  stigmatal  between  the  lower  two  darker,  especially  in  middle  of  the 

joint  around  stigmata;  the  thoracic  joints  dark  with  the  pale  lines  somewhat  nar- 
rower and  running  up  to  the  head.  Ou  joint  11  these  lines  are  constricted  or  entirely 

broken,  so  as  to  leave  a  dark  band  across  the  middle  of  the  joint.  The  head  is  dark 

brown  above  and  at  sides,  but  paler  in  front.  Cervical  shield  also  dark  with  the  yellow 

lines  running  through  it.  Venter  olivaceous,  the  legs  more  reddish,  there  being  three 

pairs  of  prolegs,  the  pair  on  joint  8  only  half  as  long  as  those  on  9,  but  with  perfect 

booklets ;  the  thoracic  legs  quite  hirsute  and  terminating  generally  in  two  thorns. 

Piliferous  spots  obsolete  and  with  a  very  few  scarcely  distinguishable  pale  hairs,  except 

on  anal  shield  and  legs,  where  they  are  stouter.  Anal  shield  and  legs  with  brown  pilif- 

erous dots.  The  newlj'  hatched  larva  is  pale  olive-green  with  a  large  pale  yellowish 
head  and  pale  legs.  The  light  lines  of  the  mature  larva  are,  at  this  early  stage,  faintly 

indicated  and  the  piliferous  spots  give  forth  short,  fleshy,  pale  hairs.  Tiie  third  pair 

of  prolegs  is  distinctly  visible,  but  is  not  used  in  locomotion.  After  the  flrst  molt  the 

head  and  thoracic  legs  become  somewhat  browner,  and  the  olivaceous  green  more  blu- 
ish.   After  the  second  molt,  the  dark  colors  show  much  more  distinctly. 

Described  from  numerous  full  grown  specimens  received  from  Mr.  B.  P.  Mann, 

others  received  from  Dr.  A.  S.  Packard,  Jr.,  and  a  larger  number  of  all  ages  reared  by 

myself  from  the  e^g§. 

It  varies  somewhat  in  intensity  of  color,  and  in  some  the  light  and  dark  browns 

are  not  so  sharply  separated,  but  the  dorsum  is  generally  uniform  and  the  three  lat- 
eral yellow  lines  distinct.  Up  to  the  second  or  last  molt,  the  general  color  is,  with  rare 

exceptions,  greenish  ;  but  in  the  last  stage,  the  dark-brown  or  black  predominates,  and 
is  sometimes  so  general  that  there  is  but  the  faintest  trace  of  the  superior  yellow 

lines.  Occasional  specimens,  even  when  young,  show  in  the  subdorsal  dark  space, 

one,  and  in  the  dorsal  dark  space,  two,  verj^  tine  and  faint  pale  lines.  Diff"ers  entirely 
from  vernaia  in  lacking  most  of  the  characteristic  spots  in  front  of  the  head  of  that 

species,  and  the  two  pale  transverse  marks ;  in  having  the  dorsum  dai'ker  instead  of 
lighter  than  the  rest  of  the  body  ;  in  lacking  the  medio-dorsal  pale  lines  and  the  char- 

acteristic x-like  marks ;  in  the  broader,  more  conspicuous  pale  lateral  lines,  and  in  the 

subdorsal  space  being  darker  than  the  stigmatal ;  and  lastly  in  the  additional,  though 

atrophied,  abdominal  prolegs.     It  is  a  smoother  larva. 

Chrysalis — Color  light  brown,  with  the  wing-sheaths,  a  medio-dorsal  shade, 

sutures  and  stigmata  darker.  Length  0.30—0.35  inch  ;  stout,  with  the  wing-sheaths  and 
their  veins  distinct  in  the  female ;  a  dorsal,  bifid,  decurved  tubercle  npar  the  tip  of 
anal  joint. 
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TRACTICAL  CONSroERATIONS. 

The  practical  man  may  consider  the  illustration  of  these  difler- 
ences  as  unimportant  and  trivial,  however  much  they  may  interest 

the  entomologist.  Yet  it  is  of  much  practical  importance  to  know 

how  to  distinguish  between  these  two  insects.  From  present  knowl- 
edge of  the  subject,  it  is  highly  probable  that,  just  as  the  moths  of 

the  one  species  appear  mostly  in  early  Spring,  and  of  the  other  mostly 
late  in  the  Fall,  so  each  is,  in  a  general  sense,  confined  to  particular 

plants — the  Spring  species  preferring  our  fruit  trees,  and  the  Fall 
species  preferring  the  Elm.  Thus  the  time  to  put  forth  our  efforts  to 

catch  and  destroy  the  wingless  moths  will  vary  according  to  the 
nature  of  the  tree  to  be  protected  and  the  insect  to  be  dealt  with. 

In  the  case  of  the  Spring  species,  the  scraping  of  loose  bark  from 

the  tree  and  otherwise  cleansing  it  of  dead  leaves,  cocoons,  larva- 
cases,  etc.,  a  short  time  before  the  hatching  of  the  worms,  or  before 

the  buds  of  the  tree  commence  to  open,  will  prove  an  effectual  pre- 
ventive measure;  as  thereby  many  of  the  eggs  will  be  destroyed. 

Moreover,  a  tree  kept  clean  of  loose  bark  will  be  less  subject  to  its 

attacks.  The  same  argument  will  not  apply  to  the  Fall  species,  which 

attaches  its  eggs  in  any  exposed  position.  It  would  seem,  also,  that 

the  mode  of  trapping  the  moths  will  have  to  be  somewhat  modified, 
according  to  the  species  to  be  dealt  with;  lor  while  Dr.  LeBaron 

found  the  tin  and  rope  trap  described  last  year  so  effectual  with  the 

Spring  Canker-worm,  it  does  not  appear  to  aflord  any  barrier  to  the 
Fall  species,  judging  from  the  following  notes,  kindly  furnished  by 
Mr.  Mann  : 

Nov.  8, 1873.  Warm  last  night,  with  rain,  which  still  continues.  Found  25  $  and 
one  (^  pometai'ia.    Found  4  of  the  $  above  the  LeBaron  zinc  band. 

Nov.  9.     Found  2  (5",  37  $  pometaria ;  2  $  above  the  zinc  band. 
Nov.  12.  Snow  last  night,  followed  by  cold  sleet.  Found  0  $  pometaria,  1  above the  zinc. 

Nov.  15,  Only  6  ̂   pometaria  \  none  above  the  band.  Last  three  davs  freezing- 
eold,  but  not  stormy. 

Nov.  18.     Several  days  of  rain  and  snow.     1  5  pometaria. 
Nov.  22.     G  $ ,  2  cf  pometaria. 
Dec.  4.  Yesterday  thawing,  to-day  also.  The  weather  since  Nov.  22  has  been 

cold,  with  occasional  snow,  and  the  ground  has  been  frozen,  and  I  have  failed  to  tiiicl 
any  Anisopteryx  pometaria^  but  to-day  I  caught  11  c?,  102  $,  2  2  above  the  zinc  hand. 

,  I  have  no  doubt  that  thesmallness  of  the  number  ot  5  found  above  the  bands  of  zinc  is 
due  to  my  promptness  and  diligence  in  detecting  and  di  stroyingthem  before  they  have 
had  time  to  mount  the  tree  ;  because,  according  to  the  theory  on  which  the  experiment 
was  tried,  the  $  ought  to  be  found  on  theoutside  of  the  strips,  if  their  ascent  has  been 
prevented  by  iliem;  while  in  fact,  (excluding  those  found  on  the  house  or  fence,  etc.,) 
the  majority  of  the  5  have  been  caught  before  they  reached  the  bands;  further,  l)e- 
cause  1  tried  the  experiment  with  3  or  4  $.  and  found  that  as  soon  as  they  reached  the 
top  of  tlie  band,  they  climbed  over  it,  and  began  to  ascend  the  tree.  Being  satisfied  by 
this  positive  evidence,  which  would  outweigh  any  amount  of  neoative  evidence  from 

those  who  have  not  seen  it,  1  put  printers'  ink  on  the  outside  of  the  zinc  strips.     (I 
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found  that  the  ink  was  more  quickly  chilled  or  dried  by  beiiiof  on  the  zinc,  so  last  Win- 
ter 1  pulled  it  off  and  inked  pjipcr  bands  applied  closely  to  the  trunk). 
Dec.  5.  Colder.  25  c?,  71  $  -pometaria.  The  grreater  proportion  of  the  c?  than 

fornnerly  is  explained  by  considering  that  most  of  them  were  stuck  to  the  ink  ;  whereas 
formerly  they  could  hide  away  by  day.  It  is  to  be  noticed  that:  although  some  imajros 

appeared  before  the  frost,  they  only  swarmed  after  it,  justifying  the  farmers'  saying 
that  j'ou  must  have  a  frost  to  bring  the  Canker-grubs  out. 

Moreover,  it  is  quite  important  that  the  orchardist  be  able  to  dis- 
tinguish these  Canker-worms  from  a  number  of  other  looping  worms 

which  greatly  resemble  them,  but  which  produce  moths  which  are 

winged  in  both  sexes.  "For  if  he  mistakes  some  other  span-worm 
which  produces  winged  females  as  well  as  winged  males,  for  the 

genuine  Canker-worm  which  is  apterous  in  the  female  moth  state,  it 

becomes  very  obvious  that  all  his  eiforts  to  try  and  prevent  the  rava- 

ges of  the  spurious  Canker-worm  by  the  most  approved  and  well- 
tried  methods,  will  not  only  fail  most  absolutely,  but  he  will  lose  all 
faith  in  such  remedies,  and  may  perchance,  if  he  is  given  to  the  use 

of  the  quill,  vent  his  wrath  and  disappointment  by  sending  to  some 

one  of  the  horticultural  journals  of  the  land,  a  pithy  article  'based 

upon  FACTS  [?J  and  experience,'  showing  up  the  utter  worthlessness  of 
the  Canker-worm  remedies! 

"  It  is  from  such  lack  of  true  knowledge  that  the  City  Fathers  of 
Baltimore,  Maryland,  went  to  the  useless  expense  of  furniehing  oil 

troughs  for  all  their  large  elm  trees  which  were  being  defoliated,  under 

the  delusive  idea  that  the  insect  committing  the  ravage  was  the  Can- 
ker-worm; whereas  it  turned  out  to  be  the  larva  of  a  little  imported 

Beetle  (  Galeruca  calmariensis,  Fabr.},  the  female  of  which  has  ample 

wings,  and  can  fly  as  readily  as  a  bird  from  tree  to  tree," — [2nd  Rep., 
p.  95. 

I  will  now  give  more  detailed  comparative  descriptions  of  these 
two  insects  in  their  different  stages,  those  of  the  moths  being  but 

slightly  altered  from  the  original  comparisons  drawn  up  by  Mr.  Mann, 

to  whom  I  am  under  obligations  for  specimens  of  pometaria  in  all 

stages,  and  for  the  use  of  his  notes. 

AXISOPTERYX  VBKNATA.  ANISOrTERYX  rOMKTAUIA. 
Egg. 

Elliptic-ovoid,  the  shell  of  delicate  tex-  Squarely  docked  at  top,  with  a  central 

tnre  and  quite  yielding ;  generally  appear-        puncture  and  a  brown  circle  near  the  bor- 
ing shagreened  or  irregularly  impressed  ;        der  ;  of  firm  texture,  and  laid  side  by  side 

nacreous,  and  laid  in  irregular  masses  in        in  regular  rows  and  compact  batches, 
secreted  places. 

Larva. 

No  prolegs  on  joint  8.  With  a  pair  of  short  prolegs  on  joint  8. 
Head  distinctly  mottled  and  spotted,  the  Head  very  indistinctly  spotted  and  dark 

top  pale,  and  two  pale  transverse  lines  in        on  top. 
front. 
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Only  six  superior  broad  and  wery  dis- 

tinct pale  lines,  those  each  side  equidis- 
tant. 

Dorsum  dark,  without  ornament ;  sub- 
dorsal region  pale ;  stigmatal  region  dark. 

Piliferous  spots  subobsolete. 

When  newly  hatched  pale  olive-green, 
with  very  pale  head  and  cervical  shield. 

Body  with  eight  superior,  narrow,  pale, 
longitudinal  lines  barely  discernible,  the 
two  lowermost  much  farther  apart  than 
the  others. 

Dorsum  pale,  with  median  black  spots; 

subdorsal  region  dark  ;  stigmatal  region 
quite  pale. 

Piliferous  spots  quite  visible  and  large 
on  joint  11,  where  the  pale  lines  generally 
enlarge  into  white  spots  immediately  in 
front  of  them. 

When  newly  hatched  dark  olive-green 
or  brown,  with  black  shiny  head  and  cer- 

vical shield. 

Ckri/salis. 

Same  as  ;>ows^a?-ia,  so  far  as  known.  Stout,  the  female  with    wing-sheaths, 
and  a  small  decurved  horn,  bifid  at  ex- 

tremity near  tip  of  abdomen,  superiorly. 
Imago, 

The  first  seven  joints  of  the  abdomen  The  first  seven  joints  of  the  abdomen  of 
of  both  sexes  bear  each  upon  the  back        both  sexes  with  no  spines  upon  the  back, 
two  transverse  rows  of  stiff,  red  spines, 

pointing  toward  the  end  of  the  bodj-. 
Front  wings  of  male,  on  upper  surface 

iish-colored  or  brownish  gray  ;  the  whit- 
ish spot  found  on  the  front  wings  of  A. 

;/)otnetaria  is  wanting. 
The  whitish  bands  found  on  the  front 

wings  of  A.  pometaria  are  wanting,  but 
there  is  a  jagged,  subterminal  white  band 
in  most  specimens,  running  out  to  the 

apex,  where  it  is  lined  externallj'  with 
dark  brown. 

There  are  three  interrupted,  dusky  lines 
across  the  front  wings,  instead  of  two  pale 
lines,  as  in  A.  pometaria.  Sometimes  these 
lines  are  only  indicated  by  dark  spots  on 
the  costa  and  by  blackish  dashes  on  the 

median  nervnre ;  rarely  are  thej'  very  dis- 
tinct throughout  their  whole  extent. 

There  is  an  oblique,  blackish  dash  near 

the  tip  of  the  front  wings,  crossing  a  ner- 

vure  ;  and  thereisadistinctlj'  interrupted, 
or  nearly  uniform,  continuous  line  of 
blackish  along  the  outer  margin,  close 
to  the  fringe. 

The  hind  wings  are  pale  ash-colored,  or 
very  light  gray,  with  a  faint  blackish  dot 
near  the  middle. 

The  white  band  found  on  the  hind  wings 
of  A.  pometaria  is  wanting. 

Front  wings  of  male  on  upper  surface 

ash-colored  with  a  faint  purplish  reflec- 
tion, and  with  a  distinct  whitish  spot  on 

the  front  edge  near  the  tip. 
[Front  wings]  crossed  by  two  jagged 

whitish  bands ;  the  outermost  band  has  an 

angle  near  the  front  edge.  The  white 
bands  are  often  entirely  wanting,  in  which 

case  only  the  whitish  spot  near  the  tip 
remains. 

Along  the  sides  of  the  whitish  bands 
there  are  several  blackish  dots,  each  on  a 

nervure,  and  all  generally  connected  to- 
gether by  a  dusky  band,  which  includes 

them,  and  runs  on  that  side  of  each  whit- 
ish band  which  is  towards  the  other. 

These  bands  remain  visible  when  the 
whitish  bands  are  wanting. 

Within  the  angle  of  the  outermost  whit- 
ish band,  near  the  costa,  there  is  a  short, 

ftiint,  blackish  line,  following  a  nervure; 
and  there  is  a  row  of  black  dots  along  the 

outer  margin,  close  to  the  fringe. 

The  hind  wings  are  pale  ash-colored,  or 
light  gray,  with  a  faint  blackish  dot  near 
the  middle. 

In  most  specimens  a  curved  white  band 
is  plainly  visible  on  the  hind  wings,  about 
half  way  between  the  middle  and  the  end 
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On  the  costa,  oppo.eife  the  beginning 
of  the  outermost  dark  band  of  the  upper 
surface,  and  on  the  edge  of  the  dUk, 
are  dusky  spots  on  tlie  lower  surface  of 

the  wlnofs.  Along  the  median  nervure 
beneath  is  a  dark  line.  These  marks 
are  sometimes  indistinct. 

Antennae  of  female  pubescent  with  the 
joints  constricted  in  middle. 

Abdomen  terminating  in  a  retractile  ovi- 
positor;  rather  acutely  tapering  behind. 

Whole  body  and  legs  of  the  female 
pubescent,  clothed  witli  whitish  and 
brown  or  black  dentate  scales  or  hairs ; 
general  coloration  not  uniform.  A  black 
band  along  the  middle  of  the  back 
of  the  abdomen,  often  interrupted  on  the 
second  to  seventh  joints  ;  with  a  whitish 
patch  each  side  of  its  front  end ;  the 

spines  frequently  giving  a  reddish  ap- 
pearance to  the  part  they  occupy. 

Crest  of  pro  thorax  and  mesothorax 
black. 

Of  a  rather  smaller  size  than  pometaria, 
the  wings  of  the  male  expanding  from 

0.86 — 1.30  inches,  and  the  female  measur- 
ing 0.20—0.35  inch  in  lensrth. 

The  outermost  pale  band  of  the  front 

wing<,  with  its  angulation,  and  the  banc) 
of  the  hind  wings  are  also  visible  on 
the  underside  of  the  wings.  Within  the 
angulation  is  a  brown  or  blackish  spot 
on  the  costa. 

Antenna)  of  male  more  serrate  anct 

hairy ;  the  serrations  darker. 
Antennae  of  the  female  naked,  with 

the  joints  only  half  as  long  as  in  rer- 
nata,  and  uniform  in  diameter. 

Abdomen  not  terminating  in  an  ovipo- 
sitor;  rather  bluntly  tapering  behind. 

Whole  body  and  legs  of  the  female, 
smooth,  clothed  with  glistening  brown, 
and  white  truncate  scales  intermixed, 

giving  it  an  appearance  of  uniform  shiny 
dark  ash-color  above  and  gray  beneath. 

The  wings  of  the  male  expand  frou> 

1.05-1.35  inches ;  and  the  female  measuresi 
0.25  to  0.40  inch. 

CONCLUSION. 

We  thus  have  two  distinct  species  of  canker-worms,  differing:  not 
only  in  habit,  but  differing  so  much  structurally  in  all  states  (except, 

perhaps,  the  chrysalis  state)  that  they  may  at  once  be  distinguished 
from  each  other.  In  contrast  with  the  soft  delicate  ovoid  eggs  secreted 

in  irregular  masses,  the  10  legged  larva,  and  the  spined^and  hairy 

moths  of  vernata;  we  have  the  tough,  flower-pot-shaped  eggs,  laid  in 
exposed  regular  masses,  the  12-legged  larva  and  the  spineless,  smooth 

moths  of  ̂ c>w<3^;a/'^a;  and  the  specific  structural  differences  are  still 
apparent  when  we  come  to  examine  the  genital  armature  of  the  males. 

It  is  really  remarkable  that  these  differences  have  remained  so  long 

unnoticed,  especially  in  those  parts  of  the  country  where  pometaria 
abounds.  As  a  fitting  conclusion  to  what  I  have  written  on  this  subject, 

it  gives  me  pleasure  to  be  able  to  reproduce,  through  the  courtesy  of 

Mr.  Mann,  who  copied  them  for  me,  portions  of  the  original  premium 

essay  on  the  Canker-worm,  by  Mr.  Peck,  not  only  because  of  the  value 
and  accuracy  of  the  observations,  but  because  they  show  so  conclu- 
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sively  that  it  was  the  true  or  Spring  species  upon  which  the  essay 
was  based. 

Extracts  from  the  original  Essay  on  the  Canker-worm,  by  William  Dandriflge  Peck,  pub- 
lished  in   1795. 

To  cultivate  a  knowledfje  of  insects,  merely  for  their  splendid  plumage  or  gorsreous 
colors,  is  indeed  a  contemptible  employment;  but  to  inquire  into  the  purposes  of  their 

being  and  the  part  they  are  destined  to  perform  in  the  economy  of  Nature,  is  to  study 

the  wisdom  of  that  Omniscient  Being  whose  mandates  the}'  execute  with  the  greatest 
exactness.        *       *       *       * 

These  insects  (the  Canker-worm)  appear  in  the  Spring  earlier  than  any  other  of 
the  moth  tribe— about  the  middle  of  March.  Their  rise,  however,  from  the  earth  will 

be  delayed  or  hastened  according  to  the  temperature  of  the  atmosphere  and  state  of 

the  soil.  They  are  found  under  a  double  form,  the  males  being  furnished  with,  and 

the  females  being  destitute  of,  wings.  This  circumstance  necessitates  the  females  to 

ascend  the  tree  bj'  its  trunk  in  order  to  deposit  their  eggs  upon  the  branches.  The 
males  by  their  wings  resort  to  them,  and  are  found  in  the  evenings  hovering  round 

the  trees.  In  three  or  four  days  after  they  begin  to  rise,  they  are  found  sub-copula. 
This  office  is  performed  in  eleven  or  twelve  days  after  their  first  appearance.  The 

males  die  and  disappear.  In  thirteen  days  the  females  deposit  their  eggs.  These  they 

place  in  the  crannies  of  the  bark  in  the  forks  of  small  branches;  and  where  there  are- 
spots  of  moss  upon  the  smaller  limbs  they  seem  most  fond  of  insinuating  themselves- 
into  the  cavities  between  its  leaves.  For  this  purpose  the  females  are  lurnished  with  a 

tube  through  which  the  egg  is  passed,  with  which  she  investigates'  the  appertures  in 
the  bark  or  moss,  and  ascertains  their  depth.  *  ■-'  *  Each  female  lays  at. 
a  medium  an  hundred  eggs.  The  ultimate  purpose  of  their  being  thus  performed,, 

they  die. 

The  egg  is  elliptic,  1-30  of  an  inch  in  length,  of  a  pearl  color,  with  a  yellowish  cast^ 
As  the  included  animal  advances  in  ripeness  the  egg  assumes  a  brownish  hue;  in 

twenty  days  is  of  a  lead  color,  and  with  a  moderate  magnifier  the  larva  may  be  seen  to 

move  in  the  shell.  On  the  twenty-first  day  the  larva  breaks  from  its  prison,  is  one  line 

in  length,  and  furnished  with  ten  feet — six  anterior  and  four  posterior,  *  *  «• 
They  are  commonly  hatched  about  the  time  that  the  red  currant  is  in  blossom,  and  the 

apple-tree  puts  forth  its  tender  leaves.        *       *       ̂ - 
On  the  twenty-sixth  day  from  their  quitting  the  egg  they  begin  to  cease  from  feed- 

ing and  descend  by  the  trunk  of  the  tree ;  when  arrived  at  its  foot  they  with  great  la- 
bor penetrate  the  earth  near  it  to  different  depths  ;  and  this  appears  to  depend  in  part 

on  the  quality  of  the  soil  and  in  part  on  the  vigor  of  the  animal.  In  grass  land  they 

are  found  from  one  to  four  inches  beneath  the  surface,  and  when  the  trees  stand  in 

plowed  land,  if  the  soil  be  loose,  they  penetrate  to  the  depth  of  seven  or  eight.    *  *  * 
It  has  been  observed  above  that  they  descend  by  the  trunk  of  the  tree  ;  all  which 

descend  in  this  manner  enter  the  earth  near  it.  This  is  their  natural  and  regular  course, 

and  hence  the  greatest  number  of  them  is  found  within  a  circle,  whose  radius  extends 

four  feet  from  the  trunk.  But  some  will  always  be  found  at  a  greater  distance,  accord- 
ing to  the  area  which  the  tree  covers  ;  for  if  dislodged  by  wind  or  accident  at  the  time 

when  they  are  about  to  seek  the  earth,  they  cover  themselves  near  the  spot  they  fall 

©n.  In  recurring  to  the  structure  of  the  female  insect  we  see  at  once  the  reason  why 

they  are  naturally  confined  to  a  small  circle. 

The  larva  or  catterpillar  is,  when  full  grown,  about  Jiine  lines  long ;  the  head  pale,. 
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marked  on  each  side  with  two  transverse  blackish  stripes  ;  the  back  ash-colored,  marked 
lengthwise  with  small,  interrupted  dusky  lines ;  the  sides  blackish,  with  a  pale  line 
along  the  length  of  the  body  ;  there  are  two  white  spots  on  the  last  segment  of  the 

body ;  the  abdomen  or  underside  is  ash-colored.        *        *        * 
The  chrysalis  state  comes  on  in  twenty-four  hours  after  the  larva  has  penetrated  the 

•earth ;  and  it  appears  that  the  insect  is  soon  perfect,  since  a  course  of  warm  weather 
has  been  found  to  raise  some  of  them  from  the  earth  in  the  month  of  November. 

While  they  are  in  chrysalis  they  are  uninjured  by  frost.  Their  natural  and  regular 
time  of  rising  is  about  the  middle  of  March,  but  happens  sometimes  as  early  as  the 

twelfth,  and  is  sometimes  retarded  to  the  twenti'-fourth,  according  to  the  warmth  or 
■coldness  of  the  season.  They  continue  to  rise  for  a  longer  or  shorter  time,  according 
to  the  greater  or  less  depth  at  which  they  lie,  and  the  extrication  of  the  frost  from  the 

earth—commonly  from  twentj'^  to  thirty  days.  *  *  *  Like  others  of  the  moth  kind, 
they  are  active  only  in  the  night,  and  in  the  day  time  sit  close  to  the  bark  of  the  tree, 

whose  color  is  so  similar  to  theirs  that  they  are  not  seen  without  near  inspection.  *  *  * 
The  principal  check  provided  by  Nature,  upon  the  too  great  increase  of  this  insect 

is  the  Ainpelis  garrulus  ot  Linnaeus,  called  by  Mr.  Catesby,  the  Chatterer  of  Carolina, 

and  in  the  Rev.  Doctor  Belknap's  History  of  New  Hampshire,  Cherry-bird.  This  bird 
destroys  great  numbers  of  them  while  in  the  larva  state.  Another  check  is  a  disease 
which  may  be  called  Deliquimn,  and  is  probably  occasioned  by  a  fermentation  of  their 

food.  In  this  disease  the  whole  internal  structure  is  dissoh'ed  into  a  liquid,  and  noth- 
ing is  entire  but  the  exterior  cuticle,  which  breaks  on  being  touched. 

The  Canker-worm  is  said  to  have  been  observed  first  in  the  Southern  States,  where 
it  is  probably  a  native.  It  is  certain  it  must  be  spread  by  some  means  independent  of 
itself,  since  the  female,  by  the  privation  of  wings,  is  forbidden  to  range. 

It  may  have  been  introduced  into  New  England  by  the  importation  of  trees  from 
the  Southern  States,  on  which  the  eggs  were  deposited  ;  or  disseminated  in  the  larva 
state,  in  all  populous  parts  of  the  United  States,  by  falling  from  trees  upon  carriages 
and  travelers  passing  under  them. 

This  conjecture  is  rendered  probable  by  its  being  found  in  all  places  which  have 
intercourse  with  such  parts  as  are  infected  with  it,  and  by  its  being  unknown  in  ne%T 
settlements. 

THE  GRAPE  PHYLLOXERA. 

The  following  notes  on  this  insect  are  intended  to  supplement 
the  article  in  the  Sixth  Report,  and  should  be  read  in  connection  with 

said  article.  It  is  my  desire  to  give  a  record  of  observations  and  dis- 
coveries, in  the  matter  of  Phylloxera,  with  as  little  repetition  of  what 

has  previously  appeared  in  these  reports,  as  is  consistent  with  intelli- 
gibility. 

COMPLETION  OF  ITS  NATURAL  HISTORY. 

During  the  year  the  natural  history  of  the  species  has  been  all 
Jbut completed;  as  I  predicted  it  would  be,  after  Balbiani  had  paved 
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the  way  by  his  remarkable  biological  studies  of  the  European  Oak 

Phylloxera,  made  a  year  ago.  It  turns  out,  as  was  expected,  that  the 

Grape  Phj'lloxera  agrees  with  its  oak  congener  in  producing  wingless 
and  mouthless  males  and  females  ;  and  the  problematic  winged  indi- 

viduals, with  short  bodies  and  relatively  long  wings  and  members, 
which  individuals  were  looked  upon  by  myself  and  others  as  the 

possible  males,  must  necessarily  be  abnormal  females.*  The  sexual 
individuals  have  now  been  traced  in  the  Oak  and  Grape  species  {guer- 
cus  and  vasiairix)  in  Europe  by  Balbiani;  and  I  have  traced  them 

in  three  species  { Riley i,  vastatrix  and  what  is  probably  cary cBcaulis) 
in  this  country. 

The  life-history  of  the  Grape  Phylloxera  may  be  thus  epitomized: 
It  hibernates  mostly  as  a  young  larva  (Rep.  6,  Fig.  5,)  torpidly  attached 
to  the  roots,  and  so  deepened  in  color  as  generally  to  be  of  a  dull 

brassy-brown,  and,  therefore,  with  difficulty  perceived,  as  the  roots  are 
often  of  the  same  color.  With  the  renewal  of  vine  growth  in  the 

Spring,  this  larva  molts,  rapidly  increases  in  size,  and  soon  commences 

laying  eggs.  These  eggs  in  due  time  give  birth  to  young,  which  soon 

become  virginal,  egg-laying  mothers,  like  the  first;  and,  like  them, 

always  remain  wingless.  Five  or  six  generations  of  these  partheno- 

genetic,  egg-bearing,  apterous  mothers  follow  each  other;  when — 
about  the  middle  of  July,  in  this  latitude — some  of  the  individuals 
begin  to  acquire  wingsf  These  are  all  females,  and,  like  the  wingless 
mothers,  they  are  parthenogenetic.  Having  issued  from  the  ground, 

while  in  the  pupa  state,  they  rise  in  the  air  and  spread  to  new  vine- 
yards, where  they  deliver  themselves  of  their  issue  in  the  form  of 

^gg^t  <^r  egg-like  bodies — usually  two  or  three  in  number,  and  not 

•Balbiani  (dmptes  Rendas  Ac.  d.  Sc,  Paris,  September  21,  1874,)  after  a  careful  examination  of 
these  individuals,  says  that  they  play  no  special  physiological  rule  in  the  phenomena  of  reproduction  ; 

but  that  they  have  all  the  characters  of  the  normal  winged  females,  with,  however,  the  generative 

organs  atrophied;  and  may,  in  part,  be  compared  to  the  neuters  among  bees  and  ants. 

t  During  this  virginal  reproduction  a  gradual  reduction  in  vitality  and  prolificacy  is  obsei-vable 
from  generation  to  generation.  Around  the  first  virginal  mother  the  eggs  may  accumulate  by  the  hun- 

dred; but  they  decrease  in  number  in  succeeding  generations  until  the  individuals  which — whether 

winged  or  iviugless— lay  the  sexual  eggs,  give  birth  in  no  instance,  yet  recorded,  to  more  than  eight. 
Krom  the  true  female  again,  or  at  the  end  of  the  cycle,  only  a  solitary  egg  is  born. 

J  It  has  been  a  question  whether  the  egg-like  bodies  from  these  winged  females,  or  from  the  wing- 
less mothers  which  produce  them,  can  properly  be  called  eggs,  and  M.  Lichtenstein  has  proposed  to  call 

thempuijoe,  because  they  give  birth,  not  to  a  larva  but  a  perfect  insect.  The  term  "pupa"  is,  how- 

ever, manifestlj-  incorrect  as  applied  to  these  bodies,  because,  when  first  laid,  they  are  transparent 
with  a  homogeneous  content;  while  the  sexual  individual  develops  within  the  covering  very  much  as 

the  embiyonic  larva  develops  within  the  egg.  In  fact  we  have  here,  not,  as  in  Hippobosca,  a  larva 

hatching  and  nourished  in  the  $  abdomen  until  full  grown  and  contracting  to  a  pupa  before  delivei-ed; 
but  an  in.sect  hatching  and  undergoing  its  entire  development  within  the  egg-covering  after  the  egg  is 
<lelivered.  Thus  while  the  covering  might  more  properly  be  called  a  sac  just  before  the  male  or  female 

■<Teeps  out  of  it,  it  is  more  truly  an  egg  when  first  delivered ;  and  so  it  is  best  to  call  it. 
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exceeding  eight — and  then  perish.  These  eggs  are  of  two  sizes,  the 

larger  about  0.02  inch  long  and  the  smaller  about  three-fifths  of  that 
length.  In  the  course  of  a  fortnight  they  produce  the  sexual  indi- 

viduals, the  larger  ones  giving  birth  to  females,  the  smaller  to  males. 

These  sexual  individuals  are  born  for  no  other  purpose  than  the  re- 
production of  their  kind,  and  are  without  means  of  flight,  or  of  taking 

food,  or  excreting.  They  are  quite  active  and  couple  readily  ;  one 

male  being  capable,  no  donbt,  of  serving  several  females,  as  Balbi- 
ani  found  to  be  the  case  with  the  European  quercus.  The  abdomen 

of  the  /emale,  after  impregnation,  enlarges  somewhat,  and  she  i& 
soon  delivered  of  a  solitary  egg,  which  differs  from  the  ordinary  eggs 

of  the  parthenogenetic  mother  only  in  becoming  somewhat  darker. 

This  impregnated  egg  gives  birth  to  a  young  louse  which  becomes  a 

virginal,  egg-bearing,  wingless  mother,  and  thus  recommences  the 

cycle  of  the  species'  evolution.  But  one  of  the  most  important  dis- 
coveries of  Balbiani  is  that,  during  the  latter  part  of  the  season, 

many  of  the  wingless,  hypogean  mothers  perform  the  very  same  func- 
tion as  the  winged  ones  ;  i.  e.,  they  lay  a  few  eggs  which  are  of  two 

sizes,  and  which  produce  males  and  females,  organized  and  con- 
structed precisely  as  those  born  of  the  winged  females,  and,  like 

them,  producing  the  solitary  impregnated  egg.  Thus,  the  interesting 

fact  is  established  that  even  the  winged  form,  is  by  no  means  essen- 
tial to  the  perpetuation  of  the  species  ;  but  that,  if  all  such  winged 

individuals  were  destroyed  as  fast  as  they  issue  from  the  ground,  the 

species  could  still  go  on  multiplying  in  a  vineyard  from  year  to  year. 

We  have,  therefore,  the  spectacle  of  an  underground  insect  posses- 
sing the  power  of  continued  existence,  even  when  confined  to  its 

subterranean  retreats.  It  spreads  in  the  wingless  state  from  vine  to 

vine  and  from  vineyard  to  vineyard,  when  these  are  adjacent,  either 

through  passages  in  the  ground  itself,  or  over  the  surface.  At  the 
same  time  it  is  able,  in  the  winged  condition,  to  migrate  to  much  more 

distant  points.  The  winged  females,  as  before  stated,  begin  to  appear 

in  July,  and  continue  to  issue  from  the  ground  until  vine  growth 

ceases  in  the  Fall.  Yet  they  are  much  more  abundant  in  August  than 

during  any  other  month,  and  on  certain  days  may  be  said  to  literally 

swarm.  Every  piece  of  root  a  i^vj  inches  long,  and  having  rootlets, 

taken  from  an  infested  vine  at  this  season,  will  present  a  goodly  pro- 
portion of  pupas;  and  an  ordinary  quart  preserve  jar,  filled  with  such 

roots  and  tightly  closed,  will  furnish  daily,  for  two  or  three  weeks,  a 

dozen  or  more  of  the  winged  females,  which  gather  on  the  sides  of 

the  jar  toward  the  light.    We  may  get  some  idea,  from  this  fact,  of  the 
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immense  numbers  that  disperse  through  the  air  to  new  fields,  from  a 

single  acre  of  infected  vines,  in  the  course  of  the  late  Summer  and  Fall 
months. 

If  to  the  above  account  we  add  that  occasionally  individuals  aban- 
don their  normal  underground  habit,  and  form  galls  upon  the  leaves 

of  certain  varieties  of  grape-vine,  we  have,  in  a  general  wa}',  the 
whole  natural  history  of  the  species. 

DIFFEllENT  KOUMS  rilKSENTKD  BV  THE  Sl'ECIES. 

The  difl'erences  in  Ibrm  and  habit  which  the  species  preseifts  will 
be  best  appreciated  by  recapitulating  them  in  tabulated  lorm  : 

I — The  gall-inhabiting  type  [gallicola — Sixth  Eop.,  Fig.  4,)  forming  galls  on  the  leaves, 
and  presenting: 

a — Tlie  ordinary  ̂ gg  {ibid,  Fig.  4,  c,)  with  which  the  gall  is  crowded : 

b — The  ordinary  larva  {ibid,  Fig.  4,  a,  h) : 

c— The  swollen,  parthenogenetic  mother,  without  tubercles  {ibid,  Fig.  4, 

/,  ff,  h) : 
*J — The  root-inhabiting  type  {radicicola,  Sixth  Rep.,  Fig.  5,)  forming  knots  on  the  roots, 

and  presenting : 

aa — The  ordinary  egg,  differing  in  nothing  from  a,  except  in  its  slightly  larger 
average  size : 

bb — The  ordinary  larva,  also  diflering  in  no  respect  from  b  .- 
d — The  parthenogenetic,  wingless  mother,  the  analogue  of  c,  but  cov- 

ered with  tubercles  {ibid,  Fig.  5,/,  g) : 

e — The  more  oval  form,  destined  to  become  winged  {ibid.  Fig.  5,  e) : 

/—The  pupa,  presenting  two  different  appearances  {ibid,  Fig.  6,  e,f, 
and  Fig,  S,a): 

g — The  winged,  parthenogenetic  female,  also  presenting  two  different 
appearances  {ibid.  Fig.  6,  g,  h,  and  Fig.  8,  b) : 

A— The  sexual  egg  or  sac  deposited  by  g,  being  of  two  sizes,  and  giving  birth 
to  the  true  males  and  females  : 

i  -The  male : 

;■ — The  true  female : 
k — The  solitary  impregnated  egg  deposited  by  ;  .- 

bbb — The  larva  hatched  from  k,  which,  so  far  as  known,  does  not  differ 

from  the  ordinary  larva,  except  in  its  greater  prolificaej'^ : 
I — The  hibernating  larva  {ibid.   Fig.  5  b),   whicii  differs  only  from  b  in 

being  rougher  and  darker. 

Thus  the  insect  is  found  in  at  least  a  dozen  distinct  forms,  exclu- 
ding the  variation  that  some  of  these  forms  are  subject  to ;  while,  in 

addition  to  what  we  already  know  of  its  power  to  change  its  habit,  I 

will  add  that  Balbiani  reports  having  succeeded,  by  gradually  accus- 
toming the  species  to  new  conditions,  in  making  the  progeny  of  the 

root-louse  live  above  ground,  where,  singularly  enough,  they  did  not 
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form  galls,  but  dwelt  on  the  under  side  of  the  leaves  like  the  Oak 

species.  This  change  of  habit  was  brought  about  after  the  third  gene- 
ration; and  while  it  may  probably  never  occur  in  nature,  and  finds 

its  parallel  in  the  well  known  instances  of  rearing  several  generations 

on  a  thick  piece  of  root  in  tubes  and  bottles,  yet  it  forcibly  illustrates 

the  power  of  adaptation  and  change  which  the  species  possesses.  It 

may  be  also  stated  in  this  connection,  that  Dr.  L.  Kossler,  of  Kloster- 
neuburg,  Austria,  has  found  the  insect,  of  all  sizes,  above  ground, 

under  the  loose  bark  near  the  base  of  the  vine — a  position  which  is 
quite  .exceptional  for  it  to  assume. 

SPECIFIC  IDENTITY  OF  THE  GALL-INHABIITXG  AND  LEAF-INIIABITIXG  TYPES. 

The  reader  of  these  reports  will  scarcely  need  to  be  told  that  the 

two  types  above  mentioned  are  identical;  but  as  the  fact  has  been 

called  in  question  by  a  few  of  our  prominent  grape-growers,  I  repeat 
here  what  I  wrote  on  the  subject  not  long  since  for  the  New  York 
Trihiine  : 

In  the  October  number  of  the  monthly  report  from  the  Depart- 

ment of  Agriculture  at  Washington,  there  is  the  record  of  an  experi- 
ment by  To  wnend  Glover,  Entomologist  to  the  Department,  the  object 

of  which  is,  in  Mr.  Glover's  language,  "  to  prove  the  identity  of  the 
Pemphygus  [Pemphigus]  vitifolias  or  leaf-galMouse,  of  Fitch,  with  the 

Phylloxera  vastatrix,  or  root-gall  louse,*  so  injurious  at  present  to  the 

vineyards  in  France,  and  in  parts  of  this  country  also."  This  is  the 
experiment  referred  to  in  the  Tribune  of  the  first  week  of  March  last, 

and  the  item  detailing  it,  shows,  as  I  had  anticipated,  that  no  galls 

were  produced.  It  also  shows  that  "  we  cannot  give  the  names  of  the 
vines  [experimented  with]  as  accidentally  the  labels  were  thrown 

away  by  the  laborer  when  he  removed  the  dead  vines,"  and,  though 
closing  with  a  confession  that  the  experiment  decides  little  or  nothing, 

it  nevertheless  appears  to  strengthen  the  belief  held  by  many,  that 

the  leaf  louse  and  root-louse  are  not  specifically  identical. 
The  item  has  been  very  generally  copied  in  our  agricultural 

papers,  and  has  been  widely  disseminated  over  the  country,  through 

the  monthly  report,  in  which  it  first  appeared.  The  average  editor 
and  the  average  reader  of  our  agricultural  and  horticultural  journals 

have  not,  nor  can  they  be  expected  to  have,  nor  do  they  pretend  to 

have,  profound  knowledge  in  every  specialty;  and  for  these  reasons 

items  of  this  kind,  coming  from  the  fountain  head,  have  a  great  in- 

•This  term,  which  is  original  with  Mr.  Glover,  should  be  discountenanced,  as  the  term  "  gall,' " 
strictly  eijeaking,  applies  only  to  abnormal  vegetable  growths,  caused  by  insects  dwelling  within  them;, 

and  not  to  mere  swellings  induced  by  insects  which  always  live  exposed. 
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liuence  in  shaping  popular  opinion.     It  is  all  the  more  necessary^ 
therefore,  that  information  coming  from  such  a  source  be  trustworthy. 

The  ostensible  object  of  the  experiment  described,  was  to  prove 

the  identity  of  the  Phylloxera  which  forms  galls  on  the  leaves  of  the 

Grape-vine,  with  that  which  causes  the  swelling  and  rotting  of  the 
roots  of  the  same  plant.  The  inference  from  the  attempt  is,  that  the 

two  forms  had  not  so  far  been  proved  specifically  identical.  Yet  the 

question  had  long  since  been  settled  by  eminent  observers,  whose  care 
and  thoroughness  have  won  for  them  respect  and  authority.  Already 

in  186S,  that  eminent  entomologist,  J.  O.  Westwood,  of  England,  who- 
examined  both  types,  announced  that  he  could  not  perceive  in  them 

specific  difference,  and  in  the  Fall  of  1870,  the  specific  identity  of  the 

two  types  was  proved  by  myself,  by  obtaining  root-lice  {radicicola} 

direct  from  gall-lice  {gallicola),  and  by  showing  that  the  young  of  the 
latter  as  they  are  carried  to  the  ground  by  the  fall  of  the  leaf,  creep 
on  to  the  roots  to  hibernate,  and  there  assume  the  characters  of  the 

root-inhabiting  type.  But  anterior  to  my  own  experiments,  the  specific 
identity  of  the  two  types  was  thoroughly  proved  by  three  different  and 
independent  observers  in  France,  and  their  observations  are  on  record 

in  different  numbers  of  the  Messager  du  Midi.  Since  then  the  identity 

of  the  two  types  has  been  confirmed  in  the  most  conclusive  and  em- 
phatic manner  by  several  observers,  Maxime  Cornu,  more  especially,, 

having  recorded  in  detail,  in  the  Co7nptes  Re7iduso^i\\QV3ir\%  A.cB.demj 
of  Science,  his  thorough  and  painstaking  experiments,  in  which  he  not 
only  institutes  the  most  careful  and  anatomical  comparisons,  but 

records  having  actually  watched  the  process  of  change  from  the  one 

to  the  other.  These  articles,  though  originally  appearing  in  the 

Comptes  Rendus^  have  been  copied  in  more  popular  works,  while  the 

facts  have  been  recorded  in  this  country.  Finally,  the  specific  inter- 
relation of  the  two  types  was  still  more  firmly  established  last  Winter 

by  the  production  of  an  abortive  gall  from  a  root-louse.* 
Indeed,  the  question  has  for  some  time  been  considered  definitely 

settled  by  all  who  are  well  informed  on  the  subject.  Yet  while  further 

proof  of  the  identity  of  the  two  types  was  scarcely  necessary,  all  en- 

deavors by  experiment  to  obtain  gall-lice  from  root-lice  are  praise- 
worthy and  interesting,  if  they  are  carefully  made.  But  the  value  of 

experiments  like  those  made  at  Washington,  where  no  intelligent 

choice  is  made  of  the  particular  varieties  of  vine  employed,  and  where 
not  even  the  names  of  the  varieties  are  known,  will  appear  from  the 

following   facts,  which  are  well  understood  by  all  who  have  kept  au 

*  See  Sixth  Mo.  R«p.,  p.  41. 
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courant  of  the  Phylloxera  question  :  The  gall-inhabiting  type  of  the 

■Grape  Phylloxera  is  but  a  dimorphic,  agamous  and  apterous  female 
form,  never  becoming  winged,  never  producing  any  males,  and  not  at 
all  necessary  to  the  perpetuation  of  the  species.  It  can  only  flourish 

on  a  few  varieties  of  vine,  and  on  the  others  it  makes  abortive  attempts 

or  no  attempts  at  all  to  found  galls.  In  short,  there  are  but  few  among 

the  many  cultivated  varieties  of  the  Grape-vine  upon  the  leaves  of 

which  the  Grape  Phylloxera — under  conditions  which  we  shall  prob- 

ably never  understand — can  form  galls;  while  on  the  large  majority 

of  our  varieties,  such  as  Norton's,  Catawba,  Ga3the,  Diana,  Cunning- 
ham, Zona,  Isabella,  Martha,  Maxatawney,  Ives,  JMorth  Carolina,  etc., 

we  may  justly  conclude  that  the  insect  cannot  form  galls,  since  galls 

are  never  found  upon  them.  The  attempt,  therefore,  to  make  the  in- 
sect produce  galls  upon  such  vines  must  necessarily  prove  futile,  and 

in  the  light  of  present  knowledge,  the  first  requisite  in  any  experiment 

having  such  object,  should  be  an  intelligent  choice  of  varieties. 

Even  where  those  vines  are  employed — as  Clinton  and  varieties  of 

Hiparia  and  Cordifolia — upon  which  galls  can  be  most  readily  pro- 
duced, the  experiment  of  producing  galls  upon  them  from  root  lice, 

will  not  be  likely  to  succeed,  and  the  failure  to  thus  produce  galls 

must  count  for  little  or  nothing  against  the  results  already  obtained. 

The  gall-louse  is  but  a  transient  form,  by  no  means  essential  to 
the  existence  of  the  species,  and  its  existence  depends  not  alone  on 

the  nature  of  the  vine,  but,  as  already  stated,  on  other  yet  unknown 

<3onditions,  which  cause  it  to  be  abundant  on  a  vine  one  year  and  per- 
haps entirely  absent  the  year  following.  Now,  these  conditions  may 

not  obtain  in  one  out  of  a  hundred  experiments,  and  the  number  of 

fruitless  eiforts  properly  and  intelligently  made  to  obtain  these  galls, 

both  in  Europe  and  this  country,  attest  the  dilBculty  here  encountered. 

I  have  even  found  the  greatest  difficulty  in  producing  galls  from  the 

progeny  of  the  gall  insects  themselves,  in  my  experiments  in-doors. 
Loose  experiments,  especially  when,  as  in  this  instance,  they  con- 
vey wrong  impressions,  do  more  harm  than  good.  I  hope,  therefore, 

that  the  facts  here  stated  will  servo  to  ofi"set  the  article  in  the  Depart- 
ment Reports. 

WHERE  DO  THE  WINGED  FEMALES  LAY  THEIR  EGGS  ? 

Last  Fall  I  was  not  a  little  surprised  by  a  letter  from  my  friend 

Lichtenstein,  of  Montpellier,  France,  under  date  of  September  6th,  an- 
nouncing the  fact  that  he  had  just  discovered  that  the  winged  Grape 

Phylloxerse  congregate  in  immense  numbers  on  the  leaves  of  the 

<Jhermes  Oak  {Qaercus  coccifera)^  a  small  shrubby  tree  growing  on 
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the  higher  lands  of  that  country  :  further,  that  they  make  a  nidus  of 

this  tree,  to  the  leaves  of  which  they  consign  the  few  eggs  in  their 

abdomen.  Notwithstanding  my  high  appreciation  of  his  knowledge 
regarding  the  dilferent  species  of  Phylloxera,  I  immediately  wrote  to 
my  Iriend  that  he  must  be  wrong,  as  we  have  no  Chermes  Oak  in 

America,  and  I  had  never  found  the  winged  Grape  Phylloxera  upon 
any  of  our  oaks,  though  I  had  frequently  beaten  it  in  August  from 

vines.  From  an  examination  of  specimens  which  accompanied  the 

letter,  I  suggested  that  he  had  mistaken  the  European  Oak  species 

iqvercus  Fonsc.)  for  the  Grape  species  (vastairix).  Subsequent  care- 
ful studies  by  Balbiani  and  others,  proved  this  suggestion  to  be  cor- 

rect. Yet  M.  Lichtenstein  still  believes  that  he  not  only  found  the 

winged  females  of  two  species  that  infest  the  Oak  there,  but  that 

among  them  there  were  some  of  the  Grape-vine  species.  In  that 
event,  the  following  conclusions  are  inevitable:  1st,  as  the  Chermes 
Oak  does  not  occur  here,  the  winged  Grape  Phylloxera  in  America, 

and  in  all  countries  outside  the  range  of  that  oak,  must  make  a  nidus 

of  some  other  tree ;  2d,  the  young  (progeny  of  the  sexual  individ- 
uals) brought  forth  on  such  trees  when  they  are  far  away  from  vine- 
yards, must  inevitably  perish  ;  because  they  are  not  winged,  and  have 

feeble  power  of  locomotion.  From  the  fact  that  I  have  beaten  from 

our  Post  Oak,  a  large  winged  Phylloxera  answering  to  the  descrip- 
tion of  PA.  cari/cGGaulis  Fitch,  which  makes  a  large,  irregular, 

smooth  gall  on  the  leaf-stalk  of  the  Bitternut  Hickory,  and  which 

certainly  does  not  inhabit  oak  trees,  I  am  the  more  disposed  to  be- 
lieve that  chance  individuals  of  the  Grape  species  may  also  be  found 

on  oaks,*  and  am  thus  forced  to  the  following  conclusions :  The 
winged  females  of  Phylloxera  (and  the  same  will  hold  true  of  two 

allied  genera — Pemj)Mgus  and  Eriosoma)  are  not  drawn  by  instinct 
to  any  particular  plant,  but  are  wafted  about  and  will  lay  their  eggs, 

or,  in  other  words,  deliver  themselves  of  their  issue,  wherever  they 

happen  to  settle.  If  this  is  upon  their  proper  food-plant,  well  and 
good  ;  the  young  live  and  propagate  :  if  not,  they  perish.  We  should 

thus  have  the  spectacle  of  the  species  wasting  itself  to  a  greater  or 

•  This  hap-hazard,  -wandering  habit  is  well  known  to  belong  to  several  closely  allied  Aphidians, 
and  the  winged  female  of  Pemphigus  vagabundus  Walsh,  which  forms  a  large  coxcomb-like  gall  on  the 

■Cottonwood,  and  can  breed  on  no  other  tree,  is  often  found  in  the  Fall  of  the  year  so  abundantly  on  all 

kinds  of  trees  and  shrubs — as  every  entomologist  in  the  habit  of  "beating"  is  aware — that  it  was 
named  in  consequence  of  this  wandering  habit.  I  have  reason  to  believe  that  in  Pemphigus  as  in  Phyl- 

loxera, the  winged  females  give  birth  in  the  Autumn,  after  leaving  their  galls,  to  wingless  sexual  indi- 
viduals whose  issue  must  naturally  perish  on  all  trees  except  Cottonwoods. 

KR— 7 
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less  extentj'ust  as  most  plants  annually  produce  a  superabundance  of 
seed,  the  larger  proportion  of  which  is  destined  to  perish.  From  a 

large  number  of  facts  that  have  come  to  my  knowledge  in  insect-life 
I  actually  believe  this  to  be  the  case ;  and,  if  so,  it  adds  one  more 

weighty  reason  to  those  I  have  already  given  why  the  insect  is  so  in- 
jurious in  France,  and  explains  its  rapid  multiplication  in  the  thickly 

planted  vine  districts  of  that  country.  There,  few  winged  insects 
would  fail  to  settle  where  their  issue  could  survive  ;  while  in  our 

country  there  must  be,  on  this  hypothesis,  an  immense  number  an- 
nually perishing  in  the  large  tracts  of  other  vegetation  between  our 

scattering  vineyards. 

The  particular  part  of  the  vine  chosen  by  these  winged  mothers, 

when  they  settle  in  a  vineyard,  for  the  deposition  of  their  eggs,  has 

not  yet  been  definitely  ascertained.  "  In  confinement  I  have  had  such 
eggs  deposited  both  on  the  leaves  and  on  the  buds,  and  from  the  pre- 

ference which,  in  ovipositing,  these  aerial  mothers  showed  for  little 
balls  of  cotton  placed  in  the  corners  of  their  cages,  I  infer  that  the 

more  tomentose  portions  of  the  vine,  such  as  the  bud,  or  the  base  of 

a  leaf-stem,  furnish  the  most  appropriate  and  desirable  7iidi.  On  thi& 
hypothesis  it  is  quite  possible  for  the  insect  to  be  introduced  from 

vineyard  to  vineyard,  or  from  country  to  country,  as  well  upon  cut- 

tings as  upon  roots." — [6th  Rep.  p.  46.  So  I  wrote  a  year  ago ;  but 
while  these  eggs  may  frequently  be  laid  upon  the  vine  itself,  I  am  now 

disposed  to  believe  that  they  are  more  often  laid  in  the  minute  cracks 

and  interstices  on  the  surface  of  the  ground,  especially  near  the  base 
of  the  vine ;  for  where  I  have  had  the  females  confined  in  tubes  or 

bottles  half  filled  with  moist  earth,  they  have  often  deposited  in  the 

interstices  at  the  sides  of  the  vessel,  and,  as  Balbiani  has  remarked, 

the  constant  elongation  of  the  abdomen,  and  tentative  motion  of  the 
tip  from  side  to  side,  which  is  common  to  these  winged  mothers,  rather 
indicate  search  for  some  such  positions. 

THE   SEXUAL  INDIVIDU^VES. 

We  have  seen  that  the  winged  females  abound,  especially  during. 

August,  and  that  they  deliver  themselves  freely  of  their  egg  like  con- 
tents. They  are  quite  active  during  the  warmer  parts  of  the  day  and 

are  comparatively  short-lived,  at  least  in  confinement,  where  they 
usually  die  along  side  their  eggs.  These  eggs  are  twice  as  long  as 

wide,  the  lar.-^er  ones,  which  produce  females,  about  0.025  inch  and  the 
smaller  0.018  inch  long.  They  are  quite  pale  and  translucent  and  soon 

begin  to  show  the  reddish  eyes  of  the  embryon  within.    They  hatch.. 
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however,  with  great  difficulty  in  confinement;  and  though  I  have  had 

several  hundreds  under  my  care  at  one  and  the  same  time,  in  tubes 
and  in  jars,  with  and  without  moist  earth,  yet  1  have  succeeded  in 

getting  but  two  females  to  hatch ;  though  many  of  them  if  mounted 

in  balsam  before  life  departs  and  they  become  discolored,  will  show 
the  characters  of  the  enclosed  animal  with  tolerable  distinctness. 

Balbiani  found  the  same  difficulty  in  hatching  these  sexual  eggs  from 

the  winged  females  ;  but  had  better  luck  with  those  from  the  wingless 

underground  individuals,  which  seemed  to  hatch  more  readily. 

These  sexual  individuals  are,  as  already  stated,  entirely  destitute 

of  mouth-parts,  and  have  simply,  in  their  stead,  a  little  tubercle  where 
the  proboscis  of  the  other  individuals  originates.    The  male  is  readily 

distinguished  by  the  penis  which  extends  from 

the  tip  of  the  abdomen,  and  is  bulbous  at  base, 

but  terminates  in  a  sharp  point.    The  female  is 

distinguished  by  the  pedunculated  third  joint  of 

her  antennae,  but  except  in  these  striking  charac- 

ters, they  bear  a  close  resemblance  to  the  ordi- 

X  nary  larva.    I  introduce  in  illustration  of  the  male, 

a  dorsal  figure  of  the  male  of  a  larger  species 

(probably  carycecaulis  Fitch*)  the  mounted  spe- 
cimen  of  which  is   a  better  subject  to  figure 

malePhylloxeba:  thedot^^^^  those  from   vastatTix;   and  in  connection 
within  circle  showing  natural   -ii      ,1  ii-  •  r      ̂ ^  /.,i 
size.  With  the  ventral  view  given  further  on  of  the 

male  of  the  American  Oak  Phylloxera,  will  convey  a  sufficiently  ex- 
act impression. 

INJURY  DONE  DURING  THE   YEAR  IN  AMERICA, 

The  Phylloxera  was  less  numerous  and  did  less  injury  in  1874  than 

in  any  of  the  three  previous  years.  This  was  owing  principally  to  the 

fact  that  there  was  a  good  deal  of  wet  weather  in  the  Spring,  though 
it  was  unusually  dry  in  most  parts  of  the  State  later  in  the  season. 

The  grape  crop  was  unusually  good,  the  character  of  the  wine  also  supe- 
rior.   Yet,  notwithstanding  the  excellence  of  the  average  crop  of  the 

•This  was  obtained  from  some  large  winged  females,  beaten,  the  latter  part  of  September,  from  some 
small  Post  Oaks.  From  a  comparison  with  the  described  N.  A.  species,  I  take  it  to  be  the  PA.  carycecaulis 

Fitch,  which  forms  galls  on  the  petiole  of  the  leaf  of  the  Carya  glabra  (see  Synopsis,  further  onj .  The 

winged  $  is  more  than  twice  as  large  as  vastatrix,  with  much  blacker  mesotlioracic  band,  duskier 

shades  on  the  head,  and  duskier  wings  and  members.  The  male  is  quite  pale  in  color,  0.02  inch  long, 

with  the  claws  and  digituli  rather  small ;  but  agreeing  vei-y  closely  in  structure  with  the  male  of  Rileyi, 
except  in  the  conspicuousness  of  the  nerves  which  show  through  the  ti-ansparent  skin  in  the  manner  in- 

dicated in  the  figure, 
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State — notwithstanding  the  fact  that  the  Catawba  and  many  other  of 

the  more  susceptible  vines  did  better  than  usual ;  the  injury  from  Phyl- 
loxera was  often  quite  apparent  in  the  Fall,  and  I  know  of  a  four-year 

old  Gcethe  vineyard  in  St.  Louis  county  which  gave  great  promise  a 

year  ago  but  which  had  about  succumbed  in  September  ;  half  the  vines 

being  at  the  point  of  death,  and  most  of  them  showing  the  acute 

symptoms,  with  the  finer  roots  all  wasted  away  and  the  larger  ones 
covered  with  the  lice,  as  completely  as  is  usual  with  European  vines. 
Such  facts  serve  to  show  that  the  insect  is  by  uo  means  destroyed  even 

where,  as  in  1874,  it  is  with  difficulty  found  in  early  Spring.  Here, 
therefore,  let  me  reiterate,  what  cannot  too  often  be  repeated,  that 

while  only  very  careful  search  will  detect  the  insect  at  the  awakening 

of  Spring,  and  its  presence  is  best  indicated  by  the  swollen  and  rotting 

roots  wherever  it  has  been  at  work  ;  yet  it  multiplies  so  rapidly  that 

in  midsummer  and  Autumn  a  casual  examination  will  generally  reveal 

it  in  great  numbers  on  infested  vines.  I  wish  to  impress  this  fact  for 

the  simple  reason  that  in  several  instances  where  correspondents  re- 
ported no  trace  of  Phylloxera  on  their  vines  last  Spring,  I  subsequently 

showed  them  abundant  evidence  of  its  presence,  evidence  which  at 

once  dispelled  their  skepticism.  While  my  observations  were  con- 
fined for  the  most  part  to  our  own  State,  and  more  especially  to  St. 

Louis  county,  the  following  valuable  letter  of  experience  will  show 

that  intelligent  grape-growers  are  recognizing  its  work  in  other  States  : 

My  Dear  Sir  :  I  beg  you  will  pardon  my  tardy  acknowledgment  of  your  polite 
attention  in  sending  me  your  very  interesting,  and,  I  may  say,  almost  exhaustive 
report  upon  trie  Grape  Plij^lloxera.  Although  I  have  been,  in  a  casual  waj%  observing 
the  leaf-infesting  form  of  this  Aphid  since  18G1,  I  find  much  that  is  new  to  me  in  your 

paper ;  but  I  am  obliged  to  say,  so  far  as  mj'-  observations  have  extended,  that  they 
accord  almost  identically  with  yours.  I  did  not  then  even  suspect  the  presence  of  the 
root-louse ;  not  indeed  until  I  had  seen  some  account  of  your  investigations.  *  *  * 
From  the  increase  of  its  insecfr-enemies,  or  from  some  other  cause,  the  gall-louse  has 
ontirely  disappeared  from  this  section,  and  vines  formerly  infested  are  now  wholly 
exempt.  I  wish  I  could  say  as  much  for  the  root-louse.  I  hardly  think  the  latter 
increasing,  but  he  certainly  seems  to  "  hold  his  own."  I  have  one  vine,  a  seedling  from 
Concord,  which  I  call  "Lady,"  a  white  variety,  which,  so  far,  has  been  entirely  exempt 
from  its  attacks.  From  its  parentage,  I  should  expect  it  successfully  to  resist  serious 
injury,  but  not  to  enjoj^  exemption.  Either  from  some  native  hardiness,  or  because  it 
is  not  entirely  to  its  taste,  I  have  found  Concord  not  injured  much  even  when  infested, 
and  only  the  small,  fibrous  roots  attacked.  To  a  considerable  extent,  Hartford,  Ives, 
Telegraph,  and  this  class  of  vines  seem  able  to  resist  and  overcome  the  attacks  of  the 
root-louse,  when  the  various  kinds  known  as  "hybrids"  succumb,  as  well  as  lona, 
Catawba,  and  others  of  that  class.  I  am  well  satisfied  this  root-louse  is  the  most  serious 
of  all  the  enemies  the  grape-grower  has  to  contend  with,  and  I  believe  it  has  been  thi 
cause  of  many  failures  which  seemed  unaccountable.  As  a  matter  of  curiosity,  I  wil 
send  you  copy  of  a  letter  to  the  iV.  V.  Tribune  in  1868. 

Truly^  yours, 
GEO.  W.  CAMPBELL. 

Delaware,  Ohio,  December  23,  1874. 

The  letter  to  the  N.  Y.  Tribune^  referred  to  by  Mr.  Campbell,  and 

written  in  1863,  gives  an  interesting  account  of  the  gall-inhabiting 
type,  and  its  effect  on  the  leaves. 
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In  addition  to  the  foregoing  in  illustration  of  the  insect's  injuries 
in  America  even  during  a  most  favorable  year  for  vine  growth,  our 

horticultural  literature  has  given  further  evidence  of  the  same  char- 

acter, Mr.  F.  R.  Elliott,  for  instance,  one  of  our  most  prominent  hor- 

ticultural writers,  and  ex-Secretary  of  the  American  Pomological 

Society,  has  had  much  to  say  during  the  yaar  about  the  acknowl- 
edged feebleness  and  failure  of  many  varieties,  and  among  them  the 

Eumelan,  Wilder,  Catawba  and  Isabella,  But  he  attributes  the  trouble 
to  injudicious  methods  of  propagation,  and  lays  the  blame  to  the  door 

of  the  nurserymen,  who,  he  asserts,  in  their  avidity  for  gain,  have  sent 
out  wood  that  was  immature  and  lacked  vitality.  His  ideas  have  been 

very  generally,  and,  I  think,  successfully  repudiated  ;  and,  in  fact,  his 

argument  ought  to  apply  to  all  varieties — those  which  succeed  as  well 
as  those  which  fail ;  and  while  in  some  few  instances  there  may  be 

foundation  for  them,  I  cannot  help  thinking  that  the  work  of  Phyl- 

loxera has  had  much  more  to  do  with  the  general  feebleness  and  fail- 
ure of  such  varieties. 

It  must  not  be  forgotten  that  the  character  of  the  soil  has  very  much 

to  do  in  furthering  or  impeding  the  injury  from  Phylloxera,  and  that 

the  successful  growth  of  susceptible  varieties — as  of  the  Delaware 
around  Warrensburg — may  often  be  accounted  for  by  the  sandy  nature 
of  the  soil ;  for  the  insect  cannot  multiply  in  such  a  soil,  to  the  extent 

it  can  in  one  less  yielding  and  more  apt  to  form  fissures,  crevices  and 

passage-ways** 
RANGE  OF  THE  INSECT  IN  AMERICA. 

Under  this  head,  after  showing  that  the  insect  is  indigenous  to  the 

United  States  east  of  the  Rocky  Mountains,  I  wrote,  last  year,  as  fol- 

lows :  "I  have  myself  found  it  in  Kansas,  Iowa,  Illinois,  Missouri, 
Michigan,  Ontario,  New  York,  New  Jersey,  Pennsylvania  and  Mary- 

land, and  have  good  evidence  of  its  occurrence  in  Connecticut,  Dis- 
trict of  Columbia,  North  Carolina,  Texas,  and  as  far  south  as  Florida. 

It  doubtless  occurs  in  all  the  intermediate  States."  Its  occurrence  in 
Connecticut  can  now  be  affirmed  ;  for  I  found  it  around  Hartford,  and 

upon  being  informed  by  Mr.  H.  T.  Bassett,  of  Waterbury,  that  he  had 
certain  vines  which  were  sickly,  I  repaired  thither  with  him,  and  the 
very  first  roots   obtained   revealed    the   enemy  and  its  work.      Yet 

*  As  bearing  on  this  point,  in  addition  to  wliat  I  have  said  in  previous  years,  Mr.  Chas.  Teubner, 
of  Hermann,  who,  in  a  communication  read  at  the  last  annual  meeting  of  our  State,  Horticultural 

Societj-,  reports  most  grapes  as  doing  well,  and  insects  less  injurious  than  usual,  remarks  that  "in 
locations  where  the  soil  was  sandy,  grapes  dift  best  in  every  resiject,  and  it  is  my  opinion  that  to  use 

sand  freely  in  a  vineyard  (where  it  can  be  got)  will  materially  aid  in  diminishing  disease,  and  bringing 

the  vines  into  a  flourishing  condition. ' ' 
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it  certainty  does  not  occur  in  many  parts  of  Georgia  and  South  Caro- 
lina, as  is  plainly  indicated  by  the  following  letters  which  I  give 

entire,  because  they  show  how  thorough  were  the  observations,  and 
describe  the  character  of  the  soils  in  which  said  observations  were 

made.  Yet  I  have  such  faith  in  the  general  distribution  of  the  insect 

in  the  country  east  of  the  Rocky  Mountains  that  I  fully  expect  that 
it  will  yet  be  found  even  in  Georgia  and  South  Carolina;  and  I  half 

suspect  that  the  failure  of  Messrs.  Ravenel  and  Berckmans  to  find  it, 

is  owing  perhaps  more  to  an  exceptional  season,  unfavorable  to  its 

development,  than  to  its  non-existence  there.  However,  suspectingis 
not  knowing,  and  here  are  the  facts,  as  they  are  given  : 

Dear  Sir  :  I  am  in  receipt  of  yours  of  25th  inst.,  requesting  me  to  give  you  the 
result  of  ray  various  examinations  for  Phylloxera. 

Having  been  appointed  by  the  American  Pomological  Society  at  the  Boston  meet- 
ing last  year,  one  of  a  committee  to  examine  and  report  in  regard  to  the  matter,  I  have 

made  this  season  as  careful  and  comprehensive  an  examination  as  1  could  well  do. 
What  I  had  to  say  on  the  subject  has  been  already  sent  on  to  one  of  the  committee  to 
be  embodied  in  the  report.    As  it  consists  simply  of  the  results  of  my  examination,  a 
statement  of  the  facts  which  came  under  my  observation,  1  will  very  cheerfully  repeat 
them  here.    I  confess  to  a  surprise  at  not  finding  a  Phylloxera,  but  yet  I  feel  perfectly 
satisfied  that  my  examinations  were  as  careful  and  thorough  as  it  was  possible.    I  offer 
no  opinion,  but  give  simply  a  statement  of  facts  taken  from  my  notes  made  at  the  time. 

June  15,  1874 — Examined  to-day  4  Isabella  and  1  Black  July  vine,  and  also  1  "War- ren, (Herbemont,)  in  my  garden;  all  old  vines.    I  could  find  no  trace 
of  insect  life,  neither  eggs  nor  j'oung  lice  upon  the  young  rootlets,  nor the  effects  of  former  ravages  on  the  older  roots. 

June  17,  1874 — Examined  the  following  in  vineyard  of  Rev.  T.  H.  Cornish,  and  with  his 
assistance,  viz.:  5  Chasselas  de  Fontainbleaux,  1  Muscat  of  Alexandria, 
2  Catawba,  1  Pauline  and  1  Isabella. 

These  vines  are  from  twelve  to  fifteen  years  old,  generally  quite 
healthy  and  the  fruit,  up  to  a  few  days  ago,  free  of  rot ;  now  more  rot 

on  ̂ e  "Warren.    No  trace  of  insect  life  on  the  young,  or  on  older  roots, or  on  any  of  them. 

July  24,  1874 — Examined  2  Isabella  and  1  "Warren  in  my  own  garden  ;  aiid  in  Mr.  Cor- 
nish's vineyard,  1  Chasselas,  1  Muscat  of  Alexandria,  1  Catawba  and  3 

"Warren.    Found  nothing. 
Aug.  22, 1874 — Examined  2  Isabellas  in  my  own  garden  ;  found  nothing. 
Sept.   9,  1874 — Went  over  to  Mr.  Berckmans'  Fruitland  Nursery,  near  Augusta,  Georgia, 

and  made  an  examination  of  vines  in  various  parts  of  his  grounds,  of 
several  different  varieties  and  under  different  modes  of  cultivation,    I 

had  the  benefit  of  Mr.  de  Hardy's  assistance  in  all  my  examinations,  as 
he  had  seen  the  Phylloxera  in  France  and  was  familiar  with  its  appear- 

ance, and  the  effects  of  its  ravages.    In  each  case  the  whole  vine  was 
dug  up  carefully  and  the  roots  subjected  to  a  close  and  scrutinizing 
examination.    "We  found  no  trace  whatever  of  the  insects,  nor  the  effect 
of  any  ravages  in  previous  years  upon  the  older  roots.    We  took  speci- 

mens from  7  different  vineyards,  some  under  cultivation  and  others 
thrown  out  for  a  j'ear  or  two. 

1  Israella,  7  years  old,  uncultivated  "for  one  year. 
1  Clinton,  12  years  old,  luicultivated  for  one  j'car. 
1  Clinton.  3  yea^s  old.  under  cultivation. 
1  Catawba,  15  years  old,  out  of  cultivation  two  years. 
1  Golden  Clinton,  4  years  old,         1 
1  Concord,  3  years  old,  | 
1  Wilder,  3  years  old,  [-  Under  cultivation. 1  Northern  Muscatine,  8  years  old,   | 

1  "White  Riesling,  3  years  old,  J 
1  Taylor,  4  years  old,   cultivated.  * 
1  Alvej',  6  years  old,  uncultivated  for  one  year. 
The  above  is  simply  a  transcript  from  my  notes,  and  is  at  your  disposal.    I  feel 

satisfied  that  had  the  Phylloxera  been  present,  it  could  not  have  escaped  my  observa- 
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ttions,  and  I  can  safely  say,  that  it  was  not  infesting  the  vines  which  came  under  my 
•examination. 

Very  truly  yours,  H.  W.  RAVENEL. 
Aiken,  S.  C,  November  30,  1874. 

In  yours  of  the  Gth  inst.,  received  yesterday,  you  inquire  about  the  character  of 
-the  soils  in  which  I  examined  grape  vines.     There  were  three  localities : 

First.  My  own  lot  in  Aiken,  into  which  I  moved  a  year  aofo,  and  found  there 
Tines  growing?'.  This  is  a  li^rht  (extremely  light)  sandj'  soil,  clay  from  eight  to  ten  feet 
■beneath.  We  are  just  on  the  border  of  the  "Sandhill"  region,  a  belt  of  four  sand 
•hills,  running  about  100  miles  parallel  with  the  sea  coast,  about  ten  to  fifteen  miles 
wide,  and  extending  from  North  Carolina,  through  South  Carolina  into  Georgia. 

Second.  Rev.  Mr.  Cornish's  vineyard  has  more  clay,  but  could  not  be  called  a  clay 
«oil,  perhaps  only  a  good  admixture. 

Thifd.  Berckmans'  "Fruitland."  four  miles  west  of  Augusta,  is  a  red,  or  rather 
brownish  soil,  with  just  clay  enough  to  make  a  freable  loam,  made  darker  of  course  by 
manurings,  and  containing  a  vast  quantity  of  rounded  pebbles,  intermixed,  from  one  to 
two  or  three  inches  in  diameter.  I  think  that  these  three  soils  represent  the  soils  most 
-commonly  in  cultivation.        *        *        * 

Yours,  cordially,  H,  W.  RAVENEL. 
Aiken,  S.  C,  December  11,  1874. 

Dear  Sir  :  I  am  glad  Mr.  Ravehel  gave  you  a  detailed  account  of  his  observations. 
Last  September  he  spent  some  days  with  me,  and  we  visited  several  localities,  and  care- 

fully investigated  many  vines  from  1  to  15  j^ears  old.  Since  then  1  have  examined  vines 
in  Atlanta,  some  15  varieties,  ̂ stivales  and  Labruscas,  but  no  signs  of  Phylloxera.  Soil 
there  quite  compact ;  a  clayey  loam.  On  my  place  the  soil  is  of  mixed  character.  The 
whole  tract  is  underlaid  with  a  red  clay  subsoil,  except  in  my  low  lands,  which  are 
4illuvial.  A  portion,  300  acres,  is  what  is  termed  here  "  Mulatto  land."  a  rich  loam  of 
4ibout  18  to  24  inches  deep.  Another  portion  is  mixed  with  gravel  and  red  clay  sub- 
■soil,  and  a  small  portion  is  more  sandy.  All  my  land  is  what  is  called  here  red  land,  in 
'Contradistinction  to  the  sandj'  region,  which  is  called  grey  land.  One  mile  from  my 
house  is  a  creek.  On  my  side  the  subsoil  is  red  clay ;  on  the  opposite  it  is  white  clay 
4ind  sand,  and  a  little  higher  up  on  the  ridge  no  clay  whatever  is  found,  even  to  a  depth 
of  200  feet,  as  was  shown  where  a  well  was  sunk  of  that  depth.  In  making  our  obser- 

vations last  Summer  in  every  variety  of  soil  of  this  region,  I  have  kept  a  memorandum 
of  each  variety  examined,  and  the  class  of  soil  wherein  it  was  planted.  From  your 
-Statements  I  anticipated  fully  to  find  the  insect,  but  so  far  I  am  safe  in  saying  that  your 
predictions  as  to  our  section  being  infected  with  the  Phylloxera  is;  happily  for  us,  not 
liulfiUed  so  far. 

,  Tours  truly, 
P.  J.  BERCKMANS. 

Augusta,  Ga.,  Dec.  10, 1874. 

Regarding  its  introduction  into  California  around  Sonoma,  Mr.  G. 
L.  Wratten  wrote,  under  date  of  July  9, 1874,  that  he  is  quite  sure  they 

have  it,  but  that  the  grape-growers  there  are  quite  excited  about  the 
-matter,  and  wish  to  hush  the  fact, 

INJURY  DONE  DURING  THE  YEAR  IN  FRANCE. 

So  much  of  the  wealth  and  prosperity  of  France  depends  on  her 

grape  crop,  and  the  result  of  the  grape  harvest  is  looked  forward  to 
with  so  much  anxiety,  that  the  Phylloxera  continues  to  occupy  the 
lively  attention  of  that  nation.  The  investigators  have  been  active 

and  numerous,  and  each  week  this  little  insect  occupies  no  inconsid- 
erable portion  of  the  time  of  the  French  Academy.  The  government 

has  increased  the  amount  of  the  reward  for  a  simple,  available  remedy, 

i'rom  sixty  thousand  to  three  hundred  thousand  francs  ;  while  several 
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societies  have  offered  minor  sums  for  the  same  purpose,  and  to  enabla 

the  proper  experiments  and  observations  to  be  carried  on. 

The  decrease  which  the  Phylloxera  had  caused  in  the  grape  pro- 

duct for  the  past  few  years  has,  however,  been  made  up  by  an  excel- 
lent average  yield  in  1874.  Notwithstanding  injurious  late  frosts,  a 

severe  hail  storm  and  the  Phylloxera  in  some  of  the  southern  depart- 
ments, the  yield  in  the  country  at  large,  both  in  quantity  and  quality^ 

has  been  above  the  average,  and  her  2,000,000  hectares  (nearly  five 

million  acres)  of  vines,  giving  employment  to  7,000,000  laborers,  pro- 

duced, according  to  the  Economiste  I'rancais,  as  much  as  70,000,000' 
hectolitres  (over  1,850,000,000  gallons)  of  wine.  Indeed,  the  vintage 

was  so  unusually  good  in  the  non-infested  districts,  that  there  was- 
an  insufficiency  of  casks;  while  in  some  of  the  ravaged  districts  it 

was  so  poor  that  the  wine  makers  were  glad  to  sell  their  casks,  for 
which  they  had  no  use,  to  their  more  fortunate  countrymen. 

M.  L.  Bazille,  of  Montpellier,  in  a  recent  letter  says: 

The  Phylloxera  continues  to  conuiiit  ffreat  ravajres  in  our  vineyards.  We  are  oiv 
the  eve  of  losintf  them  entirelj\  Those  who  can  submerge  do  so  and  with  success. 
They  are  convinced  of  its  beneficial  effects.  The  ellorts  and  sacrifices  made  to  organ- 

ize and  employ  this  method  attest  its  value.  Several  persons  have  built  large  engines 
to  elevate  the  water,  and  others  have  been  at  very  laige  expense  to  obtain  and  control 
water.  But  it  is  only  the  tew  who  can  afford  such  outlays,  and  the  mass  of  our  grape- 
growers,  in  view  of  the  poor  success  attending  other  remedies,  fall  back  on  the  use  of 
American  vines,  through  which  they  hope  to  be  relieved  of  embarrassment. 

SPREAD  OF  rUYLLOXERA  IX  EUROPE. 

It  would  be  out  of  place  in  this  report  to  give  a  detailed  account 

of  the  spread  of  the  insect  in  ETurope,  and  it  suffices  to  say  that  it  con- 
tinues to  widen  its  territory  in  France,  and  that  several  neighboring: 

European  governments  have  taken  stringent  measures  to  prevent  the 
importation  of  vines  from  the  infested  districts  of  Europe  and  from 

America.  Just  as  its  presence  at  Klosterneuburg,  near  Vienna,  Aus- 
tria, discovered  in  1872,  was  easily  traced  to  American  vines  which 

had  been  introduced  there  ;  or  as  its  appearance  in  Portugal  during 

the  same  year  was  referable  to  the  same  cause  ;  so  at  each  new  point 

where  it  has  been  discovered,  its  presence  has  been  easily  explained, 

either  by  gradual  spreading  from  infested  districts  or  by  importation 

on  infested  vines."  Thus  its  discovery  during  the  year  at  Pregny,  near 
Geneva,  Switzerland,  seemed  at  first  to  baffle  explanation.  The  fatal- 

ists contended  that  it  must  have  passed  from  Lyons,  France — the 

nearest  infested  region — and"  declared  that  it  was  useless  to  contend 
against  an  enemy  which  could  pass  over  a  hundred  miles  in  a  season. 

M.  Dumas,  perpetual  Secretary  of  the  Freacii.  Academy,  conceiving, 
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the  importance  of  having  the  problem  studied  and  elucidated,  com- 
missioned Max.  Cornu  to  make  the  proper  investigations,  the  result 

of  which  was  to  prove  that  the  only  way  in  which  the  insect  passed 
the  Jura  and  reached  Pregny  without  leaving  its  tracks  on  the  way,, 
was  by  rail,  and  carefully  packed  in  boxes.  In  fact  it  was  traced  to 

a  grapery  belonging  to  Baron  Rothschild,  in  which  were  cultivated  a 

number  of  varieties,  and,  among  others,  some  obtained  from  an  Eng- 
lish grapery,  and  received  as  young  plants  in  pots.  The  insect  has- 

for  many  years  existed  in  graperies  in  England  and  Ireland,  and  the 
particular  vines  in  question  were  found  to  be  badly  infested.  All  the 

infested  vines  have  been  condemned  to  destruction  by  the  Swiss  Gov- 
ernment. 

The  insect  has,  also,  recently  been  found  in  small  quantities  on 

American  vines  at  Bonn,  in  Prussia,  and  the  German  Government  has- 

prohibited  the  importation  of  American  vines.* 

DIRECT  REMEDIES. 

There  is  little  to  add  to  what  was  said  on  this  subject  in  my  last* 
report.  Very  elaborate  experiments  have  been  carried  on  in  France 

and  as  elaborately  recorded;  yet  the  fact  remains  that,  as  we  have- 
already  seen,  submersion,  from  the  practical  standpoint,  is  the  only 

remedy  which  is  being  extensively  employed.  The  use  of  sand,  espe- 
cially when  mixed  with  cinders  and  guano  is  highly  spoken  of,  and 

the  methods  of  invigorating  the  vine  by  fertilizers  rich  in  potassic 

salts  continue  to  gain  in  favor.  M.  Mouiliefert,  who  has  experimented 

at  Cognac  with  sulpho-carbonate  of  potassium — generating  and  con- 

veying it  in  different  ways — and  M.  Balbiani,  who  has  persevered  at 
Montpellier  in  the  use  of  coal  tar,  have  proved  that  both  these  sub- 

stances may  be  employed  with  good  effect  to  destroy  the  Phylloxera;; 

but  it  remains  to  be  seen  whether  their  methods  will  fulfill  the  require- 

ments by  coming  into  general  use.  The  sulpho-carbonate,  which  was 
employed  at  the  suggestion  of  M.  Dumas,  is  placed  at  the  rate  of  four 
ounces  in  a  hole  at  the  foot  of  a  vine.  By  decomposition  the  sulphuret 

of  carbon,  spoken  of  last  year,  is  generated  and  kills  the  lice  without 

•Siuce  this  was  -written,  I  have  received  the  follo-wliig  note  from  Dr.  G.  Blankenhorn,  ot  Carlsruhc, . 
referring  to  the  discovery  of  the  insect  iu  other  localities  : 

Your  excellent  work  on  the  Phjlloxera  I  have  copied  in  my  ' '  Annaleu  der  CEnologie, ' '  and  it  has  • 
done  much  to  help  ns  iu  Germany  to  understand  this  insect.  The  subject  gi'ows  more  and  more  impor- 

tant for  us  Germans  since  our  viticulture  is  threatened.  You  probably  have  already  read  that  it  has- 

been  discovered  during  the  last  few  weeks  in  three  difl'erent  localities  in  Germany,  (in  Annaberg,  by 
Kornike  and  Kreusler;  hi  Carlsruhe,  by  myself  and  D.  Moritz,  and  iu  Worms),  and  without  exception, 

only  upon  American  grape-viues." 
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affecting  the  vine.  The  instrument  used  for  introducing  the  liquids 

intended  to  generate  the  destructive  gases,  is  an  augur  with  a  hollow 

shank,  perforated  just  above  the  cutting  portions.  The  liquid  is 
ipoured  into  the  hollow  portion  of  the  augur  from  above  the  handles. 

NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

It  appears  pretty  certain  that  the  mite  I  described  last  year  as 
preying  on  Phylloxera,  is  likewise  found  in  Europe  ;  or  at  least  a 

•species  that  cannot  well  be  distinguished  from  it.  Thus  during  the 

year,  M.  A.  Fumouze,  an  authority  on  these  minute  animals,  has  pub- 
lished some  notes  showing  that  he  has  found  this  same  Tyroglyph  on 

roots  affected  with  Phylloxera  in  France,  and  that  it  is  apparently  the 

T.  echinopiis  described  by  himself  and  Ch.  Robin  in  the  Journal  de 

V  Anatomie  et  de  la  Physiologie,  in  1S68.  Prof.  L.  Roesler,  of  Klos- 
terneuburg,  Austria,  also  announced  to  me  by  letter  that  he  has  found 

and  studied  both  the  Phylloxera  Mite  and  the  Mussel-shaped  Mite 
{Hoplophora  arctata)  on  the  infested  vines  of  that  place.  He  has 

also  observed,  in  addition,  the  larva  of  a  Lace-wing  ( Chrysopa)  and 

the  Myriapodous  Pollyxerus  cagurus  preying  on  Phylloxera  under- 
ground. 

In  addition  to  the  Weeping  Lace-wing  mentioned  last  year,  I  have 

this  year  reared  the  Consumptive  Lace-wing  (^Chrysoya  tdbida^'itQ\s) 
from  larvae  preying  on  the  gall-lice. 

In  reference  to  the  heteramorphism  of  these  mites  M.  Meguin 

states*  that  Ilypopus^  Ilomopus  and  TricJiodactylus  are  but  hetero- 
morphous  pup^e  of  different  species  of  Sarcoptides,  and  among  them 

■of  TyroglypJius.  He  proves  that,  as  Claparede  observed  in  the  aquatic 
Atax^  a  new  individual  is  formed  under  each  skin,  and  all  the  parts 

are  developed  anew,  and  not  simply  drawn  out  of  their  old  envelopes, 

as  was  formerly  supposed. 

SUSCEPTIBILITY  OF  DIFFERENT  VARIETIES. 

In  addition  to  that  already  published  under  this  head,  I  have  sim- 
iply  to  add  that  M.  Eugene  Morel,  of  Ridgeway,  N.  C,  sent  me  last 

August  leaves  of  the  Scuppernoug  (  Vulpina)  covered  with  the  Phyl- 
loxera galls,  so  that  this  species  can  no  longer  be  considered  exempt 

from  the  attacks  of  the  gall-making  type,  though  the  more  injurious 

•root-inhabiting  type  has  not  yet  been  found  upon  it.  The  "  Tele- 

.graph"  should  be  taken  from  the  list  of  Summer  grapes  {mstivalis) 
and  placed  with  the  Northern  Fox  {Lahrusca);  and  the  Delaware 

•  Comptes  Rendus  de  I'  Ac.  des  Sc,  Paris  June  8,  1878. 
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should  be  removed  from  Riparia^  also  to  Labrusca.  Though  the  exact 

position  of  the  Delaware  in  the  classification  of  the  genus  Vitis  has 

been  a  mooted  question,  and  some  have  even  supposed  it  had  a 

European  origin ;  yet  those  who  have  most  studied  the  subject  now 

concur  in  the  opinion,  years  ago  expressed  by  Fuller  in  his  Grape 

Culturist^  that  it  belongs  to  Labrusca — an  opinion  substantiated  by 
the  facts  that  its  seedlings  almost  invariably  show  true,  undoubted 
Labruscan  characters,  and  that  other  undoubted  varieties  of  Labrusca 

(as  Shepherd's  Delaware,  raised  from  seed  of  Catawba)  bear  a  similar 
pale  fruit  and  delicate  leaf,  and  otherwise  very  closely  resemble  it. 

The  seed  characters  bear  out  this  opinion,  though  they  also  indicate 
that  the  variety  may  contain  a  slight  strain  of  the  European  vinifera. 
It  is  not  improbable,  therefore,  that  the  Delaware  owes  its  characters 

to  hybridization,  by  insect  agency,  between  Labrusca  and  vinifera 

(the  Labrusca  strain  predominating),  and  this  view  would  be  greatly 

strengthened  if  it  could  be  proved — as  was  doubtless  the  case — that 
European  vines  were  cultivated  at  Frenchtown,  N.  J.,  where  Mr.  Pre- 

vost  first  found  the  Delaware.  This  origin  and  nature  of  the  Dela- 

ware, by  the  way,  throws  a  flood  of  light  on  its  susceptibility  to  Phyl- 
loxera. 

The  nature  of  the  "  Jaques,"  which  successfully  resists  Phylloxera 
in  the  vineyards  of  Mr.  Laliman  at  Bordeaux,  in  France,  and  of  which 

I  have  stated  (Fifth  Rep.  p.  QQ,)  "I  do  not  know  this  variety  unless  it 

be  a  synonym  of  the  Ohio,"  has  been  fully  discussed  by  Prof.  Plan- 
chon,*  and  by  Mr.  Bush  in  his  new  Descriptive  Catalouge.f  I  repro- 

duce what  is  said  of  it  in  this  last  little  work,  which  is  a  most  valuable 

manual,  and  reflects  great  credit  on  the  firm  that  issues  it.  From  this 

extract  it  will  be  seen  thatMr.  Bush  is  strongly  inclined  to  the  opinion 

that  the  vine  so  prized  in  France,  under  the  name  of  Jacques,  is  in 
reality  the  Lenoir. 

Ohio.  Syn.  Segar-Box,  Longworth's  Ohio,  Black-Spanish  Alabama;  is  now 
understood  to  be  identical  with  the''Jaques"  or  "Jack,"  introduced  and  cultivated 
near  Natchez,  Mississippi,  by  an  old  Spaniard  of  the  name  of  Jaques.  It  used  to  be 
«rro\vn  in  Ohio,  where  the  stock  orio^inated  from  a  few.cuttinofs  left  in  a  segar  box,  by 
some  nnknown  person,  at  the  residence  of  Mr.  Lonofworth.  of  Cincinnati,  Ohio.  *  *  *. 
Downing  (Fruit  and  F.  trees  of  Am.)  said  "it  is  most  likely  a  foreign  sort,  and  except 
in  a  few  localities,  a  sandy  soil  and  a  mild  climate,  it  is  not  likely  to  succeed."  But 
Geo.  W.  Campbell,  whom  we  have  to  thank  for  valuable  information  on  this  and  many 
other  varieties,  says :  "  I  always  considered  the  Ohio  or  Segar-Box,  from  its  fruit,  habit 
of  growth  and  foliage,  as  of  the  same  family  as  Herbemont,  Z/e/ioir-,  Elsinburgh,  and 
that  class  of  small,  black,  southern  grapes."  *  *  ̂ ^  A  few  vines  sent  years  ago, 
•under  the  names  of  "Jaques"  or  "Ohio,"  to  France,  by  P.  J.  Berckmans,  of  Georgia, 
proved  very  fine  and  valuable,  perfectly  resisting  Phylloxera,  having  remained  healthy 
in  the  midst  of  vineyards  destroyed  by  the  root  louse.    This  attracted  great  attention 

* Les  Vignes  Americaincs ;  leur  Culture ;  leur  Resistance  au  Phylloxera,  Paris,  187."). 
fBushberg Illustrated  Catalogue.  187.5. 
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and  save  importance  to  this  variety.  But  when  Mr.  Berckmans  was  asked  for  more  of 
these  vines,  he  stated  that  he  had  none,  and  that  their  culture  had  been  entirely  aban- 

doned. The  above  descriptions  by  our  most  experienced  and  reliable  horticulturists, 

make  it  more  than  doubtlul  whether  the  vines,  succeediiiof  so  well  in  the  vineyards  ot* 
Mr.  Borty,  at  Koquemare,  and  of  Mr.  Laliman,  near  Bordeaux,  are  the  "Ohio"  or  "  Ja- 
ques."  After  considerable  research,  we  tind  that  Mr.  G.  Onderdonk,  the  pioneer  fruit- 
f^rower  of  Western  Texas,  describes  the  Lenoir  (original  stock  of  which  he  hatl  obtained 
from  Berckmans)  as  follows :  '*  Bunches  large,  long,  loose ;  berries  small,  black,  round  ;. 
no  pulp ;  vinous  and  much  coloring  matter  ;  leaves  lobed  ;  a  tine  bearer  and  wine  grape. 
And  we  would  add  that  the  leaf  and  habit  exactly  resemble  those  of  the  Black  Spanish. 
We  have  never  planted  a  variety  that  grew  ott  better  than  this  variety  has  done  during; 
the  two  years  we  have  had  it  in  cultivation.  In  1873  we  gathered  fruit  from  this  variety 
that  had  been  ripe  seventy  days  on  the  vine."  From  these  facts  we  strongly  incline^ 

to  believe  that  this  Lenoir  is  the' variety  our  friends  in  France  are  looking  lor,  and  have- received  under  the  name  t»f  Jaques. 

GRAFTING  AS  A  MEANS  OF  COUNTERACTING  THE  \VORK  OF  PHYLLOXERA. 

The  advantages  of  grafting  are  two  well  recognized  to  need  enforc- 
ing. By  its  means,  healthy,  vigorous  vines,  which  do  not  fruit  well, 

may  soon  be  made  abundant  bearers;  new  varieties  and  seedlings  be- 
quickly  tested,  and  a  less  desirable  variety  replaced  by  one  more  de- 

sirable. Our  knowledge  of  the  Grape  Phylloxera  has  of  late  pointed 

out  other  cogent  advantages  that  may  be  derived  from  grafting,  and 
it  is  in  view  of  the  renewed  interest  which  I  have  found  manifested 

in  it  among  grape  growers,  that  I  venture  a  few  remarks  on  a  subject 

with  which  I  have  had  little  personal  experience,  but  to  which  I  have- 

given  some  attention  through  observation  and  study  of  the  experi- 
ence of  others. 

Having  shown  that  certain  varieties  of  our  grape  vines  have  a  far 

greater  power  of  resisting  the  Phylloxera  than  have  others,  and  that 

they  represent  all  degrees  of  susceptibility,  from  those  which  invari- 
ably succumb  in  the  course  or  two  or  three  years,  to  those  which  are 

seldom  affected,  and  never  materially;  1  took  occasion  to  urge  judi- 

cious grafting  as  one  of  the  most  available  means  of  coping  with  the- 

disease;  and^alsoto  request  of  those  grape-growers  who  have  the 
advancement  of  their  calling  at  heart,  and  who  are  so  circumstanced 

that  they  can  make  the  trials,  to  institute  experiments  in  grafting 

some  of  the  most  susceptible  varieties.  (See  Rep.  6,  pp  49,  and  78-81.) 
As  the  report  mentioned  was  not  distributed  till  it  was  too  late  in 

the  year  for  my  request  to  be  complied  with,  and  as  only  the  few  of 

whom  I  made  the  request,  through  other  means,  have  begun  to  carry 

out  the  suggestion,  I  take  this  opportunity  of  renewing  it,  and  of 
offering  a  few  remarks  for  guidance. 

One  important  fact  should  always  be  borne  in  mind  in  this  con- 
nection, and  that  is,  that  the  Grape  vine,  having  a  very  thin  inner  bark 

or  liber,  does  not  graft  with  the  same  ease  as  do  the  more  common  of 

our  fruit  trees,  such  as  apple,  pear,  etc. :  more  care  iSj therefore,  neces- 
sary in  the  operation. 
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Cleft  grafting  is  the  more  ordinary  mode  employed,  and  it  is  usu- 

ally done  by  digging  away  the  earth,  and  inserting  the  graft  very  early 

'in  the  Spring,  two  or  three  inches,  or  at  the  first  smooth  place  below 
the  surface.  A  horizontal  cut  of  the  stock  is  generally  made,  but  a 
sloping  one  is,  perhaps,  preferable,  from  the  fact  that  it  enables  all 

the  gummy  matter  and  excessive  moisture  which  oozes  from  the  cut, 
to  run  down,  and  not  accumulate  to  the  injury  of  the  cion.  Fuller 
recommends  grafting  in  the  Fall,  and  while  this  method  is  not  deemed 

•so  advisable  in  Missouri,  where  there  is  such  continued  alternation  of 
freezing  and  thawing,  which  is  apt  to  lift  the  cion  and  separate  it  from 

the  stock;  yet  I  give  his  method  in  his  own  words,  as  recently  pub- 
lished in  the  New  York  Trihune: 

Select  cionsof  the  present  year's  trrowtli,  and  from  canes  a  quarter  to  three-eiofhths 
of  an  inch  in  diameter,  and  cut  into  lengths  of  tiiree  inches,  with  a  bud  near  the  upper 
-end.  The  lower  end  should  be  made  into  a  lonoc,  slender  wed^e.  Remove  the  earth 
about  the  stock  four  to  six  inches,  if  the  main  branching  roots  will  permit  of  this  depth. 
Then  cut  off  the  vine  a  few  inches  below  the  surfoce  and  square  across  ;  then  split  it 
with  a  chisel  or  knife,  making'  .-is  smooth  .1  cleft  as  possible  for  tlie  reception  of  the 
wedge-shaped  cion.  If  the  stock  is  an  inch  or  more  in  diameter,  two  cions  may  be 
needed,  one  on  each  side  of  the  cleft. 

The  outer  edge  of  the  wood  of  tlie  cion  should  be  placed  even  with  the  outer  edge 
of  the  wood  of  the  stock,  no  attention  being  paid  to  the  uniting  of  the  two,  because 
one  will  be  very  thick  and  the  other  thin.  A  nice  tit  of  the  two  is  essential,  and  in 
-crooked-grained,  gnarly  stocks,  a  smooth,  even  cleft  can  only  be  made  by  cutting  out 

■the  wood  with  a  sharp  instrument.  But  it  does  not  matter  "how  it  is  done  if  it  is  well done.  After  fitting  the  cions  to  stock,  wind  a  strong  cord  about  the  two,  hi  order  to 
hold  the  former  firm  in  place ;  then  pack  grafting  clay  or  common  soil  about  the  stock, 
-entirely  covering  the  wound  made  and  the  lower  half  of  the  cion,  but  leaving  the  bud 
uncovered.  No  grafting  wax  should  be  employed  in  grafting  grape  vines.  After  the 

•cions  have  been  inserted  as  directed,  invert  a  'flower-pot  or  small  box  over  the  cion  ; 
•upon  this  place  a  quantity  of  leaves,  straw  or  hay ;  then  cover  all  with  earth,  rounding 
it  up  in  order  to  keep  the  water  from  settling  around  the  grafted  stock  as  well  as  to 
prevent  too  severe  freezing. 

Early  in  Spring  remove  the  covering,  and  if  the  operation  has  been  properly  per- 
formed, the  cion  will  be  firmly  united,  and  will  push  into  growth  as  the  season 

advances.  I  have  had  Delaware,  lona  and  similar  varieties  make  a  growth  of  from 
forty  to  sixty  feet  of  vine  from  a  single  bud  in  one  season,  set  in  strong  stocks  in  the 
manner  described.  Grafting  in  the  Spring  may  be  performed  in  the  same  manner, 
omitting  the  covering,  but  it  should  be  done  very  early  or  after  the  leaves  have  started 
and  growth  begun.  The  cions,  however,  should  be  cut  early  and  kept  dormant  in  some 
-cool  place  until  wanted  for  use. 

But  valuable  above  all  other  experience  for  our  own  people,  will 

■be  that  of  Mr.  George  Husmann,  and  as  he  has  said  little  on  the  sub- 

ject in  his  well  known  work,  "  Grapes  and  Wine,"  I  take  pleasure  in 
-giving  that  experience,  as  he  has  kindly  communicated  it  to  me  : 

Dear  Sir  :  As  you  wished  to  have  my  views  of  grafting  the  vine,  especially  with 

■the  object  of  grafting  some  of  our  varieties  most  subject  to  the  ravages  of  the' Phyl- loxera upon  roots  of  varieties  which  resist  it,  I  will  cheerfully  add  my  mite  to  the 
researches  which  have  already  thrown  so  much  light  upon  the  history  and  the  failure 
of  so  man}'  of  our  otherwise  most  valuable  varieties.  My  first  attempt  at  grafting  the 
vine  were  made  in  the  Spring  of  1852,  nearly  twenty-three  years  since,  and  were  made 
by  grafting  the  then  rare  varieties  of  Norton's  Virginia  and  Herbemont  upon  five  years 
•old  Isabella  roots.  [  found  in  the  first  edition  of  A.  J,  Downing's  "Fruits  and  Fruit 
Trees  of  America,"  a  few  remarks  on  the  practicability  of  grafting  the  grape  below  the 
.ground,  which  led  me,  then  a  novi(^e  in  horticulture,  to  try  it,  and  with  eminent  sue- 
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cess.  I  took  the  ground  away  from  the  crown  of  the  vine  until  I  came  to  a  smooth 
place,  then  cut  off  the  stock,  split  it  with  a  grrafting  chisel  and  inserted  from  one  to 
two  cions,  according  to  size  of  stock,  cut  to  a  long  wedge  with  shoulders  on  each  side. 
I  used  no  bandages,  as  the  stocks  were  strong  enough  to  hold  the  cions  tirmly,  and 
only  pressed  moist  earth  on  the  cut  to  cover  the  wound.  This  was  done  on  the  22d 
and  23d  of  March,  and  the  cion  covered  and  shaded  to  the  top  bud.  About  three- 
fourths  of  the  grafts  grew  vigorously  and  Iruited  the  next  year.  They  have  produced 
heavy  crops  ever  since,  and  when  at  Hermann,  a  week  ago,  I  still  found  them  vigorous 
and  healthy,  while  the  Catawbas  around  them  have  "  passed  away  "  several  years  ago. 
I  have  practiced  various  methods  since,  with  more  or  less  success,  and  still  think  this 
the  best  and  most  practicable,  though  it  is  neither  an  easy  nor  a  pleasant  task,  as  it 
must  be  performed  when  the  ground  is  still  cold  and  moist,  and  requires  a  good  deal  of 
stooping.  Tlie  inner  bark  or  liber  of  the  vine  is  very  thin,  while  the  outer  bark  is  very 

thick  on.  a  large  old  stock.  'I'he  success  of  the  operation  depends  entirely  on  a  good 
junction  of  the  liber  of  stock  and  cion,  and  therefore  requires  a  steady  hand  and  a  good 
eye  to  push  the  cion  to  its  place.  My  friends,  the  venerable  Fr.  Muench  and  Samuel 
Miller,  practice  about  the  same  method,  and  are  both  almost  invariably  successful. 
The  cions  should,  if  possible,  be  cut  in  Fall  and  kept  on  the  north  side  of  a  building  or 
fence,  so  as  to  remain  dormant.  Should  the  stock  not  be  strong  enough  to  hold  the 
cion  firmlv,  it  should  be  tied  with  basswood  bark,  or  an  oblique  cut  be  made  instead  of 
a  split.  This  is  preferable  in  small  vines  any  way,  as  by  so  doing,  the  fibres  of  stock 
and  cions  are  both  cut  obliquely,  and  therefore  make  a  closer  fit. 

There  are  other  dliferent  methods.  Another,  which  I  will  mention  here,  has  been 
practiced  at  Hermann  with  very  good  success,  though  I  have  not  been  very  successful 
with  it.  It  has  the  advantage  of  saving  the  vine,  provided  the  graft  does  not  take.  It 
is  done  by  simply  making  an  oblique  cut  into  the  stock  below  the  surface  or  crown, 
and  inserting  the  cion,  cut  to  a  rather  blunt  wedge,  by  bending  the  stock  to  one  side, 

and  thereby  opening  th(j  cut.  If  the  cion  takes,  the  stock  is  cut  ofi"  above  it.  Another method  is  grafting  under  the  bark  later  in  the  season,  when  the  sap  flows  freely  and  the 
bark  peels  readily  ;  a  long,  slanting  cut  is  made  on  one  side  of  the  cion,  the  stock  cut 
off  square,  the  bark  lifted  with  a  knife,  and  the  cion  pushed  down  under  it.  Every  one 
who  has  practiced  budding  will  readily  perform  this  operation.  The  stock  is  then  tied 
with  basswood  bark.  I  have  followed  this  plan  with  varied  success  later  in  the  season, 
but  prefer  the  first  method.  I  think  grafting  above  ground  impracticable  in  our  cli- 

mate, on  account  of  the  high  winds  and  drying  influence  of  our  Summer  sun. 
As  to  the  advantages  to  be  gained  by  grafting,  they  are  manifold.  They  may  be 

summed  up  as  follows  : 
1.  The  facility  it  gives  us  to  try  and  fruit  new  and  rare  kinds  by  grafting  them  on 

strong  stocks  of  healthy  varieties,  where  they  will  often  make  wood  strong  enough  for 
fruiting  the  next  season,  and  give  us  abundance  of  propagating  wood,  thus  gaining 
more  than  a  year. 

2.  Nearly  every  vineyard  contains  some  worthless  varieties,  which  are,  however, 
strong  and  healthy  growers.  These  can,  by  grafting,  be  changed  into  the  most  valu- 

able varieties. 
3.  The  facility  by  which  varieties  which  are  very  difficult  to  propagate  may  be 

increased  and  multiplied,  as  nearly  every  variety  will  graft  readily. 
4.  Last,  but  not  least,  it  gives  us  a  means  of  successfully  combating  the  Phyllox- 
era, as  your  experiments  have  so  conclusively  proven.  If  the  Catawba  and  many  of  our 

other  most  valuable  varieties,  have  deteriorated  because  this  little  insect  has  been  to  work 
on  their  roots,  and  the  roots  of  other  varieties  are  comparatively  exempt  from  its  rava- 

ges, the  remedy  would  indeed  be  a  very  simple  one.  By  planting  such  varieties  as  pro- 
pagate readily,  and  also  graft  with  ease,  they  could  be  changed  by  grafting  the  second 

Spring.  I  know,  Irom  experience,  that  slow  growing  varieties  can  be  made  to  grow 
much  more  vigorously  by  grafting  on  stocks  of  strong  and  healthy  growers.  The  most 
vigorous  and  productive  Delavvare  I  know  around  Hermann,  was  grafted  on  a  Morton'* 
Virginia,  and  produced  an  abundance  of  fine  fruit,  when  Delawares  on  their  own  roots, 
in  the  same  vineyard,  dropped  their  leaves,  and  did  not  ripen  their  fruit.  It  is  cer- 

tainly ot  the  utmost  importance  that  experiments  of  this  kind  should  be  made,  and  I 
would  advise  all  lovers  of  the  Catawba  and  Delaware  to  try  it. 

But  now  the  question  arises,  what  stock  shall  we  choose  ?  The  Clinton,  though 

easy  ot  growth,  is  a  poor  stock,  as  it  suckers  inveteratelj',  and,  besides,  has  not  the 
affinity  to  most  of  our  valuable  varieties  which  makes  them  take  readily  on  it.  In  fact, 
I  do  not  consider  any  of  the  Kiparia  or  Cordifolia  class  as  good  stocks,  for  Labrusca 
and  its  hybridi^,  or  ̂ Estivalis.  But  the  Concord  seems  to  me  eminently  the  stock  to 
graft  upon.  Easy  of  propagation,  within  the  reach  of  every  one,  with  the  adaptability 
to  any  soil  it  possesses,  and  as  nearl}^  every  variety  will  unite  readily  with  it,  it  seems 
as  if  hardly  a  better  one  could  be  found.  But  were  I  to  plant  it  for  this  purpose,  1 
would  take  good,  strong  plants,  say  at  least  one  foot  long  from  the  cutting  to  the 
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crown,  plant  them  with  their  roots  one  foot  below  the  surface,  and  trim  off  the  surface 
roots  clean,  only  leayinor  the  roots  on  the  two  lower  joints.  Then  cultivate  well  for  one 
year,  and  graft  as  near  the  surface  as  practicable  to  insure  the  life  of  the  cion.  Should' 
the  plants  make  roots  above  the  junction,!  would  cut  them  smoothly  close  to  the  graft 
every  Spring,  and  thus  establish  the  plant  entirely  upon  Concord  roots. 

Thi3  may  seem  very  troublesome  to  our  friends  who  plant  vineyards  entirely 
upon  the  easy  plan,  and  let  them  take  care  of  themselves.  But  I  think  that  their  days 
are  numbered.  Tliis  slovenly  culture,  or  rather  no  culture  at  all,  will  never  make  us  a 
wine  producing  countrj'  worthy  of  the  name ;  and  if  we  had  not  a  single  one  of  that 
stamp  left  among  us,  I  believe  we  would  be  infinitely  better  off  than  we  are  now.  If 
France  can  miport  millions  over  millions  of  our  American  varieties  to  regenerate  her 
devastated  vineyards,  we  can  certainly  afford  to  use  the  means  readj'  at  hand.  Our 
American  wines  have  a  glorious  future,  ;<nd  we  have  the  material  for  the  grandest  re- 

sults already.  Last  August  I  sent  two  boxes  of  assorted  wines,  fifteen  varieties,  made 
by  Messrs.  Poeschel  &  Scherer,  at  Hermann,  to  my  French  correspondent,  Messrs. 

Douysset  Fils,  at  Montpellier.  I  quote  from  a  letter  just  received,  the  following :  ''We 
have  duly  received  the  wines  of  Mr.  Husmann,  and  they  were  exhibited  by  us  before 
the  International  Congress  of  Viticulture,  just  held  at  Montpellier,  and  tested  by  a  com- 

mittee of  thirty  members,  officially  appointed  for  that  purpose.  They  were  about  the 

best  connoisseurs  of  France.  Morton's  Vii'ginia  and  Cynthiana,  as  red  wines,  Martha, .Goethe,  and  above  all,  Hermann  and  Rulander,  as  white  wines,  were  highly  praised; 
and  the  general  opinion  is,  that  after  we  have  restocked  our  vineyards  with  American 
vines,  we  will  not  regret  the  loss  of  our  own  very  much.  As  to  Concord,  Ives,  Wilder, 
North  Carolina.  Clinton,  Herbemont  and  Cunningham,  they  will  very  likely  be  gen- 

erally planted  in  our  black  soils,  and  much  used  for  stocks  lor  our  Aramons." 
This  was  accompanied  by  an  order  for  a  million  of  Concord  and  all  the  Herbe- 
mont cuttings  I  could  yet  secure,  as  well  as  smaller  orders  for  other  varieties.  When 

our  products  are  thus  appreciated  in  the  greatest  wine  producing  country  we  should 
throw  sloth  and  sluggishness  aside  and  go  to  work  in  good  earnest  and  with  all  avail- 

able means.  Let  none  follow  or  commence  grape  growing  in  the  future  who  are  not 
willing  to  do  their  best.  We  want  brains  and  skill,  as  well  as  muscle.  We  want  close 
observation,  indefatigable  exertion  and  intelligent  labor  in  the  vineyard  as  well  as  in 
the  wine  cellar.  It  is  my  belief  that  the  darkest  days  of  American  grape  culture  are 
over,  and  that  the  future  will  not  fail  to  bring  us  glorious  results  if  we  labor  for  it 
faithfully. 

Your  labors  have  done  a  great  deal  to  post  us  in  regard  to  our  insect  enemies  and 
friends,  and  should  be  gratefully  appreciated  by  every  grape  grower,  while  all  should 
do  their  part  in  sending  you  specimens  and  observing  their  habits. 

GEO.  HUSMANN. 
Sedalia,  Mo.,  December  20,  1874. 

It  will  be  noticed  that  the  above  experience  and  directions  refer 

solely  to  grafting  underground.  Both  Fuller  and  Husmann  deem 

grafting  above  ground  impracticable  in  our  climate,  principally  on 

account  of  our  winds;  and  their  advice  has  been  so  very  generally 

followed  that  little  attention  has  been  given  to  this  mode  of  grafting 

the  grape  vine.  The  consequence  is  that  we  have  the  most  conflict- 
ing experience  as  to  the  results  of  grafting;  for,  by  the  underground 

methods,  the  graft  will  make  its  own  roots  in  the  course  of  a  few 

years,  unless  very  great  pains  are  taken  to  prevent  such  an  occurrence  ; 
that  it  has  done  so  in  the  majority  of  cases  of  grafting  in  this  country 

in  the  past,  admits,  I  think,  of  little  doubt.  Yet,  in  grafting  as  a  mean& 

of  counteracting  the  Phylloxera,  the  first  requisite  is  to  prevent 

the  graft  from  making  any  roots  of  its  own;  for  it  must  be  remem- 
bered that  we  are  dealing  with  a  root  malady  purely,  and  that  the 

object  is  to  grow  those  varieties  whose  roots  succumb  more  or  less  to 
the  attacks  of  the  insect,  by  using  the  roots  of  those  which  resist; 
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this  object  is  necessarily  frustrated  in  proportion  as  the  graft  forms 
roots  of  its  own. 

There  are  two  methods  of  grafting  above  ground,  which  I  have 

every  reason  to  believe  may  be  made  more  successful  than  grape 

growers  have  hitherto  been  led  to  suppose.  The  first  is  by  temporarily 

making  a  false  surface  and  grafting  in  the  ordinary  manner  just  de- 
scribed, i.  e.,  instead  of  digging  away  the  earth  and  inserting  the  cion 

two  or  three  inches  below  ground,  it  should  be  inserted  two  or  three 

inches  above  ground  and  the  earth  thrown  up  around  it,  to  be  removed 

•only  after  the  graft  is  thoroughly  and  permanently  joined.  There  will 

then  be  no  danger  of  the  graft  forming  its  own  roots  ;  and  it  is  cer- 
tainly as  easy  to  throw  the  earth  around  the  vine  as  to  dig  it  away, 

while  the  mechanical  work  can  be  much  more  conveniently  and  agree- 
ably performed  above  than  beneath  the  surface.  No  doubt  this  mode 

of  grafting  needs  greater  care  to  make  it  successful,  especially  in  a 

very  dry  season,  as  the  mound  is  more  apt  to  dry  out  than  the  level 
ground.  Yet  there  is  not  lacking  evidence  that  this  method  will  work 

well  in  our  soil  and  climate.  Mr.  Jno.  Yallet,  of  New  Raven,  a  grape- 
grower  of  much  experience,  has  had  eminent  success  in  thus  grafting 

above  ground,  employing  flax  twine  and  paw-paw  bark  for  bandaging. 
He  considers  that  the  vine  grows  more  vigorously  and  that  there  is  less 

danger  of  separating  the  graft  when  once  formed,  as  there  is  no  neces- 
sity for  going  below  ground  to  destroy  the  suckers,  the  doing  of  which 

sometimes  loosens  the  graft.* 
The  second  method  is  by  inarching.  This  system  of  grafting  does 

not  seem  to  have  been  much  practiced  in  this  country,  yet  while  it 

requires  great  care,  and  success  may  not  as  often  crown  the  effort  as 
in  the  former  methods,  I  hope  more  attention  will  in  future  be  given 
to  it. 

The  operation  is  comparatively  simple  :  A  slice  two  or  three 

inches  long  is  cut  from  one  side  of  the  vine  to  be  grafted,  and  a  simi- 
lar slice  from  the  vine  which  is  to  serve  as  stock,  as  near  the  base  or 

butt  as  possible.  The  two  cut  portions  are  then  brought  face  to  face, 

so  as  to  fit  as  neatly  as  possible,  and  are  then  bound  together  with 

cord,  basswood  bark  or  other  grafting  bandage,  which  should  be  kept 

*  Ml-.  Vallet  informs  me  that  in  1861  he  grafted  above  ground  for  Emile  Mallinckrodt,  in  St.  Louis 
•county,  a  number  of  Catawbas  on  Isabella  stock;  that  they  did  admirably,  and  subsequently  produced 
from  GO  to  80  bunches  to  each  vine.  He  also,  iu  the  same  manner,  in  the  years  1862  and  1863,  grafted 

Delaware  onto  Isabella,  12  miles  from  St.  Louis  in  Mr.  Layton's  vineyard  on  ihe  Olive  street  plank 
road.  The  grafts  did  splendidly,  and  subsequently  gaveline  crops.  By  contrast  to  this  experience,  and 

interesting  from  the  Phylloxera  standpoint,  he  grafted  for  Miller  &  Bates,  of  Xew  Haven,  Virginia 

Seedfing  on  Catawba,  (15oO  in  1866  and  1500  in  1867,)  and  no  gi'apes  resulted,  only  five  per  cent,  of 
I  the  grafts  gi-owing. 
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moist  with  moss.  In  the  course  of  a  fortnight  partial  unison  takes 
place,  when  the  bandage  should  be  somewhat  loosened  to  admit  the 

expansion.  In  six  or  eight  weeks,  if  the  operation  is  successful,  the 
stock  and  cion  are  firmly  united,  when  the  bandage  may  be  removed. 

The  graft  immediately  below  the  union  and  the  stock  immediately 
above  it  should  then  be  partially  severed,  and  in  a  week  or  so  more, 
entirely  cut  loose. 

While,  as  already  stated,  this  mode  has  not  been  much  practiced 
in  America,  sufficiently  successful  results  have  been  obtained  to 

encourage  further  trial ;  and,  as  an  example,  I  will  mention  one  in- 
structive instance  communicated  by  my  friend  Isidor  Bush.  One  of 

his  customers,  Eugene  Cambre,  of  Nauvoo,  Ills.,  has  for  some  time 

furnished  him  with  a  superior  quality  of  Delaware  wine ;  and  being 
anxious  to  know  how  Mr.  Oambre  succeeded  so  well  with  the  Dela- 

ware, when  so  many  others  in  the  same  neighborhood  failed  with  it, 

Mr.  Bush  inquired  as  to  the  reason,  and  found  that  it  was  Mr.  Oambre's 
custom  in  planting  a  Delaware  vineyard  to  plant  alternately  with  a 

Delaware,  a  wild  vine  from  the  woods,  and  to  subsequently  transfer 

the  Delaware  onto  the  roots  of  the  v/ildling,  by  this  system,  of  inarch- 
ing. 

The  Delaware,  as  may  be  seen  by  the  tabular  statement  in  my 

last  report,  is  among  those  which  suflfer  materially  from  the  Phyllox- 
era, and  several  other  cases  of  its  successful  growth  when  grafted 

onto  wild  vines,  where  on  its  own  roots  it  failed,  were  elicited  at  the 

recent  meeting  of  the  Illinois  State  Horticultural  Society,  held  at 
Peoria. 

Mr.  Cambre  has  very  kindly  communicated  to  me  his  method,  but 

the  following  description  of  it,  from  the  Grape  Manual  of  Messrs. 

Bush  &  Son  &  Meissner,  so  well  covers  the  ground  that  I  give  it  in  full : 

For  this  method  it  is  desirable  that  two  plants,  one  each  of  the  variety  which  is  to 
form  the  stock,  and  one  of  the  scion,  be  planted  close  together,  say  about  one  foot 
apart.  In  June,  (tne  first  year,  if  the  plants  make  a  sufficiently  strong  growth,  if  not, 
the  second  year.)  or  as  soon  as  the  young-  shoots  become  sutticiently  hard  and  woody 
to  bear  the  kiiih',  a  shoot  is  taken  from  both  the  stock  and  the  scion  vine,  and  at  a  con- 

venient place,  where  they  may  be  brougiit  in  contact,  a  shaving  is  taken  out  from  each 
of  thci^e.  on  the  side  next  to  the  other,  for  a  length  of  2  to  3  inches.  This  must  be 
done  with  a  smooth  cut  of  a  sharp  knife,  a  little  deeper  than  the  inner  bark,  so  as  to 
obtain  on  each  a  flat  surface.  They  are  then  fitted  snugly  together,  so  that  the  inner 
bark  joins  as  much  as  possible,  and  wrapped  securely  with  some  old  calico  torn  in  strips, 
or  soft  bass  strings.  Besides  this,  it  is  well  to  place  one  tie  a  little  belovv,  and  one  above 
the  grafted  point,  and  also  to  tie  the  united  canes  to  a  stake  or  trellis  to  insure  against 
all  chances  of  loosening  by  the  swaying  of  the  wind.  The  raoid  swelling  ot  the  young 
growth  at  this  period  of  tiie  year  makes  it  desirable  that  the  grafts  be  looked  oveV  after 
a  few  weeks,  replacing  sucli  ties  which  may  have  burst,  and  loosening  others  which 
may  bind  so  as  to  cut  into  the  wood.  A  union  will  generally  be  made  in  the  course  of 
two  or  tiiree  weeks,  which  will  be  further  consolidated  in  the  course  of  G  to  8  weeks, 
when  the  bandages  may  be  removed  and  the  grafted  portion  left  exposed  to  the  sun.'to 

E  R— 8 
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thoroughly  liarden  and  ripen  it.  The  shoots  themselves  are  to  be  left  to  grow  undis- 
turberl?orthe  rest  of  the  season.  In  the  Fall,  if  a  good  union  has  taken  place,  tlie  cane 
forniin<r  the  scion  is  cut  close  beAow  its  union  with  the  stock  cane,  which  in  its  turn  is  cut 
olose  above  the  connnection.  Supposing  the  stock  to  have  been  a  Concord  :nid  the  scion 
n  Delaware,  we  now  have  a  vine  of  the  latter  entirely  on  the  strong,  vigorous  root  of 
the  former.  Of  course  constant  vigilance  must  be  exercised  to  prevent  suckers  from 
starting  out  of  the  stock.  It  is  Avell  to  protect  the  grafted  joint  the  first  few  winters  by 
a  slight  covering  of  straw  or  soil  to  prevent  tlie  frost  Irom  splitting  it  apart. 

Mr.  Cambre  in  giving  his  experience  writes:  "I  have  positively 

abandoned  clei't  grafting;  it  is  too  much  trouble  and  too  uncer- 
tain, and  the  graft  often  makes  its  own  roots.  I  assure  you  that  from 

a  long  experience  in  inarching,  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  not  alone  the 
Delaware  but  most  of  our  cultivated  varieties  will  do  better  on  native 

wild  roots  than  on  their  own.  I  have  14  acres  of  vines  mostly  grafted 

in  this  manner  on  wild  stocks,  and  I  have  not  lost  one  of  such  grafts. 

It  is  preferable  to  graft  at  from  10  to  15  inches  from  the  ground." 
Another  mode  of  grafting  above  ground  is  thus  given  in  "The 

Cultivation  of  the  Grape,"  by  W.  C.  Strong : 

In  The  Gardeners''  Monthly,  Vol.  II,  p.  347,  is  a  description  of  a  mode  practised 
with  success  by  Mr.  Cornelius,  which  we  copy,  not  merely  as  it  is  interesting  in  itself, 
but  also  because  it  illustrates  many  other  modifications  in  grafting  : 

[Fig.  20]  "  After  the  first  four  or  five  leaves  are  formed,  and  the  sap  is  flowing, 
y-ou  choose  the  place  on  the  vine  where  you  intend  to  graft.  At  tiiat  point 
wrap  tightly  a  twine  several  times  around  the  vine.  This  will,  in  a  meas- 

ure, prevent  the  return  sap. 
"  Below  the  ligatui-e  make  a  sloping  cut  down,  as  shown  at  Figure  20, 

a;  also,  a  similar  reversed  one  above  the  ligature,  as  at  b,  about  one  inch  in 
length.  In  selecting  a  scion  prefer  one  that  has  naturally  a  bend.  Cut  it 
so  that  it  shall  be  wedge  shaped  at  both  ends,  and  a  little  longer  than  the 
distance  between  the  cuts  in  the  vine  at  a  and  b.  Insert  tlie  scion,  taking 
care  to  have  the  barks  in  direct  contact,  securing  it  with  a  string,  c,  bouad 
round  both  scion  and  vine  sutficiently  tight  to  force  the  scion  ends  into 
their  places.  If  the  work  is  done  well,  no  tie  will  be  required  at  a  and  b, 
but  the  joints  should  be  covered  with  grafting  wax.  In  a  short  time,  the 
bud  at  d  will  commence  its  growth,  after  which  you  can  by  degrees  remove 

^^  all  the  growing  shoots  not  belonging  to  the  scion,  and  in  course  of  the 
^^  Summer  you  may  cut,  oft"  the  wood  above  o,  and  in  the  Fall  remove  all 

above  a  on  the  stock,  and  above  c  on  the  scion. 

Still  another  mode  of  grafting  which  has,  I  believe,  sel- 
dom, if  ever,  been  attempted  in  this  part  of  the  country, 

but  which  has  been  employed  with  much  satisfaction  the 

past  year  by  a  few  vine  growers  in  France,  and  especially 

\^by  M.  H.  Bouschet,  of  Montpellier,  remains  to  be  mentioned. 
It  is  the  Winter  grafting  of  a  cutting  of  such  variety  as  is  desired  to 

grow,  upon  another  which  is  to  be  used  as  stock,  the  combined  cut- 
tings being  planted  in  the  usual  manner  in  Spring,  leaving  only  the 

buds  on  the  graft  proper  out  of  ground.  This  is  very  similar  to  our 

ordinary  mode  of  making  apple  grafts ;  and  while  we  have  little  or 

no  experience  in  this  country  on  which  to  base  anticipations,  the 
method  is  worthy  of  trial,  and  is  illustrated  at  figure  21. 
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IFig.  21.]  But  not  to   weary  with  details,  I  here  reaffirm  my 
belief,  strengthened  by  each  further  observation,  and 

by  every  additional  experience  of  the  past  year,  that 

just  as  the  working  of  the  root-louse  is  the  primal  cause 
of  failure  of  some  of  our  choicest  varieties  of  the  Grape 

vine,  so  in  judicious  grafting  we  have  the  most  avail- 

able means  of  counteracting  its  work,  andof  thus  grow- 
ing successfully  many  of  those  kinds  which  cannot  be 

grown  in  this  latitude  with  any  profit  or  success  on  their 
own  roots. 

The  recommendation  to  use  our  most  resistant  vari- 

eties as  stocks  for  the  French  vines  in  the  districts  rav- 

j^^aged  by  the  Phylloxera  have  already  been  followed  by 
large  demands  for  such  varieties  by  the  people  of  those 

districts,  and  while  we  yet  scarcely  know  how  our  vines 

will  act  under  the  new  conditions  in  which  they  are 

placed,  the  uncertainty  as  to  the  results  of  judicious 

grafting  here  at  home,  scarcely  presents  itself,  for  everything  augurs 
favorably. 

I  have  not,  in  the  foregoing  paper,  entered  into  the  discussion  of 

the  special  influence  of  the  graft  on  the  character  of  the  root,  and  vice 

■versa  ;  because  I  believe  that,  while  the  one  doubtless  does  manifest  a 
certain  special  influence  on  the  other;  yet,  for  practical  purposes,  we 

know  that  it  is  so  slight  as  hardly  to  be  worth  considering  in  this  con- 
nection. The  influences  of  the  one  on  the  other  are  almost  entirely  due 

to  the  abundance  or  lack  of  nutrition  in  the  root,  and  present  in  the 

graft  no  other  changes  than  those  of  greater  or  less  development  in 

the  diff"erent  parts  of  its  growth  ;  and  not  in  the  specific  character  or 
•quality  of  the  Iruit.  Geo.  Gallesio,  in  his  work  on  the  Orange  Family,  in 
which  he  fully  considers  the  influence  of  grafting,  lays  stress  on  these 
facts. 

In  conclusion,  I  again  appeal  to  those  of  my  grape-growing  readers 
who  have  the  opportunity,  to  make  experiments  in  grafting  the  more 
susceptible  on  to  the  roots  of  the  more  resistant  varieties,  and,  as  a 
guide,  I  repeat  the  following  list  of  varieties  that  it  is  desirous  to  test 

.as  stocks  and  as  grafts : 
ROOTS  TO  USE  AS  STOCK. 

1.  Concord. 
2.  Clinton. 
3.  Herberaont. 
4.  Cunninorham. 

5.  Norton's  Virginia. G.  Kentz. 

7.  Cynthiana. 
8.  Taylor. 
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VARIETIES  TO  GRAFT  ON  TO  ANY  OR  ALL  OF  THE  ABOVE. 

Of  First  Importance. 

1.  Catawba.  4.    Wilder. 
2.  lona.  5.    Goethe. 
3.  Delaware.  6.    Aiiy  European  vine. 

Of  Secondary  Importance. 

7.    Ives.  S.    Hartford  Prolitie. 
9.    Maxatawney. 

This  list  is  given  wholly  from  the  Phylloxera  standpoint,  and  with 

a  view  to  discover  the  real  influence  of  the  resisting  on  the  nonresist- 

ing  kinds.  There  are  many  grape-growers  who  will  agree  with  Mr 
Husmann,  who  has  so  high  an  opinion  of  the  Cynthiana,  that  to  graft 

even  the  Catawba  upon  it  would,  as  he  has  remarked  to  me,  "  appear 

like  sacrilege."  Others  again  will  not  think  the  Hartford  and  Ives, 
for  instance,  worth  saving,  since  they  do  not  deem  them  worth  plani- 

ing.  But  any  of  the  experiments  indicated — no  matter  what  the  qual- 

ity of  the  fruit — will  prove  valuable  as  showing  the  influence  of  a  root 
that  is  proof  against  Phylloxera  on  a  vine  which  on  its  own  roots  suf- 

fers from  it.  Experience  is  not  wanting  to  show  that  several  of  the 

susceptible  Zahruscas,  and  many  hybrids  with  vinifera  grow  with  ex- 
cellent success  on  the  vigorous  roots  of  mBtivalis  ;  but  let  us  increase 

the  experience  on  this  point  in  every  direction  possible.  If  the  reader 
can  make  but  one  or  two  of  these  experiments,  I  shall  consider  it  a 

favor  to  have  him  do  so,  and  inform  me  precisely  as  to  the  number  and 

varieties  grafted,  the  method  employed,  the  character  of  the  soil  and 
all  other  details  of  interest.  My  object  is  to  have  these  experiments 

made  on  difi"erent  soils  and  in  difierent  latitudes ;  and,  in  the  course 
of  two  or  three  years,  I  hope  to  gather  the  results  from  all  quarters,. 

and  we  may  thus  be  enabled  to  draw  conclusions  of  much  importance 

to  grape-growers. 
AMERICAN  GRAPE-^'INES  ABROAD. 

Having  already  referred  (pp.  101,114)  to  the  large  demand  that  has- 
been  made  for  some  of  our  American  vines  to  be  used  as  stocks  in  the 

blighted  districts  of  France,-  it  is  only  necessary  to  add  that  experience- 
over  there  with  such  vines  is  by  no  means  discouraging;  and  that  it 
is  not  at  all  improbable  that  some  of  our  varieties  will  be  eventually 

grown  there  not  only  as  stocks  for  the  European  mnifera  but  for  their 

own  grapes,  just  as  they  are  to-day,  on  account  of  greater  hardiness 
and  vigor,  superceding  the  European  vines  in  some  parts  of  Australia,. 

*  Mr.  Husmanu  estimates  ia  the  Kwal  World  for  January  9,  1875,  that  the  importation  of  Ainericaii. 

cuttings  into  France,  during  the  Winter  ot  1874-5  will  amount  to  ten  millions. 
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Of  the  varieties  which  have  thus  far  given  most  satisfaction,  may  be 

mentioned  the  Herbemont,  Canningham,  Clinton,  Concord,  and  espe- 
cially the  variety  called  Jaques,  and  which,  as  we  have  already  seen, 

lis  probably  Lenoir. 

APPENDIX. 

■bYNOPSIS  OF  THE  AMERICAN  SPECIES  OF  THE  GENUS 
PHYLLOXERA,  Fonscolombe. 

[On  account  of  the  interest  attaching  to  the  Grape  Phylloxera,  or,  as  it  is  now 

very  generally  called,  the  Phylloxera,  I  have  prepared  the  foUovvino^  Synopsis  of  the 
N.  A.  species  oi  the  ;^enus,  and  g\we  it  as  it  at  first  appeared  in  the  Comptes  Rendus  of 
the  Paris  Academy  of  Science  for  December  14, 1874  ] 

1.  P.  VASTATRixPlanchon.    PempJtigus  viiifolicv  Y'ltch.   PcrUymbiaviiisaiia'WestwOod, 
Forming  galls  on  the  leaves,  and  swellings  on  the  roots  of  Viiis.  Intro- 

duced into  Europe  and  well  known  as  the  Grape  Phylloxera. 

2.  P..  KiLEYi  Lichtn.  Mo.  Ent.  Rep.  V,  p.  OG,  note;  ibid.  VI,  pp.  G4  and  86.    Living  on 
the  underside  of  the  leaves,  and  hibernating  on  the  stems  of  Quercus  alba^ 
obtusiloba  and  bicolor. 

?,.  P.  CARY.EFOLi,E  Fitcli.  N.  Y.  Ent.  Rep.  Ill,  I  166.  Forming  conical  galls,  which 
open  at  the  summit,  on  the  upper  side  of  the  leaves  of  Carya  alba. 

4.  P.  CARY.ECAULIS  (Fitcli)  Pemphigus  carywcaulis  Fitch,  ibid.  ̂   163.  Daktylosphcera 

subeUlpticum  Shimer,  Trans.  Am.  Ent.  Soc.  II,  p.  389.  Dak.  caryae-magnwn 
Shinier,  ibid.  p.  391.  Forming  elongate,  rather  irregular,  but  generally 
ellipsoid  smooth,  green  swellings  of  large  size,  on  the  petiole  of  the  leaf 
of  Carya  glabra  and  aniara :  the  gall  subsequently  cracking  open  and 
becoming  black  and  contracted. 

i).  P.  CARY.EVEX.E  (Fltch).  Pemphigus  ?  caryccvencc  Fitch.  N.  Y.  Ent.  Rep.  Ill,  | 
164.  Forming  plaits  in  the  veins  of  the  leaves  of  Carya  alba,  which  plaits 

project  up  from  the  sui-face  in  an  abruptly  elevated  keel  upon  the  upper 
surface  of  the  leaf,  and  witii  a  mouth  opening  on  the  underside,  the  lips  of 
which  are  wooly. 

■6.  P.  CARY'.E-SEMEX  (Walsh).  Xcrophylla  earyx-semen  Walsh.  Proc.  Ent.  Soc.  Phil.,  VI, 
p.  283.  Daktylosphcvra  carya'-semen  Walsh,  1st  Ann.  Rep.  as  acting  State 
Entomologist  of  Illinois,  p.  23,  note  1.  Dak.  globosum  Shimer,  Trans.  Am. 

Ent.  Soc,  II,  p.  yUl.  Forming  fuscous,  minute,  subglobular,  seed-like 
galls  on  leaves  of  Carya  glabra,  the  galls  opening  in  a  small  nipple  on  the 
underside. 

7.  P,  CARY'.E-GLOBULI  Walsh,  Proc.  Ent.  Soc.  Phil.  I,  p.  309.  Daktylosphara  hemi- 
sphericum  Shimer,  Trans.  Am.  Ent.  Soc.  II,  p.  387.  Forming  kemispherical 
galls  about  0  25  inch  diameter  on  the  upper  surface  of  the  leaves  of  Carya 
glabra  and  alba.,  the  galls  rather  flat  below,  where  they  open  in  a  slit. 
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8.  P.  SPiNOSA  (Shimer).  Dak.  spinosutn  Shinier,  Trans.  A.m.  Ent.  Soe.  11,  p.  397, 

Forminof  large,  irregular  galls,  covered  with  spines,  on  the  petiole  of  th« 
leaf  of  Carya  u)nara,  the  galls  opening  beneath  in  an  irregular,  sinuate  slit. 

■*0.  P.  CARY^-SKPTA  (Shioier).  Dak.  caryce-septmn,  ibid.  p.  389.  Forming  flattened 
galls  with  a  septum  on  the  leaves  of  Carya  alba,  the  galls  opening  both 
above  and  below.    Probably  only  an  abnormal  form  of  No.  7. 

10.  P.  FORCATA  (Shimer).    Dak.  forcatum  Shimer,  ibid.,  p.  393.    Forming  galls  much 
like  those  of  No.  6,  but  larger. 

11.  P.  DEPRESSA  (Shimer).    Dak.  depressmii  Shimer,  ibid.,  p.  390.     Forming  depressed 
galls  on  leaves  of  Carya  alba,  the  gall  opening  below  with  a  constricted 

mouth  fringed  with  filaments.  Dak.  coniferum  Shimer  is,  in  all  proba- 
bility, the  same. 

*12.  P.  coxiCA  (Shimer).    Dak.  coyiicum^hixnGV,  ibid.,  p.  390.    Forming  galls  similar 
to  No.  11,  but  without  the  fringe.    Probably  the  same. 

*  13.  P.  CASTANEJD  (Haldcmau).    Fitch  N.  Y.  Ent.  Rep.  Ill,  g  200.    Referred  to  Cherme» 
by  Haldeman,  but  undoubtedly  a  Phylloxera. 

Those  with  a  star  (*)  1  am  not  personally  familiar  with,  but  I  have  no  doubt  they 
are  good  species.    The  others  I  am  well  acquainted  with.    We  have  also  some  undes- 

cribed  species,  the  three  following  of  which  are  so  characteristic  that  I  will  brief!}'' 
describe  their  galls  : 

14.  P.  CARY^-GUMMOSA  N.  sp.    Forming  pedunculated,   ovoid  or  globular  galls  on 
underside  of  Carya  alba ;  the  gall  white,  pubescent,  and  gummy  or  sticky, 
opening  below  in  a  fibrous  point.  The  eggs  are  almost  spherical,  pale  and 

translucent.  Larva,  mother-louse  and  pupa  quite  pale,  the  red  eyes  and 
eyelets  strongly  contrasting.  The  winged  insects  with  difficulty  distin- 

guished from  some  of  the  other  species,  a  difliculty  made  all  the  greater 
from  the  fact  that  other  species  get  caught  in  the  sticky  surface  of  the  gall. 

15.  P.  CARY.E-REX  N.  sp.    Forming  numerous,  more  or  less  confluent,  mostl}'  reuiform 
galls  on  the  petiole  and  leaf  stems  of  Carya  glabra  ;  the  galls  varying  from 

0.2  to  0.7  inch  in  diameter,  pale  gi-een  and  densely  pubescent,  and  opening 
in  a  slit  the  whole  of  their  length,  transversel}^  with  the  axis  of  the  petiole. 

16.  P.  CARY,E-FAi,LAX  N.  sp.    Forming  conical  galls  thickly  crowded  on  the  upper 
surface  of  the  leaves  of  the  Carya  alba.    Strongly  resembling  No.  3  [caryw- 
folia:)  but  the  hight  one-third  greater  than  the  basal  diameter,  and  open- 

ing below,  instead  of  above,  in  a  circular  fuzzy  mouth.    This  is  the  species^ 
briefly  referred  to  under  the  same  name  by  Walsh,  First  Ann.  Rep.  etc.,  p. 
23,  note. 

Thus  we  have  at  least  sixteen  good,  undoubted  species  inhabiting  the  United  States. 

Most  of  them  are  more  easily  distinguished,  as  is  often  the  case  with  Cynipidai  in  Hy- 
menoptera,  and  Cecidomyida:,  in  Diptera,  by  their  habits  and  the  peculiar  galls  they 

form,  than  by  colorational  or  structural  differences.    In  fact  all  the  species,  except,  per- 
haps, Nos.  1  and  2,  yet  need  more  careful  and  discriminating  study  and  descriptions,  in 

all  stages  from  the  living  material. 

THE  AMERICAN  OAK  PHYLLOXERA— PA]/i/o.te?-a  Rileyl  Lichtn. 

Through  the  kind  assistance  of  Miss  Mary  E.  Murtfeldt,  who,  at  my  request, 

watched  this  species  most  closely  and  assiduously  from  its  awakening  to  activity  in  the 

Spring  till  its  dormancy  in  the  Fall,  and  was  thus  enabled  to  supplement  my  own  ob- 
servations which  were  unavoidably  interrupted  by  other  duties,  I  have  been  able  to  add 

many  positive  facts  to  what  was  previously  known  of  its  natural  history — facts  which 
are  interesting  and  valuable  in  this  connection  as  throwing  light  on  the  natural  history 
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of  the  congeneric  Grape  species.  Undergoino:  all  its  changes  above  ground,  the  evolu- 

tion of  the  Oak  Phylloxera  is  much  more  easily  studied  than  is  that  of  the  Grape  Phyl- 
loxera ;  and  I  have  had  better  fortune  in  obtaining  the  sexual  individuals  from  the 

winged  females,  though  the  few  specimens  mounted  so  as  to  be  of  any  value  for  descrip- 
tion, are  all  males.  These  beings  are  so  excessively  minute  that  their  study  is  attended 

with  many  difficulties,  unless  one  can  devote  more  time  to  it  than  has  been  at  my  dis- 
posal ;  yet,  with  the  exception  of  the  description  of  the  true  female,  its  natural  history 

may  now  be  considered  complete ;  while  the  thorough  observations  of  Balbiani  on  the 

closely  allied  European  Phylloxera  quercus*  Fonsc,  will  supply  inferentially  the  miss- 
ing data.  We  saw  last  year  that  the  American  Oak  Phylloxera  hibernates  in  the  larva 

state  attached  to  the  twigs.  "  As  the  leaves  begin  to  put  forth,  our  young  Oak  Phyl- 
loxera cast  off  their  Winter  skin,  and  their  lethargy  with  it.  They  may  then  be  seen 

crawling  up  and  down  the  twigs,  but  do  not  settle  on  the  leaves.  Attaining,  in  a  few 

days,  full  growth,  they  begin  a  virginal  reproduction  by  covering  the  twigs  with  eggs, 

which  hatch  in  just  about  a  week  if  the  weather  is  warm  and  propitious.  Thus  the 

hibernating  lice  acquire  their  growth,  and  give  birth  to  the  first 

generation,  in  the  short  space  intervening  between  the  opening  of 

the  buds  and  the  full  growth  of  the  first  leaves."— [eth  Keport, 
p.  65.  This  first  generation,  which  is  sufficiently  numerous, 

as  the  hibernating  mothers  are  very  prolific,  disperses  over  the 

Q  leave?,[and  one  generation  of  parthenogenetic  wingless  females, 
follows  another  till  the  fifth  or  sixth,  when,  from  the  middle  to 

the  end  of  July,  the  winged  females  begin  to  appear.  There  is  the 

same  diminution  in  fecundity,  until  the  appearance  of  the  winged 

individuals  that  has  been  observed  by  Balbiani  in  the  European 

quercus ;  and  the  winged  females,  just  as  in  the  other  species,  bear 

^MalePhylloxM^aRileyij  ̂ ^jy  ̂ few  eggs  of  two  sizes,  which  give  birth  to  the  sexual  indi- 
(b)  and  tareiis  (r)  ;  theyiduals.    These  pair  and  the  female  lays  the  solitary  e^g,  which 
dot  at  side  showing  nat-     .         ,  .     ,  ,  ,  .  ,  ,.,,., 
mral  size.  gives  birth  to  the  normal  parthenogenetic  mother,  which  hiber- 

nates as  a  larva.  The  variation  to  which  the  species  is  subject ;  or  rather  the  different 

forms  which  it  presents,  will  be  appreciated  by  the  scientific  reader  from  the  following- 
specific  diagnosis : 

SPECIFIC   DIAGNOSIS  OF  PIIYLLOXKRA  RILEYI  Lichtn. 

Apterous,  agamous  Q  ;  normal  form  (a)  : — 
Lengtli,  O.OIG  inch,  or  rather  more  than  1-3  as  large  as  vastatrix,  with  which  it  agrees  in 

color.  Proportionally  more  slender,  with  tlie  abdomen  more  tapering.  Body  insected  and 

covered  witli  tubercles  very  much  as  in  wingless  radicicola  form  of  vastatrix,  but  with  an  addi- 
tional pair  on  the  head,  and  those  on  the  seventh  abdominal  joint  always  distinct.  These 

tubercles  concolorous  with  the  body,  fleshy,  more  or  less  elongate — from  1-12—1-0  the  width  of 
middle  body— and  surmounted  at  tip  with  a  short,  darii  hair.  The  anterior  tubercles  longest  ; 
the  lateral  outline  showing  a  series  of  thirty-six  such  tubercles,  nearly  equidistant,  springing 

at  about  right  angles  I'rom  surface.  The  intermediate  dark  points,  on  tlioracic  insections,  also 
as  in  vastatrix.  Antennae  precisely  as  in  I'as/n/cii'.  Legs  with  the  ends  of  tibite  more  swollen, 
and  the  claws  more  prominent.     Venter,  with  a  dusty  tubercle  just  inside  eadi  coxa. 

*  There  is  some  confusion  as  to  what  should  re.iUy  be  considered  the  quercxis  of  Fonscolombe,  and 

Signoret,  Balbiani  and  Lichtenstein  have  each  in  turn  recenth'  endeavored  to  define  the  European  spe- 
cies. Signoret  would  reduce  them  all  to  three  {Comptcs  Rcndus,  Dec.  7,  1&T4) ,  as  follows  :  1.  Pli . 

quercus  Fonsc  =Ba/6i<3«!i  Lichtn. =cocri«f(i  Balb.  2.  Ph.  coccinca  KaU.=quercus  {S\gn.)=coccinea 

Hayden.  3.  Pfi.  corticalis  Kalt.=Lichtenstei7iii  Jia.lb.=Riteyi'Lic\\tn.  Lichtenstein,  on  the  contrary, 
makes  four  species  (itirf,  Feb.  8, 187.')),  as  follows:  1.  P/t.  (/mcccks  Fonsc. =cocci«c«  Hayden.  1.  Ph. 
Rileyi  Lich{n.=corticalisKn\laY.=Lichteitstei/iii  Balh.  3.  Ph .  Balbiaiiii  Licht.  4.  Ph.  acanthochertnes 
Kollar.  =scM/i/era  Sign.  In  either  event  the  genus  is  much  more  poorly  represented  there  than  in  America. 
I  would  remark  here  also  that  I  very  much  doubt  whether  our  American  Oak  species  occurs  in  Europe, 
however  closely  the  corticalis,  which  diflers  in  habit,  may  resemble  it  in  .appearance. 
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Deep  yellow  Form,  with  longer,  roughened  Tubercles  (b) : — 

As  I'requent  as  a  in  July,  and  difleving  in  the  deeper  coloi-,  inclining  to  brown,  and  in 
the  gi'cater  length,  irregularity,  and  darker  color  of  tubercles  :  these  tubercles  are  generally 
longest  on  middle  body,  and  appear  quite  dark  under  a  pocket  lense  ;  under  the  microscope 
they  appear  quite  roughened  Avith  lleshy  points  from  the  sides  toward  the  swollen  base,  and 
around  the  somewhat  blunt,  and  sometimes  slightly  swollen  tip. 

Black  Form,  with  very  long  Tubercles  (c)  : — 
With  the  body  dark  brown  and  the  tubercles  almost  black;  the  dorsal  ones,  especially  iu 

middle  of  body,  very  long— half  the  diameter  of  body— slender,  gradually  tajiering  to  tip, 
thelateral  ones  and  some  of  the  dorsal  ones,  less  tapering  and  half  as  long.  Antennae  with 
the  third  joint  quite  long  and  slender. 

Pupa,  normal  Form  (d) : — 
With  the  tubercles  iirominent,  and  the  pale,  mesothoracic  portion  occupying  more  of  the 

body  than  iu  vastatrix. 

Smooth  Form  (e) : — 

aiore  elongate,  paler,  without  tubercles.    Oulj'  occasionally  met  with. 

Winged  agamous  $■  (/) : — 
With  the  dark,  inesothoi-acic  band  much  as  in  vastatrix;  the  wings  more  slender,  and  some- 

what more  fuliginous,  Avith  the  costiil  angle  more  produced  and  blunt,  and  the  hook  larger  on 
secondaries;  the  antennte  with  the  third  joint  and  the  horny  parts  projiurtionally  longer. 
Also  presenting  two  forms  of  body  and  wings  as  in  vastatrix. 

Male  (g)  :- 
Not  mucli  larger  than  the  newly-hatched  larva;  without  tubercles,  haying  but  a  few  fiiint, 

hair-like  points  in  their  stead :  the  two  tarsal  claws  distinct,  but  the  basal  jomt  of  tarsus  obso- 
lete: the  antennie  simple  (at  least  there  is,  if  anything,  but  the  faintest  trace  ot  a  small  plate 

at  tip):  no  sign  of  mouth-parts;  the  venter  sometimes  shows  two  opaque  spots  about  middle, 
and  the  penis  is  quite  conspicuous,  the  external  parts  seeming  to  consist  of  a  tubercle  which  is 
bulbous  at  base,  but  pointed  at  tip,  and  of  two  dusky,  apparently  horny  processes  which  run 

down  each  side  as  if  to  jjrotect  it.* 

(The  eight  specimens  obtained  from  winged  Q,  which  I  have  mounted,  all  seem  to  be  of  one 
sex,  imfortunately,  and  no  g  is  among  them.) 

Newly-hatched  Larva  (h) : — 
Mearly  smooth,  with  dark  limbs  and  eyes,  the  tubercles  indicated  by  slight  swellings,  which 

are,  however,  surmounted  with  a  longer  fleshy  hair.  The  proboscis  reaching  bej'ond  tip  of 
abdomen. 

Hibernating  Larva  (i)  :— 

■With  the  tubercles  quite  large,  smooth,  and  surmounted  at  tip  with  a  single  spinous  hair. 

The  true  female  yet  remains  to  be  described.  Most  entomolocrlsts  would  consider 

the  forms  c  and  e  as  specifically  distinct  from  R'deyi—%o  abdormal  do  they  appear  :  but 
a  careful  Summer's  study  of  our  Oak  Phylloxera  leads  me  to  the  conclusion  that  they 
are  but  forms  of  one  and  the  only  species  occurring  on  the  Oak  in  America.  In  fact, 

the  polymorphism  of  these  insects  is  not  yet  sufficiently  appreciated  even  among 

entomologists  ;  and  1  am  strongly  inclined  to  believe  that  the  discussion  about  the  dif- 
ferent species  occurring  on  Oak  in  Europe,  is  based,  in  great  part,  on  the  variations  of  a 

single  species.  The  tubercles  in  Rileyi  vary  somewhat  with  each  molt,  and  1  have 
come  to  look  upon  the  paleness  or  intensity  of  color  as  of  little  specitic  value. 

At  least  tive  generations  intervene  from  the  mothers  which  hibernate  to  the  winged 

form  appearing  first  in  July;  and,  frotn  having  enclosed  some  of  the  first  winged 

females  in  muslin  bags  covering  leaves  that  were  carefully  freed  of  all  insect  life  ;  and 

having  subsequently  found  such  leaves  infested  with  the  ordinary  agamous  female 

with  her  progeny  in  all  stages,  there  is  reason  to  believe  that  the  winged  mothers  may 

*  These  males  are  so  very  minute,  that  the  generative  organ  is  not  easily  resolved,  and  jjresents  a 

diflerent  appeimance,  .iccording  to  position  on  the  slide;  but  in  most  cases  I  could  discern  these  dusky 

pi'occsscs  with  sufficient  distinctness. 
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T)e  produced  twice  a  year;  i.  e.  there  are  two  full  cycles  of  development  annually.  It 
Is  quite  evident  to  nie,  however,  that  there  is  no  great  regularity  as  to  tlie  time  of 
the  appearance  of  eitlier  the  winged  or  sexual  individuals  ;  or  even  as  to  tlie  number  of 
generations  intervening  between  two  generations  of  winged  mothers  :  so  much  depends 

■on  conditions,  and  the  species  is  so  easily  influenced  in  its  development  by  the 
character  of  the  weather  and  food  conditions.  Thus,  the  winged  motliers  are  much 
more  abundant  on  young  trees  witli  tender  succulent  foliage  than  on  the  tougher 
leaves  of  the  larger  trees  ;  and  I  am  pretty  conlident  that  it  is  no  particular  generation 
that  hibernates;  but  that  it  may  be  either  tlie  first,  second,  third,  etc.,  from  the 

impregnated  egg,  according  as  we  have  earlj-  or  late  cold  weather.  From  August  the 
insects  continue  to  grow  and  multiply,  with  decreasing  rapidity  however,  until  the 
leaves  commence  to  turn.  The  mothers  then  gradually  perish  and  the  young  forsake 
the  leaves  and  crowd  around  the  stems ;  this  happening  in  1874,  from  the  middle  to  the 
end  of  October. 

Whether  with  this  species,  as  in  the  case  of  the  Grape,  and  the  European  Oak 
«pecies,  some  of  the  wingless,  agamous  females  also  lay  the  sexual  eggs  precisely  as  do 
the  winged  females,  I  have  not  yet  ascertained;  though  I  have  no  reason  to  doubt  that 
«uch  will  prove  to  be  the  case. 

THE  KOCKY  MOUNTAIN  LOCUST-^ Caloptenus  spreius  Thomas.* 

(Ord.,  Orthoptera;  Fam.,  AcRiDiD.E.f) 

This  insect  is  a  fit  subject  for  the  close  of  that  portion  of  the 

present  Report  which  comes  under  the  head  of  "Noxious  Insects." 
Few,  indeed,  are  there  more  noxious  than  this  plague  of  the  West, 

which  in  1874  proved  a  national  calamity,  reducing  untold  thousands 

to  misery  and  distress.  Feeling  the  iinportance  of  the  subiect,  I  spent 
some  time  in  the  ravaged  districts  of  Kansas,  and  carefully  studied 
the  habits  of  the  pest  as  it  poured  into  our  western  counties. 

ITS  NATURAL  HISTORY. 

The  life-history  of  this  insect  is  essentially  the  same  as  that  of  the 
more  common  locusts  that  are  with  us  every  year.  The  female,  when 

about  to  lay  her  eggs,  forces  a  hole  in  the  ground  by  means  of  the 

two  pairs  of  horny  valves  which  open  and  shut  at  the  tip  of  her  abdo- 
men, and  which,  from  their  peculiar  structure,  are  admirably  fitted 

*The  species  was  named  in  MS.  by  Mr.  r.  R.  Uhlei",  of  Baltimore,  Md.,  but  never  by  him 
•described.  Mr.  B.  1).  AValsli  subsequently  (Pract.  Ent.  II,  p.  1)  adopted  Mr.  Uhler's  name  in  connec- 
:tion  with  a  partial  description;  but  Mr.  Tliomas  first  fully  defined  the  species,  as  here  distinguished  and 

fl-efen-ed  to  by  me.    The  question  as  to  the  validity  of  the  species  will  be  discussed  in  the  proper  place. 

t  LocustklcE  of  Westwood. 
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[Fig.  23.] for  the  purpose.  (See  Fig^ 

24,  where  5,  c  show  the- 
structure  of  one  of  each  of 

the  upper  and  lower  valves)' 
With  the  valves  closed  she 

pushes  the  tips  in  the 

ground,  and  by  a  series  o-f 
muscular  efforts  and  the 

continued  opening  and 

^  shutting  of  the  valves,  she 

drills  a  hole  until,  in  a  few 

minutes  (the  time  varying 
Rocky  Mountain  Locust: — a,  a,  a,  female  in  different 

positions,  ovipositing;    b,    egg-pod  extracted  from  ground,  with  the  Uature  of    the  SOil) 
■with  the  end  broken  open ,  showing  liovv  the  eggs  are  arranged ; 
c,  a  few  eggs  lying  loose  on  the  gi-ound;  rf,  e,  shows  the  earth  f  I,  £»    •cphnlfk    ahrlnmpn    i«j   hn^ 
partially  removed,  to  illustrate  an  egg-mass  already  in  place,   ''"*=    WllUie    (tuuumeu    is    uu and  one  being  placed; /,  shows  where  such  a  mass  has  been     •     j      ii         .•  u  •     ~    „ 
coveredup.  ried,  the   tips  reaching  an- 
inch  or  more  below  the  surface,  by  means  of  great  distention.  Now^ 

with  hind  legs  hoisted  straight  above  the  back,  and  the  shanks  hug- 
ging more  or  less  closely  the  thighs,  she  commences  ovipositing^ 

the  eggs  being  voided  in  a  pale,  glistening  and  glutinous  fluid  which 
holds  them  together  and  binds  them  into  a  long  cylindrical  pod,  covered 
with  particles  of  earth  which  adhere  to  it.  When  fresh  the  whole 

mass  is  soft  and  moist,  but  it  soon  acquires  a  firmer  consistency.  It 

is  often  as  long  as  the  abdomen,  and  usually  lies  in  a  curved  or  slant- 
ing position.  It  is  never  placed  much  more  than  an  inch  below  the 

surface,  except  where  some  vegetable  root  has  been  followed  down 

and  devoured,  and  the  insect  leaves  her  eggs  before  emerging;  in  this 
way  the  mass  is  sometimes  placed  a  foot  below  the  surface.  The  egg& 

which  compose  this  mass  are  laid  side  by  side  to  the  number  of  fromi 

30  to  100,  according  to  size  of  mass.  They  are  0.15  to  0.20  inch  long,, 

one-fourth  as  wide,  slightly  curved,  of  a  pale  yellow 
color,  and  rather  larger  at  the  anterior  than  the  pos- 

terior end.  As  the  hatching  period  approaches,  they 

become  more  plump  and  pale,  and  the  embryo,  with 

its  dark  eyes,  is  visible  through  the  shell  which  is 

now  somewhat  transparent.  The  opening  to  this  egg- 

mass  is  covered  up  by  the  mother,  but  the  newly  Lornyv'-dvelf' '^^^^^^^ 
hatched  insect  has  no  difficulty  in  escaping.  When  first  hatched  the 

little  hopper  is  quite  pale,  but  soon  becomes  mottled  with  gray  and 
brown.    In  escaping  irom  the  egg  it  is  at  first  covered  with  a  delicate^ 

Rocky  Mountain 
Locust: — Anal  charao- 
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Rocky   iMountaik  Locust: — ^ 

iFig.  25.]  white  pellicle  which  has  to  be  cast  off 

before  there  can  be  freedom  of  motion  ; 

so  that  the  insect  may  be  said  to  molt  as 

soon  as  it  is  born.  Except  in  having  a 

narrower  pro-thorax,  sloping  roof-fashion 
to  a  median  ridge,  and  in  lacking  wings, 

■^^     the  young  locust  scarcely  differs  in  struc- 

rS^i'"^'"''^'^''"'"'''''^"'^"™'^"^'"''''''^"^®  ̂ ^^'^  ̂ ts  parent;  and  the  perfect 
winged  form  is  gradually  assumed  through  a  series  of  four  molts,  du- 

ring the  first  three  of  which  the  wing-pads  become  larger,  and  during 
the  last,  from  the  pupa  (Fig.  25,  c,)  to  the  perfect  state,  the  thorax 
becomes  flattened,  the  wings  are  acquired  and  the  insect  ceases  to 

grow  and  is  ready  to  procreate.  The  time  required  from  hatching  till 
the  wings  are  obtained  averages  about  two  months.  The  high  and 
long  flights  characteristic  to  the  species  after  the  wings  are  acquired, 
are  seldom  indulged,  except  when  there  is  a  fair  wind. 

Just  as  the  mature  insects  fly,  as  a  rule,  in  a  southeasterly  direc- 
tion, so  the  young,  soon  after  they  hatch,  manifest  the  same  desire  to 

move  toward  the  coutheast.  They  are  most  active  in  the  heat  of  the 

day,  but  are  perhaps  more  ravenous  at  night.  They  migrate  short 

distances  every  clear  day,  but  do  not  like  to  cross  a  stream  unless 

they  can  jump  it.  If  driven  into  water,  however,  they  kick  about, 

making  considerable  progress,  and  do  not  easily  drown.  Such  at  least 

are  the  habits  of  the  young  hatched  in  the  Mississippi  Valley,  though 
it  is  very  probable  that  in  their  native  table  lands  of  the  mountain 

region  the  migrating  habit  is  not  developed  till  they  have  acquired 
wings,  and  are  forced  from  hunger  to  seek  new  quarters. 

THE  EGGS  ARE  LAID  BY  PREFERENCE 

In  bare,  sandy  places,  especially  on  high,  dry  ground,  which  is  toler- 
ably compact  and  not  loose.  It  is  generally  stated  that  they  are  not 

laid  in  meadows  and  pastures,  and  that  hard  road-tracks  are  preferred ;. 
in  truth,  however,  meadows  and  pastures,  where  the  grass  is  closely 

grazed  are  much  used  for  ovipositing  by  the  female,  while  on  well 

traveled  roads  she  seldom  gets  time  to  fulfill  the  act  without  being- 
disturbed.  Thus  a  well  traveled  road  may  present  the  appearance  of 

being  perfectly  honey-combed  with  holes,  when  an  examination  will 
show  that  most  of  them  are  unfinished,  and  contain  no  eggs ;  whereas 

a  field  covered  with  grass-stubble  may  show  no  signs  of  such  holes 
and  yet  abound  with  eggs.    Furthermore,  the  insects  are  more  readily 
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noticed  at  their  work  along  roads  and  roadsides  than  in  fields,  a  fact 

which  has  also  had  something  to  do  in  forming  the  popular  impression. 

Newly  broken  or  plowed  land  is  not  liked;  it  presents  too  loose  a  sur- 
face. Moist  or  wet  ground  is  always  avoided  for  the  purpose  under 

consideration.  During  the  operation  the  female  is  very  intent  on  her 

work  and  may  be  gently  approached  without  becoming  alarmed, 

though  when  suddenly  disturbed  she  makes  great  efforts  to  get  away 
and  extricates  her  abdomen  in  the  course  of  half  a  minute  or  more. 

THE  MIGRATORY  IXSTINCT  AND  GREAT  DESTRUCTIVE  POWER  BELONG   TO  BUT  ONE 
SPECIES  WEST  OF  THE  MISSISSIPPI. 

Being  anxious  to  ascertain  whether  the  injuries  reported  in  the 

difi'erent  parts  of  the  country  between  the  Mississippi  and  the  Rocky 
Mountains  were  all  caused  by  one  species,  or  whether  others  joined 

their  forces  in  devastating  the  country,  I  took  some  pains  to  procure 

specimens  from  as  many  different  localities  as  possible.  What  with 

specimens  collected  in  previous  years  in  Colorado,  and  received  from 
Missouri  and  Texas,  and  those  obtained  in  1874,  I  now  have  material 

from  Manitoba,  Minnesota,  Nebraska,  Iowa,  Colorado,  Kansas,  Mis- 
souri, Indian  Territory  and  Texas.  In  each  instance  it  is  the  same 

species  that  proves  such  a  scourge.  As  we  shall  presently  see,  the 

same  species  occurs  in  Wyoming,  Utah,  Idaho,  Nevada,  Montana  and 
Arizona.  I  know  nothing  of  the  migratory  species  which  at  times 

does  damage  in  California  and  other  parts  of  the  country  west  of  the 

Kocky  Mountains  ;  some  have  supposed  it  to  be  (Edipoda  atrox  Scud- 
der ;  but  I  agree  with  Mr.  Thomas  that,  with  its  comparatively  short 

wings,  this  species  cannot  sustain  lengthened  flight,  and  the  probab- 
ility is  that  the  spretus  under  consideration,  or  a  race  of  it,  is  the 

culprit. 

Only  occasionally  do  specimens  of  some  of  the  more  common 

species  accompany  the  migratory  one.  Thus  the  larger  and  common 

species,  the  Two-striped  Locust  {ColojHenus  hivittatus^  Say)  and  the 
Diiferential  Locust  {C.  diiferentialis,  Walk.)  which  are  incapable  of 

migrating  to  any  great  distance,  and  which  are  common  in  the  Missis- 
sippi Valley,  ha:ve  occasionally  been  caught  with  the  spretus^  and 

sent  to  me  with  it.  Already  existing  in  the  country  invaded  by  the 

Rocky  Mountain  species,  they  were  simply  gathered  up  with  it. 
Yet,  while  no  other  species  possesses  such  wonderful  migratory 

habits,  several  become  so  enormously  multiplied  during  certain  years 

in  their  native  homes  as  to  commit  very  serious  injury  to  vegetation. 

Of  these,  1  shall  speak  more  fully  further  on. 
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EASILY  CONFOUNDED  WITH  THE  RED-LEGGED  LOCUST. 

In  my  endeavors  to  accurately  map  out  the  territory  in  our  State 

invaded  in  1874  by  the  Kocky  Mountain  Locust,  I  have  been  fre- 

quently puzzled  by  accounts  from  counties  east  of  the  limit-line 
presently  indicated.  In  every  such  instance,  vs^here  I  have  been  able  to 

obtain  specimens,  they  proved  to  be  the  common  Red-legged  Locust, 
t^'g-  -*'l  This  last  species  is  common  in  most  of  the 

States,  extending  to  the  Atlantic,  and  is 

even    reported   in    parts    of    the    Rocky 

^^  Mountain  region,  where  the  Hateful  spe- 
ked-legged  Locust.  cies  is  at  home.    The   two   bear  such   a 

close  general  resemblance  that  even  entomologists  have  doubted  their 

specific  distinctness  ;  and  indeed  size  and  colorational  characters 

would  not  suffice  to  separate  the  exceptional  individuals  which  depart 

most  from  the  typical  characters  of  their  species,  and  approach  most 

[Fig. 27]  to  those  of  the  other.    Yet  they  are  dis- 

tinct, as  species  go,  and  in  order  to  prop- 
erly study  the  distribution  of  the  Rocky 

Mountain  species,  and  its  power  of  be- 
coming acclimated  in  the  Mississippi 

Valley  or  not,  it  is  of  the  first  importance  that  observers  confound  not 

the  two  species.  Hence,  I  shall  describe  in  detail  the  two  insects. 
From  these  details,  which  follow,  it  is  evident  that  the  distinguishing 

Rocky  Mountain  Locust. 

[Fig.  28] 
characters,  most  easily  observed  [Fig  29.] 

by  the  non-entomologist,  are  the   ̂ ^^ 
relative  length  of  wing,  and  the 

structure  of  the   terminal  joint 

Rocky  Mountain  Lo- 

-.    .,  1  ,    T  ,  .    ,      .  Red-legged  Locust: 
Ot    the    male    abdomen,    which    is  Aualcharacieisofmale; 

iiv/vox  ^u.»yu  ■.i.iiii-.  _Ln^-  "1  side  view;    b,  c,  hiinL 

cust:— .>aial  characters  of  tumed  Up  like  the  prOW  of  a  ship  aiid  top  views,  of  tip. 
male;    a,  side  view;   b,  c, 

hiud  and  top  views,  of  tip.  — this  last  character  being  the  most  important  and 
constant.  The  Rocky  Mountain  species  has  the  wings  extending,  when 

closed,  about  one-third  their  length  beyond  the  tip  of  the  abdomen, 
and  the  last  or  upturned  joint  of  the  abdomen  narrowing  like  the 

prow  of  a  canoe,  and  notched  or  produced  into  two  tubercles  at  top. 

The  wings  of  the  Red-legged  Locust  extend,  on  an  average,  about  one- 
sixth  their  length  beyond  the  tip  of  the  abdomen,  and  the  last  abdom- 

inal joint  is  shorter,  broader,  more  squarely  cut  off  at  top,  without 

terminal  tubercles,  and  looking  more  like  the  stern  of  a  barge. 
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DESCRIPTIVE. 

The  large  amount  of  material  above  referred  to  has  enabled  me  to  make  very  thor- 

ough comparisons  between  the  two  species.  The  genus  Coloptenus  to  which  the  spe- 

cies belongs,  is  distinguished  principally  by  the  stoutness  of  the  spine-like  tubercle  on 

the  fore-breast  between  the  front  legs,  and  by  the  tip  of  the  abdomen  in  the  male  being 

much  swollen.  Mr.  Cyrus  Thomas,  in  his  admirable  work  on  the  "  Acrididre  of  N.  A." 
has  published  good  descriptions  of  the  known  N.  A.  species,  and  I  will  transfer  what 

he  has  said  of  the  two  in  question— adding  only  some  subsidiary  remarks  in  brackets, 
and  at  the  close: 

Coloptenus  Femur-rttbrum,  Burm.  Handb.  Ent.,  11.  63S. 
Syn.  Acridium  femur-rahrum,  Deg.  Ins.,  Ill,  PI.  42,  Fig.  5,  p.  498. 

femorale,  Oliv..  Encyl.  Meth.,  121  Ins.  VI,  228. 
Gryllus  {Loeusta)  erythropus,  Gmel.,  Linn.  Syst.  Nat.  I,  IV,  208G. 

"  Grizzled  with  dirtj'  olive  and  brown;  a  black  spot  extending  from  the  eyes  along 
the  sides  of  the  thorax ;  [but  never  onto  the  third  lobe]  ;  an  oblique  yellow  line  on  each 
side  of  the  body  beneath  the  wings;  a  row  of  dusky,  brown  spots  along  the  middle  of 
the  wing-covers ;  and  the  hindmost  shanks  and  feet  blood-red,  with  black  spines.  The 
wings  are  transparent,  with  a  very  pale  greenish-yellow  tint  next  to  the  body,  and  are 
netted  with  brown  lines.  The  hindmost  thighs  have  two  large  spots  on  the  upper  side, 
and  the  extremity  black  [more  correctlj'  three  such  spots,  or  including  the  extreme  one 
at  tip,  four  :  Harris  seems  to  have  overlooked  the  basal  one]  ;  but  are  red  below,  and 
yellow  on  the  inside.  The  appendages  at  the  tip  of  the  body  in  tlie  male  are  of  a  long 
triangular  form.  Length  from  [to  tip  of  abdomen]  0.75  to  1  inch  ;  expansion  of  wings 
1.25  to  1.75  inches."  As  this  species,  which  is  so  common,  varies  considerably,  1  have 
-concluded  to  give  Dr.  Harris's  description  without  change,  adding  the  following  :  Ver- 

tex but  slightly  depressed,  with  a  minute  angular  expansion  in  front  of  the  eyes  ;  frontal 
costa  usually  but  slightly  sulcate ;  sides  parallel.  Eyes  large  and  rather  prominent. 

Elytra  and  wings  generally  a  little  [usuallj'^  extending  about  1-6  their  length  beyond 
the  abdomen]  longer  than  the  abdomen.  The  cerci  of  the  male  rather  broad  and  flat 
[longer  and  narrower  towards  tip  than  in  spretus]  ;  apex  of  last  ventral  segment  entire 
and  truncate.  The  yellow  stripes  on  the  side  extend  from  the  base  of  the  wing  to  the 
insertion  of  the  posterior  femora.  The  ground  color  varies  with  localities  and  age,  and 
most  of  the  specimens  from  one  or  two  sections  appear  to  have  unspotted  elytra  ;  some- 

times a  reddish-brown  tint  prevails  ;  at  others  a  dark-olive  ;  at  others  a  dark  purplish- 
brown  ;  yet  the  markings  generally  remain  the  same. 

Localities. — Maine,  Massachusetts,  Connecticut,  New  York,  Pennsylvania,  Mary- 
land, Tennessee,  Illinois,  Minnesota,  Ohio,  Nebraska,  Missouri,  Kansas,  Colorado, 

Wyomnig,  Vancouver's  Island  (?),  west  coast  of  America  (?)— [Thomas,  ̂ c?-i(iirfcE  of  N. 
A.  (1873),  pp.  1G3-4. 

In  addition  to  what  Mr.  Thomas  states  of  the  variation  in  color,  it  may  be  added 

that  the  dark  marks  on  the  hind  thighs  are  in  exceptional  specimens  wholly  wanting, 

and  in  others  so  confluent  that  the  Avhole  of  the  upper  part  is  brown-black.  In  order 

ito  show  how  variable  (within  certain  limits,  however,)  is  the  relative  length  of  wing,  I 

will  add  measurements  of  over  eighty  specimens,  all  taken  in  St.  Louis  county.  As 

the  length  of  the  abdomen  is  an  uncertain  criterion,  varying  according  as  this  last  is 
distended  with  eggs  or  contracted  from  one  cause  and  another,  I  have  made  these 

measurements  from  the  juncture  of  the  hind  thighs  and  shanks.  The  specimens  were 

killed  in  the  cyanide. bottle,  and  while  yet  fresh  and  supple  laid  flat  on  a  scale  divided 

into  hundredths  of  an  inch.  The  furthermost  hind  leg  was  then  stretched  until  the 

suture  between  shank  and  thigh  was  just  visible  above  the  inner  border  of  the  front 

wings.  Careful  measurements  were  then  taken,  lirst  of  the  whole  body,  second  of  the 

extent  of  wing  beyond  the  base  of  shank,  third  of  extent  of  abdomen  beyond  the 

the  same.  It  will  be  understood  that  as  the  abdomen  shrinks  slightly  in  drying,  and 

the  wings  do  not,  the  figures  in  the  fourth  column  in  all  these  tables  are  somewhat 

lower  than  if  taken  from  dry  specimens.  The  tables  showing  these  measurements 

will  prove  interesting  when  compared  with  that  further  on,  giving  similar  measure- 
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•merits  of  spretus,  and  conclusively  show  by  comparing  the  figures  in  the  fourth  col- 
umn that  the  specific  distinction  cannot,  as  Mr.  Walsh  thought,  be  safely  and  solely 

left  to  length  of  wing  beyond  the  abdomen ;  as  specimens  of  either  species  may 

approach  each  other  in  this  respect  to  within  the  hundredth  of  an  inc?i,  and  might  be 

found  to  entirely  agree  if  larger  suites  were  compared.  Nevertheless  this  relative 

length  of  wing  has  great  value  as  a  specific  character,  since  of  all  the  specimens  meas- 
ured, in  even  the  longest  winged  femur-rubrum  the  wings  fall  short  one  hundredth  of 

an  inch  of  extending  as  far  beyond  the  abdomen  as  they  do  in  the  shortest  winged 

■  spretus.  The  anal  characters  of  the  male,  (Fig.  29)  will  be  found  pretty  constant  and 

reliable.  Yet  they  also  vary  and  frequently  approach  spretus  in  the  narrowing  notched 

form  of  the  tip.  In  the  female  the  anal  characters  are  of  less  value  in  distinguishing 

'the  species. 

CALOPTENU3  FEMUK-RCBROM. 

Measurements  of  the  Male;    in  Hundredths  of  an  Inch. 

Whole  length  from  front 
of  head  to  tip  of 

wing. 

Length  of  wing  beyond 
base  of  tibia. 

Length  of  abdomen 
beyond  base  of 

tibia. 

Length  of  wing  beyond 

tip  of  abdomen. 

0.95 0.03 
0.03 

0.00 
1.05 0.04 

0.03 
0.01 1.00 0.03 0.02 0.01 

1.03 0.04 0.03 
0.01 1.03 

0.04 
0.03 O.OI 

1.03 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.98 0.02 0.00 0.02 l.OS 0.05 0.03 0.02 
0.97 

0.02 
0.00 0.02 

1.06 0.10 0.08 0.02 
1.03 0.04 

0.02 

0.C2 

0.94 0.02 0.00 0.02 
1.06 

O.OS 
0.05 0.03 

1.10 
o.mi 

0.06 
0.03 

1.02 

o.o;'. 

0.06 

0.03 

1.04 0.05 
0.02 

0.03 
1.10 O.OB 0.04 0.04 0.95 0.09 0.05 0.04 

0.99 0.08 0.04 
0.04 

1.05 
O.OcS 0.04 

0.04 
1.08 0.09 0.05 

0.04 1  08 0.10 0.06 
0.04 

1.09 0.08 0.03 
0.05 •0.99 0.05 0.00 
0.05 

1.04 0.05 0.00 0.05 
1.05 0.06 0.00 

0.06 

1.12 0.12 0  05 
0.07 

1.05 
O.OS 

0.00 0.08 

Measurements  of  Female. 

1.22 0.13 0.15 0.00 
1.15 0.13 0.15 0.00 
1.05 

0.04 
0.05 

0.01 
1.08 0.09 0.10 0.01 1.20 0.13 0.14 

0.01 
1.15 0.03 0.03 0.01 
1.03 

0.04 
0.04 

0.01 1.10 0.06 0.05 
0.01 

1.00 0.03 0.02 0.01 
1.06 

0.03 0.02 

0.01 

1.08 0.03 
0.02 

0.01 1.08 
0.04 

0.03 0.02 
1.05 O.03 0.02 0.02 
1.09 

0.06 
0.04 0.02 

1.15 0.14 
0.12 0.02 

1.04 0.02 0.00 0.02 
1.08 0.02 

0.00 
0.02 

1.04 0.03 0.00 0.03 

1.09 0.08 0.05 0.03 
1.03 0.03 

0.00 0.03 

1.08 0.12 0.09 
0.03 

1.04 0.03 
0.00 0.03 

l.M 0.06 0.03 0.03 

Jl.13 
0.14 

0.10 0.04 
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•Measurements  of  Female — Continued. 

Whole  length  from  front 
of  head  to  tip  of 

wing. 

Length  of  wing  beyond 
base  of  tibia. 

Length  of  abdomen 
beyond  base  of tibia. 

Length  of  wing  beyond 

tip  of  abdomen. 

1.13 0.08 0.04 
0.04 

1.08 
0.04 

0.00 

0.04 

1.13 0.09 0.0.5 
0.04 

1  18 0.12 
0.08 

0.04 
1.13 0.0!) 0.05 0.04 
1.15 0.13 

0.08 
0.05 

1.09 0.08 0.03 
0.0.5 1.15 0.13 

0.08 

0.05 

1.19 0.L5 0.10 
0.05 

1.19 0.14 O.09 
0.05 1.04 0.0.5 0.00 
0.05 1.19 0.14 

0.08 

0.06 1.1.5 0.14 
0.08 0.06 

1.18 0.08 0.02 
0.06 1.18 

0.14 

0.08 
0.06 

1.13 0.09 
0.03 

0.06 1.13 0.09 
0.02 

0.07 

1.06 0.10 

o-.os 
0.07 

1.09 0.10 (K03 
0.07 

1.13 0.10 
(k.03 

0.07 
1.15 0.10 

(U03 
0.07 

1.15 0.08 
0.00 0.08 1.13 0.08 

0.00 

0.08 
1.14 0.15 O.OG 0.09 

1.18 0.09 
0.00 

0.09 

1.10 0.13 

fl.04 

0.09 l.Ki 

0.1-2 

0.03 

0.09 

1.19 0.33 

0.12 

0  11 

1.1.5 
0.14 0.03 

0.11 
1.13 

0.12 ■ 

0.00 
0.12 

Caloptenus  spretus  Uhler  Mss. 

Syii.,  Aeridium  spretum"^  TUos.  Trans.  111.  Sr.  Agr.  Soc ,  V,  450. 

Very  much  like  C.  femur-rubi-um.,  Burm.,  the  principal  difference  being  in  the  length 
of  the  elytra  and  wings;  a  notch  at  the  tip  of  the  la.st  [cf]  ventral  segment.  Posterior 
lobe  ot  the  pronotum  slightly  expanding ;  median  somewhat  distinct.  Elytra  and 
wings  pass  the  abdomen  about  one-third  their  length.  The  last  [c?]  ventral  segment, 
which  is  turned  up  almost  vertically,  is  somewhat  tapering  and  is  notched  at  the  apex, 
which  distinguislies  it  from  the  femur-rubrum  ;  the  notch  is  small,  but  is  distinct.  Pros- 
ternal  spine  robust,  sub-cylindrical,  transverse.    Migratory. 

Col,o7\ — Scarcely  distinct  from  the  C./e;;iM?--?7<i/vo/i.  The  occiput  and  disk  of  the 
pronatum  generally  reddish-brown  ;  the  i)Osterior  lobe  somewhat  paler  than  tiie  ante- 

rior and  middle.  Spots,  as  m  femiir-rubrum,  arranged  in  a  line  along  the  middle  of  the 
elytra  ;  these  are  a  little  larger  and  more  abundant  towards  the  apex.  The  head  and 
thorax  are  sometimes  a  very  dark  olive-brown,  at  others,  reddish-brown,  and  even 
brownish-yellow,  the  color  deepening  with  age.  The  wings  are  pellucid,  nerves  dusky 
toward  the  apex;  when  flying  high  and  against  the  sun,  their  wings  look  like  large 
snow  flakes. 

Dimensions. — 5  Length,  [to  tip  of  abdomen]  1  to  1.2  inches  ;  elytra  as  long  as  the 
body  ;  posterior  femora,  0.55  inch  ;  posterior  tibi;e,  0.5  inch,  c?  Length,  0.85  to  1  inch  ; 
elytra,  0.9  to  1.05  inches. 

*This  is  called  '  'Aeridium  spretis,  Uhler"  in  the  article  alluded  to,  and  I  very  much  doubt  if  the 
description  refers  to  the  species  in  (lucstiou;  first,  liecause  I  do  not  believe  that  sprc^MS  occurs  in  Mur- 
physboro,  Ills.,  where  Mr.  Thomas  was  then  residing,  and  where  he  quotes  Aeridium  spretis  as  being 

(luite  common;  secondly  because  the  description  in  some  respects  would  not  apply  to  spretus  as  at  pres- 
ent defined.  I  call  attention  to  this  discrepancy,  Ijccause  it  is  upon  this  (as  1  believe  erroneous)  refer- 

ence, that  Mr.  Thomas  quotes  spretus  from  Illinois;  whereas  I  agree  Avith  Mr.  Walsh  that  (as  we 

understand  the  species  to-day)  it  is  not  indigenous  to  that  State.  Where  the  anal  characters  of  the  male 
are  not  carefully  given,  it  is  impossible  to  be  sure  of  the  species. 
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minoissj  [very  questionable],  Iowa,  Missouri,  Nebraska,  Kansas,  Colorado,  "Wyo- 
ming, Utab,  Idaho,  Nevada,  Montana,  Minnesota,  and  Dakota.  (Tbomas,  by  examina- 

tion and  collections  in  person);  Minnesota,  Wisconsin  [doubtful],  Dakota  (Scudder) ; 
Texas,  Arizona,  British  America  ^Thomas)— [Thomas,  Acrididce  of  N.  A.,  pp.  164-5. 

Regarding  coloration,  as  with  fcmur-rubrum,  it  is  quite  variable,  and  the  dead  speci- 
mens convey  a  very  imperfect  idea  of  the  living  colors,  which  are  thus  given  in  my 

notes  taken  in  the  tield.  Tlie  more  common  specimens  are  yellowish-whi:;e  beneath  ; 

glaucous  across  the  breast  and  about  mouth-parts;  pale  bluish-glaucous— often  with 
shades  of  purple— on  the  sides  of  the  head  and  thorax  and  on  the  front  of  the  face ; 

olive-brown  on  the  top  of  head  and  thorax  ;  pale  beneath,  more  or  less  bluish  above 

and  marked  with  black,  especially  towards  base,  on  the  abdomen.  The  front  wings 

have  the  ground-color  pale  grayish-yellow,  inclining  to  green,  and  their  spots  and  veins 

brown;  the  hind  wings,  except  a  yellowish  or  brownish  shade  at  apex  and  along  the 

front  edge  and  a  green  tint  at  base,  are  transparent  and  colorless,  with  the  veins  brown. 

The  front  and  middle  legs  are  yellowish.  The  hind  legs  have  the  thighs  striped  with 

pale  glaucous  and  reddish  on  the  outside  and  upper  half  of  inside,  with  four  broad 

black  or  dusky  marks  on  the  upper  edge,  the  terminal  one  extending  beneath  around 

the  knee.  The  shanks  are  coral-red  with  black  spines ;  the  feet  somewhat  paler,  with 

black  claws  ;  antennae  pale  yellow  ;  palpi  tipped  with  black.  In  the  dead  specimens  all 

these  colors  become  more  dingy  and  yellow.  Palpi  and  front  legs  in  some  specimens 

tinged  with  red  or  blue  ;  the  hind  tibia3  sometimes  yellowish  instead  of  red,  especially 
in  the  middle. 

Larva— When  newly  hatched,  the  larva  is  of  a  uniform  pale  gray  without  distinc- 
tive marks.  It  soon  becomes  mottled  with  the  characteristic  marks  however.  After 

the  first  molt  the  hind  thighs  are  conspicuously  marked  on  the  upper  outside  with  a 

longitudinal  black  line ;  the  thorax  is  dark  with  the  median  dorsal  carina  and  two  dis- 
tinct lateral  stripes  pale  yellow,  the  black  extending  on  the  head  behind  the  eyes.  The 

sides  of  the  thorax  then  become  more  yellow  with  each  molt,  the  black  on  the  hind 

thighs  less  pronounced,  and  the  face  at  first  black  and  then  spotted.  The  occiput  and 
abdomen  above  are  mottled  with  brown,  the  former  marked  with  a  fine  median,  and 

two  broader  anteriorly  converging  pale  lines,  the  latter  with  two  rather  broken  lateral 
lines  of  the  same  color. 

PMjoa— The  pupa  is  characterized  by  its  paler,  more  yellow  color,  bringing  more 

strongly  into  relief  the  black  on  the  upper  part  of  the  thorax  and  behind  the  eyes  ;^y 

the  spotted  nature  of  the  face,  especially  along  the  ridges,  by  the  isolation  of  the  black 

subdorsal  mark  on  the  two  anterior  lobes  of  prothorax,  and  by  the  large  size  of  the 

wing-pads,  which— visible  from  the  first  molt  and  increasing  with  each  subsequent 

molt— are  now  dark,  with  a  distinct  pale  discal  spot,  and  pale  veins  and  borders.  The 
hind  shanks  incline  to  bluish  rather  than  red  as  in  the  mature  insect. 

In  the  following  table  of  measurements,  introduced  for  comparison  with  that  given 

of  femur-rub ru77t,  the  same  rules  were  adopted  as  in  the  other  case,  and  particular  paius 

were  taken  to  get  specimens  from  as  many  parts  of  the  ravaged  country  as  possible  ; 

also,  by  study  of  the  structural  and  other  peculiarities  of  spretus  to  guard  against  the 

chance  mixing  of  specimens  of  femur-rubrum. 

ER — 9 
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CAI/OPTENtrS  SPRETD9. 

Measurements  of  the  Male ;  in  Hundredths  of  an  Inch. 

Whole  length  from  front Length  of  wing  beyond 
Length  of  abdomen  be- 

Length of  wing  beyond  tip 

of  head  to  tip  of ba.se  of  tibia. 
yond  base  of 

of  abdomen. 
wing. tibia. 

1.24 0.2.5 0.05 

0.20 

1.20 0.28 

0.08 

0.20 

1.29 0.28 0.08 0.20 1.18 0.33 0.13 

0.21 

1.26 0.2.5 
0.03 

0.22 

1.22 0.29 

0.06 0.23 

1.10 
0.29 

0.05 

0.24 

1.33 0.29 0.04 0.25 
1.33 0.35 0.09 

0.26 

1.24 0.29 0.03 
0.26 

1.29 0.35 O.OH 

0.27 

1.30 0.32 
0.05 

0.27 

1.30 0.35 
0.08 

0  27 

1.28 0.35 0.08 
0.27 

1.29 0.32 
0.05 0.27 

1.24 0.30 

O.03 
0.27 

1.19 0.33 0.06 0.27 

1.28 o.3e 0.09 

0.27 1.28 
0..30 

0.0-2 

0.28     ■ 

1.24 
0.38 0.09 

0.29 
i.sry 0.39 

0.10 

0.29 
1.23 

0.38 0.09 
0.29 

1.3.) 
0..S5 0.(,5 0.30 

1.3.1 0.40 
0.10 

0.30 

1.3.5 0.34 
O.03 

0.31 1.30 0.34 
0.03 

0.31 
1.33 

0.33 0.02 
0.31 

1.25 0..34 

0.03 

0.31 
1.32 0.34 

0.03 

0.31 1.30 
0.34 0.03 

0.31 1.18 0.34 0.02 0.33 
1.38 0.40 

0.08 

0.32 
1.38 0.42 

0.09 
0.33 

1.40 
0.38 0.05 

0.33 

1.28 
0.38 0.05 o.;« 

1.30 0.35 
0  02 

0.33 

1.24 0.38 0.04 0.34 
1.30 

0.38 
0.03 

0.35 

1.40 
0.38 0.03 

0.35 

1.33 0.35 

0.00 
0.35 

1.33 
0.38 0.03 

0.35 
1.3.5 

0.38 
0  02 

0.36 
1.34 

0.38 

0.02 

0.36 
1.29 

0..38 0.02 0.36 

1.33 
0..35 0.02 0.37 

1.36 0.43 

0.06 

0..37 

1.38 0.34 
0.05 

0.39 

1:33 
0.36 0.03 

0.39 

Measurements  of  Female, 

1.25 
1.2;^ 
1.28 

1.34 
1.38 

1.29 
1..33 
1.44 
1.25 
1.38 
1.24 
1.25 
1.15 
1.35 
1.28 

1.30 
1..33 

1.29 
1.35 
1.16 
1.48 

0.28 
0..33 

0.40 
0.30 
0.40 
0.24 
0.38 
0.38 

0.39 
0.43 
0.3;i 
0.32 
0.33 
0.42 
0.40 0-40 

0.43 0.28 

0.33 0..36 
0..38 

0.15 
0.18 

0.23 0  12 
0.22 0.06 

0.19 0.19 

0.19 
0.23 

0.13 

0.12 0.13 

0.20 0.18 
0.18 
0.20 

0.05 0.10 
0.13 
0.15 

0.13 

0.15 0.17 
0.18 

0.18 

0.18 

0.19 0.19 
0  20 
0.20 
0.20 

0.20 0.20 

0.22 0.22 

0.22 
0.23 0.23 

0.23 0.23 

0.23 
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Measurements  of  Fcmo/e— Continued. 

ole  length  from  front Length  of  wing  beyond Length  of  abdomen  be- Length of  wing  beyond  tip 
of  heml  to  tip  of base  of  tibia. 

yond  base  of of  abdomen. 
wing. tibia. 

1.28 
0.38 0.15 

0-23 

1.30 0.30 0.13 
0  23 

l.'Jit 
0.30 0.12 

0.24 l..iO 0.42 0.18 

0.24 
l.6'i 

0.28 
0  04 0.24 

1  .;{i 
0.32 0.08 

0.24 i.;« 
0.39 

0.15 0.24 
1.3(» 

0.42 0.18 

0.24 !.;« 0.43 
0.19 

0.24 
1.2t> 

0.30 
0.06 0.24 

1.3« 
0.40 0.16 

0.24 1.33 0.30 0.12 

0.24 l.'J4 

0.33 0.08 
0.25 

1. -.;'.• 

0.38 
0.13 

0.25 1.4a 0.43 0.18 
0.25 1  oO 0.43 0.18 

0.25 1.33 
0.33 

0.U8 0.25 

1.30 0.43 0.18 
0.25 

1.30 
0.33 0.08 

0.25 

l.'i.") 

0.30 0.04 

0.2(4 1.30 
0.35 

0.09 0.26 
1.-28 

0.32 0.06 

0.26 

1.34 
0.30 

0.04 
0.26 1.30 

0.34 0.08 
0.26 

1.2o 
0.38 

g.l2 
0.26 1.4,1 0.52 

0.16 0.26 1.4.1 0.44 
0.18 

0.26 1.25 0.30 0.04 

0.26 

1.39 
0.45 

0.18 

0.27 1.52 
0.40 

0.13 
0.27 1.20 

0.36 
0.09 

0.27 1.28 

0.40 
0.13 

0.27 l.-iS 

0.35 
0.08 0.27 

1.33 

0.33 

0.06 
0.27 1.33 

0.35 

0.08 0.27 1.2S 

0.35 
0.08 

0.27 
1.26 

0.39 

0.12 0  27 1.38 
0.42 0.15 

0.17 1.30 0.40 0.13 

0.27 1.23 
0.35 0.08 

0.27 
1.43 

0.30 
0.02 

0.38 

1.29 
0.36 0.08 

0.28 
1.28 

0.38 
0.10 

0.28 1.30 
0  36 0.08 

0.28 

1-35 0.43 0.15 

0.28 
1.30 

0.43 0.15 

0.28 1.33 
0.38 

0.10 0.28 1.38 U.42 
0.13 

0.29 
1.15 

0.38 
0.09 

0.29 1.38 0:42 0.13 
0.29 1.35 0.42 0.13 

0.29 
1.36 0.39 0.10 

0  29 
1.29 

0.38 

0.09 
0.29 

1.38 
0.43 

0.14 0.29 
1.28 

0.38 0.09 

0.2S> 

1.33 
0.39 

0.10 

0.29 

1.36 0.34 0.04 0.30 
1.45 

0.43 0.13 0.30 
1.38 0.33 0.03 

0.30 
1.35 0.40 0.10 

0.30 
1.38 

0.39 0.08 

0.31 1.29 0.35 0.04 

0.31 1.38 
0.35 0.03 0.32 

1.42 
0.48 0.16 

0..S2 1.30 
0.40 

0.18 0.32 
1.43 

0.38 
0,06 

0,32 1.25 
0.35 0.03 

0.32 1.40 0.44 0  12 
0.32 1.33 0.36 

0  04 

0.32 
1.24 

0.36 0.03 0.33 
1.34 0.45 0.12 

0.33 1.35 0.43 
0.10 

0.33 
1.35 0.45 0.10 0.35 

1.32 0.38 

0.03 0.35 

1.33 
0.38 0.03 

0.35 

1.43 0.45 0.10 0.35 
1.38 0.42 

0.04 0.38 

1.53 0.49 0.10 0.39 
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Finally,  to  sum  up  the  diflFerences  between  the  two  species,  besides  the  structural 

and  more  reliable  characters  already  given,  in  general  terms,  sp7'etus  compared  to 

femur-rubrum,  may  be  distinguished  by  the  following  less  reliable  and  more  inconstant 
characters  :  It  is  the  larger  species  ;  the  antennae  are  slightly  shorter  and  paler ;  the 

occiput  and  two  anterior  lobes  of  the  prothorax  are  more  livid  and  darker  ;  tiie  third 

lobe  of  prothorax  broader;  the  dark,  subdorsal,  prothoracic  mark  running  from  the 

eyes  less  pronounced ;  the  oblique,  yellow  line  from  base  of  wings  to  base  of  hind 

thighs  more  often  obsolete ;  the  front  wings  paler  toward  tips,  more  ferruginous  at 

base,  with  larger,  more  conspicuous  spots ;  the  anal  abdominal  joint  of  male  also  much 

paler  ;  the  cerci  and  valves  in  the  female  generally  shorter  and  more  robust. 

Such  are  the  distinguishing  features  betAveen  these  two  insects,  when  the  more 

typical  specimens  of  the  western  spretus  are  compared  with  femur-7-iibrum  as  it  occurs 
around  St.  Louis.  Tliat  these  distinguishing  features  will  lose  their  value  in  propor- 

tion as  abundant  material  from  all  parts  of  the  country  is  examined  and  compared,  I 

have  not  the  least  doubt ;  for  I  have  already  shown  that  such  is  the  fact  so  far  as  color- 

ation and  length  of  wing  is  concerned,  and  the  meagre  material  which  I  have  Irom 

the  East  indicates  considerable  variation  and  approach  in  the  more  important  structu- 
ral characters.  In  considering  the  ravages  of  migratory  locusts  in  the  Atlantic  States,. 

I  shall  recur  to  this  subject. 

CHRONOLOGICAL  IIISTOUY 

The  plague  of  locusts  is  as  old,  nay  older,  than  the  Bible,  where, 

in  Exodus,  we  are  told  how  they  went  up  over  the  land  of  Egypt  and 
"  covered  the  face  of  the  whole  earth,  so  that  the  land  was  darkened  ; 

and  they  did  eat  every  herb  of  the  land,  and  all  the  fruit  of  the  trees- 

which  the  hail  had  left ;  and  there  remained  not  any  green  thing  in. 

the  trees,  or  in  the  herbs  of  the  field,  throughout  all  the  land  of 

Egypt."*  Faulus  Orosius  tells  us  that  in  the  year  of  the  world  3,800; 

such  infinite  myriads  of  locusts  were  blown  from  the  coast  of  Africa 

into  the  sea  and  drowned,  that,  being  cast  upon  the  shore,  they  emit- 

ted a  stench  greater  than  could  have  been  produced  by  the  carcasses 

of  one  hundred  thousand  men,  and  caused  a  general  pestilence.f 

Numerous,  indeed,  are  the  accounts  of  general  devastation,  pesti- 
lence and  famine  that  have  frequently  followed  in  the  wake  of  these 

locusts  in  the  East,  and  travelers  in  South  Africa,  Asia  and  South 

Europe,  have  left  us  abundant  records  of  the  fearful  devastations  of 

this  "  Army  of  the  Great  God,"  as  the  Arabs  term  these  migrating 
hosts.  Their  history  is  one  of  dire  calamity  and  desolation  ;  and  their 

devastations  have  become  part  of  the  history  of  nations  :  they  have 

even  been  perpetuated  in  coins.  Those  who  have  the  curiosity  to 

acquaint  themselves  with  the  history  of  locusts  in  the  more  ancient 

parts  of  the  world,  cannot  do  better  than  refer  to  Kirby  and  Spence,t 

•Exodus,  X,  15. 

tOros,  Contra  Pag,  1,  V.,  c.  2. 

X  Introclnction  to  Ent.  I. ,  Letter  VII. ,  London,  1823. 
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or  to  the  compilation  published  in  this  country  by  Frank  Cowan.*  It 
suffices  here  to  state  that  the  injuries  by  locusts  in  the  desert  coun- 

tries bordering  mountain  ranges  in  the  East,  are  by  no  means  matters 

of  past  history  only,  but  that  they  are  felt  occasionally  at  the  present 
time  as  they  have  been  for  all  time  past.  In  18GG,  during  the  same 

year  as  our  previous  great  invasion,  Algeria  and  the  whole  country 
in  the  north  of  Africa,  was  severely  visited,  causing  the  famine  of  1867, 

and  the  epidemics  which  followed ;  and  even  in  1S74,  these  insects 
caused  serious  alarm  in  the  same  parts  of  Africa;  and  M,  H,  Brocard 
tells  us  that  in  the  three  subdivisions  of  Constantine,  Setif  and  Batna, 

4,820  hectolitres  (about  14,000  bushels)  of  eggs  were  collected.f  The 

species  most  conspicuous  in  its  devastations,  especially  in  Central 

Europe,  is  the  Migratory  Locust  ( (Edlpoda  migraioria,  Linn),  though 

in  Africa  and  Asia  the  Acridium  perigrinum  and  the  Caloptenus 
Italiciis  have  similar  destructive  and  migratory  powers.  All  these 
insects  belong  to  the  same  family  as  our  own  species,  and  the  last 
named,  even  to  the  same  genus. 

[Fig.  30.] 

MIGRATORY  LOCUST  OF  EUROPE. 

While  the  chronological  record  of  Locust  invasions  and  devasta- 

tions in  the  "  Old  World,"  is  full  and  complete,  the  record  of  such  in- 
vasions in  our  own  country,  has  never  been  fully  written.  The  most 

complete  record  that  I  know  of,  is  that  by  Alexander  S.  Taylor,  of 

Monterey,  Cal,,  published  in  the  Smithsonian  Report  for  1858,  (pp.  200- 
213),  to  which  I  am  indebted  for  the  earlier  accounts,  which  follow  : 

From  what  is  here  given,  it  is  very  evident  that  these  insects  have 

occasionally  proved  great  plagues  from  the  earliest  settlement  of  the 

country ;  and  there  can  be  no  doubt  that  from  time  immemorial,  or 

since  our  continent  assumed  its  present  configuration,  they  have  from 

time  to  time  played  the  same  role  of  devastators,  and  that  the  only 

exceptional  circumstance  about  the  1874  irruption,  compared  to  those 

of  former  years,  was  the  larger  area  of  settled  and  cultivated  country 

devastated,  and  the  consequent  greater  amount  of  distress  entailed. 

*  Curious  History  of  Insects,  pp.  101—31,  Phila. ,  1865, 

i-Comptes  Rendus,  Taris  Academy,  .Ian.  25,  1S1'>. 
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The  earliest  record  I  can  find  of  Locust  injuries  in  America,  is  in 

Gage's  West  Indies,  and  they  date  back  to  the  year  1632.  In  speaking 
of  their  visitation  in  Guatemala,  he  says-: 

"The  first  year  of  my  abiding  there  it  pleased  God  to  send  one  of  the  plagues  of 
Egypt  to  that  country,  wliich  was  of  Locusts,  which  I  had  never  seen  till  then.  They 
were  after  the  manner  of  our  Grasshoppers,  but  somewhat  bigger,  which  did  fly  about 
in  numbers  so  thick  and  infinite  that  they  did  truly  cover  the  face  of  the  sun,  and  hin- 

der the  shining  forth  of  the  beams  of  that  bright  planet.  Where  they  lighted,  either 
upon  trees  or  standing  corn,  there  was  nothing  expected  but  ruin,  destruction  and  bar- 

renness ;  for  the  corn  they  devoured,  the  fruits  of  trees  they  ate  and  consumed,  and 

huug  so  thick  upon  the  branches  that  with  their  weight  they' tore  them  from  the  body. The  highways  were  so  covered  with  them  that  they  startled  the  traveling  mules  with 
their  fluttering  about  their  heads  and  feet.  My  eyes  were  often  struck  with  their  wings 
as  1  rode  along  ;  and  much  ado  I  had  to  see  my  way,  what  with  a  montero  wherewith 
I  was  fain  to  cover  my  face,  what  with  the  flight  of  them  which  were  still  before  my 
eyes.  Where  ihey  lighted  in  the  mountains  and  highways,  there  they  left  behind 
them  their  young  ones,  which  were  found  creeping  upon  the  ground,  ready  to  threaten 
such  a  second  year's  plague,  if  not  prevented  ;  wherefore  all  the  towns  were  called,, 
with  spades,  mattocks  and  shovels,  to  dig  long  trenches  and  therein  to  bury  the  young: 
ones." 

The  early  Jesuit  missionaries  of  California  have  left  numerous 

records  of  their  injuries  on  the  Pacific  Coast.  Father  Michael  del 
Barco  records  their  visitations  in  California  in  1722, 1716  and  the  three 

succeeding  years;  also  in  1753, 1754,  and  1765.  Clavigero,  in  his  His- 
tory of  California,  also  gives  a  very  full  description  of  these  pests. 

In  1827, 1828  and  1834,  they  destroyed  all  the  crops  in  the  ranche- 
ros  and  missions,  and  in  1838  and  1846,  again  did  great  damage  in  upper 

California.  "For  more  than  half  a  century  they  have  troubled  the 
Argentine  Republic  in  South  America.  In  a  latitude  corresponding 

with  Louisiana  and  Texas,  but  in  the  southern  hemisphere  they  have 

made  agriculture  worthless,  and  rendered  the  settlement  of  that  mag- 
nificent country  between  the  Andes  and  the  Atlantic  Ocean,  by  a 

dense  population,  impossible."*  Dr.  B.  A.  Gould  gives  a  graphic  ac- 
count of  a  swarm  of  locusts  in  1873  that  devastated  Cordoba,  a  swarm 

at  least  twenty  miles  in  length  and  six  miles  in  breadth,  extending, 

for  an  altitude  of  5°  like  a  thick,  black  trail  of  smoke,  f  Of  the  rav- 
ages of  locusts  in  the  Atlantic  States,  I  shall  speak  more  particularly 

in  a  future  chapter:  We  have  records  of  great  injury  from  locusts  in 

New  Hampshire,  Massachusetts  and  Vermont,  at  several  periods  during, 

the  latter  part  of  the  last  century. 

Coming  now  to  the  chronological  history  of  the  particular  Rocky 

Mountain  species  in  question,  anything  like  substantial  records  fail 
us,  and  in  order  to  give  the  following  summary  of  its  devastations 

during  the  present  century,  I  have  had  to  ransack  the  files  of  hun- 

*Rev.  Edw.  Fontaine,  in  New  Orleans  Times,  March,  1866. 
t  Amer.  Journ.  of  Sc.  Dec.  1873. 
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dreds  of  periodicals,  and  to  depend  on  a  number  of  fugitive  articles 
published  during  the  last  twenty  years. 

In  1818  and  1819,  according  to  Neill's  History  of  Minnesota,  vast 
hordes  of  grasshoppers  appeared  in  Minnesota,  eating  everything  in 

their  course ;  in  some  cases  the  ground  being  covered  three  or  four 
inches  thick.  In  the  same  years  they  were  extremely  injurious  in  the 

Red  River  country  in  Manitoba.  In  1820,  or  the  succeeding  year,  we 

hear  of  them  falling  upon  the  western  counties  of  Missouri,  as  des- 
cribed in  the  following  items : 

"  We  were  informed  by  old  residents  of  West  Missouri  and  some  of  the  Indians, 
that  Ion":  a?o,  I  think  it  was  in  1820,  there  was  just  such  a  visitation  of  grasslioppers 
as  is  now  afflicting  us.  They  came  in  the  Autumn  by  millions,  devouring  everj^  green 
thing,  but  too  late  to  do  much  harm.  They  literally  filled  the  earth  with  their  eggs, 

and  "then  died.  The  next  Spring  they  hatched  out,  but  did  but  little  ha)-7n,  and  when full-fledged  left  for  parts  unknown.  Other  districts  of  country  have  been  visited  by 
them,  but  so  far  as  I  could  learn,  they  have  done  but  little  harm  after  the  first  year." — 
[S.  T.  Kelsey,  Ottawa,  (now  of  Hutchinson,)  Kansas,  in  Prairie  Farmer,  June  15, 
1867,  p,  395. 

A  Missouri  paper  publishes  a  statement  by  an  old  settler,  that  great  numbers  of 
grasslioppers  appeared  in  September,  1820,  doing  much  damage.  The  next  Spring 
they  hatched  out,  destroying  the  cotton,  flax,  hemp,  icheat  and  tobacco  crops  ;  but  the  corn 

escaped  uninjured.  About  the  middle  of  June  they  all  disappeared,  flying  ofl"  in  a 
southeast  direction. —  Western  Rural,  1867. 

It  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that  these  1820  swarms  also  ravaged 

Kansas  and  the  country  to  the  northwest,  very  much  as  they  did  in 

1874,  though  no  records  of  the  fact  are  to  be  found,  for  the  simple 

reason  that  the  western  country  was  unsettled  by  farmers.  We  know^ 
that  the  crops  were  destroyed  in  many  parts  of  Manitoba  during  the 

same  and  the  previous  year,  and  the  migrations  of  1819  and  1820  must 

have  been  very  similar  to  those  of  1873  and  1871. 

In  1815  and  again  in  1849,  we  have  accounts,  from  various  sources, 
of  their  swarming  in  Texas.  In  1855  there  was  another  very  general 

irruption  all  over  the  western  part  of  the  continent.  Says  Mr.  Taylor, 

in  the  Smithsonian  Report  already  alluded  to:  "Up  to  the  11th  of 
October,  1855,  and  commencing  about  the  middle  of  May,  these  insects 

extended  themselves  over  a  space  of  the  earth's  surface  much  greater 
than  has  ever  before  been  noted.  They  covered  the  entire  Territories 

of  Washington  and  Oregon,  and  every  valley  of  the  State  of  Califor- 
nia, ranging  from  the  Pacific  Ocean  to  the  eastern  base  of  the  Sierra 

Nevada ;  the  entire  Territories  of  Utah  and  New  Mexico  ;  the  immense 

grassy  prairies  lying  on  the  eastern  slopes  of  the  Rocky  Mountains; 
the  dry  mountain  valleys  of  the  republic  of  Mexico,  and  the  countries 

of  Lower  California  and  Central  America;  and  also,  those  portions  of 

the  State  of  Texas  which  resemble,  in  physical  charactertstics,  Utah 

and  California.  The  records  prove  that  the  locusts  extended  them- 

selves, in  one  year,  over  a  surface  comprised  within  thirty-eight  de- 
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grees  of  latitude,  and,  in  the  broadest  part,  eighteen  degrees  of  longi- 
tude. 

"  On  several  days  in  June,  July  and  August,  of  1855,  the  grasshop- 
pers (or  langostas  of  the  Spaniards)  were  seen  in  such  incredible 

numbers  in  the  valley  of  Sacramento,  in  California;  in  the  valley  of 
Colima, in  Southwest  Mexico;  in  the  valley  of  the  Great  Salt  Lake; 

in  Western  Texas,  and  in  certain  valleys  of  Central  America,  that  they 

filled  the  air  like  flakes  of  snow  on  a  winter's  day,  and  attacked  every- 
thing green  or  succulent  with  a  voracity  and  despatch  destructive  to 

the  hopes  of  the  agriculturalists." 
They  are  described  as  reducing  the  Mormons  of  Salt  Lake,  during 

that  year,  to  a  simpler  diet  than  that  of  John  the  Baptist,  for  the 

people  had  to  fall  back  on  the  locusts  without  the  honey;  and  they 

caused  a  good  deal  of  suffering  in  the  then  Territories  of  Kansas,  Ne- 
braska and  Minnesota.  The  Summer  of  1855,  like  that  of  1874,  was 

exceedingly  dry — the  driest  in  fact  that  had  been  known  for  ten  years. 

In  1856  they  again  made  their  appearance  in  parts  of  Utah,  Cali- 
fornia and  Texas,  but  in  diminished  numbers.  In  Minnesota,  how- 

ever,* and  in  West  and  Northwest  Iowa  their  ravages  during  this  year 
seem  to  have  been  greater. 

In  1857  we  hear  of  them  again  in  various  parts  of  the  Northwest  f 

and  around  the  Assiniboine  settlementin  Manitoba, ;|;and  they  destroyed 
the  entire  crop  of  a  region  of  country  extending  from  the  base  of  the 
third  plateau  to  the  Gulf  of  Mexico,  150  miles  in  length,  and  about  80 

in  breadth,  including  the  entire  valley  of  the  Gaudaloupe,  and  much 

of  the  territory  watered  by  the  Colorado  and  San  Antonio  rivers. 

Throughout  this  whole  area  of  12,000  square  miles  every  green  thing 
cultivated  by  man  was  consumed,  and  how  much  further  northwest 

the  ravages  extended  is  not  known.  |]  They  reached  as  far  East  as 
Central  Iowa.  § 

It  is  probable  that  part  of  the  injury  reported  in  185G  and  1857 

east  of  the  Rocky  Mountains  was  caused  by  the  progeny  from  the 

immense  swarms  that  swept  over  the  country  in  1855;  and  it  is  quite 
likely  that  some  of  them  reached  Missouri,  for  Mr.  H.  B.  Palmer,  of 

Hartville,  has  related  to  me  how,  about  1857,  these  insects  passed 

through  a  portion  of  Wright  county,  from  N.  to  S.,  stripping  everything 
on  their  way. 

♦Itep.  of  Dept.  of  Agr.  1863,  p.  36. 

tWalsh's  Ills.  Ent.  Rep.  pp.  92-3:     Prairie  Farmer,  April  25,  186S. 
J  Canada  Farmer  Aug.  15,  1874. 

II  Rev.  E,  Fontaine,  loc.  cit. 

§  Prairie  Farmer.  April  25,  1868. 
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In  1860,  as  several  Kansans  have  informed  me,  these  locusts  came 

and  did  much  damage  around  Topeka,  remaining  a  few  days  and  leav- 
ing the  last  of  August.  This  must  have  been  a  limited  and  rather 

local  swarm. 

In  1864  we  again  hear  of  locust  invasions  into  Manitoba,  Minne- 
sota, and  around  Sioux  City,  Iowa,  and  their  eggs  hatched  and  the 

young  did  much  damage  the  following  year,  1865.  In  Colorado  one  of 
the  most  destructive  visitations  ever  known  there  come  in  1864  from 

the  northwest,  doing  much  damage,  as  did  the  progeny  in  1865. 

The  year  1866  was  another  marked  locust  year,  and  the  first,  since 

that  of  1855,  in  which  the  damage  was  sufficiently  great  and  wide- 
spread to  attract  national  attention.  The  insects  swarmed  over  the 

Northwest  and  did  great  damage  in  Kansas,  Nebraska,  and  North- 
eastern Texas,  and  invaded  the  western  counties  of  Missouri  very 

much  as  they  did  the  past  year;  They  came,  however,  about  a  month 
later  than  in  1874.  They  were  often  so  thick  that  trains  were  seriously 
delayed  on  account  of  the  immense  numbers  crushed  on  the  track. 

Mr.  Walsh  has  published  a  full  record  of  this  invasion  in  the  Report 

already  cited.* 
In  1867  the  progeny  of  those  which  fell  upon  the  country  the  pre- 

vious year  did  more  or  less  damage,  which  was  extensively  reported 

during  the  early  part  of  the  growing  season.  Later  in  the  season, 

however,  fresh  swarms  came  from  the  Rocky  Mountain  region  and 

fell  upon  the  fertile  plains  of  the  Mississippi  Valley.  Thus  there 

were  two  fresh  invasions,  the  one  following  the  other,  in  the  years 
1866  and  1867 ;  an  occurrence  which  is  quite  exceptional,  and  to 

which  the  immense  damage  done  during  the  latter  year  is,  in  great 

part,  attributable.  Mr.  Walsh  {loc.  cit.)  has  given  us,  at  great  pains, 
a  pretty  full  record  of  the  doings  of  locusts  in  1867,  and  from  said 

record  he  makes  it  quite  clear  that  the  invasion  of  1866  was  followed 

in  1867  by  a  fresh,  though  less  extensive  one,  direct  from  the  Rocky 

]\Iountain  region.  I  may  add  that  a  number  of  scraps  and  records  of 

the  insect's  doings  during  those  two  years,  other  than  those  he  has 
brought  together,  bear  out  his  deductions.  The  locusts  also  fell  upon 
Utah  in  immense  swarms  in  1S67. 

During  the  subsequent  years  of  1868  and  1869  we  hear  more  or 

less  of  the  remnants  of  these  two  vast  swarms  from  the  mountain  re- 

gion, and  of  their  injury  in  the  Mississippi  Valley  ;  but  their  numbers 
are  always  diminishing  and  their  enemies  increasing,  so  that  during 

the  latter  year  not  a  healthy  individual  was  to  be  found,  and  in  1870 

*Fii-st  Annual  Kep.  as  Acting  State  Ent.  of  Ills.,  pp.  83-4  (1868;. 
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the  race  had  about  vanished  from  the  invaded  country — at  least  from 
its  more  eastern  portions.  I  shall  here  bring  together  a  few  items  and 
communications  that  will  serve  to  continue  the  chronological  history 
of  the  pest  during  these  two  years;  confining  the  extracts  to  those 
cases  where  I  have,  in  each  instance,  been  able  to  verify,  by  speci- 

mens, the  species  referred  to,  as  the  genuine  spretns. 
Ill  passinjj  over  into  Kansas,  the  corn  for  a  few  miles  was  of  a  splendid  appearance    "  by 

rning' 

Cameron 

sample  ot 
through  Northern  Missouri,  we  found  better  prospects  for  all  the  crops  ;  at  C 
Station  we  were  shown  stalks  of  corn  sixteen  feet  high,  heavily  eared,  as  a  sa 
many  tields.— [H.  D.  Emery,  in  Prairie  Farmer,  Fall  of  1S68. 

On  Saturday,  the  8th  of  August,  the  grasshoppers  returned.  During  the  night  or 
the  7th,  a  strong  wind  commenced  blowing  from  the  northwest,  which  steadily  con- 

tinued during  the  next  day.  As  early  as  nine  o'clock  a  m.,  large  numbers  of  grass- hoppers could  be  seen  flying  very  high  up ;  at  about  three  o'clock  p.  m..  the  wind 
ceased  to  blow  so  strong  although  a  good  breeze  was  kept  up.  The  grasshoppers  com- 

menced lighting,  which  they  did  in  fearful  numbers,  in  many  places  bending  the  tops ot  the  corn-stalks  on  which  they  settled,  and  commenced  their  Avork  of  destruction. 
They  are  yet  with  us,  and  have  already  injured  the  corn  crop,  in  many  fields,  much. 
All  the  early  corn  is  too  far  advanced  to  receive  any  damage  from  them ;  but  much  of 
the  corn  crop  is  late  because  of  the  work  of  the  grasshoppers  hatched  out  here  last 
bpring.  This  late  crop  will  be  much  injured  from  the  fact  that  it  is  just  tasseling  and 
shooting,  and  the  pesky  things  appear  to  have  a  great  liking  for  the  tender  silks  and 
shucks  on  the  ends  of  the  just  forming  ears.  With  the  silk  eaten  ofT,  and  the  tassel 
much  injured,  fears  are  entertained  that  inferior  ears  will  be  formed  *         *         *. 
— [S.  H.  K.,  Page  county,  Iowa,  ibid,  Aug.  10,  1868. 

On  Saturday,  the  7th,  in  the  afternoon,  the  "red-legged  "  locusts  began  "to  pour into  this  region  of  country,  and  they  have  been  as  industrious  as  '•  circumstances 
would  permit.  '  The  cabbage,  potato-vines,  beets,  onion-tops,  and  other  vegetables 
were  '  pressed  into  service  "  in  a  short  space  of  time.  Some  of  my  peaches  are  strippect ot  leaves  ;  other  trees  only  in  part.  The  apple  trees  and  Kirtland  raspberrv  canes  were denuded  of  their  foliage  ;  they  even  devoured  the  leaves  of  the  walnut  amfother  forest 
trees.  Many  of  the  weeds  indigeneous  to  the  country  shared  the  same  fate  as  the  ten- 

der vegetables.  The  cherry  and  some  seedlings  of  the  wild  cherry  tree  of  Pennsylva- 
nia are  exempt  from  their  attacks.  The  foliage  of  the  hickory  appears  to  be  a  favorite 

dish  with  them.  j    ti. 
The  grape  vine  leaves  have  not  escaped  entirely,  but  Concord,  Rebecca,  Diana  and 

some  other  varieties  appear  to  be  preferred  to  Clinton,  Franklin  and  that  more  excel- 
lent Isabella,  together  with  some  other  kinds.  My  young  pears  have  been  so  far 

uninjured,  but  the  trouble  is  that  the  ground  in  certain  spots  is  literally  covered  with 
them.  On  Sunday,  there  were  millions  of  them  that  made  an  effort  to  leave,  but  a 
boutheasterly  wind  prevented  them,  and  they  lit  on  the  ground  again. 
1  •  /'i^y  "^'.f^^'*?'  as  yet,  done  very  little  damage  to  the" blackberry  plants.  The  rare il'"^'*^.^*  ̂ 7^  region  that  I  am  testing,  such  as  the  Missouri  Mammoth,  Wilson  and Xittatiny,  1  covered  with  prairie  hay,  which  being  old  they  will  not  eat  while  there  is 
anything  green  and  tender.  They  do  not  appear  to  be  devotedly  attached  to  the  Doo- 
little  raspberry,  as  but  few  canes  are  yet  leafless.  On  Sunday  night  v^e  had  a  heavy  rain, 
accompanied  with  thunder  and  lightning,  which  will  prevent  them  from  starting  in large  numbers  this  morning.  They  are  evidently  bound  for  the  south.  A  o-reat  many 
left  this  forenoon  for  that  direction.  Many  would  rise  a  few  rods  in  the  air,  but  again return.  Ihey  have  denuded  thousands  of  acres  of  corn  in  this  region,  but  the  extent  of damage  done  at  a  distance  from  here  I  have  not  yet  learned.— [A.  M.  Burns,  Rilev county,  Kansas,  ibid,  Aug.  22,  1868. 

We  have  many  grasshoppers.  When  they  are  small  they  seem  most  destructive, 
i^ariy  in  the  season  they  stripped  oats  and  wheat  indiscriminately  :  now  thev  work  on 
SL7J?,   principally       Some  wheat-fields  are  entirely  destroyed  bv  the'm,  and  on 
l^Z  ̂'•'^'^V'''^  ''''■*'  ̂ ^^i"'"  ̂ 5  ̂^^  *^^  ̂l^*^*^^  •'^'"^  youngest  shoots.    Thev  have  com- 

menced on  the  corn.    Some  few  are  now  getting  their  wings.    Enclosed 'l  send  you 
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specimens.  A  ̂ reat  many  were  hatched  out  last  week,  and  millions  were  killed  all 
alontf  by  heavy  rains  and  some  few  by  birds,  etc. — [Extract  from  a  private  letter  from 
Uriah  lininer,  Omaha,  Nebraska,  June  8,  18G8.    ._        ..^         ̂ ^  i* -_.,;.  „,^.   

Enclosed  liiul  ̂ grasshoppers.  The  two  with  strings  attached  have  parasites  on 
their  wings,  and  it  is  assorted  by  many  that  thousands  have  been  killed  by  those  lice. 

The  grasshopi)('rs  are  leaving  about  as  ftist  as  they  can  lly,  and  some  are  coming  from? 
other  parts.  We  have  less  now  than  we  had  some  time  ago.  Wheat  and  some  or  most 
kinds  of  garden  vegetables  the  grasshoppers  devour  as  fast  as  they  can,  wliiie  prairie 
grass,  oats,  etc.,  though  they  are  just  as  plenty  on,  they  seem  to  eat  a  great  deal  less  of, 
probably  not  more  than  is  necessary  to  subsist  them. — [Letter  extract  from  same,  June 
19,1868.  ■^^.-  ...      ««3Li,.  ««„  ;:::;   ; 

The  history  of  these  grasshoppers,  as  far  as  it  relates  to  this  part  of  the  country^ 
is  as  follows  :  About  the  last  of  September.  ISGG,  they  made  their  appearance  for  the 
first  time,  so  far  as  I  know,  in  this  part  of  the  country.  They  came  in  millions  from 
the  south,  southwest  and  west,  and  were  so  numerous  as  to  almost  darken  the  sun  :  in 
other  words,  the  heavens  seemed  from  about  ten  in  the  morning  till  three  in  the  after- 

noon to  be  tilled  with  them.  They  lit,  ate  up  cabbages,  Fall  wheat  and  nearly  destroyed 
many  meadows.  They  cohabited,  and  shortly  after  deposited  their  eggs  iti  tlie  ground 
in  countless  millions.  In  the  Spring  the  eggs  hatched,  and  after  they  had  obtained  the 
full  size  they  rose  in  the  air  and  were  carried  away  to  other  parts. 

In  1867  they  came  again  and  deposited  their  eggs  in  the  Fall,  and  the  specimens  I 
send  are  from  tliem.  The  number  of  eggs  deposited  last  Fall  was  not  as  great  as  in  the 
Fall  of  1866. 

The  grasshoppers  hatched  here  injure  our  Spring  crops  and  then  leave,  to  be  fol- 
lowed in  the  Fall  by  others  from  the  far  West  to  prey  upon  our  fall  vegetation  and  de- 

posit their  eggs  for  another  crop.  One  farmer  told  me  a  few  days  ago  that  the  damage 
Avhich  he  sustained  from  them  last  year  could  not  have  been  less  than  $1,500.  Last 
Fall  I  put  in  some  Fall  wheat  which  was  entirely  consumed  by  them.    *    *    * 

I  am  of  the  opinion  that  stirring  the  ground  in  the  Fall  exposed  the  eggs  to  the- 
action  of  the  frost  and  destroyed  manj'^  of  them,  as  but  few  were  seen  there  this  Spring. 
The  hogs  in  the  Spring  root  the  ground  over  for  their  eggs  and  destroy  many  of  them. 

*    *    *    — [Letter  extract  from  Stephen  Blanchard,  Oregon,  Holt  county,  Missouri,. 
July  13,  1868. 

*  *  This  morning  and  some  portion  of  yesterday  the  wind  was  in  the  east,  but: 
this  morning  soon  changed  to  the  west,  and  we  thought  about  10  o'clock  that  it  would 
rain,  but  about  noon,  or  perhaps  a  little  before,  the  wind  changed  to  the  north,  an(J 

about  2  o'clock  the  grasshoppers  began  to  fall  about  as  fast  as  the  flakes  of  snow  fall, 
until  the  ground  was  literally  covered  with  them. — [Letter  extract  from  same,  Aug. 
10,  1868.       ._,.  .^^_  _^. ,  .^._;,,^  ■  •*  ̂ --  «^, 

My  coi-n  has  been  quite  badly  injured  by  the  "Western  Locust."  I  have  a  small 
orchard  of  about  200  trees  that  have  been  greatly  injured. 

My  trees  set  out  this  Spring  (about  50)  are  as  naked  of  leaves  as  they  should  be  in 
February  next.  The  trees  set  out  a  year  ago  are  badly  injured,  and  so  are  those  set 
out  three  years  ago.  If  you  will  send  me  by  mail  a  little  of  the  article  which  you 
reconmiend  I  will  most  gladly  try  it,  and  will  give  you  the  results.  They  have  been 
coupling  for  increase  for  several  days  past.  They  are  not  now  as  numerous  as  they 
have  been,  and  if  they  leave  before  they  deposit  their  eggs  in  the  ground  for  Spring 
hatching  we  may  get  rid  of  them. 

It  may  be  also  that  as  it  is  so  much  earlier  than  heretofore  when  they  came,  that 
their  eggs  might  hatch  this  Fall.  In  this  case  they  will  not  do  us  much  injury  in  the 
Spring  lor  the  reason  that  the  Winter  would  kill  them. — [Letter  extract  from  same, 
Aug.  24,  1868. 

I  send  you  herewith,  specimens  of  the  Red-legged  Locust,  which  frequently  over- 
runs our  t'xtreme  western  regions,  but  appeared  here  for  the  first  time  last  Fall.  They 

are  quir»-  as  ruinous  to  us  as  Yankee  carpet-baggers  and  scailawags!  I  will  ijive  you  a 
brief  .-k'ti^h  of  them  also — the  insect  Locusts,  not  the  others  ! — [Extract  from  a  private 
letter  from  the  late  Thos.  Affleck,  Brenham,  Washington  county,  Texas,  July  2U,  1868. 

Those  hatched  from  eggs  which  were  deposited  after  migrating  to  this  country, 
80  distant  from  their  natural  habitat,  do  not  copulate  before  their  departure  hence.  That 
you  may  record  as  a  fact,  general,  I  think,  if  not  universal. — [Letter  extract  from  same, 
Aug.  22,  18GS. 

In  the  Appendix  will  be  found  a  letter  from  Mr.  Affleck  giving  a 

more  full  and  interesting  account  of   his  experience  with  this  pest. 
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during  1868.  That  the  insect  was  more  or  less  injurious,  in  1868, 

throughout  the  region  invaded  the  two  previous  years  is  proved  from 
various  records  of  their  hatching  out,  and  their  injuries  around  Salt 

Lake  City,  Utah,  and  by  the  fact  that  the  Red  River  settlement  ap- 
pealed to  the  Canadian  Government  for  aid,  on  account  of  their  de- 

vastations during  that  year.  They  are  reported  as  having  been  quite 

numerous  in  Andrew,  Cedar,  Clinton,  Daviess,  Gentry,  Jackson,  Nod- 
away in  our  own  State,  by  the  different  correspondents  who  replied  to 

my  circular.  They  also  attracted  some  attention  in  Kansas  during 

the  fore  part  of  August,  and  during  the  preceding  month  in  Iowa  and 

Minnesota.* 
In  1869  there  were  still  some  remnants  left  of  the  186T  invasion. 

I  received  some  from  Leavenworth,  Kansas,  sent  in  a  tin  box,  and  in 

reaching  me  there  was  but  one  left,  which,  having  eaten  up  the  others, 
was  master  of  the  situation.  They  hatched  out  in  countless  numbers 

from  the  20th  to  24th  of  March,  in  Holt  county,  Mo.,t  and  were  destruc- 
tive east  of  Nemaha  county,  Kansas;  but  the  following  items  from  the 

Prairie  farmer  "Record  of  the  Season,"  will  indicate  how  more  and 
more  impotent  they  became  : 

Great  numbers  of  the  "Red-Legged  Locust  " — grasshoppers — have  hatched  out 
this  Spring,  but  liave  done  very  little  harm  thus  far,  their  ravages  being  almost  whollj- 
■confined  to  the  more  tender  garden  vegetables.— [c.  w.  d.,  Saline  county,  Kansas,  June 

22,1869.  SSL, 

The  "hateful  grasshoppers"  are  very  bad  in  sandy  districts,  and,  when  full 
iledged,  they  will  visit  every  farmer,  and  take  their  portion.— [c,  Denver,  Col.,  July 
'0,  1869. 

Grasshoppers  all  left  as  soon  as  they  could  fly,  and  there  has  no  new  crop  come  in 
since.  Apples  were  not  injured  here  ;  peaches  were,  to  some  extent,  but  there  will  be 
a  fair  yield.  Wild  fruits  ot  all  kinds  are  abundant.— [j.  w.  o..  Brown  county,  Kansas, 
-August  16,  1869. 

The  grasshoppers  hatched  out  here  last  Spring,  but  did  very  little  damage ;  they 
all  left  as  soon  as  they  could  fly,  and  I  hope  it  will  be  long  before  they  pay  us  another 
visit.  There  is  not  much  fruit  raised  here  yet,  but  what  there  is  is  pretty  good.— [w.  s. 
-s.,  Page  county,  Iowa,  September  4,  1869. 

The  following  letter,  communicated  to  me,  August  27, 1869,  by  S. 

K.  Faulkner,  M.  D.,  of  Whitesville,  Andrew  county,  Missouri,  will 
show  that  they  were  also  lingering  in  our  own  State : 

I  did  not  answer  your  letter  requesting  more  specimens  of  the  Colorado  Grass- 
hoppers with  parasites,  because  they  had  left  us,  and  now  there  is  not  one  to  be  found. 

We  had  quite  a  stock  of  grasshopper  eggs  left  us  last  Fall,  wliich  hatched,  and  in  the 
timbered  section  and  where  the  ground  was  smooth  and  hard,  as  '•  sod  "  or  prairie  that 
was  plowed  in  the  previous  June,  and  not  afterward  plowed,  they  destroyed  most  of  the 
wheat.  But  deep  plowing  in  the  Spring  or  late  ia  Autumn  puts  them  down,  at  least 
delayed  them,  and  1  think  they  never  hatch. 

*  Am.  Entomologist  1,  p.  74. 

t  W.  L.,  in  Journal  oj  Agr.,  St.  Louis,  Apr.  17, 18G9. 
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Our  own  stock  was  bad  enough,  but  on  the  18th  of  June  we  received  a  larg-e  addi- 
tion of  flying'  ones  from  the  South,  which  in  some  places  took  half  of  the  corn,  althouo:h 

they  left  on  the  23d  of  June,  stayinof  less  than  five  days.  Tliey  came  with  a  stronfj- 
south  wind,  and  while  here  the  north  wind  blew,  and  if  they  were  disturbed  they 
would  work  a  little  South  ;  but  on  the  23d,  at  11  a.  m.,  the  south  wind  blew,  and  they 
rose  simultaneously,  and  most  of  them  left  us ;  but  our  original  stock  not  being  able  to^ 
fly,  remained. 

My  experience  is,  that  they  like  vegetables,  in  about  the  following  order:  Cabbage^ 
turnips,  dog  fennel  and  burdock,  tender  apple  and  pear  leaves,  especially  if  close  to  the 
ground,  as  on  young  grafts.  There  are  few  nurserymen  here  who  will  set  apple  grafts  if 
we  have  ess^  in  the  ground.  Then  wheat,  corn,  oats— if  hard,  preferred;  but  tlicy  do- 
most  damage  to  oats  by  dropping  tlie  grain  on  the  ground  in  cutting  it  off.  They 
relish  grapes  about  the  same  as  oats ;  buc  the  hydrocyanic  acid  in  peach  leaves  is  too 
much  for  them,  and  I  have  not  seen  one  touched. 

As  I  am  glad  to  see  you  doing  so  good  a  work  so  well,  If  I  can  furnish  you  any 
information  it  will  give  me  pleasure. 

During  this  year,  1869,  and  the  two  following  years,  as  will  be 

seen  from  what  is  said  further  on  under  the  head  of  "injuries  by  other 

non-migratory  species,"  many  of  the  common  locusts  of  the  country 
were  unusually  numerous  and  destructive;  and  the  reports  of  their 

injuries  must  not  be  confounded  with  those  of  the  Rocky  Mountain 

species.  Mr.  Cyrus  Thomas  (A?)}.  Ent.  II,  p.  82,)  reports  finding  this 

species,  in  June,  1869,  around  St.  Joseph,  Mo.  He  says :  "  We  arrived 
very  early  in  the  morning,  and  then  they  appeared  to  be  somewhat 

torpid  ;  yet  when  those  in  the  grass  were  disturbed  by  the  hogs,  which 

were  feeding  upon  them,  they  hopped  about  quite  briskly.  Swarms 
of  them,  as  I  was  informed,  had  been  flying  over  that  section  for  a 

week  previous  to  our  arrival." 
In  1870,  what  was  probably  this  last  species,  swept  down  upon  the 

country  around  Algona,  Iowa,  and  in  1871  the  progeny  "hatched  by 
myriads  till  after  the  first  of  June,"  and  left  about  the  first  of  July.* 
In  parts  of  Utah  and  Colorado  their  injuries  were  also  reported  during 
this  year. 

In  1872  again  they  did  some  harm  in  parts  of  Kansas,  for  Mr.  Albert 

Cooper,  of  Beloil,  Kans.,  wrote  me  (September  1, 1872):  "They  came 
down  upon  us  a  few  days  ago,  and  are  now  eating  up  everything 

green."  Mr.  J.  D.  Putnam,  who  spent  the  Summer  of  1872  in  the  Rocky 

Mountains,  also  wrote  me  "that  spreius  was  quite  numerous  in  the 
valley  of  the  Troublesome  River." 

THE  INVASION  OF  187S. 

During  the  years  of  1873  and  1874,  we  have  had  a  repetition,  in  a 

great  measure,  of  the  years  1866  and  1867.  The  invasion  of  1873  was- 

pretty  general  over  a  strip  of  country  running  from  the  northern  parts- 
of  Colorado  and  southern  parts  of  Wyoming,  through  Nebraska  and 
Dakota,  to  the  southwestern  counties  of  Minnesota,  and  northwestern 

•  Western  Rural,  Chicago,  September  26,  1874. 
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•counties  of  Iowa — the  injury  being  most  felt  in  the  last  two  more 
thickly  settled  States.  The  insects  poured  in  upon  this  country  during 
the  Summer  and  laid  their  eggs  in  all  the  more  eastern  portions 

reached.  The  cry  of  distress  that  went  up  from  the  afflicted  people 

•of  Minnesota  in  the  Fall  of  that  year  is  still  fresh  in  mind,  and  the 

pioneers  of  West  Iowa  had  to  suffer,  in  addition  to  the  locust  devasta- 
tions, severe  damage  from  a  terrific  tornado.  Great  ravages  were  also 

<;ommitted  by  locusts  in  Southern  California  during  the  same  year, 

THE  INVASION  OF  1S74. 

We  now  come  to  the  Locust  visitation  of  1874,  which  will  long  be 

remembered  as  more  disastrous,  and  as  causing  more  distress  and 

destitution  than  any  of  its  predecessors.  The  calamity  was  national 

in  its  character,  and  the  suffering  in  the  ravaged  districts  would  have 

been  great,  and  death  and  famine  the  consequence,  had  it  not  been 

for  the  sympathy  of  the  whole  country  and  the  energetic  measures 

taken  to  relieve  the  afflicted  people — a  sympathy  begetting  a  gene- 
rosity which  proved  equal  to  the  occasion,  as  it  did  in  the  case  ol  the 

great  Chicago  fire,  and  which  will  ever  redound  to  the  glory  of  our 
free  Kepublic,  and  of  our  Union. 

From  a  very  iarge  number  of  data,  culled  from  every  available 

source,  I  have  prepared  the  accompanying  map,  which  will  at  a  glance 

illustrate  the  country  liable  to  be  overrun  by  this  Rocky  Mountain 

scourge,  and  more  especially  the  territory  in  the  United  States  east  of 
the  mountains,  visited  in  1S74.  This  last  will  be  seen  to  embrace  the 

entire  States  of  Colorado,  Nebraska  and  Kansas,  and  portions  of  Wyo- 

ming, Dakota,  Minnesota,  Iowa,  Missouri,  New  Mexico,  Indian  Terri- 
tory and  Texas.  The  heavy,  dark  lines  indicate  the  area  oyer  which 

the  greatest  injury  was  done  ;  the  dotted  lines  the  area  which  suffered 

less,  because  more  sparsely  inhabited  ;  and  the  fine  lines  the  area 
which  was  more  or  less  overrun  by  them.  The  insects  were  doubtless 

as  numerous  in  the  northwestern  parts  of  Wyoming  and  Dakota,  and 

in  Montana,  for,  in  fact,  they  breed  there  ;  but  the  country  is  for  the 
most  part  so  barren  and  so  thinly  settled  that  the  reports  are  very 

meagre.  The  damage  inflicted  in  this  territory  cannot  fall  far  short 

of  fifty  millions  dollars.  That  much  of  the  damage  resulted  from 

the  progeny  of  the  swarms  of  1873,  which,  hatching  in  the  country 
already  indicated,  as  invaded  during  that  year,  ravaged  the  crops  of 

the  country  where  they  hatched,  and  eventually  spread  to  the  south- 
east, the  records  abundantly  prove;  but  there  was  likewise  a  fresh 

invasion  direct  from  the  mountain  region,  which  added  to  that  of  1873, 
rendered  the  year  1874  so  memorable. 
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In  order  to  present  a  more  intelligible  account  of  this  1874  inva- 

sion, it  will  be  best  to  treat  it  briefly  in  connection  with  each  State 

and  Territory  which  suffered  from  it. 

From  New  Mexico,  Texas  and  Indian  Territory  the  reports  that 

have  come  to  my  notice  are  meagre  ;  yet  they  are  sufficient,  in  con- 

nection with  those  published  by  the  Department  of  Agriculture,  to 

show  that  the  territory  indicated  in  my  map  was  more  or  less  visited. 

In  Texas,  they  were  more  particularly  injurious  in  Cooke,  Belknap, 

Blanco,  Blandera,  DeWitt,  Palo  Pinto,  Gillespie,  Medina,  Kendall, 
and  San  Sabo  counties. 

Missouri— Fully  aware  of  the  importance  of  a  complete  and 

reliable  record  of  the  Locust  invasion  of  our  own  State,  not  only  as  a 

matter  of  history,  but  as  a  guide  for  the  future,  I  have  taken  some 

pains  to  make  the  record  as  complete  as  possible.  In  order  to  do  so, 

I  sent  out  the  following  questions  to  correspondents  in  each  county— 

the  same,  in  fact,  to  whom  I  addressed  the  Chinch  Bug  circular : 

1.  Did  the  Locust  appear  at  all  in  your  locality  or  in  your  county  the  past  Sum- 
mer or  Fall  ?  * 

2.  If  so,  give  the  exact  date  at  which  they  first  appeared,  and,  as  near  as  may  be, 

the  direction  from  which  they  came,  and  the  direction  and  force  of  the  wind  at  the 
time. 

3.  State,  as  near  as  may  be,  the  prevailing  direction  in  which  they  flew  or  trav- 

eled, and  whether  the  direction  was  much  altered  or  influenced  by  the  winds.  Also, 

whether  different  swarms  came  at  different  times  from  different  directions. 

4.  How  long  did  they  stay  ? 

5.  What  plants  or  crops  were  most  injured  by  them  ? 

6.  ̂ Vhat  plants  or  crops  more  particularly  escaped  their  ravages '? 

7.  Did  the  locusts  lay  eggs  ;  and  if  so,  what  positions  did  they  prefer,  as  sward, 

stubble,  roadways,  ploughed,  high  or  low  ground,  etc.  ? 

8.  Were  any  of  the  eggs  noticed  to  hatch  during  the  protracted  and  mild  Fall 
weather  ? 

9.  What  are  your  recollections  of  former  visitations,  with  reference  to  these  ques- 

tions? And  what  has  been  the  damage  resulting  the  succeeding  year  of  such  visita- 
tions, from  the  young  hatched  on  the  ground  ? 

10.  Give  an  estimate  of  the  amount  of  damage  caused  by  them  in  your  county. 

11.  What  means  have  been  adopted  to  prevent  their  injuries  or  to  destroy  them  ? 

12.  State  more  particularly,  if  locusts  invaded  your  county,  the  precise  eastern 
limit  which  they  reached. 

Being  firmly  of  the  opinion  that  these  insects  would  never  do  any 

serious  damage  east  of  a  line  drawn,  at  a  rough  estimate,  along  11° 
west  from  Washington,  and  knowing  that  we  could  only  judge  of  the 
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future  by  the  past,  I  drew  particular  attention  to  the  last  question,  as 
one  not  answerable  from  my  own  individual  observation,  as  most  of 
the  others  are.  The  replies  to  the  above  questions  have  been  very 
full,  for  which  fact  I  must  again  thank  the  gentlemen  mentioned  on 
pp.  51-2,  ante.  From  these  detailed  reports,  I  have  constructed  the 
accompanying  map*  whichindicates,  1st,  the  counties  invaded  inl866, 
marked  with  a  small  cross  (  +  ) ;  2nd,  those  invaded  in  1874,  and  the 
eastern  limit  reached,  marked  by  ruled  lines;  3d,  the  general  direc- 

tion from  which  the  insects  came,  marked  by  the  direction  of  the  lines 
and  by  arrows.  The  answers  to  the  different  questions  have  been  prop- 

erly tiled  and  arranged  by  counties,  and  will  be  preserved.  They  are 
too  voluminous  to  publish,  and  it  is  sufficient  here  to  give  a  summary 
of  them,  numbered  to  correspond  with  the  questions. 

1— This  question  is  sufficiently  answered  on  the  map,  from  which 
it  will  be  seen  that  35  of  our  western  counties  were  invaded,  and  that 
they  reached  farthest  into  the  State  in  Benton  and  Pettis. 

2— The  general  direction  from  which  they  came  was  from  the 
northwest,  the  reports  showing  remarkable  agreement  in  this  respect. 
The  greatest  deviation  from  this  course  occurred  in  the  more  eastern 
or  last  counties  visited,  when  the  army  became  pretty  well  thinned 
out  and  demoralized,  and  flew  about  with  less  uniformity,  being  more 
governed  by  the  wind.  The  dates  at  which  they  are  reported  from 
the  difi"erent  counties  are  interesting,  and  show  that  the  insects  ad- vanced at  an  average  rate  of  not  more  than  three  miles  a  day.  That 
they  travel  at  a  far  greater  speed,  every  one  who  has  witnessed  their 
migrations  is  aware,  and  this  low  average  rate  is  due  to  the  fact  that 
they  fly  only  during  the  heat  of  the  day  and  on  certain  days  when  the 
wind  and  weather  are  favorable,  and  to  the  further  fact  that  the  insects 
were  no  longer  as  vigorous  and  numerous  as  they  had  been  in 
the  country  to  the  west.  Another  interesting  fact  is  deducible 
from  the  returns,  viz.:  that  the  rate  of  advance  was  greater  in 
the  counties  first  invaded  than  those  last  reached— a  fact  indicating 
that  the  insects  were  getting  more  and  more  exhausted  and  less 
desirous  of  flight  the  farther  east  they  came.  They  reached  Holt 
county  on  the  8th  of  August,  and  all  the  counties  on  the  same  line, 
north  and  south,  from  Worth  to  McDonald,  were  reached  during  the 
latter  part  of  the  same  month.  They  then  continued  to  make  short 
flights,  and  finally  reached  their  extreme  eastern  limit  toward  the 
last  of  September. 

3— The  correspondents  do  not  agree  as  to  whether  the  wind  has 
*  Where  the  map  does  not  accompany  this  page  it  will  be  found  iu  frout  of  the  Volume BR— 10 
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much  influence  on  their  flight;  but  the  majority  of  the  reports  show 

that,  as  is  the  nature  of  the  insect  in  other  States,  it  only  flew  in 
dense  swarms  when  the  wind  was  from  the  northwest. 

4 — In  most  of  the  counties  invaded,  the  locusts  stayed  till  frost; 
i.  e.,  from  their  first  appearance  till  frost,  swarms  came  and  left,  so 
that  there  were  almost  always  some  of  them  about.  In  some  of  the 

last  counties  invaded,  they  were  observed  for  only  a  few  days,  and  in 

all,  their  numbers  diminished  more  and  more  through  natural  or  un- 
natural death,  until  Jack  Frost  vetoed  the  hopping  and  kicking  of  the 

very  last  stragglers. 

5 — On  account  of  the  long  continued  drouth,  and  the  ravages  of 

the  Chinch  Bug,  but  little  green  food  was  left'for  the  locusts  to  de- 
stroy. This,  however,  they  took,  showing  no  mercy.  Corn  was  already 

too  hard  in  most  of  the  invaded  counties  to  be  damaged;  but  they 

stripped  every  green  blade,  and  often  the  husks,  when  not  already 
killed  by  the  Chich  Bug.  Fall  wheat  and  rye  were  eaten  as  fast  as 

they  carae  out  of  the  ground,  and  the  sowing  of  these  grains  was 

delayed  on  that  account.  Oats  were  taken,  but  as  a  rule  only  alter 
wheat  and  rye.  Clover  and  timothy  shared  the  same  fate,  and,  in  fact 

all  the  grasses  suff"ered.  Most  garden  vegetables  were  destroyed.  The 
tops  of  peanuts,  buckwheat  and  beans  were  also  to  their  taste,  and 

they  were  particularly  partial  to  hemp.  Apple,  pear  and  peach 
leaves  were  not  amiss,  and  the  green  peaches  were  devoured,  with  the 

exception  of  the  stones  which  were  left  hanging  to  the  trees.  Green 

apples  were  refused.  Grapes  were  cut  off  from  the  vines,  but  not 
eaten.  Tobacco  was  eaten  in  many  instances,  but  they  did  not  seem 

to  enjoy  it. 

6 — It  is  well  known  that  these  omnivorous  creatures  will  devour 

almost  anything  when,  pushed  from  hunger;  yet  they  have  their  likes 
and  dislikes,  and  their  conduct  in  Missouri,  so  lar  as  regards  the  latter, 

as  condensed  from  the  reports,  may  be  thus  stated  :  Plants  belong- 
ing to  the  Nightshade  Family  {SolanaceoB)  generally  escaped  their 

ravages  ;  the  tops  of  potatoes  and  tomatoes  were  not  eaten.  Sweet 

potatoes,  parsnips,  castor-beans,  butter-beans,  carrots,  celery  and  the 

tops  of  beets  were  not  molested.  They  did  no  damage  to  broom-corn 
or  sorghum.  Tobacco  was  in  most  cases  not  eaten,  and  if  eaten,  it  is 
reported  as  killing  the  locusts.  Prairie  grass,  wild  weeds  and  the 
leaves  of  most  forest  trees  were  left  uninjured.  Plants  growing  in 

wet  places,  or  in  the  shade  of  trees,  hills,  etc.,  mostly  escaped  injury. 

7 — In  most  of  the  counties  invaded,  the  insects  are  reported  as 

having  laid  eggs  ;  and  in  some  localities  the  eggs  were  so  numerous 
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as  to  whiten  the  surface  wherever  the  ground  was  ploughed  and  they 

were  exposed  to  the  bleaching  and  cleansing  effects  of  sun  and  rain. 

All  the  reports  agree  that  low  and  moist  ground  was  avoided. 

8 — In  most  counties,  even  in  the  northern  ones,  some  of  the  ear- 
lier eggs  hatched,  especially  those  laid  on  hill-sides  and  other  high 

ground  exposed  to  the  rays  of  the  sun.  The  young  hoppers  attained 

a  size  of  ]  to  ̂ -  of  an  inch,  and  were  active  during  the  middle  of  the 

•day,  even  into  December.  These  young  hoppers  disappear  and  seek 
Winter  shelter;  but  it  is  doubtful  whether  many,  if  any,  survive  the 
Winter. 

9 — From  the  accounts  received  in  answer  to  this  question,  it  ap- 
pears that  in  1866  the  locusts  invaded  pretty  much  the  same  counties, 

the  farthest  point  reached  to  the  eastward  being  the  western  portion 
of  Benton  county.  As  the  map  indicates,  they  reached  somewhat 

further  east  in  the  northern  part  of  the  State  than  in  1874,  but  not  so 
far  in  the  southern  counties,  there  being  none  recorded  in  Polk  and 

Lawrence.  Yet  imaginary  lines,  indicating  the  average  eastern  limits 

of  their  advance  in  either  year  would  run  a  little  to  the  east  of  War- 
rensburg  and  Clinton  in  Johnson  and  Henry  counties,  and  not  more 

than  a  dozen  miles  apart.  They  came  a  month  later  in  1873  than  in 

1874,  and  were  moving  from  about  the  first  of  September  to  the  end 

of  October.  The  direction  of  their  flight  and  progress  was  precisely 

as  the  past  year,  i.  e.,  from  the  northwest.  They  deposited  large  num- 

bered of  eggs  which — for  the  most  part — hatched  in  the  Spring  of  1867. 
The  young  hoppers  did  much  damage  in  many  localities  in  the  Spring 

of  this  year,  destroying  the  wheat,  corn,  grasses  and  vegetables  by 

stripping  off  the  leaves  and  leaving  only  the  bare  stalk.standing. 

They  also  attacked  the  oats,  biting  the  stalks  and  causing  the  grain 

to  drop.  They  fed  in  large  bodies,  traveling  together,  and  thus  devas- 
tating the  crops  in  strips  and  sections,  leaving  the  intermediate  fields 

untouched.  But  taking  the  reports  of  all  the  counties,  comparatively 

little  damage  was  done  by  these  young  hoppers — much  less  than  was 
anticipated  and  seemingly  warranted  by  the  large  numbers  which 

hatched.  They  were  attacked  by  parasites  and  diminished  rapidly  in 

numbers ;  and  those  which  acquired  wings,  in  the  early  part  of  July, 

generally  left  their  place  of  birth,  flying  in  all  directions,  but  princi- 
pally in  the  opposite  direction  to  that  in  which  they  had  come  the 

previous  Fall.  They  laid  no  eggs  and  were  gradually  lost  sight  of  the 

latter  part  of  the  growing  season. 

10 — The  insects  came  too  late  last  year  to  do  very  great  injury. 
Everything  green  had  about  disappeared  on  account  of  the  continued 

drouth  and  Chinch  Bug.    Wheat  had  been  harvested  and  was  there- 
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fore  uninjured  ;  corn  was  too  dry  and  hard  lo  suit  their  taste.  The 

damage  was  chiefly  done  to  the  young  wheat,  which  they  made  a  clean 

sweep  of  in  many  localities— chiefly  in  the  southern  counties,  where 
it  was  already  sown.  Pastures  were  injured  so  as  to  oblige  very  early 
feeding  of  stock.  The  principal  damage  was  done  to  garden  truck, 

and  tender  trees  and  shrubs ;  and  compared  to  the  injury  of  the  Chinch 

Bug  the  aggregate  damage  by  locusts  was  slight;  while  some  of  my 

correspondents  considered  these  last  a  benefit  on  account  of  the  abun- 
dant and  fattening  food  they  supplied  to  poultry  and  hogs. 

11 — With  the  exception  of  Fall  plowing  and  collecting  and  feeding 
the  insects  to  hogs,  no  remedies  or  attempts  to  destroy  the  pests  are 

reported. 

12 — The  answers  to  this  question  are  summed  up  on  the  map. 

Kansas — While  the  injuries  caused  by  the  invasion  of  1874  was 
comparitively  slight  in  Missouri  it  was  very  great  in  Kansas.  The 
locusts  swept  down  upon  that  State  in  overwhelming  hordes  from  the 

plains  of  Colorado  on  the  west,  and  the  fields  of  Nebraska  on  the 

north,  in  many  instances  clearing  ofi:'  all  traces  of  vegetation  in  a  few 
hours.  The  corn  crop,  not  being  as  advanced  as  it  was  in  our  own 

State  upon  their  advent,  was  ruined  by  them.  I  have  newspaper  and 

private  reports  of  the  appearance  of  the  insects  in  all  the  counties, 

except  Clarke,  Comanche,  Gove,  Doniphan,  Graham,  Greenwood,  Har- 
per, Hodgeman,  Kiowa,  Neosho,  Ness,  Pratt,  Sumner,  Stafford,  Trego 

and  Wallace.  Most  of  these  counties  are  yet  unorganized  and  do  not 

exist,  except  upon  the  maps,  the  population  being  very  limited  and  of  a 
transient  character.  They  were  undoubtedly  overrun  like  the  rest,  for 

Mr.  Chas..  S.  Davis,  of  Junction  City,  who  sent  out  postal-card  queries 

over  the  State,  informs  me  that  he  has  reports  from  Doniphan,  Co- 
manche, Greenwood,  Neosho  and  Sumner;  and  Mr.  Alfred  Gray,  who 

has  published  full  returns  in  his  excellent  report  for  1874,  as  Secretary 

of  the  State  Board  of  Agriculture,  informs  me  that  no  county  was  free 

from  visitation.  He  writes:  "I  have  consulted  with  several  reliable 
gentlemen  concerning  the  appearance  in  the  unorganized  portion  of 

the  State,  and  find  that  the  visitation  was  general.  The  representa- 
tive from  Ford  county,  Mr.  Wright,  says  that  south  of  his  locality,  in 

the  Indian  Territory,  they  appeared  in  immense  clouds  and  would  dip 

down  at  long  intervals,  and  would  as  suddenly  leave." 
From  the  monthly  returns  published  by  Mr.  Gray,  it  appears  that  34 

counties  reported  products  enough  to  enable  them  to  bridge  over  the 

Winter.  Thirty  counties  reported  1,842  families,  aggregating  9,154  per- 
sons reduced  to  destitution.    The  press  of  the  country  has  been  full 
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of  accounts  of  the  destitution  and  suffering  which  this  visitation  en- 

tailed on  the  people  of  our  sister  State,  and  the  agents  of  relief  socie- 

ties have  appealed  with  effect  to  the  generosity  of  the  people  through- 
out the  land.  The  accounts  of  the  suffering  and  distress  have  been 

very  conflicting,  and  the  truth  doubtless  lies  between  the  heart-rend- 
ing, sensational  compositions,  and  those  which,  prompted  by  State 

pride  or  real  estate  interest,  go  to  the  other  extreme,  and  underate  the 

real  distress.  The  following  from  Mr.  Gray's  Report,  undoubtedly 
gives  a  calm  and  truthful  statement: 

About  the  25th  of  July  one  of  those  periodical,  calamitous  visitations  to  which 
the  trans-Mississippi  States  are  liable  once  in  from  eiolit  to  ten  years,  made  its  appear- 

ance in  northern  and  northwestern  Kansas— the  Grasshopper  or  Locust.  The  air  was 
tilled  and  tiie  fields  and  trees  were  completely  covered  with  these  voracious  trespassers. 
At  one  time  the  total  destruction  of  every  ̂ reen  thlnof  seemed  imminent.  Their  course 
was  in  a  southerly  and  southeasterly  direction,  and  before  the  close  of  August  the 
swarming  hosts  were  envelopino:  the  whole  State.  The  visitation  was  so  sudden  that 
the  people  of  the  State  became  panic-stricken.  In  the  western  counties — where  immi- 

gration for  tiie  last  two  years  had  been  very  heavy,  and  where  the  chief  dependenc_e 
of  new  settlers  Avas  corn,  potatoes  and  garden  vegetables — the  calamity  fell  with  terri- 

ble force.    Starvation  or  emigration  seemed  inevitable  unless  aid  should  be  furnished. 

Again,  Gov.  Osborne  says  in  his  message  to  the  Legislature,  con- 
vened in  extra  session  by  special  proclamation  to  take  action  regard- 

ing the  suffering: 

Since  issuing  my  proclamation  convening  the  Legislature,  an  extensive  corres- 
pondence has  been  carried  on  with  the  people,  especially  in  the  western  counties,  and 

•every  effort  has  been  made  bj''  the  executive  office,  as  well  as  by  the  officers  of  the  State 
Board  of  Agriculture,  to  obtain  reliable  statistics  in  regard  to  the  condition  of  the  peo- 

ple. The  result  of  this  inquiry  shows  that  while  Kansas  as  a  State  has  an  abundance 
of  breadstufts— nuich  more  than  is  needed  to  feed  all  her  people— that  that  portion  of 
the  State  whicli  has  been  almost  entirely  populated  during  the  past  eighteen  months, 
will  suffer  for  want  of  the  necessities  of  life  unless  provision  is  made  for  its  relief. 

From  information  now  in  my  possession,  it  appears  that  the  sections  of  the  State 
for  which  relief  should  be  provided  by  legislation  are  confined  to  the  counties  west  of 
the  sixth  principal  meridian.  The  counties  most  seriously  affected,  and  tor  wliich  the 
needed  relief  cannot  be  afforded  by  the  local  authorities,  are  Norton,  Rooks,  Ellis, 
Russell,  Osborne,  Phillips,  Smith,  McPherson,  Ptice,  Barton,  Reno,  Barbour,  Edwards 
and  Pawnee;  while  the  counties  of  Harvey,  Jewell,  Ellsworth,  Sedgwick,  Sumner,  and 
possibly  some  others,  may  require  more  or  less  assistance.  Of  these,  the  greatest  des- 

titution seems  to  prevail  in  the  extreme  northwest,  embracing  Norton,  Phillips,  Rooks, 
Osborne  and  Smith  counties,  and  the  unorganized  counties  lying  west,  where  immedi- 

ate aid  seems  necessary. 

At  the  special  session,  townships  in  the  destitute  counties  were 
authorized  to  issue  bonds  to  the  amount  of  $50,000,  but  the  act  was 

subsequently  declared  unconstitutional  by  the  Attorney-General,  so 
that  no  bonds  can  be  sold.  This  source  of  relief  was  thereiore  of  no 

avail,  and  the  regular  Legislature  was  subsequently  strongly  petitioned 

and  urged  to  afford  relief  by  direct  appropriation.  Its  action  will  ever 
redound  to  its  discredit  and  to  that  of  the  State.  After  the  whole 

country  had,  by  sanction  of  its  authorities,  been  canvassed  and  impor- 
tuned for  aid  and  relief,  it  was  still  evident  as  Spring  approached  that 

much  assistance  was  needed  in  the  frontier  counties,  and  that,  with- 
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out  such  assistance,  the  farmers  in  many  counties  would  be  unable  to 

obtain  seed  to  put  in  their  crops  or  to  carry  on  their  legitimate  farm 
operations.  Yet  in  face  of  the  constant  appeals  from  thousands  of 

suflerers,  supplemented  by  two  special  messages  from  the  Governor^ 

in  one  of  which  he  says:  "I  tremble  to  anticipate  the  judgment  of 
mankind  upon  a  commonwealth  which,  having  encouraged  appeals  to 

the  charity  of  the  people  of  the  whole  country,  steadfastly  refuses  to 

relieve  a  single  want  at  the  expense  of  its  own  treasury  " — the  Legis- 
lature finally  adjourned  without  making  any  appropriation  whatever. 

Yet  there  was  abundant  means  in  the  treasury  and  the  appropriations 
made  for  other  purposes  exceed  half  a  million  dollars.  The  ill  repute 

which  this  neglect  of  her  Legislature  in  the  hour  of  need  will  bring 
upon  the  State  will  stick  to  her  like  the  shirt  of  Nessus. 

The  following  extracts  from  my  private  correspondence  will  indi- 
cate the  periods  at  which  the  insects  reached  different  parts  of  the 

State: 

My  interest  in  the  cause  in  which  you  labor  is  my  excuse  for  aclclressins:  you  at 
this  time.  By  virtue  of  your  olfice  you  are  public  property,  and  the  people  ot  Kansas 
feel  as  if  you  belonged  to  us  as  well  as  Mist^ouri.  The  main  subject  upon  which  I  wish 
to  write  3'ou  is  the  "grasshoppers."  Swarms  of  grasshoppers  have  been  appearing 
in  difTerent  parts  of  the  State  since  the  15th  of  July.  It  is  only  within  ten  days  that 
they  have  appeared  in  this  immediate  vicinity,  and  from  what  observation  I  have  been 
able  to  make  I  cannot  see  that  they  have  laid  any  eggs  yet.  They  eat  as  voraciously  as 
any  I  ever  heard  of.  But  for  this  fact,  1  would  think  thej^  might  be  a  brood  hatched 
.somewhere  on  the  plains  between  here  and  the  mountains,  and  tiiat  they  will  not  breed. 
I  understand  that  the  only  method  of  determining  the  difference  between  the  barren 
brood  hatched  in  the  low  lands  and  the  swarms  from  the  mountains  is  in  the  time  they 
make  their  flight.  In  the  Spring  of  1869,  when  I  came  to  this  place,  I  watched  the 

Spring  brood  hatch,  and  they  alt  left  as  early  as  the  middle  of  June.  -  ■>•  *— [Robert 
Milliken,  Emporia,  Lyon  county,  Kansas,  Aug.  10,  1874. 

I  send  you  by  mail  a  specimen  of  the  devouring  host.  On  Sunday  evening,  July 

■  26th,  they  came  down  upon  us  by  millions  and  soon  cleaned  our  corn-tields  and  or- 
chards, and  then  stripped  the  trees  ot  their  foliage.  One  week  ago  the  bulk  of  these 

left,  and  we  felt  relieved  of  our  fears  that  they  would  interfere  with  wheat  sowing;  but 
yesterday  the  sky  was  darkened  with  a  new  installment.  There  is  no  corn  left  even 
for  seed  in  this  county,  and  they  are  ruining  the  orchards.  I  send  you  some  twigs. 
Often  the  trunk  is  girdled  when  they  are  S  inches  through.  Nothing  comes  amiss  to 
them,  though  they  seem  to  have  some  preference  for  food.  Box  Elder  does  not. 
seem  to  be  palatable  to  them,  or  Black  Walnut,  still  they  will  eat  them,  and  large  trees 
are  stripped  ot  leaves.  Tobacco  thej'  seem  to  like,  aiid  you  can  see  bunches  big  as 
your  tist  fighting  and  struggling  to  get  a  taste  of  some  old  quid  that  has  been  thrown 
in  the  road.  To  attempt  to  give  any  idea  of  the  destruction  of  these  plagues  is  useless, 
for  the  general  public  will  not  believe  one-half  the  truth,  but  set  us  d(>wn  as  liars. — [H. 
L.  Jones,  Salina,  Saline  county,  Kansas,  Aug.  13,  1S74. 

I  send  you  a  few  .specimens  of  our  ''hoppers."  They  have  destroyed  the  entire 
corn  crops  of  Central  and  Western  Kansas  and  left  thousands  of  people  in  absolute 
destitution.  Thej-  have  tarried  with  us  longer  this  year  than  usual,  having  been  de- 

tained by  adverse  winds  from  making  their  usual  annual  southerly  migration.  They 

do  not  usuallj'  trouble  us  unless  stopped  in  their  course  south  by  currents  counter  to 
the  direction  of  their  flight. — [N.  B.  Truland,  Cawker  City,  Mitchell  county,  Kans.,^ 
Aug.  11,  1874. 

On  Saturday  the  grasshoppers  came  down  upon  us  here  at  Ottawa.  They  had 
been  lor  some  days  to  the  north  and  east  of  u«,  and  on  Saturday  a  north  wind  brought 
them.    They  are  in  and  upon  everything,  thick  as  bees  in  swarming  time.    I  send  you 
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some  ppecimens.  Are  they  Caloptenus  spretus  ?  I  presume  they  are,  witliout  doubt. 

Yet  I  notice  that  many  of  them  have  the  w'wff  covers  much  less  than  J  lonjHfer  than  the abdomen  ;  but  I  believe  all  males  have  the  little  notch  in  the  ventral  segment.  Will 
they  probably  remain  here  and  deposit  their  ejrsfs,  or  may  we  expect  to  see  them  move 
oflF?  I  have  not  seen  any  pairing  yet.— [Wm.  Wheeler,  Ottawa,  Franklin  county,  Kan- 

sas, Aug.  24, 1S74. 

As  there  prevails  a  belief  that  Kansas  will  suffer  permanently 

from  locust  devastations;  and  as  many  people  are  deterred  from 

migrating  thither  from  fear  of  these  insects,  the  following  answer  to 
an  inquiry  which  I  published  in  the  New  York  Tribune^  last  October, 

may  serve  to  measurably  allay  this  fear. 

Does  tiie  science  of  Entomology  ofler  a  solution  to  the  Grasshopper  question,  that  scourge  of  the 
trans-Missouri '?  I  have  macloniy  aVrungements  to  settle  in  Kansas  or  at  some  point  in  the  ' '  Far  West ' ' 
for  the  iiurpose  of  making  a  home,  but  do  not  relish  the  idea  of  being  menaced  by  famine.— [Z.  F.  Hop- 

kins, Jackson  Co.,  111. 

Just  now  the  people  of  Kansas  are,  in  many  sections  of  that  unfortunate  State, 
greatly  discouraged,  and  there  is  quite  an  exodus  from  her  extensive  and  fertile  plains, 
especially  of  the  more  recent  settlers.  Nor  is  the  outlook  encouraging,  for  the  locusts 
very  generally  fell  upon  whatever  in  the  way  of  food  and  forage  had  braved  an  unu- 

sual drouth.  Yet  much  unnecessary  alarm  is  manifested,  and  the  desolation  has  been 
greatly  magnified.  The  authorities  have  fullj^  canvassed  the  position  and  find  no  need 
to  ask  assistance  from  sister  States,  and  we  may  rest  assured  that  while  many  of  her 
farmers  must  suffer  deprivation  the  coming  Winter  there  will  be  nothing  heard  of  the 
predicted  famine.  We  should  not  forget  that  eight  years  ago  Kansas  suffered  from 
such  a  locust  invasion,  yet  the  eight  intervening  years  between  the  invasion  of  ISGG  and 
that  of  the  present  year  have  been  among  the  most  propitious  in  her  history. 

The  story  of  the  Locust  {Caloptenus  spretus)  is  a  long  one,  but  without  going  into 
details,  I  can  see  no  good  reason  why  any  one  should  hesitate  to  settle  in  Kansas  on 
account  of  these  insects.  If  I  had  any  intention  of  settling  in  that  State,  I  should 
choose  this  time  of  all  others  to  do  so :  first,  because  so  many  of  her  citizens  have  become 
alarmed  and  are  willing  to  sell  flue  homesteads  at  a  great  sacrifice;  secondly,  because, 
from  the  past  history  of  these  invasions,  her  people  may  reasonably  expect  exemption 
from  them  for  a  period  of  eight,  ten,  twelve  or  more  years.  Two  invasions  are  not 
likely  to  sueced  each  other  within  two  years  in  the  same  territory,  and  this  is  so  well 
understood  among  the  Mormons,  who  are  apt  to  suffer  from  such  devastating  hosts, 
that  they  are  in  the  habit  of  laying  in  a  two  years'  supply  of  provisions — never  fear- 

ing that  there  will  be  any  need  of  a  three  years'  supply.  The  people  in  Montana, 
Idaho  and  Nevada,  expect  to  suffer  from  them  about  once  in  every  seven  years.  The 
same  argument,  also,  which  would  deter  people  from  settling  in  Kansas  would  deter 
them  from  settling  in  the  western  part  of  Iowa,  in  Colorado,  Nebraska,  Texas,  Minne- 

sota, in  >hort,  in  any  of  the  country  500  to  .550  miles  east  of  the  Rocky  Mountains, 
from  British  America  to  Mexico;  for  all  this  vast  extent  of  country  is  more  or 
less  subject  to  locust  invasions.  There  are,  indeed,  few  parts  of  the  country  not  sub- 

ject to  periodic  misfortune,  either  Irom  meteorological  or  entomological  excesses. 

Nebraska. — Next  to  Kansas,  this  State  suffered  most,  having  been 
entirely  overrun,  as  the  following  extract  from  a  letter  from  Gov.  K. 

W.  Furnas  will  show :  "  The  whole  of  our  State,  from  a  point,  say  thirty 
miles  from  the  Missouri  river  west,  has  been  more  or  less  alfected  by 

'  grasshoppers.'  The  extreme  western  portion  of  the  State  was  entirely 
devastated."  They  came  in  legions  from  the  north  and  northwest,  and 
the  following  extracts  from  correspondence  will  sufficiently  indicate 

the  time  of  appearance,  which  was  during  the  last  of  July: 

This  region  was  visited  by  these  grasshoppers  on  July  21st,  and  after  a  sojourn  of 
ten  days  they  departed,  and  with  them  went  our  cjrii  crop  for  1874.  For  ten  long  days 
the  pests  fed  and  fattened  on  our  imtnense  corn  crops,  and  the  last  three  or  four  days 
of  their  stay  they  deposited  their  eggs  by  the  million  all  over  the  plowed  ground  and 
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new  breaking'.  In  some  places  a  small  fly,  and  also  the  common  black  ant,  have  been 
destroying  the  eggs.  But  for  every  one  destroyed  there  are  probably  a  thousand  left. 
It  was  fortunate  for  us  that  they  came  no  sooner,  as  the  small  grain  here  was  all  ripe 
and  they  did  no  damage  to  it. — [J.  W.  D.,  Fillmore,  Neb.,  Aug.  5,  1874. 

The  locusts  visited  us  about  three  weeks  ago  from  the  South,  and  stopped  about 
ten  or  twelve  days  with  u?,  doing  a  great  deal  of  damage  to  corn,  garden  stuffs,  etc.; 

but  I  think  we  shall  get  about  a  one-fourth  crop  of  corn.  Don't  they  like  onions  !  You 
could  see  them  stand  upon  their  heads  eating  into  these  vegetables,  and  they  left 
nothing  but  a  skin  outside.  I  noticed  upon  new  breaking  thousands  of  them  pairing, 
but  I  think  the  bulk  left  before  depositing  eggs.  The  wheat  crop  and  all  small  grain 
has  been  good;  but  I  believe  that  up  the  Kepublican  Valley,  in  the  Southwest  of  the 
State,  the  new  settlers  will  have  a  very  hard  Winter,  on  account  of  the  locusts. — [J. 
W.  C.  White,  Lincoln,  Dodge  county,  Nebraska,  August  14, 1874. 

The  locusts  made  their  appearance  here  about  the  last  of  July,  and  left  on  the  7th 
of  August.  The  wind  was  blowing  from  the  Southwest  at  the  time  of  their  arrival, 
but  i  think  there  was  an  upper  current  of  wind  from  the  North,  which  carried  the 
greater  part  of  them  past,  not  more  than  one  in  ten  (apparently)  coming  down.  The 
day  after  their  arrival  the  wind  blew  from  the  Northeast,  and  at  about  10  a.  m.  they 
began  to  leave,  a  few  at  a  time,  until  about  12  a.  m.,  when  thej'  arose  in  a  cloud,  and  for 
8ome  hours  the  air  was  full  of  them,  some  going  and  some  coming.  After  tliey  had 
been  here  for  a  few  days,  they  gathered  in  great  numbers  on  the  new  breaking  for  the 
purpose  of  breeding.  The  result  of  their  visit  to  this  part  of  Nebraska  may  be  summed 
up  as  follows  :  Corn  damaged  to  some  extent ;  vegetables  of  all  kinds,  except  potatoes, 
completely  destroyed  ;  apple  and  pear  trees  stripped  of  foliage,  and  the  stems  of  the 
fruit  eaten,  so  that  most  of  it  has  fallen  off.  In  some  places  they  have  eaten  the  peaches 
entirely,  nothing  being  left  on  the  tree  but  the  pit. — [Wm.  Dunn,  Emerson.  Otoe  Co., 
Nebraska,  August  20,  1874. 

The  locusts  came  more  than  a  month  ago,  and  after  flying  backward  and  forward 
for  a  couple  of  weeks,  they  settled  down,  apparently  determined  to  stay. — [Jno.  Byfield, 
Red  Willow,  Nebraska,  August  21,  1874. 

A  "  Nebraska  Relief  and  Aid  Society  "  was  organized  to  provide 
for  tlie  destitution  caused  by  the  visitation,  and  through  its  exertions 

and  through  legislative  aid  all  suffering  was  avoided.  Gov.  Furnas  in 

his  message  to  the  Legislative  Assembly  gives  the  following  summary 

of  doings,  after  stating  that  the  receipts  by  the  Aid  Society  amounted, 

up  to  that  time,  to  ̂ 68,080: 

Our  own  State,  like  most  other  portions  of  the  country  at  large,  especially  the 
West,  has  been  afflicted  the  past  season  with  short  crops,  by  reason  of  drouth  and 
grasshopper  devastation.  While  the  injury  has  been  greater  than  from  any  and  ail 
causes  heretofore  in  the  historj'  of  the  Territory  and  State,  and  cannot  be  otherwise 
than  discouraging,  particularly  to  the  agriculturists,  there  is  no  disposition  manifested 

to  abandon  any  portion  of  the  State  *  *  *'  The  visitation  falls  on  the  frontier 
counties  with  particular  force.  They  must  be  aided  or  quit  the  country.  Aided  until 

another  year's  crop  is  produced,  the  foundation  is  laid  for  a  prosperous  future.  Aside 
from  a  natural  and  general  principle  of  humanity,  other  good  and  sufficient  reasons 
exist  why  these  people  should  be  aided  liberally  and  promptlj^  A  very  large  propor- 

tion of  those  now  on  our  extreme  borders  and  in  need,  are  ex-soldiers;  those  who 
responded  proniptlj'  to  their  country's  call  in  the  late  hour  of  peril.        *        *        * 

Our  own  people  in  the  older  portion  of  the  State,  not  seriously  affected,  have 
contributed  liberally  and  promptly,  both  in  money  and  in  kind.  All  the  railroads  in 
tlie  State,  as  well  as  those  leading  into  it,  have,  with  commendable  liberality,  extended 
free  transportation  to  the  State  Society  in  aid  of  those  in  need.  Generals  Ord,  Brisbin, 
Dudley  and  Grover,  of  the  regular  army,  have  rendered  incalculable  aid  and  assistance, 
entering  with  a  will  and  zeal  into  the  work  of  lelief.  Through  the  instrument.ility  of 
General  Ord,  the  Secretary  of  War  ordered  the  issue  of  clothing  to  those  in  neei. 
Many  portions  of  the  older  States,  hearing  of  our  misfortunes,  came  nobly  and  promptly 
to  the  relief,  and  very  liberally.  The  Nebraska  Patrons  of  Husbandry  have  organized 
a  State  association  for  purposes  of  relief,  and  not  only  in  this,  but  in  other  States,  are 
accomplishing  very  much  in  the  matter  of  aid.     Through  the  efforts  of  our  delegation 
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in  Congress,  acts  for  the  relief  of  our  people  have  passed  that  body.  Extension  of 
time  has  been  given  homesteaders,  and  a  cash  appropriation  of  $30,000  has  been  made 
with  which  to  purchase  seeds  the  coming  Spring. 

Iowa — As  already  stated  in  the  chronological  chapter,  the  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust*  invaded  the  northwestern  counties  of  Iowa  in  the 

Suur»mer  of  1873,  and  much  of  the  injury  in  1874  resulted  from  their 
progeny.  Fresh  swarms  came,  however,  in  1874,  and  the  western 

counties  of  Algona,  Calhoun,  Cherokee,  Clay,  Dickinson,  Emmett, 

Harrison,  Humboldt,  Jasper,  Kossuth,  Lyon,  O'Brien,  Osceola,  Palo 
Alto,  Pocahontas,  Plymouth,  Sioux,  Winnebago  and  Woodbury,  suf- 

fered more  or  less.  East  of  the  line  indicated  in  my  map,  Iowa  suf- 
fered nothing  from  these  pests,  and  as  the  drouth  was  less  severe  than 

in  other  parts  of  the  country,  and  the  crops  good,  the  distress  in  the 
ravaged  counties  was  easily  relieved. 

A  committee  appointed  to  investigate  the  extent  of  devastation 

and  of  suft'ering  in  1874,  made  the  following  cheering  report  to  the Governor : 

We  have  heard,  in  the  northwestern  counties,  of  only  a  single  report  of  eggs  laid 
by  the  grasshoppers,  and  the  pests  left  us  too  early  for  egg  deposits  ;  and  we  trust  and 
believe  they  have  left  us  for  many  years  if  not  forever.  The  vast  majority  of  those 

-whom  the  benevolence  of  the  people  aided  laSt  year,  and  kept  upon  their  farms  and 
homesteads,  have  raised  good  crops,  and  with  good  farms  and  smiling  faces  they  speak 
of  the  kind  hearts  who  aided  them  in  their  hour  of  need.  Now,  tliis  year,  we  want 
more  aid,  and  must  have  it,  to  assist  the  settlers  in  Kossuth,  Emmett  and  other  sections 
of  counries.  It  will  take  a  large  amount  of  supplies  to  preserve  homes  and  make 
homes  happy  and  comfortable  there.  Let  the  people  with  their  magnificent  crops  and 
great  hearts,  pour  out  of  all  their  abundance,  and  save  the  little  farms  of  those  who 
are  striving  to  keep  their  little  homesteads  for  themselves,  their  wives  and  children. 

Minnesota — As  in  the  case  of  Iowa,  Minnesota  was  visited  along 
her  western  border  by  these  insects  in  1873,  and  she  had  consequently 
to  suffer  from  the  young  of  that  invasion  in  addition  to  the  fresh 

swarms  that  overspread  very  much  the  same  territory  in  1874.  The 

counties  ravaged  in  1873  were  thinly  settled,  mostly  by  homesteaders 

with  little  means,  and  the  consequent  suffering  was  therefore  very 

great.  The  value  of  the  crops  destroyed  in  1873  was  estimated 
officially : 

Wheat   ,....:... $2, 000,000 
Oats        528,000 
Corn        256,000 
Other  crops       250,000 

Total   $3,034,000 

*  My  friend,  J.  M.  Shafl'er,  iu  his  Rejiort  for  1873,  as  Secretary  of  the  State  Agricultural  Society, 
states  (p.  25)  that  the  insect  was  the  common  Red-legged  species  (femur-rubrum) ;  hut  specimens  o 
this  1873  invasion,  which  he  kindly  sent  me,  are  spretus,  sure  enough;  and  other  specimens  collected  in 
1S74,  and  sent  me  by  Professors  Bessey  and  McAfee,  of  the  Iowa  Agricultural  College,  tell  the  same 
talc* 
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The  young  from  the  1873  invasion  destroyed  most  of  the  small 

grain  and  acquired  wings,  and  began  to  leave  the  country  in  June^ 
During  the  month  of  July,  and  more  particularly  during  the  first  half,, 
new  clouds  came  from  Dakota  and  British  America  and  swept  over 

very  much  the  same  counties  overrun  the  previous  year,  reaching  a 
little  farther  east.  The  clouds  which  came  in  1874  are  described  as- 

reaching  100  miles  east  and  west  and  200  miles  north  and  south. 

The  Commissioner  of  Statistics,  in  his  report  for  1874,  says  that 

the  locusts  destroyed  more  than  50  per  cent,  of  the  crops  that  year  in 

the  counties  of  Brown,  Clay,  Cottonwood,  Jackson,  Lacquiparle,. 

Lincoln,  Lyon,  Martin,  Murray,  Nobles,  Redwood,  Renville,  Rocky 
Watonwan  and  Yellow  Medicine;  and  a  smaller  percentage  in  Blue 

Earth,  Chippewa,  Faribault,  Grant,  Nicollet,  Otter  Tail,  Sibley,  Ste- 
vens, Swift  and  Wilkins. 

Gov.  C.  K.  Davis  wrote  to  the  Secretary  of  the  War  Department,, 

about  the  middle  of  July,  as  follows  : 

The  locusts  have  devoured  every  kind  of  crop  in  the  northwestern  part  of  Minne- 
sota, (They  did  the  same  thino^  last  year  in  the  same  area).  Many  thousands  are  now 

suflFerino^  for  food,  and  I  am  using  every  public  and  private  source  to  send  immediate 
supplies  of  food.  This  iState  is  entitled  to  two  years  quota  of  arms,  estimated  at  $8,160.. 
I  respectfully  request  to  turn  over  to  me,  instead  of  arms,  a  quantity  of  rations,  equiv- 

alent in  value. 

Colorado — The  whole  of  Colorado  east  of  the  mountains  was 

more  or  less  overrun  by  this  insect  in  1874,  and  great  damage  was  re- 
ported from  Conejos,  El  Paso,  Larimer,  Weld,  Cache  a  la  Poudre,  from 

Denver  to  Middle  Park,  and  in  the  Ralston  and  Clear  Creek  regions.. 
In  the  Platte  Valley  they  did  less  harm.  Mr.  J.  D.  Putnam,  one  of 

my  correspondents,  wrote  : 

The  grasshoppers  {Caloptenus  spi'etus)  have  been  quite  destructive  in  this  territory 
this  year.  They  put  in  their  first  appearance  at  Valmont,  Boulder  county,  on  July  11, 
though  1  saw  them  on  Gold  Hill  (in  the  Mts.)  on  July  8.  The  first  lot  remained  several 
days  and  went  otf,  but  it  was  soon  followed  by  another  lot,  and  so  they  seemed  to  keep 
on  coming.  The  wheat  was  nearly  read}'  for  harvest  when  they  tirst  came,  conse- 

quently there  is  not  the  destitution  among  the  farmers  that  there  is  in  Nebraska. 

Mr.  O.  A.  Whittemore,  Secretary  of  the  Colorado  Industrial  Asso- 
ciation, wrote  : 

Our  visitation  this  year  came  from  the  North  and  West.  The  first  invasion  crossed 
the  mountains  much  to  the  north  of  us  and  coming  down  along  the  base  of  the  moun- 

tains, and  after  doing  much  damage,  leaving  for  the  South.  A  late  swarm  came 
across  the  mountains  directly  west  of  us,  and  when  leaving,  seemed  to  be  going  South.. 

As  this  insect  breeds  in  most  of  the  western,  mountainous  part  of 

Colorado,  this  State  suffers  more  or  less  from  its  injuries  every  year. 

The  insect  is,  in  fact,  the  greatest  pest  to  Colorado  agriculture.  Yet 
it  is  only  when  fresh  swarms  sweep  through  the  mountain  passes  and 

canyons  in  darkening  clouds,  or  when  they  bear  down  in  multitudes- 
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from  the  plains  to  the  northwest  as  they  did  last  year,  that  they  are 
considered  an  unavoidable  calamity.  As  a  rule  these  fresh  accretions 

come  so  early  in  the  season  as  to  pass  on  to  the  south  or  southwest 

without  laying  eg:gs ;  but  very  often  they  come  late  enough  to  lay 

their  eggs — the  progeny  from  which  is  much  more  to  be  dreaded  than 
with  us,  because  it  is  more  healthful  and  vigorous  and  does  much 

more  damage. 

Dakota. — This  Territory  was  also  overrun  in  1873  as  well  as  1874. 
From  the  meagre  data  at  my  disposal,  the  settled  portions  were 

almost  completely  ravaged,  and  in  the  southeastern  half  scarcely  a 

wheat-field  escaped  destruction.  The  late  lamented  M.  L.  Dunlap,in 

his  "Rural"  correspondence  to  the  Chicago  Trihicne^  gives  the  fol- 
lowing picture  of  affairs  in  D.  T. : 

The  Grasshopper  has  proven  a  burden,  and  the  sound  of  the  grindino:  is  low,  and 

the  emigrant  wagon  witli  its  white  cover  is  traveling  East  instead  of  "West.  A  letter 
before  nie  from  Dakota  says:  "If  the  grasshoppers  scourge  us  another  j'ear,  Dakota 
will  become  desolate,  and  be  remanded  to  her  ancient  solitude.  This  is  the  fourth  year 
of  bad  crops,  and  almost  every  farmer  has  a  mortgage  on  his  goods  and  chattels,  ta 
tide  them  over  the  past.  Many  have  left,  not  to  return,  and  others  are  to  come  back  in 

the  Spring.  At  the  best,  the  outlook  is  blue  with  despair."  This  will  turn  back  an 
army  of  laborers  ;  for  all  those  people,  when  they  turn  back,  will  need  work,  and  this 
they  should  liave.  if  possible.  These  people  are  returning  from  an  immense  belt  of 
country,  and  the  vanguard  is  already  here,  with  the  main  army  to  follow.  A  little 
marauding  insect,  born  of  the  mountains,  has  driven  them  back,  and  may  hold  the 
country  for  a  long  time.  The  pleasant  dreams  of  the  homesteader  have  been  brought 
to  a  close,  and  unpleasant  images  have  usurped  the  place.  Even  without  the  grasshop- 

pers, pioneer  life  is  a  great  struggle  that  none  can  fully  appreciaty  until  they  have 
passed  its  exacting  ordeal. 

From  Montana  and  Wyoming,  where  these  insects  are  at  home^ 

and  where,  from  the  nature  of  the  country,  settlements  are  very 

sparse  and  agriculture  scarcely  has  an  existence,  the  reports  of  injury 

are  meagre. 

Manitoba. — Their  injuries  in  1874  were  severely  felt  in  Manitoba. 
The  shores  of  Manitoba  Lake  were  reported  as  at  one  time  strewn 

three  feet  thick  with  their  dead  carcasses,  where  they  had  been  driven 

into  the  lake  and  cast  ashore  ;  while  in  the  South,  from  Pembina  to 

Stinking  River,  at  Palestine,  Boyne  Settlement,  Portage  la  Prairie, 

Rat  Creek,  Rockwood  and  Winnepeg,  they  were  reported  as  utterly 

destroying  oats,  barley  and  other  crops.  From  Mr.  Geo.  M.  Dawson^ 

of  McGill  College,  Montreal,  who,  as  Geologist  and  Naturalist  of  the 

N.  A,  Boundary  Commission,  has  been  collecting  information  as  to 
the  limits  of  the  insect  in  this  province,  I  learn  that  the  usual  eastern 

limit  is  formed  by  the  edge  of  the  wooded  country,  which  crosses  the 

forty-ninth  parallel  about  Ion.  £6^  30',  and  runs  thence  to  the  south 
end  of  Lake  Winnepeg.  A  line  drawn  from  Fort  Garry  to  the  forks 
of  the  Saskatchewan  river;  thence  to  Fort  Edmonton,  and  thence  to 
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the  intersection  of  the  Rocky  Mountains  and  forty-ninth  parallel; 
gives  approximately  the  limit  of  the  open  prairie  country.  Over 
the  whole  area  to  the  south  of  this  line,  the  Locust  is,  he  believes, 

frequently  found  in  swarms.  Mr.  Dawson  also  informs  me  that  they 
have  been  known  to  reach,  in  years  past,  a  number  of  miles  into  the 

wooded  country,  as  far  east  as  the  Lake  of  the  Woods;  or  in  other 

words,  to  about  the  same  limit  line  that  they  reach  in  Missouri. 

ITS  FLIGHT  AND  KAYAGES. 

LFig.  3-2.] 

A  swarm  of  Locusts  falling  upon  and  devouring  a  ■wheat-field. 

The  voracity  of  these  insects  can  hardly  be  imagined  by  those 

who  have  not  witnessed  them,  in  solid  phalanx,  falling  upon  a  corn- 
field and  converting,  in  a  few  hours,  the  green  and  promising  acres 

into  a  desolate  stretch  of  bare,  spindling  stalks  and  stubs.  Covering 

each  hill  by  hundreds  ;  scrambling  from  row  to  row  like  a  lot  of 

young  famished  pigs  let  out  to  their  trough  ;  insignificant  individ- 

ually, but  mighty  collectively — they  sweep  clean  a  field  quicker  than 
would  a  whole  herd  of  hungry  steers.  Imagine  hundreds  of  square 

miles  covered  with  such  a  ravenous  horde,  and  you  can  get  some  reali- 
zation of  the  picture  presented  last  year  in  many  parts  of  Kansas. 
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Their  flight  may  be  likened  to  an  immense  snow  storm,  extending 
from  the  ground  to  a  height  at  which  our  visual  organs  perceive  them 

only  as  minute,  darting  sciritillations — leaving  the  imagination  to  pic- 

ture them  indefinite  distances  beyond.  ''  When  on  the  highest  peaks^ 
of  the  snowy  range,  fourteen  or  fifteen  thousand  feet  above  the  sea, 
I  have  seen  them  filling  the  air  as  much  higher  as  they  could  be 

distinguished  with  a  good  field  glass."*  It  is  a  vast  cloud  of  animated 
specks,  glittering  against  the  sun.  On  the  horizon  they  often  appear 
as  a  dust  tornado,  riding  up  on  the  wind  like  an  ominous  hail  storm^ 

eddying  and  whirling  about  like  the  wild  dead  leaves  in  an  Autumn 

storm,  and  finally  sweeping  up  to  and  past  you,  with  a  power  that  is^ 
irresistible.  They  move  mainly  with  the  wind  and  when  there  is  no 

wind  they  whirl  about  in  the  air  like  swarming  bees.  If  a  passing 

swarm  suddenly  meets  with  a  change  in  the  atmosphere,  "  such  as  the 
approach  of  a  thunder-storm,  or  gale  of  wind,  they  come  down  pre- 

cipitately, seeming  to  fold  their  wings,  and  fall  by  the  force  of 

gravity,  thousands  being  killed  by  the  fall,  if  it  is  upon  stone  or  other 

hard  surface."!  I"  alighting,  they  circle  in  myriads  about  you,  beating 
against  everything  animate  or  inanimate  ;  driving  into  open  doors 

and  windows;  heaping  about  your  feet  and  around  your  buildings; 

their  jaws  constantly  at  work  biting  and  testing  all  things  in  seeking 
what  they  can  devour.  In  the  midst  of  the  incessant  buzz  and  noise 
which  such  a  flight  produces  ;  in  face  of  the  unavoidable  destruction 

everywhere  going  on,  one  is  bewildered  and  awed  at  the  collective 

power  of  the  ravaging  host,  which  calls  to  mind  so  forcibly  the 
plagues  of  Egypt. 

The  noise  their  myriad  jaws  make  when  engaged  in  their  work  of 

destruction,  can  be  realized  by  any  one  who  has  "  fought"  a  prairie 
fire,  or  heard  the  flames  passing  along  before  a  brisk  wind  :  the  low 

crackling  and  rasping — the  general  efi"ect  of  the  two  sounds,  are  very 
similar.  Southy,  in  his  Thalaba,:|:  most  graphically  pictures  this  noise 
produced  by  the  flight  and  approach  of  locusts  : 

' '  Onward  they  come,  a  dark,  continuous  cloud 

Ot"^, congregated  myriads  numberless, 
The  rushing  of  whose  wings  was  as  the  sound 
Of  a  broad  river  headlong  in  its  course 
riunged  from  a  mountain  summit,  or  tlie  roar 
Of  a  wild  ocean  in  the  Autumn  storm. 

Shattering  its  billows  on  a  shore  of  rocks  I" 

Nothing,  however,  can  surpass  the  prophet  Joel's  account  of  the 

*  Wm.  N.  Byers,  Am.  Entomologist,  I.  p.  91. 

tWm.  N.  Byers,  Hayden's  Geol.  Surv. ,  1870,  p.  282. 
II.,  169. 
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appearance  and  ravages  of  these  insects.      Omitting  the  figurative 

parts,  it  is  accurate  and  graphic  beyond  measure  : 

"A  day  of  darkness  and  of  gloominess,  a  day  of  clouds  and  of 
thick  darkness,  as  the  morning  spread  upon  the  mountains;  a  great 

people  and  a  strong ;  there  hath  not  been  ever  the  like,  neither  shall 
be  any  more  after  it,  even  to  the  years  of  many  generations.  A  fire 
devoureth  before  them;  and  behind  them  a  flame  burneth;  the  land 

is  as  the  garden  of  Eden  before  them,  and  behind  them  a  desolate 

wilderness ;  yea,  and  nothing  shall  escape  them.  The  appearance  of 

them  is  as  the  appearance  of  horses;  and  as  horsemen,  so  shall  they 
run.  Like  the  noise  of  chariots  on  the  tops  of  mountains  shall  they 

leap,  like  the  noise  of  a  flame  of  fire  that  devoureth  the  stubble,  as 

a  strong  people  set  in  battle  array.  Before  their  face  the  people  shall 
be  much  pained  :  all  faces  shall  gather  blackness.  They  shall  run 

like  mighty  men;  they  shall  climb  the  wall  like  men  of  war;  and 

they  shall  march  every  one  on  his  ways,  and  they  shall  not  break 

their  ranks.  *  *  *  They  shall  run  to  and  fro  in  the  city  ; 
they  shall  run  upon  the  wall,  they  shall  climb  up  upon  the  houses ; 

they  shall  enter  in  at  the  windows  like  a  thief." 
Those  who  suffered  from  and  witnessed  the  vast  army  that  cast  a 

blight  over  so  large  a  portion  of  our  Western  country  last  year  ;  or 

who  passed  by  rail,  during  the  better  part  of  two  days,  through  a  per- 
fect storm  of  these  insects,  which  frequently  impeded  or  stopped  the 

train  by  their  crushed  bodies  reducing  the  traction — will  concede 

that  Joel's  picture  is  not  overdrawn,  and  that,  though  written  over 
2,500  years  ago,  it  might  have  been  inspired  from  many  parts  of  North 

America  in  the  year  1874.  The  illustration  (Fig.  32)  which  I  give 

herewith,  is  reduced  from  one  published  last  August  in  the  Scien- 

tiAc  American^  and,  though  not  accurate  in  structural  detail,  con- 

veys a  very  good  idea  of  the  appearance  of  a  swarm  invading  a  wheat- 
field. 

FOOD  pla:sts. 

The  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  may  be  said  to  be  almost  omnivo- 
rous. Scarcely  anything  comes  amiss  to  the  ravenous  hosts  when 

famished.  They  will  feed  upon  the  dry  bark  of  trees  or  the  dry  lint 

of  seasoned  fence  planks ;  and  upon  dry  leaves,  paper,  cotton  and 

woolen  fabrics.  They  have  been  seen  literally  covering  the  backs  of 

sheep,  eating  the  wool;  and  whenever  one  of  their  own  kind  is  weak 

or  disabled,  from  cause  whatsoever,  they  go  for  him  or  her  with  can- 
nibalistic ferocity,  and  soon  finish  the  struggling  and  kicking  unfortu- 

nate.   They  do  not  refuse  even  dead  animals,  but  have  been  seen  feast- 
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ing  on  dead  bats  and  birds.  Few  things,  therefore,  come  amiss  to  them. 

Yet  where  food  is  abundant  they  are  fastidious  and  much  prefer  acid, 
bitter  or  peppery  food  to  that  which  is  sweet.  The  following  resume 

of  my  notes  and  observations  may  prove  interesting :  Vegetables  and 

•cereals  are  their  main  stay.  Turnips,  rutabagas,  carrots,  cabbage, 
kohlrabi  and  radishes  are  all  devoured  with  avidity;  beets  and  pota- 

toes with  less  relish,  though  frequently  nothing  but  a  few  stalk-stubs 
of  the  latter  are  left,  and  sometimes  the  tubers  in  the  ground  do  not 

■escape.  Onions  they  are  very  partial  to,  seldom  leaving  anything  but 
the  outer  rind.  Of  leguminous  plants  the  pods  are  preferred  to  the 
leaves,  which  are  often  passed  by.  Cucurbitaceous  plants  also  suffer 
most  in  the  fruit.  In  the  matter  of  tobacco  their  tastes  are  cultivated 

•and  they  seem  to  relish  an  old  quid  or  an  old  cigar  more  than  the 
^reen  leaf.  Tomatoes  and  sweet  potatoes  are  not  touched  so  long  as 
other  food  is  to  mouth. 

Of  cereals,  corn  is  their  favorite  ;  if  young  and  tender,  everything 
is  devoured  to  the  ground ;  if  older  and  drier,  the  stalks  are  mostly 
left ;  the  silk  is,  however,  the  first  part  to  go.  All  other  cereals  are  to 

their  taste,  except  sorghum  and  broom  corn,  which  are  often  left  un- 
touched. They  are  fond  of  buckwheat  and  flax,  but  seldom  touch 

■castor  beans. 

Next  to  vegetables  and  cereals,  they  relish  the  leaves  of  fruit 

trees ;  they  strip  apple  and  sweet  cherry  trees,  leaving  nothing  but 

the  fruit  hanging  on  the  bare  twigs.  The  leaves  of  the  peach  are  gen- 
erally left  untouched,  but  the  flesh  of  the  unripe  fruit  is  eaten  to  the 

■stone.  Pear  trees,  as  Mr.  Gale  informs  me,  sufi"ered  less  than  any 
other  kind  of  orchard  tree  at  the  Experimental  farm  at  Manhattan, 
Kansas.  The  tender  bark  of  twig  and  branch  and  trunk  of  all  these 

trees  is  gnawed  and  girdled,  and  these  girdled  trees  present  a  sad 

picture  as  one  passes  through  the  ravaged  country  during  the  subse- 

quent AVinter.  Sour  cherry,  apricot  and  plum  trees  are  less  afl"ected 
by  them,  while  ripe  fruit  is  seldom  touched. 

Of  berries,  strawberries  and  blackberries  are  devoured  where 

raspberries  are  frequently  unmolested.  Flowering  shrubs  very  gen- 

erally sufi"er,  and  they  are  particularly  fond  of  Rose  and  Lilac.  Of 
herbaceous  plants,  Helianthus,  Amaranthus  and  Xanthium  are  eaten 

■with  especial  avidity.  Grape  vines  sufi"er  more  from  the  girdling  of 
the  fruit  stems  than  from  defoliation.  Forest  and  shade  trees  sufl'er  in 
different  degrees,  and  some,  when  young,  are  not  unfrequently  killed 
outright. 

Last  year,  Honey  Locust,  Eed  Cedar,  Box  Elder,  Osage  Orange, 
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Elm  and  Oak,  were  either  untouched  pr  but  little  injured,  while  the 
following  trees  were  preferred  in  the  order  of  their  naming:  Ash, 

Willow,  Cottonwood,  Balm  of  Gilead,  Silver-leaved  and  Lombardy 
poplars,  Black  Ash,  Black  Locust,  Black  Walnut,  Hickory,  Ailanthus, 

Maple,  Sumach  and  Evergeens. 
In  every  case  they  show  a  marked  preference  for  plants  that  are 

unhealthy  or  wilted. 

TIME  or  APrEARAXCE. 

In  endeavoring  to  deduce  some  general  conclusions  respecting 

the  time  of  year  that  the  1874  swarms  reached  difierent  parts  of  the 

country,  great  difficulty  is  experienced  in  sifting  those  accounts  which 
refer  to  the  progeny  of  the  1873  invasion,  and  the  new  comers  which 

hatched  within  the  insect's  native  range.  Yet  we  shall  find,  as  a  rule, 
that  the  insects  which  hatch  outside  the  native  habitat — i.  e.,  in  Min- 

nesota, Iowa,  Missouri,  and  the  larger  part  of  Nebraska  and  Kansas — 
acquire  wings  and  leave  before  the  new  swarms  appear.  In  the  more 
northerly  of  the  States,  as  in  Minnesota,  the  insects  hatched  on  the 

ground  acquire  wings  in  June,  and  earlier  in  proportion  as  we  go 
south,  until  in  Texas  they  become  fledged  in  April.  The  time  of 

appearance  of  the  new  swarms  is  in  inverse  ratio  ;  i.  e.,  earlier  in  the 

more  northern,  later  in  the  more  southern  States.  Thus,  while  on  the 

confines  of  the  insect's  native  habitat,  it  is  almost  if  not  quite  impos- 
sible to  distinguish  between  the  old  and  the  new  comers,  in  respect 

to  the  time  of  their  acquiring  wings ;  the  diflerence  in  this  respect 

becomes  greater  the  farther  south  and  east  we  go.  The  1874  swarms 
appeared  during  June  in  Southern  Dakota,  during  July  in  Colorado, 

Nebraska  and  Minnesota ;  during  the  latter  part  of  this  month  in 
Iowa  and  Western  Kansas.  During  August,  they  came  into  Southeast 

Kansas  and  Missouri ;  and  by  the  middle  of  October  they  reached 
Dallas,  in  Texas. 

One  noticeable  feature  of  the  invasion  was  the  greater  rapidity 

with  which  the  insects  spread  in  the  earlier  part  of  the  season,  while 

in  fullest  vigor,  and  the  reduction  in  the  average  rate  of  progress  the 

farther  east  and  south  they  went.  The  length  of  their  stay  depends 

much  on  circumstances.  Early  in  the  Summer,  when  they  first  began 

to  pour  down  on  the  more  fertile  country,  they  seldom  remained  more 

than  two  or  three  days,  whereas,  later  in  the  season,  they  stayed  much 

longer.  In  speaking  of  the  advent  and  departure  of  these  insects,  I 

use  relative  language  only.  The  first  comers,  when — alter  having 

devoured  everything  palatable — they  take  wing  away,  almost  always 
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leave  a  scattering  rear-guard  behind,  and  are  generally  followed  by 

new  swarms  ;  and  a  country  once  visited  presents  for  weeks  the  spec- 
tacle of  the  insects  gradually  rising  in  the  air  between  the  hours  of 

9  or  10  A.  M.  and  3  p.  m.,  and  being  carried  away  by  the  wind,  while 

others  are  constantly  dropping. 

ITS   NATIVE   HOME  :    IT   CANNOT   THRIVE    IN   THE    MISSISSIPPI   VALLEY,    AND    CAN 
NEVER   REACH   FAR   INTO   MISSOURI. 

A  full  month  before  a  single  specimen  of  the  Rocky  Mountain 

Locust  reached  Missouri  in  1874, 1  prophesied  that  it  would  come  into 

our  western  counties  too  late  to  do  any  very  serious  damage,  and  that 

it  would  not  reach  beyond  a  given  line.*  To  the  many  anxious  corre- 
spondents who,  fearing  that  the  State  was  to  be  overrun,  as  Kan- 

sas was  being  overrun,  wrote  for  my  opinion  and  advice,  I  replied 

^'  Judging  of  the  future  by  the  past,  the  farmers  of  Missouri,  east 
of  the  extreme  western  tier  of  counties  need  fear  nothing  from  Locust 

invasions.  They  may  plant  their  Fall  grain  without  hesitation,  and 

console  themselves  with  the  reflection  that  they  are  secure  from  the 

unwelcome  visitants  which  occasionally  make  their  way  into  the 

counties  mentioned,  and  especially  of  the  northwest  corner  of  the 
State.  The  same  holds  true  of  the  farmers  of  Illinois  and  of  all  the 

country  east  of  a  line  drawn,  at  a  rough  estimate,  along  longitude  17" 
AVest  from  Washington." 

The  detailed  account  already  given  (p.  144)  of  the  counties  in  Mis- 
souri invaded  in  1874,  will  show  how  subsequent  events  bore  out  my 

prophesy,  and  how  the  insect  reached  just  about  the  limit  I  had  given 

it.  But,  it  will  be  asked,  "  Upon  what  do  you  base  this  conclusion, 
and  what  security  have  we,  that  at  some  future  time  the  country  east 

of  the  line  you  have  indicated  may  not  be  ravaged  by  these  plagues 

from  the  mountains?"  I  answer  that  during  the  whole  history  of  the 
species  as  I  have  attempted  to  trace  it  in  the  chronological  account 

already  given,  the  insect  never  has  done  any  damage  east  of  the  line 
indicated,  and  there  is  no  reason  to  suppose  that  it  ever  will  do  so  for 
the  future.  There  must  of  course  be  some  limit  to  its  flight,  as  no  one 

would  be  foolish  enough  to  argue  that  it  could,  in  one  season,  fly  to 

England  or  France,  or  even  to  the  Atlantic  ocean  ;  and  as  its  flight  is  by 
law  limited  to  one  season — for  the  term  of  life  allotted  to  it  is  bounded 

by  the  Spring  and  Autumn  frosts— so  its  power  of  flight  is  limited. 
And  as  the  historical  record  proves  that  it  never  has  done  any  dam- 

*  St.  Louis  Globe,  July  20,  1874. 

ER — 11 
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age  east  of  the  line  indicated,  it  is  but  logical  to  infe
r  that  it  never 

will  "  Because  an  insect  can  fly  550  miles,  it  would  be  ridi
culous  to 

argue  that,  therefore,  it  can  fly  700  miles.  We  mig
ht  as  well  claim 

that  because  a  man  can  jump  a  ditch  twenty  feet  wi
de,  therefore  he 

can  jump  another  ditch  which  is  thirty  feet  wide;  
or  becauise  a  man 

can  easily  carry  a  young  calf  upon  his  back,  theref
ore,  if  he  practices 

daily,  he  will  be  able  to  carry  the  same  animal  upon
  his  back  when  it 

has  grown  to  be  a  cow."* 

My  late  friend,  B.  D.  Walsh,  who,  from  a  number
  of  data  which 

he  accumulated,  first  laid  stress  on  this  fact  that  
the  insect  would  in 

all  likelihood  never  reach  the  Mississippi  river,  gi
ves  his  reasons  in 

the  following  concluding  paragraph  of  his  repor
t  as  acting  State  En- 

tomologist of  Illinois : 

^,"pvirVr  Suntocls  of  ?eVs  wcome,  be  atHlcted  ,yith  the  Ha
teful  Grnssliopper  ,n  Illi- 

liarly  prescribed  path,  foyudefamtea^^^^^^  Mountains  over  the 

fs  not  morally  certain  to  happen  in  the  future.
 

^'But  why  "  it  will  again  be  asked,  "will  not  the  young  fro
m  the 

eg-s  laid  along  the  eastern  limit  you  have  indicat
ed,  hatch  and  spread 

further  to  the  eastward?  "  Here,  again,  historic
al  record  serves  us, 

and  there  are,  in  addition,  certain  physical  facts
  which  help  to  answer 

the  question.  .  ^       i  i,  i.- 

There  is  some  difference  of  opinion  as  to  the  p
recise  natural  habi- 

tat and  breeding  place  of  these  insects,  but  
the  facts  all  indicate 

that  it  is  by  nature  a  denizen  of  high  altitude
s,  breeding  in  the  val- 

leys, parks  and  plateaus  of  the  Rocky  Mountain
  region  of  Colorado 

and  especially  of  Montana,  Wyoming  and
  British  America.  Prot. 

Cyrus  Thomas,  who  has  had  an  excellent  oppor
tunity  of  studying  it- 

through  his  connection  with  Hayden's  geologi
cal  survey  of  the  Terri- 

tories-reports it  as  occurring  from  Texas  to  British  America  
and  froni 

the  Mississippi  (more  correctly  speaking  t
he  line  I  have  indicated) 

westward  to  the  Sierra  Nevada  range.  But  in
  all  this  vast  extent  ot 

country,  and  especially  in  the  more  southern 
 latitudes,  there  is  every 

reason  to  believe  that  it  breeds  only  on  th
e  higher  mountam  eleva- 

tions, where  the  atmosphere^s^^ery^ry^nd^attei^^ 

tAm.  Ent.I,  p.  75. 
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seldom,  if  ever,  gets  soaked  with  moisture.  Prof.  Thomas  found  it 

most  numerous  in  all  stages  of  growth  along  the  higher  valleys  and 
canyons  of  Colorado,  tracing  it  up  above  the  perennial  snows,  where 

the  insect  must  have  hatched,  as  it  was  found  in  the  adolescent  stage. 
In  crossing  the  mountains  in  Colorado  it  often  gets  chilled  in  passing 
the  snows,  and  thus  perishes  in  immense  numbers,  when  bears  delight 
to  feast  upon  it. 

My  own  belief  is  that  the  insect  is  at  home  in  the  higher  altitudes 
of  Utab,  Idaho,  Colorado,  Wyoming,  Montana,  Northwest  Dakota  and 
British  America.  It  breeds  in  all  this  region,  but  particularly  on  the 
vast  hot  and  dry  plains  and  plateaus  of  the  last  named  Territories  and 

on  the  plains  west  of  the  mountains ;  its  range  being  bounded,  perhaps, 
on  the  East  by  that  of  the  Buffalo  grass.  Mr.  Wm.  N.  Byers,  of  Denver, 
Colorado,  shows  that  they  hatch  in  immense  quantities  in  the  valleys  of 

the  three  forks  of  the  Missouri  river  and  along  the  Yellow  Stone,  and 
how  they  move  on  from  there,  when  fledged,  in  a  southeast  direction 

at  about  10  miles  per  day.  The  swarms  of  1867  were  traced,  as  he 

states,  from  their  hatching  grounds  in  West  Dakota  and  Montana, 

along  the  east  flank  of  the  Rocky  Mountains,  in  the  valleys  and  plains 

of  the  Black  Hills,  and  between  them  and  the  main  Rocky  Mountain 

range,* 
In  all  this  immense  stretch  of  country,  as  is  well  known,  there  are 

immense  tracts  of  barren,  almost  desert  land,  while  other  tracts  for 

hundreds  of  miles  bear  only  a  scanty  vegetation,  the  short  bufl"alo 
grass  of  the  more  fertile  prairies  giving  way,  now  to  a  more  luxurious 

vegetation  along  the  water  courses,  now  to  the  sage  bush  and  a  few 
cacti.  Another  physical  peculiarity  is  found  in  the  fact  that  while 

the  Spring  on  these  immense  plains  often  opens  as  early,  even  away 
up  into  British  America,  as  it  does  with  us  in  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis, 
yet  the  vegetation  is  often  dried  and  actually  burned  out  before 

the  first  of  Jul}\  so  that  not  a  green  thing  is  to  be  found.  Our  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust,  therefore,  hatching  out  in  untold  myriads  in  the 
hot  sandy  plains,  five  or  six  thousand  feet  above  the  sea  level,  will 
often  perish  in  immense  numbers  if  the  scant  vegetation  of  its  native 

home  dries  up  before  it  acquires  wings ;  but  if  the  season  is  propi- 
tious and  the  insect  becomes  fledged  before  its  food  supply  is  ex- 

hausted, the  newly  acquired  wings  prove  its  salvation.  It  may  also 

become  periodically  so  prodigiously  multiplied  in  its  native  breeding 
place  that,  even  in  favorable  seasons,  everything  green  is  devoured 
by  the  time  it  becomes  winged. 

♦  See  Ilayden's  Geol.  Survey  of  the  Territories,  1870,  pp.  282-3. 
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In  either  case,  prompted  by  that  most  exigent  law  of  hunger — 

spurred  on  for  very  life — it  rises  in  immense  clouds  in  the  air  to  seek 
for  fresh  pastures  where  it  may  stay  its  ravenous  appetite.  Borne 

along  by  the  prevailing  winds  that  sweep  over  these  immense  treeless 
plains  from  the  northwest,  often  at  the  rate  of  50  or  60  miles  an  hour, 
the  darkening  locust  clouds  are  soon  carried  into  the  more  moist  and 

fertile  country  to  the  southeast,  where,  with  sharpened  appetites, 

they  fall  upon  the  crops  like  a  plague  and  a  blight.  Many  of  the 
more  feeble  or  of  the  more  recently  fledged  perish,  no  doubt,  on  the 

way;  but  the  main  army  succeeds,  with  favorable  wind,  in  bridging 
over  the  parched  country  which  oiFers  no  nourishment.  The  hotter 
and  drier  the  season,  and  the  greater  the  extent  of  the  drouth,  the 

earlier  will  they  be  prompted  to  migrate,  and  the  farther  will  they 

push  on  to  the  East  and  South. 
The  comparatively  sudden  change  from  the  attenuated  and  dry 

atmosphere  of  five  to  eight  thousand  feet  or  more  above  the  sea  level, 
to  the  more  humid  and  dense  atmosphere  of  one  thousand  feet  above 

that  level,  does  not  agree  with  them.  The  first  generation  hatched  in 

this  low  country  is  unhealthy,  and  the  few  that  attain  maturity  do  not 

breed,  but  become  intestate  and  go  to  the  dogs.  At  least  such  is  the 
case  in  our  own  State  and  in  the  whole  of  the  Mississippi  Valley 

proper.  As  we  go  West  or  Northwest  and  approach  nearer  and  nearer 

the  insect's  native  home,  the  power  to  propagate  itself  and  become 
localized,  becomes,  of  course,  greater  and  greater,  until  at  last  we 

reach  the  country  where  it  is  found  perpetually.  Thus  in  the  western 

parts  of  Kansas  and  Nebraska  the  progeny  from  the  mountain  swarms 

may  multiply  to  the  second  or  even  third  generation,  and  wing  their 

way  in  more  local  and  feeble  bevies  to  the  country  east  and  south. 

Yet  eventually  they  vanish  from  oflf  the  face  of  the  earth,  unless  for- 
tunate enough  to  be  carried  back  by  favorable  winds  to  the  high  and 

dry  country  where  they  flourish.  That  they  often  instinctively  seek 
to  return  to  their  native  haunts  is  proven  by  the  fact  that  they  are 

often  seen  flying  early  in  the  season  in  a  northwesterly  direction.'-''  As 
a  rule,  however,  the  winds  which  saved  the  first  comers  from  starva- 

tion by  bearing  them  away  from  their  native  home,  keep  them  and 

*  Mr.  Affleck,  in  the  letter  published  in  the  Appendix,  shows  that  they  frequently  take  this  direction 
in  leaving  Texas.  Mr.  S.  T.  Kelsey  also  writes  me:  In  the  Spi'ing  of  1874,  I  think  late  in  May,  they 
passed  over  the  same  country  (between  Hutchinson  and  Dodge  counties  in  Kansas)  going  north,  flying 
high  as  before,  and  none  of  them  alighting  so  far  as  I  could  see  or  learn.  They  were  observed  by  many 

pci'sons  besides  myself,  but  as  thej^  did  no  haiTQ  there  was  little  said  abontthem.  Mr.  G.  M.  Dodge,  of 
Glencoe,  Dodge  connty.  Neb.,  [Prairie  Farmer,  Sei)tem])or  19,  1874,)  also  records  their  passing  over 

that  place  in  a  northerly  direction  during  the  last  of  May — a  date  indicating  that  they  must  have  been 

bom  in  more  Southern  latitudes.    See  also  JMr.  Faulkner's  letter,  on  page  141  of  this  Heport. 
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their  issue  to  the  east  and  south,  and  thus,  in  the  end,  prove  their 

destruction.  For  in  the  Mississippi  Valley  they  are  doomed,  sooner 
or  later. 

There  is  nothing  more  certain  than  that  the  insect  is  not  autoch- 
thonous in  West  Missouri,  Kansas,  Nebraska,  Iowa,  or  even  Minnesota, 

and  that  when  forced  to  migrate  from  its  native  home,  from  the  causes 

already  mentioned,  it  no  longer  thrives  in  this  country. 

That  the  native  home  of  the  species  is  sub-Alpine,  is  proved  by 
the  fact  of  its  abounding  to  such  an  extent  in  British  America,  and  of 

its  breeding  in  the  higher  mountain  elevations,  even  up  to  the  peren- 
nial snows.  In  fact,  so  high  up  does  it  breed  that  it  often  hatches  so 

late  in  the  season  as  to  be  overtaken  by  the  cold  of  the  succeeding 

Winter  before  acquiring  growth,  when  of  course  it  perishes  without 
begetting.  The  truly  Alpine  country  cannot,  therefore,  be  its  native 

home  ;  and  those  found  breeding  at  such  a  height  must  be  the  prog- 
eny of  others  which  flew  from  the  plains,  either  east  or  west  of  the 

mountains.  Physical  barriers  on  the  high  mountain  summits  put  a 

limit  to  the  insect's  extension  and  propagation,  just  as  they  do  in  the 
Mississippi  Valley. 

Such  are  my  opinions,  based  upon  my  own  observations  in  Mis- 
souri, Kansas,  Nebraska  and  Colorado  ;  on  those  of  a  large  number 

of  correspondents,  and  especially  upon  the  experience  of  men  like 
Mr.  Byers  and  Prof.  Thomas,  who  have  given  the  subject  particular 

attention.  In  treating  of  the  native  home  of  the  species,  I  have  con- 
fined myself,  as  in  all  other  cases  in  speaking  of  the  insect,  as  much 

as  possible,  to  the  country  east  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Range:  I 

leave  to  others  to  trace  its  history  beyond  the  mountains. 

Beyond  the  boundary  line  indicated  in  my  map  (Fig.  32),  they  did 
not  reach  in  1874,  and  beyond  that  line  I  do  not  believe  they  will  ever 

do  any  damage.  Not  that  they  may  not  extend  to  some  extent  be- 
yond that  line,  in  years  to  come,  or  that  the  young,  hatching  in  1875, 

will  not  push  beyond  it;  for  I  have  numerous  records  to  show  that 
they  have  occurred  as  far  as  the  western  point  of  Lake  Superior,  and 

that  they  have  even  reached  the  Mississippi  in  parts  of  Iowa:  but  in 

all  such  instances  they  appeared  in  scattering  numbers  only,  and  did 

no  material  damage.  They  were  the  last  remnants  of  the  mighty 

armies  from  the  mountains,  moving  and  blowing  about,  diseased,  para- 
sitised, intestate  and  wastmg  away. 

Well  is  it  for  the  people  of  Missouri ;  well  is  it  for  the  people  of 

the  Mississippi  Valley,  generally,  that  this  insect  cannot  go  on  raulti- 

plyiug  indefinitely  in  their  fertile  fields  !    Else,  did  it  go  on  multiply- 
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ing  and  thriving  as  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle  has  done,  this  whole 
valley  would  soon  become  a  desert  waste.  A  wise  Providence  has 

decreed  that  thus  far  it  shall  go,  and  no  further. 

It  will  surely  be  a  source  of  satisfaction  to  the  farmers  east  of  the 

lino  indicated  to  feel  assured  against  any  future  invasion  by,  or  any 
serious  injury  from,  an  army  of  insects  so  prodigiously  numerous  as 

actually  to  obscure  the  light  of  the  sun,  and  so  ruinously  destructive 

as  to  devour  almost  every  green  thing  that  grows ! 

WHAT  INJURY  MAY  BE  EXPECTED  IN  MISSOURI  IN  1875  ? 

The  subject  we  have  just  been  considering,  brings  us  very  natu- 
rally to  the  question  propounded  in  the  above  heading.  It  is  also  a 

question  of  vital  importance  to  the  farmers  in  our  western  counties, 

and  one  that  will  be  repeatedly  asked  this  coming  Spring;  and  as  there 

prevails  an  erroneous  impression  that  I  have  given  it  as  my  opinion 

that  no  damage  can  possibly  result  from  the  young  hatching  out  in 

1875,1  will  here  repeat  what  I  actually  said  on  the  subject  last  Autumn. 

Setting  aside  possible  but  not  probable  injury  from  a  new  inva- 
sion, we  may  consider  the  probable  injury  that  will  result  in  1875 

from  the  progeny  of  those  which  came  in  1874.  The  eggs  which  are 

deposited  on  southerly  hill-sides  often  hatch  before  cold  weather  sets 
in,  if  the  Fall  is  warm  and  protracted,  while  many  hatch  soon  after  the 
frost  is  out  of  the  ground  in  the  Spring.  Yet  the  great  bulk  of  them 

will  not  hatch  till  into  April.  That  most  of  the  eggs  will  hatch  may 

be  taken  for  granted  unless  we  have  very  abnormal  climatic  condi- 
tions, and  unprecedentedly  wet  and  cold  weather  following  a  mild  and 

thawing  spell.  The  young  issuing  from  these  eggs  will  also,  in  all 

probability,  do  much  damage,  as  they  did  in  the  Spring  and  Summer 

of  1867.  But  the  actual  damage  cannot  be  foretold,  as  so  much 
depends  on  circumstances.  In  1867,  in  many  counties  of  Kansas  and 

Missouri,  where  the  ground  had  been  filled  with  eggs  the  previous 

Fall,  little  harm  was  done  in  the  Spring — so  small  a  percentage  of  the 
eggs  came  to  anything  and  so  unmercifully  were  the  young  destroyed 
by  natural  enemies.  A  severe  frost  kills  the  young  after  they  have 

hatched,  where  a  moderate  frost  does  not  affect  them.  In  Missouri,  if 

we  have  no  weather  that  proves  fatal  to  either  eggs  or  young,  consid- 
erable damage  may  be  expected,  but  not  as  much  as  in  the  country  to 

the  West ;  for,  as  already  stated,  we  received  the  more  scattering 
remains  of  the  vast  army,  and  the  eggs  are  neither  as  numerous,  nor 

will  they  hatch  as  early  in  our  territory  as  farther  West.  Following  a 

rather  mild  February  the  March  of  '67  was  a  very  severe  one,  the 
thermometer  frequently  indicating  18  degrees  below  zero,  and  accord- 
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ing  to  Mr.  W.  F.  Goble,  of  Pleasant  Ridge,  Kansas,  who  wrote  an 

excellent  account  of  the  insect,*  this  severe  weather  caused  many  of 

the  eegs  to  perish ;  andhe  expresses  the  opinion  that"  judging  from  the 
voraciousness  of  those  that  did  appear,  I  doubt  not  Kansas  would 

have  been  made  a  perfect  desert  if  all  had  lived." 
If  after  the  young  hoppers  hatch  we  have  much  cold  wet  weather, 

great  numbers  of  them  will  congregate  in  sheltered  places  and  perish 

before  doing  serious  harm ;  but  if,  on  the  contrary,  our  Spring  and 

early  Summer  prove  dry  and  hot  (which  is  hardly  to  be  expected  after 

the  several  dry  seasons  lately  experienced)  much  damage  will  result 

from  these  young  locusts,  where  no  effort  is  made  to  prevent  it.  They 

will  ruin  most  garden  truck,  do  much  injury  to  grain,  and  affect  plants 

very  much  in  the  order  previously  indicated  under  the  head  of  "  Food- 

plants."  They  will  become  more  and  more  injurious  as  they  get  older, 
until,  in  about  two  months  from  the  time  of  hatching,  or  about  the 

middle  of  June,  they  will  begin  to  acquire  wings,  become  restless, 

and  in  all  probability  leave  the  locality  where  they  were  born,  either 

wending  their  way  further  South  or  returning  in  the  direction  whence 

their  parents  came  the  previous  year.  Some  bevies  may  even  pass 
to  the  eastward  of  the  limit  line  reached  in  1874,  and  fall  upon  some 

of  the  counties  bordering  that  line;  but  they  will  lay  no  eggs,  and 
will  in  time  run  their  course  and  perish  from  debility,  disease  and 
parasites.  In  1876  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  will  scarcely  be  heard 

of  within  our  borders  ;  a  few  remnants  from  Kansas  or  Nebraska,  or 

from  the  country  to  the  southwest,  may  make  their  presence  mani- 
fest, if  the  year  should  be  exceptionally  favorable  to  their  develop- 

ment; but,  whether  delayed  till  1876,  or  even  till  1877,  the  last  one 

will  eventually  vanish  from  Missouri  soil,  and  their  race  will  no  more 

be  known  among  us  till — perhaps  within  the  next  six  or  eight  years; 

perhaps  not  within  the  next  twenty — a  fresh  swarm  wings  its  way 
to  our  borders  from  the  plains  along  the  mountain  regions.  There 
is,  therefore,  no  danger  of  their  overrunning  the  State  to  the  east  of 

the  limit  line  ;  nor  of  their  doing  permanent  injury  in  the  counties 

ihej  now  occupy. 

RAVAGES  OF  MIGRATOKY  LOCUSTS  IN  TILE  ATLANTIC  STATES. 

We  have  already  seen  how  the  true  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, 

■which  rarely  reaches  the  Mississippi,  may  be  distinguished  from  the 
Red-legged  species,  which  often  mixes  with  it  and  is  common  to  a  much 
larger  extent  of  country,  and  reaches  to  the  Atlantic.    We  have  also 

«  Monthly  Reports,  Dept.  Agr.  1867  p.  290. 
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seen  that  the  ravages  of  migratory  locusts  between  the  Mississippi 
and  the  Rocky  Mountains,  and  probably  to  the  Pacific,  are  confined  to 

the  one,  long-winged  species,  {spretus).  "  How  then,"  will  naturally 
bs  asked,  "do  you  account  for  the  ravages  of  migratory  locusts  in  the 
Atlantic  States,  since  swarms  have  been  known  in  those  States  to  fly 

over  the  country  and  commit  sad  havoc,  and  since  you  tell  us  that  the 

Ked-legged  species  is  incapable  of  such  migrations?"  This  question, 
which  has  never  been  properly  answered,  I  will  now  proceed  to  eluci- 
date. 

First,  as  to  migrating  locusts  doing  great  damage  in  some  of  the 
Eastern  States  during  certain  years,  there  can  be  no  doubt  of  the 

fact.  Harris,  in  his  Treatise,  gives  an  account  extracted  from  the 
Travels  of  President  Dwight,  wherein  they  are  recored  as  being  most 
destructive  in  Vermont  in  1197  and  1798,  and  as  collecting  in  clouds^ 

rising  in  the  air  and  taking  extensive  flights — even  covering  persons 
employed  in  raising  a  church  steeple,  who,  in  such  position,  still  saw 

the  insects  flying  far  above  their  heads.  He  also  quotes  from  William- 

son's History  of  Maine,  that  in  1749  and  1754  they  were  very  numer- 

ous and  voracious;  that  "in  1743  and  3756  they  covered  the  whole 

country  and  threatened  to  devour  everything  green."  Among  the 
communications  which  I  received  last  Fall  was  the  following,  descrip- 

tive of  locust  ravages  in  New  Hampshire  : 

Dear  Sir:  I  see  a  note  in  the  New  York  Tribune  requesting  those  from  the  Lo- 
cust regions  to  send  you  specimens  of  the  variety.  1  send  you  a  vial  of  tliem  to-day 

by  mail.  They  have'been  quite  plenty  in  the  Merrimack  Valley  on  some  farms.  They have  eaten  all  of  our  garden  vegetables ;  in  others  they  left  us  a  small  share.  The 
small  ones  are  the  most  plenty  and  the  ones  that  have  done  the  most  mischief.  I  should 
like  to  know  it  they  are  of  the  same  variety  that  infested  the  West. 

Yours  truh% 
LEWIS  COLBY. 

lioscAWEN,  Merrimack  Co.,  N.  H.,  September  17, 1874. 

The  following  account  by  Dr.  U.  T.  True  of  the  appearance  of 

these  insects  in  Cumberland  county,  Maine,  in  1821,  is  so  circumstan- 

tial that  I  give  it  in  full,  as  quoted  by  Mr.  S.  H.  Scudder  :'* 
During  the  haying  season  the  weather  was  dry  and  hot,  and  these  hungry  locusts 

stripped  the  leaves  from  the  clover  and  herds-grass,  leaving  nothing  but  the  naked 
stems.  In  consequence,  the  hay-crop  was  seriously  diminished  in  value.  So  ravenous 
had  they  become  that  they  would  attack  clover,  eating  it  into  shreds.  Eake  and  pitch- 

fork handles,  made  of  white  ash  and  worn  to  a  glossy  smoothness  by  use,  would  be 
found  nibbled  over  by  them  if  left  within  their  reach. 

As  soon  as  the  hay  was  cut  and  they  had  eaten  every  living  thing,  they  removed 
to  the  adjacent  crops  of  grain,  completely  stripping  the  leaves;  climbing  the  naked 
stalks  they  would  eat  ofl  the  stems  of  wheat  and  rye  just  below  the  head,  and  leave 
them  to  drop  to  the  ground.  I  well  remember  assisting  in  sweeping  a  large  cord  over 
the  heads  of  wheat  after  dark,  causing  the  insects  to  drop  to  the  ground,  where  most 
of  them  would  remain  during  the  night.    During  harvest  time  it  was  my  painful  duty, 

♦Hayden'8  Report  on  the  Geological  Survey  of  Kebraskii;  and  "The  Disti-ibution  of  Insects  w-, 
New  Hampshire,"  p.  375. 
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with  a  j-ounger  brother,  to  pick  up  the  fallen  wheat  heads  for  threshing ;  they  amounted to  several  bushels. 
Their  next  attack  was  upon  the  Indian  corn  and  potatoes.  They  stripped  the 

leaves  and  ate  out  the  silk  from  the  corn,  so  that  it  was  rare  to  harvest  a  full  ear. 
Among  forty  or  tifty  bushels  of  corn  spread  out  in  the  corn- room,  not  an  ear  could  be 
found  not  niottled  with  detached  kernels. 

While  these  insects  were  more  than  usually  abundant  in  the  town  generally,  it  was 
in  the  field  1  have  described  that  they  appeared  in  the  greatest  intensity.  After  they 
had  stripped  everything  from  the  field,  thev  began  to  emigrate  in  countless  numbers. 
They  crossed  the  highway  and  attacked  the  vegetable  garden.  1  remember  the  curious 
appearance  of  a  large,  flourishing  bed  of  red  onions,  whose  tops  they  first  literally  ate 
up,  and  not  content  with  that,  devoured  the  interior  of  the  bulbs,  leaving  the  dry  ex- 

ternal covering  in  place.  The  provident  care  of  my  mother,  who  covered  the  bed  with 
chaff  from  the  stable  floor,  did  not  save  them,  while  she  was  complimented  the  next 
year  for  so  successfully  sowing  the  garden  down  to  grass.  The  leaves  were  stripped 
from  the  apple  trees.  They  entered  the  house  in  swarms,  reminding  one  of  the  locusts 
of  Egypt,  and,  as  we  walked,  they  would  rise  in  countless  numbers  and  fty  away  in 
clouds. 

As  the  nights  grew  cooler  they  colle(;ted  on  the  spruce  and  hemlock  stumps  and  log 
fences,  completely  covering  them,  eating  the  moss  and  decomposed  surface  of  the  wood, 
and  leaving  the  surface  clean  and  new.  They  would  perch  on  the  west  side  of  a  stump, 
where  they  could  feel  the  warmth  of  the  sun,  and  work  around  to  the  east  side  in  the 
morning  as  the  sun  reappeared.  The  foot-paths  in  the  fields  were  literally  covered 
with  their  excrements. 

During  the  latter  part  of  August  and  the  first  of  September,  when  the  air  was  still 
dry,  and  for  several  days  in  succession  a  high  wind  prevailed  from  the  northwest,  the 
lt>custs  frequentlj'  rose  in  the  air  to  an  immense  hight.  By  looking  up  at  the  sky  in  the 
middle  of  a  clear  day,  as  nearly  as  possible  in  the  direction  of  the  sun,  one  may  descry 
a  locust  at  a  great  hight.  These  insects  could  thus  be  seen  in  swarms,  appearing  like 
so  many  thistle-blows,  as  they  expanded  their  wings  and  were  borne  along  toward  the 
sea  before  the  wind  ;  myriads  of  them  were  drowned  in  Casco  bay,  and  I  remember 
hearing  that  they  frequently  dropped  on  the  decks  of  coasting  vessels.  Cart  loads  of 
deiad  bodies  remained  in  the  fields,  forming  in  spots  a  tolerable  coating  of  manure. 

Mr.  J.  S.  Smith  says  that  he  has  seen  "hackmatack  trees  almost 

covered  with  them,  and  entirely  stripped  of  their  leaves."* 
All  these  accounts  agree  in  referring  the  injury  to  the  common 

Red-legged  Locust;  but  as  I  am  fully  persuaded  that  this  species,  as 
found  in  Illinois  and  Missouri,  is  incapable  of  any  extended  flight,f  I 

could  not  help  feeling  that  some  other  species  had  been  confounded 

with  it,  and  had  played  the  part  of  migratory  locust  in  the  White 

Mountain  regions  of  Maine  and  New  Hampshire.  It  was  with  satis- 
faction therefore  that,  upon  examining  the  locusts  sent  me  by  Mr 

Colby,  I  found  them  to  belong  to  a  new  and  different  species,  smaller 

than  either  the  Rocky  Mountain  or  the  Red-legged  species,  but  in 
structure  and  relative  length  of  wing  much  more  nearly  resembling 
the  former  than  the  latter;  in  other  words,  its  relative  length  of  wing 

enables  it  to  fly  with  almost  the  same  facility  as  its  Rocky  Mountain 
congener.  This  species  may  be  called  the  Atlantic  Migratory  Locust, 
and  is  described  below,  in  comparison  with  its  close  allies  : 

Caloptenus  Atlanis  N.  sp.— Length  to  tip  of  abdomen  0.70— 0.85  inch ;  to  tip 

of  closed  wings  0.92—1.05  inches.    At  once  distinguished  from  femur-rubrum  by  the 

•Rep.  Connecticut  State  Bd.  of  Agr.  1872,  p.  363. 

1 1  do  not  mean  by  this  that  it  is  incapable  of  rising  in  the  air;  but  I  am  quite  sure  that  as  found  m 

St.  Louis  county  it  is  incapable  of  any  such  flights  as  s^pretus  takes.  In  ths  higher  parts  of  the  country, 
whether  east  or  west,  the  power  of  flight  may  be  greater. 
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notched  character  of  the  anal  abdominal  joint  in  the  male  and  by  the  shorter,  less 
tapering  corci ;  also  by  the  greater  relative  length  of  wings  which  extend,  on  an  aver- 

age, nearly  one-third  their  length  beyond  the  tip  of  the  abdomen  in  the  dried  speci- 
mens ;  also  by  the  larger  and  more  distinct  spots  on  the  wings — in  all  which  characters 

it  much  more  closely  resembles  spretus  than  femur-rubrum.  From  sprctus,  again,  it  is 
at  once  distinguished  by  the  smaller  size,  the  more  distinct  separation  of  the  dark  mark 
running  from  the  eyes  on  the  prothorax  and  of  the  pale  line  from  base  of  wings  to  hind 

thigh  ;  also  by  the  anal  joint  in  the  d',  tapering  more  suddenly  and  by  the  two  lobes 
forming  the  notch  being  less  marked.  From  both  species  it  is  distinguished  not  only 
by  its  smaller  size  but  by  the  deeper,  more  livid  color  of  the  dark  parts,  and  the  paler 
yellow  of  the  light  parts — the  colors  thus  more  strongly  contrasting. 

G  (^'i,  7  $'s  from  New  Hampshire,  Just  as  the  typical  femur-ruhrum  is  at  once 
distinguisiied  from  the  typical  spretus  by  the  characters  indicated  ;  so  Atlanis,  though 
structurally  nearer  to  spretus,  is  distinguished  from  it  at  a  glance  b}'  its  much  smaller 
size  and  darker,  more  marbled  coloring.  The  contrast  is  all  the  greater  in  the  living 
specimens,  and  I  have  seen  no  specimens  of  sprstus  that  at  all  approach  it  in  these 
respects. 

Whether  this  is  the  femur-rubrum  as  defined  by  DeGeer  or  by  Harris,  it  is 
almost  impossible  to  decide,  though  Harris's  figure  of  femur-rubrv,m  better  represents 
it  than  the  true  jemur-rubrum,  as  subsequently  defined  by  Thomas,  and  as  found  in 
Illinois  and  Missouri. 

It  has  always  been  a  question  among  orthopterists,  as  to  whether 

spretus  should  really  be  considered  specifically  distinct  from  femur^ 
ruhrum^  and  Mr.  Uhler  has  himself  expressed  to  me  his  doubts  as  to 

the  two  being  distinct.  This  indecision,  which  I  myself  very  freely 

shared,  may  be  attributed  principally  to  the  fact  that  the  species  just 

described  {Atlanis)  has  very  generally  been  mistaken  for  femur- 
rubrum^  and  that  the  accounts  of  this  latter  rising  into  the  air  in 

swarms  have  in  reality  had  reference  to  the  former  species.  The  only 

reference  to  this  longer-winged  species,  in  the  East,  that  I  am  ac- 
quainted with,  is  that  by  Dr.  A.  S.  Packard,  jr.,  whose  reference  to  the 

occurrence  of  spretus  in  Maine  and  Massachusetts,  as  exhibited  by 

specimens  in  the  museum  of  the  Peabody  Academy  of  Science,* 
doubtless  applies  to  Atlaiiis. 

Whether  these  three  insects,  as  here  defined,  are  really  distinct 

species,  or  only  races  of  one  and  the  same,  is  a  question  that  each  in- 
dividual entomologist  will  decide  for  himself,  according  to  his  idea  of 

what  constitutes  a  species.  As  ordinary  distinctions  go,  however, 

there  can  be  no  doubt  as  to  their  specific  distinctness,  notwithstand- 

ing my  own  conviction  that  they  merge  into  each  other  through  ex- 
ceptional intermediate  individuals.  That  they  will  cross  with  each 

other  and  produce  fertile  progeny,!  have  little  doubt,  and  that  femur- 

■ruhrum  mixes  more  or  less  with  the  other  two,  is  probable  ;  yet  spre- 
tus and  Atlanis  can  never  thus  cross,  for  they  are  effectually  sepa- 

*  Am.  Naturalist,  VIIl.,  p.  502.  Since  the  above  TTas  written,  Dr.  Tackard  has  submitted  a 
rather  poor  and  discolored  specimen  to  me,  and  it  is,  as  I  inferred,  what  I  here  call  Atlanis, 
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rated  by  the  Mississippi  Valley — a  fact  proved  alike  by  spretufs'  dying 
out  on  the  limit  line  I  have  mapped,  and  by  its  perishing  when  arti- 

ficially transported  in  the  egg  and  hatched  in  the  Atlantic  States.* 
It  is  in  this,  as  it  is  in  almost  every  other  instance  where  large  ma- 

terial from  widely  different  parts  of  the  country  is  examined  ;  the 

lines  which  are  easily  drawn  between  species  characterized  from  single 
individuals,  break  down,  and  continually  remind  us  of  the  arbitrary 
nature  of  specific  definitions,  and  of  the  fact  that  most  of  the  species, 

as  defined  among  lower  animals  and  plants,  have  no  real  exis- 
tence in  nature.  There  are  races  of  femur-ruhruni  which  approach 

even  the  larger  differentialis  as  much  as  they  approach  spretus.  In 

short,  without  speculating  on  the  common  origin,  in  the  past,  of  all 

these  species — and,  indeed,  of  all  species  composing  present  genera — 

we  behold,  in  a  broad  sense,  a  short- winged  species  {femur -ruhrum) 
common  to  the  whole  country  between  the  Rocky  Mountains  and  the 

Atlantic,  giving  way,  in  the  higher  altitudes  alike  of  the  Rocky 
Mountain  and  the  White  Mountain,  and  probably  of  the  Alleghany 

regions,  to  a  longer- winged  one ;  and  the  reason  why  the  western 

long-winged  species  is  more  disastrous  than  that  of  the  East,  is  doubt- 
less due  to  its  larger  size  and  to  the  larger  extent  of  table  land  in 

which  it  breeds,  as  well  as  to  the  fact  that  the  western  climate  is  more 

subject  to  excessive  drouths,  which  cut  off  the  supply  of  nourish- 
ment at  a  time  when  the  insects  are  acquiring  wings,  and  thus 

oblige  them  to  migrate — such  conditions  occurring  much  more  rarely 
in  the  home  of  the  eastern  species.  The  future  orthopterist,  as  he 

studies  material  from  all  parts  of  the  country,  will  very  likely  write  : 

Calox>tenu8  femur-rubrum^  DeGeer.,  var.  sjore^ws  Thomas,  var.  Atlanis 

Riley;  but  the  broad  fact  will  remain  that  these  three  forms — call 
them  races,  varieties,  species,  or  what  we  will — are  separable,  and 
that  they  each  have  their  own  peculiar  habits  and  destiny. 

INJURY  FROM  OTHER  NON-MIGRATORY  LOCUSTS. 

Almost  every  year,  in  some  part  or  other  of  the  country,  we  hear 

reports  of  injury  by  locusts.  In  1868,  for  instance,  while  the  Rocky 
Mountain  species  was  attracting  attention,  as  I  have  already  stated, 

(p.  137),  in  many  parts  of  the  West,  other  non-migratory  species  were 
extremely  injurious  in  the  Mississippi  Valley,  and  in  the  Eastern 
States.  In  Ohio  they  appeared  in  countless  myriads  during  that  year, 

and  at  the  meeting  of  the  Cincinnati  Wine  Growers'  Society  it  was 
stated  that  they  invaded  the  vineyards,  destroying  entire  rows,  defoli- 

•  See  an  observation  by  Mr.  S.  S.  Rathvon,  of  Lancaster,  I'a. ,  who  concludes,  from  experiment, 
that  the  climate  there  is  ' '  unwholesome' '  to  the  species.     (Am.  Entomologist,  IL,  p.  83.) 
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ating  the  vines  and  sucking  out  the  juices  of  the  berries.  In  the  same 
year  I  saw  them  in  countless  millions  in  many  parts  of  Illinois  and 

Missouri.  They  actually  stripped  many  corn-fields  in  these  States,  and 
had  not  the  crops  been  unusually  abundant,  would  have  caused  some 

suflering.    They  were  very  destructive  to  flower  and  vegetable  gardens. 

In  1869,  they  were,  if  anything,  worse  than  in  1868.  I  remember 

that  in  the  vicinity  of  St.  Louis-,  in  addition  to  their  ordinary  injuries, 
they  stripped  the  tops  of  Norway  Spruce,  Balsam  Fir  and  European 
Larch ;  took  the  blossoms  off  Lima  beans  ;  severed  grape  stems,  and 

ate  numerous  holes  into  apples  and  peaches,  thereby  causing  them  to 

rot.  They  were  indeed  abundant  all  over  Illinois,  Missouri,  Iowa  and 
even  Kentucky;  but  attracted  no  attention  East. 

In  1871  they  were  again  very  bad,  especially  East,  as  the  follow- 
ing items  will  show : 

The  grasshoppers  (locusts)  have  been  more  numerous  and  destructive  this  year  in 
Maine  than  perhaps  ever  before.  This  was  partly  owlnjr  to  the  dry  weather,  and  with 
the  advent  of  the  rainy  season  we  hope  their  career  will  be  somewhat  checked,  bi 
this  county  they  arethiclc,  but  in  some  of  the  central  portions  of  the  State  they  literally 
swarm,  devouring:  nearly  every  green  thing  belore  them.    They  did  much  injury  to  the 
f:ras8-tields,  and  now  that  is  cut,  they  have  betaken  themselves  to  the  cultivated  crops, 
n  some  cases  whole  fields  of  corn  and  beans  have  been  completely  stripped.  Even  the 

potatoes  have  not  been  spared. — lCount7-y  Gentleman,  Aug.  10, 1871,  speaking  of  Insects in  Maine. 

Grasshoppers  are  reported  to  have  very  seriously  injured  the  corn,  grass  and  grain 

crops  (and  in  some  cases  orchards  and  nurseries)  "of  the  counties  of  Androscoggin, Franklin,  Knox,  Kennebec,  Lincoln,  Oxford,  Piscataquis,  Penobscot,  Waldo  and  Som- 
erset, in  Maine.  So'serious  has  been  the  damage  that  the  subject  was  made  a  topic  at  the 

recent  State  Agricultural  Convention  in  that  State.  In  Androscoggin  county,  they  in- 
jured pastures  greatly  and  affected  the  condition  and  price  of  stock.  Some  grain-fields 

were  protected  by  drawing  a  rope  across  the  heads  at  sunset,  thus  brushing  off  the 
insects  and  preventing  feeding.  In  Franklin  county  a  field  of  twelve  acres  of  sweet 
corn  was  only  saved  by  keeping  a  man  in  it  continually  to  drive  out  the  grasshoppers. 
One  man  in  York  county  stopped  their  passage  to  his  fields  by  building  a  brush  fence 
around  them. — {^American  Agriculturist,  1871. 

These  pests  (the  locusts)  have  been  numerous  and  destructive  during  the  past  month 
in  some  portions  of  the  Eastern  States.  In  Sagadahoc  county,  Maine,  the  crops  and 
pastures  were  injured  by  them  very  much  ;  also  in  Hancock  county.  In  Franklin  manj' 
fields  of  grain  we*'e  cut  to  save  the  crops  from  them  and  for  feeding.  In  Oxford  oats 
were  "eaten  entirely  down,  as  clean  as  though  fed  upon  by  sheep."  In  some  portions 
of  Plymouth  county,  Massachusetts,  they  are  reported  to  have  eaten  everything  green. 
In  Caledonia  county,  Vermont,  they  have  been  very  destructive.  All  through  \Vindsor 
they  have  been  "a  terrible  scourge."  In  Orleans  they  are  reported  abundant,  and  in 
Windham  they  have  done  "much  injury  to  some  of  the  crops,"  In  Wayne  countj% 
Pennsylvania,  also,  they  are  reported  to  have  done  much  damage. — [Monthly  Keport 
Dep.  of  Agr.  for  August  and  September,  1871. 

In  1872  they  were  again  injurious  East : 

The  grasshoppers  are  making  great  havoc  on  the  grass,  grain  and  corn.  For  a 
space  of  about  one  and  a  half  miles  square  they  are  destroying  almost  everything. 
Clover  is  trimmed  up  all  but  the  head  ;  oats-fields  look  like  fields  of  rushes  coming  up 
to  the  hight  of  16  to  18  inches  without  leaf  or  head.  The  leaves  of  wheat  and  their 
kernels  are  eaten  out.  These  hoppers  move  back  and  forth  two  or  three  times  a  day, 
and  whole  sections  are  almost  alive  with  them. — \_Mir}-cyr  and  Partner,  (New  Hampshire) 
August  10,  1872. 
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Even  in  1874  much  injury  by  them  was  reported  in  the  Mississippi 
Valley  and  eastward,  and  a  few  extracts  will  suflfice  to  indicate  how 
numerous  they  often  were : 

The  grasshoppers  destroyed  four  acres  of  my  wheat  last  Fall ;  ate  and  destroyed  my 
timothy  twice;  sowed  the  gfround  again  tliis  Spring,  but  as  there  are  still  plenty  of 
hoppers  there  is  not  much  hope  for  a  stand  .—[Letter  extract  from  G.  Pauls,  Eureka, 
Mo.,  Nov.  10, 1874. 

Some  of  our  good  friends  in  Suffolk  county,  Virginia,  were  unduly  excited  this 
Summer  over  the  iUea  that  the  Western  destructive  grasshopper,  Caloptenus  spretus  of 
Uhler,  had  found  its  way  to  the  "  sacred  soil  of  Virginia."  There  was  no  denying  the 
fact  that  myriads  of  grasshoppers  were  devouring  nearly  "every  green  thing,"  even 
settling  on  the  trunks  and  limbs  of  trees,  and  gnawing  the  bark  in  a  most  unkind  man- 

ner ;  and  as  it  appeared  to  be  something  altogetlier  foreign  to  the  locality,  of  course, 
it  must  be  the  western  pest.  Specimens  were  forwarded  to  us,  however,  and  a  glance 
was  sufficient  to  show  us  there  was  no  need  for  alarm,  as  it  was  quite  a  common  species 
in  tliis  part  of  tiie  United  States,  and  thougli  rather  too  plentiful  in  this  particular 
locality,  would  not  spread  or  become  the  terror  that  its  western  distant  relative  has 
proved.  The  insect  is  known  as  tlie  Acridium  AmeTicanum,  and  is  of  large  size,  often 
measuring  over  two  and  a  half  inches  in  length.— [C.  K.  Dodge,  in  Rural  Carolinian, 
November,  1874. 

In  short,  during  hot  and  dry  years,  which  are  favorable  to  the 
multiplication  of  crickets  and  locusts,  more  or  less  injury  is  done,  in 

all  parts  of  the  country  by  species  indigenous  to  the  different  locali- 

ties, but  which  in  ordinary  seasons  do  not  attract  any  special  atten- 
tion. In  every  case,  however,  except  in  the  mountain  regions  where 

the  Eastern  and  the  Western  long- winged  species  are  at  home,  or  the 

country  to  which  they  migrate  ;  the  injury  is  caused  by  non-migra- 
ting species. 

The  principal  depredator  in  such  cases,  in  the  Mississippi  Valley, 

is  the  wide-spread  Red-legged  Locust,  already  described  and  illustra- 

ted, (p.  125)  ar.d  so  often  confounded  with  the  true  migrating  Rocky 

Mountain  species.  The  next  most  injurious  is  the  Differential  Locust 

(  Caloptemis  diiFerentialis,  Walk.,  Fig.  33),  a  species  at  once  distin- 
[Fig.  .33.]     ̂ _^  guished,  in  the  more  typ- 

ical specimens,  from  the 

preceding,  not  only  by  its 
larger  size,  but  by  its 

brighter  yellow  and  green 

'colors.  The  head  and  tho- 

rax are  olive  brown,  and  the  front  wings  very  much  of  the  same  color, 

and  without  other  marks  have  a  brownish  shade  at  base,  the  hind 

wings  being  tinged  with  green ;  the  hind  thighs  are  bright  yellow, 

especially  below,  with  the  four  black  marks  as  in  spretus,  and  the 

hind  shanks  are  yellow  with  black  spines,  and  a  black  ring  near  the 

base.  Next  in  injuriousness  comes  the  Two-striped  Locust  {Calop- 

tenus hivittaius,  Say,  Fig.  34,)  also  a  larger  species,  of  a  dull,  olive- 

DIFFKRKNTIAX.  LOCD8T. 
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green  color,  the  hind  thighs  conspicuously  yellow  beneath,  and  with 

two  yellow  lines  extending  from    above  the  eyes  along  each  side 
of  the  thorax  superiorly,  and 

thence,  more  distinctly  on  the 

front  wings,  narrowing  and  ap- 

proaching toward  their  tips,  when 

.closed.  All  these  species  belong 

to  the  same  genus  as  our  Rocky 

.  Two-sTiupED  LOCUST.  Mouutalu  Locust,  and,  except  in 
being  unable  to  sustain  flight  agree  with  it  in  habit. 

There  are  several  locusts  belonging  to  other  genera  which  are 

common  over  large  areas  from  the  Atlantic  to  the  Mississippi ;  and 

some  of  them,  belonging  to  the  genera  Acridium  and  (Edipoda  have 

relatively  longer  wings  than  the  common  Red-legged  Locust,  and  con- 
sequently greater  power  of  flight.  Yet  they  are  seldom  as  injurious  as 

the  short-winged  Calopteni  just  enumerated,  and  the  swarming  of 

Acridium  Americanum  (our  largest  species),  as  described  in  the  para- 
graph from  the  Rural  Carolinian  is  quite  exceptional. 

ENEMIES  AXD  PAKASITES. 

It  is  fortunate  for  man  that,  as  in  the  case  of  most  noxious  insects, 

this  locust  is  not  without  its  numerous  enemies.  Chickens,  turkeys 

and  hogs  devour  immense  quantities,  and  are  happy  during  years  of 
locust  invasion,  or  whenever  these  insects  abound.  Rrairie  chickens 

and  quails  devour  them  with  avidity,  and  even  hunt  for  their  eggs  ; 

swallows  and  blackbirds  pursue  them  unrelentingly;  the  little  snow 
birds  devour  great  quantities  of  eggs  when  these  are  brought  to  the 

surface  by  the  freezing  and  thawing  of  the  ground;  and  the  same 

may  be  said  of  almost  all  birds  inhabiting  the  Western  country  in 

Winter;  for  in  the  crops  of  warblers,  plovers,  snipe  and  other  birds 

killed  by  the  telegraph  wires  in  the  vicinity  of  Lawrence,  Kansas, 

my  friend,  G.  F.  Gaumer,  found  these  eggs  last  Winter.  The  Shrike,  or 

Butcher-bird,  impales  them  on  to  thorns  and  other  pointed  substances; 
and  a  number  of  other  birds,  as  well  as  reptiles,  e.  g.  toads,  frogs  and 

snakes,  least  upon  them.  But  by  far  the  mostefi"ective  helps  in  weak- 
ening the  vast  armies  of  locusts,  are  the  parasitic  insects,  albeit  their 

work  is  perhaps  less  noticeable  and  less  appreciated.  Passing  over 

the  few,  like  certain  species  of  Digger  Wasps,  belonging  to  the  genus 

Scolia,  which  occasionally  bury  a  few  specimens  as  provision  for  their 

young;  the  ferocious  Asilus-flies,  which  occasionally  pounce  upon  a 
specimen  and  suck  out  its  juices,  and  the  omnivorous  ant,  which  is 
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reported  as  feeding  on  the  eggs  and  on  the  weak,  sickly  and  disabled 

hoppers — it  will  be  well  to  treat  more  fully  of  those  parasitic  species 
which  render  effective  service  to  man  in  destroying  this  locust.  These 

consist  principally  of  two  mites  (class  Arachnidcc,)  which  are  exter- 
nal feeders,  and  two  Dipterous  flies  belonging  to  the  family  Musoidoi^ 

which  are  internal  feeders.* 

The  Silky  Mite  iTroinUcUum  sericeuvi  Say,  Fig.  35).— Last  May, 

Prof.  C.  E.  Bessey  sent  me  a  pale  red  mite  with  an  account  of  its  attack- 
ing the  eggs  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  in  northwestern  Iowa,  and 

numerous  accounts  were  published  of  the  efficient  work  of  this  little 

animal  in  destroying  said  eggs,  wherever  these  had  been  deposited  in 

Iowa  and  Minnesota.    The  following  may  be  quoted  as  a  sample  : 
« 

A  discovery  has  been  made  of  wreat  interest  A  small  red  buj^,  or  spider,  about 
the  size  of  a  small  kernel  of  wheat,  is  found  in  great  numbers,  creeping  into  the  holes 
to  the  grasshopper  eggs  and  eating  the  contents  of  the  eggs  voraciously.  Great  num- 

bers were  found  in  tlie  act  of  eating  the  eggs,  with  empty  egg-shells  in  the  same  nest. 
The  extent  of  the  little  friends  is  not  limited,  but  they  have  been  seen  in  many  localities 
in  different  directions  in  this  place.  Mr.  J.  D.  Johnston,  Antrim,  proved  conclusively 
that  these  red  bugs  are  making  sure  work  among  the  eggs. — [iladelia  (Minn.)  Times. 

This  mite  belongs  to  the  genus  Trombidium.,  only  two  N.  A.  spe- 
cies of  which  have  been  described,  viz.,  the  8cdbrum  Say,  and  the 

sericeum  Saj'.  The  descriptions  in  both  instances  are  very  brief,  and  it 

is  difficult  to  say  whether  the  species  in  question,  and  which  is  here- 

with figured  (Fig.  35)  belongs  to  either.  It  answers  to  sericeum  how- 

[Fig.  35.]^  ever,  so  far  as  the  description  goes,  and  I  prefer  to  so 

^^  refer  it  rather  than  describe  it  as  new.  The  specimens 
i-i^'<r/^f.  j;:^  ̂   which  I  have  examined  have  not  been  full  grown,  and 

'}NJ7\t  \\i  %  t^®  P^^®  ̂ ^^  color  which  they  possessed  would  doubt- 

iiX('J,!}^i^  less  have  intensified  with  age.  Every  European  is 

;y|"^  familiar  with  the  Scarlet  Mite  (T.  holosericeu7n,  Z),. 
y^  which  is  common  in  the  soil  of  gardens  in  Spring  and 

^      .         ,c       Drevs  upon  young  larvae  of  various  descriptions.    In 
TuE    Silky    Mite,  t"-    j         f  •!  o 

nMxirai  size  shown  at  ̂ ^j^^,^  silkiness  and  habit  it  greatly  resembles  our  spe- 

cies and  may  indeed  be  identical.  All  the  species  of  this  genus  are 

highly  colored  and  the  Tromhidium  tinctorium  found  in  Guinea  and 

Surinam  is  employed  as  a  dye. 

•  The  only  other  internal  parasite  allccting  locusts  in  this  country  is  a  small,  undescribed  Chalcid- 

ny  which  Mr.  Scudder  refers  to  as  having  bred  from  the  eggs  of  (Edipoda  Carolina  (I'roc.  Bost.
  Soc. 

Xat.  Hist. ,  XII,  p.  99) .  He  has  kindly  furnished  me  with  female  specimens.  They  ai  e  about  0.20  i
nch 

long,  pitchy  black,  the  head  and  thorax  very  deeply  pitied  and  roughened,  and  the  abdomen  whi
ch  is 

flattened  and  quite  tapering  also  deeply  marked  with  iiTegular ,  longitudinal  depressi.ms .  The  anten
nae 

have  the  scape  as  long  as  tlie  flagellum,  which  is  curved  and  enlarges  to  tip,  which  is  suddenly  docked. 

The  scape,  basal  joint  of  flagellum  and  legs  are  honey-yellow  ;  the  wings  hyaline. 
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The  Locust  Mite  (Astoma  gryllaria  LeBaron,  Fig.  36).— This, 
though  i,  smaller  mite,  is  even  a  more  efficient  enemy  than  the  pre- 

ceding. Almost  every  one  who  has  paid  any  attention  to  the  locusts 

•F^-5^\  must  have  noticed  that  they  are  often  more  or  less  cov- 
ered, especially  around  the  base  of  the  wings,  with  small 

red  mites,  seldom  larger  than  the  head  of  a  pin.  These 

mites  have  but  six  legs  which,  though  easily  visible  when 

the  animal  first  attaches  itself,  become  more  or  less  obso- 

TiiE  LocDST^^^®  ̂ ^^  invisible  as  it  swells  and  enlarges,  though  a 

oniarged^^'^"^  careful  examination  will  ganerally  reveal  them  at  the 
anterior  end  of  the  body.  The  mite,  therefore,  more  often  presents  to 

the  ordinary  observer  a  bright  red,  swollen,  ovoid  body,  so  immova- 
ble and  firmly  attached  by  its  minute  jaws,  that  those  who  are  not 

aware  of  its  nature  might  easily  be  led  into  believing  it  a  natural 

growth  or  excrescence.  In  fact,  it  attacks  the  Locust  precisely  as  the 
diflferent  wood-ticks  attack  man  and  the  lower  mammals. 

This  mite  belongs  to  the  genus  Astoma^  briefly  characterized  by 

Latreille  for  a  very  similar  mite  [Astoma  parasitiGum)  which  affects 

the  common  House-fly  and  several  other  insects.  The  specific  name 

locustarum  was  first  proposed  for  it  by  B.  D.  Walsh,*  but  Dr.  LeBaron 
afterwards  gave  it  the  name  of  Aioma  gryllaria^\  in  connection  with 
the  following  more  detailed  description  : 

They  are  of  an  oblong,  oval  form,  moderately  convex  and  having  an  uneven  sur- 
face, produced  by  four  shallow  depressions  on  the  upper  side,  the  two  larger  near  the 

middle,  and  the  others  behind  them.  Tlie  body  has  also  two  slight  constrictions,  giving 
it  the  appearance  of  being  divided  into  three  segments ;  but  the  impressions  are  super- 
licial  and  only  visible  at  the  sides.  The  whole  surface  is  finely  striate,  under  the  micros- 

cope, the  striai  running  in  a  waving  transverse  direction.  The  mouth-organs  appear  to 
be  reduced  to  their  minimum  of  development.  The  only  part  visible,  externally,  is  a 
minute  papilla,  on  each  side  of  which  are  two  bristles,  the  inner  of  which  is  stouter, 
tapering  to  an  acute  point,  and  curved  inwards,  or  towards  its  fellow  of  the  opposite 
side.  They  dilFer  from  the  majority  of  Acarides  in  having  but  six  legs,  and  these,  being 
of  but  little  use  in  so  stationary  a  creature,  are  short  and  slender,  projecting  but  little 
beyond  the  outline  of  the  bodj\  They  are  G-jointed  [in  reality  they  are  5-jointed,  the 
middle  joint  much  the  shortest,  and  the  terminal  joint  longest.— c.  v.  R  ],  garnished 
with  short  stiff  bristles,  and  terminate  in  two  slender,  curved  hooks.  The  anterior  and 
middle  legs  are  closely  approximate  and  situated  near  the  anterior  extremity  of  the  body; 
the  posterior  are  set  a  little  nearer  to  each  other,  and  a  little  in  advance  of  the  middle  of 
the  body,  being  inserted  at  the  posterior  part  of  the  anterior  division  or  lobe.  Four 
hairs  project  from  the  posterior  extremity  of  the  body. 

*  Practical  Entomologist,  I,  p.  126. 

t  LeBaron's  '2nd  Ills.  Ent.  Eep. ,  1872,  p.  1.50.  The  author  employs  the  term  Atoma,  which,  though 
(irst  so  employed  by  Latreille,  is  corrected  to  Astoma  in  his  ' '  Genera  Crustacconim  et  lusectonim , "  I, 
p.  162,  (ISO!!). 
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[Fig.  37.]  The  dorsal  figure  on  the  opposite  page  (Fig.  36)  exhib- 
its the  general  appearance  of  the  mite  under  a  high  mag- 

nifying power,  and  figure  37  which  represents  a  ventral 

view  of  the  mite  found  on  our  house-flies,  and  which  is 
doubtless  the  A.  parasiticum  of  Latreille,  will  better 

S^v^©"  show  the  structure  of  the  head  and  legs.  During  some 

onhe'^n*ufi'-fl"y!'^  seasous  scarcely  a  fly  can  be  caught  that  is  not  infested 
with  a  number  of  these  blood-red  mites,  clinging  tenaceously  around 
the  base  of  the  wings. 

As  remarked  in  my  last  Report  (p.  56)  the  genus  Astoma  and 

probably  most  other  six-legged  genera,  are  only  larval  or  immature 
forms  of  some  other  mites ;  and  this  very  Locust  mite  may  be  the 
larva  of  the  Silky  mite  previously  described,  for  ought  we  know  to 

the  contrary — there  is  so  much  to  learn  yet  of  the  transformations  of 
the  Mites.  Indeed,  Hermann,  and  some  other  arachnologists  have 
actually  referred  Astoma  to  Tromhidium.  In  speaking  of  the  Irrita- 

ting Harvest  Mite  {Leptus  irritans  Riley,  6th  Rep.  p.  122)  the  so-called 
Jigger  of  the  Mississippi  Valley,  and  which  is,  in  all  probability,  an 
immature  form;  I  have  stated  my  belief  that  its  normal  food  must, 

apparently,  consist  of  the  juices  of  plants  and  that  "  the  love  of  blood 
proves  ruinous  to  those  individuals  who  get  a  chance  to  indulge  it ;  for 
unlike  the  true  chigoe,  the  female  of  which  deposits  eggs  in  the  wound 
she  makes,  these  harvest  mites  have  no  object  of  the  kind,  and,  when 
not  killed  at  the  hands  of  those  they  torment,  they  soon  die — victims 

to  their  sanguinary  appetite."*  The  same  argument  may,  I  think,  be 
applied  to  the  Locust  Mite. 

The  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  infested  with  this  mite  was  sent  to 
me  in  1868  by  Uriah  Bruner,  of  Omaha,  Nebr.,  and  in  1869  by  Clark 
Irvine  and  0.  Twine,  of  Oregon,  T.  K.  Faulkner,  of  Whitesville,  and 

Jno.  D.  Dopf,  of  Rock  Port,  Mo., — the  latter  gentleman  stating  that  it 
was  fast  causing  a  diminution  in  the  number  of  its  victims.  I  have  also 
received  it  from  Minnesota  and  Kansas,  and  found  it  on  several  of  our 
native  locusts;  while  the  following  passage  from  an  editorial  account 
of  the  ravages  of  locusts  in  Kansas  in  1869,  which  appeared  in  the 
Prairie  Farmer^  (A.ug.  21,  1869,)  is  a  sample  of  many  newspaper 
accounts,  and  will  show  how  efficient  even  a  mite  may  be  in  killing. 

The  course  of  the  locusts  was  brouofht  to  a  sudden  halt  by  the  operation  of  some 
parasite,  appearing  in  the  shape  of  small  red  mites,  which  attach  themselves  to  the 
body,  under  the  wings,  where  they  suck  the  carcass  to  a  dry  shell ;  the  dead  bodies  of 

*  Am.  Naturalist,  Vol.  VII,  p.  19. 
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the  orrasshoppers  almost  covering  some  plants,  where  they  have  taken  hold  of  a  leaf  or 
stalk,  and  clasped  it,  with  a  dead  embrace  ;  many  others  fall  to  the  ground  to  die,  too 

weak  to  rise  again.  In  a  half  day's  examination,  where  they  were  very  thick,  we 
failed  to  find  more  than  two  grasshoppers  not  so  attacked,  and  this  was  not  local,  for  a 
distance  of  thirty  miles  across  the  country  they  were  found  similarly  aflFected. 

The  Anonymous  Tachina-fly. — Our  Locust,  like  so  many  other  in- 

sects, is  also  subject  to  the  attacks  of  certain  two-winged  flies  much 

resembling  the  common  House-fly,  but  larger.  One  is  the  very  same 

Tachina-fly  (7«c^^na  anony ma)  which  I  have  bred  from  a  number 

of  other  insects.*  I  first  reared  this  fly  from  specimens  of  the  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust  sent  me  by  Jos.  C.  Shattuck,  Vice  Prest.  of  the 

Union  Colony,  Greeley,  Col.,  who  wrote,  July  14, 1873,  as  follows  of  its 
work : 

*  *  Also,  I'tvill  say  that  the  grasshoppers  which  a  month  since  seriously threatened  to  devour  every  green  thing,  have  met  with  a  mortal  foe  and  been  slain  by 

millions.  (Don't  think  "  millions  "  too  large  a  word.)  Very  few  have  "  taken  to  them- 
selves wings  and  flown  away,"  as  heretofore,  but  lie  dead  in  the  fields  they  lately  rav- 

aged. A  small  fly  pierces  them  and  deposits  an  egg  while  on  the  wing,  (or  on  the  jump) 
and  like  Herod  of  old  "  they  are  eaten  of  worms  and  give  up  the  ghost." 

The  following  items  undoubtedly  refer  to  the  same  insect: 

A  Orasshopper-Exterminating  Fly, — It  seems  that  the  grasshoppers  that  are  SO 
destructive  to  vegetation  in  many  places  in  the  central  portion  of  the  continent,  are 
likely  to  find  an  enemy  which  threatens  their  rapid  destruction.  The  Deer  Lodge  Tnde- 
2)endent  says  that  a  fly  has  made  its  appearance,  closely  resembling  the  common  house- 

fly, but  much  larger,  and  of  a  gray,  mottled  color,  which  deposits  its  eggs  under  the 
-wings  of  the  Grasshopper.  The  egg  is  enclosed  in  a  glutinous  substance,  which  seizures 
it  in  its  position  until  the  worm  is  matured  [embryon  developed.]  It  then  penetrates 
the  body  of  the  Grasshopper,  which  speedily  dies.  The  worm  then  burrows  in  the 
ground,  and  at  the  end  of  seventeen  days  comes  forth  a  fly,  ready  to  again  cominence 
the  work  of  destruction.  Mr.  Wm.  VVaLker,  of  Dempsey  Creek,  informs  the  Independ- 

ent that  twice  during  the  past  Summer  the  grasshoppers  threatened  to  destroy  his 
crops,  but  the  flies  killed  them  so  rapidly  that  ihey  did  him  but  little  damage.  As  the 
grasshoppers  were  killed  before  depositing  their  eggs,  it  is  generally  believed  that  this 
plague  is  ended  in  the  Deer  Lodge  Valley. — [Published  in  several  Montan,^  papers  m 
Summer  of  1874. 

A  great  many  of  the  locusts  seemed  to  be  punctured  on  the  back,  and  on  pulling 
their  heads  off  after  death  (many  were  found  dead)  from  1  to  3  ordinary  looking  mag- 

gots V,  ̂ ald  be  found.  Many  farmers  fear  it  might  be  an  introduction  of  a  new  plague. 
Slay  not  this  gentleman  with  his  little  gimlet  in  time  prove  the  destroyer  of  the  hateful 
Locust?— [R..  P.  C.  Wilson,  Platte  City,  Mo.,  in  private  letter. 

I  saw  a  hopper  kicking  about  as  if  he  could  hardly  move  ;  I  pulled  him  to  pieces 
and  found  that  he  contained  a  footless  grub,  half  an  inch  in  length.  In  a  short  time 
more  were  procured,  placed  in  a  covered  tumbler,  where,  in  a  little  more  than  two 
weeks,  the  grubs  changed  to  Tachina  flies,  very  much  resembling  the  common  house- 

flies,  *  *  "When  we  remember  what  an  enormous  number  of  eggs  (lly-blows)  a  fly will  lay  and  that  each,  in  about  a  month,  will  be  a  perfect  fly,  it  is  seen  that  it  would 
take  but  a  few  generations  to  clean  out  an  army  of  grasshoppers— [Oscar  J.  Strong, 
liolfe,  Pocahontas  county,  Iowa,  in  Western  Farme?^  Feb.,  18G9, 

Mr.  Byers,  in  speaking  of  the  locusts  hatching  in  Colorado  in 

1865,  (loo.  cit.)  says  :  "  That  upon  attaining  about  half  their  full  size, 
they  were  attacked  by  a  fly,  which,  stinging  them  in  the  back  between 

the  root  of  the  wings,  deposited  one  or  more  eggs,  which  produced  a 

*  See  Repts.  4,  p.  1-29  and  5,  p .  133. 
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large  white  maggot.  The  worm  subsisted  upon  the  grasshopper, 
finally  causing  its  death,  when  it  cut  its  way  out  and  entered  the  earth. 

In  this  way  i^robably  half  were  destroyed,  often  covering  the  ground, 
and  filling  the  furrows  in  plowed  fields  with  their  carcasses.  The 

remainder  took  to  flight,  moving  southeast,  when  their  wings  were 

sufficiently  developed,  and  we  lost  trace  of  them  on  the  great  Plains." 
Mr.  J.  W.  Crow,  of  Bigelow,  Mo.,  in  his  correspondence  with  me, 

describes  these  maggots  as  infesting  the  ̂ 'hoppers"  in  Holt  county 
last  Fall ;  and  in  1869  I  received  the  parasite  from  John  P.  Dopf,  of 

Rock  Port,  Atchison  county,  and  have  bred  it  from  the  Difl'erential 
Locust,  figured  further  on,  and  from  the  Carolina  Locust  ( (Edipoda 

-Carolina^  L.)  in  St.  Louis  county. 
Finally,  Mr.  S.  E.  Wilber,  of  Greely,  Col.,  has  published  an  account 

of  what  is  evidently  the  same  fly.*  In  this  account,  after  showing 
how  persistently  the  fly  pursues  the  Locust — leaving  it  no  rest,  and  so 
efiectually  weakening  whole  swarms  as  to  render  them  harmless — he 

expresses  the  opinion  that  the  constant  importunities  and  annoyances 

of  this  fly  are  the  cause  of  locust  migrations.  While,  however,  they 

may  constitute  a  factor  in  the  result,  such  a  conclusion  is  too  sweeping. 

The  Red-tailed  Tachina-fly  (Fig.  38)  which  is  so  useful  in  destroy- 

[Fig.ss.]  ing  the  Army-worm,  will  serve  to  illustrate 
the  species,  and,  indeed,  differs  scarcely  at  all 

except  in  having  the  tip  of  the  abdomen  red. 

These  Tachina-flies  firmly  fasten  their  eggs 

' — which  are  oval,  white  and  opaque  and  quite 
tough — to  those  parts  of  the  body  not  easily 
reached  by  the  jaws  and  legs  of  their  victim, 

KED-TxiLED  T^cHiNA-FLY.  ^^^  ̂ ^^^  pFoveut  the  cgg  from  being  detached. 
The  slow-flying  locusts  are  attacked  while  flying,  and  it  is  quite  amu- 

sing to  watch  the  frantic  efl"orts  which  one  of  them,  haunted  by  a 
Tachina-fly,  will  make  to  evade  its  enemy.  The  fly  buzzes  around, 
waiting  her  opportunity,  and  when  the  locust  jumps  or  flies,  darts  at 

it  and  attempts  to  attach  her  egg  under  the  wing  or  on  the  neck.  The 

attempt  frequently  fails,  but  she  perseveres  until  she  usually  accom- 
plishes her  object.  With  those  locusts  which  fly  readily,  she  has  even 

greater  difficulty;  but  though  the  locust  tacks  suddenly  in  all  direc- 
tions in  its  efforts  to  avoid  her,  she  circles  close  around  it  and  gen- 
erally succeeds  in  accomplishing  her  purpose,  either  while  the  locust 

is  yet  on  the  wing,  or,  more  often,  just  as  it  alights  from  a  flight  or  a 

•Popular  Science  Monthly,  IV,  p.  745. 
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hop.  The  young  maggots  hatching  from  these  eggs  eat  into  the  body 

of  the  locust,  and  after  rioting  on  the  fatty  parts  of  the  body — leaving: 

the  more  vital  parts  untouched— they  issue  and  burrow  in  the  ground, 

•where  they  contract  to  brown  egg-like  pupae,  from  which  the  fly  issues 
either  in  the  same  season  or  not  till  the  following  Spring.  A  locust 

infested  with  this  parasite  is  more  languid  than  it  otherwise  would  be; 
yet  it  seldom  dies  till  the  maggots  have  left.  Often  in  pulling  off  the 

wings  of  such  as  were  hopping  about,  the  bodies  have  presented  the 
appearance  of  a  mere  shell,  filled  with  maggots ;  and  so  efficient  is 
this  parasite  that  the  ground  in  parts  of  the  western  States  is  often 

covered  with  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  dead  and  dying  from  this 
cause. 

The  Common  Flesh-fly  {Sarcophaga  carnaria^  Linn.)  — This  fly, 
which  is  at  once  distinguished  from  the  Tachina-fly  by  the  style  of  the 

antenna  being  hairy  (Fig.  39,  i,)  instead 

of  smooth,  is  also  a  great  enemy  of 

the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  though! 

think  it  must  be  looked  upon  more  as 

a  scavenger  than  an  active  parasite, 

and  that  it  is  attracted  more  especially 

to  those  specimens  which  are  feeble 
Sarcophaga  sarraceni^e. — a,  larva,  b,  i         j       j       j       t    i  •       j    -i. 

pupa,  c,  fly,  the  hair  lines  showing  average  or  already  dead.    1  have  received  it 
natural  lengths;  d,   enlarged    head  and  first  i        m       i  • 
joint  of  larva,  showing  curved  hooks,  lower  amoug  the  lachiua  parasites  Sent  by 
lip   (g),  and  prothoracic  spiracles;  e,  end  of 

w'l^?^t''"'f'fT'''i^^'«™^*?V^  and  pro-  Mr.  Shattuck  from  Colorado,  and  from legs  and  vent;  h,  tarsal  claws  of  fly  with  pro-  ' 

tectingpads;  i,  antenna  of  same-enlarged.         p^ofesSOr  C.  E.  BeSSey,  of  AmeS,  lowa, 
who  bred  it  from  the  Differential  Locust,  and  published  the  following 
description  of  its  work : 

A  COMMENDABLE  Fly. — During  the  Summer  I  noticed  that  many  of  the  large 
yellow  grasshoppers  [Caloptenus  diife^-entialis)  were  infested  by  the  maggot  of  a  species- 
of  fly  very  nearly  resembling,  if  not  identical  with  the  common  Flesh-fly  {Sarcophaga 
earinaria).  Many  of  the  grasshoppers  were  almost  completely  eaten  out  when  found, 
retaining  just  sufficient  strength  to  hop  feebly  over  the  ground.  I  estimate  that  this 
particular  species  of  grasshopper  was  diminished  in  numbers  at  least  one-tenth,  possibly 
one-eight,  by  these  hew  friends.  It  is  to  be  hoped  that  these  new  parasites  will  increasp 
rapidly.  _  Professor  C.  V.  Riley  informs  me  that  the  Migratory  Locust  {Caloptenus- 
spretus)  is  also  infested  by  a  similar  one  ;  thus  far,  however,  1  have  failed  to  detect  any 
in  the  specimens  collected  in  this  vicinity. 

I  have  also   bred  it  from  a  number  of  our  native  Locusts  whose 

carcasses — forsaken  by  the  sarcophagous  larvae — may  quite  frequently 
be  seen  fastened  to  the  upright  stems  of  different  plants,  in  the  Fall 

of  the  year.    I  have  also  bred  it  from  the  common  Carolina  Mantis*, 
•  On  the  18th  of  October,  1868,  at  South  Pass,  Ills.,  I  found  fastened  to  a  tree,  a  large  female 

Mantis,  stUl  alive,  but  with  the  abdomen  hanging  down,  partially  decomposed,  and  filled  with  Sarco- 
phaga larva; .  These  remained  in  the  larva  state  in  the  ground  till  the  next  July,  but  gave  forth  the  flies 

at  the  end  of  that  month.  The  flies  marked  in  my  cabinet  Sarcophaga  carnaria,  var.  mantivora,  differ 
In  no  respect  from  the  common  carnaria,  except  in  size,  seven  not  averaging  more  than  0.20  inch  in. 
length. 
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which  it  attacked  while  living ;  and  have  known  it  to  infest  the  com- 

mon Walking-stick  {Spectrum  femoraium).  Indeed,  the  species  is 

a  most  widely-spread  and  general  scavenger,  occurring  in  most  civil- 
ized countries,  and  feeding  as  a  rule  on  dead  and  decaying  animal 

matter,  and  only  exceptionally  on  living  insects.  By  way  of  illustra- 
ting its  transformations,  I  introduce  a  figure  of  the  Sarracenia  Flesh-fly 

{SarcopJiaga  sarracenia^  Riley)  which  feeds  on  the  dead  insects 

<:aught  in  those  curious  traps,  the  trumpet-leaves  {Sarracenia)^  2iXi^ 

which  so  closely  resembles  the  common  Flesh-fly  in  question,  that  it 

is  probably  only  a  variety.*  These  flies  deposit  living  larvas,  which 
are  distinguished  from  those  of  the  Tachina-flies  by  being  more  con- 

cave and  truncated  at  the  posterior  end.  (See  Fig.  39,  a.)  The  Tachina 

larva  is  rounded  posteriorly,  with  a  small  spiracular  cavity,  easily 

closed,  and  having  a  smooth  rim  :  it  contracts  to  a  pupa  which  is 
quite  uniformly  rounded  at  each  end.  The  Sarcophaga  larva  is  more 
truncate  behind,  with  fleshy  warts  on  the  rim  of  the  spiracular  cavity, 

and  with  a  more  tapering  head :  it  contracts  to  a  pupa,  which  is  also 

truncate  behind,  and  more  tapering  in  front,  where  the  prothoracic 

spiracles  show  as  they  never  do  in  Tachina. 

REMEDIES  :    H0\r  BEST  TO  PREVENT  LOCUST  INJURIES. 

In  considering  this  subject,  it  will  be  advisable  to  classify  the 

agencies  to  be  employed  by  the  husbandman  in  protecting  himself 
from  Locust  injuries.  We  shall  then  find  that  they  may  be  classed 

under  four  heads:  1st,  natural  agencies  ;  2d,  artificial  means  of  de- 
stroying the  eggs  ;  3d,  such  means  of  destroying  the  unfledged  young  ; 

4th,  remedies  against  the  mature  and  winged  insects. 

1st — The  natural  agencies,  which  I  have  just  enumerated,  should 
be  encouraged  as  far  as  it  is  possible  to  encourage  them ;  and  it  is 

very  gratifying  to  know  that  the  last  Kansas  Legislature  had  a  suffi- 

•cient  appreciation  of  this  matter  to  pass  a  law  prohibiting  the  destruc- 
tion of  prairie  chickens  and  quails. 

2d — In  the  destruction  of  the  eggs,  man  can  accomplish  most  in 
his  warfare  with  the  insect.  This  fact  has  long  been  recognized  in  all 

European  and  Asiatic  countries  that  suff'er  from  locust  depredations; 
and  in  France,  Italy  and  several  other  countries,  a  reward  of  so  much 

*  The  flies  bred  from  CaZo/)<e/uts  have  the  tip  of  the  abdomen  reddish,  as  in  Sarcophaga  sarrace- 

nia, and  indeed  are  undistinguishable  from  the  smaller  specimens  of  this  last.  The  larva  difl'ers,  how- 
ever, in  having  tlie  surface  more  coarsely  granulated,  it  being  regularly  and  uniformly  covered  with 

minute  papilUu  ;  in  the  less  conspicuous  prothoracic  spiracle  ;  in  the  smaller  but  deeper  anal  cavity  ; 
and  in  the  rim  of  this  cavity  having  the  twelve  tubercles  more  conspicuous.  The  pupa  also  has  the  anal 
cavity  smaller,  more  closed,  but  deeper  ;  and  the  i)rothoracic  spiracles  less  prominent.  In  these 

respects  it  agi-ees  more  closely  with  the  typical  carnaria,  as  described  by  Packard,  and  I  have  little 
•cloubt  but  all  these  dillerences  are  simply  varietal. 
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per  kilogram,  or  other  measure,  is  always  oflfered  by  the  government 
whenever  agriculturists  suffer  from  invasions.  When  we  consider  the 

number  of  persons  rendered  destitute  in  Kansas,  Minnesota  and  Ne- 
braska, by  the  invasions  of  1874,  and  the  danger  of  immense  damage 

in  1875,  from  the  issue  from  the  eggs  which  in  many  places  fill  the 

ground,  it  is  surprising  that  the  Legislatures  of  those  States  did  not 

give  the  inhabitants  of  the  ravaged  counties  at  once  the  means  of 

warding  off  misery  and  suffering,  and  guarding  against  future  destruc- 
tion, by  offering  a  liberal  price  per  bushel  for  locust  eggs.  Let  u& 

hope  that,  whenever  such  a  calamity  befalls  those  States  again,  some- 
thing of  this  kind  will  be  done. 

Wherever  the  eggs  were  laid  last  Fall,  I  advised  our  farmers, 

where  it  was  practicable,  to  plow  deeply,  so  as  to  turn  them  under 

and  bury  them  as  far  as  possible.  This  destroys  them  either  entirely 

or  in  great  part,  and  if  a  few  survive,  the  young  hatch  so  late  the 
next  season,  that  their  power  for  harm  is  much  lessened;  and  the 

horses,  also,  in  the  ravaged  districts,  are  in  much  better  condition  to 

plow  in  the  Fall  than  they  are  likely  to  be  in  the  following  Spring. 

Care  should  be  had  not  to  bring  the  eggs  turned  under  in  Autum,  to 

the  surface  again,  by  plowing  the  same  land  the  following  Spring ;  for^ 

thus  brought  to  the  surface,  the  eggs  would  undoubtedly  hatch. 

When  irrigation  is  practicable,  as  it  is  in  some  of  the  ravaged 

parts  of  Colorado,  let  the  ground  be  thoroughly  inundated  for  a  few 

days,  and  the  eggs  will  all  lose  vitality  and  rot.  I  have  already  shown 
that  the  eggs  are  laid,  by  preference,  on  the  high  and  dry  knolls  and 

ridges,  and  never  in  low,  moist  ground  ;  and  experiments  prove  how 
soon  they  succumb  to  excess  of  moisture. 

Just  as  excessive  moisture  is  fatal  to  the  eggs,  so  is  excessive  dry- 

ness, or  direct  exposure  to  the  atmosphere,  so  that  they  receive  alter- 

nately the  direct  rays  of  the  sun  and  the  rains  and  dews.  Conse- 
quently, harrowing  the  ground  where  these  eggs  are  laid,  so  as  to 

break  up  the  glutinous  masses  and  expose  the  eggs  to  the  influences 

mentioned,  and  to  the  more  easy  detection  of  birds,  is  to  be  recom- 

mended. Of  course  none  of  these  measures,  except  the  first,  or  col- 
lecting the  eggs,  are  applicable  on  a  large  scale,  except  where  the 

country  is  thickly  settled  and  cultivated  fields  are  abundant. 
Wherever  hogs  and  cattle  can  be  turned  into  fields  where  the  eggs 

abound,  most  of  these  will  be  destroyed  by  the  rooting  and  tramping^ 

3d — Next  to  the  destruction  of  the  eggs,  the  destruction  of  the. 

young,  wingless  locusts,  is  most  within  man's  power.  Thus,  mucb 
good  can  be  accomplished  by  the  use  of  a  heavy  roller,  when   the*. 
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young  hoppers  first  hatch  in  Spring,  or  late  in  the  Fall,  as  they  excep- 
tionally do  when  that  season  is  prolonged  and  warm.  In  meadows 

and  prairies  they  may  be  destroyed  by  fire  started  in  a  circle  around 

them ;  or  they  may  be  driven  into  windrows  of  straw  or  hay,  and  then 
destroyed  by  fire ;  for  when  these  young  are  traveling  they  can  be 

driven  almost  as  easily  as  a  herd  of  sheep.  Mr.  N.  O.  Meeker,  of 
Greeley,  Col.,  states  that  in  this  way  the  farmers  there  manage  to  save 

50  acres  of  grain  at  a  cost  not  exceeding  $20.  Their  course  can  also 
be  governed  by  beating  with  brush  until  the  advance  guard  is  turned, 

when  the  balance  follow  the  leaders.  Wherever  there  are  running 

ditches  on  a  farm,  the  young  can  be  driven  into  these  and  then  caught 

and  killed  in  sieves  or  coarse  sacks.  This  method  is  quite  commonly 

employed  in  those  parts  of  the  West  where  irrigating  ditches  and  ca- 
nals abound.  In  locust  countries  it  is  also  a  quite  common  practice 

to  drive  the  young  into  a  heap  against  any  converging  barrier,  and 

then  to  destroy  them  by  bagging  or  crushing. 

The  attempts  to  protect  the  plants  by  sundry  applications,  such 

as  strong  salt  water,  air-slacked  lime,  carbolic  acid,  etc.,  have  proved 
unsatisfactory;  and  from  the  collective  experience  of  a  number  of 

intelligent  farmers  in  Colorado,  which  I  made  it  a  point  of  obtaining 

in  1873, 1  feel  that  nothing  is  to  be  hoped  for  from  such  substances. 

In  1868  and  1869, 1  sent  two  large  cans  of  cresylic  acid  soap  to  Mr. 

Stephen  Blanchard,  of  Oregon,  Holt  county,  to  be  tested  as  a  means 

of  protecting  his  vegetables  ;  but  he  in  the  end  concluded  that  noth- 

ing would  avail.  Paris  Green,  as  used  for  the  Doryphora,  will  doubt- 
less kill  such  locusts  as  partake  of  it;  but  its  general  use  on  all  the 

plants  which  these  omnivorous  creatures  relish,  is  out  of  the  question. 

However,  there  is  yet  room  here  for  experiment,  though,  considering 
that  in  all  historical  times,  the  resources  of  many  nations  have  been 

employed  against  Locusts  without  furnishing  anything  that  will  pro- 

tect plants  on  a  large  scale — little  hope  can  be  entertained  of  discov- 
ering such  a  substance.  Turnips  of  which  they  are  especially  fond, 

kohlrabi,  carrots,  and  the  like,  may  be  saved  when  the  insects  come 

late;  by  cutting  off  the  tops  and  covering  the  roots  with  earth — the 
tops  making  excellent  food  for  milch  cows.  The  earth  should  be  re- 

moved again  as  soon  as  possible  to  prevent  the  rotting  of  the  roots. 
Where  the  means  already  suggested  cannot  be  employed,  there 

are  yet  two  methods  of  destroying  these  young,  namely:  by  catching 

them  in  hand-nets,  such  as  entomologists  use,  and  as  were  described 

in  my  5th  Report;  and  crushing  them  with  broad  wooden  shovels  at- 
tached at  an  oblique  angle  to  some  kind  of  handle. 

Finally,  as  Mr.  Snyder  well  shows,  in  his  letter  which  I  publish  in 
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the  Appendix,  most  cultivated  plants  may  be  protected  from  the  rava- 
ges of  these  young  by  good  cultivation  and  a  constant  stirring  of  the 

soil.  The  young  have  an  antipathy  to  a  lose  and  friable  surface, 

which  incommodes  them  and  hinders  their  progress  ;  and  they -will 
always  leave  such  a  surface  for  one  more  hard  and  firm.  I  say,  there- 

fore, to  those  in  the  districts  where  the  locusts  hatch  out :  get  your 
crops  in  early;  employ  some  one  or  all  of  the  means  here  indicated  ; 

get  your  neighbors  to  do  the  same  ;  but  by  all  means  cultivate  thor- 
oughly. Let  the  local  granges  take  the  matter  in  hand,  and  by  reso- 

lution oblige  united  action  among  themselves,  at  least,  by  establish- 
ing a  fine  or  some  other  penalty,  to  be  paid  by  any  recusant  and  neg- 

lectful members.  If  the  means  here  enumerated  are  adopted  in  con- 
cert over  the  more  thickly  settled  portions  of  the  threatened  country, 

as  in  our  own  western  counties,  prospective  injury  may  be  averted, 
and  the  enemy  be  rendered  comparatively  harmless  until  the  danger 

is  passed.  Two  or  three  month's  energetic  work  will  suffice.  Determi- 
nation perseverence  and  united  action  must  be  the  watch-words* 

With  these,  the  people  in  the  stricken  counties  will  accomplish  more 
good  than  would  have  been  accomplished  by  the  $50,000  which  the 
Legislature  refused  them  last  winter.  In  the  less  thickly  settled 
parts  no  human  agency  is  likely  to  affect  the  pest,  and  we  can  only 
hope  that  Providence,  by  the  different  natural  agencies  known  to  be 
fatal  to  it,  may  act  where  man  is  impotent. 

4th — The  destruction  of  the  winged  insects  when  they  swoop 
down  upon  a  country  in  prodigious  swarms,  is  impossible.  Man  is 
powerless  before  the  mighty  host.  Special  plants,  or  small  tracts  of 
vegetation  may  be  saved  by  perseveringly  driving  the  insects  off,  or 
keeping  them  off  by  means  of  smudges,  as  the  locusts  avoid  smoke. 

Great  numbers  may  be  caught  and  destroyed  by  bagging  and  crush- 
ing as  recommended  for  the  new-fledged ;  but  as  a  rule  the  vast  swarms 

from  the  west  will  have  everything  their  own  way.  Mr.  Kelsey  suc- 
ceeded in  saving  many  of  his  young  forest  trees  in  Kansas  by 

perseveringly  smudging  and  smoking  them. 
He  gives  his  experience  in  the  following  words  in  the  Kansas 

t  arm  fir  ̂   Aug.  26, 1874  : 

At  first  we  tried  building  fires  on  the  ground,  but  it  was  not  successful.  The 
smoke  would  not  go  where  we  wanted  it  to.  We  then  tried  taking  a  bunch  of  hay  and 
holding  it  between  sticks,  would  fire  it,  and  then,  passing  through  the  field  on  the 
windwjrd  side,  would  hold  it  so  that  the  smoke  Avould  strike  tlie  grasshoppers.  We 
would  soon  have  a  cloud  of  hoppers  on  the  wing,  and  by  following  it  up  would,  in  a 
short  time,  clear  the  field.  We  have  thus  far  saved  everything  that  was  not  destroyed 
when  Ave  commenced  fighting  them,  and  while  I  do  not  give  this  as  an  infallible  rem- 

edy, not  having  tried  it  sufficiently,  yet  it  does  seem  to  me,  from  what  I  have  seen  of 
it,  that  one  good  active  man  who  would  attend  right  to  it  could  protect  a  twenty  acre 
field  or  a  large  orchard.    But  to  be  successful  one  must  attend  right  to  the  business. 
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Smoke  and  scare,  and  keep  it  up  until  the  hoppers  leave,  and  if  they  attempt  to  come 
again,  be  after  them  with  your  smoke.    Give  them  no  peace  from  morning  till  night. 

Sweetened  water  will  measurably  protect  plants  when  the  insects 

are  not  too  ravenous.  The  same  is  true  of  old  hay  which  was  exten- 
sively used  to  cover  and  protect  favorite  garden  plants.  One  of  the 

few  efiectual  means  employed  against  the  winged  insects  last  year  in 

grain  fields  was  to  "rope"  the  fields.  This  was  done  by  hitching  each 
end  of  a  long  rope  to  a  horse  and  then  causing  it  to  be  dragged  over 

the  grain,  thus  disturbing  the  insects  and  causing  them  either  to  fall 

to  the  ground  or  fly  off.  If  continued  the  locusts  get  disgusted  and 

leave.  While  this,  and  all  other  methods,  are  futile  as  against  the 

vast  swarms  which  continue  to  drop  down  upon  a  country  for  days, 
it  will  prove  useful  against  local  swarms  when  they  become  fledged, 

or  small  swarms  which  may  suddenly  alight  in  restricted  localities. 

They  should  be  driven  off  as  much  as  possible  towards  evening,  be- 
cause they  then  use  their  wings  reluctantly,  and  they  do  great  injury 

during  the  night. 
SUGGESTIONS  THAT  MAY  BE  OF  SERVICE. 

In  addition  to  the  foregoing  remedial  and  preventive  measures  to 

be  taken  in  dealing  with  locusts,  a  few  other  suggestions  occur  which 

may  be  of  advantage.  The  plants  that  can  be  grown  which  are  unmo- 
lested by  the  pests  and  which  will  not,  in  all  likelihood,  suffer,  have 

already  been  enumerated :  those  which  are  cultivated  are  principally 

peas  and  other  leguminous  species,  castor  beans,  sorghum,  broom- 
corn,  tomatoes,  sweet  potatoes,  etc.  The  locusts,  are,  as  already 

stated,  particularly  fond  of  tansy,  cocklebur,  and  Amaranthus,  and 

especially  of  turnips :  why,  therefore,  should  these  not  be  sown 

around  a  grain-field,  and  periodically  sprinkled  with  Paris  Green 
water,  so  as  to  kill  large  numbers  of  the  young  insects  ?  These  last 

will  also  congregate  on  timothy  in  preference  to  other  grasses  or 

grain,  and  a  strip  of  timothy  around  a  corn  or  wheat-field,  to  be 

poisoned  in  the  same  way,  might  save  the  latter.  It  is  also  cur- 

rently supposed  that  the  common  larkspur  (Delphinium)  is  poison- 
ous to  these  insects,  but  how  much  truth  there  is  in  the  statement 

I  am  unable  to  tell.  In  going  through  an  oats-field  the  winged 
insects  drop  a  great  deal  of  the  grain,  which,  when  ripe  enough^  might 

at  once  be  harrowed  in  so  as  to  furnish  a  good  growth  of  fodder  that 
can  be  cut  and  cured  for  Winter  use.  The  lesson  of  1873  and  1874 

should  also  not  go  unheeded.  The  former  year  was  one  of  plenty, 
and  corn  was  so  cheap  and  abundant  that  it  was  burned  for  fuel  in 

many  sections  where  in  1874  there  were  empty  cribs  and  the  farmers 

wished  they  had  been  more  provident. 
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Nothing,  however,  will  so  surely  insure  those  States  subject  to 

them,  against  the  ravages  of  this  insect,  as  irrigation.  With  water  at 
command,  the  farmer  in  all  this  locust  area  is  measurably  master  of 

his  two  greatest  insect  plagues,  and  full  master  of  the  young  locusts; 
and  if  there  were  no  other  reasons  to  be  urged  in  its  favor,  these  are 

suflScient  to  warrant  those  States  included  in  said  area,  in  using  all 

means  in  their  power  in  having  schemes  for  irrigation  perfected  and 

carried  out  as  far  as  the  topography,  soil,  and  other  peculiarities  of 
the  country  will  admit. 

Finally,  in  cases  where,  as  in  some  parts  of  Kansas  and  Nebraska 

last  Autumn,  famine  stares  the  people  in  the  face,  why  should  not 
these  insects  be  made  use  of  as  food  ?  Though  the  question  will  very 

generally  cause  the  reader  to  smile,  and  the  idea  will  seem  repugnant 
enough  to  the  tastes  of  most,  I  ask  it  in  all  seriousness.  It  is  to  be 
hoped  that  none  of  the  people  of  this  grand  and  productive  country 
will  ever  be  reduced  to  the  diet  of  John  the  Baptist;  but  it  should  not 

be  forgotten  that  the  locusts  may  be  made  use  of  as  food  ;  that  they 

are  quite  nutritious,  and  are,  indeed,  highly  esteemed  by  many  peo- 
ples. I  do  not  intend  in  this  connection  to  write  an  essay  on  edible 

insects,  though  a  very  curious  and  startling  one  might  be  written  on 

the  subject ;  but  I  wish  to  insist  on  the  fact  that  in  many  parts  of 
Asia  and  Africa  subject  to  locust  plagues,  these  insects  form  one  of 

the  most  common  articles  of  food.  Our  own  Snake  and  Digger  Indi- 
ans industriously  collect  them  and  store  them  for  future  use. 

Deprived  of  wings  and  legs,  they  are  esteemed  a  great  delicacy  fried 

in  oil,  or  they  are  formed  into  cakes  and  dried  in  the  sun — sometimes 
pounded  into  flour,  with  which  a  kind  of  bread  is  made. 

Love  or  dislike  of  certain  animals  for  food  are  very  much  matters 

of  habit,  or  fashion  ;  for  we  esteem  many  things.to-day  which  our  fore- 
fathers either  considered  poisonous  or  repulsive.  There  is  nothing 

very  attractive  about  such  cold-blooded  animals  as  turtles,  frogs,  oys- 

ters, clams,  crabs,  lobsters,  prawns,  periwinkles,  snails,  shrimps,  mus- 
sels, quahaughs  or  scallops,  until  we  have  become  accustomed  to  them  ; 

and  what  is  there  about  a  dish  of  locusts,  well  served  up,  more  repul- 
sive than  a  lot  of  shrimps;  they  feed  on  green  vegetation  and  are 

more  cleanly  than  pigs  or  chickens.  Who  can  doubt  but  that  the 
French  during  the  late  investment  of  Paris  would  have  looked  upon  a 

swarm  of  these  locusts  as  a  manna-like  blessing  from  heaven,  and 
would  have  much  preferred  them  to  stewed  rat  ?  And  why  should 
the  people  of  the  West,  when  rendered  destitute  and  foodless  by  these 
insects,  not  make  the  best  of  the  circumstances,  and  guard  against 
famine,  by  collecting,  roasting  and  grinding  them  to  flour  ?    Surely^ 
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with  modern  cookery  they  can  improve  on  the  Digger  Indians  in 

making  a  locust  dish  that  shall  be  attractive  and  palatable  even  to 

those  not  predisposed  from  sharpened  appetites,  to  judge  favorably; 

and  in  any  event  it  would  pay  under  such  circumstances  to  roast  and 

preserve  them  as  food  for  poultry  and  hogs. 

NOMEXCLATURE. 

Regarding  the  popular  name  of  our  insect  there  is  great  lack  of 

uniformity  in  the  terms  by  which  it  is  designated,  and  many  of  the 

readers  of  this  Report  who  have  been  accustomed  to  hearing  these  in- ' 
sects  very  generally  called  "  grasshoppers,"  will  doubtless  wonder  why 

I  have  not  followed  common  usage.  The  term  "  Grasshopper  "  is  very 

generally  employed  for  these  insects  in  America,  but  should  be  aban- 

doned for  that  of  "  Locust,"  which  is  applied  to  similar  species  in  all 

other  parts  of  the  world,  the  "locusts  "  of  Scripture  being  very  closely 
allied  species.     As  I  have  already  said,  (6th  Rep.  p.  153,  note)  : 

It  is  to  be  regretted  that  American  entomolgical  writers  do  not  more  strictly  fol- 
low Harris  in  conforming  to  tlie  English  custom  of  calling  these  insects — with  short 

antennae  and  stridulating  by  means  of  the  stout  hind  legb— by  the  popular  term  of 
"locusts,"  which  is  in  the  keeping  with  ancient  usage.  The  term  "grasshopper" 
would  then  be  confined  to  the  long-horned  and  long-legged,  green  group,  stridulating 
solely  with  the  wings,  in  which  the  species  are  more  solitary  and  never  congregate  in 
swarms,  and  in  which  the  female  is  invariably  provided  with  a  sword  or  cimiter-shaped 
ovipositor ;  while  the  term  Katydid  could  be  used  to  designate  the  few  larger,  tree-in- 

habiting species  of  the  group,  so  designated  by  Harris.  Where  the  habit  of  calling  the 
Cicada  '•Locust."  and  the  "Locust"  of  ancient  usage  "Grasshopper,"  is  as  inveter- 

ate as  in  this  country,  it  is  not  easy  to  change  it ;  but  it  seems  to  me  that  the  change  is 
desirable,  and  if  popular  authors  would  only  continue  the  example  of  Harris,  the 
change  would  come  about  with  the  greater  dissemination  of  entomological  informatiou. 

Almost  every  entomological  author  has  been  under  the  necessity, 

at  one  time  or  another,  of  insisting  that  the  "  Grasshopper  "  of  this 

[Fig.  40  ]      country  is  the  "  Locust "  of  Europe  and  of  antiquity  ;  or  of 
endeavoring  to  clear  up  the  confusion  which  results  from 

the  popular  application  of  this  last  term  to  the  Periodical 

Cicada  or  Harvest-fly — an  insect  (Fig.  40)  which  dwells,  in 

its  early  life,  under  ground,  and  feeds  by  sucking  the  sap 

of  trees,  and  which  is  no  more  capable,  like  the  true  locust,. 

of  devastating  our  grain-fields  than  a  calf  is  of  killing  and 

devouring  our  sheep.    Yet  the  ceaseless  preaching  about. 

the  popular  misapplication  of  these  terms  in  America  will 

avail  nothing  so  long  as  the  popular  error  is  encouraged 

Cicada,  or  by  the  preachcrs  themselves  adopting  the  misapplication. 
miscalled  lo-  „,  ,  „  ,  ,         i  ■    i  i.    j 
rust:  with  one  The  popular  namcs  of  a  country  should  be  respected  as 
wing   removed,  r    r 

«oa»toshowthe  Qi^ich  as  possiblo,  especially  for  objects  peculiar  to  the- 

positor.  country,  and  I  would  be  the  last  to  try  and  change  them 
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for  trivial  reasons  ;  but  when,  as  in  this  instance,  the  name  used  for 

centuries  in  the  older  countries,  and  become  familiar  as  household 

words  through  the  widely  disseminated  Scriptures,  is  substituted  by 

a  new  one,  and  transferred  to  an  entirely  different  insect,  there  is  no 
excuse  for  perpetuating  the  popular  error. 

We  may  talk  of  shipping  a  car-load,  and  of  the  sun^s  rising^  from 
now  till  doomsday  ;  and,  though,  to  the  intelligent  and  hypercritical 

mind  the  expressions  will  ever  savor  of  incorrectness;  no  one  is  fool- 
ish enough  to  try  and  reform  them,  because  they  are  universal,  wherever 

the  English  language  is  spoken.  Change  in  universal  and  long  estab- 
lished customs  is  neither  possible,  as  a  rule,  nor  advisable;  and  it  is 

doubtful  if  any  reform  could  be  brought  about  in  our  present  Grego- 
rian calendar,  for  instance,  even  if  the  advantage  of  regulating  the 

divisions  of  the  year  by  the  astronomical  conditions  of  the  earth's 
orbit  could  be  fully  established.  But  in  a  case  like  that  between  the 

use  of  the  terrns  Locust  and  Grasshopper,  the  former,  as  applied  to 

our  Rocky  Mountain  plague  and  its  allies,  has  every  claim  to  favor, 

not  only  because  of  having  been  longer  used,  and  of  its  now  being  more 

universally  used  than  the  latter  ;  but  because  it  has  a  definite  mean- 
ing and  agrees  with  the  old  systematic  name  of  the  family  to  which 

the  species  belongs;  while  the  term  "grasshopper"  is  most  loosely 
applied  to  almost  every  field  insect  that  hops.  The  term  locust  is,  in 
fact,  supposed  to  be  derived  from  the  Latin  words  locus  ustus,  which 

mean  a  burnt  place,  and  have  reference  to  the  desolatiou,  as  if  by  fire, 
which  these  insects  cause. 

The  trivial  terras  "Colorado,"  "  Red-legged,"  and  "  Hateful"  have 

been  applied  to  the  species  by  various  writers ;  but  the  name  "  Rocky 

Mountain  Locust,"  which  I  have  employed,  is  expressive  of  the  in- 
sect's habitat  and  least  open  to  objection. 

Regarding  the  scientific  name  of  our  insect,  it  is  only  necessary  to 

add  in  addition  to  what  has  already  been  said,  that  it  belongs  to 

the  modern  genus  Melanoplus  of  Stal;  but  just  as  this  author's  subdi- 
visions of  certain  genera  in  Coleoptera  are  not  accepted  or  recognized 

by  man}'-  of  our  best  coleopterists,  so  Melanoplus  is  not  considered 
as  of  generic  value  by  some  of  our  best  orthopterists ;  for  which 
reason  I  have  used  the  better  known  and  well  established  genua 

Caloptenus.  The  specific  name  spretus  (meaning  despised)  indicates 

that,  as  a  species,  it  was  so  long  overlooked  by  entomologists,  and  con- 
founded with  femur-rubrum. 
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PRAIRIE  FIRES  vs.  THE  ROCKY  MOUNTAIN  LOCUST. 

The  notion  has  got  into  the  heads  of  a  good  many  people,  that 
there  is  some  connection  between  prairie  fires  and  the  Locust  visita- 

tions. Having  already  discussed  the  subject  in  the  columns  of  the 
New  York  Tribune^  I  will  here  repeat  what  I  there  said : 

The  Kansas  Partner  for  September  23d  last,  contained  a  lengthy  and  hortatory  article 
on  the  effects  of  prairie  fires.  The  burden  of  the  article  was  to  prove  that  all  misfor- 

tune that  had  befallen  the  fair  State  of  Kansas  was  in  one  way  or  another  attributable 
to  the  custom  of  burning  over  the  prairies.  In  the  words  of  the  writer  :  "  The  un- 

broken succession  of  curses  that  have  alllicted  this  and  neighboring  counties  *  *  all 
spring  from  the  one  first  grand  cause,  the  burning  of  the  prairie  grasses,"  and  he  then 
goes  on  to  demonstrate,  as  he  believes,  that  burning  the  grasses  from  the  face  of  the 
earth  had  been  the  one  great  cause  of  drouth,  hot  winds,  locusts  and  short  crops.  The 
drouth,  hot  winds,  and  grasshopper  raids  of  1860  are  attributed  to  the  luiiversal 
burning  of  grass  in  1859.  The  short  crops  of  18G4,  the  locust  invasion  of  1866,  and  the 
bad  years  of  '68  and  '70  similarly  find  their  explanation  in  said  article,  in  the  burning 
of  the  grass,  now  attributed  to  Indians  desirous  of  driving  their  buffiilo  herds  west- 

ward, and  of  putting  between  them  and  the  troublesome  frontier  hunters  a  "  wide, 
black  and  impassable  waste" — now  to  the  Texan  cattle  traders  who,  on  their  way  home 
from  Abeline,  fired  the  prairies  on  all  sides,  so  that  it  was  burned  off  *'  from  the  North 
pole  to  the  Gulf  of  Mexico."  The  disasters  of  1874  were  confessedly  not  preceded  by 
such  general  conflagrations,  but  the  reduced  snow-fall  in  the  mountains  is  made  respon- 

sible for  that  portion  of  the  1874  disaster  which  prairie  tires  did  not  produce. 
The  writer  then  goes  on  to  state  some  well-known  principles  of  radiation  and  to 

explain  that  all  simoons  or  hot  scorching  winds  have  their  origin  in  desert  countries, 
and  that  "  it  matters  not  whether  the  country  is  an  original  desert  or  whether  it  is  made 
so  by  the  action  of  our  Western  prairie  fires.  For  all  present  purposes  the  two  are 
reduced  to  a  common  level,  and  produce  a  common  result — tlrouth,  hot  winds,  and 
locusts,"  Having  thus  traced  the  cause  of  drouth  to  prairie  fires,  the  article  goes  on 
to  show  how  the  locusts  are  a  consequence  of  drouth.  The  author  first  asserts  that  the 
State  has  never  been  "  visited  by  these  destructive  locusts  except  during  seasons  of 
drouth  and  hot  winds,"  basing  his  assertion  partly  on  the  fact  that  Kansas  never  suf- 

fered from  these  insects  during  fruitful  years.  I  cannot  say  how  well  founded  is  the 
assertion,  but  the  latter  statement  is  a  simple  truism  not  necessarily  proving  the  asser- 

tion. "When  we  remember  also  the  number  of  drouthy  years  that  have  not  been succeeded  by  locust  invasions  the  assertion  loses  much  of  its  force.  As  a  single  in- 
stance, let  us  recall  the  unprecedented  drouth  of  1871.  This  was  not  preceded,  that  I 

am  aware  of,  by  any  unusual  number  of  prairie  fires  ;  but  it  was  the  indirect  cause  of 
most  remarkable  and  destructive  conflagrations  all  over  the  Western  country  during 
the  Fall  of  the  same  year.  Nor  was  it  succeeded  by  locust  invasions,  as  it  should  have 
been  were  the  position  of  the  writer  in  the  Katisas  Farmer  well  taken. 

The  reason  given  why  the  locusts  can  only  come  in  drouthy  seasons,  is,  that  they 
cannot  fly  in  a  moist  atmosphere,  and  the  facts  that  they  do  not  readily  fly  early  in  the 
morning,  and  that  the  farther  east  you  go,  or,  in  other  words,  the  more  moist  the 
atmosphere  becomes,  the  insects  diminish  in  number  and  consequent  power  for  harm. 
In  further  support  of  this  view,  it  is  asserted  that  at  Kansas  City,  "  where  two  rivers 
connect  with  their  wide  belts  of  timber  shade,  with  an  old  settled  country  surrounding 
them,  so  that  prairie  flres  cannot  exist,  we  find  no  locusts."  Theauthor  having  proved, 
in  this  manner,  and  to  his  own  satisfaction,  the  connection  between  burning  grass  and 
locusts,  closes  with  a  graphic  picture  of  what  might  have  been  had  misfortune  not 
frowned  upon  the  people,  and  an  earnest  appeal  to  the  former — not  in  one  township  or 
section,  but  over  the  whole  State — to  cease  burning  the  prairie,  as  the  only  radical  cure 
for  all  these  evils.  Now,  if  he  has  reasoned  well,  it  is  of  the  utmost  importance  for  the 
people  of  Kansas  to  follow  his  advice,  and  the  subject  is,  consequently,  well  worth  a 
little  attention.  I  will,  therefore,  give  my  reasons  for  believing  that  while  some  partial 
truths  have  been  stated  in  his  thesis,  the  general  conclusions  are  f;ilse  and  misleading: 

1. — It  is  by  no  means  proved  that  the  simoons  which  occasionally  sweep  over  our 
Western  States  and  Territories  have  their  origin  in  any  part  of  that  vast  prairie  country. 
Some  of  the  more  local  of  these  hot,  dry  winds  may  originate  or  acquire  their  peculiarly 
high  temperature  on  the  mauvaises  terres  of  Wyoming  or  the  table  lands  of  Arizona 
and  Mexico ;  but  the  more  general  simoons  most  probably  have  their  origin  at  a  far 
greater  distance  from  us,  viz.,  in  the  tropics.  These  simoons  in  Missouri  always  blow 
from  the  southwest,  in  Kansas  from  south,  southwest,  and  in  Eastern  Colorado  souths 
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or  a  few  points  cast  of  south  ;  and  their  injurious  and  scorching  effects  are  not  unfre- 
quently  felt  before  the  frost  in  Kansas  and  the  country  to  the  west  is  fairly  out  of  the 
frround.  2  —It  is  well  known  that  the  buffalo  grass  ranores  over  a  vast  extent  of  our 
Western  plains,  and  that  it  does  not  furnish  a  very  dense  or  thorouo^h  coverinof,  even 
when  unburned.  3.— My  own  observations  for  the  past  fourteen  years  in  this  Western 
prairie  country  lead  uie  to  the  conclusion  that  firos  more  often  succeed  than  precede 
drouth,  and  that  they  may  more  justly  be  looked  upon  as  a  result  than  as  a  cause  of 
excessive  dry  weather ;  and  the  prevailing  belief  that  large  conflagrations  or  extensive 
fires  are  conducive  to  rain,  bears  on  this  point.  4. — Whenever  grass  is  burned  during 
the  growing  season,  the  old  and  drier  blade  is  soon  succeeded  by  a  green  and  succulent 
one,  which  has  far  greatL-r  power  to  attract  and  retain  moisture  ;  while  if  burned  in 
Winter  time  the  evaporation  from  the  soil  can  be  thereby  but  slightly  affected,  because 
of  the  weakened  power  of  the  sun,  and  the  snows  which  usually  cover  and  protect. 
5.— Drouths  are  by  no  means  confined  to  that  portion  of  the  country  subject  to  the 
locust  invasions.  6.— The  reason  why  locusts  are  more  sluggish  and  less  inclined  to  fly 
at  morn  than  at  noon  is  not  so  much  a  question  of  the  comparative  density  of  the  atmos- 

phere as  of  the  difference  in  temperature.  All  diurnal  insects  are  sluggish  in  the  cool 
of  the  morning,  and  their  activity  increases  with  the  rising  of  the  thermometer  ;  and 
flight,  whether  of  bird  or  insect,  is,  I  conceive,  easier,  coeteris  paribus,  in  a  dense  than  in 
an  attenuated  atmosphere.  7. — The  reason  why  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  does  no 
damage  in  the  Eastern  States,  and  never  reaches  beyond  a  line  drawn  at  a  rough  esti- 

mate along  louffitude  17°  west  from  VVashington,  is,  1  take  it,  rather  because,  first,  there 
is  a  definite  limit  to  its  power  of  migration  from  its  native  home  in  a  single  season  ; 
second,  because  the  new  conditions  which  it  meets  with  in  the  lower  country  forming 
the  eastern  limit,  injuriously  affect  it  and  kill  it  off  in  the  course  of  one  or  two  years. 
S- — The  statement  about  the  Kansas  Uity  region  is  simply  incorrect,  as  the  locusts  were 
thick  around  that  city  the  present  year.  9.— As  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  multiplies 
only  in  the  Rocky  Mountain  region,  its  descent  into  the  plains  to  the  East  where  it  can- 

not thrive,  cannot  well  be  affected  by  the  burning  of  the  grass  on  those  plains. 
Having  thus  given  some  facts  which  militate  against  the  conclusions  arrived  at  in 

the  Kansas  Farmer  article,  let  us  now  consider,  as  a  still  farther  offset  against  those 
conclusions,  the  benefit  resulting  from  tlie  burning  of  prairies.  Fearful  as  are  the 
ravages  of  locusts,  they  are  only  periodically  as  general  and  widespread  as  they  were 
the  presentyear,  and  if  we  consider  the  aiuiual  damage  done  to  the  cropsof  Kans  i8  by 
any  one  insect,  the  Chinch  Bug  must.  I  think,  be  set  down  as  a  greater  enemy  to  the 
Kansas  farmer  than  the  Hateful  Locust.  Even  this  year,  in  the  eastern  portion 
of  that  State,  the  chinch  bugs,  aided  by  the  excessive  dry  weather,  had  so  depleted,  by 
their  myriad  pumping  beaks,  the  later  ripening  cereals,  that  these  would  have  made 
but  a  very  poor  return  for  the  labor  spent  upon  them,  even  had  the  locusts  not  made 
their  advene.  Now  there  are  no  better  preventive  measures  against  the  injuries  of  the 
Chinch  Bug  than  the  burning  of  the  grass  on  our  prairies  and  around  our  cultivated 
fields,  and  the  destruction,  by  the  same  means,  of  weeds,  leaves,  corn-stalks  and  all 
other  litter  and  rubbish  around  such  fields,  and  as  far  as  possible  within  the  woods. 
For  the  Chinch  Bug  hibernates  under  just  such  shelter  as  this  fitter  affords,  and  the 
proper  season  to  attack  it  is  in  the  Winter  time,  and  uot  at  or  just  before  harvest,  when 
it,  in  great  measure,  baffles  human  control. 

This  statement  might  be  substantiated  by  a  long  list  of  facts  in  the  insect's  econ- 
omy, which  it  is  unnecessary  to  mention  here,  and  I  will  simply  add  in  testimony  that 

in  Illinois,  before  the  country  was  as  thickly  settled  as  now,  and  when  immense  tires 
annually  swept  over  her  prairies,  tl*e  ravages  of  the  Chinch  Bug  were  scarely  known. 
It  is  therefore  very  patent  that  the  judicious  burning  of  the  dead  grasses,  especially  in 
the  vicinity  of  cultivated  fields,  will  reduce  the  ravages  of  this  worst  ot  the  farmer's 
pests,  and  the  same  will  hold  true  of  the  False  Chich  Bug  {Nysius  destructor),  which 
affects  our  garden  vegetables  and  other  tender-leaved  plants  in  the  same  way  as  the 
genuine  Clunch  Bug  affects  our  cereals.  It  is  also  true  of  many  other  destructive 
insects  which  shelter  under  dead  grass  and  herbage  during  the  Winter.  But,  most 
important  of  all,  it  is  also  true  of  the  young  locusts  and  of  locust  eggs,  immense  num- 

bers of  which  undoubtedly  get  destroyed  by  such  fires.  A  strong  impression  also  pre- 
vails among  farmers,  and  it  is  not  without  foundation,  that  the  burning  of  our  prairies 

is  beneficial  in  that  it  returns  at  once  the  potash  of  the  plant  to  the  soil,  instead  of 
through  the  slower  process  of  decomposition.  From  these  premises  I  think  we  may 
safely  draw  the  following  conclusions  : 

1.— That  the  non-burning  of  the  prairies  will  not  prove  a  cure  for  all  the  ills  that 
Kansas  is  subject  to.  2. — That,  on  the  contrary,  the  judicious  burning  of  such  prairies 
will  prove  a  measurable  cure  for  some  of  her  niost  serious  ills.  Indeed,  there  is  only 
one  way  in  which  there  can  be  any  real  connection  between  the  burning  of  prairies  and 
the  ravages  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  and  that  connection  is  through  the  remote 
past,  and  altogether  beyond  our  present  control.     In  the  report  of  the  Chief  Signal 

I 
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Oflacer  to  the  War  Department  for  1872,  will  be  found  an  interesting  account  of  the 
o^reat  lires  of  1871  in  the  Northwest,  by  Prof.  J.  A.  Lapliam,  of  Milwaukee,  Wis.,  in  which 
tny  learned  friend  maintains  that  our  extensive  Western  prairies  and  plains  owe  their 
oxistence  and  origin  to  the  aofency  ot  tire.  These  fires,  encouraged  by  drouth,  and 
either  kindled  bj'  accident  or  intention,  have  swept  over  the  country  for  ages,  and 
while  they  leave  the  roots  of  the  grass  uninjured,  they  destroy  the  germs  of  most  other 

plants,  including  forest  trees;  and  Mr,  Lapl'iam  pictures  to  himself  a  lon?-past  struggle between  forest  and  prairie,  in  whicli  the  latter,  by  the  assistance  of  the  Fire  King,  lUs 
gained  and  held  the  vantage  ground. 

While  I  do  not  agree  with  Prof.  Lapham  that  the  remote  cause  of  our  prairies 
can  be  attributed  to  fire,  yet  no  one  can  doubt  its  agency  at  the  present  time  in  main- 

taining these  prairies  and  preventing  timber  growth  in  the  more  humid  portions  of  the 
great  prairie  region.  But  on  this  hypothesis  there  would  naturally  be  a  connection  in 
the  past  between  fires  and  locusts;  for  if  without  fires  this  whole  prairie  region  had 
been  timbered,  the  locusts,  wliich  are  essentially  insects  of  the  plains  and  prairies, 
could  never  have  become  so  prodigiously  abundant  and  injurious.  On  such  a  hypothe- 

sis alone  can  I  see  any  possible  connection  between  prairie  fires  and  locust  invasions, 
and,  however  much  truth  there  may  be  in  the  hypothesis,  the  fact  remains  that  there  is 
no  present  connection  between  the  two  phenomena. 

APPENDIX 

ARTICLE  ON  THE  KOCKY  MOUNTAIN  LOCUST. 

The  length  which  this  Report  has  already  attained  precludes  the  publishing  of  any 
of  the  many  answers  to  my  circular  from  tlie  different  counties  of  Missouri.  There  is 
so  much  valuable  experience,  however,  in  the  following  letters,  by  three  valued  and 
intelligent  correspondents,  from  Texas  and  Kansas,  that  I  feel  constrained  to  publish 
them  entire,  as  a  fitting  sequel  to  what  I  have  said  on  the  Kocky  Mountain  Locust : 

Letter  from  the  late  Thos.  Affleck,  of  Brenhani,  Texas,  written  in  186S. 

About  the  first  week  of  November,  1867,  locusts  appeared  here,  but  were  announced 
towards  the  northwest  of  us  as  being  on  the  way  some  weeks  before.  They  came  down 

from  a  considerable  height  in  sliowers  about  like  a  foil  of  snow — tlieir  silvery  wings 
contributing  to  the  resemblance.  On  looking  toward  the  sun,  they  could  be  perceived 
in  vast  clouds,  at  a  great  height,  and  all  steering  to  the  southeast. 

They  were  busily  engaged  devastating  the  crops  about  Union  Hill,  five  miles  to 
the  west,  for  a  week  before  they  made  their  appearance  here,  and  were  nearly  two 
weeks  longer  in  reaching  Brenham,  seven  and  a  half  miles  to  the  soutli-by-east.  They 
were  very  few  in  number  to  the  south  and  east  of  that  town. 

Immediately  on  alighting,  they  began  to  devour  every  green  thing,  possessing 
ravenous  appetites  ;  and  also  copulated  in  great  numbers,  after  which  the  males  gradu- 
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ally  disappeared.  As  food  failed  them,  they  would  occasionally  take  to  wing  in  small 

bodies  and  go  oflF;  but  generally  "  took  it  afoot"  in  search  of  fresh  pastures.  Every- 
thing green  in  the  gardens,  turnip  patches,  wheat-fields,  etc.,  was  devoured  ;  and  much 

of  the  Winter  or  Prickly  Mesquit  Grass  {SUpa  setigera)  so  as  greatly  to  lessen  the 
weight  of  pasturage,  and  stint  the  stock. 

When  I  reached  home,  about  the  first  of  December,  they  were  busy  depositing 
ttieir  eggs,  and  had  been  so  for  some  two  or  more  weeks  b  efore.  The  female  selected 
high  and  dry  spots,  and  especially  little  ridges  of  hard  ground  on  paths,  roads  and 
beaten  yards,  formed  by  the  washing  of  water. 

They  were  preyed  upon  by  birds,  animals,  and  other  insects.  What  few  hogs  were 
hereabouts,  devoured  them  greedily,  as  did  poultry :  they  gradually  disappeared  with- 

out being  able  to  say  how. 
We  had  some  very  bad  freezes  for  this  latitude,  the  ground  being  frozen  to  a  depth 

considerably  below  the  nests  of  eggs  ;  and  this  more  than  once  freezing  and  thawing 
during  the  Winter.  We  were  in  hopes  that  this  would  have  destroyed  them,  and  in 
rich,  black,  prairie  soil,  many  thus  perished.  But  enough  were  left  to  produce  untold 
myriads  of  the  pests.  They  began  to  hatch  early  in  February ;  when  first  seen,  they 
"were  about  the  size  of  a  big  flea  ;  but  a  few  continued  to  appear  for  six  weeks  or  more. 
I  perceive,  from  my  "Jottings  on  the  Farm,"  in  the  Houston  Telegraph,  that  on  the  28th 
of  March  they  began  to  move — having  hitherto  fed  about  close  by  where  they  were 
hatched — though  only  about  five-eighths  of  an  inch  in  length,  and  without  wings. 

I  quote  from  these  jottings  :  "My  garden  is  located  on  rich,  stifiish  valley  land, 
and,  by  the  way,  is  in  a  very  promising  condition.  Until  yesterday  there  was  not  a 
Locust  within  the  twenty  acre  lot,  of  which  my  garden  now  forms  a  small  part.  But 

two  days  ago,  the  varmints  began  to  move,  on  their  '  nor'-west  coorse,'  and  accumula- 
ted in  fearful  numbers  along  the  east  and  south  lines  of  the  fence.  Strange  enough,  how- 

ever, they  did  not  seem  inelined  to  cross  over,  which  they  could  easily  have  done  by 
hopping  through  between  the  rails.  After  a  day  or  two  of  hesitation,  they  made  a 

fi-esh  start  yesterday  morning,  and  poured  in  on  me  in  myriads.  By  night,  I  should 
say,  at  arough  guess,  that  about  one  hundred  bushels,  more  or  less,  if  carefully  meas- 

ured up,  were  within  the  limits  of  these  twenty  acres !  They  took  a  line  diagonally 
across,  hopping  along  at  a  rate  that  would  take  them  over  the  ground  about  a  mile  per 

day.  They  present  a  very  singular  appearance  indeed  ;  not  one  diverging  from  '  the 
way  they  should  go,'  or  are  impelled  by  their  instinct  to  go.  The  advance  soon 
struck  the  north  line  of  the  fence;  vast  numbers,  still  behind,  made  no  movement 
beyond  a  certain  strip  of  prairie  sod,  left  as  an  intended  carriage  drive.  But,  instead 
of  crossing  it,  they  followed  it  down ;  clipping  the  leaves  partially  from  a  nice  young 
hedge  of  Marietta  rose,  and  threatening  the  potato  patch.  I  could  not  stand  that.  So» 
taking  a  branch  in  each  hand,  I  hurried  them  up,  at  the  same  time  fending,  them  oflf 
from  the  potatoes.  They  submitted  to  be  driven  quite  as  readily  as  a  flock  of  sheep,  so 

that  I  still  hope  to  save  my  garden." 
"  April  3.  These  locusts  have  taken  possession  of  a  young  orchard  of  Peach  and 

Almond,  and  of  a  lot  of  fine  dwarfed  Pear  trees  (of  many  varieties,  and  about  eight 
feet  in  height,  full  of  blossom)  which  were  very  promising.  They  roost  on  the  trees  at 
night;  breakfast  on  the  leaves  and  young  fruit,  before  lunching  and  dining  on  the 
grass  and  buds.  Yesterday  I  could  not  drive  them,  and  to-day  the  ground  is  so  wet, 
they  won't  be  driven.  And,  worst  of  all,  the  bulk  of  them  are  to  the  southeast  of  my 
vegetable  garden." 

"  April  11.  Still  keeping  up  the  fight  with  the  locusts.  I  fought  with  fire ;  drove 
them  into  the  stream  of  water,  and  in  every  way  in  my  power,  helped  them  on  their 
way  or  destroyed  them.  A  large  flock  of  blackbirds  came  to  my  assistance,  and  did 
great  service.    They  are  now  nearly  gone,  and  I  hope  will  soon  take  flight. 

"  April  IS.  I  have  been  consoled  to-day  with  the  assurance  that  there  are  moro 
locusts  in  this  valley  (Glenblythe)  than  anywhere  else  in  the  county. 
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"  April  23.  Vast  numbers  of  the  locusts  have  gone  oflf",  leavinof  only  those  of  ten- 
der age,  but  possessing  wonderful  appetites.  Some  of  them  got  off  by  flight,  but  the 

bulk  kept  on,  on  foot,  towards  the  northwest,  followed  and  preyed  upon  by  hundreds 
of  Black  Hawks,  or  ratiier  Buzzards,  I  think  tlic  Falco  Ilarlani. 

"April  29.     Still  a  few  left,  but  no  more  than  the  poultry  and  I  can  manage. 
'•I  saved  about  two-tliirds  of  my  garden  ;  but  by  constant  toil. 
"  None  copulated  before  leaving,  and  of  course  no  eggs  Avere  left  to  perpetuate  the 

•urse,  and  it  may  be  many  years  before  they  again  visit  this  now  sufficiently  oppressed 
country. 

Letter  from  Mr.  S.  T.  Kelsey,  Hutchinson,  Kans.,  Forester  to  the  Atchison,  Topeka  and 
Santa  Fe  R.  R.  Co.;  wriitcti  August  5, 1S74. 

The  migratory  grasshoppers  {Caloptenus  spretiis)  have  again  appeared  in  Kansas, 
and  [  hereby  send  you  a  report  of  their  operations  as  I  had  promised.  I  first  saw 
them  at  Hutchinson,  on  the  Atchison,  Topeka  and  Santa  Fe  liailroad,  where  they 

appeared  on  Sunday,  July  2G,  at  about  G  o'clock  r.  m.  They  were  so  thick  in  the  air 
that  they  appeared  like  a  heavy  snow  storm  ;  those  high  in  the  air  forming  apparently 
light  fleecy  clouds,  while  those  dropping  to  the  earth  resembled  flakes  of  falling  snow. 
Next  morning,  Monday,  the  27th,  at  daylight,  the  country  was  literally  covered  with 
grasshoppers.  Soon  after  sunrise,  they  collected  on  the  growing  crops,  young  trees, 
etc.,  and  commenced  eating,  and  before  night  had  eaten  the  leaves  from  almost  every 
green  thing.  All  that  I  know  of  their  leaving  unhurt  is  sorghum,  castor  beans  and 
honey  locust  trees.  They  did  but  little  harm  in  most  places  to  the  Cottonwood,  box. 
elder,  Osage  orange,  elm,  black  walnut  and  oak,  and  such  prairie  weeds  and  grasses  as 
were  a  little  dried.  They  have  worked  some  upon  every  tree  that  1  have,  except  the 
honey  locust.  In  some  places,  they  have  eaten  the  leaves,  bark,  and  even  the  wood  of 

the  one  and  two  year  growths.  On  Tuesdaj'  morning,  the  28tb,  I  went  west  on  the 
Atchison,  Topeka  and  Santa  Fe  Kailroad,  and  found  that  the  grasshoppers  reached  the 
Arkansas  Valley,  as  far  west  as  Larned,  on  Sunday  evening ;  on  Mondaj^,  they  appeared 
as  far  west  as  Pierceville ;  on  Tuesday,  as  far  as  Aubrey ;  and  on  Wednesdaj',  at  2  p.  m., 
they  appeared  in  force  at  Granada,  Col,,  the  terminus  of  the  Atchison,  Topeka  and 
Santa  Fe  liailroad.  I  am  told  by  persons  who  have  come  down  the  Kansas  Pacific 
Railway  that  they  extend  on  that  line  from  Junction  City,  Kans.,  to  Denver,  Col. — a 
distance  in  direct  line  of  about  450  miles.  I  have  not  been  able  to  learn  whether  they 
extend  west  of  Denver.  They  seem  to  be  moving  a  little  west  of  south — the  first  ot  the 
column  occupying,  as  near  as  I  can  learn,  nearly  a  straight  line,  at  about  right  angles 
with  the  direction  they  are  moving.  The  wind  appears  to  change  their  course  a  little, 
but,  I  think,  not  very  much. 

They  strip  the  country  as  they  go,  except  the  old,  tough  grasses  and  some  things  1 
noticed  before,  and  then  rise  and  flj' — probably  to  the  front  of  the  column.  1  am  not 
able  yet  to  ascertain  certainly  how  wide  the  column  is,  but  it  must  be  200  to  300  miles 
in  width.  They  are  doubtless  the  same  that  have  been  destroying  the  crops  of  West- 

ern Iowa  and  Minnesota,  and  from  the  notes  that  I  get  from  the  north,  I  expect  they 
have,  in  their  course,  destroyed  all  the  growin;:^  crops  of  Central  and  Western  Ne- 

braska, as  well  as  Kansas.  They  have  not  commenced  to  copulate  yet,  aud  will  likely 
pass  down  into  Texas  or  New  Mexico  to  deposit  their  eggs. 

I  was  told  yesterdaj',  by  parties  just  from  the  north,  that  another  column  was 
moving  down  farther  east,  and  taking  a  more  easterly  course,  and  would,  if  they  kept 
on,  strike  through  Eastern  Kansas  ;  however,  I  do  not  believe  the  story.  Will  post 

you  if  they  do  come.  I  learn  from  reports,  and  fi'om  parties  who  have  traveled  in  Brit- 
ish America,  that  they  breed  far  up  into  that  country,  and  as  far  south  as  Mexico. 

Thus  it  appears  that  nearly  one-half  of  all  the  territory  of  the  United  States,  excepting 
Alaska,  is  subject  at  intervals  to  the  devastation  of  this  migratory  grasshopper,  and  it 
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seems  of  great  importance  to  the  people  of  the  West  and  the  whole  country  that  we 
should  get  all  possible  information  respecting  them,  and  the  best  means  lor  destroying 

them  or  preventing  their  ravages,  I  am  looking  the  matter  up,  and  any  further  infor- 
mation that  you  may  desire  will  be  cheerfully  given,  so  far  as  possible. 

I  am  told  that  some  fields  of  corn  have  been  saved  by  building  fires  so  that  the 
smoke  would  pass  over  the  field,  and  the  grasshoppers  would  get  up  and  leave  on  short 
notice. 

Letter  from  Mr.  E.  Snyder,  Nurseryman  of  large  Experience  at  Highland,  Kansas,  written 
January  11,  1875, 

The  first  appearance  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  more  commonly  known  here 

as  Red-legged  or  Army  Grasshopper,  in  this  section  of  countrj^  was  about  the  10th  of 
September,  1866. 

People  who  have  lived  here  forty  years,  say  this  was  the  first  time  these  grasshop- 
pers made  their  appearance  to  their  knowledge. 

At  our  place  they  commenced  coming  down  about  1  o'clock  in  the  afternoon,  at 
first  only  one  at  a  time,  here  and  there,  looking  a  little  like  flakes  of  snow,  but  acting 

more  like  the  advance  skirmishers  of  an  advancing  army;  soon  they  commenced  com- 
ing thicker  and  faster,  and  they  again  were  followed  by  vast  columns,  or  bodies  looking 

almost  like  clouds  in  the  atmosphere.  They  came  rattling  and  pattering  on  the  houses, 

and  against  the  windows,  falling  in  the  fields,  on  the  prairies  and  in  the  waters — every- 
where and  on  everything. 

By  about  4  o'clock  in  the  afternoon,  every  tree  and  bush,  buildings,  fences,  fields, 
roads,  and  everything,  except  animated  beings,  was  completely  covered  with  grasshop- 

pers. When  they  first  alighted,  they  seemed  exhausted,  but  it  did  not  require  much  time 
for  them  to  recover  and  become  familiar  with  their  new  surroundings ;  they  almost 
immediately  commenced  devouring  and  destroying  plants  with  a  voraciousness  and 
rapidity  truly  astonishing  to  one  not  acquainted  with  them. 

Alter  about  4  o'clock  few  could  be  seen  flying,  except  when  disturbed,  or  making 
short  trips  probably  in  quest  of  food.  They  seemed  to  be  inclined  towards  dry,  warm 
places  for  the  night,  and  all  such  places  were  packed  and  crowded  by  the  time  the  sun 
went  down. 

Thej'^  commenced  depositing  eggs  almost  as  soon  as  they  arrived,  and  the  earth  in 
many  places  presented  the  appearance  of  honey-comb,  being  caused  by  the  boring  or 
perforating  process  of  these  insects,  preparatory  to  tiie  depositing  of  the  eggs.  In  this 

they  showed  a  decided  preference  for  hard,  warm,  dry  places,  such  as  roads,  new  break- 
ing of  prairie  sod,  etc.,  often  selecting  places  so  hard  that  it  was  difficult  to  penetrate 

the  ground  with  a  spade  or  sharp  pointed  stick ;  shady,  moist  places  were  partially 
avoided,  although  almost  every  spot  of  ground  secured  some. 

The  grasshoppers  remained,  and  continued  depositing  eggs  until  after  hard  frosts, 
but  became  less  abundant,  and  of  less  vitality,  as  cool  weather  and  frosty  nights  ap- 

proached. There  was  considerable  rain  during  the  Fall,  and  the  hopes  and  predictions, 

were  that  the  wet  weather  would  destroy  the  vitality  of  the  egg?,  and  many  thought 
their  coming  a  mere  accident,  the  first  time  they  were  ever  here,  and  they  would  not 
trouble  us  any  more 

As  cold  weather  came  on,  they  collected  more  toward  warm  spots  ;  wagon  roads- 

and  railroad  tracks,  being  warmed  up  during  the  day  by  the  heat  of  the  sun,  were  com- 

pletely covered,  and  as  they  seldom  move  at  night,  the  morning  after  found  them  stiff" 
and  numb,  especially  on  the  iron  rails,  from  which  they  could  not  move  until  the  sun 

warmed  them  up  again,  and  railroad  trains  often  had  difficulty  in  getting  up  the  grades 
on  account  of  the  wheels  and  track  getting  slippery,  which  gave  rise  to  the  story  that 

"  grasshoppers  were  so  thick  they  stopped  the  cars." 
Whatever  our  calculations  may  be,  nature  works  according  to  laws  we  cannot 
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■change,  and  according[ly  the  following'  Spring  we  had  a  practical  demonstration  whether 
the  eggs  deposited  the  previous  Fall  would  hatch  or  not.  Although  the  Fall  had  been 
•quite  wet,  with  considerable  rain  in  the  Spring,  and  freezing  and  tliawing  in  the  inter- 

val, the  eggs  seemed  to  be  proof  against  any  kind  of  weather,  and  myriads  of  young 
grasshoppers  hatched  out  as  soon  as  the  weather  was  warm  enough.  About  the  latter 
part  of  April  and  llrst  of  May  appeared  to  bring  forth  the  great  bulk  of  them.  They 
were  apparently  harmless  little  mites  at  first,  but  as  they  grew  older  and  larger  their 
voraciousness  increased,  and  wlien  nearly  grown  their  destructiveness  was  alarming, 
and  could  only  be  understood  by  those  beholding  it.  The  young  grasshoppers  could 

not  fly  ;  but  during  the  month  of  June,  commencing  about  the  first,  they  divested  them- 
selves completely  of  an  outside  skin,  even  unto  the  legs  and  feet,  and  caiiie  out  a  winged 

insect,  and  soon  thereafter  took  their  flight  and  left  us. 
In  the  month  of  September  following  (18G7)  they  came  down  again,  but  not  so 

many  as  the  previous  year.  They  again  deposited  eggs,  but  not  in  such  vast  quantities 
as  before.  A  large  proportion  of  the  grasshoppers  had  attached  to  their  wings  or  other 
portions  small  red  insects,  and  also  contained  inside  of  them  small  white  worms  or 
maggots. 

The  Spring  following  (1868),  the  eggs  again  hatched  out,  but  they  were  more  under 
<?ontrol  of  their  various  enemies,  and  the  damage  inflicted  was  not  so  much  nor  so 
general  as  the  previous  season,  and  they  became  infested  with  mites  and  worms  before 
they  flew  away  in  June. 

The  next  appearance  of  these  pests  was  in  August,  1874,  and  this  invasion  is  still 
fresh  in  the  memory  of  nearly  every  one  familiar  with  the  name  of  Kansas  or  Ne- 
braska. 

Thej'  have  their  preference  for  certain  kinds  of  food,  but  in  the  absence  of  what 
they  like  best  will  eat  almost  anything.  I  have  known  them  to  eat  the  outside  off  of  fence 
posts  and  boards,  and  other  weather-beaten  timber,  until  it  looked  as  if  the  outside  had 
been  hacked  or  chipped  off.  I  have  had  all  the  foliage  and  bark,  and  the  ends  of  twigs, 
eaten  off  of  young  trees  by  them.  Soon  after  coming  down,  they  commence  moving 
around,  something  like  the  foragers  of  an  army,  and  soon  gather  and  collect  on  such 
things  as  they  like  best  in  great  nutftbers.  Almost  all  the  ordinary  crops  of  the  farm 
and  garden  seem  to  be  desirable  forage  for  them  ;  but  among  the  things  that  are  most 
<!agerly  devoured  are  cabbage,  onions,  radishes,  etc.  I  have  frequently  seen  onion  and 
radish  beds  with  nothing  left  but  the  holes  in  the  ground  where  they  grew,  having 
been  eaten  clean  out.  T  have  succeeded  in  raising  tomato  plants,  but  the  ripe  tomatoes 

are  generallj'-  eaten.  Apple  and  pear  trees  are  stripped  of  foliage,  and  sometimes  part 
of  the  bark  ;  but  the  fruit  is  not  often  eaten,  but  left  hanging  on  the  trees.  The  foliage 
of  peach,  cherry  and  plum  trees  generally  escapes,  but  the  fruit,  especially  peaches, 
is  generally  destroyed,  leaving  the  pits  hanging  on  the  trees.  Willows  and  pop- 
Jars  soon  become  stripped  of  foliage— the  tall  Lombardy  poplar  sometimes  looking 
like  an  immense  swarm  of  bees,  being  almost  covered  with  grasshoppers  from  the  top 
to  the  ground. 

While  few  vegetate  things  of  value  as  food  for  people  escaped  without  damage, 
there  was  a  very  noticeable  difference  in  the  amount  of  injury  the  same  varieties  of 
trees  or  plants  sustained  under  different  circumstances.  For  example  :  One  tree  or 
plant  out  of  a  number  rtf  others  of  the  same  kind  might  be  entirely  destroyed  or  de- 

voured, while  all  the  rest  would  be  but  slightly  injured,  or  part  of  the  same  lot  would 

be  badly  injured,  and  part  but  slightl}'.  Upon  examination  it  was  always  found  that 
when  this  difference  occurred,  it  was  due  to  a  decline  in  the  vitality  of  such  trees  or 
plants  as  were  mostly  injured.  It  was  quite  noticeable  that  newly  transplanted  things 
were  more  subject  to  being  fed  upon  than  well  established  ones ;  that  any  tree  in  an 
orchard  of  the  same  variety  that  was  injured  by  borers,  excessive  bearing,  or  from 

other  causes,  would  be  entirelj'  stripped  of  foliage,  while  the  others  would  not.    And 
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even  in  corn-fields,  vvliere  plowing  was  done  so  as  to  injure  the  roots  and  cause  tlie  corn 

to  wilt,  they  left  the  more  vigorous  growth  and  attacked  the  injured.  I  have  observed 

a  number  of  them  get  around  the  base  of  a  growing  corn-stalk  an  inch  in  diameter, 
and  gnaw  it  off  close  to  the  ground,  like  a  lot  of  beavers  gnawing  off  a  tree  ;  and  as 
soon  as  the  corn  fell  to  the  ground,  there  was  a  rush  for  it  by  others  that  seemed  to  be 

In  waiting,  and  the  fallen  stalk  would  disappear  at  an  astonishing  rate. 
Of  course  they  do  not  confine  themselves  to  this  kind  of  diet,  and  yet  they  seem  to 

prefer  it,  as  is  shown  in  the  eagerness  by  which  they  feed  upon  any  vegetable  growth 
that  is  wilted  or  on  the  decline.  They  show  this  disposition  towards  their  own  family, 
for  whenever  any  of  them  get  killed  or  disabled,  others  go  to  work  and  eat  them  up, 
the  one  being  devoured  by  the  others  will  kick  and  struggle  as  long  as  life  remains, 
(and  they  have  a  wonderful  tenacious  life,)  but  ic  is  all  of  no  use,  the  length  of  life  only 
depends  on  how  long  it  will  take  the  others  to  eat  it  up.  Toung  plants  just  coming 
from  the  seeds,  being  weak  and  easily  destroyed,  are  also  particular  objects  of  the 
tastes  and  appetites  of  these  insects. 

Having  learned  that  their  favorite  places,  or  their  resorts  of  choice,  are  hard,  dry, 

warm  places,  and  their  preference  in  food  such  as  is  not  strongest  in  vitalitj',  the  reme- 
dies most  successfully  employed  against  them  here  are  early  planting,  good  and 

thorough  cultivation,  and  the  production  of  thrifty  and  vigorous  growth  in  crops. 
In  wet  or  cool  weather  they  are  comparatively  harmless,  being  scarcely  able  to  t\j 

or  eat ;  in  clear  weather  the  air  is  filled  with  them,  (after  they  commence  flying);  in 
cloudy  weather  few  can  be  seen  flying,  and  on  wet  or  rainy  days  they  do  not  fly  at  all. 

Their  habits  seem  to  be  restless  and  migratory  ;  they  show  this  disposition  as  soon 

as  they  hatch  out  in  the  Spring,  first  collecting  on  patches  of  May-weed  and  smart- 
weed,  and  other  things  suited  to  their  tastes  and  natures.  They  will  move  in  bodies 
from  one  point  to  another  in  search  of  food  to  suit  them.  While  young,  and  before 
they  have  wings  to  fly,  they  move  in  a  peculiar  manner,  by  walking  a  short  distance 
and  then  jumping.  In  their  travels  they  prefer  hard  ground,  as  it  is  somewhat  diflicult  for 
them  to  travel  (walk  and  jump)  on  loose  ground.  Thus  it  is  that  corn-fields  of  consider- 

able size,  when  well  cultivated,  generally  escape  destruction,  especially  if  the  corn  gets  a 
good  early  start  in  growth.  And  I  think  there  is  no  doubt  but  that  a  continuous  and 
thorough  working  of  ground  by  horse  power,  is  a  good  safeguard  against  these  insects 
from  the  time  they  hatch  out  until  they  fly.  It  may  not  be  practical  to  save  small 
tracts  or  lots  of  ground  in  this  way,  because  they  may  encircle  from  all  sides  and  over- 

run it. 
I  am  one  of  those  who  believe  there  is  a  final  remedy  for  every  evil,  and  to  know 

how  to  overcome  them  is  simply  a  matter  of  time  and  study,  and  we  may  as  well  get 
right  to  work  and  prepare  ourselves  to  meet  and  overcome,  as  well  as  we  can,  every 
calamity  and  misfortune  that  is  likely  to  come  in  our  way. 

That  the  insect  in  question  is  one  of  the  greatest  scourges  this  splendid  country  is 
subject  to,  too  many  have  the  misfortune  to  know,  and  the  past  gives  but  little  reason 
to  hope  we  will  not  be  troubled  with  them  in  the  future,  unless  some  organized  practi- 

cal method  be  adopted  to  destroy  their  power  for  harm. 
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ratre    5,  line  16,  for  ' '  State ' '  read  ' '  state . ' ' 

rage    7,  line?,  for  "  calubriue  "  read  "colubriiie." 

I'age  17,  last  line,  note,  for  "Dep.  derHeraiilt"  read  "Dip.  de  I'Hui-ault." 

I'age  21,  line  14  from  bottom,  for  "  Lencopterus  "  read  "  Leucoptenis." 

Page  39,  under  Fig.  C,  for  "Ttim"  read  "Tpim." 

I'age  80,  under  the  heading,  add  "(Ord.,  LEriDOFTERA;  Fam.,  Pualjesidje.)' 

Fage  90,  under  the  heading,  add  "(Sub-ord.,  Homoptera;  Fam.,  Afiuv^.)" 

I'age  04,  in  the  sub-head,  for  ' '  gall-inhabiting  ' '  read  ' '  root-inhabiting. ' ' 

J'age  124,  line  10  from  bottom,  for  "CoIopUnus"  read  "Colopteiius." 
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PREFACE. 

To  the  President  and  Members  of  ths  Slate  Board  of  Agriculture  : 

Gentlemen:  The  following  pages  constitute  my  Eighth  Annual  llcport  on  the 
Noxious,  Beneficial  and  other  Insects  of  the  State  of  Missouri. 

The  year  1875  was  notable  in  the  annals  of  our  State  by  the  ravages  of  two  in- 
sects more  particularly,  viz. :  the  Army  Worm  and  the  llocky  Mountain  Locust,  and 

the  present  lleport  is,  consequently,  largely  devoted  to  them.  Of  the  former  species 
I  have  been  fortunate  enough  to  ascertain,  by  direct  observation,  the  mode,  place  and 
time  of  oviposition,  which  have  hitherto  remained  unknown,  notwithstanding  the 
insect  is  at  times  so  very  abundant  and  destructive,  and  notwithstanding  that  on  our 
knowledge  of  when  and  where  the  eggs  are  laid,  depends  our  most  successful  and 

simple  means  of  preventing  its  injuries.  I  have  deemed  the  matter  of  sufficient  im- 
portance to  delay  the  closing  of  the  Report  in  order  to  add  some  supplementary  notes, 

giving  an  account  of  the  eggs  and  of  the  early  stages  of  the  worm. 

On  the  llocky  Mountain  Locust  I  have  dwelt  at  length,  embodying  the  dear- 
bought  experience  of  the  year.  The  fearful  ravages  of  this  pest  and  the  destitution 
and  suflcring  which  it  caused  in  our  western  counties,  in  the  Spring  of  1875,  are  too 
fresh  in  the  minds  of  our  people  to  need  further  notice.  They  warrant  the  large 
amount  of  space  devoted  to  the  subject  in  the  following  pages  ;  and  I  trust  that  in  the 

event  of  a  repetition  of  such  visitations  as  those  of  1871  and  1875,  the  record  of  ex- 
perience, the  suggestions  and  recommendations  in  this  and  the  preceding  lleport,  by 

being  placed  before  our  farmers  in  avaihible  form  for  reference,  will  enable  them  to 
successfully  cope  with  the  enemy  and  avoid  the  loss  and  suftering  experienced  the  past 
year.  I  would  especially  call  the  attention  of  the  members  of  our  next  Legislature  to 

what  1  have  said  on  pp.  32-40,  where  I  hope  that  the  necessity  for  some  action  on  their 
part  is  demonstrated. 

It  is  gratifying  to  know  that  my  conclusions  and  predictions  published  last  Spring 
were  justilled  by  subsequent  events,  and,  so  tar  as  we  can  judge  from  the  indications, 
it  is  shown  in  the  following  pages  that  our  farmers  are  not  likely  to  seriously  suffer 

during  the  year  1876  from  any  of  their  three  worst  insect  enemies— the  Army  Worm, 
the  Chinch  Bug  and  the  llocky  Mountain  Locust— and  I  hope  that  the  apprehensions 

that  exist,  regarding  this  last  more  particularly,  will  be  allayed  by  what  1  have  re- 
corded. 

Once  more  I  must  refer  to  the  inconvenience  of  having  these  Entomological 

lleports  bound  in  the  same  volume  with  that  of  your  Secretary.  Instead  of  being 
distributed  in  April,  when  it  was  out,  and  when  the  information  contained  in  it  was 
most  being  sought  for,  my  last,  as  I  am  informed  by  the  Secretary  of  State,  was  not 
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sent  out  till  into  the  Fall.  From  a  small,  separate-bound  edition,  which  I  always  have 

published  and  sent  out  at  m}'  own  expense,  it  was  noticed,  and  extracts  were  made 
from  it,  both  at  home  and  abroad  soon  after  its  completion  ;  but  the  fact  nevertheless 
remains  that  it  was  not  distributed  among  our  farmers  till  long  after  many  of  them  had 
applied  for  it ;  and  the  only  way  to  avoid  such  difficulties  in  the  future  is  to  have  the 
two  reports  separately  bound. 

As  it  is  frequently  advisable  to  give  to  the  publ'c  facts  to  be  embodied  in  these 
Reports  when  they  are  yet  fresh  and  most  useful,  1  have  chosen  as  media  for  so  doing 

the  New  York  Weekly  Tribune  and  Co^?ia«'s  Rural  World  more  particularly,  so  that 
some  of  the  matter  in  the  present  Report  has  already  appeared,  generally  over  my  own 
name  or  initials,  in  the  columns  of  those  journals. 

In  this,  as  in  the  previous  volumes,  when  the  insects  treated  of  are  new,  or  the 
existing  descriptions  of  them  are  imperfect,  or  in  a  foreign  language,  or  in  works  out 
of  print  or  difficult  of  access,  [  have  added  a  full  description,  which  is,  however,  always 

printed  in  smaller  type,  so  that  it  can  be  skipped  by  the  non-interested  reader.  I 
have  endeavored  to  give  a  popular  name  to  each  insect  of  economic  importance,  and 
this  is  invariably  accompanied,  wherever  accuracy  demands  it,  by  the  scientific 
name,  and  the  latter  is  generally  printed  in  italics  and  mostly  in  parenthesis,  so  that  it 
may  be  skipped  by  the  practical  man  without  interfering  with  the  text.  The  Order 
and  Family  to  which  each  insect  belongs,  are  also  given  under  each  heading.  The 

dimensions  are  expressed  in  inches  and  the  fractional  parts  of  an  inch.  "Where  so 
small,  however,  as  to  render  such  measurement  inaccurate,  I  have  adopted  the  mili- 
meter— one  milimeter  (1  mm.)  not  quite  equaling  twenty-five  hundreths  of  an  inch 

(0.25  inch.)  The  sign  J^  wherever  used,  is  an  abbreviation  for  the  word  "male,"  the 
sign  2  for  "female,"  and  the  sign  $  for  neuter. 

Some  of  the  figures  are  enlarged,  but  the  natural  size  of  each  of  such  is  also  given 

or  indicated  by  a  hair-line,  except  in  the  representation  of  enlarged  stuctural  details, 
where  they  are  connected  with  the  life-sized  insect  to  which  they  belong. 

The  name  of  the  author  of  the  species,  and  not  of  the  genus,  is  given  as  authority ; 
and  in  order  to  indicate  whether  or  jiot  the  insect  was  originally  described  under  the 
generic  name  which  it  bears,  I  have  adopted  the  following  plan  :  When  the  specific 

name  is  coupled  with  the  generic  name  under  which  it  was  first  published,  the  de- 

scriber's  name  is  attached  without  a  comma — thus  indicating  the  authorship  of  the 
dual  name :  e.  g.  PhycHa  7ielulo  Walsh.  But  when  a  different  generic  name  is  em- 

ployed than  that  under  which  the  insect  was  first  described,  the  authorship  is  enclosed 

in  parenthesis  thus — Aa-obasis  nebulo  (Walsh ;)  except  where  the  whole  name  is  already 
in  parenthesis,  when  a  comma  will  be  used  for  the  same  purpose :  e.  g.  (Acrobasis 
nebulo,  Walsh.) 

All  the  illustrations,  unless  otherwise  stated,  are  drawn  by  myself  from  nature. 

My  office  is  still  at  Room  42,  St.  Louis  Insurance  Building,  N.  W.  Corner  of  Sixth 
and  Locust  Sts  ,  where  all  communications  should  be  sent.  I  tender  my  cordial 
thanks  to  the  oflicers  of  the  Iron  Mountain,  K.  C.  &  Northern,  and  Mo.  Pacific  Railroads, 
for  courtesies  extended,  in  the  way  of  passes,  over  their  respective  lines. 

Respectfully  submitted, 
CHARLES  V.  RILEY, 

State  Entomologist. 

St.  Louis,  Mo  ,  May  15,  1876. 
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NOXIOUS    INSECTS. 

THE  COLORADO  POTATO  BEETLE- Dory phora   10-lineata  Say 

(Ord.  CoLKOPTERA  ;  Fam,  CHRysoMELiD.E.) 

In  accordance  with  previous  custom,  I  herewith  record  such  notes 
on  this  insect  as  are  suggested  by  the  past  year's  experience  with  it and  as  are  deemed  of  sufficient  interest. 

DAMAGE  DURLNG  THE  YEAR. 

The  summer  in  Missouri  was  so  excessively  wet  that  although  the 
beetle  was  abundant  enough  in  the  spring  it  subsequently  became 
comparatively  scarce  and  harmless,  and  did  not  again  become  multi- 

plied till  after  the  rains  had  ceased  and  the  third  brood  had  developed  ; 
by  which  time  the  crop  was  sufficiently  matured  to  be  out  of  danger! 
Very  much  the  same  conditions  occurred  all  over  the  upper  Missis- 

sippi Valley  countr3%  and  as  there  was  an  increased  acreage  planted, 
the  crop  throughout  this  whole  section  was  larger  and  prices  lower 
than  they  have  been  for  many  years.  Indeed  in  some  parts  of  Michi- 

gan, Ohio  and  Indiana,  it  has  been  difficult  to  dispose  of  potatoes  at even  25c.  per  bushel. 

IX  THE  ATLANTIC  STATES 

the  insect  attracted  much  more  attention.  From  almost  all  parts  of 
New  York,  New  Jersey,  Pennsylvania  and  Virginia,  accounts  came 
of  the  excessive  numbers  in  which  the  pest  made  its  appearance  in 
the  months  of  May  and  June.  Local  papers  throughout  the  States 
mentioned,  published  records  of  the  insect's  injury  and  laid  the  ex- 

perience that  had  been  gained  in  the  States  to  the  West  before  their 
readers;  while  even  large  city  dailies,  like  the  World  2in&  Herald  of 
New  York,  devoted  column  after  column  to  Doryphora's  consideration. E  K— 20 
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Judging  from  the  mass  of  accounts,  the  first  brood  was  very  generally 

neglected  by  those  who  had  not  before  had  experience  with  the  in- 
sect, and  not  till  the  more  numerous  second  brood  appeared  did  the 

farmers  awake  to  the  importance  of  action,  and,  as  far  as  possible,  con- 
certed action.    Much  injury  was  consequently  done. 

Later  in  the  season  the  beetle  at  times  swarmed  in  and  about  the 

large  cities,  and  was  commonly  seen  flying  in  the  streets  of  Philadel- 
phia and  New  York,  as  in  past  years  it  had  been  seen  in  those  of  St. 

Louis.  Mr.  J.  J.  Dean  of  New  York,  after  referring  to  its  frequency 

in  the  streets  of  Brooklyn,  gives  me  the  following  interesting  account 
of  its  occurrence  on  Coney  Island. 

On  the  14th  of  September  I  pickc^d  up  the  enclosed  spechuen  at  Coney  Island.  The 
beach  for  miles  was  covered  with  them — the  hummocks  and  sand-hills  which  comprise 
the  ofi-eater  part  of  the  island  were  literally  alive  with  them.  In  the  towns  of  Flatbush 
and  Gravosend,  both  situated  in  King's  Co.  —  the  latter  town  including:  Coney  Island 
within  its  boundaries — the  ravages  of  this  insect  have  been  very  serious.  The  Egg-plant 
seems  to  have  afforded  him  his  favorite  article  of  diet.  I  am  however  puzzled  by  the 
fact  that  so  many  millions  of  them  desert  the  fertile  fields  of  Flatbush  and  Gravesend 
and  steer  for  the  barren  acres  of  Coney  Island,  on  which  the  principal  vegetation  is  a 
coarse  sea  grass  which  they  do  not  seem  to  touch.  They  appear  to  have  an  irresistible 
tendency  to  travel  East  and  are  only  stopped  by  the  waves  of  the  Atlantic  Ocean. 

In  the  Fall  the  insect  reached  up  into  Vermont  and  extended 

to  within  a  few  miles  of  Boston,*  but  has  not  yet  occurred  in 
Maine. 

ITS  SCIENTIFIC  NAME. 

In  further  support  of  the  views  expressed  last  year  on  this  sub- 
ject, I  will  add  that  an  examination  which  I  was  permitted  to  make 

last  summer  of  the  admirable  and  extensive  collection  of  Ohrysome- 
lidpe  belonging  to  H.  W.  Bates,  of  London,  shows  that  the  tibial  groove 

on  which  Stal  founds  his  new  genus  Leptinotarsa^  to  which  our  potato 

beetle  is  referred  and  under  which  it  is  published  in  Gemminger  and 

Harold's  Catalogue,  is  re*illy  of  no  generic  value.  Several  genuine 
Doryphora?  with  the  sternal  spine  fully  developed  have  it  in  varying 
degree,  and  in  concaienata,  Fabr.  it  is  even  more  conspicuous  than  in 

10-lineaia.  I  fully  agree  with  Dr.  LeConte,  that  if  any  character  has 

value  in  separating  10-lineata^  it  is  the  form  of  the  palpi  which  ally 
it  more  to  Dorypliora  than  to  Chrysomela^  and  make  of  it,  with  a  few 

others,  a  natural  group  in  that  genus,  distinguished  by  peculiar  colo- 
ration and  want  of  development  of  the  sternal  spine. 

*  Mr.  Geo.  II.  Perkins,  Prof,  of  Geologj'  and  Zoologj'  in  the  University  of  Vermont  writes:  ' '  It 
inay  interest  j'ou  to  know  tliat  the  Doryphora  lO-lineata,  the  genuine  animal,  was  found,  in  the  western 

part  of  this  State  last  Angu.st.  I  tliink  it  did  not  appear  much  before,  as  I  was  on  the  look  out  for  it." 
Dr.  Packard  {Scientific  Farmer,  Feb.  187(>)  records  its  appearance  at  several  i^laces  in  Massachusetts. 
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NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

The  different  natural  enemies  that  have  been  enumerated  in  these 
reports  were  often  found  efficiently  working  to  aid  man  in  destroying 
ihe  pests,  and  two  additional  ones  have  been  reported.  Mr.  P.  R. 

Uhler  found  the  Black-bellied  Lebia  (Zehia  atriventris 
Say,  a  species  of  the  same  color  and  general  appearance, 
but  only  half  as  large  as  Z.  grandis.  Fig.  1)  destroying  it 
around  Baltimore;  while  the  editor  of  the  American 
Agriculturist  in  the  January  (1876)  number  of  that  ex- 

cellent journal,  gives  good  evidence  (p.  18)  that  the  com- 
[Lebia  guam^is.  mon  crow  devours  the  beetles,  and  even  digs  up  the  ground 
to  get  at  them  after  they  have  entered  it  to  hibernate. 

REMEDIES. 

The  prevailing  remedy  has  been  the  Paris^Green  mixture  recom- 
mended in  the  Fifth  Report.  Mr. Trask  Lee,  Trumble  Co.,  Ky.  {Coun- 

try Gentleman,  April  29,  1875)  shows  that  with  flour  that  cost  him 

:$G.50  per  barrel  (the  poorer  and  cheaper  quality  answering  as  well) 
he  protected  8|  acres  at  a  cost  of  $17.42,  including  labor,  tie  prefers 
iflour  and  Paris  Green  to  everything  else;  and  so  does  Mr.  Elias  Mott 
{ibid.  April  8,  1875)  and  many  others  for  the  reasons  which  I  have 

already  given.  "T.  of  Iowa,"  in  which. signature  I  recognize  an  old 
friend  and  intelligent  observer,  gives  the  following  experience  in  the 
Prairie  Farmer  lor  July  3,  1875  : 

I  have  had  quite  as  good  success  in  using  the  inofredients  from  which  the  "reen  is 
made,  as  from  the  finished  article,  bought  in  paint  and  drug  shops  at  59  cents  abound 
iispeciaily  when  the  local  demand  is  so  o^reat  that  it  cannot  be  boug-ht  at  ail  The  fol- 
lownig  directions  for  making  it  are  taken  Ironi  Brande's  Chemistry:  Dissolve  two 
-pounds  of  sulphate  of  copper,  blue  vitriol,  (costing-  20  cents  per  lb.,  or  40  cents)  in  a gallon  of  hot  water,  keeping  it  in  a  stone  jar.  Di.<solve  in  another  large  jar,  one  pound 
ot  white  arsenic,  (costing  10  cents),  and  rvvo  pounds  of  saieratus  or  pear  ash  (cost  20 
cents)  in  forty- four  pounds  of  hot  water,  stirring  well,  till  thoroughly  dissolved.  These articles,  costing  75  cents,  will  make  about  five  pounds  of  Paris  green,  costino- $2  50 
I  usually  keep  them  in  solution  and  mix  in  the  proper  proportions,  one  part  of  tiie  first 
to  five  or  the  latter,  as  they  are  needed.  The  green  immediately  begins  to  precipitate in  a  fine  powder,  and  is  much  more  convenient  for  use,  in  solution,  than  the  dry  article sold  in  the  shops. 

Among  the  novel  methods  that  have  been  employed  in  defence 
against  Doryphora,  two  are  more  particularly  worthy  of  mention  as 
being  reasonable  and  preventive,  and  as  having  been  employed  with 
success.  The  first  is  to  slice  potatoes,  dust  the  pieces  with  Paris  Green 
and  drop  them  about  a  field  early  in  the  season  when  the  beetles  come 
from  their  winter  quarters.  They  feed  upon  the  slices  and  of  course 
die.  The  method  can  only  be  safely  practiced  where  no  domestic  ani- 

mals can  get  at  the  baits.  The  second  is  that  first  employed  by  Mr. 
James  Rivers  of  Cass  County,  Mich.,  viz.,  a  mixture  of  chicken  manure 
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and  ashes,  applied  to  each  hill  of  potatoes  just  as  the  plants  are  com- 

ing through  the  ground — the  object  being  to  check  the  cracking  and 
raising  of  the  soil,  and  thus  prevent  the  beetles  from  hiding  around 

the  young  plants  at  night  or  during  cold  weather.  The  application 

appears  in  a'^ldition  to  keep  the  beetles  off,  at  the  same  time  that  it 
invigorates  the  plant. 

Col.  Fred.  Hecker,  of  Summerfield,  Ills.,  writes  me  that  he  had  the 

past  summf^r  a  patch  of  potatoes  covered  with  straw,  which  had 

entire  immunity  from  the  insects'  attacks  ;  but  it  is  doubtful  whether 
under  the  same  treatment  such  immunity  could  always  berelied  upon. 

Of  machines  not  previously  referred  to,  Mr.  S  S.  Rathvon  of  Lan- 
caster, Pa,,  speaks  very  favorably,  from  experience,  of  one  patented 

by  Mr.  Anthony  Iske  of  that  town.  It  is  a  machine  simple  in  con- 
struction, but  is  quite  effective  in  sweeping  the  bugs  from  potato  and 

tobacco  plants  into  receptacles  provided  for  that  purpose.  It  is  com- 
posed of  two  pieces  of  tin  gutter  pipe,  about  two  feet  long,  which 

hang  near  the  ground,  one  on  each  side  of  the  row  of  plants,  while 

above  them  is  suspended  a  broom.  The  revolution  of  the  wheels  on. 
which  the  machine  is  propelled  causes  the  broom  to  vibrate  from  side 

to  side,  knocking  the  bugs  off  the  plants  against  wooden  shields^ 

which  are  placed  behind  the  gutters  into  which  the  insects  fall.  The 

gutters  are  said  to  be  adjustable  and  to  accommodate  themselves  to  the 

[Fig.  2.] 

^^>  r'f  ')^  -Z 

Peck's  Spray  Machine. 
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shape  of  the  5rround  and  the  size  of  the  plants.  From  plans  and  de- 
scriptions which  have  been  submitted  to  me  I  am  not  very  favorably 

impressed  with  the  invention.  The  machine  looks  cumbersome  ;  and 
the  work  it  proposes  to  do  can,  I  think,  be  done  in  a  more  simple  way. 

An  excellent  spray  machine  carried  on  the  back  alter  the  style  of 
the  Gray  Sprinkler  described  in  my  last  report,  has  been  invented  by 
Mr.  W.  P.  Peck,  of  West  Grove,  P..,  who  kindly  sent  me  one  of  the 
machines  for  trial  with  the  following  explanatory  remarks:  "Like 
many  an  other  inventor  I  have  found  something  to  do  since  I  thought 
■my  invention  complete.  To  apply  a  liquid  to  trees  there  must  be 
force  to  raise  it  above  the  tank.  My  plan  for  doing  this  is  to  connect 
the  blower  with  the  tank  by  means  of  a  rubber  pipe  passing  over  the 
left  shoulder  which  creates  a  pressure  of  air  in  the  tank.  By  this 
means  liquid  can  be  raised  two  or  three  feet  above  the  head  and  by 
the  aid  of  a  step-ladder  six  or  eight  feet  in  height  we  are  able  to  make 
application  to  trees  14  or  15  feet  from  the  ground.  I  have  been  trying 
and  hoping  to  discover  some  plan  that  would  enable  me  to  do  without 
the  step-ladder  and  have  delayed  sending  out  any  Atomizers  until  I 
could  do  so,  but  have  given  it  up  for  the  present,  and  the  company 
.have  begun  to  fill  orders." 

This  atomizer,  can  of  course  be  used  to  distribute  other  liquids 
than  Paris  Green  water,  and  to  protect  other  plants  than  potatoes ; 
but  for  use  in  the  potato  field  it  answers  an  admirable  purpose.  The 
tank  holds  three  gallons  and  there  is  a  simple  device  at  the  bottom 
which  by  the  motion  of  walking  keeps  the  liquid  in  agitation  and  pre- 

vents the  mineral  from  settling.  The  liquid  issues  in  so  fine  a  spray that  it  is  scarcely  perceptible. 

FURTHER  EXPERIENCE  WITH  PARIS  GREEN. 

Last  year  I  discussed  the  value  of  this  mineral  as  an  insecticide, 
■especially  in  reference  to  the  insect  under  consideration.  So  far  as' past  experience,  and  the  facts  at  that  time  known,  permitted,  its  infla- 
•ence  on  the  plant,  on  the  soil,  and  on  man  either  indirectly  through the  soil  or  through  the  plant,  was  considered  ;  the  conclusion  arrived 
at  being  that,  used  with  ordinary  caution  and  judgment,  it  was  a  val- 

uable and  sate  remedy.  This  had  long  been  the  conclusion  of  practi- 
cal men  in  the  Mississippi  Valley  who  had  used  it  extensively  ;  but 

the  question  was  opened  again  by  a  paper  read  by  Dr.  J.  L.  LeConte  of 
Philadelphia,  before  the  National  Academy  of  Science,  which  paper, 
from  the  theoretical  side,  strongly  condemned  the  use  of  the  poison 
for  the  purposes  mentioned,  and  which  naturally  attracted  considera- 

ble attention  and  was  harped  upon  by  the  manufacturers  of  "potato 
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bug  machines,"  or  their  glib  agents.  The  National  Academy,  after  the- 

reading  of  Dr.  LeConte's  paper,  appointed  a  committee  to  "  investi- 
gate and  report  upon  the  subject  of  the  use  of  poisons  applied  to  veg- 

etables or  otherwise  for  the  destruction  of  deleterious  insects  and 

other  animals,"  etc. ;  but  that  committee  has,  I  believe,  made  no  re- 
port yet.  Prof.  R.  C.  Kedzie,  of  the  Michigan  Agricultural  College 

did,  however,  ca^ry  on  a  series  of  interesting  experiments  last  sum- 

mer, and  while  visiting  the  college  in  August  I  had  the  pleasure  of" 
witnessing  and  making  notes  of  the  Professor's  operations.  As  he  has 
since  given  these  results  to  the  American  Public  Health  Association^ 

and  published  an  abstract  of  them  in  the  Detroit  Free  Press,  I  take 

the  liberty  of  giving  them  wider  circulation. 
First,  as  to  the  use  of  the  mineral  for  the  Doryphora.  Does  Paris 

Green  poison  the  tuber  ?  Tubers  taken  from  vines  that  had  been  re- 

peatedly dosed  with  the  ordinary  mixture— as  much  Paris  Green,  in 

fact,  as  they  would  bear — gave  no  trace  of  arsenic.  Regarding  the 
idea,  which  has  been  suggested,  that  the  use  of  the  poison  rendered 
the  tubers  watery  and  waxy,  the  conclusion  is  that  such  condition  is 

brought  about  by  the  stunted  growth  and  destruction  of  the  vines 

caused  by  the  insect,  which  thereby  prevents  maturity  of  the  tuber. 

Does  Paris  Green  poison  the  land?  This  is  meant,  of  course,  iu  the 

sense  of  rendering  the  land  unfit  for  the  growth  of  crops;  and  Prof. 

Kedzie  justly  considers  not  only  its  immediate,  but  its  remote  effect. 

Theoretically,  one  would  naturally  infer  that  Paris  Green  is  con- 
verted into  an  insoluble  precipitate  or  salt  with  the  hydrated  oxide  of 

iron  which  exists  in  most  soils;  but  not  resting  the  matter  on  theoreti- 

cal or  abstract  reasoning,  Prof.  Kedzie  made  careful  tests  and  experi- 
ments. He  passed  a  solution  of  arsenious  trioxide  through  common 

garden  soil,  and  filtered  Paris  Green  in  a  solution  of  hydrochloric  acid 
through  dry  earth.  In  neither  case  could  any  poison  be  detected  in 
the  filtrate  by  the  severest  tests.  Soil  taken  from  a  field  of  wheat 
that  had  been  sown  with  Paris  Green  at  the  rate  of  five  pounds  to  the 

acre  showed  no  trace  of  the  poison  when  submitted  to  any  or  all  of 

the  tests  which  the  soil  would  get  by  natural  solvents  in  the  field,  but 

distinctly  showed  the  arsenic  when  treated  with  dilute  sulphuric  acid. 
The  Paris  Green  was  sown  on  the  ground  early  in  Spring,  and  was 

thick  enough  to  give  a  very  distinct  green  tint  to  the  surface.  The 

grain  and  the  straw  were  submitted  to  careful  chemical  examination,  as 
were  also  cabbages  grown  in  soil  that  had  the  year  before  been  in 

potatoes  and  received  a  heavy  sprinkling  of  Green.  No  trace  of  the 

poison  was  found  in  either,  and  it  was  observed  that  the  chipmunks 

ate  large  quantities  of  the  grain  without  injury.  The  more  practical 

conclusions  from  Prof.  Kedzie's  experiments  may  be  thus  summed  up: 
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1.  Paris  Green  that  has  been  four  months  in  the  soil  no  longer 

remains  as  such,  but  has  passed  into  some  less  soluble  state,  and  is 

unaffected  by  the  ordinary  solvents  of  the  soil.  2.  When  applied  in 

small  quantities,  such  as  alone  are  necessary  in  destroying  injurious 
insects,  it  does  not  affect  the  health  of  the  plant.  3.  The  power  of  the 

soil  to  hold  arsenious  acids  and  arsenites  in  insoluble  form  will  pre- 

vent water  from  becoming  poisoned,  unless  the  Green  is  used  in  ex- 
cess of  any  requirement  as  an  insecticide. 

These  experiments  of  Prof.  Kedzie's  accord,  so  far  as  they  refer  to 
the  influence  of  Paris  Green  on  man  through  the  plants,  with  others 

by  Prof.  McMurtrie  of  the  Department  of  Agriculture,  which  showed 
that  even  where  the  Green  was  applied  to  the  soil  in  such  quantities 

as  to  cause  the  wilting  or  death  of  the  plants,  the  most  rigorous  chem- 
ical analysis  could  detect  no  trace  of  arsenic  in  the  composition  of  the 

plants  themselves.  They  also  fully  bear  out  the  opinions  which  i  have 

always  held,  and  justify  the  advice  which  I  have  given. 

Before  leaving  this  subject  of  remedies  for  the  Colorado  potato- 
beetle,  it  may  be  well  to  say  a  few  words  about  two  other  compounds 
that  have  been  strongly  recommended  and  advertised  as  such.  The 

most  notable  of  these  is  that  advertised  as  "  Potato  Pest  Poison,"  by 
the  Lodi  Chemical  Works  of  Lodi,  N.  J,  It  is  put  up  in  pound  pack- 

ages, which  are  sold  at  $1  each,  with  directions  to  dissolve  four  ounces 

in  two  quarts  of  hot  water,  then  pour  into  a  barrel  containing  thirty 

gallons  of  cold  water,  and  use  on  the  vines  in  as  fine  a  spray  as  possi- 
ble. Analysis  shows  it  to  be  composed  of  one  part  pure  salt  and  one 

part  of  arsenic  (arsenate  of  copper),  and  it  has  the  general  color  and 
appearance  of  common  salt.  Early  in  September,  during  quite  hot 

and  dry  weather,  I  had  this  poison  tested  in  a  field  of  late  potatoes  be- 
longing to  Mr.  W.  Hinterthur  of  Laclede,  Mo.,  the  field  having  been, 

badly  infested  during  the  Summer,  but  about  half  the  vines  having  been 

saved  by  pretty  constant  hand-picking.  These  were  at  the  time  fairly 
covered  with  the  insect  in  the  egg,  larva,  and  beetle  states.  Five  rows 

were  treated  with  the  poison,  both- according  to  directions  and  by 

finely  sprinkling  the  dry  powder  over  the  vines.  As  soon  as  the  pow- 
der touched  the  larvas,  they  writhed  and  became  restless,  as  with  pain, 

the  powder  dissolved  and  formed  a  translucent  coating  upon  them, 
and  in  about  three  hours  they  began  to  die.  The  beetles  were  not  so 

easily  affected,  though  they  too  were  in  time  killed  by  it.  Used  as  di- 
rected, it  destroys,  but  hardly  as  efficiently  as  the  ordinary  Paris 

Green  mixture.  A  pound  of  Paris  Green,  costing  much  less  than  a 

pound  of  the  Lodi  poison,  will  go  nearly  as  far  in  protecting  a  field  of 

potatoes,  and  I  cannot  see  any  advantage  to  the  farmer  from  the  em- 
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ployment  of  a  patent  poisonous  compound  of  the  nature  of  which  he 
is  ignorant,  when  a  cheaper  one  is  at  hand.  The  color  of  the  Lodi 

poison  is  also  very  objectionable,  as  there  is  much  more  danger  in  the 

use  of  poisons  when  their  color  renders  them  undistiguishabla  from 

ordinary  salt.  The  other  powder  is  one  prepared  by  a  gentleman  in 

Philadelphia, and  strongly  recommended  as  a ''potato-bug  remedy." 
It  was  given  to  me  by  Dr.  J.  L.  LeConte  for  trial.  It  is  a  dull,  yellow- 

ish powder,  which  when  analyzed  proves  to  be  crude  "flowers  ot  sul- 

phur," containing  95  per  cent,  of  sulphur  and  5  per  cent,  of  impurity 
and  coloring  matter,  such  as  yellow  ocher,  sand,  etc.  A  thorough 
trial  on  the  potato  patch  above  mentioned  showed  it  to  be  entirely 

worthless.  In  conclusion,  the  fact  that  Paris  Green  cautiously  handled 

and  judiciously  used,  is  an  excellent  and  cheap  antidote  to  the  rav- 

ages of  the  Colorado  potatj-beetle,  cannot  be  too  strongly  urged. 
That  it  is  useful  against  some  other  insect  pests  is  also  true  ;  but  it  is 
sometimes  recommended  for  suctorial  insects,  which  it  will  not  affect 

as  it  does  those  which  masticate,  and  its  too  general  use  should  be  op- 
posed. In  an  emergency  it  may  be  used  against  the  Canker  Worm. 

Yet  I  cannot  recommend  it  in  such  a  case  where  other  available  pre- 

ventive means  are  at  hand — means  which  are  as  simple  as  they  are 
dangerless. 

A  method  of  using  it  during  the  year  in  suspension  that  gave  sat- 
isfaction was  by  pouring  a  gallon  of  molasses  and  a  pound  of  Green 

into  a  barrel  ot  water,  the  molasses  having  the  tendency  to  make 
the  Green  stick  better  to  the  foliage. 

TUE  INSECT'S  NATIVE  HOME. 

As  in  the  case  of  all  insects  that  spread  or  are  introduced  from 

one  section  of  country  to  another,  it  is  interesting  to  know  the  origi- 
nal home  or  range  of  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  so  far  as  such  can  be 

learned,  though  the  question  has  no  especial  practical  bearing.  Fol- 
lowing Walsh,  I  have  always  believed  that  this  species,  which  has 

gradually  spread  to  the  Atlantic,  originally  came  from  the  mountain 

regions  of  Colorado,  and  the  reasons  given  are  sufficiently  convincing 

to  have  been  very  generally  accepted  as  valid.  Nevertheless  Prof. 

Cyrus  Thomas  questions  the  soundness  of  the  theory  in  the  following 

language,  which  I  quote  because  Mr.  Thomas's  views  are  entitled  to 
careful  consideration  : 

The  first  we  hear  of  its  attacking  the  potato,  so  far  as  I  can  ascertain,  is  in  1859. 
at  which  time  it  \va^  in  Nebraska,  about  100  miles  west  of  Omalin  ;  the  next  we  hear  of 
it  is  in  Iowa,  in  18G1.  from  wliich  point  its  pn><i:ress  has  been  carefully  noted.  Now,  it  is 
not  contended  bv  any  (,ne  that  it  travels  except  from  potato  patch  to  potaro  |)atcli.  That 
it  manao;es  in  some  way  toofet  over  interveninff  spaces  of  a  few  miles,  is  admitted,  but 
never  over  spaces  whicli  require  the  production  of  intervening  broods.    Previous  to 
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1859,  Jisis  well  known,  there  was  an  interyeninof  .'pare  between  the  horrler  pettlenrents  of 
Nebra>kii  and  the  eastern  base  of  the  mountains  of  two  or  three  liunHred  niilts  in  which 
there  were  no  potato  patclies.  How  are  we  to  accdnnt  for  its  hridirinjr  this  space  ;  what 
inchicedif  tolakenp  ics  line  of  march  across  this  barren  rtgion  in  wliii-h  there  wt-re  no 
settlements?  l>  it  not  mucii  more  reasoiial)le  tosnppose  tlu  plains  tin  instlvi  s  lorined  its 
native  habitat,  ami  thatass  >un  as  the  pioneer  settlements  reached  this  reijion  and  the 
potato  was  introduced,  it  commenced  its  attack  upon  it.  ami  then  bcijan  iis  march  east- 

ward along  the  cultivated  area? — Western  Rural.  Dec.  4>  1S75. 

The  weak  points  in  the  above  reasoning  are  that  it  implies,  first, 

that  the  insect  travels  only  Ironi  potato  patch  to  potato  patch,  and 

that  there  must  have  been  potatoes  at  every  few  miles  between  the 

point  west  of  Nebraska  where  the  beetle  was  first  noticed  on  culti- 
vated plants  and  the  mountains;  second,  that  no  cultivated  potatoes 

were  grown  on  said  plains.  In  truth,  however,  potatoes  were  undoubt- 
edly grown  around  Fort  Keaney  and  other  forts  and  settlements  prior 

to  that  time,  and  the  beetle  may  travel  by  the  spreading  of  other  wild 

species  of  Solanum,  and  by  being  carried  along  water  courses  or  on 

vehicles.  One  point  that  may  be  urged  in  favor  of  the  supposition 
that  the  insect  was  indigenous  to  the  plains  that  reach  far  eastward 
into  Kansas  and  Nebraska,  is  that  it  was  unobserved  in  potato  fields 

by  certain  parties  in  parts  of  Colorado  after  it  had  reached  as  far  as 

Iowa.  The  point  is,  however,  weakened  by  the  fact  that  it  was  found 

in  great  abundance  in  Colorado  by  Drs.  Velie  and  Parry  in  1864.  An- 
other point  that  may  be  made  is  that  it  is  difficult  to  imagine  that  an 

insect  with  such  a  natural  predilection  for  Solanutn  tuherosutn  could 
have  passed  from  settlement  to  settlement  across  the  plains  without 

its  depredations  being  noticed  and  recorded.  But  this  last  point  may 

also  be  turned  against  Prof.  Thomas's  supposition,  since  it  is  also  just 
as  difficult  to  imagine  that  the  potato  patches  thathave  been  grown  in 
restricted  localities  on  the  plains  should  have  remained  untouched,  if 

the  insect  had  always  existed  on  those  plains.  Moreover  since  potatoes 

were  cultivated  on  the  eastern  borders  of  the  plains  in  Nebraska  and# 

Kansas  long  prior  to  1859,  there  can  be  no  good  explanation  why  the 
insect  did  not  soorer  commence  its  eastward  march,  except  on  the 

theory  of  a  natural  barrier  in  the  shape  of  the  more  barren  plains, 

which  had  up  to  that  time  prevented  its  advance  from  more  western 
confines. 

Mr.  Thomas,  in  support  of  his  views,  supposes  that  the  sand  bur 

(^Solanum  rosiratum)  originally  occurred  over  the  plains  in  question, 

citing  as  proof  Gray's  "Wild  on  the  Plains  West  of  the  Mississippi," 

and  the  localities  given  by  Porter  and  Coulter  in  their  ''Flora  of  Colo- 
rado." Dr.  Gray's  lanf>uage  is  altogether  too  general  to  help  much  in 

the  argument,  and  refers  to  the  range  of  the  plant  ten  years  after  the 

bpietle  had  appeared  in  Nebraska.  Porter  and  Coulter's  localities  are 
all  in  Colorado,  and  their  "Plains  of  the  Platte"  doubtless  refers  to 
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the  south  fork  of  that  river.  At  all  events,  nothing  is  more  certain 

then  that  the  original  home  of  the  plant  was  the  more  fertile  portions 

of  the  mountain  region,  and  that,  like  the  beetle  which  it  nourished,, 

it  has  been  for  many  years  extending  its  range  eastward  through 

man's  agency  in  one  way  and  another,  and  is  now  rapidly  extending 
across  Missouri,  where  but  a  few  years  back  it  was  entirely  unknown. 

Mr.  Carruth,  of  Topeka,  says  that  prior  to  1864,  it  was  unknown  in 

Kansas,  and  Mr.  C.  W.  Johnson,  of  Atchison,  writes  me  that  the  com- 
ing of  Doryphora  and  of  the  weed  in  question  were  cotemporaneou& 

in  that  section;  that  the  northern  dispersion  of  the  plant  from  the 

South-west,  through  the  Texas  cattle  traffic,  afforded  the  means  by 
which  the  beetle  passed  the  great  stretches  of  prairie  lying  east  of  its 
native  haunts. 

Bearing  in  mind  that  as  early  as  1824  Say  reported  the  beetle  suf- 
ficiently common  on  the  upper  Missouri,  and  that  it  flourishes  most 

in  the  more  northern  of  the  States,  I  think  we  may  justly  conclude 
that  the  native  home  of  the  species  is  the  more  fertile  country  east  of 

the  mountains,  extending  from  the  Black  Hills  to  Mexico,  where  it 

becomes  scarce,  and  is  represented  by  Dorypliora  undecemlineata 

and  D.  melanothorax.*  Putting  all  the  facts  together,  we  may  also 

conclude  that  it  crossed  the  great  plains  through  man's  agency.  That 
it  first  reached  the  more  fertile  cultivated  region  to  the  east,  in  Ne- 

braska, finds  explanation,  perhaps,  in  the  fact  that  travel  was  greatest 

along  that  parallel,  and  that  the  insect's  natural  range  extended  fur- 
ther eastward  in  those  more  northern  parts,  just  as  the  mountain  re- 
gion does  in  Wyoming  and  Dakota. 

On  the  whole,  Walsh's  theory  is  doubtless  at  fault,  and  needs 
modification  in  so  far  as  it  implies  that  the  insect  necessarily  came 

from  Colorado,  but  I  can  but  think  that  Doryphora  came  from  the 

ilocky  Mountain  region,  and  that  civilization,  in  the  way  of  traffic, 

travel,  and  settlement  on  the  plains,  was  the  means  of  bringing  it,  and 

that  if  we  put  not  a  too  strict  construction  on  his  language,  Walsh's 
views  are  in  the  main  correct. 

THE  POISOXOUS  QUALITIES  OF  THE  IKSECT. 

Some  interesting  experiments,  to  test  the  poisonous  qualities  of 
these  insects,  were  made  during  the  year  by  Messrs.  A.  R.  Grote  and 

*!Mr.  W.  S.  M.  d'Urban  mentions  in  the  Febraary  (1876)  number  of  the  Entomologist's  Monthh/ 
Magazine  (London)  finding  a  specimen  of  the  beetle  in  a  case  of  Coleoptera  sent  from  New  Grenada  as  • 
long  ago  as  1845.  I  do  not  believe  lO-Iincata  occurs  tben%  and  am  strongly  of  the  opinion  that  some  one 

of  the  similarly  marked  and  closely  allied  species  has  been  mistaken  for  it  by  Mr.  d'Urban.  The  11- 
lineala,  for  instance,  Avhich  Stal  reports  from  Mexico,  Costa  Rica,  Bagota,  and  Bolivia  might  easily  be  so 
mistaken,  and  was  for  some  time  actually  so  mistaken  by  the  members  of  the  Belgian  Entomological 
Society  in  the  discussions  had  in  that  body  about  a  year  ago  as  to  the  possibility  of  the  importation  of 
our  Colorado  Potato-beetle. 
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Adolph  Kayser,  and  reported  in  a  paper  entitled  "Are  Potato  Bugs 

poisonous  ?"  read  before  the  American  Association  for  the  Advance- 
ment of  Science  at  its  meeting  in  Detroit.  The  following  extracts 

give  the  substance  of  the  paper: 

To  investigate  the  matter,  a  quantity  of  the  biiors  collected  from  tields  near 
Buffalo,  where  no  arsenic  had  been  used,  was  submitted  to  distillation  with  salt 
water,  so  as  to  allow  of  an  iiicreased  temperature.  Under  this  process,  about  four 
ounces  of  liquid  were  procured  from  one  quart  measure  of  the  insects.  This  liquid  was 
perfectly  clear,  and  emitted  a  hiohly  offensive  smell ;  it  proved  of  alkaline  reaction  on 
account  of  the  presence  of  a  certain  quantity  of  free  ammonia  and  carbonate  of  am- monia. 

Agrain,  an  equal  quantity  of  the  buo-s  was  used  to  prepare  a  tincture  made  as  fol- 
lows : — Absolute  and  eheraicallj''  pure  alcohol  was  condensed  upon  the  live  bu^s  ;  after 

a  digestion  of  twenty-four  hours  the  alcohol  was  evaporated  j.t  a  grentle  heat.  The 
tincture  so  obtained  had  a  decidedly  acid  reaction,  was  brown  in  color,  and  was  not 
disagreable  in  smell. 

To  ascertain  the  effect  on  the  animal  system  of  the  liquid  and  the  tincture  above 
described,  a  number  of  froo;s  were  procured  for  the  experiment.  About  one  half  cubic- 
centiraeter  of  the  liquid  and  the  tincture  each  was  introduced  separately  into  the 
stomach.  Neither  the  liquid  nor  the  tincture  produced  any  apparent  effects.  The  viva- 

city of  the  frosfs  so  treated  continued  unira  )aired.  notwithstanding  the  complete  reten- 
tion of  the  doses.  Again  two  fresh  frogs  were  submitted  to  a  hypodermic  injection  of 

the  liquid  and  the  tincture,  in  the  hind  legs,  by  means  of  an  ordinary  hypodermic 
syringe.  The  injection  of  the  distilled  liquid  was  unattended  by  injurious  results. 
A  slight  disinclination,  at  first,  to  use  the  hind  limbs  was  shown  also  in  the  case  of  an- 

other frog,  which  was  treated  hypodermically  with  pure  water  to  check  the  results  ob- 
tained. 

The  injection  of  the  tincture,  however,  proved  fatal  to  the  subject.  A  few 
moments  alter  the  injection  the  leg  operated  upon  seemed  to  become  paralyzed,  and 
the  heart  stopped  beating  within  thirty  minutes  afterwards,  by  which  time  the  other 
two  hypodermically  treated  seemed  to  have  completely  overcome  the  effects  of  the 
operation. 

The  tincture  though  highly  concentrated,  contained  but  a  small  quantity  of  animal 
acids.  *  *  *  The  acids  being  found  to  be  present  in  such  small  quantity,  the  con- 

clusion is  unavoidable,  in  the  light  of  the  present  experiments,  that  the  bugs  are  7iot 
poisonous. 

The  experimenters  conclude  that  the  reported  cases  of  poison- 
ing result  rather  from  the  arsenic  used  in  destroying  the  insects,  or 

from  carbonous  oxide  produced  by  incomplete  combustion  when  large 

amounts  of  the  beetles  are  thrown  into  a  JSre.  It  is  to  be  hoped  that 

the  experiments  will  be  continued,  1st,  because  they  by  no  means* 

cover  the  whole  ground  ;  2nd,  because,  so  far,  they  admit  of  the  oppo- 
site conclusion  to  which  the  experimenters  arrived.  Until  we  have 

learned  what  the  active  principle  is  which  produces  the  physiological 

effect  that  has  been  well  attested,  and  the  precise  conditions  under 
which  it  acts,  the  experience  recorded  in  my  last  report  will  go  for 

more  than  such  experiments.  The  active  principle,  as  there  stated,  is 

most  probably  volatile,  and  the  processes  described  in  the  above  ex- 

periments very  probably  had  the  effect  to  liberate  the  poison.  Boil- 
ing is  well  known  to  destroy  many  organic  poisons  in  this  manner  or 

by  decomposition,  and  the  green  tuber,  the  fruit  and  haulm  of  the 
common  potato  lose  their  poisonous  qualities  by  being  so  treated.  In 

obtaining  tinctures,  whether  by  percolation  of  the  powdered  material, 

or   as   described  in  the  experiments,  the  poisonous  principle   may, 
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further,  not  be  extra<"-ted:  it  may  be  coagulated  by,  or  insoluble  in 
the  alcohol,  and  it  is  quite  essential  that  we  know  the  nature  of  the 

vessel  employed. 

In  conclusion,  the  physiological  effects  of  a  poison  may  differ 
Tastly  as  between  cold  and  warm  blooded  animals ;  the  tincture  is 

admitted  to  have  contained  an  acid  (which  may  be  the  poisonous 

principle)  and  to  have  killed  a  frog;  and  the  possible  injurious  effect 

of  the  fumes  from  burning  the  insects  granted.  I  the.etore  find  no 

reason  to  change  the  views  expressed  a  year  ago,  and  it  is  worthy  of 

note  that  Trof.  A.  J.  Cook  of  the  Michigan  Agricultural  College,  from 

•experiments  Eomewhat  similar  to  those  of  Messrs.  Grote  and  K^yser, 
has  arrived  at  opposite  conclusions  to  those  which  these  gentlemen 
came  to. 

CANKER  WORMS. 

(Ord.  Lepidoptkra  ;  Fam.  Phal^nid^.*) 

In  my  seventh  Report  I  illustrated  and  explained  the  differences  in 
habit  and  structure  between  the  Spring  and  Fall  Canker  worms  which 

'had  been  for  so  many  years  confounded.  Further  investigations  dur- 

ing 1S75  have  enabled  me  to  still  more  fully  complete  the  compari- 
sons there  instituted,  and  have  ̂ hown  that  the  structural  differences 

are  greater  than  I  had  at  first  supposed.  These  differences  led  me  to 

separate  the  insects  generically,  in  a  paper  read  last  Fall  before  the  St. 
Louis  Academy  of  Science.  The  volume  of  Transactions  in  which 

this  paper  is  published  will  not  be  given  to  the  public  for  many 
months  to  come,  and  in  order  to  lay  the  subject  before  the  reader  in 
succinct  form,  and  at  the  risk  of  repeating  much  that  has  appeared  in 

fny  previous  reports,  1  here  reproduce  the  paper  iii  extenso^  with  only 

such  alterations  as  are  necessitated  by  the  proper  references  to  the 

figures. 

:remarks  on  canker-worms  and  description.of  a  new  genus  of  phal^nid^. 

[Read  before  the  St.  Louis  Academy  of  Science,  Oct.  14, 187ri.[ 

From  tlie  time  when  "Wai.  Dandridore  Peck  publislied  (in  1795)  his  essay  on  the 
Canker-worm,  which  rec< ived  a  prize  from  the  Massachusetts  Soti  ty  for  Promoting 

Agriculture,  up  to  the  year  1S73,  all  writers  on  the  subject  spoke  of  the  Catikir-worm 
under  the  impression  that  there  was  bnt  one  species.  Nevertheless  two  very  distinct 

speces  have  been  confounded  under  this  name.  The  first  intimation  we  have  of  there 

beinji;  two  species  is  where  Harris — after  describing  at  length,  as  the  Canker-worm 

M  ith,not  the  species  first  called  tiie  Canker-worm  by  Peck,  but  the  larger  species 

{pometa7-ia)  here    treated    of^u^es  the  following  language:    "Specimens  of  a  rather 

••HyberuidiB  of  (iuenee. 
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smaller  size  are  sometimes  found,  resemblinof  the  figure  aiid  description  given  by  Prof. 
Peek  in  which  the  whitish  bands  and  spots  are  wanting,  and  there  are  thrte  interrupted, 

duskj^  lines  across  the  fore-wings,  with  an  oblique,  blackish  dash  near  the  lip.  Per- 

haps thej'  constitute  a  different  species  from  that  of  the  true  Canker-worm  moth.  Should 

this  be  the  case,  the  latter  maj' be  called  Aidnopteryx  pomefaria.''''*  The  portions  of 
this  passage  which  I  have  italicized  are  well  calculated  to  mislead,  for  the  terra  "true 

Canker-worm  Moi^h,"  should  only  apply,  in  ju<ti(M',  to  that  described  as  such  by  Prof. 
Peck,  and  not,  as  Harris  here  applies  it,  to  the  otiier  species.  Indeed,  most  substquent 

writers,  including  Fitch,  Packard,  Mann,  and  myself,f  were  misled  by  the  language, 

and  took  it  for  granted  that  the  name  pometaria  was  proposed  for  the  smaller  form — a 
mistake  first  clearly  pointed  out  by  Mr.  H.  K.  Morrison,  of  Cambri<lge.  J 

So  long  as  the  male  moths  onlj'  were  careUssly  compared,  there  was  always  a 
question  as  to  whether  the  differences  were  varietal  or  specific — l»t,  because  the  gen- 

eral resemblance  is  strong ;  2  1,  because  each  spucles  varits  considerably  both  in  size 

and  ornamentation  ;  3d,  because  the  wing-scales,  especially  of  one  species,  easilj^  rub  off, 
and  perfect  specimens,  captured  at  large,  arc  uncommon.  More  careful  comparisons 

made  in  1873  by  Mr.  Mann  {loc.  cit.)  between  both  sexes,  established  the  specific  differ- 

ences of  the  two  ;  and  further  comparisons,  by  myself,^  of  the  preparatory  states, 

showed  these  differences  to  be  still  more  remarkable  than  had  been  supposed.  During 

the  present  year  I  have  been  able  to  make  still  more  careful  comparisons,  which  .-how 

the  two  insects  to  be  so  very  distinct  that  they  mu<t  be  separated  generically.  These 

differences  are  set  forth  in  the  following  comparative  columns.  Tliey  show  that;;o?ne- 
taria  alone  can  be  retained  in  the  genus  Aiiisopteryx,  and  for  vernata  I  have,  therefore,, 

erected  a  new  genus,  Paleacrita. 

PALEACRITA   VERNATA. 

Elliptic-ovoid,  the  shell  of  delicate  tex- 

ture and  quite  yielding ;  generally  ap- 

pearing shagreened  or  irregularly  im- 
pressed ;  nacreous,  and  laid  in  irregular 

masses  in  secreted  places.    (Fig.  3,  b.) 

Egg. 
ANISOPTKRYX  POMETARIA. 

Squarely  docked  at  top,  with  a  central 

puncture  and  a  brown  circle  near  the  bor- 

der; of  firm  texture,  and  laid  side  by  side 

in  regular  rows  and  compact  batches,  and 

generally  exposed.     (Fig.  4.  a,  b,  e.) 

[Fig.  3.] 
[Fig.  4.] 

No.  prolegs  on  joint  8.     (Fig.  3,  a.) 

Larva. 

With  a  pjiir  of  short  but  distinct  pro- 
legs  on  Joint  S.     (Fig.  4,  /.) 

*  Insects  Injurious  to  Vegetation,  3rd  ed.  p.  462. 

t  Firfe  Fitch,  Rep   III,  §  38;  Packard's  Guide,  ;{rd  ed.  p.  324;  Mann.  Pi-oc.  Bost.  Soc.  Nat.  Ilist., 
XV.  p.  382,  Riley;  Mo.  Rep.  vi.  p.  29. 

|Proc.  Bost.  Soc.  Nat.  Hist.  vol.  xvl.  p.  204. 

§7th  Mo.  Ent.  Rep.,  pp.  80-88. 
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PALEACRITA   VERNATA. 

Head  distinctly  mottled  and  spotted, 

the  top  pale,  and  two  pale  transverse  lines 
in  front. 

Body  with  eight  superior,  narrow,  pale, 

lontjitudinal  lines  barely  discernible,  the 

two  lowermost  much  farther  apart  than 
the  others. 

Dorsum  pale,  with  median  black  spots  ; 

subdorsal  region  dark;  stigmatal  region 

■quite  pale. 
Pilliferous  spots  quite  visible  and  large 

on  joint  11,  where  the  pale  lines  generally 

•enlarge  into  white  spots  immediately  in 
front  of  them.     . 

When  newly  hatched  dark  olive-green 

or  brown,  with  black  shiny  head  and  cer- 
vical shield. 

Chr 

Formed  in  a  simple  earthen  cell,  the 

earth  compressed,  and  lined  with  very 

few  silken  threads  so  as  to  form  a  fragile 

•cocoon,  which  easily  breaks  to  pieces. 

ANISOPTERYX  TOMETARIA. 

Head  very  indistinctly  spotted,  and  dark 
on  top. 

Only  six  superior,  broad,  and  very  dis- 

tinct pale  lines,  those  each  side  equidis- 
tant. 

Dorsum  dark,  without  ornament ;  sub- 

dorsal region  pale  ;  stigmatal  region  dark. 

Pilliferous  spots  subobsolete. 

AVhen  newly  hatched  pale  olive-green, 

with  very  pale  head  and  cervical  shield. 

•ysalis. 

Formed  in  a  perfect  cocoon  of  fine, 

densely  spun  silk  of  a  buff  color,  inter- 
woven on  the  outside  with  particles  of 

earth  ;  never  breaking  open  except  by 

force  or  purpose. 

[Fig.  .'-,.] 

Male — Sparsely  and  shallowly  pitted. 

Pale  grayish-brown,  with  a  greenish  tint 

on  the  wing-sheaths,  which  extend  to  the 
posterior  edge  of  the  5th  abdominal  joint ; 

abdomen  with  the  spine  at  tip  gneerally 

simple,  and  only  occasionally  slightly 
bifurcate. 

Fem/vle — With  wing-sheaths,  but  com- 
pared with  those  of  the  male,  thinner 

and  extending  only  to  the  posterior  edge 

of  the  4th  abdominal  joint:  much  more 

robust  and  more  arched  dorsally,  with 

the  mesothoracic  joint  shorter,  and  much 
reduced  in  size.  Pitted  like  the  male. 

{Fig.   5.) 

Male— Not  pitted.  Darker  brown  than 
vernala ;  the  wing  sheaths,  as  in  vernata, 

reaching  to  the  6th  abdominal  joint;  the 

anus  more  blunt  and  with  the  spine  more 

dorsal,  decurved,  and  always  bifurcate, 

the  prongs  spreading  and  often  long  and 
fine.     (Fig.  6,  a.) 

Female — Differs  from  the  male  in  the 

same  way  as  vernata,  but  is  relatively 

stouter  and  more  arched  dorsally:  a 

broad,  dusky,  dorsal  stripe  often  visible 

toward  the  time  of  issuing — all  the  more 
remarkable  that  there  is  no  such  stripe 

on  the  imago,  whereas  in  vernata,  where 

the  imago  has  such  a  stripe,  it  is  not  indi- 
cated in  the  chrysalis.    (Fig.  G,  b.) 
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PAIlEACRlTA    VERXATA. 
Imago. 

AXISOrXEliYX   rOMETAKIA. 

Male — Palpi  very  short,  but  distinctly  Male — Palpi    rudimentary  with  joints 
2-jointed.  indistinguisliable. 

[I'-iy. ;.]  [Kig.  8. 

Antennas  with  not  quite  40  joints,  tlie 

longest  more  than  twice  as  long  as  wide, 

•each  witli  two  pairs  of  hair  fascicles, 

springing-  from  very  slight,  lateral  eleva- 
tions, the  longpst  hair  about  thrice  the 

•diameter  of  joint.  Looking  from  above, 

with  ordinary  lens-power,  these  hairs  give 
the  appearance  of  tine,  ciliate  pectinations. 

.(Fig.  7,  c.) 

Abdomen  with  the  first  seven  joints 

bearing  each  two  transverse  dorsal  rows 

of  stiff,  reddish  spines,  pointing  posteri- 
■orily. 

[Fig.  !).] 

Antenncc  with  over  50  joints,  the  longest 

not  twice  as  long  as  wide,  each  Avith  one 

pair  of  fascicles  of  slightly  curled  hairs, 

the  longest  about  thrice  as  long  as  the  di- 
ameter of  the  joint,  and  all  springing 

from  a  prominent,  darlv  hump  which  occu- 
pies the  basal  half  of  the  joint  beneath, 

and  gives  a  somewhat  serrate  appear- 

ance from  the  side.  The  same  appear- 

ance of  ciliate  pectinations  looking  from 
above.     (Fig.  8,  c,  d.) 

Abdomen  without  spines  and  often  with 
a  moderate  anal  brush. 

[Fig.  10.] 

Wings  delicate,  silky,  semi-transparent, 

transversely^  striate,  tlie  scales  short  and 
very  loosely  attached. 

Front-wings  with  costal  and  sub-costal 

■veins  well  united,  with  the  discal  cross- 

vein  partially  open,  and  but  two  short  cos- 

tal branches,  the  superior  veins  straight.* 
<Fig.7,  a.) 

Upper  surface  brownish-gray 

Wings  less  transDaient,  more  glossy, 

not  striate,  the  scales  on  an  average 

longer  and  more  firmly  attached. 

Fro7it-wings  with  costal  and  sub-costal 

less  closely  united,  with  the  discal  cross- 
vein  well  closed,  and  with  tliree  costal 

branches.  All  the  veins  7-11  are  more 

distinctl}'  separated  and  the  superiors 
more  curved,  veins  9  and  10  forming  an 

open  areolet  near  the  disc:  the  apex  more 

produced.    (Fig.  8,  a.) 

Upper  surface  also  brownish-graj%  but 

somewhat  darker,  with  a  purplish  reflec- 
tion. 

•A  microscopic  examination  shows  the  venation  in  vernata  to  be  on  the  same  plan  as  that  in  pome- 

taria.  The  difl'erence  is  that  in  vernata  the  costal  vein  is  feeble  and  generally  obsolete  at  its  termination, 
.and  all  the  veins  7-1-2  are  more  closely  united  with  the  costal  than  in  pomclaria. 
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PALKACRITA    VERXATA. 

Crossed  by  three  jiofged,  dark  lines, 

sometimes  obsolete  except  on  the  subme- 
dian  an!  median  veins,  and  on  the  costa 

where  tliej'  are  always  distinct  and  divide 
the  wing  into  four  subequal  parts.  No 

white  costal  {■pot.     (Fig.  9,  a.) 

.  A  pale,  jagged,  subterminal  band,  cor- 

responding in  some  degree  to  the  outer- 

most band  in  pometai-ia.  but  running  out 
to  apex,  where  it  is  always  sharply  re- 

lieved posteriorly  by  a  dark  mark,  and 

often  the  whole  length  by  dusky  shad- 
ings. 

nind  wings  with  the  costal  vein  bifur- 

cating at,  or  but  little  beyond,  the  discal, 

and  with  the  independent  or  vein  5  faint. 

(Fig.  7,  b.) 

Cohir  pale-ash  or  very  light  graj',  with 
a  dusky  discal  dot. 

No  while  band,  and  rarely  any  margin- 
al dots. 

Under  surface  with  a  more  or  less  dis- 

tinct dusky  spot  on  each  wing,  the  front 

wing  having  in  addition  a  dusky  line 

along  median  vein  and  spot  on  costa  to- 
ward apex.    No  pale  bands. 

Female — Antennce-  gf»nerally  with  but 
few  more  than  30  joints,  the  longest  about 

thrice  as  long  as  wide,  faintly  constricted 

in  middle,  and  pubescent.     (Fig.  9,  c.) 

Body  and  legs  pubescent,  clothed  with 

whitish  and  brown,  or  black,  dentate 

scales  or  hairs ;  general  coloration  not 

uniform.  Crest  of  prothorax  and  meso- 

thorax  black.  A  black  stripe  along  the 

middle  of  the  back  of  the  abdomen,  often 
interrupted  on  the  second  to  seventh 

joints,  with  a  wh'tish  patch  each  side  of 
itslront  end.     (Fig  9,  b.d.) 

Abdomen  tapering  rather  acutely  be- 

hind, and  with  an  exsertiie,  two  jointed, 

conspicuous  ovipositor.     (Fig.  9,  e.) 

ANISOPTERYX   POMETARIA. 

Crossed  by  two  less  jigged,  whitish 

bands,  the  outermost  suddenly  bending 

inward  near  costa,  where  it  forms  a  pale, 

quadrate  spot,  relieved  by  a  darker  shad- 
ing of  the  wing  around  it :  the  bands 

sometinies  so  obsolete  as  to  leave  only 

this  pale  spot ;  but  more  often  relieved  on 
the  sides  toward  each  other  by  a  dark 

shade,  most  persisttnton  the  veins.  (Fig. 10,  a) 

No  such  band. 

Hind-ioings  with  the  costal  vein  bifur- 
cating considerably  beyond  the  discal, 

which  is  ftrongly  elbowed;  vein  5  quite- 
strong.    (Fig.  8,  b.) 

Grayish-brown,  with  a  faint  blackish 
discal  dot. 

In  most  specimens  a  curved  white  band 

runs  across  the  wing,  and  the  veins  inside 

this  band  and  on  hind  border  are  gen- 
erally dotted. 

Under  surface  with  a  dusky  discal  spot 

on  each  wing,  and  with  the  outer  pale 

band  on  upper  surface  of  front-wings  as 

well  as  that  of  the  hind-wings  showing- 
distinctly^  the  former  relieved  by  a  dusky 

spot  inside  at  costa. 

Female — Ante7ince  with  over  50  joints, 

the  longest  hardly  longer  than  broad ; 

uniform  in  diameter ;  without  pubescence. 

(Fig.  10,  c.) 

Body  and  legs  smooth,  clothed  with  glis- 
tening brown  and  white  truncate  scales 

intermixed,  giving  it  an  appearance  of 

uniform,  shinj',  dark  ash-gr^y:  somewhat 
paler  beneath.     (Fig.  10,  b.  d.) 

Abdomen  tapering  rather  bluntly  be- 
hind, without  exsertiie  ovipositor. 
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PALEACRITA     VERXATA.  ANISOPTERYX    POMETARIA. 

Two  rows  of  spiiit's  on  back  of  tlie  first  No  spines  on  abdomen, 
seven  joints  more  prominent  than  in  the 

male,  and  often  givinjr  the  dorsum  a  red- 

dish aspect.     (Fiof.  9,  c^. ) 

Of  a  rather  smaller  .»ize  than  po?ne^aria.  The  winfjs  of  the   male  expand  from 

the  wino:s  of  the   male  exp:indin^  from        1.05-1.3)  inches ;    and   the  female  meas- 
O.SG-1.30  inches,  and  the  female  measur-        ures  0.25-0.40  inch, 

ing  0.20-0.35  inch  in  length. 

From  the  above  detailed  descriptions  of  the  two  species  it  is  evident  that,  as  already 

remarked,  pometaria  alone  can  be  referred  to  tlie  genus  Anisopteryx,  and  tiiis  doubt- 

fully. It  agrees  with  the  European  species  of  the  genus  in  the  principal  pterogostic 

characters,  obsolete  tongue,  and  rudimentary  pulpi ;  and  is,  indeed,  tlieanalogu*- of  the 
well  known  cescularia.  Yet  in  the  uutennal  characters  of  the  male,  and  especially  in 

the  basal  hump  on  each  joint,  it  agrees  more  nearly  with  the  typical  species  of  the 

genus  Hybernia  as  characterized  by  Guenee.  Again,  so  far  as  we  now  know,  it  differs 

from  Anisopteryx  in  the  additional  pair  of  prolegs  in  the  larva,  and  in  the  more  distinct 

areolet  in  the  front- wing.  I  can  find  no  detailed  account  of  the  early  states  of  any  of 
the  European  species  of  the  genus,  though  in  none  ot  the  descriptions  of  the  larva  at 

my  command  is  any  mention  made  of  additional  prolegs.  Mr.  Geo.  T.  Porrir,  who 

particularly  describes  the  larva  of  A.  cescularia,*  makes  no  mention  of  this  structural 

feature,  and  Guenee  particularly  says  :  "II  ne  faut  pas  chercher  des  characteres  pour 
les  Anisopteryx  dans  les  premiers  etats,  car  les  chenilles  ne  difliirent  ni  pour  la  forme, 

ni  pour  les  couleurs,  ni  pour  les  moeurs,  de  celles  des  Hybernia  du  premifere  groupe." 
Should  future  observations  prove  this  statement  correct,  then  the  characters  that 

belong  to  pometaria  may  come  to  be  considered  of  generic  value.  For  the  present  I 

deem  it  best  to  reter  it  to  Anisopteryx,  as  more  careful  study  will  probably  show  that  in 

the  characters  of  egg,  larva,  and  chrysalis,  the  European  species  of  the  genus  agree 
with  it,  and  that  some  of  the  structural  features  of  the  adolescent  states  have  been 

overlooked  in  Europe,  as  they  so  long  were  in  this  country. 

Paleacrita,  nov.  gen.,  approaches  much  nearer  Hybernia,  from  which  it  is,  how- 

ever, readily  distinguished  by  the  douljlepair  of  hair  fascicles  to  each  c^antennaljoiut; 

the  pubescent  hairs  that  cover  the  female;  the  two-jointed,  horny,  exsertile  ovipositor; 
but,  more  especially,  by  the  dorsal  abdominal  spines  in  both  sexes — all  characters  un- 
mentioned  in  existing  diagnoses  of  the  genus. 

One  peculiar  feature  which  I  noticed  in  pometaria  is  that  the  larva  molts  but  twice. 

Yellowish-white  when  first  hatched,  with  the  black  eyelets  showing  distinctly  on  the 

pale  head,  it  soon  deepens  to  pile  olive-green,  and  the  three  whitish  lines  each  side 

show  soon  after  birth.  It  develops  very  rapidly,  often  entering  the  ground  within  three 

weeks  from  hatching.  The  chrysalis  is  not  formed  till  about  a  month  after  w  ards,  where- 

as vernata  takes  on  this  form  two  or  three  days  after  entering  the  ground. 

The  practical  lessons  to  be  drawn  from  the  differences  here  pointed  out  between 

these  two  Canker-worms  have  been  set  forth  in  the  report  already  cited.  Paleacrita 

vernata  rises  from  the  ground  mostly  in  early  Spring,  for  which  reason  I  have  popularly 

designated  it  as  the  Spring  Canker-worm.  The  principal  efforts  to  prevent  the  female 
from  ascending  the  tree  should,  therefore,  be  made  at  that  season.  The  cocoon  being 

fragile  is  easily  broken  by  any  disturbance  of  the  land,  and,  as  the  chrysalis  is  more 

*Ent.  Month.  Ma'j.  (London;  ix.  272. 

E  K— 21. 
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liable  to  perish  when  the  cell  is  broken,  fall-plowing  of  the  soil  under  trees  that  have 
been  attacked  by  the  woruis  is  to  be  recommended.  The  eggs  being  secreted,  for  the 

most  part,  under  loose  bark,  the  scraping  of  trees  in  early  spring,  or  any  system  of 

keeping  them  smooth,  will  act  as  a  preventive  of  injury'.  Anisopteryx  pometaria,  which 
I  have  called  the  Fall  Canker-worm,  rises,  for  the  most  part,  io  the  Fall,  and  should 
be  attacked  most  persistently  at  this  sea.son.  Its  cocoon  being  tougher,  and  its  eggs 

attached  to  smooth  as  well  as  rough  trees,  scraping  and  plowing  "will  effect  little  in 
preventing  its  inji^ries. 

Both  species  attack  fruit  and  shade  trees  ;  but  while  vernata  is  common  and  very 

injurious  in  the  apple  orchards  of  the  Western  States,  pometaria  is  rare  there,  and  most 

common  on  the  elms  of  New  England. 

These  two  insects,  so  long  confounded,  forcibly  illustrate  the  practical  importance 

of  minute  discriminations  in  Economic  Entomologj'. 

Thus,  in  addition  to  the  characters  pointed  out  a  year  ago,  we  have 

an  important  distinction  between  the  two  insects,  from  the  practical 

stand  point,  in  the  manner  in  which  the  chrysalis  state  is  assumed. 

The  Spring  Canker-worm,  with  its  chrysalis  formed  in  a  simple  earthen 
cavity,  will  be  very  materially  affected  by  late  fall  plowing  of  the  soil, 

especially  if  the  soil  be  of  such  nature  as  to  crumble  easily  ;  for  I 

showed  in  1869*  that  whenever  the  fragile  cocoon  is  broken  open,  as 

it  very  readily  is  by  disturbance  of  the  soil,  at  that  season  the  chrysa- 
lis has  not  the  power  to  penetrate  it  again  or  to  form  a  second  cavity, 

and  either  rots,  dries  out,  becomes  moldy  or,  if  on  the  surface,  is  de- 
voured by  birds.  For  the  same  reason  the  rooting  of  hogs  is  very 

beneficial  in  lessening  the  work  of  this  species.  With  the  Fall  Canker- 
worm,  on  the  contrary,  these  measures  will  avail  little,  if  anything; 

for  the  cocoon,  composed  of  a  thick  layer  of  yielding  silk  strength- 
ened by  the  interweaving  of  particles  of  earth  cannot  be  broken 

open  by  any  such  processes,  and  a  dozen  plowings  would  not  expose 

a  single  chrysalis.  Without  doubt,  we  have  in  these  facts  a  valid  ex- 

planation of  the  contradictory  experience  as  to  the  value  of  fall  plow- 

ing or  the  use  of  hogs  in  an  orchard  as  canker-worm  checks. 
In  brief,  all  the  more  important  measures  to  be  pursued  in  our 

warfare  against  the  Spring  Canker-worm — such  as  the  use  of  hind- 
rances to  the  ascensions  of  the  moths  in  spring;  the  removal  of  all 

loose  bark  and  keeping  the  trunk  and  limb?  as  smooth  and  clean  as 

possible  ;  the  employment  of  hogs,  and  fall  plowing — are,  in  the  main, 
useless  as  directed  against  the  Fall  Canker-worm  which  must  be  fought 

principally  by  traps  or  barriers  applied  to  the  tr^ee  in  the  Fall  to  pre- 
vent the  climbing  of  the  moths  which  mostly  issue  at  that  season. 

Important  points  like  these  cannot  be  too  often  insisted  on,  because 
I  find  that  our  horticultural  writers  yet  very  generally  speak  of  the 

*  -ind  Rep.  102. 
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Canker-worm  as  though  there  were  only  one  species  in  the  country, 

and  give  general  directions  which  of  course  are  more  or  less  mislead- 
ing. I  find  too  that  even  where  the  differences  pointed  out  have  been 

recognized,  they  have  not  always  been  properly  apprehended  ;  so  that 
in  the  report  of  a  lecture  before  the  Iowa  Agricultural  College  it  is 

erroneously  stated  that  the  Fall  Canker-worm  hatches  in  the  Fall 
of  the  year,  whereas,  while  the  moths  rise  and  lay  their  eggs  at  that 

season,  these  do  not  hatch  any  earlier  than  do  those  of  the  Spring 

species. 

Of  a  number  of  the  Fall  species  experimented  on  the  past  year, 

I  obtained  5S  chrysalides  from  larva3  that  had  been  fed,  some  of  them 

on  Elm,  some  on  Apple,  some  on  Cherry  and  some  on  Peach.  This 

last  food  was  evidently  relished  least  and  rejected  when  the  other  three 

kinds  could  be  had,  but  I  perceived  no  preferences  for  any  of  the  other 

kinds.  A  careful  examination  of  the  chrysalides  in  the  Autumn 

showed  that  out  of  the  58,  only  two  were  males.*  I  divided  the  co- 
coons into  two  equal  lots,  placing  the  one  lot  in  a  covered  flower  pot 

out-doors,  and  retaining  the  other  in  breeding  cages  in-doors,  so  that 
the  first  would  be  submitted  to  the  influence  of  frost  and  the  other 

not.  From  Nov.  8,  to  Dec.  9,  the  moths  issued  almost  daily — 27  in  all, 
namely,  the  two  males  and  25  females.  An  examination  in  January, 

3876,  showed  that  all  the  others  had  perished  by  rot,  induced  doubt- 
less by  the  premature  opening  of  the  cocoons  in  order  to  examine  the 

chrysalides.  Those  exposed  to  frost  commenced  issuing  first,  and  a 

larger  percentage  of  moths  were  obtained  than  from  those  kept  in- 

doors— which  would  indicate  that  a  low  freezing  temperature  followed 
by  a  thaw  assists  development,  though  by  no  means  essential.  The 
two  males  were  placed  in  a  separate,  covered  pot  with  five  females 
that  issued  contemporaneously.  Each  of  these  five  females  was 

served,  and  each  laid  her  full  complement  of  eggs,  four  of  them  in  sin- 
gle batches  of  221,  230,  24:1  and  243  respectively,  and  the  fifth  in  two 

batches  of  142  and  63  respectively.  The  first  four  batches  were  laid 

on  the  smooth  pine  sticks  that  supported  the  muslin  cap;  the  last  two 

on  the  muslin.  In  each  instance  the  time  occupied  in  oviposition  was 

between  two  and  three  days.  None  of  the  unimpregnated  females 

laid  regular  batches.  Most  of  them  laid  a  tew  scattered  eggs,  gener- 
ally in  ones,  but  also  in  small  groups  ranging  from  2  to  51. 
Before  concluding  these  notes  I  will  add  to  the  other  contrivances 

that  have  been  mentioned  in  previous  reports  descriptions  from  the 

•Inasmuch  as  the  Inrvsi"  -were  purposely  poorly  fed— the  withholding  of  food  having  been  carried 
to  the  extent  tliat  only  tlie  number  mentioned  entered  the  ground  out  of  some  2,000  that  were  commenced 

with;  the  result  is  ratlior  diiuaging  to  those  who  believe— if  there  yet  be  such— that  the  male  sex  can  be 
produced  in  insects  by  stunting  the  larva. 
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"Illustrated  Annual  Register  of  Rural  Affairs."  published  by  Luther 
Tucker  &  Son  of  Albany,  of  two  contrivances  for  protecting  trees 
from  this  insect,  that  are  unknown  in  Missouri,  and  that  are  very 
favorably  spoken  of  by  that  careful  horticultural  writer,  Mr.  J.  J. 

Thomas.  The  first  is  one  successfully  used  by  C.  L.  Jones  of  Newark^ 
N.  J. 

Ficr.  11  is  a  view  of  the  contrivance,  which  consists  essentially  of  a  band  or  circie- 

of  tin.  a  few  inches  outside  the  ^^'°-  ̂ '-^ 
trunk  of  the  tree,  and  held  there 

by  a  circle  of  muslin,  attached 

to  the  tin  at  its  edge  and  drawn 

with  a  cord  at  the  top,  so  as  to 

fit  the  tree  closelj' ,  and  prevent 
the  insects  from  getting  up 

without  going  over  the  tin,  cov- 

ered with  a  mixture  of  castor- 

oil  and  kerosene,  which  as  soon  as  they  touch,  they  drop- 

to  the  ground.  Fig.  12  is  a  section  of  the  contrivance, 

and  Fig.  13  a  section  of  the  union  of  the  tin  [Fig.  13.] 

and  muslin,  t- ffectf^d  bj-  turning  over  the  upper 

edge  of  the  tin  before  it  is  bent  to  a  circle,  in- 

MUSLIN. 

Canker-worm  Trap. 

serting  the  edge  of  the  muslin,  and  hammering  them  together.  The  tin 

may  be  about  three  inches  wide,  and  long  enough  to  rest  three  or  four  inches 

off  from  the  trunk,  when  bent  around  in  the  form  of  a  hoop,  and  secured  i 

by  rivets  or  smiU  tacks.  After  the  tin  and  muslin  are  attached  to  the  tree, 
the  whole  inner  or  lower  surface  of  the  tin  is  daubed  with  a  mixture  of 

equal  parts  of  kerosene  and  castor  oil.  The  tin  and  muslin  entirely  protect 

the  oil  from  the  sun  and  the  weather,  and  it  will  not  dry  for  several  days* 
It  will  not  run  down,  as  the  castor-oil  thickens  it.  Of  course  it  needs  occasional  re- 

newal, with  a  small  brush  or  feather.  This  protector  is  kept  on  the  tree  till  the  motha 
disappear. 

For  those  who  wish  to  do  work  thoroughly  while  they  are  about  it, 

and  who  believe  that  a  little  extra  time  and  expense  at  the  start  is  more 

than  saved  in  the  long  run,  I  do  not  know  that  any  better  contrivance 
could  be  recommended.  But  I  would  remind  the  reader  that  even  so 

perfect  an  "estopper"  as  this,  may  measurably  fail,  if  directed  solely 
against  the  moths.  The  worms  thit  hatch  below  the  trap,  and  which 

are  more  difficult  to  manage,  must  also  be  headed  off;  and  I- would 

insist  in  pursuance  of  this  object,  that,  in  addition  to  the  above  direc- 

tions, the  muslin  be  tied  around  the  tree  over  a  layer  of  cotton  wad- 

ding, and  that  the  contrivance  be  kept  on  the  tree  and  the  tin  oiled,^ 

at  least  three  weeks  after  the  tree  begins  to  leaf  out  in  the  spring. 

The  eggs  laid  below  the  trap  should,  of  course,  be  destroyed  as  far  a& 
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they  can  be,  and  such  destruction  in  dealing  with  the  Spring  species 

will  be  facilitated  by  a  bandage  of  rags  below  the  trap  or  by  anything 

•that  will  afford  the  moth  shelter  for  her  eggs  and  that  can  be  easily 
removed  and  scalded:  where  no  such  lure  is  used,  an  application  of 

(kerosene  will  prevent  the  eggs  laid  on  the  tree  from  hatching.  But  some 
are  likely  to  be  laid  where  they  escape  the  closest  scrutiny,  and  while 
the  precautions  I  have  indicated  will  insure  against  the  ascent  of 

such,  whether  from  the  Fall  or  Spring  species;  without  those  precau- 
tions some  of  the  newly  hatched  worms  which  can  pass  through  a 

very  minute  crevice  or  over  the  smoothest  surface,  may  get  into  the 

tree  ;  and  though  they  may  be  so  few  in  numbers  as  to  attract  no  at- 

tention they  nevertheless  perpetuate  the  species  in  the  orchard.  The 

second  contrivance  is  an  old  one  that  has  been  employed  tor  nearly 

forty  years  in  Massachusetts,  and  lately  used  with  satisfaction  by  Mr. 
-J.  G.  Barker  of  Cambridge. 

Fig.  14  is  a  section  of  tlie  whole  contrivance— are  being  tlie  zinc  roof  over  the  oil 

t^^'S-  ̂ ^1  troughs,  bb;  dd,  the  surface  of  the  earth  ,  cc^ 
the  tar  or  lime  which  is  used  to  fill  the  box 
around  the  tree. 

Fig.  15  is  a  smaller  view  of  the  same.  The 

box  is  square — large  enouorh  to  leave  about  four 
inches  of  space  around  the  tree;  is  sunk  some 

four  inches  in  the  ground,  and  rises  about  ten 

inches  above  the  surface.  The  trouo:h  is  in  shape 
like  the  letter  V,  two  inches  deep,  and  is  made 

by  a  tinman  before  nailing  on  the  box;  it  is 

'tacked  on  two  inches  below  the  upper  edge  of  the  box,  and  then  the  roof  is  placed  in 
■position  and  secured  by  a  single  screw  into  the  upper  edge  of  each  side  or  board.  It 
'Tuust,  of  course,  be  placed  in  a  level  position,  to  hold  the  oil.  This  is  done  by  means 

'^ig-  i''!  of  a  spade  used  in  setting  the  box  in  the  earth.    The  box 
and  roof  are  nearly  completed  in  the  tinshop,  but  the  cor- 

ner of  both  must  be  left  open  till  placed  around  the  tree, 

when  the  parts  are  soldered  together.  The  roof  is  about 

four  and  a  half  inches  wide,  with  the  underside  turned  un- 

der about  the  fourth  of  an  inch,  to  keep  it  stiff  and  in  shape. 

In  order  to  examine  the  oil,  and  to  see  that  all  is  ri^rht,  it  is 

necessary  to  loosen  one  of  the  screws.  The  box  will  vary 

somewhat  in  size  with  the  magnitude  of  the  tree  ;  with  a 

trunk  six  inches  in  diameter,  the  box  should  be  about  four- 

teen inches  square  and  fourteen  inches  high  ;  for  a  trunk  a 

foot  in  diameter,  it  should  be  about  twenty  inches  square  ; 

*l!)ut  a  variation  of  two  or  three  inches  would  not  be  of  great  importance.  A  few  inches 
of  tanbark  or  lime  placed  within,  is  for  the  purpose  of  preventing  the  moths  from 
ascending  inside.  One  pint  of  crude  petroleum  (costing  3  cents  per  tree,  at  24  cents 
>per  gallon,)  is  enough  for  each  tree. 

Canlier-worm  Tr.ip — Section . 

Canker-worm  Trap. 
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With  a  little  care  in  making  a  close  connection  between  the 

V-shaped  trough  and  the  box,  the  above  contrivance  must  work  to 
perfection,  as,  indeed,  Mr.  Barker  found  it  to  do.  Yet  on  account  of 

the  greater  labor  and  expense  of  making  and  using  it,  and  of  the 

greater  difficulty  of  examining  beneath  it,  the  first  described  is  the 

preferable  of  the  two.  Indeed  I  should  advise  the  use  of  Mr.  Jones' 
contrivance,  if  kept  properly  oiled,  over  all  forms  of  troughs  whatso- 

ever, for  they  too  often  get  filled  up  with  the  dead  bodies  of  the 

moths  or  with  leaves,  or  get  bridged  with  spider  web;  and  where  fas- 
tened directly  around  the  tree  must  needs  be  renewed  as  the  girth  of 

the  tree  increases. 

THE  ARMY  ^YORM.—LeuGan^a*  umpuncta  Haw. 

(Ord.  Lepidoptera;  Fam.  NoCTuiD.E.f) 

The  insect  which,  next  to  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  attracted 

most  attention  and  did  most  damage  in  Missouri  during  the  summer 

of  1875,  was  the  Army  Worm.  In  its  destructive  power  and  sudden 

appearance  and  disappearance,  it  may  be  compared  to  the  dreaded 
locust  of  the  mountains;  but  everyone  can  see  how  this  last  comes 

and  goes,  upon  its  wings;  whereas  the  coming  and  going  of  the  Army 
Worm  are  more  mysterious  and  not  so  well  understood. 

The  species  has  already  been  treated  of  in  my  second  Report;  but 

the  experience  of  six  years  has  added  much  that  is  of  interest  to  our 

general  stock  of  knowledge  of  so  remarkable  an  animal,  and  from  the 
evidence  adduced  a  year  ago  and  published  in  the  appendix  to  the 

Chinch  Bug  article,  it  is  manifest  that  my  second  Report  was  very 

poorly  distributed,  and  is  not  known  to  one  in  a  thousand  of  the  farm- 
ers of  the  State.  I  deem  it  advisable,  therefore,  to  devote  some  space 

in  the  present  Report  to  the  consideration  of  the  Army  Worm,  and  in 

doing  so,  I  may  have  occasion  to  reproduce,  in  quotation  marks,  a  few 

passages  from  the  previous  article  referred  to. 

*  Leucanlda:  of  Giicnee. 

t  This  loni?  known  and  familiar  generic  term,  applied  to  a  well  tlelined  genus,  has  recently 

l)eeu  dropped  I'rom  our  nomenclature— in  Ihc  writings  and  in  the  ' '  List"  and  ' '  Check  List"  of  N.  A. 
Noctuidas  by  Mr.  A.  R  Grote.  It  has  been  replaced  by  HeUophila  of  Ihiebner.  By  this  change  we,  pass 

from  light  into  darkness.  I  consider  that  the  reasons  so  long  urged  by  entomologists  against  the  adop- 
tion of  I  he  classification  of  the  "  Tentamen"  and  "  A'erzeichni^s,  "  and  particularly  those  given  by 

GuenGe  fornot  following  this  last  in  his  admirable  work  on  the  Xoctuida',  are  good  and  sound.  The  Iliieb- 
nerian  classification  is  essentially  unreal,  and  the  generic  divisions  so  inadequately  defined  that  I  doubt 

if  any  one  would  attenijit  to  make  use  of  the  works  in  question,  were  it  not  for  tlie  relerences  to  the  ad- 
mirably illustrated  works  of  the  sameauthir.  The  introduction  of  his  generic  terms  into  American  Lcpi- 

dopterology  has  so  upset  its  nomenclature,  without  in  the  least  advancing  our  knowledge,  and  the  grounds 
lor  this  introduction  are  so  questionable,  that  those  who  make  these  insects  a  speciality  are  apt  in  the 
future  to  divide  into  two  factions— the  lluebneritcs  and  the  ante-iruebnerites;  in  which  event  the  Latter 

■will  certainly  have  strong  support  from  entomologists  in  general. 
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THE  TERM  "  AUMY  AVOUM"  AITLIKI)  TO  VARIOUS  INSECTS. 

The  name  ''Army  Worm"  is  naturally  given  to  any  insect  larva 
that  congregates  and  travels  in  large  numbers.  Thus,  in  parts  of 

Europe  some  of  the  owlet  moth  larvne  and  particularly  that  of  Calo- 
campa  exoleta  (Linn.)  sometimes  go  by  that  name;  and  on  the  Pacific 

coast  another  larva,  which  has  not,  so  far  as  I  can  learn,  been  speci- 

ficallj'^  determined,  is  often  reported  in  the  California  papers  by  the 
name  of  "Army  Worm,"  as  doing  great  injury  to  the  beet  crops.  "  The 
Cotton-worm  {Ano7nis  xylina*  Say),  is  very  generally  known  by  the 

name  of  '  the  Cotton  Army-worm,'  in  the  South,  The  term  as  applied 
to  this  species  is  not  altogether  inappropriate,  as  the  worm  frequently 

appears  in  immense  armies,  and  when  moved  by  necessity  will  travel 

over  the  ground  'in  solid  phalanx;'  and  so  long  as  the  word 'Cotton' is 
attached  —  its  ravages  being  strictly  confined  to  this  plant — there  is 

no  danger  of  its  being  confo'inded  with  the  true  Army-worm.  The 
term  has,  furthermore,  received  the  sanction  of  custom  in  the 

Southern  States,  and  of  Mr.  Glover  in  his  Department  Reports."  The 

Army  Worm  of  Jos.  B.  Lyman,  in  his  "  Cotton  Culture"  (p.  29)  is  what 
I  have  characterized  as  the  Fall  Army  Worm  (Rep.  Ill,  109),  an  insect 
closely  resembling  the  true  Army  Worm  in  larval  appearance  and 

habit,  and  which  I  shall  presently  have  occasion  to  refer  to  again. 

The  Tent  Caterpillar  of  the  Forest  (Rep.  Ill,  121)  is  also  frequently 

dubbed     "Army- 
[Fig.   Hi]  ■^ 

worm,"  a  fact  which 
is  by  no  means  sur 

prising  since  it  often 

appears  in  countless 

numbers  and  particu- 
larly in  the  more 

southern  States,where 

it  strips  the  oak  forests 
for  hundreds  of  square 
miles.  In  1S72  this 

species  was  so  numer- 
ous around  Memphis  as  to  frequently  stop  the  trains  going 

in  and  out  of  the  city.  It  stripped  orchards,  and  great 
lanes  of  bare  trees  marked  its  track  through  the  woods. 

Finally,  the  ''  Army  Worm"  of  the  Germans  is  what  we 

more  generally  call  "Snake  Worm,"  viz.,  the  larva  of  ̂ ciara  (a  genus 
of  small  gnats)  which  has  the  peculiar  habit  of  traveling  in  large 

CO 

Tent  Caterpillau  of  the  Forest: — a,  eggs 
h,  leiiiule  moth — natural  size  ;  c,  egg,  from  top  ;  d 
from  side— enhirgcd. 

Text  Cateu- I'lLLAUOFTUE 
FoiiEST. 

*   Identical,  as  Mr.    A;  R.  Grote  first  pointed  out,   with  Alclia  aryillacrn,  llucljn. 
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bands  or  armies,  all  the  individuals  attached  to  each  other,  heads  to 

tails,  and  the  whole  mass  moving  with  one  impulse,  as  a  unit.* 
The  species  we  are  now  considering  is,  however,  the  only  one  in 

America  which  has  a  just  claim  to  the  title,  not  only  because  it  was 
first  thus  christened,  but  because  it  so  well  deserves  the  name.  Known 

to  the  scientific  world  as  Leucania  luiiptmcta^  and  often  called  the 

Northern  Army  Worm,  to  distinguish  it  from  the  other  species  that 

have  usurped  its  title,  this  insect  has  a  very  extended  range  and  pos- 
sesses immense  power  for  harm  on  account  of  the  importance  of  the 

crops  it  devastates. 

PAST  HISTORY  OP  THE  TRUE  AUMY  WORM. 

"  If  we  trace  back  the  history  of  the  Army  Worm  in  this  country, 
we  find  that  inaccuracy  and  confusion  characterize  most  of  the  rec- 

ords concerning  it  previous  to  the  year  1861.  In  that  year,  however, 
by  the  contemporaneous  observations  and  experiments  of  several 

entomologists,  in  different  sections  of  the  United  States,  its  natural 

*  These  bands  of  small  worms  are  of  not  uufreqiient  occurrence  in  Missouri,  and  I  give  herewith 

accounts  of  them  from  three  dill'erent  correspondents.  In  two  of  the  instances  the  specimens  have  been 
sent  to  me  and  proved  to  be  identical.  The  species  averages  5,'2  mm.  in  length  by  0.5  mm.  in  width,  or 
about  a  quarter  of  an  inch  long  and  one-tenth  as  wide.  It  is  a  plain,  pale-yelloAV,  soft,  viscid,  semi- 
transpareut,  legless  worm  with  a  free  and  brown  head,  and  a  slight  swelling  around  the  anterior  border 

of  the  abdominal  joints  ;  the  body  being  cylindrical  and  tapering  but  very  slightly  towar  i  head.  Nor- 
mally these  Avorms  live  huddled  together  under  the  decaying  bark  of  trees,  which  they  leave  in  adhering 

bands,  when  they  are  fidl  gi-own  and  about  to  enter  the  ground  to  translonn.  When  thus  marching 
in  trains  they  are  usually  pursued  by  numerous  enemies,  and  especially  by  rove-beetles  (Staphilinidcc) 
and  ants.    They  have  been  reported  from  various  parts  of  this  country. 

From  my  pear-trees  runs  a  path  to  my  stable.  In  said  path,  early  this  morning,  we  r.oticed  what 
we  first  thought  a  snake  just  shid.  On  closer  examination  it  proved  to  be  a  rope-like  (about  two  feet 
long  and  Ji  of  an  inch  thick)  m  iving  mass  of  minute  worms  such  as  we  send  you  in  the  center  of  the 
enclosed  tin  box.  Could  have  sent  more  than  a  i^int.  A.lterwards  in  our  Iruit-garden  we  noticed  apple 
trees  much  blighted  ;  then  some  of  our  pe.ir  tn  es  died  of  the  same  disease.  NVe  examined  with  a  knife 
eome  of  the  shoots  and  louiid  the  track  and  m  the  track  castings  of  what  we  ihnught  just  such  felhiws  aa 
those  massed  and  marching  awaj'  Irom  jur  pear  trees.  We  h:istened  to  the  moving  rope;  it  had  disap- 

peared, and  we  could  find  no  traces  of  the  worm-;,  except  where  ftiey  had  been  trodden  into  the  mud. 
As  we  said,  this  moving  column  was  leaving  our  pear  trees  (about  tifty)  Ihyt  are  dead  and  dying  with 
blight.  In  the  pear-limbs  that  we  cut  oif  between  the  outer  bark  and  tlie  wood,  we  ibuud  the  track  or 
burrotv,  castins:s,  etc,  and  occasionally  a  wrnm  of  the  color  and  size  of  these  migrating  teinds.  We 
send  you  with  the  worms  some  of  the  p.  ar  Jimbs  from  trees  that  wet  e  dying  with  blight.  We  never 
noticed  this  worm  until  last  season,  as  above  staled,  and  we  had  no  V)ligl]t  until  that  time. 

Will  you  please  investigate  the  pear  blight  and  tell  us  if  there  is  any  connection  between  it  and 
these  worms '! 

Jos.  SJiiTir. 
Stewardsville,  Mo.,  June  1(5,  1S70. 

Of  course,  as  I  wrote  to  Mr.  Smith  at  the  time,  there  is  no  connection  between  the  worms  and  the 
blight,  other  than  that  as  soon  as  a  tree  is  blighted,  it  furnishes  under  the  decaying  bark  desirable  food 

for  them — thfy  being  rather  the  ett'ect  than  the  cause. 
In  July  1872,  Mr.  Louis  S.  Noce  sent  Td'i  specimens  identical  with  those  sent  by  Mr.  Smith,  with 

the  statement  that  at  Bismarck,  Mo.,  they  were  travelling  together  in  a  roll  the  size  of  an  ordinaiy 
snake. 

The  third  communication  about  these  snake  worms  in  Missouri  wasmade  tomolastsummer  by  Mr. 
G.  A.  Bezoni,  of  Napoleon,  Lafayette  Co.,  under  the  impression  that  they  might  be  the  genuine  Army 
Worm  witii  which  he  was  not  familiar.  The  species  was  larger  and  evidently  distinct  from  the  others. 
lie  thus  describes  their  appearance: 

There  were  discovered  here  last  summer  two  rolls  of  worms,  one  about  six  feet  long  and  the  other 
about  four  Icet  long  Thev  were  as  large  as  a  laifje  sn:ike,  and  were  traveling  Irom  the  east.  I  hey  were 
60  compact  and  so  shapi  a  that,  they  were  mistaken  for  snakes.  We  got  ̂ tlcks  and  stones  to  kill  Ihem 
with,  as  they  were  crossing  the  road,  but  on  striking  we  found  that  tliey  were  worms,  of  a  grey  color 
and  about  three-fourths  of  an  inch  long. 
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history  was  first  made  known  to  the  world,  and  the  parent  moth  iden- 
tified. 

''The  very  earliest  record  which  we  find  of  its  appearance  in  this  • 

■country  is  in  Flint's  2nd  Report  on  the  Agriculture  of  Massachusetts, 
where  it  is    stated   that  in  1743  '  there   were  millions   of  devouring 

worms  in  armies,  threatening  to  cut  off  every  green  thing.' 
"In  1770  it  spread  over  New  England  in  alarming  numbers.  Dr. 

Fitch  in  his  61h  Report  quotes  the  following  full  and  interesting  ac- 
count from  the  Rev.  Grant  Power's  Historical  Sketches  of  the  Coos 

•Country  in  the  Northern  part  of  New  Hampshire.  'In  the  summer  of 
1770  an  army  of  worms  extended  from  Lancaster,  the  shire  town  of 

Ooos  county.  N.  H.,  to  Northfield,  Mass.,  almost  the  whole  length  of 

the  Granite  State.  They  began  to  appear  the  latter  part  of  July,  and 
continued  their  ravages  until  September.  They  were  then  called  the 

*  Northern  Army,'  as  they  seemed  to  advance  from  the  north  or  north- 
west to  the  south.  It  was  not  known  that  they  passed  the  highlands 

between  the  rivers  Connecticut  and  Merrimack.  Dr.  Burton,  of 

Thetford,  Vermont,  informed  the  author  that  he  had  seen  the  pastures 

so  covered  with  them,  that  he  could  not  put  down  his  finger  without 

touching  a  worm,  remarking  that  '  he  had  seen  more  than  ten  bushels 

in  a  heap.'  They  were  unlike  anything  that  generation  had  ever 
seen.  There  was  a  stripe  upon  the  back  like  black  velvet,  and  on 

each  side  a  stripe  of  yellow  Irom  end  to  end,  and  the  rest  of  the  body 

was  brown.  They  were  seen  not  larger  than  a  pin,  but  in  maturity 

were  as  long  as  a  man's  finger  and  of  proportionate  thickness.  They 
appeared  to  be  in  great  haste,  except  when  they  halted  to  feed.  They 

entered  the  houses  of  the  people  and  came  up  into  the  kneading 

troughs  as  did  the  frogs  in  Egypt.  They  went  up  the  sides  of  the 
bouses  and  over  them  in  such  compact  columns  that  nothing  of  the 

boards  or  shingles  could  be  seen.  Pumpkin-vines,  peas,  potatoes  and 
flax  escaped  their  ravages.  But  wheat  and  corn  disappeared  before 

them  as  by  magic.  Fields  of  corn  in  the  Haverhill  and  Newbury 

meadows,  so  thir'k  that  a  man  could  hardly  be  seen  a  rod  distant, 

were  in  ten  days  entirely  defoliated  by  the  'Northern  Army.' 
Trenches  were  dug  around  fields  a  foot  deep,  as  a  defence,  but  they 

were  soon  filled  and  the  millions  in  the  rear  passed  on  and  took  pos- 
session of  the  interdicted  feed.  Another  expedient  was  resorted  to: 

Trenches  were  cut,  and  thin  sticks,  six  inches  in  diameter,  were  sharp- 
ened and  used  to  make  holes  in  the  bottom  of  the  trenches  within 

two  or  three  feet  of  one  another,  to  the  depth  of  two  or  three  feet  in 
the  bottom  lands,  and  when  these  holes  were  filled  with  worms,  the 

stick  was  plunged  into  the  holes,  thus  destroying  the  vermin.  In  this 
way  some  corn  was  saved.     About  the  first  of  September  the  worms 
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suddenly  disappeared.  Where  or  how  thej'  terminated  their  career  i& 
unknown,  for  not  the  carcass  of  a  worm  was  seen.  Had  it  not  been 

for  pumpkins,  which  were  exceedingly  abundant,  and  potatoes,  the 

people  would  have  greatly  suffered  for  food.  As  it  was,  great  priva- 

tion was  felt  on  account  of  the  loss  of  grass  and  grain.' 
''The  same  writer  adds  that  '  in  1781,  eleven  years  after,  the  same 

kind  of  worm  appeared  again,  and  the  fears  of  the  people  were  greatly 

excited,  but  this  time  they  were  few  in  number.' 

"In  1790  their  ravages  are  again  recorded  in  Connecticut,  where- 
they  were  very  destructive  to  the  grass  and  corn,  but  their  existence 

was  short,  all  dying  in  a  few  weeks  (Webster  on  Pestilence,  I,  272.) 

"Their  next  appearance  in  the  Eastern  States  was  in  1817,  after  an 
interval  of  twenty-seven  years,  according  to  Fitch,  who  quotes  the  fol- 

lowing paragraph  from  the  Albany  (N.  Y.)  Argus  : 

'''■Worcester^  Mass.,  May  22na?,  1817. — '  We  learn  that  the  black 
worm  is  making  great  ravages  on  some  farms  in  this  town,  and  in 

many  other  places  in  this  part  of  the  country.  Their  march  is  a  '  dis- 

played column,' and  their  progress  is  as  distinctly  marked  as  the  course 
of  a  fire  which  has  overrun  the  herbage  in  a  dry  pasture.  Not  a 

blade  of  grass  is  left  standing  in  their  rear.  From  the  appearance  of 

the  worm  it  is  supposed  to  be  the  same  which  usually  infests  gardens,, 

and  is  commonly  called  the  c?^^?y(9r??i.  *  *  * 
This  same  worm  is  also  destroying  the  vegetation  in  the  northern 

towns  of  Rensselaer  and  eastern  section  of  Saratoga,  New  York. 

Many  meadows  and  pastures  have  been  rendered  by  their  depreda- 
tions as  barren  as  a  heath.  It  appears  to  be  the  same  species  of  worm 

that  has  created  so  much  alarm  in  Worcester  county,  but  we  suspect 

it  is  different  from  the  cut-worm,  whose  ravages  appeared  to  be  con- 
fined to  corn. 

"It  was  not  until  after  a  lapse  of  forty-four  years  from  the  last 
mentioned  date,  namely,  in  the  summer  of  1861,  that  this  worm  again 

spread  over  the  meadows  and  grain  fields  of  the  Eastern  States.  Du- 
ring the  interval,  however,  it  had  from  time  to  time  attracted  atten- 

tion in  the  Western  States,  where  it  often  proved  quite  destructive. 
Thus,  in  Illinois,  it  is  recorded  as  having  appeared  in  1818,  1820.  1825^ 

1826,  1834, 1841,  1842,  1845,  and  185-),  and  according  to  Mr.  B.  F.  Wiley, 
of  Makanda,  111.,  it  was  quite  numerous  and  destructive  in  the  south- 

ern part  of  the  State  in  1819,  and  appeared  there  also  in  1857,  though 

it  was  confined  that  year  to  limited  localities.*  Mr.  J.  Kirkpatrick,  of 
Ohio,  mentions  its  appearance  in  the  northern  part  of  that  State  in 

Trairie  Farmer,  July  18th,  ]8G1. 
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1855.  He  says:  'Last  season  (1855),  in  consequence  of  the  heavy 
rains  in  the  early  part  of  June,  the  flats  of  the  Cuyahoga,  near  Cleve- 

land, were  flooded.  After  the  subsidence  of  the  water,  and  while  the 

grass  was  yet  coated  with  the  muddy  deposit,  myriads  of  small  black- 
ish caterpillars  appeared;  almost  every  blade  had  its  inhabitant;  no 

animal  could  feed  upon  it  without,  at  every  bite,  swallowing  several ; 

if  a  new  blade  sprung  up,  it  was  immediately  devoured,  but  what  was 

most  remarkable,  the  insects  did  not  attempt  to  remove  to  land  a  foot 

or  two  higher,  but  that  had  not  been  covered  by  the  water.'  "* 
Since  the  publication  of  my  second  Report  I  have  learned  through 

Mr.  M.  P.  Leniz,  of  Rocheport,  that  it  abounded  in  parts  of  Boone 

county,  in  1854,  and  this  is  the  earliest  record  that  we  have  of  it  in 
Missouri. 

"  The  year  1S61  will  long  be  remembered  as  a  remarkable  Army 
Worm  year,  for  this  insect  was  observed  in  particular  localities 

throughout  the  whole  northern  and  middle  portion  of  the  United 

States  from  New  England  to  Kansas.  It  was  first  noticed  in  numbers 

sufficient  to  cause  alarm,  in  Tennessee  and  Kentucky  during 'the 
month  of  April;  and  toward  the  close  of  the  same  month  it  appeared 

in  the  southern  counties  of  Illinois.  By  the  end  of  June  it  had  visited 

nearly  all  portions  of  the  latter  State,  proving  more  or  less  destruc- 
tive to  grass,  wheat,  oats,  rye,  sorghum  and  corn. 

"  Its  advent  in  Missouri  was  simultaneous  with  that  in  Illinois,  and 

judging  from  what  facts  I  have  accumulated,  it  occurred  very  gener- 
ally over  this  State,  though  recorded  only  in  St.  Louis,  Jefferson,  War- 
ren, Boone,  Howard  and  Pike  counties.  No  mention  is  made  of  its 

occurrence,  at  this  time,  in  any  of  the  States  or  Territories  west  of 
Missouri,  but  to  the  East,  scarcely  a  single  State  escaped  its  ravages. 

In  many  portions  of  Ohio  it  entirely  destroyed  the  hay  and  grain 

crops,  and  in  the  eastern  part  of  Massachusetts  the  damage  done  was 

reported  to  exceed  a  half  million  of  dollars." 
In  1865  and  in  1866  it  attracted  attention  in  restricted  localities  in 

Illinois  and  Missouri.  In  1869  it  again  appeared  in  vast  numbers  in 

many  portions  of  oar  State,  especially  in  St.  Louis,  Jeff'erson,  Cooper, 
Callaway,  Henry,  St.  Clair,  Marion,  Ralls,  and  Lafayette  counties; 
also  in  some  counties  in  Illinois  and  Indiana.  The  first  intimation  I 

received  of  its  appearance  in  Missouri  was  the  following  letter  sent 
to  me  by  Mr.  A.  E.  Trabue  of  Hannibal,  under  date  of  June  8th : 

I  inclose  a  match-box  vvitti  grass  aiirl  two  worms,  which  we  think  are  Army- 
Worms.  They  are  here  in  myriads  ck'strovinof  the  ̂ rass.  Destroyed  a  hundred  acres 
of  blue  grass  meadow  in  live  days,  and  are  now  advancing  on  me.  Wliat  are  they  and 
their  habits? 

♦Ohio  Agricultural  Report,  1S.55,  p.  j-jO. 
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Carbolic  acid  (one  part  acirl,  20  parts  water)  kills  them  if  they  isret  a  ̂ oofl  drench 
"with  ir,  but  is  too  expensive  at  that  rate.  They  will  cross  a  trail  of  it  without  injury, 
thouifh  they  evidently  dislike  the  smell.  Have  sent  to  town  for  coal  tar  to  see  if  th^y 
■will  cross  it  when  the  ground  is  soaked  with  it.  The  advancing  colunin  is  a  half  mile wide. 

The  hoors  are  very  fond  of  them  ;  will  not  notice  corn  when  they  caii  get  Army 
Worms,  but  we  have  more  of  the  latter  than  they  can  dispose  of. 

In  1871  it  was  reported  in  the  Prairie  i^^rmer  "Record  of  the 
Season"  from  Marion  and  Morgan  counties  in  Illinois,  and  was  also 
abundant  in  Linn,  Louiija,  Washington,  Appanoose  and  other  counties 
in  Iowa,  according  to  the  State  Agricultural  Report  for  that  year.  In 

1872  it  was  more  wide-spread,  and  I  received  specimens  from  several 
€orrespondent8,in  Iowa  more  particularly.  It  was  reported  in  Louisa, 
Van  Buren,  Wapello,  Jefferson,  Muscatine,  Jasper,  Washington,  Iowa 

and  Adams  counties  in  that  State,  and  very  generally  in  Wisconsin,  in 

Ohio  and  in  Kentucky.  It  attracted  less  attention  in  Illinois  and  Mis- 
souri, though  I  met  with  it  frequently  in  the  last  named  State.  It  was 

also  reported  from  Tioga  county,  N.  Y.  Graphic  accounts  were  likewise 

pubjished  of  its  devastations  in  Tennessee,  and  the  California  Farmer 
of  July  25,  1872,  reported  legions  of  Array  Worms  as  appearing  over 

that  State  spontaneously,  and  'stripping  vines  and  potato  fields.' 
From  this  last  statement  I  infer  that  they  were  of  some  species  other 
than  the  one  we  are  considering. 

But  the  most  interesting  manifestation  of  the  insect  during  the 

year  1872  was  in  the  vicinity  of  Peshtigo,  in  the  northeastern  portion 
of  Wisconsin.  It  will  be  remembered  that  of  the  memorable  fires 

that  ravaged  the  northwestern  country  in  the  Fall  of  1871,  none,  after 
that  of  Chicago,  attracted  more  attention,  or  caused  more  sympathy 

for  the  sufferers  therefrom,  than  that  which  swept  through  Peshtigo, 

destroying  the  whole  town,  and  causing  numerous  deaths  and  great 

distress.  During  July  of  the  following  year  the  people  of  Peshtigo 

suffered  another  infliction  in  the  shape  of  armies  of  worms  that  de- 
stroyed the  crops  and  were  so  numerous  that  in  many  places  they 

could  be  shovelled  up  by  bushels,  and  fell  into  wells  in  such  myriads 
as  to  render  the  water  foul  and  useless.  This  case  has  such  an  inter- 

■esting  bearing  on  the  insect's  natural  history  that  I  shall  revert  to  it 
again  under  that  head.  For  the  present  it  is  only  necessary  to  say 
that  there  can  be  no  doubt  as  to  the  species,  as  specimens  received  by 

Dr.  LeBaron  and  by  myself  showed  it  to  be  the  insect  under  consid- 
■eration.  After  1872,  until  last  year,  the  Army  Worm  attracted  no  un- 

usual attention. 

ITS  HISTORY  IN  1875. 

During  the  latter  part  of  May,  or  just  about  the  time  that  there 

was  the  greatest  consternation  regarding  the  locusts,  our  papers  con- 
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tained  dispatches  from  various  parts  of  Southern  Illinois  and  Central 

Missouri  to  the  effect  that  the  Army  Worm  'lad  appeared  in  countless 
millions,  and  was  destroying  the  grain  crops  at  an  alarming  rate. 

During  the  last  week  of  that  mouili  Mr.  C.  M.  Samuels  of  Clinton, 
Ky.,  brought  specimens  to  my  office  with  the  statement  that  they  were 
common  and  doing  much  damage  all  over  the  northwestern  portion  of 
Kentucky.  It  was  also  reported  from  various  parts  of  Delaware  and 

of  Ohio  about  the  same  time.  Somewhat  later  it  appeared  in  Iowa, 

and  I  quote  the  following  account  of  its  advent  at  Fort  Madison,  Irom 
a  letter  from  Dr.  A.  W.  Hoffmeister : 

The  Army  Worm  was  very  troublesome  in  some  localities  near  Fort  Madisorr. 
About  the  tirsr  of  June  immense  numbers  ot  cnterpillars,  one-hnlf  inch  long,  were  ob- 

served in  low  grounds,  subject  to  overJlow  or  standing  water.  Their  ealiiiof  created  a 
noise  which  could  be  heard  at  a  distance  as  adull  {fratiiig  or  sawinj;  sound.  Aboulthe 
21 — 24  they  bored  into  the  ground  and  pupated,  and  in  about  two  wh»  ks  alter  np- 
peared  as  moths.  I  nad  caught  the  Lencania  unlpuncta  in  the  fall  of  1S75  and  spring, 
of  1876  in  great  numbers  by  the  process  ol  sugaring,  looking  at  both  st-asons  very 
fresh;  and  therefore  it  is  a  riddle  to  me  whetht  r  there  is  another  brood  or  whether 
some  pupffi  remain  dormant  till  fall  or  next  spring.  All  my  pupiB  hatched,  but  I  did 

not  see  the  moths  cohabit,  nor  did  I  tind  young  or  new  larvse'duringthe  summer.  .This- fall  the  moths  are  less  numerous  than  last  fall. 

During  the  latter  part  of  July  and  August  it  attracted  attention 
in  New  York,  and  by  the  middle  of  the  latter  month  was  swarming  on 

Long  Island.  In  September  and  October  it  was  extensively  reported 
in  New  England,  where  it  did  much  injury  to  Hungarian  grass  and  to 
oats.  Mr  B.  P.  Mann  of  Cambridge,  Mass.,  who  took  the  moth  at 

sugar  as  late  as  October  27,  sends  me  the  following  extracts  which 

will  show  the  time  of  year  and  the  numbers  in  which  they  appeared 

in  different  parts  of  New  England  : 

Army  Worms  are  very  destructive  to  vearetation  around  Misliias  [Maine.]  There 

has  been  nothing  like  them  since  1861.  *  *  *  "phe  Army  Worms 
have  appeared  in  larjfe  numbers  at  Colchester,  [Conn.]  and  are  doing  much  damage 
to  the  crop.s.     \_Bosto7i  Daily  Advertiser,  Aug,  10  and  11,  1875. 

The  Army  Worm  appeared  in  immense  numbers  on  Sunday  at  Sussex,  on  the 
government  railway  line,  east  of  St.  Jotin  [N  B.],  and  since  that  time  the  ravages  have 
created  wide-spread  alarm.  Fields  ot  gram  have  been  destroyed.  Horse  rollers  run 
over  the  road  where  they  crossed  did  not  perceptibly  lessen  their  numbers  A  dispatch 
from  Sr.  Andrews  says,  the  Army  Worm  invaded  that  town  yesterday,  covering  the 
streets,  fi.-lds  and  lanes  in  every  direction,  and  devouring  the  grass  and  grain  in  spite 
of  every  oppo-ition.    They  are  still  advancing.     [Ibid,  Aug.  12,  1875. 

A  worm  has  been  discovered  in  Hollister  [Muss  ]  in  such  large  quantities  as  ta 
lead  to  the  supposition  that  it  may  be  the  Army  Worm  again.  The  Jirmy  has  inva'led 
Delhain.  They  have  devastated  an  acre  of  Hungarian  owned  by  Mr.  Greenwood  Kidler, 
a  large  field  of  grass  for  Mr.  Luther  Fisher;  also  for  Mr.  L.  Baker.  [Ibid.  Aug  16, 
1875. 

The  south  shore  [of  Mass.]  in  the  vicinity  of  Black  Rock  has  of  late  been  visited 
with  an  innumerable  host  of  moths,  commonly  called  millers.  Thej' took  possession 
of  rooms  which  were  accessible  by  the  windows  being  lelt  open,  in  such  numbers  that 
it  was  the  work  of  days  to  rid  the  rooms  of  their  pre-ence.  Their  oriifin  is  a  mystery  ; 
but  they  entered  rooms  facing  north  in  such  flocks  that  it  is  a  theory  that  they  came  in 
from  the  sea.    la  one  small  room  800  were  killed.    [Ibid,  September  3,  1875. 
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ITS  HISTORY  INT  MISSOURI  IN  18T.-). 

The  most  noticeable  feature  connected  with  the  appearance  of  the 

worm  in  our  own  State  was  its  harmlessne&s,  or  non-appearance  in  the 
western  or  locust-stricken  portion.  Most  of  these  counties  are  large 

stock-raising  counties,  and  abound  in  rich  prairie  and  good  meadows. 
Under  ordinary  circumstances,  the  worms  would  have  flourished 

there;  but  last  spring,  though  I  have  records  of  their  appearance, the 
locusts  either  destroyed  them  or  caused  them  to  starve  before  they 

acquired  full  growth.  The  following  list  of  counties  in  which  no 
Army  Worms  were  noticed  or  in  which  they  were  soon  killed  out,  is 

made  up  from  reports  from  my  correspondents,  and  very  forcibly  illus- 
trates the  feature  referred  to  :  Andrew,  Barton,  Benton,  Buchanan, 

Bates,  Barry,  Caldwell,  Clay,  Clinton,  Cass,  Cedar,  .Daviess,  Dade, 

Dunklin,  Grundy,  Gentry,  Henry,  Harrison,  Hickory,  Holt,  Henry, 

Jackson,  Johnson,  Jasper,  Lafayette,  Linn,  Marion,  McDonald,  Macon, 

Newton,  Oregon,  Pulaski.  Pettis,  Putnam,  Ray,  Sullivan,  Scotland,  St. 
Clair,  Texas,  Taney  and  Yernon. 

In  nearly  all  of  the  counties  not  mentioned  I  have  records  of  its 
appearance,  and  often  in  such  numbers  that  whole  fields  and  meadows 
were  cut  down. 

SEXUAL  DIFFERENCES. 

As  throwing  light  on  the  mode  of  oviposition  the  sexual  charac- 
teristics interest  us.    The  sexes  at  first  glance  are  not  easily  distin- 
guished. There  are  no  colorational  differences,  nor  does  the  abdomen 

[Pig  18  ]  of   the  one  sex   differ  materially  in 
size  or  form  from  that  of  the  other. 
Yet  a  careful  examination  with  an 

ordinary  lens  will  enable  one  to 

separate  them  with  sufficient  certain- 
ty by  the  smoother  antennse  (Fig.  22. 

e)  and  more  pointed  abdomen  (Fig^ 

22,  h)  of  the  female  compared  to  the 
more  hairy  or  ciliate  antennas  (Fig. 

22,  d)  and  blunter  abdomen  of  the 

male  (Fig.  22,  a).  The  antenna3  of  the 
female  will  generally  be  found  quite 
naked  toward  the  base,  while  those 
of  the  male  show  two  rows  of  stiff 

hairs,  about  half  as  long  as  the  an. 
tennal  width.  In  both  sexes  the  tip 
of  the   abdomen  is   covered    with   a 

Genitalia  op  Male  Army  Wokm  Moth: — 
A,  eiui  of  b'ldy,  deuiuled  of  h;iirs,  showing 
the  upper  cUisps  protruding,  and  the  natural 
position  of  tlie  hidden  oigaas  by  dotted  lines; 
B,  the  organs  extruded. 
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brush  of  long  pale  hairs,  and  the  moment  these  are  brushed  away 
the  sex  is  at  once  easily  ascertained.  Suppose  now  we  pick  out  a 
male  for  examination  !  A  little  friction  with  a  stiff  camels  hair  brush 

will  soon  denude  the  tip  of  the  abdomen  without  injuring  the 
horny  parts,  when  we  shall  notice  two  rounded,  brown,  horny  lobes 

or  clasps  extending  somewhat  beyond  the  ultimate  joint  (Fig.  18,  A) 
the  lobes  some  distance  apart  below,  but  converging  until  they 
touch,  above.  A  careful  removal  of  the  chitinous  exterior  of  the 

two  terminal  joints  will  further  reveal  to  us  that  these  loljes 

are  but  parts  of  a  somewhat  complicated  arrangement,  admirably 

adapted  for  seizing  the  female,  and  consisting  chiefly  of  the  two  lobes 
referred  to,  of  two  smaller,  inferior  lobes,  and  of  two  intermediate 

organs  starting  from  a  knotty  base,  the  upper  one  curved  and  ending 

in  a  sort  of  beak,  the  lower  one  more  straight  and  ending  in  a  small 
cushion  of  contracted  membrane  above. 

c 
A  still  more  careful  exaniinatiou  will  show  that  the  upper  valves  (Fig.  IS,  c)  have    ,, 

a  rather  long  and  gradually  narrowing  stem,  and  that  they  broaden  irreguhirly,  the  ̂ _ 

hind  border  obliquing  beneath  and  the  lower  border  more  strongly  curved  than  the/*r 
upper  :  all  the  borders  are  thickened,  the  outer  surface  is  polished  and  dark  brown  andf-- 
the  inner  surface  is  clothed  with  stiff,  pale,  decumbent  hairs,  replaced  toward  the  po*^ 
terior  portion  with  brown,  retrose  spines.     (Fig.  IS,  h).    The  lower  valves  (Fig,  IS^rt) 
have  a  shorter  stem  and  are  more  regularly  rounded  :  each  is  co.iiposed  of  two  co<6^e-^' 
ous  layers  soldered  and  somewhat  thickened  at  the  borders,  the  outer  piece  easily  frac- 

tured and  detached,  pale  and  covered  sparsely  with  yery  minute  spines  ;  the  inner  one 
more  solid,  darker,  and  covered  with  a  dense  brush  of  long  pale  hairs.    The  upper, 

intermediate,  curved   organ  reminds   one  from  the  side  of  a  swan's  neck  and  head 
(Fig.  18,  e) :  it  is  yellowish  and  cylindrical,  dilates  and  enlarges  toward  the  end  and 
terminates  in  a  narrower  darker  beak,  the  sides  of  the  dilatation  behind  are  curled  up 
(Fig.  18,  g)  and  furnished  with  long  yellowish  hairs  behind,  and  the  beak  with  a  brush 

of  shorter  hairs.     The  lower  organ  or  penis  (Fig.  18,  /)  is  broader,  composed  of  mem- 
brane supported  by  two  principal  ribs — the  upper  one  curved,  the  lower  nearly  straight 

— and  ends  in  a  sponge-like,  superior  swelling,  which  in  life  may  be  considerably  ex- 
tended in  the  form  of  a  tube.    Both  those  intermediate  organs  play  on  a  strong  horny 

arch  which  is  generally  reti'acted,  but  which  can  be  raised  and  exserted  and  consider- 
ably dilated  as  in  Fig.  18,  B.- 

If  we  now  take  a  female  and  denude  the  tip  of  her  abdomen  in 

the  same  way,  we  shall  immediately  find  a  quite  difl'erent  and  far 
more  simple  structure,  namely,  a  thin  vertical  blade-like  valve,  more 
or  less  produced  or  elongated  on  the  upper  portion,  of  a  brown  color, 

but  with  a  broad,  slightly  thickened,  paler  border.    This  valve  plays 

*  A  earel'ul  examination  of  tlie  genital  organs  of  thirteen  d's  of  thi*  species  shows  very  consider- 
able variation  in  the  contour,  and  relative  size  of  all  these  di&irent  parts— so  much  so  as  to  convince 

me,  when  added  to  my  limited  examinations  of  the  same  parts  in  other  species,  that  nice  diflerences  in 
these  parts  alone  arc  of  no  speciflc  value. 
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[Fig.  10.] 

Army  Worsi  Moth:  — a,  end  of  abdomen 
deuudeil  and  hhowing  oviijositDi-  at  resi ;  b, 
same  with  ovii)o»itor  fully  e.\tended  ;  e,  J, 
retractile  subjoints;  A,  eggs— all  enlarged;  (j, 
eggs,  natural  size. 

into  two  retractile  subjoints  of  the 

body,  and  may  be  hidden  within  the 
terminal  joint  proper,  so  as  to  show 

only  the  upper  tip,  or  extended  as  in 

the  figure  (Fig.  19,  a).  It  is  in  reality 
composed  of  two  thin  layers,  closely 

appressed  except  at  the  upper  or 
dorsal  portion  near  the  base,  where 
it  swells  into  a  somewhat  angular 

ridge  outside  and  i?  hollow  within.  A 
more  careful  examination  will  show 

that  the  upper  portion  is  irregularly 
and  obliquely  striate  (Fig.  19,  d),  the 

striations  representing  folds  of  the 
membrane,  to  facilitate  expansion ; 

and  that  the  hind  border  is  garnished 

with  fine  hairs  which  easily  rub  off  and  leave  the  edge  quite  sharp, 

BO  that  the  two  layers  form  a  blade  which  is  admirably  adapted  to 

pressing  in  between  narrow  passages,  or  even  to  splitting  frail  and 

hollow  stalks.  In  life  this  ovipositor  plays  on  the  two  sub-joints  which 

may  be  greatly  extended,  and  when  so  extended  forms  a  somewhat, 

cylindrical  and  telescopic  tube  which  is  rendered  very  firm  by  a  series 

of  stout  muscles  within.  (Fig.  19,  h).  The  valve  opens  from  top  to 

bottom,  and  may  be  very  considerably  distended  so  as  to  make  way 

for  the  oviduct  which  is  a  quite  complicated  structure. 

NATURAL  HISTORY  OF  THE  ARMY  AVORM. 

Up  to  the  year  1861  our  knowledge  of  the  natural  history  of  the 

Army  Worm  had  remained  a  blank.  Nothing,  indeed,  of  a  scientific 

nature  had  been  published  respecting  it.  "  A  few  very  observing 

farmers  ventured  to  predict  its  appearance  during  very  wet  summers- 

succeeding  very  dry  ones.  They  did  not  know  why  this  was  the  case, 

but  it  was  a  fact  that  they  had  learned  from  experience.  It  was  also 

known  that  the  worm  attacked  only  the  grasses  and  cereals,  that  it 

was  gregarious  in  its  habits,  and  that  it  disappeared  suddenly,  in  a 

manner  as  seemingly  mysterious  as  that  in  which  its  advent  was  sup- 

posed to  have  been  made." 
In  1861,  however,  its  wide  spread  occurrence  over  the  country 

and  the  large  amount  of  injury  it  caused,  attracted  the  attention  not 

only  of  tarmers,  but  of  several  well  known  writers  on  economic  ento- 

mology and  agriculture.  Among  these  may  be  mentioned  my  late 

friends  B.  D.  Walsh,  of  Illinois,  and  J.  Kirkpatrick,  ot  Ohio;  and  Prof. 

Cyrus  Thomas,  of  Illinois,  Dr.  Asa  Fitch,  of  New  York,  and  J.  H.  Klip- 
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part,  of  Ohio.  Through  the  efforfs  of  these  gentlemen  the  worm  was 
for  the  first  time  connected  in  our  minds  with  the  parent  motli,  and 
several  parasites  were  ascertained  to  infest  the  species.  But  beyonr^. 
these  points— important  as  they  are— no  discoveries  were  made.  The 
complete  natural  history  of  the  species  has  yet  to  be  recorded. 
AVhere  facts  are  wanting  theories  flourish,  and  we  find  that  in  the 
PrairU Farmer,  the  Illinois  Farmer,  the  Field  Notes  and  the  Ohio 
Farmer,  some  very  spirited  articles  were  published  in  ISGl  by  Messrs. 
Walsh,  Klippart  and  Thomas  —the  controversy  between  the  first  two 
being  at  times  personal  and  acrimonious.  The  points  of  dispute  be- 

tween Messrs.  Walsh  and  Thomas  were,  1st,  whether  the  insect 
winters  in  the  egg  or  chrysalis  state  ;  2ud,  whether  it  is  single  or 
double  brooded— Mr.  Walsh  arguing  for  the  first  of  both  propositions. 
From  an  economic  view  these  points  are  of  vital  importance,  and 
though  they  have  not  yet  been  settled  by  direct  observation,  I  shall 
endeavor  to  settle  them,  as  far  as  it  is  possible,  by  deduction  from  the 
known  facts  in  the  case  that  bear  on  them.  Before  attempting  to  do 
so,  it  will  be  well  to  briefly  describe  the  Army  Worm  in  the  three 
states  in  which  it  is  known. 

"The  general  color  of  the  full  grown  worm  is  dingy 
black,  and  it  is  striped  longitudinally  as  follows:  On  the 
back  a  broad  dusky  stripe  ;.  then  a  narrow  black  line ; 
then  a  narrow  white  line ;  then  a  yellowish  stripe ;  then 
a  narrow  sub-obsolete  white  line;  then  a  dusky  stripe; 
then  a  narrow  white  line ;  then  a  yellowish  stripe  ; 
then  a  sub-obsolete  white  line  ;  belly,  obscure  green. 
CFig.  20.) 

"The  chrysalis  (Fig.  21)  is  of  a  shiny  mahogany- 
brown  color,  with    two    stiff  converging      [Fig.  21.] 
thorns  at  the  extremity,  having  two  fine 

^"iigroYn^Army    curled    hooks  each    side  of   them.     The 

general    color   of    the   moth    is   light  reddish-brown  or        u'omi.  ̂ '^^ 
fawn  color,  and  it  is  princi- 

pally characterized  by,  and 

receives  its  name  from,  a  white 

spot  near  the  center  of  its 

front  wings,  there  being  also 

a  dusky  oblique  line  running 

inwardly  from  their  tips.     The 

AuMT  WouM  MoTii:— rt,  male  moth;  h,  abilomen  of  fe-   aCCOmpauying  lllustratlOn 
male— nat.  size;  c,  eve:  d.  base  of  male  antenna;  c,  base  /w^-        ̂ ^^^  -n      i.  i  •        •  l. 
of  female  antenna-enlarged.  (J^lg.  22),    Will  SHOW  Wherein    it 

ER— 22 

[Fig.  22.] 

1^5?:: 
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differs  from  the  Southern  Cotton  Army-Worm,  notwithstanding  the 
colors  of  the  two  moths  are  nearly  alike.  Oar  Army  moth  wa& 

first  described  by  the  English  Entomologist  Haworth  in  the 

year  1810,  in  his  Lepidoptera  Brittanica^  page  174,  as  Noctua 

unipuncta.  Subsequently  the  French  Entomologist  Guenee  {Noc- 

tuUHes  I,  p.  77)  overlooking  the  former's  description,  and  regarding  it 

as  a  new  species,  named  it  Leucania  extranea.  Of  course  Ilaworth's 
name  takes  the  precedence.  It  is  considered  a  common  species  even 

in  European  collections,  and  Guenee  mentions  it  as  occurring  in  Bra- 
zil. A  variety  without  the  white  spot  occurs  in  Java  and  India,  and 

still  another,  lacking  the  white  spot,  and  having  a  dark  border  on  the 

hind  wings,  occurs  in  Australia  ;  while  an  occasional  specimen  has 

been  captured  in  England.  A  figure  is  given  in  Stainton's  Entomolo- 
gist's Annual  for  1860,  of  one  captured  there  in  1859,  but  if  the  figure 

is  a  correct  one,  the  specimen  is  much  lighter  than  ours,  and  the  char- 

acteristic white  spot  is  not  nearly  so  conspicuous."* 
Whenever  this  moth  is  noticed  to  be  unusually  abundant  in  Fall 

or  Spring,  the  worm  may  be  looked  for  in  the  early  summer  following^ 
and  the  preventive  measures  that  will  be  subsequently  indicated 
should  be  more  particularly  adopted  on  such  occasions.  As  of  over  a 

hundred  correspondents  of  whom  I  have  asked  whether  or  not  they 

are  acquainted  with  this  bufi"-colored  moth,  all  but  six  have  answered 
in  the  negative,  and  some  few  have  even  supposed  the  Tachina-flies 
that  accompany  the  worms  to  be  the  parents  of  the  latter;  I  have 

made  a  new  figure  (Fig.  22,  a)  which  with  the  above  description  will 
enable  the  reader  to  recognize  it. 

DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  EGG. 

An  examination  of  the  egg  as  disclosed  in  those  moths  which 

have  the  ovaries  fully  developed,  shows  it  to  be  spherical,  smooth  or 

but  very  faintly  shagreened,  with  no  ribs  or  sculpture  whatsoever.  The 

shell  is  quite  delicate  and  semi-transparent,  apparently  of  a  dirty 
white  or  yellowish  color.  It  measures  0.5  mm.  in  diameter,  or 

about  three-hundredths  of  an  inch.  In  the  abdomen  these  eggs 

are  so  closely  pressed  together  in  rows  (Fig.  19,  g.  h.)  that  they  often 

present  two  flat  sides  from  the  pressure.  I  have  counted  upward  of 
two  hundred  in  a  single  female,  so  that  the  fpecies  is  quite  prolific. 

WHERE  ARE  THE  EGGS  LAID  ? 

Omne  mvum  ab  ovo — Every  creature  springs  from  an  egg  !    Not 
only  from  analogy,  but  from  the  universality  of  the  law  expressed  in 

the  foregoing  phrase,  we  could  safely  conclude  with  absolute  certainty 

'that  our  Army  Worm  comes  from  an  egg,  even  if  I  had  not  justdem- 

•Mr.  Herman  Strecker,  of  Reading,  Pa. ,  informs  me  that  lie  has  specimens  from  Sew  Zealand 
and  Australia,  undistinguishable  from  ours. 
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onstrated  the  fact.  Further,  we  may  conclude  with  sufficient  certainty 
that  the  egg  is  laid  by  the  parent  moth  and  hatches  outside  her  body. 

Analogy  would  also  indicate  that  it  is  laid  on  the  insect's  preferred 
food-plants ;  it  being  a  very  general  law  in  insect  life  that  the  parent, 
with  wonderful  instinct,  commits  her  eggs  to  the  plant  on  which  the 
larvos  or  young  are  destined  to  feed,  if  these  are  herbivorous  by 

nature.  Analogy  is  not,  however,  an  infallible  guide,  here,  for  we 

have  seen  in  the  case  of  the  Fall  Army  Worm  that  the  parent  fre- 
quently deposits  her  eggs  on  the  leaves  of  deciduous  trees,  which 

leaves  the  worms  do  not  feed  upon,  but  from  which,  upon  hatching, 

they  instinctively  descend,  so  as  to  get  at  more  congenial  herbage  be- 

low (Rep.  Ill,  p.  114).  Yet  there  are  many  recorded  facts  and  observa- 
tions which  indicate  that  the  Army  Worm  moth  follows  the  more  gen- 
eral rule,  and  that  she  commits  her  eggs  to  the  stalks  of  perennial 

grasses  and  of  cereals,  whether  these  be  cut  or  still  standing. 

Nevertheless,  the  fact  remains  that  no  one  has  ever  seen  the  eggs 

of  the  Army  Worm  moth,  naturally  deposited;*  and  even  if  we  admit 
the  correctness  of  the  last  conclusion,  it  still  remains  conjectural  as  to 

whether  they  are  laid  within  or  upon  the  stalks,  single  or  in  masses, 

in  the  Summer,  in  the  Fall  or  in  the  Spring.  Nothing  but  direct  ob- 
servation will  fully  and  satisfactorily  answer  these  questions;  though 

we  may  by  proper  scientific  method  come  to  pretty  safe  conclusions 

regarding  them. 
Alive  to  the  importance  and  interest  attaching  to  these  questions, 

I  made  every  provision  last  summer  that  I  deemed  necessary  to  their 

settlement.  But  "  the  best  laid  schemes  o'  mice  and  men  gang  aft 

agley! "  Having  to  leave  for  Europe  just  as  the  worms  were  entering 
the  ground  to  pupate,  I  gave  full  and  explicit  directions  to  my  clerk, 

Mr.  Otto  Lugger,  for  carrying  on  the  requisite  experiments  and  ob- 
servations, with  instructions  to  spare  neither  time  nor  means  in  pursu- 

ance of  the  object  in  view.  The  insect  was  abundant  on  many  farms 

in  St.  Louis  and  Jeflferson  counties,  and  everything  seemed  propitious 

for  fruitful  observations.  Mr.  Lugger  proved,  by  extensive  breeding 

of  the  moths  and  attempts  to  obtain  the  eggs  in-doors,  that  which  I 
have  repeatedly  proved  in  previous  years,  viz  :  that  the  eggs  cannot 

be  so  obtained.  Beyond  that,  his  work  was  fruitless  ;  for  unfortunately 

the  rains  in  June  and  July  were  so  frequent  and  copious,  as  to  materi- 
ally hinder  out-door  observations.  Search  for  the  moths  in  fields 

where  the  worms  had  swarmed  a  few  weeks  before  was  so  vain  as  to 

*The  only  purportetl  descriptiou  of  the  eggs  is  by  Mr.  S.  P.  Fowler,  in  a  letter  to  F.  W.  Putnam, 

quoted  by  Mr.  C.  A.  Shurtleff  of  Brookline,  Mass.,  (Proc.  Essex  Ins.  Vol.  Ill)  in  his  ' '  KeiDort  on  the 
Army  Worm;"  and  which  evidently  refers  to  Miirogaslcr  cocoons. 
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lead  to  the  belief  that  the  insects  must  have  been  in  great  part,  if  not 

entirely,  drowned  out  in  this  locality.  In  default  of  direct  observa- 

tion, let  us  see  to  what  conclusion  a  careful  study  of  the  structure  of 
the  insect  will  lead  us. 

At  first  view  it  seems  singular  that  the  eggs  of  an  insect  that  ap- 

pears in  such  countless  myriads  from  Maine  to  Georgia,  and  from  Vir- 

ginia to  Kansas,  should  have  remained  undiscovered  either  by  farm- 
ers or  entomologists.    Desiring  to  attract  attention  to  the  subject  I 

offered  in  the   columns  of  the  Prairie  Farmer,  last  September,   a 

reward  of  §20,00  to  any  one  who  would  send  me  the  eggs  of  the  insect ; 

but  no  one  claimed  the  reward.     One  of  the  obstacles  that  has  stood 

in  the  way  of  discovering  these  eggs  is  that,  as  soon  as  the  worms  have 

multiplied  so  prodigiously  as  to  attract  attention,  their  natural  enemies 

become  so   multiplied  that   a  vei;y  small   per   cent,   of    the  worms 

entering  the  ground  issue  again  as  moths.    A  second  reason  is  that, 

during  seasons  when  the  insect  is  not  numerous  and  attracts  no  atten- 

tion, no  one  thinks  of  searching  for  these  eggs.     A  third  reason  is 

that,  as  already  stated,  the  moth  does  not  oviposit  in  confinement.     I 

venture  to  suggest  a  fourth  probable  reason  that  has,  hitherto,  oc- 
curred to  nobody :  it  is  that  the  eggs  are,  for  the  most  part,  secreted 

where  they  are  not  easily  seen.     Structure  is  an  infallible  index  to 

habit.     Look  whichever  way  we  may,  in  studying  organic  life,  we  find 

perfect  adaptation  of  means  to  ends — special  organs  to  special  pur- 

poses.   To  approach  at  once  the  subject  under  consideration,  we  find 

the  ovipositors  of  insects,  or  rather  the  external  parts  that  shield  and 

guide  them,  modified  in  a  thousand  ways  to  fit  them  for  conveying  the 

eggs  to  their  destination.    Look  at  the  piercing  and  boring  and  sting- 
ing instruments  of  the  Ichneumons,  extending  in  some  instances  as  in 

Khyssa,  several  inches  from  the  tip  of  the  body!    Look  at  the  more 

or  less  perfect  saws  of  the  Saw-flies  which  insert  their  eggs  in  the  ten- 
der stems  or  in  the  parenchyma  of  leaves  of  many  plants  !    Examine 

the  ovipositor  of  the  Cicada  and  of  many  of  our  tree-hoppers,  and  see 
how  admirably  they  are  adapted  to  splitting  and  puncturing  twigs  ! 

The  slender-bodied  Dragon-flies  belonging  to  the  genera  JEsohna  and 

Agrion  have  an  instrument  springing  from  the  base  of  the  penulti- 
mate joint,  composed  of  four  slightly  curved  horny  pieces,  the  outer 

pair  sharp  and  notched  near  the  tip,  and  the  inner  pair  both  striate 

and  serrate,  so  as  to  perform  the  three  ofiices  of  awl,  saw  and  file — the 
whole  admirably  adapted  for  puncturing  the  stems  of  water  plants.   The 

female  of  the  common  Plum  Curculio  has,  lying  beneath  the  pygi- 

d&  m  a  beautiful  horny  exsertile   spoon-shaped  contrivance,  with  a 
decarving  point,  wherewith  to  guide  her  egg  beneath  the  skin  of  the 
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punctured  fruit.  The  reader  of  these  reports  needs  not  to  be  told  how 

admirably  the  ovipositors  of  the  different  Katydids  are  adapted  to 

splitting  the  thin  edge  of  a  leaf,  to  penetrating  a  twig,  or  to  rasping 
the  same,  according  to  the  manner  in  which  the  eggs  are  laid ;  nor 

need  he  go  beyond  the  case  of  the  locust,  with  her  drilling  valves  for 
an  example  of  the  same  admirable  adaptation.  To  come  to  moths,  let 

me  illustrate  by  a  few  examples  taken  alike  from  these  reports.  Mark 

the  sword-like  sheath  and  the  extremely  acute,  wirey,  elastic,  thread- 
like organ  (Rep  V,  Fig.  74,  j)  which  is  to  convey  the  egg  of  the  Yucca 

Moth  to  its  destination  through  the  tender  flesh  of  the  forming  fruit :  the 

horny,  telescopic  process  (ajite  fig.  9,  e)  that  enables  the  Spring  Canker 
Worm  Moth  to  thrust  her  eggs  into  cracks  and  cavities  and  beneath 

close-lying  scales  of  bark  !  The  ovipositor  of  the  Stalk  Borer  (  Go?'- 
tyna  nitela^  Rep.  I,  Fig.  35)  which  in  the  larva  state  burrows  in  the 

stem  of  the  Potato  and  of  a  variety  of  other  plants,  ends  in  a  pair  of 

horny  nippers  which  open  laterally  (Fig. 

23.)  When  closed  they  form  a  wedge  which 

seems  admirably  adapted  to  prying  be- 
tween a  terminal  leaf  bud  or  into  the  ten- 

der union  of  leaf  with  stem,  and  it  is  more 

than  probable  that  the  eggs  are  so  placed. 

That  of  the  Fall  Army  Worm,  the  eggs  of 

which  are  laid  in  exposed  masses  and  covered  with  down,  is  a  mere 

fleshy,  slightly  bifid  protuberance,  generally  hidden  altogether  out  of 

sight  in  a  dense  mass  of  soft  scales  and  down,  which  fills  the  end  of 
the  abdomen  and  which  is  easily  detached  and  used  in  oviposition  by 

merely  rubbing  against  the  surface  on  which  the  eggs  are  being  laid, 
and  perhaps  also  by  the  use  of  the  bifid  ovipositor  for  that  purpose. 
In  detaching  the  rather  abundant  pale  hair  that  adorns  the  end  of  the 

[Fig.  w]  abdomen  outside,  one  issur- 

\  prised  at  the    profusion  of 

black  and  gra}'^  downy  mat 
ter  that  crowds  the  inside. 

If  we  examine  that  of  the         ̂   ^ 
Ovipositor  of  Uxat) jied  Rustic  : — 

parent  of  the  Variegated  .«'  as  it  appears  ut  end  of  abdomen; ^  ^  o,  when  exteuCeu. 

Cut-worm — the  Unarmed  Rustic  (Rep.  I,  p.  72,)  the 
eggs  of  which  (Fig.  24)  are  exposed  and  not  pro- 

tected with  any  covering,  we  shall  find  that  it  also  is 

a  mere  fleshy,  retractile  tubercle  (Fig.  25)  capable 

^  of  slight  elongation.    This  last  may  be   taken  as   an 
Egg^    of     Uxarmfd  o  o  ./ 

raia^gMiTl'  iTatchm-^^^'^P^®  ̂ ^  the  typical  form  of  ovipositor  in  all  moths tural  size. 

Ovipositor  of  Goktyna  nitela:— a 
showing  it  excerted  from  tip  of  abdo- 

men; b,  showing  it  from  above. 
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which  lay  their  eggs  unprotected  in  exposed  places;  and  wherever 
there  is  any  great  modification  of  it,  we  may  feel  sure  that  it  is  for 

some  special  purpose,  and  indicates  some  other  than  the  ordinary  mode 

of  oviposition.  Now  if  we  study  the  structure  of  the  ovipositor  of  Leu- 
cania  as  exhibited  on  page  3i{,  we  shall  find  that  it  is  admirably  adapted 

either  to  clasping  the  edge  of  a  grass-blade  or  of  a  slender  glass-stem, 
and  attaching  the  eggs  in  rows  therealong,  or  still  better  to  pressing 

in  between  and  then  widening  long  and  narrow  passages,  such  as  oc- 
cur between  the  sheath  and  stalk  of  grasses  and  grains,  especially 

just  above  the  joints.  It  might  even  be  used  for  splitting  the  more 

fragile,  yielding  and  hollow  stalks  of  grain,  and  of  some  of  the  tame 

grasses,  though  it  evidently  could  not  be  inserted  into  the  more  solid 
and  pithy  stalks  of  most  wild  grasses.  It  is  my  belief,  therefore,  that 

the  eggs  of  the  Army  Worm  are  secreted  for  the  most  part  between 

the  sheath  and  stalk  of  its  food  plants  just  above  the  joints.  Euro- 
pean observations  do  not  help  us  much  in  forming  any  opinion;  for 

the  eggs  of  no  species  of  the  genus  seem  to  have  been  observed. 

The  fact  is  well  known,  however,  that  the  larvas  of  those  species 

which  frequent  more  particularly  aquatic  grasses  and  reeds,  often 

retreat  and  live  within  the  stems  ;  while  other  insects  of  the  same 

family,  and  notably  those  of  the  very  closely  allied  genus  Nonagria 

naturally  live  within  the  stems  of  reeds  and  flags.  Ifind  upon  exam- 
ination of  such  European  species  as  I  have  been  able  to  observe 

{iwjpura  KWAu  and  Uthargyria  Esp.)  that  the  ovipositor  is  constructed 
after  the  same  plan,  as  are  also  those  of  our  other  American  species 

of  the  genus;  the  difference,  when  there  is  any,  being  in  the  more 

pointed  upper  portion  and  lesser  prominence  of  the  rounder,  lower 
portion  of  the  valve.  These  facts  lend  some  further  weight  to  the 
deductions  I  have  drawn. 

There  are  many  good  reasons,  also,  for  believing  that  perennial 

grasses  are  preferred  by  the  moth,  and  that  the  eggs  are  seldom  con- 

signed to  the  stalks  of  annuals.  From  about  130  practical  and  intel- 
ligent farmers  living  in  different  parts  of  Missouri,  to  whom  I  have 

directly  put  the  question:  "  What  is  your  experience  as  to  where  the 

eggs  of  the  Army  Worm  Moth  are  laid?"  the  large  majority  reply 
that  they  have  made  no  observations  and  have  no  knowledge.  A 

number  give  it  as  their  opinion  (and  it  is  undoubtedly  a  correct  one) 

that  the  eggs  are  laid  in  grass  that  has  not  been  pastured  and  in  old 

meadows;  a  smaller  number  that  they  are  laid  in  oats  stubble  ;  still 

others  that  they  are  laid  in  old  straw  stacks;  and  a  few  that  they  are 

laid  in  the  ground  in  sheltered  and  moist  places.    These  opinions  are 
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founded  not  on  any  direct  observations  on  the  eggs,  but  on  the  locali- 
ties from  which  the  worms  were  noticed  to  come  last  spring;  and  as 

the  experience  of  some  of  my  correspondents  on  these  points  is  inter- 
esting, I  give  a  few  extracts  herewith  : 

First  noticed  on  low  and  level  land— [Dr.  A.  H.  Dye,  Lamar,  Barton  county. 

On  level  land  ;  the  opinion  prevails  here  that  they  were  most  numerous  on  land 
that  had  been  previously  cropped  to  oats  or  Hungarian  grass — VVm.  H.  Avkry,  same 
place. 

First  noticed  in  old  meadows— [S,  S.  Smith,  Bertrand,  Mississippi  county. 

My  opinion  is  that  they  originate  in  wet  meadows — [J.  M.  Anthony,  Frederick- 
town,  Madison  county. 

In  every  instance,  so  far  as  we  have  been  able  to  observe  in  this  neighborhood, 
they  came  trom  the  stubble  near  and  among  the  roots  of  the  grass  in  meadows;  and 
they  were  noticed  about  the  roots  of  the  grass  when  as  small  in  diameter  as  the  finest 
needle — [Robt.  E.  Caskie,  Rocheport,  Boone  county. 

All  whom  I  have  spoken  to  describe  them  "  to  seem  to  just  come  out  of  the  ground 
in  old  meadoivs,  regardless  of  high  or  low  situation."  In  some  instances  they  came 

from  old  ̂ rravv  staclis,  2  years  old.— [Wm.  Riehl,  Fotosi,  Washington  county.' 
There  were  some  Army  Worms  in  a  few  localities  in  low  meadow  land  in  this  and 

the  east  edge  of  Callaway  county. — [E,  R.  Brown,  Montgomery  City,  Montgomery 
county. 

The  worms  hatched  in  low  meadows  first,  and  afterwards  on  higher  lands,  such 
as  meadows  and  wheat  fields,  and  in  some  Instances  they  hatched  in  fields  planted  in 

•corn. — [Henry'  Bruihl,  Appleton,  Cape  Girardeau  Co. 

On  low  land. — [S.  B.  Bailey',  Dundee,  Franklin  Co. 

Noticed  on  both  high  and  low,  but  were  far  more  numerous  on  low  meadow 
lands.  No  prairie  here.  They  seemed  to  come  from  wheat  straw  cut  in  June  and 
trashed  in  October ;  timothy  cut  in  June  and  July,  old  dead  weeds,  and  trash  of  all 
«orts  that  had  lain  over  winter  seemed  their  native  home.  Pastures  or  meadows  pas- 

tured bare  previous  Fall,  were  not  infested. — [VVh.  Carr,  Belleview,  Iron  Co. 

They  were  first  observed  on  high  land  and  appeared  in  our  flower  garden,  where 
we  had  used  considerable  straw  and  trash  as  a  mulch. — [W.  S.  Goodman,  Mt.  Vernon, 
Lawrence  Co. 

On  the  farm  of  Mr.  Henry  Elliott,  joining  my  wheat,  are  extensive  Timothy  mea- 
•dows  and  old  pastures  ot  Che  same  of  twenty  years  standing,  all  of  which  were  ruined 
so  far  as  the  then  growing  crop  was  concerned.  Certainly  they  must  have  been  bred 
in  those  meadows  and  pastures ;  if  not,  I  know  not  from  whence  they  came.  High  and 
low  lands  were  alike  intested.  A  few  seemed  to  start  from  woodland  pastures  where 
stock  fodder  had  been  fed  twelve  months  before,  making  their  way  into  growing  corn 
near  by.  This  I  observed  in  two  places  half  a  mile  apart. — [Thos.  Mitchell,  Boon- 
ville,  Cooper  Co. 

I  think  their  appearance  as  a  general  thing  was  first  in  low  lands,  but  in  a  very 
short  time  they  spread  over  the  hill  lands  as  though  they  all  came  up  out  of  the  ground 
at  once.  They  were  most  destructive  near  old  straw  piles. — [J.  B.  Douglass,  Columbia, 
Boone  Co. 

In  every  old  hay  or  straw  stack  place  there  were  more  or  less  of  them,  and  to  such 
an  extent  did  they  come  from  such  places,  that  such  places  were  fired  to  destroy  them. 
On  our  place  there  were  but  few,  and  those  from  hay  stacks;  the  hay  was  cut  the  latter 
part  of  the  June  preceding. — [L.  A.  Brown,  Boonsboro,  Howard  Co. 

There  were  none  noticed  on  the  upland  in  this  county,  but  they  were  very  numer- 
ous on  creek  bottoms  in  the  southern  part  of  the  county.— [D.  P.  Dy'er,  Warrenton, Warren  Co. 

A  piece  of  my  fiirm  was  adjoining  a  straw  rick,  some  of  which  was  from  the  crop 

■of  73,  some  from  '72,  and  I  am  thoroughly  convinced  that  the  Army  Worm  has  its  origin 
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in  old  straw  piles.  Many  fine  meadows  in  the  county  were  entirely  de«-troyed  by  them^ 
and  in  every  instance,  upon  inquiry.  I  found  tiiey  could  be  traced  to  the  old  ricks  ot" 
straw  contiguous  to  the  meadows.  They  would  pass  from  meadow  to  meadow,  going 
through  tields  of  wheat,  eating  only  the  cheat. — [F.  M.  Dixon,  Jeflerson  City,  Cole  Co. 

They  invariably  hatch  in  low  lands  or  in  or  about  old  straw  yards  and  low  prai- 
ries. They  do  not  seem  to  inhabit  high  lands,  or  visit  them  as  frequently  as  low 

grounds.— [Elihu  Canaday,  Jones  City,  Pettis  Co. 

The  above  experience  accords  with  that  of  a  large  number  of 

persons  who  have  observed  the  insect  in  years  past ;  and  from  it  we 

may  conclude,  1st,  that  the  moth  lays  her  eggs  in  standing  grass  and 
grain  stalks,  but  also  in  such  as  have  been  cut  and  made  into  stacks 
and  ricks. 

WHEN  ARE  THE  EGGS  LAID  ? 

This  question  can  only  be  answered  in  a  positive  manner  when 

that  we  have  just  been  considering  is  definitely  settled.  Neverthe- 
less, we  have  facts  enough  to  warrant  our  drawing  conclusions  with 

sufficient  confidence.  Practically  the  knowledge  of  the  time  of  de- 
position is  almost  as  important  as  that  of  the  place.  There  have  been, 

and  can  well  be,  but  two  opinions,  viz.,  that  they  are  laid  either  in  the 

Spring  or  in  the  Fall.  Every  one  who  has  had  anything  to  do  with  the 

rearing  of  this  moth  or  who  has  given  any  attention  to  it,  knows  that 

in  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis,  it  issues  on  an  average  in  from  two  to 
three  weeks  after  the  worm  enters  the  ground.  In  this  latitude  they 

may  be  taken  abundantly  at  sugar,  from  the  middle  of  June  to 

October.  During  all  this  time  they  may  be  noticed,  when  abundant, 

in  our  pastures  and  meadows,  and  especially  in  such  as  are  rank  and 

undisturbed.  They  have  a  strong  flight,  and  in  alighting  dash  down 

into  the  grass,  apparently  without  any  caytion,  and  from  observations 

which  Prof.  Thomas  made  last  summer,  it  would  appear  that  they 

mostly  fly  close  to  the  ground  and  ascend  but  a  few  feet,  since, 

though  they  were  common  about  his  residence,  none  reached  his  bed- 
chamber on  the  second  floor.  My  own  experience  accords  with  this. 

The  most  interesting  feature  about  this  moth  in  the  present  connec- 
tion, is  that  the  ova  are  without  any  appreciable  development  at  the 

time  of  issuing,  for  which  reason,  as  1  have  already  stated,  I  have 

always  been  unable  to  obtain  eggs  in  confinement.  By  pressing  the 
abdomen  so  as  to  extrude  to  their  utmost  the  telescopic  joints  on  which 

the  ovipositor  plays,  the  ovaries  will  issue  from  the  lower  part  of  the 
valve  in  the  form  of  two  little  white  sacks.     A  week  after  the  moth 

ssues  the  eggs  are  only  just  discernible  in  these  sacks,  like  so  many 

little  specks  all  very  regularly  and  beautifully  arranged. 
In  order  to  throw  light  on  the  question  under  consideration,  I 

have   dissected   and  carefully  examined  a  large  number  of  female 
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moths  from  different  parts  of  the  country,  and  would  right  here  tender 

my  thanks,  for  their  readiness  in  furnishing  material  from  the  locali- 
ties where  they  reside,  to  the  following  gentlemen  :  A.J.  Packard,  Jr., 

Salem,  Mass.;  H.  A.  Hagen,  Cambridge,  Mass.;  J.  A.  Lintner  and  Otto 

Meske,  Albany,  N.  Y. ;  Hermann  Strecker,  Reading,  Fa. ;  A.  W.  Hoff- 
meister,  Fort  Madison,  Iowa;  A.  Bolter  and  O.  S.  Westcott,  Chicago, 

Ills.,  and  Cyrus  Thomas,  Carbondale,  Ills.  The  result  of  these  examin- 
ations proves  that  several  weeks  must  elapse  from  the  time  the  moth 

first  appears  belore  she  can  lay  eggs.  I  have  found  these  fully  de- 

veloped in  only  three  specimens,  one  obtained  of  Dr.  Hagen,  and  cap- 
tured in  Maryland  (time  not  known)  and  two  taken  by  myself  in  St. 

Louis  county,  in  the  month  of  September.  They  have  fair  develop- 

ment in  some  of  the  specimens  taken  during  the  same  month  in  Chi- 

cago and  New  York,  whereas  in  most  of  the  specimens  I  have  exam- 

ined— many  of  them  taken  as  late  as  August  and  September  in  Iowa, 

New  York  and  Massachusetts — the  eggs  have  been  found  very  imma- 
ture. This  has  likewise  been  the  case  with  the  few  that  I  have  been 

able  to  examine  that  were  captured  in  the  Spring.  I  am  inclined  to 

think  that  this  is  owing  to  the  fact  that  most  of  the  specimens  in  the 

cabinets  of  entomologists  are  fresh  specimens,  either  bred  in-doors 
and  killed  soon  after  issuing,  or  taken  at  sugar.  There  can  be  little 

doubt  that  the  moth  lives  several  weeks,  or  even  months.  Its  tongue 

is  very  stout  and  by  it  the  moth  can  perhaps  obtain  nourishment  from 

the  moisture  and  juice  from  the  tender  base  of  grass  stalks,*  as  well 
as  from  the  nectar  of  flowers.  It  naturally  seeks  rank  grass  plots, 

swamps  or  prairies,  and  once  there  would  hardly  be  attracted  to 

timber  where  sugaring  is  generally  carried  on. 

In  my  second  Report  I  stated  my  belief  that  in  this  latitude  the 

bulk  of  the  eggs  are  laid  in  the  Fall  of  the  year,  and  only  the  excep- 
tional few  in  the  Spring.  This  opinion  was  based  on  a  large  amount 

of  testimony  that  might  be  cited  to  show  that  the  worm  never  hatches 

the  same  year  on  land  that  was  ploughed  late  in  the  Fall  or  in  the 

Spring,  or  in  grass  or  grain  sown  in  Spring. f  and  that  where  meadows 
or  grass  plots  have  been  burned  in  winter,  they  have  been  exempt 

from  the  ravages  of  the  worm,  while  non-burned  and  adjacent  grass 

has  swarmed  with  it ;  also  on  the  further  fact  that,  so  far  as  my  ex- 
perience goes,  the  raoths  are  more  numerous  in  the  Fall  than  in  the 

*  The  Germans  apply  the  term  ' '  honey -sweating"  to  some  grasses. 
t  The  testimony  on  these  points  is  conclusive,  as  any  one  can  see  by  carefully  perusing  the  Eeport 

which  B.  D.  Walsh  published  on  the  insect  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Illinois  Natural  History  Society 
for  ISGl.  In  1875  the  same  facts  were  observed,  and  Mr.  C.  M.  Samuels,  of  Clinton,  Ky.,  reports  to  me 
that  all  over  that  country  where  the  worms  were  bad  in  May,  they  came  from  low  grass  lands,  and  that 

they  never  occm-red  on  lands  broken  the  previous  Fall,  though  often  abounding  right  alongside,  ou 
unbroken  lands. 
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Spring.  But  upon  reflection  we  shall  find  that  the  first  class  of  evi- 
dence does  not  preclude  their  being  laid  also  in  Spring;  for  if,  as  I 

believe,  the  moth  oviposits  by  choice  in  mature  grass,  hay  and  stub- 
ble, the  burning  and  plowing  of  fields  would  equally  deprive  her  of 

the  favorite  nidus.  The  greater  scarcity  of  the  moths  in  Spring  may, 

also,  only  be  apparent,  and  due  to  the  fact  that  they  are  more  busy 

ovipositing.  From  the  examination  of  over  50  females  caught  in  the 

Fall — only  3  of  which  had  well  developed  eggs — as  well  as  from  the 
many  other  considerations  brought  forward  in  this  article,  I  am  now 

more  inclined  to  believe  that  the  bulk  of  the  eggs,  even  in  this  lati- 
tude, are  laid  in  Spring,  or  early  in  the  growing  season,  and  that  the 

smaller  proportion  are  laid  in  the  Fall.  That  such  is  the  case  further 

north,  is  pretty  certain.  The  further  north  we  go,  the  fewer  eggs  will 
be  laid  in  the  Fall. 

Exceptional  and  abnormal  occurrences  often  help  us  very  mate- 
rially in  such  questions  as  these.  The  remarkable  appearance  of  the 

worm,  as  already  described  {ante^  p.  28)  in  and  around  Peshtigo,  Wis- 
consin, in  the  year  following  the  memorable  fires  that  swept  over  that 

country  in  October,  1871,  was  very  interesting  in  this  connection. 

The  conflagration  was  very  general,  and  occurred  so  late  in  the  sea- 
son as  to  preclude  the  idea  that  the  eggs  were  subsequently  laid  that 

«ame  Fall.  It  is  barely  possible  that  many  of  the  eggs  may  have 

escaped,  for  though  in  some  places  the  heat  was  sufficient  to  cook 

potatoes  two  or  three  inches  under  ground,  in  others  grass  and  grain 

in  low  places,  though  scorched,  were  not  materially  injured,  and  these 

are  just  the  places  were  the  Army  Worm  eggs  are  most  likely  to  be 
laid.  But  after  taking  much  pains  to  get  at  all  the  facts,  I  believe 

that  the  Peshtigo  experience  proves  conclusively  that  in  that  higher 

latitude  the  bulk  of  the  eggs  are  laid  in  the  Spring.  The  following 

letter  from  Mr.  A.  J.  Langworthy,  of  Milwaukee,  is  interesting  as  giv- 
ing particulars  and  dates: 

The  worm  appeared  about  the  1st  of  July,  and  originated  on  the  low,  swampy 
lands,  soils  evenly  burned,  which  abound  in  small  patches  all  over  the  burned  district. 
The  territory  burned  over  was  before  the  tire  at  least  three-fourths  woodland,  and  a  com- 

paratively wild  country,  with  no  prairie  at  all.  No  part  of  the  country  invaded  by  the 
worm  escaped  the  disastrous  conllagration.  which  did  its  work  on  the  9th  of  October, 
1871,  at  night,  at  the  same  time  with  the  Chicago  fire,  and  was  followed  by  moderate 
rains  very  soon  after,  which  extinguished  most  of  the  burning  embers.  By  the  20ih 
November  following  winter  had  set  in  with  snow  which  did  not  disappear  in  the  woods 
until  the  following  April.  I  should  say  that  the  ravages  of  the  worm  about  Peshtigo 
were  confined  to  an  area  not  exceeding  4  by  G  to  8  miles — and  that  they  originated  oa 
the  low  grounds  that  had  been  formerly  covered  with  a  dense  growth  of  white  cedar, 

which  is  the  case  in  all  these  swampy  indentations.  *  *  -'  Not  one-half  inch 
•of  rain  had  fallen  in  the  doomed  territory,  from  the  1st  of  May  until  after  the  fire  in  the 
Fall,  so  that  the  extraordinary  drouth  may  have  been  favorable  to  the  propagation  of 
these  insects.  The  worms  in  their  line  of  march,  through  the  "sugar  bushes,"  a  little 
west  of  where  the  village  of  Peshtigo  stood,  devoured  everything  in  their  course,  even 
to  the  corn  and  onions,  filling  the  wells,  houses  and  barns  of  the  few  inhabitants,  and 
driving  them  in  dismay  from  beyond  their  presence. 
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We  may  justly  conclude,  therefore,  that  the  disputants  who  have 
been  contending,  on  the  one  hand  for  the  Fall  and  on  the  other  for 

the  Spring  oviposition  of  the  Army  Worm  J\[oth,  have,  as  in  so  many 
other  cases  of  like  nature,  both  been  right  and  both  been  wrong. 

They  were  looking  at  the  same  shield  from  opposite  sides.  I  am  very 

much  inclined  to  believe  that  whether  the  moths  preponderate  in 
Spring  or  Fall,  even  in  the  vicinity  of  St.  Louis,  depends  much  upon 

the  character  of  the  seasons.  A  large  experience  in  rearing  insects 
points  conclusively  to  the  fact  that  a  certain  amount  of  moisture  is 

requisite  for  the  proper  development  of  all  species  that  transform  in 

the  ground  in  a  simple  cavity;  and  that  during  excessive  drouth  pupae 
so  situated  will  remain  dormant  and  unchanged  for  weeks,  when  a 
single  moistening  of  the  ground  will  revive  them,  permit  the  retarded 

transformation  and  release  the  imago  from  its  parched  prison. 

IX  WHAT  STATE  DOES  THE  IXSECT  HIBERNATE  ? 

This  questk)n  is  intimately  connected  with  the  preceding  one,  and, 
like  it,  will  not  admit  of  a  single  unqualified  answer.  Accepting  as 

facts  that  the  eggs  are  laid  both  in  Fall  and  Spring,  the  following 
questions  are  to  be  considered:  1st,  whether  the  eggs  laid  in  Autumn 
hibernate  as  such,  or  whether  the  larvas  first  hatch  and  hibernate 

while  small;  2d,  whether  those  laid  in  Spring  are  by  moths  which 

issued  at  that  season,  after  hibenating  as  chrysalides,  or  by  such  as 
issued  the  preceding  Fall  and  hibernated  as  moths. 

As  bearing  on  the  first  question  it  is  interesting  to  note  that  the 

European  species  of  the  genus,  so  far  as  their  habits  are  known,  hi- 
bernate in  the  larva  state.  Thus  Leucania  lithargyria  Esper,  and  L. 

iuTca  (Linn.)  hibernate  as  young  larvae,  while  L.  comma  (Linn.)  win- 
ters as  a  full  grown  larva,  according  to  Speyer.  Quite  a  large  propor- 

tion of  our  closely  allied  cut-worms  are,  also,  known  to  thus  hibernate. 
It  would  seem,  therefore  that,  in  default  of  direct  observation,  we 

have  no  good  reason  for  assuming  that  the  eggs  laid  in  Autumn  neces- 
sarily hibernate  as  such.  But  while  these  analogies  make  it  probable 

that  the  insect  may  winter  in  the  larva  state,  all  the  other  facts  point 

to  the  conclusion  that  the  proportion  that  so  winter,  if  any,  is  very 
small.  Instead  of  abounding  in  a  wet  Spring  when  their  favorite 

haunts  are  overflowed,  they  would  be  well  nigh  drowned  out,  on  the 

hypothesis  that  they  had  been  wintering  there  as  larvae.  As  bearing 
on  the  second  question  we  have  certain  facts  which  indicate  that 

some  of  the  pupae  hibernate,  the  proportion  doubtless  increasing  as 

we  go  north.  I  have  myself  never  had  any  of  the  worms  remain  in 
chrysalis  through  June,  but  Prof.  Thomas  records  that  less  than  half 

of  the  pupre  which  he  caged   hatched  out,  and  that  "only  a  part  are 
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transformed  to  moths  during  the  season  of  their  larva  state."*  Un- 
fortunately he  has  left  no  record  of  rearing  the  moths  from  those 

chrysalides  the  following  Spring,  and  we  do  not  know  to  how  large  a 

degree  the  non-issuance  of  the  moths  was  owing  to  unfavorable  con- 
ditions in  the  breeding  cage,  which  so  often  affect  insects  reared  in 

confinement,  and  which  every  rearer  of  insects  is  so  familiar  with. 

But  Mr.  Otto  Meske,  of  Albany,  N.  Y.,  informs  me  that  he  once  found 

a  chrysalis  about  the  middle  of  May  which  in  a  few  days  gave  him 

the  genuine  xinijpuncta^  and  the  earliness  of  the  date  precludes  the 

possibility  of  the  worm  having  been  hatched  the  same  Spring  in  that 
latitude,  and  renders  it  almost  certain  that  the  pupa  hibernated.  Of 

more  value  still  is  the  earliness  of  appearance  and  freshness  of  most 

of  the  moths  captured  in  Spring — indicating  that  they  have  just  come 
from  the  ground.  These  facts  might,  it  is  true,  be  explained  by  the 

larva  hibernating  partly  grown,  but  the  Peshtigo  experience  is  valua- 
ble here  and  renders  the  other  conclusion  much  the  most  plausible. 

In  fact  the  hibernation  of  a  certain  proportion  of  the  "pupae  finds  its 
parallel  in  numerous  other  instances  in  the  lives  of  moths  that  might 

be  mentioned.  Every  experienced  entomologist  is  aware  that  with 
lots  of  species  the  imagos  from  the  same  batch  of  larvre  often  issue 

partly  in  Fall,  partly  in  Spring ;  while  I  have  given  instances  in  pre- 
vious reports  of  still  greater  irregularity.  The  worms  that  attract 

such  attention,  about  the  time  our  wheat  is  ripening  by  marching  from 
field  to  field  are  mostly  full  grown.  These  would  naturally  soon  turn 

to  moths;  but  it  must  not  be  forgotten  that  they  are  the  earliest  de- 
veloped and  that  the  younger  and  weaker  ones  have  mostly  been 

obliged  to  succumb  in  the  struggle  for  individual  mastery,  which  must 
have  preceded  the  forced  abandonment  from  sheer  hunger,  of  the 

original  fields  where  they  were  born  ;  and  that,  further,  in  fields  and 

rank  places  where  the  worms  are  not  so  numerous  as  to  be  obliged  to 

travel,  there  are  individuals  maturing  for  several  weeks  after  the  more 

noticeable  hordes  have  vanished  out  of  sight.  As  to  the  hibernation 

of  the  moth,  having  shown  that  the  larger  proportion  of  the  moths 

captured  in  Autumn  have  the  ovaries  yet  quite  immature,  it  is  pretty 
evident  that  the  insect  hibernates  in  this  state,  and  I  learn  from  Mr. 

Strecker,  that  he  has  in  fact,  found  the  moth  in  February,  hibernating 

under  clapboards  at  Reading,  Pa.,  while  Mr.B.  P.  Mann,  of  Cambridge, 

Mass.,  has  also  found  it  hibernating.  It  would  be  unreasonable  to  as- 
sume that  such  large  numbers  of  the  moths  as  occur  in  Autumn  are 

destined  to  perish  without  issue.  Moreover,  a  large  number  of  closely 
allied  moths  are  known  to  hibernate,  and  this  mode  of  hibernation 

*  Illinois  Farmer,  Sept.  ISGl,  pp.  2T1  &  272. 
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will  explain  more  of  the  known   facts  in  the  insect's   economy  than 
any  other. 

From  the  foregoing  considerations  I  think  we  may  safely  conclude 

that — taking  our  whole  country  with  its  varied  climate — there  is  no 
one  state  in  which  the  Army  Worm  can  be  said  to  solely  pass  the  win- 

ter ;  that  according  to  latitude  and  the  character  of  the  seasons,  there 
is  nothing  to  preclude  its  hibernating  in  any  one  of  the  four  states  in 

which  it  exists;  that  in  the  same  latitude  and  under  the  same  condi- 
tions it  will  even  hibernate  in  dilFerent  states  ;  and  that,  finally,  the 

great  bulk  of  them  hibernate  in  the  pupa  and  moth  states,  the  pro- 
portion of  the  former  increasing  northward. 

IIA.BITS  OF  THE  WOBM. 

The  fact  cannot  be  too  strongly  impressed  on  the  mind,  that  the 

traveling  of  the  worms  in  large  armies  is  abnormal.  During  the  latter 
part  of  April  and  throughout  the  month  of  May,  in  this  part  of  the 

country,  the  worms  may  almost  always  be  found  by  diligent  search  in 

moist  grass  land  that  was  not  cut  or  grazed  too  closely  the  previous 
Autumn.  At  these  times  they  have  essentially  the  habits  of  ordinary 

cut-worms,  and  are  seldom  noticed  unless  so  abundant  as  to  cut  the 

grass  entirely  down  and  be  obliged  to  travel  to  fresh  pastures.  In- 
deed, one  may  pass  daily  through  a  grass  plot  where  they  abound,  and 

never  suspect  their  presence  until  the  plot  suddenly  begins  to  look 

bare  in  patches ;  and  Prof  Thomas  tells  me  that  though  he  was  par- 
ticularly looking  for  the  worms  last  June,  he  never  suspected  their 

presence  in  a  constantly  frequented  grass  plot  behind  his  house,  until 
it  was  made  manifest  in  this  way,  by  which  time  the  worms  had  mostly 

disappeared,  the  abundance  of  their  excrement,  however,  showing 

well  enough  that  they  had  been  there. 

The  reasons  why  they  so  easily  escape  detection  in  this  their 

normal  condition,  were  made  very  obvious  to  me  in  the  early  part  of 

May,  1872,  when  I  had  an  excellent  opportunity  of  studying  them. 

When  less  than  half  an  inch  long,  the  worms  are  scarcely  recogniza- 
ble as  Army  Worms,  the  characteristic  dark,  sinuous  lines  on  the  head 

being  at  this  time  obsolete  and  the  general  color  being  pale  green. 

The  color  is  very  variable  at  any  stage  of  growth,  and  in  some  individ- 
uals the  brown  predominates  while  they  are  yet  quite  small;  but  up 

to  the  last  molt  the  green  generally  prevails  and  the  longitudinal 
dark  lines  are  Isss  conspicuous.  The  broad  stigmatal  line  is  the  most 

persistent,  being  distinguished  when  the  insect  is  i  inch  long.  The 
worms  in  this  their  normal  condition  feed  mostly  at  night  and  hide 

during  the  day  at  the  base  of  the  grass  or  under  any  other  shelter  at 

hand.  If  they  venture  to  mount  a  plant  and  feed  during  the  day — 

which  they  often  do  in  cloudy  weather — they  drop  at  the  least  dis- 
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turbance,  and  curl  up  in  a  spiral  so  as  to  simulate  very  closely  a  small 
shell  of  the  Helix  form.  The  worm  loves  cool,  moist  places,  and  is 

more  often  found  around  the  margins  of  creeks  and  ponds  than  else- 
where. Last  year  when  the  rains  were  so  copious  as  to  fill  creeks  and 

bottom  lands  and  float  numbers  of  the  worms  away,  I  saw  many  an 

one  cling  tenaciously  to  grass  blades  and  continue  feeding  as  though 
little  concerned,  even  when  partly  immersed. 

As  already  intimated,  it  is  only  when  hunger  impels  them  that 

they  march  forth  from  the  fields  where  they  were  born,  though  after 

they  have  once  begun  the  wandering  habit  they  often  pass  through  fields 
without  eating  everything  to  the  ground.  Invariably  when  the  older 

individuals  are  attracting  attention  by  congregating  and  traveling  in 

armies,  others  may  be  found  of  all  sizes  in  the  more  normal  and  quiet 

condition  in  grass  that  is  yet  sufficiently  rank:  they  may  indeed  be 
found  some  time  after  the  first  worms  have  changed  into  moths  ;  and 

the  mower  with  his  scythe  often  startles  the  moths  in  numbers  during 

the  latter  part  of  June,  while  yet  the  worms  are  clinging  to  the  grass 

that  he  is  cutting,  or  hiding  in  the  stubble  that  he  leaves. 

When  traveling  the  worm  "  will  scarcely  turn  aside  for  anything 
but  water,  and  even  shallow  water-courses  will  not  always  check  its 

progress;  for  the  advance  columns  will  often  continue  to  rush  head- 
long into  the  water  until  they  have  sufiiciently  choked  it  up  with  their 

dead  and  dying  bodies,  to  enable  the  rear  guard  to  cross  safely  over. 

I  have  noticed  that  after  crossing  a  bare  field  or  bare  road  where  they 

were  subjected  to  the  sun's  rays,  they  would  congregate  in  immense 
numbers  under  the  first  shade  they  reached.  In  one  instance  I  recol- 

lect their  collecting  and  covering  the  ground  five  or  six  deep  all  along 

the  shady  side  of  a  fence  for  about  a  mile,  while  scarcely  one  was  seen 

to  cross  on  the  sunny  side  of  the  same  fence." 
While  most  of  the  worms  burrow  into  the  ground  and  form  a  sim- 
ple cavity  a  few  inches  below  the  surface,  in  which  to  undergo  their 

transformations,  many  of  them  transform  beneath  loose  stones,  slabs 

of  wood,  matted  grass,  or  any  other  shelter  afforded. 

TIME  OF  APPEARANCE  OF  THE  WORM. 

As  this  varies  according  to  the  character  of  the  season  and  accord- 
ing to  latitude,  the  only  safe  general  statement  that  can  be  made  is 

that  the  bulk  of  the  worms  are  full  grown  and  do  the  greatest  damage 

about  the  time  that  "  wheat  is  in  the  milk."  This  is  also  the  time  when 
they  first  attract  attention  as,  though  they  hatch  three  or  four  weeks 

earlier,  they  are  previous  to  this  time  not  easily  noticed  for  reasons 

just  stated.    In  ordinary  seasons  they  are  reported  along  the  32nd  par- 
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allel,  as  in  Texas,  early  in  March,  and  about  a  week  later  with  each 
degree  of  latitude  as  we  advance  northward.  Thus  in  South  Missouri 

they  commence  to  march  about  the  middle  of  May ;  in  Central  Mis- 
souri the  first  of  June,  and  in  the  extreme  northern  part  of  the  State 

about  the  middle  of  the  month.  In  the  more  northern  New  England 

States  they  seldom  do  much  damage  before  the  middle  of  July.  There 
may,  therefore,  be  a  difference  of  over  two  months  between  the 

appearance  of  the  worms  in  Southern  Missouri  or  Kentucky  and  in 

Maine.  Thus  early  in  June  of  the  present  year,  when  I  left  home^ 
they  were  mowing  down  the  meadows  and  wheat  fields  in  Central 

Missouri  and  in  Southern  Illinois,  Ohio,  Indiana,  as  well  as  in  Ken- 
tucky ;  while  upon  arriving  in  New  York  two  months  later,  they  were 

marching  through  the  oat  fields  of  Long  Island,  and  were  reported 

very  generally  in  the  Eastern  States.  In  Maine  they  appeared  as  late 
as  September. 

ARE  THERE  ONE,  OR  TWO  BROODS  EACH  YEAR? 

All  the  evidence,  and  the  whole  history  of  the  insect  as  here  set 

forth,  point  to  its  one-brooded  character,  at  least  in  ordinary  seasons, 
and  north  of  the  3Sth  parallel.  In  the  more  northern  States,  it  is  evi- 

dent, from  the  lateness  of  the  season  when  the  worms  enter  the 

ground,  that  those  which  issue  as  moths  the  same  season  cannot  beget 

a  second  brood,  since  the  ovaries  are  so  immature  at  the  time  of  issu- 

ing. There  is  in  fact  no  actual  evidence  of  its  2-brooded  nature.  One 
of  the  arguments  brought  forward  in  support  of  the  theory,  is  that  it 
is  difficult  to  conceive  how  an  insect  that  produces  but  one  brood 

annually  can  become  at  times  so  prodigiously  multiplied.  But  it  is 

only  at  long  and  irregular  intervals  that  it  does  become  so  prodig- 
iously multiplied,  and  after  such  a  widespread  appearance  of  it  in 

our  cultivated  fields  as  that  of  1875,  it  takes  several  years  of  undis- 

turbed and  unnoticed  multiplication,  culminating  in  unusually  favor- 
able conditions,  before  the  decimation  of  its  ranks  that  inevitably  fol- 
lows such  undue  increase,  is  repaired,  and  this  notwithstanding  its 

great  prolificacy.  It  is  an  interesting  fact,  also,  that  most  Lepidopter- 
ous  insects  that  have  a  wide  geographical  range  and  the  peculiarity 

of  appearing  suddenly  and  at  irregular  intervals  in  vast  swarms,  are 

known  to  be  single-brooded;  while  most  of  our  cut-worms,  its  close 
allies,  I  have  by  experiment  proved  to  be  so.  The  second  argument 

in  support  of  the  2-brooded  nature  of  our  Army  Worm  is,  that  accounts 
are  often  heard  of  the  Army  Worm  appearing  in  the  Fall  of  the  year, 

but  in  every  instance  where  I  have  been  able  to  obtain  specimens  for 
examination,  they  have  proved  to  be 
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THE  FALL  ARMY  "SVORM. 

This  worm  not  only  acts  at  times  like  the  Army  Worm  proper, 

but  bears  a  very  close  general  resemblance  to  it,  so  that  it  is  not  sur- 
prising that  the  two  insects  should  have  been  so  often  confounded. 

Reports  of  the  appearance  of  the  Army  Worm  in  the  Fall,  such  as  that 

recorded  by  Prof.  Thomas,  and  which  greatly  influenced  him  in  his 

beliet  that  our  Leucania  was  double-brooded,*  are  easily  explained 
by  what  we  now  know  of  this  Fall  species.  Having  already  given  an 
extended  account  of  this  last  in  my  3rd  Report,f  it  will  suffice  in  this 
connection  to  repeat  the  leading  facts  in  its  history,  so  as  to  show 

how  it  may  be  distinguished  from  the  Leucania. 

The  Fall  Army  Worm — unlike  the  Leucania,  which  confines  itself 
for  the  most  part  to  grasses  and  cereals — is  a  very  general  feeder,  de- 

vouring with  equal  relish  most  succulent  plants,  such  as  wheat,  oats, 

corn,  barley,  grasses,  purslane,  turnips,  most  garden  vegetables,  and 
even  spruces.  Though  variable  in  color,  when  carefully  examined  it  will 

be  found  to  invariably  differ  from  the  Army  Worm  in  the  following 

more  noticeable  points  :  1.  It  never  becomes  quite  so  large  ;  2,  the 

head  is  smaller,  darker,  with  a  conspicuous  white,  V-mark,  not  pos- 
sessed by  Leucania;  3,  the  lateral  dark  and  pale  lines  are  broader 

and  the  former  bordered  above  by  a  much  more  distinct  white  or  yel- 

lowish, narrow  line;  4,  the  piliferous  spots  and  hairs,  which  in  Leu- 
cania are  so  obsolete  that  the  worm  appears  perfectly  smooth,  form 

conspicuous  polished  black  tubercles  that  give  rise  to  short,  stiff, 
black  hairs.    Compare 

figs.  20  and  26,  a.   Thus, 
whenever    worms    are 

found    mowing    down 

grain  in  the  Fall  of  the 

year,  the    presence   of 
these   easily  observed 
black  tubercles  will  at 

once  show  that    they 

are    not   the     genuine 

Army    Worm.      The 

moth,    which 
full 

^  3 

Fall  Army  Worm   JIoth Fall    Af.my  Worm  :— a,    .^..i  ,  i  •    i       i_    i  ^^..^  ....... .     *-   .    — 
grown  worm,  uat.  size  ;  6,  hc:ul,  moth,      WniCll      DelOUgS  the  typical  form  ;  Z),  f,   variations 
irom  front  ;    c,  joint    of    body,  of  wings, 
dorsal  view  ;  d,  do.,  side  view-  \^q     Gueuce's    Family enlarged. 

*  Prairie  Farmer,  Nov.  7,  ISGl. 

tThis  insect  was  there  described  as  Prodenia  autamnalis.  Further  investigation  shows  it  to  be  the 

"Corn-bud  worm  moth"  of  Smith*  Abbott,  (Ins.  ot  Ga.,  m)  figured  by  them  as  Phalcena  frugi- 

perda,  and  subsequently  described  by  Guence  under  the  genus  Laphygma,  which  is  separated  from 
Prodenia  by  a  few  rather  trifling  characters. 
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ApamidcB,  is  totally  unlike  our  Leucania,  being  smaller,  and  of  a  mouse- 
gray  color,  with  the  hind  wings  glistening-white.  Though  so  variable 
that  scarcely  any  two  are  alike,  they  may  yet  be  separated  into 
three  distinct  sets  or  varieties.  The  first  which  may  be  considered 
typical  is  shown  at  Figure  27  a,  the  second  which  I  have  called 
fulvosa  at  h,  and  the  third  which  I  have  called  ohscura  at  c.  The 
eggs  are  deposited  in  small  clusters,  often  two  or  three  layers  one 
above  the  other,  and  covered  with  downy  hair  from  the  parent's  abdo- 

men. Each  egg  has  the  form  of  a  slightly  compressed  spheroid,  faintly 
ribbed,  and  is  dull  yellow  in  color.  As  already  stated  (p  35)  they 
are  often  laid  on  the  leaves  of  trees  on  which  the  larva  does  not  feed. 

PLANTS  PREFERRED  BY  THE  ARMY  WORM. 

Though  when  hard  pushed  the  worms  will  fall  upon  and  devour 
each  other,  and— if  the  Peshtigo  reports  in  1872  are  reliable— will 
take  even  onions,  and  other  vegetables,  and,  according  to  B.  F.  Wiley, 
of  Makanda,  Ills.,  who  is  reliable  authority,  the  leaves  of  fruit  trees;* 
yet  their  attacks  are  mostly  confined  to  grasses  and  cereals,  and  it  is 
extremely  doubtful  whether  they  could  live  for  any  length  of  time 
on  other  plants.  Their  more  natural  food-plants  are  the  coarse  swamp 
grasses.  Of  cultivated  crops  they  do  most  injury  to  timothy  and  blue 
grass  meadows  and  winter  wheat.  Though  they  nibble  at  clover,  they 
evidently  are  not  fond  of  it  and  generally  pass  it  by.  Rye  is  also  not  as 
palatable  to  them  as  some  of  the  other  grasses.f  They  often  cut  off 
the  ears  of  wheat  and  oats  and  allow  them  to  fall  to  the  ground,  and 
they  are  perhaps  led  to  perform  this  wanton  trick,  by  the  succulency 
of  the  stem  immediately  below  the  ear.  South  of  latitude  40°  they 
generally  appear  before  the  wheat  stalks  get  too  hard,  or  early  enough 
to  materially  injure  the  crop  ;  but  north  of  that  line,  wheat  is  gener- 

ally too  much  ripened  for  their  tastes,  and  is  sometimes  even  harvested 
before  the  full  grown  worms  make  their  advent. 

The  worm  sometimes  passes  through  a  wheat  field  when  the  wheat 
is  nearly  ripe,  and  does  good  service  by  devouring  all  the  chess  and 
leaving  untouched  the  wheat ;  and  the  following  items  would  indicate 
that  even  a  foe  to  the  farmer  as  determined  as  this,  may  sometimes 
prove  to  be  his  friend. 

Harvest  and  Crops.— Notwithstanding  the  unfavorable  weather,  many  farmers liave  couuuenetcl  the  wheat  liarvest.  Tlie  yield  in  this  immediate  vicinity  wdl  be Hiperabundant.  Some  helds  were  struck  wich  rust  a  tew  days  since,  but  the  Army 
\V  orni  making  it-<  appearance  simuItaneou>ly,  stripped  the  straw  entirely  bare  of  blades and  saved  the  berry  from  injury.  These  di.-gusting  pests  have  saved  thousands ot  dol- 

lars to  Jaimers  m  this  neignborhood.  A  lew  Htlds  of  corn  and  grass  have  been  par- 
tially  destroyed,  hut  by  dicching  around  delds,  the  worm's  ravages  have  been  confined 

*  Prairie  Farmer,  July  18,  1861. 

tJuo.  Mouteith,  the  present  Secretary  of  the  Board  of  Asriculture,   had  two  acres  of  timothy, 
fco^™  in  1S"1  with  rye .  The  worms  hist  year  cleaned  out  the  timotliy,  but  d  id  not  materially  affect  the  rye' K  K— 23. 
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within  comparatively  narrow  limits.-[CollinviIle,
  Ills.,  correspondence  of  Missouri 

De,nocmy  une  1869  ^^  ̂ ^  ^^^^  ^"11.?^? ̂ \?d  d7 „n.o=  nftim^thv  for  him     From  the  meadow  they  entered  th
e  wheat  field,  and  de- 

vigorous  opposition.-LJeflerson  City  Tribune,  J
une  16,  18/ o. 

The  habit  of  merely  stripping  the  blades  off  the  whe
at  stalks  was 

very  general  last  summer,  and  a  large  number  o
f  farmers  report  that 

the  work  of  the  insect  was  beneficial  to  wheat,  as  th
e  rains  were  very 

constant  and  copious  and  the  grain  denuded  of  it
s  leaves  ripened  bet- 

ter than  it  otherwise  would  have  done. 

ITS  SUDDEN  APPEARAI^CE  AND  DISAPPEA
RAKCE. 

Among  the  manifestations  in  lower  animal  life,  few
  are  more  as- 

tonishing than  the  sudden  occurrence  of  a  species  in  vast 
 numbers 

over  large  stretches  of  country,  and  its  as  sudden  d
isappearance.  In 

a  few  rare  instances,  as  with  the  thirteen  and  sevent
een-year  Cicadas, 

these  manifestations  are  strictly  ptriodical,  and  occu
r  at  regular  mter- 

vals  ;  but  in  the  great  majority  of  instances  they  ha
ve  no  such  periodi- 

city '  The  numerous  natural  checks  which  surround  every  animal, 
 ad- 

ded to  the  meteorological  conditions  which  aflfect  it  in  it
s  ''  struggle  for 

existence,"  sufficiently  explain  these  phenomena  t
o  the  intelligent 

naturalist,  though  it  is  not  always  easy  to  point  out
  the  facts  in  spe- 

cific cases. 

Under  the  head  of  "Habits  of  the  Worm,"  I  have  alrea
dy  given 

the  reasons  why  it  escapes  attention  in  its  earlier  
stages  and  in  sea- 

sons when  it  is  not  excessively  abundant.  If,  as  from  what 
 has  gone 

before  we  may  justly  conclude,  the  natural  abode  
of  the  worm  is  in 

our  low  prairie  lands  and  swampy  places,  it  follows  that
  during  a  very 

dry  season,  when  such  lands  dry  out,  the  worm  has  a  
wider  range  than 

usual  where  the  conditions  for  its  successful  developme
nt  are  favorable. 

It  is  a  well  established  fact  that  all  great  Army  Worm  y
ears  have 

been  unusually  wet,  preceded  by  one  or  more  exceptiona
lly  dry  years ; 

and  the  wide-spread  appearance  of  the  insect  in  18
75  formed  no  ex- 

ception to  the  rule.  The  explanation  of  this  fact  originally  gi
ven  by 

Dr.  Fitch,*  is  beyond  doubt  correct  in  the  main,  bu
t  needs  further 

elucidation.  Dr.  Fitch's  views,  in  his  own  words,  are  gi
ven  in  the  fol- 

lowing paragraphs  : 

ThP  Snrincr  and  early  summer  of  this  year  [1861]  was  exact
ly  the  reverse  of  last 

year-u^^fsK?w"t•"d  the  water  high  in  all  ouV  streams      Hereby  the^sw
ampsha^^ 

usual  haunts  and  scatter  themselves  out  over  the  counti
y  the  m^ssant  rams  maMn 

it  sufficiently  wet  everywhere  to  suit  their  semi-aquatic  Jia^U
s^  Thu^  gom^iorinni 

*6thN.  Y.  Rep.,  121. 
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•companies,  they  alighted  in  particular  spots,  and  there  dropped  their  eggs ;  and  the 
result  is  sufflcientlj'  well  known. 

More  briefly  expressed  my  view  is  this  :  a  dry  season  and  dry  swamps  multiplies 
this  insect.  And  when  it  is  thus  multiplied,  a  wet  season  and  overflowed  swamps 
drives  it  out  from  its  lurking  place  [2]  in  flocks,  alighting  here  and  there  over  the  coun- 

try. But  on  being  thus  rusticated,  it  flnds  our  arable  lands  too  dry  for  it;  and  immedi- 
•ately  on  maturing  and  getting  its  wings  again,  it  flies  back  to  the  swamps,  whereby  it 
happens  tliat  we  see  no  more  of  it. 

[1]  It  stands  to  reason  that  if  the  insect  were  drowned  out  by 
overflowed  swamps,  a  wet  season,  instead  of  being  favorable  to  its 

wide  dispersion,  would  check  its  increase  and  almost  annihilate  it : 

what  is  meant  is,  doubtless,  that  the  moth  is  driven  out  of  the  over- 
flowed swamps. 

[  2]  This  necessarily  implies  that  the  moths  either  issue  in  the  Fall, 
and  winter  over,  or  else  in  the  Spring  before  the  rains  have  overflowed 

the  low  places ;  for  if  the  overflow  take  place  while  yet  the  pupse  are 

in  the  ground  or  after  the  eggs  are  laid  or  the  worms  hatched,  it  must 
needs  prove  detrimental  by  drowning  them  out.  Thus,  to  state  the 

-explanation  more  explicitly,  the  conditions  most  favorable  to  the 
widespread  appearance  of  the  Army  Worm  in  our  cultivated  fields 

^nd  meadows  are  one  or  more  dry  seasons  that  will  permit  it  to  multi- 
ply in  swampy  places  that  are  ordinarily  overflowed,  followed  by  a 

wet  Spring  in  which  the  rains  are  not  copious  enough  to  overflow  such 

places  until  the  bulk  of  the  moths  have  issued,  and  which  soon  after- 

wards are  copious  enough  to  overflow  the  low  lands  and  oblige  the 

moths — both  those  Issuing  in  the  Fall  and  in  Spring — to  lay  their  eggs 
on  higher  land  which  they  ordinarily  would  not  prefer. 

The  insect  is  with  us  every  year  and  often  attracts  considerable 

attention  in  restricted  localities  the  year  preceding  its  more  general 

advent.  I  have  reared  the  moths  from  the  worms  on  three  difi'erent 
occasions  since  the  last  general  appearance  of  the  species  in  the 
West  in  18G9. 

In  the  normal  cut-worm-like  condition  they  easily  escape  the  eyes 
of  man;  but  when  the  bulk  of  them  have  passed  through  the  last 

molt,  or,  in  other  words,  are  nearly  full-grown,  and  have  stripped  the 
fields  in  which  they  were  born,  they  are  then  obliged  to  migrate  in 

bodies  to  new  pastures.  Thus  assembled  and  exposed,  they  pass 

through  grass  and  grain-fields,  devouring  as  they  go  ;  for  they  are  now 
-exceedingly  voracious,  and,  like  most  Lepidopterous  larvas,  consume 

more  during  the  last  few  days  of  worm-life  than  during  all  the  rest  of 
their  existence.  The  farmer  who  is  unfamiliar  with  their  life-habits 

wonders  where  they  come  from  so  suddenly,  and  presently,  when  they 

«nter  the  earth  to  transform,  he  wonders  again  where  they  go  to.  In 
these  exposed  numbers,  also,  the  numerous  natural  enemies  of  the 

worms  congregate  about  them  and  do  their  murderous  work  far  more 
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elfectively  than  when  they  have  to  seek  individuals  hidden  here  and 

there  in  rank  grass  ;  so  that  we  cease  to  wonder  at  the  almost  total 

annihilation  of  the  species  the  year  following  its  advent  in  such 

numbers.  Moreover,  while  a  certain  amount  of  moisture  is  most  con- 

genial to  them,  excessive  rains  and  storms  such  as  we  had  last  sum- 
mer, and  such  as  are  likely  to  occur  after  excessively  dry  years,  must 

inevitably  destroy  large  numbers — floating  many  away  into  rivers,  and 
causing  others  to  rot  on  and  in  the  ground.  Man,  too,  in  his  warfare 

with  them  on  such  occasions,  destroys  great  quantities  ;  and,  finally, 

only  the  vast  armies  on  our  cultivated  lands  disappear  so  suddenly, 

numbers  remain  unobserved  in  unfrequented  and  uncultivated  gras& 
land. 

NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

"  Hogs,  chickens  and  turkeys  revel  in  the  juicy  carcasses  of  the- 
worms,  and  sometimes  to  such  an  extent  that,  as  I  am  informed  by 

^yjg  2.^  ]  Mr.  T.  K.  Allen,  of  Allenton,  the 
former  occasionally  die  in  conse- 

quence, and  the  latter  have  been 
known  to  lay  eggs  in  which  the 

parts  naturally  white,  would  be 

green  when  cooked-  Small  birds, 

of  various  kinds,*  and  toads  and 
frogs  also,  come  in  for  their  share 
of  this  dainty  food ;  while  the 

pasimaciius  ELONGATus.     worms,  whcu  hard  pushed,  will    iiakpalcs  caligIno- '  ^  '  sus. 

even  devour  each  other." 
A  large  number  of  predaceous  beetles  gather  around  and  about 

the  travelling  hordes  and  greedily  prey  upon  them.    Ten  different 

[Fig.  30.]  species  have  been  [F'«'  ̂ ^l 
detected  by  myself 
and  others  in  this 

work,f  some  of  the 

principal  of  which 
are  herewith  illus- 

trated. The  worms 

have  also  an  un- 

'^         \^  usual    number    of 
Calosoma  calidusi,  with  larva,    f  viig    narasite  S. 

They  never  abound  or  travel  from  one  field  ̂ ^^ 
to  another,  but  they  are  accompanied  by  a Calososi.'V.  scrutator. 

•  The  Rice  Buntujg  (Doliconyx  orizivora)  more  particularly  has  been  observed  to  feed  upon  them. 

t  Cicindela  repanda  Dej.,  Elaphrus  ruscarius  Say,  Calosoma  externum  Say,  C.  Scrutator  (Fabr.), 

C.  calidum  (Fabr.),  C.  Wilcoxi  l^w, ,  Pasimachus  clongalus  l.i2^\,  Amara  autjuslata  Say,  Harpalus  cau- 
ginonus  (Ftibr),  II.  pcn7isijlva7iicu^  (Deg.) 
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number  of  two-winged  flies  which  are  often  so  numerous  that  their 

buzzing  reminds  one  of  that  of  a  swarm  of  bees.  The  Red-tailed 

Taehina  fly  {Exorista  leucanicc^  Kirk,  Fig.  32)  and  the  Yellow-tailed 
Taehina  fly  {E.  Havicaiida  Riley,  Fig.  3{)  are  known  to  infest  it. 

■Seizing  (he  first  opportunity  to  attach  their  eggs  behind  the  heads  of 

the  army-worms,  these  flies  are  as  persistent  in  their  work  of  destruc- 
tion as  the  worms  are  restless  under  attack.  No  worm  carries  these 

eggs  into  the  ground  with  it  but  falls  a  victim  to  the  maggots  hatch- 
ing therefrom,  and  which  in  a  very  short  time  become  flies  like  the 

parent. 
[Fig.  32.]  Fully    eighty    per 

cent,   of  the    worms 

which  I  noticed  last 

year    had    been    at- 
''  tacked       by      these 

Taehina  flies,  which 

though        rendering 
AKMv  Worm  tacuxa-ilv.       niost efficient  service 

to  the  farmer,  are  not  unfrequently  supposed    yellow-tailkd  taciuna-fly
. 

by  him  to  be  the  parent  and  the  cause  of  the  worms.* 

The  next  most  common  parasite  of  the  Army-worm  is  the  Mili- 

tary ^licvog-e^Qiev  {Miorogasier  militaris  Walsh,  Fig.  34),  a  little  black 
[Fig.  34.]       clear-wing  fly  with  rufous  legs.  The  larv£E  of  this  fly  infest 

^--x   y'~^    the  worm  in  great  numbers,  and  so  enfeeble  it  tiiat  it  can- 
^^-^L^.^  not  enter  the  ground,  but  lingers — sluggish  and  paralyzed 

^y^Pi^^^f^  — ^"  some  grass  or  grain  stalk.     Presently  the  little  para. 

^"  J       \       sites   all  issue  from  its  body  and  spin  in  concert  a  large Military  Mi-   amount  of  cottony  silk,  in  which  each  individual  forms  a 

neat  little  egg-like  cocoon.    These  are  often  mistaken  by 

those  unread  in  Nature's  mysteries  for  Army  Worm  eggs.  No  greater 
mistake   could  be  made.     This  little  Iriend  is  in  its  turn  preyed  upon 

by  a  secondary  parasite  {Glyphe  veridascens   Walsh)  belonging  to 
the  Chalcid  Family. 

[Fig.  a>.] 

<5lassv  Me.so- 
CHORUS. 

The  Glassy  Mesochorus  {Mesochorus  vitreus  Walsh), 

is  another  clear-winged  fly  that  attacks  the  Army  Worm. 

It  is  but  slightly  larger  than  the  preceding,  and  easily  dis- 
tinguished from  it  by  the  more  graceful  form  and  by  a 

translucent  yellowish-white  spot  in  the  middle  of  the  ab- 
domen. 

*  Xo  less  than  four  of  my  correspondents  have  expressed  belief  that,  in  the  language  of  one  ot 
4hem,  thi'  worms  came  from  ' '  a  dark  colored,  fuzzy  fly  about  the  size  of  a  blow-fly,  which  is  noticed 
^around  old  stack  yards  just  before  the  worm  comes  ;  and  when  plentiful,  the  Army  Worm  is  sure  to 

■follow."' 
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The  Diminished  Pezomachus  {PezomacTius  minimus  Walsh)  is  a 

small  wingless  parasite  which,  like  the  Microgaster,  spins  cocoons  in 
[Fig.  36.]         cottony  floss  on  the  back  of  the   worm,        [Fig^.] 

but  places  them  close  together  in  symme-      £(,  P^^%'f^\ 
trical   order.    This  in  its  turn  is  preyed 

fV      upon  by  a  little  Chalcis  fly  (Chalcis  alhi-      I  r,  %    -^v 

Pezomachus  Mini-  frons  Walsh. )  '  Cocoons  op 31  us.  Pezomachus. 

All  the  small  clear-wing  parasites,  with  their  secondary  parasites^ 
were  reared  in  1861  by  Mr.  Walsh,  and  full  descriptions  will  be  found 
of  them  in  the  article  of  his  which  I  have  already  cited,  and  in  my 

Second  Report.  I  reared  all  of  them  again  last  summer,  and,  in  addi- 

tion, a  Micr  Off  aster,  "which  difiers  from  militaris  in  always  having  the- 

three  basal  joints  of  the  abdomen  rufous,  but  which  is,  perhaps,  only^ 
a  variety.  While  about  90  per  cent  of  the  army  worms  are  often  de- 

stroyed by  the  primary  parasites,  only  about  18  per  cent  of  these  are- 
destroyed  by  secondary  species. 

In  addition  to  these  small  parasites  there  are  a  few 

larger,  Ichneumon-flies  that  infest  the  worm.  One  —  the  Purged 

Ophion  (  OpMon  purgatus  Say,  Fig.  38)  is  a  honey-yellow,  slender- 
bodied,  waspish  insect,  with  a  short  ovipositor,  the  female  of  which, 

according  to  Dr.  Packard,  attaches  her  ̂ g^,  which  is  bean-shaped,  by 
a  pedicel  to  the  skin  of  the  worm  ;  and  the  footless  grub  which? 

hatches  therefrom,  does  not  entirely  leave  the  egg-shell,  but  the- 
last  joints  of  the  body  remain  attached  thereto,  while  the  larva 
reaches  over  and  gnaws  into  the  side  of  the  worm.  I  have  bred 

[Fig.  38.]  ^jjis  same  species  from  various  cut-worms,  and 
it  spins   a   tough,   brown,  silken,  oblong  oval 
cocoon. 

Another  species,  a  true  Ichneumon,  whicb 

may  be  called  the  Army  Worm  Ichneumon-fly 
{Ichneumon  leucanice  Fitch),  was  reared  from- 

the  worm  by  Dr.  Fitch ;  while  two  other  spe- 

cies are  figured  in  Harris's  Ijijurious  Insects- 
(3rd  edition  p.  630). OpUION  PUIiGATUS. 

REMEDIES. 

In  the  way  of  prevention  it  is  a  well  established  fact  that  burning 

over  a  meadow,  or  prairie,  or  field  of  stubble  in  the  Winter  or  in  Spring 
is  an  effectual  guard  against  the  origin  of  the  worm  in  such  meadow 

or  field.  Such  burning  necessarily  destroys  those  eggs  that  may  be- 
laid in  the  Fall  of  the  year,  and  the  fact  that  it  is  so  effectual  a  pre- 

ventive has  been  relied  on  as  evidence  that  the  eggs  must  be  laid  in, 
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the  Fall.  Having  already  shown  that  there  is  every  reason  to  believe 

that  a  proportion  of  the  eggs  (the  proportion  increasing  northward) 

are  laid  early  in  Spring,  and  that  they  are  laid  by  preference — if  not 

solely — in  or  on  the  mature  or  last  year's  stalks,  it  follows  that  burn- 
ing will  prove  effectual  in  either  event ;  for  a  burned  field  presents  no 

such  mature  stalks  in  Spring.  Heavy  rolling  on  land  that  is  suffi- 
ciently smooth  would  have  a  similar  beneficial  effect,  and  may  also  be 

employed  to  good  advantage  to  destroy  the  worms  after  they  have 
hatched. 

As  the  Army  Worm  appears  in  vast  numbers  during  certain  years 

only,  and  at  irregular  intervals,  and  as  this  appearance  is  rather  sud- 
den and  seldom,  if  ever,  anticipated  by  the  farmer,  burning  as  a 

remedy  loses  much  of  its  importance,  except  where  it  is  practiced 

annually ;  and  in  view  of  the  benefit  of  such  burning  in  destroying 

chinch  bugs  and  other  insects  it  is  to  be  regretted  that  the  practice  of 

winter  burning  of  fields,  prairies,  straw-piles,  weeds  and  other  litter 

and  rubbish  does  not  more  generally  prevail :  the  destruction  of  in- 

jurious insects  by  such  a  system  would  far  outweigh  the  benefit  de- 
rived from  plowing  these  stalks  and  weeds  under  or  leaving  them  to 

gradually  decay. 
The  worms  may  be  prevented,  as  a  general  thing,  from  passing 

from  one  field  to  another,  by  judicious  ditching.  It  is  important,  how- 
ever, that  the  ditch  should  be  made  so  that  the  side  toward  the  field 

to  be  protected  be  dug  under.  About  every  three  or  four  rods  a  deep 
hole  in  the  ditch  should  be  made,  in  which  the  worms  will  collect,  so 

that  they  can  be  killed  by  covering  them  with  earth  and  pressing  it 

down.  They  may  also  be  destroyed  by  burning  straw  over  them — the 
fire  not  only  killing  the  worms,  but  rendering  the  ditch  friable  and 
more  efficient  in  preventing  their  ascent.  I  have  also  used  coal  oil 

to  good  advantage,  and  the  worms  have  a  great  antipathy  to  pass  a 

streak  of  it.  Many  of  my  correspondents  successfully  headed  them 

off  by  a  plowed  furrow  six  or  eight  inches  deep,  and  kept  friable  by 

dragging  brush  in  it.  Along  the  ditch  or  furrow  on  the  side  of  the 

field  to  be  protected,  a  space  of  from  three  to  five  feet  might  be  thor- 
oughly dusted  (when  the  dew  is  on)  with  a  mixture  of  Paris  green 

and  plaster,  or  Hour,  so  that  every  worm  which  succeeds  in  crossing 

the  ditch  will  be  killed  by  feeding  upon  plants  so  treated.  This  mix- 
ture should  be  in  the  proportion  of  one  part  of  pure  Paris  green  to 

twenty-five  or  thirty  parts  of  the  other  materials  named.  If  used  in  a 
liquid  form,  one  tablespoonful  of  Paris  green  to  a  bucket  of  water, 

kept  well  stirred,  will  answer  the  same  purpose.  I  proved  last  Spring 
that  this  mixture  deals  death  to  the  worms,  but  it  should  only  be  used 
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where  there  is  no  danger  of  its  poisoning  other  animals.  Logs  or 

fences  overrunning  streams  should  be  removed;  otherwise  the  worms 
will  cross  on  them. 

Hogs,  as  already  stated,  are  very  fond  of  them  and  may  often  be 

used  to  good  advantage  ;  and  so  may  chickens,  geese,  and  other  fowls. 

SUMMARY. 

To  summarize  from  what  has  preceded,  the  more  important  points 

in  the  history  of  the  Army  Worm,  and  what  we  now  know  of  it  may 
be  thus  stated : 

The  Army  Worm  comes  from  a  buff-colored  moth  having  a  con- 
spicuous white  speck  about  the  middle  of  each  of  the  front  wings. 

This  moth  haunts  our  fields  from  the  middle  of  June  till  Winter. 

Those  which  issue  early  in  the  season  probably  lay  their  eggs  in 

Fall,  while  those  which  issue  later  hibernate  and  lay  their  eggs  in 

Spring.  The  eggs  are  most  probably  laid  on  mature  grass  and  grain 

stalks,  whether  cut  and  in  stack,  or  standing.  They  are  either  inserted 

between  the  stalk  and  sheath,  or  attached  in  rows  along  the  stalk. 

The  worms,  when  not  excessively  numerous,  hide  during  the  day  and 

are  seldom  noticed.  In  years  of  great  abundance  they  are  also  gen- 
erally unnoticed  during  their  early  life.  The  earliest  acquire  full 

growth  and  commence  to  travel  in  armies  and  to  devastate  our  fields 

and  attract  attention,  about  the  time  that  winter  wheat  is  in  the 

milk.  They  soon  afterwards  descend  into  the  ground  and  thus  sud- 
denly disappear,  to  issue  again  two  or  three  weeks  later  as  moths. 

The  bulk  of  the  worms  become  moths  in  this  latitude  the  same  sea- 

son;  but  a  few  probably  hibernate  in  the  pupa  state  below  ground, 
and  the  proportion  of  these  increases  as  we  go  north.  There  is  but 

one  generation  annually.  The  worms  abound  during  wet  Springs,  pre- 

ceded by  one  ormore  very  dry  years.  They  are  preyed  upon  by  nu- 
merous enemies  which  so  effectually  check  their  increase  during 

years  of  great  multiplication,  that  two  great  Army  Worm  years  have 

never  followed  each  other  and  are  not  likely  to  do  so.  They  may  be 

prevented  from  invading  a  field  by  judicious  ditching,  and  burning 

over  a  field  in  Winter  or  early  Spring,  efl'ectually  prevents  their 
hatching  in  such  field. 
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THE  ROCKY  MOUNTAIN    LOCUST— Caloplemis  spreins  Thomas. 

(Ord.  Ortiioptkha  ;  Fam.  Ackidid.e.) 

Serious  and  distressing  as  were  the  ravages  of  this  insect  in  1874, 
when  the  winged  swarms  overswept  several  of  the  Western  States, 

and  poured  into  our  western  counties  in  the  Fall,  the  injury  and  suf- 
fering that  ensued  were  as  naught,  in  Missouri,  compared  to  what 

resulted  from  the  unfledged  myriads  that  hatched  out  fn  the  Spring 

of  1S75.  As  nothing  in  the  way  of  insect  ravages  had  before  equaled 

it  in  the  history  of  the  .State,  and  as  the  history  of  this  calamity,  so 

fraught  with  valuable  experience  and  instruction,  will  form  an  im- 
portant record  for  future  reference,  if  condensed  and  brought  together 

in  an  accessible  work,  I  shall  devote  a  large  part  of  the  present  Re- 

piort  to  this  insect  plague^supplementing  the  article  published  in  the 

Report  for  1874,  by  the  experience  and  observation  of  18'/5.  It  was 
almost  universally  admitted  by  our  farmers  that,  grave  as  was  the 

aflliction,  they  could  have  overcome  it  without  great  difficulty,  if  they 

had  had,  at  the  beginning,  the  experience  they  had  gained  by  the  end 
of  the  visitation  ;  and  it  is  my  hope  that  in  the  event  of  another  such 

occurrence,  the  experience  here  recorded  may  be  made  available. 

PREVIOUS  EXPERIEXCE  IX  THE  SPRIXG  OF  1807. 

During  my  travels  in  the  middle  western  counties  of  Pettis,  John- 
son, Lafayette,  Jackson  and  Cass,  in  which  the  injury  was  peihaps  the 

greatest,  few  things  struck  me  as  more  remarkable  than  the  little  that 

was  remembered  by  the  inhabitants  of  the  previous  visitation  in  the 

Spring  of  1867.  Occasionally  I  would  meet  with  a  man  who  recol- 
lected quite  distinctly  the  doings  of  the  young  locusts  in  that  year, 

and  such  an  one  profited  to  great  advantage  by  that  experience  ;  but 

what  with  new  comers  since  lJ*67,  and  want  of  records,  the  large  pro- 
portion whom  I  met  with  knew  little  about  it.  Another  itnportant 

reason  why  the  farmers  were  ill  prepared  for  the  desolation  of  last 

Spring  is  found  in  the  fact  that  the  previous  injury  of  1867,  from  one 

cause  and  another,  was  by  no  means  as  wide  spread  and  severe — the 
insects  did  not  so  generally  hatch  in  such  immense  numbers  ;  they 

were  more  generally  attacked  by  enemies,  especially  black  birds, 
and  the  people  were  in  much  better  material  condition  to  withstand 

them,  and  sustain  the  temporary  injury.  It  will  be  interesting  here 

to  reproduce  what  was  published  in  my  last  Report  as  to  the  injury 

that  might  be  expected  in  the  Spring  of  1875.  The  predications  were 

based  not  only  on  the  general  habits  and  ways  of  the  young  insects, 

but  on  the  experience  of  1867,  as  far  as  it  could  be  learned  : 
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Setting  asifle  possible  but  not  probable  injury  from  a  new  invasion,  we  may  con- 
sider the  probable  injury  that  will  result  in  1S75,  from  the  progeny  of  those  which  came 

in  1874.  The  eggs  which  are  deposited  on  southerly  hill-sides  often  hatch  before  cold 
weather  sets  in,  if  the  Fall  be  warm  and  protracted,  while  many  hatch  soon  after  the 
frost  is  out  of  the  ground  in  the  Spring.  Yet  the  great  bulk  of  them  will  not  hatch 
till  into  April.  That  most  of  the  eggs  will  hatch  may  be  taken  for  granted  unless  we 
have  very  abnormal  climatic  conditions,  and  unprecedentedly  wet  and  cold  weather 
following  a  mild  and  thawing  spell.  The  young  issuing  from  these  eggs  will,  also,  in 
all  probability,  do  much  damage,  as  they  did  in  the  Spring  and  Summer  of  18G7.  But 
the  actual  damage  cannot  be  foretold,  as  so  much  depends  on  circumstances.  In  1S67, 
in  many  counties  of  Kansas  and  Missouri,  where  the  ground  had  been  filled  with  eggs 
the  previous  Fall,  little  harm  was  done  in  the  Spring — so  small  a  percentage  of  the 
eggs  came  to  anything  and  so  unmercifully  were  the  young  destroyed  by  natural 
enemies.  A  severe  frost  kills  the  young  after  they  have  hatched,  where  a  moderate 
frost  does  not  affect  them.  In  Missouri,  if  we  have  no  weather  that  prove  fatal  to- 
either  eggs  or  young,  considerable  damage  may  be  expected,  but  not  as  much  as  in  the 
country  to  the  West ;  for,  as  already  stated,  we  received  the  more  scattering  remains 
of  the  vast  army,  and  the  eggs  are  neither  as  numerous,  nor  will  they  hatch  as  early  in 
our  territory  as  farther  West.  Following  a  rather  mild  February  the  March  of  'G7  was 
a  very  severe  one,  the  thermometer  frequently  indicating  18  degrees  below  zero,  and,, 
according  to  Mr.  W.  F.  Goble,  of  Pleasant  Eidge,  Kansas,  who  wrote  an  excellent 
account  of  the  insect,*  this  severe  weather  caused  many  of  the  eggs  to  perish  ;  and  he 
expresses  the  opinion  that  "judging  from  the  voraciousness  of  those  that  did  appear, 
I  doubt  not  Kansas  would  have  been  made  a  perfect  desert  if  all  had  lived." 

If  after  the  young  hoppers  hatch  we  have  much  cold  wet  weather,  great  numbers 
of  them  will  congregate  in  sheltered  places  and  perish  before  doing  serious  harm  ;  but 
if,  on  the  contrary,  our  Spring  and  early  Summer  prove  dry  and  hot  (which  is  liardly 
to  be  expected  after  the  several  dry  seasons  lately  experienced)  much  damage  will  re- 

sult from  these  young  locusts,  where  no  effort  is  made  to  prevent  it.  They  will  ruiii 
most  garden  truck,  do  much  injury  to  grain,  and  affect  plants  very  much  in  the  order 
previously  indicated  under  the  head  of  "  Food-plants."  They  will  become  more  and 
more  injurious  as  they  get  older,  until,  in  about  two  months  from  the  time  of  hatching, 
or  about  the  middle  of  June,  they  will  begni  to  acquire  wings,  become  restless,  and  in 

all  probability  leave  the  locality  where  they  were  born,  either  wending  their  waj'  fur- 
ther South  or  returning  in  the  direction  whence  their  parents  came  the  previous  year. 

Some  bevies  may  even  pass  to  the  eastward  of  the  limit  line  reached  in  1874,  and  fall 
upon  sotne  of  the  counties  bordering  that  line;  but  thej'  will  lay  no  eggs,  and  will,  in 
time,  run  their  course  and  perish  from  debility,  disease  and  parasites.  In  1S7G  the 
Kocky  Mountain  Locust  will  scarcely  be  heard  of  within  our  borders  ;  a  few  remnants 
from  Kansas  or  Nebraska,  or  from  the  country  to  the  southwest,  may  make  their  pres- 

ence manifest,  if  the  year  should  be  exceptionally  favorable  to  their  development;  but, 
whether  delayed  till  187G,  or  even  till  1877,  the  last  one  will  eventually  vanish  from 
Missouri  soil,  and  their  race  will  no  more  be  known  among  us  till — perhaps  within  the 
next  six  or  eight  years;  perhaps  not  within  the  next  twenty — a  fre^h  swarm  wings  its 
way  to  our  borders  from  the  plains  along  the  mountain  regions.  There  is,  therefore^ 
no  danger  of  their  overrunning  the  State  to  the  east  of  the  limit  line  ;  nor  of  their  doing 
permanent  injury  in  the  counties  they  now  occupy. — [7th  Report,  pp.  166-7. 

How  closely  subsequent  events  verified  these  predications,  the  fol- 
lowing pages  and  the  experience  of  1875,  so  ffesh  in  the  minds  of  our 

people,  attest.  Yet  the  fearful  devastation  that  actually  followed  was 

scarcely  anticipated,  and  the  conclusion  there  drawn  that  the  eggs  in 
our  western  counties  invaded  were  less  numerous  than  in  the  country 

further  west  proved  incorrect,  for  the  insects  were  fully  as  numerous 

within  our  borders  as  they  were  across  the  lina  in  the  eastern  part  of 
Kansas. 

The  territory  which  received  the  last  remnants  of  the  vast  army, 

and  in  which,  from  the  more  scattered  numbers  and  greater  debility 

of  the  insects,  fewer  eggs  were  laid,  was  less  extensive  than  I  had  cal- 
culated, and  as  will  be  seen  from  the  chapters  where  I  more  particularly 

♦Monthly  Reports,  Dep.  Agr.  1867,  p.  290. 
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treat  of  Missouri,  was  confined  to  those  counties  along  the  extreme 

eastern  limit  of  the  1874  invasion,  and  more  particularly  to  the  south- 
west counties. 

I  think  that  the  greater  numbers  in  1875  as  compared  to  1867  were 

more  owing  to  the  characters  of  the  two  seasons  than  to  any  dispro- 

portion in  the  number  of  the  eggs  laid.  The  Winter  of  1874-5,  though 
commencing  late,  was  severe,  steady  and  protracted  till  toward  the 

first  of  May,  when  Spring  suddenly  came  upon  us  in  full  force.  There 

was  no  very  variable  weather  in  the  earlier  months  ;  whereas  such 

weather  did  occur  in  1867,  and  the  insects  not  only  hatched  earlier  and 

were  exposed  to  enemies  and  adverse  influences  for  a  longer  time 

before  they  could  begin  to  thrive,  but  they  were  also  more  seriously 

afiected  by  the  sudden  changes — a  steady  Winter,  however  severe, 

being  more  favorable  to  almost  all  insects  than  an  open  and  change- 
able one. 

Although  the  insects  came  nearly  a  month  later  in  1866  than  in 

1874,  and  left  two  or  three  weeks  later  in  1867  than  in  1875,  yet  good 

crops  were  subsequently  grown  in  1867;  and  to  show  how  history  re- 
peats itself,  I  reproduce  here  extracts  from  the  Kansas  City  Journal 

of  Commerce^  for  June  and  July,  1867.  The  exodus  was  made  during 

the  last  week  of  June,  and,  as  last  year,  in  a  N.W.  direction. 

June  6.  "These  '  wina^ed  beasts'  are  growing  and  multiplying  amazingly,  and 
their  appetite  is  inordinate." 

June  7.  "A  farmer  near  Platte  river  informs  us  that  a  morning  or  two  ago  he 
went  out  to  plow  his  corn,  which  was  about  four  inches  high  the  day  before,  and  found 
it  all  gone." 

June  9.     "  Grasshoppers  alarmingly  thick  at  Westport." 
June  1,3.  "  There  seems  to  be  a  difference  of  opinion  among  farmers.  Some  say 

the  grasshoppers  are  destroying  everything,  and  others  declare  they  have  touched 

none  of  the  growing  crops." 
June  VS.  "  Grasshoppers  have  opened  out  on  the  onion  crop  in  Atchison  county ,^ 

Kansas." 
June  22.  "The  Lawrence  Journal  mentions  that  a  number  of  gentlemen  had 

carefully  watched  one  swarm  of  grasshoppers,  and  they  moved  south  more  than  twa 
miles  in  one  week.    They  stopped  no  longer  in  grain  fields  than  on  bare  ground." 

Also.  "  Leavenworth  pajjprs  report  millions  of  grasshoppers.  They  have  eaten 
all  the  smartweed  out  of  Delaware  street,  and  have  now  commenced  on  the  dog-fennel 
in  some  of  the  main  thoroughfares  of  that  urosperous  town." 

.June  25.  A  reporter  visited  the  place  of  Major  Hudson,  on  the  Shawnee  road, 
the  same  now  owned  and  occupied  by  Dr.  Thorne,  and  says  :  "  Grasshoppers  are  now 
paying  him  a  visit,  and  it  is  taking  nearly  all  he  can  raise  to  entertain  them.  They  are 
makinsr  a  heavy  raid  on  the  gardens  and  ffrainfields  in  this  locality." 

June  2G.  "The  grasshoppers  in  this  neighborhood  do  not  confine  themselves  ta 
hopping,  but  now  wing  it,  and  are  more  animated  than  ever.  Their  appetites  grow 
with  their  stomachs,  and  their  ravages  keep  pace  with  both.  They  appear  to  be  de- 
partinsf.  shaping  their  course  eastwardly." 

June  28.  "  We  understand  that  around  Westport  and  Independence  the  grass- 
hoppers are  still  doing  a  great  deal  of  damage.  In  this  locality  they  are  thinning  out 

a  little." 
June  29.  "  The  grasshoppers  are  migrating  to  the  northwest  by  the  million. 

They  fly  at  a  great  height  and  are  as  thick  as  snow-flakes.  It  is  a  goodly  sight  to  see 
their  departure." 

Also.  "  In  St.  Joseph  the  grasshoppers  are  reported  as  the  sands  of  the  sea,  and 
sweeping  everything  before  them." 

July  2.  "  Grasshoppers  continue  to  spread  themselves  considerably  in  this  locall 
ity,  but  they  are  not  so  thick  as  they  were  and  are  evidently  migrating." 
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July  10.  "  Grasshoppers  are  all  ̂ oiir  from  Fort  Scott.  *  *  The  Kansas  City 
markets  are  abundantly  supplied  with  garden  triielc,  and  cheap  " 

GENERAL  OUTLOOK  IX  THE  SPUIXG  OF  187."). 

The  Spring  of  1875  brought  the  farmers  of  the  locust  region  to  a 
crisis  somewhat  unusual  and  peculiar.  Two  previous  years  of  drouth 

and  chinch  bugs,  followed  by  the  locust  incursion  of  the  X->revious 

Fall,  had  armed  the  people  with  unusual  energy,  born  of  hope  and 

necessity,  and  there  was  everywhere  determination  to  put  forth  the 

very  best  efforts.  The  opening  of  the  Spring  favored  the  execution  of 

this  purpose.  Timely  rains  and  bright  weather  crowned  the  seeding 

time  with  unusual  hope,  and  a  much  larger  acreage  of  all  Spring  crops 

was  planted.  The  experience  of  previous  locust  years  had  been  gener- 
ally forgotton,  and  no  effort  to  destroy  the  eggs  had  been  made.  The 

same  genial  sun  that  made  wheat,  oats,  corn  and  flax  crow  apace, 

brought  into  activity  myriads  of  the  dreaded  destroyers.  Scarcely 

had  the  farmer  begun  to  rejoice  over  a  prospect  of  uncommon  promise, 

when  he  saw  his  fields  invaded  by  an  enemy  that  overcame  his  utmost 
resistance.  The  severely  stricken  region,  covering  an  area  variously 

estimated  at  from  200  to  270  miles  from  East  to  West,  and  from  250  to 

550  miles  from  North  to  South,  and  embracing  portions  of  Nebraska, 

Kansas  and  Missouri,  presented  a  variety  of  experience,  some  portions 

being  comparatively  exempt  from  injury,  while  others  wore  an 

aspect  of  devastation  that'  changed  the  verdure  of  Spring  into  the 
barrenness  of  Winter. 

The  tract  in  which  the  injury  done  by  the  destructive  enemy  was 

■worst,  was  confined  to  the  two  western  tiers  of  Counties  in  Missouri, 
and  the  lour  tiers  of  Counties  in  Kansas,  bounded  by  the  Missouri 

river  on  the  East.  The  greatest  damage  extended  over  a  strip  25  miles 

each  side  of  the  Missouri  river,  from  Omaha  to  Kansas  City,  and  then 

extending  South  to  the  Southwestern  limit  of  Missouri.  About  three  . 

quarters  of  a  million  of  people  were  to  a  greater  or  less  extent  made 

sufferers.  The  experience  of  different  localities  was  not  equal  or  uni- 

form. Contiguous  farms  sometimes  presented  the  contrast  of  abund- 

ance and  utter  want,  according  to  the  caprices  of  the  invaders  or  ac- 
cording as  they  hatched  in  localities  favorable  to  the  laying  of  the 

eggs.  This  fact  gave  rise  to  contradictory  reports,  each  particular 

locality  generalizing  from  its  own  experience.  The  fact  is,  however, 

that  over  the  region  described  there  was  a  very  general  devastation, 
involving  the  destruction  of  three  fourths  of  all  field  and  garden 
crops. 

For  the  relief  of  the  sufferers  there  came  the  frequent  and  grow- 
ing rains,  carrying  Spring  far  into  the  usually  droughty  Summer,  and 
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giving  the  subsequent  planting  an  admirable  start.  Then  when  the  pests 
had  increased  to  their  highest  number,  and  were  working  the  most 

extensive  ruin,  the  Hood  gates  of  the  clouds  were  opened,  and  for 

thirty-six  hours  an  unceasing  torrent  swept  large  numbers  of  the  pests 
into  the  streams  until  the  surface  of  most  running  water  was  black 
with  locusts.  For  the  destitution  of  Kansas  an  extra  session  of  the 

Legislature  provided  partial  relief.  In  both  Kansas  and  Missouri, 
wherever  the  scourge  extended,  seeds  were  to  some  extent  distributed 

by  the  Department  of  Agriculture,  and  by  enterprising  seedsmen^ 

and  committees  were  sent  to  more  favored  regions  to  obtain  contri- 
butions of  money,  provisions  and  seed.  In  order  to  convey  a  more 

exact  idea  of  the  condition  of  things  that  prevailed,  and  of  the  injuries 

of  the  insect,  outside  of  the  more  severely  visited  region,  I  will  give  a 

review  by  States,  and  in  the  case  of  Missouri  by  counties  also. 

THE  OUTLOOK  IN  MISSOURI. 

Early  in  May  the  reports  from  the  locust  district  of  the  State  were 

very  conflicting :  the  insects  were  confined  to  within  short  radii  of 

their  hatching  grounds.  The  season  was  propitious,  and  where  the  in- 
sects did  not  occur,  everything  promised  well.  As  the  month  drew 

more  and  more  to  a  close,  the  insects  extended  the  area  of  destruction 

and  the  alarm  became  general.  By  the  end  of  the  month  the  non  tim- 
bered portions  of  the  middle  western  counties  were  as  bare  as  in  winter. 

Here  and  there  patches  of  Amai^antus  Blitum  and  a  few  jagged 
stalks  of  Milkweed  {Afsclejyias)  served  to  relieve  the  monotony.  An 
occasional  oat  field,  or  low  piece  of  prairie  would  also  remain  greeny 

but  with  these  exceptions  one  might  travel  for  days  by  buggy  and 

find  everything  eaten  off,  even  to  the  under-brush  in  the  woods.  The 

sufiering  was  great  and  the  people  were  well-nigh  disheartened.  Cat- 
tle and  stock  of  all  kinds,  except  hogs  and  poultry,  were  driven  away 

to  more  favored  counties,  and  relief  committees  were  organized. 
Many  families  left  the  State  under  the  influence  of  the  temporary 

panic  and  the  unnecessary  forbodings  and  exaggerated  statements  of 
pessimists.  Chronic  loafers  and  idlers  even  made  some  trouble  and 

threatened  to  seize  the  goods  and  property  of  the  well  to  do.  Relief 
work  was,  however,  carried  on  energeticall3^  and  with  few  exceptions 
no  violence  occurred.  Early  in  June  the  insects  began  to  leave  ;  the 

farmers  began  replanting  with  a  will.  As  the  month  advanced,  the 

prospects  brightened,  and  by  the  Fourth  of  July  the  whole  country 

presented  a  green  and  thrifty  appearance  again.  The  greatest  damage 

occurred  in  the  counties  bordering  the  Missouri  river  to  Liberty, 

and  thence  southward;  and  Bates,  Buchanan,  Barton,  Clay,  Cass, 

Clinton,  Henry,  Jackson,  Johnson,  Lafayette,  Platte,  St.  Clair  and  Ver- 
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non  suffered  most.  The  other  counties  in  the  district  invaded  in  1874, 

and  especially  those  along^the  eastern  border  of  that  district,  as  indi- 
cated in  my  map  of  last  year,  suffered  less.  In  some  of  these,  as  in 

the  extreme  northwest  counties,  the  reason  may  be  found  in  the  fact 

that  the  winged  insects  of  1874  did  not  stay  long  enough  to  lay  ex- 
cessive numbers  of  eggs ;  while  in  those  along  the  eastern  border, 

the  reason  is  to  be  found  in  the  fact  that,  as  I  stated  last  year,  the 
winged  swarms,  when  they  reached  this  limit,  were  weakened  and 

decimated:  they  were  the  straggling  remains  of  the  vast  army^.  But 
in  order  to  more  correctly  state  the  condition,  it  will  be  best  to  par- 

ticularize by  counties,  in  doing  which,  I  shall  endeavor  to  record  the 
facts  as  far  as  possible  in  the  words  of  residents  themselves. 

Atchison  County. — The  extreme  northwest  corner  of  the  State, 
bordered  on  the  west  by  the  Missouri  river,  with  rich  rolling  prairie, 
interspersed  with  timber  along  the  streams,  and  extensive  bottom 

land — this  county  suffered  severely.  Mr.  R.  Bottom,  of  Rockport, 
made  the  following  report  about  the  middle  of  May: 

The  locusts  are  takinoc  every  green  thin"  as  fast  as  it  appears  above  the  ground  in 
this  part  of  the  county,  say  ten  or  twelve  miles  from  the  river.  Beyond  that  I  am  told 
there  is  little  small  grain,  vegetables  and  corn.  Most  of  the  county  shows  as  little  sign 
of  vegetation  as  it  did  in  March,  except  the  trees.  All  small  Iruit  is  gone,  they  have 
even  eaten  the  weeds.  We  are  rebreaking  our  land  to  sow  millet  and  Hungarian  grass 
and  plant  corn  for  fodder,  after  they  leave.  If  we  can't  raise  something  in  this  way 
this  section  will  be  destitute  of  anything  to  eat  for  man  or  beast.  The  question  is,  what 
«hall  we  do  ?  But  few  men  have  money  enough  to  buy  corn  to  do  them  until  they  raise 
another  crop.  I  fully  believe  if  we  had  commenced  in  time  we  could  have  saved  our 
crops  by  killing  them.  I  tried  m.v  best  to  convince  the  farmers  in  my  neighborhood 
but  could  only  get  a  few  into  it.  I  am  sure  1  have  killed  more  than  was  hatched  on  my 
farm.  My  plan  is  to  dig  deep  ditches  along  the  fence  in  their  run  with  a  'ieep  hole  at 
each  end  of  the  ditch,  into  which  they  pile  up  and  kill  each  other  or  smother  to  death. 
Holes  bored  with  a  post  augur  is  a  very  good  plan.  In  order  to  collect  them  in  the 
ditch  I  took  forty  yards  of  domestic,  cut  in  the  middle,  made  two  wings  like  a  partridge 
net,  tacking  to  stakes  every  ten  feet.  Start  at  one  end  and  stake  down  at  each  corner 
of  the  ditcli  slanting  inwards,  lit  down  well  to  the  ground  so  thej'^  can't  crawl  under, this  conducts  them  to  the  ditch  ;  get  ahead  of  them  when  they  start  to  travel.  1  have 
tried  many  plans  but  this  is  the  best.  Coal  oil  will  kill  them  ;  a  shallow  ditch  will  do 

■with  water  in  it,  and  a  pint  of  coal  oil  poured  in  Avhen  t^p  ground  will  hold  water. 

No  general  measures  of  relief  were  adopted,  so  far  as  I  have  been 
able  to  learn. 

Andrew  County. — This  county,  though  in  the  heart  of  the  infested 
region,  suffered  comparatively  little.  Mr.  J.  H.  Smith,  of  Whitesville, 

places  the  damage  at  50  per  cent,  of  all  crops,  and  Mr.  Jno.  White,  of 

Flag  Springs,  writes  me  that  of  the  first  planting  not  one  acre  in  a 

hundred  was  left  in  most  sections.  ''All  the  oats.  Spring  wheat  and 
most  of  Fall  wheat,  potatoes,  vegetable  of  all  kinds,  were  eaten 

down;  but  with  nerve  the  people  went  to  work  and  had  plenty  in  the 

Fall,  though  a  million  dollars  would  not  make  up  the  injury." 
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Benton  County. — The  damage  in  a  few  localities  was  great,  but 
Mr.  J.  H.  Lay,  of  Warsaw,  writes  that  taking  the  county  as  a  whole  it 

was  very  slight. 

Barton  County. — The  general  destruction  and  consequent  distress 
were  not  so  great  here  as  in  counties  further  north.  Winter  wheat 

and  rye  turned  out  well,  but  of  oats  and  Spring  wheat  fully  one-fourth 
of  the  crop  was  destroyed  by  the  locusts. 

W.  B.  Krimrainger,  of  Leroy,  wrote,  May  21 : 

Grasshoppers  have  been  hatchinoj  here  for  about  seven  weeks  in  this  locality 
(township  83,  range  32  west)  but  have  not  done  much  damag-e  except  to  cut  out  some 
gardens. 

The  only  eflFect  Fall  plowing  had  on  grasshopper  eggs  was  to  cause  them  to  hatch 
out  later;  perhaps  the  result  would  have  been  diflFerent  if  our  winter  had  been  wet 
instead  of  extremely  dry. 

The  insects  were  leaving  in  a  north  and  north-west  direction 
«very  favorable  day  throughout  most  of  June,  and  by  the  end  of  that 
month  farmers  were  jubilant  over  the  brightened  prospects. 

Bates  County. — Lying  near  the  centre  of  the  region  where  the 

eggs  were  most  thickly  laid,  this  county  suffered  severely.  The  peo- 
ple were  in  a  condition  that  outsiie  help  was  imperative  to  save  many 

families  from  actual  starvation.  For  miles  and  miles  every  green  thing 

that  grew  out  of  or  upon  the  ground  had  been  literally  devoured. 
Committees  were  sent  to  Kansas  City  and  St.  Louis  asking  for  help, 

and  brought  back  cheering  words  and  timely  aid  to  the  hungry  and 

■despairing  at  home. 
Jno.  B.  Durand,  of  Prairie  City,  wrote  me,  May  17: 

The  locusts  are  of  more  notoriety  here  at  present  than  anything  else.  It  is  actu- 
ally alarming  and  distressing  to  see  all  our  crops  and  pastures  eaten  off  until  they  are 

as  bare  as  in  midwinter.  Tney  take  everything  green,  even  tobacco.  They  keep  the 
leaves  off  of  some  of  my  apple  trees  so  that  I  am  afraid  they  will  die. 

A  prominent  merchant  of  Butler,  wrote,  May  19,  to  the  St.  Louis 

Globe- Democrat : 

"We  are  having  terrible  times  in  this  county  now.  The  grasshoppers  have  de- 
■stroyed  the  country  ;  there  is  scarcely  a  green  shrub  in  the  country.  All  of  our  crops 
are  destroyed,  and  there  is  no  prospect  of  the  hoppers  leaving.  Our  town  is  being 
threatened  with  a  raid  by  the  starving  people  from  the  country. 

Our  condition  is  awful,  and  God  only  knows  where  it  will  all  end. 

The  merchants  and  citizens  of  that  town  and  vicinity  held  several 

meetings,  and  raised  enough  money  to  purchase  a  car  load  of  seed 

corn.  This  was  distributed  to  responsible  farmers  for  seed  only. 

Other  arrangements  were  made  to  supply  the  immediate  wants  of  the 

people  and  Messrs.  Devinney,  Hannah  and  Childs  were  appointed  a 
committee  to  distribute  the  corn. 
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By  the  end  of  May  the  condition  began  to  change  for  the  better^ 
and  by  the  middle  of  July  everything  looked  promising.  There  was 

just  rain  enough  to  make  the  corn  grow  rapidly.  But  little  wheat  had 

been  sown;  oats  produced  a  fair  crop;  flax  yielded  about  one-quarter 
of  a  crop.  A  large  amount  of  castor  beans  was  planted,  and  the  crop 
was  excellent. 

Buchanan  County. — By  the  end  of  May  the  reports  from  this 
county  were  various  and  the  opinions  of  farmers  differed  widely.  The 
insects  were  in  spots.  Some  farms  had  not  been  touched  at  all,  while 

others  had  been  stripped  of  every  green  thing.  They  impeded  the 

progress  of  the  trains  on  the  railroads,  and  in  some  places  created  a 

most  disagreeable  stench.  In  most  parts  of  the  county  so  completely 

did  the  locusts  do  their  work,  that,  had  it  not  been  for  the  foliage 

borne  by  the  loftier  timber,  the  general  aspect  of  nearly  all  parts  of 

the  county  would  have  been  that  of  Winter. 

The  following  letter,  written  June  7,  by  J.  S.  Talbot,  of  Easton,to 

the  Hon.  Waller  Young,  and  read  before  fche  State  Board  of  Equaliza- 
tion, then  in  session,  conv  eys,  perhaps,  the  most  correct  idea  of  affairs  : 

In  answer  to  your  inquiry,  I  would  say  that  our  prospects  are  gloomy  indeed.  I 
think  by  the  time  the  hoppers  leave  here  they  will  have  devoured  everything  greeu. 
The  crops  are  about  all  destroyed  now,  together  with  meadows  and  pastures.  The 
country  would  present  the  appearance  of  winter  if  it  were  not  for  the  foliage  of  the 

timber.  The  leaves  are  all  str'ppedoft'  the  hazel  bushes.  I  think  they  will  live  on  us 
yet  some  three  weeks.  If  they  htay  this  length  of  time  God  oul}'  knows  what  will  be 
the  result  with  this  people.  The  farmers  are  generally  in  good  spirits.  Some  are 

planting,  others  are  going  to  commencn  in  eight  or  ten  aays,  hoping  the  'hoppers  will 
leave  by  the  time  the  corn  comes  up.  The  outlook  is  a  dark  one.  There  are  but  few 
who  have  the  seed,  fewer  who  have  anything  to  support  teams  necessary  to  raise  erops» 
Do  all  you  can  to  reduce  the  burdens  of  the  tax-paying  fiirmers.  Many  of  them  have 
not  paid  last  year's  taxes,  and  wliat  is  to  be  done  ia  tlie  premises  I  am  unable  to  say. 
It  seems  to  me  there  ought  to  be  a  called  session  of  the  Legislature  and  some  relief 
afforded  in  the  shape  of  stay-laws  as  to  taxes  and  debts.  So  tar  the  people  seem  very 
indulgent  as  to  debtors.  There  is  but  little  money  here.  Mj-  crops  are  all  gone— fifty 
acres  of  corn,  the  same  amount  of  wheat,  twenty  acres  of  oais  and  fifty  acres  of 

meadow.  Tlie  most  of  the  meadows  are  killed  outright.  Much  of  the  stock  is  being' 
taken  north  into  Gentry,  DeKalb  and  other  counties.  It  would  astonish  you  to  see  thfr 
courage  of  the  farmers,  the  surroundings  considered.  Thej'  are  determined  to  keep  up. 
courage  and  hope  for  success  ;  will  not  beg  or  ask  lor  outside  assistance  till  the  last  ves- 

tige oi  hope  is  gone.  If  the  hoppers  will  leave  in  two  weeks  we  can  raise  plenty  to 
winter  on. 

The  request  there  made  to  reduce  the  taxable  valuation  of  the 

property  ot  the  county  was  granted,  and  no  further  measures  for  gen- 
eral relief  were  adopted. 

Caldwell  County. — The  injury  was  confined  to  the  extreme  south- 
west corner  ot  the  county.  Reports  from  0.  L.  Gould,  of  Hamilton,  and 

D.  W.  Monroe,  of  Kidder,  show  that  even  here  the  damage  was  slight. 

Cass  County. — Sustained  perhaps  the  most  damage  of  any  of  the 
counties  in  the  afflicted  district.    The  general  expression  that  it  was 
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the  darkest  day  ever  experienced  by  the  people  of  the  county,  does 

not  overstate  the  true  condition  of  things.  From  many  graphic  ac- 

■counts  of  the  outlook  in  this  county,  I  select  the  two  following,  as  ac- 
cording most  nearly  with  my  own  experience. 

In  April  the  locusts  commenced  liatcliinE:  out  in  countless  millions,  and  every  day 
since  tliat  time  lar^e  swarms  have  come  to  the  surface.  As  soon  as  they  were  able  to 
hop  and  eat.  which  seems  to  he  in  about  tiiirty  minutes  after  incubation,  they  com- 

menced tlieir  depredations.  Since  that  time,  thouo^h  millions  have  been  destroyed, 
their  capacity  for  destruction  lias  increased.  In  spots  they  cover  the  ground  com- 

pletely ;  sometimes  bushels  of  them  can  be  scooped  up  from  the  area  of  a  few  square 
feet.  These  will  invade  a  wheat,  oats  or  tlax  tield,  and  in  a  few  hours  scarcely  a  ves- 

tige of  veo-etation  is  to  be  seen.  They  climb  currant  and  gooseberry  bushes,  and  in  a 
short  time  the  bushes  will  be  entirely  stripped  of  fruit  and  foliage.  They  have  invaded 
iihnost  every  garden,  meadow,  wheat,  oats,  flax  and  rye  field  in  the  county,  and  have 
•devoured  them.  *  *  *  *  *  -x-  -x-  *  * 

It  would  be  impossible  to  give  in  our  brief  article  an  adequate  idea  of  their  de- 
vastation in  Cass  county.  Mr.  Lee  Emerick  says  they  took  tltteen  acres  of  tine  oats 

for  him  in  three  hours.  Judge  Frank  Clark  had  a  line  field  of  wheat  which  was  en- 
tirely destroyed  last  Sunday  afternoon.  Numberless  instances  could  be  given  of  fields 

perfrctly  beautiful  in  verdure  one  morning,  presenting  an  aspect  as  bare  of  vegetation 
toy  the  next  day  as  they  were  at  planting  time. — [Cass  County  Courier,  May  21, 1875. 

Those  persons  at  a  distance  and  out  of  range  of  the  plague  can  have  but  a  faint 
idea  of  our  situation,  nor  can  they  comprehend  the  fearful  ravages  made  by  these  pests. 
These  have  already  eaten  up  the  wheat  and  oats,  and  are  taking  the  corn  that  is  planted 
as  fast  as  it  appears  above  the  ground.  Our  gardens  and  meadows  have  been  totally 
despoiled,  and  our  once  beautiful,  flower-decked  prairies  now  look  as  desolate  and  bar- 

ren as  the  desert.  Our  stock  will  either  have  to  be  sent  oflT  or  starve,  as  there  is  noth- 
ing for  them  to  eat.  The  influence  of  the  plague  (there  is  no  use  denying  the  fact)  is 

being  severely  felt  in  our  towns  and  cities  by  all  classes.  Business  is  becoming  stag- 
nated, work  of  all  kinds  is  on  the  decline,  and  gloom  and  despondency  fill  almost  every 

heart  at  the  prospect  of  famine  and  possible  starvation,  which  must  surely  come  unless 
assistance  comes  from  some  source. — [Pleasant  Hill  Review,  May  25,  1875. 

Mr.  W.  H.  Barrett,  a  prominent  merchant  of  Harrisonville,  wrote 

me,  May  27: 

In  reply  to  your  enquiries  about  destruction  of  crops,  I  will  say,  of  my  own  per- 
sonal knowledge,  as  follows:  I  had  loaned  flax  seed  enough  to  sow  an  acreage  of  ten 

thousand  acres,  and  now  there  is  not  one  acre  leftstandiui^  in  the  county.  I  have  some 
five  thousand  acres  of  castor  beans  out  and  I  find  that  they  are  not  damaged  to  any 
great  extent,  and  this  is  the  only  exception  of  any  crop  I  know  of  in  the  county. 
Flax,  oats,  wheat,  early  corn,  and  in  fact  every  green  vegetable  is  destroyed,  and  they 
.are  now  working  on  the  fruit  of  all  kinds,  and  I  find  all  of  this  j'ear's  growth  of  young 
trees  is  being  eaten  off"  and  great  apprehension  is  felt  for  fear  they  will  kill  the  trees. In  fact,  all  the  small  fruits  are  eaten  bare,  and  in  my  opinion,  are  now  killed. 

Even  the  forest  trees  did  not  escape  the  destroyer.  The  castor 

bean,  which  *he  locusts  at  first  refused,  was  finally  to  some  extent 
eaten.  Large  fields  were  swept  away  with  marvelous  rapidity.  One 

farmer  testifies  that  he  had  one  hundred  and  sixty  acres  of  wheat,  rye, 

oats  and  corn  in  fine  condition,  and  that  thirty-six  hours  after  his  fields 
were  attacked,  not  a  hat  full  of  grain  was  left. 

The  almost  entire  loss  of  crops  of  the  year  previous  by  drouth  and 

chinch  bug,  left  the  people  in  a  sad  condition  to  encounter  the  misfor- 

tunes of  1875.    More  or  less  distress  settled  upon  all  classes  of  peo- 
E  K— 24. 
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pie,  and  meetings  were  held  in  the  different  townships  of  the  county 

for  the  purpose  of  ascertaining  the  extent  of  the  damage  done,  and  to 

devise  measures  of  relief  from  the  scarcity  of  food  for  man  and  beast, 

and  from  the  want  of  seed  for  a  new  planting.  A  county  convention 

was  held  at  Harrisonville,  May  18,1875,  to  receive  reports  from  the  va- 

rious townships  in  regard  to  the  destruction  of  crops  by  the  insects.  A 

large  number  of  the  citizens  of  the  county  were  present.  Col.  H.  M. 

Bledsoe  was  called  to  the  chair  and  J.  F.  Potts  was  appointed  secre- 

tary. A  call  of  the  townships  disclosed  the  fact  that  a  large  number 

of  persons  were  destitute,  and  that  immediate  action  must  be  taken 

to  escape  actual  starvation.  It  was  found  that  the  County  Court  was 

powerless  to  extend  aid  on  account  of  the  express  limitation  of  the 

statute.  A  resolution  was  passed  requesting  the  Governor  to  call  a 

special  session  of  the  Legislature  to  take  into  consideration  the  state 

of  things  and  administer  relief. 

It  was  also  resolved  to  hold  township  meetings  on  the  22d  of  May,, 

and  another  county  convention  in  Harrisonville  on  the  24th  of  the 

same  month.  This  subsequent  convention  was  held,  reports  received 

from  the  townships,  and  the  county  court  requested  to  appoint  a  com- 

mittee of  four  to  proceed  to  St.  Louis  and  solicit  aid. 

I  twice  visited  this  county  and  was  kindly  received  by  Dr.  T^ 

Beattie,  Judge  H.  Glenn,  W.  H.  Barrett,  Dr.  Abraham,  G.  M.  Houston, 

Wm.  H.  Allen,  and  the  Editor  of  the  Courier.  Visiting  the  adjacent 

woods  and  fields  I  found  that  the  accounts  of  the  destruction  had  not 

been  overstated.  Being  called  upon  to  address  the  citizens  at  the 

court  house  at  Harrisonville,  I  set  forth  the  history,  origin  and  habits 

of  this  locust,  stating  when  the  insects  would  leave,  the  direction  they 

would  most  likely  take,  and  endeavored  to  encourage  the  people  by 

the  assurance  that  the  distress  then  afflicting  them  was  but  temporary 

and  would  be  followed  by  abundance.* 

As  part  of  the  history  of  the  locust  troubles  in  Cass  county,  and 

in  illustration  of  the  change  that  three  months  wrought,  I  take  the 

liberty  of  reproducing  the  following  from  a  report  made  by  the  Kansas 

City  Times  of  an  address  I  was  called  upon  to  deliver  in  the  same 

hall,  the  latter  part  of  September,  and  in  which  I  endeavored  to  bring 

together  the  dear  bought  lessons  of  the  year: 

Gentlemen-Farmers  of  Cass  County  :  I  left  you,  hardly  more  than  three  months 

since,  with  lone  faces,  discouraged,  forlorn,  l^ou  were  in  despair  and  alm
ost  heart- 

broken over  the  gloomy  prospects.    Desolation  and  distress  surrounded  you  on  every 

•With  Avhat  result,  the  following  extract  from  a  letter  from  Mr.  Geo.  M.  Hous
ton  of  that  place, 

will  indicate  :  "Your  talk  here  to  our  tarmers  and  citizens  has  had  an  excellent 
 ellect.  Every  ijersou 

appears  to  be  in  a  more  hopefid  mood.  Farmers  are  tallying  about  following 
 out  your  advice  m  plant- 

ng  corn,  etc.,  immediately." 
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hand,  and  there  was  enough  to  make  you  discouraored.  I  told  you  that  the  people  of 
the  State  were,  as  a  whole,  blessed  with  a  plenty,  and  prosperous,  and  that  they  would 
not  see  you  suffer.  The  noble  o^enerosity  of  our  more  fortunate  citizens  to  the  east, 
and  especially  of  the  people  of  St.  Louis,  iu  relieving-  your  more  pressing-  wants  at  the 
time,  iiave  since  justified  my  good  opinion  ot  ourpeople.  At  the  same  time  I  gave 
you  a  full  account  of  the  habits  and  ways  of  the  locust  plague,  and  endeavored  to  im- 

bue you  with  confidence  and  hope  by  showing  that  your  then  distress  was  temporar\% 
that  the  plague  would  leave  you  at  a  certain  time,  and  that  you  would  yet  be  blessed 
with  abundant  harvests.  I  told  you  that  I  was  imperatively  called  away  to  Europe,  and 
should  be  absent  from  the  country  during  most  of  the  summer,  but  that,  thougli  I  left 
you  in  distress,  I  expected  to  come  back  and  lind  you  growing  the  laro-est  crops  of 
most  kinds.  Surrounded  with  such  gloomy  prospects,  it  was  dirticult  for  you  to  take 
such  a  bright  view  of  the  future,  and  while  many  of  you  were  ejicouraged  and  had  full 
faith  in  my  predictions,  some  of  you  no  doubt  went  away  as  doubters.  Nor  could  I 
wonder  at  the  doubters,  because,  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  an  account  of  the  insect  was 
given  m  my  last  otHcial  report,  ami  that  I  had  given  substantial  reasons  why  the  pest would  not  extend  farther  east,  and  would  not  remain  with  you,  some  of  our  inlluential 
journals  were  not  only  tilled  with  ridiculous  ideas  as  to  the  iusecfs  natural  history 
written  by  correspondents  unfamiliar  with  the  first  principles  of  entomology,  but  they 
persisted  in  spreading  the  idea  that  the  western  counties  were  to  permanently  suiter from  the  scourge,  and  that  it  was  going  to  overrun  the  Stiate  and  other  States  to  the 
east— thus  unnecessarily  increasing  the  panic,  injuring  the  credit  of  these  counties,  and causing  many  to  leave  who  would  otherwise  have  stayed. 

I  come  back  among  you  to  lind  all  my  predictions  verified,  and  I  joy  with  -vou  in 
the  bounteous  corn  crop  which  1  see  on  all  hands,  the  rich  vegetable  harvest  and  the 
excellent  condition  of  jour  pastures  and  stock.  From  the  lirst  I  have  placed  myself on  record,  and  to  do  so,  it  required  that  faith  and  confidence  born  of  full  consciousness 
of  the  faot  that  my  opinions  were  based  on  scientific  data.  It  is  no  slight  matter  for  a 
public  otticer  to  thus  risk  his  reputation,  and  were  you  now  sufFerino- as  you  did  last 
Spring,  or  had  my  predictions  not  been  so  fully  verified,  your  State  Entomologist would  no  doubt  be  condemned  in  words  by  no  means  measured. 

Clay  County.— Here  agaiu  the  insects  were  very  bad  and 
trains  on  the  Cameron  Branch  of  the  Hannibal  and  kSt.  Joseph  Rail- 

road were  often  reported  as  stopped  by  them.  The  injury  wap,  how- 
ever, not  general.  Many  parts  of  the  county  were  bared,  but  in  the 

larger  portion  the  wheat  and  corn  were  not  seriously  affected,  and  by 
the  end  of  June  the  insects  were  flying  north  in  multitudes.  Corn  was 
being  everywhere  replanted  and  the  ground  extensively  prepared  for 
hungarian  and  millet.  The  following  correspondence  of  the  St. 
Joseph  Weekly  Herald  shows  the  condition  of  things  about  the  end 
of  May : 

Liberty,  May  28, 1875.— The  grasshoppers  in  Clay  county  are  doino-  great  damao-e 
to  the  garden  and  present  growing  crops.  In  Liberty,  the  citizens  fouo-ht  bravelv  In 
hopes  ot  keepmg  them  out  of  their  gardens.  This  week  they  surrendered.  Mr  Hop- 

per has  the  field.  In  the  county  they  have  ruined  several  crops,  but  some  still  not damaged.    Everythin?  green  seems  to  be  their  preferred  dish. 
The  feed  for  work  stock  is  entirely  exhausted,  and  the  last  hope  the  farmers  had 

to  put  in  their  second  crop  was  for  their  stock  to  subsist  on  grass,  which  last  hope  is 
disappearing  fast.  Several  are  driving  their  stock  north  to  graze  Ileport  says  our neighbors  are  objecting,  saying  they  must  have  what  grass  is  left  for  themselves 

The  hoppers  are  also  doing  great  damage  to  the  fruit  in  many  places.  But  our farmers  have  the  Jackson  kmd  of  nerve  and  are  determined  to  pick  their  fiint  and  trv  it 
again.  

^ 

Kkarxev,  May  2S,  187.5.— The  prospect  at  present  is  rather  gloomy.  The  "-ardens 
are  nearly  all  destroyed,  Oats,  clover,  and  in  fact  all  small  grain  h'ave  suffered'consid- erably  from  the  ravages  of  the  grasshopper,  and  from  a  number  of  farmers  we  hear 
that  their  corn  is  going  too.    The  recent  heavy  rains  have  livened  up  every  thin  o^  won- 

coming  emergency  and  to  mutually  aid  and  assist  each  other. 
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Clinton  County. — Accounts  gathered  from  this  county  are  some- 
what meagre.  The  St.  Joseph  Weekly  Herald^  May  21,  contains  the 

following  item  from  Cameron  : 

There  are  still  no  indications  of  tlie  grasshopper  plague  in  this  vicinity,  though 
they  have  done  some  damage  in  and  about  Perrin,  some  eight  miles  southwest  of  here, 
on  the  line  of  the  railroad.  So  far  none  have  been  discovered  north,  east  or  south  of 
us,  only  west  and  southwest.  At  Plattsburg,  twenty  miles  soutlawest,  they  are  to  be 
found  in  countless  millions,  and  have  done  great  injury  to  wheat  and  corn.  The  farm- 

ers in  the  devastated  sections  are  replanting  corn,  and  the  prevailing  sentiment  seems 
tj  be  more  hopeful  than  at  last  report. 

At  a  later  date,  June  14,  Capt.  M.  S.  Payne  writes  : 

As  regards  the  ravages  of  the  locusts,  they  are  fearful,  although  the  air  is  filled 
with  vast  swarms  of  them  like  so  many  bees  that  had  escaped  from  a  hive  on  their  way 
to  other  lands,  yet  enough  remains  to  destroy  all  vegetation  as  fast  as  it  comes  on,  and 
all  prospects  for  a  crop,  and  sustenance  for  the  coming  Winter,  unless  they  leave  in  the 
next  ten  days.  The  two  previous  years  of  drouth  in  northwest  Missouri,  together  with 
the  enormous  financial  pressure  and  heavy  taxation  have  left  the  people  without  re- 

source against  the  fearful  invasions  of  these  devouring  insects. 
They  came  out  of  a  hard,  cold  Winter,  with  stock  poor  and  weak.  Many  good 

industrious  citizens  reached  the  very  bottom  of  their  corn  cribs  long  before  Spring 
opened,  and  the  weather  was  so  cold  and  dry,  and  vegetation  was  so  exceedingly  back- 

ward that  the  locusts  got  the  advantage  and  have  kept  it. 
All  the  meadows,  both  clover  and  timothy,  are  absolutely  destroyed,  and  nothing 

but  frequent  and  heavy  rains  will  save  the  blue  grass.  Our  meadow  of  lorty  acres  is 
as  bare  and  as  desolate  as  if  it  had  been  swept  by  a  fire;  both  pastures  are  (with  the 
exception  of  the  green  trees)  as  bleak  as  Winter.  There  is  no  grass  left  on  the  place 
but  the  little  slope  of  blue  grass  that  runs  back  of  the  barn,  and  that  is  kept  very  short. 
Our  corn  is  still  standing,  although  much  injured,  and  we  do  not  know  how  soon  it 
will  be  taken,  the  oats  next  to  it  were  black  with  them  yesterday. 

*  *  *  ^(  -x-  -:.- 
The  devastation  is  much  heavier  and  more  universal  on  the  west  and  south  sides  of 

the  county.  The  hazel  and  undergrowth  are  as  leafless  as  in  Winter — all  the  small 
fruits  of  every  description  are  destroyed.  Those  who  were  depending  on  tlieir  gardens 
for  support  are  left  destitute,  and  in  the  northern  and  eastern  portions  of  the  county, 
where  there  is  any  prairie  unenclosed,  the  grass  is  not  much  injured,  but  there  are  such 

vast  quantities  of  stock  on  it  that  it  aff'ords  a  meagre  sustenance. Those  who  expected  to  plow,  off  the  grass,  are  left  without  sustenance  for  their 
teams  while  making  a  crop,  even  if  the  hoppers  leave  in  time  for  them  to  replant,  and 
they  can  succeed  in  procuring  the  necessary  seeds.  Many  farmers  will  have  to  plow 
with  very  poor  horses  through  the  hottest  and  most  exhausting  weather  without  feed. 

*  *  *  *  -;*  * 
Our  people  are  brave  and  persevering  and  the  majority  of  them  will  do  all  that 

human  labor  and  human  skill  can  accomplish,  if  they  can  get  the  right  kind  of  seeds. 
Not  corn  alone  is  needed,  but  potatoes,  navy  beans,  Michigan  peas,  buckwheat,  millet, 
Hungarian,  turnip  seed,  and  all  kinds  of  late  garden  seeds.  Tomato,  sweet  potato  and 
cabbage  plants  could  be  shipped  in,  and  if  we  have  a  late  Fall  they  can  be  raised  for 
Winter  use. 

Dade  County. — The  Dade  County  Advocate  of  June  3,  says : 

"Farmers  report  no  grasshoppers  to  amount  to  anything, and  in  what 
few  places  they  have  made  their  appearance  they  have  done  no  dam- 

age as  yet.  Chinch  bugs  appear  to  be  leaving  most  neighborhoods, 

and  not  much  more  damage  is  anticipated  from  them.  Oats  are  look- 

ing well  in  most  parts  of  the  county." 
Mr.  R.  A.  Workman,  of  Greenfield,  writes  me :  "  Those  that 

hatched  out  in  the  Spring  of  '75  were  so  few  and  so  scattered  that 
they  did  no  harm,  and,  in  fact,  were  scarcely  noticed,  and  disappeared 

so  quietly  that  no  one  knows  how  or  where." 
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DhKalb  County, — I  clip  the  following  from  the  St.  Joseph  Her- 
ald of  June  3,  from  correspondence  from  Sherman  township,  Msy  31 : 

As  assertions  prove  nothinof  I  will  give  you  the  names  of  some  responsible  gentle- 
men who  have  been  injured  by  the  hopper.  Capt.  S.  H.  Varner  has  been  run  over  by 

thera  for  a  week.  They  have  eaten  his  oats  and  one  hundred  and  twenty  acres  of 
meadow.  As  yet  they  have  not  troubled  his  corn,  but  may  before  night.  Mr  George 
Lowe,  near  Union  Star,  >vent  to  St.  Joseph  last  week  and  bought  him  a  new  cultivator 
to  plow  his  corn.  He  returned  next  day  nnd  had  not  a  hill  of  corn  to  plow.  Adam 
House  went  to  St.  Joseph  last  Tuesday  and  returned  on  Wednesday  and  found  his  corn 
field  as  bare  as  the  day  he  planted  it.  It  was  six  inches  or  more  high.  Of  course  he 
will  plant  it  over  again,  but  what  surety  has  he  that  the  young  hoppers  that  are  now 
hatching  (and  they  are  numerous)  will  not  eat  it?  Judge  Williams,  Frank  Bowen  and 
numbers  of  other  farmers  have  been  injured  by  them,  while  some  farms  are  as  yet  un- 
touched. 

Gentry  County. — As  a  whole  this  county  was  favored,  though  in 
many  localities  the  ground  was  made  as  bare  as  in  Winter.    Mr.  Levi 

Long,  of  Island  City,  writes: 

They  ate  all  the  wheat  that  was  on  high  land,  also  oats  and  corn  ;  all  garden  veg- 
etables and  a  great  portion  of  the  fruit.  Imagine  everything  green  on  the  face  of  the 

earth  eat  entirely  up,  the  meadows  and  blue  grass  pastures  as  dry  and  bare  of  vegeta- 
tion as  the  centre  of  a  State  road  that  is  traveled  a  great  deal,  and  you  can  probably 

form  some  idea  of  our  condition  at  the  time. 

Hickory  County. — The  same  may  be  said  of  this  as  of  the  preced- 
ing county. 

Holt  County. — In  1867  this  county  suffered  more  severely  than 
many  others,  and  I  have  several  correspondents  who  retain  a  very 

vivid  recollection  of  that  experience.  Last  year  the  county  suffered 

less  than  many  others,  and  the  pests  were  quite  successfully  fought. 

Many  crops  were  saved  by  ditching,  and  in  one  instance  a  Mr.  Walker 
is  reported  as  saving  his  crops  by  ditching  around  a  whole  quarter 

section,  on  a  place  called  Hackberry  Ridge. [ — St.  Louis  liepuhlican., 
July  5. 

Since  our  last  these  insects  have  developed  their  endurance  beyond  question. 
They  have  established  a  reputation  for  perfect  indifference  to  storms  and  cold  weather 
that  is  truly  astounding.  They  are  now  going  lor  garden  stuff  with  an  avidity  that  is 
rather  discouraging  to  the  planter.  They  went  for  our  cabbage  patch,  and  devoured  in 
a  few  hours,  what  we  had  been  several  months  in  developing;  others  have  been  more 
unlucky,  losing  everything,  cabbage,  peas,  raddishes,  lettuce,  all  swept  away  in  a  few 
hours.  Some  of  the  farmers  in  this  vicinity  have  had  their  wheat,  oats,  barley,  timo- 

thy and  other  crops  greatly  injured  by  these  pests. 
Out  on  Hickory  Creek  the  hoppers  are  not  so  numerous  as  here,  and  as  a  conse- 

quence are  not  doing  so  much  injury;  near  Craig,  Judge  Van  Wormer  reports  they 
are  destroying  the  wheat.  Near  Forbes  they  are  more  numerous  than  here,  and  have 
destroyed  about  all  the  gardens;  only  one  piece  of  wheat  is  reported  as  injured  yet. 
Some  other  parts  of  the  county  report  none,  while  others  have  enough  to  supply  several 
counties. 

All  accounts  show,  however,  that  we  are  not  as  bad  off  as  some  of  our  neighbors. 
— \lIolt  County  Sentinel^  May  15. 

Henry  County. — A  correspondent  of  the  St.  Louis  Repuhlican., 
under  date  May  26,  thus  describes  the  devastation  in  Henry  County  : 

The  locusts  have  already  destroyed  a  large  portion  of  the  crops  in  sections  of  this 
county,  and  still  continue  their  work  of  devastation.     The  western  and  northern  part 
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of  this  county  is  aloiost  a  desert,  there  being'  scarcely  a  vesti.j^e  of  anything  ̂ reen  re- 
maining- to  be  seen.  They  don't  seem  to  have  any  definite  direction  to  travel,  but  at 

present  they  are  moving  southeast,  and,  if  they  continue  in  that  course,  the  entire  crop 
of  this  county  will  be  destroyed.  The  largest  are  as  yet  not  more  than  half  grown, 
and  will  probably  not  be  able  to  fly  for  one  month  or  longer,  while  many  are  yet  hatch- 

ing. [Subsequent  events  proved  this  incorrect :  the  bulk  of  them  left  by  the' middle  of June.]  Our  farmers  are  so  alarmed  that  some  are  leaving  their  farnis,  while  many 
would  do  so  but  are  unable.  Grass  on  the  prairies  is  destroyed  in  certain  localities  and 
people  are  compelled  to  drive  their  -tock  some  distance  for  grazing  Many  farmers 
have  planted  their  corn  the  second  time,  and  will  plant  again  if  the  locusts  leave  soon, 
while  many  have  exhausted  their  means  and  will  be  unable  to  buy  seed  or  provisions, 
and  will  actually  starve  unless  they  receive  immediate  relief.  These  are  serious  (acts, 
and  are  entirely  free  from  exaggeration. 

A  mass  meeting  of  the  citizens  of  the  county  convened  at  the 

court  house  on  May  21st,  to  devise  some  plan  of  relief  for  the  desti- 

tute. Dr.  J.  H.  Britts  was  called  to  the  chair,  and  Thos.  Day  elected 

secretary.  A  committee  consisting;  of  Messrs.  McLane,  Tewell,  Woods, 
Gantt,  and  Dr.  Salmon  was  appointed  to  prepare  a  plan  of  action. 
This  committee  reported  as  follows  : 

Tour  committee  have  come  to  the  conclusion  that  we  have  not  the  means  in  our 
midst  to  relieve  the  necessities  of  our  poor.  The  great  destitution  is  alarming.  We 
must  have  aid.  We  are  now  in  the  midst  of  a  famine.  The  people  of  Henry  county 
have  always  contributed  liberally  when  other  sections  needed  our  aid  ;  believing  then 
that  an  appeal  to  those  portions  of  our  country  that  have  been  blessed  will  bring  con^ 
tributions  of  corn  and  bacon  for  our  poor,  we  are  in  favor  of  sending  duly  accredited 
agents  to  solicit  aid  from  the  people  of  other  portions  of  the  country,  and  especially 
the  great  centers  of  commerce. 

Committees  were  appointed  to  visit  Illinois  and  Iowa  to  solicit 

aid.  They  carried  the  seal  of  the  county  court,  and  were  instructed  to 

receive  and  distribute  contributions.  The  following  resolutions,  adopted 

by  the  meeting,  express  the  intense  feeling  that  pervaded  the  county: 

Whereas,  Owing  to  the  fact  that  there  is  now  great  and  wide-spread  alarm  among 
all  classes  of  citizens  of  this  county  at  the  ravages  of  the  grasshoppers  and  chinch 
bugs,  and  that  much  harm  will  necessarily  inure  to  the  growing  crops  of  the  county, 
and  in  many  instances  the  flax  crop  is  already  destroyetl  ;  Therefore  be  it 

Resolved,  1st,  That  to  prevent  the  destitution  that  must  necessarily  follow  if  the 
crops  of  the  county  are  destroyed,  and  not  replenished,  we  earnestly  recommend  that 
farmers  do  not  cease  to  plant  as  long  as  a  crop  is  likely  to  mature  at  all ;  that  after  it  is 
too  late  to  plant  corn,  we  recommend  that  huiigarian  and  millet  be  sown  for  the  purpose 
of  supplying  the  deficiency  of  the  hay  crop. 

2d,  That  it  is  only  by  earnest  and  p-^rsistent  effort  that  we  will  be  able  to  supply 
the  loss  caused  by  these  pests,  and  to  some  extent  prevent  the 'calamity  that  now threatens  us. 

Resolved,  That  the  chair  appoint  a  committee  of  three  to  proceed  to  Jefferson 
City,  and  in  behalf  of  the  tax-payers  of  Henry  County  memorialize  the  State  Board  of 
Equalization  now  in  session,  to  put  the  valuation  of  property  in  Henry  county  at  its 
present  cash  value. 

Jackson  County. — The  devastation  in  other  adjacent  counties 
was  repeated  in  this.  Mr.  Z.  F.  Kagan,  of  Independence,  with  whom  I 

spent  some  time  during  the  most  critical  period,  writes  : 

While  young  they  did  but  little  damage,  neither  did  they  excite  much  alarm, 
since  persons  who  had  resided  here,  when  they  were  here  in  1S(J7,  assured  us  that  but 

little  damage  might  be  apprehended,  inasmuch  as  in  '67  they  only  cleaned  up  the  dog- 
fennel  along  the  public  highways  and  the  weeds  out  of  the  corn  fields.   But  lo,  and  be- 
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liolcl  I  When  they  commenced  moving:  in  vast  armies,  and  all  kinds  of  ofrowino:  crops 
disappeared  before  the  black  dead  line  of  their  advance,  threatenin*;  destitution  and 
even  starvation,  a  general  alarm  pervaded  the  whole  community,  and  many  that  had 
treated  the  matterlightly,  began  to  comprehend  the  situation  and  saw  at  once,  that 
notwithstandino:  they  mitfht  be  themselves  self-sustaining:,  if  they  wei"e  surrounded  by 
destitute  and  needy  people,  they  could  have  no  securitj'^  in  what  they  miijht  call  their 
own.  Meetintys  were  called  in  every  school  district  and  committees  appointed  to  ascer- 

tain the  true  condition  of  every  family  and  report  to  the  county  committee,  which  was 
provided  with  a  contribution  fund  to  provide  seed  and  supplies  for  all  that  needed  aid 
till  somethingr  could  be  raised  for  the  support  of  man  and  beast.  AVith  all  the  crops  of 

wheat,  rye.  oats,  fliix.  clover,  corn,  g-ardens  and  pastures  consumed  in  detianee  of  every 
liuinan  eftort  to  stay  the  general  devastation  (say  up  to  the  1st  of  July),  the  llelds  being 
as  bare  as  the  public  roads  ;  the  outlook  was  glooraj'  beyond  description.  Many  gave 
up  in  despair  and  left  the  countj\ 

The  following  from  a  correspondent  to  the  St.  Louis  Glohe-Deino- 
■crat  of  May  28,  may  be  taken  as  a  fair  statement  of  the  condition  of 
things: 

But  now,  within  a  month  they  have  become  multiplied  millions  upon  millions, 
traversing  the  whole  country,  spreading  themselves  in  all  directions,  going  to  and  fro; 
iind  I  may  safely  say  there  is  scarcely  a  square  yard  in  the  county  which  can  claim  ex- 

emption "from  their  ravages.  Pastures  have  been  stripped  of  herbage,  oat  and  wheat fields  have  been  swept,  gardens  are  bare  of  any  growing  vegetable,  and  the  cornfields 

tire  alike  destitute  of  indications  that  anything  has  been  "planted.  The  small  (ruits  are irrevocably  gone,  and  the  larger  fruits  are  now  becoming  a  prey  to  their  devouring 
powers.  They  swarm  into  the  houses,  hopping  and  climbing  in  every  place  that  is 
not  absolutelj'  closed  against  them.  No  one  who  has  not  seen  them  can  have  a  con- 
•ception  of  their  amazing  number.  The.y  have  been  destroyed  in  all  possible  ways — by 
fire,  by  ditching,  and  various  other  modes — in  bushels  beyond  computation,  and  yet 
they  are  the  same  ubiquitous  host.  So  great  is  the  dearth  of  anything  upon  which 
cattle  may  feed  that  they  are  daily  being  removed  to  distant  counties  and  ranges  where 
pasturage  can  be  had.  The  condition  of  affairs  is  indeed  gloomy,  and  much  solicitude 
is  felt  in  regard  to  the  issue.  Many  are  disposed  to  yield  to  despondency,  but  the  larger 
number  of  our  people  are  still  resolute  and  hopeful.  There  will,  of  necessitj',  be  many 
•cases  of  destitution,  but  we  hope  to  be  able  to  provide  for  all  such,  and  not  apply  for 
aid  from  abroad  until  we  have  exhausted  our  own  resources.  The  situation  is  by  no 
means  desperate.  An  occasional  field  has  been  lightly  touched,  and  the  corn,  which  is 
the  real  staple  of  thecountrv,  though  constantly  eaten  off  as  fast  as  the  blade  appears, 
It  is  thought  has  sufiicient  vitality  to  cause  it  to  grow  when  the  pest  disappears,  and 
even  if  it  does  not  a  fair  crop  may  be  secured  by  planting  a  quickly  maturing  variety 
^veu  as  late  as  the  1st  of  July. 

A  Farmers'  Delegate  Convention  was  held  at  Independence  on  the 
26th  of  May,  and  was  largely  attended,  750  being  present.  They 
adopted  resolutions  reciting  the  destruction  of  all  crops,  fruits, 

meadows,  etc.;  that  in  consequence  of  the  short  crops  of  the  two  pre- 
ceding years,  farmers  had  not  means  to  prevent  suffering  or  provide 

seed  for  replanting  ;  calling  upon  the  people  to  meet  in  the  school  dis- 
tricts on  the  next  Saturday,  to  make  lists  of  persons  needing  aid  ;  call- 

ing upon  the  county  court  to  provide  for  such  persons;  appointing  a 
delegation  to  visit  the  State  Board  of  Equalization,  and  ask  a  reduction 

of  fifty  per  cent,  on  the  assessment  of  1875;  appointing  a  committee 

to  wait  on  capitalists  and  banks  and  negotiatefor  money  to  pay  for 
seed  and  relief;  that  the  people  of  Jackson  county  will  help  each 

other  to  the  utmost  extent,  and  in  case  that  is  not  adequate,  will  call 

on  the  Governor  to  convene  the  Legislature  to  provide  further  relief; 
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and,  finally,  appointing  a  committee  to  issue  an  appeal  to  the  people  of 
Jackson  county,  and  discouraging  all  unlawful  acts  by  sufferers. 

An  adjourned  meeting  was  held  at  the  same  place  on  the  31st  of 

the  month,  at  which  150  delegates  were  present.  The  story  of  desti- 

tution recited  that  many  were  living  on  bread  and  water;  trees  were- 
being  cut  dow:i  for  food  for  cattle.  A  relief  committee  was  appointed 

and  donations  were  solicited  from  all  who  were  able  and  willing  to 

help.  As  a  result  of  this  movement  about  $5,000  to  $7,000  were  col- 
lected and  distributed. 

I  spent  some  time  in  this  county,  and  the  gloomy  outlook  toward 

the  end  of  May  could  not  well  be  exaggerated.  The  stench  from  thfr 

immense  numbers  that  were  destroyed  around  Kansas  City,  was  at 

one  time  unendurable,  and  lest  it  should  breed  a  pestilence  the  au- 
thorities of  Westport  took  measures  to  deodorize  and  disinfect  the 

atmosphere  on  a  large  scale.  Fifteen  barrels  of  locusts  were  one 

evening  shoveled  up  and  hauled  from  the  base  of  the  court  house  at 

Independence,  each  barrel  weighing  220  pounds.  These  were  only  a 

portion  that  were  unable,  after  a  hard  days'  battle,  to  get  inside  where 
there  was  a  luxuriant  growth  of  blue  grass. 

Johnson  County. — The  western  portion  of  the  county  was  most 
severely  handled.  In  the  vicinage  of  Kingsville  it  was  estimated  that 

four-fifths  of  all  the  wheat,  oats,  rye,  corn,  flax,  meadow,  wild  gras& 
and  garden  products  were  destroyed.  At  a  meeting  of  farmers  from 

Madison  township  held  at  Holden,  June  2d,  and  presided  over  by  the 

mayor,  Hon.  W.  C.  Smith,  it  was  shown  that  the  locusts  had  devoured 

all  the  wheat,  flax,  clover  and  timothy  represented,  together  with  half 
the  corn.  Potatoes  were  entirely  ruined,  and  but  little  fruit,  small 

or  large,  left.  It  was  found  necessary  to  drive  live  stock  out  of 

the  county  to  localities  more  favored  to  prevent  starvation.  A  large 
number  of  families  were  reduced  to  a  bread  and  water  diet.  All 

were  hard  pressed  to  raise  means  for  obtaining  seed  for  replanting^ 
and  work  teams  were  so  reduced  as  to  be  scarcely  able  to  perform 
their  necessary  tasks. 

At  the  invitation  of  the  county  court,  a  delegate  convention  was- 
held  at  Warrensburg  on  the  28th  of  April,  all  the  townships  in  the 

county  being  represented.  Dr.  J.  M.  Fulkerson  was  elected  chairman,, 
and  Rev.  I.  N.  Newman,  secretary.  A  committee  of  one  from  each 

township  was  selected  to  propose  some  plan  for  meeting  the  necessi- 
ties of  the  county.  The  matter  of  relief  was  finally  referred  to  the 

action  of  the  individual  townships.  In  some  of  the  townships  effort 

"was  made  to  effect  large  loans  upon  bonds  given  by  the  most  respon- 
sible men  in  the  community,  the  object  being  to  sub-loan  the  amount 
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thus  obtained,  in  smaller  sums  to  those  who  possessed  but  little  prop- 
erty, and  yet  suflScient  to  secure  a  note  for  such  an  amount  as  would 

be  needful  to  supply  their  families  and  buy  seed. 

On  three  occasions,  in  May  and  June,  I  visited  the  country  around 

Holden  and  Warrensburg,  and  publicly  addressed  the  people  at  the- 
latter  place.  The  better  class  of  citizens  were  determined  and  hopetul, 
and  the  condition  of  the  county,  judged  by  the  payment  of  taxes, 

compared  favorably  with  its  condition  in  previous  years,  for  in  War- 
rensburg township  f  32,000  were  collected  out  of  |39,000. 

Lafayette  County. — Although  lying  on  the  eastern  border  of  the- 
region  visited  by  the  locusts,  this  county  shared  largely  in  the  general 
affliction  and  distress.  A  correspondent  of  the  Chicago  Times  under 

date,  Lexington,  May  18,  says:  "The  grasshoppers  are  on  the  move^ 
east,  eating  everything  green  in  their  road.  One  farmer  south  of  thi& 

city  had  fifteen  acres  of  corn  eaten  by  them  yesterday  in  three  hours^ 

They  mowed  it  down  close  to  the  ground,  just  as  if  a  mowing  ma-^ 
chine  had  cut  it.  All  the  tobacco  plants  in  the  upper  part  of  the 

county  have  been  eaten  by  them."  Other  advices  show  that  many 
neighborhoods  were  rendered  destitute,  and  the  want  of  seed  for  re- 

planting was  widely  felt.  No  public  measures  of  relief  were  adopted^ 

so  far  as  I  have  any  knowledge,  and  it  is  probable  that  none  were 
necessary. 

Nodaway  County. — In  the  St.  Joseph  Herald  of  June  3,  there 
appears  a  brief  item  from  Graham,  Nodaway  county,  under  date  May 
29th,  as  follows : 

We  have  some  locusts  here,  but  they  are  doinof  no  serious  damage  to  crops  or 
gardens  in  this  immediate  vicinity.  Five  miles  north  of  here  there  are  no  locusts. 
South  of  here,  in  Andrew  county,  they  are  numerous,  and  in  places  are  destroying" 
crops  and  gardens.  West  of  here,  in  Holt  county,  they  are  not  doing  much  damage,, 
except  in  the  west  part  of  the  county,  where  they  are  sweeping  everything  in  places. 
Farmers  are  following  after  and  replanting. 

This  county  appears  to  have  been  singularly  fortunate,  a  fact 

which  may  perhaps  be  accounted  for  by  the  large  amount  of  timbered: 

land  in  the  county,  together  with  its  prominent  undulations  of  sur- 
face. 

NiiWTON  County. — Few  eggs  were  laid  in  this  county,  and  no  seri- 
ous ravages  are  reported. 

Pettis  County. — Only  the  western  part  of  this  county  suffered> 
and  that  not  severely. 

Platte  County. — Under  date  May  25th,  a  correspondent  to  the 
St.  Louis  Republican  thus  describes  the  ravages  of  the  insects  ia 

this  county  : 
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They  have  destroyed  all  the  gardens  in  this  vicinity,  not  sparing:  the  onions  or 
peas.  The  rose-bushes,  instead  ot  presentinor  one  solid  mass  of  bloom,  look  like  so 
many  bundles  of  sticks  stuck  about  in  the  yards.  They  are  materially  injurinir  the 
young  fruit  trees  as  they  climb  upon  them  to  roost,  and  during  the  niglit  they  cut  off 
every  green  branch.  The  grapes  have  been  cut  the  same  way.  In  fact  we  have  but 
little  left.  The  pastures  are  full,  and  our  farmers  are  sending  their  stock  away  to  hunt 
grass.  Some  have  felled  trees  for  their  stock  to  browse  upon  the  green  boughs.  They 
have  destroyed  nearly  all  the  corn  and  have  been  busy  at  work  in  the  wheat  fields, 
eating  all  the  blades,  leaving  only  the  bare  stalks  standing.  Every  evening  these  stalks 
are  crowded  witli  the  little  pests,  and  it  is  feared  they  will  destroy  the  bloom  of  the 

wheat,  as  they  have  nothing  left  upon  which  to  feed.  " 

Farmers  drove  away  their  stock  to  more  favored  localities,  and  for 

such  as  they  were  obliged  to  retain  they  cut  down  linden  trees  for 
feed.  No  concerted  measures  for  relief  are  reported.  The  Platte 

City  Landmark  reports  by  the  24th  of  May,  that  the  people  had  be- 
come more  or  less  disheartened,  and  had  about  concluded  that  no 

effort  of  theirs  could  stay  the  ravages  of  the  pests.  Whole  fields  of 

wheat,  corn,  grass  and  most  of  the  gardens  in  that  county  had  been 

swept  as  clean  of  every  green  thing  as  if  a  simoon  had  blasted  them. 

An  army  of  the  insects,  about  one  hundred  yards  wide,  attempted  to 

cross  Platte  Piver,  at  Darnall's  Ferry.  For  miles  up  and  down  the 
river  the  water  was  a  living  mass  of  them.  Mr.  Darnall  at  once  sum- 

moned his  whole  force  of  farm  hands,  consisting  of  twelve  men,  who, 

with  the  aid  of  clubs  and  sticks,  kept  them  from  returning  to  shore, 

or  crossing,  until  they  became  exhausted  and  floated  off  with  the  cur- 
rent. Mr.  Darnall  thinks  that  at  least  five  hundred  bushels  were  thus 

destroyed.  He  thus  saved  about  one  hundred  acres  of  as  fine  wheat 
as  he  ever  raised. 

Kay  County. — A  gentleman  residing  at  Richmond  writes,  May  23 : 

Since  the  reception  of  your  note,  I  have  been  at  some  pains  to  gather  the  facts 
you  asked  for,  and  I  send  them  in  a  shape  as  much  condensed  as  possible.  After  riding 
about  over  the  county  for  two  days,  and  talking  to  reliable  farmers  who  have  been 
pretty  much  all  over  it,  the  truth  learned  seems  about  to  be  that  we  have  been  worse 
scared  than  hurt.  The  grasshoppers  are  not  general  over  the  county.  In  some  places 
where  they  are  they  have  eaten  considerable,  and  in  other  places  none  at  all.  Myriads 
of  them  are  dying.  In  some  places  so  great  is  the  mortality  that  the  stench  is  sicken- 

ing. Our  general  crop  prospects  are  good.  We  have  had  fine  rains.  So  far  our  grass- 
hoppers seem  to  get  no  wings.  From  the  places  where  they  were  hatched  out  to  the 

places  where  they  now  are,  the  distance  traveled  won't  amount  to  fifty  yards.  We  are 
all  hoping  for  the  best,  and  believe  the  worst  is  over. 

The  following  from  the  correspondence  of  the  Kansas  City  Times 

shows  the  condition  of  things  June  14th,  nearly  a  month  later: 

The  grasshoppers  are  still  here,  and  doing  a  great  deal  of  damage.  They  have 
left  the  high  lands  in  places  and  gone  to  the  bottoms.  Thousands  ot  them  are  daily 
flying  away.  A  great  manv  of  them  were  seen  tlying  on  Sunday,  from  11  a.  m.,  to  5  p. 
M..  going  in  a  northwesterly  direction.  Great  numbers  of  them  dropped  in  Camden, 
and  pounced  upon  the  first  green  thing  that  came  in  their  way.  Crops  continue  to 
suffer  ;  many  larmers  have  turned  their  stock  in  on  their  wheat;  oats  are  going  every 
day,  and  young  corn  is  badly  injured,  and  in  many  places  entirely  destroyed.  Farm- 

ers are  almost  despairing  of  a  "chance  to  replant  anything.    Tobacco  plants  are  all 
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<lestroyed,  as  far  as  heard  from.  Hpinp  is  badly  iiijnrpd.  Fruit  trees  are  suffering  from 

the  hoppers,  as  tliey  are  cutrino^  oft"  the  youn<r  Iruit  and  leaves,  even  dropping'  the yoiiuij  twigs  to  the  grround,  seeiiiingl.v,  to  feed  the  weaker  ones  who  cannot  so  readily 
get  up  in  the  trees. 

The  St.  Joseph  Herald^  May  27,  reports  from  Richmond,  "  that  in 
some  localities  the  locusts  have  taken  the  corn  and  wheat  clean,  and 

in  other  localities  there  has  been  little  or  no  damage  as  yet.  Some 

are  planting  their  gardens  and  corn  over,  and  think  the  ̂   hoppers'  will 

leave  the  country  before  they  can  do  damage  to  the  second  crop." 
The  Richmond  Conservator  of  May  29,  says,  editorially : 

Ourexchanges  are  lilled  with  accounts  of  the  appearance  and  depredations  of 
these  pests;  many  of  which  are  exaggerations,  especially  that  report  from  liichmond, 
published  in  the  St.  Louis  Times  andi  Dispatch.  The  visitation  is  bad  enougl),  we  want 
it  no  worse  ;  but,  if  accounts  are  correct,  we  have  but  few  compared  with  the  numbers 
in  other  counties.     With  but  rare  exceptions,  no  one  has  been  seriously  injured  here. 

St.  Clair  County. — Correspondence  of  the  St.  Louis  Republican 
of  June  3,  shows,  graphically,  how  great  was  the  destruction  and  conse- 

quent destitution  in  the  larger  part  of  this  county: 

At  the  end  of  the  war  not  ten  buildings  remained  to  mark  the  place  of  the  once 
centre  of  trade.  Even  the  court  house  was  destroyed.  The  terrible  sights  of  the  cruel 
war  are  now  being  outdone  by  the  crudest  of  sights — starvation.  For  the  past  three 
years  the  crops  of  St.  Clair  county  have  been  a  total,  or  nearly  total  failure.  Last 
fall  the  pangs  of  hunger  stared  many  a  strong  man  in  the  face,  but  with  the  assist- 

ance of  help  from  the  more  fortunate  he  kept  it  at  a  safe  distance  only  to  return  again 
with  redoubled  fury.  Within  the  past  tew  weeks  cases  have  come  to  hand  which  excel 
and  leave  in  the  shades  of  night  the  thrilling  scenes  of  battle  and  tender  feelings  gener- 

ated by  the  tale  of  Indian  warfare,  where  the  scalping  knife  plays  the  most  important 
part.  Ten  times  more  preferable  would  death  be  under  the  club  of  the  savage  than 
under  the  lingering  cruel  death  of  starvation.  A  true  statement  of  events  cannot,  in 
fact,  be  better  portrayed  than  is  shown  by  a  circular  which  is  being  circulated  around 
the  county,  calling  for  a  meeting  of  the  citizens  to  devise  some  means  whereby  death 
can  be  driven  from  the  door  of  suffering  humanity.    The  following  is  a  copy  : 

"Friends,  you  have  been  instriunental  in  relieving  the  most  pressing  wants  of 
many  of  your  citizens,  and  I  hope  you  are  still  willing  to  aid  them  a  few  weeks  longer, 
luitil  they  can  be  able  to  help  themselves.  Through  the  committee  here  there  have 
been  fortj'-four  families  aided.  There  are  of  that  number  now,  perliaps  one-half,  who 
can  get  through  ujion  their  own  resources,  and  the  balance  will  need  help. 

''Friends,  I  appeal  to  you  in  behalf  of  suffering  humanity,  to  do  your  duty  in  this 
case.  If  you  could  but  see  what  I  have  seen,  of  the  destitution  of  our  people,  you 
would  not  hesitate  in  this  matter,  but  would  gladly  help  the  old  and  iiitirm,  the  crip- 

pled, the  widows  and  orphans,  whose  cries  for  bread,  bread,  are  ascending:  up  to 
lieaven.  Will  you  respond  to  their  cries  ?  I  believe  you  will.  May  God  help  each 
and  every  one  to  do  his  duty  in  this  matter.  1  hope  the  good  people  of  Osceola  will 
call  a  meeting  at  once,  at  which  time  and  place  the  truth  maj^  be  made  known  and  the 

required  relief  given." 
This  represents  the  destitution  of  but  one  town  out  of  ten.  The  picture  is  unvar- 

nished and  put  in  as  mild  a  form  as  possible.  We  have  seen  withm  the  past  week  fam- 
ilies which  had  not  a  meal  of  victuals  in  their  house ;  families  that  had  nothing: 

to  eat  save  what  their  neighbors  gave  them,  and  what  game  could  be  caught 
in  a  trap,  since  last  fall.  In  one  case  a  family  of  six  died  within  six  days  of 
each  other  from  the  want  of  food  to  keep  body  and  soul  together.  But  it  is  but  justice 
to  say  that  the  neighbors  and  citizens  were  unaware  of  the  facts  of  the  case  and  were 
not,  therefore,  responsible  for  the  terrible  death  which  overtook  these  poor  pilgrims 
on  their  journey  to  the  better  land.  This  is,  we  believe,  the  first  case  of  the  kind  which 
has  transpired  in  this  county ;  but,  from  present  indications,  the  future  four  months 
will  make  many  graves,  marked  with  a  simple  piece  of  wood  with  the  inscription, 

"Starved  to  death,"  painted  on  it.  Our  citizens  have  given,  all  that  had  any  to  give, 
until  nothing  is  left  to  give,  and  now  they  must  in  their  turn  solicit  aid  from  elsewhere. 
It  would  be  more  encouraging  if  the  prospects  for  a  fine  harvest  were  at  all  flattering, 
but  as  the  case  now  is,  we  do  not  hope  for  an  excuse  for  a  crop.    The  grasshoppers 
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have  eaten  up  all  the  flax,  all  the  wheat  and  corn,  and  now  are  attackhig  everything- 
green.  even  ofrass,  and  three  weeks  will  witness  a  country  as  barren  as  thejrrim  desert& 
of  Africa.  We  must  have  aid  from  some  source  or  we  shall  perish.  As  I  write  thi& 
the  sound  of  prayer  and  song  is  wafted  on  the  breeze  throuo^h  the  open  window  from 
the  church  across  the  way,  as  a  crowded  house,  numbering  some  six  hundred  souls,, 
are  offering  up.  in  answer  to  the  proclamation  of  Gov.  Hardin,  their  humble  prayers 
for  the  interposition  of  Divine  Providence  to  relieve  the  calamities  which  are  falling- 
with  such  fury  upon  this  county.  May  the  Lord,  in  His  tnercy,  take  pity  upon  this 
afflicted  people  and  saye  them  from  the  death  which  will  surely  overtake  them  unless  a 
miracle  is  performed. 

Vernon  County. — Hon.  William  Hall,  of  Walker,  writes,  May  20  : 

"We  are  in  the  midst  of  an  army  of  insects.  Between  the  grasshop- 
pers and  Chinch  bugs  this  county  is  threatened  with  famine  both  for 

man  and  beast."  From  a  correspondent  of  the  St.  Louis  Repuhlicauy 
June  4,  it  appears  that  the  ravages  were  chiefly  confined  to  the  north- 

western portion  of  the  county. 

The  other  counties  of  Cedar,  Dade,  Daviess,  Harrison,  Hickory^ 

Jasper,  Lawrence,  McDonald,  Polk  and  Worth,  that  were  visited  in 

1874,  suffered  comparatively  little  from  the  unfledged  insects  in  the 
following  Spring. 

CONDITION  OF  THINGS  IN  OTHER  STATES. 

Kansas. — The  ravages  of  the  young  locusts  in  this  State,  during 
the  Spring  of  1875,  were  confined  to  a  district  about  150  miles  in  length 

and  50  miles  in  breadth,  at  the  widest,  along  the  eastern  border.  The 

counties  of  Doniphan,  Brown,  Atchison,  Jefferson,  Leavenworth, 

Douglass,  Labette,  Johnson,  Miami,  Franklin,  Linn,  Bates  and  Bour- 
bon suffered  more  or  less  severely.  These  counties  comprised  the 

principal  hatching-grounds  of  the  insect,  for,  although  the  invading 
hosts  of  the  previous  autumn  had  been  reported  as  ovipositing  in 

almost  every  county  of  the  State,  time  proved  that  the  great  bulk  of 

the  eggs  were  laid  as  the  locusts  approached  their  eastward  limit.  In 

1874  the  greatest  damage  had  been  from  northwest  to  southeast,  being- 
lightest  along  the  eastern  half  of  the  State  which  the  winged  insects 

reached  too  late  to  do  very  serious  injury.  In  1875  the  tables  were 

turned;  the  eastern  portion  of  the  State  suffered,  and  the  western 
counties  were  little  troubled. 

A  small  proportion  of  the  eggs,  which  had  been  deposited  in  dry, 

sunny  situations,  hatched  during  the  autumn  of  1874;  but  there  is  no 

evidence  that  any  of  the  young  thus  prematurely  brought  into  the 
world  survived  the  Winter.  On  the  contrary,  certain  experiments 

made  the  following  Spring  demonstrated  the  fact  that  a  temperature 

of  2°  below  zero  was  invariably  fatal  to  them. 
The  insects  were  reported  as  hatching  in  a  few  localities,  and 

mostly  along  river  bottoms,  as  early  as  the  middle  of  March;  but  it 
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is  the  general  opinion  of  my  correspondents  that  all  such   early  col- 
onies perished  from  subsequent  cold  and  freshets. 

Prof.  Snow,  of  the  State  University  at  Lawrence,  records  the  fact 

of  seeing  the  first  young  locusts  upon  the  southern  slopes  of  Mt.  Oread 

on  April  6th,  and  soon  learned  that  a  simultaneous  hatching  had 

taken  place  in  many  spots  of  bottom  land,  along  roadsides  and  in 

lields  of  grass  and  grain.  From  this  date  until  about  the  lOih  of  May 

they  were  reported  from  various  localities  as  '^  still  hatching." 
Many  citizens  of  the  infested  district  labored  with  heroic  deter- 

mination to  save  their  crops  from  the  pests,  and  such  efforts  measura- 
bly succeeded  in  keeping  them  in  check. 
Continued  wet  weather  and  hail  storms  in  some  localities  greatly 

reduced  the  numbers  of  the  insects,  and  a  large  proportion  also  per- 

ished before  acquiring  their  wings,  from  the  attacks  of  various  para- 
sites. 

From  all  the  data  accessible  it  would  appear  that  the  locusts  first 

took  flight  in  Kansas  from  the  extreme  southeast  of  the  infested  re- 
gion, on  May  28th  and  29th,  and  that  these  swarms  passed  over  the 

State  in  a  northerly  and  northwesterly  direction.  At  Ft.  Scott  they 

began  flying  on  June  1st.  At  Lawrence  the  first  winged  locusts  were 

observed  May  30th  and  the  first  flight  from  that  locality  occurred  on 

June  3d.  At  Chetopa  they  commenced  flying  June  5th;  at  Topeka, 
June  6th;  in  Worth  and  Jackson  counties  June  8th  and  9  h.  By  the 

13th  of  the  same  month  they  had  nearly  all  taken  their  departure  from 

Lawrence  and  the  region  southward,  and  by  the  15th  were  gone  from 
as  far  north  as  Leavenworth. 

The  testimony  of  a  vast  majority  of  observers  is  conclusive  as  to 

the  general  northwesterly  direction  of  their  flight.  The  few  cases  on 

record  of  their  moving  in  other  directions  are  attributable  to  strong 

adverse  winds  or  to  the  fact  that  they  were  merely  making  short  aerial 

excursions  preparatory  to  tke  grand  flight.  It  was  noticed  that  when 
they  flew  to  the  south  or  east  it  was  at  a  much  lower  elevation  than 

when  apparently  returning  to  their  native  habitat. 

The  following  interesting  observations  on  their  flight  in  Kansas 

are  from  an  article  by  Prof.  Snow,  in  Kansas  City  Times: 

The  direction  of  their  flight  I  have  carefully  noted.  When  the  wind  is  strong 
they  tly  with  the  wind.  If  the  wind  is  light  tliey  fly  toward  the  northwest,  by  what 
seems  to  be  a  natural  instinct.  Thus  on  June  7th,  with  a  southwest  wind  moving,  ac- 

cording to  the  University  anemometer,  at  the  rate  of  three  miles  an  hour  the  locusts 
were  flying  in  vast  numbers  in  a  direction  a  little  to  the  north  of  west  nearly  in  the  face 
■of  the  tvind.  On  June  r2th  also,  with  a  northeast  wind  blowing  at  the  rate  ot  four 
miles  an  hour  they  were  flying  in  greater  numbers  than  ever  before  in  a  northwest 
■course  at  right  angles  to  the  direction  of  the  wind. 

Having  once  taken  wing,  there  are  on  record  but  two  or  three  in- 
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stances  of  their  alighting  within  the  borders  of  the  State.  In  these 

exceptional  cases  they  remained  but  a  short  time,  and,  tho'  creating 
much  alarm,  did  but  little  damage — being  far  less  voracious  than  had 
been  the  invaders  of  the  previous  Autumn. 

There  were  no  incursions  into  the  State  this  year  from  the  north 

or  west,  and  after  the  middle  of  July  scarce  a  specimen  of  spretu» 

could  be  found  in  Kansas.  The  disappointed,  but  not  disheartened, 
farmers  went  to  work  with  a  will,  putting  in  late  crops  ;  the  devastated 

fields  and  gardens  renewed  their  green  under  the  influence  of  frequent 

showers,  and  by  Autumn  there  were  but  few  mementos  of  the  deso- 
lation of  the  previous  Spring. 

The  amount  of  damage  done  to  the  early  crops  is  difficult  to  esti- 
mate. During  the  prevalence  of  the  plague  it  was  doubtless  consid- 
erably exaggerated,  for  even  in  the  localities  where  the  locusts  were 

most  numerous  they  seldom  made  a  clean  sweep  of  the  crops,  with 
the  exception  of  garden  vegetables  and  like  succulent  plants,  for 

which  they  manifested  a  decided  preference.  In  many  instances  they 
would  completely  strip  one  field,  while  perhaps  the  adjoining  one 
would  entirely  escape. 

Leavenworth  county  reported  a  loss  of  about  50  per  cent,  of  the 

Spring  crops;  Doniphan  lost  30  per  cent. ;  Miami  25  per  cent. ;  Brown 

20  per  cent.,  and  other  counties,  where  the  locust  injuries  had  been 
confined  to  certain  sections,  averaged  a  loss  of  from  10  to  15  per  cent. 

Census  returns  from  sixty-two  of  the  seventy-six  counties  show 
the  total  population  to  be  491,172.  The  remaining  counties  had  a 

population,  in  1874,  of  41,905.  If  the  returns  for  this  year  show  ark 

equal  number,  the  population  of  the  State  will  be  over  53i),000.  Thir- 

ty-eight of  the  counties  for  which  returns  have  been  received  show  a 

gain  in  population,  and  twenty-three  a  loss.  After  such  severe  trials, 
this  indicates  an  unusual  prosperity  ;  and  it  is  worthy  of  remark,  as 
illustrative  of  the  enterprise  of  her  people,  that  the  fourth  annual 

Report  of  the  State  Board  of  Agriculture,  for  the  year  1875,  is  a 

volume  of  754  pages,  replete  with  valuable  statistics,  profusely  illus- 
trated, elegantly  published,  and  edited  in  a  manner  that  reflects  great 

credit  on  its  Secretary,  Mr.  Alfred  Gray. 

The  report  of  the  operations  of  the  Kansas  State  Relief  Society 
was  completed  during  the  Summer.  It  covers  all  the  transactions  of 

the  committee  in  detail,  from  its  organization  November  19,  1874,  to 
its  disbandonment  June  9,  1875.  The  amount  of  cash  contributions 

received  is  given  at  .'^73,863.47,  and  the  quantity  of  supplies  at  265  car 
loads,  and  11,049  separate  packages.  The  estimated  value  of  supplies 

is  put  at  f  161,245,  which,  added  to  the  cash  receipts,  makes  the  aggre- 
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gate  benefactions  over  ̂ 235,000.  In  addition  to  this,  the  United  States 

have  given  nearly  $100,000  in  rations  and  clothing,  and  over  §7,000  has 

been  sent  directly  to  the  various  counties  from  the  east,  and  is  not  in- 

cluded in  the  committee's  reported  receipts.  It  is  safe  to  say,  counting 
everything,  that  fully  four  hundred  and  fifty  thousand  dollars  in  money 
and  supplies  were  sent  into  Kansas  since  the  20th  of  November,. 
1874,  for  the  relief  of  the  locust  sufferers.  The  largest  amount  of 

money  was  contributed  by  California,  and  the  largest  quantity  of 
supplies  by  Illinois. 

The  following  observations  were  made  at  the  Signal  Service  Sta- 
tion at  Leavenworth: 

On  the  Gth  of  June  last,  the  locusts  were  seen  flying  for  the  tirst  time  this 
year.  They  were  flying  north.  At  times,  when  the  wind  was  due  north  and  brisk, 
their  direction  would  be  apparently  west,  but  a  close  observation  would  show  that  they 
retained  their  northerly  direction.  Laro:e  hordes  could  be  seen  flying  almost  every  day 
for  two  weeks,  but  as  they  were  flying  at  a  great  height,  and  also  owing  to  the  bril- 

liancy of  a  summer  sun,  it  was  impossible  to  observe  their  size  and  thickness.  On  ihe 

20th  "of  June,  those  that  were  flying  norcli  disappeared.  On  July  the  Och  and  7th,  two large  hordes  were  seen  flying  southeast;  with  this  single  exception,  the  locusts  were 
flying  in  a  northerly  direction  in  1875.  The  locusts  of  this  year  flew  apparently  but  a 
short  distance  north,  and  this  is  supposed  to  be  due  to  the  fact  that  they  were  destroyed 

bj'  a  small  insect  that  could  be  s-een  in  multitudes  through  a  microscope  upon  the 
greater  number  of  those  that  were  full  grown. 

Nebraska. — The  hatching  grounds  of  the  locusts  in  this  State  were 
limited  to  the  district  immediately  bordering  on  the  Missouri  River, 

and  a  comparatively  small  area  suffered  from  their  attacks  during  the 

period  of  development.  The  populous  and  highly  cultivated  counties 
of  Nemaha,  Richardson  and  Otoe  were  most  severely  ravaged.  In 

these  a  very  large  proportion  of  the  Spring  crops  of  all  kinds  were 

devoured  by  the  young  hoppers,  while  the  attacks  of  the  insects  on 

nursery  stock,  following  those  of  their  progenitors  of  the  previous 

year,  entailed  losses  which  it  will  take  several  years  to  repair.  Por- 
tions of  Adams,  Cass,  Lancaster,  Seward,  Josephine,  Miller,  Saline  and 

Table  Rock  counties  were  also  put  under  contribution  for  the  susten- 

ance of  home-bred  schools;  but  in  thece  the  damage  was  local,  and, 
with  a  few  exceptions,  inconsiderable.  From  the  data  at  hand  it 

would  appear  that  the  insects  hatched  remarkably  late,  and  it  was 

not  until  about  the  20th  of  May  that  their  depredations  became  seri- 
ous. As  in  Missouri  and  Kansas,  the  farmers  energetically  defended 

their  crops  by  means  of  ditching,  burning  and  coal  oil  traps.  For  the 
latter  the  insects  seemed  to  have  a  great  affinity,  and  once  thoroughly 
immersed  in  the  fluid,  they  were  sure  to  die.  Before  the  armies  which 

had  been  bred  within  its  borders  were  fully  developed,  Nebraska  re- 
ceived transient  but  repeated  visits  from  the  migrating  swarms  of 

more  southerly  latitudes,  on  their  way  toward  the  northwest,  and  with 
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these  it  was  much  more  difficult  to  contend  than  with  those  still  un- 

fledged. Reports  of  injuries  by  foreign  swarms  were  received  from 
the  counties  of  Saunders,  Washington,  Douglass,  Buflfalo,  Pawnee, 

Olay  and  Barton.  In  portions  of  these,  corn  and  early  vegetables 
were  cut  olF,  and  wheat  and  rye  bladed  to  some  extent. 

The  brood  which  hatched  within  the  State  acquired  wings 

and  began  to  rise  from  the  ground  about  the  7th  of  June.  Their 

•course,  as  with  those  from  the  south  and  east,  was  invariably  to  the 

northwest,  except  during  the  prevalence  of  strong  adverse  Avinds  or 
absolute  calms,  and  in  such  cases,  they  commonly  alighted  to  await 

more  favoring  gales.  By  the  6th  of  July  they  were  reported  as  about 

^one  from  the  State. 

The  following  observations  were  made  at  Omaha,  and  communi- 
cated by  Mr.  Myer: 

The  locusts  made  their  appearance  here  on  the  14th  of  June,  about  10  a.m..  and 
■continued  passing  to  the  northwest  until  about  2  p.  m.,  the  wind  blowing  fresh  from 
the  soutli  and  S.S.E.  The  tail  end  of  this  swarm  settled  to  the  north  of  this  city  and  a 
few  of  them  returned  to  the  south  on  the  15th  witli  a  north  wind.  Grent  numbers  of 
them  were  destroyed  by  the  hail  and  rain  stortn  of  the  17th. 

Mr.  Eosewater,  editor  of  the  "  Omaha  Bee.'"  made  inquiries  regarding  this  swarm and  states  that  it  covered  a  tract  of  country  80  miles  wide  ;  60  miles  west  and  20  enst  of 
the  Missouri  river.  It  went  through  a  tract  in  Cass  county  10  miles  wide  on  the  13th. 
This  was  the  only  swarm  worthy  ot  note  that  was  noticed  passing  here,  though  others 
may  have  passed  unobserved :  they  sometimes  move  so  high  that  they  can  only  be  seen 
l)y  looking  towards  the  sun. 

The  following  are  taken  from  dispatches  to  the  "  OmaJia  Bee^'' 
dated  June  7, 1875 : 

McPJm-son,  Lincoln. — A  great  many  on  the  wing  for  several  days ;  yesterday  a 
^reat  many  going  northeast. 

Brady  Island,  Lincoln  Co. — A.  few  hatched  out,  many  going  northwesterly. 

Colimihus,  Plaite  Co. — A  few  passed  northwest  lately. 

Willow  Island,  Davison  Co.  —  No  damage.  Many  on  the  prairie,  including  those 
batched  here.  The  air  is  full  of  them,  having  no  particular  direction  but  flying  with 
the  wind.    None  came  down. 

Kearyiey,  Buffalo  Co. — Going  northwesterly. 

Gibbon.  Buffalo  Co. — No  locusts  hatched ;  passed  twice  going  north. 

Kearney  Ju7iciion,  Biiffalo  Co. — Going  northwesterly — large  numbers  came  down 
May  30th. 

Schuyler,  Colfax  Co. — Now  and  then  a  garden  visited. 

Nebraska  City.,  Oteo  Co.— Going  southwest  lately. 

The  following  are  from  dispatches  to  the  same  journal,  dated 

June  14, 1875 : 

North  Bend,  Dodge  Co. — No  grasshoppers  in  sight. 

Valley,  Douglass  Co. — Going  north  since  noon — none  alighting. 

Millard,  Douglass  Co, — Going  north  all  day. 
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Silvei-  Creeks  Merrick  Co. — Going  northwest. 

Oilmore,  Sarpy  Co, — Billions  going  north. 

Elkhorn,  Douglas  Co. — Going  north. 

Chapman.,  Merrick  Co. — Going  north. 

Lone  Tree,  Merrick  Co.— Going  north  for  two  days. 
McPherson,  Liticobi  Co. — Going  northwest. 

■Gibbon.,  Buffalo  Co.— Going  with  wind  for  last  two  weeks. 
Schuyler,  Colfax  Co. — A  few  going  north. 

'Gra7id  Island,  Hall  Co.— Going  northwest  for  the  last  few  days. 

In  three  or  four  of  the  counties  where  the  young  had  most 
abounded  and  where  migrating  swarms  had  most  frequently  settled, 
the  loss  of  crops  was  estimated  at  from  25  to  30  per  cent.,  but  averag- 

ing the  State  at  large  it  did  not,  at  an  outside  estimate,  amount  to's per  cent.,  and  according  to  the  OmBha,  Herald  of  July  16th:  "The 
local  damages  were  more  than  equalized  by  the  additional  acreage 
under  cultivation  and  the  increased  yield  of  all  products  in  other 
parts  of  the  State." 

August  10th  it  was  reported  from  Laramie  City  that  vast  clouds 
of  locusts  were  flying  southward;  but  nothing  further  was  heard  of them  from  any  quarter. 

Iowa.— Very  few  locusts  hatched  during  the  Spring  of  '75  within 
the  limits  of  this  State.  On  the  26th  of  May  they  were  reported  in 
considerable  numbers  in  a  few  localities  on  the  southwest  boundary. The  first  serious  incursions  from  the  south  were  made  about  the 
10th  of  June,  and  from  that  date  to  about  the  middle  of  July,  the 
western  counties  suffered  considerably  from  the  swarms  that  were 
almost  constantly  passing  over,  many  of  which  alighted  and  remained 
from  twenty-four  to  forty-eight  hours  in  a  place,  making  sad  havoc 
in  corn  fields,  gardens  and  nurseries.  Kye,  wheat  and  oats  were  also 
damaged  to  some  extent.  From  the  counties  of  Mills,  Tremont  and 
Council  Bluffs  a  loss  of  25  per  cent,  was  reported.  Near  Red  Oak  they 
settled  in  such  vast  numbers  that  the  railroad  trains,  were  stopped  by the  oiling  of  the  track  with  their  crushed  bodies. 

Minnesota.  — During  the  Spring  of  1875  locusts  occurred  pretty 
generally  throughout  the  western  part  of  the  State,  especially  in  the 
region  south  of  the  Northern  Pacific  Railroad.  They  seem  to  have 
been  most  numerous  and  destructive  in  Blue  Earth,  Le  Sueur,  Nicol- 

let, Brown,  Sibley,  Sterns,  McLeod  and  Watonwan  counties.  In  some 
of  these  counties  generous  bounties  were  offered  for  the  bodies  of 
the  young  hoppers,  and  a  vigorous  warfare  was,  in  consequence,  waged EJR — 25 
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upon  them  by  the  farming  community,  in  which  both  sexes  and  all 

ages  eagerly  participated.  A  letter  to  the  New  York  World  dated 

June  8th,  has  the  following:  "  You  can  form  an  idea,  not  only  of  the 

energetic  way  in  which  the  people  have  gone  to  work,  but  also  of  the 

magnitude  of  their  task,  when  I  tell  you  that  two  thousand  bushels 

have  already  been  paid  for  in  this  (Blue  Earth)  county  up  to  last 

night,  and  they  only  commenced  on  Friday  last."  Taking  the  diffe
rent 

counties  together  more  than  fifty  thousand  bushels  of  locusts  were 

destroyed.  By  means  of  these  vigorous  measures  from  two-thirds 
 to- 

three-fourths  of  the  crops  were  saved,  while  the  price  paid  for  the 

insects  doubtless  made  some  amends  for  what  was  destroyed. 

A  dispatch  to  the  Chicago  Tribune,  dated  July  13th,  states :  "The 

first  foreign  hoppers  appeared  on  the  Sioux  City  Koad,  alighting  be- 

tween Lake  Crystal  and  St.  James  on  Wednesday  last.''  A  few  days 

later  they  were  observed  at  New  Ulm,  flying  southeast,  and  at  noon 

of  the  same  day  struck  the  line  of  the  road  at  Madelia,  St.  James, 

Fountain  Lake,  Windom  and  Heron  Lake  ;  covering  the  track  for 

about  50  miles  of  its  length.  They  were  described  as  being  "  uneasy, 

most  of  the  time  in  the  air,  and,  except  in  certain  isolated  or  scattered 

fields,  as  doing  but  little  damage." 
From  such  data  as  can  be  procured  it  would  seem  that  there  were 

no  invasions  into  the  State  from  the  original  breeding  grounds  of  the 

insect;  but  that  the  '•  foreign  "  swarms  were  from  the  States  immedi- 

ately to  the  south  and  west,  and  were  probably  deflected  from  their 

usual  course  by  adverse  winds.  The  soil  and  climate  of  Minnesota
 

being  peculiarly  congenial  to  them,  they  deposited  their  eggs  in  pro-
 

digious numbers  and  probably  died  there.  About  the  middle  of 

August  Gov.  Davis  appointed  a  commission  consisting  of  J.C.Wise  of
 

Mankato,  Warren  Smith,  of  Graham  Lakes,  and  Allen  Whitman,  of  St. 

Paul,  to  investigate  the  history  of  the  insect  and  its  incursions;  th
e 

purpose  being  to  collect  the  most  complete  information  possibl
e, 

with  a  view  to  organized  effort  next  year  for  the  destruction  of  all  lo
- 

custs appearing  in  the  State.  The  following  letter  from  Mr.  Wise, 

chairman  ot  that  commission,  contains  such  interesting  statements 

that  I  reproduce  it,  notwithstanding  the  complimentary  allusions: 

C  V.  Riley— Dear  Sir :  I  received  copies  of  the  Rural  World,  and  as  1  tak
e  the 

Prairie  Farmer,  am  also  in  possession  of  your  equally  valuable  articles  "^  the  issu
es^ o^ 

the  nth  and  18th.  I  have  read  your  report,  and  your  observations  and  
descriptions  are 

so  very  accurate  that  we  shall  draw  largely  upon  them  in  making:  our  '-t^
PO'-^  /o», 

which  full  credit  will  be  given.  Indeed,  you  are  so  far  in  advance  of  anythi
ng  else  that 

Thave  seen  that  1  feel  that  our  State,  and  indeed  the  whole  Northwest,  owe  you
  a  debt 

of  gratitude  for  your  investigations  of  this  very  important  subject. 

You  state  correctly  that  while  a  few  hoppers  may  hatch  this  ̂ all' the  great  buk 

will  not  hatch  until  next  Spring.  We  have  heard  of  some  hatching  th^  .f^f^^;  ̂^^^„^5 
our  travels  we  have  seen  but  very  few.  It  was  the  same  last  1  all.  A  few  hatch

ed,  ana 

some  were  deluded  by  that  fact  into  the  belief  that  most  of  them  would,  and  w
e  should 
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escape  injury  It  was  a  delusion,  for  in  the  Spring  when  thev  began  to  appear  we 
were  convinced  that  scarcely  one  in  a  million  had  hatched  in  the  Fa)!  '^PP^'^^,  we In  a  recent  trip  to  the  region  where  eggs  are  now  deposited,  we  found  that  in counties  where  e^gs  were  first  laid,  the  hopper  is  now  forined,  and  with  the  aid  of  a g  ass  tlie  eyes  and  even  limbs  may  be  seen.  In  other  localities  he  eggs  are  yellow  and hiled  with  a  watery  substance,  which  induces  many  to  think  that  thTy  are  rot  ing  but which  in  factis  that  condition  incident  to  and  preceding  the  formation  of  the  insert 

Ihis  tact,  however,  was  pretty  generally  and  indeed  invariably  observed  :  That'the glutinous  lluid  which  matures  and  forms  the  coating  to  the  sack  hi^s  entirely  disappear- ed and  tiie  eggs  he  unprotected  in  the  earth.  We  attribute  this  to  the  Tact  tK  the heavy  rains  have  so  moistened  the  ground  as  to  dissolve  that  coating.  This  we  take 
!.;«  <;7r"''^T'  condition,  and,  if  so.  theie  is  ground  for  hope  that  tl.e  unusual  damp- ness of  tlie  earth  may  assist  in  destroying  at  least  a  portion  of  the  ecrcrg      This  condi- 
lTJ'''''''lV''  fu""^'  '"  ''^I'^l'^  "'=^^ '"  ̂̂ '^  o"^  investigations  it  was  dilTcult  to  -et  out  a whole  sack,  for  they  would  break  with  the  ground.  " 

Tiu^  hoppers  that  came  into  this  county  last  year  (1874.)  came  from  the  south- 
Tu.tnJr''^  was  their  course  when  they  first  flew,  and  when  they  comWced  leavino- they  continued  the  same  direction,  northeasterly.  This  summer-the  fore  oart  of  luW 
when  they  lett  us,  they  flew  southwest,  going  in  the  direction  from  whence  they  ha"d 
?87T'thnn<ih  ̂ ^^'^'.ting  their  eggs  have  occupied  about  the  same  territory  they  did  in 1873,  thougli  enlarging  their  limits.  It  was  observed  that  nearly  all  of  thi"s  vear's  hon pers  had  in  the  bodies  a  grub  or  worm  such  as  you  describe  in  yo.^r  repoi't  and  to^a greater  extent  than  any  previous  year,  causing  them  to  die  in  large  numbers 

Mankato,  Minn.,  Sept.  19,  1875.  ^"^"'^  ''" '         -^^"^  ̂'    ̂̂ ^«^- 

The  report  made  by  this  commission  is  an  excellent  digest  of  the 
subject,  and  by  being  scattered  over  the  State  will  do  much  good.  It 
places  the  amount  of  damage  done  in  1875  at  two  million  dollars,  and sums  up  the  experience  of  the  year  as  follows  : 

The  eggs  deposited  in  1874,  in  the  more  northern  counties  of  the  State  beiran  to hatch  in  Apr.  ,  and  the  young  locusts  were  killed  by  the  contin  ous  Jofd  aifd  we? weather  which  followed,  and  damage  is  reported  only  in  Beckerrd  Todd  counties The  eggs  are  also  said  to  have  been  treeiy  destroyed  by  grubs  in  Becker  con  tv  Tlnnt 
J-,^*''^r'r-''K^l''/*^'^^»"''^^''«'^'^^'   ^"^J  ̂ 1<>"^  tlie  Mississippi  they  hatched  htoS 

't^'h/.hl^f''."^  l«««"t«  to  have  any  great  effect  on  the  general  crop. 
T  Pn.1   ̂ ihw  T    «'"^^''  XV  ̂''n  ̂"^V.  ̂ ^'-^^done  by  locusts  hatched  in  the  counties  of  Mc- Leod,  Sibley,  Lebueur,  Nicollet,  Blue  Earth,  Brown  and  Renville.     The  hatchinJnro 
gressed  through  May  as  usual,  and  in  spite  of  the  warfare  waged  a-afnii  the  lo^ust^" the  damage  was  great  throughout  all  the  counties  named.     The  depKre  be-in  ahoS July  lirst,  and  by  tiie  tenth  of  the  month  it  became  general   throKon?  m,f "  ̂ff  t.^ 
districts  ravaged.    Afresh  northwest  wind  would  hafrcariedthe^'^^^^^^^^^ 

SsSrEth^;;;ia^^^^ 

been  accounted  for  by  the  action  of  parasites,  which  infesteS  the  iSs  abunSant?? 

The  following  observations  were  made  by  the  Signal  Service operator  at  Breckenridge  : 

Tlie  farmers  state  that  their  flvino-  was  to  rewninr  th'.i-  nrw  ̂ v,,.  ̂ ^tA  ™     u    ̂ .      . 
to  it ;  at  times  the  swarms  would  be  more  d^^ns?  than   ̂ f  n^hZlt  ̂ ^'^  "^"I'i^  attention 
calm.     Several  persons  who  watchedXm^'v  Uiat  rLv  fh    i  ti'  ̂'P^.^,'t"y  V*  ̂̂ "^^^^ 

in  the  soil  this  year,  and  predict  few  fm  till  nixt'ummTr.^""^'  ''^'^  ̂"'''  ̂"'  ̂'^  '^^' 

It  will  be  well  here  to  reiterate  the  fact  that  the  Rocky  Mountain 
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Locust  is  sub-alpine,  and  breeds  in  greatest  profusion  in  the  Rocky 
Mountain  region  of  the  extreme  northwest.  It  thrives  best  in  a  high, 

dry,  cold  climate,  where  the  summers  are  short  but  sufficiently  in- 
tense. By  bearing  this  fact  in  mind,  we  may  understand  why  Minne- 

sota suffers  more  frequently  from  the  pest  than  do  Iowa,  JNebraska, 
Kansas  or  Missouri. 

The  records  show  that  the  insect  occurs  much  more  frequently  in 
that  State  than  it  does  further  south.  Minnesota  is  unfortunately 

nearer  to  the  insect's  native  habitat,  and  the  pest  not  only  extends 
further  east  in  Minnesota  than  in  any  other  State  (having  been  known 

to  reach  as  far  as  Lake  Superior,)  but  it  holds  its  own  better  in  that 
climate,  and  does  not  so  soon  succumb  to  disease  and  enemies,  or  so 

soon  leave,  as  with  us. 

Colorado. — This  territory,  always  more  or  less  subject  to  the  lo- 
cust scourge,  was,  during  the  spring  of  1875,  put  under  unusually 

heavy  contribution  by  the  insects  which  hatched  in  its  most  highly 
cultivated  sections. 

The  Colorado  Farmer  for  May  6,  gives  the  following  account  of 
the  situation  : 

The  locust  plague  is  fairly  upon  us;  the  locusts  have  hatched  out  in  countless 
millions,  and  have  gone  through  the  early  garden  and  farm  crops.  From  all  parrs  of 
the  territory  the  cry  of  "  the  locusts  are  upon  us,"  comes  with  startling  force,  making 
strong  men  quail  and  women  weep. 

North  and  south,  from  the  base  of  the  mountains  out  to  the  verge  of  the  plains, 

the  pestiferous  locusts  have  commenced  their  hateful  work.  "Want  and  penury  stares men  in  the  face  who  have  invested  their  last  dollar  in  putting  in  a  crop.  Eaten  outlast 
year,  the  bouyant  hope  that  has  ever  characterized  Coloradans,  induced  another  trial 
this  season,  but  it  will  hardly  be  possible  to  tide  over  the  present  fearful  set-back. 

There  are,  however,  some  redeeming  features;  the  hoppers  can't  stay  with  us 
always,  and  they  have  already  commenced  to  move  in  a  southeasterly  direction.  Farms 
that  are  suitably  protected  by  irrigating  ditches  are  not  harmed  ;  wherever  the  ditches 
have  been  tilled,  nearly  all  the  hoppers  that  have  attempted  to  cross  have  perished  in 
the  trial.  The  hard  earned  experience  in  the  past  of  Colorado  farmers  has  developed 
many  plans  for  the  destruction  of  the  pests.  Among  these  plans,  in  addition  to  the  water 
plan,  is  destruction  by  fire — burning  straw,  in  which  they  seek  shelter  by  night;  the 
use  of  machines  to  gather  them,  and  systematically  driving  them  into  running  water. 

The  date  of  hatching  varies  with  the  elevation.  Mr.  N.  C.  Meeker, 

of  Greeley,  writing  the  latter  part  of  August,  says:  "  On  the  plains 
they  appeared  late  in  April  and  the  first  of  May;  along  the  foot  hills 

in  May  ;  in  the  timber  region  and  along  the  Snowy  Range,  from  June 

to  July.  *  *  *  About  the  first  of  July  the  first  hatched  in  the 
plains  region  departed  forward  the  south.  A  week  ago,  (Aug.  20th,) 

those  hatched  in  the  Blue  Mountains  came  down  upon  us  and  then  de- 
parted in  a  southeasterly  direction,  but  now  we  are  having  them  from 

the  Snowy  Range  in  what  seems  incredible  numbers.  Their  numbers, 
however,  are  almost  nothing  in  comparison  with  the  myriads  that 

keep  southward  every  day  about  noon.    I  estimate  that  they  cover  in 
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the  sky  east  and  west  a  space  20  or  30  miles  wide,  while  they  move  in 

a  body  half  a  mile  deep.  They  consume  about  two  hours  in  passing, 
and  one  can  estimate  from  this  statement  how  much  ground  they 

would  cover  if  they  should  all  alight.     *     *     *     * 

"Colorado  has  something  like  half  a  wheat  crop  of  most  excellent 
quality,  and  it  is  sufficient  to  provide  bread.  The  deficiency  arises 
wholly  from  the  destruction  of  crops  by  the  locusts,  which  hatched  a 

month  earlier  than  common.  If  they  had  hatched  out  at  the  usual 

time,  the  crop  would  have  been  a  full  one,  because  the  wheat  would 

have  been  too  far  advanced  in  growth  to  have  been  injured.  Thou- 
sands of  acres  of  corn  were  planted  in  the  ruined  wheat  fields,  and 

the  earliest  planted  is  likely  to  yield  well,  but  with  these  millions  of 

locusts  around  us  everything  is  uncertain." 
In  November  a  correspondent  of  the  Colorado  tanner  wrote  that 

"the  young  locusts  were  hatching  out  in  great  numbers,  and  that  the 
eggs  deposited  during  the  present  season  were  so  far  advanced  toward 

hatching  that  large  numbers  would  be  destroyed  by  frost  during  the 

Winter  and  Spring." 
Signal  Service  observations  made  at  Denver  show  that  from  the 

20th  of  July  to  the  end  of  August,  swarms  repeatedly  passed  and  in- 
variably from  the  north  and  northwest,  notwithstanding  that  the  pre- 

vailing direction  of  the  wind  was  from  the  south. 

Dakota. — Observations  made  at  Pembina  and  communicated 

through  A.  J.  Myer,  chief  signal  officer,  show  that  the  young  locusts 

began  to  make  their  appearance,  or  to  hatch  from  eggs  laid  the  pre- 
vious Fall,  about  the  first  of  June.  They  matured  in  about  six  weeks. 

The  general  movement  of  the  winged  insects  was  south,  though  at 
times  southeast. 

About  the  10th  of  August  they  were  seen  in  incalculable  num- 
bers going  south,  the  atmosphere  being  thick  and  clouded  by  them  as 

far  as  the  eye  could  penetrate,  seeming  miles  in  height. 

Long  before  this,  however,  the  insects  which  left  the  country  to 

the  southeast  early  in  June,  passed  over  the  territory  in  a  northwest 

direction,  as  the  following  special  dispatches  to  the  Sioux  City  (Iowa) 

Daily  Journal^  kindly  furnished  by  Mr.  Wm.  R.  Smith,  of  that  place, 
will  show : 

FoKT  Thompson,  June  28. — Large  clouds  of  grasshoppers  passed  over  this  place 
to-day,  but  did  no  duuiaire.  They  came  from  the  southeast,  and  if  they  maintained 
their  course  would  brine;  up  in  the  bad  lands  of  northwestern  Dakota  and  Montana, 
where  their  presence  will  hurt  nobody.  It  is  to  be  hoped  tliey  will  not  light  short  of 
that  locality. 

Yaxktox,  June  28. — This  section  is  still  free  from  injury  by  o^rasshoppers, 
althouofh  many  of  our  people  lost  heart  to-day  on  seeing  the  myriads  of  pests  carried 
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along  hiarh  in  air  by  the  wind.  Fears  were  entertained  that  perhaps  something  might 
stop  their  flight,  but  as  yet  we  hear  nothing  of  their  coming  nearer  than  within  eye- 
shot. 

Yanktox  Agency,  June  28. — The  hoppers  have  come  and  gone  without  doing 
damage.  Vast  swarms  passed  over  this  place  to-day  going  in  a  northwet  terly  direc- 

tion, but  happily  did  not  light. 

Fort  Sully,  June  28  — Light  clouds  of  grasshoppers  passed  over  here  to-day 
moving  in  a  northwesterly  direction.  They  did  not  light  and  consequently  no  damage 
is  reported. 

Fort  Randal,  June  28. — No  damage  here  from  grasshoppers  to-day,  notwith- 
standing the  air  has  been  full  of  them  flying  in  the  direction  of  the  Whoop-up  country. 

Springfield,  June  28. — The  grasshoppers  went  over  here  to-day,  evidently  head- 
ingfor  Montana.    We  are  pleased  to  say  that  they  didn't  stop  here  for  luncheon. 

Mr.  Myer  also  sends  me  the  following  interesting  observations 

made  at  other  points  in  the  Territory  by  the  different  signal  officers  : 

Bismarck. — Locusts  first  made  their  appearance  in  the  vicinity  of  this  station  on 
June  6,  1875,  and  infested  this  district  from  that  time  until  the  date  of  their  final  disap- 

pearance, July  15,  1875. 
They  first  made  their  appearance  on  June  6,  1875,  but  not  in  such  quantities  as  to 

excite  remark — coming  from  west  and  southwest;  with  surface  wind  fresh  to  brisk 
from  northwest  and  weather  hazy.  On  June  7th,  during  the  morning,  their  numbers 
.perceptibly  increased,  flying  from  the  South,  in  small  swarms,  eight  or  ten  feet  thick, 
with  the  surface  wind  west  and  southwest.  During  the  afternoon  with  gentle  south 
wind  the  grasshoppers  rose  and  flew  norch;  very  few  being  visible  near  this  station 
that  night. 

On  June  8th  they  returned  gradually  from  the  north,  and  for  the  first  time  began 
to  eat  the  crops,  and  during  the  day  were  reinforced  by  a  light  swarm  from  the  south- 

east— surface  wind  from  west  and  northwest.  Eemained  during  June  9th.  eating  but 
little.  On  June  10th  a  storm  of  wind  and  rain  from  the  east  swept  over  this  station, 
which  appears  to  have  dispersed  them,  very  few  being  seen  in  this  vicinity  until  June 
29.  On  that  date,  a  small  swarm,  estimated  as  being  about  five  hundred  yards  square 
and  from  ten  to  twelve  feet  thick  came  from  the  south,  the  surface  wind  being  from  the 
northwest.  This  swarm  settled  but  did  no  damage  that  I  could  hear  of,  and  no  more 
arrived  until  July  7th.  On  that  day  a  swarm  made  its  appearance  before  which  the 
previous  visitations  sank  into  insignificance.  The  day  was  very  warm  with  hazy 
weather  and  gentle  south  winds.  At  10  a.  m.  the  locusts  were  first  noticed  on  the 
southwest  bank  of  the  Missouri  river,  and  in  such  quantities  as  to  resemble  heavy 
banks  of  stratus  clouds.  They  passed  over  this  station,  without  intermission  from  10 

a.  m.  to  4  p.  M.,  with  a  peculiar  "  whirring  "  noise  caused  by  movement  of  so  many  mil- 
lions of  wings.  It  was  almost  impossible  to  estimate  tiie  extent  and  thickness  of  this 

swarm,  extending  from  twenty  feet  above  the  ground,  high  into  the  air,  probably  two 
hundred  feet ;  and  as  far  as  the  eye  could  reacli  to  any  point  of  the  compass,  the  air  was 
full  of  the  ihsects.  At  4  p.  m.  they  began  to  settle  on  the  ground  and  by  nightfall  the 
ground  was  covered  with  them. 

On  the  morning  of  July  Sth  another  swarm  estimated  to  be  about  half  as  large  as 
the  one  mentioned  above,  came  with  the  surface  wind  from  southwest,  and  settled  on 
the  ground  with  their  predecessors. 

During  the  9th  and  10th  July,  the  locusts  devoured  nearly  everything  green  in  this 
vicinity,  and  inflicted  great  damage  to  all  crops  except  potatoes,  in  which  the  loss  was 
estimated  to  be  25  per  cent.  Cabbages  and  turnips  were  almost  wholly  destroj'ed.  The 
total  damage  done  to  all  crops  is  estimated  at  60  per  cent. — excluding  the  potato 
crop.  Had  all  the  crops  been  ripe  at  this  time,  a  total  destruction  would  no  doubt 
have  ensued. 

After  July  10th,  the  locusts  rapidly  became  less,  many  dying  and  the  balance 
slowly  moving  north  and  west;  and  after  July  15th,  they  had  wholly  disappeared. 

Yankton. — On  June  17  the  wind  was  strong  from  the  east;  the  locusts 
were  going  with  it  to  the  west.  On  June  28  tlie  wind  was  moderate  from  the  south. 
Great  swarms  of  insects  were  going  with  it  north.  On  \iune  29  the  wind  was  north- 

east, moderate.     A  good  number  of  locusts  were  traveling  southwest. 
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Fort  Sully,  June  15th. — [Direction  of  wind,  as  a=!certained  by  tbe  records  :  6  a. 
M.  to  7  A.  M.  northeast,  then  east  till  10  a.  m.,  then  south  till  3  p.  m.;  southeast  remain- 
<ler  of  day.]  Several  days  previous  to  this  date  I  had  been  hearing  of  the  approach  of 
locusts  along  the  line  of  telegraph  from  Omaha  upward  to  northwest,  and  at  4  p,  m.  of 
the  14th  the  operator  at  Fort  Thompson  (85  miles  south,  25*^  ea^t  from  Fort  Sully)  re- 

ported their  advance  tly'.ng  northwest  and  northwardly.  At  noon  a  large  cloud  of  the dnsects  passed  over  until  night  when  they  were  no  longer  visible.  Roughly  estimated 
the  swarm  may  have  been  about  50  miles  long,  25  wide  and  ̂   to  ̂   mile  in  height.  A 
hail  storm  the  following  day  may  have  dispersed  them. 

June  23. — [Direction  of  wind:  G  a.  m.,  southeast;  7  a.  jr.,  southeast;  10  a.  m., 
southeast;  2  and  3  p.  m  ,  east;  rest  of  day  calm.]  Large  flights  of  locusts  passing 
over  during  the  morning,  going  north  and  northwest  at  an  estimated  elevation  of  about 
50  feet  to  as  high  as  they  were  visible  with  fleld  glasses,  possibly  a  mile ;  none  alighting. 
This  swarm,  as  near  as  could  be  ascertained  by  telegraph  at  the  time,  came  from  the 
Minnesota  infested  region  along  the  line  of  the  Sioux  City  and  St.  Paul  Railroad  in  a 
•continuous  cloud,  probably  1,000  miles  long  from  east  to  west,  and  500  milps  from  north 
to  south.     How  much  farther  nonh  of  this  post,  unascertained,  and'not  conjectured. 

June  24. — [Morning  calm  ;  west  wind  at  noon,  followed  by  southeast  in  evening 
and  night]  Straggling  locusts  began  to  fall,  the  flight  still  continuing  northwest. 
During  the  afternoon  they  commenced  to  alight  and  the  post  garden  vanished  from 
the  earth.  Their  increasing  numbers  resembled  smoke  at  a  short  distance,  many  think- 

ing there  was  a  large  prairie  Are,  the  resemblance  being  very  close. 
June  25. — [Wind  north  until  night,  then  southeast.]  Locusts  so  thick  along  the 

bottom  land  a<  to  hide  the  ground  in  places.  Prairie  also  covered  with  them.  Large 
numbers  still  flying.  In  some  places  they  drifted  into  disgusting  heaps,  from  six  inches 
•to  a  foot  in  depth,  and  where  trodden  upon  by  horses,  etc.;  they  rendered  those  loca- 

tions very  uninviting  in  appearance  and  odor. 
June  26. — [Wind  east  till  3  p.  m.;  then  northeast,  and  at  night  north.]  Remain- 

ing as  the  day  before. 
June  27. — [Wind  north  till  3  p.  m.;  southeast  at  night]     Began  arising. 
June  28. — [Wind  southeast  till  10  a.  ai.;  west  at  2  p.  m.;  north  at  night.]  Disap- 

peared from  ground  and  by  night  none  were  seen  in  the  air.  They  flew  away  north- west. 

August  G. — Large  numbers  passed  over  but  less  than  on  previous  occasions, 
"(stragglers  fell)  passing  northwest. 

August  7. — Still  passing  northwest. 
August  8 — Same  swarm  going  northwest.  A  severe  thunder  storm  arose  and 

about  8  p.  M.  hailstones  fell.  When  this  storm  passed  the  last  locust  seen  this  year  had 
fled  northwest. 

Montana. — I  have  been  unable  to  obtain  any  satisfactory  data 
from  the  editors  of  any  of  the  journals  published  in  the  Territory,  all 
of  whom  I  addressed  with  stamp  enclosures.  The  tendency  is  so 

great  among  such  to  depict  the  Territory  an  Eden  with  no  drawbacks, 
that  they  invariably  claim  to  be  out  of  the  line  of  the  locusts.  The 

following  observations  were  recorded  at  Virginia  City  in  the  extreme 

•southwest  of  the  Territory,  and  received  from  Mr.  Myer.  Alter  stat- 
ing that  the  insects  moved  west  on  the  18th  of  July ;  a  little  south  of 

west  on  the  19th  ;  southwest  on  the  20th,  21st  and  22d,  and  southwest 

on  the  7th  of  August;  and  that  the  wind  was  from  northeast  and 

southwest  on  the  18th,  west  and  southwest  on  the  19th,  southeast  and 
northwest  on  the  20th,  east  and  northeast  on  the  21st,  southwest  and 

west  on  the  22d  and  northwest  and  west  on  the  7th  of  August,  the 

•observer  continues  : 

The  locusts  were  thickest  on  July  20th  and  21st,  giving  the  sun  a  hazy  appear- 
.ance. 

These  "emigrant"  locusts  came  from  the  plains  of  Dakota,  and  were  here,  the 
largest  bodies  on  the  above  mentioned  days,  at  lea-^t  half  a  mile  in  thickness,  and,  as  I 
Jearn  from  reliable  authority,  they  presented  an  unbroken  width  of  twenty  miles,  be- 

ing even  more  numerous  on  the  wings  than  here,  near  the  centre. 
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A  great  many  stopped  here  on  the  20th,  clin2;ins:  to  fences,  etc.,  as  if  exhausted. 
They  were  numerous  around  Helena,  Bozeraan,  Deer  Lodge,  and  other  towns  in  thatr 
portion  of  Montana  Territory,  the  general  course  taken  being  southwest. 

The  following  observations,  received  from  the  same  source,  were 
made  at  Benton : 

Large  quantities  of  locusts  devastated  the  country  west  of  this  place,  but  there 
being  no  arable  land  nearer  than  Sun  river,  sixty  miles  distant,  they  were  not  so  plenty 
here,  although  large  quantities  were  at  this  place  during  July  and  August.  They 
moved  principally  southwest  and  northwest.  The  wind  was  principally  west,  and  the 
swarms  at  Sun  river  large  enough  to  darken  tiie  sky.  I  find  no  mention  of  them  in  the 
journal  except  on  July  27th  and  28th,  and  that  states  that  they  did  not  seem  to  be  trav- 

eling in  any-particular  direction. 

Wyoming. — Signal  Service  observations  made  at  Cheyenne,  show 
that  the  young  locusts  were  very  numerous  during  the  latter  part  of 

May  on  bottom  lands;  and  the  observer  records  the  following  some- 
what later  in  the  season  : 

August  6th.  A  number  of  locusts  were  seen  moving  south  ;  wind  from  north- 
east, at  p.  M. 
August  8th.  A  great  many  locusts  were  observed  at  2  p.  m.,  moving  from  north- 

west; apparently  carried  by  the  northwest  wind,  they  moved  to  the  southeast. 
August  23d.  An  immense  swarm  of  these  insects  alighted  from  east  to  southeast,, 

apparently  compelled  to  by  the  brisk  northwest  wind. 
August  24th.  Most  of  the  locusts  left  to-day,  moving  west  and  northwest ;  wind 

being  light  to  fnsh  from  north  to  so'oth.  I  noticed  a  few,  upon  ray  return  to  the  station^ 
September  30,  and  October  1. 

I  did  not  learn  of  any  serious  damage  from  these  pests,  owing.  I  suppose,  to  the 
fact  that  agriculture  is  not  carried  on  in  our  vicinity. 

A  series  of  questions,  as  to  the  course  of  the  insects,  which  I  pub- 

lished in  the  Daily  N'ews  of  Laramie  City,  failed  to  bring  me  any answers. 

Texas  and  Indian  Territory. — The  insects  are  reported  as  having- 
hatched  in  large  numbers  early  in  the  Spring  in  Northern  Texas  and 

Indian  Territory;  but  while  gardens  were  often  ruined,  little  damage 

was  done  to  the  growing  grain.  The  Signal  Service  officer  at  Fort 

Gibson,  I.  T.,  reports  that — ■ 

There  were  three  distinct  swarms  seen  about  the  first  of  May ;  the  exact  date  I  am 
unable  to  ascertain.  They  seemed  to  have  had  their  origin  from  a  deposit  of  eggs  dur- 

ing the  preceding  year,  and  left  the  neighborhood  as  soon  as  they  were  able  to  fly.  The 
first  two  lots  moved  toward  the  northeast,  with  the  surface  winds  blowing  from  the 
south  ;  the  third  swarm,  on  the  contrary,  moved  towards  the  southwest,  with  a  north- east wind. 

They  were  leaving  during  most  of  the  month  of  May,  and  gen- 
erally north.     A  dispatch  from  Fort  Gibson,  dated  June  1,  says  : 

Millions  of  locusts  essayed  their  new  wings  on  Sunday,  rising  like  swarms  of  bees 
and  started  in  a  westerly  direction.  The  air  was  filled  like  a  cloud  over  the  sun  at  ten 
o'clock.  The  Grand,  Verdigris  and  Arkansas  rivers  were  covered  with  the  dead  hop- 

pers that  failed  to  fly  across  at  the  start.    We  bid  them  adieu  without  a  pang  of  regret- 
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They  were  not  noticed  as  far  south  as  Corsicana,  Texas,  but  were 
observed  to  be  numerous  at  Dallas,  sixty  miles  to  the  north. 

Manitoba. — LitHe  or  no  cultivation  was  attempted  in  many  parts 
of  Manitoba,  owing  to  the  prevalence  of  locusts  in  the  Spring.  Mr. 

G.  M.  Dawson,  in  an  interesting  pamphlet  '•  on  the  Locust  Invasion  of 
1874  in  Manitoba  and  the  Northwestern  Territories,"  just  published  in 

Montreal,  remarks  that  "  the  position  of  Manitoba,  near  the  north- 
eastern limit  of  the  range  of  the  locust,  is  in  so  far  favorable  as  it  ia 

only  exposed  to  invasions  from  directions  included  between  weft  and 

south;  and  the  prevailing  winds  being  northwesterly  and  coinciding 
with  the  direction  of  the  migration  instinct  of  the  insect,  carry  the 

greater  number  of  the  swarms  from  their  breeding  places  to  the  South- 
western States.  The  northern  situation  of  the  province  also  tends  ta 

exempt  it  from  a  double  visitation,  first  from  southern,  and  then  from 

northern  and  northwestern  broods."  He  states,  however,  that  the 
number  of  the  insects  borne  to  Manitoba,  is  more  than  sufficient  to> 
produce  great  injury. 

AMOUNT  OF  DAMAGE  DONE  IX  MISSOURI. 

In  making  an  estimate  in  figures  of  the  amount  of  damage  done 

by  the  locusts,  several  important  considerations  must  be  kept  in  view. 

First,  it  is  impossible  to  arrive  at  strict  accuracy,  for  we  have  no 

such  means  of  collecting  facts  covering  a  whole  county,  as  would  en- 

able us  to  ascertain  the  exact  damage  upon  each  farm  or  quarter  sec- 

tion. Then,  the  amount  of  injury  to  fruit  and  gardens,  and  the  per- 
manent injury  to  fruit  trees,  meadows  and  pastures,  can  scarcely  enter 

into  our  calculation.  The  number  of  improved  acres  varies  in  counties 

of  nearly  the  same  area.  Difi"erent  counties  received  different  meas- 
ures of  harm,  owing  to  the  different  character  of  the  surface,  the  rela- 
tive amount  of  timber,  etc. 

The  immediate  damage  was  the  loss  of  labor  expended  in  plant- 
ing, and  the  seeding  for  about  two  thirds  of  the  crop  acreage  of  the 

country,  to  which  the  destruction  of  the  tame  grasses  and  of  fruit  may 

be  added.  The  value  of  these  it  is  difficult  to  get  at.  I  have  requested 

a  number  of  correspondents  to  give  an  estimate  of  the  probable 

damage  in  their  county  from  the  young  locusts,  and  I  append  a  few  of 

the  answers  as  samples,  from  counties  which  received  the  greatest  in- 
jury. Many  find  it  impossible  to  make  an  estimate,  while  a  few  deem 

that  their  counties,  for  one  reason  and  another,  were  not  materially 
injured  by  the  locusts. 

The  loss  to  Lafayette  county  was  fully  two  millions  of  dollars. — [J.  Belt,  Napo- 
leon, Lafayette  Co. 
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I  estimate  the  damage  doue  in  this  county  to  be  at  least  50,000  dollars. — [Elihu 
Canadav,  Ionia  City,  Pettis  Co. 

The  damage  in  our  county  was  not  very  heavy,  as  the  insects  hatched  late,  when 
there  was  already  abundance  of  vegetation  to  feed  upon,  and  they  did  not  spread  over 
the  whole  county.  There  were  none  east  of  Sedalia,  while  they  were  numerous  south, 
west,  and  northwestward.  I  do  not  think  the  damage  in  the  county  amounted  to  over 
$50,000  in  all,  while  their  depredations  created  a  demand  for  much  of  our  produce 
further  west.— [George  Husmann,  Sedalia,  Pettis  Co. 

The  damage  to  our  county  by  the  young  locusts  in  the  Spring  of  1875  would  not 
fall  far  short  of  seventy-five  thousand  dollars.  —  [Jxo.  L.  Modrel,  Little  Osage, 
Vernon  Co. 

1  suppose  half  a  million  dollars  would  be  the  lowest  estimate  that  could  be  given. 
— [J.  L.  MoTsiNGER,  Fayetteville,  Johnson  Co. 

The  damage  was  immense.  Our  county  will  not  get  over  it  for  years.  Nearly  one- 
half  of  our  farmers  are  bankrupt.  Deeds  of  trust  are  on  one-half  of  the  lands. — [B.  P. 
Dunkley,  Dunksburg,  Johnson  Co. 

The  damage  done  to  the  three-fourths  of  Lafayette  county  invaded,  has  been  esti- 
mated to  be  not  far  from  two  and  one  half  millions  ($2,500,000).  —  [Jas.  E.  Gladish, 

AuUsville,  Lafayette  Co. 

$2,380,000.  In  making  an  estimate  of  the  lo5s  to  the  county  from  ravages  of 
locusts,  I  would  state  that  we  put  it  at  the  very  lowest  figures  from  actual  calculations. 
— [Dr.  Jno.  L.  Gregg,  Stony  Point,  Jackson  Co. 

If  I  had  the  statistics  showing  how  much  clover  and  timothy  was  destroyed,  how 
much  oats  and  wheat,  and  how  much  of  the  same  was  planted  in  corn,  and  what  the 
average  crop  raised  in  comparison  with  what  would  have  been  the  average  if  the  earlier 
planting  had  stood,  and  also  to  what  extent  the  soft  corn  is  being  and  will  be  utilized 
— if  1  had  a  perfect  knowledge  of  these  things  I  might  make  an  intelligent  answer. — 
fW.  S.  Parrish,  Hickman  Mills,  Jackson  Co. 

The  damage  to  Jackson  county  in  the  Spring  of  '75  would  exceed  two  million 
dollars. — [Z.  S.  Ragan,  Independence,  Jackson  Co. 

To  enumerate  by  counties,  the  following  figures  approximate  the 
real  loss  sustained  from  the  injury  to  grains  alone : 

Atchison  $700,000;  Andrew  $500,000;  Bates  $200,000;  Barton 

•$5,000;  Benfon  $5,000;  Buchanan  $2,000,000;  Caldwell  $10,000;  Cass 
^2,000,000;  Clay  $300,000;  Clinton  $600,000;  DeKalb  $200,000;  Gentry 

^4'.0,000;  Harrison  $10,000;  Henry  $800,000;  Holt  $300,000 ;  Jackson 
$2,500,000;  Jasper  $5,000;  Johnson  $1,000,000;  Lafayette  $2,000,000; 

Newton  $5,000;  Pettis  $50,000;  Platte  $800,000;  Ray  $75,000;  St. 

Clair  $250,000;  Vernon  $75,000 ;  Worth  $10,000. 

The  foregoing  estimates  exceed  the  amount  of  $15,000,000.  They 

are  arrived  at,  in  the  majority  of  instances,  by  combining  the 

following  elements:  the  number  of  acres  of  crops  destroyed;  the 

average  amount  of  the  crop ;  and  the  value  of  the  crop,  allowing 

forty  cents  a  bushel  for  corn,  one  dollar  for  wheat,  one  dollar  and  a 

'half  for  barley,  and  thirty  cents  a  bushel  for  oats.  The  amount  of 
loss  redeemed  by  crops  that  succeeded  after  the  insects  left,  it  is  im- 

possible to  determine  ;  and  yet  this  amount  may  again  be  offset  by 

the  injury  both  temporary  and  permanent,  to  fruit,  fruit  trees,  vine- 
jards,  gardens,  meadows  and  pastures;  by  the  fact  that  such  crops  as 
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flax,  castor-beans,  etc.,  have  not  been  estimated  in  the  calculation  ; 
and  lastly,  by  the  injury  to  stock,  the  animals  necessarily  driven  out 

of  the  country,  and  the  general  depreciation  of  property.  The  coun- 
ties of  Cedar,  Dade,  Hickory,  Lawrence,  McDonald,  Nodaway,  and 

Polk,  have,  moreover,  been  omitted  from  the  calculation,  for  want  of 
sufficient  data  on  which  to  base  estimates. 

THE  DESTITUTION  IN  MISSOURI. 

From  the  facts  already  detailed  under  the  heads  of  the  diflerent 

counties,  it  will  readily  be  inferred  that  the  same  portion  of  the  State 

has  never  before  been  visited  by  a  calamity  so  appalling,  and  so  dis- 
astrous in  its  results,  as  the  locust  ravages  of  1875.  Other  years  have 

brought  drought,  chinch  bugs,  and  partial  or  total  failure  of  particular 

crops,  but  no  event  ever  before  so  completely  prostrated  the  country 
within  which  the  ravages  occurred.  The  suddenness  and  desolating 

power  with  which  the  attack  came,  where  often  the  possessor  of  pro- 
mising crops  deemed  them  safe,  acted  as  a  paralysis  upon  those  very 

faculties  that  are  engaged  in  the  forethought  and  deliberation  necessary 

to  self-preservation  or  concerted  action.  The  farmer  saw  his  green 

acres  smiling  with  glorious  hope  to  day,  and  to-morrow,  perhaps,  all 
barren  and  bleak  as  in  winter.  It  is  no  wonder  that  many  communities 

were  panic-stricken.  Previous  disaster  had  already  brought  many 
sections  to  a  critical  and  suffering  point,  so  that  even  during  the 

winter  the  Legislature  was  appealed  to  for  aid.  Stock  had  been 

dying ;  feed  of  all  kinds  was  scarce,  and  whole  communities  were 
relying  on  the  promise  of  the  Spring.  For  this  reason  the  locust 
ravages  were  all  the  more  desolating  and  discouraging.  I  subjoin  a 
few  extracts  as  a  record  of  the  destitution  that  occurred : 

It  would  be  useless  for  me  to  attempt  to  describe  the  ravages  of  the  grasshoppers. 
You  can  form  some  idea  of  their  voracity  from  the  fact  that  they  have  eaten  lint  and 
decayed  wood  from  the  fence*,  and  unpainted  houses  are  gnawed  all  over,  and  they  are 
now  consuming  the  last  year's  corn  stalks.  In  addition  to  our  present  disasters,  1  fear 
that  disorder  is  not  far  away.  There  is  an  uneasy,  if  not  desperate  feeling  in  many 
localities,  and  those  having  provisions  are  secreting  them.  The  press  is  not  telling  the 
whole  truth.  A  few  nights  since  a  bodv  of  armed  men,  who  said  they  were  from  Bates 
county,  took  all  the  flour  from  the  Kingsville  mill,  and  it  has  not  been  published. 
Many  other  ugly  facts  are  suppressed. — [Extract  from  a  letter  from  Abram  Helms,  of 
Holden,  to  H.  M.  Williams,  Jefferson  City. 

We  must  have  aid,  or  many  will  be  compelled  to  abandon  their  crops.  We  have 
not  the  seed  to  plant  with,  or  the  money  to  buy.  Season  too  far  advanced  for  anything 
except  corn,  late  potatoes,  navy  beans  and  millet.  Can  you  help  us  by  donation  or 
loan.  The  condition  of  our  county  is  truly  alarming.  People  have  become  discouraged; 
many  are  talking  of  leaving  their  homes ;  some  are  living  on  bread  and  water. 
Unless  we  get  assistance  from  some  quarter,  many  are  bound  to  suffer.  Holden 
and  East  Lynn  are  our  shipping  points.  Can  get  better  rates  to  Ilolden  than  any 
other  place  convenient.  —  [Letter  to  Master  T.  R.  Allen  by  a  committee  appointed 
at  Altona,  May  25. 

I  am  now  out  of  funds,  while  the  distress  is  more  imminent  than  at  any  time 
since  we  began  our  relief  effort.  From  Bentoji,  Bates,  Cass,  Johnson,  Henry,  St. 
Clair,  and  from  Lafayette  and  Jackson  counties,  the  appeals  are  most  urgent  and 
pathetic. — [Extract  from  a  letter,  May  21,  from  State  agent  A.  J.  Child  to  T.  R.  Allen. 
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From  Galbreath's  store,  Henry  county,  comes  the  statement  "that  there  are  many 
families  who  will  actually  starve  if  they  are  not  assisted,"  The  ajjent  of  the  State 
Grange,  A  J.  Child,  who  has  been  distribatinfj-  corn  supplied  by  the  grange,  writes 
from  Appleton  City,  Sc.  Cialr  county :  "It  grows  worse  and  worse,  and  God  only 
knows  what  the  future  of  many  of  the^e  inh;»bitants  is  to  be  They  are  out  of  every- 

thing and  have  exhausted  every  available  means  of  credit  in  their  efforts  to  live  and 
get  crops  started,  and  now  tlie  chinch-bugs  and  grasshoppers  are  cleaning  up  every- 

thing like  a  consuming  fire.  I  am  overpowered  and  overwhelmed  by  disclosures  of 
the  fearful  want,  and  the  equally  fearful  outlook."  Judge  Woods,  of  the  Henry 
county  court  writes :  "I  cannot  see  how  our  people  are  to  get  through  the  next  two 
months,  as  there  is  not  enough  bread-stuff  in  the  county  to  keep  them  from  starvation. 
If  it  were  here,  they  have  no  money  to  buy  with.  Those  who  had  a  little  corn  had  ta 
feed  it  in  order  to  save  their  stock^  and  now  they  are  out  of  corn,  money  and  credit. 
Hundreds  are  living  on  bread  and  water."  A  letter  from  Kingsville,  .Johnson  county, 
says:  "The;  condition  of  things  in  ihe  western  part  of  our  county  is  perfectly  dis- 

tressing. Men  are  growing  desperate,  and  already  threaten  to  divide  out  by  force 
what  there  is  in  the  county,  and  we  all  know  that  when  such  a  move  is  once  made,  the 
worst  men  in  the  county  will  take  tlie  lead."— [.S^.  Loins  Republican,  about  the  middle of  June. 

I  do  not  exaggerate,  but  state  the  simple  truth  when  I  say  that  I  have  been  time 
and  again  over  the  most  of  this  (Polk)  township,  and  I  do  not  believe  there  is  one  spricf 
of  timothy,  clover,  wheat  or  corn  left  standing  an  inch  above  the  ground  in  the  town- 

ship ;  that  not  a  bundle  of  oats  Avill  be  cut ;  not  a  pound  of  hay  or  grass  of  any  kind 
will  be  saved  this  season ;  vegetables  of  every  kind  have  been  totally  destroyed,  and 
all  the  fields,  without  a  single  exception,  so  far  as  1  have  been  able  to  learn,  are  a& 
bare  of  vegetation,  even  weeds,  as  newly  ploughed  ground — notwithstanding  the  fact 
that  some  farms  have  been  planted  as  often  as  twice  and  three  times  this  season,  and 
the  wild  grass  and  weeds  on  the  outlands  in  both  prairie  and  timber,  have  either  been 
entirely  devoured  or  cut  down  so  close  to  the  ground  that  cattle  have  been  and  stilt 
are  starving  to  death  by  hundreds.  The  owners  having  in  many  cases  paid  out  all 
their  money,  sold  everything  they  could  get  along  without,  and  mortgaged  their  farms 
to  get  money  to  carry  their  stock  through  the  winter  ancl  plant  their  crops,  now  are 
left  with  nothing  to  eat,  their  stock  have  starved  to  death,  and  they  have  no  money, 
and  no  means  of  raising  any  by  loan  or  mortgage,  to  buy  food  or  to  get  away  from  here 
to  more  favored  sections  of  the  country. — [^G Lobe-Democrat  Correspondence  from  Stras- 
burg,  Cass  Co  ,  June  16. 

My  own  impressions  received  at  the  time,  may  be  gathered  from 

the  following  remarks  made  at  a  meeting  of  the  merchants  of  St. 

Louis,  held  at  the  Merchants'  Exchange,  May  28,  for  the  relief  of  the 
destitute,  and  reported  in  the  St.  Louis  papers : 

I  have  just  returned  from  the  district  of  Pettis,  Johnson  and  Cass  counties,  and 
from  reports  I  have  had  from  Vernon,  Bates  and  Johnson  counties,  I  can  form  a  pretty 
correct  conclusion  as  to  the  actual  state  of  things  there.  One  reason  why  reports  are 
so  contradictory  is  mainly  because  you  will  find  districts  in  the  same  county  very 

differently  affected.  1  believe  that  Cass  county  is  about  the  worst  oft",  and  actually  the 
devastation  by  the  locusts  in  that  county  cannot  be  exaggerated.  You  may  go^ 
from  one  end  of  that  county  to  the  other,  and  with  the  exception  of  forest  trees,  where 
there  is  timber,  and  here  and  there  a  low  piece  of  moist  prairie,  or  occasionally  an  oat 
field,  there  is  not  a  trace  of  vegetation  to  show  you  that  it  is  the  growing  season;  the 
country  is  as  bare  and  desolate  as  in  mid-winter.  The  only  vegetation  remaining  in 
the  fields  consists  of  a  few  stalks  of  milkweed  {Asclepias),  which  is  about  the  only  con- 

spicuous plant  they  do  not  relish. 
Very  much  the  same  state  of  things  occurs  in  the  adjacent  counties,  and  the  dis- 
tress is  great. 
I  find  among  the  people  in  the  stricken  district  generally  a  determination  to  over- 
come the  difficulties,  and,  as  far  as  possible,  to  relieve  their  own  people.  The  well- 

to-do  citizens  feel  inclined  to  relieve  their  own  counties  as  far  as  possible,  and  with  kvr 
excentions  there  is  no  actual  distress.  The  greatest  want  is  mainly  on  account  of  the 
scarcity  ot  seed.  Some  families  will  need  rations  and  food  to  keep  them  from  starva- 

tion until  they  can  bridge  over  the  present  destitution,  but  as  a  rule  the  need  is  mainly 
for  seed  for  the  different  crops.  They  need  corn  that  will  mature  early,  buckwheat, 
Hungarian  grass,  vegetable  seeds,  potatoes — everything  that  will  soon  mature,  and  thi& 
they  want  immediately. 

It  is  impossible  to  say  how  long  those  sections  in  the  several  infested  counties^ 
which  are  now  in  a  flourishing  condition,  will  remain  so.    The  probabilities  are  that 
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during  the  next  week  most  of  the  crops  in  those  sections  will  be  destroyed,  and  that 
they  in  the  end  will  snflfer  more  than  the  counties  wliich  have  so  far  suffered  most. 
There  has  heen  a  great  deal  of  talk  amonor  a  few  idlers  and  loafers  and  desperate  char- 

acters, of  raids  on  the  towns  and  on  those  who  have  supplies.  But  the  committees 
appointed,  especially  in  Johnson  county  by  autlioriiy  of  the  County  Court,  investi- 
o^ated  the  real  state  of  aff^iirs,  and  have  reported  that  there  was  really  no  actual  desti- 

tution in  that  county,  and  that  all  these  threats  were  made  by  desperate  characters, 
who  would  not  work  if  they  had  the  chance. 

Elforts  are  now  beintj  made  to  relieve  thi-;  pressing  necessity  for  seed.  I  am 
confident  that  the  prediction  I  have  madt^  will  be  verified.  The  people  will  yet  raise  in 
those  counties,  in  all  probability,  the  larijest  crops  of  corn  they  ever  raised.  The 
locusts  having-  killed  off  the  herbage  from  the  ground,  the  hosts  of  noxious  iiis(-cts  that 
fed  on  it  have  also  been  annihilated.  There  is  nor  a  weed  left,  and  the  ground  is  in  the 
best  possible  condition  to  receive  seed.  By  the  time  it  comes  up  I  believe  the  insects 
will  have  been  decimated  by  parasites  and  starvation,  so  that  the  crops  will  re- 

ceive little  injury;  that  the  insects  will  not  materially  advance  beyond  the  east- 
ern line  they  have  now  reached.  Already  they  are  dying  in  immense  quantities;  and 

they  will  soon  acquire  wings  and  lenve.  Thus  the  fears  of  some  that  they  threaten  to 
be  a  permnnent  pest,  and  that  it  is  of  no  use  to  plant  because  the  insects  will  eat  every- 

thing as  fast,  as  it  comes,  are  groundless. 
I  would  urge  all  farmers  to  put  lorth  their  best  efforts  to  plant  seed  for  snch  crops 

as  will  mature  soon.  1  would  especially  urge  the  planting  of  more  root  crops,  such  as 
turnips,  beets  and  mangel  wurzel,  which  will  furnish  nutritious  food  for  stock.  We 
must  not  forget  that  the  area  now  being  devastated,  compared  with  the  area  overrun 
last  fall  is  small,  and  the  present  severe  devastation  is  confined  to  some  dozen 
counties,  whereas  in  the  rest  of  the  State  the  crops  are  promising  most  abundantly. 
i  really  hope  that  no  aid  will  be  asked  outside  of  the  State. 

J'here  are  a  number  of  ways  in  which  the  insects  can  be  destroyed.  By  means  of 
ropes,  conveying  screens  and  nets,  they  can  be  caught  in  large  quantities.  They  may 
be  trapped  in  ditches.  If  it  had  been  possible  for  Governor  Hardin  to  offer  a  bounty  for 
«very  bushel  of  the  insect,  that  could  have  bnen  captured  throughout  that  distiict,  it 
woui  i  have  afforded  employment  to  hundreds  of  ppople  who  have  now  nothing  to 
do.  From  a  conversation  I  had  with  Governor  Hardin,  I  am  of  the  opinion  he 
would  gladly  have  taken  that  step.  When  I  suirgested  last  winter  that  a  law  should 
be  passed  offering  a  bounty  for  the  eggs,  the  idea  was  ridiculed,  but  the  people  see  now 
how  wise  such  a  course  would  have  been.  A  few  thousand  dollars  appropriated  by 
the  Legislature  for  the  purpose  would  have  been  the  means  of  averting  the  present 
injury. 

The  meeting  above  referred  to  resulted  in  the  appointment  of  a 

€ommittee  by  the  Directors  of  the  Exchange,  for  the  purpose  of  solic- 
iting aid ;  and  the  committee  at  once  issued  the  following  circular  : 

ADDRESS  OF  THE  COMMITTEE. 

The  undersigned,  a  committee  appointed  by  the  Merchants'  Exchange,  and  acting under  the  advice  of  the  Governor,  to  appeal  to  the  charitable  people  of  St.  Louis,  and 
the  State  ot  Missouri  at  large,  in  behalf  of  our  fellow-citizens  of  the  counties  of  Cass, 
Vernon,  Henry,  Bates,  Juckson  and  other  border  counties  of  the  State,  now  infested 
and  overrun  by  locusts,  beg  leave  to  submit  the  lollowing  suggestions:  From  conver- 

sation and  coirespondence  with  numerous  parties  whose  statements  can  be  relied  upon, 
we  are  convinced  of  thf  great  necessity  for  the  immediate  relief  of  these  people.  The 
demand  is  more  especially  for  seeds  for  replanting  to  enable  them  to  subsist  during  the 
coming  winter. 

The  committee  beg  leave  to  recommend  that  the  people  of  other  cities  and  coun- 
ties in  the  State  organize  local  relief  committees  to  co-operate  with  this  committee,  or 

send  supplies  directly  to  the  committees  appointed  bj'  Governor  Hardin.  Supplies  or 
money  sent  through  this  committee  will  be  strictly  applied  to  the  relief  of  the  destitute, 
under  the  supervision  ot  proper  and  responsible  sub-committees. 

The  committee  are  satistied,  from  informarion  obtained  through  Prof.  C.  V.  R'ley, 
State  Entomologist,  that  the  insects  will  not  extend  far  beyond  their  present  limits,  and 
that  they  will  gradually  disappear  from  the  counties  now  infested — the  great  demand 
being  for  immediate  and  present  relief. 

Donations  are  specially  asked  for'in  the  following  scer^s,  viz.  :  ̂ ar^y  corn  (grown  as 
far  north  as  possible),  millet,  Hungarian  grass,  rye,  oats,  buckivheat,  beets,  turnips,  man- 

gel low  zel.  potatoes,  cabbage,  tomatoes,  sweet  pota.fo  plants,  peas,  beajis,  brooin  corn,  sorghum 
and  other  garden  seeds  in  season.  Food — Corn  meal,  flour,  cured  meats  and  salt. 
Forage — Corn,  oats,  hay  and  any  other  forage  for  stock. 
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Donations  in  any  of  the  above  articles  may  be  sent  to  the  Central  Elevator,  cor- 
ner of  Twelfth  and  Au.-tin  streets  ;  Paoilic  Eailroad  truck  ;  Henry  Ames  &  Co.,  No. 

1001  North  Main  street ;  E.  M.  Samuel  &  Sons,  Levee  and  Vine  ;  or  W.  M.  Price  &  Co.» 
No.  14  South  Main  street.  On  notice  left  with  any  of  the  committee,  donations  will  be 
called  for. 

John  M.  Gilkeson,  Chairman,  L.  L.  Ashbrook, 
Joseph  A   Wherry,  Samuel  M.  Dodd, 
John  T.  Davis,  W.  K,.  Jouctt, 
Miles  Sells,  11.  M.  Adims, 
Jos,  S.  Nanson,  Webb  M.  Samuel, 

John  "W.  Larimore,  T.  G.  Conant, 
A.  H.  Smith,  C  O.  Dutcher, 
John  B.  Maude,  Thomas  Booth, 
Ch.  Bartlett,  W.  M.  Senter, 
W.  P.  Howard,  W.  M.  Price, 
D.  AV.  Marmaduke,  Committee. 

It  is  hardly  necessary  to  state  that  the  Committee  did  not  cease 

its  efforts  till  the  22d  of  June  when  there  began  to  be  no  further  occa- 
sion for  them.  The  sympathies  of  our  citizens  were  aroused  and  large 

amounts  of  supplies  of  all  kinds,  and  especially  of  seeds  were  at  once 

sent  out  to  the  stricken  districts.  Aside  from  the  good  relief  work 
done  in  other  favored  parts  of  the  State,  outside  St.  Louis,  the  efforts 

of  T.  R.  Allen,  Grand  Master  Patrons  of  Husbandry,  are  particularly 

worthy  of  mention.  He  took  an  active  part,  and  deserves  the  thanks 

of  the  people.  He  traveled  through  the  more  fortunate  sections  of 

the  State,  and  personally  plead  for  the  sufferers  and  solicited  sub- 
scriptions, and  in  this  way  succeeded  in  doing  much  good. 

Some  cases  of  actual  starvation  were  reported  in  the  papers,  but 

I  have  been  unable  to  learn  of  a  single  authenticated  instance  where 

the  names  of  parties  could  be  given.  Replies  to  the  question,  "Did 
any  cases  of  actual  destitution  or  starvation  positively  occur  in  your 

county  ?"  from  over  a  hundred  correspondents  in  counties  which  suf- 
fered most,  with  scarcely  an  exception  have  been  to  the  effect  that 

while  there  was  great  destitution  no  cases  of  starvation  occurred. 

The  following  are  a  few  of  the  most  gloomy  statements: 

Severe  destitution  prevailed,  and  I  think  in  some  cases,  perhaps  death  from  dis- 
ease was  hastened  Irom  want  of  proper  food. — [J.  H.  Lav,  Warsaw,  Benton  county. 

Cases  of  actual  destitution  and  starvation  positively  did  occur.  A  large  number  of 

families  were  compelled  to  leave  our  county.  Thej'  were  forced  to  get  ouc  to  procure 
bread  for  their  starvinon  children — among  whom  were  some  of  our  best  families. — [A.  C. 
LovERiDGE,  Harrisonville,  Cass  county. 

There  was  no  starvation,  but  undoubtedly  would  have  been,  if  assistance  had  not 
been  given. — [H.  L.  Hewitt,  Austin,  Cass  county. 

There  were  many  cases  of  partial  destitution  in  this  county,  but  none  of  actual 
starvation  that  I  know  of — [Wm.  A.  Smith,  East  Lynne,  Cass  county. 

No  cases  of  starvation  to  my  knowledge,  but  great  destitution. — [W.  H.  Barrox^ 
Eaymore,  Cass  county. 

None  to  my  knowledge,  although  some  were  in  straitened  circumstances  for  food 
and  were  aided  by  their  more  fortunate  friends. — [Dan.  Carpenter,  Barry,  Clay 
county. 
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There  were  eases  of  extreme  destitution,  but  none  of  starvation. — [D.  C.  McIn- 
TIRE,  Norris  Fork  P.  O.,  Henry  county. 

There  was  destitution  but  no  starving  that  I  know  of. — [[.  J.  Quick,  Gaines  Farm^ 
Henry  county. 

No  cases  of  starvation  occurred  to  my  knowledge,  bnt  many  were  put  on  short 
allowance,  and  much  stock  actually  perished  for  want  of  food. — iZ.  S.  Kagan,  Independ- 

ence, Jackson  county. 

To  my  knowledge,  I  cannot  say  that  any  person  starved  to  death  directly,  but 
hundreds  and  thousands  of  men  and  beasts  did  not  get  the  necessaries  to  keep  them  up 
in  vigor  and  strength,  required  to  do  the  work  allotted  to  them  after  the  destruction.  I 
knew  several  to  say  they  put  their  crops  in  on  bread  and  water,  and  the  bread  gave  out 
and  they  had  to  leave  lor  other  parts  to  make  a  living  ;  and  thousands  were  compelled 
to  mortgage  and  pledge  their  property.  It  was  represented  by  some  of  the  wealthy 
monej'  mongers  that  Johnson  county  could  take  care  of  her  destitute,  which  prevented 
much  assistance  and  aid  for  distribution  from  coming  here  ;  though  considerable  was 
sent  and  distributed  by  the  society  of  Dunkards,  Granges  and  otiier  individuals,  and 
this  alleviated  our  situation  very  much. — [John  Zimmerman,  Warrensburg  township^ 
Johnson  county. 

Destitution  did  exist,  but  probably  no  positive  starvation,  in  this  immediate  vicin- 
ity.— [Calvin  A.  Mark,  VVarrensburg,  Johnson  county. 

No;  the  good  people  of  St.  Louis,  and  other  parts  of  the  State,  prevented  starva- 
tion, and  the  rich  helped  the  poor  everywhere  in  the  county. — [B.  F.  Dunkley,  Dunks- 

burg,  Johnson  county. 

We  think  not,  but  many  fiimilies  were  upon  very  short  allowance  a  considerable 
time,  having  nothing  to  eat  but  poor  bread  and  water. — [J.  T.  Fkkguson,  Linabar, 
Lafayette  county. 

There  were  cases  of  destitution,  but  aid  from  abroad,  and  assistance  at  home,  pre- 
vented any  cases  of  starvation. — J.  Belt,  Napoleon,  Lafayette  county. 

None,  to  my  knowledge,  but  there  must  have  been  much  suffering,  and  even  death, 
but  for  the  praiseworthy  response  of  the  citizens  of  both  Laf;iyette  and  other  counties,  as 
well  as  the  city  of  St.  Louis. — [Jas.  E.  Gladish,  Aullsville,  Lafayette  county. 

There  were  many  cases  of  actual  destitution  in  this  countj^,  but  none  of  starva- 
tion.— Jno.  L.  Modrel,  Little  Osage,  Vernon  county. 

THE  GOVEKNOR'S  PROCLAMATION. 

The  general  interest  awakened  in  the  various  endeavors  to  aid  the 

sufferers  was,  without  doubt,  largely  due  to  the  active  sympathy  and 
the  prompt  attention  given  to  the  subject  by  Governor  Hardin.  About 

the  middle  of  May  he  issued  the  following  proclamation  : 

Whereas,  owing:  to  the  failures  and  losses  of  crops  much  suffering  has  been  en- 
dured by  many  of  our  people  during  the  past  few  months,  and  similar  calamities  are 

impending  upon  larger  communities,  and  may  possibly  extend  to  the  whole  State,  and 
if  not  abated  will  eventuate  in  sore  distress  and  famine  ; 

Wherefore,  be  it  known  that  the  3d  day  of  Juno  proximo  is  hereby  appointed  and 
set  apart  as  a  day  of  fasting  and  pr;iyer,  that  Almighty  God  may  be  invoked  to  remove 
from  our  midst  those  impending  calamities,  and  to  grant  instead  the  blessings  of  abun- 

dance and  plenty  ;  and  the  people  and  all  the  officers  of  the  State  are  hereby  requested 
to  desist,  during  that  day,  from  their  usual  employments,  and  to  assemble  at  their 
places  ol  worship  lor  humble  and  devout  prayer,  and  to  otherwise  observe  the  day  as 
one  of  fasting  and  prayer. 

Ill  testimony  whereof,  I  have  hereunto  set  my  hand,  and  caused  the  great  seal  of 
the  State  of  Missouri  to  be  affixed,  in  the  City  of  Jefferson,  this  17th  dav  of  May,  1875. 

C.  H.  HARDIN. 
By  the  Governor  : 

M.  K.  McGrath,  Secretary  of  State. 
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This  proclamation  naturally  drew  forth  a  large  amount  of  com- 
ment, and  our  worthy  Governor  was  ridiculed  or  praised  according  as 

fancy  inspired  newspaper  men.  As  I  was  myself  taken  to  task  by  no 

less  a  personage  than  the  Reverend  Doctor  W.  Pope  Yeaman  of  the 

Third  Baptist  Church  of  St.  Louis,  for  supposed  ridicule  and  for  taking 

*' unnecessary  pains  to  sneer  at  Providence,"  it  may  be  as  well  to  state 
that  the  only  sentiment  I  ever  expressed,  either  by  word  of  mouth  or 

by  pen,  as  to  the  proclamation,  is  contained  in  an  article  published  in 
the  St.  Louis  Glohe  of  May  19,  where  I  wrote : 

I  deeply  and  sincerely  appreciate  the  sympathy  which  our  worthy  Governor  mani- 
fests for  the  sufferinof  people  of  our  western  counties,  through  the  proclamation 

-which  sets  apart  the  3cl  of  June  as  a  day  of  tasting  and  prayer  that  the  great  author  of 
our  being  may  be  invoked  to  remove  impending  calamities.  Yet,  without  discussing 
the  question  as  to  the  etticacy  of  prayer  in  affecting  the  physical  world,  no  one  will  for 
a  moment  doubt  that  the  supplications  of  the  people  will  more  surely  be  granted  if 
accompanied  by  well-directed,  energetic  work  When,  in  1S53,  Lord  Palmerston  was 
besought  by  the  Scotch  Presbyterians  to  appoint  a  day  for  national  fasting,  humiliation 
and  prayer,  that  the  cholera  might  be  averted,  he  suggested  that  it  would  be  more  bene- 

ficial to  feed  the  poor,  cleanse  trie  cesspools,  ventilate  the  houses  and  remove  the  causes 
and  sources  of  contagion  which,  if  allowed  to  remain,  will  infallibly  breed  pestilence, 

"  in  spite  of  all  the  prayers  and  fastings  of  a  united  but  inactive  nation."  We  are  com- 
manded by  the  best  authority  to  prove  our  faith  by  our  work.  For  my  part,  I  would 

like  to  see  the  prayers  of  the  people  take  on  the  substantial  form  of  collections,  made 
in  the  churches  throughout  the  State,  for  the  benefit  of  the  sufferers,  and  distributed 
by  organized  authority;  or,  what  would  be  still  better,  the  State  authorities,  if  it  is  in 
their  power,  should  offer  a  premium  for  every  bushel  of  young  locusts  destroyed.  In 
this  way  the  more  destitute  of  the  people  in  the  infested  districts  would  have  a  strong 
incentive  to  destroy  the  young  locusts,  and  thus  avert  future  injury,  and  at  the  same 
time  furnish  the  means  of  earning  a  living  untilthe  danger  is  past.  The  locusts  thus 
collected  and  destroyed  could  be  ted  to  poultry  and  hogs,  buried  as  manure,  or  dried, 
pulverized  and  sold  for  the  same  purpose. 

As  stated  in  my  reply  to  Dr.  Yeaman,  "  my  intercourse  with  Gov- 
ernor Hardin  has  led  me  to  honor  him  as  a  Chief  Magistrate  whom 

the  State  will  learn  to  appreciate  more  and  more,  and  1  hold  him  in 

too  great  respect  to  have  much  sympathy  with  the  mere  flippant  ridi- 
cule that  has  been  made  of  the  proclamation.  Though  I  may  not 

have  overmuch  piety  and  faith  myself,  I  at  least  know  how  to  re- 
spect those  qualities  in  others,  and  however  much  I  believe  that  the 

insect  which  was  the  remote  cause  of  Dr.  Yeaman's  sermon  is  gov- 
erned by  natural  laws,  which  should  guide  us  in  understanding  and 

overcoming  it,  the  reverend  gentleman  forgets  his  calling,  and  makes 

himself  ridiculous,  in  charging,  for  such  reasons,  that  1  '  sneer  at 
Providence.'" 

As  the  most  effective  and  substantial  method  of  observing  the 

day  of  fasting  and  prayer,  Gov.  Hardin  on  the  24th  of  May,  wisely 

issued  a  second  proclamation,  urging  the  benevolent  and  charitable, 
who  might  assemble  on  the  3d  of  June  in  public  worship,  and  felt  so 

disposed,  to  make  contributions  and  forward  the  same  to  Jesse  Chil- 

ton, Harrisonville,  Cass  county  ;  R.  B.  Harwood,  Warrensburg,  John- 
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son  county  ;  Dr.  G.  Y.  Salmon,  Clinton,  Henry  county ;  Dr.  G.  N.  V. 

Dodson,  Nevada,  Vernon  county,  and  F.  G.  Tygard,  Butler,  Bates 

county,  and  to  the  presiding  judges  of  such  other  counties  as  are 
known  to  need  relief.  A. 

The  third  of  June  was  well  observed  in  most  parts  ot  tJke  State, 

and  the  observance  of  the  day  was  productive  of  good  not  only  by 
the  collections  taken  up  in  the  different  churches  for  the  sufferers, 

but  by  reassuring  and  encouraging  many  good  people  who  could  have 
been  reassured  in  no  other  way. 

NOT  A  DIVINE  VISITATION. 

There  are  those,  both  among  the  clergy  and  the  laity,  who  deem 
such  a  visitation  as  that  from  which  our  western  counties  suffered,  an 

expression  of  Divine  wrath,  for  the  sin  and  corruption  of  the  people — 

a  chastisement  of  the  Lord.  They  claim  that  the  "  wickedness,  fraud, 

falsehood,  and  corruption"  which,  as  they  assert,  "abound  in  every 
department  of  society,"  are  at  the  bottom  of  it.  They  consider  it  im- 

pious to  attempt  to  avert  the  evil.  These  opinions  were  boldly  pro- 

claimed by  a  correspondent  of  the  St.  Louis  Bepuhlicaii.  The  ex- 

pression of  such  opinions  was  a  downright  insult  to  the  hard-working, 
industrious,  and  suffering  farmers  of  the  western  country,  who  cer- 

tainly deserve  no  more  to  be  thus  visited  by  Divine  wrath  than  the 

people  of  other  parts  of  the  State  and  country.  Persons  who  promul- 
gate such  views  are  little  removed  in  intelligence  from  the  poor  crack- 

brained  negress  whom  I  saw  in  the  streets  of  Warrensburg  shouting 

and  imploring  the  people  not  to  kill  a  locust,  since  God  Almighty 

had  sent  them  ;  or  from  the  poor  deluded  Arabs  who  make  no  effort  to 

destroy  the  locusts  which  they  believe  to  be  the  "  army  of  the  Great 

God."  It  is  not  surprising  that  people  are  yet  found  who  hold  such 
views ;  for  no  great  calamity  ever  befell  a  country  which  was  not  attrib- 

uted, by  certain  fanatics,  to  Divine  wrath  ;  but  it  is  surprising  that, 

in  this  enlightened  day,  such  persons  can,  without  editorial  reproof, 

find  circulation  for  their  vagaries  in  the  columns  of  some  of  our  widely 
circulating  and  influential  journals. 

NATURAL  HISTORY. 

In  addition  to  what  was  said  under  this  head  a  year  ago,  a  more 

detailed  account  of  the  process  of  molting  may  here  be  given.  In  or- 
der to  illustrate  this  interesting  process  we  will  trace  an  individual 

through  the  last  molt — from  the  pupa  to  the  winged  insect — as  it  is  the 
most  difficult,  and,  on  account  of  the  larger  size  of  the  animal,  most 

E  K— 26. 
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easily  watched.  The  other  molts  are  very  similar,  except  that  the 

wing-pads  increase  but  moderately  in  size  with  each.  When  about  to 

acquire  wings  the  pupa  crawls  up  some  post,  weed,  grass-stalk  or 

other  object,  and  clutches  such  object  securely  by  the  hind  feet 

which  are  drawn  up  under  the  body.  In  doing  so  the  favorite  posi- 

tion is  with  the  head  downward,  though  this  is  by  no  means  essential. 

Remaining  motionless  in  this  position  for  several  hours,  with  antennae 

drawn  down  over  the  face,  and  the  whole  aspect  betokening  helpless- 

ness, the  thorax,  especially  between  the  wing  pads,  is  noticed  to  swell. 

Presently  the  skin  along  this  swollen  portion  splits  right  along  the 

[Fig.  39.] 

Kocky:Mountain  Locust  :— Process  of  acquiring  wings  ;  a,  pupa  with  skin  juitspl't 

on  the  back  ;  &,  the  imago  exti-uding;  c,  <io.  nearly  out;  d,  do.  with  wings  expauded;  c, 
do.  with  all  parts  perfect. 

middle  of  the  head  and  thorax,  starting  by  a  transverse  curved  suture 

between  the  eyes,  and  ending  at  the  base  of  the  abdomen.  Let  us 

now  imagine  that  we  are  watching  one  from  the  moment  of  this  split- 

ting, and  when  it  presents  the  appearance  of  Fig.  39,  a.  As  soon  as 

the  skin  is  split,  the  soft  and  white  fore-body  and  bead  swell  and  grad- 

ually extrude  more  and  more  by  a  series  of  muscular  contortions ;  the 

new  head  slowly  emerges  from  the  old  skin  which,  with  its  empty 

eyes,  is  worked  back  beneath  ;  the  new  feelers  and  legs  are  being 

drawn  Irom  their  casings,  and  the  future  wings  from  their  sheaths.  At 

the  end  of  six  or  seven  minutes  our  locust— no  longer  pupa  and  not 

yet  imago— looks  as  in  my  Fig.  39,  I,  the  four  front  pupa-legs  being 

generally  detached  and  the  insect  hanging  by  the  hooks  of  the  hind 

feet,  which  were  anchored  while  yet  it  had  that  command  over  them 

which  it  has  now  lost.  The  receding  skin  is  transparent  and  loosened, 

especially  from  the  extremities.  In  six  or  seven  minutes  more  of  ar- 

duous labor— of  swelling  and  contracting— with  an  occasional  brief 

respite,  the  antenna-  and  the  four  front  legs  are  freed,  and  the  fulled 

and  crimped  wings  extricated.  The  soft  front  legs  rapidly  stiffen  and, 

holding  to  its  support  as  well  as  may  be  with  these,  the  nascent  locust 
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employs  whatever  muscular  force  it  is  capable  of  to  draw  out  the  end 

of  the  abdomen  and  its  long  hind  legs  (Fig.  39,  c).  This  in  a  few  more 

minutes  it  finally  does,  and  with  gait  as  unsteady  as  that  of  a  new- 
dropped  colt,  it  turns  round  and  clambers  up  by  the  side  of  the 

shrunken  cast-off  skin,  and  there  rests  while  the  wings  expand  and 

every  part  of  the  body  hardens  and  gains  strength — the  crooked  limbs 
straightening  and  the  wings  unfolding  and  expanding  like  the  petals 

of  some  pale  flower.  The  front  wings  are  at  first  rolled  longitudinally 

to  a  point,  and  as  they  expand  and  unroll,  the  hind  wings  which  are 
tucked  and  gathered  along  the  veins,  at  first  curl  over  them.  In  ten 

or  fifteen  minutes  from  the  time  of  extrication  these  wings  are  fully 
expanded  and  hang  down  like  dampened  rags  (Fig.  39,  cl).  From  this 
point  on,  the  broad  hind  wings  begin  to  fold  up  like  fans  beneath  the 

narrower  front  ones,  and  in  another  ten  minutes  they  have  assumed 

the  normal  attitude  of  rest.  Meanwhile  the  pale  colors  which  always 

belong  to  the  insect  while  molting  have  been  gradually  giving  way  to 

the  natural  tints,  and  at  this  stage  our  new-fledged  locust  presents  an 

aspect  fresh  and  bright  (Fig.  39,  e).  If  now  we  examine  the  cast-ofF 
skin  we  shall  find  every  part  entire  with  the  exception  of  the  rupture 

which  originally  took  place  on  the  back;  and  it  would  puzzle  one 
who  had  not  witnessed  the  operation  to  divine  how  the  now  stiff  hind 

shanks  of  the  mature  insect  had  been  extricated  from  the  bent  skele- 

ton left  behind.  They  are  in  fact  drawn  over  the  bent  knee  joint,  so 

that  during  the  process  they  have  been  bent  double  throughout  their 

length.  They  were  as  supple  at  the  time  as  an  oil-soaked  string,  and 
for  some  time  after  extrication  they  show  the  effects  of  this  severe 

bending  by  their  curved  appearance. 

The  molting,  from  the  bursting  of  the  pupa  skin  to  the  full  ad- 
justment of  the  wings  and  straightening  of  the  legs  of  the  perfect 

insect,  occupies  less  than  three-quarters  of  an  hour  and  sometimes 
but  half  an  hour.  It  takes  place  most  frequently  during  the  warmer 

hours  of  the  morning,  and  within  an  hour  after  the  wings  are  once  in 

position  the  parts  have  become  sufficiently  dry  and  stiffened  to  enable 

the  insect  to  move  about  with  ease,  and  in  another  hour,  with  appe- 
tite sharpened  by  long  fast,  it  joins  its  voracious  comrades  and  tries 

its  new  jaws.  The  molting  period,  especially  the  last,  is  a  very  critical 
one,  and  during  the  helplessness  that  belongs  to  it  the  unfortunate 

locust  falls  a  prey  to  many  enemies  which  otherwise  would  not  molest 

it,  and  not  unfrequently  to  the  voracity  of  the  more  active  individuals 

of  its  own  species. 

As  stated  a  year  ago  (Rep.  7,  p.  123)  there  are  four  molts  exclu- 
sive of  that  which  takes  place   upon  leaving  the   egg.    In  the  first 
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stage — that  following  the  egg — the  wing  pads  are  not  visible;  in  the 
second  (after  the  first  molt)  they  project  but  little  beyond  the  mesa 

and  metathorax,  diflfer  but  little  in  size,  and  are  directed  downwards, 
lying  separately  close  to  the  body :  in  the  third  stage  (after  second 

molt)  they  are  directed  upward,  the  hind  covering  and  hiding  more  or 

less  the  front  pair,  and  the  joints  bearing  them  retreating  more  beneath 

the  prothorax  :  in  the  fourth  stage  (after  third  molt)  they  are  enlarged 

as  seen  in  the  pupa,  and  with  the  fourth  molt  the  fifth  or  perfect  stage 

is  attained.  European  authors  diifer  as  to  whether  there  are  three, 

four  or  five  molts  in  the  European  migratory  species  ;*  but  I  have 
watched  spretus  from  the  egg  to  the  imago,  and  thousands  of  mounted 
and  alcoholic  specimens  of  all  ages,  show  distinctly  the  five  stages 

enumerated,  and  these  only. 

HABITS  OF  THE  UNFLEDGED  LOCUSTS. 

Never  having  had  before  the  opportunity  of  observing  the  habits- 
of  the  young  insects  as  they  hatch  out  in  the  Mississippi  Valley,  the 

experience  of  last  Spring  was  very  interesting  to  me,  as  well  as  valu- 
able. As  I  had  stated  they  would,  the  great  bulk  of  these  young 

hatched  out  about  the  middle  of  April,  but  others  kept  on  hatching 

even  up  to  the  time  when  the  first  hatched  got  wings,  so  that  up  ta 
the  1st  of  June  they  were  met  with  of  all  sizes  from  the  newly  hatched 

to  the  winged.  So  long  as  provision  sufficed  for  them  on  their  hatch- 
ing grounds  they  remained  almost  stationary,  and  created  but  little 

general  apprehension,  although  many  farms  on  bottom  lands  and 
fields  adjacent  to  timber  were  overrun  with  them.  As  soon,  however^ 

as  the  supply  of  food  in  these  situations  was  exhausted,  they  com- 
menced to  migrate,  frequently  in  bodies  a  mile  wide,  devouring  as 

they  advanced  all  the  grass,  grain  and  garden  truck  in  their  path. 

The  migrating  propensity  was  in  no  instance,  that  came  to  my  knowl- 
edge, developed  till  after  the  first  molt.  Up  to  that  time  they  were 

content  to  huddle  in  warm  places,  and  lived  for  the  most  part 

on  weeds,  and  especially  on  the  common  dog  fennel  or  mayweed 

{Maruta.) 
The  young  locusts  display  gregarious  instincts  from  the  start,  and 

congregate  in  immense  numbers  in  warm  and  sunny  places.  They 

thus  often  blacken  the  sides  of  houses  or  the  sides  of  hills — the 
prevailing  tint  of  the  mass  during  the  first  and  second  larval  stages 

being  a  dull,  deep  gray.  They  remain  thus  huddled  together  during 
cold,  damp  weather.  When  not  traveling,  and  when  food  is  abundant, 

or  during  bad,  rainy  weather,  they  are  fond  of  congregating  on  fences, 
buildings,  trees,  or  anything  removed  from  the  moist  ground.    They 

♦SeeKoppen,  "Ueljer  die  Heuschrecken  in  Suedrussland, "  ISGO,  pp.  22-3. 
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also  prefer  to  get  into  such  positions  to  undergo  their  different  molts. 

Their  power  for  injury  increases  with  their  growth.  At  first  de- 
vouring the  vegetation  in  particular  fields  and  patches  in  the  vicinity 

of  their  birth-places,  they  gradually  widen  the  area  of  their  devasta- 

tion, until  at  last  they  devour  every  green  thing  over  extensive  dis- 
tricts. Whenever  they  have  thus  devastated  a  country  they  are 

forced  to  feed  upon  one  another,  and  perish  in  immense  numbers  from 

debility  and  starvation.  Whenever  timber  is  accessible  they  collect 
in  it,  and  after  cleaning  out  the  underbrush,  feed  upon  the  dead  leaves 

and  bark.  A  few  succeed  in  climbing  up  into  the  rougher-barked 
trees,  where  they  feed  upon  the  foliage,  and  it  is  amusing  to  see  with 

what  avidity  the  famished  individuals  below  scramble  for  any  fallen 
leaf  that  the  more  fortunate  mounted  ones  may  chance  to  sever.  This 
increase  in  destructiveness  continues  until  the  bulk  of  the  locusts 

have  undergone  their  larval  molts  and  attained  the  j9w^a  state.  The 

pupa^  being  brighter  colored,  with  more  orange  than  the  larva,  the  in- 
sects now  look,  as  they  congregate,  like  swarms  of  bees.  From  this 

time  on  they  begin  to  decrease  in  numbers,  though  retaining  their 

ravenous  propensities.  They  die  rapidly  from  disease  and  from  the 

attacks  of  natural  enemies,  while  a  large  number  fall  a  prey,  while  in 

the  helpless  condition  of  molting,  to  the  cannibalistic  proclivities  of 

their  own  kind.  Those  that  acquire  wings  rise  in  the  air  during  the 

warmer  parts  of  the  day  and  wend  their  way  as  far  as  the  wind  will 

permit  toward  their  native  home  in  the  northwest.  They  mostly 

carry  with  them  the  germs  of  disease  or  are  parasitized,  and  wherever 

they  settle  do  comparatively  little  damage. 

DIKECTIONS  IN  WHICH  THE  YOUNG  LOCUSTS  TRAVEL. 

The  young  insects  move,  as  a  rule,  during  the  warmer  hours 

of  the  day  only,  feeding,  if  hungry,  by  the  way,  but  generally  march- 
ing in  a  given  direction  until  toward  evening.  They  travel  in  schools 

or  armies,  in  no  particular  direction,  but  purely  in  search  of  food — 
the  same  school  often  pursuing  a  different  course  one  day  to  that  pur- 

sued the  day  previous.  On  this  point  the  experience  of  last  Spring  is 

conclusive;  and  while  the  bulk  of  the  testimony  as  to  their  actions, 

when  hatching  out  in  States  further  north  and  west,  is  to  the  effect 

that  the  prevailing  direction  taken  is  south  or  southeast,  ihe prevail- 

ing direction  taken  last  Spring,  in  Missouri,  as  gathered  from  the  re- 
ports of  numerous  correspondents,  was  northward,  sometimes  a  little 

to  the  east,  at  others  to  the  west.  I  have,  while  traveling  along  a 

road,  often  seen  them  marching  in  one  direction  to  the  left  and  in  the 

opposite  direction  to  the  right  of  me.    They  were  more  often  noticed 
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going  against  than  with  the  wind,  and,  as  they  approached  maturity,, 

they  seemed  disposed  to  gather  into  more  compact  masses  and  prefer  to 
advance  in  a  northerly  direction.  The  following  extracts  are  given 
as  illustrative  of  the  experience  of  my  correspondents  : 

There  was  no  particular  direction  pursued  by  them ;  they  went  to  one  point  of" 
the  compass  as  much  as  another,  but  when  they  moved,  hirge  bodies  went  in  one  direc- 

tion. They  traveled  in  columns  from  4  to  40  rods  wide,  and  fences  and  other  obstacles 
frequently  caused  them  to  vary  their  course.  Tbe  front  of  a  column  coming  to  an  ob- 

stacle at  right  angles,  (such  as  a  fence  or  building)  usually  went  through  or  over.  But 
I  have  seen  a  column  going  southeast  and  another  going  southwest,  come  to  an  east 
and  west  fence,  and  then  take  their  course  along  it  in  opposite  directions,  jumping  over 
or  against  one  another  in  an  amusing  manner.  I  opened  the  fence  and  set  a  wide  plank 
on  edge  in  the  gap,  that  guided  them  through,  and  then  from  there  they  all  took  one 
direction  south,  many  bushels  passed  through  in  a  few  hours. — [Calyix  A.  JIark, 
Warrensburg,  Johnson  county. 

They  moved  while  yet  unfledged  in  all  directions,  that  is,  diflferent  droves  moved 
in  diflerent  directions,  and  so  persistent  were  they  in  their  course,  that  they  were  seen 
to  cross  at  right  angles  without  becoming  confused.— [G.  W.  Allex,  Westport.  Jack- 

son county. 

Although  they  move  in  nearly  every  direction  at  times,  yet  the  whole  movement 
was  north. — [Dan.  Carpkxter,  Barry,  Claj'  county. 

There  was  no  particular  direction  noticed,  but  they  seemed  to  go  against  the  wind 
to  a  great  extent,  but  not  always.— [J.  W.  Maple,  Oregon,  Holt  county. 

They  were  inclined  to  travel  in  a  northwest  direction,  though  they  would  go  some 
little  distance  in  other  directions  to  get  wheat  and  other  things  which  they  liked  to  eat. 
— [Levi  Loxg,  Island  City,  Gentry  Co. 

In  this  locality  they  traveled  when  unliedged,  east  and  southeast.  Living 
on  the  east  of  the  Potawatomie creek,  the  young  locusts  which  were  hatched  out  near 
the  timber  had  to  travel  in  this  direction  to  find  food.  On  the  west  side  of  the  creek 
they  traveled  west  or  northwest,  for  the  same  reason.  On  one  occasion  they  were  seen 
crossing  each  others  track,  traveling  in  diflferent  directions. — [James  Haxway,  Lane, 
Franklin  Co.,  Kansas. 

RATE  AT  WHICH  THE  YOUNG  TRAVEL. 

Having  often  watched  the  young  insects  on  their  travels  and  care- 
fully timed  them,  I  have  concluded  that  when  about  half  grown  they 

seldom  move  at  a  greater  rate  than  three  yards  a  minute,  even  when 

at  their  greatest  speed  over  a  tolerably  smooth  and  level  road,  and 

not  halting  to  feed.  They  walk  three-fourths  this  distance  and  hop 
the  rest.  Two  consecutive  hops  are  seldom  taken,  and  any  individual 

one  may  be  run  down  and  fatigued  by  obliging  it  to  hop  ten  or  twelve 
times  without  rest. 

THEY  REACHED  BUT  A  FEW  MILES  EAST  OF  WHERE  THEY  HATCHED. 

Rumors  prevailed  continually  last  Spring  that  ths  insects  were 

spreading  eastward  and  threatened  to  overrun  the  whole  of  the  State, 

Illinois,  etc.  In  reality,  as  I  continually  urged  would  be  the  case, 

they  did  not  reach  on  an  average  five  miles  east  of  the  limit  line 
where  they  hatched.  The  reason  is  plain  enough.  At  the  rate  at 

which  they  travel,  as  just  described,  they  could  not  extend  many 
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miles,  even  if  they  continued  to  travel  in  one  direction  from  the  time 
of  hatching  till  maturity.  They  travel  only  during  the  hotter  portions 

of  the  day,  say  six  hours  on  an  average  ;  and  their  unlledged  existence 

terminates  in  from  six  to  eight,  say  seven  weeks.  It  is  very  easy  to 
calculate  from  these  facts  that  if  they  continued  in  one  direction  from 

the  time  they  hatch  until  they  acquire  wings,  they  would  not  extend 

thirty  miles.  In  reality,  however,  they  do  not  travel  every  day,  and 
where  lood  is  abundant  they  scarcely  travel  at  all.  Moreover,  as  just 

shown,  they  do  not  commence  traveling  till  after  the  first  molt,  and 

they  do  not  go  continually  in  a  particularly  eastern  direction,  but  in 
all  directions. 

We  have  already  seen  that  the  winged  insects  took  a  northwest 

direction,  and  none  flew  to  the  east.  Yet  a  few  stragglers  were  car- 
ried as  far  as  the  centre  of  the  State  by  being  swept  into  the  Missouri 

and  drifted  on  logs  and  chips  during  the  annual  rise  of  that  river  in 

July ;  for  I  received  specimens  of  the  genuine  spretus  thus  brought 
as  far  as  Rocheport  in  Boone  county,  from  Mr.  Robert  A.  Oaskie  of  that 

place. 

NOT  LED  BY  "KINGS"  OR  "QUEENS." 

The  idea  that  the  young  hoppers  were  led  in  their  marches  by  so- 

called  "kings"  or  ''queens"  was  very  prevalent  last  Spring.  It  is, 
however,  quite  unfounded.  Certain  large  locusts  belonging  to  the 

genera  ̂ cmZii^w  and  (Edipodah\hexn2iie\Ta.  the  full  grown,  winged 
[Fig.  40.] 

American  Aceidiuji. 

state,  and  not  in  the  egg  state,  like  the  Rocky  Mountain  species. 

Always  with  us,  their  presence  was  simply  more  manifest  last  Spring, 
when  the  face  of  the  earth  was  bare.  Hopping  with  the  others  or 

falling  into  ditches  with  them,  they  gave  rise  to  this  false  notion,  and 

it  is  an  interesting  fact  as  showing  how  the  same  circumstances  at 

times  give  rise  to  similar  erroneous  ideas  in  widely  separate  parts  of 
the  world,  that  the  same  idea  prevails  in  parts  of  Europe  and  Asia. 

The  two  species  which  are  most  often  thus  found  with  the  young 

locusts  and  supposed  from  their  size  and  conspicuity  to  be  guides,  are 
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the  American  Acridium  {Acridium  Americanum,  Drury,  Fig.  40),  and 
t^'°*^-^  the  Coral-winged  Locust 

(  (Ed  ip  0  da  phcBnicoptera 
Germ.,  Fig.  41).  The  former 

is  our  largest  and  most  ele- 
gant locust,  the  prevailing 

color  being  dark  brown,  with 

a  broad,  pale  yellowish  line 

CoBAL-wrs-GED  LocusT.  aloug  the  middle  of  the  back 
when  the  wings  are  closed.  The  rest  of  the  body  is  marked  with  deep 

brown,  verging  to  black,  with  pale  reddish-brown,  and  with  whitish, 

or  greenish-yellow;  the  front  wings  being  prettily  mottled,  the  hind 
wings  very  faintly  greenish  with  brown  veins,  and  the  hind  shanks 

generally  coralred  with  black  tipped,  white  spines.  The  species  is 

quite  variable  in  color,  size  and  marks,  and  several  of  the  varieties 

have  been  described  as  distinct  species.  The  Coral-winged  Locust  is 

also  an  elegant  species,  the  colors  being  brown-black,  brick-yellow 

incliniog  to  brown,  and  a  still  paler,  whitish-gray;  the  hind  wings  va- 

rying from  vermillion-red  to  pink,  with  more  or  less  yellowish  green, 
and  with  a  broad  external  dusky  border,  broadest  and  palest  at  tip. 

The  hind  shanks  are  yellow  with  black-tipped  spines.  This  species  is 
also  quite  variable,  arid  at  least  half  a  dozen  of  its  slight  variations 

have  been  seized  upon  to  fabricate  new  species. 

THE  EXODUS  IN  IST."). 

The  grand  exodus  of  the  flying  swarms  from  our  borders  began 
early  in  June,  and  reached  its  acme  about  the  middle  of  the  month. 

iSome  were  leaving  up  to  the  last  week  in  the  month.  The  cheering 

news  "they  fly,  they  fly,"  was  wired  over  the  country  from  Coff'ey- 
ville,  Kansas,  on  the  29th  of  May,  and  a  few  days  later  these  same 
words  that  cheered  the  waning  spirit  of  General  Wolfe  as  he  saw  that 

victory  remained  with  England,  and  Canada  was  lost  to  France,  passed 

along  the  lines  from  our  Western  counties,  and  gladdened  the  hearts 

and  revived  the  dying  hopes  of  the  sufl'ering  farmers. 
TIME  OF  LEAVING  OF  THE  WINGED  INSECTS. 

The  insects  which  hatched  in  Northern  Texas  and  Indian  Territory, 

began  to  leave  on  wing  in  greatest  numbers,  during  the  second  and 

third  weeks  of  May,  and  they  doubtless  went  to  make  up  the  swarms 
which  were  reported  as  flying  at  intervals  over  Western  Kansas  and 

Nebraska,  during  the  last  half  of  that  month.  The  grand  hegira  began, 

however,  during  the  last  two  or  three  days  of  the  month  from  Southern 

Kansas,  where  the  insects  were  more  numerous  than  farther  south.    By 
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the  15th  of  June,  they  had  nearly  all  left  from  as  far  north  as  Leaven- 
worth. From  the  7th  of  June  on  throughout  the  month,  they  were 

flying  over  Southwest  Iowa  and  Nebraska,  being  most  numerous, 

judging  from  the  balance  of  the  many  reports  collected,  about  the 
middle  of  the  month.  A  little  later  the  bulk  of  them  was  flying  over 

Dakota,  and  they  are  reported  as  flying  most  numerously  in  Montana 

during  the  month  of  July.  The  following  memoranda  from  two  of  my 

correspondents,  show  how  almost  continuously  during  the  first  three 

weeks  in  June,  they  were  observed  passing  over  the  northwestern 

portion  of  our  own  State  : 

From  my  diary,  I  find  that  they  commenced  rising  up  and  leaving  for  the  first 
time  on  the  31st  day  of  May;  flight,  northwest.  June  1st,  course  north.  June  2d, 
northeast  at  noon ;  at  3  r.  m.,  course  west;  3d,  northeast;  4th,  rain  prevented  any 
from  leaving;  5th,  cloudy,  none  flying;  Gth,  flying  northeast  at  noon;  at  3  r.  m., 
course  west.  June  7th,  noon  to  1  p.m.,  southwest;  3p.m.,  flying  west,  with  wind 
from  northwest,  and  seemed  confused  ;  and  while  they  could  not  stem  the  current  of 
wind  to  make  their  desired  course,  they  were  shifting  to  new  quarters  in  search  of 
food.  June  8th,  leaving  in  large  numbers,  course  northeast.  June  9th,  heavy  rain 
the  past  night — hoppers  doing  heavy  damage  to  our  orchards  ;  noon  to  1  p.  m.,  flying 
confusedly,  but  generally  bearing  to  the  northeast.  June  10th,  attempting  to  fly 
northeast,  but  heavy  winds  will  not  admit  of  their  leaving.  June  11th,  flying  north- 

east, nearly  east.  June  12th,  flying  west  upper  current,  but  an  under-current  of  wind 
caused  multiplied  millions  to  come  down,  covering  the  whole  face  of  the  earth.  June 

13th,  9  o'clock  A.  M  ,  commenced  flying  northwest  till  11,  when  the  wind  shifted  to  the 
northeast,  great  numbers  came  down,  and  did  great  damage  to  our  trees.  June  14th, 

rtio-ht  northeast.  June  loth,  but  few  leaving:.  June  16th,  course  northeast.  June 
17th,  flying  north  in  vast  numbers.  June  18th,  cloudy ;  but  few  flying.  June  19th, 
flight  northeast;  immense  swarms  of  them.  June  20th,  flight  northeast,  in  vast 
numbers.  ,Iune  21st,  hoppers  thinning  out;  a  few  flying  at  1  i'.  m.  June  22d,  flying 
in  considerable  numbers  to  the  northeast.  June  23d,  flying  but  little,  and  we  com- 

menced replanting  our  corn  and  garden. — [Z.  S.  Ragan,  Independence,  Jackson  Co. 

To  give  you  some  idea  of  the  locust  plague,  let  me  describe  briefly  their  flight. 
Eleven  days  ago  they  began  to  pass  here  overhead.  They  begin  to  rise  up  about  9 

o'clock,  and  by  10  o'clock  they  are  nearly  all  on  the  wing.  They  go  as  the  wind  drives 
them.  Excepting  one  day,  when  we  had  a  wind  from  the  north,  their  flight  has  been 
from  the  south  northerly.  Looking  up,  at  any  time  between  the  hours  of  10  and  4, 
towards  the  sun,  they  may  be  seen  passing  like  large  snow  flakes,  rapidly  as  their 
wings  and  the  wind  can  make  them.  By  a  large  spy-glass  I  judge  the  swarm  to  be 
about  half  a  mile  deep.  And  so  they  go,  day  after  day.  By  night  they  settle  down. 
On  the  evening  of  the  day  before  yesterday,  we  concluded  the  swarms  were  about  ex- 

hausted, as  not  nearly  so  many  had  passed  during  that  afternoon,  and  we  congratu- 
lated ourselves  on  possible  future  exemption.  But  yesterday  the  air  was  again  lull  of 

them  ;  and  last  evening  about  six  miles  north  of  this,  they  came  down  in  a  line 
extending  all  across  the  country  in  such  tremendous  clouds  as  to  frighten  people. 
Many  persons  that  were  out  ran  in-doors,  fearing  lest  they  might  be  smothered.  A 
gentleman.  Judge  Russell,  who  was  riding  along,  said  that  for  some  time  he  regarded 
it  as  a  vast  storm-cloud  coming  down  over  the  whole  land,  and  the  sound  was  said  by 
one  to  resemble  that  made  by  a  locomotive  and  long  train  of  cars.  Now,  to-day,  with 
a  southeast  wind,  the  air  is  again  filled  with  them,  flying  to  the  northwest. — [Clarkb 
Irvine,  Oregon,  Holt  Co.,  June  18. 

DIRECTION  TAKEN  BY  THE  WINGED  INSECTS. 

From  the  facts  recorded  in  considering  the  last  Spring's  history  of 
the  plague  by  States,  and  particularly  by  the  observations  so  kindly 

obtained  for  me  from  the  Territories  by  General  Myer,  Chief  of  the  Sig- 
nal Bureau,  it  is  evident  that  the  main  direction  taken  by  the  insects 

that  rose  from  the  lower  Missouri  Valley  country  was  northwesterly :  in 
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other  words,  toward  what  I  believe  to  be  the  native  home  of  the  spe- 
cies, whence  their  parents  had  come  in  1874.  That  they  instinctively 

sought  this  direction  there  can,l  think,  be  no  doubt;  for  while  they 

depend  in  great  part  on  the  wind  for  propulsion,  and  without  its  aid 

would  be  unable  to  migrate  to  very  great  distances,  I  have  a  large  num- 
ber of  reports  to  show  that  whenever  the  wind  blew  from  the  north 

or  northwest,  the  locusts  came  down  and  waited  a  change  to  a  more 

favorable  direction.  They  begin  to  rise  when  the  dew  has  evaporated, 

and  descend  again  toward  evening.  A  swarm  passing  over  a  country 
yet  infested  with  the  mature  insects,  constantly  receives  accretions 

from  these,  and  is,  consequently,  always  more  dense  in  the  afternoon 

than  in  the  forenoon.  In  rising,  the  insects  generally  face  the  wind, 

and  it  is  doubtful  if  they  could  ascend  to  any  great  height  without 

doing  so.  They  are,  I  believe,  good  navigators,  and  know  how  to  take 

advantage  of  the  different  air  currents.  The  rate  at  which  they  travel 

will  depend  on  the  force  of  the  wind ;  but  it  is  evident  from  the  ob- 
servations made  in  Dakota,  where  their  advance  was  reported  by  tele- 

graph, {ante  p.  37,)  that  last  Spring  they  often  traveled  a  hundred 
miles  a  day.  Their  minimum  speed,  in  tolerably  calm  weather,  when 

the  wind  is  scarcely  felt  at  tbe  surface  of  the  ground  cannot  be  much 

less  than  from  eight  to  ten  miles  an  hour. 

The  exceptions  to  the  northwest  course  occurred  toward  the  end 

of  the  first  week  in  July,  when  swarms  were  seen  flying  southeast 
over  northeastern  Kansas.  These  could  hardly  have  originated  in  the 

adjacent  parts  of  Iowa  or  Missouri,  as  the  bulk  of  the  insects  had  by 

that  time  left  that  section ;  they  were  probably  detachments  of  the 

swarms  that  left  Minnesota  about  the  first  of  the  month  and  which,  as 

their  parents  came  from  the  southeast  in  1874,  instinctively  flew  in 

that  direction.  During  July  they  also  flew  south  from  their  native 
hatching  grounds  in  Colorado;  while  later  in  the  season,  viz.  in 

August,  fresh  swarms  from  the  northwest  and  west  flew  over  that 
State  in  a  southeast  direction. 

DESTINATION  OF  THE  DEPARTING  SWARMS. 

That  the  swarms  which  left  the  fertile  country  in  which  they 

hatched  and  are  not  indigenous — say  all  the  infested  region  lying 

south  of  the  44th  parallel  and  east  of  the  lOOtli  meridian — passed  by 
degrees  to  the  northwest  and  reached  into  northwest  Dakota,  Wyom- 

ing and  Montana,  the  records  clearly  prove.  Whether  or  not  they 

reached  up  into  British  America,  I  have  no  means  of  judging.  I  be- 

lieve, however,  that  few,  if  any,  did.  Those  which  survived  long^ 
enough  to  deposit  eggs  evidently  reached  the  higher  and  treeless 
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regions  north  and  west  of  the  region  just  indicated;  but  that  a  large 

proportion  of  those  which  took  wing  perished  on  the  way  from  debil- 

ity, the  effects  of  storms,  and  more  particularly  the  attacks  of  para- 

sites, there  can  be  little  doubt;  because  I  proved  by  careful  dissec- 
tion that  a  large  proportion  of  those  which  came  to  maturity  and  left 

our  own  western  counties,  carried  with  them  the  germs  of  destruction 

in  the  shape  of  Tachina  eggs  or  the  larvae  already  hatched  and  of 
various  sizes.  Others  again  were  infested  with  the  scarlet  mites.  As 

some  persons  have  expressed  doubts  as  to  whether  these  locusts  are 

ever  killed  by  the  parasites  I  described  last  year,  I  will  state  that  be- 
fore the  insects  began  to  leave  Missouri  last  Spring  large  numbers 

had  actually  died  of  these  parasites,  and  that  on  five  different  occa- 
sions in  five  different  localities,  a  hundred  of  the  winged  specimens 

taken  at  random  showed  5,  8*  10,  23  and  52  per  cent,  infested  with  Tachi- 
na larVcTg  alone,  to  say  nothing  of  mites.  The  following  items  in  addi- 

tion to  what  is  recorded  on  preceding  pages,  will  show  how  very 

generally  over  the  country  vacated  by  the  locusts,  this  parasitism 
occurred  : 

Fort  Scott,  Kas.,  June  1. — Messrs.  Durkee  and  Stout,  extensive  and  successful 
farmers  near  this  city,  report  that  they  have  caught  in  a  sheet  and  killed  some  six  or 
seven  bushels  of  grasshoppers  or  Rocky  Mountain  locusts.  They  have  examined  large 
numbers  of  them  by  dissection  and  close  inspection,  and  find  that  about  nine  out  of 
every  twelve  so  examined  contain  a  well  developed  magsrot,  alive,  and  differing  in  size- 
and  development.  These  they  leel  sure  after  a  thorough  examination,  will  eventually 
kill  and  exterminate  the  entire  grasshopper  tribe  in  this  country  in  a  very  short  time^ 
In  proof  of  the  existence  of  this  maggot  found  inside,  Messrs  Durkee  and  Stout  state 
that  the  large  piles  of  grasshoppers  which  they  have  killed  are  almost  immediately 
alive  with  the  maggots. 

Mr.  Young,  another  large  farmer,  reports  to-day  that  they  are  leaving  in  the  last 
few  days,  flying  away  high  in  the  air  in  large  numbers.  All  of  these,  however,  it  is 
thought,  contain  the  parasite  or  maggot  above  spoken  of,  and  will  never  be  able  to  do- 
any  further  damage.  It  is  thought  that  the  season  of  the  year  has  come  when  we  can 
anticipate  no  further  damage,  and  we  do  not  any  more  iu  this  section. — [From  a  dis- 

patch to  the  Kansas  City  Times. 

The  general  Government  should  appoint  a  Commission  to  study  the  habits  of  the 
locusts,  ascertaining  where  they  come  from,  and  where  they  have  gone,  and  obtain  full 
information  concerning  them.  It  is  known  that  all  leaving  this  country  were  covered 

with  parasites,  and  it  is  believed  that  these  parasites  destroj^  them,  but  "there  is  a  very general  feeling  that  too  little  is  known  of  the  pests,  and  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Govern- 
ment to  appoint  a  competent  Commission  for  the  study  of  their  habits.  Senator  Ingalls 

has  telegrHphed  to  the  Secretary  of  War,  asking  him  to  direct  military  and  signal  offi- 
cers throughout  the  Northwest  to  observe  and  report  their  movements. — [Correspond- 
ence to  the  Chicago  Tribune,  from  Atchison,  Kans  ,  June  16. 

It  is  reported  that  some  kind  of  insect  has  destroyed  the  grasshoppers  in  Bourbon 
county,  as  they  lay  dead  in  heaps  on  the  roadside.  It  is  said  they  are  dying  every- 

where in  the  southern  part  of  the  State.  A  farmer  from  Jefferson  county  says  that 
some  kind  of  an  insect  or  parasite  is  destroying  them  by  the  thousands  in  his  locality. 
Another  farmer  reports  the  same  in  his  locality  ;  and  that  handsful  of  dead  grasshop- 

pers can  be  gathered.  We  are  having  continued  rain-falls,  and  it  is  said  the  wet 
weather  is  favorable  to  the  destruction  of  these  pests.  A  gentleman,  just  returned 
from  a  tour  through  Jackson,  Cass  and  Bates  counties,  Missouri,  says  the  grasshoppers 
are  much  more  numerous  in  that  section  than  in  this. — [Chicago  Tribune  correspond- 

ence from  Atchison,  Kans.,  May  18. 
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Eeports  from  the  grasshopper  districts  Friday  are  more  encouraging.  They  are 
leaving  as  fast  as  they  get  wings,  and  parasites  are  making  sad  havoc  in  their  ranl<s. 
When  a  column  of  them  take  flight  many  are  observed  to  fall  to  the  ground  unable  to 
fly.  An  examination  invariably  shows  that  they  have  been  so  enfeebled  by  maggots 
that  they  are  unable  to  get  away  and  soon  die.— [Jefl'erson  City  Tribune,  June  9. 

There  are  a  few  people  who  yet  refuse  to  believe  that  parasites  are  destroving 
the  locusts.  Hundreds  of  the  most  intelligent  and  practical  men  in  the  State  have 
carefully  studied  this  question,  and  all  agree,  so  far  as  we  have  heard,  that  not  one 
locust  in  a  thousand  will  live  long  enough  to  reach  his  native  country  in  the  north- 

west. Ninety-nine  out  of  every  hundred  of  these  pests  are  covered  with  parasites. We  recently  examined  a  grasshopper  with  a  powerful  microscope,  and  counted  twen- 
ty-four parasites  upon  it.  Upon  nearly  every  hopper  that  can  be  found  will  be  found 

from  two  to  a  dozen  of  these  parasites,  ranging  in  size  from  a  minute  atom,  hardly 
visible  to  the  naked  eye,  to  the  proportions  of  a  pin-head. 

Experienced  entomologists,  and  careful,  observant,  practical  men  of  all  clagses, 
have  devoted  great  attention  to  the  study  of  these  parasites.  And  their  investigations 
conclusively  prove  that,  so  far  as  the  grasshoppers  visiting  this  region  are  concerned, 
their  race  is  run.  They  are  dying  by  millions.  Those  that  live  to  get  back  to  their 
native  haunts  cannot  propagate  their  species.  Nature,  always  faithful  in  adjusting  its 
balances,  has  provided  an  enemy  capable  of  mastering  the  grasshopper,  and  this  enemy 
JS  the  little  red  parasite  that  can  be  found  either  on  his  wings  or  his  body.— [Atchison 
(Kans.)  Champion  :  forepart  of  June. 

Thousands  of  grasshoppers  fell  to  the  ground  in  the  Republican  "Valley  and  else- 
where, while  flying,  and  all  seemed  to  be  destroyed  bv  parasites,  eating  into  the  body 

4it  the  base  of  the  wings.  Within  the  last  few  days  I  have  examined  many  localities  in 
the  vicinity  of  Lincoln,  where  the  grasshoppers  have  appeared,  and  in  five  spots  found 
the  ground  covered  with  their  dead  bodies,  which,  on  examination  Avith  the  micros- 

cope, were  seen  to  be  literally  devoured  by  these  minute  parasites.  1  hear  the  same 
thin^  reported  from  different  parts  of  the  State.  —  [Correspondence  of  the  Lincoln <Nebr.)  Journal,  about  the  middle  of  June. 

Mr.  Al.  Dunbar  brought  to  our  office  this  morning  a  handful  of  healthy  looking 
locusts,  and  requested  us  to  inspect  them.  We  did  so,  and  pronounced  them  a  fair 
article.  He  then  dissected  them,  one  by  one— by  pulling  them  apart  just  below  the 
head  — and  in  the  upper  part  of  the  body  of  six  out  of  eight  locusts,  a  white  worm 
about  one  fourth  of  an  inch  long,  was  discovered.  The  balance  might  have  been  in- 

fested also,  but  not  having  a  microscope  we  could  not  tell.  Other  persons  have  dis- 
covered these  Avorms,  and  report  that  the  locusts  are  dying  rapidly.  The  worms  are 

hatched  from  an  es^^  deposited  beneath  the  leg  or  wing  by  an  insect  similar  to  a  com- 
mon house-fly.— [Warrensburg  (Mo  )  News,  June  2. 

From  this  experience  we  may  very  justly  conclude  that  a  large 
proportion  of  the  insects  which  departed  from  the  country  invaded 
in  1874,  perished  on  their  way  toward  the  native  habitat  of  the  species, 
and  that  those  which  did  not  so  perish  reached  the  Rocky  Mountain 
region  of  the  northwest  whence  their  parents  had  come  the  previous 
year.  They  struggled  back  with  thinned  and  weakened  ranks,  and  it 
will  probably  take  many  years  ere  they  become  so  prodigiously  multi- 

plied again,  and  are  enabled  by  favorable  conditions  to  push  so  far 
east  as  they  did  in  the  year  1874.  They  did  some  harm  at  their  rest- 

ing places  on  the  way,  but  in  a  large  number  of  instances,  they  rose 
after  their  brief  halts,  without  doing  serious  injury.  Nor  can  I  learn 
of  any  instances  where  these  swarms  that  left  our  territory  deposited 
eggs.  Had  the  winds  been  adverse  to  their  northwestern  course, 
and  obliged  them  to  remain  in  the  country  where  they  hatched,  I 
believe  that  the  bulk,  if  not  all  of  them,  would  nevertheless  have 
perished  before  laying  eggs. 
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NATIVE  HOME  OF  THE  SPECIES. 

The  question  as  to  the  native  home  of  the  species  will  always  in- 
terest. Having  carefully  weighed  all  that  has  been  written  on  the 

subject  during  the  year,  and  eagerly  sought  all  information  that 

might  shed  light  upon  it,  I  am  firmly  convinced  of  the  general  truth 
of  the  views  enunciated  under  this  head  in  my  last  Report.  The 

species  is,  in  fact,  ''at  home  in  the  higher  altitudes  of  Utah,  Idaho^ 
Colorado,  Wyoming,  Montana,  northwest  Dakota  and  British  Amer- 

ica. It  breeds  in  all  this  region,  but  particularly  on  the  vast  hot  and 

dry  plains  and  plateaus  of  the  last  named  Territories,  and  on  the 

plains  west  of  the  Mountains."  In  that  country  alone  does  it  come  tO' 
perfection  for  a  series  of  years,  and  in  that  country  alone  can  it 

become  so  prodigiously  multiplied,  and  be  borne  by  the  wind  to  such 

distances  as  to  overrun  the  country  already  indicated  (p.  106)  where  it 

is  not  indigenous,  and  reach  as  far  east  as  it  did  in  1874.  To  this  end^ 

also,  a  combination  of  favorable  conditions  that  only  occasionally  oc- 
cur, are  necessary.  The  best  evidence  of  the  soundness  of  a  theory  is  its- 

power  of  absorbing  newly  ascertained  facts  and  of  overcoming  objec- 
tions that  are  raised  against  it.  The  facts  already  adduced  as  to  the 

direction  and  destination  of  the  departing  swarms  from  the  lower 

Missouri  and  Arkansas  river  country  add  strength  to  the  theory.  I 

will  here  briefly  notice  the  principal  objections  to  it,  made  by  Mr.  S. 

H.  Scudder,  as  a  means  of  adding  to  the  arguments  already  brought 
forward.  In  the  Proceedings  of  the  Cambridge  Entomological  Club 

for  June  11,  1875,  as  reported  in  Psyche  (the  organ  of  the  club),  for 
Febr.  1876  (Vol.  1,  p.  144)  occurs  the  following : 

Mr.  Scudder  oflFered  some  remarks  on  Mr.  Riley's  account  of  Caloptenus  spretus  in 
his  recent  Annual  Report.  The  speaker  doubted  whether  these  insects  took  flight 
from  the  heart  of  the  Rocky  Mountains  [1]  to  the  localities  in  which  they  were  destruc- 

tive, passinof  over  the  wide  expanse  of  arid  plains  which  intervene,  because  there  has 
been  no  record  of  their  occurrence  in  swarms  in  these  plains,  and  there  is  sufficient 
ground  for  the  supposition  that  they  may  have  developed  in  the  immediate  vicinity  of 
the  regions  which  they  devastate  [2].  It  is  well  known  that  among  other  insects  there 
are  years  in  which  individuals  are  suddenly  very  abundant,  and  intervening  series  of 
years  in  which  few  are  to  be  found.  It  is  also  known  that  a  few  of  these  locusts  can  be 
found  in  Kansas  and  Missouri,  and  in  fact  from  Texas  to  Manitoba  eyery  year,  [3]  so  it 
seems  hardly  necessary  to  look  so  far  for  the  derivation  of  the  destructive  swarms. 
Moreover,  the  circumstance,  mentioned  bj"^  Mr.  Eiley,  that  the  locusts  get  tired  after 
repeated  flights,  is  an  additional  argument  against  the  supposition  that  they  came  from 
a  great  distance,  for  the  rate  at  which  their  strength  diminished  seemed  out  of  all  pro- 

portion to  the  activity  of  the  insects  at  the  time  of  their  first  ravages.    [4.] 

[IJ  I  have  nowhere  spoken  of  the  "  heart  of  the  Rocky  Moun- 
tains "  as  the  source  of  the  swarms  that  take  their  flight  to  our  coun- 
try. On  the  contrary,  my  language  is  very  different  {vide  Rep.  7,  p. 

163),  and  it  is  upon  this  kind  of  misapprehension  that  Mr.  Scudder's 
remarks  are  based. 
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[2]  It  is  difficult  to  comprehend  what  is  meant  liere,  since  I  have 
myself  shown  that  much  of  the  country  devastated  must  be  in  the 

immediate  vicinity  of  the  hot,  dry  plains  and  plateaus  in  which  I  be- 
lieve the  species  is  more  particularly  at  home.  I  have  also  expressed 

my  belief  that  the  swarms  that  occasionally,  during  Summer,  devas- 

tate the  country  in  which  the  species  is  not  indigenous,  must  neces- 
sarily be  the  progeny  of  insects  developed  at  no  great  distance 

from  the  sections  they  invade,  whether  they  come  from  Minnesota 

southward  ;  from  Colorado  eastward,  or  from  Texas  northward  ;  and  I 
endeavored  to  draw  the  distinction  in  1874  between  these  Summer 

swarms  and  the  more  disastrous  Falls  warms.  On  this  point  the  Min- 
nesota Commission  remarks  (Special  Rep.  to  Gov.  Davis,  p.  25): 

It  is  plaia  that  locusts  hatched  in  Colorado  and  regions  to  the  south  and  south- 
west of  Minnesota  acquire  wings  in  time  to  allow  them  to  reach  this  State  in  the 

former  half  of  June.  This  is  shown  by  the  time  when  the  invasion  occurred  in  1873, 
and  by  the  immense  flights  of  locusts  which  passed  over  Nebraska  and  Dakota  to  the 
northward  in  June,  1875.  It  seems  to  be  a  common  impression  that  the  locusts  which 
have  invaded  Minnesota  at  other  times  were  hatched  in  Montana,  northwestern  Dakota 
and  British  America,  and  this  is  rendered  probable  by  what  few  facts  we  know,  and  by 
the  time  and  direction  from  which  they  came.  These  attacks  are  all  represented  as 
coming  from  the  west,  north  or  northwest,  and  reached  the  Eed  River  Settlement  in  the 
last  week  of  July,  1818,  the  Upper  Mississippi  about  the  same  time  in  1856,  the  western 
line  of  the  State  in  the  former  half  of  July,  1864,  and  on  July  15th,  1874.  In  the  last 
three  cases  the  invasions  did  not  reach  their  farthest  limit  until  a  considerable  portion 
of  the  crops  had  been  harvested. 

If  Mr.  Scudder  means  that  the  hordes  that  occasionally  overrun 

in  August  and  September  the  whole  territory  which  I  have  indicated 

as  outside  the  insect's  natural  habitat,  originate  within  or  upon  the 
borders  of  that  Territory — the  country  south  of  the  44th  parallel  and 

east  of  the  100th  meridian — then  the  facts  are  entirely  against  his 
supposition.  The  late  swarms  of  1874  are  known  to  have  traveled 

from  five  to  six  hundred  miles  after  having  reached  the  more  thickly 
settled  country  and  been  observed.  The  period  that  elapses  between 

the  acquiring  of  wings  and  the  deposition  of  eggs  is  not  positively 
known.  From  analogy  and  from  a  general  survey  of  the  facts  at 
hand,  I  have  placed  it  at  from  two  to  three  weeks.  The  Minnesota 

Commission,  in  their  Special  Report  to  Governor  Davis,  state  (p.  26) 
that  it  has  been  known  to  be  as  short  as  eight  days.  I  think  we  may 
safely  say,  judging  from  the  insects  that  have  hatched  out  and  laid 
in  the  same  regions  in  Minnesota,  that  it  will  be  within  a  month. 

Now,  the  late  deposition  of  eggs — as  in  September  and  October,  in 

the  region  that  suffered  so  last  Spring — implies  late  hatching  and  de- 
velopment of  the  parents;  and  the  insects  that  laid  in  our  western 

counties,  in  1874,  must  have  hatched  as  late  as  June  1st,  and  this  late 

hatching  could  only  occur  in  the  higher  sub-alpine  regions  of  the 
northwest.    Of  course,  in  speaking  of  the  hatching  of  the  species,  I 
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do  notfore;et  its  irregularity  in  the  eame  locality,  and  refer  in  conse- 
quence to  the  bulk  of  the  eggs.  The  invasion  of  northern  regions, 

like  Minnesota  and  Dakota,  from  the  still  further  northwest,  makes  it 

also  clear  that  the  insects  come  from  beyond.  The  theory  of  short 

flights  and  development,  in  the  immediate  vicinity  of  the  country 
devastated,  will  scarcely  answer  for  the  late  disastrous  and  general 

irruptions  like  those  of  1866  and  1874 ;  and  in  discussing  this  question 

the  difference  between  these  irruptions  and  the  earlier,  more  frequent 
and  less  disastrous  ones,  should  always  be  borne  in  mind. 

[3]  I  deny  that  the  species,  as  defined  in  these  reports,  and  as  it 
swoops  down  from  the  mountain  region,  occurs  every  year  in  Missouri, 
Texas,  Kansas,  or  any  of  the  country  to  which  I  have  indicated  it  is 

not  indigenous.  It  occurs  there  only  as  the  dwindling  progeny  of  the 
swarms  from  the  west  or  northwest,  and  never  becomes  acclimated.  I 

have  traveled  through  Iowa,  and  from  Omaha  to  Denver,  collecting 

plants  and  capturing  insects  along  the  route  on  every  occasion  ;  I 

have  traveled  extensively  in  Kansas,  Indian  Territory  and  Texas,  al- 
ways collecting  ;  I  have  been  overwhelmed  in  the  latter  State  with 

swarms  of  locusts  while  in  front  of  an  engine,  and  yet,  among  all  the 

locusts  collected,  I  have  never  found  the  genuine  spreius.  It  cannot 
be  found  there  any  more  than  it  can  be  found  in  our  western  counties, 

except  as  the  progeny  of  invading  swarms.  There  is  no  instance  on 

record  of  the  species,  when  hatching  out  in  any  of  this  country,  re- 
maining long  enough  to  lay  eggs,  even  supposing  it  capable  of  doing 

so  under  such  circumstances.  We  find  it  multiplying  continuously 

west  and  north  of  the  boundary  indicated;  pushing  annually,  in  de- 

tachments, eastward  from  the  mountains  to  the  west,  and  southeast- 
ward from  the  country  to  the  northwest ;  but  only  at  long  intervals 

does  it  sweep  down  in  countless  myriads  and  extended  and  devastat- 
ing swarms  from  the  extreme  northwest.  Just  beyond  the  confines  of 

the  country  in  which  it  permanently  multiplies,  it  follows  that  it  will 
more  often  do  injury  than  farther  east  and  south  ;  it  will  also  hold  its 

own  longer,  but  sooner  or  later  it  vanishes  from  the  country  beyond 

those  confines.  It  either  vacates  the  territory  on  the  wing  or  is  de- 

stroyed by  influences  adverse  to  its  well-being. 
In  placing  these  confines  along  the  44th  parallel  and  100th  merid- 
ian, I  think  I  have  given  the  utmost  southern  and  eastern  limit.  Prof. 

Thomas  indicates  the  eastern  boundary  as  along  the  103rd  meridian, 

while  Mr.  G.  M.  Dawson,  in  the  pamphlet  already  referred  to,  says  that 

"  north  of  the  49th  parallel,  the  whole  area  of  the  third  or  highest 
prairie-plateau,  and  probably  much  of  the  second,  are  congenial 
breeding  places,  and  here  the  locusts   are  always  in  greater  or  less 
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numbers."  Regarding  the  western  boundary,  nothing  struck  Prof. 
Thomas*  as  more  singular  than  the  few  specimens  of  spreius  collected 
west  of  the  mountain  range  by  the  Hayden  Geological  Survey,  from 
which  he  infers  that  the  line  of  the  survey  was  along  the  southwest 

border  of  its  district.  Mr.  J.  D.  Putnam,  of  Davenport,  Iowa,  who 

spent  July,  August  and  September  of  last  Summer  in  Utah,  also  in- 
forms me  that  he  did  not  meet  with  a  single  specimen. 

This  whole  subject  of  the  original  source  of  the  swarms  that  at 

times  lay  our  fertile  valley  country  under  such  severe  contribution  is 

yet  somewhat  obscure,  and  should  be  investigated  by  the  Govern- 
ment. Meanwhile  we  must  shape  our  views  by  the  facts  in  our  pos- 

session. 

[4.]  Now  that  we  know  where  the  bulk  of  the  eggs  were  laid,  it 

seems  more  than  likely  that  the  principal  reason  of  the  retarded  pro- 
gress of  the  1874  swarms,  by  the  time  they  reached  east  Kansas  and 

Missouri  was  due  to  the  fact  that  they  were  more  busily  engaged  in 

ovipositing  than  they  had  previously  been.  Moreover  they  there 
strike  a  country  more  or  less  timbered,  with  moister  atmosphere,  and 
less  violent  and  more  changeable  winds. 

CONDITIONS  OF   MIGRATION. 

The  exodus  from  the  country  where  the  species  is  not  indigenous 
would  seem  to  be  instinctive  and  determined  perhaps  by  the  injurious 

effects  of  the  uncongenial  climate.  The  cause  of  the  migrations  from 

its  native  northwest  home  I  discussed  in  my  last  Report  (p.  164).  Hun- 

ger and  strong  winds  are  the  principal ;  but  the  conditions  which  per- 
mit extended  flights  and  migrations  southeast  are  doubtless,  in  great 

part,  meteorological,  and  as  throwing  light  on  these  conditions,  the- 
following  from  an  interesting  review  of  the  locust  question  by  Mr.  W. 

H.  Miller,  and  published  in  the  Kansas  City  Journal  of  Cominercey 

will  prove  suggestive : 

Since  it  has  been  well  ascertained  that  dry  weather  is  a  necessity  to  its  prosperous^ 
existence,  it  is  concluded  that  dry  seasons  are  necessary  to  its  invasions.  There  is  much 
force  in  this  conclusion,  for  since  the  moisture  of  the  western  States  and  Territories  is 
borne  to  them  from  the  Gulf  of  Mexico  by  southerly  winds,  a  dry  season  indicates  a 
diminishing  of  these  winds,  which  removes  two  important  impediments  in  itr  advance 
—moisture  and  opposing  currents  of  air.  It  is  also  held  by  entomologists  that  it  mi- 

grates only  when  the  vegetation  of  its  habitat  becomes  exhausted.  A  diminished  south- 
erly wind,  and  a  dry  season  on  our  western  plains,  would  favor  this  result,  for  since 

the  moisture  of  this  region  comes  from  the  Gulf,  a  dry  season  on  the  plains  and  short 
vegetation  there  would  indicate  a  dry  season  and  short  vegetation  in  the  latitude  where 
we  have  supposed  its  habitat  to  be. 

♦Preface  to  his  Report  upon  the  Collections  of  Orthopter.a  made  in  Nevada,  Ut.ih,  California,  Col- 

orado, New  Mexico,  and  Arizona,  in  1871, 1872,  1873  and  1874,  by  Hay  den's  Geol.  Surv.  of  the  Terr. 
(1876). 
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THE  COXDITIOXS  WHICH  PREVENT   THE   PERMANENT   SETTLEMENT   OF  THE  SPECIES 
IN  MISSOURI. 

The  conditions  which  determine  the  geographical  limits  in  which 

a  species  can  exist,  are  often  complex,  and  it  is  not  generally  easy  to 
say  precisely  what  they  are.  Assuming  that  I  have  correctly  placed 
the  native  home  of  the  species  in  the  higher,  treeless  and  uninhabita- 

ble plains  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  region  of  the  northwest,  and  that  it 

is  sub-alpine,we  may  perhaps  find,  in  addition  to  the  comparatively  sud- 
den change  from  an  attenuated  and  dry  to  a  more  dense  and  humid 

atmosphere,  another  tangible  barrier  to  its  permanent  multiplication 

in  the  more  fertile  country  to  the  southeast,  in  the  lengthened  Sum- 
mer season.  As  with  annual  plants,  so  with  insects  (like  this  locust) 

which  produce  but  one  generation  annually  and  whose  active  exis- 

tence is  bounded  by  the  Spring  and  Autumn  frosts — the  duration  of 
active  life  is  proportioned  to  the  length  of  the  growing  season.  Hatch- 

ing late  and  developing  quickly  in  its  native  haunts,  our  Rocky  Moun- 

tain Locust  when  born  within  our  borders  (and  the  same  will  apply  in 

degree  to  all  the  country  where  it  is  not  autochtonous),  is  in  the  con- 

dition of  an  annual  northern  plant  sown  in  more  southern  climes; 
and  just  as  this,  attains  precocious  maturity  and  deteriorates  for 

want  of  Autumn's  ripening  influences,  so  our  locust  must  deteriorate 
under  such  circumstances.  If  those  which  acquired  wings  in  Missouri 

early  last  June  had  staid  with  us  long  enough  to  lay  eggs,  even  sup- 
posing them  capable  of  doing  so,  these  eggs  would  have  inevitably 

hatched  prematurely  and  the  progeny  must  in  consequence  have  per- 
ished. 

Being  a  firm  believer  in  change  by  modification  in  what  we  call 

species,  and  that  climatic  conditions  play  a  most  important  part  in 

causing  this  change,  and  that  they  act  more  rapidly  than  most  evolu- 
tionists grant,  the  idea  has  been  very  strong  in  my  mind  that  the 

species  might  become  profoundly  modified  in  the  direction  oi  Atlanis 

in  the  course  of  two  or  three  generations  in  the  country  to  the  south- 
east, and  that  in  this  way  and  through  miscegenation  with  our  native 

species,  its  extinction  from  our  territory  might  also  be  accounted  for. 

It  has  also  been  suggested  by  Prof.Thomas — a  professed  anti-Darwinian 

— in  an  elaborate  paper  published  last  October  in  the  Chicago /;i?;^7'- 
Ocean^  and,  as  bearing  on  this  point,  I  will  state  that  the  specimens 
which  hatched  in  and  left  our  western  counties  last  Spring  were,  on 

an  average,  somewhat  darker  and  smaller  than  their  parents.  But 

after  fully  digesting  all  the  facts,  I  am  convinced  that  these  influences 

play  a  very  unimportant  part,  if  any  ;  and  that  they  cannot  be  con- 
sidered as  factors  in  the  problem.  All  that  could  get  away  from  the 

ER— 27 
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regions  of  Missouri,  Kansas,  Iowa  and  Nebraska  ravaged  last  Spring, 

did  so;  and  if  I  may  judge  from  experience  in  our  own  State,  those  that 

could  not,  perished,  so  that  not  a  remnant  of  the  army  was  left  in  theFalh 

But  whatever  the  causes,  the  fact  of  debility,  disease  and  deterio- 
ration in,  as  well  as  migration  from,  the  more  fertile  southeastern 

country  the  species  occasionally  devastates,  stands  forth  clearly  and 
cannot  be  gainsaid.  The  following  observations  from  careful  observers 

may  be  placed  on  record  here  : 

Mr.  Riley  is  of  the  opinion  that  tlie  grasshoppers  run  out  in  a  tew  generations 
after  they  h^ave  their  native  sandy  and  gravelly  soil  My  experiments  so  far  as  they 
go,  verify  that  opinion.  For  several  years  I  have  caught  grasshoppers  during  earlj?- summer  that  came  fresh  from  the  direction  of  the  mountains,  and  by  attaching  their 
legs  with  fitie  silk  threads  to  a  small  spring  balance,  found  that  their  physical  strength 
was  from  twenty-five  to  titty  per  cent,  greater  than  that  of  gra-shoppers  treated  the 
same  way  that  wvre  hatched  in  Nebraska  or  in  States  further  eastward  or  northward. 
The  same  result  was  reached  by  caging  them,  and  ascertaining  how  long  they  would 
live  without  food,  and  also  by  vivisection.  In  some  places,  also,  the  eggs  that  were 
laid  in  different  years  since  1804  did  not  hatch  out.  The  changes  from  extreme  wet  to 
dry,  and  from  cold  to  hot  weather,  or  some  other  unknown  causes,  seems  to  sap  their 
constitutional  vigor.  Were  it  not  for  this,  long  ere  now  these  grasshoppers  would,  from 
their  enormous  numbers,  have  desolated  the  whole  country  as  far  east  as  the  Atlantic. 
— [Prof.  Samuel  Aughey,  of  the  University  of  Nebraska,  in  the  Lincoln  (Nebr.)  Jo«rrta7. 

I  have  observed  hundreds  of  winged  locusts  fall  to  the  ground  during  flight,  either 
already  dead  or  soon  dying.  These  upon  examination  have  generally  proved  to  con- 

tain no  parasites,  and  1  judge  that  their  death  was  in  consequence  of  impaired  strength, 
this  second  generation  raised  in  an  unnatural  climate  not  equalling  in  vitality  the  first 
generation  and  succumbing  to  the  fatigue  consequent  upon  extended  flight. — [Prof.  F. 
H.  Snow,  of  Kansas  State  University,  in  Observe?^  of  Nature. 

DEFINITIOX  OF  THE    SPECIES. 

In  defining  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  last  year,  I  endeavored  to 

show  that  we  have  three  closely  related  forms  or  so-called  species,  viz. : 

spretus,  which  is  the  devastating  species  of  the  West;  femur-rxibrum^ 

a  somewhat  smaller,  shorter-winged  species  common  over  the  whole 
country,  and  Atlanis,  a  still  smaller  species,  but,  except  in  size,  ap- 

proaching in  general  character  nearer  to  spreius  than  femur-ruhrum. 
Careful  study  of  the  subject  has  convinced  me  of  the  correctness  of 

the  definitions  then  given.  In  the  report  of  the  meeting  of  the  Cam- 
bridge Entomological  Club,  already  referred  to,  we  are  told  that: 

Mr.  Scudder  also  doubted  the  specific  and  perhaps  even  the  varietal  rights  of  C 
Atlanis,  described  by  Mr.  Eiley  from  the  White  Mountains,  lor  specimens  ot  C.  spretus 
have  been  found  in  diftfrent  eastern  localities,  and,  like  many  other  insects  of  wide  lat- 

itudinal distribution,  have  shorter  wings  than  the  western  forms.  Mr.  Kiley  gives  no 
characters  of  importance  to  distinguish  C.  Atlanis  from  C.  spretus. 

An  opinion  like  this  from  one  who  has  given  much  attention  to 

the  Orthoptera  might  command  respect  were  it  not  unjust  and  super- 

ficial. All  discussion  at  the  present  day  as  to  whether  we  are  deal- 
ing with  species  or  varieties,  is  more  or  less  puerile.  Naturalists  have 

no  fixed  standard  as  to  what  constitutes  a  species,  and  are  fast  com- 
ing to  the  conviction  that  there  is  no  such  thing  in  nature,  and  that 
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the  term  is  conventional— an  abstract  conception.  Yet  it  is  the  cus- 
tom, in  entomology  and  botany  more  particularly,  to  separate  by 

.  names,  under  this  term  species,  forms  that  are  separable  and  show 
constant  diflferences  ;  and  the  separation  of  such  by  the  study  of  large 
material,  and  their  life-histories  is  of  far  more  weight  and  value  than 
that  by  the  examination  and  description,  however  detailed,  of  one  or 

two  individuals.  In  giving  my  opinion  that  "  the  future  orthopterist,  as 
he  studies  material  from  all  parts  of  the  country,  will  very  likely 

write:  Caloptetiics  femur  ruhrum^  DeGeer.,  var.  5;o?■e^'^^s  Thomas,  var. 
Atlanis  Riley;  but  the  broad  fact  will  remain  that  these  three  forms 

— call  them  races,  varieties,  species,  or  what  we  will — are  separable, 
and  that  they  each  have  their  own  peculiar  habits  and  destiny,"  (Rep.  7, 
p.  1 71.)  I  have,  I  think,  indicated  how  very  immaterial  it  is  what  rank  in 

a  system  of  classification  they  hold  ;  but  nothing  is  more  certain  than 

that  typical  specimens  of  each  are  at  once  distinguishable,  and  far 

more  readily  than  the  majority  of  species  described  in  Entomology — 
and,  let  me  add,  than  many  of  the  species  described  by  Mr.  Scudder 

himself  in  the  same  Family  and  genus.  If  I  should  say  that  my  friend 

"  gives  no  characters  of  importance  to  distinguish"  many  of  his  spe- 
cies, I  might  be  deemed  rash  ;  the  following  opinion,  therefore,  of 

Prof.  Thomas,  which  I  am  permitted  to  publish,  will  have  more  weight. 

Prof.  T.  writes  me  :  "  Although  the  descriptions  of  species  estab- 
lished by  Scudder  may  be  ample  and  sufficient  in  other  orders;  in 

Acridiil  have,  as  a  general rule,found  them  quite  unsatisfactory.  The 

characters  chosen  are  those  most  liable  to  variation,  and  hence  insuf- 

ficient in  describing  species.  As  a  natural  consequence,  a  number  of 

his  species  are  in  fact  but  varieties."  As  Prof.  Thomas  himself  has 
confessedly,  in  his  Synopsis  of  the  Acridid^e,  described  several  varie- 

ties as  species,*  it  would  seem  that  even  if  Mr.  Scudder's  opinion  of 
Atlaiiis  were  just,  I  should  simply  be  in  the  same  boat  with  himself 

and  the  other  authorities.     Not  to  waste  words,  however,  on  what 

•  I  am  fully  convinced  that  this  has  occurred  even  more  often  than  he  imajjines;  for  lui fortunately 
lie  rarely  states  the  number  of  specimens  described  from,  and  although  he  relies  more  on  structural 

than  coloi'ational  characters  as  of  more  value  and  less  variable,  even  they  lose  their  value  if  founded  on 
slight  variation,  when  large  material  is  examined.  During  the  past  year  I  have  collected  very  largely 
ot  the  commoner  species  in  this  Family,  and  I  unhesitatingly  assert  that,  Avith  few  exceptions,  minute 

relative  meat^urcments  of  parts  or  minute  colorational  descriptions  from  a  few  individuals  ai"e  of  little 
value;  and  that  in  Calopteni  particularly,  specimens  takeu  from  the  same  locality  show  such  variation, 
aud  so  connect  with  other  species  through  tliese  variadons,  that  there  is  no  pro])er  way  of  defining  except 

liy  the  average  dillerences  of  large  numbers.  Not  onlj'  would  many  supjiosed  species  vanish  by  this 
method,  but  many  genera  also;  fori  have  good  evidence  to  show  that  in  several  cases,  species  described 

imder  the  genus  Pcsulcttix,  are  but  short-winged  forms  of  Calopteni.  In  submitting  some  material  for 

<leterminatiin  to  Prof  Thomas,  he  writes :  ' '  You  have  assigned  me  a  very  dilUcult  task  in  submitting 
to  me  ibr  determination  these  erratic  Caloptenoid  forms.  *  *  Stal's  attempt  to  systematize,  if  carried 
out  will  give  us  a  genus  for  nearly  every  species;  and  Scudder  seems  disposed  to  make  a  distinct  spe- 
■cies  for  each  variation  in  color. ' ' 
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must  remain  a  matter  of  individual  opinion,  I  repeat  that  careful 

comparisons  made  during  the  year  of  many  hundreds  of  specimens 

both  living  and  dead,  of  spretus,  fetnur-ruhriLia^  and  Ailanis  fully 

establish  in  my  own  mind  the  justness  of  the  separation  of  these- 
three  forms,  and  Prof.  Thomas  is  of  the  same  opinion.  I  have  a  bos 
full  of  each  now  before  me,  and  no  one  would  for  a  moment  hesitate 

to  separate  the  typical,  diminutive,  livid,  mottled  and  strongly  marked' 

Ailanis  from  the  typical,  large,  pale,  more  uniform  and  voracious- 

looking  spretns.  Granted— as  I  freely  have— that  they  approach  each 
other  through  deviations  from  the  average,  as  indeed  most  species  do, 

I  have  yet  to  see  the  first  specimen  of  spretus  and  Ailanis  that  I  could 

not  properly  separate;  and  when  Mr.  Scudder  is  more  familiar  with 

the  true  Rocky  Mountain  spretus,  he  will  give  up  his  notion  that  it 
occurs  in  different  localities  in  the  East.  All  such  statements  result 

from  confounding  these  two  forms  and  the  inaccuracy  that  such  state- 

ments imply  is  good  evidence  of  the  necessity  of  designating  the  two- 

forms  by  different  names.  Indeed  Ailanis  is  more  effectually  sepa- 

rated from  spreius  than  from  femur-ruhrum^  for  while  it  may  be  dis- 
tinguished from  this  last  by  the  characters  which  I  gave  a  year  ago, 

viz. :  smaller  size,  ̂ lore  mottled  coloring,  relatively  longer  wings,  and 

notched  anus  ;  and  while  aside  from  these  characters,  its  brighter  yel- 
low venter  permits  its  separation  with  great  ease  in  life,  the  two  forms- 

more  thoroughly  blend  by  departures  from  the  average,  than  do  spre- 
ius and  Ailanis.    Thus,  Mr.  Thomas  in  speaking  of  them,  writes : 

So  far  all  the  Ailanis  I  have  spread  have  the  win^s  slightly  tinged  with  blue  whei> 
fresh,  while  this  does  not  appear  to  be  the  case  with  the  true  femur-rubrum ;  it 
{Ailanis)  also  has  the  outer  face  of  the  posterior  thighs  more  distinctly  marked  with 
alternate  oblique  dark  and  light  bands,  in  these  two  characters  agreeing  very  closely 
with  my  C.  occidenialis,  which  is  probably  but  a  variety  of  femur-rubrum,  as  I  am  com- 

pelled also  to  think  your  Ailanis  is.  I  might  add  also  that  I  believe  Ailanis  usually  has 
the  hind  tibise  blueish,  but  this  character  is  so  uncertain  that  it  is  of  little  value. 

1  am  inclined  to  think  femur-rubrum  the  older  form  and  that  during  the  change 
which  produced  the  desert  condition  of  the  west  it  was  converted  in  that  district  into- 
spreius.  Tiie  Atlaiiis  lorm  I  think  is  less  permanent  and  more  transient,  the  result 
probably  of  suitable  climatic  conditions  continued  but  a  few  years,  and  that  as  soon  as 
the  climate  returns  to  the  normal  condition  it  will  revert  to  the  usual  form  of  femur- 
rubrum.  My  C.  occidenialis  belongs  chiefly  to  that  region  and  climate  found  in  North- 

western Minnesota  and  Eastern  Dakota. 

Not  having  previously  taken  Fpecimens  of  Ailanis  in  Missouri,  I 

formerly  inferred  that  it  was  confined  to  the  mountain  regions  of  the 

Atlantic.  In  1875  I  collected  it  in  large  numbers  in  St.  Louis,  Jeffer- 

son, Washington,  St.  Charles,  Warren,  Franklin,  Boone  and  Cole  coun- 
ties in  Missouri,  and  in  various  parts  of  Illinois.  I  found  it  associated 

with  femur-ruhrum.,  and  often  in  equal  numbers ;  and  this  in  two 
instances  in  the  same  fields  in  which  the  year  before  I  had  collected 

hundreds  of  specimens  of  nothing  but  femur- ruhrum. 
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In  this  conoection  I  will  also  record  the  occurrence  of  a  variety  of 

^pretus^in  which  all  the  pale  or  normally  yellowish-gray  parts  are  bright 
^reen.  These  green  individuals  are  conspicuous  among  their  brown 
brethren.  I  found  them  to  constitute  about  one  in  a  thousand  of  the 

•schools  around  Warrensburg,  and  singularly  enough  nowhere  else. 
The  green  endures  from  the  larva  to  the  perfect  state,  and  1  would 

■designate  this  variety  as  viridis.  It  is  but  a  marked  colorational 
variety,  in  a  species  which  has  not  heretofore  been  known  to  present 
these  colorational  differences,  and  no  one  having  a  true  conception  of 

the  differences  between  spretus  Siwdt.  Atlanis  would  think  of  placing 
the  latter  on  the  same  grade. 

Comparisons  of  the  immature  stages  of  these  three  species  show 

that,  when  large  material  is  examined,  femur-ruhrum  and  Atlanis  are 
more  nearly  allied  than  this  last  and  spretus^  though,  as  in  the  mature 
insects,  they  approach  each  other  through  exceptional  individuals. 

In  the  first  stage,  spretus  has  a  decidedly  ferocious  look,  the  head  being  out  of  all 
giroportion  to  the  rest  of  the  body.  The  colors  are  brown,  gray  and  dull  white,  the 

general  tint  being  light  gray,  and  the  insect  presenting  a  mottled  and  speckled  appear- 
ance. The  antenna}  have  several  joints  less  than  when  mature,  and  are  more  thick  and 

-clavate.  The  frontal  ridge  is  more  prominent  and  deeply  sulcate.  The  cerci  extend 
fceyond  the  rounded  tip  of  the  abdomen.  The  tarsi  show  the  three  joints,  but  the 

tniddle  one  less  distinctly  than  afterwards.  The  medio-dorsum  from  vertex  to  near 
the  tip  of  the  abdomen,  is  carinate  and  pale.  Of  the  dark  dots  and  marks  the  most 

•conspicuous  and  persistent  (for  some  specimens  are  much  darker  tban  others)  are,  one 

■behind  the  eyes,  a  sub-quadrate  one  on  the  side  of  the  meta-thorax,  a  crescent  streak 
•on  the  sides  of  the  swollen  end  of  hind  femora,  and  two  spots  on  the  bulbous  base  of 
hind  tebice.  In  the  second  stage  the  face  with  very  rare  exceptions  is  pitchy  black,  the 

top  of  the  head  shows  the  three  characteristic  rows  of  transverse  black  marks  on  a  rust- 
brown  ground,  the  outer  rows  curving  around  the  eyes,  and  the  middle  one  broadest 

4ind  divided  by  a  narrow  medial,  pale  line ;  the  rust-brown  color  continues,  with  more 
irregular  black  marks  on  the  prothorax,  narrowing  toward  its  middle ;  on  each  side 

•of  it  the  anterior  part  of  the  prothorax  is  black,  relieved  below  by  a  conspicuous,  arched 
pale  line,  and  this  again  with  a  more  or  less  distinct  dark  lateral  mark  beneath.  The 
•cheeks  are  mottled  with  rust-brown  and  edged  behind  with  yellow ;  the  head 
beneath,  and  palpi,  except  a  black  rim  around  tips  are  pale  yellowish.  The  other 
•colors  are  much  as  in  the  mature  insects.  With  each  succeeding  stage  the  broad  and 

pale  streaks  of  prothorax  Intensify,  and  as  soon  as  the  hind  wing-pads  are  turned  up 
■over  the  front  pair,  viz  :  in  the  third  stage,  the  pale  spot  at  the  base  which  becomes  so 

•conspicuous  in  the  pupa,  is  visible.  The  black  face  after  the  first  molt  is  quite  charac- 
teristic, and  often  endures  to  the  pupa  state. 

Atlanis,  in  the  first  stage,  is  distinguished  by  its  deeper,  more  livid,  or  rosy,  less 

speckled  appearance,  and  more  strongly  contrasting  brighter  yellow  venter.  In  the  sub- 
sequent stages  these  colorational  differences  still  prevail  and  the  face  is  not  black  as  in 

^pretus\  the  pale  spot  on  the  hind  wing-pads  is  less  conspicuous  in  the  third,  and  the 
pupa  is  not  only  distinguished  by  its  smaller  size  and  different  color,  but  by  the  nar- 

rower, more  obsolete  black  marks  of  the  prothorax  and  by  the  wing-pads  being  con- 
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siderably  shorter  and  smaller,  the  hind  pair  livid,  with  only  rarely  a  touch  of  black, 

at  base,  and  with  the  pale  spot  obsolete.  It  presents  in  fact  a  marked  contrast  to  the 

pupa  of  spretus.  In  the  early  itages,  femur- )-iibri0n  is  distino:uished  from  Atlanis  by  nO' 

verj'  constant  characters,  except  the  generally  paler,  less  livid  and  greener  hue. 

As  the  idea  prevails  among  many  of  our  farmers  that  our  Rocky- 
Mountain  Locust  is  identical  with  the  devastating  species  of  the  Old 

World,  and  Mr.  Z.  S.  R  gan,  in  an  otherwise  excellent  essay,  read  at 

the  last  meeting  of  our  State  Horticultural  Society,  gives  it  as  his 

opinion  that  our  locusts  "  came  over  from  Asia  via  Behriug's  Strait,  to 
British  America,  thence  extended  from  time  to  time  over  Washington 

Territory,  Oregon,  California,  Utah,  Idaho,  Montana,  Wyoming,  Da- 
kota, Nevada,  Colorado,  Arizona,  New  Mexico,  Texas,  Kansas,  Indian 

Territory,  Nebraska,  part  ol  Missouri,  Iowa,  Minnesota  and  Wiscon- 

sin ;"  it  ma}^  be  well  to  insist  here  that  there  is  no  foundation  whatever 
for  such  an  opinion,  and  that  spretus  is  a  purely  American  species^, 
occurring  in  no  part  of  Europe  or  Asia. 

EXPERIENCE  IN  THE  SPRING. 

Having  already  spoken  of  the  desolate  aspect  which  the  ravaged 

country  wore  toward  the  end  of  June,  it  will  suffice  in  this  connection 

to  give  a  few  of  the  more  interesting  experiences.  It  is  recorded  in 

Europe  that  few  things,  not  even  water,  stop  the  armies  of  the  young 

locusts  when  on  the  march,  and  Dongingk  relates  having  seen  them- 
swim  over  the  Dnjestr  for  a  stretch  of  1^  German  miles,  and  in  layers 

7  or  8  inches  thick.*  We  have  had  similar  experience  with  our  own 
species.  Mr.  James  Hanway,  ot  Lane,  Kansas,  informs  me  that  the 

young  last  Spring  crossed  the  Potawotomie  Creek,  which  is  about  four 

rods  wide,  by  millions;  while  Mr.  Z.  S.  Ragan,  of  Independence,  told 
me  that  the  Big  and  Little  Blues,  tributaries  of  the  Missouri,  one 

emptying  into  it  above  and  the  other  below  his  place,  the  one  about 
one  hundred  feet  wide  at  its  mouth,  and  the  other  not  so  wide,  were 

crossed  at  numerous  places  by  the  moving  armies,  which  would  march 

down  to  the  water's  edge,  and  commence  jumping  in,  one  upon  an- 
other, till  they  would  pontoon  the  stream,  so  as  to  effect  a  crossing. 

A  neighbor  also  informed  him  that  two  of  these  mighty  armies 

met,  one  moving  east  and  the  other  west,  opposite  his  farm,  on  the 
river  bluff,  and  each  turning  their  course  north,  and  down  the  bluflf, 

and  coming  to  a  perpendicular  ledge  of  rock  twenty-five  or  thirty  feet 
high,  passed  over  in  a  sheet,  apparently  six  or  seven  inches  thick,  and 
causing  a  roaring  noise  similar  to  a  cataract  of  water. 

KOppcn,  loc.  ci<.,p.  43. 
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It  was  generally  supposed  that  evergreens  would  escape  the  rav- 
ages of  the  young  insects,  but  wherever  these  were  abundant,  hemlock, 

arbor  vit^e,  the  different  pines,  and  especially  the  Norway  spruce,  for 

which  tliey  showed  a  predilection,  were  stripped.  The  red  cedar 
more  often  escaped.  Wild  prairie,  especially  that  which  was  low, 

would  be  eaten  down  less  closely  than  other  grasses,  and  oats  more 
often  escaped  than  other  cereals.  Blue  grass  was  sometimes  killed 

out,  but  more  generally  not,  and  corn  was  eaten  down  so  often  and  so 

deeply  into  the  ground  that  it  was  frequently  destroyed.  Potatoes 

were  not  killed  by  being  eaten  down  and  very  generally  made  a 

crop  alter  the  insects  left,  without  replanting.  This  was  especially  the 

case  where  planted  deep  and  where  the  vines  as  they  grew  were  at 

first  kept  covered  with  earth,  which  they  can  be  with  impunity.  The 

blossoms  and  stems  of  peas  were  left  after  the  leaves  were  stripped,  and 

parsnips  sometimes  remained  untouched.  All  other  vegetables  were 

swept  off.  Of  wild  plants,  Milkweed  {Asclepias)  and  Dogbane  {Apocy- 
num)  were  little  to  their  taste,  and  only  taken  when  all  else  was  de- 

stroyed ;  an  occasional  Salvia  tricliostcmmoides  and  Yernonia  novoi- 
horacensis  would  also  be  left  in  the  general  ruin  ;  but  the  plant  of  all 

others  that  enjoyed  immunity  from  the  omnivorous  creatures  was  the 

Amarantus  Blitum^  a  low,  creeping  glossy-leaved  herb,  lately  intro- 
duced into  the  State.  I  found  this  j.lant  unmolested  even  where  the  in- 

sects were  so  hard  pushed  lor  lood  that  they  were  feeding  on  each 

other  and  on  dead  leaves,  the  bark  of  trees,  lint  of  fences,  etc.,  and 

where  they  were  so  thick  hiding  amid  its  leaves  that  fifty  to  a  hundred 

occured  to  the  square  foot.  The  immunity  of  the  plant  is  the  more 

remarkable  since  the  other  species  of  the  genus  do  not  escape. 
CONTRAST  IN  SUMMER  AND  FALL. 

By  the  end  of  July  the  whole  ravaged  district  began  to  wear  a 

smiling  and  promising  aspect,  in  strong  contrast  to  the  desolation  of 

a  month  before.  In  Missouri,  in  the  non-ravaged  districts,  the  wheat 
harvest  was  interfered  with  by  the  exceptionally  heavy  rains  that 

prevailed  at  the  time  ;  but  in  most  other  parts  of  the  country  within 
the  locust  district  the  reports  were  most  encouraging.  In  Minnesota 

the  crops  in  the  counties  ravaged  in  1874  yielded  well.  In  Dakota  the 

crops  of  wheat,  oats  and  barley  were  reported,  around  Yankton,  as 

promising  to  be  the  best  ever  harvested.  In  Colorado  everything 

looked  splendid,  after  the  locusts  left.  The  people  of  Iowa  and  Kan- 
sas, in  general,  were  jubilant  over  their  brightened  and  encouraging 

prospects,  though,  as  in  Missouri,  the  heavy  rains  retarded  and  some- 
what reduced  the  grain  harvest.  In  Indian  Territory  the  wheat  crop 

was  reported  as  the  largest  ever  gathered  in  that  part  of  the  country. 

In  August  the  contrast  became  still  more  gratifying,  and  in   our  own 
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stricken  counties  the  finest  crops  the  people  had  witnessed  for  years, 

were  reported,  of  corn,  Hungarian  grass,  prairie  meadow,  buckwheat 
and  vegetables  of  all  kinds.  Larger  areas  had  been  planted  to  corn 

than  ever  before.  In  September  the  change  which  three  months  had 

wrought  needed  to  be  seen  to  be  appreciated,  and  never  in  the  history 
of  those  counties  had  root  crops  done  so  well,  or  vegetables  of  all 

kinds  attained  such  immense  proportions. 

XO  EVIL  WITHOUT  SOME  COMPELS A-TIXG  GOOD. 

Not  to  mention  the  valuable  experience  and  the  quickening  in- 
fluence that  are  generally  gained  in  temporary  adversity,  there  are 

other  ways  in  which  good  will  grow  out  of  the  locust  troubles.  The 

chinch  bugs  filled  the  air  last  Spring  throughout  the  stricken  district, 

and  many  persons  feared  that  they  would  destroy  the  corn  crop  even 

if  the  locusts  left.  I  then  argued  that  there  was  no  danger  of  such  a 

result,  and  that  there  was  every  reason  to  expect  less  injury  from  this 

cause  than  usual,  and  with  a  wet  Samtner,  which  might-  be  expected, 
an  almost  total  annihilation  of  the  pest.  With  everything  eaten  by 

the  locusts,  the  female  chinches,  instead  of  being  quietly  engaged, 

unseen,  in  laying  eggs,  as  they  usually  are  in  May,  were  flying  about, 
seeking  plants  on  the  roots  of  which  to  consign  their  eggs.  For  this 

reason  they  were  more  noticeable.  Once  fully  developed  in  tke 

ovaries,  and  the  eggs  must  be  laid,  and  the  great  bulk  of  them  were 

necessarily  laid  where  the  young  hatching  from  them  were  destined  to 

perish,  as  the  result  proved  ;  for,  injurious  as  the  species  had  been  for 
the  two  or  three  previous  years,  scarcely  a  specimen  was  to  be  found 

in  the  Fall.  Indeed,  I  think  we  may  safely  conclude  that,  as  a  conse- 

quence of  the  locusts  and  the  rain,  the  farmers  of  our  western  coun- 

ties will  not  sufi'er  from  the  Chinch  Bug  for  the  next  two  years  at  least. 
The  same  will  hold  true  of  many  other  insect  pests,  which  were  starved 

out  last  Spring;  and  while  some  of  our  common  native  locusts  were 

so  thick  in  the  Fall,  in  the  eastern  portion  of  the  State,  as  to  do  seri- 
ous injury  to  fall  wheat  and  garden  truck,  scarcely  one  could  be  found 

in  the  counties  most  ravaged  last  Spring  by  the  spretus. 
The  unusual  productiveness  of  the  soil  in  the  stricken  country 

was  on  all  hands  noted  during  the  year,  and  was  owing,  in  no  small 

degree,  to  the  rich  coating  of  manure  which  the  locusts  left.  In  the 
form  of  excrement  and  dead  locusts,  the  bulk  of  that  which  was  lost 

in  Spring  was  left  in  the  best  condition  to  be  carried  into  the  soil  and 
utilized.  The  introduction  of  new  seed  from  other  States  was  also 
beneficial. 
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Nature  generally  maintains  her  averages,  and  whenever  dimin- 
ished southern  winds,  drouth  and  locusts  have  prevailed,  the  opposite 

conditions  are  very  apt  to  follow,  and  give  us  plenteous  harvests  in  the 

place  of  short  crops. 

INJURY  TO  FRUIT  AND  FRUIT  TREES. 

It  is  doubtful  if  grain-growers  and  stock-raisers  suffered  as  much 
in  the  end  as  fruitgrowers,  from  the  locust  injuries.  The  injury  was 

less  felt  by  these  at  the  time,  but  was  in  many  instances  more  lasting 
and  serious.  Most  trees  would  survive  one  or  two  defoliations,  but  in 

many  cases  no  leaves  were  permitted  to  grow  for  weeks,  just  at  the 
season  when  they  are  most  needed.  This  was  especially  the  case  with 

low  shrubs,  such  as  gooseberries  and  currants,  in  which  the  insects 

were  fond  of  roosting.  Where  not  excessively  numerous,  heart-cher- 
ries were  preferred  over  others,  and  the  insects  would  pass  through  a 

strawberry  bed  and  only  clean  out  the  weeds.  A  great  many  trees 

were  killed  outright,  and  it  was  often  found  necessary  to  cut  down  the 

grape-vines.  Trees  not  killed  were  often  badly  barked  and  lost  many 
limbs,  except  where  protected  by  ditches  no  orchards  yielded  fruit. 

Many  trees  put  forth  a  few  secondary  blossoms  after  the  insects  left, 
and  a  few  small  apples  were  noticed  on  such  in  autumn. 

FOOD  PLANTS. 

I  have  little  to  add  to  what  was  said  under  this  head  last  year. 
The  Minnesota  Commission  found  that  the  bearded  varieties  of  wheat 

escaped  with  less  damage  from  the  winged  insects  than  smooth  varie- 
ties, owing  as  they  think  to  the  fact  that  the  insects  are  deterred  by 

the  long  beards  from  attacking  the  heads,  and  confiae  their  injuries 

to  the  stalks  and  leaves.  Mr.  G.  M.  Dawson,  in  his  "  Notes"  already 
cited,  suggests  that  to  their  known  dislike  of  Leguminous  plants  we 

may  perhaps  attribute  the  large  number  of  such  found  on  the  western 
plains.  The  Amarantus  Blitum  is  the  only  plant  which  I  found  the 

insects  to  refuse  last  Spring,  when  driven  to  extremities. 

CIIAXGES  THAT  FOLLOWED  Tin-:  LOCUSTS. 

The  invasions  into  a  country  of  large  numbers  of  animals,  whether 

men  or  insects,  are  often  followed  by  changes  in  the  vegetation  of  that 

country.  Certain  strange  plants  are  said  to  yet  mark  the  path  through 

the  Southern  States  which  Sherman's  soldiers  took  in  their  march  to 
the  sea,  and  a  number  of  plants  new  to  the  country  are  known  to  have 

been  introduced  into  France  by  the  Germans  during  the  late  Franco- 
Prussian  war.  So  the  locust  incursions  and  devastations  in  Kansas 

and  Missouri  were  followed  by  some  curious  changes.    These  changes 
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consisted  mostly  in  the  great  prevalence  of  plants  that  in  ordinary 
seasons  are  scarcely  noticed.  The  Amarantus  Blitum  already  spoken 

of  spread  at  an  unprecedented  rate,  and  grew  in  great  luxuriance. 

Immediately  after  the  locusts  left,  the  common  purslane  started 

everywhere  and  usurped  the  place  of  many  other  species.  The  com- 
mon nettle  [Solanum  Carolinense)^  and  the  sand  burr  (aS.  rostraium)^ 

Gi'een  Lurva  of  White-lined  Morning  Sphinx. 

spread  to  an  alarming  degree,  and  the  Poke  weed  {Phytolacca  decan- 
dra)s  was  very  abundant.  All  kinds  of  grasses  grew  very  luxuriantly 
during  the  Summer,  a  fact  due  to  the  wet  and  favorable  weather; 

but  some  kinds  *  that  are  rare  in  ordinary  seasons,  got  the  start 
and  grew  in  great  strength  and  abundance.  Among  these  none  are 

more  notable  than  the  sudden  appearance  very  generally  over  the 

locust-devastated  region,  of  what  is  usually  called  a  new  grass. 

Springing  up  wherever  the  blue  grass  gets  killed  out  it  proves  a  God- 
send to  the  people,  for  while  it  is  young  and  tender  cattle  like  it  and 

fatten  upon  it.    This  grass  is  the  Vilfa  vaginceiiora^  an  annual  which 

lFig.43.] 

Black  Larva  of  White-lined  Morning  Sphinx. 

is  common  from  the  Atlantic  to  the  Rocky  Mountains.  Unnoticed 

during  ordinary  season?,  the  destruction  of  the  blue  grass  and  other 

plants  by  the  too  close  gnawing  of  the  locusts,  gives  it  the  advantage 

in  the  struggle  for  existence — an  advantage  which  is  soon  lost,  how- 
ever, as  the  normal  relations  between  species  are  assumed  again  in  a 

few  years  after  the  disturbing  influence  has  ceased  to  be  operative. 

*  Prof.  G.  C.  Brodhead  (Trans.  St.  Louis  Ac  Sc.  Ill,  p.  348j  mentions  more  particuhirh',  Ari- 
stida  oligostachija,  in  ordinary  seasons  of  rare  occurrence  around  Pleasant  Hill,  as  reaching  the  iimisual 

height  of  two  feet,  and  being  very  ahuudant.  Eragrostis  foao^des,  ordinarily  recumljent  and  scarcely 

noticed  in  yards  and  along  roadsides,  grew  in  profusion  and  3>s' feet  high,  "  looking  like  meadows 
ready  to  be  mowed."'    Panicum  sanguinalc  was  luxuriant  enough  to  cut  for  hay. 
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123: Indeed,  since  the  Vilfa  ripens  and  dies  early  in  the  Fall,  the  blue 

grass  gains  ground  the  very  first  year,  and  afterward  easily  retains 

supremacy.  The  wide-spread  appearance  of  the  Vilfa,  following  the 
locusts,  has  been  explained  on  the  hypothesis  that  the  latter  brought 
the  seed  from  the  West  and  passed  it  undigested  with  their  droppings. 

The  fact  that  the  sted  is  a  line  long,  and  not  particularly  hard,  aside 

from  the  other  facts  in  the  case,  renders  such  a  hypothesis  unreason- 
able. Being  an  annual,  the  seed  was  scattered  the  previous  Fall,  and 

naturally  starting,  we  may  presume,  about  the  time  the  insects  left,, 

the  species  got  the  ascendency. 

Some  persons  were  quite  alarmed  at  the  prevalence  of  large  green 

and  black  worms,  soon  after  the  locusts  left.  Feeding  upon  purslane 

and  prevailing  to  an  unusual  degree,  because  of  the  unusual  preva- 
lence of  this  plant,  they  generally  did  good  by  keeping  this  weed 

down  and  converting  it  into  manure.  In  some  few  instances,  how- 
ever, they  swarmed  to  such  an  extent  as  to  devour  all  the  purslane,, 

when  they  attacked  grape-vines,  and  as  Mr.  Thos.  Wells,  of  Manhat- 
tan, Kansas,  informs  me,  even  cut  off  corn  when  it  was  about  a  foot 

high.  These  worms  were  the  variable  larvae  of  the  White-lined 
Morning  Sphinx,  a  pretty  moth  often  seen  hovering  over  flowers  at 

evening.  The  species  was  treated  of  in  my  third  Report  (p.  140)  and 
the  illustrations  are  herewith  reproduced.  Most  insects  that  naturally 

feed  in  Spring  above  ground  on  low  vegetation  were  killed  out,  and 
[Fig.  U.] 

d 

the  only  species  un- 

p^  affected  by  the  visi- 
tation were  those 

feeding  on  forest 
trees,  or  living  in 

the  ground  or  in  the 
trunks  of  trees.  The 

White-lined  Morn- 

ing Sphinx,  was  just 

issuing  from  the 

pupa,  which  had  re- 
mained undisturbed 

It  found  the  uurslane — 

White-lined  Morning  Sphinx. 

below  ground,  when  the  locusts  were  leaving 

its  favorite  food-plant — everywhere  springing  up  and  abundant,  and 
its  eggs  were  laid  without  difficulty,  and  the  young  larvas  did  not,  in 

any  case,  lack  for  food.  As  a  consequence  they  prevailed  to  a  remark- 
able degree. 
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THE  LOCUSTS  DID  NOT  RETURN  IN  THE  FALL. 

la  the  scourged  district  the  people  were  very  anxious  lest  another 

invasion  like  that  of  the  previous  year  should  occur.  I  did  not  hesi- 
tate to  insist  through  several  journals  that  there  was  no  danger  of  a 

general  invasion.  None  of  the  insects  were  noticed  to  return  in  au- 
tumn in  Iowa  and  Nebraska,  and  though  there  are  authenticated 

instances  of  a  few  scattering  individuals,  or  of  small  swarms  flying 

over  parts  of  Kansas  and  Missouri,  and  settling  without  doing  dam- 

-age,  yet  in  the  majority  of  instances  thistle  down  and  the  downy  por- 

tion of  Cottonwood  seed,  were  proved  to  be  the  occasion  of  the  re- 
ports that  were  made  of  flying  locusts. 

The  specimens  I  have  obtained  of  these  returning  individuals  are 

like  those  which  developed  in  the  same  territory  during  the  Spring,  i.  e. 

somewhat  darker  and  below  the  average  size  of  the  typical  species; 

■which  indicates  that  they  did  not  come  from  the  extreme  northwest, 
but  more  probably  from  nearer  home,  and  perhaps  from  Colorado. 

In  September  a  few  flights  also  came  into  Texas  from  the  north. 
As  a  rule  the  ravaged  districts  were  remarkalDly  free  in  the  Fall 

•of  most  insects  and  especially  of  locusts.  Those  individuals  that  did 
not  get  away  in  June  were,  as  one  of  my  correspondents,  Mr.  J.  Coen, 

of  Jackson  Station,  remarks  "  loaded  with  parasites  and  soon  died;" 

■while  the  native  species  were  scarce. 
NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

I  have  no  important  additions  to  make  to  the  list  of  these  instanced 

last  year.  The  good  olfices  of  birds  were  everywhere  noticed,  and 

Mr.  Wise,  of  the  Minnesota  Commission,  is  of  opinion  that  the  black- 
birds and  prairie  chickens  destroyed  a  large  portion  of  the  eggs  laid 

in  that  State  in  1875,  scratching  for  them  after  the  fashion  of  hens. 

Frof.  F.  H.  Snow,  of  Lawrence,  Kansas,  found  the  young  locusts  in  the 

gizzards  of  the  Red-eyed  Woodpecker  {Melanerpes  erythrocepha- 

lus,),  Yellow-billed  Cuckoo  {Coccyzus  Americanus\  Cat-bird  (Mimus 
Caroliiiensis),  Red- eyed  Vireo  ( Vireo  oUvaceus),  Great-crested 
Flycatcher  (Myiarc/ius  crinitus)  and  Crow  Blackbird  {Quiscalus 
versicolor),  species  that  had  not  been  noticed  to  feed  on  them  before. 

I  found  the  young  insects  in  our  own  counties  pursued  by  many  pre- 

•daceous  beetles,  especially  those  (p.  52)  that  attack  the  Army  Worm. 
I  also  found  several  species  of  predatory  soldier-bugs  attacking  them; 
and  Mr.  Dan.  Carpenter,  of  Barry,  refers,  by  letter,  to  the  frequency 

with  which  the  locusts  in  his  neighborhood  were  noticed  to  be  infested 

with  "  slender  worms  measuring  often  fourteen  to  eighteen  inches 

in  length,"  which  were  without  doubt  hair-worms,    ( Gordii) — well 
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known  to  infest  several  other  species  of  Calopteni.    None  of  these 
enemies  are  so  effectual  in  their  work  as  the  mites  andTachina-flies. 

REMEDIES  AGAIXST  THE  UNFLEDGED  INSECTS. 

The  war  waged  against  the  young  insects  last  Spring  was  ener- 
getic and  untiring,  and  everything  that  human  ingenuity  could  con- 
ceive was  employed  in  the  conflict.  Trapping,  burning,  tramping, 

poisoning,  trenching,  were  all  resorted  to.  In  some  cases  whole  acres 
were  surrounded  with  boards  and  the  insects  imprisoned  until  they 
starved,  while  in  others  coal  tar  was  smeared  on  to  fences  and  out- 

houses in  order  to  hold  fast  the  newly-hatched  swarms  that  settled 
thereon. 

The  means  to  be  employed  against  the  ravages  of  this  insect  ia 
the  more  fertile  country  subject  to  its  periodical  visitations,  but  in 
which  it  is  not  indigenous,  may  be  classed  under  five  heads  :  1.  Nat- 

ural agencies;  2.  Artificial  means  of  destroying  the  eggs;  3.  Such 
means  of  destroying  the  unfledged  young;  4.  Remedies  against  the 
mature  or  winged  insects  ;  5.  Prevention.  Having  considered  these 
measures  last  year,  I  shall  treat  here  principally  of  the  second,  third 
and  fifth,  bringing  together  the  more  valuable  experiences  of  the 

year.  In  a  paper  on  "The  Locust  Plague  :  How  to  avert  it,"  read  be- 
fore the  American  Association  for  the  advancement  of  Science  last 

August,  I  wrote  as  follows  : 

Artificial  Means  of  Destroying  the  Eggs.— The  fact  that  man  can  accomplish  most  in 
his  warfare  aojainst  locusts  by  destroying  the  eggs  has  long  been  recognized  by  Euro- pean and  Asiatic  governments  liable  lo  suffer  from  the  insects.  The  eo-o-s  are  Jaid  in 
masses,  just  beneath  the  surface  of  the  ground,  seldom  to  a  greater  depth  than  an  inch  • 
and  high,  dry  ground  is  preferred  for  the  purpose.  Very  often  the  ground  is  so  com- 

pletely hlled  with  these  egj?  masses,  that  not  a  spoonful  of  the  soil  can  be  turned  up without  exposing  them,  and  a  harrowing  or  shallow  plowing  will  cause  the  surface  to 
look  quite  whitish  as  the  masses  break  up  and  bleach  from  exposure  to  the  atmosphere Great  numbers  will  be  destroyed  by  such  harrowing  or  plowing,  as  they  are  not  only 
thereby  more  liable  to  the  attacks  ot  natural  enemies,  but  they  lose  vitality  throuo-h 
the  bleaching  and  desiccating  influence  ot  the  dew,  and  rain,  and  sun  "^If deeply  turned  under  by  the  plow,  many  of  them  will  rot,  and  the  young  that 
chance  to  hatch  will  come  forth  too  late  the  next  year  to  do  much  barm— providing  the 
same  ground  be  not  re-turned  so  as  to  bring  the  eggs  to  the  surface  in  theSprino-* Excess  of  moisture  lor  a  few  days  is  fatal  to  the  eggs,  and  they  may  very  easily  be  de- stroyed where  irrigation  is  practicable.!  Where  stock  can  be  confined  and  fed  on  soil 
hlled  with  i^uch  egg?,  many  of  these  will  be  destroyed  by  the  tramping.  All  these means  are  obviously  insufficient,  however,  for  the  reason  that  the  eggs  are  too  often 
placed  where  none  of  them  can  be  employed.  In  such  cases  they  should  be  collected and  destroyed  by  the  inhabitants,  and  the  State  should  offer  some  inducement  in  the 
way  of  bounty  for  such  collection  and  destruction.  Every  bushel  of  eo-gs  destroyed  is equivalent  to  a  hundred  acres  of  corn  saved,  and  when  we  consider  the  amount  of  des- 

titution caused  in  some  of  the  Western  States  by  the  locust  invasion  of  1874,  and  that 
in  many  sections  the  ground  was  known  to  be  filled  with  egj/s:  that,  in  other  words, 
the  earth  was  sown  with  the  seeds  of  future  destruction— it  is  surprising  that  the  legis- 

*The  beneficial  results  of  plowing  under  or  turning  up  ttie  eggs  are  fully  demonstratea  in  the report  of  the  Minnesota  Commission. 

tThe  efficacy  of  irrigation  or  inundation  in  destroying  the  eggs  will,  of  course,  depend  very 
much  on  the  character  of  the  soil,  and  may  be  of  little  service  in  a  tenacious  clay. 
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laf.irP^of  tho=e  States  did  not  make  some  effort  to  avert  fut
ure  in.iury  by  oftering:  a 

fhS  mice  oer  buVhel  for  the  e-gs  A  few  tliousaud  dolla
rs  taken  out  of  the  State 

treasury  for  fhispm  pose  would  bTwell  spent  and  be  dis
tributed  amonof  the  very  peo- 

to  heavy  rolling,  where  the  surface  of  the  soil  is  sufficiently  b'  i  a'l'  f.^J":'  ̂^^J^'^fre 
the  larJr  portion  of  them,  but  is  most  advantageously  employed  ̂ ^^''"  ,t>"^, j"'f  \;fj^ 
most 'ru-'ish.  They  drive  almost  as  readily  as  sheep,  and  ™V1  ""^  T.J  R,  t  rhe 
^u^ititleTt.  belng^lriven  into  windrows  ̂ l/f-^.X^^'Z.^^^^^^ .fYnPripncp  of  the  nresent  year  convinces  me  that  by  far  the  most  

enHCjuai  wa>  lui  inau 

to^otect  l^  cropfand  do^^ttlelo  these  young  locust  -^"^^-^^.-f/Pff  ̂ J'y,7,',!i^^  '^ 
Wpsr  Mi^ouri  last  Spring,  there  was  no  hay  or  straw  

to  burn—i^  by  ditctimg.  a 

Sch  two  e  t"wide  anc?  two  feet  deep,  with  perpendicular  f  ,^%"5r'-^.«'\f  ̂ ^J'^t^om ripr  tA  thP  voiino-  insects  They  tumble  into  it  and  accumulate,  and  
die  at  the  Dottom 

iTlarge  nu^ntiuf/.    In  a  few  the  stench  becomes  great  and  "f'^^^l^^^^^he  cover- 

iSfe^^rai^2S^H^^ 

SJdtXS.S^kee^ff  ̂ ^"  nScg^  mSI^S^  ̂ ^Z^^^^^Iu^^  ̂ w 

Siters^StSo'Tat'nJlJti dano-er  is  over,  and  the  insects  are  fast  disappearing.     if^,.^"5^.^-^^/^,  V^, '^^f  ̂he^f^^^^ 
incisure,  they  are  easily  driven  into  the  ditches  dug  in  difterent 

 parts  of  the  field. 

Just  behind  the  fair-grounds  at  Kansas  City  there  is
  an  intelligent 

and  industrious  gardener,  Mr.  F.  D.  Adkins,  having
  about  three  acres 

in  vegetables.  The  locusts  hatched  in  large  numb
ers  all  around  Kan- 

sas City  and  nowhere  more  abundantly  than  in  the  i
mmediate  vicinity 

of  this  truck-garden.  Mr.  Adkins,  remembering  
his  experience  with 

the  same  plague  in  1867,  persevered  in  ditching 
 for  their  destruction  m 

1875  •  and  though  the  surface  of  the  country  for  miles
  and  miles  around 

was  desolate,  yet  this  little  three-acre  field  wa
s  untouched-a  perfect 

oasis  in  the  desert,  at  once  giving  pleasure  to  t
he  eye  and  speaking 

eloquently  of  what  may  be  accomplished  by  
a  little  tact  and  perseve- 

ranee  Rush  Bottom,  in  Jackson  county,  contains 
 a  large  tract  ot  land 

in  abend  of  the  Missouri  river,  naturally  protec
ted  on  all  sides  but 

one  by  the  river,  and  Mr.  Ragan  relates  that,  ta
king  advantage  of  this 

circumstance,  the  inhabitants  cut  a  ditch  acro
ss  the  neck  of  land  at 

the  foot  of  the  blufi--cutting  off  the  marching  c
olumn  of  locusts  from 

the  surrounding  country.  They  thereby  saved
  their  gardens  and  hun- 

dreds of  acres  of  corn  and  oats. 

Mr  S  D  Payne,  of  Kasota,  Minn.,  says  in  the
  Report  of  the  Min- 

nesota Commission :  -  In  my  mind  the  most  practical  mo
de,  not  only 

of  protecting  the  crops  but  of  destroying  the
  plague,  is  the  ditching 

system  I  have  demonstrated  to  my  own  s
atisfaction  that  an  indivi- 

dual farmer  can  protect  himself  both  against  those
  bred  on  his  farm 

(by  carefully  noting  the  breeding-grounds  
and  the  consequent  points 
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Of  invasion)  and  those  raiding  from  the  neighboring   country;  and  a general  concert  of  action  by  all  the  farmers    will  tend  to  vastly  de- 
crease the  numbers,  if  not  entirely  remove   those   hatching  l/ere  " Numerous  other  instances  of  this  kind  might  be  given,  and  I  have  not a  doubt  but  that  with  proper  and  systematic  ditching  early  in  the  sea- son  when  the  injects  first  hatched,  everything  could  have  been  saved 

with  comparatively  little  trou ble.    I  have  'seen  people  driving  off  the young  locust  day  after  day,  in   their  endeavors   to  save  some  small vegetable  or  nowergarden-fcheir  efforts  eventually  in    vain-where 
one-tenth  the  time  spent  in  ditching  would  have  effectually  accom- plished the  object.    And  when  I  should,  perhaps,  have  been  praying, I  have  witnessed  sights  that  prompted  to  thought  and  word   the  very 
reverse  of  prayer.    In  a  large  portion  of  Johnson  county  the  injury was  slight,  and  until  the  end  of  May  little  damage  was  done   around Warrensburg.    Happening  to  be  in  the  vicinity  of  this  town  on  the 
3d  inst    I  came  upon  a  beautiful  vineyard  which  had  up  to  that  time escaped.    The  insects  had  got  into  it,  and  the  owner  was  advised  to 
ditch  to  save  it.      His  piety  exceeded  his  good  sense,  however,  and instead  of  genuflecting  on  a  spade  he  was  performing  the  operation in  another  way,  while  his  beautiful  vineyard  was  literally  being  cob- bled up  at  a  rate  that  would  not  show  a  green  leaf  by   the  morrow 
I  respect  every  man's  faith,  but  there  are  instances   where   I  would respect  his  work  a  good  deal  more. 

Where  water  can  be  let  into  the  ditches  so  as  to  cover  the  bottom 
they  may  be  made  shallower,  and  still  be  effective.  Mr.  Frank  Hol- smger,  of  Kansas  City,  under  date  of  May  23rd,  1875,  sent  me  the  fol- iowing  account  of  his  experience  : 

our  i™'o7co;r"e'o^^  was  reproduced  in be  heeded  by  many,  but  to  the  ni;^^^  nt  nn.  ..^   .    "^.^O'^^^  but  that  your  counsel  will 
Ingthepastfour/aVsIhJvebee^atvvo^^^^  ^"'- 
of  ray  time  to  the  purpos^  I  Sve  de^^mV^  hi,  "^on^  ̂'^^";.  ̂^^^^^  t^'-i"  one-fourth 
locusts.  My  remedy  is  so  simnlH  1  f.r.nf.iM.^^r?  between  30  and  40  bushels  of  windless 

any  I  have  yet  sS  ard  haMuovvn  hmv^l  1".^^  '' '?  y^"'  ̂ '  ̂  ̂̂^'"*^  ''  better'Ihaa 
growing  crSps  where  rSin  and  dStirappelr      '^"'  '^  accomplish  I  would  now  see 

andl1lolTtmiTheTwTs\^X^lVrtoL^^  '''^  Fall-plowed  everything, 
and  knowing  that  when  thev^o^/h^^^^^^^^  '"7^0  acres)  from  neighboring  JarmI 
1  cautioned  my  wife  trinform  nfe  vvttn  fhL  ""^  """'^  '"^^^  '"  ̂'^'''^^  on  my%arden inst.,  at  11  A.  M.,  she  -ave  the  wi^oi  wn,;^  ^'^  ̂ ^'^  ̂^«^-     ̂ '^  ̂ Iie  18th 

hastened  to  sun'ound'our  -arden  wi?^,  «  'hi  f^  ̂^""^  '  '?'  '^^^"^^  corn-plowing,  I 
around,  but  to  no  purpoIe'^ithou-^rLho^^^^^^^^^  'ence,  intendmg  to  drive  the  insects 
six  of  us  were  at  \Cr  ?StUl  thev  Im!  Xr^^^'T  placed  at  45°  outward,  and  some 
tory.  1  had  been  unde^dia  n i  Ld  K,.!  Jll  1"^^ ''''^'^,  ̂'■*''  next-stdl  unsatisfac- 

worli  yourself  sick,  and  aU  to  no  or  nose  '  t.t^^'^'i'''^  "^'''!-  ̂ ^^'^  «^*^'  "y*^«  will 
toes,  oiie-tnird  ot  an  acre  which  we  i^H  .« v.!.  ""  *^  *^?^'  ̂ '^^  *  P^t<^h  of  early  pota- 

them  mtrch  straight  tor  the  drn  llv  imm.^L  h'  ""'^""^  ̂ '^^"''^  ̂ ^^'^^  ̂   then'saw 
This  1  found  difficult.     The  nSt    houu-L  w'i     -^nr^^  '^  ̂"''^  '''^"^  '"  ̂*^«  ̂'"a'"- 
commenced  di--iucr  these  and  rhlK^  u^^'I^^''^l^ '""^  intervals  in  the  drain;"  1 
Now  the  thougn  occurred  t  ac  i^"  rS'w..  ̂ ^^Z"^-'"  ̂ ^  thousands,  but  many  escaped, 
wacer  was  thrSwn  i  rand  the  re/utwa.rrn^.^^^^^  '"r  f*"*!  P'''  '^"^  '^''^'^  ''''  jump ;  so 
expenditure  ul  $50,  in  ditching  aro.imfMfJ'T-  ^  ^■*'''^  ̂f^"^^'''  ̂ '^'^^  ̂ ^  a  judicious 

While  my  loss  is  la  gely[n  excess  ox  s^  ̂«'-«^^'  '  ̂^^^^  have  saved  everything. 
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The  width  and  depth  of  the  ditch  is  important,  and  as
  experience 

differed  somewhat  I  have  been  at  pains  to  get  the  ex
perience  of  a 

large  number  of  correspondents  addresced  by  circul
ar.    Many  suc- 

cessfully used  ditches  2  feet  deep  and  18  inches  wide;  a  few  m
ade 

them  only  18x18  ;  those  who  used  water  found  12x1
5  sufficient,  while 

the  larger  number  used  a  ditch  such  as  I  have  re
commended,  viz.: 

2  feet  deep  by  2  feet  wide,  with  perpendicular  sides.
    At  the  winter 

meeting  of  the  Kansas  State  Horticultural  Society,  D
r.  J.Stayman,of 

Leavenworth,  insisted  that  a  ditch  3  feet  wide  had  n
ot  prevented  the 

insects  from  crossing  on  his  place.     Thinking  that  h
is  experience,  so 

different  to  that  of  the  majority  of  his  own  people,  mi
ght  be  accounted 

for  by  the  character  of  his  soil  and  other  circumstance
s,  I  got  him  ta 

promise  to  send  me  a  detailed  statement,  and  to  gi
ve  me  the  similar 

experience  of  others,  which  he  asserted  he  could  do;  
 but  I  have  not 

heard  from  him  since.    Mr.  Jas.  Hanway,  an  intellig
ent  correspondent 

of  the  Kansas  Farmer,  and  who,  at  my  request,  
has  been  to  some 

trouble  to  get  the  experience  of  Kansans  on  this  point
,  writes  that  the 

ditches  generally  made  were  from  18  to  20  inches  wi
de,  and  about  12 

inches  deep.     Professor  Thomas  is  of  opinion,  from  wh
at  he  has  seen 

in  Colorado,  that  while  a  ditch  such  as  I  have  recom
mended  will  pre- 

vent the  larvge  from  crossing,  "the  pupae,  though  halting  f
or  a  time, 

will  soon  make  the  leap."    That  they  can  do  so,  every 
 one  who  has 

had  experience  knows  ;  and  so  can  the  larvae  ;  but 
 the  fact  remams, 

as  I  had  abundant  evidence  last  Spring,  that  in  pract
ice  they  seldom 

do  when  hatching  out  in  our  part  of  the  country,  an
d  that  even  when 

the  majority  are  in  the  pupa  state,  the  2  foot  ditc
h  is  still  quite  effect- 

ual    Even  the  larger  winged  Acridii  and  (Edipoda?  tumbl
e  mto  such 

a  ditch,  and  seldom  get  out  again.    I  would  remar
k  in  this  connection, 

also,  that. a  ditch  3  leet  wide,  unless  correspondingl
y  deep,  will  be 

more  apt  to  permit  the  insects  to  escape,  when  o
nce  in,  than  a  nar- 

rower one.     In  hopping,  the  more  perpendicular  the  d
irection  the  in- 

sects must  take  the  shorter  will  be  the  distance  reached.
    Whenever 

our  farmers  are  again  troubled  with  the  unfledged  
myriads,  the  2-foot 

ditch,  used  in  time,  will  be  found  all  sufficient
. 

Next  to  ditching  the  use  of  nets  or  seines",  or  conve
rging  strips  of 

calico  or  any  other  material,  made  after  the  plan  of
  a  quail  net,  proved 

most  satisfactory.  By  digging  a  pit,  or  boring  a  po
st  augur  hole,  3  or 

4  feet  deep,  and  then  staking  the  two  wings  so  t
hat  they  converge  to- 

ward it  large  numbers  of  the  locusts  may  be  driven  in
to  the  pit  after 

the  dew  is  off  the  ground.  By  changing  the  
position  of  this  trap 

much  good  can  be  done  when  the  insects  are 
 yet  small  and  huddled 

in  schools;    but  all  modes  of  bagging,  nettin
g  and  burning  become 
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comparatively  useless  when  the  insects  begin  to  travel  in  concert 
over  wide  stretches  of  land.  The  same  may  be  said  of  all  mechanical 

contrivances  to  facilitate  the  destruction  of  the  insects :  they  are  use- 
ful if  used  in  concert  in  a  given  neighborhood  soon  after  the  young 

hatch,  but  subsequently  do  not  compare  to  ditching.  Mr.  Charles  D. 
Zimmerman,  of  Buflfalo,  N.  Y.,  has  sent  me  the  plan  of  an  immense 

bag,  by  which  he  found  that  he  could  catch  large  quantities  of  native 
species.  To  a  frame  15  feet  long  and  3  feet  high  is  tacked  a  stretch 

of  cheap  cotton  cloth.  The  stuflf  is  closed  at  the  ends,  and  when  the 

frame  is  mounted  on  wheels,  and  drawn  across  a  meadow,  the  locusts 

accumulate  in  the  bag  which  drags  on  the  ground,  and  there  form  a 

tangled  mass  and  do  not  escape.  The  same  style  of  bag,  on  a  larger 

scale  and  drawn  with  a  horse  at  each  end,  and  with  an  arrangement 

whereby  the  lower  edge  of  the  bag  could  be  unhooked  from  the  frame 

and  the  accumulated  insects  dumped  into  pits,  would  prove  useful. 

Mr.  J.  Hetzel,  who  has  had  considerable  experience  at  Longmont, 

Col.,  writes  me  that  the  best  means  he  has  seen  of  lighting  the  locusts, 

if  they  do  not  hatch  on  the  ground,  is  a  burner  drawn  by  horses.  "  It 
is  12  feet  long,  2  to  2|  feet  wide  and  made  of  iron,  set  on  runners  4 

inches  high.  An  open  grate  on  the  top  of  the  runners  is  filled  with 

pitch  pine  wood,  and  a  sheet  covers  the  grate  to  keep  the  heat  down. 

Two  men  and  a  team  will  burn  10  to  12  acres  a  day,  and  kill  two-thirds 

of  the  insects,  but  it  requires  a  hot  fire."  Mr.  C.  C.  Horner  gives  in 
the  Colorado  Farmer  the  following  more  detailed  description  of  what 
appears  to  be  the  same  machine: 

It  consists  of  three  runners  made  of  2x4  scantling  three  feet  in  length,  to  be 
placed  six  feet  apart,  making  the  machine  twelve  feet  wide,  runners  to  be  bound 
together  by  three  fiat  straps  or  bars  of  iron  (the  base  being  12  feet  long.)  Across  the 
top,  bars  of  iron  hold  the  runners  firmly  together  and  form  a  frame  across  which 
wire  can  be  worked,  to  make  a  grate  to  hold  fire.  The  upper  part  of  the  runners  should 
be  hollowed  out  so  that  the  grate  may  glide  along  within  two  inches  of  the  ground. 
A  sheet  iron  arch  should  be  set  over  this  grate  to  drive  the  heat  downward.  This 
machine  is  very  light  and  can  be  worked  with  one  horse ;  pitch-wood  is  best  adapted 
for  burning  and  can  be  chopped  the  right  length  and  size  and  left  in  piles  where  most 
convenient,  when  needed.  This  machine  is  intended  to  be  used  when  the  little  hoppers 
just  make  their  appearance  along  the  edge  of  the  grain,  going  over  the  ground  once  or 
twice  each  day,  or  as  often  as  necessary  to  keep  them  killed  off.  The  scorching  does 
not  kill  the  grain  but  makes  it  a  few  days  later.  This  is  certainly  the  cheapest  manner 
of  getting  nd  of  this  pest,  as  well  as  the  most  effectual. 

Mr.  Kufus  Clark,  of  Denver,  according  to  the  same  paper,  uses  a 

piece  of  oil  cloth,  nine  to  twelve  feet  long,  and  six  feet  wide ;  one  side 

and  each  end  is  secured  to  light  wooden  strips  by  common  carpet 
tacks,  and  the  corners  strengthened  by  braces. 

''The- oil  cloth  is  smeared  with  coal  tar,  purchased  at  the  Denver 
Gas  Works  for  $7.50  per  barrel,  and  the  trap  is  dragged  over  the  ground 

by  two  men — a  cord  about  ten  feet  long  being  fastened  to  the  front 
E  R— 28 
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corners  for  that  purpose.  The  entire  expense  of  the  "trap"  is  about 
$3.50,  and  as  it  is  light  and  easily  handled  will  be  found  serviceable  on 

small  as  well  as  large  farms." 
Zinc  instead  of  oil  cloth  has  also  been  used  for  the  same  purpose. 

The  experience  of  last  Spring  shows  that  when  the  insects  are 

famishing,  it  is  useless  to  try  and  protect  plants  by  any  application 

whatever.  Sweetened  water  seemed  to  keep  the  winged  insects  off 

special  plants  in  1874;  but  it  certainly  has  no  such  effect  on  the  un- 

fledged hoppers,  for  they  "  went  for  "  plants  which  I  thus  sprinkled 
even  more  voraciously  than  for  those  not  sprinkled.  Lime  does  not 

deter  them ;  neither  coal  oil  nor  cresylic  soap  will  keep  them  from 

eating;  and  Paris  green,  though  it  undoubtedly  kills  those  which  par- 
take, is  yet  no  protection  to  plants,  because  those  which  go  off  to  die 

somewhere  after  partaking  are  continuously  followed  by  others  which 

go  through  the  same  experience.  I  gave  carbonic  acid  gas,  from  a 

Babcock  fire  extinguisher,  a  thorough  trial  under  many  different  cir- 
cumstances and  conditions,  but  without  any  satisfactory  results.  It 

had  very  little  effect  upon  them  even  when  played  upon  them  con- 
tinuously and  at  short  distance.  They  often  became  numbed  by  the 

force  of  the  liquid  but  invariably  rallied  again. 

The  best  means  of  protecting  fruit  and  shade  trees  deserves  sep- 
arate consideration.  Where  the  trunk  is  smooth  and  perpendicular, 

they  may  be  protected  by  whitewashing.  The  lime  crumbles  under 
the  feet  of  the  insects  as  they  attempt  to  climb,  and  prevents  their 

getting  up.  By  their  persistent  efforts,  however,  they  gradually  tear 

off  the  lime  and  reach  a  higher  point  each  day,  so  that  the  whitewash- 
ing must  be  often  repeated.  Trees  with  short,  rough  trunks,  or  which 

lean,  are  not  very  well  protected  in  this  way.  A  strip  of  smooth, 
bright  tin  answers  even  better  for  the  same  purpose.  Encircling  the 

tree  in  any  of  the  different  ways  suggested  for  preventing  the  ascen- 
sion of  the  female  Canker  Worm,  puts  an  effectual  estoppel  on  the 

operations  of  the  young  locusts  above  the  point  of  attachment,  for 

they  cannot  jump  on  a  perpendicular  surface.  A  strip  of  tin  three  or 

four  inches  wide  brought  around  and  tacked  to  a  smooth  tree  will  pro- 
tect it ;  while  on  rougher  trees  a  piece  of  old  rope  may  first  be  tacked 

around  the  tree  and  the  tin  tacked  to  it  so  as  to  leave  a  portion  both 

above  and  below.  Passages  between  the  tin  and  rope  or  the  rope  and 

tree  can  then  be  blocked  by  filling  the  upper  area  between  tin  and 
tree  with  earth.  The  tin  must  be  high  enough  from  the  ground  to 

prevent  the  hoppers  from  jumping  from  the  latter  beyond  it;  and  the 

trunk  below  the  tin,  where  the  insects  collect,  should  be  covered  with 

some  greasy  or  poisonous  substance  to  prevent  girdling.    This  is  more 
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•especially  necessary  with  small  trees;  and  kerosene  or  whitewash 
having  Paris  green  mixed  with  it  will  answer  as  such  preventives. 

One  of  the  cheapest  and  simplest  modes  employed  last  Spring 
was,  to  encircle  the  tree  with  cotton  batting  into  which  the  insects 
would  entangle  their  feet,  and  thus  be  more  or  less  obstructed.  Strips 
of  paper  covered  with  tar,  stiff  paper  tied  on  so  as  to  slope  roof-fash- 

ion, strips  of  glazed  wali-paper,  thick  coatings  of  soft  soap,  were  used 
with  varying  success;  but  no  estoppel  equals  the  bright  tin;  the 
others  require  constant  watching  and  renewal,  and  in  all  cases  coming 
under  my  observation  some  insects  would  get  in  to  the  trees  so  as  to 
require  the  daily  shaking  of  these  morning  and  evening.  This  will 
sometimes  have  to  be  done  when  the  bulk  of  the  insects  have  become 
fledged,  even  where  tin  is  used;  for  a  certain  proportion  of  the  insects 
will  then  fly  into  the  trees.  They  do  most  damage  during  the  night, 
and  care  should  be  had  that  the  trees  be  unloaded  of  their  voracious 
freight  just  before  dark. 

One  of  my  correspondents,  Capt.  John  R.  Wherry,  of  Boonville, 
has  suggested  the  use  of  strips  of  canvass,  dipped  in  liquid  sulphur 
and  attached  to  stakes  to  be  stuck  in  the  ground.  He  thinks  that  if 
the  strips  are  lit  at  evening  the  fumes  will  drive  the  insects  away 
from  the  locality  they  pervade.  The  suggestion  strikes  me  quite 
favorably  as  a  means  of  protecting  orchards,  and  I  would  recommend 
its  trial  to  the  people  of  Colorado  and  the  Mountain  region,  who 
will  doubtless  have  the  opportunity  the  present  year.  The  strips 
should  be  dipped  in  hot  sulphur,  allowed  to  cool,  and  then  staked  to 
the  windward  of  the  orchard,  if  the  wind  is  stirring. 

HOW  TO  AVERT  THE  LOCUST  IN.JURIES  :    PREVENTION. 

The  measures  so  far  recommended  have  in  view  the  destruction 
of  the  insects  when  once  they  are  upon  us.  The  question  very  natu- 

rally arises,  "Can  something  not  be  done  to  prevent  the  incursions  of 
the  species  into  the  more  fertile  States  in  which  it  is  not  indigenous?" 
In  the  previously  quoted  paper  read  at  Detroit,  I  gave  it  as  my  opin- 

ion that  "the  proper  way  to  deal  with  this  insect  is  to  attack  it  in  its 
native  breeding  places.  It  is  a  fact  that  does  not  speak  well  for  some 
of  the  countries  of  the  Old  World  subject  to  locust  injuries,  that  it  is 
to  this  day  not  known  whence  many  of  the  devastating  swarms  have 
their  origin.  But  because  European  nations  have  hitherto  shown 
lethargy  on  this  subject,  it  is  no  reason  why  we  should.  Let  us  rather 
in  this,  as  we  have  in  many  things,  set  an  example  which  they  will  be 
glad  to  follow.  *  *  *  Our  efforts  should  be  confined  to 
the  restriction  of  the  species  within  its  natural  limits. 
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The  most  important  results  are  likely  to  flow  from  a  thorough 

study  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  in  its  native  haunts  and  breed- 

ing places.  By  learning  just  when  and  how  to  strike  the  insect,  so  as 

to  prevent  its  undue  multiplication  there— whether  by  some  more 

extensive  system  of  irrigation,  based  on  improved  knowledge  of  the 

topography  and  water  supply  of  the  country,  or  by  other  means  of 

destroyiug  the  eggs— we  may  hope  to  protect  the  fertile  States  to  the 

East  from  future  calamity." 
One  of  the  best  means  of  checking  the  increase  of  the  species  in  its 

native  haunts,  will  be  found  in  the  encouragement  and  increase  of  its 

natural  enemies,  especially  the  game  birds,  and  the  example  of  Kansas 

should  be  followed  in  enacting  stringent  laws  for  their  protection. 

The  introduction  of   the   English    sparrow  has  been  recommended. 

Erom  what  I  know  of  the  bird  both  here  and  in  its  native  country.  I 

should  expect  little  aid  from  it  in  this  line,  and  if  it  can  thrive  to  the 

northwest,  it  will  soon  spread  there,  as  it  is  rapidly  multiplying  at 

several  points  along  the  Mississippi.    We  may  expect  more  good  from 

the  encouragement  of  native  Locust-feeding  species.      Prof.  Thomas 

has  suggested  that  inducements  be  offered  to  the  Indians  to  collect 

and  destroy  the  eggs  and  young  along  the  west  side  of  the  plains- 

Some  system  of  preventing  the  extensive  prairie  fires  in  Fall  that  are 

common  in  the  country  where  the  insect  naturally  breeds,  and  then 

subsequently  firing  the  country  in  the  Spring  after  the  young  hatch 

and  before  the  new  grass  gets  too  rank,  might  also  be  adopted.    But 

whatever  the  means  employed,  they  must  be  carried  on  systematically 

and  on  a  suflSciently  extended  and  comprehensive  scale;   and  this- 

brings  me  to  the  subject  of 

LEGISLATION,  BOTH  NATIONAL  AND  LOCAL. 

It  is  very  evident  that  if  anything  can  be  done  at  all  in  averting- 

this  evil,  it  must  be  done  by  national  means.  No  one  individual  can 

acquire  the  requisite  knowledge.  The  importance  of  having  the  mat- 

ter properly  investigated  by  the  national  government  has  been  re- 

peatedly urged  by  many  prominent  persons  in  the  west,  best  compe- 

tent to  judge.  The  feeling  has  been  very  general  of  late  years,  both 

among  scientific  men  and  intelligent  agriculturalists,  that  the  work  of 

our  Agricultural  Department,  in  the  line  of  economic  entomology, 

has  fallen  very  far  short  of  the  expectations  of  the  people.  Whether 

this  is  owing  to  the  character  of  its  present  management,  or  to  the 

nature  of  the  Department  organization,  is  immaterial  in  this  connec- 

tion. The  feeling  has  found  expression  in  our  agricultural  journals, 

and  in  resolutions  passed  by  various  agricultural  and  horticultural 
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societies.  Tliese  resolutions  have  lately  assumed  the  more  substan- 
tia] form  of  a  memorial,  indorsed  by  several  important  agricultural 

and  horticultural  societies,  and  signed  by  many  prominent  farmers, 

fruit-growers  and  scientific  men,  urging  Congress  to  create  a  commis- 
sion that  shall  have  for  its  object  a  thorough  investigation  of  the 

principal  insect  pests  of  our  agriculture,  and  particularly  the  one  in 

•question. 

Two  bills  have,  in  consequence,  been  introduced  during  the  pres- 
ent session  of  Congress,  and  referred  to  the  Committees  on  Agricul- 

ture. 

The  first  (Senate  bill  !158)  was  introduced  by  Senator  Harvey,  of 

Kansas,  and  appropriately  referred  in  the  Senate;  it  was  subsequently 

introduced  in  the  House  by  Mr.  Patterson,  of  Colorado,  and  there 

properly  referred.  It  is  entitled  "  a  bill  to  provide  for  an  investiga- 
tion as  to  the  habits  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  locusts,  or  so-called 

grasshoppers,"  and  provides  as  follows  : 

That  the  Commissioner  of  Aofriculture  be  authorized  and  requested  to  appoint 
three  commissioners,  havinj^  the  requisite  scientific  knowledge  to  constitute  a  compe* 
tent  commission,  whose  duty  it  shall  be  to  visit  the  native  breeding  places  of  the  said 
locusts,  in  the  Eocky  Mountains  or  elsewhere;  and  report  as  to  the  best  method  of 
preventing  the  incursions  or  irruptions  of  the  said  locusts  into  the  adjacent  fertile 
States  and  Territories. 

That  the  Treasurer  of  the  United  States  is  hereby  authoi'ized  to  pay  the  expenses 
incurred  in  making  this  investigation,  upon  the  presentation  of  the  proper  vouchers 
approved  by  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture. 

The  second  bill,  (S.  438,)  was  introduced  by  Senator  Ingalls,  of 
Kansas,  and  properly  referred.    It  provides  as  follows  : 

That  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior  shall  have  authority  to  appoint  a  Board  of 
•Commissioners,  and  to  fill  all  vacancies  which  may  occur  therein,  on  the  nomination 
of  the  National  Academy  of  Sciences,  to  consist  of  three  entomologists  eminent  in  their 
profession. 

That  the  said  Commissioners  shall  devote  themselves  to  the  investigation  of  those 
insects  which  are  most  destructive  to  the  crops  of  farmers  and  planters,  and  especially 
of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  the  Chinch-bua:,  the  Army  Worm,  the  Cotton-worm, 
the  Hessian  fly,  and  other  insects  injurious  to  the  great  staples,  corn,  wheat  and  cot- 

ton, in  order  to  devise  successful  methods  for  the  destruction  of  such  insects.  The 
Commissioners  shall  report  the  results  of  such  investigations  and  methods,  at  least 
once  in  each  year,  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior,  by  whom  the  same  shall  be  trans- 

mitted to  Congress.  As  soon,  also,  as  the  information  gathered  shall  enable  them,  the 
'Commissioners  shall  compile  practical  instructions  for  the  repression  of  the  different insects  referred  to. 

That  the  said  Commissioners  shall  be  appointed  for  the  term  of  five  years,  and  va- 
•cancies  shall  be  filled  for  the  residue  of  the  term  only,  and  they  shall  respectively  receive 
$5,000  per  annum,  to  be  paid  monthly  from  the  date  of  the  original  appointment,  and 
shall  have  clericil  assistance,  office  room,  fuel,  stationery,  chemicals  and  traveling  ex- 

penses, not  to  exceed   thousand  dollars  per  annum.  ' 

The  first  is  open  to  the  objections  that  it  sets  no  limit  to  the  ex- 
penses of  the  commission,  and  that  it  leaves  the  appointing  power 

with  the  present  Commissioner  of  Agriculture.  Even  were  Mr.  Watts' 
-competency  to  choose  wisely  in  such  a  field  not  questionable,  the 
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work  intrusted  to  a  commission  such  as  that  called  for,  is  too  impor- 
tant and  serious  to  leave  in  control  of  any  one  individual.  If  Mr. 

Watts  had  had  any  due  appreciation  of  the  needs  of  Western  agri- 
culture, he  would  long  ere  this  have  taken  steps  to  have  the  work 

performed  which  it  is  designed  that  such  a  commission  shall  perform, 

and  would  have  asked  for  the  proper  appropriations  to  enable  him  tO' 
do  so,  instead  of  making  large  annual  demands  on  Congress  to  enable 

him  to  run  a  competition  with  legitimate  seedsmen,  by  establishing 

a  gigantic  National  seed  store,  which  has  been  instrumental  in  doing 

no  small  injury  by  disseminating  noxious  weeds  and  insects. 
The  second  bill  would  far  more  nearly  meet  the  requirements  of 

the  country.  It  restricts  the  time  during  which  the  commission  shall 

exist,  and  limits  its  cost.  If  the  blank  be  filled  in  with  |10,000,  which 
would  be  sufficient  to  cover  cost  of  experiments  and  other  expenses^ 

the  annual  expense  could  not  exceed,  and  might  fall  below,  f  25,000. 

It  specifies  more  clearly  the  duties  of  the  commission,  and  provides 

for  the  investigation  of  not  one,  but  of  several,  of  our  worst  insect 

pests.  It  gives  us,  also,  the  best  guarantee  of  judicious  appointments ;. 
for  if  the  assembled  judgment  of  such  a  body  as  the  National  Academy 

of  Science— composed  mainly  of  men  now  engaged  in  scientific  work 
for  the  government,  and  of  those  who  have  devoted  their  lives  to  ap- 

plied science — will  not  give  us  a  competent  commission,  I  know  not 
what  will. 

The  good  that  a,  commission  properly  constituted  and  supported 

might  do  for  the  country  is  incalculable.  We  have  made  some  pro- 
gress in  the  field  of  economic  entomology  during  the  past  quarter  of 

a  century,  and  particularly  during  the  past  decade.  The  few  ento- 
mologists that  have  been  employed  by  diflferent  States  have  made 

important  discoveries  and  recommendations,  while  practical  men  who 
have  kept  themselves  informed  of  the  knowledge  recorded  by  these 

officers  have  not  failed  to  apply  it,  and  have  often  devised  measures 

and  schemes  of  great  value  in  the  warfare  against  insect  pests.  Still 

the  State  Entomologists  have,  for  the  most  part,  been  obliged  to  con- 
fine their  attention  to  investigating  the  habits  of  local  pests ;  neither 

the  time  nor  the  means  that  have  been  at  their  command  have  per- 
mitted the  carrying  on  of  elaborate  and  expensive  investigations 

such  as  those  we  may  expect  from  a  National  Commission  more  gen- 
erously supported.  The  consequence  is  that  some  of  the  most  injuri- 

ous  insects,  such  as  those  mentioned  in  Senator  Ingalls's  bill,  have 
never  been  fully  investigated,  and  to  this  day  there  are  important 
points  in  the  history  of  several  of  them,  that  remain  a  mystery. 

The  species  mentioned  in  the  bill  are  of  national  importance,  and 
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should  receive  due  attention  from  the  nation.  Congress  owes  it  to 

the  farmers  of  the  country,  and  especially  to  those  of  the  West,  who 

are  in  actual  need  of  all  the  encour^ementandaid  that  can  be  given 

to  them,  that  some  effort  be  made  to  relieve  them,  as  far  as  it  is  in 

human  power  to  do  so,  of  this  insect  burden  which  is  doing  as  much 
as  any  other  to  crush  them. 

In  the  case  of  this  locust  it  is  not  merely  the  question  of  saving 

to  the  nation,  in  future,  such  vast  sums  of  money  as  this  insect  has 

filched  from  the  producers  of  some  of  the  Western  States  (amounting 

during  the  past  three  years  to  many  millions  of  dollars;)  it  is  a  ques- 
tion affecting  the  welfare  of  whole  commonwealths  on  this  side  of  the 

Mississippi,  and  the  ultimate  settlement  of  a  vast  track  of  country 

extending  from  the  base  of  the  Rocky  Mountains  eastward,  to  which 

settlement  the  ravages  of  the  locust  in  question  offer  the  most  serious 
obstacle. 

Yet  what  has  Congress  done  ?  The  Senate  committee  reported 

an  amendment  providing  for  the  appointment  of  one  Commissioner 

for  one  year  at  a  salary  of  $4,000  and  expenses,  the  appointment  to 

be  made  by  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior,  the  Secretary  of  the  Smith- 
sonian Institution  and  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture.  This  amend- 

ment was  very  much  of  a  farce.  No  one  denies  that  our  agriculture 
forms  the  basis  of  our  national  prosperity.  No  one  who  has  given  the 

subject  attention  can  deny — because  the  figures  confront  him — that 
we  often  lose  upward  of  $200,000,000  annually  from  insect  depreda- 

tions. Yet  when  our  producers  urge  that  some  national  effort  be 

made  to  relieve  them  wholly,  or  in  part,  it  takes  on  this  farcical  shape. 

What  the  late  lamented  Walsh  wrote  ten  years  ago  is  true  to-day  : 

"Let  a  man  profess  to  have  discovered  some  new  patent  powder 
pimperlimpimp,  a  single  pinch  of  which  being  thrown  into  each  cor- 

ner of  a  field  will  kill  every  bug  throughout  its  whole  extent,  and 

people  will  listen  to  him  with  attention  and  respect.  But  tell  them 

of  any  simple  common  sense  plan,  based  upon  correct  scientific  prin- 
ciples, to  check  and  keep  within  reasonable  bounds  the  insect  foes  of 

the  farmer,  and  they  will  laugh  you  to  scorn.  Probably  about  nine- 
tenths  of  the  members  of  Congress  and  of  our  State  Legislatures  are 

lawyers,  busying  themselves  principally  with  law  and  politics;  and 

the  remaining  one-tenth  are  physicians,  merchants  and  manufacturers, 
with  a  very  small  sprinkling  of  farmers.  Is  it  to  be  expected  that  a 

crowd  of  men,  whose  heads  are  mostly  full  of  such  important  things 

as  cognovits  and  assumpsits  and  demurrers  and  torts  and  caucuses 

and  conventions,  should  condescend  to  think  about '  bugs '?.  What 
do  they  know  about  farmers,  except  that  they  have  got  votes?  Or 

about  farmers'  pockets,  except  that  most  of  the  taxes  come  out  of 
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them?  What  do  they  know  or  care  about  entomology,  fancying,  as 

most  of  them  do,  that  entomologists  busy  themselves  exclusively  in 

collecting  the  greatest  possible  number  of  beautiful  butterflies  ?  Talk 

to  them  of  science,  and  they  smile  in  your  face.  They  are  so  perpet- 

ually teased  and  tormented  by  scientific  charlatans — wolves  in  sheep's 
clothing — lobbying  for  legislative  assistance  for  all  kinds  of  ridiculous 
impossibilities,  that  they  have  come  to  believe  firmly  that  science  is 

only  another  word  for  humbug  and  imposture." 
I  am  confident  that  if  one-hundreth  part  of  the  pecuniary  dam- 

age that  is  annually  inflicted  by  insects  upon  the  farmers  were  in- 
flicted, instead,  upon  the  merchants  or  manufacturers.  Congress  would 

long  since  have  given  the  matter  most  careful  consideration. 

What  could  one  man,  employed  for  one  year,  accomplish  where 

the  field  is  so  wide  ?  Our  cotton  growers  have  lost  hundreds  of  mil- 
lions of  dollars  through  the  Cotton  Worm.  Yet  to  our  shame,  be  it 

said,  no  one  knows  positively,  to-day,  how  the  insect  passes  the  Win- 
ter, for  the  simple  reason  that  no  extended  observations  have  been 

made  on  the  subject.  One  man's  time  for  at  least  a  year,  with  liberal 
assistance,  would  be  required  to  thoroughly  investigate  this  species, 

to  say  nothing  of  the  others. 

If  there  is  to  be  National  legislation  in  this  line,  let  it  be  wise 

and  worthy  of  the  occasion,  or  let  us  have  none  at  all.  Let  us  not 

court  failure  and  disappointment  by  weakening  the  power  of  the  com- 

mission for  good,  and  thus  adding  one  more  to  the  list  of  similar  com- 
missions that  have  failed  and  thus  brought  discredit  on  the  country 

and  on  science. 

Both  the  Ingalls  and  the  Harvey  bills  were  preferable  to  the 
amended  one;  but  even  the  single  commissioner  was  denied,  and 

after  debating  the  amended  bill,  as  reported  by  the  committee  for 
one  whole  morning,  (and  those  who  care  to  follow  the  debate  in  the 

Congressional  Record  for  March  7,  will  find  rich  reading,)  the  bill  was 
passed  in  the  following  form : 

Be  it  enacted  hy  the  Senate  and  House  of  Ripresentatives  of  the  United  States  of 
America  in  Congress  assembled.  That  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Commissioner  of  Agri- 

culture to  investigate  and  gather  information  relative  to  those  insects  w^hich  are  most 
destructive  to  the  crops  of  planters  and  farmers,  and  especially  of  the  Rocky  Mountain 
locust,  the  chinch-bug,  the  army-worm,  the  cottoa  worm,  the  tobacco-worm,  the  Hes- 

sian fly,  potato-bug,  and  other  insects  injurious  to  the  great  staples,  wheat,  corn  and 
cotton,  in  order  to  devise  successful  methods  for  the  destruction  of  such  insects;  and 
to  make  public  from  time  to  time  such  information  and  such  practical  instructions  for 
the  suppression  of  the  diflFerent  insects  referred  to. 

And  thus  the  debate  ended  in  the  fizzle  of  resolving  that  it  shall 

b3  the  duty  of  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture  to  perform  certain 

work,  which  people  outside  the  Sanate  have  baen  in  the  habit  of  sup- 
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posing  to  be  his  duty  without  any  such  senatorial  instructions ;  but 
which  duty  the  present  incumbent  has  failed  to  perform  either  from 

inability  or  lack  of  means;  and  which  there  is  no  reason  to  believe  he 

will  any  better  perform  in  the  future.  Let  the  people  of  the  West  re- 
member that  this  brilliant  result  on  the  part  of  a  body  which  can  vote 

four  hundred  thousand  dollars  to  protect  Goverment  clothing  from 

mildew  and  moths  (there  was  a  job  in  it)  but  which  cannot  vote 

twenty  thousand  for  the  protection  of  our  crops,  was  brought  about 

by  the  persistent  efforts  of  Senator  Logan,  who  pretends  to  represent 
the  greatest  agricultural  State  in  the  Union  !  Other  nations  have 

found  it  necessary  to  appoint  commissions  for  the  injurious  insects 

of  national  consequence,  and  the  day  will  doubtless  come  when  our 

Government  will  feel  the  imperative  necessity  of  doing  likewise. 

To  insure  good  results  to  the  country,  a  national  entomological 
commission  should  consist  of  at  least  three  persons;  it  should  have 

•at  least  five  years  in  which  to  perform  its  labors ;  it  should  have  lib- 

eral support,  and  last,  and  most  important  of  all,  it  should  be  com- 

posed of  competent  and  experienced  men — men  who  can  combine 
practical  experience  with  scientific  accuracy.  The  services  of  such 

can  only  be  insured  by  decent  salaries,  and  their  appointment  guar- 
anteed by  some  such  combined  selective  power  as  that  proposed  in 

Senator  Ingalls's  bill.  Whether  or  not  the  subject  will  be  again  taken 
up  by  the  present  Congress  it  is  impossible  to  tell ;  but  I  candidly  con- 

fess that  I  have  little  faith  that  it  will  receive  the  serious  consideration 

at  Washington  that  it  deserves.  Congress  is  too  busy  in  exposing  cor- 
ruption and  peculation  to  pay  much  attention  to  the  wants  of  our 

insect-cursed  farmers.  If  the  annual  sum  asked  for  in  Senator  Ingalls's 
fcill  were  to  maintain  some  useless  diplomatic  service  in  some  third- 
Tate  foreign  land,  there  would  be  some  chance  of  getting  it;  but  as  it 

is  for  the  performance  of  important  work  that  is  to  redound  to  the  ma- 
terial benefit  of  the  country  for  all  future  time,  and  for  the  promotion 

of  our  most  important  industry,  why,  I  presume,  it  will  not  be  granted. 

But  while  there  seems  to  be  little  chance  at  present  of  getting  any 

national  legislation  on  this  locust  matter,  the  wisdom  of  State  legis- 
lation has  become  obvious  in  some  of  the  States.  Wise  laws  for  the 

repression  of  noxious  insects  can  only  be  enacted  where  legal  and 

scientific  knowledge  are  combined  in  the  framers  of  the  laws;  and  it 

loo  often  happens  that  legislative  bodies  show  lack  of  the  requisite 
knowledge  of  the  latter  kind.  We  had  an  illustration  of  this  last 

year  in  the  laws  passed  by  several  European  nations  prohibiting  traffic 

in  American  potatoes,  with  a  view  of  preventing  the  introduction  of 

the  Colorado  Potato-beetle  ;  whereas,  as  has  been  abundantly  shown 
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in  these  reports,  such  a  course  was  not  the  best,  but  one  of  the  very 

poorest,  so  far  as  the  object  had  in  view  was  concerned.  There  is 

scarcely  any  possibility  of  the  insect  being  imported  in  barreled  po- 
tatoes, but  there  is  danger  of  its  importation  in  other  ways.  In  like 

manner,  Algiers,  Italy  and  other  south  European  countries  have,  dur- 
ing the  past  year,  passed  laws  with  a  view  of  keeping  out  the  Phyllox- 
era, which  laws,  by  being  extreme,  are  calculated  to  do  harm  rather 

than  good,  and  are  founded  on  insufficient  knowledge  of  the  insect's 
habits. 

Last  Summer  some  counties  in  Minnesota,  and  particularly  Le 

Sueur,  Todd,  Meeker,  Brown,  Sibley  and  NicoUett,  offered  bounties 

for  the  catching  and  destroying  of  locusts.  The  laws  had  the  effect  to 

measurably  clean  out  the  insects.  The  Kansas  Legislature,  at  its  late 

session,  also,  passed  a  bill  for  the  destruction  of  locusts.  The  bill, 
though  an  important  step  in  the  right  direction,  is  yet,  to  my  mind, 
defective  in  one  or  two  vital  particulars.  It  provides  that  a  bounty 

shall  be  paid  out  of  the  county  treasury,  of  five  dollars  for  the  collec- 
tion and  destruction  of  every  bushel  of  locust  eggs,  and  sixty  cents 

for  the  collection  and  destruction  of  every  bushel  of  unfledged  locusts. 

The  original  bill,  introduced  by  Senator  Halderman,  made  a  discrimi- 
nation as  to  the  time  of  destruction  of  the  unfledged  locusts;  and  I 

cannot  think  that  the  change  made  in  committee  was  an  improvement. 

As  several  other  Western  States  will  doubtless  be  led  to  pass  similar 

acts  for  protection  against  locust  ravages,  and  as  I  sincerely  hope  that 

our  own  Legislature  will  do  so  next  Winter,  I  will  briefly  state  what  I 

conceive  should  be  the  essential  features  of  any  act  having  that  ob- 

ject. 
1.  The  bounty  should  be  paid  out  of  the  State  atid  not  the  County  Treasury.  VVheik 

any  State  or  portion  of  a  State  is  afflicted  by  a  locust  visitation,  the  people  of  the  State 

at  large  should  bear  the  burden.  By  a  judicious  State  bounty  system  that  would  avert 

future  calamity  in  any  threatened  district,  the  more  prosperous  portion  of  the  com- 
munity is  made  to  contribute  to  the  relief  of  the  afflicted,  and  the  whole  community  in 

reality  gains  by  the  operation. 

2.  The  bounty  should  be  immediately  available  to  those  earnhig  it.  When  distress 

and  want  stare  the  people  of  a  locust-stricken  district  in  the  face,  those  who  work  for 
a  bounty  should  be  able  to  obtain  it  with  as  little  delay  as  possible.  This  result  can,, 

perhaps,  best  be  attained  by  empowering  the  Township  Trustee,  or  the  Street  Commis- 

sioner, to  receive  and  measure  the  eggs  or  young  insects,  and  to  issue  certificates  set- 

ting forth  the  number  of  bushels  destroyed — the  certificates  to  be  filed  with  the  County 
Clerk,  who  should  issue  to  the  claimant  another  certificate,  setting  forth  the  name  and 

residence  of  the  holder,  and  the  number  of  bushels  of  eggs  and  young  locusts  collected 

and  destroyed  by  him.  This  last  certificate  should  be  taken  and  received  by  the  Col- 
lector of  the  Revenue  of  the  county  in  which  the  same  was  given,  and  such  collector 

should  pay  the  holder  thereof  the  sum  called  for  under  the  act,  and  be  allowed  pay 

o  ut  of  the  State  treasury  for  the  same. 
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3.  The  act  should,  as  far  as  possible,  tend  to  the  destruction  of  the  Eggs.  Barring  ex- 
ceptional cases,  where  shallow  plowing  can  be  resorted  to,  the  collecting  of  the  eggs 

will  be  tedious.  It  will  be  safe,  therefore,  to  offer  a  pretty  large  inducement  to  collect 
them,  and  $4  to  $0  a  bushel  would  not  be  too  much,  and  would  give  remunerative  em- 

ployment to  young  people  through  the  mild  weather  of  winter  and  in  late  Fall  and 
early  Spring. 

4.  After  the  eggs,  the  destruction  of  the  newly  hatched  Locusts  should  be  encouraged 
by  the  Act.  A  bushel  of  the  newly  hatched  insects  will  contain  thirty  or  more  times  as 

many  individuals  as  will  a  bushel  of  the  pupw,  and,  moreover,  their  destruction  pre- 
vents the  subsequent  injury.  It  would  be  folly  to  pay  sixty  cents  a  bushel  for  them 

later  in  the  season  when  they  are  nearly  full-grown  and  have  done  most  of  the  harm 
they  are  capable  of  doing.  The  price  offered,  therefore,  should  vary  with  the  season, 

and  while  sixty  or  seventy-five  cents  should  be  offered  in  March,  the  price  should  di- 
minish to  fifty-cents  in  April,  twenty-five  cents  in  May  and  ten  cents  in  June.  In  addi- 

tion to  the  foregoing  requirements  of  such  an  act,  every  precaution  should  be  taken  to 
prevent  fraud  and  dishonesty  in  obtaining  the  bounty. 

In  order  to  get  the  opinions  of  our  own  farmers  who  had  expe- 
rience last  Spring  as  to  the  value  of  a  bounty,  I  submitted  to  many 

the  following  question:  "Do  you  not  think  that  a  bounty  of  fifty- 

cents  a  bushel,  ofi*ered  by  the  State  for  the  young  insects  when  they 
were  hatching,  would  have  given  employment  and  means  to  a  large 

number  of  persons  ATho,  on  account  of  the  locust  ravages,  were  with- 
out work;  and  would  not  such  a  bounty  have  induced  so  general  a 

destruction  of  the  insects  during  the  first  fortnight  of  their  hatching 

as  to  virtually  have  prevented  the  subsequent  devastation  and  suff"er- 
ing?"  Of  over  a  hundred  answers  to  this  question,  the  opinions  are 
almost  unanimously  affirmative.  Five  of  the  writers  believe  that  it 

would  have  availed  little  last  Spring,  because  the  people  had  no 

anticipation  of  the  subsequent  ravages,  but  that  it  would  work  well 

in  future ;  and  three  doubt  whether  any  human  efl"ort  would  have 
saved  their  crops.  The  experience  of  Minnesota  is  valuable  here,  and 
the  State  Commissioners  do  not  hesitate  to  recommend  the  system 

after  the  county  trials,  imperfect  as  they  were,  and  commenced  as  they 
were  in  most  cases,  too  late  in  the  season.  It  was  clearly  shown  that 

in  one  township  $30,000  worth  of  crops  was  saved  by  an  expenditure 

of  $6,000.  Nicollet  county  paid  $25,053.00  for  25.053  bushels  of  locusts, 
but  the  price  paid  by  other  counties  was  higher  :  in  fact,  much  too 

high.  The  prices  I  have  suggested  are  all  sufficient ;  for  we  must  not 

forget  that  aside  from  the  bounty  inducement,  the  people  who  appre- 

ciate the  situation  must  feel  that  they  are  working  for  self-protection,, 
and  know  that  it  is  folly  to  waste  labor  in  any  other  way.  A  law  such 

as  I  have  suggested,  once  enacted  and  on  our  Statute  books,  might 

not  be  called  into  operation  for  many  years ;  but  would  beyond  all 
doubt  serve  an  admirable  purpose  in  the  event  of  a  repetition  of  the 
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evils  of  1874  and  1875.  Underits  provisions,  I  am  confident  that  in  the 
event  of  another  invasion,  during  the  milder  months  of  Fall  and 

Spring,  between  the  laying  and  hatching  periods,  thousands  of  bushels 
of  eggs  will  be  collected.  Suppose  $50,000  or  $100,000  had  thus  been 

taken  out  of  the  State  treasury  last  Winter  or  Spring  in  the  way  of 
bounties.  The  money  would  have  been  well  earned  and  distributed 

among  those  who  most  needed  it.  The  injury  done  later  in  the  Spring 

would  have  been  measurably  or  entirely  averted,  for  every  bushel  of 

eggs  is  equivalent  to  the  future  destruction  of  at  least  300  acres  of  any 

young  crop,  and  each  county  comprises  on  an  average  not  much  over 

500,000  acres.  The  smaller  bounty  for  the  young  hoppers  would  have 

worked  just  as  beneficially.  It  would  have  given  employment  to 
thousands  who  had  nothing  to  do,  and  stayed  the  excuse  for  raiding 

which  idlers  and  desperate  characters  made.  Wherever  private  par- 
ties ofiered  even  a  bounty  of  50  cents  per  bushel  for  these  young,  they 

•soon  had  to  desist  on  account  of  the  numbers  brought  them;  which 
shows  how  effectual  a  State  bounty  would  have  been. 

In  the  more  thinly  settled  parts  of  the  country  to  the  west  of  us, 

a  State  bounty  system  may  be  more  or  less  ineffectual,  so  far  as  the 

general  destruction  of  the  insects  is  concerned,  though  it  will  even 

there  be  one  of  the  best  means  of  relieving  destitution  ;  but  in  our 

more  settled  counties  it  will  accomplish  both  ends. 

SUGGESTIONS. 

As  a  means  of  assisting  farmers  in  the  destruction  of  the  unfledged 

locusts  by  trenches  and  in  other  ways  I  would  also  urge  the  employ- 
ment of  military  force,  a  large  amount  of  which,  in  times  of  peace, 

could  be  ordered  into  the  field  at  short  notice.  As  stated  in  my  paper 

read  at  Detroit:  ''To  many,  the  idea  of  employing  soldiers  to  assist 
the  agriculturist  in  battling  with  this  pest,  may  seem  farcical  enough, 

but  though  the  men  might  not  find  glory  in  the  fight,  the  war — unlike 
most  other  wars  —  could  only  be  fraught  with  good  consequences  to 
mankind.  In  Algeria  the  custom  prevails  of  sending  the  soldiers 

against  these  insects.  While  in  the  south  of  France  last  summer,  I 

found  to  my  great  satisfaction,  that  at  Aries,  Bouche  du  Rhone,  where 

the  unfledged  locusts  {Caloptenus  Italicus,  a  species  closel}''  allied  to 
our  Rocky  Mountain  locust),  were  doing  great  harm,  the  soldiers  had 
been  sent  in  force  to  do  battle  with  them,  and  were  then  and 

there  waging  a  vigorous  war  against  the  tiny  foes.  A  few  regiments 
armed  with  no  more  deadly  weapons  than  the  common  spade,  sent 

out  to  the  sufi'ering  parts  of  Missouri,  Kansas  and  Nebraska  last 
Spring,  might  in  a  few  weeks  have  measurably  routed  this  pygmean 

army,  and  materially  assisted  the  farmer  in  his  ditching  operations. 
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"  Hogs  and  poultry  of  every  description  delight  to  feed  on  the 
young  hoppers  and  will  flourish  where  these  abound  when  nothing 
else  does.  It  will  be  well,  in  the  event  of  a  future  invasion,  for  the 

people  in  the  invaded  districts  to  provide  themselves  with  as  large  a 

quantity  as  possible  of  this  stock.  Where  no  general  and  systematic 

efforts  were  made  to  destroy  either  the  eggs  or  the  young  locusts,  and 

it  is  found  that,  as  Spring  opens,  these  young  hatch  out  in  threatening 

numbers,  the  intelligent  farmer  will  delay  the  planting  of  everything 
that  cannot  be  protected  by  ditching,  until  the  very  last  moment,  or 

till  toward  the  end  of  June — using  his  team  and  time  solely  in  the 
preparation  of  his  land.  In  this  way  he  will  not  only  save  his  seed 

and  the  labor  of  planting,  and,  perhaps,  replanting,  but  he  will  mate- 
rially assist  in  weakening  the  devouring  armies.  Men  planted  last 

Spring,  and  worked  with  a  will  and  energy  born  of  necessity,  only  to 
see  their  crops  finally  taken,  their  seed  gone,  and.  their  teams  and 

themselves  worn  out.  The  locusts  finally  destroyed  every  green  thing, 
until,  finding  nothing  more,  they  began  to  fall  upon  each  other  and  to 

perish.  This  critical  period  in  their  history  would  have  been  brought 
about  much  earlier  if  they  had  not  had  the  cultivated  crops  to  feed 

upon  ;  and  if  by  concert  of  action  this  system  of  non-planting  could 
at  first  have  been  adopted  over  large  areas,  the  insects  would 

have  been  much  sooner  starved  out  and  obliged  to  congregate  in  the 

pastures,  prairies  and  timber.  Moreover,  the  time  required  for  early 
planting  and  cultivation,  if  devoted  to  destroying  the  insects  after 

the  bulk  of  them  hatch  out  toward  the  end  of  April,  would  virtually 
annihilate  them.  The  multiplication  of  any  species  of  animal  beyond 

the  power  of  the  country  to  support  it,  inevitably  proves  the  destruc- 
tion of  that  species  unless  it  is  able  to  migrate.  Let  fifty  batches  of 

Canker-worm  eggs  hatch  out  on  a  single,  somewhat  isolated  apple 
tree,  and  not  one  worm  will  survive  long  enough  to  mature.  The 

leaves  of  the  tree  will  be  devoured  before  the  worms  are  half  grown, 

and  the  latter  must  then  inevitably  perish  ;  whereas,  if  only  a  dozen 

batches  of  eggs  had  hatched  on  that  tree,  the  worms  might  all  have 

lived  and  matured.  In  the  same  way  the  young  locusts  inevitably 

perish  whenever  they  are  so  numerous  as  to  devour  every  green  thing 

before  they  become  fledged;  and  under  certain  circumstances,  the 

sooner  such  a  condition  of  things  is  brought  about  the  better."  The 
greatest  generals  and  mightiest  armies  must  yield  to  starvation ! 

Too  much  stress  cannot  be  laid  on  the  advantage  of  cooperation 

and  concert  of  action,  to  accomplish  which  ought  not  to  be  difficult, 

with  our  present  Grange  system.  One  of  my  correspondents,  Mr.  Jas. 

E.  Gladish,  of  Aulsville,  Lafayette  Co.,  suggests  that,  to  insure  concert 
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of  action  the  supervisors  of  each  school  district  be  authorized  to  call 

out  every  able  bodied  man  and  oblige  him  to  work  in  a  general  system 

of  destruction  as  soon  as  the  young  insects  commence  to  travel. 

In  this  connection  it  is  also  very  obvious  that  our  Signal  Service 

might  be  made  the  means  of  giving  important  assistance  to  the  farm- 
ers of  the  West,  by  warning  them  of  coming  danger.  If,  as  I  believe, 

the  disastrous  swarms  which  reach  our  State  come  from  the  extreme 

northwest,  there  is  no  reason  why,  by  increasing  the  number  of  signal 
stations  in  that  region  the  movements  of  large  swarms  should  not  be 

daily  recorded,  and  the  farmers  to  the  east  and  southeast  be  apprised 
of  their  probable  coming  for  weeks  in  advance.  The  people  might 

not,  it  is  true,  greatly  benefit  by  the  information,  except  in  preparing 
and  providing  for  the  possible  contingency ;  but  by  thus  recording 
the  movements  of  swarms  we  shall  in  a  few  years  come  to  know  more 

about  the  native  breeding  places  and  habits  of  the  species,  and  as  the 

Bureau  perfects  its  work,  we  may,  through  it,  leirn  the  Fall  before, 

when  the  insects  have  become  unduly  multiplied  or  have  laid  enor- 
mous quantities  of  eggs  over  large  areas  in  their  native  habitat,  and 

when,  in  consequence,  an  invasion  the  following  year  is  probable  :  in 
which  event  a  larger  proportion  of  small  giains  and  other  crops  that 

-escape  the  ravages  of  the  Fall  swarms  can  be  planted  in  the  threat- 
ened country. 

The  same  plan  of  allowing  the  grass  to  remain  unburned  until 
the  young  hatch  in  Spring,  suggested  for  the  destruction  of  the  insect 

in  its  native  home,  will  of  course  work  equally  well  when  the  eggs 

are  laid  in  the  country  to  the  east  and  in  our  own  counties. 
As  to  the  best  means  of  disposing  of  the  slaughtered  locusts,  the 

easiest  and  generally  employed  are  burning  and  burying.  Yet  the 

insects  might  be  turned  to  good  advantage  as  manure,  or  sun-dried 
and  preserved  in  cakes  to  feed  to  hogs,  poultry,  etc.,  and  where  large 

quantities  are  destroyed  under  a  bounty  system,  some  such  means  of 
making  the  most  of  them  should  be  considered. 

Finally,  much  can  be  done  to  avert  the  evil  we  recently  suffered 
from,  by  a  judicious  choice  of  crops  ;  but  I  will  consider  this  matter 
under  the  head  of 

LESSONS  or  THE  YEAR. 

There  is  nothing  surer  than  that  the  destitution  in  our  western 

counties  last  Spring  was  as  much,  if  not  more,  owing  to  the  previous 
ravages  of  the  Chinch  Bug  than  to  those  of  this  locust. 

The  Chinch  Bug  is  an  annual  and  increasing  trouble  ;  the  locust 

only  a  periodical  one.  Now,  the  counties  ravaged  are  among  the 

richest  agricultural  counties  in  the  State,  and,  for  that  matter,  can 
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scarcely  be  surpassed  in  the  country.  Consisting  of  high,  rolling 
prairie,  interspersed,  as  a  rule,  with  an  abundance  of  good  timber,  these 

counties  produce  a  very  large  amount  of  corn  and  stock.  Of  culti- 
vated crops,  corn  is  the  staple,  and,  with  a  most  generous  soil  it  has 

become  the  fashion  to  plant  and  cultivate  little  else,  year  after  year, 

on  the  same  ground.  The  corn  fields  alternate  more  or  less  with  pas- 
tures, and  there  is  just  enough  small  grain  to  breed  and  nourish  the 

first  brood  of  chinch  bugs  which  pass  into  the  corn  at  harvest  time 

and  scatter  over  the  country,  by  breeding  and  harboring  in  the  corn 

fields.  Not  to  mention  the  different  means  to  be  employed  in  counter- 
acting the  ravages  of  this  insect  a  diversified  agriculture  is  undoubtedly 

one  of  the  most  effectual.  It  must  necessarily  follow  that  the  more 

extensive  any  given  crop  is  cultivated  to  the  exclusion  of  other  crops, 
the  more  will  the  peculiar  insects  which  depredate  upon  it  become 

unduly  and  injuriously  abundant.  The  chinch  bug  is  confined  in  its 

depredations  to  the  grasses  and  cereals.  Alternate  your  timothy, 

wheat,  barley,  corn,  etc.,  upon  which  it  flourishes,  with  any  of  the 
numerous  crops  on  which  it  cannot  flourish,  and  you  very  materially 

affect  its  power  for  harm.  A  crop  of  corn  or  wheat  grown  on  a  piece 

of  land  entirely  free  from  chinch  bugs  will  not  suffer  to  the  same  ex- 
tent as  a  crop  grown  on  land  where  the  insects  have  been  breeding 

and  harboring.  This  fact  is  becoming  partially  recognized,  and  already 

hemp,  flax  and  castor  beans  are  to  some  extent  cultivated  in  the  coun- 
ties mentioned.  But  there  are  many  other  valuable  root  and  forage 

plants  that  may  yet  be  introduced  and  grown  as  field  crops  ;  and  if 
the  late  calamities  only  awaken  the  farmers  of  that  country  to  a  full 

realization  of  the  importance  of  greater  diversification  in  their  cul- 
ture, the  lesson  will  not  be  too  dearly  bought. 

Of  root  crops  that  would  escape  the  ravages  of  the  winged  insects, 
and  which  would  grow  in  ordinary  seasons,  and  furnish  excellent  food 

for  stock  may  be  mentioned  turnips,  ruta  bagas,  mangel  wurzel,  car- 
rots (especially  the  large  Belgian),  parsnips  and  beets.  Of  tubers  that 

are  not  as  profitable  but  of  which  it  would  be  well  to  plant  small 

quantities  in  locust  districts,  for  the  reason,  as  my  friend  A.  S.  Fuller 

suggests,  that  they  grow  with  such  ease,  and  are  less  likely  to  be  in- 
jured by  the  insects,  the  Chinese  Yam,  Jerusalem  Artichoke  (Ilelian- 

thus  tuberosus))  and  the  Chufa  [Cyperus  esculentus)  are  worthy 
of  trial, 

LOCUSTS  AS  FOOD  FOR  MAX. 

As  considerable  merriment  was  made  of  certain  trials  made  by 

myself  and  others  to  ascertain  the  value  of  the  young  locusts  as  food, 
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I  give  here  a  paper  on  the  subject,  read  by  me  before  the  last  meet- 
ing of  the  American  Association  for  the  Advancement  of  Science  : 

In  the  few  words  I  have  to  communicate  under  this  head,  it  is  not  my  purpose  to- 
inflict  a  long  dissertation  on  edible  insects.  The  subject  has  been  sufliciently  treated 

of  by  various  authors,  and  especially  by  Kirby  and  Spence  in  their  admirable  Intro- 
duction to  Entomology ;  while,  within  the  year,  Mr.  W.  R.  Gerard  has  brought  to- 

gether most  of  the  facts  in  a  paper  entitled  "Entomophagy,"  read  before  the  Pough- 
keepsie  Society  of  Natural  History.  It  is  my  desire,  rather,  to  demonstrate  the  avail- 

ability of  locusts  as  food  for  man,  and  their  value,  as  such,  whenever,  as  not  uu- 
frequently  happens,  they  deprive  him  of  all  other  sources  of  nourishment. 

"With  the  exception  of  locusts,  most  other  insects  that  have  been  used  as  food  for 
man,  are  obtained  in  small  quantities,  and  their  use  is  more  a  matter  of  curiosity  than 

of  interest.  They  have  been  employed  either  by  exceptional  individuals  with  per- 
verted tastes,  or  else  as  dainty  tit-bits  to  tickle  some  abnormal  and  epicurean  palate^ 

Not  so  with  locusts,  which  have,  from  time  immemorial,  formed  a  staple  article  of  diet 

with  many  peoples,  and  are  used  to-day  in  large  quantities  in  many  parts  of  the  globe. 
Any  one  at  all  familiar  with  the  treasures  on  exhibition  at  the  British  Museum, 

must  have  noticed  among  its  Nineveh  sculptures,  one  in  which  are  represented  men 
carrying  different  kinds  of  meat  to  some  festival,  and  among  them  some  who  carry 

long  sticks  to  which  are  tied  locusts — thus  indicating  that  in  those  early  days,  repre- 
sented by  the  sculpture,  locusts  were  sufficiently  esteemed  to  make  part  of  a  public 

feast.  They  are  counted  among  the  "  clean  meats"  in  Leviticus  (xi,  22),  and  are  re- 
ferred to  in  other  parts  of  the  Bible,  as  food  for  man.  In  most  parts  of  Europe,  Asia, 

and  Africa,  subject  to  locust  ravages,  these  insects  have  been,  and  are  yet,  extensively 

used  as  food.  Herodotus  mentions  a  tribe  of  ̂ 3Dthiopians  "  which  fed  on  locusts  which 
came  in  swarms  from  the  southern  and  unknown  districts,"  and  Livingstone  has  made 
us  familiar  with  the  fact  that  the  locust-feeding  custom  prevails  among  many  African 
tribes.  Indeed,  some  tribes  have  been  called  Acridophagi,  from  the  almost  exclusive- 
preference  they  give  to  this  diet.  We  have  it  from  Pliny  that  locusts  were  in  high 
esteem  among  the  Parthians,  and  the  records  of  their  use  in  ancient  times,  as  food,  la 

southern  Europe  and  Asia,  ai*e  abundant.  This  use  continues  in  those  parts  of  the 
world  to  the  present  day. 

In  Morocco,  as  I  am  informed  by  one  (Mr.  Trovey  Blackniore,  of  London)  who- 

has  spent  some  time  in  that  countrj^,  they  do  more  or  less  damage  every  year,  and  are 
used  extensively  for  food  whenever  they  abound  so  as  to  diminish  the  ordinary  food- 
supply  ;  while  they  are  habitually  roasted  for  eating  and  brought  into  Tangier  and 
other  towns  by  the  country  people  and  sold  in  the  market  places  and  on  the  streets.. 
The  Jews,  who  form  a  large  proportion  of  the  population,  collect  the  females  only  for 

this  purpose — having  an  idea  that  the  male  is  unclean,  but  that  under  the  body  of  the- 
female  there  are  some  Hebrew  characters  which  make  them  lawful  food.  In  reality 

there  are,  under  the  thorax,  certain  dark  markings — the  species  used,  and  which  is  so 
injurious  to  crops,  being  the  Acridiuin  perigrinum.  lladoszkowski.  President  of  the 
Russian  Entomological  Society,  tells  me  that  they  are  aho,  to  this  day,  extensively 
used  as  food  in  southern  Eussia  ;  while  many  of  our  North  American  Indian  tribes,  and 
notably  the  Snake  and  Digger  Indians  of  California,  are  known  to  feed  upon  them.  No 
furt\;  ̂   evidence  need  be  cited  to  prove  the  present  extensive  use  of  these  insects  as 
articles  of  food.  Let  us  then  briefly  consider  the  nature  of  this  locust  food,,  and  the 
different  methods  of  preparing  it. 
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The  records  show  us  that  in  ancient  times  these  insects  were  cooked  iu  a  variety 
of  ways.  CEdlpoda  migrator ia  and  Acridium  perigrinum,  which  are  the  more  common 

devastating  locusts  of  the  "  Old  World,"  are  both  of  large  size,  and  they  are  generally 
prepared  by  first  detaching  the  legs  and  wings.  The  bodies  are  then  either  boiled, 
roasted,  stewed,  fried  or  broiled.  The  Romans  are  said  to  have  used  them  by  carefully 
roasting  them  to  a  bright  golden  yellow.  At  the  present  day,  iu  mtfst  parts  of  Africa, 
and  especially  in  Eussia,  they  are  either  salted  or  smoked  like  red  herrings.  Chenier| 
in  his  account  of  the  Empire  of  Morocco  (London,  1788),  says  that  thus  cured,  they  are 
brought  into  the  market  in  prodigious  quantities,  but  that  they  have  "an  oily  and  ran- 
cid  taste,  which  habit  only  can  render  agreeable."  The  Moors  use  them,  to  the  present 
day,  in  the  manner  described  by  Jackson  in  his  "  Travels  in  Morocco,"  viz. :  by  first 
boiling  and  then  frying  them  ;  but  the  Jews,  in  that  country— more  provident  than  the 
Moors— salt  them  and  keep  them  for  using  with  the  dish  called  Dafina,  which  forms  the 
Saturday's  dinner  of  the  Jewish  population.  The  dish  is  made  by  placing  meat,  fish, eggs,  tomatoes— in  fact  almost  anything  edible— in  a  jar  which  is  placed  in  the  oven 
on  Friday  night,  and  taken  out  hot  on  the  Sabbath,  so  that  the  people  get  a  hot  meal 
without  the  sin  of  lighting  a  fire  on  that  day.  In  the  Abbe  Godard's  "  Description  et 
Histoire  de  Maroc''  (Paris,  1860),  he  tells  us  that  "  they  are  placed  in  bags,  salted,  and either  baked  or  boiled.  They  are  then  dried  on  the  terraced  roofs  of  the  houses.  Fried 
iu  oil  they  are  not  bad."  /Some  of  our  Indians  collect  locusts  by  lighting  fires  in  the 
direct  path  of  the  devouring  swarms.  In  roasting,  the  wings  and  legs  crisp  up  and  are 
separated ;  the  bodies  are  then  eaten  fresh  or  dried  in  hot  ashes  and  put  away  for  future 
use.  Our  Digger  Indians  roast  them,  and  grind  or  pound  them  to  a  kind  of  flour, 
which  they  mix  with  pounded  acorns,  or  with  dilTerent  kinds  of  berries,  make  into 
cakes  and  dry  in  the  sun  for  future  use. 

The  species  employed  by  the  ancients  were  doubtless  the  same  as  those  employed 
at  the  present  day  in  the  East,  viz. :  the  two  already  mentioned,  and,  to  a  less  degree, 
the  smaller  Caloptenus  Italicus.  We  have  no  records  of  any  extended  use  of  our'own Rocky  Mountain  species  {Caloptenus  spretus),  unless— which  is  not  improbable-the  spe- 

cies employed  by  the  Indians  on  the  Pacific  coast  should  prove  to  be  the  same,  or  a geographical  race  of  the  same. 

It  had  long  been  a  desire  with  me  to  test  the  value  of  this  species  (spretus)  as  food, 
and  I  did  not  lose  the  opportunity  to  gratify  that  desire,  which  the  recent  locust  inva- 

sion into  some  of  the  Mississippi  Valley  States  offered.  I  knew  well  enough  that  the 
attempt  would  provoke  to  ridicule  and  mirth,  or  even  disgust,  the  vast  majority  of  our 
people,  unaccustomed  to  anything  of  the  sort,  and  associating  with  the  word  insect  or 
«'  bug"  everything  horrid  and  repulsive.  Yet  I  was  governed  by  weightier  reasons than  mere  curiosity ;  for  many  a  family  in  Kansas  and  Nebraska  was  last  year  brought 
to  the  brink  of  the  grave  by  sheer  lack  of  food,  while  the  St.  Louis  papers  reported 
cases  of  actual  death  from  starvation  in  some  sections  of  Missouri,  where  the  insects 
abounded  and  ate  up  every  green  thing  the  past  Spring. 

Whenever  the  occasion  presented  I  partook  of  locusts  prepared  in  different  ways, 
and,  one  day,  ate  of  no  other  kind  of  food,  and  must  have  consumed,  in  one  form  and 
another,  the  substance  of  several  thousand  half-grown  locusts.  Commencing  the  ex- 
periments  with  some  misgivings,  and  fully  expecting  to  have  to  overcome  disagreeable 
flavor,  I  was  soon  most  agreeably  surprised  to  find  that  the  insects  were  quite  palatable, 
in  whatever  way  prepared.  The  flavor  of  the  raw  locust  is  most  strong  and  disagree- 

able, but  that  of  the  cooked  insects  is  agreeable,  and  suflicientlv  mild  to  be  easily  "neu- tralized by  anything  with  which  they  may  be  mixed,  and  to  admit  of  easy  disguise, 
according  to  taste  or  fancy.  But  the  great  point  I  would  make  in  their  favor  is  that 

EK— 29 
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they  need  no  elaborate  preparation  or  seasoning.  They  requi
re  no  disguise,  and  herein 

lies  their  value  in  exceptional  emergencies  ;  for  when  people  are
  driven  to  the  ponit  of 

starvation  by  these  ravenous  pests,  it  follows  that  all  other  foo
d  is  either  very  scarce  or 

unattainable.  A  broth,  made  by  boiling  the  unfledged  Caloptem 
 for  two  hours  in  the 

proper  quantity  of  water,  and  seasoned  with  nothing  in  the  wor
ld  but  pepper  and  salt, 

is  quite  palatable,  and  can  scarcely  be  distinguished  from  beef
  broth,  though  it  has  a 

sli-ht  flavor  peculiar  to  it  and  not  easily  described.  The  addit
ion  of  a  little  butter  im- 

proves it,  and  the  flavor  can,  of  course,  be  modified  with  mint,  sage  an
d  other  spices, 

ad  libitum.  Fried  or  roasted  in  nothing  but  their  own  oil,  with  t
he  addition  of  a  little 

salt,  and  they  are  by  no  means  unpleasant  eating,  and  have  qui
te  a  nutty  flavor.  In 

fact  it  is  a  flavor,  like  most  peculiar  and  not  unpleasant  flavors,  th
at  one  can  soon  learn, 

to  get  fond  of.  Prepared  in  this  manner,  ground  and  compress
ed,  they  would  doubt- 

less keep  for  a  long  time.  Yet  their  consumption  in  large  quantities 
 in  this  form  would 

not  I  think,  prove  as  wholesome  as  when  made  into  soup  or  broth 
 ;  for  I  found  the 

chitinous  covering  and  the  corneous  parts-especially  the  spines  on
  the  tibia3-dry  and 

chippy,  and  somewhat  irritating  to  the  throat.  This  objection  woul
d  not  apply,  with 

the  same  force,  to  the  mature  individuals,  especially  of  larger  species,  w
here  the  heads, 

le<rs  and  wings  are  carefully  separated  before  cooking ;  and,  in  fact,  some  of  the  mature 

insects  prepared  in  this  way,  then  boiled  and  afterward  stewed  with 
 a  few  vegetables, 

and  a  little  butter,  pepper,  salt  and  vinegar,  made  an  excellent  fr
icassee. 

Lest  it  be  presumed  that  these  opinions  result  from  an  unnatural  palate,  o
r  from 

mere  individual  taste,  let  me  add  that  I  took  pains  to  get  the  opinions  of  man
y  other 

persons.    Indeed,  1  shall  not  soon  forget  the  experience  of  my  first  c
ulinary  efi-ort  in 

this  line-so  fraught  with  fun  and  so  forcibly  illustrating  the  power  of  exam
ple  in  over- 

coming- prejudice.    This  attempt  was  made  at  an  hotel.    At  first  it  was  impossible 
 to 

get  any  assistance  from  the  followers  of  the  ars  coquinaria.    They  coul
d  not  more  flat- 

ly have  refused  to  touch,  taste  or  handle,  had  it  been  a  question  of  cook
ing  vipers. 

Nor  love  nor  money  could  induce  them  to  do  either,  and  in  this  respect  the  
folks  of  the 

kitchen  were  all  alike,  without  distinction  of  color.    There  was  no  other  r
ecourse  than 

to  turn  cook  myself,  and  operations  once  commenced,  the  interest  and  aid  of 
 a  brother 

naturalist  and  two  intelligent  ladies  were  soon  enlisted.    It  was  most  amusing  to 
 note 

how,  as  the  rather  savory  and  pleasant  odor  went  up  from  the  cooking  dishes,
  the  ex- 

pression of  horror  and  disgust  gradually  vanished  from  the  faces  of  the  curious  loo
k- 

ers-on, and  how,  at  last,  the  head  cook— a  stout  and  jolly  negress— took  part  in  the 

operations ;  how,  when  the  different  dishes  were  neatly  served  upon  the  table  and 

were  freely  partaken  of  with  evident  relish  and  many  expressions  of  surprise  an
d  satis- 

faction by  the  ladies  and  gentlemen  interested,  this  same  cook  was  actually  induced  to 

try  them  and  soon  grew  eloquent  in  their  favor;  how,  finally,  a  prominent  banker,
  as 

also  one  of  the  editors  of  the  town  joined  in  the  meal.    The  soup  soon  vanished  an
d 

banished  silly  prejudice;  then  cakes  with  batter  enough  to  hold  the  locusts 
 together 

disappeared  and  were  pronounced  good ;  then  baked  locusts  with  or  with
out  condi- 

ments ;  and  when  the  meal  was  completed  with  dessert  of  baked  locusts  and  honey  a 

la  John  the  Baptist,  the  opinion  was  unanimous  that  that  distinguished  prophet 
 no 

longer  deserved  our  sympathy,  and  that  he  had  not  fared  badly  on  his  diet  i
n  the  wild- 

erness.   Prof.  H.  H.  Straight,  at  the  time  connected  with  the  Warrensburg,  (Mo.)  Nor- 

mal Sciiool,  who  made  some  experiments  for  me  in  this  fine,  wrote :  "  We  boiled  them 

rather  slowly  for  three  or  four  hours,  seasoned  the  fluid  with  a  little  butter,
  salt  and 

pepper  and  it  made  an  excellent  soup,  actuaUv  ;  would  like  to  have  it  even
  in  prosper- 

ous times.    Mrs.  Johonnot,  who  is  sick  and  Prof.  Johonnot  pronounced  it 
 excellent." 

I  sent  a  bushel  of  the  scalded  insects  to  Mr.  Jno.  Bonnet,  one  of  the  oldest
  and 

best  known  caterers  of  St.  Louis.    Master  of  the  mysteries  of  the  cuisine, 
 he  made  a 
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soup  which  was  really  delicious,  and  was  so  pronounced  by  dozens  of  prominent  St. 
Louisans  who  tried  it.  Shaw,  in  his  Travels  in  Barbary.  (Oxford,  England,  1738),  in 

■which  two  pages  are  devoted  to  a  description  of  the  ravages  of  locusts,  mentions  that 
they  are  sprinkled  with  salt  and  fried,  when  they  taste  like  crawfish  ;  and  Mr.  Bonnet 

•declared  this  locust  soup  reminded  him  of  nothing  so  much  as  crawfish  bisque,  which 
is  so  highly  esteemed  by  connoisseurs.  He  also  declared  that  he  would  gladly  have  it 

on  his  bill  of  fare  everj'  day  if  he  could  get  the  insects.  His  method  of  preparation 
was  to  boil  on  a  brisk  fire,  having  previously  seasoned  them  with  salt,  pepper  and 
grated  nutmeg,  the  whole  being  occasionally  stirred.  When  cooked  they  are  pounded 
in  a  mortar  with  bread  fried  brown,  or  a  puree  of  rice.  They  are  then  replaced  in  the 
saucepan  and  thickened  to  a  broth  by  placing  on  a  warm  part  of  the  stove,  but  not 
allowed  to  boil.  For  use,  the  broth  is  passed  through  a  strainer  and  a  few  croutons  are 
added.  I  have  had  a  small  box  of  fried  ones  with  me  for  the  past  two  months,  and 

they  have  been  tasted  by  numerous  persons,  including  the  members  of  the  London  En- 
tomological Society  and  of  the  Socieie  Entumologique  de  France.  Without  exception 

they  have  been  pronounced  far  better  than  was  expected,  and  those  fried  in  their  own 
oil  with  a  little  salt  are  yet  good  and  fresh  ;  others  fried  in  butter  have  become  slightly 

rancid — a  fault  of  the  butter.  Mr.  C.  Home,  F.  Z.  S.,  writing  to  Science  Gossip  about 

swarms  of  locusts  which  visited  parts  of  India  in  1863,  says :  "In  the  evening  I  had  asked 
two  gentlemen  to  dinner  and  gave  them  a  curry  and  croquet  of  locusts.  They  passed 
for  Cabul  shrimps,  which  in  flavor  they  very  much  resembled,  but  the  cook  having 
inadvertently  left  a  hind  leg  in  a  croquet,  they  were  found  out,  to  the  infinite  disgust 

of  one  of  the  party  and  the  amusement  of  the  other." 
This  testimony  as  to  the  past  and  present  use  of  locusts  as  human  food  might  be 

•multiplied  almost  indefinitely,  and  I  hope  I  have  said  enough  to  prove  that  the  nature 
of  that  food  is  by  no  means  disagreeable.  In  short,  not  to  waste  the  time  of  the  asso- 

ciation in  further  details,  I  can  safely  assert,  from  my  own  personal  experience,  that 
our  Rocky  Mountain  locust  is  more  palatable  when  cooked  than  some  animals  that  we 
use  upon  our  table.  I  mention  the  species  more  particularly,  because  the  flavor  will 

doubtless  differ  according  to  the  species  or  even  according  to  the  nature  of  the  vegeta- 
tion the  insects  were  nourished  on.  I  have  made  no  chemical  analysis  of  this  locust 

food,  but  that  it  is  highly  nourishing  may  be  gathered  from  the  fact  that  all  animals 
fed  upon  the  insects  thrive  when  these  are  abundant ;  and  the  further  fact  that  our 

locust-eating  Indians,  and  all  other  locust-eating  people,  grow  fat  upon  them. 
Locusts  will  hardly  come  into  general  use  for  food  except  where  tliey  are  annu- 
ally abundant,  and  our  western  farmers  who  occasionally  suffer  from  them  will  not 

easily  be  brought  to  a  due  appreciation  of  them  for  this  purpose.  Prejudiced  against 
them,  figliting  to  overcome  them,  killing  them  in  large  quantities,  until  the  stench 

from  their  decomposing  bodies  becomes  at  times  most  off'ensive— they  find  little  that 
is  attractive  in  the  pests.  For  these  reasons,  as  long  as  other  food  is  attainable,  the 
locust  will  be  apt  to  be  rejected  by  most  persons.  Yet  the  fact  remains  that  they  do 
make  very  good  food.  When  freshly  caught  in  large  quantities,  the  mangled  mass 

presents  a  not  very  appetizing  appearance,  and  emits  a  rather  strong  and  not  over  pleas- 
ant odor;  but  rinsed  and  scalded,  they  turn  a  brownish  red,  look  much  more  inviting, 

and  give  no  disagreeable  smell. 
The  experiments  here  recorded  have  given  rise  to  many  sensational  newspaper 

paragraphs,  and  I  consider  the  matter  of  sufficient  importance  to  record  the  actual 
facts,  which  are  here  given  for  the  first  time. 

Like  or  dislike  of  many  kinds  of  food  are  very  much  matters  of  individual  taste 
or  national  custom.  Every  nation  has  some  special  and  favorite  dish  which  the  people 
of  other  nations  will  scarcely  touch,  while  the  very  animal  that  is  highly  esteemed  in 
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one  part  Of  the  country  is  not  unfrequently  rejected  a
s  poisonous  in  anotiier  section. 

We  use  many  things  to-day  that  were  considered  worthles
s  or  even  poisonous  by  our 

forefathers.  Prejudice  wields  amost  powerful  influence  in 
 all  our  actions.  It  is  said  that 

the  Irish  during  the  famine  of  1857,  would  rather  starve 
 than  eat  our  corn  bread  -and 

if  what  I  have  here  written  shall,  in  the  future,  induce  some 
 of  our  Western  people  to 

profit  by  the  hint,  and  avoid  suffering  from  hunger  o
r  actual  starvation,  I  shall  not 

have  written  in  vain. 

FALSE  OPINIONS  AND  PREDICTIONS. 

I  have  already  alluded  to  the  fact  that  the  idea
  entertained  by 

some  people,  and  particularly  promulgated  by
  Mr.  Z.  S.  Ragan,  viz.: 

that  our  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  comes  original
ly  from  Asia,  vm 

Behrings  Strait,  has  no  foundation  whatever  in  fact  {ant
e,  p.  118  ;)  and 

under  this  head  I  desire  to  reassert  and  affirm  tha
t  the  belief  that  the- 

species  will  continue  to  move  eastward,  is  just 
 as  unfounded.  This 

last  belief  is  more  generally  entertained  than  the
  other,  and  the  fol- 

lowing from  an  editorial  in  the  St.  Louis  RepuUicaii  of  May 
 25,1875^ 

is  an  example  of  the  many  expressions  of  it : 

A^  near  as  can  be  iudffed  from  the  observations  of  last  year, 
 the  grasshoppers  do- 

not  mfvemore\h";.'oVe"hSred  and  fifty  miles  d-in^  the  season     Th^^^^^ 

theory  fcoTrecnVy  will  hatch  next  year  in  the  ««"f '^/ .\??™t^^\^^^\^^^^^ 
meridian  of  St.  Louis;  the  next  in  the  eastern  counties  of  lUinois,  

the  next  on  tne- 
western  borders  of  Ohio  and  so  on. 

UNNECESSARY  ALARM  CAUSED  BY  OTHER  S
PECIES. 

[Fig.  45.] 

Thk  Clumsy  Locust. 

The.sense  of  apprehension  of  further  danger 

is  great  in  a  community  that  has  suffered  s
e- 

verely from  disaster  whatsoever,  and  locusts 

which  under  ordinary  circumstances  would 

attract  no   attention   were  quite  frequently 

looked  upon  with  alarm  and  suspicion  during-
 

the  year.    Mr.  E.  W.  Kruze,  of  Sedalia,  sent 

me  a  very  large,  short-winged  locust  found  in 

his  locality  last  Fall,  with  an  inquiry  as  to  its 

name,  and  whether  there  was  any  connection 

between  its  appearance  and  the  late  invasion
 

of  spreius.     The  same  species  was  also  sent 

from  the  same  locality  by  Mr.  Geo.  Husmann. 

It  is  the  Bracliypeplus  magnus  of  entomolo
- 

gists, and  may  be  popularly  called  the  Clumsy 

Locust.    It  is  one  of  our  largest  and  clum- 

siest species,  incapable   of  flight,   and  never 

doing  serious  injury.    It  is   common   on  the 

plains  of  west  Kansas  and  Colorado,  but  has
. 
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never  been  reported  from  Missouri  till  the  present  year.  It  is  pret- 
tily marked  as  in  Fi^.  45,  and  occurs  in  two  distinct  varieties,  one  in 

which  a  bright  yellowish-green  prevails,  and  the  other  in  which  pale- 

brown  predominates.  There  can  be  no  connection  between  its  ap- 

•pearaLnce  and  that  o(  spretus,  other  than  that  the  exodus  of  this  last 
rendered  more  conspicuous,  all  large  insects  of  this  kind  that  were  left 

behind.  Reports  were  circulated  and  published  last  February  that 

*'  the  grasshoppers  had  appeared  again  at  Independence,  and  in  other 

parts  of  the  State."  The  following  letter  from  Dr.  B.  F.  Dunkley,  of 
Dunksburg,  Pettis  county,  will  show  how  easily  people  are  misled: 

Inclosed  please  find  some  youn^f  locusts,  just  hatched  out.  We  believe  them  to  be 
the  Rockj'  Mountain  locusis,  but  send  them  to  you  to  decide.  Please  answer.  In  my 
report,  in  answer  to  your  circular,  I  said  that  some  of  the  locusts  that  hatched  out  late 
and  onlv  grew  to  half  the  size  of  others  that  migrated  and  left  us  last  July,  did  lay  their 
■egor*.  for  myself  and  others  saw  them  at  it.  Now  I  think  these  are  Irom  the  eggs  laid 

by'^them.    If  so,  will  the  cold,  when  it  comes,  kill  them? 

All  opinions  like  those  expressed  by  Mr.  Dunkley  are  based  on 

'''mistaken  identity."    The  species  noticed  hopping  about,  during  the 
mild  weather  of  January  and  February,  are  native  species  that  are 

[Fig.  4ij.]  with    us   all   the   time,    and 

habitually  hibernate  in  the 

half-grown,  unfledged  condi- 
tion. The  most  common  of 

them,  and  that  sent  by  Mr. 

gkeex-striped  loccst:— a,  larva;  6,  perfect  insect.  Duukley  and  othor  Corres- 

pondents, is  the  Green-striped  Locust  {Tragocejpliala  viridifasciata^) 
a  very  common  species,  ranging  from  Maine  to  Florida,  and  from  the 

Atlantic  to  Nebraska.  It  passes  the  winter  in  the  immature  con- 
dition, sheltering  in  meadows  and  in  tufts  of  grass,  and  becoming 

active  whenever  the  weather  is  mild.  It  is  sometimes  found  in  Win- 

ter in  the  early  larva  stages  but  more  often  in  the  pupa  state,  and 

becomes  fledged  toward  the  end  of  April. 

It  difl"ers  generically  from  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  which 
hibernates  in  the  egg  state.  This  Green-striped  Locust,  as  its  name 
implies,  has,  when  mature,  a  broad  green  stripe  on  the  front  wings, 

and  in  the  narrower,  humped  and  keeled  thorax  or  fore-body,  (Fig.  46) 
may  at  once  be  distinguished  from  the  dreaded  Rocky  Mountain  pest. 

Like  so  many  other  species  of  its  family  it  occurs  in  two  well  marked 

varieties,  one  in  which,  in  addition  to  the  stripe  on  the  front-wings,  the 

whole  body  and  hind  thighs,  above, are  pea- green;  the  other  in  which 
this  color  gives  way  to  pale-brown.  In  both  varieties  the  hind  wings 
are  smoky  with  the  basal  third  greenish. 

The  species  noticed  by  Mr.  Dunkley  to  hatch  out  late  and  to  lay 

«ggs  in  the  Fall  was  more  probably  femur-ruhrum  than  spretus. 
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The  species  of  the  genus  Tettix  also  hibernate  in  the  halfgrowa 

and  sometimes  in  the  full  grown  condition,  and  are  frequently  sup- 
posed to  be  the  young  of  sjyretus.  These  insects  are  very  active,  and 

[Fig.  47.]  are  at  once  distinguished  by  the  small  head,  great  breadth 

across  the  middle  of  the  pro-thorax  which  extends  to  a  taper- 

ing  point  to  or  beyond  the  tip  of  the  abdomen ;  by  the  front  of 

the  breast  forming  a  projection  like  a  stock-cravat  into  which 
to  receive  the  lower  part  of  the  head,  and  by  the  short,  rudi- 

mentary, scale-like  front  wings.  They  fly  with  a  buzzing 

GuANULAT-  noise  like  a  flesh-fly.     Our  most  common  species  (  Tettix  gran- ED  Grouse 

Locust,  lata  Scudder,  Fig.  47.)  may  be  called  the  Granulated  Grouse- 

locust.  It  is  like  the  other  species,  very  variable  in  color  and  orna- 

mentation, the  prevailing  hue  being  dark-brown  beneath  and  paler 
above.  A  well  marked  variety  has  a  small,  pale  spot  on  the  rudimen- 

tary front  wings,  and  a  larger  conspicuous  one  on  top  of  the  hind 

thighs. 

Even  insects  belonging  to  adifierent  Order  were  not  unfrequently 
the  cause  of  unnecessary  alarm.  In  the  Spring  of  1S75  the  meadows 

were  reported  as  being  destroyed  around  Champaign  and  Jackson- 
ville, Illinois,  by  what  was  supposed  to  be  the  young  of  spretus  ;  but 

specimens  of  these  supposed  locusts,  sent  me  by  Chapin  &  Simmons^ 

of  the  Jacksonville  Journal^  proved  to  be  little  Jassoid  leaf  hoppers 

allied  to  the  common  grape-leaf  hoppen — insects  belonging  to  a  diff'er- 
ent  order  (Hemiptera)  to  that  which  includes  the  locusts  (Orthoptera.) 

They  were  in^eeA  grass- Jioppers^in  the  sense  of  hopping  about  among 
the  grass,  but  they  were  not  the  so-called  grasshoppers  (locusts)  that 
were  proving  such  a  plague  in  parts  of  Kansas  and  Missouri  at  the 
time. 

INJURIES  OF  NATIVE  SPECIES  IN  1875. 

The  native  species  of  the  genus  to  which  the  Rocky  Mountain 

Locust  belongs  were  unusually  common  and  destructive  toward  Au- 
tumn in  most  parts  of  the  State,  except  in  the  region  ravaged  by  that 

species  in  the  Spring.  The  Two-striped  (Rep.  7,  Fig.  34),  the  Differen- 

tial {ihid,  Fig.  33),  the  Red-legged,  {ihid.  Fig.  26),  and  the  Atlantic 
species  were  abundant  everywhere,  and  the  two  latter  were  more 

particularly  injurious.  These  were  often  supposed  to  be  the  genuine 

spretus^  and  the  reports  of  this  last  in  Jefferson,  Franklin  and  Moni- 

teau counties  in  the  Monthly  Report  of  the  Department  of  Agricul- 
ture for  November  and  December,  undoubtedly  refer  to  them,  and 

are  a  sample  of  the  reliability  of  much  of  the  entomological  informa- 
tion that  comes  through  that  channel.  They  were  troublesome  not 

only  in  the  Mississippi  Valley,  but  in  the  East,  for  I  know  that  they 
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did  great  damage  to  oats  and  meadows  in  Southwest  Pennsylvania, 
and  the  following  items  doubtless  refer  to  the  same  species,  and  will 

show  how  injurious  they  were  in  Massachusetts  : 

Grasshoppers  in  Bostox.  —  We  did  not  anticipate  that  Boston  proper  would 
ever  be  inconvenienced  by  the  pests  whicli  have  proved  so  destructive  out  West,  but  it 
is  a  fact  that  grasshoppers  are  so  numerous  at  the  South  End  that  they  destroy  the 
flowers  in  the  back  yards  to  such  an  extent  that  hens  are  hired  or  bou2:ht  to  clear  the 
premises  and  save  the  ornamental  plants  which  adorn  the  premises.  These  insects  are 
not  of  the  Western  pattern,  but  ?re  native  productions.  If  their  ravages  continue,  it  is 
possible  some  of  our  Western  friends  will  be  called  upon  to  raise  subscriptions  for  the 
relief  of  the  floriculturists  of  Boston. — IBoston  Journal. 

I  venture  to  ask  your  advice  in  a  grasshopper  matter.  Three  years  ago  a  party  of 
farmers  and  others  in  this  commonwealth,  tired  of  granite  hills,  gravel  banks  and  sand 
flats,  and  wishing  some  little  latent  fertility  in  the  original  soil — combined  to  effect,  and 

did  efl'ect,  the  reclamation  from  the  sea  ot  about  1400  acres  of  what  originally  was  'salt 
marsh.'  We  are  amply  satisfied  of  the  fertility  of  this  land,  and  so  far,  all  is  good. 
Last  summer,  however,  this  land  and  adjoining  territory  was  scourged  with  a  plague 
of  locusts  or  grasshoppers.  Whether  they  came  in  such  numbers  owing  to  the  diking 
of  these  1400  acres,  or  whether  they  would,  last  year,  have  come  in  equal  numbers 
whether  the  marsh  was  diked  or  not,  we  cannot  saj'.  Our  question  is  this,  and  is  at  the 
same  time  the  point  upon  which  we  pray  your  advice  :  Can  we  do  anything  to  diminish 
the  number  of  these  pests  for  next  year?  We  could,  for  example,  flood  this  whole  tract 
of  land  until  early  spring.  Would  this  be  advisable?  Any  points  you  would  be  kind 
enough  to  give  us  on  the  matter,  would  be  thanktuUy  received. — [Letter  from  C.  Hers- 

chel, "Boston,  Mass.,  latter  part  of  October. 

LOCUST  FLIGHTS  IX  ILLINOIS  IX  lo7o. 

The  manner  in  which  some  writers  have  clung  to  the  idea  that 

the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  must  overrun  Missouri,  Illinois,  and  the 

States  to  the  East,  in  spite  of  opposing  facts,  can  only  be  accounted 
for  by  inordinate  love  of  magnifying  possible  danger  and  of  making 

as  much  of  a  sensation  as  possible  out  of  any  misfortune  that  befalls 

a  community.  A  certain  amount  of  apprehension  is  pardonable  ;  and 

that,  under  such  apprehension,  all  sorts  of  insects,  some  of  them,  as  I 

have  just  shown,  having  no  relation  to  locusts,  should  be  mistaken 

for  the  Rocky  Mountain  pest,  is  natural  with  persons  who  have  had 

no  acquaintance  with  it,  and  are  unfamiliar  with  its  appearance.  Last 

September  many  prominent  papers  of  the  West  gave  the  news  that 
the  dreaded  swarms  had  finally  come  into  Illinois.  In  point  of  fact 

large  swarms  of  locusts  did  pass  over  the  central  portion  of  that  State 

early  in  September,  and  more  particularly  over  parts  of  Livingston, 

McLean,  Vermillion,  Ford,  and  Champaign  counties.  Small  and  scat- 
tered flights  were  also  seen  later  in  the  month.  Some  writers  jumped 

to  the  conclusion  that  said  swarms  were  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  spe- 
cies, without,  however,  giving  a  particle  of  proof.  There  is  nothing 

absolutely  impossible  in  the  occurrence  of  scattering  swarms  of  the 

genuine  spreius  in  Illinois  the  year  following  a  general  invasion  such 

as  we  had  in  1874,  for  while  I  have  expressed  the  opinion  that  the 

species  will  never  do  any  damage  east  of  the  94th  Meridian,  I  have 

admitted  that  it  may  temporarily  extend  to  some  distance  beyond 
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that  line  (7th  Rep.,  165).  Bat  we  had  no  reports  of  swarms  passing 
over  the  country  to  the  Northwest  or  the  northwest  part  of  Illinois, 

prior  to  their  occurrence  in  the  middle  counties,  and  I  felt  so  confident 

that  the  swarms  were  composed  of  indigenous  species,  that  I  so  stated 

my  belief  in  the  Chicago  Evening  Journal  of  September  9th,  and  ex- 
pressed the  opinion  that  they  had  originated  within  the  borders  of 

the  State;  that  there  was  no  occasion  for  alarm,  and  that  they 

would  scarcely  be  heard  of  after  they  settled.  These  opinions  were 

subsequently  justified  by  the  facts;  for  after  taking  every  pains  to 

ascertain  the  truth,  all  specimens  from  such  flights  examined  by  com- 
petent persons  proved  to  be  indigenous  species.  We  heard  nothing 

of  their  ravages  or  of  their  rising  again  and  passing  over  the  country 

to  the  south  or  east.  Moreover,  their  flight  seems  to  have  been  irreg- 
ular and  poorly  sustained.  Mr.  H.  P.  Beach,  County  Judge  of  Ford 

county,  Ills.,  in  sending  me  specimens,  writes,  September  15  : 

About  ten  days  ngo  myriads  of  grasshoppers  flew  southward  over  town.  Many 
of  them  came  down  evidently  unable  to  keep  up  the  journey.  They  seemed  to  be 
all  the  way  from  a  hundred  feet,  to  a  quarter  or  half  a  mile  hi^h,  or  perhaps  very  much 
higher.  In  loolxingr  up  towards  the  sun — the  only  way  they  could  be  seen, — the  appear- 

ance was  much  like  that  of  a  snow-storm  looked  at  in  the  same  way.  We  have  not 
heard  from  them  since,  and  of  course  can  give  you  no  idea  from  "whence  they  cometh 
and  whither  they  goeth.'" 

Mr.  B.  F.  Johnson,  the  Champaign  (Ills.)  correspondent  of  the 

Country  Gentleman.,  and  who  has  most  persisted  in  believing  the 

swarms  to  have  been  composed  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  species,*  also 
in  speaking  of  these  flights,  writes  to  that  paper  (Sept.  16)  : 

"When  first  seen  their  movements  and  motions  were  so  unlike  what  I  had  con- 
ceived their  flights  to  be,  that  it  was  not  till  several  disabled  or  partially  exhausted  in- 

sects had  been  caught,and  their  identity  with  the  Kansas  species  demonstrated,  that  I  was 
convinced  of  their  true  character.  I  had  supposed  that  these  creatures  flew  in  a  man- 

ner as  pigeons  and  ducks  and  geese  do — straight  ahead  in  a  given  direction  and  with  a 
purpose.  On  the  contrary,  every  insect  seemed  to  be  out  on  a  holidaj^  and  acting:  inde- 

pendently of  all  the  others.  While  the  vast  mass  slowly  moved  south  with  an  inclina- 
tion toward  the  east,  there  was  a  constant  circular  movement  of  a  vast  majority  of  the 

whole  number  of  individuals.  *  ''  *  When  it  got  noised  abroad 
that  they  were  flying,  the  fact  produced  a  startling  sensation.  Would  they  increase  in 
numbers  till  the  sun  was  darkened  and  then  descend  and  devour  up  every  green  thingf, 
and  leave  eggs  for  a  progeny  behind  them  that  would  repeat  the  disaster  next  summer? 
Thet^e  fears  were  speedily  dispelled  when  their  numbers  were  seen  to  diminish,  and 
when  it  was  considered  that  all  the  grasshoppers  which  had  passed  over,  did  they  come 
down  could  make  but  small  impression  on  the  ten  thousand  square  miles  of  corn  in 
Central  Illinois. 

Actual  examination  of  specimens  from  these  flying  bevies  over 

Illinois,  shows  them  to  have  been  composed  of  three  species,  viz  :  the 

«  Country  Gentleman,  Sept.  16,  12,  Oct.  7,  Nov.  11  and  Nov.  2.").  Mr.  Johnson  cannot  be  blamed 
for  supposing  these  flights  to  have  been  composed  of  spretus,  since  considerable  experience  with  this 

last  and  some  discriminating  knowledge  are  necas-sarj-  to  distinguish  it  from  the  common  indigenous 
species,  and  especially  from  Allanis.  Neither  can  he  be  praised  for  the  manner  in  which  he  has  dis- 

dained the  evidence  in  the  case  ;  for  evading  the  re  il  question  by  poor  wit  (C.  G. ,  Nov.  2.')) ;  nor  for 
suppressing  in  a  conti'oversy  in  which  he  challenge',!  my  own  views,  some  facts  and  arguments  which  I 
submitted  to  him  by  private  letter,  in  answer  to  his  last  public  communications  on  the  subject. 
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Red  legged,  the  Atlantic  and  the  DiiFerential  locusts:  in  no  instance 

was  a  specimen  of  spi^etus  seen.  The  several  specimens  obtained 
from  Ford  county  were  all  Atlanis;  a  single  specimen  received  from 

Mr.  H.  J.  Dunlap,  of  Champaign,  was  a  male  femur  rubrum^  while 

specimens  taken  by  Prof.  Barrili,  of  the  Industrial  University,  at  the 

same  place,  as  well  as  others  from  Norwood,  Mercer  county,  sent  to 

Prof.  Thomas,  were  differential  is.  The  parties  capturing  these  speci- 
mens are  not  apt  to  fall  into  error,  and  are  all  positive  that  the  speci- 
mens submitted  were  from  the  flying  bevies. 

From  these  facts  it  results  that  two  species,  viz  :  femur-Tubrwin 

and  di^ei^entialis,  though  normally  having  no  migratory  habit,  and,  as 
I  believe,  incapable  of  extended  flights,  can  actually  assist  in  such 

flights.  That  the  bulk  of  these  Illinois  swarms  was  composed,  how- 
ever, of  Atlanis,  scarcely  admits  of  a  doubt.  The  other  two,  less  able 

to  sustain  lengthened  flight,  would  naturally  be  most  near  the  ground 

and  most  often  captured ;  while  Atlanis,  which  we  now  know  to  occur 

in  this  part  of  the  country  as  well  as  East,  and  to  often  display  the 

migratory  habit,  would  fly  higher. 

There  are  two  facts  which  it  will  be  well  to  bear  in  mind  in  this 

connection,  as  explaining  the  above  phenomena.  The  first  is  that,  as 

we  have  already  seen,  Atlanis  was  very  common  in  Missouri,  even  in 
fields  where  it  had  never  been  noticed  before.  It  prevailed  to  such 

an  extent  in  Illinois,  that  around  Carbondale,  Prof.  Thomas  could  not 

find  a  single  specimen  of  the  typical  femur-Tuljrum,  and  there  was 
not  a  single  specimen  of  it  among  a  number  which  he  caused  to  be 
collected  for  me.  So  obvious  was  this  fact  that  Prof.  Thomas  was  led 

to  suggest  in  the  Chicago  Inter-  Ocean  of  October  9, 1875,  that  the  one 

was  the  out-growth  of  the  other.     I  quote  his  language : 

This  species  {fenmr-rubrum)  whicli  can  usually  be  found  anywliere  in  the  fields  or 
along  the  roadside  during  the  Summer  and  Fall,  appears  to  be  entirely  replaced  by  a 

new  form,  whicli  I  take  "to  be  the  one  described  by  Prof.  Riley  as  Caloptenus  Allayiis which  is  an  intermediate  form  between  C  femur-riibrum  and  C.  spretus,  so  near,  in  fact,  to 
the  latter  that  it  is  almost  impossible  to  distinguish  the  one  from  the  other.  I  have 
searched  in  vain  Xov  femur  rubrum,  it  seems  to  have  entirely  disappeared,  and  that  the 

new  varietiJ^  has  taken  its  place.  Is  the  one  the  progenitor  of  the  other  :  the  former  of 
the  latter?  1  am  no  believer  in  Darwinianism,  but  here  is  presented  a  problem  ditKeult 
to  solve,  unless  we  admit  the  correctness  of  that  theory,  or,  that  all  three  supposed 
species  are  but  varieties  of  one,  which  I  am  half-way  inclined  to  believe  is  the  case. 
Otherwise  how  are  we  to  account  for  the  appearance  of  this  new  form  this  season? 
The  spretus  has  not  visited  our  section,  the  fe»iur-rubruni  is  absent,  and  here  I  have  be- 

fore me  a  large  number  of  specimens  gathered  here,  some  of  them  to-day,  with  the 
long  wings  and  the  notched  male  abdomen,  corresponding  exactly  to  Professor  Elley's 
description  oi  Caloptenus  Atlanis?  Is  the  common  -femur  rubrum.  being  transformed 
into  spretus,  this  being  the  iatermediate  step?  If  so,  over  half  the  distance  has  al- 

ready been  traversed. 

The  second  factis,  that  6?/#>/•ew^!^aZ^s  was  also  unusually  abundant. 

A  letter  from  Mr.  M.  Brinkerhofl",  of  Onarga,  Illinois,  dated  October  18, 
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1875,  and  accompanied  by  specimens,  describes  them  as  in  great  num- 

bers there,  filling  the  ground  with  their  eggs.*  The  following  which 
refers  to  the  same  species  is  also  interesting: 

"While  the  migratins:  hopper  committed  such  devastation  west  of  us,  we  here  at Bluffton  have  the  manor-born,  in  immense  numbers.  A  patch  of  potatoes,  and  some 
sweet  corn,  seemed  in  dano^er  of  beings  consumed,  when  a  flock  of  purple  grackles,  our 
crow  blackbird  as  it  is  usually  called,  came  to  our  rescue.  The  few  days  that  they  have 
visited  the  patch,  has  thinned  out  the  hoppers  amazingly.  I  never  before  noticed  that 
this  bird  was  so  useful  in  this  respect,  and  as  they  are  plenty,  we  may  expect  to  be  rid 
of  the  big  grey  fellows  (hoppers).  They  are  more  than  twice  the  size  of  the  Colorado 
hopper,  and  are  nearly  as  bad  on  a  crop  when  plenty.  What  saved  our  little  crop  from 
utter  destruction,  was  an  open  field  of  land  thickly  covered  with  wild  chamomile,  upon 
which  they  fairly  swarmed.  On  this  we  saw  them  as  thick  as  the  Colorados,  in  Sedalia 
or  Warrensburg. — [S.  Miller,  in  Rural  IForW,  Aug.  14,  1875. 

Though  unusually  common,  yet  cliiFerentialiSy  if  I  may  judge  from 

my  own  experience  in  our  fields  and  around  Chicago,  last  Fall,  com- 
pared only  as  1  to  50  with  Ailanis,  and  it  is  doubtful  if  it  formed  a 

larger  proportion  of  the  flights.  How  are  these  exceptional  migra- 
tions of  local  species  to  be  explained  ?  We  know  they  have  occurred 

at  intervals  in  the  East,  (7th  Report  pp.,  167-171)  and  we  now  have 
evidence  that  they  may  occur  in  any  part  of  the  country  ;  and  indeed 
local  swarms  were  not  confined  to  Illinois  last  Fall  as  they  were  also 

noticed  in  Kentucky.  I  think  the  explanation  is  simple.  The  ex- 

cessively hot  dry  years  of  1873  and  1874 permitted  the  undue  multipli- 

cation of  these  native  species,  and  they  were  already  very  trouble- 
some in  the  latter  year  (7th  report,  p.  173.)  The  myriads  that 

hatched  out  in  1875  were  scarcely  noticed  at  first  and  made  little  im- 
pression on  the  luxuriant  vegetation  that  a  wet  and  favorable  season 

produced.  By  September,  when  a  spell  of  dry  weather  cured  the 

grass  and  the  locusts  had  acquired  full  growth,  we  can  imagine  that 
they  swarmed  in  much  of  the  prairie  country  of  Central  Illinois. 

Whenever  they  abound  to  an  unusual  degree  the  migrating  instinct  is 
developed,  just  as  it  is  under  like  circumstances  in  many  other  insects, 

as  butterflies  and  beetles,  that  are  normally  non-migratory.  The  rea- 
sons we  can  only  surmise;  but  aside  from  those  of  hunger,  etc.,  pre- 

viously suggested  (Report  7,  p.  164),  the  annoyance  and  incpnveni- 

ence  to  which  the  females  while  attempting  to  oviposit,  have  to  sub- 
mit from  their  companions,  under  conditions  of  excessive  increase, 

may  have  something  to  do  with  it.  But  mere  increase  in  numbers 

would  not  give  to  species  like  femur-ruhrum  and  di:ff'e7'entialis,  which 

•The  eggs  of  Caloptenvs  diffcrcniialis  may  be  distinguished  from  those  of  spretus  by  the  larger 
and  more  irregular  size  of  the  mass  ;  by  the  greater  number  composing  it;  by  the  somewhat  larger  size 

of  the  individual  egg-whicli  measures  0.19—0  '22  inch  in  length;  by  the  coarser  reticulations  of  the  sheli, 
and  by  the  brown  color  of  the  gummy  fibrous  matter  that  is  intermixed  with  them  and  glues  them  to- 

gether. The  color  of  tlie  egg  varies  from  yellow  to  deep  carneous,  the  latter  prevailing,  and  the  poste- 
rior or  narrower  end  is  always  somewhat  constricted  and  darker. 
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are  ordinarily  heavy-bodied  and  short  winged,  the  power  of  extended 
flight,  and  there  is  little  doubt,  in  my  mind,  that  the  same  exception- 

ally hot,  dry  seasons  which  permit  this  undue  multiplication,  also 
modify  the  individuals,  and  cause  a  decrease  in  bulk  and  increase  in 

wing-power.  The  facts  support  this  view,  for  the  flying  specimens  of 
di^erentialis  sent  to  Prof.  Thomas  had,  as  he  writes  me,  "the  body 
lighter  and  the  wings  longer,  and  some  of  that  peculiar  fierce  appear- 

ance belonging  to  migrating  specimens  ;'  and  I  have  specimens  from 

Kansas  and  Minnesota  which  difi'erso  much  in  these  respects  from  the 
more  normal  specimens  as  found  with  us  in  ordinary  seasons,  that  they 
can  scarcely  be  recognized  as  the  same  species.  The  casual  observer 

knows  how  thoroughly  plants  are  modified  in  size  and  habit  by  season 
and  condition  :  the  same  holds  true  of  insects,  and  more  particularly 
in  certain  groups. 

Given  that  over  the  vast  prairie  region  of  Central  Illinois,  the  in- 

sects were  as  thick  as  I  found  them  in  many  of  our  own  fields^ 

where  every  step  would  cause  two  or  three  hundred  to  rise,  and  let 

this  migratory  instinct  be  developed,  and  the  mystery  of  the  Illinois 

flights  vanishes.  They  are  exceptional  local  phenomena:  they  are 

neither  as  strong  nor  as  long  sustained  as  those  of  the  Rocky  Moun- 
tain species;  nor  are  they  in  any  sense  to  be  as  much  dreaded. 

In  short,  whenever  the  climate  and  conditions  in  the  Mississippi 

Valley  approach  those  existing  in  the  native  home  of  the  Rocky 

Mountain  Locust,  some  of  our  native  species,  and  especially  those 
nearest  akin  to  it,  also  approach  it  in  habit.  If  the  climate  of  Illi- 

nois and  Missouri  were  to  permanently  change  in  that  direction,  these 

species  would  become  permanently  modified  ;  but  as  there  is  no  im- 
mediate danger  of  such  a  contingency,  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  i& 

the  only  species,  here  considered,  that  can  properly  lay  claim  to  the- 
migratory  habit. 

PROSPECTS  IX  1876. 

The  people  in  our  western  counties  are  very  naturally  quite  inter- 

ested in  the  locust  prospects  during  the  coming  year;  the  more  so 

that  the  story  has  been  widely  circulated  that  the  danger  was  greater 
than  ever  before.  As  an  example  I  take  the  following  from  an  edito- 

rial in  the  St.  Louis  Glole- Democrat  of  the  26th  of  December  last  : 

Persons  whose  experience  in  sucli  matters  entitles  their  opinions  to  respectful 
consideration,  declare  that  the  Summer  sun  of  1876  will  hatch  such  swarms  of  grrass- 
hoppers  in  the  West  as  have  never  before  been  seen,  and  that  the  tract  of  country  ia 
which  they  will  prevail  will  be  wider  than  ever  before,  reaching  from  a  long  distance- 
west  of  the  Black  Hills  to  the  center  of  Missouri  and  Iowa. 

I  know  of  no  persons  whose  experience  deserves  respectful  con- 
sideration who  have  declared  anything  of  the  sort;  and  so  opposed  to 
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the  facts  is  the  declaration  that  i  do  not  hesitate  to  state  that  there  is 

no  possible  danger  of  any  general  injury  in  Missouri  this  Spring,  and 
no  probable  danger  in  the  Fall ;  and  to  convey  my  views  more  fully 
I  reproduce  a  short  article  which  I  last  January  communicated  to  the 
New  York  Tribune: 

Some  one  has  announced  the  fact  that  there  has  been  a  prodio^ious  number  of 
locust  eggs  laid  all  over  the  nothwest  portion  of  the  country  l.ving  east  of  the  Kocky 
Mountains.  Some  one  has  asserted  that  the  soil  of  Wyoming,  Montana  and  Dakota  is 

generally  and  thickly  charged  with  these  eggs.  "Who  this  some  one  is  with  such  vast ■experience  that  he  has  examined  the  soil  over  such  large  areas  as  to  make  the  state- 
ment, nobody  knows.  But  some  careless  editor  basset  the  gossip's  ball  in  motion,  and 

it  has  rolled  on  from  paper  to  paper,  with  one  change  and  another,  until  at  last  the 
Boston  Journal  includes  Missouri,  Kansas  and  Nebraska  in  its  portentous  scope.  "Ob- 

servations show,"  says  this  journal,  "that  last  year's  grasshoppers  deposited  immense 
numbers  of  eggs,  and  when  the  warm  weather  comes  and  hatches  them,  devastation 

even  more  than  these  sections  have  previously  known,  will  be  pretty  sure  to  follow." 
"Observations  show"  that  some  editors  are  very  gullible,  and  too  ready  to  propagate 
the  sensational,  and  to  disseminate  alarming  statements  on  the  flimsiest  grounds. 
They  publish  as  fact  the  veriest  on  dit,  without  once  inquiring  into  its  probability  or 
•caring  for  the  consequences. 

From  personal  observation  in  parts  of  Missouri  and  Kansas,  and  from  an  exten- 
sive correspondence,  I  am  able  to  say  that  such  statements,  so  lar  as  these  two  States 

^re  concerned,  are  entirely  groundless;  and  I  have  every  reason  to  believe  that  the 
same  will  hold  true  of  Nebraska  ;  while  in  Minnesota,  the  investigations  of  the  com- 

mission appointed  last  summer  by  the  Governor,  indicate  that  even  where  eggs  were 
laid  in  that  State,  they  mostly  perished  from  excess  of  moisture,  which  dissolved  the 
glutinous  substance  which  normally  protects  and  holds  them  together.  That  in  some 
parts  of  the  high  country  lying  east  of  the  mountains,  especially  toward  the  North, 
eggs  have  been  deposited  in  numbers,  is  not  only  probable  but  pretty  certain.  But  in 
that  region  such  i'^  the  case  every  year,  for  it  is  the  native  home  of  the  swarms  which 
occasionally  extend  to  the  upper  Mississippi  valley.  But  the  number  of  eggs  laid  in 
the  States  of  Missouri,  Kansas  and  Nebraska  by  the  few  straggling  insects  that  passed 
into  that  country  last  Fall,  will  not  equal  that  laid  in  ordinary  seasons  by  indigenous 
species.  In  Colorado,  also,  there  have  been  in  most  parts  such  abundant  rains  since 
locust  eggs  were  laid,  and  the  ground  has  been  so  unusually  moist,  that  there  is  some 
hope  that  the  bulk  of  the  eggs  are  or  will  be  destroyed.* 

I  give  itas  my  belief  that,  first  in  the  three  States  mentioned,  (Missouri,  Kansas  and 
Nebraska),  there  will  not  hatch  as  many  locusts  next  Spring  as  would  naturally  hatch 
in  ordinary  seasons  from  the  indigenous  species ;  second,  that,  compared  with  other 
parts  of  the  country,  those  States  ravaged  by  locusts  last  Spring  and  early  Summer 

will  enjoy  the  greater  immunity,  during  the  same  seasons  of  "l87G,  not  only  from locust  injuries,  but  from  the  injuries  of  most  other  noxious  insects,  except  the  wood- 
borers,  in  short,  the  people  of  the  ravaged  section  have  reason  to  be  hopeful  rather 
than  gloomy.  They  will  certainly  not  suffer  in  any  general  way  from  locust  injuries 
in  the  early  season :  and  the  only  way  in  which  they  can  suffer  from  the  migrating 
pest  is  by  fresh  swarms  later  in  the  year  from  the  far  northwest,  the  odds  being,  how- 

ever, from  a  number  of  reasons  which  it  is  unnecessary  to  enumerate  here,  very  great 
against  any  such  contingency.  There  is  one  redeeming  feature  in  the  JournaVs  article. 
It  is  the  advice  to  the  people  of  the  States  named  to  not  be  profligate  of  the  abundant 
eorn  crop  they  have  garnered,  but  to  store  it  for  an  emergency.  If  nothing  short  of  a 
false  alarm  would  cause  them  to  do  this,  the  statement  might  find  justification  ;  but  the 
lesson  of  1875  so  clearly  pointed  to  such  a  course,  and  was  so  dt^arly  bought,  that  it 
will  not  needlessly  go  unheeded. 

•The  Colorado  Farmer  for  April  28,  1870,  says  editoriallj':  "Hearing  many  conflicting  reports 
about  the  probable  appearance  and  ravages  of  the  hoppers  this  season,  avc  took  time  recently  to  visit 
a  number  of  ranches  on  Clear  Creek,  Ralsion  and  Bear  creeks,  and  investigated  for  ourselves  and  inter- 

viewed many,  and  from  all  the  inquiries  we  have  made  of  reliable  people  from  all  parts  of  the  Territory 
and  a  careful  gleaning  of  our  exchanges,  we  have  been  lead  to  the  following  conclusions  : 

There  will  be  some  locusts,  but  not  in  the  countless  millions  of  last  year.  They  may  do  some 
damage,  but  not  such  havoc  as  in  the  past.  They  have  already  commenced  to  hatch  in  warm,  sunny 
localities,  and  a  careful  examination  of  the  ground  in  many  places  miles  apart,  and  in  different  sections 
of  the  oountry  and  their  favorite  hatching  grounds  demonstrates  that  the  eggs  are  in  insigniffcant  quanti- 

ties compared  with  last  near,  and  that  where  farmers  h.ave  worked  to  exterminate  them  by  dragging 
<he  ground  several  times  during  the  Fall  and  early  Winter  and  Spring,  millions  of  eggs  have been  destroved. 
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THE  GRAPE  PHYLLOXERA. 

This  insect  still  continues  to  attract  much  attention  abroad  as 

well  as  at  home.  Owing  to  the  excessively  wet  summer  of  1875  it  did 

comparatively  little  injury  in  our  own  vineyards,  and  I  have  little  to 

add  to  what  has  been  previously  published  in  these  Reports. 

COMPLETION  OF  ITS  NATURAL  HISTORY. 

Having  shown  last  year  that  our  knowledge  of  the  natural  history 

of  this  insect  was  then  all  but  completed,  it  gives  me  pleasure  to  now 

record  its  completion,  which  I  can  best  do  by  supplementing  with  a 
few  additional  notes  the  following  paper  read  last  October  before  the 
St.  Louis  Academy  of  Science: 

It  is  well  known  to  those  who  have  followed  the  habits  of  Phylloxera  vastatrix,  a& 
these  have  been  discovered  and  recorded,  that  one  of  the  most  important  points  in  the 

life-history  of  this  insect  that  has  hitherto  remained  unsettled,  is  the  nidus  which  the 
winged  female  chooses  for  the  consignment  of  the  few  eggs  she  lays.  In  1871 1  ven- 

tured the  supposition  that  these  eggs  were  deposited  in  the  down  of  the  leaf-buds,*  but 

subsequent  observation  led  me  to  believe  that  "  the  more  toraentose  portions  of  the 
vine,  such  as  the  bud,  or  the  base  of  a  leaf-stem,  furnish  the  most  appropriate  and  de- 

sirable nidi''  for  these  winged  mothers,  and  that  the  eggs  were  also  laid  in  minute  cre- 
vices on  the  surface  of  the  ground,  especially  around  the  base  of  the  vine  f— all  these 

conclusions  being  based  on  observations  made  on  the  insects  in  confinement.  The 

question  is  an  important  one  practically,  as  the  hope  was  entertained  that,  by  knowing 
just  where  to  look  for  these  eggs,  we  might  be  able  to  check  the  rapid  spread  of  the 
Phylloxera  disease,  since  it  is  through  them  alone  that  the  disease  can  be  started  in 
new  localities  distant  from  infested  regions.  Feeling,  from  past  experience,  that  it  was 
extremely  difficult  to  solve  the  problem  in  the  open  vineyard,  and  that  experiments 

with  the  insect  confined  in  tubes  were  more  or  less  unsatisfactory,  I  built,  early  in  Sep- 
tember, a  tight  house  of  heavy  Swiss  muslin,  six  feet  high  and  four  feet  square,  over  a 

Clinton  vine.  The  house  was  built  so  as  not  to  permit  even  so  small  an  insect  as  the 
winged  Phylloxera  to  get  in  or  out,  and  the  vine  was  trimmed  so  that  but  few 

branches  and  leaves  remained  to  be  examined.  Into  this  enclosure  I  brought  an  abund- 
ance of  infested  roots,  and  for  the  past  five  or  six  weeks  I  have  been  getting  the  winged 

females  confined  where  1  could  watch  their  ways.  In  addition,  I  prepared  large,  wide- 
mouthed  glass  jars,  by  half  filling  with  moist  earth.  Into  the  earth  was  then  stuck  a 

vial  of  water  holding  a  tender  grape-sprig  with  young  leaves.  The  leaves  were  thus 
easily  kept  fresh  and  growing  for  a  fortnight  and  upward.  From  day  to  day,  as  the 
winged  females  were  obtained  from  other  vessels  prepared  for  the  purpose  with  infested 
roots,  they  were  introduced  into  these  jars  containing  living  leaves. 

The  results  of  these  endeavors  to  supply  the  winged  mothers  as  nearly  as  possible 

with  the  natural  conditions  have  been  satisfactory,  and  they  prove  that,  as  was  sur- 
mised, the  eggs  are  laid  in  crevices  of  the  ground  around  the  base  of  the  vine,  but  still 

more  often  on  the  leaves,  attached  generally  by  one  end  amid  the  natural  pubescence,  or 
rather  down,  of  the  under  surface  ;  and  while  heretofore  all  efforts  to  artificially  hatch 

•  Fourth  Mo.  Ent.  Rep. ,  p.  65.  t  SeveuUi  Mo.  Ent.  Rep. ,  p.  98. 
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the  progeny  from  these  eggs  have,  for  the  most  part,  failed,  I  have  this  year  succeeded 
in  hatching  them  without  difficulty,  and  present  a  tube  vi^ith  living  individuals,  and  also 
mounted  specimens  for  the  inspection  of  members.  I  have  also  succeeded  in  getting 
both  sexes  of  the  American  Oak  Phylloxera  and  in  thus  completing  the  natural  history 
of  both  species. 

Though  this  true  sexual  form  of  vastatrix,  from  the  w^inged  and  agamous  female, 
has  never  before  been  carefully  observed  and  described,  it  was  nevertheless  anticipated 

by  Balbiani  in  his  studies  of  the  European  Oak  Phylloxera  {Phylloxera  quercus  Fonsc.) 

and  by  myself  in  my  studies  of  the  American  Oak  species  (P.  Rileyi).*  Balbiani  had 
also  obtained  what  is  evidently  the  same  from  eggs  deposited  by  wingless,  hypogean 
mothers  late  in  the  season  and  after  the  winged  mothers  cease  to  fly.f 

The  winged  females  carry  in  the  abdomen  from  three  to  five  and  sometimes  as 

many  as  eight  eggs.  These  eggs  are  of  two  sizes — the  smaller,  which  produce  males, 
about  three-fourths  the  size  ot  the  larger,  which  produce  females.  As  the  whole  organ- 

ization of  these  aerial  mothers — with  the  stout  proboscis  and  ample.wings — indicates, 
freedom  and  nourishment  are  needed  to  bring  the  eggs  to  perfection  and  cause  their 
proper  oviposition.  In  confinement  in  small  vessels,  where  these  requisites  are  not 
easily  furnished,  the  eggs  are  generally  voided,  with  the  death  of  the  parent,  on  the 

sides  of  such  vessels  ;  and  those  freelj'  laid  are  with  the  greatest  difficulty  brought  to 
the  hatching  point.  Only  in  two  instances  did  1  succeed  in  doing  this  last  year.  These 
failures  in  the  past  find  their  explanation  not  so  much  in  the  difficulty  of  supplying 
the  natural  conditions,  as  in  lack  of  experience  as  to  what  those  conditions  were. 

Whether  owing  to  the  want  of  down  on  the  Clinton  leaf,  or  to  the  fact  that  the 
minuteness  of  the  eggs  makes  it  about  as  difficult  to  find  them  on  a  square  four  feet  of 

earth  surface  as  the  proverbial  "  needle  in  a  haystack,"  the  eggs  found  on  the  vine  in 
the  aforementioned  muslin  enclosure  were  very  few  compared  to  the  number  of  winged 
insects  which  must  have  come  out  of  the  ground.    It  was  also  next  to  impossible  to 

[Fig.  48.] 

Sexed  Phylloxer.t;  :— o,  female  vastatrix,  ventral  view,  showing  egg  through  ti-ansparent  skin; 
o,  do,  dorial  view;  c,  gi-eatly  enlarged  tarsus;  d,  shrunken  anal  joints  as  they  appear  after  oviposition; 
c,  male  carymcaulis,  dorsal  view— the  dots  in  circle  indicating  natural  size. 

'Seventh  Mo.  Ent.  Kep.,  p.  119. 

t  Comptes  Rendus  dc  l' Acad  des  Sc,  Paris,  Nov.  2,  1874. 
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find,  and  quite  impossible  to  follow,  the  sexed  individuals  after  hatching.  In  the  pre- 

pared jars,  where  the  tomentose  leaves  of  Labrusca  were  kept,  1  obtained  more  satis- 
factory results :  for,  while  a  few  eggs  were  laid  on  the  surface  of  the  ground,  especially 

in  the  space  between  the  earth  and  the  glass,  and  a  few  others  on  the  upper  side  of  the 

leaves,  bj^  far  the  larger  number  were  attached  to  the  under  surface,  generally  by  one 

«nd  and  thrust  between  the  natural  down  of  the  leaf — evidently  showing  that  this  is 
the  natural  nidus  chosen.  The  winged  mothers  die  soon  after  ovipositing,  and  their 

shrivelled  and  decaying  bodies  adhere  to  the  leaf-down. 
By  taking  a  leaf  bearing  eggs  that  are  eight  or  nine  days  old  and  enclosing  it  in 

a  smaller,  tightly  corked  tube,  the  sexed  individuals  hatch  freely,  and  are  easily 

watched.  This  hatching  takes  place  on  about  the  tenth  day  after  deposition,  with  our 

late  September  temperature.  The  eg^  perceptibly  enlarges  during  this  time,  a  fact 

that  might  be  explained  by  endosmosis  of  the  leaf-juices  were  it  not  known  that  the 
same  fact  holds  true  of  many  soft  insect  eggs  that  are  not  attached  to  succulent  leaves 

or  other  living  vegetation.  The  red  eyes  are  seen  through  the  delicate  egg-shell  early 
in  the  development  of  theembryon,  and  just  before  hatching  the  joints  of  the  body  are 

perceptible.  The  egg-shell  is  so  delicate  that  in  the  process  of  hatching  it  is  usually 
pushed  back  in  folds,  and  is  left  as  a  little  wrinkled,  whitish  mass :  occasionally,  how- 

ever, it  more  nearly  retains  its  original  form. 

The  sexed  individuals  are  at  once  distinguished  from  all  the  other  forms  which 

this  interesting  species  assumes  by  the  obsolete  mouth-parts,  the  sexual  organs  and  the 

more  highly  developed  nervous  system  :  otherwise,  in  size,  in  smoothness  and  in  obso- 

leteness of  the  basal  joint  of  tarsus,  they  most  closely  resemble  the  newly  hatched 
larva. 

The  female  (Fig.  48,  a,  b)  measures  0.40  mm  ,  and  is  about  one-third  as  broad.  The 
body  widens  slightly  behind,  and  the  two  narrow  anal  joints  ot  the  abdomen  swell  out 
prominently  from  the  others.  A  mere  swelling  between  the  two  anterior  coxoe  repre- 

sents the  mouth-parts.  The  antennre  more  nearly  resemble  those  of  the  wingless,  a?a- 
mous  $  than  of  the  winged  one,  having  but  one  rather  small  plate  near  the  end  of  the 
third  joint,  which  third  joint  is  generally  constricted  at  base  so  as  to  give  it  a  some- 

what more  pedunculate  appearance  than  in  the  other  forms  ;  this  does  not  always  ap- 

pear, however,  as  in  some  of  my  mounted  specimens  the  diameter  of  the  joint"  from base  to  tip  is  nearly  uniform.  The  minute,  black,  dorsal,  hair-like  points,  as  also  the 
duskj'  subveutral  warts  each  side  of  sternum  just  outside  the  coxa?,  are  visible  as  in  the 
4Jgamous  2,  but  not  the  six  pale  merlio-sternal  tubercles  between  the  legs.  The  legs 
have  the  tibia;  rather  heavy  terminallj',  and  the  tai"si  show  no  distinct  basal  joint :  they 
otherwise  precisely  resemble  those  of  the  agamous  $,  and  are,  together  with  the  an- 

tennae, similarlj'  more  dusky  than  the  body.  In  most  of  my  mounted  and  transparent 
specimens  (9  examined),  two  irregularly  contorted  nervous  chords  with  numerous  finer 
ramifications  are  distinctly  visible,  one  each  side,  crossing  and  joining  on  the  prothorax 
and  metathorax. 

The  male  differs  in  no  respect  from  the  female,  except  in  the  bulbous  penis  taper- 
ing to  a  point;  in  broadening,  if  anything,  before  rather  than  behind,  and  in  being 

about  one-fourth  smaller.  Barring  the  somewhat  shorter  black  points,  he  is  the  coun- 
terpart of  the  same  sex  in  a  larger  species  Lcaryapcaulis)  which  I  have  already  illustrated 

.and  the  figure  of  which  I  here  introduce  (Fig.  48,  e.) 

The  single  egg  which  the  true  female  carries  develops  rapidly  after  she  is  born,  and 

on  the  second  day  already  occupies  nearly  the  whole  body,  as  shown  at  Fig.  48,  a.  It 

is  delivered  the  third  or  lourth  day,  and  this  generally  happens  independent  of  impreg- 
nation. 

This  impregnated  egg,  which  I  have  so  far  obtained  onlj'  in  mj''  small  tubes,  is 
smooth  like  the  other  egifs  of  the  species,  but  more  elongated  or  ellipsoidal,  and  but 

verj"^  slightly  broadest  behind.  It  measures  0.32  mm.,  and  is  nearly  three  times  as  long 
as  broad.  Bright  yellow  Avhen  laid,  it  soon  acquires  a  deeper,  yellowish-green  color. 
The  posterior  end  is  generally  thickened  or  roughened  by  wliat  is  probably  a  mucous 
secretion  that  serves  to  attach  it. 
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Where  this  egg  is  naturally  laid  I  have  not  yet  ascertained,  but  in  all  probability 
it  is  carried  into  or  near  the  ground  by  the  impregnated  parent.  The  young  hatching 

from  it  is  the  normal  agamous  female  ;  for,  though  I  have  not  yet  hatched  this  impreg- 
nated egg  of  vastairix,  I  have  succeeded  in  doing  so  with  that  of  Rileyi,  and  Balbiani 

long  since  did  so  with  that  of  quercus.  I  am  led  to  think  that,  once  impregnated,  the 

female  carries  her  egg  into  the  ground,  because  in  1873  I  found  females  whose  abdo- 
mens, instead  of  being  filled  with  numerous  small  vgg?,  were  distended  with  a  single 

large  one  ;*  and,  though  I  was  puzzled  to  interpret  the  fact  at  the  time,  I  have  no  doubt 
now  that  1  then  had  under  my  eyes  the  true,  impregnated  female  here  described,  and 
that  I  overlooked  the  obsolete  mouth. 

The  habits  of  these  sexed  individuals,  as  I  have  been  able  to  observe  in  both  the 

Grape  and  American  Oak  species,  are  similar  to  those  recorded  by  Balbiani  of  the  Eu- 
ropean Oak  species.  The  male  is  quite  ardent,  more  active  than  the  female  and  some- 

what longer-lived. 
The  complete  natural  history  of  the  Grape  Phylloxera  may  now  be  considered 

established.  A  full  biological  view  of  the  species  exhibits  to  us  no  less  than  five  differ- 
ent kinds  of  eggs  :  1st,  the  regularly  ovoid  egg,  0.25  mm.  long  and  half  that  in  diame- 
ter, of  the  normal,  agamic  and  apterous  female,  as  it  is  found  upon  the  roots  ;  2d,  the 

similar,  but  somewhat  smaller  egg  of  the  gall-inhabiting  mother  ;  3rd,  the  ?  egg  from 
the  winged  mother,  rather  more  ellipsoidal,  aud  0  50  mm.  long  when  mature  ;  4th,  the 

(5*  egg  from  same,  \  less  in  length  and  rather  stouter;  5th,  the  impregnated  egg,  just 
described,  0.32  mm,  long  and  still  more  ellipsoidal.  We  have  also  the  singular  spectacle 
of  an  egg  from  the  winged  mother  increasing  from  0.34  mm.  (its  size  when  laid)  to  0.40 
mm.  (its  size  just  before  hatching  ;)  giving  birth  to  a  perfect  insect  0.40  mm.  long,  and 
this  in  turn,  without  any  nourishment,  laying  an  egg  0.32  mm.  long.  A  being  is  thus 
born,  and,  without  food  whatsoever,  lays  an  egg  very  nearly  as  large  as  that  fromwhich 
she  came. 

From  observations  here  recorded  I  would  draw  the  following  conclusions : 

1.  We  can  no  longer  entertain  the  hope  of  any  practical  good  from  the  knowl- 
edge of  the  nidus  chosen  by  the  winged  mothers,  as  the  destruction  either  of  these  or 

of  their  eggs — scattered  as  they  are  on  the  leaves  all  through  a  vineyard — is  out  of  the 
question.  The  objects  are  too  small  to  be  practically  searched  for,  and  it  is  virtually 
impossible  to  prevent  the  spread  of  the  disease  in  this  stage.  We  might  almost  as  well 
try  to  prevent  mildew  by  the  destruction  of  the  invisible  floating  spores  that  must  at 
times  pervade  the  atmosphere  of  a  vineyard.  The  hope  entertained  by  Lichenstein 
that  the  winged  mothers  would  congregate  and  be  attracted  to  some  particular  plant 
must,  I  think,  be  abandoned. 

2.  The  only  preference  shown  in  this  respect  would  .seem  to  be  for  those  leaves 
that  are  most  downy  or  tonientose ;  and  from  this  view  of  the  case  we  get  another 

probable  reason  why  the  vaiieties  of  Lubrusca  which  are  characterized  by  an  abund- 
ant downiness  on  the  under  surface  of  the  leaves  suffer  mott  from  the  insect. 

3.  Having  already  had  the  young  from  the  impregnated  egg  of  Rileyi  hatch  in 
about  a  fortnight  after  it  was  laid  ;  having  shown  in  previous  writings  that  this  species 
winters  in  the  larva  state,  and  not  in  the  impregnated  egg  as  does  the  European 
quercus;  and,  remembering,  further,  that  vastairix  YesevabXes,  Rileyi  in  wintering  as 

*  One  fact,  which  is  not  now  interpretable,  hut  may  have  a  significance  in  future,  I  feel  constrained 
to  record  in  this  connection.  It  is  that,  in  examining  vastatrix,  I  liave  occasionally  met  with  degraded 

9's  (underground  mothers)  in  Avliich  the  abdomen,  instead  of  containing  numerous  small  ova,  was 
well  nigli  filled  with  a  single,  much  larger,  egg.  Every  observed  fact  leads  to  others  yet  unknown  and 
unsuspected  j  and  the  full  history  of  Phylloxera  has  yet  to  be  written.— 0th  Rep  ,  p.  87. 
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larva,  it  is  safe  to  conclude  that  the  impregnated  egg  of  vastatri-r  will  also  hatch  the 

same  season  that  it  is  laid,  and  that  we  cannot  apply  to  it  the  term  "winter  egg" 
which  Balbiani  applies  to  the  impregnated  egg  of  quercus.  It  is  not  unlikely  that,  since 
a  few  of  the  winged  females  issue  as  late  even  as  the  latter  part  of  October,  some  few 
also  of  the  later  produced  impregnated  eggs  may  pass  the  winter  unhatched;  if  so, 
they  may  be  considered  exceptions  to  the  rule.  In  the  same  way,  a  few  of  the  more 
common  eggs  from  the  agamous  $  may  be  exceptionally  found  on  the  roots  in  winter, 
though  as  a  rule  only  the  hibernal  larva  is  found. 

In  conclusion,  I  would  state  that  this  year's  studies  of  both  vastatrix  and  Rileyi 
confirm  me  in  the  opinion,  elsewhere  maintained  (7th  Rep.  p.  91),  that  the  term 

*'  pupa,"  as  applied  to  the  sexed  eggs  by  Lichtenstein,  is  quite  unwarranted,  and  that 
the  egg-covering — thin  and  plastic  though  it  is — can  in  no  sense  be  likened  to  a  cocoon, 

and  still  less  to  a  "silken  cover.*'  The  fact  of  its  shriveling  up  makes  it  none  the  less 
an  egg-shell,  for  this  shriveling  process  occurs  in  all  eggs  with  very  delicate  and  plas- 

tic covering,  and  may,  indeed,  be  witnessed  in  the  gall-inhabiting  form  of  vastatrix, 
though  no  one  has  thought  of  questioning  the  ovarian  nature  of  the  eggs  found  in 
those  galls. 

My  sincere  thanks  are  due  to  Miss  M.  E.  Murtfeldt,  who  has  carefully  carried  on 

observations  for  me  during  my  necessary  absence.  Without  her  patient  watching  and 
persevering  efforts,  my  endeavors  must  have  measurably  failed  of  results. 

Soon  after  the  above  paper  was  printed,  I  received  one  by  Balbi- 

ani, published  October  4,*  in  which  he  announces  having  also  discov- 
ered the  nidus  which  the  winged  females  choose,  and  obtained  the  sol- 
itary impregnated  egg  of  vastatrix.  Lichtenstein  also  about  the  same 

time  succeeded  in  obtaining  the  sexed  individuals  and  the  solitary 

egg,  at  Montpellier.  The  same  observations  were  thus  being  made 

simultaneously  by  three  parties,  both  in  Europe  and  America.  The 

few  eggs  which  I  obtained  in  my  tubes  became  discolored  and  per- 
ished, perhaps  from  not  being  impregnated,  and  I  can  make  little  out 

of  them  under  the  microscope.  Balbiani,  by  the  assistance  of  M. 
Boiteau  of  Villegouge  (Gironde)  was  able  to  make  his  observations  in 
the  open  vineyard.  He  has  been  more  fortunate  and  assiduous  than 

myself  in  continuing  them,  and  has,  as  I  just  learn  while  writing  this, 

obtained  the  progeny  from  the  impregnated  egg.  It  is  evident,  also, 
that  with  his  trained  eyes  and  excellent  instruments,  he  sees  minute 

details  which  escape  the  notice  of  others,  and  I  lay  before  the  reader 
the  results  of  his  observations. 

The  eggs  of  the  winged  female  are  not  only  placed  on  the  under 

side  of  the  leaves  amid  the  natural  down,  but  also  beneath  the 

loosened  bark  of  branch  and  trunk,  and  in  the  recesses  afforded  by 
the  buds.  As  my  friend  Lichtenstein  found  them  laid  on  muslin  with 

which  he  confined  winged  mothers,  it  would  seem  that  they  may  be 
laid  almost  anywhere.    Nevertheless   I  am  satisfied  that  the  leaves 

•Comptes  rendus  cle  1.  Ac.  d.  Sc. ,  Paris,  Oct.  4,  1875. 

E   R— 30. 
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form  the  most  natural  and  most  favorable  nidi.     Balbiani  describes 

the  impregnated  egg  in  detail  as  0.28  mm.  long  and  0.13  wide,  and  afr 

mine  were  somewhat  longer  they  probably  vary  slightly  in  size.    It 

gradually  acquires  an  olive  green  tint,  speckled  with  minute  darker 

dots.    It  is  polished,  translucent,  and  the  shell  is  flnely  reticulate  with 

hexagonal  meshes.    This  egg  is  always  laid  on  the  more  solid  and  per- 

manent parts  of  the  vine  under  the  bark  that  is  becoming  loose.    It 

remains  in  these  positions  during  the  winter  and  with  the  renewal  of 

vine  growth  in  Spring  gives  birth,  as  from  analogy  we  knew  it  would 

do,  to  the  wingless  mother  louse  which  starts  anew  the  virginal  repro- 

duction.   In  all  essential  characters  it  is  like  the  normal  root-inhabit- 

ing, wingless,  virginal  mother,  but  is  intermediate  in  size  and  forni 

between  this  last  and  the  true  sexual  female  when  compared  at  the 

moment  of  hatching.    Balbiani  gives  the  length  as  0  42  mm.  and  the- 
width  0.16  mm. 

The  habits  of  this  mother  which,  with  increased  vitality  starts  the 

somewhat  complicated  cycle  of  the  species'  changes,  have  not  yet 

been  observed,  but  she  doubtless  seeks  the  roots  to  there  surround 

herself  with  eggs, resting  no  doubt  for  the  most  part  just  at  the  butt 

of  the  vine  ;  while  an  occasional  individual,  where  the  conditions  are 

favorable,  may  settle  on  a  tender  leaf,  and  found  the  gall-inhabiting: 

type. 

These  observations  of  Balbiani's  establish  one  thing,  which  is,  that 

the  impregnated  egg  hibernates   before  hatching,  and  they  would 

seem  to  indicate  that  the  third  conclusion  which  I  drew  (p.  161)  is- 

erroneous.    But  I  yet  strongly  incline  to  believe  that  further  observa- 

tions will  prove  that,  as  there  suggested,  the  hibernation  of  the  im- 

pregnated eggs  will  prove  exceptional  and  that  they  mostly  hatch  the 

same  year  that  they  are  laid.    The  eggs  which  I  obtained  having  failed,, 

and  feeling  much  interest  in  verifying  in  this  country  the  interesting 

discoveries  made  by  Balbiani  in  France,  I  have  peiseveringly  sought 

for  the  impregnated  egg  in  our  own  vineyards  the  past  winter.    I  have 

most  carefully  examined  many  a  vine  from  "  top  to  stern  "  myself,, 

and  have  employed  Mr.  Theo.  Pergandy,  who  is  well  trained  in  the 

examination  of  minute  objects,  during  nearly  every  mild  day  to  in- 

spect vines  in  vineyards  in  which  I  knew  the  Phylloxera  to  occur.. 

I  have  had  whole  vines  dug  up  from  the  Bushberg  vineyardo,  and 

collected  large  quantities  of  the  loose  bark  for  careful  examination 

and  inspection  in-doors  ;  and  while  I  have  been  rewarded  by  some 

interesting  discoveries,  and  have  obtained  the  eggs  of  a  large  number 

of  other  insects,  I  have  failed  to  find  the  first  Phylloxera  egg,  though 

in  several  instances  I  have  found  what  may  be  the  empty  shell.    This.^ 
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failure  to  find  here  what  has  been  found  in  France,  may  be  due  to 

the  comparative  scarcity  of  the  insect  with  us  in  1875,  and  while  I 

would  by  no  means  conclude  from  it  that  there  is  any  difference  of 
habit  in  the  insect  here  and  there,  it  shows  how  very  rare  these  winter 

eggs  may  sometimes  be. 

I'RACTICAL  CONSIDERATIONS  GROWING  OUT  OF  THESE  LATEST  DISCOVERIES. 

Since  the  announcement  that  the  impregnated  egg  winters  under 

the  loose  bark,  a  number  of  French  writers  have  proposed  plans  for 

its  destruction,  and  urged  that  such  was  the  readiest  way  to  avert 

Phylloxera  injuries.  The  plans  mostly  consist  of  the  decortication  of 
the  vines  and  burning  of  the  bark,  and  the  application  to  the  wood  of 

some  oily  liquid  such  as  kerosene,  that  may  be  applied  so  as  to  pene- 
trate and  destroy  the  egg  and  not  irjure  the  wood.  While  granting 

that  the  destruction  of  such  eggs  in  such  manner  is  desirable,  espe- 

cially in  a  vineyard  in  an  infested  neighborhood,  but  not  yet  suffer- 
ing, I  doubt  whether  it  is  sufficiently  important  to  warrant  the  labor 

involved  ;  for  those  who  advocate  such  a  preventive  system  most 

earnestly,  forget  that  by  far  the  larger  number  of  the  insects  hiber- 
nate as  young  larvae  on  the  roots,  and  that  according  to  Balbiani  this 

same  impregnated  egg  may  be  produced  on  the  roots  from  sexed  in- 
dividuals born  of  hypogean,  wingless  mothers. 

While  it  is  always  best  to  know  the  truth,  in  the  present  instance 

it  certainly  does  not  give  us  any  advantage  over  our  enemy.  Now 

that  we  have  obtained  a  full  survey  of  his  powers  we  find  no  especial 
weak  point  by  attacking  which  he  can  be  destroyed.  He  has  too 
many  resources  at  command.  From  the  practical  side  it  seems  to  me 

that  the  lessons  taught  by  these  late  discoveries  are  more  discourag- 
ing than  otherwise.  There  is  no  chance  of  managing  in  any  general 

way  the  destruction  of  the  eggs  on  the  leaves,  and  it  is  evident  now 

that  the  insect  may  be  imported  from  one  country  to  another  on  cut- 
tings as  well  as  on  rooted  plants  ;  and  that  winter  submergence  will 

not  eradicate  the  pest.  We  furthermore  get  a  better  understanding 
of  the  fact  that  in  so  few  instances  the  insect  has  been  eradicated  by 

insecticides  applied  to  the  soil.  One  valuable  lesson  is  taught  by 

these  facts  :  it  is  that  the  season  in  which  insecticides  applied  to  the 

roots  will  do  most  good,  is  in  the  interval  between  the  hatching  of 

the  impregnated  winter  egg  and  the  appearance  of  the  winged  females, 
i.  e.,  during  May  and  June. 

PHYLLOXERA  RAVAGES  IN  CALIFORNIA. 

There  is  no  longer  any  doubt  whatever  of  the  occurrence  of  Phyl- 
loxera in  California.  It  has  during  the  year  made  its  presence  but  too 
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manifest  around  Sonoma,  and  many  vineyards  there  are  already 
seriously  affected.  Mr.  Julius  Dresel  of  that  place,  who  was  in  my 

office  the  past  winter,  informed  me  that  he  has  himself  had  to  root  up 

many  hundreds  of  vines,  and  that  the  roots  are  crowded  with  the  lice. 

There  naturally  exists  much  excitement  amon^  the  grape-growers  of 
the  Pacific  about  it.  Had  the  subject  not  been  thought  too  lightly  of 
and  had  the  California  authorities  taken  some  steps  to  guard  against 

the  introduction  of  the  pest  when  I  pointed  out  the  danger  in  the  Fall 
of  1871  in  the  Rural  Nev)  Yorker  and  Rural  World,  and  also  in  my 

4th  Report  (p.  56),  the  calamity  which  now  seems  inevitable  to  their 
grape  interest  might  have  been  averted.  Active  measures,  even  at 

this  late  day  may  do  much  good,  but  it  seems  impossible  to  get  our 

politicians  to  appreciate  the  interests  of  the  producing  classes.  A 

bill  "  for  the  destruction  of  the  Phylloxera"  was  introduced  at  the 
last  session  of  the  Legislature  which,  through  indifference,  failed  to 

pass ;  and  it  is  probable  that  nothing  will  be  done  till  bitter  expe- 
rience obliges  action,  by  which  time  it  will  in  all  probability  be  use- 

less. While  the  authorities  fail  to  appreciate  the  situation,  the  grape- 
growers  are  much  exercised,  and  are  already  endeavoring  to  profit  as 

much  as  possible  by  the  researches  of  others,  and  the  experience  of 
the  French.  This  they  will  be  able  to  do  through  the  efforts  of  Prof. 

E.  W.  Hilgard,  of  the  University  of  California,  who  appreciates  the 

situation  and  who,  in  an  address,  delivered  before  the  State  Vinicul- 
tural  Association,  at  San  Francisco  last  November,  gave  an  excellent 

resume  of  the  insect's  habits  and  of  the  best  means  of  managing  it. 
He  infers  that,  from  the  great  local  intensity  and  comparatively  slow 

spread  of  the  disease,  the  winged  females  are  not  developed  to  the 

same  extent  as  in  France  or  the  Mississippi  Valley — an  inference 
which,  it  is  to  be  hoped,  future  experience  may  warrant,  but  which  I 
fear  it  will  not. 

ITS  OCCURRENCE  IN  THE  SOUTHERN  STATES. 

While  I  have  shown  in  previous  Reports  that  the  Phylloxera  ac- 

tually occurs  in  North  Carolina  and  other  Southern  States,  the  exam- 
inations made  by  Messrs.  Berckmans  and  Ravenel,  at  Augusta, 

Ga.,  and  Aiken,  S.  C,  which  I  reported  last  year,  indicate  that  it  is 
not  found  in  those  localities.  In  the  Proceedings  of  the  15th  Session 

of  the  American  Pomological  Society  is  a  report  of  a  special  com- 
mittee, consisting  of  A.  S.  Fuller,  of  N.  J.,  Messrs.  Berckmans  and 

Ravenel,  and  Thos.  Taylor,  of  Washington,  D.  C,  appointed  at  the 

previous  meeting  of  the  society  upon  the  following  resolutions  offered 
by  Mr.  Berckmans,  and  which  indicate  the  object  of  the  mover: 
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"  Whereas,  American  viiie-ofrovvers  are  accused  in  the  south  of  France  of  having 
introduced  there  the  Pivylloxera  vastatrix  or  Gall  Louse,  which  is  now  causinof  the  de- 

struction of  thousands  of  acres  of  vineyards,  it  is  due  to  them  that  this  assertion  be 
removed  ;  it  is.  therefore, 

"  Resolved,  That  a  committee  be  appointed  to  fully  investigate  its  origin,  whether 
American  or  imported,  the  amount  of  destruction  caused  here,  its  area  of  dissemina- 

tion, etc. 
"The  committee  to  report  the  results  of  their  labors  in  the  Proceedings  of  the 

present  session." 

The  report  was  not  submitted  for  discussion  at  Chicago,  which  is 

to  be  regretted,  as  it  is  a  very  partial  and  one-sided  statement  of  the 
facts.  It  consists  of  some  general  statements  by  the  chairman,  of  the 

examinations  made  in  1874  by  Messrs.  Berckmans  and  RaveneJ,  and 
published  by  me  last  year,  and  of  additional  examinations  made  by 

the  same  parties  in  the  same  localities  in  1875,  and  which,  as  embody- 
ing the  only  facts  in  the  report,  I  republish  herewith: 

Examinations  made  by  3/c.  Ravencl  in  1875. 

June  5th.— Made  an  examination  to-day  of  2  Isabellas,  1  Warren,  and  1  black  July 
vines,  for  Grape  Phylloxera;  found  nothing. 

June  11th — Examined  at  Mr.  Cornish's  vineyard,  1  Muscat,  of  Alexandria,! 
Chasselas,  1  Catawba,  I  Isabella,  1  Black  July,  and  1  Warren ;  could  find  no  traces  of 
insect  life;  roots,  both  young  and  old,  perfectly  healthv. 

June  15.— Examined  the  following  grape-vines  at  Mr.  Scheveiren's  vineyard,  situa- 
ted in  the  lower  part  of  Aiken.  1  Isabella,  1  Catawba,  1  Delaware,  1  Clinton,  1  Concord, 

1  Riesling,  and  1  Chasselas.  These  vines  are  about  8  years  old,  (except  the  la:5t  which 
were  only  2,)  healthv  and  vigorous,  and  in  fine  fruit;  we  could  find  no  traces  of  insect 
life.  The  young  and  older  roots  were  clean  and  healthy,  and  showed  no  ravages  in  pre- 

vious years. 

J  uly  Sth. — Went  over  to  Mr.  Berckmans'  Fruitland  Nurserj',  near  Augusta,  Geor- 
gia, and  made  examination  of  the  following  vines: 
1  Clinton,  2  years  old,  under  cultivation. 
1  Clinton,  3  years  old,  under  cultivation. 
1  Ives,  4  years  old,  under  cultivation. 
1  Concord,  4  years  old,  under  cultivation. 
1  Taylor,  5  years  old,  not  cultivated  one  year. 
I  could  find  no  trace  whatever  of  insect  life. 
The  roots  of  young  and  old  are  healthy,  and  exhibit  no  effects  of  former  ravages. 
The  above  are  trariscripts  from  my  notes  taken  at  the  time  the  examinations  were 

made.  In  the  two  seasons  I  have  exannined  60  specimens,  comprised  in  18  different  va- 
rieties of  grapes,  and  in  four  separate  localities.  The  soils  of  these  four  localities  vary 

from  a  light  and  loose  sandy  soil  (my  own,  on  the  borders  of  the  "  sandhill "  region.) 
to  a  firmer  and  more  compact  (Scheveiren's  in  the  lower  part  of  Aiken,)  and  a  clay  loam 
(Dr.  Berckmans'  in  Georgia.) 

I  present  the  above  facts  as  they  have  come  under  ray  own  observation.  I  used  in 
all  these  examinations  a  pocket  glass  of  hi^h  magnifying  power,  and  saw  nothing 
which  1  considered  necessary  to  be  put  under  the  microscope.  Had  the  insect  been 
present  in  any  form,  either  as  egg  or  living  animal,  I  could  not  have  failed  to  detect  it. 

Examinations  made  by  Mr.  Berckmans  i?il8",). 

June  oth,  1875.— At  Redcliffe.  South  Carolina,  the  residence  of  Harry  Hammond. 
Esq.,  examinpd  Pauline,  Black  July.  Warren,  White  Chasselas,  several  varieties  of 
Muscat  and  Malvaisia,  soil  a  very  stiff  red  claj',  very  compact;  vines  planted  in  1859-60  ; 
cultivated  three  or  four  years,  then  abandoned;  no  culture  for  eight  years,  during 
which  time  vines  were  much  injured  by  wagons  running  over  them;  ground  plowed 
and  vines  received  a  working  in  the  winter  of  1874-75,  the  first  in  ten  years.  Growth 
luxuriant  and  most  healthy,  some  of  the  foreign  vines  having  canes  of  the  new  growth 
from  four  to  seven  feet;  fruit  scattering,  but  healthy;  no  trace  ot  Phylloxera.  N.  B. 
The  foreign  vines  are  on  their  own  roots. 

August  12th. —Received  to-day  from  Mr.  Hammond,  thoroughly  ripe  and  perfect 
bunches  of  Chasselas  from  above  vines.  Wood  and  foliage  perfect,  notwithstanding 
most  unusually  hot  and  dry  month  of  July. 
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June  7th,  1S75. — Examined  at  Sandhills,  Augfusta,  Concord,  Ives,  Goethe,  Wilder, 
Lindlej^  Maxatawney,  Eumelan.  Cynthiana,  Brant,  Cornucopia,  Canada,  Senasqua, 
Croton,  Catawba,  Warren;  vines  from  two  to  seven  years  old  ;  soil  almost  pure  sand, 
kept  well  cultivated  and  fertilized  with  annual  top  dressings  of  bone-dust  and  leaf- 
mould  ;  growth  moderate  in  most  varieties,  owing  to  vines  being  closely  planted  and 
defective  pruning;  not  a  trace  of  insects.  This  vineyard  is  now  yielding  a  heavy  crop 
of  perfect  fruit. 

July  30th — Examined  a  vineyard  of  a  little  more  than  one  acre;  vines  trellised 
and  kept  in  cultivation  annually  ;  vines  four,  six  and  eight  years  old.  Catawba,  Con- 

cord, Delaware,  Diana,  Wilder,  Lindley  ;  soil  a  compact  whitish  clay  subsoil,  com- 
monly termed  here  crawfish  land;  top  soil  sandy  ;  situation  very  low,  and  soil  reten- 

tive of  humidity,  but  well  drained;  vines  very  luxuriant ;  fruit  abundant,  sound  and 
not  a  trace  of  Phylloxera. 

August  10th — Dug  up  to-day  a  vine  of  White  Chasselas,  planted  in  1858  ;  vine 
was  injured  several  times  and  repeatedly  broken  ;  first  growth  of  the  year  was  broken 
off  when  it  had  attained  six  feet ;  grew  off  vigorously,  and  set  fruit  on  second  growth  ; 
canes  of  latter  six  feet,  very  vigorous  and  healthy,  and  after  submitting  the  rootlets  to 
close  investigation,  failed  to  find  a  trace  of  insect;  soil  a  rich,  gravelly  loam,  two  feet 
deep,  and  subsoil  stiff,  red  clay. 

From  these  notes  it  is  evident  that  the  presence  of  the  Phylloxera  is  still  unknown 
here;  the  vines  examined  at  Sandhills  had  been  received  from  various  sources,  north 

and  west.  Mr.  Hammond's  foreign  vines  were  brought  by  him  from  the  garden  of  the 
Luxembourg,  Paris,  in  1859.  My  foreign  vines,  of  which  I  cultivated,  in  1860-61,  nearly 
400  varieties,  came  from  various  sources;  some  from  Paris,  Angers,  Nice,  Hungary, 
Crimea,  and  a  large  portion  from  Algeria.  Not  a  trace  of  Phylloxera  has  ever  been 
discovered  on  any  of  them. 

These  reports  are  most  interesting,  and  while  they  confirm  the 

absence  of  Phylloxera  in  the  vineyards  examined,  they  also  most  elo- 
quently support  the  views  so  repeatedly  urged  in  my  writings. 

Where  the  Phylloxera  occurs,  I  have  shown  that  the  European  vine 

languishes  and  by  the  third  or  fourth  year  perishes,  while  many  of 
our  own  varieties  also  suffer  and  some  of  them  succumb.  Here  we 

have  instances,  where  no  Phylloxera  exists,  of  the  European  vines 

flourishing  and  bearing  healthy  fruit,  as  also  many  native  varieties 

and  hybrids,  which  in  vineyards  infested  with  Phylloxera,  suffer  or  en- 

tirely succumb.  One  other  fact  comes  out  clearly  from  Mr.  Berckmans' 
report:  it  is  that  the  insect  was  not  brought  from  any  of  the  various 

parts  of  Europe  from  which  he  imported  his  foreign  varieties.  Facts 

like  these  are  what  we  want,  and  not  prejudiced  opinions. 

While  it  is  made  clear,  therefore,  that  the  Phylloxera  does  not 

occur  around  Augusta,  the  following  letter  from  the  Secretary  of  the 
Atlanta  Pomological  Society  will  show  that  it  occurs  about  160  miles 

westward  of  Augusta,  in  the  same  State  ;  and  I  have  little  doubt  but 

that  the  investigations  of  Mr.  John  T.  Humphreys,  who  has  recently 
been  appointed  State  Entomologist  of  Georgia,  will  show  us  that  it 

occurs  more  or  less  throughout  the  State: 

C.  V.  EiLEY — Dear  Sir:  Your  letter  of  Sept.  18th,  and  parts  of  Gth  and  7th  An- 
nual Reports,  were  received,  and  my  excuse  for  so  long  a  delay  in  replying  is  absence 

from  home  and  pressing  business  engagements.  Early  in  October  1  took  four  vines 
from  our  vineyard  that  had  the  appearance  of  being  unhealthy.  Allen's  Hybrid,  Maxa- 

tawney, Walter  and  Delaware  ;  all  but  the  Walter  had  been  planted  three  years— that 
two  years. 

Upon  examinaUon,  with  an  inferior  single  lens  glass  (I  could  not  get  a  good  one 
in  our  city),  I  discovered  insects,  answering  to  the  Phylloxera,  on  the  roots  of  Maxa- 
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Sawney  and  Walter,  in  considerable  numbers,  but  failed  to  find  any  on  the  others, 
thouffh  the  roots  had  every  appearance  of  being'  affected.  It  was  my  intention  to  have made  further  investigations,  but  absorbing  engagements  prevented. 

Atlanta  Nurseries,  Atlanta,  Ga.,  Dec.  8,  1875.  M.  Cole. 

Iq  a  subsequent  letter  Mr.  Cole  writes: 

I  regret  that  it  is  not  in  my  power  to  furnish  you  with  roots  of  the  Maxatawney 
•o:rape  vine  upon  which  I  discovered  Phylloxera,  detailed  in  my  letter  of  8th  December. The  examination  was  made  early  in  October,  and  the  subjects  destroyed  by  burning. The  examination  was  carefully  made,  and  the  insects  clearly  defined  in  considerable aiumbers,  and  their  movements  observed. 

AMERICAN  GRAPE  VINES  IN  EUROPE. 

The  demand  has  steadily  increased  in  France  for  American  vines, 
and  especially  those  varieties  which  most  resist  the  Phylloxera. 
Messrs.  Jules  Leenhardt,  and  M.  Douysset,  of  Montpellier,  who  have 
been  large  importers,  state  that  the  orders  during  1875  exceeded 
fourteen  million  cuttings,  and  though  the  orders  have  been  largest 
for  varieties  of  cestivalis,  as  Cunningham,  Herbemont,  Jacquez,  many 
others,  including  wild  vines,  as  the  cestivalis  of  our  woods,  and  the 
Mustang  of  Texas,*  have  also  been  sent  over.  There  has  also  been 
quite  a  demand  from  Germany  for  our  cuttings,  as  well  as  for  seed 
of  our  different  varieties. 

The  reason  for  this  large  demand  is  obvious.  In  spite  of  the  liberal 
national  reward  offered  in  France  for  a  remedy;  in  spite  of  the  well 
directed  and  persistent  efforts  of  the  Government,  and  of  theJNational 
Academy  of  Science;  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  improved  methods  of 
employing  the  sulpho  carbonates  have  been  discovered,  and  that  the 
■use  of  these  compounds  is  declared  by  the  Phylloxera  Commission  of 
«aid  Academy  to  be  satisfactory— the  only  remedy  which  has  been 
applied  on  a  large  scale  is  submersion,  which  is  not  everywhere 
practicable,  and  the  disease  has  steadily  continued  to  spread. 

During  my  visit  to  South  France  last  July,  I  found  that  in  many 
parts  of  the  Department  of  Herault,  where  four  years  before  the  whole 
country  was  one  vast  vineyard  relieved  only  here  and  there  by  an 
olive  orchard,  the  ground  was  devoted  either  entirely  or  partly  to  other 
crops,  and  the  vineyards  were  fast  disappearing.  Yet  right  in  the 
midst  of  this  desolating  work  of  the  insect,  the  American  vines  were 
-generally  flourishing,  and  those  who  had  carefully  grafted  their  own 
varieties  on  to  the  roots  of  ours  were  elated  at  the  prospect. 

I  made  numerous  notes  and  observations  in  difierent  vineyards 
around  Montpellier;  but  Messrs.  Planchon  and  Viala  have  since,  on 

*  Mr.  Onderdonk  in  a  letter  to  Mr.  Isidor  Bush,  expresses  the  belief  that  the  vinifcra  will  not 
graft  upon  the  Mustang.  He  has  tried  it  repeatedly,  and  the  grafts  have  always  died  the  second  or 
third  year,  after  making  a  luxuriant  growth. 
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behalf  of  a  special  committee  appointed  to  report  on  the  condition  of 
American  vines  there,  gone  over  the  ground  so  thoroughly,  in  their 

report  submitted  last  December,  that  I  refer  the  reader  more  particu- 

larly interested  to  that  paper,*  as  also  to  one  by  my  friend  Isidor 

Bush  on  "American  Grape  Vines  in  Europe,"  read  at  the  last  meeting 
of  our  State  Horticultural  Society.  This  last  was  published  in  the 

Rural  World  of  February  23,  and  March  1,  last,  and  is  a  valuable 
and  temperate  presentation  of  the  case. 

There  has  naturally  arisen  a  good  deal  of  feeling  and  discussion 

as  to  the  merits  of  different  varieties,  and  this  was  especially  notice- 
able between  the  champions  of  the  Concord  on  the  one  hand  and 

^hose  of  the  Clinton  on  the  other;  the  latter  making  as  much  capital 
as  possible  out  of  a  statement  of  mine,  made  at  a  special  meeting  of 
the  Central  Agricultural  Society  of  Herault,  to  the  effect  that  while 

the  Concord  is  hardy  and  prolific  and  resists  the  Phylloxera  so  well 

that  it  is  the  popular  grape  with  us,  I  have  nevertheless  found  vines 

dying  in  exceptional  instances  and  evidently  from  Phylloxera. 

The  demand  for  some  varieties  has  very  much  exceeded  the  sup- 

ply, as  the  Summer  of  1875  was  unfavorable  to  the  growth  and  ripen- 
ing of  grape  wood;  and  I  very  much  fear  that  the  French  recipients 

will  experience  some  disappointment  in  1876  in  the  growth  of  some  of 

their  cuttings,  and  in  the  nature  of  others,  especially  those  sent  from 
the  South  supposed  to  be  the  Jacques. 

As  a  large  portion  of  the  grape  wood  sent  over  to  France  has  been 

sent  from  Missouri,  our  grape-growers  are  interested  in  knowing  what 
the  prospects  may  be  for  future  demands.  It  is  evident  that  while  the 

demand  will  not  cease  entirely,  it  will  never  be  as  great  as  during 

1875,  for  even  on  the  supposition  that  the  varieties  of  cestivalis  will 

be  grown  extensively  throughout  the  Phylloxera  district  for  their  own 

grapes,  and  that  the  Clinton,  Concord  and  Taylor  will  be  as  exten- 
sively used  as  stocks,  the  French  nurserymen  will  be  able  from  this 

time  forward  to  measurably,  if  not  entirely,  supply  the  demand. 

California  grape-growers  will  find  it  advisable  to  adopt  the  same 
course  as  have  the  French ;  and  a  good  deal  of  grape-wood  from  the 
East  may  yet  find  its  way  there. 

*Etat  des  Vignes  Americaines  dans  le  Department  de  I'Herault,  pendant  1875.    Messager  Agricole, 

llOUecembre,  IST.'i. 



INNOXIOUS  INSECTS, 

THE  YUCCA  E0B.1^R.—Megathymus  yuccce  (Walker). 

[Ord.  Lepidoiteua  ;  Fam.  Hesi'erid.e.] 

The  following  paper  from  the  Trans- 
actions of  the  St.  Louis  Academy  of 

Science  (Vol.  Ill,  p.  323-43)  treats  of 
an  insect  that  is  structurally  interest- 

ing, and  at  the  same  time  injurious  to 

the  stately  Yuccas  that  are  so  esteem- 
ed by  the  lovers  of  the   beautiful  in 

parks  and  gardens.    Though  the  nar- 

row-leaved Yucca    (  Y.  avgustifolia) 

naturally  extends  into  southwest  Mis- 

souri, and   the  insect  may  yet  be  dis- 
covered there,  I  reproduce  the  paper, 

not  as  treating  of  a  species  that  is  now 

ther  States  and  may  some  day  become 

so  in  Missouri ;  but  as  a  contribution  to  entomologi- 

cal science,  in  accordance  with  my  custom  of  devot- 
ing, under  the  head  of  innoxious  insects,  a  small, 

closing  portion  of  each  Report  to  the  consideration 
of  some  insect  or  insects  that  do  not  particularly 

affect  the  agriculturist,  but  may  nevertheless  inter- 
est other  classes  of  readers.    In  order  to  adapt  it 

to  this  Report,  I  have  omitted  some   parts  of  the 

original  paper,  and  shall  add  a  few  observations, 
made    since,  at  the  end.     This  is  the  only  North 

American  butterfly  which  is  so  far  known  to  have 
the    real boring 

habit  in 

the  larva 
state. 
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"He  ivho,  by  a  minute  analysis  of  any  animnl,  enables  ns  to  solve  any  dubious  point  connected 
therewith,  does  more  for  the  el  ici'iation  of  this  much  abused  natural  system  than  the  greatest  and  most 

in'jenious  theorist  who  has  yet  taken  the  subject  in  hand."— Westwood. 

The  study  of  aberrant  forms  in  Nature  is  always  interesting^.  They  are  continually 

confronting  the  naturalist.  They  baffle  the  systematist  and  constantly  remind  him  of 

the  necessarily  arbitrary  nature  of  his  classificatory  divisions.  Few  divisions  seem 

more  natural  at  first  glance,  than  that  of  the  Lepidoptera  into  Rhopalocera  (butterflies 

•or  day-flyers)  and  Heterocera  (moths  or  night-flyers).  It  was  no  sooner  proposed  by 
Boisduval  than  it  was  recognized  a?  a  most  convenient  arrangement,  and  adopted  very 

generally.  The  antennne  in  this  Order  are  always  conspicuous,  and  their  clubbed  or 

non-clubbed  tips  are  easy  of  observation,  and  associated  with  other  important  charac- 

teristics which  separate  the  two  groups.  The  Sphingidre,  however,  by  their  crepuscu- 
lar habit  and  their  antenna)  thickening  toward  the  end,  though  terminating  abruptly 

in  a  point,  bring  the  two  groups  in  close  relationship  and  diminish  their  value  ;  while 

the  Castniidas  on  the  one  hand  and  the  He«perida3  on  the  other  so  intimately  connect 

them,  that  i*;  becomes  almost  a  matter  of  opinion  as  to  whether  the  former  should  be 

■considered  butterflies,  or  the  latter  moths.  Uraiiia  and  other  abnormal  genera*  make 
the  relationship  of  the  two  groups  still  more  perplexing.  On  antennal  structure  alone 

— whether  we  consider  the  clubbed  or  non-clubbed  tips  according  to  Boisduval,  or  the 

rigidity,  direction,  and  length,  which  Mr.  Grote  deems  of  greater  importance f — two 

primary  divisions  cannot  be  based.  If  we  take  the  spring  or  spine  on  the  hind-wings, 
which  is  so  characteristic  of  the  Heterocera,  we  meet  with  the  same  difficulty  ;  for  a 

large  number  of  moths  do  not  possess  it,  while  an  accepted  Hesperian  {Euschemon 

RafflcsicB,  Macl.)  from  New  South  Wales  is  furnished  with  it.  Nor  is  there  any  one  set 

•of  characters  which  will  serve  as  an  infallible  guide  to  distinguish  moths  from  butter- 
flies ;  and  the  number  of  moths  described  as  butterflies,  and  the  fact  that  Kirby  con- 

siders the  position  of  Ba7-biconiis,  Threnodes,  Pseudopontia,  Rhipheus,  ̂ giale,  and  Eus- 

■chetnon,  included  in  his  '•  Synonymic  Catalogue  of  Diurnal  Lepidoptera"  as  doubtful 
butterflies,  gives  sufficient  proof  of  the  truth  of  the  statement.  Between  all  classifica- 

tory divisions,  from  variety  to  kingdom,  the  separating  lines  we  draw  get  more  and 

more  broken  in  proportion  as  our  knowledge  of  forms,  past  and  present,  increases. 

Every  step  in  advance  toward  a  true  conception  of  the  relations  of  animals  brings  the 

•different  groups  closer  together,  until  at  last  we  perceive  an  almost  continuous  chain. 

Even  the  older  naturalists  had  an  appreciation  of  this  fact.  Linna^us's  noted  dictum, 

■*' Natura  salius  non  facit,''''  implies  it;  and  Kirby  and  Spence  justly  observe  that  "it 
appears  to  be  the  opinion  of  most  modern  physiologists  that  the  series  of  affinities  in 

nature  is  a  concatenation  or  continuous  series ;  and  that  though  an  hiatus  is  here  and 

there  observable,  this  has  been  caused  either  by  the  annihilation  of  some  original  group 

•or  species  *  *  -^  or  that  the  objects  required  to  fill  it  up  are  still  in  existence  but 

have  not  yet  been  discovered."  Modern  naturalists  find  in  this  more  or  less  gradual 

•blending  their  strongest  argument  in  favor  of  community  of  descent,  and  speculation 
as  to  the  origin,  or  outcome  rather,  in  the  near  present  or  remote  past,  of  existing 

forms,  is  naturally  and  very  generally  indulged,  even  by  those  who  a  few  years  back 

were  more  inclined  to  ridicule  than  accept  Darwinian  doctrine.  Shall  we  then  say  that 

the  old  divisions  must  be  discarded  because  not  absolute '?  As  well  might  we  argue  for 
the  abolition  of  the  four  seasons  because  they  differ  with  the  latitude,  or  because  they 

gradually  blend  into  each  other !  Entomologists  will  always  speak  of  moths  and  butter- 

^ies,  howsoever  arbitrary  the  groups  may  come  to  be  looked  upon,  or  however  numer- 

•ous  the  intermediate  gradations. 

*   WestWDod  (Intr.  ii,  359)  flgures  Barbicornis  Basalts,  God.  as  an  Erycinid  butterfly  with  tapering «nd  ciliate  antenna;. 
t  Proc.  Amer.  Assoc.  Adv.  Sci.  xxii,  B.  111. 
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These  thoughts  naturally  present  themselves  in  considering  so  osculaht  a  species as  the  Yucca  Borer. 

BIOLOGICAL. 

The  reader  of  these  Reports  is  aware  that  the  queenly  Yuccas  cradle  and  nourish 
a  very  curious  and  anomalous  Lepidopteron— the  Pronuba  ytcccasella  [cf.  Rep.  V,  pp. 
150-GO  ;  Rep.  VI,  pp.  131  5).  The  genus  is  further  interesting,  from  the  entomological side,  as  giving  us  the  insect  under  consideration. 

In  the  home  of  the  Yuccas,  and  more  particularly  in  the  home  of  the  caulescent 
species,  like  Y.  aloifolia  and  T.  gloriosa*  persons  who  have  occasion  to  dig  up  the 
roots,  or  subterranean  trunks,  often  notice  that  these  are  bored  and  hollowed  out  along 
the  axis  (Fig.  49,  b),  the  burrow  cylindrical,  and  lined  at  its  upper  end  with  silk,  which 
is  generally  intermixed  with  a  white  glistening,  soapy  powder.  These  tunnelings  are 
made  by  our  Yucca  Borer,  which  dwells  therein  ;  and  their  presence  may  generally  be 
detected  by  masses  of  excrement  observable  among  the  leaves,  and  by  certain  chimney- 

like projections  made  by  the  twisting  and  webbing  together  of  the  more  tender  heart- 
leaves,  or  even  of  the  flower-stalk,  after  they  have  been  partly  devoured,  into  a  sort  of 
funnel,  from  which  the  excrement  is  expelled  (Fig.  49,  «,  a).  The  tunnelings  weaken 
the  trunk  and  induce  rot.  so  that  the  plant  is  not  unfrequently  prostrated  thereby;  and 
as  the  insect  h  sufliciently  common  in  the  Gulf  States  to  sometimes  be  found  in  every 
third  plant  over  extended  regions,  its  work  renders  the  Yucca  worthless  as  a  hedge plant,  for  which  it  has  been  tried. 

[Fig.  r.o.] 

Megatiiymus  yucc.e  :  -  Female. 

In  the  months  of  April  and  May,  in  South  Carolina,  but  earlier  i:i  more  southern 
aatitudes,  the  parent  Megalhymus  may  be  observed,  where  the  Yuccas  abound,  passing, 
svith  very  rapid,  darting  flight,  from  plant  to  plant,  remaining  but  a  few  seconds  at  one 
place,  during  which  she  fastens  an  eo^g;  (Fig.  51,  bb)  to  some  portion  of  a  leaf.  She  is 
generally  seen  at  this  work  in  the  morning  hours.  The  eggs,  which  are  well-developed 
when  she  issues  from  the  pupa,  are  laid  singly,  though  several  are  often  attached  to 
the  same  leaf,  generally  near  its  tip  and  on  the  upper  or  under  side  indifferently.  In 
the  course  of  about  ten  days  the  young,  reddish-brown  larva  (Fig.  51,  c)  gnaws  its  way 
out  through  the  crown  of  the  egg,  and  conceals  itself  in  a  web  between  some  of  the 
more  tender  terminal  leaves.     Generally,  it  will  be  found  at  first  near  the  tip  of  a  leaf 

•Though  I  have  positive  proof  of  its  working  in  aloifolia,  gloHosa  and  .filamentosa,  its  range  does not  seem  to  be  co-extensive  with  this  last  species,  as  I  believe  the  insect  has  not  yet  been  reported  north of  latitude  30  degrees. 
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where  the  sides  naturally  roll  up  and  afford  a  safe  retreat.  It  then  gradually  works  to 
the  base,  feeding  the  while  and  rolling  and  shriveling  the  blade  as  it  descends.  Other 
blades  are  often  joined,  and,  ia  fact,  the  insect  lives  among  the  blades  till  it  is  about 

[Fig.  51.] 

Megathy.mus  YLXC.i::— a,  esg,  side  view,  enlarged;  b,  egg  from  which  the  larva  h.-JS  hatched? 
bb,  bbb,  imhatched  eggs,  natural  size;  c,  newly-hatched  larva,  enlarged;  cc,  lull-grown  larva,  natural 
size;  d,  underside  of  head  of  same,  enlarged  to  show  the  trophi. 

one-fourth  grown,  and  seldom  enters  the  trunk  before  that  time.  How  soon,  in  the 
larval  development  the  white  powdery  secretion  already  spoken  of  appears,  or  how 
many  larval  molts  occur,  has  not  been  ascertained  ;  but  the  more  mature  larva 
is  always  more  or  less  covered  with  this  powdery  matter,  which  doubtless  serves 
as  a  protection  from  the  mucilaginous  liquid  which  the  tissues  of  the  Yuccas 
contain  and  freely  exude  upon  interference  or  maceration.  Pupation  does  not  take 
place  till  the  subsequent  late  Winter  or  Spring;  there  beins:,  from  all  that  I  can 
ascertain,  but  one  brood  each  year.  The  burrow  often  extends  two  or  more  feet  below 

ground,  and  during  the  coldest  weather  the  larva  probably  remains  in  a  partially  dor- 
mant state  at  the  bottom.  Occasionally  two  larvie  inhabit  the  same  trunk,  in  which 

case  their  tunnelings  are  kept  separate,  side  by  side.  The  pupa  state  (Fig.  52)  is  gen- 
erally assumed  just  below  the  cnimney-like  funnel  at  the  top  of  the  burrow,  and  no 

other  preparation  is  made  for  it  than  partial  closing,  near  head  and  tail,  to  insure  sus- 
pension. This  funnel  is,  in  reality,  built  and  extended  by  the  larva,  and  what  little 

[Fig.  .52.]  matter  besides  silk  goes  to  make  its  exterior  has  been  added  and 
worked  in  from  the  outside.  In  the  several  larvne  that  I  have  had 

feeding  in  breeding  cages,  this  habit  of  building  up  and  making  tubes,, 
for  which  remnants  of  leaves  and  other  extraneous  substances  are 

pressed  into  use,  struck  me  as  quite  characteristic;  and  in  one  in- 
stance I  have  had  such  a  tube  extended  over  nine  inches  from  the  tun- 

ineled  trunk,  the  moss  on  which  the  section  of  Yucca  rested  being 
used  in  its  construction. 

In  the  issuing  of  the  imago  the  pupa  skin  is  rent  on  the  middle  of 

the  notum  and  across  the  eyes,  and  the  casings  of  the  legs  are  never,, 

and  those  of  the  antennae  seldom,  severed  from  their  solderings  in 

7  the  exuvium. 
The  imago  rest.'^  (Fig.  53)  with  its  antennae,  slightly  diverging  and 

Megatiiymds  yuc- 
c-E  :— I'lipa.       generally  directed  forwards;    with  the  wings  elevated,  closely  ap- 
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pressed,  and  with  the  costa  of  primaries  at  an  angle  of  about  4r>°  from  the  body.  Re- 
gardino:  the  flight,  wliich  is  diurnal,  Dr.  J.  H.  Mellichamp,  of  Bluffcon,  S.  C,  was  im- 

pressed with  the  extremely  rapid  and 

darting  motions  of  the  insect  as  it 

passes  from  plant  to  plant ;  and  Mr. 

E.  A.  Schwarz,  of  Detroit,  who  has 

had  very  excellent  opportunity  of  ob- 

serving the  species  in  Volusia  county, 

Florida,  informs  me  that",  when  start- 

led, Megathymus  flies  directly  up- 

ward 20  or  "JO  feet,  then  horizon  tall  j^ 
for  a  long  stretch— sometimes  out  of 

sight— and  descends  as  directly  as  it 
rose.  It  frequents  open  places,  is 

very  shy,  and  generally  settles  near  the  ground. 

Megathymus  ylcc.t: :— Walkinc 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL. 

The  first  notice  of  this  insect  that  we  have  any  record  of  is  that  by  Boisduval  and 
LeConte,  who  figure  it  under  the  name  of  Eudamus  ?  yuccce  on  Plate  70  of  their  Jcono- 
^raphie*  Though  there  is  no  text  accompanying  the  plate,  it  is  evident,  from  the 
generic  reference,  that  the  insect  is  considered  Hesperian,  and  no  one  could  hesitate  to 
so  consider  it  if  guided  by  the  figures.  In  those  of  the  imago  the  head  is  unnaturally 
broad,  the  body  too  slender,  and  the  antennae  with  the  club  too  slender  and  too  much 
hooked.  The  wings,  in  repose,  are  thrown  forward  as  in  Thecla  .-  the  antennae  erect, 
and  the  legs  too  slender.  The  larva  has  the  large  and  nutant  head,  narrow  thoracic 
joints,  and  green,  yellow  and  white  longitudinal  stripes  so  characteristic  of  Hesperid 
larviie.  The  pupa  has  much  the  form  and  color  of  Epargyreus  Tityrus  (Fabr.)  In  short, 
these  figures,  in  many  respects,  and  those  of  the  larva  and  pupa  more  particularly,  are 
so  unlike  the  insect  considered  in  the  present  paper,  that  the  question  might  justly  be 
raised  as  to  whether  I  am  dealing  with  the  Yucccr  of  Boisduval  and  LeConte,  if  the 
figures  in  the  work  in  question  were  known  to  be  generally  trustworthy.  But  I  have 
already  shownf  how  inaccurate  and  unreliable  some  of  the  said  figures  are  ;  while  the 
food-plant,  as  indicated  by  the  specific  name,  and  the  size,  markings  and  color  of  the 
perfect  insects  in  the  plate,  leave  no  doubt  as  to  the  identity  of  Yuccce  B.  &  L.,  and  the 
species  here  considered.  Too  much  imagination  entered  into  the  composition  of  that 
plate,  and  the  probability  is  that  after  LeConte's  figures  were  received  in  Europe  by 
Boisduval,  the  latter,  by  mistake,  coupled  with  Yuecm  the  larva  and  pupa  of  some  other 
large  Southern  Hesperian. 

The  next  reference  to  this  insect  is  by  Walker, J  in  1850,  who  is  the  first  to  briefly 
describe  it  as  Castnia  yuccm.  In  1871,  Kirby  referred  it  doubtingly  to  JEgiaU,  Feld.  in 
HesperidjB.§  In  1872,  Scudder  made  it  the  type  of  a  new  genus  {Megathymus)  in  Hes- 
peridffill,  without  further  diagnosis  than  the  incorrect  figures  in  the  Inconographie 
alluded  to.  This  reference  is  followed  by  Wm.  H.  Edwards  in  the  Synopsis  accom- 
Danying  the  first  volume  of  his  work  on  N.  A.  Butterflies  (1872).     Scudder  subse- 

•  Hist.  Gen.  et  Icon,  des  Lipid,  dc  I' Am.  Sept,  1833. 
t  Sixth  Rep.,  p.  136. 

X  List  of  the  specimens  of  Lep.  Ins.  in  the  Coll.  of  the  British  Museum,  Part  VII.,  p.  li5S3,  No.  43. 
§  Synonymic  Cat.  Diurnal  Lep.,  p.  008.     W.  F.  Kirby  :  London,  1871. 
II  Systematic  revision  of  some  of  the  Am.  Butterflies,  etc.,  p.  62.    S.  H.  Scudder:  Salem,  1872. 
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quently  states  that  ''it  is  not  a  butterfly,"*  and  Mr.  A.  K.  Grote,  after  an  examination 

of  specimens  collected  in  Florida,  regards  it  "as  belonging  to  the  Castnians,  where  it 

is  placed  by  VValker."t 
It  will  thus  be  seen  that  this  insect  has  sorely  perplexed  systematists,  having  been 

bandied  from  the  butterflies  to  the  moths;  and  that  the  balance  of  opinion  withdraws 

it  from  the  butterflies  and  places  it  with  the  Castnians— a  family  which,  in  some 
respects,  combines  the  characters  of  the  two  great  Lepidopturous  divisions,  but  is 

regarded,  and  justly,  as  having  most  atiinities  with  the  moths. 

I  shall  endeavor  to  show  that  this  opinion  is  not  well-founded  ;  that  Megathymus 

is  a  genuine  butterfly,  and  that  its  greatest  aflinities  are  with  the  Hesperians.  Together 

with  one  or  two  other  species  it  forms  a  small,  abberrant  tribe ;  but,  in  order  to  more 

fully  discuss  its  affinities,  it  is  necessary  to  give  an  exposition  of  its  characters,  as  no 

detailed  descriptions  have  yet  been  published. 

DESCRIPTIVE. 

Egg— Subconieal,  the  top  flattened  or  depressed,  and  with  a  slight  central  dimple ; 
the  attached  base  concave  ;  smooth  but  not  polished.  Color,  pale  green  when  laid,  in- 

clining to  bufl-yellow  or  brown  before  hatchinjj.  Diameter  at  base  2.5  mm. ;  height 
1.8  mm. ;  the  traverse  diameter  often  varying  slightly  in  two  cross  directions.  Four- 

teen examined  that  were  naturally  deposited  and  many  more  in  the  $  abdomen. 
Larva— Newly-hatched  larva  (Fig.  51,  c);  Length  6  mm.  Color  dark  brick-red 

with  pitchy-black  head  and  cervical  shield ;  the  abdominal  joints  showing  two  prin- 
cipal transverse  foMs.  Six  longitudinal  rows  (2  dorsal  on  anterior  fold.  2  subdorsal,  and 

2  stigmatal  on  posterior  fold)  of  black  stiff  hairs,  arising  either  directly  from  the  skin 
or  from  very  small  tubercles,  longest  posteriorly  where  they  often  exceed  in  length  the 
diameter  of  the  joint  bearing  them  ;  some  less  conspicuous  stigmatal  and  subventral 
hairs.  Head  larger  than  first  thoracic  joint,  rounded,  but  rather  flat  in  front ;  cervical 
shield  narrow  and  in  one  piece  ;  both  minutely  punctate.  No  anal  plate.  Full-grown 
Larva  (Fig.  51,  cc — Average  length  2.60  inches;  diameter  0.40  inch.  Color  edematous 
Avhite.  Surface  faintly  aciculate,  and  sparsely  armed,  dorsally,  with  minute,  evenly 
distributed,  short,  rufus  bristle?,  sprinoing  from  the  general  surface,  and  not  very 
noticeable  with  the  naked  eye  ;  covered  more  or  less  copiously  with  a  white,  glistening, 
powdery  secretion. J  Cylindrical,  the  abdominal  joints  with  8  annulets,  the  first  3 
occupying  anterior  naif,  the  3rd  most  prominent  and  widening  laterally,  and  the  other 
6  on  the  hind  half  of  the  joint — all  best  defined  dorsally.  The  thoracic  joints  some- 

what larger  than  the  rest,  more  deeply  and  irregularly  wrinkled ;  the  substigmatal 
region  with  longitudinal  folds.  Head  black,  perpendicular,  and  asperous  or  deeply 
shagreened;  epistoma  and  labrum  brown,  small,  and  usually  with  a  transverse  median 
ridge,  the  ̂ -shaped  mark  white,  forking  before  the  suture,  and  the  forks  having  the 

shape  of  U":  mandiblesstout,subtriangular, non-dentate:  antenna!(Fig  51,/) 2  jointed, exclusive  of  bulbus.  the  terminal  joint  twice  as  long  as  the  basal,  sometimes  showing  a 
faint  constriction,  and  with  an  apical  nipple  and  long  seta:  maxilla3  and  labium  and 
mentum  forming  a  subquadrate  piece,  bulging  out  prominently  from  beneath,  the  parts 
seemingly  soldered  together  and  separated  only  by  deep  sutures,  the  maxdlary  palpi 
(Fig.  51,  e)  consisting  of  two  broad  joints,  the  second  surmounted  by  two  stout  nipples 
squarely  docked  at  tip,  the  inner  one  stoutest  and  both  armed  with  bristles  (the  parts 
not  clearly  shown  in  figure):  the  labium  small,  trapezoidal,  highly  polished,  with  the 
spinneret  (A)  twice  as  long  as  palpi  (g)  which  are  small,  recurved  and  2-jointed,  ex- 

clusive of  bulbus:  a  few  stout  bristles  on  labrum,  on  palpigerous  piece  of  maxilla,  on 
mentum,  base  of  mandibles  and  around  the  ocelli,  which  are  not  easily  distin- 

guished from  the  more  globular  of  the  shagreenatioiis.  Cervical  shield  more  glabrous 
than  head,  and  scarcely  darker  than  the  body  except  around  hind  border.  Thoracic 
legs  very  short  but  stout,  with  the  horny  parts  deep  brown,  and  sparsely  armed  with 
bristles.  Prolegs  well  developed,  the  hooks  in  double  row  and  forming  a  distinct  pur- 

ple-brown, transversely  oval  annulus,  but  slightly  broken  at  the  narrow  ends.  Anal 
.sAie^c?  rounded  behind,  coreaceous  rather  than  corneous,  and  with  a  slight  increase  of 
bristly  hairs,  especially  around  border.  Stigmata  large,  with  a  purple-brown,  oval 
annulus. 

•  HLstorlcal  Sketch  of  Generic  Names  proposed  for  Butterflies,  p.  '213.     Salem,  1875. 
+  Canadian  Entomologist ,  September,  1875,  p.  Hi. 
X  Tliia  secretion  is  ot  a  waxy  nature,  analogous  if  not  identical  with  that  secreted  by  so  many 

Homopteroiis  and  some  Hymenopterous  larvae.  It  is  soapy  to  the  touch,  and  dissolves  readily  in  alco- 
hol, leaving  however  a  distinct  scum  on  the  surface. 
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Pupa— Averaofe  length  1.50  inches.  Cylindrical ;  broadest  at  shoulders,  the  abdo- 
men lai-ofe,  recurving  ventrally  toward  anus,  and  terminating  in  a  broad,  flattened, posteriorly  rounded,  transverse,  slijjhtly  decurving  tiap,  the  borders  thickened  basally 

and  ext^ndinjr  ventrally  so  as  to  surround  the  bilubed  anus.  Eyes  prominent,  with  a 
transverse  carina :  wing-sheaths  reaching  hind  part  of  4th  abdominal  joint,  ventrally  • hind  tarsi  to  about  the  hind  third  ot  these,  and  the  club  of  antennte— which  forms  a 
prominent  bulge  but  tapers  to  a  point— nearly  as  far.  Surface  but  slightly  poli.shed 
and  faintly  corrugate  ;  a  few  extremely  minute  bri.-tlt-like  spines  distributed  over  the 
abdominal  joints,  dorsally,  and  the  two  or  tliree  terminal  joints  with  stiff  rufous  hairs,, 
increasing  posteriorly  and  thickest  on  the  flap.  Chitinous  covering  delicate,  and  all 
the  members  clearly  defined.  Prothoracic  spiracle  showins:  as  an  opaque,  dull  fulvous- 
elliptic  ovoid  wart.  Color  brown-black  anteriorly,  paler  on  the  abdomen,  and  more  or 
less  densely  covered  with  a  white  powdery  secretion  like  that  which  characterizes  the 
full-grown  larva. 

Imago.— Generic  Characters— Head  small,  the  width,  including  eyes,  not  much more  than  half  that  of  the  mesothorax  ;  tiie  antennal  bulbus  large,  and  the  inter- 
antennal  .«pace  not  wider  than  one  of  the  sockets;  covered  with  rather  evenly  shorn 
dense  hairs,  and  flattened  scales  not  overhanging  the  eyes.  Eyes  small  and  smooth.* 
No  o*elli  Labial  palpi  ( Fig.  54,  c)  stout  and  short,  not  reaching  to  top  of  eyes,  3  jointed' the  basal  joint  broad  but  short,  the  middle  joint  4  times  as  long,  the  terminal  joint  tu- 

berculous and  one-sixth  as  long  as  the  preceding:  clothed  in  sliort  and  thick  hair-like 
scales.  Tonffue  filiform,  rather  more  than  one-half  the  antennal  length.  Antenna) 
rigid,  cylindrical,  terminating  in  an  elongate  knob  (Fig.  54,  d)  which  is  slightly  flattened 
and  slightly  tapering  and  recurved  at  lip,  but  without  apical  spine  or  tuft:  bavino- 
rather  more  (cf)  or  rather  less  (?)  than  halt  the  costal  length  of  primaries.  Thorax- 
very  robmt,  recalling  that  of  Xj/^ew^es;  clothed  with  close-lying  hair  which  becomes 
longer  anil  looser  behind  ;  the  patagia  rather  broad,  forming  two  crescent-shaped 
slightly  raised  layers  ;  the  teguUe  closely  appressed.  Legs  (Fig.  54,  e,  /,  g,  front,  mid- 

dle and  hind)  with  brushy  hairs  beneath  the  femora ;  the  tarsi  all  studded  beneath  with 
minute  reddish  spines,  the  hind  and  middle  tibiaj  still  more  strongly  spined,  and  each 
with  a  pair  of  more  prominent  spine-like,  apical  spurs  of  equal  size,  and  hardly  lono-er 
tha.'i  the  other  spines  in  (^  and  not  longer  than  the  diameter  of  tibia3  in  $  :  the  front tibise  unarmed,  the  nodule  on  the  inner  apical  third  ovoid  and  dark  :  tarsal  claws  with 
a  very  small  pulvillus  between  them:  tront  femora  5.5  mm.  long;  ti bite  rather  more 
than  half  as  long;  tarsi  as  long  as  femora:  middle  femora  7.4  mm.  lono-;  tibia3  and 
tarsi  but  slightly  shorter  :  hind  femora  same  length  as  front  ones ;  tibire  one-fifth  longer. 

[Fig.  54.]  Wings,    with  the  scales  small  but  mostly  longj 
narrow  and  dense,  with  long,  hair  at  base  supe- 

riorly and  with  the  general  shape  and  venation 
(Fig.  54,  a,  b)  of  Hesperia,  the  primaries  with 
the  apical  angle  more  acute,  but  less  so  than  in 
Thymele ;  anal  angle  not  produced  but  rounded : 
secondaries  narrow  and  more  rounded  than  in 
any  other  Hesperid  genus  known  to  me:  veins 
quite  stout.  Abdomen  $,  very  stout  and  heavy, 
thickening  behind,  blunt  at  tip,  and  truncate 
below;  J^  more  slender  and  gradually  taper- 

ing. Specific  Characters.— Average  expanse 
2.50  inches;  length  of  body  1.12  inches.  Gen- 

eral color,  above,  deep  umber-brown,  the  body 
more  grayish,  especially  the  tegulse  ;  the  longer 
hairs  of  the  mesothorax  and  base  of  abdomen 
inclining  to  ferruginous  :  whitish  in  front  and 
around  the  neck  and  back  of  the  ej^es.  Prima- 

ries with  a  notched  ferruginous  band  on  the 
outer  fourth  bounded  by  veins  1  and  4  ;  a  nar- 

rower mark  running  from  the  posterior  margin 
ot  this  between  4  and  6;  a  paler  mark  in  a  line 
with  the  first  band  between  6  and  9,  and  a  fer- 

ruginous mark  again  just  within  the  discal  area 
— the  veins  traversing  the  spots  showing  dis- 

tinctly black:  an  apical  shade,  a  cosial  streak 
between  veins  8  and  9,  and  alternate  marks  on 
the  fringes,  are  pale  yellowish  ;  while  the  basjil 
hairs  are  ferruginous.  Secondaries  with  a  fer- 

ruginous border  and  straw-yellow  fringes.  In 
the  (J*  the  antennal  stem  is  paler,  the  spots  on 

'megathymu..:-«,  b,  venation  of  front  an.l  P^Q'a'ie-?  smaller  and  paler,  and  the  border  on hind  wings;  c,  labial  palpus,  denuded;  d,  club  ̂ ^COndaries  Wider  ;  while  m  the  2  the  seconda- 
of  antenna;  f^/jgr,  front,  middle  iind  hind  legs,  ries  have   from    two  tO  four   ferruginous  spotS 
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just  outside  of  the  disc  and  between  the  inferior  veins.*  Beneath,  the  whole  coloration 
is  brighter,  the  spots  between  veins  G  and  9  being  pure  white,  the  others  saffron-yellow, 
and  the  posterior  portions  of  all  the  wings,  and  a  broad  costal  streak  on  secondaries, 
pearly-gray  ;  a  spot  of  the  same  color  is  observable  on  the  outer  third  of  secondaries 
below  vein  2,  a  more  distinct  and  triangular  mark  on  the  inner  third  just  below  the 
costal  vein ;  while  the  orange  superior  spots  in  $  show  dark  brown.  The  antennae 
are  white  with  the  exception  of  theclub  ;  the  palpi  and  front  trochanters  whitish-gray, 
deepening  posteriorly.  The  legs  are  brown  with  the  tarsi  but  faintly  tinged  with  gray. 

The  ten  specimens  that  have  come  under  my  observation  show  considerable  vari- 
ation, aside  from  that  which  is  sexual,  in  the  depth  of  color  and  size  of  the  spots,  as 

well  as  in  the  distance  between  them  and  the  hind  border  of  the  wing;  but  none  of 

them  have  the  spot  on  primaries,  indicated  in  one  of  Boisduval's  figures,  just  within 
the  middle  of  the  wing  and  below  vein  2. 

AFFINITIES. 

Let  us  now  compare  the  foregoing  detailed  characters  with  the  Castnians  on  the 
one  hand  and  the  Hesperians  on  the  other. 

Scuddfer,  who  has  certainly  given  more  attention  than  perhaps  any  other  author 
to  the  Hesperians,  divides  them  into  two  groups,  which  he  considers  of  tribal  value.f 

The  first  to  which  he  applies  Latreille's  name  Eesperides  is  characterized  chiefly  by  the 
primaries  in  the  (5^  having  a  costal  fold  (often  inconspicuous,  however;)  by  the  posterior 
extremity  of  the  alimentary  canal  being  protected  beneath  by  a  corneous  sheath,  which 

extends  beyond  the  centrum  or  body  of  the  upper  pair  of  abdominal  appendages,  some- 
times nearlj'  to  the  extremity  of  the  appendages  ;  by  the  club  of  antennae  being  elon- 
gate, roundly  bent,  or  with  a  sinuous  lateral  curve  ;  by  the  prevailing  color  being  dark 

brown  with  white  or  translucent  angular  spots  ;  by  the  stout  body  and  swift  flight;  by 

the  eggs  being  distinctly  ribbed  vertically;  and  by  the  larvae  generally  feeding  on  legu- 
minous plants  and  living  in  horizontal  nests  made  with  the  leaves.  The  second  tribe, 

to  which  he  gives  Hiibner's  name  Astyci.X  the  front  wings  of  (^  have  no  costal  fold  ; 
the  extremity  of  the  alimentary  canal  is  not  protected  by  any  extruded  sheath  ;  "  the 

prevailing  tints  of  the  wings  are  tawny  and  black,  marked  also  but  often  feebly  w^ith 
pale,  sometimes  vitreous,  spots;*'  the  antenn*  have  a  stout  club,  which  either  tapers 
rapidly  or  is  devoid  of  a  crook  ;  the  hind  wings  are  usually  horizontal  in  rest ;  the  eggs 

are  smooth,  usually  broader  than  high;  and  the  larvae  "feed  on  Grammes,  and  gen- 
erally construct  vertical  nests  among  the  blades." 

The  eggs  of  the  Castnians  are,  so  far  as  I  am  aware,  unknown  and  undescribed. 
In  both  butterflies  and  moths  they  present  an  infinite  variety  in  form,  in  sculpture,  and 
in  the  manner  in  which  they  are  laid.  As  a  rule,  however,  those  of  the  larger  moths 
are  either  ovoid,  spherical  or  flattened,  and  rarely  subconical  or  sculptured  ;  while  those 

of  butterflies  are  more  often  conical,  and  present  greater  variety  in  form  and  sculp- 
ture. The  eggs  of  Hesperians  are  subconical,  and  those  of  the  Astyci,  as  we  have  just 

seen,  in  being  smooth  and  broader  than  high,  agree  exactly  with  those  of  Yuccce. 
Thelarvre  of  the  Castnians  are,  according  to  Boisduvalg,  endopbytous,  boring  the 

stems  and  roots  of  Orchids  and  other  plants,  like  the  Sesians  and  Hepialians,  and  like 
Yuccce.  But  they  are  ornamented  with  the  ordinary  horny  piliferous  spots  or  warts 
which  characterize  Heterocerous  larvae,  and  have  a  horny  anal  plate.  Butterfly  larvae, 
on  the  contrary,  rarely  possess  these  warts,  but  frequently  have  the  body  uniformly  beset 

•The  secondary  sexual  characters  are  confounded  by  Boisduval,  as  quoted  by  Morris  (Synopsis 

of  Lep.  of  X.  A.,  p.  113,")  though,  as  there  is  no  text  in  the  Jconocjraphie;  the  error  doul)tless  originated 
with  Morris  in  making  descriptions  from  the  ligures. 

t  Bulletin  Buflfallo  Soc.  Nat.  Sci. ,  p.  19,"). 
%  I  think  such  diversity  of  ending  in  terras  used  for  divisions  of  the  same  value  should  be  avoided. 

§  Suites  a  Buffon;  Sphingides,  Scsiidcs,  Castniidrs;  Paris,  1874. 
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superiorly  Avith  close-shorn  bristles  as  in  rucccv,  such  bristles  generally  sprin^ring  from 
minute  papilla).  The  newly  hatched  larvre  of  the  two  divisions  approach  elich  other 
more  nearly  in  general  appearance,  as  all  animals  do,  the  farther  we  go  back  to  the 
commencement  of  individual  life;  but  though  the  newly  hatched  larva  of  Vuccce  hears 
a  general  resemblance  to  the  same  stage  in  many  endophy  tons  Heterocerous  larva;  (e.g. 
Xijleutes,  Cossus,)  yet  in  the  stift  hairs  springing  from  the  general  surface,  or  from  very 
minute  points,  instead  of  from  distinct  tubercles,  it  agrees  with  the  Rhopalocera.  The 
legs,  both  false  and  true,  together  with  their  armature  and  the  trophi,  are  so  extremely 
variable  in  both  divisions  that  comparisons  can  hardly  be  instituted.  The  endophytous 
habit,  though  very  exceptional,  is  found  in  butterflies  (e.g.  Thecla  Isocrafes,  Fabr. :  see 

Westwood-s  Intr.,  ii.,  p.  369.)  None  of  the  Heterocerous  borers,  so  far  as  my  expe- rience goes,  line  their  burrows  continuously  with  a  matting  of  silk;  but  use  the  silk 
very  sparingly,  or  not  at  all,  till  about  ready  to  pupate.  The  larva  of  J'ucccc,  for  the 
most  part,  lives  in  a  tube  of  silk,  which  it  builds  and  extends  often  several  inches  be- 

yond the  trunk  or  stem  in  which  it  burrows,  and  from  which  it  often,  especially  when 
young,  issues  to  feed.  In  this,  again,  it  approachts  the  Hesperians,  which  are  partial 
concealers,  and  live,  when  not  feeding,  within  silken  cases  or  tubes  constructed  among the  leaves  of  their  food-plants. 

The  pupa3  of  the  Castnians,  like  those  of  all  Heterocerous  borers  known  to  me,  are, 
according  to  authors,  armed  with  lings  of  minute  spines  on  the  hind  borders  of  the 
abdominal  joints— the  spines  serving  a  very  useful  purpose  in  assisting  the  pupa  out  of 
its  cocoon.  Heterocerous  borers  also  pupate  in  a  more  or  less  perfect  cocoon,  made 
either  within  or  without  the  burrow  ;  and.  in  the  issuing  of  the  imago,  the  mesothora- 
cic  covering  generally  collapses,  the  leg-cases  become  unsoldered,  and  those  of  the  an- 
teuna)  are  always  separated  and  often  curled  back  over  the  head  in  the  exuvium.  The 
Hesperians  pupate  within  the  silken  cavity  occupied  as  larva,  or  else  in  a  separate 
slight  cocoon :  the  pupa  is  generally  attached  to  a  silken  tuft  by  the  hooks  of  the  cre- 
master,  and  sometimes  by  a  silken  girth  around  the  middle  of  the  body  besides  ;  it  is 
not  unfrequently  covered  with  a  slight  powdery  bloom,  and  is  characterized  by  the 
prominence  of  the  prothoracic  spiracle  ̂   :  the  exuvium  more  nearly  retains  its  form, 
the  leg-cases  remaining  soldered,  and  even  those  of  the  antenn;»3  being  rarely  separated. 
In  not  having  a  well-formed  cocoon,  in  being  covered  with  bloom,  in  the  characters  of 
the  exuvium,  in  the  conspicuity  of  the  prothoracic  spiracle,  but  more  particularly  in 
the  want  of  minute  spines  on  the  borders  of  the  abdominal  joints.  Vucccc  is  again  Hes- 

perian and  not  Castnian.  Indeed,  except  in  the  broader  anal  flap,  densely  surrounded 
with  stiff  bristles,  in  place  of  an  apical  bunch  of  hooks,  in  the  smaller  head  and  larger 
body,  it  resembles  Kisonlades  in  general  form,  color,  and  texture. 

The  typical  Castnians,  in  the  perfect  state,  have  the  wings  large  with  loose  and 
eery  large  scales,  and  the  hind-wings  invariably  armed,  at  costal  base,  with  the  long 
stout  spine,  or  spring,  which  serves  to  lock  the  wings  in  flight  by  hooking  in  a  sort  of 
socket  beneath  the  primaries,  and  which  is  so  characteristic  of  the  Heterocera.  The 
venation  resembles  moie  nearly  that  of  the  Hepialians,  and  is  totally  unlike  that  of  the 
Hesperians.  The  veins  are  slender ;  in  the  primaries  la  and  5  are  as  stout  as  the  rest;  the 
discalcell  is  short,  connected  transversely  with  3  and  with  an  areolet  above:  in  the 
secondaries  the  cell  is  nearly  obsolete,  and  the  independent  or  vein  5  of  secondaries  is 

as  stout  as  the  others.     (Comp.  Fig.  54  a.'  b.  with  Fig.  55  )    The  antennae,  though  thick- 

«   In  Xisoniades  Juvenalis  (Fabr.;  this  spiracle  tal<e.s  the  form  ol  a  prominent  sooty-blatjk  horn  or tubercle. 

E  R— 31. 
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[Fig.  55.]       ened  at  tip,  are  generally  long  and  more  or  less  supple,  a
nd  there 

I  are  two  distinct  ocelli  between  the  eyes,  behind  the  antennse.    The 

Castnians  vary  much  in  general  appearance,   but  whether  w
e 

deal  with  the  Brazilian  Castnia  Linus  (Cram.)  with  its  narrow, 

elongate,  rounded,  clear-spotted  wings,  and  its  remarkably  elon- 

gate and  swollen  basal  joint  of  the  middle  tarsi ;  or  with  C.  Licus 

(Cram.)  which  has  broad,  angular  wings;  or  with  the  genera
 

Ceretes,  Orthia,    Gazera,  and   St/nemow— we  find  the  characte
rs 

above  mentioned  constant:  they  are  typical  of  the  Family  and- 

are  Heterocerous  characters.     Yuccce,  on  the  contrary,  has  none 

_  _        *^         of  these  characters,  but  in  the  smaller  wings,  in  their  venation,  in 

Yenati.mot-  CastnhiPha-^j^^  closeness  of  the  small  and  narrow  scales  and  hairinesr  at  base, 

in  havin-  no  ocelli,  and  in  the  unarmed  secondaries,  entir
ely  agrees  with  the  Hesperi- 

an.    I  a°ttach  much  less  importance  to  the  antenn;t?,  size  of  head  and  bo
dy  or  even  the 

«purs  of  tibirc ;  because  they  are  all  more  variable.    Thus, 
 while  most  of  the  Castnians 

have  the  antennal  club  tipped  with  a  spine  or  a  bunch  of  bristl
es,  others  (e,  g.  Castma 

Orestes  Walker,  from  Surins^m,)  have  it  of  the  same  shape  a
s  in  Vucece,  and  unarmed 

or  even  moreshort  and  blunt  (%nemon  T/>eresa,  Ooubl.)    Aga
in,  in  most  Hesperians 

the  club  tapers,  or  is  curved  at  tip ;  but  there  are  all  degrees  
of  variation,  from  the  ex- 

tremely curved  club  of  Epargyrms   Tityrus  (Fabr.)  to  the  straight  an
d  blunt  club  of 

Oarisma  Powesh iek  (Parker).    The  small  head  and  subobsolete  spurs  in  Yuecm  are 
 abnor- 

mal compared  with  either  family  ;  for  most  of  the  Castnians  have  the  spu
rs  much  as  in 

Hesperia,  and  the  head  almost  as  broad  as  the  thorax.    In  the  stif
fer,  relatively  shorter 

antenni«,'with  large  club;  in  the  spines  which  stud  the  tibia^*  as  well 
 as  in  rhe  stout- 

ness of  the  thorax  and  abdomen,  Vuccoe  is  again  Hesperian  rather  than  Castni
an.    The 

Castnians,  like  the  Uranians,  and  many  other  exceptional  moths,  res
emble  the  butter- 

flies in  being  day-flyers  ;  but  the  position  of  the  wings  in  repose,  which  is  a  mo
re  im- 

portant  character,  is  said  by  all  observers  to  be  similar  to  that  of  Catocala
,  Drasteria, 

and  other  Heterocera,  viz. :  deflexed  or  incumbent.     Yuccce,  both  in  manner  of  repose, 

in  color,  and  in  pattern,  is  a  staunch  Hesperian. 

In  short,  a  careful  consideration  of  the  characters  of  our  Yucca  Borer  shows  that 

in  all  the  more  important  characters  it  i.s  essentially  Hesperian;  and  that  in  most  of 

those  characters  by  which  it  differs  from  the  more  typical  species  of  that  family— as  in 

the  small  spurs,  in  having  only  the  apical  ones  on  the  hind  tibite,  in  the  tibial  spines, 

and  difference  in  size  of  legs— it  is  more  Rhopalocerous  than  Heterocerous.  The  same 

holds  true  when  we  consider  the  adolescent  states.  In  the  small  head  of  both  larva 

and  imago,  and  in  the  very  large  abdomen,  it  is  abnormal ;  but  these  characters  are 

traceable  to  the  abnormal  larval  habit,  and  are  very  unimportant  compared  to  the  pter- 

oo-ostic  and  other  character?  cited.  I  have  long  since  concluded  that  general  larval 

form  and  appearance  is  so/lependent  on  habit  and  so  variable  according  to  habit,  that 

it  is  less  valuable  than  more  minute  structural  characters,  and  that  for  purposes  of 

classification  it  has  even  less  value  than  ̂ ?g  structure,  and  infinitely  less  than  imaginal 

characters.  All  endophytous  Lepidopterous  larva%  of  whatever  family,  have  certain 

general  resemblances  that  are  a  consequence  of  similarity  of  habit ;  and  I  give  it  as  my 

emphatic  opinion  that  Yucccb  is  a  large  bodied  Hesperian,  which,  though  approaching  the 

«In  the  Csistntans  that  I  have  been  sible  to  examine  none  of  the  tibue  have  spines,  while  those  on 

the  tarsi  are  very  minute;  the  middle  tibiae  have  a  pair  of  unequal,  prominent  sub-apical  spurs,  and  the 

liind  tibiiB  have  two  similarly  uncriual  pairs,  the  anterior  pair  tVom  about  the  terminal  lifth. 
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■Castnians  through  Symmon,  has  no  real  relation  with  them.  In  certain  marked  charac- ters it  departs  from  the  Hesperians  as  at  present  understood,  and  the  only  question 
which  a  careful  study  of  the  species  gives  rise  to  in  my  mind  is-not  whether  it  should 
be  considered  a  Castnian,  but  whether  it  offers  characters  that  necessarily  separate  it 
from  the  Hesperians.  Families  should,  I  think,  be  made  as  comprehensive  as  possible 
and  not  unduly  multiplied  ;  and  in  considering  aberrant  forms,  the  objects  of  classifica- 

tion are  best  subserved  by  retaining  them  in  Avhatever  division  can  claim  the  balance  of 
■characters.  It  is  better  to  widen  than  to  restrict  in  the  higher  groups.  LeConte  does better  service  in  bringing  Platypsylla  among  theColeoptera  than  does  West  wood  in  cre- 

ating a  new  Order- Achreioptera-for  it.  Phylloxera,  in  Homoptera,  is  much  more 
wisely  retained  in  the  Aphididte  than  made  the  type  of  a  new  Family.  Let  Yuccoe., 
therefore,  be  retained  in  Hesperid;e.  By  its  aberrant  characters  it  may  constitute  the 
type  of  a  third  tribe,  for  which  I  would  propose  the  name  Castnioides.  This  Tribe  con- 

sists at  present,  in  addition  to  Megathymus  yuccce.  of  two  other  good  species,-  the  one 
from  Mexico,  the  other  from  Costa  Kica.  It  is  very  probable  that  the  number  will  be 
^really  increased  as  we  become  more  familiar  with  the  Lepidopterous  fauna  of  Mex- 

ico and  Central  America,  where  the  Yuccas  and  Agaves  abound  ;  for  I  have  little 
doubt  that  the  last-named  plants  will  also  be  found  to  nourish  other  species  of  the Tribe. 

EXEMIES. 

I  have  reared  from  the  Yucca  Bortr  eleven  Tachina  flies,  all  belonging  to  the 
species  which  I  have  designated  anonyma,  and  w^hich  infests  the  larva;  of  a  number  of 
other  Lepidoptera.f  The  fact  that  Yucca-  is  attacked  by  such  a  parasite  Is  further  proof 
that  it  is  more  or  less  an  external  feeder,  since  it  is  hardly  probable  that  the  parent 
Tachina  would  enter  the  burrow,  and  I  know  of  no  genuine  endophytes  that  are  simi- larly attacked. 

COXCLUSIOX. 

Whether  we  have  in  our  Y  ucca  Borer  a  remnant  of  more  ancient  and  synthetic 
types  from  which  the  Castnians  on  the  one  hand  and  the  Hesperians  on  the  other  are 
derived,  or  whether  we  have  in  it  a  more  recent  variation  from  the  more  typical  Hesper, 
rians,  are  questions  which,  with  present  knowledge,  permit  only  of  a  speculative  an-"* swer.  The  former  hypothesis  is,  however,  the  more  plausible.  The  Castnians,  while 
occurring  in  Mexico,  find  their  greatest  development  in  Central  America  and  Brazil. 
The  few  Castnioides  known,  inhabit  the  southern  part  of  North  America.  During  the 
tertiary  period,  when  the  ocean  reached  over  the  whole  Mexican  plateau  northward, 
the  fauna  of  North  and  South  America  was  much  more  similar  than  at  the  present 
time.  It  is  not  difficult  to  conceive  how  a  Lepidopterous  family  that  was  then  common 
to  both  divisions  of  the  continent,  may  since  that  time  have  deviated  in  the  two  direc- 

tions indicated,  and  yet  have  left  some  less  modified  fotms  in  the  intermediate 
country.  We  are  assisted  in  this  conception  if  we  view,  with  some  botanists,  the  Yuc- cas as  remnants  of  an  ancient  flora. 

We  may  learn  from  the  history  of  this  butterfly,  as  from  that  of  the  Hackberry 
butterflies.^  how  unsafe  it  is  to  describe,  and  particularly  to  create  genera,  from  mere 
drawings.    Megaihymus,  as  founded  on  Boisduval's  figures,  is  very  much  of  a  myth.    It 

*^fjiale  Kvllari  Felder  and  ̂ .  indecisa  Butler  and  Druce. 
14th  Kep.,  p.  129. 

JfithRep.,  ]).  l.jO. 
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is  so  with  all  .enera  erected  by  the  mere  coming  o
f  a  name  without  recogni^zable  defl- 

nirontnd  while  a  Hilbner,  in  making  a  number  
of  divisions  on  superhc.al  ground  . 

::;iraecident.l.y  hit  upon  relationships  which  -^^^^-^  -^1^^^::  Ty" 
rpot  he  certainly  does  not  greatly  benetit  science

  by  hi.  work.  Again,  we  may 

r  n  the  necessity  for  the  adoption  by  entomolo
gists  of  some  .ules  for  gmdance  m 

matters  that  do  not  come  within  the  scope  of  prese
nt  accepted  rules  Can  nances  con 

Tcted  so  e  y  with  published  tlgures  be  accepted
?  Shall  we  write  r.ccce  Boisduval  or 

vTcl  Va  ker  ?    Such  questions  become  the  more 
 important  when  two  different  name 

>vaiker.  i  ^         ̂ ^„,^^t  be  considered  a  definition  ;  and,  whilst 

rrtimlits  io  Ul  c^^^^^^^  specie
s  in  question  had  not  virtually  been 

TmedTnai  described  by  Walker,  others  take  a  d
ifferent  view,  and  perhaps  with  rea- 

son si  cegd  figure,  so  far  as  recognition  of  the  thing  intend
ed  is  concerned  . 

infimtely  more  definUe  than  the  majority  of  the  ea
rlier  descriptions  of  species  in  ento^ 

"^''T,f  conclusion,  1  take  pleasure  in  expressing  my  obligations  to  Mr.  ̂ ^^  Kirby^
  of 

Dublin  Mr  John  a.  Ryder,  of  Philadelphia,  and  Mr.  
Herman  Strecker,  of  Reading,  Pa 

for  k  nd  a  istance  in  my  studies  of  this  insect ;  and  more  particularly  to  my  esteemed 

c^^it'ldertDr.  J.  n'Melliehamp,  of  B.uffcon,  S.  C,  for  h
is  efforts  in  urnishin^ 

matedal,  and  to  my  friend  Mr.  S.  H.  Scudder  of  Camb
ridge,  Mass.,  for  valuable  aid. 

always  freely  given. 

Since  the  above  article  was  written  I  have 
 been  able  to  make 

some  further  observations  on  the  manner  of  pup
ation,  On  the  flight  ot 

the  butterfly  and  on  the  early  larval  hab
it. 

The  exposed  portion  of  the  blackened,  chim
ney-like  funnel,  made 

by  the  larva,  has  a  length  of  from  four  to  s
ix  inches;  but  the  funnel 

virtually  extends  from  one  to  three  inches  be
low  the  still  green  and 

growing  leaves  before  it  reaches  the  more  so
lid  portion  of  the  trunk 

where  the  true  burrow  may  be  said  to  commen
ce.    Throughout  this 

entire  length  the  funnel  is  elastic  with  a  tendency
  to  contraction.     It 

is  within  the  hidden  base  of  this  elastic  funnel,
  or  just  above  the  bur- 

♦row  proper,  that  the  pupa  state  is  generally,
  if  not  always,  assumed. 

A  more  careful  study  of  Yucca  tops  in  which  the
  pupa  was  naturally 

forraed-i.  e.  in  plants  not  cut  till  after  pupation-
shows  me,  also,  that 

the  partial  closing  of  the  burrow  near  head  and 
 tail  is  due  solely  ta 

the  elasticity  of  the  funnel.     No  additional  silk  is
  used,  and  nothing 

that  can  well  be  called  a  cocoon  is  constructed.  
  Just  above  the  natu- 

ral contraction  that  occurs  at  the  junction  of  the  mo
re   elastic  with 

the  more  firm  and  s§lid  portion  of  the  burrow, 
 the  pupa  rests-the 

cast-oft-   larval    skin  generally  helping   to   close   up   the 
 lower  pas- 

sao-e      Here  the  pupa  has  perfect  freedom  of   moti
on,  and  readily 

twirls  the  lower  part   of   the    body  when    disturb
ed.    The    natural 

recurvature    of   the   abdomen,  as  shown  in  the  figu
re,  presses    the 

bristled,  dorsal  and  terminal  portion  of  the  body  on 
 the  one  side,  and 

the  ventral,  middle  portion  on  the  other,  against
  its  elast>c  confines, 

and   holds   it  securely.     A  few  muscular  movements,
   aided   by  the 

leverage  and  hold  which  the  aforementioned  bristl
es  insure,  bring  the 
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pupa,  when  the  imago  is  about  to  issue,  toward  the  top  of  the  funnel, 
which  readily  opens  under  the  pressure,  since  it  is  closed  only  by 
contraction.  In  the  issuing  of  the  imago  the  pupa  remains  within  the 
tube. 

Having  let  several  of  the  butterflies  loose  in  a  spacious  cham- 
ber in  order  to  watch  their  movements,  I  can  confirm  what  has  been 

said  of  the  rapidity  and  strength  of  their  flight.  I  would  further  add, 
that,  in  resting  or  walking,  as  in  all  their  actions,  they  have  the  char- 

acteristics of  the  larger  bodied  skippers.  When  the  wings  are  not 

used  in  flight,  the  inferior  portion  of  the  secondaries  is  folded  along 
vein  1  and  tucked  in  under  the  submedian,  as  is,  I  believe,  the  case 

with  all  Hesperians.  At  rest,  the  outer  portions  of  primaries  are 

brought  closely  together.  The  favorite  position  of  the  insect  when 
at  rest  is  vertical,  or  even  hanging  from  beneath  an  oblique  object. 
In  walking,  the  wings  open  more  or  less,  but  the  hind  ones  are  not 
held  horizontal.  In  walking  on  a  flat  surface,  the  fore  body  is  strongly 
raised  on  the  legs,  while  the  end  of  the  abdomen,  especially  in  the 
female,  generally  touches  the  ground,  so  that  the  costse  of  primaries 
are  nearly  on  a  plane  with  the  surface.  The  antenna?  are  most  often 
on  a  plane  with  the  body,  and  strongly  diverging. 

About  the  middle  of  April  I  had  a  number  of  larvas  hatch,  and 
have  been  able  to  watch  these  on  two  plants  of  T.  aloifolia  in-doors 
and  on  one  out-doors.  The  habit  of  living  at  first  within  a  cylinder 
made  by  one  of  the  rolled  leaves,  webbed  across  with  silk,  is  very 
marked,  and  even  where  the  larva  at  first  works  at  the  base  of  a  leaf 

it  will  web  the  leaf  up  and  feed  along  up  to  its  tip  before  entering 
into  the  more  solid  portions  of  the  plant.  In  extruding  the  excrement 
the  larva  backs  up  to  the  end  of  the  retreat  which  is  kept  only  par- 

tially closed.  One  specimen  I  have  kept  from  the  time  of  hatching 
in  a  tin  box,  occasionally  supplying  it  with  fresh  leaves.  It  forms  a 
retreat  of  these  and  appears  to  thrive  as  well  as  the  others.  It  went 
through  the  first  molt  the  lOlh  day  after  hatching,  and  through  the 
second  molt  11  days  subsequently,  and,  judging  from  the  size  of  the 
head  in  this  third  stage  and  of  the  insect,  there  will  be  two  more  molts 
or  four  in  all.  Toward  the  end  of  the  third  stgge  the  larva  measures 
1.20  inches. 

In  the  second  stage  the  head  is  deep  gamboge-yellow,  with  dark  jaws— not  polished 
but  faintly  chagreened  :  the  cervical  shield  is  narrow,  entire  and  polished  black  ;  and  an 
anal  plate  is  obvious,  also  polished,  dark  brown,  with  the  hind  borders  thickened  and 
black.  The  body  is  olivaceous-brown,  the  stiff,  black  hairs  of  the  tirst  stage  are  very 
much  shortened  and  pale,  and  the  -whole  surface  has  a  faintly  pubescent  appearance, 
caused  by  numerous  minute  points,  each  giving  rise  to  a  short  soft  hair.  The  wrinkles 
of  the  mature  larva  are  already  well  defined.    In  the  ihird  stage  the  head  is  chesnut- 
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brown,  and  the  stiff,  piliferous  hairs  are  scarcely  longer  than  the  other  mi  ante  ones  oa 
the  general  surface.  The  larva  has  now  all  the  characteristics  of  the  last  stage,  except 
in  lacking  the  white  powder,  and  in  being  of  a  pale  olive-brown  color.  The  cervical 

and  anal  shields  are  still  highly  polished  and  black,  and  the  skin,  instead  of  looking- 
faintly  pubescent,  as  in  the  previous  stasje,  is  translucent  and  glossy. 

Where  several  larvae  hatch  out  on  the  same  plant  (which  not  un- 

frequently  happens,)  there  is  a  struggle  as  to  which  shall  usurp  the- 
privilege  of  entering  the  stem,  and  the  first  one  to  do  so  generally 
keeps  the  others  out  on  the  leaves,  so  that  in  the  end  they  doubtless 

perish.  The  parent  is  by  no  means  particular  as  to  where  she  fastens 

her  egffs,  for  Dr.  Mellichamp  has  sent  me  dry  leaves  of  Qaercus  fal- 
cata  that  had  accumulated  around  his  Yuccas,  and  that  have  eggs 
fastened  to  them. 

Regarding  the  boring  habit  in  butterflies  I  learn  from  Prof.  P.  C. 

Zeller,  of  Stettin,  Prussia,  that  there  is  also  a  Hesperian  {Erynnis- 
alcecB,  Esp. ;  malvaruin^  HoflFm.)  which  Kirby  gives  as  common  to- 
Europe,  Asia  and  Africa,  whose  larva  bores  in  Autumn  into  the  stems 

of  its  food-plant,  {Malva  sylvastris)  in  which  it  hibernates,  and  in. 
which  it  goes  through  its  transformations  the  following  Spring. 

THE  ARMY  WORM. 

ADDITIONAL  NOTES  ON  THE  MODE,  PLACE  AND  TIME  OP  OVIPOSITION.. 

COMPLETION  OF  THE  INSECT'S  NATURAL  HISTORY. 

It  gives  me  pleasure  to  announce  ere  closing  this  Report  that,, 

since  the  article  on  the  Army  Worm  was  written  and  printed,  I  have 

been  able  to  settle  by  direct  observation  the  questions  therein  dis- 
cussed as  to  the  time,  place  and  manner  of  oviposition.  By  persist- 

ently searching  during  the  early  part  of  April  for  the  moth,  I  was 

rewarded  by  taking  a  number  of  specimens  at  sugar  and  others  at 

large  and  while  engaged  in  the  act  of  laying.  All  the  latter  speci- 
mens have  been  found  in  an  undisturbed  blue  grass  plot  behind  the 

St.  Louis  fair  grounds.  As  they  are  not  easily  disturbed  while  in  the 

act  of  oviposition,  it  is  only  occasionally  that  one  will  fly  up  from  the 

disturbance  of  walking  over  the  grass.  They  fly  low  and  soon  bury 

themselves  in  the  grass.  By  carefully  watching  I  have  ascertained! 
that  the  favorite  place  to  which  the  female  consigns  her  egg«  in  such 

grass  is  along  the  inner  base  of  the  terminal  blades  where  they  are 
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yet  doubled.    The  compressed,  horny  ovipositor,  which  plays   with 
great  ease  and  tentative  motion  on  the  two  telescopic  subjoints  of  the 
abdomen,  as  described  on  p.  32,  is  thrust  in  between  the  folded  sides 
of  the  blade,  and  the  eggs  are  glued  along  the  groove  in  rows  of  from 
five  to  twenty,  and  covered  with  a  white,  glistening  adhesive  fluid, 
which  not  only  fastens  them  to  each  other,  but  draws  the  two  sides  of 
the  grass  blade  close  around  them,  so  that  nothing  but  a  narrow  glisten- 

ing streak  is  visible.    I  think  also,  that  the  two  edges  of  the  grass 
blade  are  Eometimes  clasped  by  the  opening  hind  border  of  the  ovi- 

positor, so  as  to  give  the  insect  a  firmer  hold,  and  fold  the  leaf  more 
closely  on  the  eggs.     Finding  it  difficult  to  make  satisfactory  observa- 

tions in  the  field,  I  transferred  living  moths  to  glass  cages  which  were 
furnished  with  blue  grass  sward.    Here  again  most  of  the  eggs  were 
laid  in  the  manner  described,  and  on  the  green  and  dry  blades  indif- 

ferently :  some  were,  however,  thrust  in  b^itween  the  sheath  and  stalk, 
as  I  had  anticipated  they  might  be,  while  others  were  thrust  into  the 
crevices  on  the  sides  of  the  sward,  which  had  been  cut  with  a  knife. 

The  female  having  once  commenced  to  lay,  is  extremely  active 
and  busy,  especially  during  warm  nights,  and  1  should  judge  that  but 
two  or  three  days  are  required  to  empty  the  ovaries,  which  have  a 
uniform  development.     A  string  of  15  or  20  eggs  is  placed  in  position 
in  two  or  three  minutes,  and  by  the  end  of  ten  more  I  have  known 
the  moth  to  choose  another  leaf  and  supply  it  with  another  string. 
Many  must  be  laid  very  soon  after  vegetation  starts,  as  some  moths 
taken  in  the  middle  of  April  had  already  exhausted  their  supply  ;  yet 
the  bulk  of  them  are  not  laid  till  toward  the  end  of  April.    Very  few 
of  the  moths  and  only  those  captured  at  sugar  looked  at  all  fresh, 
while  all  those  having  the  eggs   fully   formed  showed   unmistakable 
signs  of  having  hibernated  ;  in  fact  most  of  those  found  laying  had  the 
wings  so  tattered  and  rubbed  that  they  were  scarcely   recognizable. 
The  moth  perishes  within  a  day  after  having  exhausted  her  supply  of 
eggs.    The  egg  is  glistening  white  when  first  laid,  and  only  becomes 
tarnished   or  faintly  dull  yellowish   toward  maturity.     Just   before 

the  hatching  of  the  larva  which,  in  a  uniform   temperature  of  75°  F. 
takes  place  from  the  8th  to  the  10th  day  after  deposition,  the  brown 
head  of  the  embryon  shows  distinctly  through  the  shell.    The  newly 
hatched   larva  is  dull  translucent    white   in    color,  with  a  uniformly 
brown  head,  and  the  two  front  pair  of  prolegs  are  so  atrophied  as  to 
necessitate  the  looping  of  the  body  in  traveling.    The  development 
of  my  larvae,  reared  in  a  uniform  room  temperature  of  about  80°,  has 
been   remarkably   rapid.    They  underwent  five  molts   and  but  three 
days  intervened  on  an  average  between  each.     Yet  under  the  same 
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conditions,  the  issue  from  the  same  string  of  eggs  will  manifest  con- 

siderable variation,  and  some  of  them  have  passed  through  the  last 
before  others  have  reached  the  fifth. 

It  is  thus  evident  that  the  conclusions  arrived  at  in  the  body  of 

this  Report  on  such  points  as  had  not  been  settled  by  direct  observa- 

tion, are  essentially  correct  so  far  as  the  above  recorded  facts  bear  on 

them.  The  only  part  needing  correction  is  on  pp.  35-36,  where 

the  statement  that  the  moth  will  not  oviposit  in  confinement,  should 

be  qualified  by  adding,  "  when  reared  indoors  from  the  larva,"  which 
was  indeed  implied.  When  the  ovaries  are  fully  developed  the  moth 

will  oviposit  under  any  circumstances,  and  will  thrust  her  eggs  into 

any  recess  whatever,  or  even  scatter  them  on  the  ground.  I  doubt 

very  much  whether  she  can  well  deposit  her  eggs  in  the  favorite  po- 

sition, except  where  the  grass  is  quite  thick,  or  where  there  is  a  mat- 

ting of  old  grass,  as  she  could  not  well  support  herself  where  the 

blades  are  single  and  sparse ;  and  from  this  view  we  get  another  rea- 

son why  burning  all  the  old  and  prostrate  blades  and  stalks  prevents 

the  origin  of  the  worms,  in  such  burned  places.  I  will  conclude  these 

supplementary  notes  with  descriptions  of  the  egg  as  laid,  and  of  the 
different  larval  stages. 

Egg— When  first  laid,  splierical,  0.02  in  diameter,  smooth,  opaque  white ;  covered 

with  a  glistening  adhesive  fluid  ;  shell  delicate,  becoming  faintly  irridescent  and  more 
sordid  before  hatching. 

Immattire  Larva— When  newly  hatched  1.7  mm.  long:  dull  translucent  white  in 

color,  with  very  minute  piliferous  points  giving  rise  to  pale  hairs.  Head  large  and  uni- 

formly brown-black.  Two  front  pair  of  prolegs  atrophied  so  as  to  necessitate  looping 

in  motion.  Drops  by  means  of  a  web.  In  the  second  stage  it  is  quite  active,  still  loops, 

and  spins  a  web  and  drops  at  least  disturbance.  Head  copal  yellow,  with  six  black 

ocelli  (the  two  inferior  somewhat  separated  from  the  others)  the  brown  jaws,  and  brown 

marks  on  the  legs  conspicuous.  Color  of  body  yellowish-green  ;  darker  anteriorly,  the 

venter  being  quite  pale.  The  lines  of  mature  larva  barely  indicated  in  faint,  rose-brown  ; 

the  most  conspicuous  being  the  broad  stigmata),  a  narrower  one  above  it,  and  two 
which  are  medio-dorsal.  In  the  better  marked  specimens,  the  body  above  the  pale 

substigmatal  line  consists  of  8  dark  and  7  pale  lines,  the  middle  pale  line  medio-dorsal, 
the  second  dark  one  from  it  most  faint  and  most  often  obsolete,  and  the  lower  or  stig- 

matal  one  broadest  and  most  conspicuous.  Black  piliferous  dots  distinct  and  normally 

arranged,  i.e.,  ou  the  middle  joints  4  trapezoidally  on  dorsum;  2  in  stigmatal  dark 

line,  one  just  above,  the  other  just  behind  stigmata ;  one  at  lower  edge  of  pale  substig- 
matal line  near  the  middle  of  the  joint,  and  several  that  are  ventral :  the  dorsal  ones 

on  joints,  1  and  12  forming  a  reversed  tnipezoid  to  those  on  middle  joints;  on  jt.  11  a 

bquare,  and  on  jts.  2  and  3  a  transverse  line.  In  the  third  stage  there  is  little  change. 

The  head  has  still  a  copal  yellow  aspect,  being  pale  with  faint  yellowish,  brown  mot- 

tlings,  the  ocelli  still  conspicuous.  The  body  is  more  decidedly  striped,  the  dark  stig- 

matal and  pale  substigmatal  lines  more  strongly  relieved  and  all  the  lines  approach 

more  to  tho.se  of  last  stage.  The  pale  hairs  from  piliferous  dots  are  still  quite  noticeable 

especially  before  and  behind,  and  the  dots  themselves  are  generally  relieved  by  a  pale 
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basal  annulus.  The  looping;  habit  is  lost,  but  the  front  prolegs  are  still  somewhat  the 
smallest.  It  now  curls  round  and  does  not  spin  in  dropping.  In  the  fourth  stage  the 
aspect  is  quite  changed,  the  general  color  being  dull,  dark  green.  The  head  has  the 
mottlings  of  a  deeper  brown  and  the  characteristic  brown  lines  appear.  The  second 
pale  line  (from  above)  is  obsolete,  and  the  other  five  are  narrowed,  pure  Avhite,  and 

sharply  relieved  b}-  dark  shades.  The  prolegs  are  of  nearl}^  equal  size  ;  the  cervical 
shield  better  defined :  in  short,  except  in  the  lighter  substigmatal  stripe  and  more 

greenish  color,  the  chai'acters  of  the  more  normal,  mature  larva  obtain.  In  the  ffth 
and  sixth  stages  the  changes  are  mainly  in  the  increasing  prevalence  of  the  brown 
and  ferruginous  colors,  and  the  greater  relief  and  intensity  of  the  black,  especially 
above  the  upper  white  lateral  line.  The  front  prolegs  in  the  last  stage  are,  if  anything, 

longer  than  the  hind  ones.  I  reproduce  herewith,  with  a  few  additions,  my  original  de- 
scription of  the 

Mature  lan-a. — General  color  dingy  black,  appearing  linel}'  mottled  and  speckled 
under  a  lens,  with  the  peljferous  spots  placed  in  the  normal  position,  but  scarcely  visi- 

ble, though  the  soft  hairs  arising  from  them  are  easily  seen  with  a  lens.  Four  lateral 
light  lines,  of  almost  equal  thickness,  and  at  about  equal  distance  from  each  other,  the 

two  uppermost  white,  the  two  lowermost  yellow;  a  much  less  distinct  medio-dorsal 
white  line,  frequently  obsolete  in  middle  of  joints,  and  always  most  distinct  at  the 
divisions:  a  jet  black  line  immediately  above  the  upper  lateral  white  one,  the  dorsum 
near  it,  thickly  mottled  with  dull  yellow,  but  becoming  darker  as  it  approaches  the  fine 

■dorsal  white  line,  along  each  side  of  which  it  is  perfectly  black.  Space  between  lateral 
light  lines  1  and  2,  from  above,  dull  yellow,  or  reddish,  the  white  lines  being  relieved 
by  a  darker  edge;  that  between  lines  2  and  3  almost  black,  being  but  slightly  mottled 

along  the  middle :  that  between  3  and  4  j^ellow,  mottled  with  pink  brown,  and  appear- 
inof  lighter  than  that  between  1  and  2.  Venter  greenish-glaucous,  mottled  and  speckled 
with  neutral  color,  especially  near  the  edge  of  the  4th  lateral  line.  Legs  glassy  and  of 
same  color  as  venter,  those  on  thoracic  joints  with  black  claws,  those  oh  abdomen  with 

a  large  shiny  black  spot  on  the  outside.  Stigmata  oval,  black,  and  placed  in  the  3d  la- 
teral light  line.  Head  highly  polished,  pale  grayish-yellow,  speckled  with  confluent 

fuscous  dots ;  marked  longitudinally  by  two  dark  lines  that  commence  at  the  corners 
of  the  mouth,  approach  each  other  towards  the  centre,  and  again  recede  behind  ;  on 

each  side  are  four  minute  polished  black  eyelets,  placed  on  a  light  crescent-shaped  ridge, 
and  from  each  side  of  this  light  ridge  a  dark  mark  extends  more  or  less  among  the 
confluent  spots  above.  Cervical  shield  polished  and  mottled  like  the  head,  with  the 

white  medio-dorsal  and  upper  lateral  lines  running  conspicuously  through  it.  Anal 
plate  obsolete. 

These  descriptions  applj^  to  the  average  specimens,  and,  as  stated  on  page  45,  there 
is  considerable  variation  in  all  stages. 
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EKRAT A. 

Page  34,  line  G,  for  "Xoctulieles  ■'  read  '■'Noctuelites.'''' 
Page  34,  line  C,  for  "  three-hundredths  "  read  "two-hundredt'as." 
Page  38,  line  6,  for  "glass  "  read  "grass." 

Page  121,  line  18,  add  "  and  "  before  "  except." 
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PREFACE. 

To  the  President  and  Members  of  the  Missouri  State  Board  of  Agriculture : 

Gentlemen  :— The  following  pages  constitute  my  Ninth  Annual  Keport  on  the 
Noxious,  Beneficial  and  other  Insects  of  the  State  of  Missouri,  laid  before  you  in synopsis  at  your  last  annual  meeting. 

During  no  year  since  I  have  been  studying  the  habits  of  the  insects  of  our  State, 
have  the  farmers  enjoyed  such  general  immunity  from  insect  ravages  as  during  the 
past  year,  if  we  except  the  work  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  toward  the  end  of  the 
orowing  season.  This  immunity  was  largely  due  to  the  wet  character  of  the  summers  of 
1875  and  1876  ;  for  it  is  a  fact  that  1  have  frequently  laid  stress  on,  that  the  larger  num- 

ber of  the  cultivator's  worst  insect  enemies  thrive  and  multiply  most  du'ring  dry seasons.  While  there  was  general  immunity  from  insect  ravages  throughout  the 
State,  it  was  all  the  greater  and  more  noticeable  in  the  western  counties  which,  in  1875, 
had  been  so  sorely  afflicted.  The  native  locusts  were  scarce,  the  Chinch  Bug  was 
scarcely  heard  of,  and  the  general  freedom  from  noxious  species,  there,  whichl  had 
anticipated  in  my  Eighth  Eeport,  was  the  subject  of  remark  with  all  close  observers. 

It  is  unnecessary  to  call  particular  attention  to  the  subject  matter  of  this  Ninth 
Report,  further  than  to  state  that  a  preponderance  of  space  is  devoted  to  that  West- 

ern scourge,  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  which  again  invaded,  from  the  Northwest, 
most  of  the  fertile  country  between  the  Mississippi  and  the  Rocky  Mountains,  and  laid 
eggs  over  a  larger  area  than  ever  before.  Reaching  our  western  counties  late  in  the 
season,  the  insects  did  comparatively  little  damage  in  Missouri,  except  to  Fall  wheat, 
which  was  mostly  eaten  down  and  killed.  They  left  their  eggs,  however,  and  much 
injury  may  be  anticipated  this  Spring.  A  repetition  of  the  ravages  of  1875  is  probable, 
but  not  in  the  counties  most  ravaged  that  year,  which  will  not  materially  suffer. 

The  particular  counties  in  which  injury  may  be  anticipated  are  detailed  on  p.  67. 
In  order  that  the  Report  may  be  distributed  among  the  farmers  in  those  counties  in 
time  to  be  of  service  to  them,  I  have  hastened  its  publication  by  omitting  articles 
on  the  Hessian  Fly,  the  Grape  Phylloxera,  and  some  other  insects  which  I  had  more particularly  studied  the  past  year. 

In  proportion  as  this  Report,  and  the  preceding  one  for  1875,  are  circulated  in  the 
western  counties  ;  in  that  proportion  will  the  labor  bestowed  upon  them  and  the  expe- 

rience contained  in  them  prove  profitable  to  the  State.  I  sincerely  hope,  therefore, 
that  the  illiberal  spirit  manifest  in  the  Twenty-ninth  General  Assembly,  iu  the  attempt 
to  abolish  the  State  Board  of  Agriculture,  and  the  refusal  to  make  any  appropriation 
therefor,  will  give  place  to  more  generous  and  enlightened  action  that  will  increase 
rather  than  diminish  the  means  for  usefulness  of  the  only  State  organization  created especially  for  promoting  the  farming  interests  of  the  State. 



jy  PREFACE. 

In  this,  as  in  the  previous  vohunes,  when  the  i
nsects  treated  of  are  new  or  the 

existing  descriptions  of  them  are  imperfect,  or  in  a
  foreign  language,  or  m  -o^^s  out 

If  printordifficult  of  access,  1  have  added  a  fall  d
escription,  which  is,however,  ahv  ay. 

printed  in  smaller  type,  so  that  it  can  be  skipp
ed  by  the  non-interested  reader.  Ihave 

endeavored  to  give  a  popular  name  to  each  in
sect  of  economic  importance,  and  this 

itvaTt^y  accompanied,  wherever  accuracy  dem
ands  it,  by  the  scien.fic  name  and 

the  latter  is  generally  printed  in  ̂ .a^ic.  and  mostly  m  P^^f  ̂J^^'^^^'^;  ̂^^^^^^^^^^ 

skipped  by  the  practical  man  without  interfe
ring  with  the  text.  The  Ordei  and 

Family  to  which  each  insect  belongs,  are  gener
ally  given  under  each  headmg.  The 

dfrensions  are  expressed  in  inches  and  the  fractio
nal  parts  of  an  u.ch  Where  so  small, 

however,  as  to  render  such  measurement  inacc
urate,  I  have  adopted  ̂ e  mihmeter- 

one  milimeter  (1  mm.)  not  quite  equaling  twentyl
ive  hundredths  of  an  inch  (0  2o  inch.) 

The'gn^,  wherever  used,  is  an  abbreviation  of  th
e  word  "  male,"  the  s.gn  $  for 

"female,"  and  the  sign  5  for  neuter.  ,.  .     , 

some  of  the  figures  are  enlarged,  but  the  natural  s
ize  of  each  ot  such  is  also  given 

or  indicated  by  a  hair-line,  except  in  the  represen
tation  of  enlarged  structural  details, 

where  they  are  connected  with  the  life-sized  insect 
 to  which  they  belong. 

The  name  of  the  author  of  the  species,  and  not  of  the  g
enus,  is  given  as  authori  y ; 

and  in  order  to  indicate  whether  or  not  the  insect  
was  originally  described  under  the 

t  neric  name  which  it  bears,  I  have  adopted  the  follow
ing  plan  :  When  the  specifie 

darnels  coupled  with  the  generic  name  under  which  i
t  was  first  P"^  fed  the  de- 

scriber's  name  is  attached  without  a  comma-thus  i
ndicating  the  authorship  of  the 

a^^m^me-.e.g.Phycita  nebula  Walsh.  But  when  a
  different  generic  name  is  em- 

ployed than  that  under  which  the  insect  was  first  described, 
 the  authorship  isenclosed 

in  parenthesis  tl^ns-Acrobasis  nebula  (Walsh ;)  except  where  the  whole  name  is  already 

in  parenthesis,  when  a  comma  will  be  used  for  the
  same  purpose:  e.  g.  {Acrobasts. 

jie^M^o,  Walsh.) 

All  the  illustrations,  unless  otherwise  stated,  are  drawn  by
  myself  from  nature 

Respectfully  submitted, 
CHARLES  V.  RILEY, 

State  Entomologists 

St.  Louis,  Mo.,  March  14,  1877. 
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NOXIOUS  INSECTS. 

CUKRANT  AND  GOOSEBERRY  WORMS. 

The  Currant  and  the  Gooseberry,  though  not  among  the  choicest 
of  our  fruits,  yet  possess,  with  their  peculiarly  subacid  or  their  spicy 
flavor,  qualities  which  make  them  invaluable  for  the  manufacture  of 
jellies  and  conserves,  and  render  them  most  grateful  and  healthful  in 
the  hot  summer  months.  Their  cultivation  is  somewhat  neglected  in 
Missouri,  and  though  more  general  farther  north  and  east  it  has  there 
fallen  off  within  the  past  twelve  or  fifteen  years,  prinpipally  on  account 
■of  the  increase  of  those  insects  which  injuriously  affect  the  plants. Those,  therefore,  who  desire  to  successfully  grow  the  Currant  and 
-Gooseberry  must  familiarize  themselves  with,  and  learn  how  to  effec- 

tually deal  with  the  insect  enemies  which  attack  them.  Chief  among 
these  are  several  so-called  "worms"  which  prey  upon- the  leaves,  and by  repeatedly  defoliating  the  bushes,  not  only  prevent  the  fruit  from 
maturing,  but  eventually  cause  the  death  of  the  plant  In  some  sec- 

tions the  injury  has  been  so  serious  that  the  culture  of  these  fruits  has been  abandoned. 

It  is  the  common  but  misleading  practice  for  writers  in  our  horti- 
cultural journals  to  refer  to  any  of  these  insect  enemies  of  the  Currant 

and  Gooseberry  as  the  Currant  Worm  or  the  Gooseberry  Worm,  as 
though  there  was  but  a  single  species  injurious  to  these  plants ;  whereas, 
in  reality,  there  are  quite  a  number  of  species  that  affect  them  in 
stem,  leaf  and  fruit.  As  a  rule  each  requires  a  different  mode  of  treat- 

ment, according  to  its  habit;  but  I  shall  here  consider  only  the  three 
principal  leaf-feeders,  which  may  all  be  destroyed  by  one  and  the same  means. 

These  three  species  formed  the  subject  of  an  editorial  article  pub- 
lished some  years  ago  in  the  American  Entomologist  (Vol.  II,  No.  1) E    R — 1 
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which  is  now  so  scarce  that  it  cannot  be  had  in  the  market.  The  por- 

tion on  the  Gooseberry  Span-worm  was  written  by  myself;  that  on 
the  Currant  worms  by  my  associate,  B.  D.  Walsh,  the  facts  in  posses- 

sion of  either  being  interchanged,  as  was  our  custom.  While  I  am 

able  to  record  some  interesting  observations  made  since  that  time^ 
the  article  was  to  that  extent  exhaustive  of  the  subject,  that  I  shall 

quote  liberally  from  it,  rather  than  recast  the  facts  ia  diflereot  lan- 

guage. 
Notwithstanding  that  the  Currant  and  Gooseberry  differ  so  much 

in  general  appearance — the  former  being  a  smooth-stemmed  shrub^ 
bearing  its  flowers  and  fruit  in  a  raceme,  while  the  latter  has,  as  a  rule^ 

thorny  and  prickly  stems,  and  bears  its  berries  singly — they  are  placed 

by  botanists  in  the  same  genus  {Rihes).  Our  common  Garden  Goose- 
berry {Rihes grossidaria)  was  imported  from  Europe,  but  we  have  four 

wild  species  commonly  found  in  the  Northern  States ;  and  besides  these 

four  there  is  a  Californian  species,  the  Showy  Gooseberry  {R.  specio- 
sum)  which  is  sometimes  cultivated  as  an  ornamental  plant  in  our 

gardens,  for  the  sake  of  its  fine,  deep-red,  pendant  flowers.  On  the 
contrary,  our  common  Red  Currant  {R.  rubrum),  of  which  the  White 
is  a  mere  variety,  is  indigenous  in  the  more  Northern  States,  from  New 
Hampshire  to  Wisconsin,  though  also  a  native  of  Europe  ;  while  on 

the  other  hand,  the  Black  Currant  of  our  gardens  (R.  nigrum)  is  a 

European  plant,  considered  by  botanists  to  be  distinct  from  the  Ameri- 
can wild  Black  Currant  {R.  Horidum).  Besides  these,  we  have  three 

other  currants  peculiar  to  America,  the  Prostrate  or  Fetid  Currant 

{R.  pro  stratum)  found  in  cold  Northern  woods,  the  Missouri  or  Golden 

Currant,  {R.aureum)  and  the  Red-flowered  Currant  {R.  sanguineum) 
both  of  which  are  natives  of  the  Far  West,  and  are  cultivated  chiefly 
for  ornament. 

These  botanical  details  will  not  be  uninteresting  by  way  uf  pre- 
face to  what  follows;  for  the  three  worms  to  be  described,  while  they 

are  found  indiscriminately  on  the  Red  Currant  and  Gooseberry,  are 

not  found  on  the  Black  Currant.* 
Our  Wild  Black  Currant  has  a  Lepidopterous  borer  peculiar  to 

it ;  while  the  common  Currant-borer  of  our  gardens  {^jE.  tipuliformisy 
which  belongs  to  the  very  same  genus  ;  and  the  Common  Currant 

Plant-louse  {Aphis  rihis)  both  confine  their  attacks  to  the  Red  Cur- 
rant, and  do  not  affect  the  Black  Currant  or  the  Gooseberry.  These 

facts  are  not  only  very  interesting  as  showing  the  slight  discrimination 

«Mr.  Saunders  records  {Can.  Ent.  II.  147)  having  found  the  Imported  Currant-worm  in  the  act  of 
feeding  not  only  on  the  Black  Currant,  but  also  on  the  Plum;  but  the  fact  that  all  larv;B  Avhich  he 
endeavored  to  rear  on  such  leaves  eventually  died, shows  how  exceptional  and  abnormal  is  their  feed- 

ing on  those  plants,  and  that  they  cannot,  in  the  true  sense  of  the  word,  be  considered  Black  Currant  or- Plum  feeders. 
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which  insects  sometimes  make  between  plants  of  the  same  genus  ;  but 
they  are  of  much  practical  importance,  as  a  knowledge  of  the  peculiar 
tastes  and  preferences  which  insects  frequently  manifest  for  different 
species,  or  even  different  varieties  of  plants,  will  be  of  much  value  in 
guiding  us  what  to  plant. 

THE   GOOSEBERRY   SPAN-WORM-Fu^tchia-^  ribearia  (Fitch.) 
[Ord.  Lepidopteka  ;  Fatn.  Geometrid.e.] 

ITS  NATURAL  HISTORY. 

In  the  month  of  May,  in  the   latitude  of  St.  Louis,  gooseberry 
bushes,  and  more   seldom   currant  bushes,  are  sometimes  suddenly 

stripped  of  their  leaves  by  a  yel- 
low, black-spotted  worm  which 

generally  remains  unnoticed  dur- 

ing the  early  part  of  the  month, 
when  small  and  hidden  by  the 
foliage.  It  is  the  most  common 

and  destructive  of  the  gooseberry 
leaf-eaters  in  Missouri,  and,  being 
a  looper  or  span-worm,  is  at  once 

distinguished,  by  its  mode  of  pro- 

gression, from  the  other  worms  to 

be  mentioned.  When  full  grown 

it  measures  about  an  inch,  and  is 

of  a  bright  yellow  color,  with  lat- 
eral white  lines  and  numerous 

black  spots  and  round  dots,  as 

shown  in  the  accompanying  fig- GoosEBERRYSPAN-woitM  :—a,  b,  larvae  ;  c,  pupa. 

ures.  The  head  is  white,  with  two  large  black  eye-like  spots  on  the 
outer  sides  above,  and  two  smaller  ones  beneath.  The  six  true  legs  are 
black  and  the  four  piol  egs  yellow.  It  drops  readily  by  a  web  and 
attains  its  growth  Irom  the  end  of  May  to  the  middle  of  June,  when 
it  descends  to  the  ground  and  either  burrows  a  little  below  the  surface 
or  hides  under  any  rubbish  that  may  be  lying  there  ;  but  in  neither 
case  does  it  form  any  cocoon.   Shortly  after  this  it  changes  to  a  chrys- 

•'Ihis  insect  was  originally  described  by  Fitch  under  the  generic  name  .Ifcraxas, -with  a  question as  tothe  conectuess  ot  the  generic  reieivnce.  It  has  also  been  very  generally  relerred  to  EUopia,  but 
-Ui.  i'ackardin  his  recent  admirable  i\/o?iof/)-apA  of  the  Geometrid  Moths,  very  properly  deliues  the genus  under  the  name  Eu/itchia,  the  insect  m  question  being  the  only  species  belonging  to  it. 
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alls  (Fig.  1,  c),  of  the  usual  shape,  and  shining  mahogany-brown  in 
color.  After  remaining  in  this  state  about  fourteen  days,  it  bursts  the 

chrysalis  shell,  and  in  June  and  the  forepart  of  July  appears  as  a 

moth  (Fig.  2).  This  last  is  of  a  pale  nankeen-yellow,  the  wings 
[Fig.  2.]  rather  gauzy  and  shaded  with  faintly  dusky  or 

leaden-colored  spots.  These  are  arranged  in  no 
very  distinct  pattern,  but  form  a  more  or  less 

conspicuous  band  across  the  outer  third  of  all 

the  wings,  and  give  a  soiled  appearance  to  the 

basal  portions.    The   spots   are   always  largest 
Female  Moth  of  Goosel:)erry 

span-woi-ra.  and  most  intense  in  the  middle  portion  of  each 
wing.  The  under  surface  repeats  the  upper,  and  the  legs,  body  and 
feelers  are  somewhat  brighter,  or  orange.  In  the  male  the  feelers  are 

feathered  or  ciliated ;  in  the  female  they  are  simple.  These  moths 

may  invariably  be  noticed  hanging  listlessly  about  the  bushes  two  or 
three  weeks  after  the  worms  have  disappeared,  and  even  where  the 

latter  have  not  been  numerous  enough  to  attract  attention,  the  moths 

they  have  produced  may  generally  be  noticed  in  the  month  of  June, 

moving  with  languid  flight  about  the  bushes,  or  darting  somewhat 
more  actively  from  place  to  place  when  disturbed.  Like  the  rest  of 

their  family, they  are  nocturnal  and,  except  when  aroused,  or  in  cloudy 

weather,  usually  remain  quiet  during  the  day.  The  females,  soon 
after  issuing  from  the  ground,  begin  to  lay  their  eggs,  fastening  them 

simply  to  the  twigs  and  more  permanent  parts  of  the  plant,  and  prin- 
cipally on  the  main  stems  near  the  ground  and  beneath  the  branches. 

The  preference  for  the  inner,  more  basal  and  protected  portions  of 

the  plant,  over  the  terminal  or  more  exposed  parts,  I  have  found  quite 

decided.  From  being  laid  singly  and  from  possessing  protective  color- 
ing, these  eggs  are  with  difficulty  noticed,  and  have  never  hitherto 

been  described.  I  had  on  several  occasions,  in  years  gone  by,  obtained 
what  were  evidently,  from  comparison  with  those  found  in  the  ovaries, 

the  eggs  of  this  species,  but  not  until  last  spring  did  I  succeed  in 
hatching  therefrom  the  larvae,  under  conditions  where  they  could  be 

watched,  or  in  getting  the  females  to  lay  in  confine- 

ment. The  egg  is  irregularly  ovoid,  slightly  corn- 

pressed,  0.7  mm.  long,  f  as  wide,  pale  bluish-green 

in  color,  with  irregular,  sub-hexagonal  reticulations, 
so  as  to  give  a  rather  deeply  pitted  appearance 

something  like  the  surface  of  a  thimble,  there  being 

15  or  more  longitudinal  rows  of  these  pits.  It  re- 

Si-AN-woRM:-«.^^^^^^^^  minds  one  in  fact  of  the  pitted  grain  of  the  berry 
of  Atropa  helladonna.    It  is  attached  as  often  on  one  side  as  on  end. 

Kgo  of  Goosebkhuy 
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This  insect  is  single-brooded,  and  the  eggs  are  exposed  to  all  the 
heat  of  summer,  and  the  vicissitudes  of  winter,  without  losing  their 

vitality.  At  length,  when  the  proper  time  arrives,  and  the  Gooseberry 

and  Currant  unfold  their  leaves  so  as  to  afford  plenty  of  food,  these 
eggs  hatch,  and  in  little  more  than  three  weeks  the  worms  attain  their 

full  larval  development. 

HOW  IT  SPREADS. 

Owing  to  the  above  peculiarity  and  to  the  fact  that  the  eggs  are 

attached  to  the  permanent  parts  of  the  plant  where  they  are  with 

difficulty  seen,  the  species  is  frequently  carried  in  the  egg  state  upon 

transplanted  bushes  from  one  rueighborhood  to  another;  which  ac- 
counts for  its  sudden  appearance  in  parts  where  it  was  before  unknown. 

A  NATIVE  SPECIES. 

This  Gooseberry  Span-worm  is  a  native  American  insect,  not  to 
be  found  on  the  other  side  of  the  Atlantic.  There  is,  however,  an 

allied  species  {Ahraxas  gvossulariata).,  which  in  Europe  infests  Cur- 
rant and  Gooseberry  bushes  in  much  the  same  manner  as  our  species 

does  here.  The  two  insects  were  at  one  time  supposed  to  be  identical, 

but  the  European  species  is  at  once  distinguished  by  its  black,  white 

and  yellow  markings  in  the  larva  and  imago  si  ates  ;  and  by  forming 

its  chrysalis  above  ground.  It  used  to  be  very  common  in  a  dearly- 

loved  garden  at  Walton,  England,  where,  in  watching  its  metamor- 

phoses I  first,  as  a  child,  became  interested  in  insect  life — thj  bright 
colors  and  striking  pattern  of  the  species  in  all  stages,  and  its  external 
habit,  making  it  a  most  convenient  object  for  study. 

ITS  PAST  HISTORY. 

Our  species  undoubtedly  fed  originally  on  some  one  or  all  four  of 

our  indigenous  gooseberries,  but  after  the  introduction  of  the  European 

gooseberry  it  very  soon  manifested  its  preference  for  the  latter,  and, 
under  the  new  conditions,  multiplied  so  rapidly  as  soon  to  become  a 

serious  pest.  The  depredations  of  this  insect  in  some  of  the  Eastern 

States,  particularly  in  New  York  and  Pennsylvania,  date  back  a  great 

number  of  years.  In  the  West  it  was  first  noticed  by  myself  {Prairie 

J^armer^  July  16,  1875)  in  the  neighborhood  of  Chicago,  in  1862,  where 
for  a  few  years  afterAvard  it  multiplied  to  an  iojurious  extent. 

In  Missouri,  my  attention  was  first  called  to  it  in  May,  1868,  by 

Mr.  T.  W.  Guy,  then  living  at  Glenwood.  His  gooseberry  bushes  had 

been  entirely  denuded  of  their  leaves  by  it.  Mr,  Huron  Burt  of  Wil- 
liamsburg, on  May  30, 1870,  sent  me  specimens  of  the  worms,  with  the 

statement  that  they  had  been  defoliating  his  gooseberry  bushes,  and 
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that  "where  the  foliage  was  insufficient  they  would  finish  up  on  the 
fruit.  Quite  frequently,  since  then,  I  have  in  my  travels  found  the 
gooseberry  bushes  in  the  eastern  counties  of  the  State  defoliated  by 

this  pest;  but  it  is  seldom  complained  of  in  the  western  counties,  and 

Mr,  Walsh,  in  the  course  of  twelve  years  collecting,  met  with  but  a  soli- 
tary specimen  of  the  moth,  near  Rock  Island,  Illinois,  although  the 

wild  gooseberry  was  abundant  in  the  woods  in  that  locality. 

IT  PEEFERS  THE  GOOSEBERRY  TO  THE  CURRANT. 

This  insect  shows  a  decided  preferencefor  the  Gooseberry,  always 

attacking  that  plant  first  when  growing  side  by  side  with  currant 
bushes.  Hence,  and  because  it  is  generally  preferable  to  apply  the 

popular  name  of  an  injurious  insect  to  the  state  in  which  it  commits 

its  depredations,  I  have  given  it  the  distinguishing  term  of  "  Goose- 
berry Span-worm,"  though  Fitch  originally  called  it  the  American 

Currant  Moth.  The  term  "Currant  Geometer  or  Measuring  Worm  " 
has  subsequently  been  used  without  any  particular  reason. 

THE  MOTH  IS  CLOSELY  IMITATED. 

There  is  another  moth  common  in  Missouri  and  in  most  parts  of 

the  country,  which  in  flight  and  general  appearance  bears  so  close  a 

resemblance  to  the  parent  of  our  Gooseberry  Span-worm  that  the 
two  at  first  sight  are  easily  confounded,  and  furnish  a  remarkable 

illustration  of  the  fact  that  insects  differing  widely  in  structural  details 

often  have  stamped  upon  them  the  same  general  appearance,  where 

what  naturalists  understand  as  "mimicry"  could  apparently  have 
had  nothing  to  do  in  bringing  about  the  resemblance.  I  refer  to  a 

little  moth  often  seen  fluttering  about  the  Fragrant  Sumach  (^AtM- 
aromatica)  on  which  its  larva  perhaps  feeds.  It  has  precisely  the 
same  color  and  very  much  the  same  markings  and  differs  from  the 

Gooseberry  moth  only  in  details  of  venation,  in  the  simple  feelers  in 

both  sexes  and  in  the  somewhat  smaller  size,  more  rounded  and  more 

diaphanous  wings.  It  has  been  referred  to  an  entirely  different 

'Fdivci\\y  {BomhycidcB) ^  hut  evidently  belongs  to  the  Geometers. 
PARASITES. 

No  parasite  has  been  mentioned  by  previous  writers  as  attacking 

the  Gooseberry  Span-worm,  but  I  have  reared  an  undescribed  Tachina- 
fly  from  its  pupa. 

REMEDIES. 

Many  different  applications  have  been  used  to  kill  this  worm.  A 

correspondent  of  the  Country  Gentleman  (June  17,  1869)  mentions 

having  used  skim  milk  with  good  success.  The  Gooseberry  Span- 
worm   of  Europe,  already   referred   to,  is   fought   with  a  decoction  of 
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Elder  leaves  boiled  until  the  liquid  becomes  black.  Into  this  is  then 

mixed  an  equal  quantity  of  tobacco  water.  Fox-glove  leaves  are  also 
used  for  the  same  purpose.  Sulphide  of  potassium  in  dilute  solution 

(one  part  in  500)  is  also  used  in  France,  and  even  air-slacked  lime  is 
found  useful  when  the  worms  are  young.  The  same  remedies  would 

doubtless  apply  to  our  species,  but  white  hellebore,  as  I  shall  presently 
recommend  it  for  the  other  worms,  is  most  available  and  most  effective, 

though  less  satisfactory  than  when  applied  to  them.  The  habit  which 

the  worms  have  of  letting  themselves  down  by  a  web  when  disturbed. 

Tenders  hand  picking  quite  effectual  if  done  when  they  are  young. 

It  will  be  most  effectual  where  the  bushes  are  well-trimmed.  By 
shaking  these  with  a  forked  stick,  and  then  i^assing  the  stick  under 

the  suspended  worms,  the  latter  may  be  drawn  onto  the  ground  and 

crushed.  It  is  a  good  plan  also  to  di^  around  the  bushes,  after  the 

worms  have  entered  the  ground  to  transform,  so  as  to  expose  them  or 
the  chrysalides  to  birds.  Where  practicable,  poultry  may  be  used  to 

.^ood  advantage  in  this  destruction. 

Three  other  Span-worms  *  are  mentioned  by  Packard  and  Saund- 
ers as  infesting  currant  bushes;  but  none  of  them  are  spotted  and 

marked  as  that  under  consideration,  and  none  of  them  have  ever  been 

known  to  multiply  to  the  same  injurious  degree.  They  all  occur  in 

Missouri,  and  the  moths  are  more  often  met  with  than  the  worms. 

THE  IMPORTED  CURRANT  WORM— JVematus  ve7itricosus\  Klug. 

[Ord,  Hymenoptera  ;  Fam.  Tenthredinid^]. 

The  two  insects  next  to  be  treated  of  belong  to  a  class  of  leaf- 
feeding  worms  not  heretofore  noticed  in  my  Reports,  namely,  the  false 

caterpillars  or  slugs.  With  the  exception  of  the  wood-boring  Horn- 

tails  (Uroceridi^},  'dud  a  few  of  the  Gall-flies  (Cj/nipidce),  they  are 
the  only  insects  of  their  order  that  injure  vegetation  to  any 

considerable  extent.  The  false-caterpillars  are  so  named  on 
account  of   their   general  resemblance  to  the  ordinary  caterpillars 

*Angerona  crocataria  (Fabr.),  AmphydasiscognatariaGn&i.,  siad.  Endropia  armaiaria  (H — S.)  • 

+As  with  so  many  other  insects,  this  species  has  received  many  names,  anrl  through  the  careless- 
ness of  describers,  and  the  tendency  to  erect  species  on  the  most  trivial  differences,  it  has  become 

^ilmost  impossible  to  unravel  its  nomenclature.  Mr.  Walsh  has,  however,  endeavored  to  do  so  (Pract. 
Ent.  I,  1-25) .  The  name  which  I  emplov,  and  which  has  been  very  generally  accepted,  was  given  to  it 
in  1819  by  Klug  ;  but  as,  according  to  Seibold,  Klug's  name  Avas  what  we  call  a  mere  museum  name, 
and  Scopoli  had  described  the  (f  as  early  as  17(>3  (Entomoloijia  carniolica,  280)  by  the  name  of  ribesii, 
the  sticklers  who  allow  nothing  but  the  strictest  law  of  priority,  carried  back  to  its  utmost  limit  iu 
.point  of  time,  will  have  a  chance  to  fly  iu  the  face  of  modem  authors  who  have  employed  King's 
name,  by  adopting  Scopoli's,  albeit  his  ribesii  was  a  description  of  but  one  sex  and  not  of  the  species. 
In  1823  the  cf  was  described  as  affinis  and  the  ?  as  Irimaculatus  by  St.  Fargeau  ;  and  it  is  under  this 
last  name  that  Dr.  Fitch  published  an  extended  article  on  the  species  (Trans.  N.  Y.St.  Agr.  Soc. 
1807,  pp.  fl09-93J)— strangely  overlooking  the  sexual  distinctions  alter  they  had  been  clearly  pointed  out 
iby  Mr.  Walsh.  It  has  at  diflereut  times  been  christened  ribis  by  two  (litt'erent  authors;  also  ribesii 4jrossulari(B  and  grossulariatus. 
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of  moths  or  butterflies.  They  are  easily  distinguished  from  the 

latter,  however,  by  never  having  less  than  six,  and  often  as  many  as- 
eight,  pairs  of  prolegs;  whereas  no  true  caterpillar  has  ever  more 

than  five  pairs.  The  prolegs  also  diifer  structurally  in  lacking  the  rim 
of  minute  hooks  which  characterizes  those  of  true  caterpillars.  The 

perfect  insects  are  termed  Saw-flies,  from  the  peculiar  saw-like  struc- 

ture of  the  ovipositor,  which  will  be  more  particularly  referred  to- 
further  on. 

The  species  under  consideration  is  one  of  the  most  destructive 

members  of  the  family,  and  though  not  so  widespread  as  the  Goose- 
berry Span-worm,  it  is  far  more  troublesome  than  any  other  currant 

insect  in  most  of  the  Eastern  States.  I  have  neither  met  with  it,  nor 

been  able  to  trace  its  occurence,  with  any  degree  of  certainty,  in 

Missouri ;  but  as  there  is  good  evidence  that  it  occurs  already  in  Illi- 
nois, and  Mr.  Jno.  W.  Byrket  found  it  in  1870  around  Indianapolis,. 

Ind.,  I  have  thought  best  to  forewarn  and  forearm  those  of  our  citizens- 
who  are  interested  in  berry  culture,  by  laying  before  them  a  fulL 
account  of  it. 

ITS  INTRODUCTION  AND  SPREAD. 

It  first  began  to  attract  attention  in  this  country  around  Roches- 

ter, N.  Y.,  about  the  year  1857 — the  first  explicit  reference  to  it  being: 
found  in  the  Rural  New  Yorker  lor  July  24,  1858.  It  was  generally 

supposed  to  have  been  imported  along  with  some  gooseberry  bushes 

from  Europe,  by  the  celebrated  Rochester  nurserymen,  Messrs.  Ell- 
wanger  and  Barry  :  but  Mr.  Barry  informed  me,  while  at  his  beautiful 

place  in  1871,  that  it  was  first  known  to  occur  around  Toronto,  in 
Canada,  before  it  appeared  around  Rochester. 

"In  nine  years  time,  besides  colonizing  in  other  directions,  it  had 
gradually  spread  to  Washington  county,  N.  Y.,  on  the  east  side  of  the 

Hudson  River — a  total  distance  of  about  225  miles.  Thus,  as  it  appears, 

it  traveled  at  the  average  rate  of  some  twenty-five  miles  a  year, 
establishing  a  permanent  colony  wherever  it  went,  and  not  passing 

through  the  country  as  a  mere  moveable  column  of  invaders.  In  1860 

or  '61  it  appeared  at  Erie,  in  the  N.  W.  corner  of  Pennsylvania.  In 
1864  Prof.  Winchell  found  it  at  Ann  Arbor,  Michigan.  In  1866  it  was 

generally  distributed  over  the  N.  E,  counties  of  Pennsylvania.  And^ 
judging  from  a  conversation  which  we  had  in  October,  1868,  with  Mark 

Carley,  of  Champaign,  in  Central  Illinois,  this  gentleman  must  have 
had  it  in  great  numbers  upon  his  currant  bushes  in  the  summer  of 

that  year.  At  all  events  he  described  the  worm  which  had  infested 

his  bushes  as  being  green,  with  many  black  spots,  and  as  not  being  a 

looper. 
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"But  besides  the  principal  centre  of  distribution  at  Kochester,  N 
y.,  this  Currant- worm  seems  to  have  been  imported  from  Europe  at 
one  or  two  other  points  in  the  Eastern  States,  and,  as  at  Rochester,  to 
have  spread  therefrom  as  from  a  focus.  Unless  our  memory  greatly 
deceives  us,  Mr.  Geo.  Brackett,  of  Maine,  described  this  same  insect 
many  years  ago,  as  existing  in  that  State,  though  he  gave  it  a  different 
specific  name,  and  was  not  at  all  aware  that  it  had  been  introduced 
from  the  other  side  of  the  Atlantic.  We  also  heard  of  it  in  the  summer 
of  1S67,  from  Mr.  A.  H.  Mills,  of  Vermont,  as  being  very  destructive  in 
his  neighborhood.  Not  improbably, it  was  independently  imported  at 
other  points  in  the  East.  Wherever  it  is  introduced  it  spreads  with 
great  rapidity,  and  as  there  are  two  broods  every  year,  it  soon  multi- 

plies so  as  to  strip  all  the  currant  and  gooseberry  bushes  bare  and 
utterly  ruin  the  crop,  besides  eventually  destroying  the  bushes,  unless, 
proper  measures  be  taken  to  counteract  it." 

According  to  Dr.  Fitch,  who,  in  the  article  already  alluded  to,  has 
given  a  very  full  account  of  its  spread  over  the  Western  States,  it 
kept  the  bushes  so  destitute  of  leaves  in  most  of  the  gardens  at  Water- 
town,  N.  Y.,  that  in  three  years  they  were  nearly  or  quite  dead. 

It  now  occurs  in  all  the  New  England  States,  and  according  ta 
Mr.  Wm.  Saunders,  throughout  Canada  from  Halifax  to  Windsor. 

ITS  NATURAL  HISTORY. 

The  perfect  insects  come  out  of  the  ground  soon  after  the  leaves- 
of  the  current  and  gooseberry  bushes  put  forth  in  spring.  The  female 
lays  her  eggs  along  the  principal  veins  on  the  underside  of  the  leaf,. 
(Fig.  4,  1).    These  eggs,  though  but  slightly  attached,  yet  increase  in 

bulk  after  deposition,  as  is  the  case 

of  all  Saw-fly  eggs  known  to  me» 
when  inserted  into  the  plant-tissue. 
Such  swelling  has  been  explained 

heretofore  solely  on  the  principle  of 
endosmosis,  and  if  such  were  the 

only  explanation  it  would  strongly 

argue  that  the  eggs  in  this  instance, 
must  be  slightly  inserted  in  the  leaf 
tissue.  Indeed  Siebold,  in  some 
elaborate  observations  on  this  in- 

sect, which  I  shall  more  particularly 
refer  to  further  on,  finding  that  the 
eggs  shrivelled  and  died  in  measure 

as  the  leaves  upon  which  they  were 

deposited   dried  up,  investigated   the   subject    very   carefully,    and 

Imported  Ccrbant  Worm:— Leaf  showing 
eggs  (1),  and  holes  which  the  young  worms 
make  (2,  3.) 
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declares  that  the  female  ruptures,  with  her  weak  saws,  the  epidermis 

of  the  leaf-ribs,  and  thus  brings  the  surface  of  the  egg  in  very  close 

connection  with  the  exposed  parenchyma.* 
He  further  remarks  that  the  rupturing  or  scratching  (Verlet- 

zung)  which  Nematus  ventricosus  causes  in  ovipositing  is  "probably 
confined  to  the  epidermis  and  may  therefore  be  easily  overlooked." 
This  may  account  for  the  fact  that  Mr.  Saundersf  states,  after  carefully 

looking  into  this  matter,  that  he  is  fully  satisfied  that  the  eggs  are  not 

embedded  in  the  leaf  tissue  at  all,  but  fastened  very  slightly  to  the 

surface.  Upon  subsequently  questioning  Mr.  Saunders  more  particu- 

larly about  it,  he  wrote  (May  25,  1874) :  '"Whatever  Siebold  may  say, 
I  cannot  help.  My  microscope  does  not  show  nie  the  egg  as  pushed 

through  the  epidermis — it  appears  distinctly  on  the  surface — it  is  very 

different  from  the  Rasberry  saw-fly  in  this  respect."  Dr.  A.  S.  Pack- 
ard, Jr.,  also  states  {Einhryological  Studies  in  Mem.  Feabody  Ac.  of 

Sc,  Yol.  1,  No.  3,)  that  the  eggs  are  simply  glued  to  the  surface,  and 
this  is  the  experience  of  all  other  American  writers  on  the  subject. 

The  investigators  named  are  all  most  careful  observers  and  good 

microscopists ;  yet  either  there  is  error  somewhere,  or  else,  which  is 

an  interresting  possibility,  the  insect  has  been  modified  in  habit  since 
its  introduction  to  America. 

While  in  the  majority  of  cases  in  America,  as  observed  by  Saun- 
ders and  Packard,  the  abortive  saws  of  the  female  may  not  rupture 

the  epidermis ;  in  some  cases,  however,  they  certainly  do;  for  in  most 

but  not  all  the  specimens  which  I  have  examined,  I  have  detected  the 

slight  rupturing  mentioned  by  Siebold.  It  is  still  plainly  discernible 

in  a  dried  leaf  now  before  me  from  Mr.  J.  A.-  Lintner,  of  Albany,  N.Y., 

and  yet  containing  well  formed  eggs  that  were  parasitized.  Never- 
theless, when  made,  it  is  so  slight  as  to  be  altogether  insufficient  to 

support  the  egg  without  the  adhesive  fluid  that  accompanies  it.  The 

eggs,  while  attached,  appear  no  more  inserted  than  are  those  of  the 

genus  Lyda^  and  difier  materially  in  this  respect  from  those  of  all 
other  Saw-flies  known  to  me. 

Siebold  himself  remarks  that  there  can  be,  with  such  slight 

skinning  of  the  epidermis,  but  little  vital  intercourse  between  the  egg 

and  the  plant,  and  the  facts  that  I  have  recorded  as  to  the  swelling  of 

the  eggs  of  our  Katydids  when  fastened  to  perfectly  dry  and  dead 

substances  (Rep.  V,  124,)  would  indicate  that  the  swelling  is  not  due 
solely  to  endosmosis  from  the  attached  parts  of  the  plant,  but  depends 

on  another  principle,  difficult  to  analyze,  but  evidently  more  or  less 
atmospheric. 

•Beitr.  zur  Parthenogenesis  der  Arthropoden ,  1871,  p.  123. 
iAm.  Entomologist  II,  274  ;    Can,  Ent,  II,  112. 
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iMroRTKD  CuKRANT  WoRJt: — 0,  a,  a,  larvie;  b,  a  mag- 

Mr.  Saunders  has  found  as  many  as  101  eggs  on  three  contiguous 
leaves. 

The   eggs  hatch    within    a  week   or  ten  days   according  to    the 

weather,  into   pale   20-legged  larva?  with  a  large  dull  whitish   head, 
having  each  side  the  black  spot 

so  characteristic  of  vSaw-fly  lar- 
vae belonging  to  the  same  genus. 

The  color  soon  becomes  green, 

and  as  the  worms  molt  they  ac- 

quire black,  shiny  spots  on  the 

body,  and  a  black  head.  After 

the  last  molt  the  spots  are  shed 

again,  and  the  color  is  entirely 

grass-green,  except  the  dark 

head-spots,  and  a  yellowish  tinge 
on  the  first  and  the  anal  joints. 

In  the  annexed  Figure  5,  «,  a,  «, 

a,  show  larvae  of  different  sizes 

nified  joint  of  body,  showing  black  tubercles.  in  different  positious ;  and  h  gives 

an  enlarged  view  of  one  of  the  abdominal  joints  in  profile,  so  as  to 

exhibit  the  position  of  the  black  spots.  "  When  full  grown  the  larvos 
are  about  three  quarters  of  an  inch  long,  and  from  their  greatly 

increased  size,  make  their  presence  readily  known  by  the  sudden  dis- 

appearance of  the  leaves  from  the  infested  bushes.  Shortly  after- 

wards, having  attained  a  length  of  fully  three-quarters  of  an  inch, 

they  burrow  under-ground,  generally  beneath  the  infested  bushes, 
or,  if  there  are  many  leaves  lying  on  ihe  ground,  simply  hide  under 
those  leaves.  In  either  case  they  spin  around  themselves  a  thin  oval 

cocoon  of  brown  silk,  within  which  they  assume  the  pupa  state." 
Frequently,  however,  as  has  been  fully  proved  by  Mr.  Saunders,  and 
as  has  been  recorded  by  European  observers,  they  form  their  cocoons 

in  the  open  air,  on  the  bushes,  or  under  any  extraneous  shelter  that  is 

at  hand.  "About  the  last  week  in  June  or  the  first  part  of  July,  or 
occasionally  not  until  the  beginning  of  August,  the  winged  insect 

bursts  forth  from  the  cocoon  and  emerges  to  the  light  of  day;  when 

the  same  process  of  coupling  and  laying  eggs  is  repeated.  The  larvaa 

hatch  out  from  this  second  laying  of  eggs  as  before,  feed  on  the  leaves 

as  before,  and  spin  their  cocoons  as  before;  but  the  perfect  fly  from 
this  second  brood  does  not  come  out  of  the  coccoon  till  the  following 

spring,  when  the  same  series  of  phenomena  is  repeated."  At  least 
such  is  the  case  ordinarily,  though  a  third  generation  is  sometimes 

produced. 
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Mr.  Saunders  has  given  some  reason  to  believe  that  a  few  of  the- 

second  brood  of  Jarvse  may  exceptionally  hibernate  as  such.*  Thi&- 
in  itself  is  not  impossible,  but  cannot,  by  any  means,  be  looked  upon 
as  proved.    The  impression  rests  on  the  fact  that  on  the  31st  of  May,. 

1869,  he  found  a  cocoon  attached  to  a 

bag  which  he  had  tied  on  a  gooseberry 
bush  on  the  22d  of  the  same  month.  We 

all  know  that  the  Gooseberry  is  one  of 

the  first  plants  to  blossom  and  leaf,  and 
that  in  all  ordinary  seasons  a  worm  sucli 

as  our  Currant-worm  would  have  ample 
time  to  acquire  full  growth  by  the  last 

of  May  at  London,  Ont.  In  point  of 
fact  Mr.  Saunders  himself  found  worms 

feeding  the  very  next  year  in  the  very 

same  locality,  as  early  as  the  10th  of 

May.f  Yet  he  could  not  suppose  these 
had  hibernated  because  he  at  the  same 

Impohted  Cuerant  Worm  : — a,  male;    h, 
femalefly,  the  hair  lines  showing  nat.  size,    time  fouod  eggS  UpOU    the    leaveS,  SOme 
of  which  must  have  been  laid  two  weeks  earlier.  The  flies  are  known 

to  issue  in  April  even  in  Northwestern  New  York,  where,  though  on 

about  the  same  latitude,  the  opening  of  spring  is  later  than  at  Lon- 
don, Ont.  Moreover,  in  the  very  first  article  appearing  upon  the 

insect  in  this  country  {Rural  New  Yorker,  June  24, 185S),  the  worms 

are  described  as  appearing  "  in  succession  occasionally  from  March. 
till  October,  but  in  greatest  numbers  in  June."  And,  allowing  the 
spring  of  1S69  to  be  unusually  late,  I  cannot  see  why  a  cocoon  found 
the  last  day  of  May  should  not  have  been  made  by  a  worm  hatched 

from  an  egg  deposited  by  an  early  developed  fly  ;  for  it  is  more  likely 
that  an  early  female  should  deposit  a  few  eggs  on  the  yet  unfolded 

buds  than  that  the  worm  should,  as  such,  weather  the  winter's  severity 
except  when  shielded  by  its  cocoon. 

"From  the  drawings  of  the  male  and  female  J  fly  given  herewith 
(Fig.  6),  the  reader  will  see  at  once  that  the  two  sexes  differ  very 

widely.  This  is  very  generally  the  case  among  the  Saw-flies,  and  it  ia 
a  remarkable  and  most  suggestive  fact  that,  when  this  takes  place,  the 
body  of  the  male  is  almost  invariably  darker  than  that  of  the  female.. 

Nor  does  our  species,  as  will  be  observed  at  the  first  glance,  form  any 

exception  to  the  rule."    Indeed,  as  with  several  other  species  and. 

•Can.  Ent.,  II,  pp.  16,  48. 
^Ibid,  p.  112. 

$The  abdomen  in  this  cut  should  show  only  0  joint*. 
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notably  the  saw-flies  (genus  Lophyrus)  which  affect  the  White  Pines 
and  which  will  be  treated  of  further  on,  the  body  of  the  male  is  almost 
entirely  black  and  that  of  the  female  almost  entirely  yellow. 

PREVKNTIVE  MEASURES. 

"The  mode  in  which  this  Currant- worm  has  been  transmitted, first 
'irom  the  European  nursery  to  the  American  nursery,  and  afterwards  all 
over  several  States  of  the  Union,  can  be  easily  explained.  As  has  been 
stated  just  now,  it  usually  passes  the  autumn  and  winter  in  the  ground 
under  the  bushes,  where  it  has  fed,  housed  in  a  little  oval  cocoon  from  i 
to  ̂   inch  long.  Hence  if,  as  often  happens,  infested  bushes  are  taken  up 
in  the  autumn  or  early  in  the  spring,  wuth  a  little  dirt  adhering  to  their 

roots,  and  sent  off"  to  a  distance,  that  dirt  will  likely  enough  enclose  a cocoon  or  two.  A  single  pair  of  cocoons,  if  they  happen  to  contain 
individuals  of  opposite  sexes,  will  be  sufficient  to  start  a  new  colony. 
The  first  and  probably  the  second  year  the  larvas  will  not  be  noticed; 
but  increasing  as  almost  all  insects  do,  unless  checked  from  some 
extraneous  source,  in  a  fearfully  rapid  geometric  progression,  by  the 
third  or  fourth  year  they  will  swarm,  strip  the  bushes  completely 
bare  of  their  leaves,  and  ruin  the  prospect  for  a  good  crop  of  fruit. 
•Of  course,  like  other  winged  insects,  they  can  fly  from  garden  to 
garden  in  search  of  a  suitable  spot  whereon  to  deposit  their  eggs;  so 
that  any  point  where  they  have  been  once  imported  becomes,  in  a 
few  years,  a  new  centre  of  distribution  for  the  immediate  neighbor- hood. 

''  Nurserymen  and  all  others,  importing  Gooseberry  and  Currant 
bushes  from  a  distance,  should  be  particularly  careful,  before  they 
plant  them,  to  wash  the  roots  tliorougldy  in  a  tub  of  loater,  and  hurn 
or  scald  whatever  comes  off  them.  Any  cocoons,  that  may  happen  to 
be  hidden  among  the  dirt  attached  to  the  roots,  will  then  be 
destroyed." 

By  adopting  these  precautions  the  dissemination  of  so  mischievous 
a  pest  throughout  the  country,  and  especially  its  introduction  into 
Missouri,  might  be  prevented  for  many  years  to  come. 

REMEDIES. 

White  hellebore,  which  can  be  had  at  a  comparatively  low  price, 
has  proved  an  infallible  remedy  for  this  worm. 

''  All  that  is  required  is  to  dust  it  lightly  over  the  infested  bushes, 
taking  care  to  stand  to  windward  during  the  operation,  as  if  taken 
into  the  nostrils  it  excites  violent  sneezing.  For  this  purpose,  the  best 
plan  is  to  put  the  powder  into  a  common  tin  cup,  tying  a  piece  of  very 
.fine  muslin  over  the  mouth  of  the  cup;  or  the  powder  may  be  simply 
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encloped  in  a  bag  of  muslin  of  convenient  size.  In  either  case,  the 

apparatus  must  be  lastened  to  the  end  of  a  short  stick,  so  as  to  avoid 

coming  in  too  close  quarters  with  it.  It  is  best  to  select  a  moderately 
still  day  for  the  operation  ;  as  the  powder  is  so  exceedingly  fine  that 

on  a  windy  day  it  is  apt  to  get  wasted." 
It  may  be  more  safely  and  agreeably,  and  just  as  effectually 

applied  in  solution,  by  syringe  or  sprinkler,  in  proportion  of  one 
pound  of  fehe  powder  to  20  or  25  gallons  of  water. 

"To  test  the  genuineness  of  the  article,  a  very  small  pinch  of  it 
should  be  applied  to  the  nose.  If  it  is  good  and  has  not  lost  its 

strength  by  keeping  too  long,  it  will  immediately  produce  a  tingling 

sensation  in  the  nostrils;  if  it  does  not  produce  this  effect,  it  is  worth- 
less and  should  not  be  used.  There  is  every  reason  to  believe  that  in 

those  cases  where  men  have  used  White  hellebore  to  kill  Currant 

Worms  without  any  preceptible  effect,  they  had  been  deceived 

into  buying  an  adulterated  or  worthless  drug.  Although,  like  almost 
all  our  medicines,  hellebore,  in  large  doses,  is  poisonous,  yet  in 
minute  doses  there  is  no  reason  to  be  afraid  of  it;  for,  according  to 

Dr.  Fitch,  it  has  long  been  in  use  as  the  basis  of  those  snuffs,  which 

are  designed  to  excite  violent  and  continued  sneezing." 
The  following  interesting  experience  with  hellebore  in  solution, 

and  with  hot  water,  is  given  by  Mr.  Saunders  in  the  Canadian  Ento- 

mologist (Vol.11,  pp.  13-15),  and  will  prove  instructive. 

The  larva  of  Nemaius  ventrieosus,  alas,  too  well  known  under  the  popular  designa- 
tion of  "  curraut-worui,"*  has  been  very  abundant  in  this  nei;^hborhood  durino^  the 

present  season.  In  my  own  ofarden  it  has  been  a  continual  fight  as  to  who  should  have 
the  currant  and  gooseberry  buslies,  the  worms  or  their  righttul  owner.  During:  the 

early  part  of  summer,  anticipating-  their  attacli,  I  was  on  the  looljout  for  them  and  by 
timely  doses  of  hellebore,  preserved  the  foliage  with  but  little  damage.  In  about  a 
fortnight  later,  having  omitted  inspection  for  a  few  days,  I  was  surprised  to  find  the 
bushes  being  stripped  again  ;  and  this  time  the  enemy  had  got  so  far  ahead  as  to  dam- 

age their  appearance  considerably.  Another  prompt  dosing  of  hellebore  brought  relief. 
After  this  I  hardly  ever  found  all  the  bushes  entirely  free  trom  them  ;  a  walk  around 
the  garden  would  reveal  a  few  here  and  a  few  there,  and  I  was  perpetually  hand-killing 

and  brushing  ofl"  these  smaller  detachments.  Four  times  during  the  season  I  found  it necessary  to  apply  hellebore  freely,  for  the  toes  were  a  legion. 
During  the  middle  of  August,  being  occupied  with  other  matters,  the  garden  was 

neglected  lor  a  few  days,  when  on  visiting  it  again  on  the  IDth,  I  found  many  of  the 
bushes  entirely  leafless,  and  the  foliage  remaining  on  the  others  was  rapidly  disap- 

pearing. I  felt  discouraged  and  began  to  have  some  misgiving  as  to  whether  hellebore 

was  after  all  sucli  an  unfailing  panacea  for  this  almost  "universal  pest  as  we  had  sup- posed. 1  resolved  if  possible  to  satisfy  myself  fully  on  this  point,  and  having 
mixed  about  \h  oz  of  powdered  hellebore  with  a  pail  of  water,  was  ready  to  proceed. 
I  selected  a  leaf  from  two  bushes,  marked  them  and  counted  the  number  of  their 

inhabitants — one  was  occupied  by  forty-four  worms  of  different  sizes,  crowding  it 
above  and  below,  and  it  was  about  half  eaten  ;  the  other  leaf  had  twelve  nearly  full 
grown  on  it.  Having  transferred  the  mixture  of  hellebore  and  water  to  a  watering 
pot,  the  bushes  were  sprinkled  with  it.  I  returned  to  examine  tlie  results  in  three-quarters 
of  an  hour,  and  the  leaf  which  at  first  had  forty-four  on  it,  had  now  only  two,  and 
these  were  so  far  exhausted  tiiat  they  were  unable  to  eat,  and  could  hardly  crawl» 

♦  After  this  admission,  it  seems  to  me  that  the  popular  distinguishing  term  of  "  Imporled  Cur- 
rant-Worm," lirst  given  it  by  Waisli,  is  preferable  both  to  tliat  of  ' '  Imported  Gooseberry  8avv-fly,' ' 

given  by  Mr.  Sau)iders  (liep.  Eut.  boc.  uutario,  1871) ,  and  to  that  of  "Currant  Worm  and  Saw-fly' ' liestowed  by  Dr.  Fittli. 
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while  on  the  other  leaf  out  of  the  twelve  there  remained  three,  but  in  the  same  enfee- 
bled condition.  All  around  under  the  bushes,  the  ground  was  strewed  with  the  fallen 

loe,  and  I  felt  perfectly  satislied  that  entite  reliance  misfht  be  placed  on  this  means  of defense. 

I  did  not  anticipate  such  speedy  action  on  the  part  of  the  hellebore,  or  should  have 
returned  to  the  examination  sooner,  and  the  bushes  were  so  entirely  cleared  that excepting  on  one  I  had  reserved  for  another  experiment,  I  had  no  means  of  repeatiuo^ 
the  dose.  

" 

There  was  one  thino;  that  struck  me  as  somewhat  remarkable,  the  portion  of  leaf on  which  the  greatest  number  were  feeding,  appeared  to  be  of  the  same  size  as  before 
the  hellebore  was  applied  ;  if  smaller  I  could  not  perceive  it.  When  the  leaves  dry 
which  have  been  sprinkled  with  liquid,  a  very  thin  coating  of  the  powder,  more  or  less' regular,  is  found  over  them,  and  I  had  always  supposed  that  death  resulted  from  eating a  portion  of  the  leaf  thus  coated.  Such  is  undoubtedly  the  case  when  the  hellebore  is 
applied  dry,  but  in  this  case  a  meal  however  small  made  by  forty-four  caterpillars  on halt  a  leaf,  must  have  materially  diminished  it.  I  am  disposed  to  believe  then  that  the 
death  of  most  ot  these  must  have  resulted  from  their  imbibing  or  absorbing  some  of 
the  liquid  as  soon  as  applied.  Many  of  them  showed  symptoms  of  the  violent 
cathartic  action  of  the  remedy,  having  a  mass  of  soft  excrement  hanging  to  the  extremity 
of  their  dead  bodies.  

"^ 

I  had  reserved  one  bush,  on  which  were  a  good  number,  for  another  experiment. 
It  sometimes  happens,  especially  with  those  who  live  in  the  country,  that  hellebore  is 
not  at  hand  when  the  worms  are  tirst  observed  at  work,  and  a  few  days'  delay  in  pro- 

curing It  is  perhaps  unavoidable.  In  such  cases  the  bushes  may  be*  entirely  leafless before  the  remedy  can  be  applied.  Hot  water  suggested  itself  to  my  mind  as  likely  to 
be  of  some  service,  and  being  also  an  article  readily  procurable  in  every  home.  It  is 
well  known  that  many  plants  will  bear  such  an  application  without  injury,  provided the  heat  is  not  too  great.  Taking  some  in  a  watering  pot,  a  little  hotter  than  one  could 
bear  the  hand  in,  I  showered  it  plentifully  on  the  affected  bush,  and  it  was  amusino-  to 
see  how  the  caterpillars  wriggled  and  twisted  and  quickly  letting  go  their  hold,  tell  to 
the  ground,  which  was  soon  strewed  with  them.  After  the  first  excitement  produced 
by  the  sudden  heat  was  over,  they  remained  as  if  wishing  to  "cool  off"  before  com- 

mencing work  again.  A  few  did  not  recover  from  the  application,  but  most  of  them were  soon  as  active  as  ever. 

Now  what  I  would  suggest  is  this,  that  where  the  hellebore  cannot  be  at  once  pro- 
cured, no  time  should  be  lost  in  applying  the  hot  water,  and  when  once  on  the  ground 

the  creatures  may  have  the  life  trodden  out  of  them  by  the  foot,  or  beaten  out  with 
the  spade  or  some  other  implement.  In  any  case  many  of  them  would  never  reach the  bush  again,  for  enemies  beset  them  on  every  side. 

If  used  in  powder,  a  perforated  tin  cylinder,  such  as  is  commonly- 
used  for  the  purpose  in  England,  will  be  found  useful  to  push  into  the 
bushes  and  reach  every  part  thereof,  and  particularly  the  under  sides 
of  the  leaves.  It  is  generally  made  about  2|  inches  wide  and  10  inches 
long.  The  cylinder  has  a  fixed  bottom,  with  a  socket  to  receive  a 
handle  and  a  brace  to  strengthen  the  socket,  and  a  tight-fitting  cover 
completes  it. 

As  the  well  known  editor  of  the  American  Agriculturist  writes 
from  his  own  experience  :  "A  pound  of  white  hellebore,  costing  about 
forty  cents,  will  clean  any  ordinary  garden,  and  keep  it  clean  for  a 
season.  If  applied  in  the  liquid  form  with  a  good  syringe,  the  whole 
labor  need  not  exceed  an  hour.  There  is  great  satisfaction  in  seeing 
clean  bushes  and  clean  clusters,  and  though  it  may  be  an  evidence  of 
depravity,  we  confess  to  a  feeling  of  consolation  at  the  sight  of  the 
enemy,  stupefied,  coiled  up,  and  laid  out  in  rows  upon  the  brown 
earth.  We  always  did  have  a  private  interpretation  of  Oowper's  senti- 

ment about  'needlessly  setting  foot  on  a  worm.' '' 
Numerous  other  remedies  might  be  detailed,  some  of  which,  as  cop- 

peras water,  decoction  of  poke  weed  root,  etc.,  have  doubtless  proved 
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more  or  less  effectual,  but  most  of  which  are  founded  on  isolated 

experiments  and  on  results  due  to  other  causes  which  the  experiment- 

ers did  not  understand.  Indeed,  one  can  scarcely  pick  up  a  horticul- 
tural journal  without  finding  during  the  summer  months  some  new 

remedy  for  THE  Currant-worm  recommended.  But  nothing  equals 
those  I  have  referred  to,  and  even  carbolate  of  lime,  which  is  quoted 

by  many  authors  as  having  been  used  with  success  by  Dr.  E.  Worces- 

'ter,  of  Waltham,  Mass.,  and  as  being  less  disagreeable,  less  costly  and 
perfectly  safe,  was,  after  thorough  trial,  found  by  Mr.  Saunders,  who 
is  himself  a  chemist,  and  doubtless  obtained  the  pure  article,  to  be  of 

little  or  no  avail.  The  only  manner  in  which  it  can  be  successfully 

employed,  as  Mr.  M.  W.  Armington,  of  Providence,  R.  I.,  maintains,  is 
by  sprinkling  it  on  the  ground,  and  then  shaking  the  worms  down, 
when, if  of  full  strength,  it  will  prevent  most  of  them  from  getting  back. 

From  the  habit  which  belongs  to  this  species  of  laying  the  eggs 

in  large  numbers  on  a  single  leaf,  we  can  employ  another  means  of 

counter-working  its  injuries  which  will  not  apply  to  the  other  two 

worms.  The  newly  hatched  larvae  can  find  "  plenty  of  food  without 
wandering  off,  and  they  have  the  habit  when  very  young  of  boring 

small  holes  through  the  leaf,  as  shown  at  No.  2  in  Figure  4,  and  when 

they  become  a  little  older,  holes  that  are  a  little  larger,  as  shown  at 

No.  3.  It  is  evident  that  snch  holes  as  these  may  be  readily  recog- 

nized, and  the  leaf  be  carried,  larvae  and  all,  far  away  from  any  cur- 
rant or  gooseberry  bushes,  and  left  to  winter  there,  or — to  make  assur- 
ance doubly  sure — thrown  into  the  fire.  If,  however,  the  young  larvsa 

are  removed  a  few  rods  away  from  any  plant  belonging  to  the  botani- 

cal genus  Rihes,  they  will  be  sure  to  die  of  starvation.  For  they  can- 
not feed  on  anything  else,  any  more  than  the  common  Locust-borer 

can  live  on  an  apple  tree.  As  the  eggs  are  laid  in  such  large  groups,^ 
there  will  be  but  a  few  leaves  bearing  these  newly  hatched  larvae  to 

remove  from  every  bush,"  and  early  in  the  season  they  will  be  found 
principally  on  the  lower  parts  of  the  bushes,  nearest  the  ground. 

"Wherever  this  Currant  Worm  has  been  introduced,  there  has 
prevailed,  from  some  cause  or  other,  a  popular  superstition  that  the 

currants  grown  upon  the  infested  bushes  are  poisonous.  This  is  a  mere 

delusion.  They  may  be,  and  very  probably  are,  unwholesome,  just  a& 

any  other  fruit  would  be  perhaps  more  or  less  unwholesome,  if  grown 

under  such  unnatural  conditions  as  to  seriously  affect  the  health  of 

the  tree  ;  but  we  have  the  authority  of  Dr.  Fitch,  himself  a  physician, 

for  believing  that  the  common  notion  on  this  subject  is  entirely  erro- 

neous." 
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NATURAL    ENEMIES. 

It  is  not  probable  that  any  of  the  natural  enemies  which  attack 
this  insect  in  Europe  have   been  imported  with  it  into  this  country 
but  several  of  our  indigenous  species  have  learned  to  prey  upon  it' Besides  such  indiscriminate  feeders  as  ants  and  some  of  the  cannibal 
beetles  which  Mr.  Saunders  has  observed  to  attack  the  worms  when 
they  fall  from  the  bushes,  or  are  the  least  helpless  or  injured  it  is 
attacked  while  on  the  bushes  and  in  vigorous  health  by  a  Half-wing 
Bug,  first  noticed  at  this  work  by  the  same  gentleman.    This  species 
{Podisns  placidus  Uhler,  Fig.  7,  «,  enlarged ;  5,  natural  size)  which 
maybe  called  the  Placid  Soldier.bug,is  marked  with  yellowish-brown and  dark  brown,  and  attacks  the  worms  in  the  same 

well  known  manner  in  which  the  Spined  Soldier-bug 
spears  and  sucks  to  death  the  larva?  of  the  Colorado 
Potato-beetle.    Mr.  Walsh   bred  from   this   Currant 
worm  a  small  Ichneumon-fly  (Brachypterus  microp- 
terus,  Say)  which  has  such  small  wings  that  it  much 
resembles  an  ant.    Mr.  C.  J.  S.  Bethune  also  reared 
from  its  cocoon  another  Ichneumon-fly  {Hemiteles 
nemaLhwrus,  Walsh)*  closely  allied  to  that  which 

_       infests  our  common  Bag  Worm  (Rep.  I,  p.  150.)    This 

'«■;  eXSdrrnaS  ̂ ^^^  ̂ ^  ̂^s  captured  a  number  of  years  ago  by  Mr. Walsh  around  Rock  Island,  Illinois,  "  and  as  the  Im- 
ported Currant  Worm  has  not  as  yet  been  introduced  into  that  region 

we   must   conclude    that  this   Ichneumon-fly  could  not  have    been 
imported  into  America  from  Europe  along  with  this  Currant  Worm 
but  that  in  all  probability  it  is  an  indigenous  species.    Hence  we  have 
additional  proof  that,  under  certain  circumstances,  native  American 
parasites    can,  and  actually  do,  acquire  the  habit  of  preying  upon European  insects  when  the  latter  are  imported  into  America     It  is 
certain,  however,  that  they  will  not  do  so  in  all  cases  without  excep- 
tion ;  for  although  the  Wheat  Midge,  or  Red  Weevil,  as  it  is  incorrectly 
termed  in  the  West,  invaded  our  shores  some  forty  or  fifty  years  ago not  a  single  parasite  has  yet  been  discovered  to  prey  upon  it  in  this 
country,  although  there  are  no  less  than  three  that  prey  upon  it  in Europe." 

Lastly,  Mr.  J.  A.  Lintner  has  discovered  that  even  the  eggs  are 
inhabited  by  a  minute  Hymenopterous   parasite  which,   I   believe remains   undescribed;    and  he  informs  me  that  he  has  also  bred  I lachina-fly  from  the  larva. 

*  Can,  Enlomologist,  II,  page  9. 

E  E— 2 
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IT  PEESENTS  A  FORCIBLE  EXAMPLE  OF  ARRENOTOKY. 

Parthenogenesis,  or  the  production  of  offspring  by  virgin  females, 

has  long  been  recognised  as  a  zoological  fact,  occurring  with  many  of 

the  lower  forms  of  animal  life,  and  not  unfreqaently  with  insects. 

With  many  of  the  latter,  e.  g.,  the  plant-lice,  as  we  have  so  fully  seen 

in  these  Reports  in  the  case  of  the  Grape  Phylloxera,  it  is  the  normal 

form  of  reproduction ;  while  with  many  other  insects,  as  with  some, 

and  perhaps  with  most  gall-flies  ( (7yw^i?^£?flB),  it  occurs  regularly  at 

every  alternate  generation.     It  also  occurs  occasionally  with  insects 

which  normally  cannot  pr  do  not  multiply  without  direct  sexual  inter- 

course, as  in  the  common  Mulberry  Silk-worm.     As  I  have  remarked 

elsewhere  :  *    "  What  in  some  species  is  the  exception,  becomes  the 

rule  in  others,  of  which  the  hive-bee  is  an  example.  The  male  element 

may  be  said  to  possess  all  degrees  of  potency  in  its  influence  on  the 

reproductive  functions  of  its  immediate  issue,  as  the  embryo  in  ova 

not  directly  fecundated,  attains  all  degrees  of  development  before 

death.  In  cases  of  parthenogenesis  it  is  potent  enough— vital  enough, 

to  cause  full  development  of  the  offspring  for  one  or  more  generations, 

though  in  the  majority  of  instances,  and  especially  where  this  mode 

of  reproduction  does  not  occur  as  a  rule,  this  oftspring  is  most  fre- 

quently male."  In  other  cases  females  instead  of  males  are  produced. 

The  power  possessed  by  the  virgin  females  of  certain  species  to  pro- 

duce male  offspring,  has  been  called  Arrenotoky  by  Leuckart ;  while 

the  parthenogenetic  production  of  females  has  been  designated  as 

Thelytoky  by  Siebold,  who  has  elaborately  shownf  that  our  Imported 

Currant  Worm  possesses  the  former  power,  and  that  the  unimpregnated 

eggs  hatch  into  larva?  which  produce  male  flies.    Further,  that  this  is 

the  rule  with  all  its  eggs  non-impregnated,  which  seem  to  hatch  fully 

as  well   as  those   which   are  impregnated.    This  power,  as  Siebold 

shows,  had  been  observed  as  far  back  as  1831,  by  Kobert  Thorn,  who, 

in  Loudon's    Gardener  Magazine  (Vol.  VII,  p.  196),  states,  that  "  the 

ova  of  the  female  produce  caterpillars,  even  when  the  male  and  female 

flies  are  kept  separate  ;"  but  who,  loth  to  believe  in  anything  so  extra- 

ordinary as  lucina  sine  concuUUi  must  have  seemed  in  those  days, 

thought  that  there  was  "  reason  to  suspect  that  there  is  a  connection 

between  the  male  and  female  caterpillars,"  from  the  fact  that  these> 

as  is  so  often  the  case  with  the  Saw-fly  larva?,  are  not  unfrequently 

found  with  their  tails  curled  around  each  other.    Thus  arrenotoky 

occurs  in  our  Currant  Worm  (Fam.  Tenthredinidce),  as  it  does  in  the 

Hive-bee   (Fam.  Apidce).    It  is  also  known  to  occut  among  wasps 

*Am.  Naturalist,  VoL  VII,  p.  520. 

■iBeitr.  sur  Parthenogenesis,  S,-c.,  lOG— 130. 
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(  Yespid(B).  With  certain  moths  belonging  to  the  family  Psychidce, 
and  with  certain  crustaceans,  onJy  thelytokic  parthenogenesis  takes place. 

IT  ALSO  FURNISHES  AN  INTERESTING  INSTANCE  OF  DEFUXCTIONATION   OF  SPECIAL PARTS. 

As  already  remarked  (ante  p.  8),  the  Saw-fly  familv  to  which  our 
insect  belongs,  derives  its  name  from  the  peculiar  structure  of  the ovipositor,  which  looks  like  the  blade  of  a  saw. 

"  Under  the  microscope-and  in  the  larger  species,  even  under  a good  lens-it  will   be  seen  that  the  lower  edge  of  each  of  the  two 
horny  blades,  of  which  this  instrument  is  composed,  is  furnished  with 
very  fine  teeth,  the  shape  of  which  differs  in  different  species.     With 
this  tool  the  female  fly  saws  into  the  texture  of  the  leaf  or  of  the  twig 
in  which  the  instinct  of  each  particular  species  teaches  it  to  deposit 
Its  eggs  ;  and-wonderful  to  relate-it  was  demonstrated  long  ago  that 
the  eggs  thus  deposited  inside  the  substance  of  the  plant,  which  is  to 
supply  the  future  food  to  the  young  larva  as  soon  as  it  hatches  out 
actually  grow  and  derive  nourishment  from  the  sap  of  that  plant  so 
as  often  to  attain  double  their  original  size.*     Hence  we  may  see  at 
once  why  the  eggs  are  deposited  by  this  group  of  insects  in  such  situ- 

ations as  these,  and  why  Nature  has  provided  the  female  Saw-flies  with 
saws  in  their  tails.     But-as  the  thoughtful  reader  will  perhaps  have 
already  observed-our  Currant-worm  Fly  lays  its  eggs  upon  the  sur- 

face, and  not  in  the  interior  of  the  leaf,  glueing  them  thereto  by  some adhesive  fluid,  which  it  secretes  for  that  purpose."    At  the  most  in 
some  instances,  she   scratches  the   epidermis.     ''  And  we  may  add 
that  there  are  a  few  other  Saw-flies-such  for  example  as  the  Rosebush 
Saw-fly  {Selandria  rosce)-vrhich  do  the  very  same  thing,  and  conse- 

quently, as  well  as  our  species,  can  have  little  use  for  any  saws  at  their 
tails.    If,  therefore,  as  was  formerly  the  almost  universal  belief  of  the 
scientific  world,  each  species,  whether  of  animals  or  of  plants   was  in- 

dependently created,  with  all  its  present  organs  and  instincts,' and  not derived,  as  is  the  more  modern  doctrine,  from  the  gradual  modifica- 
tion of  pre-existing  species  through  a  long  series  of  geological  ages we  might  naturally  expect  our  Currant-worm  Fly,  and  the  Rosebush 

Saw-fly  and  such  few  other  Saw-flies  as  practice  similar  modes  of  laying their  eggs,  to  have  no  saws  at  all.     For  why  should  Nature,  when  she 
is  creating  new  species,  bestow  an  instrument  upon  a  particular  spe- 

cies which  has   no  occasion  whatever  to  use  that  instrument  5?    In 
point^fact,  however,  all  female  Saw-flies,  no  matter  what  their  habits 

sap.    *'  '^■''''  "^'■^'''^J'  «'*^«^  °'y  «P"''«»  th'it  this  enlargement  is  not  clue  solely  to  i^ou^hmell^ii^^m^ 
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may  be,  possess  these  saws,  though  in  one  genus  {Xyela)  the  saws^ 
instead  of  being  hard  and  horny  throughout,  are  said  to  be  soft  and 

membranous  above  and  below;*  and  in  certain  other  Saw-flies,  though 

they  are  as  hard  and  horny  as  usual,  they  are  degraded  and— to  use  the 
technical  term— '  defunctionated.'  This  will  be  seen  at  once  from  an 
inspection  of  the  following  drawing  (Fig.  8),  copied  by  ourselves  from 

nature  and  very  highly  magnified.  Here  a  represents  the  two  saws  of  . 

the  female  of  the  Willow-apple  Saw-fly  ( Nematus  salicispomum 

Walsh),  which  belongs  to  the  very  same  genus  as  our  Ourrant-worm 

Fly.  Now,  we  know  that  the  female  of  the  Willow-apple  Saw  fly  depos- 
its a  single  egg  inside  the  leaf  of  the 

Heart-shaped  Willow  {Salix  cordata)  about 
the  end  of  April,  probably  accompanying 

the  egg  by  a  drop  of  some  peculiar  poison- 

ous fluid.  Shortly  afterwards  there  grad- 

~i  ̂^'''''^  *  ually  develops  from  the  wound  a  round 
''""'^'"n;"r.1m™ecr~"'''"' fleshy  gall,  about  half  an  inch  in  diameter, 
and  with  a  cheek  as  smooth  and  rosy  as  that  of  a  miniature  apple;  in- 

side which  the  larva  hatches  out  and  upon  the  flesh  of  which  it  feeds. 

In  this  particular  case,  therefore,  as  the  female  fly  requires  a  complete 

saw  with  which  to  cut  into  the  willow  leaf,  nature  has  supplied  her 

with  such  saws,  as  is  seen  at  once  from  Figure  8,  a.  Now  look  at 

Figure  8,  />,  which  is  an  accurate  representation  under  the  microscope 

of  the  two  saws  of  our  Currant-worm  Fly.  It  will  be  noticed  at  the 

very  first  glance  that,  although  the  blade  of  the  saw  is  there,  the  teeth 
of  the  saw  are  almost  entirely  absent. 

What,  then,  are  we  to  make  of  these  and  many  other  such  facts? 

Manifestly  the  teeth  of  the  saw  are  in  this  last  species  degraded  or 

reduced  to  almost  nothing,  because  the  female  fly,  laying  her  eggs 

upon  the  surface  of  the  leaf,  and  not  cutting  into  the  substance  of  the 

leaf,  as  does  the  female  of  the  Willow-apple  Saw-fly,  has  no  occasion 
to  perform  any  sawing  process.  But  why,  it  will  be  asked,  is  the  blade 
of  the  saw  there  in  its  normal  size,  and  with  the  exception  of  the 

degradation  of  the  saw-teeth,  as  completely  developed  as  in  the  other 
species,  when  such  a  tool  cannot  be  necessary  for  the  simple  process 

of  glueing  an  egg  on  to  the  surface  of  a  leaf?  The  modern  school  of 

philosophers  will  reply,  that  this  is  so,  because  the  primordial  Saw-fly, 

in  the  dim  far-awa}^  vista  of  by-gone  geological  ages,  had  a  complete 
pair  of  saws,  and  our  insect  is  the  lineal  descendant  of  that  species, 

slowly  and  gradually  modified  through  a  long  series  of  years,  so  as  to 

']See  Westwoo(V.s';7;i<rorf(tc/ion,  II,  p.  9:"). 
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conform  more  or  less  to  the  change  in  its  habits.  On  the  other  hand 
the  old  school  of  philosophers,  who  believe  that  every  species  was  in- 

dependently created,  will  argue  that  this  is  so,  in  order  to  '  complete 
the  System  of  Nature,'  and  '  carry  out  the  Plan  of  the  Creation,'  and 
'give  full  and  free  expression  to  the  Thoughts  of  the  Creator.'  Pos- 

sibly this  may  be  the  true  solution  of  the  difficulty  ;  but— and  we  say 
it  in  no  irreverent  spirit— what  should  we  think  of  a  Potter,  who  made 
all  his  teacups,  without  exception,  with  handles  ;  those  for  which  han- 

dles were  required  with  complete  ones  such  as  you  could  put  your 
finger  through,  and  such  cups  as  were  not  wanted  to  have  any  handles 
at  all,  with  solid  unperforated  ones,  such  as  would  be  nearly  useless? 

And  what  should  we  say,  if  the  Potter's  friends  were  to  gravely  argue, 
that  he  took  all  this  unnecessary  trouble  in  order  'to  complete  the 

System  of  Art,'  and  '  carry  out  the  Plan  of  the  Tea  drinker,' and  'give 
full  and  free  expression  to  the  Thoughts  of  the  Potter  ?' '' 

DESCRIPTIVE. 

I  repeat  the  following  descriptions  as  originally  drawn  up  by  Mr. 

Walsh  from  many  specimens,  as  the  publications  in  which  they  occur 
are  not  now  very  accessible. 

As  I  have  already  stated,  the  larva  is  pale  green  just  previous  to 
spinning  its  cocoon,  having  thrown  off  the  tubercled  skin  with  the 

last  larval  molt.  Indeed  this  habit  of  throwing  off  the  armed  or 

ornamented  larval  skin  before  preparing  for  the  pupa  state  is  almost 

universal  with  the  Tenthredinidos.  The  comparatively  naked  condi- 
tion, between  the  full  grown  larval  and  pupal  states,  may  be  likened 

to  the  semi- pupa  state  of  some  other  insects,  for  the  Saw-fl}'-  larvas 
in  this  condition  shrink  somewhat  in  size  and  do  not  feed,  as  far  as  I 

have  observed,  though  they  may  be  active  for  a  few  days. 

Nkmatus  a'kxtricosus — Larva,  nearly  mature. — Length  i  inch.  Pale  green, 
verging  on  yellow  towards  the  tail.  Head  black,  polished,  with  numerous  short  hairs 

proceeding  from  minute  tubercles.  Mouth,  exceptthe  mandibles,  dingy  green.  Joints 
of  the  body  above  with  rows  of  small  shining  black  tubercles  placed  crossways,  and 
each  bearing  a  hair  in  tlie  less  mature  specimens,  but  in  the  largest  and  most  mature 
ones  bearing  no  hairs  at  all,  except  the  larger  tubercles  on  the  sides.  First  joint 
behind  the  head  with  a  single  row  of  dorsal  tubercles  ;  joints  2  and  3  each  with  a  double 

row,  the  anterior  one  curved  forwards  in  the  middle  in  a  semicircle  ;  joints  4—12  with 
a  treble  row;  the  anal  plate  black,  polished,  and  prolonged  at  each  posterior  angle  in 
a  slender  acute  thorn,  and  having,  besides  the  triple  row  of  tubercles  before  it,  a  group 
of  six  or  eight  tubercles  on  each  side  of  and  partly  before  it.  A  longitudinal  row  of 

larger  lateral  black  tubercles  on  joints  2 — 12,  one  on  each  joint,  beneath  which  there 
is  a  geminate  black  tubercle  above  each  proleg ;  all  these  tubercles  bearing  many  hairs. 
Legs  black,  the  sutures  pale  green.  Prolegs  fourteen,  pale  green,  all  but  the  two  anal 
ones  with  a  few  minute  black  dots  towards  their  tip  in  front.  Joints  4  and  11  without 
prolegs. 
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Female  JP^y.— General  color  of  body  briofht  honey-yello.  Head  black,  with  all 
the  parts  between  and  below  the  origin  of  the  antennse,  except  the  tip  of  the  mandibles, 

dull  honey-yellow.  Antennae  brown-black,  often  tinned  with  rufous  above,  except 
towards  the  base,  and  beneath  entirely  dull  rufous,  except  the  two  basal  joints;  four- 
fifths  as  long  as  the  body  ;  joint  3,  when  viewed  laterally,  four  times  as  long  as  wide, 

joints  3-5  equal  in  lenth,  G-9  very  slowlj^  shorter  and  shorter.  In  two  females  the 
antennfe  are  10-jointed,  joint  10  slender  and  §  as  long  as  9.  Thorax  with  the  anterior 
lobe  above,  a  wide  stripe  on  the  disk  of  each  lateral  lobe  which  is  very  rarely  reduced 
to  a  mere  dot,  or  very  rarely  the  whole  of  each  lateral  lobe,  a  spot  at  the  base  and  at 
the  tip  of  the  scutel,  the  two  spots  sometimes  confluent  and  very  rarely  subobsolete,  a 
small  spot  at  the  outer  end  of  each  ceuchrus  and  a  geminate  small  spot  transversely 
arranged  between  the  cenchri,  the  tip  of  the  metathoracic  scutel,  the  front  and  hind 
edge  above  of  what  seems  the  1st  abdominal  joint,  but  is  in  reality  the  hind  part  of 

the  metathorax,  or  very  rarely  its  whole  surface  above,  and  also  the  whole  lower 
surface  of  the  breast  between  the  front  and  middle  legs,  or  very  rarely  two  large  spots 
arranged  crossways  on  that  surface,  all  black.  Cenchri  whitish.  Abdome7i  with  joints 
1  and  2  very  rarely  edged  at  tip  with  black.  Sheaths  of  the  ovipositor  tipped  more  or 
less  with  black,  the  surrounding  parts  sometimes  more  or  less  tinged  with  dusky.  The 

triangular  membrane  at  the  base  of  the  abdomen  above,  whitish.  Legs  bright  honey- 
yellow  ;  all  the  coxae  and  trochanters  whitish  ;  the  extreme  tip  of  the  hind  shanks  and 

the  whole  of  the  hind  tarsi,  brown-black.  Wings  glassy ;  veins  and  stigma  brown- 
black,  the  latter  as  well  as  the  costa  obscurely  marked  with  dull  honey-yellow.  In  a 

single  5  all  three  submarginal  cross-veins  are  absent  in  one  wing,  and  only  the  basal 
one  is  present  in  the  other  wing.  In  another  $  all  three  are  indistinctly  present  in  one 
wing,  and  in  the  other  only  the  basal  one  and  a  rudiment  of  the  terminal  one.  In  a 

single  wing  of  two  other  $,  the  terminal  submarginal  cross-vein  is  absent.  And  in  a 
single  $  there  are  but  three  submarginal  cells  in  either  wing,  precisely  as  in  the  genus 

Euura. — Length?  0.22— 0.28  inch.  Front  wing  $  0.27— 0.33  inch.  Expanse  of  wings 
$  0.53 — 0.64  inch,  (wings  depressed). 

Male  Fly. — General  color  of  body  black.  Read,  with  the  clypeus  and  the  entire 
mouth,  except  the  tip  of  the  mandibles,  dull  honey-yellow.  Antennae  brown-black, 
often  more  or  less  tinged  with  rufous  beneath,  except  towards  the  base ;  as  long  as  the 

body,  the  joints  proportioned  as  in  $,  but  the  whole  antenna,  as  usual  in  this  sex,  ver- 
tically much  more  dilated,  so  that  joint  3  is  only  1\  times  as  long  as  wide  when  viewed 

in  profile.  Thorax  with  the  wing-scales  and  the  entire  coUare  honey-yellow.  Cenchri 
whitish.  Abdomen  with  more  or  less  of  its  sides,  the  extreme  tip  above,  and  its  entire 

inferior  surface  houej'^-yellow.  Legs  as  in  ?.  Wings  as  in  $.  In  two  d*  the  middle 
submarginal  cross-vein  is  absent  in  both  wings,  so  that  if  captured  at  large  they  would 
naturally  be  referred  to  the  genus  Euura.  In  two  other  (^  this  is  the  case  in  one  wing 

only.  Another  c?  has  but  the  basal  submarginal  cross-vein  remaining  in  each  wing. 

And  in  two  other  (5*  the  terminal  submarginal  cross-vein  is  absent  in  one  wing.  Length 

rf  0.20—0.22  inch.  Front  wing  ̂   0.23—0.25  inch.  Expanse  of  wings  d*  0.44—0.54  inch, 
(wings  depressed.^ 

"  Described  from  22  c?  and  13  $,  3  c?  and  1  $  of  the  spring  brood. 
The  fact  of  two  2,  contrary  to  the  established  character  of  the  genus 

JV^ematus,  having  10-jointed  instead  of  9-jointed  antennre  is  a  varia- 
tion of  a  kind  of  which  no  other  example  in  the  whole  family  of  Saw- 

flies  is  on  record.  Had  such  a  specimen  been  captured  at  large, 

instead  of  being  bred  along  with  a  lot  of  normal  ?,  from  the  same  lot 
of  larvfe  taken  from  the  same  lot  of  bushes,  it  would  probably  have 

been  made  the  basis  of  a  new  genus." 
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THE  NATIVE  CVRRA'NT-WOUM—PristiphoraffrossularicBWa.lsh. 

[Ord.  Hymknoptera  ;  Fam.  Tenthredinid^.] 

WHEREIN  IT  DIFFERS  FROM  TILE  IMPORTED  SPECIES. 

"  Like  the  Imported  Currant-worm,  this  worm  produces  a  Saw-fly, 
which,  however,  belongs  to  a  dilFerent  genus,  (Prtstlpliora),  chiefly 

distinguishable  from  the  other  one  (JVematus)  by  the  front  wing  lack- 

ing what  is  technically  termed  the  '  first  submarginal  cross-vein.'  In 
Figure  9,  />,  we  give  a  magnified  drawing  of  the  female  of  this  fly,  and 

if  the  reader  will  look  at  this  draw- 

ing and  compare  it  with  that  of  the 

Imported  Currant-worm  Fly  (Fig. 

6,  a  and  J),  he  will  see  that  there  is 
in  each  of  them  but  one  cell,  or 

'pane'  as  it  might  be  termed,  on 
the  upper  edge  of  the  front  wing 

towards  its  tip.  This  is  technically 
Native  cuRRAXT-woRM^-a.^1^^^^^^^  'the  marginal   (or    radial) 
cell.'  Now  let  the  reader  look  a  second  time  at  these  two  figures,  and 

he  will  see  that, underneath  this  'marginal  cell'  there  is  a  tier  of  four 
cells  in  the  one  genus  {Nematus)  and  a  tier  of  only  three  cells  in  the 

other  genus  {Pristiphora)^  the  first  or  basal  cross-vein  being  absent 

or  '  obsolete  '  in  the  latter,  so  as  to  leave  the  first  or  basal  cell  extrava- 

gantly large.  These  three  or  four  cells,  as  they  underlie  the  '  mar- 
ginal cell,' are  technically  known  as  'the  submarginal  (or  cubital) 

cells ;'  and  upon  the  difference  in  the  number  and  arrangement  of 
these  marginal  and  submarginal  cells  depends  to  a  considerable 

extent  the  generic  classification  of  the  Saw-flies.  For  example,  in 
another  genus  {Euura)^  which  is  closely  allied  to  the  two  of  which 

we  present  drawings,  there  are,  as  in  the  second  of  these  two,  one  mar- 
ginal and  three  submarginal  cells  ;  but  here  it  is  the  second^  not  the 

^rst  (or  basal)  submarginal  cross-vein  that  is  obsolete;  so  that  here 
it  is  the  second^  not  the  first  (or  basal)  submarginal  cell  that  is 

extravagantly  large,  being  formed  in  this  last  case  by  throwing  the 

typical  second  and  third  cells  into  one,  and  in  the  other  case  by  throw- 
ing the  typical  first  and  second  cells  into  one,  just  as  by  removing  the 

folding  doors  two  rooms  are  thrown  into  one. 

"Fersons  who  are  not  familiar  with  this  subject  are  apt  to  suppose, 

that  the  pattern  of  the  curious  network  on  every  fly's  wing  varies 

indefinitely  in  diff'erent  individuals  belonging  to  the  same   species. 
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As  a  general  rule,  there  is  scarcely  any  variation  at  all  in  this  matter, 
each  species  and  even  each  genus  having  its  peculiar  pattern,  and  all 
the  individuals  belonging  to  a  particular  species  having  the  network 

of  their  wings  as  exactly  similar  as  the  difi'erent  photographs  exe- 
cuted by  a  daguerreotypist  from  the  same  negative  plate.  You  may 

take,  for  instance  a  thousand,  honey-bees,  and  you  will  find  that  in 
the  front  wing  of  every  one  of  them  there  are  exactly  one  marginal 

and  three  subraarginal  cells,  which,  however,  are  all  of  them  shaped 

very  differently  from  the  corresponding  cells  in  any  Saw-fly,  though  all 
the  thousand  honey-bees  will  be  found  to  have  them  shaped  exactly 
alike,  cell  corresponding  to  cell,  as  in  any  particular  issue  of  $5  bank 

notes,  vignette  corresponding  to  vignette  and  medallion  die  to  medal- 
lion die.  Among  the  Saw-flies,  indeed,  as  was  noticed  in  the  descrip- 

tion of  the  Imported  Currant-worm  Fly,  the  pattern  of  the  wing-veins 
in  different  specimens  of  the  same  species  varies  occasionally  a  little ; 

but  this  is  the  exception  and  not  the  rule,  and  is  philosophically  of 

high  interest,  as  showing  how  one  genus  may  in  the  course  of  indefi- 
nite ages  change  gradually  into  another  genus. 

"The  Native  Currant- worm  Fly  difl'ers  in  another  remarkable 
point  from  the  Imported  Currant-worm  Fly.  The  sexes  are  here 
almost  exactly  alike  in  their  coloration,  and  with  the  exception  of  the 
legs  of  the  male  being  a  little  more  marked  with  black  than  those  of 

the  female,  it  would  not  be  very  easy  to  distinguish  one  from  the 

other,  but  by  the  usual  sexual  characters.  Hence  we  have  not 

thought  it  necessary  to  give  a  figure  of  the  male  as  well  as  of  the 

female ;  whereas  in  the  Imported  species  the  two  sexes  differ  so  essen- 
tially in  their  coloration  that,  as  already  observed,  a  figure  of  one 

would  give  scarcely  an  idea  of  the  other." 

ITS  HABITS. 

"The  larva  of  the  Native  Currant-worm  Fly  (Fig.  9,  a)  is  of  a> 
uniform  pale  green  color,  without  those  black  dottings  which  are 

always  found,  except  after  the  last  molt,  in  the  Imported  species. 
Before  the  last  molt,  indeed,  the  head  is  of  a  uniform  black  color^ 

though  it  afterwards  has  a  good  deal  of  green  in  front ;  but  the  body 

remains  throughout  of  the  same  immaculate  green  shade.  It  difiers 
also  in  its  habits  from  the  Imported  species,  never,  so  far  as  we  caik 

find  out,  going  underground  to  spin  its  cocoon,  but  always  spinning 
that  cocoon  among  the  twigs  and  leaves  of  the  bushes  upon  which  it 
feeds. 

"This  species  agrees  with  the  other  one  in  being  double-brooded, 
the  first  brood  of  larvae   appearing  about  the  end  of  June  and  the 
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beginning  of  July,  and  the  second  brood  from  the  middle  of  August 
to  the  forepart  of  September.  But  instead  of  the  larvae  of  the  second 
brood  lying  underground  in  their  cocoons  all  winter,  they  burst  forth 
in  the  fly  etate  from  the  beginning  to  the  middle  of  September. 
Hence  the  female  fly  is  compelled  to  lay  her  eggs  upon  the  twigs 
instead  of  on  the  leaves ;  for  if  she  laid  them  upon  the  leaves,  as  is  the 
habit  of  the  Imported  species,  the  second  laying  of  eggs,  which  has 
to  pass  the  winter  in  that  state,  would  fall  to  the  ground  along  with 
the  leaves  in  the  autumn,  and  the  young  larvae  would  starve  when  they 
hatched  out  next  spring  before  they  could  find  their  appropriate  food. 
Consequentlj^  in  the  case  of  this  species,  we  cannot  apply  the 
method  of  counterworking  the  other  species  which  has  been  already 
referred  to.  For  we  have  particularly  remarked  that  the  very  young 
larvcTB  were  not  gathered  in  great  numbers  upon  one  particular  leaf- 
as  with  the  Imported  species— but  were  distributed  pretty  evenly  over 
the  whole  bush.  Neither  did  they  bore  the  singular  holes  through  the 
leaf  (Fig.  4),  which  render  the  other  species  so  easy  of  detection  when 
young. 

"As  will  have  been  observed   from   the  figures  given  above,  the 
Native  species,  besides  the  difi'erences  already  noticed,  is  only  about 
two-thirds  the   size  of  the   other  in   all  its  states.    Like  the   other,  it 
infests  both   currant  and  gooseberry  bushes,  but  appears   rather  to 
prefer  the  Gooseberry.  ..  Indeed  there  can  be  little   doubt  that   our 
native  Gooseberri-s  formed  its  original  food-plant ;  for  many  years  ago 
we  captured  a  single  specimen   in  the  nighborhood  of  Rock  Island, 
Illinois,  in  woods  remote  from  houses,  where  the  wild  gooseberry  was 
pretty   abundant,  and  there  was   no  wild  red  currant."    The   species 
was  described   in  1866   by   Mr.   Walsh,   "from   numerous   specimens, 
found   stripping  the  gooseberry  and  currant   bushes  in   Davenport,. 
Iowa:  audit  has  since  been  reported  to  us  by  Miss  Marion  Hobart,  of 
Port  Byron,  N.  Illinois,  as  so  abundant  in  her  neighborhood  in  1868  on 
the  gooseberries  as  to  completely  defoliate  them  three  times  over,  so 
that  she  inferred— but  we  think  erroneously— that  there   were  three 
distinct  broods  of  them,  one  generated  by  another.    Mr.  Jas.  H.   Par- 

sons, of  Franklin,  N.  Y.,  has  in  a  letter  to  us  expressed  the  same  opin- 
ion with  regard  to  the  Imported  species.    Probably  both  parties  have- 

been  deceived  by  what  is  a  very  common  occurrence  with  many  leaf- 
feeding  larvae.    There  is  often  a  warm  spell  early  in  the  year  which' 
causes  a  moiety  of  the  eggs  of  a  particular  brood  to  hatch  out.    This, 
is  taken   for  the   first  brood.     Then  follows   a    long  spell    of   cold 
weather,  which  prevents  the  other  moiety  of  the  same  batch  of  eggs 
from  hatching   out  till   perhaps   a   month   or  six  weeks  afterwards. 
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When  at  last  the  moiety  does  hatch  out,  it  is  considered  by  inexpe- 

rienced persons  as  a  distinct  second  brood.  There  is  also  very  fre- 
quently a  great  variation,  probably  from  similar  causes,  in  the  time  at 

which  the  same  batch  of  pup<T[?  burst  forth  into  the  perfect  winged 
state.  For  example,  out  of  a  lot  of  31  cocoons,  of  the  second  brood 

of  the  Imported  Currant-worm  Fly,  all  received  by  us  at  the  same 
time  from  Dr.  Wm.  M.  Smith  of  Manlius,  N,  Y.,  most  of  the  flies  came 

out  between  June  26th  and  July  11th,  but  a  few  did  not  appear  till 

towards  the  latter  end  of  July  and  one  lingered  on  till  August  13th." 
As  I  have  captured  the  female  fly  in  East  St.  Louis,  and  as  worms 

which,  from  the  description,  could  not  well  belong  to  any  other  spe- 

cies, were  noticed  by  Mr.  T.  W.  Guy,  of  Sulphur  Springs,  on  bis  goose- 
berry bushes  in  1870,  there  can  be  little  doubt  that  the  species  occurs 

with  us,  as  it  is  generally  distributed  throughout  ttie  country.  Mr.  L. 

D.  Votaw  of  Eureka,  has  also  reported  to  me  the  occurrence  on  his 

place  of  a  "small  green  and  unspotted  worm"  on  his  currantjDushes. 

REMEDIES. 

The  same  as  for  the  proceeding  species. 

DESCRIPTIVE. 

I  reproduce,  from  the  Practical  Entomologist  (Vol.  I,  p.  123),  Mr. 

Walsh's  original  descriptions,  drawn  up  from  many  specimens. 

Pristiphora  grossulari^— /?nHia^w7-e  larva. — Length  not  quite  reaching  ̂   inch. 
Body  pale  green,  with  a  rather  darker  dorsal  line,  and  a  lateral  yellowish  line  above 

the  spiracles,  the  space  below  which  line  is  paler  than  the  back.  Anal  plate  and  pro- 
legs  immaculate.    Head  black,  not  hairy.    Legs  brown,  except  the  sutures. 

The  ̂ nature  larva  measures  J  inch  in  length,  and  differs  in  the  head  being  pale 

green,  with  a  lateral  brown-black  stripe  commencing  at  the  eye-spot,  and  more  or  less 
distinctly  confluent  with  the  other  one  on  the  top  of  the  head,  where  it  is  also  more  or 

less  confluent  with  a  large  central  brown-black  spot  on  the  face.  The  legs  are  also 
green,  with  a  small  dark  spot  at  the  exterior  base  of  each,  and  a  similar  spot  or  dot 
before  the  base  of  the  front  legs. 

Imago — $ — Body  shining  black,  with  fine,  rather  sparse  punctures.  Head  with 
the  entire  mouth,  except  the  anterior  edge  of  the  labrum  and  the  tip  of  the  mandibles, 
dull  luteous.  Labrum  transverse  and  very  pilose.  Clypeus  short,  squarely  truncate, 
immaculate.  Antennae  f  as  long  as  the  bodj%  joint  3  three  and  a  half  times  as  long  as 

wide,  joint  4  fully  \  shorter  than  joint  3,  5 — 9  very  slowly  shorter  and  shorter  ;  brown- 
black  above,  beneath  dull  luteous,  except  joints  1  and  2,  which  are  black,  tipped  below 

■with  luteous.  Ihorax  with  the  wing-scales  honey-yellow  and  the  cenchri  whitish. 
Abdomen  with  the  basal  membrane  whitish ;  ovipositor  honey-yellow,  its  sheaths 
black.  Legs  honey-yellow,  or  sometimes  pale  luteous,  with  the  six  tarsal  tips  of  the 
tibiae  and  of  the  tarsal  joints  1 — 4,  pale  dusky.  Wings  subhyaline,  tinged  with  dusky; 

veins  black ;  costa  honey-yellow ;  stigma  dusky,  edged  all  round  with  honey-yellow, 
•especially  below.  In  a  single  wing  of  two  females  only  out  of  fortj-nine,  the  first  sub- 
marginal  cross-vein,  which  in  this  genus  is  normally  absent,  is  quite  distinct :  and  in  a 
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single  wincf  of  five  other  females,  traces  of  it  are  visible  on  holding  the  wing  np  to 
the  light.  Length  $  0.17-0.21  inch.  Front  wing  ?  0.19— 0  23  inch.  Expanse  $  0.41 —0.45  inch,  (-^ings  depressed.) 

The  c?  differs  from  the  female  only  as  follows :  1st.  The  antenna?  are  a  trifle 
longer,  and  as  usual  vertically  more  dilated,  joint  3  being  only  21-  (not  8.V)  times  as 
long  as  wide.  2d.  The  cox-Ji.  except  their  tips,  and  the  basal  half  of  the  femora,  are black  ;  and  iu  the  hind  legs  the  extreme  tip  of  the  tibia?  and  all  but  the  extreme  base 
of  the  tarsus,  are  dusky.  Anal  forceps  honey-yellow.  Length  d"  0.17—0.18  inch.  Front 
wing  c?  0.17—0.19  inch.    Expanse  (^  0  35—0.38  inch,  (wings  depressed.) 

THE  STRAWBERRY  WORM-Miphi/tus  maculatus  Norton. 

[Ord.  Hymenoptera  ;  Fam.  Tenthredinid.e.] 

In  connection  with  the  foregoing  account  of  the  Imported  and 
Native  Currant  Worms,  it  will  be  well  to  give  the  history  and  habits 
of  a  worm  of  the  same  family,  which  is  the  most  conspicuous,  if  not 
the  most  common  defoliator  of  that  more  profitable  and  more  gener- 

ally cultivated  fruit— the  Strawberry.  This  is  the  Strawberry  Worm 
{Emphytus  inaculaius  Norton)  the  natural  history  of  which  was  first 
given  by  myself  in  the  Prairie  Farmer  for  May  25, 1867. 

The  species  appears  to  have  a  wide  range,  as  I  have  met  with  it 
in  many  parts  of  Illinois  and  our  own  State,  have  received  it  from 

Iowa,  and  it  is  reported  from 
various  sections  in  the  East 

and  from  Ontario.  In  1874, 

Prof.  Bessey,  of  the  Iowa  Ag- 

ricultural College,  reported  it 

as  devouring  the  Strawberry 

plants  in  many  parts  of  that 

State,  and  Mr.  Hoffmeister,  of 

Fort  Madison,  wrote  me  that 

in  many  sections  the  plants 

had  to    be   plowed   under  in 

StrawbkprtW^orm  :  Ventral  view  of  pupa;  2,  side  view  COUSequeUCe     of     itS     devasta- 
of  same;  3,  enlarged  sketch  of  perfect  fly,  the  wiDg.s  ou 
one  side  detached;  4,  lai-va  crawling,  natural  size;  5,  tlOUS.      Early  in  SPring  UUmor- 
l)erfectfly,  naUiral  size;  6,  larva  at  rest;    7,  cocoou;  8,  ^         o^ixu^  iiuiuci 
.-nlarged  antenna,  showing  joints;  9,  enlarged  egg.  qUS  flieS,  aS  sho  WU  in  Fig.  10,  S 

may  be  seen  hanging  to,  and  flying  about  the  vines,  in  fields  which 
have  been  previously  infested.  They  are  dull  and  inactive  in  the  cool 
of  the  morning  and  evening,  and  at  these  hours  are  seldom  noticed. 
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They  are  of  a  pitchy  black  color,  with  two  rows  of  large,  transverse^ 

dull,  whitish  spots  upon  the  abdomen.  The  female,  with  the  saw-like 
instrument  peculiar  to  the  insects  of  this  family,  deposits  her  egfts  by 

a  most  curious  and  interesting  process,  in  the  stems  of  the  plants^ 

clinging  the  while  to  the  hairy  substance  by  which  these  stems  are 

covered.  The  eggs  are  white,  opaque,  and  0.03  of  an  inch  long,  and 

may  be  readily  perceived  upon  splitting  the  stalk,  though  the  outside 
orifice  at  which  they  were  introduced  is  scarcely  visible.  They  soon 

increase  semewhat  in  bulk,  causing  a  swelling  of  the  stalk,  and  hatch 

in  two  weeks — more  or  less  according  to  the  temperature — and 
during  the  early  part  of  May  the  worms  attract  attention  by  the  innu- 

merable small  holes  they  make  in  the  leaves.  Their  colors  are  dirty 

yellow  and  gray-green,  and  when  not  feeding,  they  rest  on  the  under 
side  of  the  leaf,  curled  up  in  a  spiral  manner,  the  tail  occupying  the 
center,  and  fall  to  the  ground  at  the  slightest  disturbance.  After 

changing  their  skin  four  times  they  become  fully  grown,  when  they 
measure  about  f  of  an  inch. 

At  this  season  they  descend  into  the  ground,  and  form  a  very 

weak  cocoon  of  earth,  the  inside  being  made  smooth  by  a  sort  of 

gum.  In  this  they  soon  change  to  pupae,  from  which  are  produced  a 
second  brood  of  flies  by  the  end  of  June  and  beginning  of  July. 

Under  the  influence  of  July  weather,  the  whole  process  of  egg  depos- 
iting, etc.,  is  rapidly  repeated,  and  the  second  brood  of  worms  descend 

into  the  earth  during  the  forepart  of  August,  and  from  their  cocoons, 

in  which  they  remain  in  the  caterpillar  state  through  the  Fall,  Winter.^ 
and  early  Spring  months,  till  the  middle  of  April  following,  when 

they  become  pupce  and  flies  again,  as  related. 

REMEDIES. 

The  same  remedies  recommended  for  the  Currant  Worms  will 

apply  here.  They  are  more  satisfactorily  employed,  however,  and 
after  the  worms  have  been  made  to  fall  to  the  ground,  a  mixture  of 

warm  water  and  kerosene  will  destroy  them  as  quickly  a?  anything. 

DESCRIPTIVE. 

Emphytus  maculatus  : — Imago. — Color  piceous,  with  two  rows  of  dull,  dirty 
white,  transverse  spots  upon  the  abdomen.  AVings  hyaline;  veins  blaclv;  eyes  and 

eyelets  black ;  antennae  black  and  9-jointed.  Legs  brown  and  almost  white  at  the 

joints.  No  particular  diflference  of  colorino:  in  the  sexes.  Average  expanse  of  female- 
0.53  inch  ;  length,  exclusive  of  antenna)  0.24  inch. 

Larva — Length  0.60 — 0.65  inch  when  full  grown,  having  changed  but  little  iii 
appearance  from  time  of  birth.  Somewhat  translucent.  General  color,  pale,  dirty 

yellow,  with  a  glaucous  shade  along  dorsal  and  sub-dorsal  regions,  inclining  in  most 
cases  to  deep  blue  green  on  the  thoracic  segments.  Minutely  wrinkled  transversely. 

Venter  light  glaucous.    Legs — 6  pectoral,  14  abdominal,  and  2  caudal — of  the  same 
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color.  Head  of  a  more  decided  yellow  than  body,  with  usually  a  dark  brown  spot 
above,  one  nearly  of  the  same  size  at  the  upper  front,  and  two  rather  smaller  ones  at 

each  side— joined  by  a  brown  line — the  anterior  spot  beinof  lower  down  than  the  other. 
In  certain  specimens  these  two  are  blended,  and  there  is  but  a  triangular  spot  on  the 
top  of  the  head,  while  the  depth  of  shading  on  the  body  is  also  variable. 

Pupa — Of  a  dingy,  greenish-white  color,  the  members  being  somewhat  paler  than 
the  body. 

Numerous  specimens  in  all  states  examined. 

ABBOT'S  WHITE  BINE  \NOllM.—Lophyrus  Ahhotii  Leach. 

[Ord.  Hymenoptera  ;  Fam.  Tentiiredinid.e.] 

Belonging  to  the  same  Saw-fly  family  as  the  preceding  species, 

are  certain  false-caterpillars  which  are  very  injurious  to  pines.     They 
belong  to  the  genus  Lophyrus,  so  named  from  the  plume-like  anten- 

nas of  the  males.  In  Germany  whole  forests  of  pine  and  fir  trees  have 

[^'o-  ̂ ^-  been   destroyed  by  insects  of 
this  genus,  and  D.  E.  Miller  has 

published  a  large  volume  on 

the  depredations  of  four  spe- 

cies which  destroyed  thou- 

sands of  acres  of  pines  in  Fran- 
conia.  Two  species  more  par- 

ticularly occur  in  the  Missis- 

sippi Valley,  and  the  one  un- 
der consideration  is  the  most 

injurious  of  the  two.    The  hab- 
Aubott's  Tine  Worm: — Perfect  fly  majoiified;  the  lelt  . 

wings  removed;   2  and  3,  enlarged  pupa; ;   4,  larva;  lu  itS  and  transformations  01  both 
ditt'erent  positions,    natural  size;  5,    cocoon  natural 
size;  6  magniUed  antenna  of  male;  7,  niugnitied  an-  'vvere       first      partiallv      made tenna  ol  lemule.  ^  •' 

known  by  myself  some  ten  years  since  {Prairie  Farmer^  N^ov.  10, 
186G,  May  25, 1867,  May  2, 1868,  and  F.  F.  Annual,  1869),  and  are  more 
fully  given  herewith. 

Abbot's  White  Pine  Worm  has  been  more  frequently  sent  to  me, 
with  complaints  of  injury,  from  Indiana  and  Illinois.  Yet  it  occurs 

over  a  wide  extent  of  country,  and  in  the  columns  of  the  Rural  N'eio 
Yorker  and  A^ner lean  Agriculturist  frequent  records  of  its  injuries  in 
the  East  are  to  be  found  of  late  years.  While  its  injuries  are  reported 

from  the  northern  part  of  Missouri,  it  seems  not  to  occur  in  the  south- 
ern part  of  the  State. 
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The  following  passage  from  a  letter  received  from  Mr.  Jos.  T.  Lit- 

tle, of  Dixon,  Ills.,  in  1869,  gives  a  very  good  account  of  the  working 
of  the  insect : 

I  find  them  on  one  clump  of  pines  on  my  lawn,  and  in  a  small  lot  of  pines  in  my 
nursery.  Late  last  Fall,  I  discovered  that  those  same  trees  had  been  attacked  by  some 
worm  or  other,  and  that  the  foliaofe  had  been  strioped  off  the  young  shoots,  which 
shoots  dried  up  this  Summer.  We  had  a  very  hard  freeze  on  the  nigrlit  of  October  8th, 
the  mercury  being  at  30  degrees  above  zero ;  but  still  the  worms  do  not  seem  to  be 
affected  by  the  weather.  They  are  very  sluggish  at  anytime  in  their  movements.  I 
have  SfOtch  and  Austrian  Pine,  Arbor  Vit«,  Balsam  Fir,  Norway,  Spruce  and  Ked 
Cedar,  in  the  immediate  vicinity  of  the  White  Pines,  but  they  are  unmolested. 

In  1872  Mr.  A.  W.  Barber  of  Lancaster,  Wis.,  lost  some  fine  trees 

by  its  injuries,  and  it  was  complained  of  in  many  sections  the  past 
year.  This  worm,  which  is  dingy  white  in  color,  with  black  head  and 

black  spots  (Fig.  11,  4  4-4)  has,  in  every  instance  that  has  come  to  my 
knowledge  done  its  principal  injury  late  in  the  Fall,  and  may  frequently 
be  seen  feeding  into  November,  or  after  the  ground  is  frozen  about  an 

inch  deep.  When  full-fed,  these  larvre  enclose  themselves  in  oval, 

bright  bronze,  or  gold-colored  cocoons,  spun  up  between  the  needles, 
or  in  whatever  sheltered  situation  is  at  hand.  Sometimes  the  cocoon 

is  for.med  upon  the  tree,  but  more  often  among  the  fallen  needles  and 
other  debris  and  shelter  beneath  it.  Within  these  cocoons  the  worm 

is  very  tightly  packed,  and  remains  till  toward  the  following  Spring, 
or  even  late  Summer,  when  it  becomes  a  pupa,  with  a  dusky  dorsal 

line  and  pale  brown  eyes  (Fig.  11,  ~»  ̂ ).  The  flies  issue  two  weeks 
afterwards,  and  the  sexes  differ  so  much  that  they  would  be  declared 

distinct  insects  by  the  uninitiated.  The  male,  with  the  exception  of 
the  underside  and  tip  of  the  abdomen,  is  jet  black,  his  average  length 

0.23  inch,  and  the  expanse  of  his  wings,  0.47  inch.  The  female  meas- 
ures 0.30  inch,  and  expands  0.65  inch.  She  is  of  a  honey-yellow,  with 

the  head  and  thorax  somewhat  darker  than  the  abdomen;  the  thorax 

blackish  at  the  upper  posterior  sides,  and  the  abdomen  having  a 

lighter  lateral  stripe,  with  four  or  five  blackish  spots  above  it.  These 

distinguishing  features  are  much  more  striking  in  the  living,  than  in 

the  dried  cabinet  specimens.  The  antenna^  in  both  sexes  are  black, 

those  of  the  male  21-jointed  and  with  17  long  and  17  shorter  plume- 
like branches:  those  of  the  female  serrated,  with  one  or  two  joints 

less  than  the  male,  and  17  serrations.* 

*Fitch,  in  the  brief  and  summary  account  given  of  L  Ahholii,  says  that  the  antennse  are  17- 
jointed;  while  another  species,  whicli  he  nnmed  L.  Lccontri,  and  wliich  he  supposed  was  the  parent  of 
worms,  the  description  ot 'whi'-h  answers  perlectly  to  the  above,  he  says,  has  tJl-jointed  antenna.  I  have examined  dozens  of  L.  Abbotii,  and  the  untennaj  are  usuallv  21-jointed  in  the  cf ,  and  19-.iointed  in  the 
$,  counting  the  scape  or  bulbus  as  2,  and  the  terminal  enlargement  as  2.  In  reality,  however,  the 
terminal  joint  frequently  appe;irs  single,  and  the  number  of  joints  is  found  to  vary  in  diil'erent  individ- uals in  the  same  specie^,  when  large  material  is  examined.  In  Abbotii  I  have  individuals  with  autennaj 
having  18,  19,  20a"d  '^l  joints  respectively;  in  Abictis  the  number  varies  from  21  to  93  in  d",  and  from 
14  to  18  in  g  ,  and  in  LeContei  they  are  usually  21  in  (f  and  19  in  $— always  counting  the  scaye  as  2. 

Abbotii  and  LeContei  cannot,  therefore,  be  distinguished  by  the  joints  in  their  antenna?,  as,  witk 
others,  I  myself  onc«  believed  they  could,  and  the  relative  number  oianteuual  joints  in  thia  genus  loses 
all  specific  value. 
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The  eyes  and  eyelet  are  black,  and  the  legs  pale  rufous  in  both 

sexes  ;  while  the  wings  are  hyaline  with  prismatic  colors.  In  escaping 

from  the  cocoon,  the  fly  makes  a  clean,  somewhat  spiral  cut  at  one 

end,  always  leaving  a  small  hinge  for  its  prison  door  to  swing  on. 

These  Hies,  in  confinement,  soon  die  without  ovipositing,  which 

indicates  that  they  nourish  on  something  out-doors.  As  with  most 

saw-flies,  the  perfect  insects  are  quite  irregular  in  coming  out  of  the 
ground,  many  of  them  issuing  in  May,  but  others  not  till  toward 
the  end  of  Summer.  On  opening  cocoons  that  had  passed  the  Winter 

I  have  found  many  yet  containing  the  larva  the  latter  part  of  June, 
while  others  of  the  same  brood  had  become  flies  six  weeks  before. 

The  species  has  generally  been  considered  single-brooded';  but  as  I 
have  had  the  eggs  laid  as  early  as  May,  and  the  young  worms  feeding 

the  latter  part  of  that  month,  two  broods  are  not  improbably  pro- 
duced. In  ovipositing,  the  female  saws  beneath  the  epidermis  on  one 

of  the  flat  sides  of  the  leaflet  and  pushes  into  the  slit  an  egg,  which 

is  whitish,  ovoid,  0.8  m.m.  long  on  an  average.  As  the  egg  swells  it 

forms  a  conspicuous  bulging  of  the  epidermis,  and  the  mouth  of  the 

slit  opens  and  exposes  more  and  more  a  portion  of  the  egg.  The  young 

worm  has  the  black  head  and  black-ringed  thoracic  legs  of  the  full 
grown  individuals,  but  otherwise  differs  essentially  from  them,  the 

body  being  uniformly  pale  and  unspotted.  The  worms  are  more  or 

less  gregarious  throughout  their  existence,  and  seldom  leave  a  twig 

or  branch  till  they  have  completely  stripped  it.  Inconspicuous  at  first, 
they  are  seldom  noticed  till  the  denuded  branches  attract  attention, 

and  when,  after  the  last  molt,  they  strip  a  tree  with  astonishing  rapid- 

ity. They  have  a  habit  of  throwing  back  the  head  and  tail  when  dis- 
turbed, and  if  violently  shaken  many  of  them  will  fall  to  the  ground. 

They  also  use  the  tail  end  of  the  body  to  grasp  more  firmly  the  leaf- 
lets upon  which  they  feed.  This  is  the  worm  described  by  Fitch  as 

the  possible  larva  of  Lophyrus  LeContei^  and  the  real  larva  of  this 
last  will  be  described  further  on. 

NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

The  reason  that  this  Pine-worm  abounds  at  times  and  then  sud- 

denly disappears,  is  that  it  is  extensively  preyed  upon  by  a  parasitic 
Ichneumon  fly,  belonging  to  the  genus  Limneria.  The  species,  which 

I  have  also  bred  from  some  wax-feeding  larva  (probably  Ephestia 
sece)  does  not  fully  accord  with  any  of  the  descriptions  of  Norton^ 
Cresson,  or  Provancher.    I  therefore  briefly  define  it  herewith : 
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LiMNEKiA  LOPHYRi,  N.  Sp.— $ ,  length  0.30—0.35  inch.  Head  and  thorax  black  with 
silvery  white  pile.  Antenna;  piceous,  more  than  half  as  long  as  body ;  but  slightly 

paler  toward  tip  ;  bulbiis  either  yellowish  or  rufous.  Ocelli  either  rufous  or  black. 

Mandibles,  palpi,  front  and  middle  coxaj  trochanters  and  tibias,  pale  yellow.  Tegulse 
almost  white.  Abdomen,  with  faint  pile,  rufous,  the  petiole  and  sides  of  next  joint 
usually  blackish.    Hind  legs  rufous,  the  base  of  tibiaj  and  of  tarsi  paler. 

(^  somewhat  smaller,  and  with  more  black  on  the  abdomen. 

Four  c^'s,  12  2's  bred  from  larvfc  of  Lophyi-us  Abbotii. 

REMEDIES. 

As  evergreens  suffer  more  from  defoliation  than  deciduous  trees, 
it  is  essential,  during  the  i^roper  season,  to  scan  them  very  closely 

every  few  days  where  this  insect  is  known  to  prevail.  When  the 
worms  are  noticed,  a  syringing  of  hellebore  water,  or  a  dusting  of 

fresh  air-slacked  lime,  while  the  tree  is  bedewed,  will  destroy  them. 
Care  should  be  taken  to  prevent  their  injuries  by  clearing  the  ground 
around  the  trees  late  in  the  Fall,  and  burning  the  fallen  needles  and 

rubbish,  with  such  cocoons  as  may  be  among  them. 

DESCRirXIVE. 

LoPHYRus  Abbotii  : — Lan-a — Average  length  0.80  inch,  though  many  will  measure 
about  an  inch.  A  soft,  dingy,  white  worm,  having  often  a  greenish  or  bluish  line 
superiorly.  On  all  joints  but  the  first,  which  is  entirely  white,  two  oblong  square 
black  spots  along  the  back,  and  another  somewhat  rounder  spot  each  side.  These 
become  somewhat  diffuse  on  the  three  latter  joints,  forming  on  the  last  a  single  black 
patch.  Three  black  thoracic  legs,  fourteen  abdominal,  and  two  caudal  prolegs. 
Thoracic  joints  largest ;  the  three  last,  smallest  and  tapering.  Some  are  marked  very 
regularly,  while  in  others  the  white  space  on  the  back  between  the  spots  on  joints  5,  6, 
7  and  8,  is  much  wider  than  between  the  others.  This  is  probably  sexual  difference, 

since  those  thus  marked  are  shorter,  thicker,  and  of  a  yellower  white  than  those  regu- 
larly marked.  After  each  change  of  skin  the  head  is  at  first  white  like  the  rest  of  the 

body,  with  the  usual  eye-spots  black.    No  markings  while  young. 

LE  CONTE'S  PINE  V^OV.U—Lophyrus  LeContei  Yiioh. 

[Ord.  Hymenoptera  ;  Fam.  TENXHREDiNiDJi;.] 

Abbott's  Pine  Worm  shows  great  preference  for  the  White  Pine 
and  is  seldom  found  on  any  other.  It  is,  moreover,  the  most  common 

and  destructive  species  of  the  genus  in  our  part  of  the  country.  Le- 

CJonte's  Pine  Worm  is,  on  the  contrary,  a  more  general  feeder  and  pre- 
fers the  ooarse-ieaved  pines,  such  as  the  Austrian,  Scotch  and  Pitch. 
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It  is  also  most  abundant  in  the  East.  It  was  first  sent  to  me  in  Octo- 

ber, 1867,  by  my  friend  A.  S.  Fuller,  present  editor  of  the  Rural  New 
Yorher,  with  the  following  letter. 

I  send  you  by  to-day's  mail  :ibox  of  caterpillars  found  feeding  on  the  Scotch  and 
Austrian  pines  in  my  nursery.  lean  tind  nothing  in  Fitch  or  Harris  which  will  ena- 

ble me  to  identify  them.  These  caterpillars  have  appeared  in  myriads  in  the  last  few 
weeks,  and  they  do  not  pass  a  leaf,  but  take  them  all  clean,  old  or  young.  If  you  can 
tell  me  all  about  this  worm,  please  do  so. 

In  a  recent  article  {R.  iY".  y.,  Nov.  25, 1876)  referring  to  the  inju- 
ries of  what  is  evidently  the  same  worm,  though  confounded  with  the 

preceding,  Mr.  Fuller  writes  : 

"We  have  already  had  some  pretty  hard  frosts  up  to  this  date,  Nov.  14,  and  yet  a neighbor  has  just  brought  us  some  of  these  grubs  taken  from  his  pine  trees.  For  sev- 
eral years  past  we  have  noticed  that  these  Saw-fly  larvce  remained  upon  the  trees  till 

very  late  in  the  Fall,  and  that  it  required  a  hard  freeze  to  make  them  leave  off  feed- 
ing and  descend  to  the  earth,  where  they  spin  their  cocoons  among  the  old  leaves  and 

.  other  vegetable  matter. 

These  two  pine  worms  have  precisely  similar  habits,  and,  though 

bearing  so  close  a  resemblance  to  each  other  as  to  be  easily  con- 

founded, LeConte's  species  is  easily  distinguished  upon  close  exami- 
nation by  having  the  head  reddish-brown,  the  spots  differently  shaped, 

and  an  extra  row  on  each  side.  The  female  fly  is  distinguished  by 

her  black  abdomen.  For  those  interested  the  differences  are  pre- 
sented more  in  detail  in  the  following  descriptions  : 

DESCRIPTIVE. 

LorHYBUsLECoxTEi: — Laroa — Average  length,  when  full  grown,  about  one  inch. 
Color,  dingy  or  yellowish-white,  and  void  of  any  greenish  or  bluish  hue.  Dorsal  black 
marks  wider  anteriorly  than  posteriorly,  and  usually  broken  transversely  iu  the  full 

grown  individuals  ;  also  further  apart  than  in  L.  Abbotli.  Lateral  spots  sub-quadrate, 
with  an  additional  row  of  smaller  black  marks  below  them.  Head  shiny  reddish-brown, 

with  black  eye-spot  each  side.  Jaws  tawny.  Anal  joint  entirely  black  above.  Ven- 
ter and  prolegs  (14  abdominal  and  2  anal)  immaculate.  Thoracic  legs  black,  with  white 

joints.  When  young  it  is  without  marks,  and  some  of  the  full-grown  specimens  have 
them  more  distinct  than  others. 

Pupa — Undistinguishable,  except  in  the  average  larger  size,  from  that  of  Z*.  Abbotii. 
Imago — The  male  fly  can  scarcely  be  distinguished  at  first  sight  from  that  ot  the 

other  species,  though  the  average  size  is  somewhat  greater,  and  the  brown  parts,  viz.: 

venter,  and  tip  of  abdomen  above,  are  of  a  somewhat  deeper  rufous-bi'own.  The  an- 
tennae are  more  often  and  regularly  21-jointed  than  in  Abbotii. 

The  female  is  distinguished,  however,  by  her  body  being  jet  black  above,  except  a 
small  brown  patch  at  the  extremity  and  a  transver.se  line  of  the  same  color  just  below 
the  thorax ;  and  by  her  wings  being  smoky  instead  ot  hyaline.  Venter  with  a  black 
longitudinal  line,  more  or  less  intense,  each  side.  Thorax  and  head  as  in  Abbotii^  if 
anything,  a  little  deeper  iu  color.  Average  length  0.40,  and  expanse  0.70,  though  some 
will  measure  0.50  inch  and  expand  0.82  inch. 

There  are  several  other  American  Saw-flies  belonging  to  the 
same  genus  {Lophyrus)  whose  larvtC  doubtless  feed  upon  evergreens. 

One  {Lophyrus  abietis  Harris)  which  is  treated  of  by  Harris,  depre- 

ER— 3 
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dates  more  particularly  on  the  Fir,  and,  as  a  worm,  is  at  once  distin- 
guished by  being  green,  with  darker  green  lines,  but  no  spots,  and  by 

making  a  grayer  cocoon.  The  larvne  of  Lophyrus  Americamis  Leach, 

L.  Fahricii  Leach,  and  of  Z.  compar  Leach  are  unknown,  and  I  sus- 

pect that  some  of  these  supposed  species  will  prove  to  be  but  varie- 
ties of  the  three  whose  habits  are  here  recorded. 

THE  COLOKADO  POTATO-BEETLE. 

In  some  parts  of  Iowa,  Wisconsin  and  the  Northwest,  this  insect 

was  very  troublesome  again  the  past  year,  but  from  one  cause  and 

another,  though  principally  on  account  of  the  wet  character  of  the 

past  two  summers,  it  attracted  little  attention  in  Missouri  and  the 

larger  part  of  the  Mississippi  Valley.  Yet  on  the  Atlantic,  and 

especially  in  the  New  England  States,  it  has  been  a  most  fruitful 
theme  of  discussion  and  a  constant  object  of  warfare:  nor  have  its 

doings  ceased  to  interest  Europeans.  A  pretty  full  record  of  its  move- 
ments and  of  the  more  important  and  practical  topics  connected  with 

it,  has  been  published  by  me  from  year  to  year,  and  quite  a  demand 
has  been  made  for  back  copies  of  these  Reports  from  people  in  the 

East,  and  even  from  Europe.  The  editions  of  the  earlier  Reports, 
which  contained  most  information  on  the  subject  have  long  since  been 

exhausted,  and  in  order  to  satisfy  the  demand,  I  prepared  last  Fall  a 

small  work  entitled  "Potato  Pests,"  in  which,  with  other  insect  foes 
of  the  Potato,  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle  is  treated  of  at  length. 
The  work  is  published  by  the  Orange  Judd  Co.,  of  New  York,  and 

what  I  have  to  say  below  is  mostly  taken  from  it,  and  will  serve  to 

complete  and  complement  what  has  previously  been  published  in 
these  pages. 

SlMtKAD  OF  THE  INSECT  DURING  THE  YEAR. 

During  the  past  year,  1876,  the  insect  has  swarmed  in  most  of 

the  New  England  States,  and  especially  on  the  sea  shore.  It  has 

extended  north  around  Montreal,  and  was  especially  abundant  as  far 

as  Trois  Rivieres;*  while  in  its  eastern  progress  it  has  overrun  Con- 

L.  rroviiuclicr  in  A'«/i()-fl/is/t'  Canadien,  Aug.  187G,  p.  249. 
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necticut,  Massachusetts,  Vermont  and  New  Hampshire  and  extended 

some  distance  into  Maine.  At  Milestone  and  other  places  in  Connecti- 
cut the  beetles  were  washed  ashore  in  such  numbers  in  September  as 

to  poison  the  air,  and  the  captain  of  a  New  London  vessel  found  that 

they  boarded  him  in  such  numbers  while  at  sea  that  the  hatches  had 

to  be  closed.  At  many  watering  places,  such  as  Cape  May,  Coney 

Island,  Long  Branch,  llockaway  and  Newport,  they  proved  a  great 
nuisance,  being  crushed  and  killed  in  large  numbers  by  the  continual 

promenading  along  the  beach.  The  New  York  Times  reported  their 

impeding  the  progress  of  a  train  on  the  Central  Railroad  at  Grinnell 

Station:  "the  rails  were  covered  with  them  for  a  mile,  and  after  a  few 
revolutions  of  the  drivers  the  wheels  lost  the  friction  and  slipped  as 

if  oiled;  ***  they  had  to  be  swept  off,  andjthe  track  sanded  before  any 

IDrogrjss  was  made." 

The  following  items  will  further  convey  a  good  idea  of  the  preva- 
lence of  the  pest  along  the  coast : 

A  day  or  two  a^ro  a  party  of  orentlemen  fishino:  near  the  middle  of  Long  Island 
Sound,  saw  o:reat  quantities  of  potato  bugs  covering  the  surface  of  the  water  as  far  as 
the  eye  could  reach.  Every  floating  article,  as  well  as  the  water,  was  pacl^ed  with 
thena,  and  many  were  clinging  to  eel-grass  and  sea-weed  under  the  water.  The  wind 
was  blowing  from  the  south,  and  had  probably  carried  them  from  the  l-land,  and  they 
were  being  watted  toward  tlie  Connecticut  shore.  Inland  on  the  island  the  bugs 
appear  to  be  increasing  in  numbers,  and,  the  potato  vines  being  dry,  they  have  attacked 
the  egg-plants,  pepper  plants,  and  tomato  vines. — [Correspondence  of  N.  V.  Tribune 
from  Huntington,  L.  I. 

The  sea  coast  in  the  vicinity  of  this  city  and  the  shores  of  Long  Island  Sound 
are,  at  the  present  time,  undergoing  invasion  by  countless  myriads  of  potato  bugs. 
Where  the  insects  come  from  is  a  mystery.  They  seem  to  cling  to  the  floating  sea 
weed  and  are  left  therewith  on  shore  by  the  tide.  At  Coney  Island  and  other  points 
directly'  on  the  ocean,  the  bugs  are  most  numerous,  showing  that  they  have  been 
brought  hither  bj'  sea  currents,  and  by  similar  means  have  been  swept  into  Long 
Island  Sound.  It  seems  hardly  possible  that  the  insects  will  now  fail  to  reach  the 
other  side  of  the  Atlantic,  as  they  may  find  transportation  on  vessels,  or  be  carried 
over  in  the  drifting  weed  of  the  Gulf  Stream. — [Scientific  American,  Aug.  5,  1S7G. 

"While  at  Atlantic  City,  N.  J.,  last  Saturday,  I  noticed  great  numbers  of  the 
Colorado  Potato-beetle  Hying  about  on  the  beach.  I  have  never  seen  thein  so  active 
before.  Their  unusual  activity  there  may  be  the  result  of  hunger,  as  there  is  an  entire 
.absence  of  the  Solanaceae,  either  wild  or  cultivated,  in  that  vicinity. — [From  a  letter 
from  Cr.  W.  Letterman,  Allenton,  Mo.,  July  22,  1876. 

There  were  twice  as  many  potato-beetles  as  all  other  kinds  put  together.  They 
evidently  had  been  eastward  bound,  dropped  into  the  ocean,  and  were  brought  back 
by  the  returning  waves.  We  may  infer  also  that  many  never  reached  the  shore  again 
from  which  they  had  made  their  departure,  but  were  gobbled  up  by  the  fishes  that 
sometimes  plentifully  inhabit  those  waters.  Nor  is  this  all :  some  distance  up  the  Bay, 
and  nearer  tae  town  of  "Lewes,"  there  is  a  tressel  work — called  the  "Pier" — which 
extends  a  quarter  of  a  mile  out  into  Delaware  Bay,  upon  which  is  a  railroad  track, 
upon  which  the  cars  of  the  Junction  Kailroad  daily  run  to  discharge  their  cargoes  into 
sailing  ves*els  and  steamboats  that  periodically  leave  the  outer  end  of  the  pier  for  New 
York,  Philadelphia,  Boston,  Baltimore  and  other  points.  In  the  morning  and  the 
evening,  when  less  commercial  activity  reigns,  the  pier  is  esteemed  a  capital  place  to 
lish.  Well,  all  along  this  pier,  from  the  shore  to  the  extreme  outer  end,  the  ubiquitous 
potato-beetle  was  present,  and  at  the  outer  end  far  more  numerous  than  nearer  shore. 
The  State  of  Delaware  at  the  time  was  full  of  these  beetles,  from  one  end  to  the  other. 
The  fruit-growers  were  shipping  their  peaches  to  market,  and  every  cargo  brought 
down  from  the  interior  also  brough":  down  a  goodly  number  of  the  beetles,  and  it  is 
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not  at  all  surprisitiff  that  they  should  be  carried  aboard  of  the  waitinor  vessels  and 
transported  to  other  pirt?  of  this  country,  if  not  to  Europe.— [S.  S.  Rathvon,  in  Lan- caster Farmer,  Aug.  1870. 

RATE  AT  WIHCil  IT  TRAVELKD. 

Walsh  estimated,  from  the  rate  at  which  it  traveled  in  the  earlier 
history  of  its  march,  that  it  would  reach  the  Atlantic  in  1881.  From 
subsequent  calculations  I  placed  the  date  at  1878,  but  it  in  reality 
touched  the  Atlantic  seaboard  at  many  diflerent  places  in  1874.  It  thus 
spread  at  an  average  annual  rate  of  about  88  miles.  But  the  annual 
rate  was  by  no  means  uniform.  Earlier  in  the  history  of  its  march 
the  rate  was  much  lower,  and  until  it  got  east  of  the  Mississippi,  did 
not  average  fifty  miles.  A  glance  at  the  accompanying  map  (Fig.  12) 
will  suffice  to  show  that  the  line  of  most  rapid  spread  was  along  the 
line  of  greatest  human  travel  and  traffic.  In  fact,  after  it  had  reached 
New  York  it  began  to  extend  and  swarm  both  north  and  south  along 
the  coast,  before  many  of  the  inland  counties  on  similar  parallels 
were  reached  by  the  main  line  of  the  immense  army. 

now  IT  TRAVELED. 

As  the  larva  is  sluggish  and  never  leaves  the  plant  from  which  it 
is  hatched,  except  in  quest  of  more  food,  until  it  is  ready  to  pupate, 
all  the  journeys  of  this  insect  are  necessarily  made  in  the  perfect 
or  beetle  state  by  means  of  the  ample  rose-colored  wings,  which, 
when   the  insect  is  at  rest,  are  compactly  folded  up  beneath  the 
striped  wing-covers.      Its  spread,  however,  over  the  more  populous 
portions  of  the  country,  is  not  to  be  attributed  to  its  powers  of  flight 
alone.    It  undoubtedly  availed  itself,  to  no  inconsiderable  extent,  of 
every  means  of  transportation  afforded  to  other  travelers,  and  often 
got  a  lift  on  eastern  bound  trains,  and  most  probably  crossed  the 
more  barren  plains  bordering  its  native  confines  through  man's  direct 
agency,  i.  e.  by  being  carried.    There  is  a  possibility  that  in  some 
instances  it  may  have  been  carried  in  the  egg  state  on  living  plants, 
or  in  the  pupa  state  in  lumps  of  earth ;  but  these  modes  of  transit,  if 
they  have  occurred  at  all,  have  necessarily  been  exceptional.    Even 
the  winds  and  waters  aided  its  progress.    Its  invasion  of  Canada,  for 
instance,  took  place  at  precisely  the  two  points  where  we  should 
expect  to  first  meet  with  it  in  the  Dominion,  namely,  near  Point  Ed- 

ward, at  the  extreme  south  of  Lake  Huron,  and  opposite  Detroit, 
near  Windsor,  at  the  southwestern  corner  of  Lake  St.  Clair  ;  for  all 
such  beetles  as  fly  into  either  of  the  lakes  from  the  Michigan  side, 
would  naturally  be  drifted  to  these  points. 

Many  insects  that  are  subject  to  very  great  multiplication,  though 
not  naturally  migratory,  often   acquire  the   habit   of   migrating  in 
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Bwarms  from  one  part  of  a  country  to  another ;  and  the  migrating 

tendency  has  at  times  been  quite  marked  in  our  Doryphora  during  its 

eastward  march.  This  tendency  is  particularly  noticeable  in  the  last 

or  Fall  brood,  and  I  have  seen  the  beetles  in  autumn,  swarming  in  the 

air  or  traveling  in  immense  armies  on  foot— all  instinctively  taking 

the  same  direction,  which  is  indeed  a  peculiarity  of  all  animal  migra- 

tions. There  can  be  little  doubt,  therefore,  that  the  larger  areas 

have  been  traversed  by  this  insect  in  the  latter  part  of  the  growing 
season. 

AREA  INVADED  BY  IT, 

From  the  foregoing  account  it  is  manifest  that  this  pernicious 

beetle  has  spread  over  an  area  of  nearly  1,500,000  square  miles,  or 

considerably  more  than  one-third  the  area  of  the  United  States.  It 

ha(3  traveled  over  two-thirds  of  the  continent  in  a  direct  eastern  line, 

and  at  least  1,500  miles  of  this  distance  since  1859.  It  occupies  at  the 

present  time,  more  or  less  completely,  the  States  of  Colorado,  Ne- 

braska, Kansas,  Minnesota,  Iowa,  Missouri,  Wisconsin,  Illinois,  Michi- 

gan, Indiana,  Kentucky,  Ohio,  New  York,  Pennsylvania,  District  of 

Columbia,  Virginia  and  West  Virgin^'a,  Maryland,  Delaware,  New 
Jersey,  Connecticut,  Rhode  Island,  Massachusetts,  Vermont,  New 

Hampshire  and  Maine,  in  none  of  which  it  was  autochthonous,  except 

the  first  mentioned.  If  we  wish  to  outline  the  whole  territory  now 

occupied  by  it,  we  must  add  to  the  above,  parts  of  Wyoming  and 

Dakota,  where  it  was  native,  a  large  portion  of  Canada  and  limited 

portions  of  N.  Carolina,  Tennessee,  Arkansas,  Indian  Territory,  Texas 

and  New  Mexico.  The  map  given  on  page  36  (Fig.  12)  tells  the  story 

better  than  any  words  I  can  employ. 
CAUSES  WlllCn  LIMIT  ITS  SPREAD. 

There  are  reasons  why  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle  did  not  spread 

as  rapidly  along  the  line  of  its  southern  as  along  that  of  its  northern 

march.  The  first  is,  that  the  potato  is  not  in  such  general  cultivation 

along  the  latter  as  along  the  former  parallel,  and  potato  fields  arei 

therefore,  more  scattered;  the  second,  that  the  insect  was  northern 

rather  than  southern  in  its  native  habitat ;  the  third,  that  it  suffers 

and  does  not  thrive  where  the  thermometer  ranges  near  100°  F.  The 

larvge  frequently  perish  under  such  a  broiling  sun  as  we  sometimes 

have  at  St.  Louis,  and  during  very  hot,  dry  weather,  it  frequently  fails, 

as  it  did  in  1868,  to  successfully  go  through  its  transformations  in  the 

ground,  which  becomes  so  hot  and  baked  that  the  pupa  dries  out,  and 

the  beetle,  if  it  succeeds  in  throwing  off  the  pupal  skin,  fails  to  make 

its  way  to  the  surface.  For  these  reasons  it  may  never  extend  its 

range  very  far  south  of  the  territory  now  occupied.  Its  northern 

spread  is  not  limited  by  any  such  cause,  and  the  intensity  or  length 
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of  the  winter  will  hardly  affect  it,  except  in  reducing  the  number  of 

possible  annual  broods,  and  consequently  its  power  of  multiplication. 
The  state  of  dormancy  once  entered  into  may  continue  a  month  or 

two,  more  or  less,  without  seriously  affecting  most  insects.  We  may 

expect,  therefore,  to  see  it  push  to  the  northernmost  limit  of  the  potato- 

growing  portion  of  the  country — a  limit  which  it  has  already  well  nigh 
reached. 

The  question  whether  it  will  extend  farther  westward  and  reach 

the  Pacific,  is  a  more  interesting  one.  There  is  the  best  reason  for 

believing  that  the  Rocky  Mountains  furnish  an  impassable  barrier  to 
it,  as  they  do  to  so  many  other  insects.  It  has  already  been  shown 

(Rep.  7,  p.  2)  how  potatoes  iii  the  mountains  were  for  years  less  affected 

than  were  those  of  the  Mississippi  Valley;  but  that  in  IST-l  the  insect 
proved  quite  injurious  to  those  of  the  mountain  region  of  Colorado. 
The  fact  is  well  established  that  it  has  not  reached  more  than  three  or 

four  miles  into  the  mountains,  or  to  about  the  middle  elevations — say 
8.000  feet  above  the  sea  level.  The  reason  is  that  the  atmosphere 

above  that  level  is  so  dry  and  attenuated  that,  taken  in  connection 

with  the  cool  nights,  the  eggs,  or  the  larvae  that  succeed  in  hatching 
from  them,  shrivel  and  dry  up.  We  have  here,  therefore,  a  physical 
barrier  to  its  further  westward  progress,  and  the  beetle  is  no  more 

likely  to  reach  California  without  man's  direct  assistance  and  carriage 
than  it  is  to  cross  the  Atlantic  Ocean  without  the  same  means. 

Whether  it  could  thrive  on  the  Pacific  Coast,  where  the  summers  are 

so  dry,  is  another  question  ;  but  I  fear  it  would  hold  its  own,  in  many 

portions,  if  once  introduced.  In  this  connection  it  will  be  well  to 

state  that  geographical  races  of  Doryjjhora  10-li7ieata^  diflTering  in  no 
very  important  characters  from  the  typical  northern  specimens,  occur 

in  S.  Texas,  New  Mexico,  Arizona  and  Mexico,  though  they  seem  to 

have  no  more  acquired  the  potato-feeding  habit  than  the  D.  juncta 
has  done. 

now  IT  HAS  AFFECTED  THE  PRICE  OF  POTATOES. 

During  the  earlier  years  of  the  insect's  devastations  in  the  Missis- 
sippi Valley,  it  materially  affected  the  price  of  potatoes,  not  only  by 

its  direct  ravages,  but  by  discouraging  farmers  from  attempting  to 
cultivate  the  crop  on  an  extensive  scale.  In  1873  the  price  reached 

the  high  figure  of  $2.00  per  bushel  (wholesale)  in  the  St.  Louis  market, 
and  many  a  family  had  to  forego  the  luxury  of  a  product  which  a  few 

years  before  had  been  one  of  the  cheapest  of  the  farm,  and  so  abun- 
dant as  to  enter  largely  into  the  feed  of  all  kinds  of  stock.  At  the 

present  time,  with  the  improved  methods  of  fighting  the  enemy,  there 
is  no  longer  the  same  dread  of  it  in  the  Western  States  that  formerly 
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existed  :  its  management  is  considered  part  of  potato-culture,  and  its 
natural  enemies  assist  man  to  that  degree  that  its  effect  on  the  crop 

is  less  felt.  The  quality  of  the  tuber  was  very  seriously  affected 
through  the  defoliation  which  the  vines  so  generally  endured,  and  it 

was  at  one  time  difficult  to  get  a  non-watery  potato  on  our  western 
boards. 

THE  MODIFICATION  IT  HAS  UNDERGONE. 

In  previous  Reports  I  have,  from  year  to  year,  shown  how  the 
species,  as  it  spread  over  the  country,  became  modified  in  habit,  and 

increased  the  number  of  its  food-plants.  It  has  also  undergone  con- 
siderable modification  in  character.  Specimens  which  I  have  exam- 

ined from  diflerent  parts  of  the  country,  show  great  variation  in 

the  marks  of  the  thorax,  in  size,  in  coloration,  and  even  in  the  orna- 

mentation of  the  elytra  and  legs.  The  yellow  varies  from  deep  gam- 
boge to  almost  pure  white,  the  black  line  along  the  elytral  suture  is 

either  very  distinct  or  as  obsolete  as  in  juncta;  while  some  specimens 

have  the  pale  legs  and  the  femoral  spot,  more  or  less  distinct,  which 
are  so  characteristic  of  this  last.  In  northern  Iowa  and  Wisconsin  I 

have  seen  millions  traveling  over  the  ground,  the  average  size  of  the 

individuals  being  not  more  than  half  that  of  the  more  typical  speci- 

mens; and  the  general  ground-color  being  white  rather  than  yellow. 
In  its  southern  range  the  colors  tend  to  brighten  and  the  black  to 

become  more  metallic.  Indeed,  the  variation  which  it  has  already 

exhibited  furnishes  interesting  material  for  thei  close  species  makers. 

AN  ADDITION  TO  ITS   NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

Among  the  many  different  enemies  of  this  potato  depredator  that 

I  have  treated  of,  only  one  true  parasite  {Lydella  doryphorce)  was, 
up  to  1876,  described,  and  that  an  internal  one.  In  the  summer  of 

1873,  Mr.  H.  C.  Beardslee,  of  Paynesville,  Ohio,  sent  me  a  mite  with 
which  he  found  Doryphora  attacked,  and  last  summer  this  same  mite 

was  found  by  Mr.  W.  R.  GerarJ,  to  very  generally  infest  the  beetles 

around  Poughkeepsie,  N.  Y.  It  sometimes  so  thickly  crowds  and 

covers  its  victim  that  no  part  of  this  last  is  exposed,  and  the  beetle 

thus  infested  languishes  and  eventually  perishes.  This  minute  para- 

site is  about  the  size  of  the  head  of  a  small  pin,  broadly  oval,  de- 

pressed, the  body  in  one  piece,  somewhat  tough  above,  and  yellowish- 
brown  in  color.  It  is  not  uncommon  on  other  beetles,  and  is  closely 
allied  to  a  well  known  European  mite  parasite  of  beetles  and  other 

Articulates — the  ZTropoda  vegetans.  This  last  is  described  by  authors 
as  possessing  the  peculiarity  of  attaching  itself  to  the  hard,  shelly 
parts  of  its  victims  by  means  of  a  threadlike  filament  that  issues 

from  the  posterior  part  of  the  body.     A  careful  study  of  our  American 
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[Fig.  13-1 

Uropoda  Americana: — a,  Colorado  Potato-beetle  atlucked  by  it — nat.  size; 
b,  the  mite,  veutral  view,  and  showing  the  penetrating  organs  lying  between  the 
legs;  c,  the  organs  extended;  d  the  claw;  e,  the  excrementitious  (i lament — all 
greatly  enlarged. 

species  has  convinced  me  that  the  similar  anal  filament,  which  also 

helps  it  to  adhere  to  Doryphora,  is  in  reality  excrementitious,  stick- 

ing to  the  beetle  and  to  the  mite  by  a  flattened  disc  at  either  end — 
being  quite  fragile  and  easily  broken.  The  true  penetrating  organs, 

which  enable  the  mite  to  hold  tenaciously  to  its  victim,  and  doubt- 
less assist  in  obtaining  nourishment,  I  have  discovered  to  be  a  pair 

of  extensile  processes,  each  armed  at  the  tip  with  a  bifid  claw,  some- 
what resembling  that  of  a  lobster.  When  at  rest  these  organs  are 

retracted  and  lie  between  the  legs  and  just  under  the  skin.  When 

extended,  they  are  usually  brought  closely  together  and  extend  the 
whole  length  of  the  animal  beyond  the  head.  They  seem  to  be  thrust 

forward  by  a  series  of  muscles  at  the  base,  and  I  have  frequently  seen 
one  extended  while  the  other  remained  retracted.  Thus,  in  addition 

to  the  more  frail  excrementitious  and  adhesive  filament,  this  Uropoda 

is  provided  with  an  organ  that  is  beautifully  adapted  to  penetrating 

the  hard  covering  of  beetles,  and  of  thus  securing  it  to  its  slippery 

support.* 
*  As  will  be  seen  by  the  figure,  these  organs  in  repose  extend  so  far  back  toward  the  anus  that  it 

is  difficult  to  believe  that  thej' compose  part  of  the  mouth  structure.  Yet  in  carefully  studying  them  I 
felt  convinced  that  they  were  maxillte,  or  rather  the  homologues  of  these  organs  in  hexapods,  and,  in 
June,  1876,  so  informed  Dr.  A.  S.  Packard,  Jr.,  to  whom  I  submitted  specimens  Through  his  cour- 

tesy I  have  recentlv  (Jan.  5,  1S77,)  had  the  pleasure  of  perusing  an  elaborate  and  admirable  article  by 
P.  Kramer,  of  Schleusingen,  Prussia,  on  the  natural  history  of  certain  genera  in  the  family  Onmasida;, 
])ublished  in  the  Archiv  facr  Naturgesrhichte,  42d  year,  Part  1, 187G.  According  to  Kramer  these  hith- 

erto undescribed  organs  (his  Sihec)e7itastcr)  occur  in  most  Gamasid  mites,  though  differing  greatly  in 
length  and  considerablj-  in  form  in  different  species  He  considers  them  ;5-jointed.  the  basal  joint  simply 
cylindrical,  the  second  likewise  so  at  base,  but  ending  in  a  strongly  chitinized  claw,  generally  toothed 
inside,  and  tlie  third  forming  the  inside  finger  of  the  claw,  also  generally  tooihed.  In  Viopuda  /lineri- 
ra/id  no  true  joints  are  disci-ruible  in  the  bodj-  of  the  processes,  though  there  sre  restric'ions.  These 
maxilloe  are  evidently  elastic  and  the  anterior  portion  may  be  retracted  more  or  U'ssinti>  the  basal.  Nor 
should  I  designate  as  a  joint  the  thumb-like  articulation  of  the  terminal  claw.  Indeed,  the-e  claws 
seem  to  me  to  both  of  them  articulate  on  the  end  of  the  process.  In  the  species  under  consideration 
two  teeth  are  sometimes  discerned  on  the  small  thumb,  but  ordinarily  they  are  not  easily  resolved. 
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ITS   INTRODUCTION   TO  EUKOrE. 

While  some  Europeans  have  been  unduly  alarmed,  and  inclined 

to  take  proscriptive  measures  to  prevent  the  insect's  introduct
ion, 

others  have  ridiculed  the  idea  that  the  insect  could  get  to  Europe,  one 

of  them  declaring  that  there  is  no  more  danger  of  the  insect's  cha
nce 

transportation  than  that  of  our  rattlesnake. 

The  opinion  is  also  freely  expressed  by  certain  good  authorities, 

that  the  female  could  not  retain  her  eggs  during  a  whole  passage. 

They  forget  that  the  eggs  are  laid  at  different  times,  covering  a  period
 

of  several  weeks,  and  that  the  hibernating  beetles  are  restless  and
 

active,  without  inclination   to  lay,  for  several   weeks   in    Fall    and 

Spring. 

The  actual  occurrence  of  a  living  beetle  on  the  Bremen  Dock 

Yards,  in  a  cargo  from  New  York,  was  extensively  reported  in  the  press 

last  Summer,  but  as  the  accuracy  of  the  report  was  subsequently 

questioned,  I  took  some  pains  to  ascertain  the  truth.  The  Germa
n 

Consul  at  ̂ ew  York,  H.  A.  Schumacher,  obtained  for  me  every 

assurance  of  the  fact ;  while  Prof.  Dr.  Buchenau,  of  Bremen,  confirms 

it.  The  beetle  was  found  alive  in  unloading  a  cargo  of  Indian  corn 

from  the  steamer  "Neckar,"  and  another  specimen  was  found  in  mid- 

ocean  on  the  coat  of  a  passenger  of  the  same  vessel. 

Others,  and  among  them  some  good  entomologists,  particularly 

of  the  Belgian  Entomological  Society,  continue  to  express  the  belief 

that  our  Doryphora  would  not  thrive  if  introduced.  I  have  already 

expressed  my  belief  that  "  an  insect  which  has  spread  from  the  high 

table  lands  of  the  Rocky  Mountains  across  the  Mississippi  Valley  to 

the  Atlantic,  and  that  flourishes  alike  in  the  States  of  Minnesota, 

Wisconsin,  Upper  Canada  and  Maine,  and  in  Maryland,  Virginia  and 

Texas— in  fact,  wherever  the  potato  succeeds— will  not  likely  be  dis- 

comfited in  the  potato-growing  districts  of  Europe."— 7th  Rep.,  p.  5. 

The  more  serious  and  weighty  reasons  against  the  possibility  of 

acclimatization,  have  been  urged  by  H.W.  Bates,  F.L.  S., in  a  memoir 

published  in  1S75,  in  the  Journal  of  the  Royal  Agricultural  Society  of 

England,  (Vol.  XI,  Part  II).  He  argues,  firstly,  that  no  American 

beetle  has  been  acclimated  in  Europe,  though  several  European 

species  are  known  to  have  been  in  America  ;  secondly,  that  the  group 

to  which  Doryphora  belongs  is  not  represented  in  Europe,  and  is 

remarkably  restricted  to  elevated  plateaux  in  the  interior  of  this  con- 

tinent, and  range  toward  the  tropics  rather  than  toward  the  north ; 

thirdly,  that  the  insect  has  not  passed  west  of  the  dividing  ridge  of  the 

Rocky  Mountains,  or  got  foothold  on  the  Pacific  Coast,  which  in  climate 

more  nearly  resembles  Western  Europe. 
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Mr.  Bates  lays  some  stress  on  the  fact  that  few  American  plants 

and  insects  have  been  acclimated  in  Europe,  citing  only  the  Common 

Water  Weed,  {Anacharis  Canadensis)^  which  has  spread  through 
their  ponds  and  canals,  and  the  Grape  Phylloxera,  which  has  done  so 

much  injury  to  French  vineyards.  He  also  says  that  no  American 
beetle  has  become  acclimated.  While  it  is  true  that  we  have  received 

many  more  species  than  we  have  given,  enough  more  of  our  insects 

and  plants  have  established  themselves  there  to  weaken  the  force  ot 

the  objection.  The  Horse  Weed,  {Erigeron  Canadense),  and  the  Grape 

Mildew,  {Oidium  Tuc'keri)^  may  be  added  to  the  plants ;  our  common 
White  Ant,  {Termes  flavipes)^  has  done  much  damage  in  some  parts 

of  Germany ;  the  Woolly  Aphis,  or  American  Blight,  {Eriosoma 

pyri),  is  quite  a  pest  in  England  and  on  the  Continent ;  a  minute 

yellow  ant,  {31yrtnica  molesta'),  which  so  annoys  our  housekeepers,^ 
has,  according  to  Fr.  Smith,  been  naturalized,  and  is  very  troublesome 
in  England  ;  while  at  least  two  of  our  beetles,  viz.,  the  Pea  Weevil, 

{Bruchus pisi),  and  the  American  Meal  Worm,  {Tenehrio  ohscurus)^ 

have  been  naturalized  in  Europe — the  former  doins:sorae  damage  in 
S.  France  ;  the  latter  being  quite  widespread  and  now  sent  back  in 

about  equal  numbers  with  the  European  Meal  Worm,  [Tenehrio- 
77ioIitor),  by  those  who  make  a  business  of  rearing  the  worms  for  bird 
fanciers. 

There  is  some  force  in  all  ot  his  arguments,  but  Mr.  Bates  does 

not  sufficiently  appreciate  the  exceptional  adaptive  and  migrating 

powers  which  the  species  has  exhibited.  There  are  hundreds  of  North 

American  insects — and  some  of  the  most  injurious  too — which  no  one 
fears  will  ever  reach  Europe  or  establish  themselves  there,  because 

they  are  restricted,  and  have  for  years  been  restricted  to  certain  geo- 

graphical areas.  They  have  exhibited  no  especial  powers  of  adapta- 
tion to  new  conditions.  But  our  Potato-beetle  forms  one  of  those 

exceptional  cases  that  occasionally  confront  us.  We  mark  and  not© 

the  exceptional  vitality  though  we  cannot  give  a  reason  for  it.  Why 

has  Doryphora  10-lineata  overrun  the  country  and  become  such  a 
pest,  while  its  scarcely  distinguishable  congener,  DorypJiorajunctay 
feeding  on  the  same  genus  of  plants,  has  proved  incapable  of  that 

adaptation,  and  remained  harmless?  Whatever  the  reason,  the  fact 

weakens  the  force  of  all  generalizations  based  on  geographical  distri- 
bution. The  reasons  why  the  species  has  not  passed  west  of  the  Rocky 

Mountains,  tind  also  their  best  explanation  in  the  facts  already  men- 
tioned in  considering  the  causes  which  limit  its  spread. 

The  possibility  of  its  importation,  in  a  living  condition,  on 

vessels,  is  now   assured   by  the   experience  of  the  year  1876,  and  I 
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must  think,  with  the  facts  before  me,  that  the  possibility  of  its  accli- 
matization is  equally  great,  especially  in  South  Europe.  That  it 

would  also  hold  its  own  in  England  and  Ireland  I  have  not  much 

doubt.  It  will  rather  enjoy  the  more  temperate  climate;  for  while  it 

thrives  best  during  comparatively  dry  seasons,  both  excessive  heat 

and  drouth,  as  well  as  excessive  wet,  are  prejudicial  to  it.  Let  us  hope 
that  it  never  will  become  established  in  Europe,  but  that  a  sufficient 

knowledge  of  it  will  be  disseminated  there  to  cause  the  speedy  detec- 
tion and  extermination  of  the  few  that  may,  from  time  to  time,  be 

carried  over.  Let  the  Europeans  not  neglect  precautionary  watch- 
fulness, however,  by  virtue  of  the  arguments  of  those  who  believe 

that  the  insect  could  not  stand  their  climate — lest  they  some  day  learn 

to  their  sorrow  that  they  have  needlessly  underrated  our  Doryphora's 
toughness  of  constitution. 

It  is  gratifying  to  note  that  some  of  the  governments  are  not 
neglecting  those  precautions.  The  Commissioners  of  Customs  in 

Great  Britain  have  issued  an  order,  accompanied  by  a  description 

and  figure  of  the  insect,  directing  the  officers  of  the  Out-Door  Depart- 
ment of  the  Service  to  especially  look  for  and  destroy  any  beetle 

answering  the  description  given,  which  they  may  find  "  on  board  ves- 
sels, or  on  wharves,  quays,  sheds,  or  packages  landed  from  vessels." 

and  to  encourage  other  persons  to  do  the  same. 

The  German  Government  has  also  issued  a  fine  colored  placard,  to 

be  posted  on  ships  communicating  between  the  two  countries.  Sur- 
rounding well  executed  figures  of  the  insect  in  different  stages,  occur 

the  following  appeal  and  directions,  the  whole  gotten  up  very  much 
as  recommended  in  my  6th  Report. 

LOOK  OUT  FOR  THE  POTATO-BEETLE  ! 

A  warnino:  and  request,  addressed  to  all  who  can  assist  in  preventing:  the  importa- 
tion of  this  beetle,  and  thereby  make  themselves  Benefactors  of  their  Fatherland. 

Published  by  Order  of  the  Royal  Prussian  Agricultural  Department. 

The  drawing  herewith  presented  shows  the  insect,  with  eggs  and  larvae,  which  is 
known  in  North  America  as  the  Potato-beetle,  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  Colorado  bug 
and  Potato-bug  ;  and  which,  of  late  years,  has  damaged  the  potato  to  such  an  extent 
as  to  render  its  cultivation,  in  some  parts  of  America,  alraost  impossible.  Therefore 
the  importation  of  this  beetle  into  Germany  should  be  prevented  by  all  possible  means. 
The  Potato-beetle  and  its  larvae  live  principally  on  the  leaves  of  the  potato  plant ;  but 
it  has  also  been  known  to  feed  on  the  different  species  of  night-shade,  on  the  tomato, 
fl,nd  even  on  cabbages. 

[Here  follows  a  succinct  and  very  good  account  of  its  natural  history,  and  of  its 
spread  over  the  continent  ] 

The  only  danger  of  importation  of  these  insects  into  Germany  lies  in  the  maritime 
Intercourse  between  the  two  countries.  Swarms  of  the  beetle^  are  carried  out  to  sea 
'by  the  wind,  and  it  is  not  improbable  that  numbers  of  them  might  fall  onto  ships,  and 
so  reach,  alive,  the  German  sea-ports,  it  being  proved  by  experiment  that  they  can 
exist  for  six  weeks  without  food  whatever.  It  is  also  possible  that  they  might  be 
brought  on  ship-board  singlj'  through  being  packed  in  with  vegetables  purchased  in 
American  sea-ports,  such  as  cabbages  or  tomatoes,  or  other  merchandise.  Larvse  and 
■eggs  might  be  shipped  in  like  manner.  [This,  as  I  have  already  shown,  is  unlikely.]    In 
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the  earth  adhering  to  the  potatoes  there  is  also  danger,  as  with  it  the  pupa)  and  even the  beetles  can  be  imported. 
Now,  as  all  remedies  hitherto  tried  against  this  pest,  such  as  hand-picking  or 

poisoning  in  the  tields,  have  proved  unsatisfactory  [it  is  scarcely  necessary  to  state  to 
the  American  reader  that  this  is  iiicorrect],  the  importation  of  the  beetle  into  this 
country  would  be  simply  the  destruction  of  German  potato  culture,  on  which,  in  a 
great  measure,  depends  the  subsistence  of  our  population. 

All  captains,  crews  and  passengers  on  vessels  running  between  America  and 
Germany  will,  we  hope,  willingly  lend  their  assistance  to  the  prevention  of  such  a 
calamity  by  keeping  a  sharp  look-out  for  beetles,  eggs,  larvae  and  pupae  ;  by  destroving 
every  specimen  found  on  shipboard  ;  by  avoiding  all  unnecessary  trade  in  vegetables  ; 
by  using  all  possible  precaution  in  the  matter  of  clearing  ships,  etc.— thus  materially 
helping  the  officers  of  our  sea-ports. 

All  officers  of  German  sea-ports  are  requested  to  inspect  keenly  all  articles  of 
American  export  whereby  the  beetle  might  be  unintentionally  introduced  into  Ger- 

many. The  importation  of  potatoes  from  America,  and  the  transferring  of  potato 
peelings  and  kitchen  waste  Irom  the  ships  to  land,  is  herewith  forbidden. 

' '  POTATO  PEST  POISON. ' ' 

Several  persons  wrote  last  Summer  to  get  my  opinion  of  a  pur- 
ported new  remedy  for  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  then  being  exten- 

sively advertised  under  the  above  name  by  the  Kearney  Chemical 
Works,  66  Cortland  street,  New  York  City.  I  should,  on  general  prin- 

ciples, dissuade  any  one  from  purchasing  a  secret  remedy,  when  a 
cheap,  simple  and  effective  one  is  well  known.  Yet,  as  there  is  always 
room  for  improvement,  and  the  inventor  and  discoverer  of  something 
valuable  has  aright  to  profit  by  his  discovery  if  he  can,  I  am  just  as 
ready  to  commend  as  to  condemn  any  insect  remedy  offered  to  the 
public,  according  as  it  merits  condemnation  or  approval— desiring  to 
do  justice  to  the  rights  of  the  individual  as  well  as  of  the  public. 

What,  then,  is  this  nei^j  "Pest  Poison,"  and  does  it  represent  some 
valuable  discovery  which  deserves  to  be  kept  a  trade  secret  ?  Or  is 
it  simply  one  of  the  many  secret  nostrums  constantly  offered  to  the 
farmer  by  schemers  who  desire  to  fill  their  own  pockets  ?  Let  a  can- 

did consideration  of  the  matter  decide. 

The  circular  of  the  firm  claims  that  this  "pest  poison  "  is  manu- 

factured on  "strictly  scientific  principles,"  and  that  it  is  "the  only 
safe,  sure  and  cheap  destroyer  of  potato  and  tomato  bugs,  chinch 
bugs,  cut  worms,  wire  worms  and  army  worms,  caterpillars,  and  all 

insects  which  prey  upon  vegetation  !"  Whenever  men  are  found  mak- 
ing the  ridiculous  claim,  for  any  substance  whatever,  that  it  is  a  uni- 

versal cure  for  all  noxious  insects,  it  is  safe  to  set  them  down  as  ignor- 
amuses or  charlatans.  The  habits  and  modes  of  life  of  insects  are  so 

varied  that  what  may  prove  a  perfectly  satisfactory  remedy  against 
one  species  is  often  utterly  worthless  against  another;  while  for 
successful  warfare  special  tactics  are  required  in  almost  every  case. 
The  circular  further  unqualifiedly  claims  on  one  page  that  the  poison 

"is  not  injurious  to  vegetation,"  while  admitting  in  a  special  notice 
on  another  page  "that,  if  used  too  strong  or  too  frequently,  it  injures 
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vegetation."  The  truth  is  that  many  tender  plants  are  injured  by  it 

•even  when  used  as  recommended,  while  even  stout  leaved  evergreens 

are  seriously  injured  when  the  strength  of  the  solution  is  doubled.  In 

the ''directions  for  use"  we  find  brief  accounts  of  various  insects, 

which  show  on  their  face  that  the  authors  of  the  circular  and  agents 

for  the  poison  know  nothing  about  the  insects  they  speak  of,  and 

recommend  their  poison  for  species  upon  which  it  has  never  been 

tried.  The  directions  under  the  head  "Army  Worm"  may  be  taken  as 

a  sample.  The  passage,  with  the  exception  of  the  first  and  last  sen- 

tences, is  taken  almost  word  for  word,  without  credit,  from  an  article  of 

mine  (New  York  J?  ijM7i^,  November  16, 1875);  and  in  the  sentences 

excepted,  we  are  told  that  the  array  worm  belongs  to  the  ''  order  of 

noctuaP'  {Noctua  is  an  old  genus  of  the  order  Lepidoptera),  and  that 

for  this  insect  the  solution  must  be  made  of  double  strength,  whereas, 

thus  made,  it  will  injure  most  grasses. 

The  special  notice  closes  with  the  following  paragraph : 

Furthermore,  lest  a  prejudice  phoulcl  be  founded  on  the  fears  of  some  people  that 

the  vhies  or  crops  will  absorb  the  poison,  we  have  before  us  detailed  experiments 

for  several  years  past  showinpf  that  not  a  trace  of  this  poison  has  ever  been  found  in 

potatoes  or  grain  which  have  been  watered  with  this  solution  in  much  greater  quantities 

than  w^as  necessary  to  destroy  worms  or  insects,  and  the  opinion,  also,  ot  eminent 

chemists,  that  once  in  the  ground  the  poison  is  completely  neutralized. 

Here  again  the  circular  misleads,  and  I  very  much  doubt  whether 

there  is  a  particle  of  truth  in  the  statement  as  to  the  years  of  experi- 

ence or  the  opinions  of  eminent  chemists.  Such  language  would  hold 

true  of  the  Paris  green  mixture,  but  not  of  the  poison  advertised. 

This,  upon  analysis,  proves  to  be  a  mixture  of  arsenate  of  sodium  and 

common  salt,  faintly  colored  with  rosaniline ;  and  as  opposed  to  the 

opinions  ot  the  unnamed  ''eminent  chemists"  of  the  circular,  I  will 

quote  the  opinion  of  Professor  Wm.  K.  Kedzie,  of  the  Kansas  State 

Agricultural  College,  who  says  that  "the  great  objection  to  the  use 

of  these  compounds  is  their  extreme  solubility  in  water.  They  are 

ofi"ered  to  the  plant  in  perfect  condition  for  absorption  into  its  circula- 

tion ;  and  while,  in  the  case  of  Paris  green,  the  minute  proportion 

dissolved  is  at  once  rendered  inert  by  the  hydrated  oxide  of  iron  in 

the  soil,  it  is  by  no  means  certain  that  the  proportion  of  the  latter  is 

in  every  case  suflBcient  to  accomplish  this  when  the  arsenic  compound 

is  applied  in  such  large  quantity  and  in  complete  solution." 

Last  year,  in  my  eighth  Report,  I  had  something  to  say  of  a  ''Potato 

Pest  Poison,"  manufactured  by  the  Lodi  Chemical  Works  of  Lodi,  N. 

J.,  showing  that  it  did  not  work  as  efi"ectually  as  the  Paris  green 
mixture,  and  that  there  could  be  no  advantage  to  the  farmer  in  its 

employment.  It  was  composed  of  equal  parts  of  salt  and  arsenic 

(arseniate  of  soda).    Experiments  which  I  made  last  Summer  show 
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that  the  Kearney  pest  poison  acts  very  much  like  its  Lodi  prototype, 

the  only  advantage  over  which  it  can  claim  being  the  faint  coloring. 

The  Lodi  Company  sold  a  1  lb.  package  for  $1,  which  was  to  be  dis- 
solved in  120  gallons  of  water  or  more.  The  Kearney  Company  sell  a 

half  pound  package  for  50  cents,  which  is  to  be  dissolved  in  60  gallons. 
Of  course  either  company  could  get  any  number  of  testimonials  as 

to  the  efficiency  of  their  compounds.  They  herewith  have  mine.  To 

put  forth  the  false  claim  of  the  circular  I  have  noticed,  is  simple  hum- 
bug. There  are  plenty  of  farmers,  who,  rather  than  go  to  the  trouble 

of  making  their  own  mixtures,  will  send  for  such  poison  packages, 

when  they  once  know  what  the  mixture  is,  where  they  would  not 

think  of  ordefing  a  secret  remedy.  My  advice  to  the  manufacturers 

would  be  "  do  not  sail  under  false  colors,  or  claim  more  than  your 
mixture  deserves:  let  people  know  that  there  is  just  as  much  danger, 
if  not  more,  in  its  use,  as  there  is  in  the  use  of  Paris  green  in  the  wet 

method.  Do  this,  and  put  your  article  up  in  more  secure  packages, 

so  that  the  poison  in  deliquescing  does  not  soak  and  drip  through  in 

hot  weather  as  it  now  does  ;  and  I  believe  you  will  still  do  a  good 

business,  and  deserve  not  to  be  ranked  as  charlatans." 

THE  ARMY  \NOV^ll—Leucania  imipuncta  Haw. 

FURTHER  NOTES  AND  EXPERIMENTS  THEREON. 

In  the  article  on  this  insect  in  my  last  Report,  certain  important 

and  mooted  questions  as  to  the  mode,  place  and  time  of  oviposition 

were  settled  definitely  by  observation.  I  have  made  further  observa- 
tions and  experiments  during  the  past  year  which  are  of  interest  as 

completing  our  knowledge  of  this  insect's  natural  history.  They 
were  summed  up  in  a  brief  paper  read  before  the  American  Associa- 

tion for  the  Advancement  of  Science  at  its  meeting  in  Buffalo,  and 

what  follows  is  mainly  taken  therefrom. 

The  eggs  are  thrust  in  between  the  sheath  and  stalk  of  well 

grown  grasses,  whether  cut  or  standing;  or  occasionally  in  between 
the  natural  fold  of  the  green  leaf  or  the  unnatural  curl  at  the  sides  of 

a  withered  leaf.  On  low  blue  grass,  where  my  first  observations  were 

made,  they  are,  as  stated  last  year,  almost  invariably  laid  in  the  fold 

at  the  base  and  junction  of  the  terminal  leaf  with  the  stalk.    The 
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moth  invariably  endeavors  to  secrete  them.  They  are  generally  laid 

in  single  rows  of  from  five  to  twenty  and  upward,  and  they  are 

accompanied  with  a  white,  glistening,  viscid  fluid,  which  glues  them 
to  each  other  and  to  the  plant,  and,  when  laid  in  the  fold  of  a  spear, 
draws  the  two  sides  securely  over  them,  leaving  but  a  glistening  streak 

along  the  more  or  less  perfectly  closed  edges. 

There  is  one  other  mooted  question  in  the  natural  history  of  the 

Army  Worm  which  I  have,  the  past  Summer,  been  able  to  settle,  viz. 

whether  the  species  is  single  or  double-brooded.  In  the  review  of 
the  matter  in  my  8th  Report,  I  came  to  the  conclusion  that,  in  the 
more  northern  States  at  least,  or  over  the  larger  portion  of  the  country 

in  which  it  proves  injurious,  it  is  but  single-brooded  ;  and  I  am  still  of 
the  opinion  that  such  is  the  case.  But  I  have  proved  that,  like  so 

many  other  species  which  are  single-brooded  further  north,  it  is  fre- 

quently, if  not  always,  double-brooded  in  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis.  By 
carefully  feeding  the  moths  reared  from  my  first  larvee  with  sweetened 

water,  and  supplying  them  with  grass  in  spacious  vivaria,  I  succeeded 

in  obtaining  eggs  from  them.  These  eggs  in  due  time  hatched,  and 

the  second  brood  of  worms  gave  me  the  moths  again  early  in  August. 

The  worms  were  generally  paler  than  those  of  the  first  brood,  and 

being  the  second  generation  reared  in  confinement,  they  were  less 

healthy.  I  obtained,  in  consequence,  but  five  moths,  all  of  them 

unfortunately  females.  One  of  these  escaped,  three  died  without 

showing  any  development  of  the  ovaries,  while  the  fifth  died  with 

the  ovaries  so  well  developed  that  the  eggs,  in  a  state  of  nature, 

would  probably  have  been  laid  within  a  week.  This  was  about  two 

weeks  after  issuing  or  about  the  middle  of  August,  and  would  indi- 
cate that  a  third  generation  of  worms  may  exceptionally  be  produced. 

Indeed,  by  dilligent  search  out-doors  I  found  larvae  of  difl'erent  sizes 
all  through  the  month  of  August,  and  a  few  full  grown  individuals  as 
late  as  the  23d  of  September.  Moths  were  also  obtained  as  late  as 

October  9th  from  such  worms.  There  is  the  greatest  irregularity  about 
the  development  of  individuals  of  the  same  brood  and  little  doubt  in 

my  own  mind  that  while  the  production  of  a  third  generation  of 

worms  is  the  exception  it  may  some  years  prove  the  rule. 

The  male  moths,  reared  and  fed  in  confinement,  lived  on  an  aver- 

age 10  days  ;  the  females  which  were  impregnated,  twice  as  long,  com- 

mencing to  lay  about  a  fortnight  afcer  issuing.  What  I  have  previ- 
ously said  as  to  the  longevity  of  these  moths  applies  therefore  to  the 

last  or  Fall  brood  only.  The  worms  obtained  the  latter  part  of  Septem- 

ber entered  the  ground  and  were  found  dead  upon  subsequent  exami- 
nation, but  would  doubtless  have  hibernated  in  chrysalis  and  confirmed 
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the  conclusions  ̂ vhich  I  have  drawn  (Rep.  8,  p.  45)  that  the  species may  hibernate  in  the  chrysalis  as  well  as  the  moth  state. 
All  the  observations  I  have  made  are  in  harmony  with  the  prac- 
tical conclusion  arrived  at  a  year  ago,  that  the  eggs  of  this  insect  do 

not,  as  a  rule,  if  at  all,  pass  the  Winter  at  the  foot  of  grass  stalks  as 
was  heretofore  surmised.  Nevertheless,  the  burning  over  of  meadows 
and  grain  stubble  in  Winter  will  act  as  a  preventive  of  Army  Worm 
injuries,  for  the  reasons  that  the  moth  lays  very  early  in  Spring,  that 
she  prefers  the  fuJl-grown  sheath  and  stalk,  even  when  dry,  to  the young  green  spears,  and  that  she  cannot  well  lay  her  eggs,  for  want 
of  support,  where  the  grass  is  yet  sparse  and  thin,  as  it  is  when  first 
starting  in  a  burned  meadow.  In  my  last  Summer's  experiments  the 
iemales,  in  secreting  their  eggs,  invariably  showed  a  preference  for 
old  hay  over  fresh  and  growing  grass.  Finally,  without  entering  into 
further  details,  I  give  the  following  as  a  revised  summary  of  the history  of  the  Army  Worm  : 

SLMMARY  OF  ITS  NATURAL  HISTORY. 

The  insect  is  with  us  every  year.    In  ordinary  seasons,  when  it  is 
not  excessively  numerous,  it  is  seldom  noticed :  1st,  because  the  molhs 
are  low,  swift  llyers,  and  nocturnal  in  habit;  2nd,  because  the  worms 
when  young,  have  protective  coloring,  and,  when  mature,  hide  during the  day  at  the  base  of  meadows.     In  years  of  great  abundance  the 
worms  are  generally  unnoticed  during  early  life,  and  attract  attention 
only  when,  Irom  crowding  too  much  on  each  other,  or  from  having 
exhausted  the  food  supply  in  the  fields  in  which  they  hatched,  they are  forced,  from  necessity,  to  migrate  to  fresh  pastures  in  great  bodies 
The  earliest  attain  full  growth  and  commence  to  travel  in  armies  to 
devastate  our  fields,  and  to  attract  attention,  about  the  time  that  winter 
wheat  IS  m  the  milk-this  period   being  two  months  later  in  Maine 
than  in  Southern  Missouri;  and  they  soon  afterwards  descend  into  the 
ground,  and   thus  suddenly  disappear,  to   issue    again  two  or  three 
weeks  later  as  moths.    In  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis  the  bulk  of  these 
moths  lay  eggs,  from  which  are    produced  a  second  generation  of 
worms,  which  become  moths  again  late  in  July  or  early  in  August Exceptionally  a  third  generation  of  worms  may  be  produced  from 
these.     Further  north  there  is  but  one  generation  annually.     The 
moths  hibernate,  and  oviposit  soon  after  vegetation  starts  in  Spring 
The  chrysalides  may  also  hibernate,  and  probably  do  so  to  a  large* extent  in  the  more  northern  States.     The  eggs  are  inserted  between 
the  sheath  and  stalk,  or  secreted  in  the  folds  of  a  blade  ;  and  mature 
and  perennial   grasses    are  preferred  ibr  this  purpose.    The   worms E    R — 4 
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abound  in  wet  springs  preceded  by  one  or  more  very  
dry  years.  They 

are  preyed  upon  by  numerous  enemies,  which  
so  effectually  check 

their  increase,  whenever  they  unusually  abound,  
that  the  second 

brood,  when  it  occurs,  is  seldom  noticed  ;  and  two  grea
t  Army  Worm 

years  have  never  followed  each  other,  and  are  not  lik
ely  to  do  so. 

They  may  be  prevented  from  invading  a  field  by  judi
cious  ditching  ; 

and  the  burning  over  of  a  field,  in  Winter  or  early  Spr
ing,  effectually 

prevents  their  hatching  in  such  field. 

[Fig.  14.] 

THE    WHEAT-HE A.D    ARMY    WORM-.—LeuGania  alUlinea* 
Guen, 

There  can  be  no  more  tangible  evidence,  in  present  time,  
of  the 

truth  of  evolution,  and  of  the  constant  modification  in  
habit,  and  con- 

sectaneous   modification  in  structural  and  col- 

orational  characteristics  among  animals,  espe- 

cially among  the   lower  classes,  than  the  fre- 

quent appearance,  as  destroyers  of  our  crops, 

of  insects  that»were  never  reported  as  injurious 

before.    When  entomologists  speak  of  a  new 

insect  enemy,  they  are  not  to  be  understood  as 

^  implying  a  new  creation.    In  a  great  majorit
y 

of  instances  the  species  has  long  before  been 

known  to  them,  and  has  simply,  ior  one  reason 

and  another,  become  unduly  multiplied  so  as 

to  force  itself  upon  the  attention  of  the  com- 

mon observer.     In  other  cases  it  is  new  only 

to  a  particular  locality  to   which,  from  some 

other  region,  it  has  been  introduced.    Yet  in 

the  most  restricted  and  well  worked-up  locali- 

ties, speaking    either  zoologically  or   botan- 

ically,  new  forms  appear,  and  old  forms  s
ome- 

times disappear,  in  a  manner  which  can  scarce- 

ly be  explained,  except  by  the  extinction  of  the
 

one  and  birth  of  the  other  through  modifica-
 

wiiEAT-iiEAD  at!my  worm:-^:qq     Pew  naturalists  at  this  day  doubt  that 
a,  rt,  liuvw;  6eggs-nat.  size;  «^^"    '  ,  ^,  •     •     „<.^/l     ;„    tho  naat e,  d\  egK,  top  aud  side  View—  ^^^  forms  havB  thus  origmatea  in  ine  pasi. 
enlarged .   .   —   ■ —   

name,     l  enii.loy  tlu-  above  name  '^"^P  y.,^;^>^^^;^„',VnuX,^^M^^^^^  ̂ uch  delinite  idea,  and  H«rr«/» 

Grotc  in,  in  my  opinion,  but  a  ̂ "i.i"'|y-  J''^i'„V.   '•  a^^^^  Hie.e  is  such  indecision  it  is,  in  my  judg- 
virtually  is,  since  it  is  lounded  mai  ly  on  a  iigui  t  >^'^'^^^ ̂ ^^J^  H^^  ,h,g  reason  that  I  cou.i<lev  Uuenee'» 
ment,  and  in  t).at  ot  many  o  h.is  best  to  disc.u  d  ̂ ^  ̂^^^[d'.ration,  an<i  that  his  name  should  not  l>« 

SSeKS  Syfiny  ̂other^rl^e^Aflich  fheKfxnay  
have  been  Bubsc^uentiy  deUncd. 
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They  are  thus  originating  at  the  present,  and  we  may  occasionally  get a  glance  at  the  process  by  the  phenomena  just  referred  to 
In  the  Summer  of  1874,  reports  were  not  unfrequent  of  injury  to 

wheat  and  timothy  heads  in  Maryland  and  Pennsylvania  by  a  worm which,  by  rearing,  proved  to  be  Leucania  alhilinea  Guen 
In  June  and  July  of  1875,  complaints  were  again  heard,-  particu- 

lar  y  m  the  two  States  mentioned,  of  a  worm  that  injures  the  heads 

Iv   11  "'Z^'t""  ̂ """'^T  '^'  ̂̂ ^^-     ̂ ^^  ̂ ^Iti^ore  American  (see 
WeeUy  K  Y.  Trihune^  July  13,  1875,)  describes  it  as  hollowing  out the  soft  grains,  and  leaving  nothing  but  the  shell  and  the  chaff  and 
says  that  "in  some  rye  fields  the  heads  are  almost  void  of  grains,'  and the  ground  literally  covered  with  chaff,"  and  that  "late  sowed  rye would  not  be  worth  the  harvesting  were  it  not  for  the  straw  "    A  cor 
respondent  from  York,  Penn.,  (July  15,  1875,)  describes  it  as  playing sad  havoc  with  the  wheat-heads  here.     Wm.  T.  Smedley,  of  Lionville 
Chester  county,  and  S.  S.  Rathvon,  of  Lancaster,  Lancaster  county' Penn    sent  me  specimens  in  1875,  with   accounts  of  their  attacking timothy  seed  and  wheat  while  yet  soft.     The  complaints  were  more 
numerous  in  1875  than  in  1874,  though  still  confined  to  the  Eastern otaies. 

P«n  ̂"^  i!^^^  ̂̂ T^'  T""  '"^^'°^^  ™'^'  '^'  appearance  in  Kansas, especially  in  Dickinson,  Douglas  and  Davies  counties.  The  first specimens  I  received  were  accompanied  by  the  following  letter  from 

north  line  of  the  countv.  Th  sSsect  h  qu^new  to  mP  h.7A''^^  ̂   ̂T  ̂^"««  *«  ̂ hi 
order  Lepidoptera.  and\stran/e  to  sfv,  tCh  aVret^v  clot  n^  '^  ̂/J^"-^  ̂ ^  ̂̂ ^^ 
have  not  noticed  any  unusualquantitv  of  Z^L  or^hntfprfliT^^  ^^  "^^'^^^  ̂ '^^'  I 
The  caterpillars  be^in  their  ch^prSons  at  tL  h««pS  th  ̂ 
the  center  of  the  Sar.  In  one  field  that  I  evlmtntl  tn  ?  ̂̂^' ^^^  sometimes  near 
abundant.  They  were  mostly  at  rest,  fed  nine;  nTf"d  W^Y'. """  ̂^^^^-Pi^^''^  were 
only  a  few  were  feeding  on  the  ears      A,  v    Sfm  J.h^^^^^  the  straw,  while 
Farmers  calculate  that  tliey  will  los^onethfrdo?  their  crop  ̂ ^^^^fully  received. 

In  addition  to  the  specimens  received  from  Mr.  Kobson  others 
were  sent  to. me  about  the  same  time  from  different  parts  of  Dickin- 

son, Douglas  and  Davies  counties  in  that  State.    The  Salina  (Kansas) 
anr/hlT"  ''  '^'  """"'"'  ''  '''''  ''"^^  "^^"^  ̂ ^  *h^^  neighborhood and  the  Ifansas  Farmer  of  June  28,  publishes  several  items  which indicate  that  the  pest  has  created  no  little  excitement.  As  grain began  to  ripen  in  the  East,  the  worm  again  attracted  attention  there and  specimens  were  received  from  Mr.  G.  W.  Shaw,  with  an  account of  their  ravages  along  the  old  Reading  Railroad,  in  the  immediate 
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vicinity  of  Philadelphia.    The  insect  is  also  alluded  to  in  the  Country 

Gentleman  for  July  15,  as  doing  injury  in  York  Co.,  Penn. 

Now  the  interesting  feature  about  this  insect  is  that  its  appear- 

ance in  such  destructive  numbers  and  its  habit  of  attacking  wheat 

heads  are  modern  phenomena.  None  of  the  early  writers  on  economic 

entomology  in  this  country  refer  to  anything  of  the  kind,  and  the  first 

notice  that  I  recollect  seeing  of  this  habit  in  this  insect  was  in  the 

Summer  of  1872,  when,  in  the  Tribune,  Mr.  K.  W.  Hudson  of  Hunt- 

ington county,  Penn.,  described  a  worm  which  seriously  injured  his 

and  a  neighbor's  oats  fields  by  destroying  the  heads,  and  which  was 

erroneously  supposed  to  be  the  Army  Worm.  It  is  highly  improbable 

that  the  conspicuous  ravages  of  a  worm  of  this  kind  could  have  gone 

unnoticed  and  unrecorded,  either  by  farmers  or  entomologists,  if  they 

had  occurred;  and  the  fact  that  the  species  shows  a  large  degree  of 

variation,  warrants  the  belief  that  it  has  been  lately  modified.  Feed- 

ing originally  on  some  wild  grass  ;  undergoing  modification,  and  first 

acquiring  the  peculiar  habit  here  described  in  York  county,  Pennsyl- 

vania, this  wheat-head-feeding  race  may  subsequently  have  been  car- 

ried to  Kansas  either  in  the  chrysalis  or  moth  skate,  or,  what  is  more 

likely,  in  the  egg  state  on  grain  and  grass.  This  would  account  for 

its  attracting  attention  there  before  it  was  noticed  in  the  intermediate 

country.  Yet  a  dark  form  occurs  in  the  immediate  country,  because 

I  reared  such  a  dark  forr^,  answering  to  Hubner's  figure,  in  1870,  from 
larva?  that  had  transformed  in  a  rye  field  at  Kirkwood,  Missouri.  The 

wheat-feeding  race  may  be  expected  to  widen  the  area  of  its  devasta- 

tion until  it  spreads  over  the  larger  part  of  the  country,  and,  like  its 

long  and  well  known  congener,  the  true  Army  Worm,  becomes  un- 

usually abundant  and  injurious,  whenever  the  conditions  are  favorable 

to  its  multiplication.  We  may  also  expect  an  increasing  tendency  in 

the  species  to  vary,  and  give  rise  to  still  other  varieties  and  races  that 

will  perplex  definers  and  describers. 

HABITS  AND  NATURAL  HISTORY.] 

As  I  have  abundantly  proved,  by  rearing  one  generation  from  the 

other,  this  insect  is  double-brooded  with  us.*     The  first  moths  appear 

FFiff  lo  1  *  It  is  quite  probable,  however,   that,  as  with  the  true  Army 
Worm— which,  as  we  have  just  seen,  is  double-brooded  with  us 
though  evidently  sinsjle-brooded  I'urther  north— this,  its  congener, l)roduces  but  one  brood  annually  in  higher  latitudes,  the  insect 
hibernating  mostly  in  tlie  perfect  state,  indeed,  there  would  seem 
to  be  such  irregularity  in  this  regard  that  both  peculiarities  may 
occur  in  the  same  locality  ;  for  of  a  number  of  chrysalides  col- 

lected at  Lionville,  I'a.,  in  August,  by  Mr.  i>medley,  from  among 
'die'shatterings  that  fell  from  the  mow  when  threshing  wheat  that 
had  been  harvested  earlv  in  July,  a  few  only  gave  out  the  moths, 
and  the  rest  are  hibernating.  Moreover,  it  would  seem  that  where 
one  brood  only  is  produced,  the  moths  partake  of  the  intermediate 
characters  between  the  summer  brood,  which  has  the  pale  second- 

MOTH  OF  WiiEAT-HF.AD  AiiMV  aries  and  accords  so  fully  Avith  Guenfe's  description,  and  the 

Worm.  sin-ing  brood  with  darker  secondaries,  which  accords  with  Grote's 
Harveyi:  for  specimens  bred  bv  Mr.  Lintner,  of  Albany,  Xew  York,   in  August,  have,  in  both  sexes, 
the  iniermediiite  size  and  the  secondaries  quite  distinctly  dusky  around  exterior  border  but  not  babaliy. 
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during  May,  in  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis,  and  the  bulk  of  their  larvae 
are  full-grown  about  the  time  wheat  is  in  the  milk.  These  produce 
moths  again  during  the  latter  part  of  July,  and,  in  their  turn,  these 
lay  eggs  which  produce  a  second  brood  of  worms  in  August.  These 
become  chrysalides  toward  or  during  September,  and  hibernate  as such  in  the  ground. 

The  habits  of  the  worm,  when  full  grown,  are  well  set  forth  in 
what  has  been  already  said,  and  the  peculiarity  of  feeding  uDon  heads 
of  the  small  grains  is  quite  marked.  It  prefers  the  grain  itself  to  all 
other  parts  of  the  plant,  and  generally  leaves  the  glumes,  or  gnaws and  lets  them  drop  so  as  to  cover  the  ground  with  chaff.       ̂ i 

The  horny  outer  parts  of  the  ovipositor  of  the  female  have  very 
much  the  same  form,  appearance  and  structure  as  in  the  true  Army 
Worm  (Rep.  8,  Fig.  19),  the  compressed  blade  being  somewhat  less 
robust  and  less  produced  and  rounded   at  the  upper  end.    The  eggs 
are  also  secreted  as  in  that  species,  and  as  one  might  naturally  expect 
from  the  unity  of  habit  that   generally  prevails  in  the  same  genus. 
These  eggs  are,  in  fact,  thrust,  in  single,  double  or  treble  rows  of  five 
to  fifty  or  more  in  a  row,  between  the  sheath  and  stalk  of  the  grains 
upon  which   the  worms  are  destined  to  feed.    They  are   generally 
fastened,  but  very  slightly,  to  the  inside  of  the  sheath,  and  are  readily 
seen  upon  pulling  this  aside  (Fig.  U,  h).    They  are  thrust  in  sidewise, 
compactly  pressed  together,  and  not  covered  with  any  glistening  or 
adhesive  fluid  as  in  unipuncta.    Each  egg,  when  examined  closely,  is found  to  be  very  soft  and  yielding,  so  that  its  form  is  fashioned  some- 

what by  the  pressure  it  receives  from  its  neighbors  and  from  the  leaf. 
Normally,  the  form  is  of  a  compressed  sphere,  the  depth  from  top  to  base 
bemg  about  half  the   transverse   diameter.    The  shell   is   corrugate 
rather  than  granulate,  the  corrugations  assuming  upwards  of  thirty more  or  less  distinct  ribs.    Pale  yellowish  and  translucent  when  first 
laid,  It  becomes  slate-colored  before  hatching,  and  the  shell  is  so  ex- 

tremely delicate  that  every  hair  of  the  embryon  may  be  seen  through 
It,  and  It  collapses  and  is  scarcely  visible  after  the  young  worm  has 
hatched.    In  its  rougher  and  ribbed   surface,  compressed  form  and 
other  characteristics,  it  differs  sufficiently  from  the  egg  of  unipuncta to  show  that  egg  structure  alone  cannot  be  relied  on  as  of  much  value 
m  generic  diagnoses.   The  eggs  hatch,  in  Summer  temperature,  in  from three  to  five  days  from  date  of  deposition. 

The  newly  hatched  larva,  as  in  unipuncta,  is  quite  a  looper,  the 
prolegs  on  joints  six  and  seven  being  still  more  atrophied,  and  those 
on  joint  eight  being  short.  The  body  is  pale  at  first,  with  a  black head  and  shiny  spot  on  top  of  first  and  last  joints.    It  soon  becomes 
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green,  with  a  brown  head ;  then  striped,  with  five  pale  and  six  darker 

lines,  and  after  going  through  five  and  sometimes  six  molts,  the  worm 

assumes  the  appearance  of  Fig.  14,  a,  a.  When  full  grown,  the  be^t 

marked  specimens  are  prettily  striped  with  sulphur-yellow  and  straw- 
yellow,  and  with  light  and  dark  brown,  as  follows  :  A  broad,  dark 

brown  line  along  the  back,  divided  along  the  middle  by  a  fine  white 
line  generally  obsolete  behind;  beneath  this  broad  line,  on  each  side, 

a  straw-yellow  line,  half  as  wide  ;  then  a  light  brown  one  of  the  same 
width  as  the  last,  and  becoming  yellow  on  the  lower  edge;  then  a 

narrower  dark  brown  one,  containing  the  white  spiracles;  then  a 

Bulphur-yellow  as  wide  as  the  third;  then  a  less  distinct  light  brown 
subventral  one,  the  venter  being  pale  yellow.  The  head  is  large, 

straw-colored,  and  with  two  attenuating  brown  marks  from  the  top  to 
the  lower  face. 

This  worm  when  newly  hatched  is,  therefore,  at  once  distinguished 

from  U7iipuncta  or  the  true  Army  Worm,  by  its  black  head;  later  by 
having  superiorly  five  instead  of  seven  pale  lines,  and  six  instead  of 

eight  dark  ones,  and  when  full  grown,  by  its  brighter,  more  strongly 

contrasting  colors,  and  paler  head. 

The  habit  of  feeding  on  the  grain  becomes  pronounced  only  after 

the  worms  are  half  grown,  and  prior  to  that  time  they  feed  on  the 
leaves,  and  are  seldom  noticed. 

The  chrysalis  is  naturally  formed  just  beneath  the  surface  of  the 

ground,  but  frequently  under  weeds  and  other  rubbish.  It  is  of  the 

ordinary  mahogany-brown  color,  terminates  in  a  stout  horny  point, 
with  a  corrugated  base,  and  is  at  once  distinguished  from  unipuncta 
by  the  stigmata  being  raised  on  a  rounded  prominence,  and  by  other 

particulars  mentioned  in  the  description  at  close. 

The  worms  acquire  their  full  growth  in  from  three  to  four  weeks 

from  hatching,  those  of  the  second  brood  developing  somewhat  more 

slowly  than  those  of  the  first.  The  chrysalis  state  in  the  Summer 

brood  lasts  from  ten  to  fifteen  days.  The  parent  moth  (Fig.  15)  has 

the  front  wings  pale,  straw-colored,  with  a  white  line  running  along 

the  middle  to  the  outer  third,  and  shaded  with  brown  and  purplish- 
brown  as  follows  :  A  shade  beneath  the  white  line,  intensified  at  each 

end  where  it  joins  the  white;  another  along  the  posterior  border, 
narrow  at  apex  and  broadening  to  the  middle,  where  it  projects  along 

the  middle  of  the  wing  above  the  white  line,  fading  away  toward  base, 
and  a  fainter  shade  along  the  front  or  costal  edge,  intensifying  toward 

apex. 
NATURAL  ENEMIES. 

The  worm  is  subject  to  the  attacks  of  three  distinct  parasites. 

One,  the  very  same  species  of  Tachina-fly  ( T.  anonyma)  which  I  have 
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SO  often  bred  from  ether  insects;  the  other  a  pretty  Ichneumon-fly 

{Anomalon  apicale  Cresson)  which  may  be  called  the  Dark-tipped 
Anomalon. 

Oi  a.  lot  of  over  a  hundred  chrysalides  received  from  Mr.  John 

Davis,  Junction  City,  Kansas,  fully  forty  per  cent,  were  destroyed  by 

this  parasite,  which  undergoes  its  transformations  within  the  chrysa- 
lis shell,  spinning  but  a  very  thin  layer  of  silk  on  the  inside  thereof, 

and  issuing  finally  by  gnawing  and  pushing  off  the  anterior  portion. 

It  is  rather  a  pretty  species,  about  0.90  inch  long,  exclusive  of 

antennce.  The  wings  are  smoky-brown,  with  deeper  brown  veins,  a 
golden  reflection  toward  base,  and  a  clearer  space  at  tip  of  front  ones. 
The  face  and  cheeks  are  pale  yellow,  with  the  top  of  head  and  eyes 

black.  The  thorax  is  marked  with  yellowish-brown  and  black  and  the 

compressed  abdomen  is  reddish-brown,  with  the  truncated  end  more 
or  less  black.  The  legs  are  generally  pale,  with  the  exception  of  the 

thighs  and  tips  of  shanks,  which  are  darker. 

'  The  third  parasite  is  a  genuine  Ichneumon  [IcJineumon  hrevipen- 
nis)  originally  described  by  Mr.  Cresson  from  Colorado.  It  may  be 

popularly  called  the  Short-winged  Ichneumon  and  is  characterized  by 

its  pale  reddish  brown  color  and  short,  smoky  wings.* 

REMEDIES. 

It  is  quite  evident  from  the  foregoing  history  of  this  destructive 

worm  that  the  practical  means  of  counteracting  its  injuries  are 

chiefly  preventive.  It  cannot  be  successfully  fought  in  the  worm 

state,  and  the  wheat  grower  who  has  been  troubled  with  it  should 

direct  his  attention  to  the  destruction  of  the  chrysalides  by  late  plow- 
ing and  harrowing  and  to  the  capture  of  the  moths  in  Spring  by  means 

of  lights  and  sweetened  and  poisoned  fluids.  We  can  hardly  hope 

that  such  preventive  measures  will  be  very  generally  adopted,  espe- 

cially as  at  best  they  would  prove  but  partially  successful ;  and  I  con- 

fess that  the  species,  from  the  character  of  its  food  and  of  its  life- 
habits  must  be,  with  our  present  knowledge,  placed  in  the  category 
of  insects  whose  management  baffles  man,  and  must  be  left  to  the 
work  of  their  natural  enemies. 

DESCKU'TIVE. 

Leucania  albilinea — Egg — 0.5  m.m.  wide,  orenerally  but  half  as  deep,  the  top 
and  base  beuig  quite  flattened.  Color  pale-yellowish,  translucent  and  less  iridescent 
than  in  unipimcfn  :  with  rugosities  which  assume  on  upward  of  30  more  or  less  dis- 

tinct ribs  :  becoming  slate  colored  before  hatching :  shell  extremely  delicate  and  gen- 
erally collapsing  after  exit  of  larva. 

*  The  specimen,  'which  Mr  Cresson  has  kindly  compared  with  his  type,  dillers  therefrom  in  hav- 
ing the  -wings  rehitively  longer  and  in  the  narrow  black  bands  at  basal  margin  of  abdominal  joints  2, 

:!  and  4,  being  obsolete.  It  may  be  distinguished  as  a  variety  of  brevipennis  for  which  I  propose  the 
vaj-icty  name  ofcsoWus. 
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Larva — Newly  hatched  larva  1.9  m.ra.  long.  Like  unipuncta  quite  a  looper,  the  pro- 
legs  on  joints  6  and  7  very  much  reduced  and  useless.  Head,  cervical  shield,  and 
shield,  thoracic  legs,  rings  ou  prolegs,  piliferous  spots  which  are  conspicuous  and 

normal  in  position,  and  bristles  from  them — black.  General  color  sordid  white,  soon 
becoming  ̂ reen.  In  the  second  stage  the  black  parts  become  brown,  and  the  body 
above  shows  five  pale  lines  on  a  ground  of  six  dark  ones,  (in  unipuncta  there  are  7  pale 
and  8  dark  ones)  generally  indicated  in  the  latter  part  of  the  first  stage.  In  the  third 

stage  the  head  is  gamboge-yellow,  and  the  dark  lines  are  olivaceous  and  the  contrast 
with  the  five  pale  lines  and  the  pale  venter  more  decided.  The  looping  habit  is  also 

abandoned.  In  the  fourth  stage  the  head  is  honey-yellow  with  the  mature  markings 
indicated  in  brown,  and  the  five  pale  superior  lines,  especially  the  mediodorsal  and  the 
next  to  it  which  is  broadest,  are  relieved  more  strongly  by  a  deepening  of  the  borders 
of  the  dark  lines.  In  thefijtli  and  sixth  stages  the  characters  of  the  mature  larva  are 

approached  by  the  narrowing  of  the  medio-dorsal  pale  line,  the  deepening  of  the  dorsal 
and  fading  of  the  subdorsal  dark  space  ;  by  the  separation  of  the  subdorsal  pale  line 
into  two,  and  by  the  deepening  of  the  stigmatal  dark  line. 

Mature  Larva — Average  length  rather  more  than  an  inch.  Colors  pale  yellow  and 
brown.  The  brighter  marked  speciunens  have  the  dorsum  brown  with  a  narrow  medio- 

dorsal yellow  line,  obsolete  posteriorly  ;  then  a  subdorsal  sulphur-yellow  line  ̂   as  wide 
and  suffused  in  middle  with  carneous  :  then  a  still  narrower  brown  line,  ill  defined, 
beneath  ;  then  a  yellow  line  of  same  width  as  preceding ;  then  a  somewhat  broader 

brown-black  stigmatal  line ;  then  a  substigmatal  sulDhur-yellow  line  as  broad  as 
subdorsal  and  generally  relieved  below  with  pale  brown — all  the  dark  parts,  except  the 
black  stigmatal  line,  speckled  with  yellowish.  Venter  dull  white.  Head  large,  wider 

than  bodj%  pale  yellow — almost  white,  with  brown  tipped  jaws,  mottlings  on  the 
cheeks,  and  two  broad  brown  marks  (with  a  tendency  to  fade  in  the  middle)  on  top, 

narrowing  each  side  of  "V-shaped  sutures.  Stigmata  white,  with  black  annulus.  (In  uni- 
puncta they  are  dark  with  a  pale  annulus).  Piliferous  spots  though  more  conspicuous 

than  in  unipuncta  in  first  stage,  now  less  so.  Varies  considerably,  some  being  quite 
dark  and  others  greatly  sutfused  with  rosaceous  ;  but  the  pale  head,  dark  stigmatal  line 
and  bright  yellow  lines  are  constant. 

Hundreds  of  specimens  examined.  Chrysalis— normal  form,  and  dark  mahogany 
brown.  Distinguished  at  once  from  unipuncta  by  being  more  strongly  punctate;  by 

the  anterior  border  of  the  three  abdominal  joints  immediately  below  the  wing-sheaths 
being  but  slightly  ridged,  and  deeply,  profusely  and  irregularly  punctate  all  round  ;  (in 
MnijOM?ic!!a  these  joints  have,  above  only,  a  clearly  defined  ridge  with  a  single  row  of 
larger  and  regular  punctations)  by  the  stigmata  being  raised  on  a  rounded  prominence ; 
and  by  the  anal  joint  being  much  broader  and  more  corrugate  at  base. 

hnago — Average  expanse  1.50  inch.  Front  wings  either  pale  straw,  or  ochre- 
yellow  with  a  pale  or  white  line  along  the  median  vein,  broadening  to  the  disc,  and 
sometimes  extending  more  or  less  along  veins  3  and  4  ;  tapering  to  base  and  blending 
more  or  less  with  another  pale  line  which  extends  a  short  distance  beneath  it  and 

fades  away  posteriorly,  each  sharply  relieved  below  by  a  brown-black  streak,  shaded 
with  brown  as  follows  :  a  broad  pale  costal  border  having  a  cinereous  shade,  with  the 
veins,  especially  towards  apex,  relieved  and  pale  ;  a  terminal  shade  with  similar  cinere- 

ous hue,  and  tapering  to  apex ;  a  broad  shade  beneath  median  white  line,  with  fre- 

quently a  dark,  elliptic  streak  at  its  lower  border  toward  base;  and  generally  (not 
always)  connecting  more  or  less  distinctly  with  the  terminal  shade ;  and  lastly,  a  cunei- 

form shade  connecting  with  the  terminal  from  vein  4  to  apex,  from  which  it  curves 
abruptly  and  tapers  along  the  upper  border  of  the  median  white  line,  which  it  helps 
to  relieve.  A  small  discal  dot.  The  tapering  shade  is  generally  very  clearly  relieved 
by  dark  streaks  at  its  borders.  Fringes  white,  usually  with  a  dark  medial  line,  and 
always  with  a  pale  inner  line  relieved  by  a  dark  terminal  line.  Beneath  white,  with  a 

faint  dusky  tint  opposite  the  cuneiform  shade.  Hind  whigs,  satiny-white,  with  fre- 
quently a  faint  dusky  shade  posteriorly  in  the  c?.     Head  ochraceous-brown  with  paler 
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palpi.  Thorax  of  the  same  color,  paler  behind  ;  the  collar  pale  lilaceous,  with  a  white 

upper  border  stroiiojly  separated  from  the  dark  anterior  border  of  tegulte  ;  three  white 
streaks,  one  medial  and  one  on  each  teofiila.  Anterior  leg?,  dusky  in  front,  other- 

wise, with  bod.v,  ochraceous.  Antenn;e  simple  ;  havino:  but  the  faintest  fringe  of  hairs 

in  the  male.    Eighty-four  bred  specimens  from  wheat-feeding  larva*  examined. 
The  above  description  applies  to  typical  Western  specimens  of  the  Summer 

brood. 

As  in  every  case  where  I  have  studied  large  material,  the  species  proves  quite 
variable.  The  dark  marks  may  have  an  olivaceous  hue,  or  they  may  so  predominate 

as  to  form  the  ground-color  of  primaries,  with  the  white  medial  line  well  relieved  ,  but 
the  pale  shades  above  and  below  it  reduced  to  streaks.  Tl»e  discal  spot  is  either  obso- 

lete, single,  or  double,  and  somewhat  reniform;  the  orbicular  spot  is  sometimes  indi- 
cated ;  the  tapering  dark  shade  inclining  from  apex  reaches  either  to  disc  only,  or 

extends  to  base  of  wing;  the  brown-black  streaks  may  be  sub-obsolete  ;  the  apical  angle 
varies  in  acuteness,  and  the  posterior  border  in  obliqueness  ;  the  terminal  line  may  be 
broken  into  more  or  less  distinct  dots  ;  and  finally,  there  may  be  a  series  of  distinct 
dots  between  the  veins  along  the  inside  of  terminal  shade,  and  streaks  between  the 

veins,  recalling  phragmatidicola. 

Not  one  of  the  Summer  brood  has  the  hind  wings  "smoky,  blackish"  that  char- 
acterizes Harveyi  as  described  by  Grote  ;  but  two  Spring-bred  specimens,  below  aver- 

age size,  accord  with  his  description  very  well,  even  to  the  narrower  primaries  and 

scarcelj'-  obliquing  posterior  border.  Harveyi  (and  perhaps  also  Hiibner's  figure)  may, 
therefore,  be  considered  the  Spring  form  of  albilifiea,  just  as  I  have  proved  by  breed- 

ing that  Pieris  vernalis  is  but  the  Spring  form  of  P.  jn-otodice.  Indeed  the  tendency  to 
smaller  size  and  deeper  color  in  broods  that  hibernate  in  chrysalis  is  very  general. 

THE  ROCKY  MOUNTAIN  l^OGXi^T—Caloptenus  Spreius,  Thomas. 

[Ord.  ORTHorxERA ;  Fam.  Acridid^.] 

This  scourge  has  continued  to  vitally  concern  our  people  and  the 
people  of  the  western  country  east  of  the  Rocky  Mountains.  After 

the  fearful  ravages  which  it  committed  in  1874  and  1875,  it  will  be 

interesting  to  take  note  of  its  doings  in  1876. 

It  will  be  remembered,  that,  in  opposition  to  contrary  opinion  widely  circulated,  I 
expressed  my  belief,  a  year  ago,  tiiat  in  Missouri,  Kansas  and  Nebraska,  first,  there 
would  not  hatch  as  many  locusts  in  the  spring  as  would  naturally  hatch  in  ordinary 
seasons  from  indigenous  species  ;  second,  that,  compared  with  other  parts  of  the  coun- 

try, those  States  most  ravaged  by  locusts  in  the  spring  and  early  summer  of  1875  would 
enjoy  the  greater  immunity,  during  the  same  season  of  1876,  not  only  from  locust  inju- 

ries, but  from  the  injuries  of  mostother  noxious  insects;  that,  in  short,  the  people  of 
the  ravaged  section  had  reason  to  be  hopeful  rather  than  gloomy ;  that  they  certainly 
would  not  suffer  in  any  general  way  from  locust  injuries  in  the  early  season  ;  and  that 

the  only  way  in  which  they  could  suff'er  from  the  migrating  pest  was  by  fresh  swarms^ 
later  in  the  year,  from  the  far  Northwest. — Rep.  8,  155-6. 

Like  the  other  opinions  as  to  the  future  doings  of  this  insect  that 

I  have  felt  warranted  in  expressing  in  an  unqualified  way,  this  last 

was  fully  justified  by  subsequent  events. 
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From  most  of  the  Western  States  the  crop  returns  were  favorable, 

though  the  harvest  was  in  many  sections  impeded,  as  it  was  in  1875,  by 
too  much  wet  weather.  In  no  part  of  the  country  was  the  outlook 

more  flattering  than  in  western  Missouri,  Kansas,  Nebraska,  Iowa  and 
the  country  so  seriously  ravaged  by  locusts  the  previous  year,  and  the 
farmers  throughout  that  section  of  country  had  seldom  been  freer 

from  insect  ravages,  or  more  hopeful.  The  freedom  from  other  noxious 

insects  was  everywhere  apparent  in  our  own  western  counties.  In 

parts  of  the  Northwest,  as  in  the  East,  the  conditions  were  veiy  difl"er- 
ent  from  what  they  were  with  us,  and  the  crops  suffered  more  or  less 
from  excessive  drouth.  In  Colorado,  early  in  the  season,  there  was 

some  alarm,  as  the  insects  hatched  in  many  localities,  but  by  no 

means  so  generally  as  in  the  previous  years.  By  persevering  efi"ort 
the  farmers  generally  got  the  mastery  over  them  and  have  made  good 
crops.  In  Minnesota,  again,  in  some  of  the  southern  counties,  where 

eggs  were  laid,  considerable  damage  was  done,  though  nothings  like 
as  much  as  in  1875.  During  the  second  week  of  July  the  locusts  took 

wing  from  that  region,  and  it  is  interesting  to  note  that  they  instinct- 
ively took  a  north  and  northwest  course,  just  as  the  fledged  insects 

had  done  a  few  weeks  earlier  in  the  season  from  Missouri  and  the 

adjacent  country  to  the  west  the  year  before.  Numerous  dispatches 

to  St.  Paul,  Minneapolis,  and  other  papers,  show  conclusively  that  the 
general  direction  taken  was  northwest,  and  that  when  the  wind  was 
unfavorable  the  insects  awaited  a  change. 

Such  was  the  condition  of  things  up  to  the  early  part  of  August, 

and  I  began  to  hope  that  the  country  that  had  suffered  so  much  of  late  • 
years  by  locust  devastations,  was  at  last  free  from  the  scourge,  and 

would  not  be  overrun  again  for  some  years  to  come.  But  the  great 

drouth  which  prevailed  in  the  Northwest  appears  to  have  favored  the 

multiplication  of  the  insects  in,  and  their  migration  from  their  native 

haunts,  and  no  sooner  had  the  people  begun  to  congratulate  them- 
selves on  the  good  riddance  of  the  pests,  than  reports  came  of  the 

movement  of  new  swarms  from  the  north  and  northwest.  From  that 

time  on,  till  the  approach  of  Winter,  their  movements  were  reported 
and  they  overswept  a  large  part  of  the  Western  country. 

On  the  assumption  that  the  hosts  that  went  to  make  up  the  inva- 
sions of  1873  and  1874  had  made  an  exodus  from  their  native  breeding 

places,  and  that  those,  if  any,  which  returned  thereto  in  1875  were 
more  or  less  diseased,  it  was  natural  to  conclude  that  a  few  years 

would  be  required  for  the  species  to  again  become  unduly  multiplied 
there  and  be  constrained  to  migrate.  The  intervals  that  had  elapsed 

in  the  past  between   general   invasions  favored  such  reasoning.    The 
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fact  that  the  insects  had  hatched  out  in  immense  numbers,  in  1875,  as 

high  upas  British  America, from  1874  swarms  that  had  come  from  the 

still  further  north  and  west,*  was  then  not  known  to  me  ;  and  the 
experience  of  1876  proves  how  little  we  know  of  the  native  breeding 

haunts  of  the  species,  and  that  the  past  history  of  invasions  is  no  cer- 
tain guide  as  to  the  future. 

THE  INVASION  OF  1876. 

In  order  to  give  a  correct  idea  of  the  invasion  of  1876, 1  will  con- 

sider it  by  States  and  Territories,  and,  as  far  as  possible,  in  chrono- 
logical order. 

British  America. — In  Manitoba,  as  I  learn  from  Prof.  Dawson,  the  insects  did 
not  appear  in  snfficient  numbers  to  attract  attention  or  do  any  harm  to  crops,  which 

"Were  very  good,  nor  were  any  eggs  laid  there.  Far  west  of  Manitoba,  however,  he  has 
reason  to  believe  that  the  insect  was  produced  from  the  egg  over  a  pretty  extensive 

area  north  of  the  49th  parallel,  and  that  such  was  really  the  case  is  substantiated  by 

Mr.  Chauncj^  Barbour  of  the  Weekh/  Missoulian,  Missoula,  M.  T.,  who  wrote  me  July 

"21st,  that  travelers  in  Spring  from  Ft.  McLeod,  British  America,  some  300  or  400  miles 
•northeast  of  Missoula,  reported  vast  imuibers  of  tiie  young  insects  there. 

Montana. — The  insects  hatched  extensively  in  this  Territory  and  no  doubt  went 
to  largely  make  up  the  swarms  that  subsequently  reached  over  the  country  to  the 

southeast.  The  Monthly  Report  of  the  Department  of  Agriculture  for  May  and  June 

mentions  them  (in  its  usual  inexact  way,  without  dates)  as  occurring  in  millions  and 

damaging  Spring  crops,  especiallj'  wheat,  in  Deer  Lodge,  Lewis,  Clarke  and  Jefferson 

•counties  ;  and  the  following  item  is  quoted  by  Prof.  Whitman  from  the  Bismark  Tri- 
bune of  .Fune  14,  1876  : 

In  the  Field,  near  Rosebud  Buttks,  May  29,  187G. 

"As  we  move  westward  the  grazing  improves,  and  here  in  the  Little  Missouri  V^al- 
■ley  the  season  is  at  least  a  month  in  advance  of  the  season  on  the  Missouri.  This 
would  be  a  splendid  grazing  region,  were  the  water  good.  The  grass  is  heavy  and 
nutritious,  but  the  water  is  strongly  impregnated  with  alkali.  Millions  of  locusts  are 
Just  now  making  their  appearance  in  this  region.  Too  young  to  fly  or  do  much 
harm,  in  a  few  days,  should  the  winds  favor  them,  they  will  sweep  down  upon  the 
defenceless  agriculturalists  on  the  border,  doing  untold  damage." 

The  Signal  Service  reported  them  as  being  numerous  all  over  the  Territory  ia 

June,  as  flying  over  Virginia  City,  southwest,  during  the  middle,  southeast  during  the 

■end  of  July,  southeast  in  myriads  from  the  1st  to  the  5th  of  August,  and  as  continu- 
ing to  pass  throughout  the  month  until  the  29th,  when  their  numbers  decreased.  No 

■fggs  reported. 

Wyoming. —  Reports  from  Cheyenne  show  that  the  insects  were  abundant 
throughout  the  month  of  August,  passing  to  the  southwest,  and  that  swarms  were  also 

■passing  south  and  southeast  on  a  number  of  days  in  September. 

Dakota  Territory. — As  alreadj'  indicated,  the  insects  that  had  hatched  in  Min- 
nesota, departed  during  the  fore  part  of  July,  mostly  in  a  northwest  direction.  Dur- 

ing that  time  the  winds  were  for  the  most  part  strong  from  the  southeast,  and  the 

locusts  Avere  carried  over  Southeast  Dakota,  and  were  noticed  to  be  particularly  thick 

at  Vermillion.    From  the  10th  of  the  month  the  wind  was  mostly  from  the  northwest, 

*  Sec  the  facta  mi'iitioiied  in  discussingthe  source  of  the  swarms  of  1876,  further  on. 
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and  the  insects  poured  from  that  direction  into  the  same  country  that  they  had  pre- 
viously left.  These  swarms  were  doubtless  made  up  of  the  very  inserts  that  had 

shortly  before  left  Minnesota,  reinforced  by  others  that  had  lived  in  the  Territory  ;  for 

they  were  tlying  at  Pembina,  mostly  south  and  southeast  from  the  8th  to  the  20th  of 

July.  , 

At  the  Omaha  Conference  Gov.  Pennington  stated  that  the  young  never  hatched 

in  Dakota,  founding  his  statement  on  the  fact,  doubtless,  that  individually  he  had  never 

seen  them  around  Yankton.  I  stated  at  the  time  that  the  reports  from  Signal  Service 

eporters  proved  the  statement  incorrect,  and  the  reports  for  1876  from  various  parts  of 

the  eastern  and  southern  portions  of  the  Territory  show  that  the  young  hatched  out 

there  early  in  the  season,  as  they  did  in  parts  of  Minnesota.*  The  Signal  Service  reports 
them  even  far  to  the  north  at  Pembina,  as  appearing  in  June. 

From  the  reports,  it  is  evident  that  after  the  first  week  in  July  the  swarms  took  a 

south  and  southeast  direction ;  further,  that  until  toward  the  beginning  of  August 

they  were  scattering,  did  but  little  damage  and  laid  no  eggs— thus  indicating  that  they 
came  from  but  a  short  distance.  By  the  first  of  August,  however,  and  from  that  on,, 

the  swarms  were  more  and  more  dense,  extensive  and  disastrous,  indicating  that  they 

had  come  from  a  greater  distance.  It  was  reported  from  Yankton,  August  2,  that  the 

Indians  would  lose  half  their  crops,  but  the  reports  generally  during  the  early  part  of 

the  month  were  very  contradictorj',  while  those  received  during  the  latter  part  of 
August  showed  that  the  locusts  were  doing  but  little  damage,  and  that  there  had  been 

much  exaggeration,  especially  as  to  the  injury  in  the  Red  River  Valley.  The  elevators 

and  warehouses  in  Yankton  were  doing  a  large  local  business  in  the  Fall.  Gov.  Pen- 
nington represents  the  damage  to  wheat  at  only  5  per  cent.,  and  states  that  corn  was 

one-fourth  to  one-half  a  crop.  Eggs  were  laid  in  the  extreme  southwest  corner,  but 
principally,  I  think,  by  the  insects  from  Minnesota.  Considerable  injury  seems  to  have 

been  done  to  fruit  trees,  which  in  many  localities  were  stripped.  Such  trees  put  out 

fresh  leaves  and  even  bloomed  again,  and  it  was  noted  that  a  frost  in  September,  which 

stripped  most  trees  of  leaves,  left  the  new  growth  on  the  locust-stripped  trees 
untouched.    I  have  observed  similar  results  elsewhere. 

Minnesota — Less  fortunate  than  the  States  to  the  South,  a  good  supply  of  egga 
was  left  in  the  ground  in  1875  in  some  of  the  more  sparsely  settled  counties  to  the 

Southwest,  including  Murray,  Cottonwood,  Watonwan,  Brown,  and  parts  of  the  adjoin- 

ing counties.  Many  of  the  farmers  were  unable  to  get  large  amounts  of  seed-wheat,, 
after  three  years  depletion.  The  average  sown  to  small  grain  was,  therefore,  small. 

Yet,  from  statistics  furnished  me  by  J.  B.  Phillips,  Commissioner  of  Statistics, 

the  estimated  yield  of  wheat  in  the  State,  notwithstanding  all  drawbacks,  was  over 

15,000,000  bushels.  After  the  grain  was  up  and  the  locusts  had  began  to  hatch,  it  was 

considered  in  many  cases  to  be  more  profitable  to  seek  the  certainty  of  employment 

elsewhere,  than  to  take  the  chances  of  (at  best)  a  small  crop  at  home.  But  there  were 

quite  a  number  of  cases  in  which  men,  by  using  various  means,  succeeded  in  saving 

half  or  two-thirds  of  a  crop ;  and  reviewing  the  situation  in  Blue  Earth  county,  the 
Mankato  Review  of  August  15,  says : 

It  is  a  notable  fact,  worthy  of  mention,  in  this  connection,  that  the  grasshoppers 
were  very  bad  in  the  town  of  Rapidan,  but  under  the  vigorous  tight  instigated  by  the 
county  and  local  bonus,  the  loss  was  comparatively  light — only  6,570  bushels,  and  the 
average  yield  of  the  town,  not  including  this  loss,  was  about  16  bushels  to  the  acre. 
Tiie  town  of  Lyra  was  much  less  affected  by  grasshoppers,  yet  its  loss  is  nearly 
2,500  bushels  in  excess  of  Rapidan,  a  sum  more  than  sufiicient  to  pay  the  local  bounty 
of  the  latter  town. 

*See,  more  particularly,  the  records  Dublished  by  Mr.  Whitman  in  his  "  Eeport  on  the  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust  lor  1876. ' ' 
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During  the  second  week  of  July,  these  home-bred  locusts  took  wing,  and  it  is 
interesting  to  note  that  they  instinctively  went  in  a  north  and  northwest  course,  just 
as  the  tledged  insects  had  done  a  few  weeks  earlier  in  the  season,  the  previous  year, 
from  Missouri,  and  the  adjacent  country  to  the  west.  Numerous  dispatches  to  St.  Paul, 
Minneapolis  and  other  papers,  show  conclusively  that  the  general  direction  taken  was 
northwest,  and  that  when  the  wind  was  unfavorable,  the  locusts  awaited  a  change. 

The  exodus  to  the  northwest  was,  however,  by  no  means  so  general  as  from  the 
more  southern  country  the  year  before,  and,  as  I  learn  through  Mr.  Whitman,  many  of 
the  insects  remained  and  commenced  laying  early  in  July,  within  two  weeks  after  they 
had  commenced  to  fly,  and  not  many  miles  from  their  hatching  grounds.  This  has 
never  occurred  in  our  own  State,  and  simply  indicates  what  I  have  in  these  Reports 
maintained,  viz  :  that  Minnesota  is  so  much  nearer  the  native  home  of  the  insect  that 

the  species  can  sustain  itself  for  a  longer  time  there. 
The  swarms  that  left  early  in  July  returned,  did  more  or  less  damage,  and  toward 

the  end  of  the  month  left  in  numbers  in  a  southerly  direction.  Some,  however,  re- 
mained. About  the  6th  of  August  fresh  swarms  came  from  Dakota,  having  been  heard 

of  on  the  23d  of  July  as  passing  over  Gen.  Crook's  army.  These,  as  I  learn  from  Mr. 

John  C.  "Wise  of  The  Weekly  JRevieiv,  Mankato,  by  letter  of  August  22,  pushed  contin- 
uously to  the  southeast,  and  reached  as  far  east  as  thej'  were  ever  known  to  do,  or  as 

far  as  the  southwest  corner  of  Dodge  county. 
The  Pioneer  Press  and  Iribune  of  the  19th  remarked: 

They  appear  to  have  left  the  southwestern  counties  and  moving  northward,  have 
settled  down  on  strips  of  land,  to  a  width  of  G5  miles,  extending  from  the  upper  part 
of  Nicollet  county  to  Minnesota  Falls  ;  south  to  a  line  drawn  between  these  points 

there  are  but  lew  hoppers  reported,  and  they  are  not  doing  any  damage — but  they 
extend  northward  up  to  Otter  Tail  county  and  beyond. 

They  were  found  at  intervals  over  that  whole  country,  depositing  eggs,  doing 

much  damage  in  some  localities  and  scai'cely  any  to  others.  They  came  too  late  to  do 
much  damage  to  the  principle  crops,  which  were  mostly  harvested.  If  we  study  the 
reports  from  the  south  and  southwestern  parts  of  the  State,  published  in  the  journal 

aforesaid,  we  find  that  from  one-half  to  two-thirds  of  a  crop  of  the  small  grains  had 
been  harvested  on  an  average  in  the  worst  visited  section,  and  drouth  and  other  insects, 

such  as  the  Hessian-fly  had  much  to  do  with  the  poor  yield.  The  eggs  were  exten- 
sively destroyed  not  only  by  the  Silky  Mite,  but  by  the  Anthomyia  Egg-parasite,  and 

the  Ichneumon  grub,  which  I  shall  describe  further  on.  It  was  further  noticeable  that 
the  insects  came  down  with  the  northwest  winds,  and  that  when  the  Avind  changed  to 
the  south,  as  it  did  for  several  subsequent  days,  few  of  the  insects  returned  with  it. 
The  great  bulk  of  them  were  restless  and  remained  till  the  winds  shifted  again  to  the 

north  and  northeast.  Another  noticeable  feature  was  that  the  eggs  were  quite  gen- 
erally laid  in  very  moist  ground,  as  there  was  abundant  rain  about  the  middle  of 

August.  Throughout  the  month  of  September  the  insects  were  moving  mostly  south 
and  southeast,  spreading,  but  very  gradually,  further  and  further  east.  Many  of  them 
remained  and  continued  laying  till  frost. 

The  fact,  that  in  their  previous  invasions  into  Minnesota  the  locusts  had  never 
penetrated  farther  east  in  Blue  Earth  and  Nicollet  counties  than  the  Minnesota  river, 
led  there,  to  the  advancement  of  a  theory  that  they  are  peculiar  to  and  thrive  only  in 
an  alkali  region.  This  is  the  character  of  the  region  west  of  the  Blue  Earth  river, 
across  which  they,  seemingly,  had  never  ventured  to  any  extent,  and  certainly  had 
never  prospered. 

In  answer  to  an  inquiry  on  the  subject  last  August  from  Mr.  "Wise,  I  stattd  my 
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belief  that  there  was  no  ground  for  the  theory,  and  that  I  had  more  faith  in  the  other 

causes  which  I  have  discussed  as  limiting  the  eastward  spread  of  the  species.  Subse- 

quently the  insects  extended  some  distance  beyond  the  river  in  question.  Indeed,  they 

reached  a  full  degree  further  east  than  in  previous  known  invasions,  extending  from 

Clay  county  to  a  little  west  ot  St.  Paul,  and  thence  to  Dodge  and  Mower  counties. 

Eggs  have  been  laid  more  or  less  thickly  over  the  larger  part  of  the  southwest  half
 

of  the  State.  Mr.  Whitman  has  carefully  mapped  out  the  area,  and  it  includes  most  of 

the  country  southwest  of  an  eastwardly  bulging  line  drawn  from  Clay  to  Mower  coun- 

ties, or  about  four  times  the  territory  in  which  eggs  were  laid  in  1873,  and  about  five 

times  that  in  which  they  were  laid  in  1874  or  1875.  It  is  a  singular  coincidence,  how- 

ever, (and  something  similar  will  be  noted  in  Kansas  and  Missouri  further  on),  that,  as 

reported  by  Mr.  Whitman,  those  counties  in  which  the  insects  hatched  in  Spring,  and 

where  vegetation  was  mostly  consumed,  are  most  nearly  free  from  eggs. 

Governor  Pillsbury  has,  from  the  first,  taken  a  lively  interest  in  the  suffering  of  the 

farmers  from  this  plague,  and  by  a  timely  proclamation,  setting  forth  the  best  known 

means  to  be  used  against  them,  and  in  other  ways,  has  done  much  good.  He  devoted 

considerable  space  to  the  subject  in  his  last  message,  and  urged  legislative  action,  not 

only  on  the  part  of  his  own  State  Legislature,  but  on  the  part  of  Congress.  As  a  result 

of  his  efforts,  and  the  liberal  policy  pursued  in  having  investigations  officially  contin- 

ued by  Prof.  Whitman,  the  people  of  the  State,  by  means  of  organization  and  ingenious 

machines,  are  better  prepared  to  meet  the  enemy  next  year  than  are  those  of  any  other 

State.  The  legislature  also  has  recently  passed  two  bills  which  are  important  in  this 

connection  ;  the  one  appropriating  $75,000  for  seed  grain  to  the  destitute,  the  cost  of 

the  grain  to  be  assessed  against  the  property  of  the  person  receiving  it,  and  paid,  as 

other  taxes,  in  two  equal  assessments,  whenever  the  recipient  shall  have  raised  two 

crops  ;  the  other  provides  for  a  bounty  of  $1.00  per  bushel  for  all  grasshoppers  caught 

previous  to  June  1  next,  with  smaller  compensation  thereafter  as  the  insects  approach 

maturity.— (See  further  on  under  "Legislation.") 

Colorado.— What  with  persistent  and  generally  successful  fighting  by  farmers, 

with  burning  machines,  ditches  and  coal  oil,  together  with  their  natural  enemies  and  the 

heavy  rains,  the  insects  that  hatched  out  in  Colorado  had  greatly  diminished  in  June, 

and  those  that  took  wing  vanished  without  leaving  any  very  strong  impression  as  to 

the  direction  taken. 

During  the  early  part  of  August  the  locusts  were  passing  over  large  parts  of  Colo- 

rado from  the  north,  in  a  southwesterly  direction,  at  the  rate  of  about  fifteen  miles  a 

day.  They  came  in  successive  and  almost  continuous  clouds,  and  the  general  opinion 

was  that  they  came  from  Wyoming.  The  small  grain  was  mostly  saved  throughout 

the  State,  but  all  late  and  green  crops  suffered.  The  Colorado  Farmer  (Denver)  of  the 

10th  of  August,  stated  that,  while  the  damage  had  been  great,  it  was  quite  probably 

over-estimated;  and  the  same  journal  a  week  later,  reported  that  the  insects  had  very 

generally  lelt  that  part  of  the  State.  According  to  Signal  Service  reports,  they  had  also 

very  generally  left  by  the  13th,  but  others  were  passing  over  from  the  22d  to  the  28th, 

and  thenceforward  in  diminising  numbers.  Toward  the  end  of  the  month  they  were 

very  thick  along  the  Denver  and  Kio  Grande  Pvailroad,  frequently  impeding  the 
trains. 

The  Oeorgdown  Mi?ier  gives  the  following  account  of  their  drowning  in  large 
numbers : 

*  *  *  As  the  ravenou?  millions  were  driven  up  against  the  high 

ranges  about  Mount  Evans,  thev  were  chilled  and  commt  need  falling  into  the  little 

stream  whicli  flows  past  Sisty's  place,  until  for  days,  the  rivulet  was  transformed  from 
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a  sparkling  stream  of  limpid  water,  into  a  floating^  mass  of  dead  grasshoppers,  the  water 
becomino:  so  corrupt  and  offensive  that  neither,  man  or  beast  could  tolerate  it.  The 
trout  pond  in  Mr.  Histy's  meadow  became  so  putrid  that  he  was  compelled  to  cut  away the  dam  and  let  the  accumulated  filth  flow  off.  Mr.  Sisty  says  that  he  never  before witnessed  such  a  phenomenon.  The  theory  is,  that  a  cold  shower  alono-  the  ranc^e 
threw  down  the  dense  swarms  of  insects,  which  were  drowned,  and  the  little  tributary 
streams  swept  them  into  the  brook  in  such  numbers  that  it  required  days  for  the  whole to  be  carried  away,  while  the  masses  that  had  accumulated  in  the  eddies,  decayed 
imparting  putridity  to  the  waters.  ' 

Mr.  Stanger,  of  the  Colorado  Farmer,  tells  me  that  the  flight  of  the  great  clouds 
that  were  far  up  in  the  air,  was  invariably  southwest  over  Denver,  and  he  believes  that 
eggs  were  laid  over  the  whole  Iraversible  territory  of  the  State. 

Iowa— As  in  a  few  of  the  S.  \V.  counties  in  Minnesota,  so  in  adjoining  parts  of  N. 
W.  Iowa,  and  notably  in  Osceola  and  Dickinson  counties,  the  young  insects  hatched 
out  from  eggs  laid  in  1875 ;  but,  as  Mr.  J.  M.  Jenkins,  of  La  Mars,  writes  me,  they  had 
entirely  disappeared  by  the  middle  of  June,  either  dying  of  inanition,  being  devoured 
by  their  various  enemies,  or  moving  off  to  the  N.  W. 

About  the  first  day  of  August,  the  northwestern  counties  of  this  State  were  visited 
by  heavy  swarms.  They  appeared  to  cross  the  State  line  from  Dakota  and  Minnesota 
at  almost  exactly  the  same  date  for  Emmett,  Dickinson,  Osceola,  Lyon,  Sioux  and 
Plymouth  counties,  and  from  here  they  swept  at  once  out  into  the  counties  lying  east- 

ward and  a  little  to  the  south.  The  direction  of  flight  was  a  little  south  of  east,  and 
the  rate  at  times  eight  or  more  miles  an  hour.  The  insects  were  at  times  so  thick  as  to 
darken  the  sun,  and  to  impede  trains.  That  the  invasion  was  from  the  northwest  may 
be  readily  seen  by  consulting  a  map  in  connection  with  the  following  data  furnished 
by  Prof.  Bessey  of  the  Agricultural  College  : 

Lyon  county,  commencement  of  harvest. 

Sioux  county,  July  27. 

Plymouth  county,  last  week  in  July. 

O'Brien  county,  July  27  or  28. 
Pocahontas  county,  August  1, 

Cherokee  county,  August  6. 

Monona  county,  August  10. 

Audubon  county,  about  the  middle  of  August. 
Harrison  county,  August  18. 

Carroll  county,  August  18. 

Sac  county,  August  23.  Apparently  in  northwestern  part  of  county  about  a  week 
or  ten  days  before. 

Pottowattamie  county,  August  23. 

Hamilton  county,  August  30. 

Boone  county,  first  week  in  September. 
Hancock  county,  September  8. 

Guthrie  county,  from  1st  to  10th  of  September. 
Story  county,  first  noticed  about  the  middle  of  September,  flying  over  in  consider- able numbers. 

The  amount  of  damage  done,  as  shown  by  all  obtainable  data,  was  uot  so  great  as 
in  former  years.  Some  lucky  sections  in  the  area  traversed  by  them  escaped  entirely  ; 
though  a  few  counties,  and  particularly  those  first  visited,  suffered  very  heavily.  The 
loss  to  Lyon  county  was  three-fourths,  to  Sioux,  one-half,  of  all  crops.  In  Plymouth 
county  corn  was  damaged  two-thirds.  Monona  and  Harrison  report  injury  to  corn 
from  10  to  20  per  cent.  In  Pottowatamie  county  their  preference  for  nursery-stock  and 
garden  vegetables  made  their  injury  to  the  grain-grower  comparatively  slight.     This 
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was  the  case,  also,  in  Sac  county,  where  they  were  represented  as  making  raids  on 

garden  produce,  and  leaving  corn  almost  an  immunity  from  attack.  O'Brien  county 
reports  the  destruction  of  all  uncut  small  grain,  garden  vegetables  and  most  of  the 

corn.  In  Cherokee  potatoes  were  damaged  about  75  per  cent.,  corn  25  to  33  per  cent., 

and  Fall  wheat  considerably;  and  in  Carroll  corn  was  injured  25  per  cent.,  and  cab- 

bages and  turnips  devoured  "in  toto".  These  are  the  worst  cases.  Hamilton  county 
suflered  a  small  loss  in  late  potatoes,  Fall  rye  and  cabbage  ;  in  Audubon  the  damage 

did  not  exceed  one  per  cent.,  and  the  counties  of  Boone,  Story  and  Guthrie  almost 

entirely  escaped  damage. 

The  most  eastern  point  reached  was  in  the  middle  of  the  State,  and  the  line  retreats 

from  Story  county  both  north  and  south. 

In  all  the  counties  invaded,  eggs  were  deposited,  and  in  most  instances  quite 
thickly. 

Prof.  Bessey  republished  the  remedies  and  recommendations  in  my  last  Keport, 

and  issued  them  in  a  little  bulletin,  that  was  easily  and  cheaply  sent  to  farmers  through- 
out the  State. 

Nebraska — Those  locusts  that  came  into  Iowa  earlier  in  August  passed  southwest 
into  Nebraska,  and,  in  scattering  numbers,  reached  Council  Bluffs  and  Omaha  August 

17.  A  dispatch  from  Omaha  the  next  day  summed  up  with  the  statement  that:  "a 
general  review  of  the  situation  was  very  favorable,  and  there  was  no  apprehension  of 

a  failure  to  harvest  the  fine  and  large  crop." 
From  many  other  reports  it  would  appear  that  in  the  northeast  counties,  from 

locusts  and  other  causes,  not  more  than  halt  a  crop  of  corn  was  saved,  but  that  most  of 

the  small  grain  was  duly  harvested;  and  Mr.  L.  W.  Chandler,  of  St.  Helena,  wrote, 

toward  the  end  of  the  month,  that  notwithstanding  the  injury  to  corn,  the  country 

thereabouts  was  in  better  shape  than  it  had  been  for  five  years. 

Almost  simultaneously  with  the  incursions  in  the  eastern  part  of  the  State,  there 

were  others  from  the  north  overrunning  the  western  part,  and  from  the  5th  of  August 

throughout  the  month,  their  movements  were  reported  by  the  Signal  Service.  The 

•direction  was  principally  south,  or  southwest  early  in  the  month,  and  mostly  southeast 
toward  the  end  of  the  month  ;  and  here,  as  in  Mhinesota,  it  was  everywhere  remarked 

that  when  the  wind  was  from  the  south,  the  insects  remained  and  awaited  a  change 

before  passing  over  in  the  main  direction.  The  following  account  from  a  correspond- 
ence of  the  New  York  Tribune,  gives  some  interesting  details  : 

Early  in  August  they  reached  the  western  portions  of  this  State,  but  were  partial 
in  their  depredations,  devouring  everything  in  some  localities,  doing  little  damage  in 
-others.  On  the  twelfth  of  the  month  they  made  a  forward  movement,  and  appeared 
in  the  vallej^s  of  the  Elkhorn,  Platte  and  Republican.  Our  local  papers,  acting  on  the 
"ostrich"  policy,  suppressed  the  facts  or  misrepresented  them,  and  all  were  wishing 
for  a  favorable  wind  to  carry  the  pests  beyond  our  borders.  But  a  soft,  southerly  wind, 
varied  bv  an  occasional  thunderstorm  from  the  northwest,  prevailed  till  the  23dfl  when, 
by  a  stiflF  northwester,  the  grasshoppers  rose  and  camu  from  their  exhausted  feeding- 
grounds  upon  the  east  and  south  portions  of  the  State.  They  came  literally  in  clouds, 
looking  like  the  frost-clouds  that  drift  along  the  horizon  on  a  winter  morning.  They 
are  devouring  "every  green  thing,"  including  shade  trees  and  even  weeds,  such  as  the 
"  Jamestown  weed  "  and  wild  hemp.  The  great  body  of  them  seemed  to  pass  south, 
moving  in  dense  masses  during  the  23d,  24tii  and  25th,  and  will  probably  be  heard 
from  in  Kansas  and  Missouri. 

Eggs  have  been  laid  all  over  the  eastern  part  of  the  State,  but  less  extensively  in 

the  western  counties.  Ex-Governor  Furnas  thinks  that  there  are  few  in  the  counties 

over  one  hundred  miles  west  of  the  Missouri  river,  and,  regarding  the  young  insects 

next  Spring,  he  remarks,  in  a  recent  letter,  "  that  while  in  the  West  we  have  room  for 
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millions  more  people,  and  are  glad  to  have  them  come,  and  with  us  occupy  and  utilize 
the  broad  fertile  acres  God  has  bequeathed  to  the  Far  West,  those  who  have  not  "sand 

and  grit  "  enough  to  clean  out  a  crop  of  young  locusts  are  not  the  men  wanted  !  I  repeat what  I  said  to  you  at  the  Convention  in  Omaha,  and  am  prepared  to  demonstrate  the 
truth  of  the  assertion:  that  any  thrifty,  energetic  farmer  can  exterminate  the  most 
extensive  stock  of  locusts,  on  any  one  farm  known,  with  less  labor  and  expense  than 
he  can  get  rid  of  an  ordinary  crop  of  weeds." 

Prof.  A.  D.  Williams,  of  Kenesaw,  Adams  county,  writes  : 

^.,o  i'  ̂'  ̂̂ ^^  to  say  that  eggs  were  laid  in  every  one  of  our  sixty  settled  counties.  Not one  has  escaped  But  the  amount  ot  eggs  in  the  western  part  of  the  State,  where  thev appeared  earliest,  is  much  less  than  in  the  eastern  portions  of  the  State.  There  is  un- 
f  i!i"Sl!^^  a  gradual  increase  of  eggs,  all  the  way  from  the  western  to  the  eastern  line  of 
«?^PH  Shi.7?  h  "V*^^.^^o^"t'e«  suffering  much  the  more  severely.  The  amount  depo- 
Imount  "^^^^"^  ̂ ^^  estimation,  while  west  of  Kearney  there  is  not  a  very  large 

^ffK^c       *    ̂u    t  Upon  the  whole,  I  incline  to  the  opinion  that  the  casualties 
hS^^.^-'hT"'  the  depredations  ot  the  birds  and  the  efforts  of  the  homesteaders  will  so 
diminish  the  numberof  locusts  in  the  Spring,  that  small  grains  will  be  raided  in  the 
western  part  of  the  State.  But  I  fear  that  uViless  Providence  is  unusually  favorable^ 
nnH  f?t/n3<f  "^i^H  themselves  unusually  to  fight  the  locusts,  very  little,  save  corn 
and  late  crops,  will  be  raised  in  the  river  counties.  *  *    "'      *     '      -x- 

t>,„f'^?*^'  actual  damage  done  by  the  locusts  last  year,  in  Nebraska,  was  fully  equal  to that  done  in  lS/4.  But  the  greater  abundance  of  small  grains,  and  the  greater  reliance 
?Lf^^  people  upon  stock  and  a  more  diversified  industry,  have  saved  us  from  the  desti- tution ot  that  year,  and  largely  disarmed  Calopienus  sprelus  of  his  terrors. 

Xaxsas.— A  review  of  the  invasion  in  Kansas  shows  it  to  have  been  in  the  main 
hom  the  north  and  northwest.  The  insects  came  into  the  northwest  part  of  the  State  late 
in  July  and  early  in  August  and  were  seen  flying  about  in  many  directions,  but  mainly 
southward,  during  the  whole  month.  Early  in  September  the  swarms  thickened,  ana 
the  wind  blowing  almost  a  gale  from  the  west  on  the  7th  and  8th  of  the  month,  and 
strong  from  the  west  and  northwest  for  two  or  three  days  subsequently,  the  insects 
during  that  time  swept  down  in  darkening  clouds  over  the  greater  portion  of  the  State 
from  the  OSth  meridian  to  beyond  the  96th.  The  following  extracts  from  my  corres- pondence indicate  the  nature  of  the  invasion  : 

I  drop  you  these  lines  to  let  you  know  that  the  locusts  called  on  us  to-day  in  force. This  morning  the  wind  was  blowing  from  the  northwest,  and  as  the  day  advanced  the air  was  filled  with  a  cloud  of  locusts  as  thick  as  any  I  ever  saw  before.  Toward  even- 
ing they  came  down  and  are  resting  to-night.  They  do  not  manifest  much  tendency  to 

ooumyj  S.  9^  W  ".'"'■"''''''  *  *  *        l^^^^""  mmkex^,  Emporia,  Lyon 

1  f*^  1  .u  *  T  *  .}  ̂°\-  ̂ 9^"^^  to  say  that  the  locusts  are  still  with  us,  more 
^  ?K  nli^"  }  ̂̂^^  ̂ ^^^'  ̂ -'^^  ̂^^^'■*^-  ̂ ^  ̂   ̂v™te  you  before,  they  made  their  Jirst  call on  the  9th,  and  more  plentifully  on  the  11th,  the  wind  blowing  from  the  north  and 
northwest  most  ot  the  time  from  the  9th  to  the  14th;  they  traveled  before  it,  except 
■vhen  it  was  too  cool  for  them  to  fly,  as  was  the  case  on  the  12th  and  partly  the  13th, but  on  the  14th  they  were  so  thick  that  the  cloud  fairly  darkened  the  Tun.  The  16th 
l^th  and  to-day  the  wind  has  blown  from  the  south  and  they  have  not  flown  to  amount to  anything.  They  are  pairing  almost  universally  and  are  commencing  to  deposit 
^^^gs.  Not  enough  eggs  are  yet  left  to  make  any  serious  trouble  in  the  Spring,  but  if 
they  stay  another  week  1  tremble  for  our  prospects.— [/6i(^,  Sept.  IS,  1876. 

The  locusts  came  to  the  line  of  the  Santa  Fe  Kailroad  from  Hutchinson  as  far 
west  as  Grenada,  about  the  2.5th  day  of  August,  1876,  brought  by  a  north  by  northeast wind.  They  came  in  great  dark  clouds  for  one  day  (the  24th)  at  this  place,  Sterlin<y Ivice  county,  Kansas.  They  mostly  passed  over  here  to  the  south  and  southwest.  A tew  lit  upon  us  and  devoured  corn  blades,  potato  leaves  and  some  other  toothsome 
herbage.  Little  real  damage  is  done  as  yet  to  crops.  Some  of  tlie  early  wheat  is  eaten 
and  killed  and  farmers  are  generally  holding  off" to  sow  after  the  locusts  leave.  A  few returned  with  south  winds,  but  on  the  aist,  at  2  p.  m.,  the  wind  changed  to  north  and 
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nearly  all  took  wm^.  But  great  clouds  came  fresh  from  the  north  and  the 
 face  of  the 

earth  was  aUve  w  h  hem.  "a  northeast  wind,  September  1st,  earned  the  greater 
 part  of 

them  with  to  some  place  distant  from  here.  Enough  remain  to  do  some 
 damage  to 

veo?talion  and  the  south  winds  bring  them  back,  not  in  great  dark  clouds  a
s  from  the 

noT-th  but  some  every  day.  They  seem  to  float  about  with  the  shittuig  winds,
  perhaps 

?or  food  buTwhen  tlfe  wi^nd  getsTiorth  they  go  Inswarms.  ^1;^^^ |,hows  their  ten^ 
to  migrate  southward.  Those  that  remain  are  laying  eggs.-[H.  E.  Van  D

emen,  bter- 
ling,  Kansas,  Sept.  6, 1877. 

*  *  *         Such  a  host  of  insects  I  never  saw.    The  gronnd  Is  com- 

pletely covered  and  the  branches  of  the  trees  are  bending  down  with  their  weight.  In 

EvorchTd  of  nearly  twenty  acres  the  trees  are  covered  by  raynads  
Two  hundred 

Siberian  crab-apple  trees,  next  to  the  house,  are  completely  defoliated,  and  th
e  grove 

^^^  %;V^?o^-r  o^  ?sTpleirdrJ':inTi Tthink  is  so  far  advanced  that  it  will,  not  be  mate- 
rially injured.  Thirty  acres  of  wheat  which  looked  beautiful  and  green  m  the  

naorn- 
■m<r%  eaten  up.  Six  hundred  and  forty  acres,  two  miles  south  of  me,  that  was  looking 

fine  at  the  beginning  of  the  week,  looks  this  morning  as  if  hre  had  passed  over  
it.  A 

large  acreagelias  be'^n  sown  in  this  county  earlier  than  usual.  I  suppose  it  is  all  gone. 
— [Jno.  VV.  Pvobson,  Cheever,  Dickinson  county,  Sept.  8,  Ibib. 

Mr.  H.  A.  Brous,  a  former  pupil  of  mine,  who  spent  the  whole  Summer  in  Weste
rn 

Kansas,  in  company  with  Prof.  B.  F.  Mudge,  kept  a  careful  record  of  the  m
ovements 

of  the  locusts,  and  has  sent  me  the  same.  From  this  record  it  is  interesting  to  n
ote 

that  the  western  part  of  the  State  was  just  as  free  in  Spring  and  early  Summer  of  th
e 

Caloptenus  spretus  as  was  the  eastern,  and  that  none  but  the  genuine  fenmr-rubrwn
  and 

dififerent  species  of  CEdipoda,  and  of  other  genera,  were  noticed.  The  first  specimen
s 

of  spretus  were  seen  in  Wallace  county  August  5th,  flying  south  from  10  a.  m.  to  4  p.  m. 

From  that  time  forth  they  were  noticed  almost  daily  flying  in  different  directions,  but 

thickest  when  from  the  W.  and  N.  They  were  most  numerous  on  the  12th  and  13th, 

and  on  the  24th  they  were  again  very  thick  in  Gove  county— in  both  instances  flying 

S.  S.  W.  and  S.  W.  During  September  the  direction  also  varied,  but  was  most  often 

to  S.  W.  The  highest  and  heaviest  swarms  were,  however,  to  the  S.  On  a  number  of 

days  two  distinct  strata  or  currents  were  observed.  Thus,  on  September  1,  there  was 

an  upper  current  going  W.  and  a  lower  one  going  S.  W. ;  on  September  2,  an 

upper  S.  W.,  a  lower  N.  W.;  on  September  9,  an  upper  S.  W.,  a  lower  S.  E.  E.  In  Octo- ber there  were  few  noticed. 

The  damage  done,  though  serious  enough,  was  less  noticeable  than  in  1874.  Vege- 

tables and  Fall  wheat  sufiered  most ;  one  extensive  wheat-grower  (Mr.  T.  C.  Henry,  of 

Abilene,)  losing  2,500  acres.  A  great  many  farmers  sowed  again,  and  plowed  the  soil 

under,  believing  that  where  not  sown  early  enough  to  come  up  in  the  Fall,  it  is  best 

that  it  should  not  come  up  till  Spring,  and  that  an  average  crop  under  such  conditions 

can  be  grown. 

They  reached  east,  according  to  the  records  I  have  at  hand,  to  a  line  drawn  a  few 

mUes  west  of  Lawrence,  including  the  larger  part  of  Brown,  Doniphan  and  Atchison 

in  the  N.  E.  corner ;  portions  of  Jefferson,  Douglas,  Franklin,  Anderson,  Allen  and 

Neosho,  and  most  of  Labette,  Cherokee  and  Crawford  counties  iu  the  S.  E.  Bourbon, 

Linn  and  Miami  were  only  partly  overrun ;  Johnson  and  Wyandotte  escaped  entirely, 

and  most  of  Leavenworth  was  untouched.  In  nearly  all  of  the  more  thickly-settled 

country  invaded,  eggs  were  abundantly  laid ;  and  the  insects  remained  laying  until 

buried  by  the  first  snows.  In  the  western  third  of  the  State,  where  the  insects  came 

earlier,  few  or  no  eggs  were  laid.  It  will  be  noticed  that  the  very  counties  which  suf- 

fered most  in  1875  have  here  escaped,  as  is  the  case  in  Missouri,  and  as  is  the  case  in 

Minnesota  with  the  counties  ravaged  in  the  Spring  of  1876. 

Missouri— The  counties  ravaged  by  the  young  insects  in  1875,  had  splendid  crops 

in  1876,  and  the  scarcity  which  I  had  anticipated  (Rep.  8,  pp.  120,  156,)  of  most 
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noxious  insects,  including  the  native  locusts  and  the  Chinch  Buo-,  was  everywhere noticed  and  commented  upon.     The  incoming  of  the  winged  insects  in  the  Fall  was 
anticipated  and  feared,  as  soon  as  it  was  known  that  they  were  overruning  Nebraska and  Western  Iowa.    Feeling  the  importance  of  obtaining  exact  data  as  to  tlie  territory myaded  in  our  own  State,  and  in  which  eggs  were  laid,  in  order  to  indicate  just  where 
injury  may  be  expected,  or  not,  next  Spring;  I  have  taken  pains  to  examine,  or -et reports  from,  all  the  western  counties.    These  reports,  in  condensed  form,  are  herewith submitted  ;  and,  summarized,  they  show  that  the  middle  western  counties,  which  suf- 

fered most  in  1875,  (i.  e.,  the  portion  of  the  State  in  which  the  winged  insects  reached farthest  east  in  1874,  and  laid  most  eggs)  were  not  overrun  in  1876,  and  will  not  suffer 
next  Spring.    Sach  are  the  counties  of  Platte,  Clay,  Jackson,  Lafayette,  Cass,  John- son, Bates,  Henry,  Pettis  and  Benton.     In  these  counties  the  farmers  have  little  or 
nothing  to  fear,  except  as  they  may  receive  a  few  straggling  and  comparatively  harm- 

less bevies  of  the  winged  locusts  next  June  and  July,  from  the  neighboring  country. The  counties  that  were  overrun  and  that  will  suffer  are :    1st,  Atchison  and  Holt  and 
the  western  half  of  Nodaway  and  Andrew,  in  the  extreme  northwest  corner.     '>d    Me- 
Donald,  Barry,  Jasper,  Lawrence,  Barton,  Dade,  Newton,  Cedar,  Vernon,  more'  par- ticularly in  the  southwest  half;  Polk  in  the  northwest  third  ;  Hickory  in  the  south- west  third  ;  St.  Clair  in  scattering  places,  and  Christian  and  Greene  in  the  extreme border. 

The  locusts  came  into  all  these  counties  last  Fall,  very  generally  ate  off  the  Fall 
wheat,  and  filled  the  ground  with  their  eggs,  in  most  parts  quite  thickly.  As  else- where, they  continued  laying  till  overtaken  by  frost. 

Bates,  according  to  one  correspondent,  also  received  a  few  of  the  insects  in  the 
western  half;  while  a  few  stragglers  are  also  reported  in  Harrison,  and  even  in  Gentry 
Henry  and  Cass  ;  but  it  is  evident  that  in  these  cases  they  were  not  in  sufficient  nura' bers  to  do  harm  or  to  cause  any  forebodings  for  the  Spring.  They  came  into  the  N  W 
corner  from  the  N.  and  N.  W.,  early  in  September*  and  were  to  some  extent  prevented from  reaching  beyond  the  points  indicated,  by  south  winds. 

They  entered  the  S.  W.  counties  from  the  S.  W.  nearly  a  month  later,  invadino- 
Newton  and  McDonald  by  September  23,  and  reaching  the  middle  of  Barry  by  the first  of  October,  and  Cedar  by  the  middle  of  this  month.  It  is  quite  clear  that  the 
eastern  limit  of  the  swarms  which  came  from  the  N.  and  N.  W.  was  recediucr  west- 

ward after  they  reached  N.  W.  Missouri,  and  that  S.  W.  Missouri,  S.  E.  Kansaslud  N 
W.  Arkansas  would  have  escaped  had  it  not  been  for  W.  and  S.  W.  winds  that  brou-ht 
back  insects  which  had  reached  south  of  these  points.  ° 

The  dates  of  arrival  of  the  insects  are  nearly  a  month  later  than  in  1874,  and  in 
this  respect  the  1S76  invasion  more  nearly  resembles  that  of  1860.  It  was  also  less 
immediately  disastrous  than  that  of  1874,  and  most  crops  were  either  garnered  or 
beyond  injury,  and  the  principal  damage  was  to  the  Fall  wheat,  which,'' as  already stated,  was  eaten  down,  and  in  most  cases  effectually  destroyed,  at  a  time,  too,  when  it 
was  generally  too  late  to  do  anything  more  than  let  the  ground  lie  over  to  plant  in corn  in  Spring. 

Various  correspondents  note  that  all  the  holes  made  by  the  female  were  found  to 
contain  no  eggs  when  examined,  and  they  argue  therefrom  that  few  or  no  e-o-g  have 

been  laid.  From  what  I  said  two  years  ago  (Rep.  7,  p.  123),  and  from  the  philo'^sophy  of the  process  of  egg-laying  (given  further  on),  it  follows  that  such  reasoning  is  fallacious, 

♦According  to  Signal  Service  Reports  some  were  seen  in  Nodaway  county  much  earlier. 
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for  all  holes  left  by  the  female  are  more  or  less  completely  empty,  since  whenever  ovipo- 
sition  has  taken  place,  the  hole  is  filled  up. 

Locusts,  or  "  grasshoppers,"  were  reported  as  quite  troublesome  in  Ste.  Genevieve 
and  other  eastern  counties,  but  they  were  invariably  the  common  Red-legged  species 

(  femur-rubrum). 

Andrew  Co.— If  vou  draw  a  line  about  five  or  six  miles  west  of  the  One  Hundred 
and  Two  River  and  Savannah,  about  due  north  and  south,  it  will  show  the  extreme 
eastern  boundary  of  the  locust  this  year  in  this  county.  It  will  show  you,  at  its  northern 
extremity,  a  strip  of  about  eight  miles  east  of  the  JSTodaway  River  infested  ;  while  at 
its  southern  point  it  will  be  only  about  two  miles.  A  great  many  eggs  are  there  depos- 

ited, but  not  so  many  as  were  left  two  years  ago ;  nor  is  there  so  much  alarm  felt  now 
as  then.  The  locusts  arrived  late,  yet  in  lime  to  eat  up  Fall  wheat  before  the  frost 
arrested  their  progress.  Where  1  live— four  miles  east  of  Bolckovv— there  were  no 
locusts  and  no  eggs,  and  we  do  not  feel  much  alarm  for  next  year. 

BoLCKOW,  Mo.,  Nov.  26,  187G.  R.  H.  TALBOT. 

The  locusts  visited  this  county  in  the  Fall,  but  only  the  western  part.    It  was  late 
in  the  Fall  when  they  came.    They  laid  some  eggs,  but  they  did  no  great  damage. 

Whitksvillk,  Mo  ,  Dec.  1,  1876.  J.  F.  SMITH. 

The  locusts  flew  into  Andrew  county  in  large  numbers.  They  did  not  go  farther 
east  tlian  the  center  of  the  county  ;  but  in  the  northwest  and  western  parts  they  depos- 

ited their  es"gs  in  great  numbers,  and  the  prospect  is  that  next  year  the  supply  will 
exceed  the  "demand.  JOHN  K.WHITE. 

Flag  Si-rings,  Mo.,  Dec.  9,  1876. 

The  grasshoppers  were  in  the  northwest  part  of  this  county  and  did  some  damage 
to  wheat  crops.  They  deposited  some  eggs.  lujurj'  from  them  in  the  Fall  was 
small.  J.   KIMBERTIN. 

RocHESTEK,  Mo.,  Dec.  18,  1876. 

Atchison  Co. — The  locusts  commenced  to  drop  here  the  first  day  of  September, 
coming  from  the  north  with  the  first  north  wind  we  had  for  some  time,  and  commenced 
depositing  their  eggs  on  the  fourth,  staying  with  us  till  the  wind  got  in  the  north 
again,  wiien  many  would  leave  every  clear  morning,  but  only  to  be  replaced  in  the 
evening  by  others.  Though  their  numbers  have  greatly  diminished  in  the  last  few 
days,  timothy  meadows,  pastures,  gardens  and  all  available  places  are  full  of  eggs,  in 
many  instances  from  three  to  five  thousand  to  the  square  foot ;  Fall  wheat  and  turnips 
are  eaten  off  close  to  the  ground,  and  what  timothy  Is  not  already  destroyed,  will  surely 
be  in  the  Spring  when  the  eggs  hatch.  C.  E.  TREAD  WELL. 

RocKPORT,  Mo.,  Sept.  10,  1876.  ' 

[Dispatches  from  various  parts  of  thercounty  show  that  during  the  early  part  of 
September  the  insects  continually  came  from  the  N.  W.,but  poured  down  in  increased 
numbers  on  the  11th.  By  the  middle  of  October  the  unusually  warm  weather  had 
about  that  time  caused  many  of  the  eggs  to  hatch.] 

The  Rocky  Mountain  Locusts  came  upon  us  in  September  and  October.  The  only 
damage  done  by  them  was  to  the  Fall  wheat  and  rye.  They  covered  the  entire  county, 
so  far  as  I  could  ascertain,  depositing  their  eggs  all  over  it.  When  they  commenced 
laying,  the  ground  was  wet,  and  they  did  not  appear  (as  far  as  my  observation  extended) 
to  deposit  as  many  eggs  as  heretofore  in  their  cells — not  over  half  of  them  having  eggs 
in,  and  even  these  being  seldom  more  than  half  filled.  I  have  heard  of  some  of  the 
eggs  hatching  out  late  in  the  season,  but  saw  nothing  of  the  kind  myself.  I  made 
examinations  some  time  in  the  latter  part  of  October,  and  found  what  appeared  to  be 
the  common  maggot  in  the  cells,  the  eggs  in  the  same  having  the  appearance  of  being 
spoiled,  many  being  addled  or  entirely  without  substance  in  the  shell.  There  is  consider- 

able anxiety  among  our  farmers,  as  well  as  in  the  community  generally,  as  to  what  they 
will  do  the  coming  season.  Much  could  be  done,  in  my  opinion,  by  concerted  action 

in  the  early  Spring  months,  in  destroying  the  eggs  and  the  "hoppers''  as  soon  as 
hatched.  If  half  the  time  given  to  grumbling  and  loafing,  in  this  community,  had 
been  spent  in  active  efforts  against  the  "  hoppers,"  in  past  seasons,  and  had  such 
efforts  been  sreneral  throughout  the  grasshopper  regions,  an  immense  amount  might 
have  been  saved  to  the  country.  JOHN  D.  DOPF. 

RocKPORT,  Mo.,  Aec.  3,  1876. 

Barry  Co. — The  grasshoppers  came  into  this  county  about  the  first  of  October, 
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from  the  west,  and  exteiirled  to  the  eastern  border.    As  far  as  thev  came  east  thev  hiid 
eggs.    They  worked  on  the  wheat-tields.  \V.  F.  TUTTLE. 

GoLDEX,  Mo.,  Dec.  3,  187G. 

Barioti  Co. — The  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  made  its  appearance  in  this  county  about 
the  25th  of  September  last,  coming  from  the  south  and  southwest.  Tiiey  have 
destroyed  tlie  wheat  in  tlie  southern  and  western  portions  of  the  county,  but  have  not 
done  so  much  damage  nortli  or  east.  They  laid  a  great  many  cg^^,  some  of  whicli 
hatched  out  before  the  cold  spell  we  have  lately  had.  A.  A.  DVK. 

Lamar,  Mo.,  Nov.  26,  1876. 

I  take  the  earliest  opportunity  of  giving  the  limited  information  I  am  in  possession 
of.  The  grasshoppers  came  into  the  northeast  portion  ot  Barton  county  in  small  num- 

bers on  the  2d  of  October,  from  thesoutliwest ;  and  again,  in  large  numbers  on  the  13th, 
trom  the  south.    They  destroyed  all  the  late  wheat,  but  deposited  few  egjrs. 

DOYLESPORT,  Mo.,  Dcc.  9, 1876.  J.  J.  BRYNING. 

The  grasshoppers  did  visit  our  county  last  Fall.  Thev  came  from  the  west,  or, 
perhaps,  from  the  southwest.  Came  into  the  western  part  of  the  county  in  destructive 
numbers  about  October  20th,  arriving  at  Lamar  about  two  weeks  later. 

In  the  southwestern  corner  of  tliis  county  the  wheat  is  all,  or  nearly  all,  destroyed. 
In  the  northwestern  corner,  early  sowed  wheat  is  from  one-third  to  one-half  remain- 

ing— late  sowed  wheat  is  all  gone.  At  Lamar,  the  destruction  is  less.  In  the  S.  E. 
corner  of  the  county  wheat  was  much  injured.  In  the  N.  E.  corner  wheat  was  not 
injured  at  all.  They  remained  where  they  first  lit  down  until  frozen  up  in  sleet  and 
snow.  Large  pieces  of  wheat  are  less  injured  than  small  ones,  as  the  hoppers  com- 

menced on  the  edges  and  worked  toward  the  center.  Farmers  could  not  sow  over,  as 
the  hoppers  lemained  until  cold  weather.  It  is  impossible  to  say  how  much  of  the 
wheat  that  was  eaten  off  will  recover,  as  the  ground  froze  up  and  wlieat  stopped  grow- 

ing as  soon  as  the  hoppers  died.  We  know,  however,  that  the  wheat  at  the  edges  is 
killed,  but  we  cannot  tell  before  growing  weather  how  far  in  it  is  killed.  I  have  two 
large  pieces,  containinjr  91  acres,  in  N.VV.  corner  of  county,  that  I  believe  one-third 
remains  uninjured  ;  while  a  13-acre  piece,  110  rods  long,  I  believe  is  all  gone.  I  believe 
that  most  farmers  are  preparing  to  sow  oats  early  in  the  Spring  around  the  edges  of 
their  wheat  fields,  and  it  is  hoped  that  this  course  will  destroy  tlie  eggs.  There  were 
comparatively  few  eggs  deposited.  WM.  H.  AVEHY. 

Lamar,  Mo.,  Dec.  22, 1876. 

Bates  Co. — No  part  of  this  county  was  visited  by  the  locusts  this  Fall.  The  south- 
ern part  of  Vernon  was  ;  also,  all  Barton,  Jasper,  Newton,  McDonald  and  the  western 

parts  of  most  counties  immediately  east  of  those  named.  Thev  deposited  their  eggs 
in  all  parts  visited.  G.  B.  HICKMAN. 

Mulberry,  Mo.,  Dec.  14,  1876. 

[Addie  Haynes,  of  Rockville,  and  others,  report  them  to  some  extent  in  the  western 
half  of  the  county,  and  some  eggs  laid  as  far  east  as  Butler.] 

"We  have  not  had,  so  far  as  my  knowledge  extends,  any  Eocky  Mountain  Locusts 
the  past  season  in  our  county.  Our  people  sowed  last  Fall  a  larger  luimber  of  acres  of 
wheat  than  they  had  put  in  for  the  previous  three  years,  and  all  the  wheat  fields,  up  to 
the  present  time,  look  very  promising  for  a  good  crop.  CHAS.  J.  R0B0RD3. 

HuDSox,  Mo.,  Jan.  3,  1877. 

Benton  Co. — No  locusts  came  into  Benton  county  this  Fall. 
Warsaw,  Mo.,  Nov.  29,  1876.  JAMES  H.  LAY. 

The  locusts  did  not,  to  my  knowledge,  visit  this  county  in  the  Fall.  If  thev  did  at 
all,  it  wa>  in  the  northwest  part,  and  very  few.  J.  H.  MAXWELL. 

Mt.  View,  Mo.,  Dec.  16,  1876. 

Buchanan  Co. — No  "  hoppers  "  visited  any  part  of  this  county  last  Fall,  nor  do  I 
think  they  came  nearer  than  twenty  miles  west  of  it.  M.  W.  FAKRIS, 

Agexcy,  Mo.,  Nov.  28,  1876. 

Cass  Co. — There  were  no  locusts  in  the  county  during  the  year. 
AusTix,  Nov.  30,  1876.  H.  L.  HEWITT. 
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There  have  been  no  locusts  in  this  county  the  present  year  for  which  all  good 

citizens  are  truly  g^rateful.  WM.  A.  bMllH.. 
East  Lynne,  Mo.,  Dec.  3,  1876. 

There  were  a  few  scattered  grasshoppers  in  this  county  during  the  Fall,  but  I  am 

not  sure  they  were  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  species.  They  did  no  damage  and  laid  no 

eggs.  In  fact,  depredating  insects  were  remarkably  scarce  this  Fall,  except  the  i^lat- headed  Apple-tree  Borer,  which  was  more  numerous  than  usual.  „„^,.t 
Eaymore,  Mo.,  Dec.  4,  187G.  W-  H.  BARRON. 

A  few  Rocky  Mountain  Locusts  alighted  in  the  southern  border  of  Cass  county, 

and  also  in  our  neighborhood,  near  Harrisonville  ;  but  very  few.  This  was  about  the 

end  of  October  and  beginning  of  November.  I  don't  think  they  laid  any  eggs  m  this 
county  ;  I  have  seen  no  signs  of  them.  On  the  5th,  Gth  and  7th  of  November,  I  was 

in  the  southwestern  part  of  Bates  county,  and  there  I  saw  more  of  them.  I  saw  that 

the  young  wheat  was  eaten  off,  and,  alter  hunting  a  little,  I  found  them  huddled  in 
vinder  the  blades  of  the  wheat.  ,  ..     •    ̂ i. 

Their  general  course  of  flying  was  southeast,  and  I  think  it  was  too  late^  in  the 
season  for  them  to  deposit  any  eggs.  DAVID  DEFAKAUGH. 

Raymore,  Mo.,  Dec.  IS,  iS76. 

Cedar  Co.— The  grasshoppers  came  to  this  county  in  October,  and  remained  until 
the  snow  came  and  destroyed  them.  They  laid  eggs  all  the  time  they  were  here,  and 
ate  all  the  wheat  iu  the  county.  G.  W.  MONTGOMERY. 

Stocktox,  Mo.,  Dec.  2, 1876. 

The  locusts  arrived  here  about  the  16th  of  October,  and  began  at  once  to  bore  into 

the  ground  and  deposit  their  eggs.  Thej-  chose  the  hardest  ground  they  could  find, 

seeming  to  prefer  that  which  was  sandy  or  gravelly.  They  continued  coming  for  two 
weeks,  and  would  average  one  to  every  square  foot  of  the  whole  ground.  They 
devoured  about  nine-tenths  of  the  wheat  in  this,  the  south  part  of  the  county.  They 

came  from  the  southwest.  ^V".  SMILE  i . 
Stockton,  Mo.,  Dec.  2,  1876. 

Locusts  were  here  in  vast  numbers,  laying  eggs  and  destroying  nearly  all  the 
wheat.  C.  AV.  JORDAN. 

Whitehake,  Mo.,  Dec.  9,  1876. 

Caldwell  Co.— No  injury  from  locnsts  in  this  county,  and  no  eggs  laid. 
Gould  Farm,  Mo.,  Dec.  23,  1876.  C.  L.  GOULD. 

Clay  Co.— No  part  of  our  county  was  visited  by  locusts  the  past  season. 
Harlem,  Mo,,  Nov.  30,  1876.  J.  C.  EVANS. 

The  Rocky  Mountain  Locusts  did  not  make  their  appearance  in  this  vicinity  at  any 
time  during  the  year  1876.  An  occasional  straggler  could  be  seen  during  September  and 
October.    None  but  close  observers  noticed  them.  DAN.  CARPENTER. 

Barry,  Mo.,  Nov.  30,  1876. 

Dade  Co.— The  locusts  came  the  first  week  In  October  in  sufficient  force  to  destroy 
about  all  of  our  Fall  wheat.  They  laid  eg^$,  which,  in  dry  spots,  hatched  out,  and  the 
young  hoppers  have  been  killed  by  the  frost.  R.  A.  WORKMAN. 

Greenfield,  Mo.,  Dec.  11. 1876. 

DeKalh  Co.— Delvalb  county  has  not  been  visited  by  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust 
this  vear.  G.  E.SHU LZ. 

Havana,  Mo.,  Dec.  2, 1876. 

Gentry  Co.— A  few  scattered  grasshoppers  were  seen  passing  over  the  county  this 
Fall,  but  none  stayed.    They  were  flying  very  high  In  air,  and  to  the  southwest. 

Mt.  Pleasant,  Mo.,  Dec.  3,  1876.  CHARLES  S.  WHITESCARVER. 

One  flight  of  locusts  passed  over  this  county.  Wind  from  the  N.  W.  A  few 
stayed  here.    No  deposit  of  e^^». 

Gentryville,  Mo.,  Dec.  16,  1876.  HUGH  STEVENSON. 
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There  were  a  few  Rocky  Mountain  Locusts  along  the  western  part  of  the  county, 
but  the}'  staved  only  a  few  days,  and  deposited  no  eggs.  LEVI  LONG. 

Island  City,  Mo  ,  Dec.  29,  1876. 

Greene  Co. — There  were  no  hoppers  in  Greene  county,  except  in  the  S.  W.  corner, 
where  they  came  too  late  to  do  much  harm.  Some  passed  over  to  Christian  Co.  and 
did.«ome  injury.    In  Lawrence  Co..  also,  they  did  considerable  mischief. 

SpRiNGyiELD,  Mo.,  Dec.  23,  187G.  F.  F.  FINE. 

Harrison  Co. — Only  a  few  straggling  grasshoppers  fell  into  this  county  the  past  sea- 
son ;  they  deposited  no  eggs.  Their  nearest  approach,  in  large  numbers,  was  about  40 

miles  west  of  us.  JOSEPH  WHITELEY. 
New  Castle,  Mo.,  Dec.  4,  187G. 

There  has  not  been  any  locusts  or  grasshoppers  in  this  county  this  fall. 
Eagleville,  Mo.,  Dec.  4,  1876.  Col.  H.  FITCH. 

There  were  no  locusts  in  either  Harrison  or  Mercer  counties  the  past  vear. 
Caixsville,  Mo.,  Dec.  1,  1870.  J.  H.  BURROWS. 

Henry  Co  — The  locusts  did  not  get  to  our  county  this  year.  They  reached  the 
counties  South  and  West  of  us.  We  have  a  few,  remaining  from  a  year  ago,  that  seem 
to  be  acclimated,  and  they  are  enough,  with  our  native  hoppers,  to  eat  considerable 
wheat ;  but  the  weather  is  good  for  their  destruction  this  Fall.  T.  J.  QUICK. 

Gaixes,  Mo. 

A  few  Rocky  Mountain  Locusts  came  to  this,  the  eastern  part  of  Henry  Co.;  but  I 
have  seen  none,  neither  have  I  heard  of  any  depositing  their  eggs. 

Leesyille,  Mo.,  Dec.  12, 187G.  J.  E.  STRINGER. 

Hickory  Co. — The  locust  came  into  the  southwest  part  of  this  county  in  the  latter 
part  of  September.  They  did  little  or  no  damage,  as  they  came  in  late,  and  were  but 
few  in  number.  I  do  not  believe  they  laid  any  eggs  here.  Our  native  locusts, 
this  Summer,  were  fewer  than  I  have  ever  seen  them,  and  I  have  lived  on  a  farm  in  Mis- 

souri since  1849.  W.  L.  SNIDOW. 
Elkton,  Mo.,  Dec.  7,  1876. 

Not  any  part  of  Hickory  county  was  visited  by  the  grasshoppers,  nor  any  part  of 
this  (Cass  Co.)  They  have  been  South  of  us  in  Vernon,  Cedar,  Polk  and  parts  of  St. 
Clair  counties,  depositing  eggs.  C.  J.  HOSTETTER. 

East  Lynxe,  Cass  Co.,  Mo. 

Holt  Co. — The  grasshoppers  {Caloptenus spretus)  commenced  their  flight  over  us 
to-day  at  12  o'clock  m  ,  going  in  a  southeasterly  direction.  Wind  is  blowing  from  the 
North,  which  is  very  favorable  for  thein  in  their  journey  this  way.  They  are  not  in 
very  great  numbers  as  yet;  but  are  reported  as  being  in  immense  numbers  in  the 
North  part  of  the  county.  J.  W.  MAPLE. 

Oregox,  Mo.,  Sept.  8, 1S76. 

The  spretus  are  daily  increasing  in  numbers  here,  taking  all  the  wheat  and  rye 

sown  in  the  county.  They  are  depositing  eggs.  To-day  they  are  going  N.  "W.  Wind South.  J.  W.  MAPLE. 
Oregon,  Mo.,  Sept  26,  1876. 

The  pests  are  still  with  us,  and  are  now  depositing  their  eggs  by  the  million. 
Some  report  that  a  small  white  worm  is  killing  them,  but  I  have  been  unable  to  find 
any  up  to  this  time.     Some  of  the  eggs  are  now  hatching  in  North  parts  of  the  county. 

Oregon,  Mo  ,  Oct.  *12,  1876.  J.  W.  MAPLE. 

Many  of  the  grasshopper  eggs  have  been  destroyed  by  a  small  white  worm,  and 
many  have  been  washed  out  and  destroj'ed  by  exposure  to  the  weather.  The  grass- 

hopper limits  extend  about  5  miles  east  of  the  Nodaway  River,  in  Andrew  Co. 
Oregon,  Mo.,  Dec.  2,  1876.  J.  W.  MAPLE. 
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The  locusts  have  spread  all  over  this  county,  and  have  deposited  their  egrgrs  in  vast 

quantities,  thoug^h  perhaps  less  than  in  '74.  I  examined  many  of  their  perforations, 
and  in  some  localities  found  at  least  three-fourths  empty  ;  in  the  others,  trom  12  to  20 
eggs.  A  few  passed  over  here  the  25th  of  August,  and  oceassionally  thereafter,  until 
the  20th  September,  Avhen  they  came  in  large  numbers.  They  had  destroj^ed,  by  the  25th 
of  September  nearly  all  the  wheat  and  rye  in  the  county.  On  the  2Gth  they  were  first 
noticed  layinuf  eggs  here.  A  fevv  were  noticed  on  the  11th  of  November,  some  on  the 
ground,  others  flyino:  North.  Many  farmers  have  resown  their  devastated  fields,  and 
will  no  doubt  profit  by  so  doinjj.  Some  say  that  worms  and  hngs  have  been  destroying 
the  eggs,  also  that  the  eggs  have  been  hatching  out  in  exposed  places.  The  experience 
of  sonie  of  our  farmers  is  against  turning  the  eggs  under  in  the  Fall  or  Spring. 

Oregon,  Mo.,  Nov.  29, 1876.  WM.  KAUCHER. 

The  grasshoppers  were  all  over  this  county,  and  laid  more  eggs  than  they  did  two 
years  ago,  the  ground  being  literally  filled  with  them. 

BiGELOw,  Mo.,  Dec.  2,  1876.  J.  H,  CROW. 

From  examination  made  in  various  parts  of  the  county  by  several  faraiers  and 
others,  the  eggs  of  the  locusts  seem  to  be  rotted.  This  is  ascribed  to  the  wet  weather, 
we  had  some  few  weeks  ago.  CLAEKP]  IKVINE. 

Okegox,  Mo.,  Dec.  3, 1876. 

The  Rocky  Mountain  locusts  came  here  last  Fall  in  September;  they  came  from 
the  North,  and  deposited  iheir  eggs  in  great  quantities  ;  some  stayed  till  cold  weather 

killed  them,  and  some  wenton  South,  Some  say  their  eggs  have  "turned  to  worms  and will  not  hatch,  which  might  be  the  case,  for  I  noticed,  myself,  some  worms  in  the  cells, 
but  whether  they  were  deposited  bv  the  hoppers,  or  not,  I  am  unable  to  sav. 

Forrest  City,  Mo.,  Dec.  18, 187G.  J.  D.  AVHITE. 

The  locusts  extended  all  over  our  county.  They  came  from  the  N.  W.  about 
September  20th.  The  ground  is  fuller  of  eggs  than  ever  before.  All  the  wheat  was 
taken  up  ;  rye  also.  A  few  resowed,  but  it  makes  no  show.  They  stayed  here  until 
frozen  to  death.  BENNET  KING. 

Oregon,  Mo  ,  Dec.  25, 1876. 

Jasper  Co. — The  grasshoppers  or  locusts  came  here  October  2d,  and  again  on  the 
3d,  5th,  8th  and  9th.  Ten  years  ago  they  reached  three  miles  east  of  here,  now,  they 
are  several  miles  still  further  east.  No  doubt  in  a  week  the  wheat  will  be  all  destroyed, 
as,  indeed,  most  of  it  is  already.  They  came  from  the  southwest.  Wind  south.  They 
did  no  damage  here  in  the  Springs  of  1867  and  1875.  THOS.  McNALLlE. 

Sarcoxie,  Mo.,  Oct.  14,  1876. 

The  grasshoppers  made  their  appearance  in  this  coitnty  again  on  the  2d  of  Octo- 
ber. The  wind  was  blowing  from  the  soixthwest  during  tlie  day.  About  noon  they 

came  into  the  city  ;  the  sky  was  darkened  with  them.  They  soon  covered  the  entire 
county,  and  at  once  began  their  onslaught  upon  the  Avheat  fields.  Jasper  county 
farmers  had  put  in  more  wheat  than  they  had  ever  done  before  ;  the  season  being 
favorable,  it  was  making  rapid  growth,  and  the  future  looked  encouraging  with  promi- 

ses of  a  large  wheat  crop.  In  a  few  days,  scarcely  a  spear  of  wheat  was  to  be  seen 
over  the  entire  county.  However,  at  the  close  of  November  they  began  to  leave  ;  and 
large  quantities  of  them  were  found  dead  ;  many  seeming  to  have  been  destroyed  by 
an  insect.  They  deposited  eggs,  some  of  which  hatctied  out  duving  the  warm  days  in 
November.  In  some  of  the  late  sown  fields  the  wheat  seems  to  be  starting  again  ;  and 
some  farmers  have  resown  portions  of  their  fields,  in  the  hope  that  a  favorable  Winter 
will  secure  a  crop.  The  eastern  line  seems  to  have  extended  to  the  west  of  Green 
county.  JOSIAH  TILDEN. 

Carthage,  Mo  ,  Nov.  20, 1876. 

On  the  2d  of  October  the  grasshoppers  made  their  first  appearance  here,  coming 
from  southwest  and  going  northeast,  in  such  numbers  as  to,  in  a  measure,  obscure  the 

sun's  rays.  They  stayed  here  in  millions,  until_  killed  by  cold  ;  eating-  up  all  growing 
wheat  and  green  grass.  The  ground  was  perforated  in  all  directions  with  innumerable 
holes,  and  1  suppose  they  deposited  eggs  in  great  abundance.  We  are  in  the  eastern 
part  of  the  countv,  a  few  miles  from  the  Lawrence  county  line. 

Reeds,  Mo.,  Dec.  8,  1876.  J.  M.  THORNBURG. 

Myriads  of  grasshoppers  were  passing  over  Granby,  from  southwest  to  northeast* 
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on  Sunday  and  Monday,  the  8th  and  9th.  A  oflance  upward  towards  the  sun  revealed 
them  filling  the  air  as  far  as  vi-ion  could  extend,  as  thick  as  snowflalves  in  a  storm,  and- 
they  drifted  alons;  with  the  breeze,  and  Uuttered  down  at  your  feet  occa'<ionally,  or  lit 
on  your  nose,  with  as  much  unconcern  as  if  they  had  been  a  part  of  the  elements. 
The  bushes  and  sides  of  the  road  were  speedily  thick  with  them. — St.  Louts  Republican, 
Oct.  1,  1S76. 

The  locusts  were  all  over  the  county  in  o:reat  numbers.  They  laid  a  great  many 
egrgs,  but  as  most  of  them  hatched  out  this  Fall,  I  appreliend  no  trouble  next  Sprinjf. 
They  came  in  September,  and  stayed  until  killed  by  frost.  No  wheat  recovered,  as  far 
as  I  know.    Farmers  generally  resowed,  but  the  wheat  has  not  come  up. 

S-MiTHFiELD,  Mo  ,  Dec.  20,  187G.  WM.  G.  L.  CRIAG. 

The  wheat  that  was  eaten  off  did  not  recover.  Very  few  farmers  have  resown. 
There  will  be  no  wheat  crop  in  this  and  adjoining  counties  tliis  year.  Next  Fall  there^ 
will  not  be  much  sown  on  account  of  scarcity  of  seed,  and  dread  of  the  hopper.  Some 
farmers  are  contemplating  a  crop  of  oats  on  their  wheat  ground ;  others,  flax  and 

barley.  '  J.  M.  PETERSON. January  2,  1877. 

Jackson  Co. — There  were  no  Rocky  Mountain  locusts  in  this  county  the  past  Fall, 
and,  per  consequence,  no  eggs  deposited.     Cliinch  bugs  were  seen  in  the  earlv  Fall. 

Hickman  Mills,  Mo.,  Dec.  4,  187G.  W.  S.  PARRISH. 

The  grasshoppers  did  not  deposit  any  eggs  here;  onlj'  a  few  straggling  ones,  and- 
they  perhaps  of  native  species  made  their  appearance.  JACOB  GREGG. 

Stony  Point,  Mo.,  Dec.  10,  1870. 

Johnson  Co. — The  Rocky  Mountain  locust  failed  to  visit  us  the  pist  season.  A  few 
were  noticed  very  high  in  the  air,  passing  over  with  the  wind,  but  none  alighted.  We 
have  no  chinch  bugs  at  all  this  season,  owing,  perhaps,  to  the  fact  that  the  small  grain 
was  totally  destroyed  by  the  hoppers  in  1S75.  But  such  other  pe^ts  as  usually  trouble 
us  were  very  numerous  and  destructive.  D.  B.  KEAVIS. 

KiNGSviLLfi,  Mo.,  Dec.  4,  1870. 

No  grasshoppers  came  here  this  season.    They  appeared  in  Barton  county  in  Oc 

tober,  though  not  in  great  numbers,  and  west  of  that  county,  in  Kansas,  for  a  hun" dred  miles,  they  were  very  numerous,  and  depositing  iheir  eggs,  at  the  end  of  Sep- 
tember. W.  A.  CAMPBELL. 

HoLDEN,  Mo  ,  Nov.  27,  1870. 

There  were  no  grasshoppers  in  our  countj^^  this  Fall.  There  may  have  been  some at  the  southwest  corner  of  the  county,  but  I  do  not  think  so. 
Warrensburg,  Mo.,  Dec.  8,  1870.  J.  L.  CLELAND. 

Fayetteville— None.  J.  L.  MOTSINGER. 

Lafayette  Co  — Lafayette  county  has  not  been  visited  this  year  by  the  Rocky 
Mountain  locust.  J.  BELT. 

Lexington,  Mo. 

No  locusts  came  into  this  county  the  past  season,  or  into  Jackson  countv  either. 
Sni-a-bar,  Mo.,  1870.  J.  T.  FERGUSON. 

Lafayette  Co. — There  were  a  few  of  the  genuine  Rocky  Mountain  locusts  with  us 
during  the  latter  part  of  September,  and  beginning  of  October  ;  but  they  were  so  few 
in  number  as  to  pass  almost  unnoticed,  and  were  supposed  to  be  stragglers,  from  a 
flight  that  pa.ssed  down  through  Kansas,  depositing  a  vast  number  of  eggs  as  far  South 
as  Montgomery  county,  in  that  State.  If  those  that  were  in  this  county  laid  anj'  eggs,. 
they  were  so  few  as  not  to  be  observed,  and  it  is  my  opinion  that  none  were  deposited. 

As  to  what  part  of  the  county  was  invaded,  it  would  be  hard  to  tell,  as  thej'^  were  sa 
few  in  number;   and  the  f\ict  that  they  mix  up  with  the  natives,  adds  to  the  difficulty. 

AuLLSViLLE,  Mo.,  December  10,  1870.  JAS.  E.  GLADISH. 

Lawrence  Co. — The  locusts  came  into  this  county  about  the  5th  of  October.  Their 
course  was  North.  A  small  portion  of  the  southeast.part  of  the  county  was  not  visited 
by  them,  and  there  the  wheat  crops  are  not  hurt ;  but  they  spread  over  all  other  parts, 
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gating-  up  thousands  of  acres  of  wheat.  Some  farmers  have  resown,  but  many  have 
not.  They  deposited  their  eggs  by  the  acre,  choosing,  strange  to  say,  the  hardest  and 
most  gravelly  places  to  lay  them  in.  I  found,  on  examination,  just  at  the  setting  in  of 

"Winter,  that  very  many  of  the  eggs  had  so  far  advanced  as  to  resemble  small  white maggots.  The  hoppers  have  penetrated  considerably  farther  East  this  year  in  this 
•county  than  they  have  ever  done  before.  W.  S.  GOODMAN. 

Mt.  Vernox,  Mo.,  December  12,  1876. 

McDonald  Co. — The  Rocky  Mountain  locust  visited  all  parts  of  McDonald  county, 
•and  deposited  their  eggs  very  liberally,  some  of  which  hatched  out  before  the  cold 
set  in.  W.  D.  POLSON. 

Newton  Co. — First  saw  the  grasshopper  here  on  September  29.  On  Sunday  the  sky 
was  full  of  them,  going  East.  From  here  to  Joplin  they  are  everywhere  :  to-day  the 
ground  is  covered,  and  the  air  filled  with  them.  They  are  at  Granbv.  Farmers  are 
afraid  to  sow  wheat.  G.  C.  BEOADHEAD. 

Nkosho,  Mo.,  October  7,  1876. 

Grasshoppers  came  into  the  west  part  of  this  county  in  large  numbers  on  the  23d 
■of  September,  and  soon  extended  all  over  it.  They  came  from  Northwest  at  first,  but 
soon  they  came  from  all  parts,  as  the  wind  blew.  They  would  rise  and  fly  off  in  the 
fore  part  of  the  day,  and  a  new  lot  would  come  in  at  night.  They  continued  very 
numerous  till  the  sleet  storm  in  November,  which  killed  them;  and  they  filled  the 
ground  witli  eggs  ;  some  of  which  hatched  out,  and  some  were  destroved,  but  plenty 

yet  remain.  JOHN"  THRASHER. Neosho,  Mo.,  December  7, 1876. 

The  locusts  came  into  all  parts  of  this  county  in  vast  swarms,  and  laid  large  quan- 
tities of  eggs ;  every  batch  of  land  that  was  bare,  and  not  too  hard,  is  filled  with  them, 

and  some  lew  have  hatched  out  this  Fall.  W.  II.  VVETHERELL. 
Seneca,  Mo.,  December  6,  1876. 

Nodaioay  Co. — The  Grasshoppers  came  into  this  county  from  the  Northwest  on 
11th  of  September,  and  left,  going  southwest,  on  the  26th  of  October.  They  spread 
■over  about  two-thirds  of  the  county,  but  the  northeast  they  did  not  reach,  and  that 
part  remained  uninjured.  They  deposited  eggs,  but  not  so  many  as  was  expected  from 
their  numbers.  Many  fields  of  wheat  in  the  western  part  of  the  county  were  entirely 
destroyed.    The  greatest  damage  was  done  to  fall  grain  and  meadows. 

Pickering,  Mo.  M.  B.  W.  HARMAN. 

The  locust  came  into  the  west  or  northwest  portion  of  our  county  late  in  the  Fall. 
In  the  extreme  West  they  laid  eggs,  and  devoured  the  Fall  wheat. 

LuTESTON,  Mo.,  December  14,  1876.  WM.  H.  CLARK. 

The  grasshoppers  were  in  the  northern  and  western  portions  of  this  county 
last  Fall,  but  did  little  damage.  They  laid  eggs,  but  opinions  differ  as  to  the  probability 
■of  their  hatching  out  next  Spring.  Many  contend  that  some  kind  of  insect  has  de- 

stroyed them,  as,  repeatedly,  when  the  holes  in  which  they  were  deposited  were  dug 
into,  no  eggs  were  found.  T.  D.  WALLACE. 

Hopkins,  Mo.,  December  3,  1876. 

Pettis  Co. — A  few  grasshoppers  came  into  this  county  last  Fall,  but  I  do  not  think 
they  laid  any  eggs.     They  did  no  damage.  J.  K.  P.  IDOL,  M.  D. 

IIousTONiA,  Mo.,  November  30,  1876. 

The  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  did  not  visit  any  part  of  Pettis  countv  during  the 
year  1876.  O.  A.  CEANDALL. 

Sedalia,  Mo.,  December  11, 1876. 

Platte  Co. — No  locusts  here  this  year.  Sixty  miles  north  and  west  is  as  near  as  they 
•came  to  us.  JAMES  ADKINS. 

Platte  City,  Mo.,  Dec.  1,  1876. 
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No  locusts  in  our  county  this  Fall ;  a  few  are  reported  to  have  fallen  from  a  great 
height,  carried  out  of  their  course  by  adverse  w^inds.  R.  P.  C.  WILSON. 

Plattk  Ci.ty,  Mo,  December  1,  187G. 

Polk  Co. — The  locusts  came  into  our  county  last  Fall  at  a  late  date.  They  did  not 
get  so  far  East  as  this  in  largje  quantities ;  but  at  the  western  border  of  the  county  they 
•were  numerous,  thouo:h  1  have  been  unable  to  ascertain  whether  or  not  they  deposited 

any  egors;  but  they  came  so  late  that  I  hardly  think  they  did.       T.  W.  "WILSON. 
Payne's  Prairie,  Mo.,  December  18,  1876. 

In  the  three  western  townships  of  this  county  the  hoppers  have  damaged  the  wheat 
badly,  and  have  deposited  larfre  numbers  of  eggs,  They  have  been  very  destructive  in 
the  eastern  part  of  Dade  and  Cedar  county,  J.  CARSON. 

BoLiVAK,  Mo,  December  lo,  187G. 

No  wheat  was  eaten  off  in  this  immediate  vicinity.  I  do  not  think  any  attempt  was 
made  to  resow  ;  the  damage  was  done  too  late.  I  hear  of  no  measures  being  taken  to 
protect  wheat  or  other  grain  from  the  threatened  ravages.  T.  W.  SIMPSON. 

Payne's  Prairie,  Mo.,  December  30,  1876. 

The  locusts  visited  the  western  portion  of  this  county  some  time  last  Fall,  in  Octo- 
ber or  November,  I  believe,  and  did  considerable  damage  to  a  few  fields  of  young 

wheat;  though  I  think  they  Avere  found  only  in  a  few  isolated  spots.  Don't  know 
whether  they  laid  eggs  or  not.  H.  CAPvR  PRITCHETT. 

MoRRisviLLE,  Mo.,  January  6,  1877. 

The  locusts  visited  the  western  townships  of  our  county,  Jackson,  Madison,  and 
Johnson.  They  made  their  appearance  between  the  1st  and  10th  of  October,  and  came 
from  the  West.  They  filled  the  ground  with  eggs.  Where  most  numerous  they  entirely 
destroj'ed  the  growing  wheat.  J.  M.  LOAFMAN,  M.  D. 

MoRRisviLLE,  Mo.,  December  27,  1876, 

Ray  Co. — No  part  of  our  county  was  visited  by  the  Rocky  Mountain  locusts  during 
the  vear.  W.  R.  MEADOR. 

Hardix,  Mo.,  December  29,  187G. 

St.  Clair  Co. — The  locusts  dropped  in  here  in  very  small  numbers  late  in  October. 
The  wind  was  from  the  north  as  they  were  coming  in,  and  carried  the  greater  part  to 
Texas ;  only  those  that  had  tired  out  staying  with  us.  They  laid  eggs,  and  injured  the 
wheat  somewliat.  I  hear  that  they  have  eaten  all  the  wheat  from  Sac  River  south  to 
Arkansas.    It  is  very  cold  just  now,  and  no  hoppers  visible. 

Collins,  Mo.,  Dec.  2, 1876.  Wm.  H.  FILLERY. 

But  very  few  Rocky  Mountain  Locusts  came  into  the  county  this  year.  None  to 
<lo  any  damage  to  crops.  South  of  us,  in  Barton,  part  of  Cedar  and  Polk  counties, 
they  are  reported  to  have  destroyed  the  wheat  crops  in  places.  JOHN  HILL. 

Taborville,  Mo.,  Dec.  6,  1876. 

Ve?-non  Co. — The  locusts  visited  the  southwestern  portion  of  our  county  this  Fall, 
doing  much  damage  to  wheat.  They  deposited  a  vast  number  of  eggs,  yet  th3  depos- 

its were  not  so  numerous  in  proportion  to  the  number  of  insects  as  in  former  years — 
<5ay  fifty  per  cent.  M.  L.  MODREL. 

Little  Osage,  Mo.,  Dec.  9,  1876. 

They  came  into  the  south  and  west  half  of  Yernon  in  great  numbers,  and,  it  is 
said,  deposited  eggs  as  usual.  Yery  few  appeared  in  the  northeast  part,  and  no  eggs 

deposited  there.  '  J.  A.  PURINTON. 
ScHELL  City,  Mo.,  Dec.  2,  1876. 

No  damage  sustained  in  northeast  part  of  this  county.  But  few  made  their  ap- 
piearance.  In  the  Spring  of  1875,  the  young  appeared  in  immense  numbers,  but  unac- 

countably disappeared  from  this  locality  before  half  grown,  and  did  no  damage. 
ScHELL  City,  Mo.,  Dec.  23,  1876.  J.  A.  PURINTON. 
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The  grasshoppers  destroyed  every  field  of  wheat  with  which  they  came  in  contact, 

beyond  recovery.  On  account  of  the'lateness  of  the  season  fanners  are  letting  their wheat  lands  lay  over  for  corn,  in  the  Spring.  M.  L.  MODREL. 
Little  Osagk,  Mo.,  Jan.  8,  1877. 

Indian  Tkrritory.— They  were  thick  over  most  of  the  Territory,  passing  south- 
ward, from  the  middle  of  September,  and  many  of  them  remaining  through  the  season. 

They  rendered  horse-back  travel  extremely  unpleasant. 

Texas— The  swarms  reached  Texas  from  the  North  and  West  about  the  middle  of 

September,  and  from  that  time  forth  till  Winter  were  flying  very  generally,  over  the 

State,  reaching  eventually  latitude  29°,  or  more  definitely  to  the  Gulf  all  the  way  from 
the  Sabine  river  to  Austin.  Their  course  was  almost  due  South,  and  their  injury  con- 

fined to  succulent  vegetables,  shrubs  and  fruit  trees,  the  Orange  and  Cotton  suflering 
more  particularly. 

Mrs.  H.  S.  King,  of  Austin,  writes: 
The  cars  for  about  ten  days  were  so  much  obstructed  on  the  Texas  Central  line  as 

to  necessitate  their  stopping  occassionally  to  clear  the  track  of  the  grasshoppers. 
Though  there  were  millions,  they  were  never  sutticiently  numerous  to  obscure  the 
sun,  even  for  an  instant,  and  they  have  been,  as  they  usually  are  at  this  season,  com- 

paratively harmless  to  vegetation.  For  about  six  weeks  they  would  fly  up  in  the 
promonaders'  face  like  a  pelting  rain,  alighting  on  the  head  and  clothes,  or  taking 
short  flights  in  advance  of  him. 

They  were  especially  thick  on  walls,  fencetops,  and  tree  trunks,  remaining  there 
torpid  until  the  sun  shone  out,  and  during  the  heat  of  the  day  swarming  high  in  air, 
when  they  look  like  snow-flakes,  waited  by  changing  breezes. 

Messrs.  Nelson  and  Sadler,  of  Galveston,  state  that  the  insects  occurred  all  along 

the  line  of  the  Texas  Central  Eailroad.  It  was  most  noticeable,  as  Mr.  Jno.  M. 

Crockett,  of  Dallas,  assures  me,  that  notwithstanding  the  wind  was,  on  the  19th  Sep- 
tember, and  for  a  few  days  thereafter,  when  the  heaviest  flights  occurred,  from  N.,  N. 

E.;  it  yet  varied  much  during  the  invasion,  blowing  mainly  from  the  S.  E.  Neverthe- 
less the  insects  made  steady  progress  southward,  succeeding  best  on  calm  days  and  not 

diyerging  E.  five  miles  in  fiftj'.  Contrary  winds  simply  baflled  them  and  brought  them 
to  the  ground  until  the  conditions  permitted  them  to  continue  their  course. 

Eggs  were  laid  throughout  the  territory  overrun,  and  the  young  hatched  in  large 

quantities  during  the  mild  weather  of  February.  Up  to  the  time  this  writing  goes  into 

the  printer's  hands,  (March  5, 1877),  the  young,  which  have  numerously  hatched  near 
the  Gulf,  have  been  destroyed  by  heavy  cold  rains  that  occurred  the  latter  part  of 

February. 

Arkansas — The  insects  overran  the  extreme  N.  W.  corner  of  this  State,  as  indicated 
in  my  map,  and  were  particularly  bad  in  Benton  county.  Indeed  the  injury  was 

mostly  confined  to  this  county  and  the  region  south  of  it,  the  insects  not  extending 

east  to  Carroll  county.  This  is  the  first  recorded  instance  of  their  reaching  into 

Arkansas.  They  made  their  advent  from  the  7th  to  the  loth  of  October,  coming  with 

the  wind  from  the  N.  W.  and  flying  S.  and  S.  £.,  until  they  struck  the  base  of  Boston 

Mountain.  As  in  our  own  S.  W.  counties,  wheat  was  greatly  injured  by  them,  and 
eggs  were  laid  up  to  the  time  Winter  set  in. 

From  the  foregoing  record,  summed  up  from  numerous  reports 
and  observations,  it  is  manifest  that  the  locusts  that  hatched  and  did 

more  or  less  damage  in  Minnesota  early  in  the  year,  endeavored  to 

get  away  to  the  northwest  as  soon  as  the>  got  wings.  They  were  sub- 

sequently repulsed  and  borne  back  again  by  the  winds  to  their  hatch- 
ing places  ;  thence  south  and  southwest  into  Iowa  and  Nebraska.    A& 
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they  rise  and  fly  from  day  to  day  they  concentrate  and  condense, 

since  in  passing  over  a  given  area  during  the  hotter  parts  of  the  day 

new  accessions  are  constantly  being  made  to  the  flying  hosts  which, 
with  serried  ranks,  descend  in  the  afternoon.  Thus,  in  returning,  the 
swarms  were  thicker  and  more  destructive  in  places  than  they  were 
in  leaving.  Yet  it  is  evident  that  the  column  which  thus  came  back 

to  Minnesota  and  passed  to  the  south  and  southwest  was  more  strag- 
gling than  in  1874,  and  that  by  the  middle  of  the  month  it  had  spent 

its  force  and  loft  eggs  throughout  most  of  the  country  traversed.  Had 

the  invasion  consisted  of  these  only,  the  damage  would  have  been  but 

slight,  and  the  insects  would  hardly  have  reached  into  Kansas.  Their 

eggs,  laid  in  August,  were  far  more  liable  to  injury  and  to  premature 
hatching  than  those  laid  later.  But  it  is  clear  that  fresh  swarms  that 

hatched  in  Dakato,  and  further  northwest,  followed  on  the  heels  of 

the  Minnesota  swarms,  passing  over  much  of  the  same  country  to  the 

east  and  southward  into  Colorado,  and  eventually  overruning  the 
larger  part  of  Nebraska  and  Kansas,  the  Western  half  of  Iowa  and 

some  of  the  Western  counties  in  Missouri,  and  reaching  into  Indian 
Territory,  Texas  and  parts  of  Arkansas. 

The  extent  of  the  region  invaded  will  appear  by  referring  to  the 
map  (Fig.  16).  Coming  generally  later  than  in  1S74,  they  did  less 

damage,  and  the  farmers  were  in  so  much  better  condition  to  with- 
stand injury,  that  it  was  much  less  felt.  In  most  sections  visited,  part 

of  the  migrating  hosts  remained  to  lay  eggs;  and  the  invasion  of  1876 

is  remarkable  as  compared  to  that  of  1874,  for  the  large  extent  of 

country  supplied  with  eggs.  Another  fact  is  notable,  viz:  that  the 

very  parts  of  Minnesota  in  v/hich  eggs  were  laid  in  1875,  and  the  por- 
tions of  Missouri  and  Kansas  in  which  they  were  most  thickly  laid  in 

1874,  escaped  in  1876.  I  cannot  believe,  however,  that  this  is  any- 
thing more  than  coincidence. 

DESTINATION  OF  THE  DEPARTING  SWARMS  OF  1875. 

In  considering  this  subject  a  year  ago,  I  expressed  the  belief — 
founded  on  observation  and  the  records  as  far  as  made — that  the 

swarms  which  left  the  country  south  of  the  44th  parallel  and  the  100th 

meridian  passed  to  the  N.  W.,  reaching  into  N.  W.  Dakota,  Wyoming 

and  Montana.  I  was  unable  at  the  time  to  state  whether  or  not  they 

reached  up  into  British  America,  and  from  the  large  per  centage  of 

the  departing  insects  that  were  diseased  and  that  dropped  on  the 

way,  I  was  led  to  the  following  conclusions : 

We  may  very  justly  conclude  that  a  lar^e  proportion  of  the  insects  which  departed 

from  the  country  invaded  in  IS~4,  perished  on  their  way  toward  the  native  habitat  of the  species,  and  that  those  which  did  not  perish  reached  the  Rocky  Mountain  region  of 
the  Northwest  whence  their  parents  had  come  the  previous  year.    They  struggled  back 
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with  thinned  and  weakened  ranlis,  and  it  will  probably  take  many  years  ere  they 
become  so  prodi<»iously  multiplied  ac^ain,  and  are  enabled  by  favorable  conditions  to 
push  so  far  east  as  they  did  in  the  year  1874.  They  did  some  harm  at  their  restinor 
places  on  the  way,  but  in  a  large  number  of  instances  they  rose  after  their  brief  halts, 
without  doini^  serious  injury.  Nor  can  I  learn  of  any  instances  where  these  swarms 
that  lelt  our  territory  deposited  eof^s.  Had  the  winds  been  adverse  to  their  northwest- 

ern coui'se,  and  obliged  them  to  remain  in  the  country  where  they  hatched,  I  believe 
that  the  bulk,  if  not  all  of  them,  would,  nevertheless,  have  perished  before  lajinj*- 
eggs.— [Rep.  8,  p.  108. 

Information  gathered  during  the  past  year  shows  conclusively 
that  the  insects  which  left  the  Mississippi  Valley  in  1875  did  reach 

into  British  America.  The  Winnepeg  Standard  of  August  19,  1876, 

as  quoted  by  Professor  Whitman,  says  : 

The  locusts  which  hatched  in  Missouri,  Kansas  and  Nebraska,  in  an  area  of  250 
miles  from  east  to  west,  and  3'JO  miles  from  north  to  south,  took  flight  in  June,  and 
invariably  went  northwest,  and  fell  in  innumerable  swarms  upon  the  ree:ions  of  British 
America,  adjoininor  Forts  Pelly,  Carlton  and  Ellice,  coverinsf  an  area  as  large  as  that 
they  vacated  on  the  Missouri  River.  They  were  reinforced  by  the  retiring  column  from 
Manitoba,  and  it  seemed  to  be  hoping  against  hope  that  the  new  swarms  of  1876  would 
not  again  descend  upon  the  settlements  in  the  Red  River  valley.  Intelligence  was 
received  here  that  the  insects  took  flight  from  the  vicinity  of  Fort  Felly  on  the  10th  of 
July,  and  then  followed  a  fortnight  of  intense  suspense. 

Professor  G.  M.  Dawson,  of  Montreal,  writes  :  "You  may  be  in- 
terested in  knowing  that  the  northward  flying  swarms  in  1875  pene- 

trated a  considerable  distance  into  the  region  west  of  Manitoba,  while 

most  of  the  insects  hatching  in  the  latter  Province  went  southeast- 
ward when  winged,  and  that  large  numbers  got  at  least  as  far  east  as 

the  Lake  of  the  Woods."  In  an  interesting  paper  in  the  Canadian 

Naturalist,  on  the  "Appearance  and  Migrations  of  the  locusts  in 

Manitoba  and  the  N.  W.  Territories  in  the  Summer  of  1875,"  Professor 
Dawson  further  gives  many  other  valuable  records,  some  of  which,  as 

bearing  on  the  question  under  consideration,  I  quote  entire,  as  they 
will  hardly  bear  condensing  : 

From  the  reports  now  received  from  Manitoba  and  various  portions  of  the  North- 
west Territory,  and  published  in  abstract  with  these  notes,  it  would  appear  that  during 

the  Summer  of  1875  two  distinct  elements  were  concerned  in  the  locust  manifestation. 
First,  the  insects  hatching  in  the  province  of  Manitoba  and  surrounding  regions,  from 
eggs  left  by  the  western  and  northwestern  invading  swarms  of  the  previous  autumn  ; 
second,  a  distinct  foreign  host,  moving,  for  the  most  part,  from  south  to  north.  The 
locusts  are  known  to  have  hatched  in  great  numbers  over  almost  the  entire  area  of 
Manitoba,  and  westward  at  least  as  tar  as  Fort  Ellice  on  the  Assineboine  river  (long. 

101°  20'),  and  may  probably  have  been  produed,  at  least  sporadically,  in  other  portions 
of  the  central  regions  ot  the  plains;  though  in  the  Summer  of  1874,  this  district  was 
nearly  emptied  to  recruit  the  swarms  devastating  Manitoba  and  the  Western  States, 
and  there  appears  to  have  been  little  if  any  influx  to  supply  their  place.  Still  further 
Avest,  on  the  plains  along  the  base  of  the  Rocky  Mountains,  from  the  49th  parallel  to 
the  Red  Deer  river,  locusts  are  known  to  have  hatched  in  considerable  numbers — but 
of  these  more  anon. 

Hatching  began  in  Manitoba  and  adjacent  regions  in  favorable  localities  as  early  as 
May  7th,  but  does  not  seem  to  havebecbme  general  till  about  the  15th  of  the  month, 
and  to  have  continued  during  the  latter  part  of  May  and  till  the  15th  of  June.    *    *    * 

The  destruction  of  crops  by  the  growing  insects,  in  all  the  settled  regions  was  very 
great,  and  in  many  districts  well  nigh  complete.  The  exodus  of  these  broods  began 
in  the  early  part  of  July,  but  appears  to  have  been  most  general  during  the  middle  and 
latter  part  of  that  month,  and  first  of  August.  The  direction  taken  on  departure  was, 
with  very  little  exception,  southeast  or  south.    Itis  to  be  remarked,  that  as  there  does 
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not  seem  to  have  been  durino^  this  period  any  remarkable  persistency  of  northwest 
or  northerly  winds,  the  insects  must  have  selected  those  favoring  their'intended  direc- tion ot  mioration,  an  instinct  which  has  very  generally  been  observed  elsewhere. ********* 

Foreign  swarms  from  the  south  crossed  the  40th  parallel  with  a  wide  front  stretch- 
ing irom  the  98th  to  the  lOSth  meridian,  and  are  quite  distinguishable  from  those  pro- duced HI  the  country,  from  the  tact  that  many  of  them  arrived  before  the  latter  vvere matiire.  Tliese  tlights  constituted  the  extreme  northern  part  of  the  armv  returniuff northward  and  northwestward  from  the  States  ravaged  in  the  autumn  ot  1874  Thev 

appeared  at  PortEllice  on  the  13th  of  June,  and  at  Qu'Appelle  Fort  on  the"  17th  of the  same  month,  favored  much  no  doubt  by  the  steady  south  and  soutbeast  winds, which,  according  to  the  meteorological  register  at  Winnipeg,  prevailed  op  the  12th  of June  and  for  about  a  week  thereafter.  After  their  first  appearance,  however,  their  sub- sequent progress  seems  to  have  been  comparatively  slow,  and  their  advancing  border very  irregular  in  ou  line  They  are  said  to  have  reached  Swan  Lake  House-the  most northernpointto  which  they  are  known  to  have  attained— about  July  10;  while  Fort Telly  further  west,  and  nearly  a  degree  further  south,  was  reached  July  20th,  ancj 
about  seven  days  were  occupied  in  the  journey  from  there  to  Swan  River  i3arracks,  a 
distance  of  only  ten  miles.  

^ '*'-".=>, 

We  thus  learn  that  vast  swarms  not  only  reached  into  British 
America  in  1875,  from  our  own  country,  but  that  the  youn^  hatched 
there  from  swarms  that  had  come  the  previous  year  from  the  further northwest. 

There  was,  therefore,  north  of  the  49th  parallel,  a  repetition  of 
the  devastation  we  were  at  the  time  experiencing;  the  insects  hatch- 

ing there  in  bulk  just  about  the  time  they  were  leaving  Texas  on  the wing. 

SOURCE  OF  THE  SWARMS  OP  1876. 

From  the  preceding  statement  of  facts,  and  from  the  detailed 
history  of  the  invasion  of  1876,  it  becomes  obvious  that  this  invasion 
was  made  up,  let,  of  such  insects  as  hatched  out  in  southwest  Minne- 

sota, and  parts  of  Colorado,  Wyoming  and  Dakota ;  2d,  of  additions 
to  these  from  Montana  and  British  America.  In  how  far  those  in 
either  of  these  categories  were  made  up  of  the  progeny  from  the 
insects  that  left  our  country  in  1875  we  shall  never  be  able  accurately 
to  determine.  The  proportion  of  parasitized  and  diseased  insects 
that  left  Missouri,  doubtless  became  less  among  those  which  hatched 
and  rose  from  the  farther  north  and  west,  and  we  may,  I  think,  take  it 
for  granted  that  the  larger  part  of  the  swarms  that  reached  Montana 
and  British  America,  laid  eggs.  In  addition  to  the  vast  bevies  which 
invaded  the  northwest  from  the  south  and  southeast,  there  were  in 
1875,  as  Prof.  Dawson  shows,  others  that  hatched  in  the  northwest, 
pouring  from  British  America  into  our  Northwest  territory.  There 
were,  in  fact,  in  Manitoba,  and  large  parts  of  the  Northwest,  two  grand 
opposing  movements  of  the  winged  insects,  which  thus  replaced  each 
other.  And  bearing  this  in  mind,  we  can  understand  the  increased 
area  in  the  Northwest  over  which  eggs  were  laid  that  year,  and  from 
which  the  1S?6  swarms  had  their  source.  As  no  eggs  were  laid  in 
Manitoba,  while  the  young  are  known  to  have  abounded  in  the  moun- 
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tain  region  to  the  west  of  that  province,  it  is  more  than  probable  that 

the  principal  source  of  the  1876  invasion  was  Montana  and  the  Saskat" 
chawan  and  Swan  River  countries.  The  question  as  to  how  far  the 

northwest  breeding  grounds  are  recruited  by  the  insects  which  hatch 
in  the  more  fertile  country  which  I  have  designated  as  outside  the 

species' natural  habitat,  is  a  most  interesting  one;  for  if  thus  recruited 
there  is  all  the  greater  incentive  for  us  to  exterminate  the  young 
insects  which  hatch  with  us.  All  such  questions  can  only  be  settled 

by  a  thorough  study  of  the  subject  by  a  properly  constituted  com- 
mission, charged  by  Congress  with  the  work. 

EASTERN  LINE  REACHED. 

A  study  of  the  eastern  limit  of  the  invasion  of  1876,  compared 

with  that  of  1874,  shows  that  it  is  peculiar  in  reaching  farther  east  in 

Minnesota  and  Iowa,  and  farther  south  and  east  in  Texas.  The  limit- 

line — extending  from  Clay  county,  Minnesota;  bulging  toward  St. 
Paul,  reaching  southwardly  to  the  center  of  Iowa;  thence  westwardly 

receding  to  Lawrence,  Kansas,  and  bulging  again  to  Southwest  Mis- 

souri— is  more  irregular  between  the  36th  and  46th  parallels  than  it 
was  in  1874.  On  an  average,  however,  it  does  not  extend  east  of 
the  94th  meridian. 

RATE  AT  WHICH  THE  INSECTS  SPREAD. 

Leaving  Montana  about  the  middle  of  July  the  insects  reached 

far  into  Texas  by  the  end  of  September,  thus  extending  about  1,500 

miles  in  75  days,  or  an  average  of  about  20  miles  per  day.  But  over 

a  large  part  of  this  territory,  viz.,  portions  of  Wyoming,  most  of  Da- 
kota and  Nebraska,  W.  Minnesota,  N.  W.  Iowa,  N.  W.  Kansas,  and  N. 

.E.  Colorado — they  appeared  almost  simultaneously,  or  during  the  last 
few  days  of  July  and  the  first  few  day  of  August ;  and  this,  I  think, 
indicates  that  they  were  at  that  time  swept  down  at  a  very  much 
higher  rate  by  the  N.  W.  winds  from  Montana  and  British  America. 

After  that  time  the  extension  S.  was  tolerably  rapid,  but  the  exten- 
sion E.  was  more  and  more  slow.  They  occupied  nearly  a  month 

reaching  from  N.  W.  Iowa  to  the  S.  W.  limit  in  the  same  State,  and 

their  eastward  progress  on  the  confines  of  the  limit  line  already  indi- 

cated was  still  more  gradual  as  they  went  South.  All  of  which  indi- 
cates that  they  fly  most  powerfully  when  leaving  the  higher  altitudes 

of  the  N.  W.,  and  most  persistently  during  the  first  week  or  so  after 

becoming  fledged,  while  the  females  are  not  yet  prompted  to  descend 

for  oviposition.  This  is  also  the  period  when  they  are  passing  over 

the  vast  plains  and  the  sparsely  settled  and  uncultivated  portion  of 

the  country,  in  which  there  is,  perhaps,  least  inducement  for  the  raven- 
ous host  to  halt. 
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As  flight  is  not  consecutive  day  after  day,  but  often  impeded  by 
bad  weather,  and  as  it  is  not  continuously  in  one  direction,  the  aver- 

age rate  is  not  more  than  20  miles  a  day.  It  is  also  most  variable 
and  at  times  reaches  a  maximum  of  between  two  and  three  hundred 
miles  daily. 

DIRECTION  OF  FLIGHT. 

The  wind  was  quite  changeable  during  the  period  of  invasion,  and  we 
find  the  insects,  at  one  time  or  another,  traveling  in  nearly  all  possible 
directions,  except  due  west.  Yet,  if  we  except  the  departing  swarms 
which  Hew  from  N.  W.  Minnesota  in  July,  the  direction  of  the  invad- 

ing hosts  was,  as  I  believe  it  always  has  been  and  always  will  be,  con- 
spicuously S.  and  S.  E.  The  exceptions  were  principally  during  the 

first  week  in  August,  when  they  swept  S.  W.  from  Minnesota  over 
parts  of  Iowa  and  Nebraska;  and  two  months  later  when  they  were carried  N.  E.  into  our  S.  W.  counties. 

INFLUENCE  OF  THE  WIND  IN  DETERMINING  THE  COURSE  OF  LOCUST  SWARMS.        ' 

That  excessive  multiplication  and  hunger  are  the  principal  causes 
of  migration  from  the  native  home  of  the  species,  and  that  the  pre- 

vailing winds  determine  the  course  therefrom,  I  have  endeavored  to 
show  (Reps.  7,  p.  104;  8,  p.  112).  That  all  these  influences  very 
largely  determine  the  return  migration  when  the  insects  hatch  out  in 
the  Mississippi  Valley  is  also  doubtless  true;  and  it  is  interesting  to 
note  in  this  connection  that,  according  to  observations,  covering  a 
period  of  from  two  to  five  years,  furnished  by  General  Myer,  at  the 
request  of  Dr.  A.  S.  Packard,  Jr.,*  the  prevailing  winds  in  May  and 
June,  within  the  region  subject  to  invasion,  are  from  the  Gulf  of 
Mexico,  or  from  the  S.  E.  and  S.,  i.  e.  in  the  opposite  direction,  prevails 
later  in  the  season.  Yet,  to  assume  that  the  migrations  are  solely 
dependent  for  direction  on  the  winds  would  be  incorrect,  as  there  is 
cumulative  evidence  (much  of  it  recorded  in  these  Reports)  that  when 
once  the  migration  has  commenced,  adverse  winds  only  retard,  but 
do  not  materially  change  its  course. 

LOCUST  FLIGHTS  EAST  OF  THE  MISSISSIPPI. 

To  the  unscientific  mind  there  are  few  things  more  difficult  of 
apprehension  than  that  species,  whether  of  plants  or  animals,  should 
be  limited  in  geographical  range  to  areas  not  separated  from  the  rest 
of  the  country  by  any  very  marked  barriers,  or  by  visible  demarca- 

tions.   Yet  it  is  a  fact  well  known  to  every  naturalist,  and  the  geo- 

•"The  Destnictive  Locust  of  the  West,"  Am.  Naturalist,  Vol.  xi,  p.  -JT. 

ER-6 
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graphical  distribution  of  species  forms  at  once  one  of  the  most  inter- 
esting and  one  of  the  most  important  studies  in  natural  history. 

Some  species  have  a  very  limited,  others  a  very  wide  range  ;  and 

while  in  the  course  of  time — in  the  lapse  of  centuries  or  ages — the 
limits  have  altered  in  the  past  and  will  alter  in  the  future,  they  are, 

for  all  practical  purposes,  permanent  in  present  time.  These  limits 

may  in  fact,  for  the  purpose  of  illustration,  be  likened  to  those  which 

separate  different  nations.  Though  frequently  divided  by  purely 

imaginary  lines,  the  nations  of  Europe,  with  their  peculiar  customs 

and  languages,  are  well  defined. 

Along  the  borders  where  the  nations  join,  there  is  sometimes  more 
or  less  commingling ;  at  other  times  the  line  of  demarkation  is  abrupt ; 
and  in  no  case  could  emigrants  from  the  one,  long  perpetuate  their 

peculiarities  unchanged  in  the  midst  of  the  other.  Yet  in  the  battle 
of  nations,  the  lines  have  changed,  and  the  map  of  Europe  has  often 
been  remodeled.  So  it  ie  with  species.  On  the  borders  of  the  areas 

not  abrqptly  defined,  to  which  species  are  limited,  there  is  more  or 
less  modification  from  the  typical  characters  and  habits  ;  while  in  the 

struggle  of  species  for  supremacy,  the  limits  may  vary  in  the  course 
of  time.  The  difference  is,  that  the  boundaries  of  nations  result  from 

human  rather  than  natural  agencies,  while  those  of  species  result 

most  from  the  latter,  and  are  threfore  more  permanent.  These  re- 
marks apply  of  course  to  species  in  a  natural  state  and  where 

their  range  is  uninfluenced  either  directly  or  indirectly  by  civilized 
man. 

I  found  some  difficulty  at  the  late  Conference  of  Governors  at 

Omaha  to  consider  the  locust  problem,  in  satisfying  those  present  that 

the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  could  not  permanently  thrive  south  of 

the  44th  parallel,  or  east  of  the  100th  meridian,  and  that  there  was  no 

danger  of  its  ever  extending  so  as  to  do  serious  damage  east  of  a  line 
drawn  a  little  weat  of  the  centre  of  Iowa.  They  could  not  see  what 

there  was  to  prevent  the  pest  from  overrunning  the  whole  country, 

and  thought  that  Congress  should  be  appealed  to,  not  only  on  behalf 

of  the  country  that  has  suffered  fromits  ravages,  but  on  behalf  also  of 
the  whole  country  that  is  threatened  therefrom. 

Having  discussed  in  my  two  previous  Reports  the  native  home  of 

the  species,  and  the  conditions  which  prevent  its  permanent  settle- 
ment in  the  country  to  which  it  is  not  native,  it  is  unnecessary  here  to 

go  into  detail  on  these  points.  Briefly,  the  species  is  at  home  and  can 
come  to  perfection  only  in  the  high  and  dry  regions  of  the  Northwest, 

where  the  Winters  are  long  and  cold  and  the  Summers  short ;  and 

whenever  it  migrates   and   oversweeps   the  country  to  the  south  or 
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southeast,  in  which  it  is  not  indigenous,  the  changed  conditions  are 
such  that  the  first  generation  hatched  out  in  that  (to  it)  unnatural 
climate,  either  forsakes  it  on  the  wing  or  perishes  from  debility,  dis- 

ease and  general  deterioration.  On  the  soundness  of  this  conclu'sion depends  the  future  welfare  of  most  of  the  more  fertile  States  between 
the  Mississippi  and  the  mountains,  and  science,  as  well  as  past  experi- 

ence, show  it  to  be  sound.  Upon  this  hypothesis  the  people  of  nearly the  whole  country  so  scourged  during  the  past  year,  and  so  threatened 
next  Spring,  may  console  themselves  that  the  evil  is  but  temporary: 
they  may  have  to  fight  their  tiny  foe  most  desperately  next  Spring, but  they  have  also  the  assurance  that  even  if  he  prove  master  of  the 
field,  he  will  vacate  in  time  to,  in  all  probability,  allow  of  good  crops 
of  some  of  the  staples,  and  that  he  may  not  return  again  for  years 
On  the  other  hypothesis-for  which  there  is  only  apparent,  and  no real  reason— ruin  stares  them  inevitably  in  the  face. 

The  causes  which  limit  the  eastward  flight  of  the  winged  swarms 
that  come  from  the  Northwest  are,  with  the  majoritv  of  people still  more  difficult  to  appreciate  ;  for  most  persons  can  see  no  reason 
why  a  swarm  that  overruns  the  western  portions  of  Minnesota  Iowa 
and  Missouri,  should  not  extend  to  the  eastern  borders  of  the  same 
States,  or  into  Illinois,  Indiana,  Ohio  and  eastward.  Having  previ- ously considered  the  more  occult  climatic  influences  that  bear  on  the 
belief  that  they  never  will,  I  need  only  state  here,  that  the  principal arguments  rest  in  the  facts  that-lst,the  power  of  flight  of  anv  insect 
that  has  a  limited  winged  existence,  must  somewhere  find  a  limit  •  2d 
that  all  past  experience  has  shown  that  Caloptenus  spretus  has  never 
extended,  in  a  general  way,  beyond  the  limit  indicated,  and  that  as 
long  as  the  present  average  conditions  of  wind  and  climate  prevail  it 
is  reasonable  to  suppose  that  it  never  will.  ' 

One  of  the  principal  difficulties  in  the  way  of  a  proper  apprehen- 
sion of  the  facts,  is  found  in  the  failure,  in  the  popular  mind,  to  dis- 

criminate between  species.  The  ordinary  newspaper  writer  talks  of 
the  grasshopper,  or  the  locust,  as  though  all  over  the  country  and  all over  the  world  there  was  but  one  and  the  same  species.  One  of  the 
G-overnors  present  at  the  Conference  referred  to,  was  at  first  fully  of the  belief  that  our  Rocky  Mountain  pest  came  all  the  way  from  Asia 
In  the  case  of  this  destructive  species,  even  some  entomologists  have added  to  the  difliculty  by  erroneously  claiming  that  it  is  common  all over  the  country  to  the  Atlantic  ocean. 

The  above  thoughts  were  suggested  by  the  following  reports  that 
met  my  eye  in  the  Chicinnati  Gazette  of , the  24th  of  October, 'from -Uayton  and  Hamilton,  respectively,  in  the  State  of  Ohio: 
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The  advent  of  Kansas  grasshoppers,  over  Sunday  and  until  Monday  eveninof,  in 
oreat  numbers  throughout  the  city,  is  a  most  remarkable  incident.  They  were  tound 

early  Sunday  morning,  and  left,  as  suddenly  as  they  oame,  on  Monday  evening. 

A  shower  of  mammoth  grasshoppers  came  down  upon  our  town  and  vicinity  on 

Saturday  night.  We  have  never  seen  such  large  ones  before,  and  we  understand  lijom 

old  citizens,  that  they  are  entire  strangers  in  this  part  of  the  country.  AVesaw  aboy 

have  a  string  tied  to  two  of  them  (which  were  as  long  as  a  man's  finger)  trying  to  drive them,  and  he  succeeded  pretty  well. 

A  flock  of  grasshoppers  alighted  in  Hamilton  about  11  o'clock  on  Saturday  night, from  the  northwest.  ThosR  that  were  not  drowned  in  the  river  or  killed  by  the  heavy 

rain,  were  probably  gobbled  up  before  Sunday  night  by  the  chickens. 

[Fig.  17.] 

American  Acridium. 

Such  reports  as  these  very  naturally  confirm  the  unscientific  in 

the  idea  that  the  locust  plague  of  the  West,  or  so-called  "  Kansas 

grasshopper,"  has  overstepped  the  limits  entomology  ascribes  to  it, 

and  is  upsetting  the  conclusions  which  I  have  come  to.  The  same 

swarm  passed  over  Oxford  in  the  same  State,  in  a  southwesterly  direc- 

tion, and  fortunately  that  veteran  and  well-known  apiarian,  the  Rev. 

L.  L.  Langstroth,  who  has  not  forgotten  to  be  a  close  observer,  had 

specimens  sent  to  me.  They  proved  to  be  the  American  Acridium 

{Acridium  Americanum) .  As  stated  in  my  8th  Report,  this  is  one  of 

the  largest  and  most  elegant  of  our  N.  A,  locusts,  the  prevailing  color 

being  dark  brown,  with  a  pale  yellowish  line  along  the  middle  of  the 

back  when  the  wings  are  closed.  It  has  a  wide  range,  hibernates  in 

the  winged  condition,  and  differs  not  only  in  size  and  habits  from  the 

Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  but  entomologically  is  as  widely  separated 

from  it  as  a  sheep  from  a  cow.  It  is  a  species  common  over  the 

country  every  year,  and  during  exceptional  years  becomes  excessively 

numerous  and  acquires  the  migratory  habit,  its  wings  being  long  and 

well  adapted  to  flying.  As  I  learn  from  Dr.  S.  Miller  of  Franklin,  it 

passed  in  swarms  over  part  of  Johnson  county,  Missouri,  late  in  Sep- 
tember; and  it  was  everywhere  abundant  in  1876. 

The  following  extracts  from  letters  of  correspondents  refer  to  this 

species : 

I  send  you  by  Mr.  Shaw  a  small  package  containing  specimens  of  locusts,  destruc- 
tive about  Chattanooga  and  in  all  eastern  Tennessee.  They  strike  me  as  nearly  allied 

to  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust;  fly  with  the  same  noise  and  shine  of  wings,  in  large 

shoals,  but  are  larger— [Dr.  G.  Engelmann,  Warm  Springs,  N.  C,  Aug.  29, 1876. 
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We  have  a  locust  here  which  has  in  some  places  occurred  in  considerable  numbers, 
and  some  people  think  it  the  same  as  the  one  which  has  produced  so  much  damaofe  in 
the  AVest.  This  I  doubt,  as  it  is  evidently  a  native  species.— [E.  M.  Pendleton,  Prof,  of 
Agriculture,  Un.  of  Ga.,  Atlanta,  Ga.,  Sept.  14,  1876. 

The  American  Acridium  vi>ited  us  on  the  night  of  November  21,  (Saturday.)  A 

rain  fell  durino-  the  niffht.  Cambridtre  City.  Indiana,  was  also  visited  by  them  on  the 
same  night.— [Herschel  I.  Fisher,  EasihaDiCollege,  Kichmond,  Ind. 

Toward  the  end  of  July  the  unfledged  insects  did  an  immense 

amount  of  damage  to  the  cotton  and  other  crops  of  Georgia  and  South 

Carolina.  The  papers  were  full  of  graphic  accounts  of  their  destruc- 
tion, and  editors  not  only  very  generally  took  it  for  granted  that 

they  had  to  do  with  the  western  spretus^  but  Mr.  T.  P.  Janes,  Commis- 
sioner of  Agriculture  for  Georgia,  in  his  circular  No.  27,  supposed  they 

were  the  same.  Specimens  which  he  subsequently  sent  me,  however, 
at  once  revealed  their  true  character. 

The  damage  done  by  some  of  the  more  common  locusts  that  occur 

over  the  country,  is,  let  me  repeat,  sometimes  very  great,  especially 
during  hot,  dry  years.  In  some  of  the  New  England  States  their 

ravages  have,  in  restricted  localities,  fairly  equalled  those  of  the  vora- 
cious spretus  of  the  West.  But  while  a  ievf  of  them,  under  exceptional 

circHinstances,  develop  the  migratory  habit,  they-  none  of  them  ever 

have,  and  in  all  probability  never  will,  compare  to  Caloptenus  spretus 

in  the  vastness  of  its  migrations  and  in  its  immense  power  for  injury 
over  extensive  areas. 

Whenever  we  hear  of  locust  flights  east  of  the  Mississippi,  we  may 

rest  satisfied  that  they  are  not  of  our  Rocky  Mountain  pest,  and  are 
comparatively  harmless. 

DOES  THE  FEMALE  FORM  MORE  THAX  ONE  EGG-MASS  ? 

Whether  the  female  of  our  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  lays  her  full 

supply  of  eggs  at  once,  and  in  one  and  the  same  hole  ;  or  whether  she 

forms  several  pods  at  different  periods,  are  questions  often  asked,  but 

which  have  never  been  fully  and  definitely  answered  in  entomological 
works.  It  is  the  rule  with  insects,  particularly  with  the  large  number 

of  injurious  species  belonging  to  the  Lepidoptera,  that  the  eggs  in  the 

ovaries  develop  almost  simultaneously,  and  that  when  oviposition 
once  commences,  it  is  continued  uninteruptedly  until  the  supply  of 
eggs  is  exhausted.  Yet  there  are  many  notable  exceptions  to  the  rule 
among  injurious  species,  as  in  the  cases  of  the  common  Plum  Curculio 

and  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  which  oviposit  at  stated  or  irregular 
intervals  during  several  weeks,  or  even  months.  The  Rocky  Moun- 

tain Locust  belongs  to  this  last  category,  and  the  most  casual  exami- 
nation of  the  ovaries  in  a  female,  taken  in  the  act  of  ovipositing,  will 

show  that  besides  the  fully  formed  eggs  then  and  there  being  laid, 
there  are  other  sets,  diminishing  in  size,  which  are  to  belaid  at  future 

periods.    This,  I  repeat,  can  be  determined  by  any  one  who  will  take 
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the  trouble  to  carefully  examine  a  few  females  when  laying.  But 

just  how  often,  or  how  many  eggs  each  one  lays,  is  more  difficult  to 
determine.  With  spretus  I  have  been  able  to  make  comparatively 
few  experiments,  but  on  three  different  occasions  I  obtained  two  pods 

from  single  females,  laid  at  intervals  of  18,  21  and  20  days  respectively. 

I  have,  however,  made  extended  experiments  with  its  close  conge- 

ners, fernur-Tubrum  and  Ailanis^  and  in  two  cases,  with  the  former, 
have  obtained  four  different  pods  from  one  female,  the  laying  cover- 

ing periods  of  5S  and  G2  days,  and  the  total  number  of  eggs  laid  being 
96  in  the  one  case  and  110  in  the  other.  A  number  of  both  species 

laid  three  times,  but  most  of  them — owing,  perhaps,  to  their  being 
confined — laid  but  twice.  They  couple  with  the  male  between  each 
period,  and  I  have  no  doubt  but  that,  as  in  most  other  species  of 

animals,  there  is  great  difference  in  the  degree  of  individual  prolifi- 
cacy. 

We  may,  therefore,  feel  tolerably  confident  that  the  Rocky  Moun- 

tain Locust  will  sometimes  form  as  many  as  four  egg-pods. 
The  lime  required  for  drilling  the  hole  and  completing  the  pod 

will  vary  according  to  the  season  and  the  temperature.  During  the 

latter  part  of  October  or  early  in  November  last  year,  when  there 
was  frost  at  night  and  the  insects  did  not  rouse  from  their  chilled 

inactivity  until  9  o'clock  a.  m.,  the  females  scarce  had  time  to  com- 
plete the  process  during  the  four  or  five  warmer  hours  of  the  day ;  but 

with  higher  temperature  not  mo/e  than  from  two  to  three  hours  would 

be  required. 
HOW  THE  EGGS  ARE  LAID. 

The  question  as  to  how  best  to  treat  the  soil,  or  to  manage  the 

eggs  so  as  to  most  easily  destroy  their  vitality,  is  a  most  important 
and  practical  one,  and  as 

assisting  to  a  decisive  an- 
swer, I  have  carried  on  a 

series    of     experiments, 

which    will     be    presently 

~  detailed.    To  make  the  ex- 

periments the  more  intelli- 

^  gible,  I  will  first  give  the 
^  reader  a  deeper  insight  into 

the  philosophy  of  the  pro- 

cesses of  egg-laying  and  of 

Tj«^^    ̂ r^  X    ,x,  T^„  o  f     ̂     ■    /in-     .  hatchlug  thau  I  have  hith- RocKY  Mountain  Locust:— a,  a,  a,  female  in  diflerent 
positions,  ovipositing;  b,  ej?g-pod  extracted  from  ground,  arin  Hono  nnH  fViio  t  h  o 
with  the  eud  broken  open;  c,  a  lew  eggs  lying  loose  on  the  ̂ ^ ''"  uuiie,  d.uu  LUih  L  U  e ground;  d,  c,  shows  the  earth  purtially  removed,  to  illustrate  rnnro  -roaHilTr  fViaf  if  Viqq 

an  egg- mass  already  in  place,  and  one  being  placed;/,  shows  '""^'^  iBdUiij'  tUdt  IL  lldh 
Where  such  a  mass  has  been  covered  up.  ^^^^^    ̂ ^^^    gj^^^     y^^    ̂ ^^ other  author. 

[Fig.  18.] 
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I  have  already  explained  (Rep.  7,  p.  122)  how,  by  means  of  the 
horny  valves  at  the  end  of  her  abdomen  (Fig.  19)  the  female  drills  a 

[Fig.  19.]  cylindrical  hole  in  the   ground  in   which   to   consign 

/T  (|v~v^^  ̂ ^®^  eggs.  The  curved  abdomen  stretches  to  its 

\  I  xK^  utmost  for  this  purpose,  and  the  hole  is  generally  a 

III  JyCjU^—  -^^^^^^  ̂ "^^^^  ̂ "^  is  always  more  or  less  oblique,  (Fig. 

\i  «7  LU  "^  18,  e.  d.)  If  we  could  manage  to  watch  a  female 

LocusT'^Ana^'lImr!  ̂ uriug  the  arduous  work  of  ovipositing  we  should 
in/hoiny'vlirves!  °^^"  find  that,  when  the  hole  is  once  drilled,  there  com- 

mences to  exude  at  the  dorsal  end  of  the  abdomen,  from  a  pair  of 
sponge-like  exsertile  organs  {Fig.  20,  h)  that  are  normally  retracted 
and  hidden  beneath  the  super-anal  plate,  (Fig.  20,  i)  near  the  cerci,  a 
frothy,  mucous  matter,  which  fills  up  the  bottom  of  the  [Fig.  20.] 

hole.  Then,  with  the  two  pairs  of  valves  brought  close 
together,  an  egg  would  be  seen  to  slide  down  the  ovi- 

duct (.;■)  along  the  ventral  end  of  the  abdomen,  and, 
guided  by  a  little  finger-like  style,  *  {g)  pass  in  be- 

tween the  horny  valves  (which  are  admirably  con- 

structed, not  only  for  drilling,  but  for  holding  and  con- 

ducting the  egg  to  its  appropriate  place)  and  issue  at 

their  tips  amid  the  mucous  fluid  already  spoken  of.  ̂  
Then   follows  a  period   of  convulsions,   during  which       oviposmox  of 
_„  i-i-i.  ,-,  ...  Rocky  Modntain 
more  mucous  material  is  elaborated,  until  the  whole  locust. 

end  of  the  body  is  bathed  in  it — when  another  egg  passes  down  and 
is  placed  in  position.  These  alternate  processes  continue  until  the 
full  complement  of  eggs  are  in  place,  the  number  ranging  from  20  to 
35,  but  averaging  about  28.  The  mucous  matter  binds  all  the  eggs  in 
a  mass,  and  when  the  last  is  laid  the  mother  devotes  some  time  to 
filling  up  the  somewhat  narrower  neck  of  the  burrow  with  a  compact 
and  cellulose  mass  of  the  same  material  which,  though  light  and 
easily  penetrated,  is  more  or  less  impervious  to  water,  and  forms  a 
very  excellent  protection.     (Fig.  21,  d.) 

PmLOSOPHY  OF  THE  EGG-MASS. 

To  the  casual  observer  the  eggs  of  our  locust  appear  to  be 
thrust  indiscriminately  in  the  hole  made  for  their  reception.  A 
more  careful  study  of  the  egg-mass  or  egg-pod  will  show,  however, 
that  the  female  took  great  pains  to  arrange  them,  not  only  so  as  to 
economize  as  much  space   as   possible  consistent  with   the  form  of 

•This  is  a  simple  process  or  extension  of  the  sternite,  not  particularized,  that  I  am  aware  of,  by author.    It  may  be  known  as  the  egg-guide  or  gubcrnaculum  ovi. 
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each  egg,  but  so  as  to  best  facilitate  the  escape  of  the  youDg 

locust;  for  as  the  bottom  eggs  were  the  first  laid  and  are  gen- 
erally the  first  to  hatch,  their  issue  would,  in  their  efforts  to  escape, 

disturb  and  injure  the  other 

eggs,  were  there  no  provision 
against  such  a  possibility.  The 

eggs  are,  indeed,  most  care- 
fully placed  side  by  side  in 

four  rows,  each  row  generally- 
containing  seven.  They 

oblique  a   little,  crosswise  of 

Egg-mass   of   Rocky    Moiisitain    Locust:— a,    from  the  Cylinder.  (Fig.  21,  a).    The 
the    side,    within  bui-row;    b,  I'rom    beni-ath;    c,   from  i  •    i 
above— enlarged.  posterior  or  uairow  end  which 
issues  first  from  the  oviduct  is  thickened,  and  generally  shows  two  pale 

rings  around  the  darker  tip  (Fig.  22,  a).  This  is  pushed  close  against 
the  bottom  of  the  burrow  which,  being  cylindrical,  does  not  permit 

the  outer  or  two  side  rows  to  be  pushed  quite  so  far  down  as  the  two 

inner  rows;  and  for  the  very  same  reason  the  upper  or  head  ends  of 

the  outer  rows  are  necessarily  bent  to  the  same  extent  over  the  inner 

rows — the  eggs  when  laid  being  somewhat  soft  and  plastic.  There  is, 
consequently,  an  irregular  channel  along  the  top  of  the  mass.  (Fig. 
21,  c)  which  is  filled  only  with  the  same  frothy  matter  which  surrounds 
each  egg  and  occupies  all  the  other  space  in  the  burrow  not  occupied 

by  the  eggs.  The  whole  plan  is  seen  at  once  by  a  reference  to  Figure 
21,  which  represents  enlarged,  a  side  view  of  the  mass  within  the 

burrow  (a),  and  a  bottom  (h)  and  top  (c)  view  of  the  same,  with  the 
earth  which  adheres  to  it,  removed. 

HOW  THE  YOUNG  LOCUST  ESCAPES  FROM  THE  EGG. 

Carefully  examined,  the  egg-shell  is  found  to  consist  of  two  layers. 

The  outer  layer  which  is  thin,  semi-opaque,  and  gives  the  pale  cream- 
yellow  color,  is  seen  by  aid  of  a  high  magnifying  power  to  be  densely, 

minutely  and  shallowly  pitted  ;  or,  to  use  still  more  exact  language,  the 

whole  surface  is  netted  with  minute  and  more  or  less  irregular,  hexag- 

onal ridges  (Fig.  22,  a,  h).  The  inner  layer  is  thicker,  of  a  deeper  yel- 
low, and  perfectly  smooth.  It  is  also  translucent,  so  that,  as  the  hatch- 

ing period  approaches,  the  form  and  members  of  the  embryon  may  be 

distinctly  discerned  through  it.  The  outer  covering  is  easily  rup- 

tured, and  is  rendered  all  the  more  fragile  by  freezing  ;  but  the  inner 

covering  is  so  tough  that  a  very  strong  pressure  between  one's 
thumb  and  finger  is  required  to  burst  it.  How,  then,  will  the  embryon,. 

which  fills  it  so  compactly  that  there  is   scarcely  room   for  motion, 
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succeed  in  escaping  from  such  a  prison?  The  rigid  shell  of  the  bird's 
egg  is  easily  cracked  by  the  beak  of  its  tenant ;  the  hatching  cater- 

pillar, curled  within  its  eggshell,  has  room  enough  to  move  its  jaws 

and  eat  its  way  out ;  the  egg-coverings  of  many  insects  are  so  delicate 
and  frail  that  the  mere  swelling  of 

the  embryon  affords  means  of  es- 

cape ;  those  of  others  so  construct- 
ed that  a  door  flies  open,  or  a  lid 

lifts  by  a  spring,  whenever  pressure 

is  brought  to  bear:  in  some,  two 

halves  open  as  in  the  shell  of  a 

muscle;  ̂ whilst  in  a  host  of  others 

the  embryon  is  furnished  with  a  spe- 

cial structure,  called  the  egg-bur- 
ster, the  office  of  which  is  to  cut  or 

rupture  the  shell,  and  thus  afford 

means  of  escape.  But  our  young  lo- 

cust is  deprived  of  all  such  contri- 
vances, and  must  use  another  mode 

of  exit  from  its  tough  and  sub-elastic 
Egg  OF  Rocky  MouNTAi:^  Locust: — a,  showing  .  -nt    ̂   i-    i  ii 

sculpture   of  ouler  shell;     b,   the  same  very    priSOU.        JN  ature    aCCOmpllSheS     thO 
highly  mugnilied;  c,  the  inner  shell  just  before 

hutching;  rf,f,  points  where  it  ruptures.  game  end  in  many  different  ways. 
She  is  rich  in  contrivances.  Every  one  who  has  been  troubled  by  it 

must  have  noticed  that  the  shanks  (tibiae)  of  our  locust,  as  of  all  the 
members  of  its  family,  are  armed  with  spines.  On  the  four  anterior 

legs,  these  spines  are  inside  the  shank;  on  the  long  posterior  legs, 

outside.  The  spines  of  the  hind  shanks  are  strongest,  and  the  termi- 
nal ones  on  all  legs  stronger  than  the  rest.  There  can  be  no  doubt 

that  these  spines  serve  to  give  a  firm  hold  to  the  insect  in  walking  or 

jumping  ;  but  they  have  first  served  a  more  important  prenatal  pur- 
pose. 

When  fully  formed,  the  embryon  is  seen  to  lie  within  its  shell,  as 

at  Fig.  '22,  c.  The  antennas  curve  over  the  face  and  between  the  jaws, 
which  are  early  developed,  and,  with  their  sharp,  black  teeth,  reach 

onto  the  breast.  The  legs  are  folded  up  on  the  breast,  the  strong  ter- 
minal hooks  on  the  hind  shanks  reaching  toward  the  mesosterniim. 

Now  the  hatching  consists  of  a  continued  series  of  undulating  con- 
tractions and  expansions  of  the  several  joints  of  the  body,  and  with 

this  motion  there  is  slight  but  constant  friction  of  the  tips  of  the 
jaws  and  of  the  sharp  tips  of  the  hind  tibial  spines,  as  also  of  the  tarsal 

claws  of  all  the  legs  against  the   shell,  which   eventually   weakens 
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between  the  points  d  and  e,  and  finally  gives  way  there.  It  then 

easily  splits  up  to  the  eyes  or  beyond,  by  the  swelling  of  the  head. 

By  the  same  undulating  movements  the  nascent  larva  soon  works 
itself  entirely  out  of  the  egg,  when  it  easily  makes  its  way  along  the 

channel  already  described,  without  in  the  least  interfering  with  the 

other  eggs,  and  finally  forces  a  passage-way  up  through  the  mucous 
filling  in  the  neck  of  the  burrow  (Fig.  21,  d).  Once  fully  escaped 
from  the  soil,  it  rests  from  its  exertions,  but  for  a  short  time  only.  Its 

task  is  by  no  "means  complete  :  before  it  can  feed  or  move  with  alac- 
rity it  must  molt  a  pellicle*  which  completely  encases  every  part  of 

the  body.  This  it  does  in  the  course  of  three  or  four  minutes,  or  even 

less,  by  a  continuance  of  the  same  contracting  and  expanding  move- 
ments which  freed  it  from  the  earth,  and  which  now  burst  the  skin  on 

the  back  of  the  head.  The  body  is  then  gradually  worked  from  its 

delicate  covering  until  the  last  of  the  hind  legs  is  free  and  the  exu- 
vium  remains,  generally  near  the  point  where  the  animal  issued  from 

the  ground,  as  a  little,  white,  crumpled  pellet.  Pale  and  colorless  at 

first,  the  full-born  insect  assumes  its  dark-gray  coloring  in  the  course 
of  half  an  hour. 

From  this  account  of  the  hatching  process,  we  can  readily  under- 
stand why  the  female  in  ovipositing  prefers  compact  or  hard  soil  to 

that  which  is  loose.  The  harder  and  less  yielding  the  walls  of  the 

burrow,  the  easier  will  the  young  locust  crowd  its  way  out. 

The  covering  which  envelops  the  little  animal  when  first  it  issues 

from  the  Qgg^  though  quite  delicate,  undoubtedly  affords  protection 

in  the  struggles  of  birth  from  the  burrow,  and  it  is  an  interesting  fact 
that  while  it  is  shed  within  a  few  minutes  of  the  time  when  the  ani- 

mal reaches  the  free  air,  it  is  seldom  shed  if,  from'  one  cause  or  other, 
there  is  failure  to  escape  from  the  soil,  though  the  young  locust  may 

be  struggling  for  days  to  effect  an  escape. 

While  yet  enveloped  in  this  pellicle,  the  animal  possesses  great 

forcing  and  pushing  power,  and  if  the  soil  be  not  too  compact,  will 

frequently  force  a  direct  passage  through  the  same  to  the  surface,  as 

indicate!  at  the  dotted  lines.  Fig.  21,  e.  But  it  can  make  little  or  no 

headway,  except  through  the  appropriate  channel  ((f),  where  the  soil 
is  at  all  compressed.  While  crowding  its  way  out,  the  antennae  and 

four  front  legs  are  held  in  much  the  same  position  as  within  the  egg, 

the  hind  legs  being  generally  stretched.  But  the  members  bend  in 

every  conceivable  way,  and  where  several  are  endeavoring  to  work 

through  any  particular  passage,  the  amount  of  squeezing  and  crowd- 
ing they  will  endure  is  something  remarkable.    Yet  if  by  chance  the 

*  This  iiellicle  (the  amhion)  is  common  to  most  Orthopterous  and  Xeuropterous  insects. 
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protecting  pellicle  is  worked  off  before  issuing  from  the  ground,  the 
animal  loses  all  power  of  further  forcing  its  way  out.  The  instinctive 

tendency  to  push  upwards  is  also  remarkable.  Jn  glass  tubes,  in  which 

I  have  had  the  eggs  hatching  in  order  to  watch  the  j^oung,  these  last 
would  always  turn  their  heads  and  push  toward  the  bottom  whenever 
the  tubes  were  turned  mouth  downward ;  while  in  tin  boxes  where 

the  eggs  were  placed  at  different  depths  in  the  ground,  the  young 
never  descended,  even  when  they  were  unable  to  ascend  on  account 

of  the  compactness  of  the  soil  above. 

ADDITIOXAL    XATUKAL    ENEMIES. 

The  enemies  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  may  be  divided  into 

those  which  destroy  the  eggs  and  those  which  attack  and  destroy  the 
active  insects. 

Animals  lohich  destroy  the  eggs. — In  addition  to  the  Black-bird 
and  Prairie  Chicken,  previously  mentioned  as  feeding  on  the  eggs, 

Mr.  Geo.  F.  Gamner,  of  Lawrence,  Kans.,  has  found  the  Lapland  Long- 

spur  {PlectropJianes  lapponicus)^  the  Horned  Lark  {E/'omopJdla 
cornuta)  and  the  Quail  doing  the  same  good  work,  feeding  especially 

on  such  eggs  as  are  exposed  by  freezing  und  thawing.  Mr.  J.  W.  Rob- 
son,  of  Cheever,  Kans.,  has  found  the  Skunk  and  Striped  Squirrel 
destroying  large  numbers  of  the  eggs,  and  the  Greeley  (Col.)  Sun 
reports  five  acres  of  land  dug  all  over  by  the  former  animal  in  search 

of  them.  The  Silky  Mite  (  Tromhidlian  sericium).,  the  habits  of  which 

were  related  in  my  7th  Report,  did  much  good  in  destroying  the  eggs 
in  the  more  northern  States.  la  parts  of  Minnesota  it  reduced  them 

to  a  powder  over  extensive  areas,  and  as  the  power  of  these  minute 

scarlet  bodies  for  good  as  egg-destroyers  has  been  questioned,  I  give 
the  following  reports,  which  tell  their  own  story  : 

Last  eveninof,  wlien  we  reached  "Worthinfifton  from  Lake  Shetelc,  there  was  quite 
an  excitement  in  Worthinirton,  owinof  to  the  fact  that  the  citizens  were  o-eneraily  con- 

vinced that  a  red  parasite  was  destroying  tiie  grassliopper  eofgfs.  I  examined  the  mat- 
ter carefully  myself,  and  became  convinced  that  the  destruction  of  the  egors  in  that 

immediate  vicinity  was  well  assured  ;  but  I  determined  not  to  write  you  and  excite  any 
hope  until  a  further  and  more  complete  examination  could  be  had.  We  therefore  fur- 

nished our  Bohemian  friends  with  a  bottle  of  the  eofo's  and  thci?- pesis,  and  the  commis- 
sion left  in  hio:h  spirits.  We  postponed  further  investio;-ation  until  this  mornino:,  when 

I  left  and  prosecuted  the  examination  vvith  vigor.  The  farmers  in  the  vicinity  knew 

nothinof  of  these  sig-ns  of  deliverance  until  the  visitors  from  Worthington  reached 
them,  and  I  feel  safe  in  saying  to  you  that  in  a  circle  of  ten  miles  from  Worthington 
there  will  scarcely  be  an  e^g  left  i»y  to-morrow  night.  I  send  you  a  bottle  herewith 
containing  the  cones  and  the  parasites.  We  could  scarcely  find  a  cone  or  sack,  except 
as  the}'  were  indicated  by  the  parasite  on  the  surface  ;  and  each  cone,  wliich  was  not 
entirely  destroyed,  had  from  live  to  lifty  of  the  red  laborers  at  work  upon  the  eggs. 
We  found  scores  of  cells  with  iio  eggs  Iclt,  except  the  shells. 
*****  ****** 

I  stopped  for  fifteen  minutes  one-and-a-half  miles  west  of  Wilder,  where  Section 
Foreman  Smith  took  me  to  that  portion  of  his  farm  where  eggs  were  deposited.  We 
could  find  none  bj'  general  digging,  but  wherever  we  loun  i,  as  we  frequently  did,  the 
red  parasite  on  the  surface,  we  found  the  cone  beneath,  with  the  parasite  at  work  con- 
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suming  the  etrgs.  *  *  *  I  am  aware  that  two  years  ago  this  parasite  was  found 
working  upon  the  eggs  at  Matlelia  and  other  places,  but  here  we  have  the  remedy  al- 

most as  soon  as  the  eggs  are  laid,  while  in  the  former  instances  the  parasite  was  only 
discovered  in  tUe  Sprinir.— [Letter  from  Ex-Gov.  Stephen  Miller,  written  from  VVin- 
dom,  Minn.,  Aug.  15,  1S7G. 

We  send  herewith  a  box  of  grasshopper  eggs,  together  with  the  '•  silky  mite,"  of 
which  so  much  has  been  said.  You  can  see  a  sample  of  the  work  they  are  doing.  They 
are  over  the  ground  and  in  it  wherever  eggs  have  been  laid  They  suck  the  eggs, 
leaving  the  bare  shell.  We  have  talked  with  farmers  from  all  parts  of  the  county,  and 
they  all  tell  the  same  story— not  a  cell  to  be  found  that  is  not  partially  or  wholly  de- 
stroyed. 

We  have  personally  inspected  them  in  more  than  twenty  different  places,  and  are 
satisfied  that  in  this  county  the  eo^ort,  of  the  festive  G.  H.  are  a  '•  total  wreck."  Allow 
us  to  suggest  thatvou  call  for  a  report  from  every  county  in  the  State  that  has  been 
infested  by  them.— [Letter  to  Pio«e<?r  Press  and  Tribune,  from  Bell  &  Gruelle,  Worthing- 
ton,  Nobles  Co.,  Minn.,  Aug.  1(>,  187(i. 

I  send,  enclosed  in  a  circular  tin  box,  mailed  with  this,  some  dirt  containing  grass- 

hopper''s  eggs,  and  also  the  red  mite  or  spider  that  sucks  them,  as  you  will  perceive  on examination.  I  tru&t  they  will  be  received  in  good  order.  I  send  them  at  the  request 
of  A.  Wliitman,  of  St.  Paul,  of  this  State,  with  whom  1  am  corresponding  sometimes 
on  this  grasshopper  matter. — [Letter  from  R.  B.  Potts,  U.  S.  N  ,  Worthington,  Minn., 
August  18,  187(3. 

[Fig.  23.1 

Up  to  the  past  autumn  the  Silky  Mite  was  the  only  parasite  that 

was  known  to  attack  the  eggs  of  our  locust,  though  a  small  Chalcid- 

fly*  had  been  bred  by  Mr.  IS.  H.  Scudder,  from  those  of  the  Carolina 
Locust,  a  large  species  with  blue  and  black  hind  wings;  and  two  Ich- 

neumon-flies were  known  to  attack  locust  eggs  in  Europe.  The  present 
year  five  new  insect  enemies  have  been  found  attacking  these  eggs 

almost  everywhere  throughout  the  infested  country,  and  these  I  will 

proceed  to  describe. 

The  Anthomyia  Eqg  Parasite,  {Antliomyia  radicum,  var.  calop- 

teni.) — This  is  by  far  the  most  wide-spread  and  generally  useful  of  the 
different  egg  enemies.    It 

has  occurred  in  Minneso- 

ta, Iowa,  Nebraska,  Kan- 
sas, Missouri   and   Texas, 

and  wherever  I  have  ex- 
amined  the   locust    eggs, 

whether  in  Missouri,  Kan- 
sas or  Nebraska,   I  have 

found  it  destroying  on  an 

S;'^|tu5/  average     about    ten    per 

^' '  cent,  of  them.    It  is  the 
.^     „  ^     ,  ,       ,      enemy  referred  to  by  Mr. 

Anthomtia  Egg-Pahasite:— a,  flv;  6,  pupa;  f,  laivafrom  "^ 
side;  d,  head  of  same  from  above-enlarged.  JqO.  D.  Dopf,  of  AtchisOn, 
and  by  Mr.  J.  D.  White,  of  Holt  county,  in  the  reports  from  Missouri, 

*A  similar,  if  not  the  same  Ch.ilcid,  infests  the  eggs  of  spretus,  for  Mr  Potts  has  sent  me  egg- 
masses  iu  which  every  egg  had  a  Chalcid  pupa.  Unfortunately,  they  Avere  too  dry  when  received  to 
permit  of  rearing  the  imago. 
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(ante,  pp.  68,  72.)  and  the  following  items  will  serve  as  samples  of 
many  others  that  referred  to  the  same  parasite : 

Recently  a  white  worm  or  ma<(got  has  been  discovered  in  the  locust  eggs  laid  in 
this  vicinity,  and  so  generally  are  the  grabs  that  we  really  look  for  a  great  diminution 

in  next  year's  locust  crop.  About  the  time  the  hoppers  began  laying  eggs  we  had  a 
hard,  soaking  rain,  and  since  then  we  have  had  several  more — the  last  this  morning. 
By  this  time  the  ground  is  well  soaked  with  water  and  the  eggs  were  and  are  laid  in 
earth  that  is  quite  moist.  It  is  about  two  weeks  since  the  hoppers  tirst  reached  Man- 
kato,  they  have  laid  many  eggs,  and  already  this  worm  or  maggot  has  developed  and 
scfiras  to  be  on  the  increase,  being  found  in  the  egg  cells,  where  it  sucks  or  destroys 
the  egg.  Some  cells  that  I  have  opened  have  had  two  and  three  \vorujs  in  them. — 
[From  a  letter  from  J.  C.  Wise,  Mankato,  Minn.,  August  20,  1S77. 

On  the  ninth  I  sent  you  a  box  of  locust  egg  parasites,  and  to-day  I  will  send  you 
some  more  of  difierent  sort:  or  ditlerent  stages  of  development  or  both.  1  find  them 

more  plentiful  to-daj'^  than  before.  The  ground  seems  to  be  full  of  them  from  5  to  20 
of  the  small  white  worms  in  a  single  cell,  one  generally,  though  sometimes  two  of  the 
large  white  ones  in  a  cell.  The  reddish  covered  ones  I  suppose  are  in  a  different  stage 
of  development,  though  the  same  parasite.  In  every  cell  in  which  I  have. found  any 
of  those  sent  you  the  eggs  were  nearly  or  quite  destroyed.  But  there  is  another,  and 
a  far  more  destructive  enemJ^viz:  tlie  hot  sun,  which  is  hatching  them  out  by  the 
million,  though  the  parasites  raa}^  continue  their  work  after  it  ceases  to  operate.  [ 
shall  be  happy  to  do  all  I  can  to  aid  you  in  your  investigations — [Letter  from  C.  E. 
Tread  well,  Rockport,  Atchison  countj^  October  16,  1876. 

Yesterday  we  discovered  on  a  warm  southern  exposure  that  our  locust  eggs  were 
hatching  out  maggots.  We  break  open  the  cocoons  and  the  eggs  on  exposure  to  the 
sun  for  a  few  moments  crawl  away  a  worm.  In  warm  places  along  the  hedges  the 
earth  is  alive  with  them.  Is  this  a  new  development  of  the  locust  question  ?  It  would 
seem  to  be  a  confirmation  of  the  theory  you  promulgated,  as  I  understood  it,  at  the 
time.  I  secured  a  few  of  the  perfect  cocoons  which  I  enclose  for  your  examination. 
We  suppose  these  will  do  as  the  others  do  upon  exposure  to  the  sun. 

The  people  here  are  quite  excited  over  the  matter,  hoping  it  may  be  a  solution  of 
the  problem  for  next  year,  at  least,  and  have  deputed  me  to  lay  the  matter  before  you. 
Any  information  you  can  give  us  in  regard  to  this  our  latest  development,  will  be 
thankfully  received  and  acknowledged — [Letter  from  S.  M.  Pratt,  M.  D.,  Hiawatha, 
Brown  county,  Kansas,  October  30,  1876. 

Various  reports  have  been  circulated  in  regard  to  the  destruction  of  the  eggs  of  the 
Rocky  Mountain  Locust  (Caloptenus  spretus)  by  a  worm.  I  am  happy  to  state  that 
these  reports  were  substantiated  yesterday  by  Mr.  McLockhead  of  Deer  Creek,  Kana- 
waka,  twelve  miles  west  of  this  city,  who  brought  me  a  box  of  earth  in  which  the  eggs 
of  the  "hopper"  had  been  abundantly  deposited.  To-day  a  similar  box  was  secured 
from  VV.  B.  Barnett,  Esq  ,  of  Hiawatha,  Brown  county.  In  both  of  these  instances  a 
large  proportion  of  the  eggs  have  been  destroyed  by  a  small,  wliite  larvfo.  Many  of 
the  egg-cases,  which  ordinarily  each  contain  from  twenty  to  thirty  eggs,  had  no  eggs 
in  them,  but  were  full  of  these  woims  or  larviB,  each  one  of  which  took  the  place  of  an 
egg  which  it  had  destroyed.  Some  of  theesfg-cases  contained  only  two  or  three  larvae 
with  more  than  twenty  sound  eggs.  I  consider  these  to  be  the  iarv?e  of  a  parasitic 
Hymenopterous  insect  [it  was  subsequently  verified  as  the  Anthomyia  under  considera- 

tion] which  I  hope  to  obtain  in  the  winged  or  pertect  state,  if  I  succeed  in  carrying 
them  safely  through  their  transformation — [Prof.  F.  H.  Snow,  in  Lawrence  (Kansas) 
Journal^  November  1,  1876. 

This  good  little  friend,  which  simultaneously  prevailed  over  so 

large  an  extent  of  country,  is  a  small  white  maggot,  (Fig.  23,  c)  of  the 

same  general  form  of  the  common  meat  maggots  or  "  gentiles,"  but 
measuring,  when  full  grown  and  extended,  not  quite  ̂   of  an  inch  in 
length.  The  head,  with  some  of  the  anterior  joints  of  the  body, 

tapers  and  is  retractile,  and  the  jaws  consist  of  two  small  hooks 

joined  to  a  V-shaped,  black,  horny  piece  which,  as  it  is  retracted  or 
extended,  plays   beneath  the  transparent  skin.    The  hind  or  tail  end 
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is  squarely  docked  off,  and  contains  two  small  yellowish-brown,  eye- 
like spots,  which  are  the  principle  spiracles  or  breathing  pores. 

These  small  maggots  are  found  in  the  locust  egg-pods,  either 
singly  or  in  varying  numbers,  there  sometimes  being  a  dozen  packed 
together  in  the  same  pod.  They  exhaust  the  juices  of  the  eggs  and 

leave  nothing  but  the  dry  and  discolored  shells,  and  where  they  are 
not  numerous  enough  to  destroy  all  the  eggs  in  the  pod,  their  work, 

in  breaking  open  a  few,  often  causes  all  the  others  to  rot. 
When  fed  to  repletion  this  maggot  contracts  to  a  little  cylindrical, 

yellowish-brown  pupa,  (Fig.  23,  h)  about  half  the  length  of  the  out- 
stretched and  full-grown  larva,  and  rounded  at  both  ends.  From  this 

pupa,  in  the  course  of  a  week  in  warm  weather,  and  longer  as  the 

weather  is  colder,  there  issues  a  small,  grayish,  two-winged  fly,  (Fig. 
23,  a)  about  ̂   of  an  inch  long,  the  wings  expanding  about  |  of  an  inch, 

and  in  general  appearance  resembling  a  diminutive  house-fly,  except 
that  the  body  is  more  slender  and  more  tapering  behind,  and  the 

wings  relatively  more  ample.  More  carefully  examined,  the  body  is 

seen  to  be  of  an  ash-gray  color,  tinged  with  rust-yellow,  and  beset 
with  stiff  bristle-like  hairs,  those  on  the  thorax  stoutest,  and  those  on 
the  abdomen  smaller  but  more  uniformly  distributed.  The  wings  are 

faintly  smoky  and  iridescent.  There  are  three  dusky  longitudinal 
stripes  on  the  thorax,  most  distinct  anteriorly,  and  another  along  the 
middle  of  the  abdomen,  most  distinct  in  the  male,  which  also  differs 

from  the  female  in  the  larger  eyes,  which  meet  much  more  closely  on 

the  top  of  the  head  than  in  the  female,  and  in  the  face  being  whiter. 
The  Winter  is  passed  mostly  in  the  pupa  state,  though  doubtless 

in  some  cases  also  in  the  winged  state. 

The  flies  of  this  genus  are  characterized  by  the  shortness  of  the 

antennas,  and  by  the  attenuated  abdomen.  The  characters  given  to 

it  are,  however,  by  no  means  uniform,  and  as  the  species  generally 

bear  a  very  close  resemblance  to  each  other,  and  there  have  been  a 

large  number  described  in  Europe,  (many  of  them  very  imperfectly), 
it  becomes  almost  an  impossibility  to  properly  determine  them.  As 
the  sexes  often  differ  materially,  it  is  also,  except  where  they  are 
reared  from  the  larva,  difiicult  to  connect  them,  and  as  the  colors  often 

become  sordid  and  dull  in  the  cabinet,  many  of  the  described  species 
have  no  real  existence. 

The  flies  frequent  flowers,  and  often  congregate  and  play  in  swarms 

in  the  air.  Their  eggs  are  white,  smooth,  oval,  about  0.04  inch  long, 
and  are  dropped  near  the  food  of  the  larva.  In  the  larva  state  these 

insects  mostly  feed  on  leguminous  plants,  and  the  carnivorous  habit 

is  exceptional.    The   species  affecting  the   Cabbage,  the   Onion,  the 
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Radish  etc.,  have  received  dilferent  names  as  hrassiccB,  Geparum, 
raphani,  etc.,  but  several  of  them  doubtless  constitute  but  one 
species.  A  comparison  of  those  reared  from  the  locust  eggs  with  the 
descriptions  of  hrassiccB  and  ceparum  has  not  enabled  me  to  discover 
any  constant  differences,  and  they  should  perhaps  all  be  referred  to 
radicum  Linn.  At  all  events  I  feel  that  it  is  safest  to  define  the  insect 
under  consideration  merely  as  a  variety  of  that  species,  leaving  the 
proper  determination  of  it  to  the  future  monographer  of  the  genus. 

The  probabilities  are  that,  feeding  normally  on  the  roots  of  various 
plants,  it  found  locust  eggs  to  its  liking,  and  multiplied  rapidly  as  a result  of  the  abundance  of  such  eggs. 

Anthomyia  radicum  (Linn.)  var.  CALOPTExM-%^-Oval,  smooth,  -white,  0  04  inch long. 

Larva-<ikm  unarmed,  0.24  inch  long  when  extended,  of  the  normal  form  the mandibular  hooks  black,  quite  conspicuous,  and  diverging  at  base.  Prothoracie spiracles  elongaie.  Anal  spiracles  minute,  yellowish-brown,  with  the  8  tleshv  sur- rounding tubercles,  small. 

Pw;.a-Pale-brown,  rounded  at  each  end,  with  the  prothoracie  spiracles  and  lips anteriorly,  and  the  anal  spiracles  and  lower  tubercles  posteriorly,  showing  as  minute points. 

Imago-2.  Average  expanse  0.48  inch.  General  color  ash-gray  with  a  ferruginous 
hue,  especially  above,  and  a  more  or  less  intense  metallic  reflection.  Face  with°white reflections  below ;  eyes  smooth,  brown,  encircled  by  the  ground  color,  and  this  behind 
and  on  forehead  bordered  by  a  brown  line ;  2  similar  lines  at  back  of  head  from  upper corners  of  eyes  and  approaching  to  neck;  forehead  dusky-brown,  becomin-  bri-ht 
yellowish-red  toward  base  of  antenna?,  and  the  brown  forking  at  right  angle'^  around occiput.  Trophi  and  antennse  black,  the  style  simple  and  somewhat  longer  than  the 
whole  antennae.  Thorax  with  three  dusky  longitudinal  lines,  obsolete  behind  ■  legs 
black,  with  cinereous  hue  beneath  ;  wings  faintly  smoky,  with  brown-black  veins, the  discal  cross-vein  straight  and  traiLsverse,  the  outer  one  bent  and  more  oblique- balancers  crumpled,  yellowish.  Abdomen  with  faint  dusky  medio-dorsal  spots  broad at  base,  tapering  and  obsolescing  toward  end  of  each  joint. 

In  the  d",  aside  from  the  larger  eyes,  stronger  bristles,  and  narrower,  less  taperino- abdomen  with  its  additional  joint-all  characteristic  of  the  sex-tbe  face  is  whiter,  and the  medio-dorsai;dark  mark;.of  abdomen  continuous. 
Described  from  25  specimens  of  both  sexes,  reared  from  locust-ego'-feediuc'  larvse 
Specimens  bred  from  cabbage  and  raddish  roots,  and  others  in  ray  cabinet  taken 

from  the  burrows  (made  in  Osage  Orange  in  Missouri)  of  Crabro  stirpicola  Pack.-  da not  differ  specifically. 

Thk  Common  Flesh  Fly  {Sarcophaga  carnaria,  L.)— The  red-tailed 
variety  (sarracenicB)  of  this  ubiquitous  insect,  described  and  figured 
in  my  7th  Report  (p.  180)  as  preying  on  the  locust,  also  attacks  its 
eggs.  It  is  a  larger  maggot  than  the  preceding,  and  contracts  to  a 
darker  pupa  which  is  not  similarly  rounded  at  each  end,  but  has  the 
hind  end  truncate,  and  the  front  end  tapering.  It  sucks  the  eggs,  as 
does  the  Anthomyia  larva,  but  the  parent  fly  is  probably  attracted  to 
those,  principally,  which  are  addled  or  injured,  as  the  pods  in  which  I 
have  found  it  have  very  generally  been  in  a  fluid  state  of  decay. From  three  quarts  of  eggs  I  have  obtained  26  of  these  flies. 
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Undetermined  Egg-parasite  of  R 
Locust  . 

Undetermined  Species— N'ext  to  the  Anthomyia  Egg-parasite,  in 

importance,  is  a  much  larger,  more  sluggish,  yellowish  grub,  (Fig.  24)
 

measuring  about  i  an  inch  when  ex- 

tended, which  is  found  within  or  be- 

neath the  locust  eggs,  lying  in  a  curved 

position,  the  body  being  bent  so  that 

the  head  and  tail  nearly  touch  each 

other.  It  is  a  smooth  grub,  with  a  very 

small,  brown,  flattened  head,  with  the 

joints  near  the  head  swollen  and  the 

hind  end  tapering,  and  with  deep,  trans- 
lucent sutures  beneath  the  joints,  which 

sutures  show  certain  vinous  marks  and  mottlings,  especia
lly  along 

the  middle  of  the  back.  It  exhausts  the  eggs,  and  leaves  no
thing  but 

the  shrunken  and  discolored  shells.  It  has  not  yet  been  rea
red  to  the 

perfect  state,  but  from  the  structure  of  its  mouth  it  is 
 evidently  Hy- 

menopterous,  and  will  produce,  without  much  doub
t,  some  Ichneu- 

mon-fly. It  has  been  found  in  Minnesota,  Iowa,  Kansas  and  Missouri,
 

and  has  destroyed  about  one  per  cent,  of  the  eggs. 

The  following  letters  refer  to  this  species  : 

The  other  day  as  I  was  strolling  throuo:li  the  fields,  I  stopped  to 
 examine  some 

e^J  I  found  tie  ground  in  spots  quite  lull  of  white  grubs,  worms  or 
 maggo  s,  wha  - 

evSr  "they  may  be  cSlled.  Many  of  them  were  in  the  ̂ ^^'PO^s,  busy  a  ̂ ^^rl;;-  I  col- 
lected a  few  and  sent  to  you  in  a  small  vial  by  mail  for  your  examination.

  The  ground 

wShiffhandTy  where  fo  S.  D.  Payne,  Kasota,  Le  Sueur  county,  Minn., 
Sept.  28,  187G. 

I  think  the  -^ilky  mite  has  done  ̂ ood  service  in  destroying  eggs  in  one  or  two 

counties  part  cuarl  J  Noble.  But  we  are  getting,  in  addition,  con
tinual  newspaper 

rpSfof  wSite  Ss  des  royino-  the  eggs.  I  started  out  to  see  for  myse
lf  and  have 

Kf  a  nunS^whkh  I  s^^^^^^  A.  Whitman,  St.  Paul,  Minn.,  September 7,  1870. 

This  grub  is  found  of  various  sizes  as  Winter  sets  in,  an
d  hiber- 

nates without  change.  It  will  doubtless  be  reared  to  the  perfect  
state 

the  coming  Summer,  and  I  give  a  more  detailed  descrip
tion  herewith. 

Average  length  0.50  inch.  Body  curved,  glabrous,  tapering  po
steriorly,  swollen 

anteriorly.  Color  opaque  whitish,  with  translucent  yellowis
h  mottlings  and  some 

vinous  marks  at  sutures,  especially  along  medio-dorsum.  Suture
s  deep.  A  lateral  row 

of  swellings.  Head  small,  flattened,  dark-brown,  in  five  pieces,  co
nsisting  above  of  a 

frontal  ovoid  piece  and  two  lateral  pieces  of  somewhat  similar  f
orm,  and  each  bearing 

near  tip  a  minute,  2-jointed  palpus;  beneath  of  two  broad,  sub-
triangular  jaws  having 

forward  and  lateral  motion,  and  each  also  bearing  near  the  center
,  in  a  depression,  a 

2-jointed  feeler.  A  spiracle  each  side  in  a  fold  between  joints  2  an
d  3,  and  another  on 

€ach  side  of  the  penultimate  joint,  12.    None  otherwise  perceptib
le. 

Besides  the  three  preceding  species  which  have  been 
 found  des- 

troying the  eggs  the  past  year,  and  which,  from  their  being  ge
nerally 
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'^'®"  ̂ "'^  found  within  the  egg-pod,  may  be  called 
parasitic,  though  they  are  not  strictly 
so;  I  have  also  found  the  larvse  of  two 

species  of  Ground  beetles  {CaraUdoe) 
attacking  said  eggs.  One  pale  species, 
(Fig.  25)  evidently  belonging  to  the 
genus  Ilarpaliis,  is  more  particularly 
common  and  busy  in  the  good  work.  It 
is  an  active  creature,  something  over  half 
an  inch  long,  with  powerful  jaws  and  a 
light  brown  head  and  prothorax,  and 
the  rest  of  the  body  pale,  tapering  pos- 

teriorly and  ending  in  a  stout  proleg 
and  two  articulate  appendages.  For 
the   entomological  reader  I   append   a 

liAPPALUs  •?  Larva  THAT  PREYS  ON  Locust 

i'romi>7ueauTc^c^eVaS^    ''  »^-d' more  detailed  description  I 

Color  yellowish  white;  prothorax  and  hear!  highly  polished  yellowish-brown,  the 
jaws  darker.  Head  broad,  depressed  and  rugose  in  front;  jaws  broad,  robust,  dark,  and 
with  but  one  strong  middle  tooth  ;  antennae  5-jointed,  joints  4  and  5  scarcely  equaling 
5  in  length  ;  maxil!a3  elongate,  subcylindrical,  with  a  4-jointed  outer  aad  a  2-jointed 
inner  palpus;  mentum  elongate,  its  base  soldered  with  the  lower  head;  labrum  also 
elongate  and  with  2-jointed  palpi ;  all  trophi  armed  with  stiff  hair.  Prothoracic  joint, 
swollen,  wider  than  head,  twice  as  long  as  succeeding  joint,  horny,  and  with  a  darker 
anterior  border,  limited  by  a  transverse  stria  posteriorly  and  marked  with  fine  longi- 

tudinal stri:i3.  Legs,  except  coxae,  dark  brown  and  thickly  beset  with  short,  spinous 
bristles  of  the  same  coloi-.  Abdomen  tapering  to  end,  with  no  horny  plates,  but  each 
joint  with  two  transverse  rows  of  stiff  yellowish  hairs,  the  posterior  rows  strongest. 
Anal  proleg  stout,  the  cerci  4 jointed  (joints  3  and  4  small  and  imperfectly  separated) 
and  reaching  but  little  beyond  it;  eyes  small,  dark  and  just  behind  base  of  antennae. 
Lencjth  of  largest  specimens  0  58  inch. 

Eight  specimens  feeding  on  eggs  of  Caloptenus  spretus. 

The  other  Ground-beetle,  belonging  probably  to  the  same  genus 
as  the  above,  is  of  about  the  same  size  and  has  precisely  the  same  struc- 

ture. It  is  at  once  distinguished,  however,  by  a  series  of  broad, dark- 
brown,  horny  plates  along  the  back,  by  paler  horny  pieces  along  the 

[t'ig  2G.]  sides    and   beneath ;    by  the 
darker,  somewhat  narrower 

prothorax;  by  the  pale  legs,  - 
and  by  the  shorter  anal  cerci. 

I  have  found  three  specimens 
of  this  last  feeding  on  the 

eggs,  and  one  was  sent  to 
me  as  having  the  same  habit,  by  Mr.  Whitman,  of  St.  Paul.  Mr,  G. 
F.  Gaumer  has  sent  me  what  he   took  to  be  a  minute  Rove-beetle 

E   R — 7 

J& 

Harpalus  ?  Larva— B,  under-side  of  head:  /),  i,j,  under 
side  ot  different  joints  or  body. 
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{StaphilimdcB)   found  feeding   on   the  eggs,   and  they  prove   to   be 

newly  hatched  specimens  of  the  above  Harpalus  larva. 

It  is  irobable  that  most  of  the  Oarabid  iivoe  will  feed  on  the 

eggs,  and  I  introduce  the  figure  of  a  larger  species  (Fig.  26)  and  its 

probable  parent,  the  Pennsylvania  Ground-beetle  {Harpalus  penn- 
sylvanictis  De  Geer,  Fig.  27). 

Insects  which  destroy  the  active  Locust.-ln  addition  to  the  many 

animals  enumerated  in  previous  reports,  which  destroy  this  locust, 

the  Box-turtle  may  be  mentioned,  and  Mr.  Gauraer  has  found  a  large 

burrowing  spider  (doubtless  a  Lycosa  or  Mygale)  to  feed  upon  it.   He 

has  also  examined  several  specimens  infested  with  hair-worms,  one  of 

which  was  18^  inches  long.   I  have  myself  taken  a  specimen  6^  inches 

long,  which  proves,  upon  comparison,  to  be  our  commonest  species, 

Gordius  aquaticus.    Mr.  H.  A.  Brous,  who,  while  in 

Western  Kansas  last  Summer,  made  careful  notes  of 

everything   he    observed    relating    to    the    Rocky 

Mountain  Locust,  has  sent  me  a  number  of  insects 

found  preying  upon  it  that  had   not   before   been 

observed  at  such  work.     Among  them  are  various 

Asilus Hies*,  and  several  Ground-beetles  and  Tiger- 

beetles.f    More  particulary  noteworthy  among  these 

last  is  that  large  and  most  elegant  dark-brown  species 

^^""""gro^-beetle.    which  I  herewith  figure  (Fig.  29),  and  which  has  been 

esteemed  as  a  great  rarity  among  Coleopterists.      Mr.  Brous  found  
it 

much  more  common  than  it  was  generally  supposed,  and  attributes  its
 

[Fig.  29.]  reputed  rarity  to  its  secretive  [fjs-  28. i 

and  nocturnal  habits.   It  lives 

in  holes  in  clayey  banks,  and 

issues  in  search  of  food  only 

at   night  or  early   morn.     Of 

Heteroptera,   there  is  a  Sol- 

dier-bug of  the  genus  Apio- 
merus  and  allied  to  crassipes  ; 

and    of   Hymenoptera    there 

are  two  Ichneumons—a  Com-       erax  bastardh. 

poplex  and  EpMaltesnotandaGve%%—\h?i.i  were 

noticed  pursuing  the  locusts,  and  are  possibly 

parasitic  upon  them.  The  Preying  Mantis  {Man- 

AMBLYCHtLA  cYLiNDRiFORMis.  tig  OaroUna,  Rop.  1,  p.  169)  faas  been  also  ob- 

•  <!t^r,nnnf,on  comanrndneus  Loew. ,  a  species  with  pale  yelloAVi?h  hairs  on  hear!  »m\  thornx',  yel- 

lowishlrowrwin^A  and^^^^^^^  "nd  abdomeu;  Promachus  apivora
  Fitch;  Erax  Bastardy 

Say;  C  TcuMl^is  s^^^  C.  fulgidaS^j;  C .  vulgaris  ̂ ay,  C.  cvcumpiclaLat.;  C. 
formosaSay;  C.  jjunc t ulala  Fahr. 
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served  feeding  on  the  locusts  by  Mr.  H.  S.  King  in  Texas  and  by  Mr. Brous  in  Kansas. 

EXPERIMENTS  Wini  THE  EGGS,  AXD  CONCLUSIONS  DRAWN  THEREFROM. 

There  are  many  questions  respecting  the  manner  in  which  the 
eggs  of  this  locust  are  affected  under  different  conditions,  which  are 
of  intense  practical  interest,  and  which  are  frequently  discussed  with 
no  definite  result  being  arrived  al,  or  no  positive  conclusion  drawn. 
Such  are,  for  instance,  the  influence  of  temperature,  moisture  and 
dryness  upon  them;  the  effects  of  exposing  them  to  the  air,  of  break- 

ing open  the  pods,  of  harrowing  or  plowing  them  under  at  different 
depths,  of  tramping  upon  them.    Everything,  in  short,  that  may  tend 
to  destroy  them  or  prevent  the  young  locusts  hatching,  is  of  vital  im- 
portance.     With  a  view  of  settling  some  of  these  questions,  and  in  the 
hope  of  reaching  conclusions   that   might  prove    valuable,  I  have 

carried  on,  during  the  past  Winter,  a  series  of  experiments',  some  of which  aie  herewith  summed  up.     By  reference  to  the  meteorological 
table  given  further  on,  in  considering  the  "Condition  of  the  Eggs," 
the  exact  temperature  at  any  of  the  dates  mentioned  can  be  ascer- tained. 

Experhncnis  to  test  the  EiTects  of  alternately  treezing  and  Thaioing. 

The  eggs  in  the  following  series  of  experiments  were  obtained 
early  in  November,  at  Manhattan,  Kans.,  under  similar  conditions. 
They  were  mostly  in  a  fluid  state  at  the  time,  and  none  but  good  and 
perfect  masses  were  used.  They  were  all  carefully  placed  in  the  nor- 

mal position  at  the  surface  of  the  ground,  in  boxes  that  could  be 
easily  removed  from  place  to  place.  The  experiments  commenced 
November  10th,  1876,  and  ended  March  10th,  1877.  During  November 
and  December  the  weather  was  severe,  while  during  January  and 
February  it  was  largely  mild  and  genial  for  the  season.  In  March 
again  there  was  much  frost. 

The  temperature  in  my  office,  into  which  all  the  eggs  when  not 
exposed  were  brought,  ranged  during  the  day  from  65°  to  70°  F.,  rarely 
reaching  to  75°.     During  the  night  it  never  dropped  below  40°,  and    - averaged  about  55°. 

Experiment  7.— Fifty  eo:or.masses  were  txposed  to  frost  from  November  lOlh  to 
January  10th,  and  then  taken  in-doors.  In  20  days  they  commenced  hatchhig-,  and continued  to  do  so  for  38  days  thereafter. 

Experiment  f.— Fifty  egg-masses  exposed  at  the  same  time  to  frost.  Brought  in- 
doors on  December  10th.    On  December  31st  they  commenced  hatching  numerously 
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and  continued  to  hatch  till  the  10th  of  January,  1S77,  when  the  remainder  were  exposed 

again.  The  weather  being  subsequently  mild,  some  hatched  on  each  w^arm  day  until 
the  26th.  None  hatched  thereafter,  and  upon  examination,  subsequently,  all  were 
found  to  have  hatched. 

Experiment  3. — Fifty  egg-masses  exposed  at  same  time.  Brought  in-doors  Decem- 
ber 1st.  Kept  there  till  the  22d  without  any  of  them  hatching.  Exposed  again  for 

three  weeks,  and  then  brought  in-doors  on  the  12th  of  January.  They  commenced 
hatching  two  days  thereafter,  and  continued  till  the  29t:h.  Subsequent  examination 
showed  them  all  to  have  hatched. 

Experime7it  4- — One  hundred  egg-pods  exposed  at  the  same  time,  but  alternately 
brought  in-doors  and  exposed  again  every  14  days.  Some  commenced  hatching  during 
the  second  term  in-doors  ;  others  continued  during  the  warm  days  of  the  third  expo- 

sure, and  all  had  hatched  by  the  sixth  day  of  the  third  term  in-doors. 

Experiment  5. — A  lot  of  100  egg-masses  alternately  exposed  and  brought  in-doors 
every  week.  During  the  lirst  four  terms  of  exposnre  they  were  continuously  frozen, 

while  during  the  next  four  the  weather  was  frequently  mild  enough  to  permit  hatch- 
ing. They  first  began  to  hatch  during  the  fourth  term  in-doors,  and  continued  to 

hatch,  except  during  the  colder  days  when  exposed,  until  the  seventh  term  in-doors, 
during  which  the  last  ones  escaped. 

Experiment  6. — Many  hundred  egg-masses  kept  out-doors  the  whole  time,  first 
commenced  hatching  March  2d. 

Experiment  7. — Many  hundred  i)ods,  kept  in-doors  till  December  15,  and  hatching 
from  November  28th  up  to  that  time,  were  then  exposed,  and  have  continued  to  hatch 
whenever  the  weather  permitted,  and  continue  to  hatch  up  to  the  present  time 
(March  10.) 

Experiment  S. — A  lot  of  100  pods  that  had  been  hatching  in-doors  from  November 
19th,  were  exposed  to  frost  January  15th,  and  brought  in-doors  again  January  28th, 
where  they  continued  hatching  till  February  10th.  Every  one  was  subsequently  found 
to  have  hatched. 

Experiment' 9. — A  lot  of  100  under  same  conditions  as  in  experiment  8,  up  to  Janu- 
ary 28th.  They  were  then  exposed  again  and  brought  in-doors  February  16th,  when 

they  commenced  hatching  and  continued  to  do  so  till  the  27th.  All  were  found  subse- 
quently to  have  hatched. 

Two  important  conclusions  are  deducible  from  the  above  experi- 
ment : 

First — The  eggs  are  far  less  susceptible  to  alternate  freezing  and 
thawing  than  most  of  us,  from  analogy,  have  been  inclined  to  believe. 

Those  who  have  paid  attention  to  the  subject,  know  full  well  that  the 

large  proportion  of  insects  that  hibernate  on  or  in  the  ground,  are 

more  injuriously  affected  by  a  mild,  alternately  freezing  and  thawing 

Winter,  than  by  a  steadily  cold  and  severe  one  ;  and  the  idea  has  quite 
generally  prevailed,  that  it  was  the  same  with  regard  to  our  locust 

eggs.  But,  if  so,  then  it  is  more  owing  to  the  mechanical  action 
which,  by  alternate  expansion  and  contraction  of  the  soil,  heaves  the 
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pods  and  exposes  them,  than  to   the  effects  of  the  varying  tempera- 
tures. 

Seco7id— That  suspended  development  by  frost  may  continue  with 
impunity  for  varying  periods,  after  the  embryon  is  fully  formed  and 
the  young  insect  is  on  the  verge  of  hatching.  Many  persons,  having 
in  mind  the  well  known  fact  that  birds'  eggs  become  addled  if  incuba- 

tion ceases  before  completion,  when  once  commenced,  would,  from 
analogy,  come  to  the  same  conclusion  with  regard  to  the  locust  eggs. 
But  analogy  here  is  an  unsafe  guide.  The  eggs  of  insects  hibernate 
in  all  stages  of  embryonic  development,  and  many  of  them  with  the 
larva  fully  formed  and  complete  within.  The  advanced  development 
of  the  locust  embryo,  frequently  noticed  in  the  Fall,  argues  nothing 
but  very  early  hatching  as  soon  as  Spring  opens.  Their  vitality  is 
unimpaired  by  frost. 

Experiments  to  test  the  InAuenGe  of  Moisture  upon  the  Eggs. 

The  following  series  of  experiments  were  made  with  eggs  also 
brought  from  Manhattan,  Kansas.  They  were  dug  up  in  December, 
and  were  sound,  and  much  in  the  same  condition  as  those  in  the  pre- 

ceding series. 

The  water  in  all  but  the  last  three,  or  experiments  23,  24  and  25, 
was  kept  in  my  office  at  the  temperature  already  stated,  and  only 
changed  when  there  was  the  least  tendency  to  become  foul.  In  the 
alternate  submergence  and  draining,  the  eggs  were  submitted  to  the 
most  severe  hygroraetric  changes  ;  the  warm  atmosphere  of  the  room 
having  great  drying  power. 

Experiment  10.— Ten  egg-masses  kept  under  water  in-doors  from  December  5th  to 
December  26th,  1876,  the  water  becominof  quite  foul.  They  were  then  removed  to  earth 
and  kept  in  a  hatching  temperature.  They  commenced  hatchiuor  January  11th,  1877, 
and  continued  to  do  so  till  February  5th— all  having  hatched. 

Experiment  It. — Twenty  egg-masses  kept  under  water  in-doors  from  December 
26th,  1870,  till  January  2d,  1877  ;  then  left  dry  till  the  9th  ;  then  submerged  again  till 
the  16th,  when  they  were  drained  again.  On  the  20th,  IS  young  hatched,  and  others 
continued  hatching  till  the  23d,  when  they  were  suDmerged  again.  From  the  26th  to 
30th,  a  few  hatched  under  water,  successfully  getting  rid  of  the  post-natal  pellicle,  and 
living  for  some  hours  afterward  in  the  water.  On  the  30th  day  tliey  were  drained 
again,  and  continued  to  hatch.  On  February  6th,  they  were  again  immersed,  and  con- 

tinued to  hatch  on  the  7th.  On  the  15th,  22d,  29tb,  and  March  7th,  they  were  alter- 
nately drained  and  immersed  ;  but  none  hatched  after  February  7th,  and  the  remainder 

proved  upon  examination  to  have  been  destroyed,  most  of  them  being  quite  rotten. 

Experiment  12.— Two  egg-masses  taken  from  the  lot  in  Experiment  11,  on  Febru- 
ary 7th,  and  placed  in  moist  earth.    Every  egg  subsequently  hatched. 

Experiment  13.— Two  egg-masses  taken  from  the  lot  in  Experiment  11,  on  Febru- 
ary 22d,  and  placed  in  moist  earth.    All  hatched. 

Experiment  i-^.— Twenty  egg-masses  alternately  immersed  and  drained  every  two 
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weeks  from  December  26th  till  March  6th.  None  hatched,  but  three-fourths  of  the  eggs 
were  at  this  date  sound,  the  embryon  full-formed  and  active  as  soon  as  released,  but 
pale,  and  evidently  too  feeble  to  burst  the  egg-shell.  The  rest  were  killed  and  more  or 
less  decomposed. 

Experiment  15. — Two  egg-masses,  after  immersion  for  two  week«,  were  placed  in 
moist  earth.  They  began  hatching  22  days  afterward,  and  continued  to  do  so  for  6 

days.  It  was  subsequently  found  that  only  seven  out  of  forty-eight  eggs  had  col- 
lapsed and  failed  to  hatch. 

Experiment  16. — Two  egg-masses  immersed  for  two  weeks,  and  drained  for  two 
weeks;  then  placed  in  moist  earth.  Six  days  afterward  they  commenced  hatching, 

and  continued  to  do  so  for  2  days.  Subsequently  examined,  28  out  of  5i  eggs  had 

perished. 

E.vperiment  17. — Two  egg-masses  alternatel}'  immersed,  drained,  and  immersed 

again  everj-  two  weeks,  were  placed  in  moist  earth.  They  commenced  hatching  two 
days  afterward,  and  continued  to  do  so  for  12  daj's.  Upon  subsequent  examination, 
23  out  of  52  had  perished. 

Experiment  IS. — Twenty  egg-masses  immersed  from  Dec.  26,  1876,  to  Jan.  16,  1S77; 
then  drained  till  Feb.  6th,  then  immersed  till  Feb.  27th,  then  drained  again.  On  Feb. 

3d,  while  dry,  they  commenced  hatching  numerously,  and  a  few  continued  for  two 

days  to  hatch  while  immersed.  An  examination  March  7th,  showed  about  half  of 

them  still  alive,  the  rest  rotten. 

Experime7it  19. — Twenty  egg-masses  immersed  from  Dec.  26.  1876,  to  Jan.  23, 
1877;  then  drained  till  Feb.  20th,  then  submerged  again.  They  commenced  hatching 

on  the  6th  of  Feb.,  and  continued  two  days  after  the  second  submergence.  On  the 

7th  of  March  but  about  5  per  cent,  had  rotted. 

Experhnent  fC— Two  egg-masses  immersed  for  4  weeks ;  then  drained  fjr  2 
weeks  ;  then  immersed  for  one  week  ;  then  placed  in  moist  earth.  They  commenced 

hatching  7  days  afterward,  and  continued  to  do  so  for  6  days.  Subsequently  exam- 
ined, one  of  the  masses  was  rotten  ;  the  eggs  in  the  other  had  all  hatched. 

Experiment  21. — Twenty  egg-masses  kept  from  Dec.  26th,  1876,  in  earth  saturated 
with  moisture.  On  Feb.  23d,  1877,  they  commenced  hatching,  and  continued  to  do  so 

till  March  7th,  when  all  were  found  to  have  hatched,  except  one  pod,  which  was 
rotten. 

Experiment  22. — Twenty  egg-masses,  alternatelj^  placed  every  tive  days,  from  Dec. 

26,  1876,  in  earth  saturated  with  moisture  and  in  earth  which  was  very  dry.  Com- 
menced hatching  Feb.  14th,  and  continued  till  March  7th,  when,  upon  examination, 

9  of  the  pods  were  found  rotten. 

Experiment  23. — Twenty  egg-masses  immersed  and  exposed  out-doors  Dec.  26, 

1876.  From  that  time  till  Maj-ch  7th,  the  water  was  frozen  and  completely  thawed  at 
6  different  times,  the  vessel  containing  them,  which  was  of  glass  and  admitted  the 

sunlight,  several  times  breaking.  The  changes  were  as  follows  :  Frozen  till  Jan.  10th  ; 

then  thawed  till  the  12th  ;  then  frozen  till  the  18th  ;  then  thawed  till  the  20th ;  then 

frozen  till  the  26th  ;  then  thawed  till  Feb.  20th  ;  then  partly  frozen  till  the  22d  ;  then 

thawed  till  the  26th;  then  frozen  till  the  27th;  then  thawed  till  March  orh;  then 

frozen.  Examined  on  the  7th  of  March,  one  pod  only  was  found  rotten;  the  others 

apparently  sound. 

Experiment  24- — Two  egg-masses  under  same  conditions  as  in  Expt.  23,  till  Feb. 
9th,  when  they  were  brought  indoors  and  placed  in  earth.  One  was  dried  up  on  the 

16th  ;  the  other  commenced  hatching  on  the  27th,  and  when  examined  on  March  7th, 

all  the  eggs  in  it  were  found  to  have  hatched. 
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Experiment  25. — Two  egg-masses  unclcr  same  conditions  as  in  Expt-  23,  till  Feb. 

27th,  when  they  were  placed  in  earth  in-doors.  Those  examined  March  7th  were 

sound,  and  near  the  hatching  point. 

These  experiments,  though  not  yet  completed  at  the  time  this 

MS.  goes  to  the  printer,  yet  establish  a  few  facts  that  were  somewhat 
unexpected.  The  insect  is  a  denizen  of  the  high  and  arid  regions  of 
the  Northwest,  and  has  often  been  observed  to  prefer  dry  and  sunny 

places,  and  to  avoid  wet  land,  for  purposes  of  ovipositing.  The  belief 

that  moisture  was  prejudicial  to  the  eggs,  has,  for  these  reasons,  very 

generally  prevailed.  The  power  which  they  exhibit  of  retaining 

vitality,  and  of  hatching  under  water  or  in  saturated  ground,  is,  there- 
fore, very  remarkable — the  more  so  when  viewed  in  connection  with 

the  results  obtained  in  the  succeeding  experiment.  That  the  eggs 

should  hatch  alter  several  weeks  submergence,  and  that  the  young 

insect  should  even  throw  off  the  post-natal  pellicle, was,  to  me,  quite  a 
surprise,  and  argues  a  most  wonderful  toughness  and  tenacity.  After 
being  dried  and  soaked  for  over  six  weeks,  under  conditions  that 

approach  to  those  of  Spring,  I  found  a  good  proportion  of  the  eggs  to 

•contain  the  full-formed  and  living  young,  which,  though  somewhat 

shrunken,  and  evidently  too  weak  to  have  made  its  exit,  was  still  capa- 
ble of  motion.  The  water  evidently  retards  hatching.  An  examina- 

tion of  the  submerged  eggs  that  remained  unhatched  long  after  others 

had  hatched,  which  had  been  under  similar  treatment  up  to  a  certain 

time,  and  then  transferred  to  earth,  showed  the  jaws  and  tibial  spines 

to  be  still  quite  soft.  It  is,  therefore,  in  preventing  the  proper  hard- 
ening of  these  delivering  points,  that  water  doubtless  retards  the 

hatching,  and  prevents  its  accomplishment  long  before  the  embryon 

perishes.  Yet,  when  once  lite  has  gone,  the  egg  would  seem  to  rot 
quicker  in  the  water  than  in  the  ground. 

The  results  of  Experiments  23 — 25  prove  conclusively  that  water 
in  Winter  time,  when  subject  to  be  frozen,  is  still  less  injurious  to  the 

eggs. 

Altogether,  these  experiments  give  us  very  little  encouragement 
as  to  the  use  of  water  as  a  destructive  agent;  and  we  can  readily 

understand  how  eggs  may  hatch  out,  as  they  have  been  known  to  do, 

in  marshy  soil,  or  soil  too  wet  for  the  plow;  or  even  from  the  bottom 

of  ponds  that  were  overflowed  during  the  Winter  and  Spring.  While 

a  certain  proportion  of  the  eggs  may  be  destroyed  by  alternately  soak- 

ing and  drying  the  soil  at  short-repeated  intervals,  it  is  next  to  impos- 
sible to  do  this  in  practice  during  the  Winter  season  as  effectually  as  it 

was  done  in  the  experiments;  and  the  only  case  in  which  water  can 

be  profitably  used  is  where  the  land  can  be  flooded  for  a  few  days 

just  at  the  period  when  the  bulk  of  the  eggs  are  hatching. 
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Experiments  to  test  the  Effects  of  Exposure  to  the  Free  Air. 

The  eggs  in  the  following  series  were  obtained  at  Manhattan, 
Kansas,  in  November,  and  all  under  similar  conditions. 

Experiment  26. — A  large  number  of  egg-masses  were  thoroughly  broken  up  aiH> 
the  single  eggs  scattered  over  the  surface  of  the  ground  out-doors  early  in  December. 
By  the  23d  of  February  all  had  perished,  and  most  of  them  had  collapsed  and 
shriveled. 

Experiment  27. — A  large  number  of  pods  were  partly  broken  up  and  exposed  as  in. 
Exp.  2().  On  the  lOlh  of  March  the  outer  eggs  were  mostly  dead  and  shrunken,  but  a 
few  of  the  protected  ones  were  yet  plump,  the  embryou  well  advanced  and  apparently 
sound. 

Experiment  28. — A  large  number  of  unbroken  pods  were  exposed  under  similar 
conditions  as  in  the  preceding  Expts.  By  March  10th  fully  three-fourths  of  the  eggs 
had  perished. 

Experiment  f.9.— Fifty  egg-masses  were  kept  in-doors  in  an  open  mouthed  bottle  m 
perfectly  loose  and  dry  earth  from  November  6th.  Fully  8  per  cent,  of  the  eggs  had 

hatched  by  December  28th,  when  hatching  ceased,  and  a  subsequent  examinatio.n 
showed  the  rest  to  have  shrunken  and  perished. 

It  is  very  evident  from  the  above  experiments  that  we  can  do 

much  more  to  destroy  the  eggs  by  bringing  into  requisition  the  uni- 
versally utilizable  air,  than  we  can  by  the  use  of  water.  The  break- 

ing up  of  the  mass  and  exposure  of  the  individual  eggs  to  the  desicat- 
ing  effects  of  the  atmosphere,  effectually  destroys  them;  and  when  to 

this  is  added  the  well  known  fact  tha\.  thus  exposed  they  are  more 

liable  to  destruction  by  their  numerous  enemies,  we  see  at  once  the 
importance  of  this  mode  of  coping  with  the  evil. 

Experiments  to  test  the  Effects  of  'burying  at  different  Depths^  and 
of  pressing  the  Soil. 

The  following  series  of  experiments  were  made  with  eggs  obtained 

at  Manhattan,  Kansas,  early  in  November,  and  which  were  in  similar 
condition  to  those  in  the  first  series.  Large  tin  cylindrical  boxes, 
made  of  different  depths,  and  varying  from  4  to  8  inches  in  diameter 

were  used  ;  and  in  order  to  hasten  the  result  they  were  kept  in-doors 
at  the  temperature  already  mentioned.  The  soil  in  all  the  boxes  was 

finely  comminuted  and  kept  in  uniform  and  moderately  moist  condi- 
tion. It  was  gently  pressed  with  the  fingers,  so  as  to  approach  in 

compactness  the  surface  soil  of  a  well  cultivated  garden.  In  each 

instance  the  eggs  were  placed  in  the  centre  of  the  box.  A  large 

number  of  eggs  have  been  buried  at  different  depths  out-doors  where 

they  are  under  natural  conditions  of  soil  pressure  and  tempera- 
ture, and  the  experiments  here  recorded  were  made  to  anticipate  the 

results  in  the  others,  which  will  not  be  completed  till  long  after  this 

Report  is  published. 
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Experiment  SO. — Ten  egg-masses  were  placed  just  one  Inch  below  the  surface  in  the 
centre  of  a  box  4  inches  in  diameter.  The  young  began  to  appear  January  30th,  when 
it  was  noticed  that  every  one  came  up  at  the  side  of  the  box,  between  the  earth  and 
the  tin,  where  there  was  more  or  less  shrinking  of  the  former  from  the  latter.  Upon 
pressing  the  earth  more  firmly  around  the  border,  the  issuing  of  the  young  ceased. 
Upon  examining  the  eggs  March  7th,  it  was  found  that  they  had  all  hatched.  A  few 
of  the  young  were  still  alive  and  endeavoring  to  escape.  The  rest  had  died  in  the 
eflort.  They  haa  >nade  no  progress  upward  through  the  pressed  surface,  but  had 
pushed  horizontally  as  the  looser  earth  permitted. 

Expe7-'u)icnt  31. — From  10  egg-masses  placed  2  inches  beneath  the  surface  the  young 
commenced  issuing  from  the  sides  as  in  the  preceding  Exp.,  Jan.  31st.  None  issued 
directly  through  the  surface  of  the  soil,  and  none  issued  after  the  border  was  pressed 

more  firmlj'  to  the  tin.  Subsequent  examination  showed  the  soil  penetrated  in  devi- 
ous directions,  but  none  of  the  insects  had  reached  higher  than  within  %  inch  of  the 

surface. 

Experiment  S2, — Ten  egg-masses  placed  3  inches  below  the  surface.  The  youngs 
began,  Jan.  31st,  to  issue  from  the  sides  as  in  Expts.  30,  31.  Upon  pressing  the  ground 
more  firmly  around  the  borders,  none  afterward  issued,  and  subsequent  examination 
showed  that  the  young  had  tunneled  the  earth  in  tortuous  passages  toward  the  sides, 
and  perished  there  ;  without  reaching  nearer  than  within  an  inch  of  the  surface  in  the 
middle  of  the  box. 

Experiment  33. — Ten  egg-masses  placed  6  inches  below  the  surface.  On  Feb.  1st 
the  young  commenced  to  issue,  as  in  the  preceding  Expts.,  from  the  side,  and  con- 

tinued to  do  so  till  the  4th,  when  the  earth  was  pressed  more  closely  to  the  tin.  None 

issued  afterward.  Subsequeuc  examination  showed  that  some  had  succeeded  in  work- 
ing their  way  upward  through  the  soil  to  within  two  inches  of  the  surface ;  but  most 

had  reached  the  sides  and  there  collected  and  perished  between  the  tin  and  the  soil. 

Other  experiments,  made  in  glass  tubes  where  the  movements  of 
the  insects  could  be  watched,  all  produced  similar  results  to  those 

above  given,  and  all  point  to  the  conclusion  that  where  the  newly 

hatched  insect  has  not  the  natural  channel  of  exit  (described  on  p.  88) 

which  was  prepared  by  the  mother,  it  must  inevitably  perish  if  the 

soil  be  moderately  compact,  unless  cracks,  fissures,  or  other  channels 
reaching  to  the  surface,  are  at  hand. 

From  the  above  four  series  of  experiments,  I  would  draw  the  fol- 
lowing deductions,  which  have  important  practical  bearing: 

J^irst — Frost  has  no  injurious  effect  on  the  eggs;  its  influence  is 
beneficial  rather,  in  weakening  the  outer  shell. 

Second — Alternately  freezing  and  thawing  is  far  less  injurious  to 
them  than  we  have  hitherto  supposed,  and  tends  to  their  destruction, 

if  at  all,  indirectly,  by  exposing  them  to  the  free  air. 

Third — The  breaking  open  of  the  egg-masses,  and  exposure  of 

the  eggs  to  the  atmosphere,  is  the  most  eff"ectual  way  of  destroying 
them.    Hence,  the  importance  of  harrowing  in  the  Fall  is  obvious. 

tourtli — Moisture  has  altogether  less  eff'ect  on  the  vitality  of  the 
eggs  than  has  heretofore  been  supposed,  and  will  be  of  little  use  as  a 
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destructive  agent,  except  where  land  can  be  overflowed  for  two  or 

three  days  at  the  time  when  Ihe  bulk  of  the  young  are  hatching. 

Fifth — Plowing  under  of  the  eggs  will  be  effectual  in  destroying 
them,  just  in  proportion  as  the  ground  is.  afterward  harrowed  and 

rolled.  Its  effects  will  also  necessarily  vary  with  the  nature  of  the 

soil.  Other  things  being  equal.  Fall  plowing  will  have  the  advantage 
over  Spring  plowing,  not  only  in  retarding  the  hatching  period,  but  in 

permitting  the  settling  and  compacting  of  the  soil;  while  where  the 

ground  is  afterwards  harrowed  and  rolled,  the  Spring  plowing  will 

prove  just  as  good,  and  on  light  soils,  perhaps  better, 

THE  OMAHA  CONFERENCE. 

At  the  invitation  of  Governor  Jno.  S.  Pillsbury,  of  Minnesota,  a 
conference  of  the  Executives  of  those  States  and  Territories  which 

most  suffer  from  locust  ravages,  and  of  scientific  gentlemen  interested 

in  the  subject,  was  held  at  Omaha,  Neb.,  on  the  25th  and  26th  of  Octo- 
ber last.    The  following  gentlemen  were  in  attendance  : 
Prof.  Cyrus  Thomas,  of  Illinois. 

Gov.  Samuel  J.  Kirkwood,  of  Iowa. 
Gov.  Thomas  A.  Osborne,  of  Kansas. 

Gov.  Silas  Garber, 

Ex-Gov.  Robt.  W.  Furnas, 
Prof.  CD.  Wilber, 
Prof.  A.  D.  Williams,  and 

Hon.  Geo.  W.  Frost,  of  Nebraska. 

Gov.  John  S.  Pillsbury, 

Pennock  Pusey,  and 
Prof.  A.  Whitman,  of  Minnesota. 

Gov.  John  L.  Pennington,  of  Dakota,  and 

Gov.  0.  H.  Hardin,  and 
C.  V.  Riley,  of  Missouri. 

After  an  interesting  and  instructive  interchange  of  opinions  and 

experiences,  the  following  resolutions,  reported  by  the  writer  on 

behalf  of  a  committee  appointed  to  express  the  sense  of  the  Confer- 
ence, were  unanimously  adopted  : 

Your  Committee,  appointed  to  draft  resolutions  expressive  of  the  views  of  the 
Conference,  would  respecilully  report  as  follows: 

The  Kocky  Mountain  Locust,  or  "grasshopper,"  by  its  migrations  from  Territory 
to  Territory  and  from  State  to  State,  destroyins^'  millions  of  dollars'  worth  of  the  hard 
earnings  of  the  Western  farmers,  crippling  the  progress  of  the  border  States,  and 
retarding  the  settlement  ot  the  Territories,  has  become  a  national  plague.  Its  injuries 
are  of  such  magnitude  that  no  eflort  should  be  lelt  untried  that  will  be  likely  to  diminish 
or  avert  them. 

The  work  to  be  done  is  of  a  two-fold  nature — State  and  National.  From  the 
writings  of  those  who  have  given  the  subject  careful  attention,  and  from  our  own  past 
•experience,  it  is  quite  manifest  that  the  pest  in  question  is  not  a  native  of  the  country 
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south  of  the  41th  parallel  or  east  of  the  100th  meridian,  but  that  it  occasionally  over- 
runs the  country  south  and  east  ot  these  lines,  from  the  extreme  Northwest. 
There  are,  therefore,  two  pressin<>:  questions  which  demand  our  attention  : 
1st  The  hest  means  of  llLrhtinfr  the  pla^^ue  as  it  occurs  in  the  States  to  which  it 

migrates,  but  in  which  it  is  not  indigenous. 
2d.  The  thoroui^h  investisjatioii  iu'o  its  habits  in  its  native  home,  with  a  view  of 

preventing-,  if  possible,  its  migrations  therefrom. 
Toward  the  elucidation  und  settlement  of  the  first  we  have  the  dear-bought  ex- 

perience of  the  past  few  years,  and  there  has  already  been  a  large  amount  of  valuable 
information  obtained  and  publi-*hed  in  the  proclamation  of  Gov.  Pillsbury,  in  the  report 
of  the  special  Mhin^sata  commission,  appointed  in  187.5,  in  the  two  last  entomological 
reports  made  to  the  State  of  Missouri,  bv  its  State  entomologi^^t,  and  in  the  writings 
of  Prof.  Thomas  and  others.  We,  therefore,  recoairaend  the  passage  of  tlie  following 
lesolutions: 

Resolved,  That,  as  much  valuable  and  practical  advice  has  already  been  published 
a  committee  of  three  bi^  appointed  to  collect  and  issue  in  pamphlet  form,  as  soon  as 
possible,  all  the  more  pr.icticable  means,  based  on  experience,  that  we  novv  have  any 
knowledge  of,  towird  the  destruccion  of  the  insect,  whether  as  it  pours  down  upon  us 
in  the  winged  condition,  or  as  it  hatches  out  in  our  midst. 

Resolved,  That  the  official  report  of  the  proceedings  of  this  Confei'ence  shall  form 
the  preluie  to  this  pamphlet,  and  that  the  f  )llowing  recommendations  and  statement 
of  our  views,  as  to  the  possibiiitv  of  contending  with  the  locust  shall  form  a  part  of 
said  pamphlet.      [Here  omitted.] 

Further,  in  order  to  meet  the  emergency  that  threatens  next  Spring,  parti  cular 
stress  should  be  laid  on  the  best  means  of  coning  with  the  eggs  and  unfleg^l  young 
that  will  hatch  from  them  in  the  Spring  of  1877.  Among  these,  we  deem  as  most  fea- 

sible and  best  calculated  to  produce  good  results,  a  judicious  bounty  system  ;  and,  as 
that  recommended  by  Prof.  Riley,  in  his  eighth  report,  is  based  on  the  valuable  expe- 
riencegained  in  1875,  and  correctly  states  the  principles  that  should  govern  such  legis- 

lation, we  recommend  the  following  : 

Resolved,  That  in  our  opinion  it  will  be  wise  and  politic  for  the  legislatures  of  each 
of  the  States  and  Territories  most  deeply  interested  in  the  locust  question,  to  enact   a 
State  bounty  law,  offering  a  bounty  of   per  bushel  for  the  collection  and  destruciion 
of  the  eggs,  and   of   per  bushel  for  the  destruction  of   the  unfledged  insects;  that 
the  pnnctples  laid  down  by  Prof.  Eiley  for  such  a  law  should  be  l<ept  in  view;  and  that 
we  will  use  our  influence  to  obtain  such  a  law  in  our  respective  States. 

Resolved,  That  we  recommend  to  the  several  legislatures,  that  they  authorize  local 
taxation  for  the  purpose  of  systematized  effort  in  the  way  of  ditching,  burning,  etc., 
as  the  local  authorities  may  deem  necessary  or  desirable. 

We  further  invoke  our  legislatures  to  adopt  such  practicable  measures  as  have 
proved  efficaeiou.s,  and  such  as  further  experience  may  suggest,  including  the  repeal  of 
existing  game  laws,  or  such  modification  of  them  as  will  prevent  the  destruction  of 
birds  which  feed  upon  the  insects;  the  prevention  of  prairie  fires  until  suitable  time 
for  the  destruction  of  tlie  young  locusts  by  firing  the  grass  ;  the  encouragement  of  tree 
culture  for  promoting  moisture  and  harboring  birds,  and  such  other  means  as  may 

promote  the  'great  end  desired. 
Resolved,  further.  That  in  view  of  the  danger  that  threatens,  it  is  advisable  that,  as 

far  as  posible,  a  survey  be  made  of  each  State  during  the  cominji  \Vinter,  to  ascertain  just 
those  portions  of  each  county  in  which  the  eggs  are  most  thickly  laid,  in  order  to  indicate 
to  the  county  and  State  authorities  the  amount  of  the  preparatory  work  to  be  done 
to  prevent  the  threatened  injury,  and  also  in  order  to  more  thoroughly  organize  every 
portion  of  each  State  on  some  plan  ot  se(;uring  the  intelligent  co-operation  of  farmers 
and  others. 

We  also  recommend  the  passage  of  the  following  resolution: 

Resolved,  That  the  Governors  of  each  State  and  Territory  be  advised  to  appoint 
a  commission  of  one  or  more  competent  jtersons  whose  duties  shall  be  to  visit  the 

counties  and  towns  of  each  State,  and  report  the  facts  and  o'Dservations  to  the  Guver- 
nors,  and  also  to  organize  each  county  and  precinct  in  such  manner  as  may  be  deemed 
expedient,  and  also  to  appoint  in  said  counties  and  precincts,  suitable  persons  to 
receive  and  disti-ihute  such  documents  and  pamphlets,  containing  general  information 
and  mean.s  of  defence,  as  will  be  provided  by  this  Con'eren.;e,  and  to  report  such  or- 

ganizations and  names  of  committees  to  the  respective  Governors. 

Tor  the  solution  of  the  second  question,  it  is  the  evident  duty  of  the  Government 
to  make  the  proper  investigation.  We  have  looked  in  vain  for  this  aid  from  our  De- 

partment of  Agriculture,  and  are  satisfied  that  under  its  present  management,  such 
aid,  or  any  thorough  investigations,  are  not  to  be  expected.  We  therefore  recommend 
the  following  : 
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Refolved,  That  we  deem  it  the  duty  of  the  National  Government  to  make  some 
effort  to  destroyer  counteract  this  ̂ reat  pest,  and  thus  prevent  its  injuries. 

Resolved,  That  we  believe  the  tirst  step  in  this  matter  should  be  a  thorough  inves- 
tigation into  the  history  and  habits  of  this  insect,  in  its  native  haunts  as  well  as  in  the 

sections  visited  by  it,  and  the  search  for  all  possible  means  of  its  extermination,  and 
remedial  agencies  which  may  be  used  against  it. 

Resolved,  That  we  believe  this  can  be  accomplished  in  the  shortest  time,  at  the 
least  expense  and  most  effectually  by  attacliing  a  special  commission  for  this  purpose, 
to  one  of  the  Government  Surveys  seiic  out  annually  to  the  West;  and,  therefore,  we 
suggest  that  the  following  be  added  to  that  clause  of  the  Sundry  Civil  Appropriation 
Bill,  making  an  appropriation  for  the  geological  and  geographical  survey  of  the  Ter- 

ritories :  "And  also  the  further  sum  of  twenty-five  thousand  dollars  for  the  purpose  of 
paying  tlie  salaries  and  expenses  <  f  a  commission  to  consist  ot  three  entomologists  and 
two  VVestern  men  who  have  had  experience  with  the  locust*,  to  be  appointed  by  the 
Chief  of  said  survey,  with  the  consent  and  approval  of  the  Secretary  of  the  Interior. 
It  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  cosnmissioners  to  examine  into  the  history  and  habits  of 
the  said  locust,  and  make  report  thereon,  and  also  suggest  such  means  of  destroy- 

ing them  or  remedies  against  them  as  their  investigations  shall  prove  most  practi- 
cable." 

Resolved,  That  it  is  our  belief  that  the  Signal  Service  might  materially  aid  such  a 
commission  as  here  demanded,  in  performing  the  work,  by  regular  observations  made 
of  the  time,  dire(;tion,  extent  of  flights,  time  of  hatching  and  leaving  of  the  young 
locusts,  etc.;  also,  by  announcing  in  the  daily  weather  reports  the  appearance  and  pro- 

gress of  the  swarms;  and  we  ask  of  Congress  to  grant  to  Gen.  Myer  such  additional 
assistance  and  means  as  will  enable  him  to  carry  out  this  work. 

Resolved,  That  the  President  of  the  Conference  be  requested  to  draw  up  and 
present  to  the  President  of  the  United  States,  a  letter  setting  forth  the  urgent  neces- 

sity for  some  action  on  the  part  of  the  General  Government  in  behalf  of  the  sec- 
tions ravaged,  in  reference  to  the  invasions  of  and  destruction  occasioned  by  the 

locusts. 

Resolved,  That  each  of  the  Governors  of  the  following  States  and  Territories,  to- 
wit:  JNIinnesola,  Illinois,  Iowa,  Kansas,  Nebraska,  Missouri,  Colorado,  Wyoming, 
Dakota  and  Montana,  be  requested  to  transmit  to  their  respective  delegations  a  record  of 
these  proceedings,  requesting  them  to  urge  upon  Congress  speedy  action  in  this  matter, 
in  accordance  with  the  recommendations  of  this  Conference. 

A  committee  consisting  of  John  S.  Pillsbury,  Pennock  Pusey,  and 

myself,  was  appointed  to  prepare  for  publication  the  official  report  of 

Proceedings,  together  with  a  summary  of  the  best  means  known  for 

counteracting  the  evil;  and  10,000  copies  of  a  pamphlet  of  72  pages 
were  accordingly  published  last  Fall.  By  being  widely  distributed, 
this  pamphlet  has  undoubtedly  done  much  good,  and  had  no  small 

share  in  bringing  about  certain  much  needed  State  and  National  legis- 
lation. 

REMEDIES  AND  SUGGESTIONS. 

As  the  people  in  the  threatened  counties  already  enumerated 

(ante,  p.  G7)  will,  in  all  probability,  go  through  much  the  same  expe- 
rience this  year,  that  the  farmers  of  the  afflicted  counties  went 

through  in  1875,  there  will  be  a  large  demand  for  information  as  to 

how  best  to  manage  and  destroy  the  young  insects.  In  the  hope  that 
this  Report  will  be  distributed  at  an  early  day,  1  have  thought  best  to 

repeat  here  some  of  the  recommendations  made  in  my  last  Report, 
and  in  the  Omaha  pamphlet. 

Destruction  of  the  Young  or  unfledged  Locusts.  —  Heavy  rolling,  where 
the  surface  of  the  soil  is  sufficiently  ffrm  and  even,  destroys  a  large  number  of  these 
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newl}^  hatched  youii"-,  but  is  most  advantageously  employed  when  they  arc  most  slug- 
gish and  inclined  to  huddle  together,  as  during  the  first  eight  or  ten  days  alter  hatch- 
ing, and  in  the  mornings  and  evenings  subsequently.  They  then  drive  almost  as 

readily  as  sheep,  and  maybe  burned  in  large  quantities  by  being  driven  into  windrows 

or  piles  of  burning  hay  or  straw.  Thej"^  may  also  be  killed  witli  kerosene,  and  by 
means  of  flattened  beating  implements;  wooden  shovels  being  extensively  used  for 

this  purpose  in  Europe. 

But  to  protect  the  crops  and  do  battle  to  these  young  locust  armies,  especially 

where,  as  was  the  case  in  much  of  the  ravaged  country  in  1875,  there  is  little  or  no  hay 

or  straw  to  burn,  the  best  method  is  ditching.  A  ditch  two  feet  wide  and  two  feet 

deep,  with  perpendicular  sides,  offers  an  efteclual  barrier  to  the  young  insects.  They 

tumble  into  it  and  accumulate,  and  die  at  the  bottom  in  large  quantities.  In  a  few  days 

the  stench  becomes  great,  and  necessitates  the  covering  up  of  the  mass.  In  order  to 

keep  the  main  ditch  open,  therefore,  it  is  best  to  dig  pits  or  deeper  side  ditches  at  short 

intervals,  into  which  the  'hoppers  will  accumulate  and  may  be  buried.  Made  around  a 

field  about  hatching  time,  few  'hoppers  will  get  into  that  field  till  they  acquire  wings, 
and  by  that  time  the  principal  danger  is  over,  and  the  insects  are  fast  disappearing.  If 

any  should  hatch  within  the  enclosure,  they  are  easily  driven  into  the  ditches  dug  in 

different  parts  of  the  field.  The  direction  of  the  apprehended  approach  of  the  insects 

being  known  from  their  hatching  locality,  ditching  one  or  two  sides  next  to  such  local- 

ity, is  generally  sufficient,  and  where  farmers  joint  hey  can  construct  a  long  ditch, 

which  will  protect  many  farms. 

With  proper  and  systematic  ditching  early  in  the  season,  when  the  insects  first 

hatch,  everything  can  be  saved.  When  water  can  be  let  into  the  ditches  so  as  to  cover 

the  bottom  they  maj'^  be  made  shallower,  and  still  be  effective. 
A  ditch  three  feet  wide,  unless  correspondingly  deep,  will  be  more  apt  to  permit 

the  escape  of  the  insects,  when  once  in,  than  a  narrower  one.  In  hopping,  the  more 
perpendicular  the  direction  the  insects  must  take,  the  shorter  will  be  the  distance 

reached.  Of  course  the  wider  the  ditch,  if  it  be  correspondingly  deep,  the  more  eflfec- 

tual  will  it  prove.  In  exceptional  cases,  when  the  locusts  are  nearly  full  grown  and  the 

wind  is  high  so  as  to  assist  them,  even  the  two-foot  ditch  loses  much  of  its  value. 

Next  to  ditching  the  use  of  nets  or  seines,  or  converging  strips  of  calico  or  any 

other  material,  made  after  the  plan  of  a  quail  net,  has  proved  most  satisfactory.  By 

digging  a  pit,  or  boring  a  post  auger  hole,  three  or  four  feet  deep,  and  then  staking 

the  two  wings  so  that  they  converge  toward  it,  large  numbers  of  the  locusts  may  be 

driven  into  the  pit  after  the  dew  is  off  the  ground.  By  changing  the  position  of  this 

trap,  much  good  can  be  done  when  the  insects  are  yet  small  and  huddled  in  schools ; 

but  all  modes  of  bagging,  netting,  crushing  with  the  spade  or  other  flat  implements 

and  burning,  which  can  be  employed  to  good  advantage  when  the  insects  first  begin  to 

hatch,  become  comparatively  useless  when  they  begin  to  travel  in  concert  over  wide 

stretches  of  land.  The  same  may  be  said  of  all  the  mechanical  contrivances  to  facili- 

tate the  destruction  of  the  insects;  they  are  useful  if  used  in  concert  in  a  given 

neighborhood  soon  after  the  young  hatch,  but  subsequently  do  not  compare  to 
ditching. 

When  the  insects  are  famishing,  it  is  useless  to  try  and  protect  plants  by  any 

application  whatever,  though  spraying  them  v.itli  a  mixture  of  kerosene  and  warm 

water  is  the  best  protection  yet  known,  and  will  measurably  answer  when  the  insects 
are  not  too  numerous  or  ravenous. 

The  best  means  of  protecting  fruit  and  shade  trees  deserves  separate  consideration. 

Wiiere  the  trunk  is  smoothandperpendicular,  they  may  be  protected  by  whitewashing. 
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The  lime  crumbles  under  the  feet  of  the  insects  as  they  attempt  to  climb,  and  prevents 

their  o^etting  up.  By  their  persistent  efforts,  however,  they  gradually  tear  off  the  lime 
and  reach  a  higher  point  each  day,  so  that  tlie  whitewashing  must  be  often  repeated. 

Trees  with  short,  rough  trunks,  or  which  lean,  are  not  verj''  well  protected  in  this  way. 
A  strip  of  smooth,  bright  tin  answers  even  better  for  the  same  purpose.  A.  strip  three 

or  four  inches  wide  brought  around  and  tacked  to  a  smooth  tree  will  protect  it;  while 

on  rougher  trees  a  piece  of  old  rope  may  first  be  tacked  around  the  tree  and  the  tin 

tacked  to  it,  so  as  to  leave  a  portion  both  above  and  below.  Passages  between  the  tin 

and  rope  or  the  rope  and  tree  can  then  be  blocked  by  filling  the  upper  area  between 

tin  and  tree  with  earth.  The  tin  must  be  high  enough  from  the  ground  to  prevent  the 

'hoppers  from  jumping  from  the  latter  beyond  it;  and  the  trunk  below  the  tin,  where 
the  insects  collect,  should  be  covered  with  some  greasy  or  poisonous  substances  to  pre- 

vent girdling.  This  is  more  especially  necessary  with  small  trees  ;  and  kerosene  or 

whitewash  having  Paris  green  mixed  with  it  will  answer  as  such  preventives. 

One  of  the  cheapest  and  simplest  modes  is  to  encircle  the  tree  with  cotton  batting, 

into  which  the  insects  will  entangle  their  feet,  and  thus  be  more  or  less  obstructed. 

Strips  of  paper  covered  with  tar,  stiff  paper  tied  on  so  as  to  slope  roof-fashion,  strips  of 
glazed  wall  paper,  thick  coatings  of  soft  soap,  have  been  used  with  varying  success ;  but 

no  estoppel  equals  the  bright  tin;  the  others  require  constant  watching  and  renewal, 

and  in  all  cases  coming  under  my  observation  some  insects  would  get  into  the  trees  so 

as  to  require  the  daily  shaking  of  these  morning  and  evening.  This  will  sometimes 

have  to  be  done  when  the  bulk  of  the  insects  have  become  fiedged,  even  where  tin  is 

used  ;  for  a  certain  proportion  of  the  insects  will  then  fly  into  the  trees.  They  do  most 

damage  during  the  night,  and  care  should  be  had  that  the  trees  be  unloaded  of  their 

voracious  freight  just  before  dark. 

Finally,  most  cultivated  plants  may  be  measurably  protected  from  the  ravages  of 

these  young  by  good  cultivation  and  a  constant  stirring  of  the  soil.  The  young  have 

an  antipathy  to  a  loose  and  friable  surface,  which  incommodes  them  and  hinders  their 

progress  ;  and  they  will  often  leave  juch  a  surface  for  one  more  hard  and  lirm. 

Hogs  and  poultry  of  every  description  delight  to  feed  on  the  young  locusts,  and 

will  flourish  where  these  abound  when  nothing  else  does.  Our  farmers  in  the  threat- 
ened counties  should  provide  themselves  with  as  large  a  quantity  as  possible  of  this 

stock.  Where  no  general  and  systematic  efforts  have  been  made  to  destroy  either  the 

eggs  or  the  young  locusts,  and  it  is  found  that,  as  Spring  opens,  these  young  hatch  out 

in  threatening  numbers,  the  intelligent  farmer  will  delay  the  planting  of  everything 

that  cannot  be  protected  by  ditching  until  the  very  last  moment,  or  till  the  insects 

become  fledged — using  bis  team  and  time  solely  in  the  preparation  of  his  land  in  this 
way  he  will  not  only  save  his  seed  and  the  labor  of  planting,  and,  perhaps,  replanting, 

but  he  will  materially  assist  in  weakening  the  devouring  armies.  Men  planted  in  1875,. 

and  worked  with  a  will  and  energy  born  of  necessitj^  only  to  see  their  crops  finally 

taken,  their  seed  gone,  and  their  teams  and  themselves  worn  out.  The  locusts  in  the 

end  destroyed  every  green  thing,  until  finding  nothing  more,  they  began  to  fall  upon 

each  other  and  to  perish.  This  critical  period  in  their  history  would  have  been  brought 

about  much  earlier  if  they  had  not  had  the  cultivated  crops  to  feed  upon;  and  if  by 

concert  of  action  this  system  of  non-planting  could  at  first  have  been  adopted  over  large 
areas,  the  insects  would  have  been  much  sooner  starved  out  and  obliged  to  congregate 

in  the  pastures,  prairies  and  timber.  Moreover  the  time  required  for  early  planting 

and  cultivation,  if  devoted  to  destroying  the  insects  after  the  bulk  of  them  hatch  out 

toward  the  end  of  April,  would  virtually  annihilate  them. 

Too  much  stress  cannot  be  laid  on  the  advantages  of  co-operation  and  concert  of 
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action,  to  accomplish  which  ought  not  to  be  difficult,  with  our  present  Grange  system. 

To  insure  concert  of  action,  it  would  be  well  to  authorize  the  supervisors  of  each  school 

district  to  call  out  every  able-bodied  man  and  oblige  him  to  work  in  a  general  system  of 
destruction  as  soon  as  the  bulk  of  the  young  insects  have  hatched,  and  the  same  would 

apply  equally  as  well  to  the  destruction  of  the  eggs. 

Many  of  the  wheat  fields  have  been  injured  principally  on  the 
outside.  I  would  recommend  to  plow  up  such  injured  portions  and 

sow  to  rye.  Finally,  though  insisting  on  ditching  and  the  digging  of 
pits,  as,  all  things  considered,  the  best  and  most  reliable  insurance 

against  the  ravages  of  the  young  locusts;  I  would  urge  our  farmers 
to  rely  not  on  this  means  alone,  but  to  employ  all  the  other  means 

recommended,  according  as  convenience  and  opportunity  suggest. 

LEGISLATION. 

It  is  a  gratifying  indication  of  the  increasing  appreciation  of 

economic  entomology  that,  while  three  years  ago  the  mere  sugges- 
tion to  enact  laws  for  the  suppression  of  injurious  insects  would  have 

been,  and  was  received  by  our  legislators  with  ridicule  ;  yet,  during 

the  Winter  of  1876-7,  several  States  have  seen  fit  to  pass  acts  that  have 
for  object  the  destruction  of  this  locust,  or  the  relief  of  the  suffering 
and  destitution  it  so  often  entails.  Even  Congress  has  at  last  felt  the 

necessity  of  doing  something  to  mitigate  this  national  evil,  and  at  the 

last  hour,  made  an  appropriation  to  defray  the  expenses  of  a  commis- 
sion, whose  duty  it  shall  be  to  make  a  thorough  investigation  into  the 

matter.    I  give  below  the  State  laws  that  have  been  passed: 

MISSOURI. — An  act  to  encourage  the  destuuction  of  grasshoppers. 

Be  it  enacted  hy  the  General  Asse^nbly  of  the  State  o J  Missouri,  as  folloivs  : 

Section  1.  Any  person  who  shall  gather,  or  cause  to  be  gathered  by  any  person 
in  his  employ,  eg^s  of  the  Kocky  Mountain  locustor  grasshopper,  at  any  time  after  they 
are  deposited  in  ihe  earth  in  the  autumn  of  any  year,  and  before  they  are  hatched  the 
following  spring,  shall  be  entitled  to  a  bounty  of  live  dollars  for  each  and  every  bushel 
of  eggs  thus  gathered,  or  for  any  quantity  less  than  one  bushel,  bounty  at  the  same 
rate,  to  be  paid,  one-half  by  the  State  and  one-half  by  the  county  in  which  they  are 
gathered. 

Sec.  2.  Any  person  who  shall  gather,  collect  and  kill,  or  cause  to  be  so  collected 
and  killed,  young  and  unfledged  grasshoppers  in  the  month  of  March,  shall  be  entitled 
to  a  bounty  of  one  dollar  tor  each  bushel,  and  for  the  month  of  April,  fifty  cents  per 
bushel,  and  for  tlie  month  ol  May,  twenty-live  cents  per  bushel,  to  be  paid  in  the  same 
manner  as  in  the  preceding  section. 

Sec.  3.  Any  person  claiming  bount}^  under  this  act.  shall  produce  the  eggs  and 
grasshoppers  thus  gathered  or  killed,  as  the  case  may  be,  before  the  clerk  of  the  county 
court  in  which  such  eggs  or  grasshoppers  were  gathei-ed  or  killed,  within  ten  days 
thereafter,  whereupon  said  clerk  shall  administer  to  such  person  the  tollowiig  oath  or 
affirmation  :  You  do  solemnly  swear  (or  atfirm,  as  the  ea-e  niHy  be,)  that  the  eggs  (or 
grasshoppers,  as  the  ca.'-e  may  be.)  produced  bj'  you,  were  taken  anu  gathered  by  you, 
or  by  person  or  persons  in  your  employ,  or  under  your  control,  and  within  this  county 
and  State. 

Sec.  4.  The  clerk  shall  forthwith  destroy  said  eggs  by  burning  the  same  and  give 
to  the  person  proving  up  the  same  under  his  hand  and  .seal,  a  certificate  setting  forth  in 
a  plain  handwriting,  without  interlineation,  the  amount  of  eggs  or  grasshoppers  pro- 
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■duced  and  destroyed  by  him,  and  the  name  and  residence  of  such  person  producing  the 
same,  which  certiticate  shall  be  in  the  following  form  : 

STATE  OF  MISSOURI,! 
County  of   / 

This  is  to  certify  that   in  the  county  of   A.  B.,  did  this 
day  prove  before  me  that  he  had  gathered,  or  caused  to  be  jjathered,   of 
■egga,   grasshoppers,  and  is  entitled  to  the  sum  of   dollars, 
and   cents. 

Given  under  my  hand  and  seal  of  my  office,  this   day 
of   A.  D  18   
  A.  B.,  Clerk  County  Court. 

Which  certiticate  shall  be  received  and  taken  by  the  collector  of  revenue  of  the  county 
in  which  the  same  was  given,  and  such  collector  shall  be  allowed  pay  out  of  the  county 
and  State  Treasury,  one-half  from  each. 

Sec.  5.  Such  clerk  shall  keep  a  register  of  all  such  certificates  given  by  him,  in  a 
book  which  he  shall  keep  for  that  purpose,  in  which  he  shall  note  down  every  certifi- 

cate granted  by  him,  the  number  and  amount,  and  to  whom  granted,  and  transmit  a 
certified  copy  of  such  register,  under  the  seal  of  tiie  court,  to  the  Treasurer  of  the 
State,  who  shall  not  allow  and  pay  any  certificate,  which  does  not  correspond  with 
such  register. 

Sec.  6.  Such  clerk  shall  receive  for  his  services  as  aforesaid,  one  dollar  for  such 
certified  copy  of  the  register,  and  the  regular  fee  for  the  certificate  and  seal,  and  ten 
cents  for  each  certificate  granted  under  this  act,  all  to  be  paid  out  of  the  treasury  of  his 
county. 

Sec.  7.  As  the  object  of  this  act  is  the  rapid  destruction  of  the  locust  the  ensuing 
spring,  it  shall  take  eflect  and  be  in  force  from  and  after  its  passage. 

Approved  February  23,  1877. 

This  act  is  drawa  up  after  the  form  recommended  in  my  last  Re- 

port, and  reprinted  in  the  Omaha  pamphlet.  Section  3,  requiring  per- 
sons claiming  bounty,  to  carry  from  all  parts  of  the  county,  the  eggs 

or  young  insects  collected,  is  defective,  as  those  living  near  the 
county  seat  will  have  most  advantage  and  inducement.  It  would  be 

better,  as  I  suggested  years  ago,  to  empower  the  Township  Trustee,  or 
the  Street  Commissioner,  to  receive  and  measure  the  eggs  or  young 

insects,  and  to  issue  certificates  setting  forth  the  number  of  bushels 

destroyed — the  certificates  to  be  filed  with  the  County  Clerk.  But 

even  with  this  slight  defect,^the  act  will  have  a  beneficial  eff"ectin  the 
counties  subject  to  locust  ravages: 

KANSAS — Ax   ACT   to   PROVIDL;    for    the    DKSTRUCTION    of     GRASSHOrrERS     AND    TO 
PUNISH  for  VI0LATI»N  OF  THIS  ACT. 

Be  it  enacted  by  the  Legislatm  e  of  the  State  of  Kansas  : 

Section  1.  That  the  township  trustees  of  the  different  townships,  and  the  mayors 
of  cities  which  are  not  included  in  any  township  of  any  county  within  this  State,  are 
hereby  authorized  and  it  is  made  their  duty,  when  so  requested,  in  writing,  by  fifteen  of 
the  legal  voters  of  the  township  or  city,  to  issue  orders  to  the  road  overseers  of  the 
different  road  districts  within  their  respective  townships  or  cities,  to  warn  out  all  able 
bodied  males  between  the  ages  of  twelve  and  fifty  years  within  their  respective  dis- 

tricts for  the  purpose  of  destroying  locusts  or  migratory  insects. 
Sec.  2.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  road  overseers,  iinmediaielj'  after  receiving  said 

orders,  to  proceed  at  once  to  warn  out  all  persons  liable  under  section  one  of  this  act, 
giving  notice  of  the  time  and  place  of  meeting,  and  the  tools  to  be  used,  and  the  kind 
of  work  expected  to  be  perlormed.and  all  work  shall  be  done  and  performed  under  the 
direction  of  the  road  overseers. 

Sec.  3.  Any  persons  over  eighteen  years  of  age  warned  out  as  is  provided  in  this 
act,  may  pay  the  road  overseer  the  sum  of  one  dollar  per  day  for  the  time  so  warned 
out,  and  in  case  any  persons  shall  fail  to  perforin  labor  under  this  actor  paying  the 
sum  of  one  dollar  when  so  warned  out,  shall  be  adjudged  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor, 
and  on  conviction,  shall  be  fined  the  sum  of  three  dollars  lor  each  day  so  failing  or 
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r«fusin?,  anrl  the  moneys  so  collected  shall  be  expended  by  the  road  overseer  in  the destruction  of  grasshoppers  in  their  respective  road  districts. 
Sec.  4.  For  tht;  purpose  of  carrying  out  the  provisions  of  this  act  the  road  over- 

seer IS  authorized  to  enter  upon  the  premises  of  any  person  lying  within  the  townshio where  such  order  of  the  township  trustee  is  in  force,  with  a  sufficient  number  of  hands 
and  teams  to  perform  such  labor  as  he  may  deem  necessary  for  the  public  o-ood 

Sec.  5.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Secretary  of  the  State  Board  of  Ao-riculture 
immediately  after  the  passage  of  this  act,  to  compile  in  circular  form  all  information 
relating  to  the  manner  and  means  heretofore  used  for  the  extermination  of  grasshop- 

pers, and  send  at  least  ten  copies  of  the  same  to  each  township  trustee  in  the  State 
Sec.  6.  This  act  shall  take  effect  and  be  in  force  from  and  after  its  Dublicatioii once  m  the  Commonwealth.  ^ 
Approved  March  6,  1877. 

AN  Act  trovidixg  for  a   concert  of  action  by  senatorial  districts  for  thk destruction  of  grasshoppers. 

Be  it  enacted  by  the  Legislature  of  the  State  of  Kansas  : 
Section  1.  That  in  any  senatorial  district  in  the  State  of  Kansas,  where  trouble 

IS  anticipated  from  the  ravages  of  young  grasshoppers,  in  the  year  1877,  and  anv  sub- 
sequent year  thereafter,  it  shall  be  lawlul  for  the  counties  in  said  senatorial  district  to 

co-operate  together  in  the  way  and  manner  herein  provided,  for  the  destruction  of  the 

Sec.  2.  The  chairman  of  the  board  of  county  commissioners  in  the  countv  havino^ the  largest  number  of  inhabitants  in  a  senatorial  district,  where  two  or  more  counties form  said  district,  may  notify  the  chairman  of  each  of  the  boards  of  cojntv  commis- 
sioners of  the  remaining  counties  in  said  district,  of  the  time  and  place  when  the  chair- men ot  the  several  boards  of  commissioners  of  the  respective  counties  formino- said 

senatorial  district  shall  hold  a  joint  meeting.  ° 
Sec.  3.  At  such  meeting  two  of  their  number  shall  be  chosen  to  act  as  chairman 

and  secretary  and  the  proceedings  of  the  meeting  shall  be  published  in  all  the  news- papers printed  in  the  senatorial  district. 
Sec.  4.  Said  meeting  shall  designate  the  manner  of  procedure  by  road  overseers and  what  day  or  days  the  young  grasshoppers  should  be  driven  from  the  cultivated land  on  the  unburnt  prairie  or  places  of  destruction,  and  shall  also  desio-nate  on  what 

day  or  days  the  grasshoppers  shall  be  destroyed,  by  burning  or  otherwise  in  said 
senatorial  district,  giving  at  least  ten  days'  notice  of  the  same  by  publishino-  in  the newspapers  of  the  said  district.  ^  •= 

Sec  5.  The  board  of  commissioners  of  each  county  shall  notify  the  road  overseers 
01  said  county  of  the  time  fixed  upon  by  the  joint  meeting  for  the  driving  and  burning or  destroying  by  other  means,  of  the  grasshoppers  in  the  district;  said  notice  to  be given  to  said  overseers  as  soon  as  practicable  afcer  the  same  shall  have  been  determined by  the  joint  meeting, 

^  •  ̂^?  .t  .?***^  ̂ ^'^^  overseer  shall  immediately  notify  the  residents  of  his  road  dis- trict of  the  time  designated  and  the  manner  of  procedure,  in  order  to  carry  out  the provisions  ot  this  act.  He  shall  also  specify  what  tools  or  implements  will  be  required of  each  resident  in  performing  the  labor  required  of  him;  and  such  notice  niav  be enforced  the  same  as  in  the  acts  authorizing  road  overseers  to  warn  out  the  residents 
to  perform  road  labor  ;  and  a  refusal  shall  subject  such  persons  refusing  to  the  same penalties  as  are  provided  by  law  in  such  cases. 

Sec.  7.  The  road  overseers  shall  direct  the  manner  of  performing  the  labor,  and have  the  supervision  of  the  same,  and  shall  keep  a  list  of  the  names  of^hose  who  shall perform  labor  and  shall  certify  the  number  of  days'  work  performed  by  each  and shall  place  such  certihed  list  in  the  possession  of  the  board  of  county  commissioners  of 
his  county.  

•'  ^^•^'.a  ui 
Sec  8.  It  shall  be  layvful  for  two  or  more  senatorial  districts  to  co-operate  together under  the  provisons  of  this  act,  on  a  basis  of  action  which  they  may  aoree  upon 

the  d^y  CoJionW.A''^'  '"'^  '^'''  "^^  '''  '''  '''''  ̂'^"'^  ̂^^'^  ̂^^^  '''  publication  in Approved  March  7,  1877. 

Both  these  acts  look  to  compulsory  work  and  concert  of  action, 
and  in  these  respects  are  preferable  to  bounty  acts,  and  will,  without 
doubt,  be  productive  of  more  good  to  the  community  at  less  expense 
to  the  State.    The  objects  of  the  two  acts  should,  I  think,  have  been combined  in  one. 

E  R— 8 
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MINNESOTA.— An  act  to  trovidk  for  the  destruction  of  grasshoppers  ani> 
THEIR  EGGS. 

Be  it  enacted  hy  the  Legislature  of  the  State  of  Miniiesota : 

Section  1.  There  shall  be  paid  by  this  State,  out  of  any  moneys  In  the  treasury 
thereof,  not  otherwise  appropriated,  to  any  person  or  persons  living  within  any  of  the 
counties  in  said  State  afflicted  by  grasshoppers,  the  following  bounties  for  catching  and 
destroying  of  the  same,  and  the  destruction  of  their  eggs. 

Sec.  2.  The  sum  of  one  dollar  per  bushel  for  grasshoppers  caught  previous  to  the 

twenty-tifth  day  of  May  next.  The  sum  of  fiftv  cents  per  bushel  from  the  said  twenty- 
fifth  day  of  May  to  the  tenth  day  of  June.  The  sum  of  twenty-five  cents  per  bushel 
from  the  said  tenth  day  of  June  to  tlie  first  day  of  July,  and  twenty  cents  per  bushel 
from  the  said  first  day  of  July  to  the  first  day  of  October  next. 

Sec.  3.  There  shall  also  be  paid  in  the  same  manner,  the  sum  of  fifty  cents  per  gal- 
lon for  any  and  all  grasshopper  eg^H  taken  and  destroyed  by  any  person  or  persons. 

Sec.  4.  There  shall  be  appointed  by  the  Governor  a  competent  person  in  each 

tOAvnship  in  the  several  counties  so  afflicted  by  grasshoppers,  who  shall  be  a  resident 
of  the  township  for  which  he  shall  be  appointed,  to  receive,  measure  and  destroy  the 

grasshoppers  and  their  eggs  delivered  to  him  by  any  person  or  persons  catching  and 

taking  the  same,  which  said  person  so  appointed  shall  take  and  subscribe  an  oath  for 

the  faithful  discharge  of  his  duties,  which  oath,  together  with  the  certificate  of  appomt- 

ment,  shall  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  cou.ity  auditor,  and  he  shall  receive  as  compen- 
sation for  his  services  such  sum  as  the  county  commissioner  may  determine,  to  be  paid  out 

of  the  funds  of  the  county,  and  in  case  of  necessity,  when  he  cannot  perform  the  duties 

of  his  oflSce,  said  measurer  shall  have  authority  and  be  empowered  to  appoint  a  suit- 
able and  competent  person  his  assistant,  which  assistant  shall  be  required  to  take  and 

subscribe  the  same  oath  and  be  subject  to  the  same  penalties  as  the  said  measurer. 

Sec.  5.  The  person  receiving  and  measuring  the  grasshoppers  and  their  eggs  as 

aforesaid,  shall  measure  and  immediately  and  effectually  destroy  the  same,  and  keep 

an  exact  account  of  all  the  grasshoppers  and  their  eggs  received  by  him  and  the  names 

of  the  persons  delivering  the  same,  and  shall  issue  a  certificate  fortiie  amount  of  grass- 
hoppers and  their  eggs  to  the  person  delivering  the  same.  And  he  shall,  at  the  end  of 

each  week  after  commencing  lo  receive  and  measure  the  same,  and  on  the  second  day 

of  June,  on  the  eleventh  day  of  said  month,  on  the  second  day  of  July,  and  on  the 

second  day  of  October  next,  make  a  report  to  the  county  auditor  of  all  the  grasshop- 
pers and  their  eggs  measured  by  him,  the  number  of  certificates  issued,  and  the  names 

of  the  persons  to  whom  he  issued  the  same ;  and  the  county  auditor  shall  examine  the 
same  and  file  it  in  his  office,  which  report  shall  be  subject  to  public  mspection;  and 

the  county  auditor  shall,  at  the  end  of  each  week  alter  he  shall  have  received  the  first 

of  said  reports,  transmit  a  copy  of  the  said  reports,  to  the  Governor,  who  shall,  as  soon 

as  the  sum  herebv  appropriated  shall  have  been  expended  in  the  payment  of  saicl 

bounties,  notify  all  persons  interested  therein  of  such  fact  by  a  publication  of  such 

notice  in  some  newspaper  printed  and  published  at  the  city  of  Saint  Paul,  in  said 
State  of  Minnesota,  for  three  successive  days. 

Sec.  6.  For  a  failure  on  the  part  of  said  measurer  to  perform  any  of  his  duties 

under  this  act,  or  for  any  mismeasurment  of  such  grasshoppers  and  their  eggs,  he  shall 

be  deemed  to  be  suilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  be  subject  to  pay  a  fine  of  not  less  than 
ten  dollars  nor  more  than  one  hundred  dollars,  or  be  imprisoned  in  the  county  jail  for 

a  term  of  not  less  than  thirty  nor  more  than  ninety  days,  in  a  suit  or  proceeding  to  be 

prosecuted  in  the  name  of  the  State  of  Minnesota,  in  the  same  manner  as  is  provided 
bylaw  in  other  cases  of  misdemeanor. 

Sec.  7.  Upon  the  presentation  of  such  certificate  to  the  county  auditor,  he  shall 

issue  a  certificate  to  the  person  entitled  thereto  for  the  amount  due  him,  (a  form  of 

which  certificate  shall  be  furnished  by  the  State  Auditor.)  and  shall  make  an  order 

upon  the  State  Auditor  for  the  amount  thereof,  and  the  State  Auditor  shall  draw  his 

warrant  upon  the  State  Treasurer  for  that  amount,  in  favor  of  the  parties  holding  said 

certificates,  which  shall  be  paid  by  the  State  Treasurer  on  presentation  :  Provided,  That 

all  certificates  presented  to  the  county  auditor  for  payment  shall  be  by  him  filed  and 

preserved  in  his  office,  and  he  shall  present  such  certificates  to  the  board  of  county 

commissioners,  who  shall  audit  the  same  in  the  manner  now  provided  by  law  for  audit- 
ing accounts  against  counties  ;  and  no  money  shall  be  drawn  from  the  State  treasury 

until  such  certificates  have  been  audited  and  allowed  in  the  manner  herein  provided. 

And  that  no  money  shall  be  paid  under  the  provisions  of  this  act  at  any  time  prior  to 

the  fifteenth  day  of  Julv,  A.  D.  eighteen  hundred  and  seventy-seven,  and  that  the 

money  hereby  appropriated  shall  only  apply  to  certificates  duly  made  and  hied  with 

the  Auditor  of  State  on  or  before  said  day;  that  at  the  time  after  the  State  Auditor 

shall  ascertain  the  total  amount  of  all  claims  and  certificates  so  filed,  and  it  the  same 
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shall  exceed  in  amount  the  sum  of  one  hundred  thousand  dollars,  then  the  said  claims 
shall  be  paid  pro  rata,  and  no  other  or  greater  amount  than  said  sum  of  one  hundred 
thousand  dolhirs  shall  ever  be  paid  under  the  provisions  of  this  act :  A7id  provided 
further.  That  if  the  amount  hereby  appropriated  is  not  sufficient  to  pay  the  certificates 
in  full,  the  balance  shall  be  paid  by  the  counties  respectively,  according  to  the  amount 
due  on  said  certificates  as  issued  by  such  county. 

Sec.  8.  Every  male  inhabitant  of  the  several  townships  in  the  said  afflicted  coun- 
ties, beln^  above  the  age  of  twenty-one  years  and  under  the  ajre  of  sixty  years, 

exceptin<r  paupers,  idiots  and  lunatics,  shall  be  assessed  by  the  board  of  supervisors  of 
said  township  to  work  one  day  in  each  week  in  said  township,  during  the  period  here- 

inbefore mentioned,  lor  the  paying  of  bounties  lor  the  purpose  of  catching-  and  destroy- 
ing grasshoppers  and  their  i^^g?,  lor  five  weeks  from  the  time  said  grasshoppers  shall 

become  large  enough  to  be  taken;  and  the  amount  of  work  to  be  so  assessed  shall  not 
exceed  fiv»-  davs  in  all. 

Sec.  9.  The  supervisors  aforesaid  shall  make  a  list  of  the  names  of  all  persons 
against  whom  said  tax  shall  have  been  assessed,  and  place  in  a  column  opposite  each 
name  on  said  list,  the  amount  of  labor  assessed  against  such  person,  and  shall  direct 
the  town  clerk  to  make  a  certified  copy  of  each  list,  after  which  the  town  clerk  shall 
deliver  the  several  copies  to  the  respective  overseers  of  the  highways  of  said  town- 
ships. 

Sec.  10.  The  overseers  of  highways  shall  give  at  least  two  days'  notice  to  all  per- 
sons assessed  to  work  as  aforesaid,  living  within  the  limits  of  their  respective  districts, 

of  the  time  and  places  where  and  when  they  are  to  appear  for  that  purpose,  and  with 
wbat  implements. 

Sec.  11.  Every  person  liable  to  work,  as  provided  for  in  this  act,  may  commute  for 
the  same  at  the  rate  of  one  dollar  per  day,  in  which  case  such  commutation  money 
shall  be  paid  to  the  chairman  of  the  board  of  supervisors,  to  be  applied  and  expended 
by  him  for  the  destruction  of  grasshoppers  and  their  eggs,  and  he  shall  be  authorized 
and  requirAl  to  hire  and  engage  some  suitable  and  efficient  person  to  work  in  the  place 
of  said  person  so  commuting,  and  to  pay  them  the  sum  of  one  dollar  per  day  for  his 
services ;  and  every  person  intending  to  commute  for  his  assessment  shall,  within  five 
days  after  he  is  notified  to  appear  and  work  as  aforesaid,  pay  the  commutation  money 
for  the  work  required  of  him  by  said  notice,  and  the  commutation  shall  not  be  consid- 

ered as  made  until  such  money  is  paid. 
Sec.  12.  Every  person  so  assessed  and  notified,  who  shall  willfully  neglect  or 

refuse  to  commute  or  work  as  provided  by  this  act,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor, 
and  shall,  on  conviction  thereof,  be  liable  to  pay  a  fine  of  not  less  than  two  dollars  nor 
more  than  ten  dollars,  or  bv  imprisonment  in  the  county  jail  not  more  than  ten  days, 
or  both,  in  the  discretion  of  the  court,  in  a  suit  to  be  prosecuted  in  the  name  of  the 
State  of  Minnesota,  in  the  same  manner  as  is  provided  by  law  for  prosecutions  of  mis- 
demeanors. 

Sec.  13.  There  shall  be  appropriated,  out  of  any  moneys  in  the  treasury  of  this 
State,  not  otherwise  appropriated,  for  the  purpose  of  carrying  out  the  provisions  of 
this  act,  the  sum  ot  one  hundred  thousand  dollars. 

Sec.  14.  The  board  of  county  commissioners  of  any  county  in  this  State  afflicted 
by  grasshoppers,  shall  have  the  right,  if,  in  their  judgment  they  see  fit,  to  employ  one 
or  more  persons  in  each  township  in  said  county  with  such  implements  or  mechanical 
contrivances  as  may  prove  most  efficient  to  destroy  the  grasshoppers,  from  the  first 
day  of  April  to  the  first  day  of  August  in  each  year,  paying  such  persons  either  by  the 
day  or  a  specified  sum  for  the  amount  captured  and  destroj'ed.  The  compensation  of 
such  person  shall  be  paid  out  of  the  general  lund  of  the  county  :  Provided  further. 
That  parties  employed  and  paid  by  the  county  commissioners  shall  not  receive  any 
other  or  further  compensation  under  the  provisions  of  this  act. 

Sec.  J  5.    This  act  shall  take  effect  and  be  in  force  from  and  after  its  passage. 

Approved  March  1,  1877. 

More  complicated  than  the  others,  this  Minnesota  act  has  certain 

special  features  which  are  intended  to  meet  the  peculiar  emergency 
in  that  State,  ^et  I  do  not  think  the  act  is  as  clear  or  will  prove  as 

effectual  as  the  first  Kansas  act.  In  addition  to  this  bounty  act,  the 

Minnesota  Legislature  passed  another  appropriating  $75,000  for  the 

purchase  and  distribution  of  seed  grain  to  the  sufferers  from  locust 

injuries. 
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If  the  States  of  Iowa,  Nebraska,  Colorado  and  Texas  would  enact 

similar  laws,  appropriate  to  their  respective  requirements,  there  would 

be  such  combined  slaughter  of  the  insects  that  in  all  the  more  thickly 

settled  portions  of  the  country  subject  to  invasion,  they  would  be 

virtually  annihilated  before  they  acquired  wings.  It  is  by  some  such 

uniform  and  concerted  warfare,  calculated  to  prevent  the  insects  that 

hatch  out  in  said  country  from  flying  back  to  restock  the  Northwest, 

that  the  people  may  hope  to  measurably  conquer  the  foe  and  lengthen 

the  periods  of  immunity  between  the  invasions. 

AREA  IN  WHICH  EGGS  WERE  I, AID. 

The  locust  invasion  of  1876  was  remarkable  for  the  very  large 

area  in  which  eggs  were  laid.  This  was  almost  coextensive  with  the 

area  invaded  and  is  indicated  in  the  map  (Fig.  16),  though  the  counties 

of  Murray,  Cottonwood,  Watonwa,  Brown  and  parts  of  the  adjacent 

counties,  in  Minnesota,  which  are  there  included,  should,  as  already 

stated  {ante^  p.  62)  be  excepted. 

The  eggs  are  most  thickly  laid  in  the  eastern,  more  settled  and 

more  generally  cultivated  portion  of  the  belt,  and  less  thickly  in  the 

thinly  settled  prairie  country.  Another  noticeable  feature  of  this 

invasion  was,  that,  from  Minnesota  to  the  Gulf,  egg-laying  continued 

till  the  females  were  buried  in  the  first  snows  or  killed  by  the  first 

severe  frosts.  Far  into  November  and  after  the  thermometer  had  fre- 

quently fallen  several  degrees  below  the  freezing  point,  I  found  them 

rousing  from  the  night's  benumbing  cold,  and,  under  the  increasing 

warmth  of  the  sun  toward  noon,  laying  in  exposed  and  sunny  places. 

Hiding  in  the  dry  grass  or  under  other  shelter  where  they  were  unseen 

during  the  cooler  parts  of  the  day,  one  might  pass  through  a  country 

at  such  hours  without  suspecting  their  presence  ;  while  at  noon  they 

would  start  at  every  foot  step.  And  only  the  day  before  the  last  one 

was  buried  beyond  recovery  by  a  severe  snow  storm,  I  found  females 

not.only  laying,  but  many  of  them  having  eggs  in  the  ovaries  that 

were  yet  quite  small— thus  showing  that  they  prematurely  perished 

by  winter's  chilling  blasts. 

CONDITION  OF  THE  EGGS. 

The  farmers  of  the  West  have  been,  deeply  interested  in  the  con- 

dition of  the  eggs  during  the  Winter,  and  have  naturally  hoped  that, 

as  the  season  advanced,  the  vitality  oi'  these  eggs  might  in  some  way 
or  other  be  impaired.  I  have,  from  time  to  time,  examined  eggs  from 

many  different  localities,  and  the  following  inquiries,  with  my  answers, 

as  published  in  the  Rural  World  at  the  time,  will  serve  to  indicate  the 

generally  sound  condition  they  were  in,  up  to  the  first  week  in  Feb- 
ruary. 
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I  send  you,  by  to-day's  mail,  specimens  of  grasshopper  eggs  procured  on  my 
farm,  as  follows  :  Specimen  No.  1  was  procured  in  house  yard,  where  exposed  to  con- 

stant tramping-;  No.  2  from  loose  soil,  in  an  exposed  position  ;  No.  3  from  a  foot-path, 
on  south  side  of  hedge.  Please  examine  and  report  upon  condition  of  the  several 
specimens,  and  obliofe.  Dr.  W.  F.  EUTBOTTOM. 

Ehea's  Mill,  Collin  Co.,  Texas,  January  16. 

All  three  lots  were  sound,  and  the  embryon  so  far  advanced  that  a  week's  mild 

weather  would  hatch  the  young. — [Since  this  was  written  they  have  all  hatched.] 

I  have  for  sometime  past  been  carefully  examining  the  deposits  of  locust  eggs  in 
this  vicinity,  and  find  them  nearlj^  addled,  very  few  indeed  being  found,  and  those  only 
upon  sod,  in  which  segmentation  cannot  be  detected  with  the  aid  of  a  small  magnify- 

ing glass.  Other  observers  here  report  the  same  condition,  and  we  are  satisfied  that  no 
fears  need  be  entertained  of  damage  from  the  young  brood,  provided  the  addled  eggs 
do  not  hatch.  Can  the  development  within  the  earg  be  arrested,  and  yet  go  on  ppon  the 
return  of  proper  conditions?  Some  of  us  have  been  led  to  fear  that  such  might  be  the 
case,  by  the  plump,  fresh  appearance  of  the  little  rascals,  after  repeated  freezing  and 
thawing.  Your  answer  to  the  above  question  will  be  thankfully  received  by  many  of 
us  here,  who  depend  upon  our  farm  crops  for  a  living,  A.  ROBERTS. 

Lincoln,  Nebraska,  January  13,  1877, 

It  is  difficult  to  get  at  what  Mr.  Roberts  exactly  means.    Eggs  once  "addled"  of 

course  never  hatch,  but  "segmentation"  does  not  indicate  an  addled  condition.    On 
the  contrary,  it  indicates  development.    The  best  way  to  get  positive  information  is  to 

send  me  specimens. 

Herein  find  eggs  of  Rockv  Mountain  Locust.     What  is  Iheir  condition? 
Lamar,  Barton  county.  Mo.  A.  A.  DYE. 

The  eggs  are  below  the  average  size,  and  part  of  them  dead.    The  probabilities  are 
that  few  of  them  will  hatch. 

I  am  very  much  interested  in  this  "hopper  question,"  as  great  quantities  of  eggs 
were  deposited  in  this  section  last  Fall.  I  have  read  carefully  the  proceedings  of  the 
Conference  in  Omaha.  Also,  some  of  your  articles  in  the  New  York  Tribune ;  but  find 
nothing  on  the  point  of  what  advancemt^nt  the  eggs  make  towards  hatching  in  the 
Fall.  Of  all  the  egg  sacks  examined  (which  were  not  addled),  the  eye  of  the  hopper 
could  be  discerned  through  his  particular  covering;  and,  on  removing  the  covering, 
the  hind  legs  could  be  raised  clear  of  the  body,  by  the  aid  of  a  pin.  The  question  is, 
after  making  that  advancement,  will  they  live  through  the  Winter  and  hatch  out  in 
the  Spring?  S.  C.  BASSETT. 

Gibbon,  Neb.,  January  10,  1877. 

Yes  I  I  have  had  them  in  that  advanced  condition ;  kept  them  till  the  first  of  the 

year;  then  brought  them  int®  a  hatching  temperature,  and  they  hatched. 

I  have  just  been  reading  the  report  of  your  meeting  at  Omaha,  on  the  grasshopper, 
and  as  I  live  in  this  great  grasshopper  country,  and  am  a  firm  believer  in  your  treatise 
and  sayings  on  the  pest,  I  have  some  questions  to  ask.  1  made  some  observations  last 
Fall,  and  up  to  the  time  the  ground  froze  up,  of  their  eggs  ;  and  would  ask,  if  young 
eggs  will  hatch  that  were  so  far  advanced  that,  in  breaking  open  the  egg-sack,  you 
could  distinguish  the  hopper's  eyes  and  the  shape  of  his  legs?  Now,  it  seems  to  me, 
that  eggs  that  far  advanced  must  certainly  be  destrcyecl  by  the  cold  weather  we  have 
had  of  late.  Am  I  correct?  By  answering  this,  you  will  confer  a  favor  upon  one  who 

is  greatly  interested.  It  is  the  prevailing  opinion  of  most  of  the  people  that  we  won't 
be  hurt  much  in  the  Spring.  Thus  far  there  has  been  very  little  prairie  burned,  and 
am  in  hopes  by  your  advice  and  others,  who  understand  the  nature  of  the  hopper,  to 
give  them  a  warm  reception  in  the  Spring,  if  they  hatch  to  any  great  number. 

Minneapolis,  Ottawa  county,  Kansas.  M.  A.  ARNOTT. 

I  would  not  dare  to  give  hope  without  examining  specimens.  Send  some  along. 

Little  hope  can  be  built  on  the  advanced  condition  of  the  eggs.  Better  prepare  to  give 

the  young  fellows  a  warm  reception  in  Spring. 

I  have  sent  vou  by  mail  to-day  some  hopper  egg?,  taken  out  of  the  ground  on 
December  25.  They  have  been  in  my  store  ever  since.  I  have  some  eggs  that  have 
never  been  outside  my  store  since  September,  and  also  some  taken  out  of  the  ground 
the  same  day  that  the  ones  I  send  you  were.  I  am  watching  thprn  as  clost-lv  as  I 
can.  ■  WM.  C.  RALLS. Le  Seuer,  Minn. 
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The  eggs  are  very  small,  as  the  pods  also,  and  fully  one-half  of  the  eggs  are 
addled. 

I  wish  your  opinion  in  relation  to  a  question  under  discuf  pion  here,  viz  :  "Will  the grasshoppers,  that  are  now  in  a  fleshy  or  Jarval  state,  hatch  ?  The  tggs  that  were  laid 
during  the  earlier  part  of  the  season  that  the  'hoppers  were  here,  have  developed  into 
a  larval  state,  and  many  persons  claim  that,  because  of  that  development,  they  will 

perish  by  the  "Winter.  My  opinion  is.  that  they  are  all  right  and  will  hatch.  What  do you  say.    The  later  laid  eggs  are  yet  in  a  fluid  state. 
CoDNCiL  Bluffs,  Iowa.  H.  C.  RAYMOND. 

I  am,  as  will  be  seen  above,  of  your  opinion. 

I  have  to-day  been  examining  grasshopper  eggs',  and  where  they  are  thickest  I have  found  worms  or  ]arva3  like  the  enclosed.  Are  they  the  white  worms  that  were  in 
the  egg  cocoons  lastFall,  or  are  they  something  else?  The  gras>hopper  eggs  seem 
in  good  condition  ;  but  we  are  having  very  warm  weather  now.  and  the  frost  is  com.- 
ing  out  of  tlie  ground.  The  weather  is  much  like  that  we  had  in  '67-8.  I  found  no 
worms  in  the  cocoons  with  the  eggs.  WM.  DUNN. 

Syracuse,  Otoe  county.  Neb.,  Feb.  1,  1877. 

The  locust  eggs  are  yet  sound,  but  I  have  some  hope  that  the  recent  very  warm 

weather,  if  succeeded  by  severe  cold,  will  cause  the  death  of  a  large  portion.  [The 

grubs  preying  on  the  eggs  were  the  Ichneumon  larva  described  on  p.  96,  Fig.  24], 

Friend  Clarkson,  agricultural  editor  of  the  Iowa  State  Register,  recommends  that 
grasshopper  eggs  be  sent  you  for  examination,  and  I  send  by  mail  to-day,  in  a  tin  box, 
some  eggs  wliich  have  been  taken  from  the  ground  under  the  following  conditions : 
As  you  will  find,  I  have  packed  them  in  layers  in  the  box,  with  paper  between.  The 
top  layer  was  taken  Irom  black  loam  on  a  piece  of  ground  apt  to  keep  dry — that  is,  well 
drained — and  have  never  been  completely  thawed  since  Irozen  in  the  beginning  of 
Winter.  The  middle  layer  was  taken  from  sand,  and  has  repeatedly  been  Irozen  and 
thaw^ed  out — the  water  from  thawing  snow  running  over  and  completely  saturating 
the  sand  daily  for  some  days.  The  bottom  layer  is  from  low  land,  which  was  sub- 

merged in  five  feet  of  water  for  ten  days  after  they  were  deposited  in  the  Fall,  the 
ground  remaining  muddy  till  frozen,  afterwards  covered  with  snow;  the  continued 
thawing  and  evaporation  of  the  last  few  days  have  removed  the  snow  and  left  the  sur- 

face for  two  inches  in  depth  thawed  and  dry.  For  the  past  few  days  we  have  had  it 
warm  in  day  time,  but  freezing  at  night.  The  place  is  in  Adams  county,  ninety  miles 
east  of  Council  Bluffs,  and  forty  miles  north  of  the  Missouri  line. 

WM.  THOMPSON. 
Mt.  Etna,  Adams  County,  Iowa,  January  30,  1877. 

The  eggs  from  all  three  of  the  different  positions  are  so  little  advanced  in  develop- 
ment that  it  is  impossible  to  say  positively  that  they  are  all  sound.  The  liquids  have 

scarcely  begun  to  thicken.  So  far  as  I  feel  warranted  in  giving  an  opinion,  I  should 

say  that  they  are  all  sound — those  of  the  third  batch  only,  giving  some  evidence  of 
injury  by  the  weakening  of  the  integument.     [All  hatched  since.] 

By  this  mail  I  forward  to  you  one  box  of  the  grasshopper  eggs.  Are  they  in  a 
good  state  of  preservation,  and  will  they  hatch  in  the  Spring  if  everything  hereafter  is 
favorable? 

Enclosed  I  hand  you  an  extract  from  the  hiterior.  You  will  see  the  question  raised 
there  as  to  whether  an  egg  can  be  partially  hatched,  as  these  are,  and  then  the  process 
delayed  for  a  long  time,  and  afterwards  resume  the  work  and  go  on  to  completion.  All 
our  people  here  regard  this  proposition  with  considerable  doubt.  In  fact,  they  deny 
that  such  a  thing  can  be  done.  I  should  infer  that  you  hold  that  these  eggs  will  hatch, 
notwithstanding  the  interruption.  Will  you  please  enlighten  us  fully  as  to  why  this 
is  thus? 

Hutchinson,  Kansas,  January  29, 1877.  J.  B.  SHANE. 

The  article  alluded  to  by  Mr.  Shane  closes  with  the  following  editorial  remarks  : 

"Without  arrogating  to  ourself  any  special  wisdom  on  the  subject,  but  reasoning from  analogy  only,  should  decide  that  in  the  case  of  the  eggs  referred  to  by  Msijor 
Shane — and  in  fact,  all  the  eggs  in  the  country  in  the  same  condition — incubation  has 
been  arrested,  and  that  once  arrested,  it  has  ceased  forever.  In  all  life  that  emanates 
from  an  (gg  (and  what  life  does  not,  except  the  vegetable?)  when  its  development  is 
arrested  during  incubation,  it  is  a  permanent  paralysis;  in  other  words,  it  is  death. 
We  say  that,  analogically,  this  should  be  so,  but  we  may  be  wrong. 
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The  advanced  development  of  the  locust  embryo  in  the  eggs  sent  by  Mr,  Shane, 

argues  nothing  but  very  early  hatching  as  soon  as  Spring  opens.  Their  vitality  is 

unimpaired,  as  Mr.  Shane  may  soon  prove  by  bringing  them  into  a  warm  room.  I  have 

had  such  forward  eggs  hatch  the  present  Winter  after  various  periods  of  freezing. 

Enclosed,  please  find  eggs  of  Kocky  Mountain  Locust.  They  were  taken  on  my 
farm,  on  southeast  quarter  of  section  10,  township  2S,  range  27,  county  of  Lawrence, 
and  State  of  Missouri. 

February  2,  1877.  W.  R.  GOODMAN. 

Fully  ten  per  cent,  of  the  eggs  are  dead  and  more  or  less  decomposed.  As  in  other 

instances  from  Missouri,  a  number  of  the  masses,  as  also  the  eggs,  are  far  below  the 

average  size,  and,  compared  with  those  received  from  the  farther  West  and  South,  are 

■evidently  lacking  in  vitality.  They  were  doubtless  the  last  eggs  laid,  just  before  Win- 
ter, and  when  the  insects  were  nearly  exhausted. 

J,  like  many  others,  desiiing  some  information  regarding  our  coming  crop  of 
Grasshoppers,  wish  to  ask  a  few  questions  on  the  subject.  In  examining  the  eggs  late 
last  Fall,  1  found  many  formed  so  one  could  see  the  eggs  and  form,  and  upon  recently 
■examining  them,  I  find  they  are  in  the  same  condition  as  three  months  ago.  Now,  will 
those  thus  formed  pass  through  the  winter  and  hatch  in  the  Spring,  or  will  they  be 
destroyed?  Other  eggs  are  in  the  same  state,  for  all  I  can  see,  as  when  deposited.  Now, 
is  it  likely  the  whole  crop  will  mature  in  the  Spring?  Please  inform  me  regarding  it. 
Any  information  you  can  give  on  the  subject  will  be  thankfully  received  by  myself  and 
many  others,  who  feel  afraid  of  the  results  of  the  coming  Spring.with  the  great  amount 
of  eggs  deposited. 

Plymouth,  Nebr.,  Jan.  21,  1S77.  J.  E.  KOE. 

There  is  no  doubt  but  that  the  eggs  will  mature  under  ordinary  Spring  conditions. 

The  fact  of  some  of  them  being  so  much  more  advanced  than  others,  will  not,  in  the 

least,  interfere  with  their  hatching. 

I  send  you  this  day  a  box  of  locust  eggs  packed  in  earth.  Please  tell  us  whether 
they  will  hatch  ? 

Wichita,  Kans.,  Feb.  2,  1S77.  A.  B.  ARMENT. 

The  eggs  were  all  sound  and  yet  in  the  lluid  state. 

Eggs  received  and  examined  almost  every  day  during  February 

and  up  to  March  10th,  were,  like  those  examined  earlier  in  tTie  season, 

in  the  main  sound.  A  certain  proportion  of  the  young  hatched  during 
the  mild  Fall  weather  we  had  in  October,  while  the  unusually  warm 

weather  that  occurred  the  last  ten  days  of  January  and  forepart  of 

February  caused  still  larger  numbers  to  hatch,  not  alone  in  the  south- 
ern portion  of  the  territory  occupied,  but  even  as  far  north  as  Dakota. 

The  young  that  thus  prematurely  hatched  perished  by  subsequent 
frosts,  for  I  have  proved  that  while  the  eggs  are  unaffected  by  intense 

freezing,  the  young  insects  are  killed  at  15°  F.  As  the  Winter  was  in 
some  respects  remarkable,  as  well  for  the  warm  weather  which  thus 

caused  the  eggs  to  hatch,  as  for  the  many  and  sudden  changes  of  tempe- 

rature; and  as  the  eggs  have  not  been  injured  thereby  to  any  appre- 
ciable extent  up  to  the  date  of  this  writing,  I  will  place  upon  record, 

in  this  connection,  the  thermometrical  observations  made  at  St.  Louis 

from  November  15,  1876,  to  March  10, 1877  : 
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Temperature  at  St.  Louis,  Mo.,  of  Winter  of  1S7G-7. 

1876. Max.  !  Min. 

November  ]5    41 
16... 
17... 
18... 
19... 
2(L. 
21... 
22„. 
23... 
24... 
25... 
26.. 
27... 
28... 
29... 
30... 

December  ]... 
2... 
3... 
4... 

5... 
6... 
7... 
8... 

9... 
10... 
11... 

12... 

13... 
14... 
15... 
16... 
17... 
18-. 
19.... 

20..., 
21..., 
22.... 
23.... 

24.... 
25-.. 

26-.. 
27-.. 
28-.. 
29-., 
30-.. 
31-., 

1877. 

January 1... 
2-. 

3-. 
4... 
5... 
6-. 

7-. 
8... 
9-. 

10-. 

44 47 47 

36 
45 47 
42 

45 
51 47 

38 45 

39 33 
27 
20 

24 29 
34 

45 
47 47 

40 

11 37 
55 
60 50 

38 
45 
44 
27 

22 37 
43 
43 
37 
24 19 

21 
21 
24 
26 19 

21 
34 

30 

35 

40 

25 22 

31 
32 

2-^ 

31 32 
31 

30 
31 
23 27 

15 4 
5 

12 
24 
24 
33 
31 3 

—5 

9 
28 
36 

38 18 

12 4 

13 2 
18 
23 
23 
20 13 

11 
13 13 

15 
17 
10 

4 
17 

1877. Max.  Min.  I  Mean. 

37 
39 
44 
34 
32 
38 

37 35 
36 

41 40 
34 39 
28 
29 

16 
14 
16 
23 30 

34 38 

39 
15 

5 31 44 
48 

42 27 

36 
12 

20 16 28 

33 
34 
26 
19 15 

18 18 
21 
21 

14 
15 
24 

24 13 
14 21 

8 
15 

26 
11 21 

42 
19 

33 
42 29 

36 

43 
32 

37 
35 

13 21 
13 

—4 

7 
28 1 

19 

35 21 31 

March 
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no 
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57 
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^7 
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65 
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66 
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69 

^2::.:::::::::::::. 

56 

3   

48 
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46 
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49 
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From  meteorological  data  obtained  at  Lawrence,  Kansas,  and 

furnished  by  Prof.  F.  H.  Snow,  and  from  reports  from  many  other  parts 

of  the  country,  it  is  evident  that  the  high  temperature  of  January  and 

February  was  general  throughout  the  country  between  the  Rocky 

Mountains  and  the  Mississippi,  reaching  its  acme  on  the  18th  of  the  lat- 
ter month.  Dr.  Engelmann  found  the  first  maple  in  bloom,  in  St.  Louis, 

on  the  19th  of  February,  and  has  no  notes  of  such  early  blooming  in 

the  past  forty  years  during  which  he  has  recorded  observations. 

PROSPECTS  FOR  1877. 

A  large  number  of  the  readers  of  this  Report  would  feel  sadly 

disappointed  were  I  to  conclude  this  review  of  our  last  locust  inva- 
sion without  expressing  an  opinion  as  to  the  future  prospects.  To  give 

an  opinion  as  to  the  happenings  of  the  future  is  somewhat  hazardous 

where  there  are  so  many  possible  contingencies  that  are  altogether 

beyond  man's  ken ;  yet  one  who  is  careful  in  his  expressions  and  state- 
ments need  never  hesitate  to  advance  them.  With  a  reputation  at 

stake,  I  have  not  hesitated  to  do  so  in  the  past,  and  wherever  I  have 

felt  warranted  in  making  apositive  prediction,  or  in  giving  an  unquali- 

fied opinion,  subsequent  events  have  justified  the  same.  I  will,  there- 
fore, give  my  views  of  the  prospects  for  the  year  1877,  as  they  appear 

from  the  condition  of  things  at  this  writing  (March  10th);  premising 

only  that,  in  forecasting  future  events  in  connection  with  this  insect, 
I  would  rather  err  on  the  bright  than  the  gloomy  side. 

The  area  over  which  eggs  have  been  laid  is,  as  we  have  have 

already  seen,  unusually  large.  It  was  quite  generally  noticed  that  the 
females  were  less  particular  than  is  their  wont  in  choosing  clear  and 

sunny  spots  for  purposes  of  oviposition,  and,  after  careful  consideration 

of  the  subject,  I  should  say  that,  at  the  lowest  estimate,  two  out  of  every 

one  hundred  acres  throughout  the  area  indicated  by  the  heavier  lines 

in  my  map  (Fig.  16)  are  thickly  supplied  with  eggs,  and  by  this  I  mean 

mean  that  the  eggs  will  average  3,000  to  the  square  foot.  In  other  words, 

throughout  this  whole  country  the  southern  slopes,  sandy,  gravelly, 

and  other  bare  spots,  roads,  paths,  etc.,  in  which  the  females  prefer  to 

lay ;  compare,  on  an  average,  as  2  to  100  with  the  northern  slopes,  tim- 

ber, rank  prairie,  moist  and  recently  cultivated  lands,  which  are  gener- 

ally avoided.  At  these  low  estimates  there  would,  under  favorable  cir- 
cumstances, enough  young  locusts  hatch  out  to  devour  everything 

green,  not  only  in  the  area  stated,  but  over  the  whole  United  States, 

were  they  evenly  disseminated  throughout  the  country.  We  have 

already  seen  that  the  bulk  of  the  eggs  yet  remain  sound,  and,  notwith- 
standing such  as  have  been  destroyed  by  natural  enemies  and  all  other 
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causes,  and  such  as  have  prematurely  hatched,  those  yet  to  hatch 

will  give  birth  to  locusts  enough,  under  ordinary  conditions  of 
weather,  to  lay  waste  the  earth  and  render  it  as  bare  of  vegetation  as 

it  is  in  midwinter,  before  they  take  their  departure.  This  is  not  over- 
stating the  case,  and  the  farmers  of  the  threatened  region  should 

count  on  such  a  probability  and  do  all  in  their  power  to  avoid  it. 
The  insects  have  already  hatched  out  largely  toward  the  Gulf, 

and  the  bulk  of  them  will  hatch  in  lat.  35°  about  the  middle  of  the 
month.  They  will  continue  to  hatch  most  numerously  about  four 

days  later  with  each  degree  of  latitude  north,  until  along  the  49th 

parallel  the  same  scenes  will  be  repeated  that  occurred  in  Southern 

Texas  seven  or  eight  weeks  before.  In  the  S.  W.  counties  of  Missouri 

hatching  will  be  at  its  height  about  the  second  week  in  April ;  in  the 

N.  W.  counties  a  few  days  later.  Wherever  they  hatch  in  quantities, 
the  injury  will  at  first  be  confined  to  particular  fields  and  locations; 

but  as  they  increase  in  size  they  will  become  more  and  more  injurious 
and  widen  the  area  of  their  devastations  until,  if  nothing  be  done  to 

prevent  it,  they  will  ruin  most  crops  by  the  time  the  bulk  of  them 

acquire  wings — leaving,  in  extreme  cases,  no  plant  untouched  but  the 
little  Amarantus  Blitum.  This  will  occur  in  from  six  to  eight  weeks 

after  hatching,  and  the  winged  swarms  in  South  Texas  will  be  leaving 

that  country  early  in  May  or  about  the  time  the  young  are  beginning 
to  hatch  near  the  British  American  line. 

The  unfledged  locusts  will  travel  in  no  especial  direction,  but  in 

different  directions,  and  they  will  not  extend,  on  an  average,  more 

than  ten  miles  east  of  any  point  where  they  hatched  out.  The  winged 
insects,  on  the  contrary,  will  take  their  departure  in  a  northerly  or 

northwesterly  direction — at  least,  this  will  be  the  prevailing  direction 
of  those  which  rise  during  the  months  of  May  and  June.  The  course 
of  those  which  rise  later  may  not  be  so  constant.  Those  that  escape 

from  the  many  vicissitudes  that  will  befall  them  in  the  Mississippi 

Yalley,  and  which  are  free  from  disease  or  parasites  when  they  start, 

will,  in  all  probability,  eventually  reach  the  extreme  Northwest,  and 
be  largely  lost  to  view  beyond  our  northern  boundary.  They  will  not 

fly  eastward  so  as  to  do  any  serious  damage  bej^ond  the  line  indicated 
m  the  map. 

Such  are  the  probabilities  for  the  Spring  and  Summer.  They  are 

not  particularly  encouraging! 
I  will  now  state  a  ievf  of  the  modifying  circumstances  and  of  the 

possibilities  that  will  lighten  the  darkness  of  the  picture  and  may 

very  materially  diminish  the  prospective  damage. 

Firstly — The  farmers  are  in  much  better  condition  to  withstand 
the  temporary  loss  than  they  were  in  the  Spring  of  1874. 
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Secondly — They  are  far  more  thoroughly  posted  as  to  the  pros- 
pects and  better  organized  to  fight  the  enemy.  Correct  information 

has  been  very  widely  circulated  through  the  media  of  special  reports 

and  of  the  agricultural  press.  The  bounty  laws  enacted  during  the 
winter  will  incite  to  action  and  will  have  a  beneficial  effect.  The 

people  are  anticipating  and  preparing  where  two  years  ago  they  were 

comparatively  indiff"erent.  They  are  profiting  by  the  experience  of 
1874-5.  This  is  more  particularly  the  case  in  Kansas,  Nebraska,  Iowa 
and  Minnesota,  and  I  regret  to  say  less  so  in  Missouri ;  for  in  some  of 

our  counties  which  are  threatened,  there  is  no  organization  and  little 
preparation  to  meet  the  enemy. 

Thirdly — I  could  not  help  noticing,  and  the  same  thing  was 
remarked  by  many  others,  that  quite  a  number  of  the  insects  observed 

last  Fall,  were  much  beneath  the  average  size  and  generally  darker 

than  the  typical  specimens.  Also  a  certain  proportion  of  the  eggs 

that  I  have  received  during  the  Winter,  were  far  below  the  average 

size  and  much  more  predisposed  to  rot  than  the  rest.  I  am  strongly 

of  the  opinion  that  such  specimens  belonged  to  the  swarms  which 
developed  in  Minnesota  and  thereabouts,  and  which,  after  being 

repulsed  in  their  efforts  to  get  N.  W.,  joined  and  formed  part  of  the 

larger  swarms  which  came  from  the  farther  N.  W.  The  insects  that 

hatched  in  Minnesota  were  in  many  instances  the  3d  and  4th  genera- 
tion bred  there,  and  their  degeneracy  was  very  generally  observed. 

Thus,  expressions  to  the  effect  that  the  locusts  there  last  Summer,  were 

"used  up,"  "tired  out,"  etc.,  were  common  among  farmers,  and  Mr. 
Whitman  notes  (Special  Report  for  1876,  p.  12)  the  gradual  decrease 

in  ths  extent  of  the  breeding  grounds  from  year  to  year.  More  eggs 
have  also  rotted  and  the  parasites  have  been  more  numerous  there 

than  elsewhere  ;  while  the  injury  has  not  compared  to  what  it  was  in 

our  State  in  1875.  The  greater  longevity  of  many  of  the  insects  of 

1876  as  compared  with  those  of  1874,  would  also  indicate  that  they 
were  bred  south  of  the  region  where  the  species  is  permanent  and 

comes  to  greatest  perfection.  We  may  therefore  expect  that,  as  com- 
pared with  1875,  a  larger  proportion  of  the  young  that  will  hatch  in 

1877,  will  be  weakly  and  soon  perish ;  for  I  know  from  my  breeding 
experiments  that  there  is  great  difference  in  constitutional  vigor 
between  them. 

Fourthly — There  is  a  bare  possibility  that,  after  the  bulk  of  the 
young  have  hatched,  and  before  they  have  commenced  to  do  serious 

harm,  we  may  have  such  unseasonably  cold  and  wet  weather  as  to  kill 

them  by  myriads,  and  effectually  weaken  their  power  for  injury. 

Fifthly — Let   the   destruction  be  as  complete  as  it  well  can,  and 
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there  is  every  assurance  that  the  insects  will  vacate  the  country  in 

which  they  were  born,  soon  enough  to  permit  the  planting  and  harvest- 
ing of  a  great  many  of  the  more  important  vegetables,  and  with  a 

favorable  Fall,  a  good  crop  of  corn.  This  is  more  particularly  true  of 
Missouri,  and  the  country  S.  of  the  44th  parallel  and  E.  of  the  100th 

meridian,  which  country  I  have  designated  as  outside  the  species^ 
habitat.    It  is  less  true  of  the  country  W.  and  N.  of  those  lines. 

As  to  the  prospects  later  in  the  year,  it  is  impossible  to  predicate 

with  the  same  degree  of  assurance.  There  were  no  locusts  to  do 
harm  in  Manitoba  in  1876,  and  it  would  seem  that  the  Saskatchawan 

country  must  have  been  more  or  less  depleted  by  the  swarms  which 

overspread  our  country.  I  am  inclined  to  hope  and  believe  that  there 

will  not  be  another  general  invasion  next  autumn,  and  that  the  people 
of  Texas,  Indian  Territory,  Arkansas,  Missouri,  Kansas,  Nebraska, 

Iowa,  South  Dakota  and  even  Minnesota,  may  expect  immunity  for  a 

few  years  to  come;  after  the  hosts  which  are  about  to  hatch  are 

destroyed  or  wing  themselves  away.  There  may  be  partial  injury 

from  their  progeny  in  1878,  or  even  1879,  in  parts  of  the  country 

named,  especially  toward  the  N.  W.;  but  there  will  be  no  general 
destruction.  In  Missouri  we  may  confidently  hope  for  immunity  for 

from  seven  to  ten  years. 

In  conclusion,  I  would  urge  our  farmers  in  the  threatened  country 

to  prepare  to  carry  out  the  recommendations  given  in  this  Report ; 

to  provide  themselves  with  northern  grown,  early-ripening,  seed-corn ; 
to  sell  no  hogs  nor  poultry;  and  to  diversify  their  crops  by  growing 
more  tuberous  and  leguminous  plants. 

In  the  language  of  the  Omaha  Conference  report:  ''Above  all,  do 
not  get  discouraged  !  Come  what  may,  do  not  ask  for  outside  aid  !  We 

do  not  believe  there  ever  will  be  any  need  of  it:  it  is,  in  the  end, 

demoralizing.         ***** 

"There  is  no  part  of  the  country  that  is  not  subject  to  meteoro- 
logical or  entomological  excesses,  and  in  the  long  run  the  locust  is  not 

more  injurious  than  are  some  insects  in  other  parts  of  the  country. 

When  we  think  of  the  famine  and  utter  destitution  that  at  times  over- 

take some  of  the  Eastern  peoples,  we  may  well  thank  the  Almighty 
that  we  live  in  a  land  of  such  resources  and  promise.  The  threatened 

country  has  prospered  in  the  past:  it  will  prosper  in  the  future;  and 

in  proportion  as  we  meet  this  locust  enemy  with  enterprise  and  con- 

certed, intelligent  action,  in  that  proportion  shall  we  vanquish  it." 



INNOXIOUS  INSECTS 

THE  B.ELLGR^MMlTE.-Oor7/dalus  cornuius  (Linn). 

[Ord.  Nedroptera  ;  Fam.  Sialid^.] 

[Fig.  30.] 

s 
CL  ^'^^^         C 
The  HELLGRAMMiTB:-a,  larva;  h,  pupa;  c,  male  fly;  d,  head  and  jaws  of  female. 

The  following  paper  "On  the  curious  Egg-mass  of  Corydalus  cor- 
nutus  (Linn.)  and  on  the  Eggs  that  have  hitherto  been  referred  to  that 
Species,"  read  by  me  at  the  last  meeting  ot  the  American  Associa- 
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tion  for  the  Advancement  of  Science,  will  correct  and  supplement 
the  article  on  the  same  insect  published  in  my  5th  Report : 

Our  largest  Neuropteron,  belonging  to  the  fannily  Sialidae,  is  Corydalus  comutus. 
It  is  not  uncommon  in  the  Eastern  and  Middle  States,  and  is  known  in  the  Mississippi 
Valley  by  the  vulgar  name  of  Hellgrammite  .  In  the  female  the  mandibles  are  quite 
formidable,  but  in  the  male  they  are  curiously  modified,  and  form  long,  incurved, 

smooth,  prehensile  organs  of  the  form  of  the  finger  of  a  grain-cradle,  and  evidently 
of  use  in  enabling  him  to  embrace  his  mate.  The  larva  of  this  fly  occurs  in  running 
streams,  living  mostly  at  the  bottom,  and  hiding  under  stones  in  the  swiftest  parts. 
It  has  strong  jaws,  and  in  addition  to  the  ordinary  stigmata,  it  is  furnished  with  two 
sets  of  gills,  one  set  lateral  and  filamentous,  the  other  ventral,  and  each  composed  of  a 
sponge-like  mass  of  short  rust-brown  fibres. 

[Fig.  31.] 

Corydalus  cornutcs:— a,  a,  egg-masses  attached;  b,  one  detached, showing  lower  sui-face— all  ratlier 
below  average  size;  c,  a  lew  egtrs  of  the  outer  row;  d,  the  newly-hatched  larva;  e,  labinm,- 
/,  antenna;  g,  maxilla;  /;,  mandible;  j,  tarsal  claw;  j,  anal  hooks — all  enlarged. 

Its  body  terminates  in  two  fleshy  tubercles,  each  armed  with  a  pair  of  hooks.  It 

is  best  known  in  the  full  grown  condition  when,  in  seeking  for  a  place  in  which  to  un- 
dergo its  transformations,  it  travels  and  climbs  on  the  shores  of  our  rivers,  and  some- 

times to  long  distances.  Called  a  "crawler"  by  fishermen,  it  is  greatly  esteemed  as 
bait.  The  pupa  is  quie-:cent  and  formed  in  a  cavity  in  the  ground.  The  supposed  eggs 
of  this  insect  were  figured  and  described  in  the  Americaji  Entomologist,  and  in  the 

Fifth  Missouri  Entomological  Report,  as  oval,  about  the  size  of  a  radish  seed,  and  de- 
posited in  closely  set  patches  of  fifty  and  upward  upon  reeds  and  other  aquatic  plants; 

and  they  have  since  been  frequently  referred  to,  no  one  questioning  the  accuracy  of 
the  conclusion  of  their  discoverer,  the  late  B.  D.  Walsh. 

About  the  middle  of  last  July,  in  sailing  up  the  Mississippi  river  between  Bush- 
berg  and  St.  Louis,  my  attention  was  attracted  by  sundry  white  splashes  on  the  leaves 
of  various  plants  that  overhung  the  water ;  which  splashes  looked,  at  a  distance, 

not  unlike  the  droppings  of  some  large  bird.    Approaching  more  closely  to  them,  how- 
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ever,  they  were  seen  to  consist  of  sub-oval  or  circular  swellings,  with  more  or  less 
white  splashed  around  them  ;  and  upon  still  closer  examination,  they  proved  to  be 

egg-masses.  They  were  generallj'  attached  one  to  the  upper  surface  of  a  leaf  either  of 
Sycamore,  Elm,  Cottonwood  or  Grapevine;  but  sometimes  there  were  several  on  the 
same  leaf,  and  at  others  they  occurred  on  both  sides  of  the  leaf  It  was  evident  that 

the  leaves  were  objects  of  attachment  only,  *  and  from  the  fact  that  only  those  which 
overhung  the  water  were  selected  by  the  parent,  it  was  natural  to  infer  that  the  spe- 

cies was  aquatic  in  its  larva  state.  Yet  the  egg-masses  greatly  puzzled  me,  as  indeeed 
they  did  all  naturalists  to  whom  I  referred  them ;  for  the  eggs  of  the  larger  water- 
beetles  were  known,  those  of  Coryclalus  were  supposed  to  be  known,  and  there  was 
only  one  other  water  insect  in  North  America,  viz:  Belostoma  grandis,  large  enough 

to  be  capable  of  laying  such  a  mass.  But  these  eggs  were  evidently  not  Heteropter- 
ous. 

Patiently  waiting  till  the  eggs  hatched,  I  recognised  at  once,  in  the  young  larva^ 

the  characters  of  Coi-ydalus  cornutus,  with  the  full  grown  larva  of  which  I  was  familiar  ; 
and  upon  dissecting  the  abdomen  of  a  female  Hellgrammite,  the  nature  of  the 

curious  egg-masses  was  fully  confirmed  in  the  perfect  identity  in  shape  and  arrange- 
ment of  the  eggs  composing  them,  and  of  those  in  said  abdomen. 

The  egg-mass  of  Corydalus  cornutus  is  either  broadly  oval,  circular,  or  (more  excep- 
tionally) even  pyriform  in  circumference,  flat  on  the  attached  side,  and  plano-convex  on 

the  exposed  side.  It  averages  21  mm.  in  length,  and  is  covered  with  a  white  or  cream- 
colored  albuminous  secretion,  which  is  generally  splashed  around  the  mass  on  the  leaf 
or  other  object  of  attachment.  It  contains  from  two  to  three  thousand  eggs,  each  of 

which  is  1.3  mm.  long,  and  about  one-third  as  wide,  ellipsoidal, translucent,  sordid  white, 
with  a  delicate  shell,  and  surrounded  and  separated  from  the  adjoining  eggs  by  a  thin 
layer  ot  the  same  white  albuminous  material  which  covers  the  whole.  The  outer  layer 
forms  a  compact  arch,  with  the  anterior  ends  pointing  inwards,  and  the  posterior  ends 
showing  like  faint  dots  through  the  white  covering.  Those  of  the  marginal  row  lie 
flat  on  the  attached  surface  ;  the  others  gradually  diverge  outwardly  so  that  the  central 
ones  are  at  right  angles  with  said  object.  Beneath  this  vaulted  layer  the  rest  lie  on  a 
plane  with  the  leaf,  those  touching  it  in  concentric  rows  ;  the  rest  packed  in  irregularly. 
Before  hatching,  the  dark  eyes  of  the  embryon  show  distinctly  through  the  delicate 
shell,  and  the  eggs  assume  a  darker  color,  which  contrasts  more  strongly  with  the  white 
intervening  matter. 

The  young  crawl  from  under  the  mass,  and  leave  the  vaulted  covering  intact. 
They  all  hatch  simultaneously,  and  in  the  night. 

The  egg-bursterf  has  the  form  of  the  common  immature  mushroom,  and  is  easily 
perceived  on  the  end  of  the  vacated  shell.  The  young  larvae  crawl  readily  upon  dry 
surfaces,  with  their  tails  hoisted  in  the  air,  and  live  for  a  day  or  more  out  of  water  ; 
but  when  hatching  out  over  an  aquarium,  they  instinctively  drop  to  the  water,  where, 
after  resting  for  a  while,  with  their  bodies  hanging  down  and  their  heads  bent  forward 
at  the  surface,  they  swim  to  the  bottom  by  whipping  the  body  from  side  to  side  very 
much  as  a  mosquito  wriggler  does.  Here  they  secrete  themselves  and  remain  until,  in 
the  course  of  a  few  days  they  perish.  They  cannot  be  reared  in  confinement,  and 
running  water  is  doubtless  as  essential  to  them  as  to  the  full  grown  larva. 

The  newly  hatched  larva  is  almost  colorless  and  differs  from  the  full-grown  larva, 
in  the  relatively  longer  legs  and  lateral  filaments ;  in  these  last  being  smooth  and  not 

*  Since  this  was  written,  I  learn  from  Mr.  Lintiier,  of  Albany,  N.  Y.,  that  he  has  found  these  egg- 
masses  attached  to  rocks  in  the  Mohawk  river,  though  he  had  no  knowledge   of  their  pareutage. 

+  I  am  not  aware  that  this  special  structure  has  been  named.  It  is  generally,  if  not  always,  a  part 
of  the  ambion,  and  is  common  to  many  insects,  though  varying  much  in  form.  It  may  be  known  as  the 
ruptoT  ovi.  Dr.  Hagen  has  called  it  the  "egg-burster,"  while  eii^etologists  designate  as  the  "  egg- 
tooth,"  a  structure  having  the  same  purpose. 
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clothed  with  short  hairs  ;  in  the  abdomen  not  bulginof  at  the  middle,  and  in  lacking  the 

sponge-like  gills  beneath.  The  head  is  wider  than  the  rest  of  the  body,  which  tapers 
from  the  first  to  the  last  joints.  The  prothoracic  is  as  long  as,  or  longer,  than  the 

meso-and  metathoracic  joints  together,  and  the  abdominal  joints  increase  in  length  as 
they  diminish  in  width.  The  legs  are  nearly  thrice  as  long  as  the  width  of  the  thoracic 
joints ;  the  claws  are  movable  and  about  J  as  long  as  the  tarsus ;  the  tibia  and  tarsus 

are  sub-equal ;  the  lemur  somewhat  longer ;  the  coxa  and  trochanter  about  as  long  as 
the  femur ;  there  is  a  whorl  of  bristles  toward  the  end  of  the  femur  and  of  the  tibia.  The 
mandibles  are  stout,  with  two  principle  teeth,  the  basal  with  3  notches  and  the  terminal 

■one  finely  serrate  :  the  maxillae  are  elongate,  reaching  beyond  the  jaws,  and  with  a 
simple  inner  and  a  2-jointed  outer  palpus,  both  having  basal  folds,  which  often  look 
like  a  basal  joint :  the  antenute  are  3-jointed,  and  reach  beyond  the  jaws,  the  middle 
joint  longest,  the  terminal  one  nearly  as  long,  and  tapering :  the  labium  is  elongate- 
quadrate,  tipped  with  two  small  tubercles,  and  with  the  palpi  2-jointed— the  joints  sub- 
•equal.    A  few  hairs  occur  on  the  sides  of  the  abdomen  between  the  filaments. 

The  fact  that  the  young  larva  lacks  the  spongy  masses  of  short 
fibres  which  characterize  the  mature  larva,  and  which  have  been 

looked  upon  as  accessory  gills,  would  indicate  that  their  purpose  is 

rather  to  assist  the  creature,  when  it  gets  large,  in  adhering  to  the 

surface  of  stones  at  the  bottom  of  swift-Howing  waters.  Though  the 
larva  can  live  for  some  time  out  of  water,  even  when  young;  yet,  un- 

til it  attains  its  growth  it  is  strictly  aquatic,  abounding  most  in  rapid 

flowing  streams,  and  especially  such  as  have  a  rocky  bottom,  upon 

which  it  crawls  slowly  about,  feeding  upon  other  aquatic  insects, 

especially  Ephemerid  larvse,  some  of  which,  taken  from  the  stomach, 

I  have  been  able  to  recognize  as  belonging  to  the  genus  Falingenia. 

Mr.  J.  H.  Comstock  of  Cornell  University,  t^ig-  33-] 
3^  1  who  has  for  several  years  studied  the 

habits  of  this  larva  around  Ithaca  N. 

Y.,  generally  finds  it  in  the  most  rapid 
portions  of  streams,  where  it  dwells 

mostly  under  stones.    He  has  captured 

numbers  by  turning  over  large  stones 

and  allowing  the  current  to  wash  the 

larvae  into  a  dip-net;  and  he  is  of  the 
opinion,  which  my  own  observations 

support,  that  the   species  lives    three 

years  in  this  larval  condition. 

By  carefully    studying   the  anat- 
probable  omy  of  the  species,  he  has  also  discov- 

BELosTOMA.ered  an  additional  pair  of  rudimenta- 

ry  spiracles  on  the  hind  part  of  a  prominent 
fold  between  the  meso-  and  metathoracic  joints. 

As  to  the  nature  of  the  eggs  (Fig.  32)  that        belostoma  gbandis. 

-have  hitherto  been  mistaken  for  those  of  Corydalus,  I  can  only  sur- 
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mise.  The  specimens  from  which  the  figur.e  was  made  were  destroyed 
with  the  Walsh  cabinet  in  the  Chicago  fire;  but  I  have  a  very  distinct 
recollection  of  them,  and  judging  from  the  nature  of  the  eggs  of 
Perthostoma,  with  which  I  am  familiar,  there  is  little  doubt  in  my 
mind  that  these  supposed  eggs  of  Corydalus  really  belong  to  Belos- 
ioma  grandis,  (Fig.  33)  which  is  the  only  aquatic  Heteropterous  insect 
of  sufficient  size  to  lay  them. 

THE  YUCCA  ̂ O^Y.U—MegathymusyuGCCB  (Walker.) 

[Ord.  Lepidoptera  ;  Fam.  Hesperid^  ] 

Havinsr,  during  the  year,  reared  this  interesting  butterfly  from  the 
«gg,  so  as  to  watch  its  growth,  I  can  supplement  the  article  published 
a  year  ago  by  stating,  positively,  that  there  is  but  one  generation 
annually,  and  that  the  characteristic  glistening  powder  that  covers 
the  full  grown  larva,  is  not  secreted   till  toward  the  last  molt.    The 
larva  referred  to  on  p.  181  of  my  Eighth  Keport,  as  being  kept  in  a  tin 
■box,  and  fed  solely  on  the  leaves,  lived  till  the  25th  of  September.     It formed  a  perfect  cylinder  of  silk  and  excrement  around  the  bottom  of 
the  box,  fastening  thereto  the  ends  of  the  cut  leaves,  so  that  the  cylin- 

der was  necessarily  broken  each  time  the  leaves  were  changed.    This 
specimen  went  through  no  less  than  seven  molts  at  irregular  inter- 

vals of  10,  11,  24,  H,  61,  15  and  21  days  respectively.    It  changed  but 
little  in   appearance,  except  in  becoming   somewhat  paler,  after  the 
second  molt,  and  died  when  about  three-fourths  grown— death  result- 

ing, I  think,  more  from   the  mould  that  formed  from  the  excrement, 
and  which  it  was  impossible  to  prevent,  than  from  the  nature  of  its 
food.    It  is  doubtful  if  so  many  molts  are  suffered  in  more  natural  and healthy  conditions. 

Another  specimen  that  entered  a  Yucca  plant  in  the  garden  of 
my  friend,  Dr.  G.  Engelmann,  throve  admirably,  extending  over  a  foot 
beneath  the  ground,  and  attaining  full  growth  by  the  end  of  Septem- 

ber; while  a  third,  in  a  potted  Yucca  aloifolia  in-doors,  hollowed  out 
the  entire  root,  pupated  on  the  26th  of  January,  1877,  and  gave  out 
th«  ima^o  on  thei5th  of  the  following  month. 
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ERRATA. 

Page  6,  line  26  insert  afcer  "moth  "  {Euphanessa  mendica,  Walk.) 
Page  15,  line  3  for  "  entite"  read  "•  entire." 
Page  50,  explanation  of  cut,  lor  "e  "  read  "c." 
Page  50,  line  3  trom  bottom,  for  "  Hiibner  "  read  "  Huebner." 

Page  54,  last  line,  in  place  of  the  comma,  write  "is." 
Page  55,  line  1,  for  "the  other  "  read  "the  second." 
Page  55,  line  9  from  bottom  for  "m.  m  "  read  "  mm." 
Page  55,  line  7  from  bottom,  strike  out  the  "  on." 
Page  56,  line  1,  for  "  m.  m "  read  "mm." 
Page  56,  line  2,  for  the  last  "  and  "  read  "anal." 
Page  56,  line  32,  commence  a  new  ̂   with  "  Chrysalis  "  and  italicize  it. 

Page  57,  for  '•'■  Spretus  "  in  the  heading  read  *■' sprctus.''^ 
Page  58,  line  14,  strike  out  "  have." 
Page  89,  line  13,  strike  out  the  "  i "  after  "  embryon." 
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INTRODUCTION 

The  present  Bulletiu  lias  beeu  prepared  in  response  to  frequent  sug- 

gestions from  those  having-  occasion  to  use  the  nine  Annual  Reports  on 
the  Insects  of  Missouri,  made  by  me,  as  State  Entomologist,  to  the  State 
Board  of  Agriculture,  during  the  years  1SG8  to  1877,  inclusive.  These 
Eeports  contain  a  good  deal  of  matter  anent  the  Cotton  Worm,  the  Chinch 

Bug,  the  Eocky  Mountain  Locust,  and  other  insects  which  the  Commis- 
sion has  studied,  and  were  published,  as  required  by  law,  in  the  Annual 

Eeports  of  said  State  Board  of  Agriculture  for  the  years  mentioned. 
That  method  of  publication  was  always  regretted  by  myself  and  by 

many  others,  inasmuch  as  the  reports  of  the  Board  were  generally  vol- 
umes of  such  bulk  as  to  delay  publication  and  render  mailing  expensive. 

By  virtue  of  the  fact  that  they  were  distributed  only  to  members  of  the 

State  legislature  and  to  State  societies,  access  to  them  by  persons  out- 
side the  State  of  Missouri  was  extremely  difficult ;  while  the  State  print- 

ing and  press-work  were,  as  a  rule,  of  a  very  unsatisfactory  character. 
To  avoid  some  of  these  difficulties  it  was  my  habit  to  have  about  300 
separate  copies  of  the  entomological  portion  printed  on  better  paper,  at 
my  own  expense,  for  distribution  to  correspondents  both  at  home  and 
abroad,  and  it  is  through  these,  principally,  that  the  Eeports  have  been 
accessible  outside  the  State. 

The  demand  for  the  Eeports  and  the  manner  in  which  they  have  been 
used  and  commended  by  subsequent  writers  can  but  be  gratifying  to  the 
author,  who  feels  that  whatever  of  commendation  they  deserve  is  due  to 
the  fact  that  they  embody  results  of  original  investigation.  They  contain 
some  matter  that,  with  present  light,  he  would  expunge,  and  the  earlier 

volumes,  more  particularly,  contain  imperfections  which  no  one  appre- 

ciates more  fulh'  than  himself.  Many  of  these  are  attributable  to  isola- 
tion from  other  working  entomologists  at  the  time,  as  well  as  to  the  almost 

absolute  dearth  of  entomological  works  of  reference  in  any  of  the  libra- 
ries of  Saint  Louis. 

The  general  plan  of  the  Reports,  which  were  addressed  to  the  intelli- 
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geiit  cultivator  of  the  soil  rather  than  to  the  naturalist,  is  set  forth  in 
the  following  passage  from  the  introduction  to  the  first : 

Fully  aware  that  I  write  for  those  wlio,  as  a  rule,  are  unversed  in  entomology,  I 
have  endeavored  to  treat  of  each  insect  with  as  little  of  the  nomenclature  of  science 

as  is  consistent  with  clearness  of  expression.  Yet,  as  much  that  is  of  scientific  inter- 
est, such  as  descriptions  of  new  species,  must  necessarily  he  inserted,  I  have  had  such 

descriptions  printed  in  a  type  of  smaller  size  than  the  text,  so  that  it  can  be  skipped 

jf  desirable,  at  the  time  of  reading,  and  easily  referred  to  for  comparison,  with  speci- 
mens which  one  is  desirous  of  naming.  I  have  also  endeavored  to  illustrate,  as  far  as. 

possible,  the  insects  of  which  this  report  treats,  believing  that  good  illustration  forms 
the  basis  of  successful  teaching  in  a  science  with  which  the  general  husbandman  is 

not  expected  to  be  acquainted  ;  for  the  eye  conveys  to  the  mind,  in  an  instant,  what 
the  ear  would  fail  to  do  in  an  hour.  The  practical  man  cares  little  to  what  genus  or 

family  an  insect  belongs,  so  long  as  he  can  tell  whether  it  be  friend  or  foe.  He  must 

become  familiarized  with  the  insects  about  him  without  having  necessarily  to  over- 
come scientific  detail  and  technicality. 

I  have  made  no  effort  at  a  systematic  arrangement  of  the  insects  treated  of.  Indeed, 
that  were  useless  for  the  jiurpose  in  view ;  but,  in  order  that  the  reader  may  refer  the 
more  readily  to  any  particular  insect  which  interests  him,  I  have  sei^arated  them  into 

three  series — Noxious,  Beneficial,  and  Ixxoxious — and  attached  a  very  full  index. 
For  the  benefit  of  those  who  are  making  a  study  of  entomology,  I  have  also  given, 
with  each  species,  the  Order  and  Family  to  which  it  belongs,  in  parenthesis  imder 
each  heading. 

So  far  as  possible,  I  have  used  a  common  name  for  each  insect,  knowing  that  the 
scientific  name  is  remembered  with  greater  difficulty,  and  is,  consequently,  distasteful 

to  many.  But  as  popular  names  are  very  loosely  applied,  and  the  same  name  often 
refers  to  different  insects,  in  different  localities,  a  great  deal  of  confusion  would  ensue 
without  the  scientific  name,  which  is,  therefore,  invariably  added,  for  the  most  part, 

in  parentheses,  so  that  it  may  be  skipped  without  interfering  in  any  way  with  the  sense 
of  the  text. 

In  order  to  add  value  to  this  general  index,  I  have  brought  together 
tables  of  contents  of  the  nine  volumes  and  given  corrections  and  some 
notes  and  additions.  I  have  also  reproduced  the  descriptions  of  new 

species,  and  added  a  list  of  descriptions  of  adolescent  states,  of  descrip- 
tions of  species  not  new,  of  illustrations  by  reports,  of  illustrations  by 

classification,  and  of  food-plants. 
The  Eeports  were  independently  paginated,  and  the  separate  copies 

were  often  distributed  bafore  the  Agricultural  Report  was  ofl:"  the  press. 
The  date  of  publication  and  distribution  is  given  for  each  in  the  tables 

of  contents.  The  nomenclature  of  the  Reports  is  retained  in  this  Bulle- 
tin, the  synonomy  being  indicated  in  the  notes  and  additions  and  with 

the  reproduced  descriptions.  The  name  of  the  author  of  the  species 
and  not  of  the  genus  was  always  given  as  authority,  and  in  the  later 
Reports  I  endeavored  to  indicate  whether  or  not  the  insect  was  described 
under  the  generic  name  which  it  bears,  by  adding  the  authority  without 

a  comma  when  the  specific  name  is  coupled  with  the  generic  name  un- 
der which  it  was  first  published  —  e.  (/.,  Fhi/cita  nebuJo  Walsh  —  but  placed 

it  in  parentheses  when  a  different  generic  name  was  used  than  that  under 

which  the  insect  was  first  described  —  e.  g.,  Acrohasis  nebula  (Walsh)  — 
except  where  the  whole  name  was  already  in  parentheses  when  a  comma 
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was  used  for  the  same  purpose  —  e.g.  {Acrohasis  nehulo,  Walsli).    The 

same  phiu  is  adopted  throuo'hout  this  BiiUetiu. 
It  had  always  been  my  iutentiou  to  pubHsli  a  t*Mith  volume  and  to  end 

the  decade  with  a  review  of,  and  general  index  to,  the  whole  series.  In- 

deed, an  aiipropriation  for  the  tenth  year's  work  was  made  and  the  tenth 
report  would  have  been  duly  issued  had  I  not  been  called  at  the  time  to 
my  present  work  for  the  General  Clovernment.  This  Bulletin  is,  in  a 
measure,  the  fulfillment  of  that  intention,  and  is  issued  in  the  hope  that 
it  will  render  the  Eeports  more  serviceable  to  the  student  of  insect  life 
and  to  those  having  to  deal  with  insects  injurious  to  agriculture. 
My  thanks  are  due  to  Messrs.  E.  A.  Schwarz  and  W.  H.  Patton, 

agents  of  the  Commission,  for  aid  in  its  preparation, 
C.  V.  R. 

Washington,  D.  C,  Marcli  1,  1S81. 
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shell  Bark-louse  from  Europe  and  its  spread  in  the  United  States,  8  — 
Precautionary  measures  to  prevent  its  introduction  into  Missouri,  6  — 
Its  habits  studied  by  different  observers  in  1867,  9  —  Seasonal  notes 

on  the  development  of  the  insect,  10  —  Only  one  annual  brood  in  Mis- 
souri, 12  —  Fonnatiou  and  nature  of  the  scale,  12  —  Rare  occurrence  of 

males,  14  —  Difference  of  opinion  among  observers  as  to  the  mode  of 

growth  of  the  scale,  14  —  Difficulty  of  explaining  the  spread  of  the 
insect  from  one  tree  to  another,  15  —  Its  occurrence  upon  other  kinds  of 
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9 
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-  COREECTIONS 

A  list  of  errata  is  given  for  each  volume,  and  they  are  here  repro- 
duced with  such  additional  ones  as  were  previously  omitted.  Where 

foreign  terms  were  not  properly  accentuated  in  the  Keports,  it  was  often 

due  to  the  imperfect  "plant"  possessed  by  the  State  printer.  In  count- 
ing lines  the  running  page  title  is  omitted. 

REPORT    I. 

Page  8,  line  21,  for  being  read,  were. 

Page  10,  line  1,  for  Figure  3,='  read  Figure  3, 2. 
Page  12,  line  20,  for  last  read  1866. 
Page  12,  line  3  from  bottom,  a/fer  February  add  fl867). 
Page  12,  line  13  from  bottom,  for  verter  read  venter. 
Page  14,  line  24,  for  hermaphrodite  read  agamic. 
Page  14,  line  32,  for  females  read  males. 

Page  15,  line  10  from  bottom, /or  muscle-shaped  read  mussel-shaped. 
Page  22,  line  2  from  bottom, /or  pupas  read  pupte. 

Page  30,  note,  for  F.  read  T. 

Page  31,  line  15,  for  37°  read  38°. 
Page  32,  line  4,  for  Kreitz  read  Kreutz. 
Page  32,  line  14  from  bottom,  for  III  read  V. 
Page  32,  line  7  from  bottom,  for  XIII  read  VIII. 
Page  38,  line  5,  for  Tredeim  read  Tredecim. 

Page  47,  line  16,  for  far  read  for. 
Page  50,  line  7,  for  none  the  less  read  no  more. 
Page  53,  line  28,  for  laid  read  lain. 
Page  54,  line  4  from  bottom,  for  hatch  read  are  deposited. 

Page  56,  lines  5  and  12,  for  to  read  at. 
Page  58,  line  15  from  bottom,  for  Asjndiglossa  read  As])idogJos8a. 
Page  64,  line  26,  omit  again. 

Page  67,  line  11  from  bottom,  for  class  read  branch.  ' 
Page  76,  line  48,  for  Climbing  Rustic  read  Climbing  Cut- worm  Moth. 
Page  78,  line  46,  for  unipunctaia  read  unipuncta. 

Page  86,  line  21,  and  wherever  thej'  occur,  for  Gu^nde  read  Guende;  and  for  Gu^n. 
7-ead  Gueu. 

Page  87,  line  11  from  bottom, /or  F.  read  T. 
Page  96,  note,  line  4,  for  West,  read  Wesm. 
Page  112,  line  3, /or  abreviated  read  abbreviated. 

Page  114,  line  1,  after  "insect"  lead  {Stireirus  fimhriatus,  Say). 

Page  120,  line  30,  after  "Cottonwood"  read  (Pemphigus  vagaiiindiis,  Walsh). 
Page  123,  last  line,  for  eriosoma  read  eriosomatia. 
Page  132,  line  16,  for  ampelopsis  read  ampelopsidis. 

Page  133,  in  heading,  for  Codling  read  Berry  Moth. 
Page  133,  line  24  from  bottom,  for  preceding  insect  read  Grape  Curculio. 
Page  134,  line  3  from  bottom,  for  Part  V  read  Part  VI. 

46 
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Page  142,  uuder  the  heading,  add  (Lepidoptera  tortricid.e). 
Page  150,  Hue  26,  for  thyridopteuyx  read  tiiyridopterigis. 
Page  150,  line  37,  for  ferrngiuuous  read  ferruginons. 
Page  154,  in  the  heading,  for  zeas  read  zew. 
Page  155,  line  13,  for  zeas  read  ze-E. 
Page  161,  line  38, /or  Trallien  read  Trallian. 
Page  166,  nudcr  heading,  add  (Lepidoptera,  Pyralid.e). 
Page  171,  line  3  from  bottom,  for  transformation  read  transformations. 
Page  173,  line  3  from  bottom,  for  it  read  the  more  liquid  parts. 
Page  174,  line  3  from  bottom,  for  SoUdaga  read  SoJidago. 
Page  175,  line  32,  add  front  hefore  wing. 
Page  176,  line  21,  for  through  read  into. 

Page  177,  line  26,  strike  out  in. 
Page  177,  line  13,  after  cox(c  read  trochanters. 
Page  178,  lines  2  and  3,  for  gelechia  read  OELECiiiiE. 
Page  179,  line  32,  for  assimilating  read  assimulating. 
Page  179,  in  heading  and  line  12,  for  ciiickweed  read  knotweed. 
Page  179,  lines  12,  13,  for  (Stellaria  media)  read  {Polygonum  aviculare.) 
Page  180,  line  7,  for  Cersium  Janceolata  read  Cirsium  lanceoJaium. 

REPORT    11. 

Page  8,  line  14  from  bottom,  for  I  have  read  has  been. 

Page  8,  line  13,  from  bottom,  before  on  read  largely  from  Mr.    Walsh's  previous 
"writings. 
Page  13,  line  25,  for  cupable  read  culpable. 
Page  16,  line  13,  for  lava  read  larva. 
Page  23,  lino  6  from  bottom,  for  hole  read  holes. 
Page  32,  line  17,  for  insect  read  insects. 
Page  35,  line  24,  for  Corimelwna  read  Corimelama, 
Page  40,  line  23,  for  Ophinsa  read  Ophiusa. 
Page  41,  line  25,  for  Laphrygma  read  Laphygma. 

Page  50,  line  5  from  bottom,  for  Ieucali']<v  read  leueanli'jce. 
Page  53,  line  12,  iox perpulcra  read  perpulchra. 
Page  56,  line  7  from  bottom,  for  Salanum  read  Solanum, 
Page  58,  line  19,  for  copalina  read  copaUina. 

Page  59,  line  9  from  bottom,  for  varigated  read  variegated. 
Page  76,  line  4  from  bottom,  for  I  read  V. 
Page  76,  line  5  from  bottom,  for  Daphni  read  Daphne. 
Page  82,  line  25,  for  one  read  our. 

Page  92,  line  3,  for  125-131  read  129-131. 
Page  107,  line  12,  for  NaiuraUsia  read  Naturaliste. 
Page  111,  line  34,  for  crysalis  read  clirysalls. 
Page  116,  line  4  from  bottom,  for  month  read  molt. 
Page  118,  line  2,  for  carved  read  curved. 

REPORT    III. 

Page  6,  line  3  from  bottom,  for  Rosa  read  Rose ;  and  for  rosa  read  rosce. 
Page  7,  line  31,  for  Hylecectus  read  JSylecatus. 

Page  25,  line  8  from  bottom,  for  finely  read  finally.  • 

Page  28,  line  3  from  bottom,  for  Holmgreu's  read  Holmgren's. 
Page  30,  line  16,  for  the  read  the. 

Page  30,  line  16,  for  characterize  read  distinguish. 
Page  47,  line  3,  for  Feunde  read  Feinde. 
Page  55,  line  50,  for  that  read  than. 
Page  57,  line  18  from  bottom,  add  c  before  the  first  /(. 

Page  58,  line  3  from  bottom,  for  fornudolosua  vend  for midolosus. 
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Page  64,  line  19,  for  Bignonio  read  Bignonia. 

Page  78,  note,  for  I  read  II. 
Page  95,  line  26,  for  belongs  read  belonging. 

Page  117,  line  5  from  bottom,  for  Harr.  read  Fabr. 
Page  123,  last  line,  for  an  read  and. 

Page  129,  lines  12  and  17,  for  Colosoma  and  Calofioma. 
Page  131,  line  13  from  bottom,  for  fauns  read  fauna. 
Page  135,  line  33,  for  dints  read  dents;  and  line  21,  for  a  read  b. 
Page  136,  line  22,  for  Gaenee  read  Guentfe. 

Page  133,  line  33,  for  Furtsenthum  Walldeck  read  Filrstentbum  Waldeck. 

Page  145,  line  35,  strikeout  second  the. 
Page  146,  line  24,  add  s  to  transformation. 
Page  150,  line  14,  at  end,  add  from  an. 
Page  151,  line  12,  for  Cni/thia  read  Cynthia. 
Page  166,  line  16  from  bottom,  strike  out  first  comma. 
Page  166,  line  6  from  bottom,  for  phalangea  read  phalauga. 
Page  169,  line  33,  for  first  i  read  e. 

Page  170,  line  10,  for  Nnaural  read  natural. 

EEPORT  IV. 

Page  6,  first  verse,  for  grow  read  grows. 
Page  19,  line  8,  for  5  read  6. 
Page  20,  last  line  but  one,  for  R  read  U. 
Page  22,  last  line  but  one,  for  Aleochora  read  Aleochara. 
Page  40,  line  9  from  bottom,  for  occular  read  ocular. 
Page  41,  line  59,  for  Vt.  read  Ct. 

Page  41,  line  15  from  bottom,  after  "Larva"  read  Length  0.5  inch. 
Page  42,  line  5,  add  a  comma  after  Lepidoptera. 
Page  43,  line  6  from  bottom,  for  claud  read  cloud. 
Page  46,  line  29,  for  edgae  read  edge. 

Page  46,  line  under  heading,  add  a  comma  after  Lepidoptera. 
Page  47,  line  30,  for  rhomboidally  read  trapezoidally. 
Page  33,  line  25,  and  page  54,  line  27,  for  iasiUare  read  hasiJare. 
Page  53,  strike  out  all  after  for  many  in  the  note. 
Page  59,  line  10  from  bottom,  add  winged  before  female. 
Page  67,  line  4  from  bottom,  for  Cordifolia  read  Biparia. 
Page  63,  line  2  from  bottom,  for  Old  read  Oil. 
Page  75,  third  line  in  heading,  add  a  comma  after  Lepidoptera. 

Page  103,  third  line  of  note,  for  insest  7'ead  insert. 
Page  105,  line  8  from  bottom,  for  chrysallis  read  chrysalis. 
Page  110,  line  3,  for  cir.A.LSis  read  chalcis. 
Page  110,  line  29,  for  extramatis  read  extrematis. 
Page  112,  in  the  heading,/or  Hiibn  read  Drury. 
Page  132,  line  19,  for  Chesnut  read  Chestnut. 
Page  137,  line  1,  for  Pernyi  Silkworm  read  Perny  Silkworm. 
Page  137,  under  fig.  60,  for  Pernyi  read  Perny. 

REPORT  V. 

Page  7,  lin%  22,  for  stage  read  state. 
Page  7,  second  line  from  bottom,  strike]out  second  the. 
Page  8,  explanation  of  Fig.  1,  first  line,  for  and  read  the. 
Page  9,  under  Fig.  2,  for  Bembex  fasciata  read  Vespa  maculata. 
Page  9,  line  11,  for  last  and  read  with  the. 
Page  11,  line  9  from  bottom,  after  worm  add  moth. 
Page  11,  line  3,  from  bottom,  for  four  read  eight. 

Page  12,  line  24,  for  krepo'ig  read  Hepog. 
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49. Page  12,  Fig.  5,  for  Eusciiistes  read  Euschistus. 
Page  i:^,  line  3  from  bottom,  for  larv;e  are  read  larva  is. 

Page  14,  uuJer  Fig.  8,  for  OLdipoda  difkeuextxalk  read  Caloptexus  differenti- 
al! s. 

Page  18,  line  10  from  bottom,  for  polleuatiou  rend  polliuation. 
Page  19,  line  30,  for  LymexUon  read  Lymexylon. 
Page  21,  line  8  from  bottom,  for  Towusend  read  Towneud. 

Page  24,  line  13, /(»•  atrial  read  aerial. 
Page  33,  in  Fig.  15,  for  cloroform  read  chloroform. 
Page  43,  line  6  from  bottom,  after  or  add  in. 
Page  51,  line  17,  for  J.  S  read  S.  J. 
Page  5(5,  line  24,  for  bow  read  that. 
Page  52,  line  21,  iov peteoJaris  rcccd  petioJaris. 

Page  58,  line  16  from  bottom,  for  decrepid  read  decreiiit. 
Page  61,  line  18,  for  liypertropbized  read  bypertropbied. 
Page  66,  line  13,  for  CordifoUo  read  Cordlfolia, 
Page  67,  line  27,  for  Tvitb  read  to. 
Page  67,  line  28,  after  and  add  to  offer. 
Page  83,  line  13  from  bottom,  for  who  read  as. 
Page  85,  line  17  from  bottom,  after  fecundation  add  either  the. 
Page  85,  line  18  from  bottom,  strike  out  either  and  after  female  add  would. 
Page  86,  line  2  from  bottom,  for  and  read  und. 
Page  90,  line  17,  for  had  read  has. 
Page  100,  last  line,  add  a  comma  before  say. 
Page  101,  line  10,  for  nole  read  noli. 
Page  103,  line  9,  for  Caryte  read  caryce. 
Page  113,  line  40,  for  19  read  41. 
Page  115,  for  exerted  read  exserted. 
Page  120,  line  25,  for  regulary  read  regularly. 
Page  126,  line  4  in  note,  for  querciii  read  querceti. 
Page  126,  line  5  in  note,  for  jyithiGium  read  pithecium. 
Page  129,  line  14,  omit  color  of  the. 

Page  139,  for  Papineau  read  Popenoe. 
Pages  140  and  141,  wherever  Belvosia  occurs  read  Belvoisia. 

Page  156,  line  6,  for  consumes  read  has  consumed. 

REPORT  VI. 

Page  8,  last  line,  for  1874  read  1873. 
Page  12,  line  13,  for  Sisimirium  read  Sisymhrium. 

Page  12,  line  25,  for  osciamus  vead  oscyamus. 
Page  12,  lines  13,  14,  for  Poligonum  read  Polygonum, 
Page  27,  line  2  from  bottom,  for  peeorus  read  pecoris. 
Page  27,  line  15  from  bottom,  for  vireus  read  virens. 
Page  28,  last  line,  for  XV  read  XVI. 
Page  35,  line  3,  for  three  read  four. 
Page  37,  line  IQ, for  first  by  read  be. 
Page  42,  line  il,  for  the  read  certain. 
Page  43,  line  26,  strike  out  to  be  presently  treated  of. 

Page  47,  remove  "  Telegraph"  from  "  Summer  grape  "  §  to  that  of  "Northern  Fox.'' 
Page  51,  line  7  from  bottom,  for  insidious  read  insidiosus. 

Page  53,  line  18,  for  Maguin  read  M^gnin. 
Page  82,  line  5  from  bottom,  for  New  read  West. 
Page  87,  line  3  from  bottom,  for  Bignonio  read  Bignonia. 
Page  92,  line  6,  for  CaUimorpa  read  Callimorpha. 
Page  94,  line  14  from  bottom,  for  point  read  joint. 
Page  100,  line  31,  omit  comma  after  lardarius. 

4   MO 
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Page  108,  liue  28,  for  orage  read  orange. 

Pao^e  111,  line  6,  iov  perspiciUata  read  tr'qmnciata. 
Page  118,  last  line,  for  Fhytopoga  read  Phyiophaga. 

Page  136,  liue  15,  for  Rosel  tou  Roseuhof  read  Riisel  von  Rosenliof. 

Page  141,  line  9,  after  found  add  that. 
Page  150,  liue  9,  for  pictures  of  read  imprints  on. 
Page  154,  line  6,  strike  out  t. 
Page  154,  line  16,  for  it  is  read  they  are. 
Page  156,  liue  8,  after  and  add  more. 
Page  162,  liue  10, /or  elytram  read  elytruui. 

REPORT   VII. 

Page  IV,  line  9,  for  contemptibly  read  contemptuously. 

Page  1,  line  10,  after  and  read  iuA-aded  the. 
Page  5,  line  16,  for  State  read  state. 

Page  7,  line  7,  for  calubriue  read  colubrine. 

Page  11,  line  32,  for  stoma  read  stomata. 

Page  11,  line  33,  for  dilutent  read  diluent. 

Page  11,  line  37,  for  J  read  S. 
Page  12,  liue  13,  for  W.  K  read  R.  C. 

Page  17,  last  line,  for  Dep.  de  VHeraiilt  read  Dep.  de  VHerattlt. 

Page  21,  liue  14  from  bottom,  for  LENCOrTERUfe  read  leucopterus. 

Page  39,  under  Fig.  6,  for  Ttim  road  Trim. 

Page  52,  liue  14,  for  McWallie  read  ]\IcNallie. 

Page  52,  line  46,  for  Princeton  read  Purinton. 

Page  75,  liue  32,  for  breed  read  bred. 

Page  80,  liue  7  from  bottom,  add  a  comma  before  aud  after pomeiaria. 

Page  81,  last  line, /or  nidi  read  nidus. 

Page  94,  in  the  sub-head,  for  Gall-ixiiabiting  read  root-ixhabitixg. 
Page  99,  line  7,  in  note,  for  nerves  read  trachea?. 
Page  108,  liue  17,  for  two  read  too. 
Page  117,  liue  15,  for  V  read  IV. 

Page  118,  liue  17  from  bottom,  for  hight  7-ead  height. 
Page  147,  liue  20,  for  1873  read  1866. 
Page  162,  liue  20,  for  larva  read  lava. 

REPORT    VIII. 

Page  III,  liue  13  from  bottom,  add  1  before  the  3. 

Page  7,  liue  26,  for  copper  read  soda. 

Page  22,  in  notes,  transpose  the  *  and  t. 

Page  34,  line  6,  for  tidiites  read  tue'lites. 
Pat^e  34,  liue  11,  for  three-huudredths  read  two-hundredths. 
Page  37,  under  Fig.  23,  for  exerted  read  exserted. 

Page  38,  line  6,  for  glass  read  grass. 
Page  52,  liue  1  in  note,  for  Dolioenyx  read  Dolichonyx,  and  for  orisivora  read  oryzivora. 

Pao"e  53,  line  32,  for  veridascens  read  viridascens. 
Page  98,  second  line,  in  explanation  of  Fig.,  for  e  read  c  and  for  c  read  e. 

Page  100,  liue  2,  after  they  add  are  still  imperceptible;  in  the  third  stage  (after  sec- 
ond molt)  they. 

Page  100,  line  4,  for  third  read  fourth,  aud /or  second  read  third. 
Page  100,  liue  7,  for  fourth  read  tifth,  aud  for  third  read  fourth. 
Page  100,  line  8,  for  fourth  read  tifth  aud /or  fifth  read  sixth. 
Page  114,  liue  7  from  bottom,  for  distinguish  read  distinguish. 
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Page  115,  line  5,  after  histories  add  a  comma. 
Page  115,  liue  5  from  bottom,  for  Pesotettix  read  Pezotettix. 
Page  121,  line  18,  after  limbs  add  ami. 

Page  149,  iiTider  Fig.  46,  for  larva  read  pupa. 
Page  150,  liue  10,  for  gran  read  (iraini. 
Page  154,  liue  4  from  bottom,  for  sheli  read  sliell. 

EEPORT   IX. 

Page  G,  line  26,  insert  after  "moth"  (Etiphanessa  mendica,  AValk.). 
Page  15,  liue  3,  for  entite  read  entire. 

Page  29,  in  explanation  of  cut,  for  Abbott's  read  Ibbot'd. 
Page  50,  explanation  of  cut,  for  e  read  c. 

Page  50,  line  3  from  bottom,  for  Hubner  read  Hiibner. 
Page  54,  last  line,  in  place  of  the  comma,  write  is. 
Page  55,  line  1,  for  the  other  rend  the  second. 

Page  55,  line  9  from  bottom,  for  m.  m  read  mm. 

Page  55,  line  7  from  bottom,  str'tlc  out  the  on. 
Page  56,  line  1,  for  m.  m  read  mm. 
Page  56,  line  2,  for  the  last  and  read  aual. 

Page  56,  liue  32,  commence  a  new  H  -with  '*  Clu-ysalis"  aad  i'aMcize  it, 
Page  57,  in  the  heading  for  Sjyretus  read  sjiretus. 
Page  58,  liue  14,  strike  out  bave. 

Page  87,  strike  out  the  g  in  line  17  and  also  in  figure. 
Page  89,  line  13,  strike  out  the  i  after  embryon. 
Page  90,  last  line,  for  amhion  read  amnion. 

Page  98,  liue  11  from  bottom,  for  Compoplex  re  id  Campo^''ex. 
Page  98,  liue  6,  add  a  comma  before  De  Geer. 

Page  98,  note  *,  for  Bastardii  read  Bastardi. 
Page  98,  uuder  Fig.  28,  for  Bast.vrdii  read  Bastardi. 



NOTES     AND     ADDITIONS. 

Uuder  this  head  it  is  not  my  purpose  to  publish  the  many  additional 
notes  of  observations  which  have  been  made  by  myself  and  others  on  the 
various  insects  treated  of  in  the  reports  ;  but  rather  to  indicate  a  few  of 
the  more  important  facts,  especially  such  as  are  unpublished  and  bear 
on  life-histories  left  incomplete.  As,  in  preparing  the  reports,  the  older 
and  better  known  generic  nomenclature  was  almost  uniformly  employed, 
it  is  thought  advisable  to  indicate  in  this  bulletin  the  more  recent 

nomenclature,  and  this  is  accordingly  done  either  in  these  ''jSlotes"  or 
in  connection  with  the  reproduced  " Descrii^tions  of  New  Species"  which 
follow : 

HYMENOPTEEA. 

Stizus  grandis  Say  (Rep.  I,  p.  27,  Fig.  12)— This  lias  been  sliowu  by  Mr.  W.  H. 

Patton  (Bull.  U.  S.  Geol.-Geog.  Survey,  a-oI.  V,  p.  342)  to  be  only  a  Tariety  of 
sj)eciosu8  Drury,  wMcb  is  the  type  of  the  genus  Sphecius  Dahlb. 

Cryptus  extrematis  Cress.  (Eep.  IV,  p.  Ill) — The  questions  in  regard  to  the 
character  of  C.  samiae  Pack,  have  been  settled  by  Dr.  Hagen  from  an  examination  oi 

the  types  (Bull.  Buff.  Soc.  Nat.  Sci.,  II,  206;  1875)  confirming  the  conclusion  Avhich  I 
came  to.  In  Bulletin  No.  3  of  the  Commission  (p.  47)  I  have  suggested  that  extrematis 
should  sink  as  a  synonym  of  samiw,  because  two  species  (one  of  which  is  nuncius)  were 

combined  under  it  in  the  original  description. 

MiCROGASTER  MiLiTARis  Walsh  (Rep.  I,  p.  89  and  subsequently) — This  is  aviApanteles' 
(See  my  Notes  on  N.  A.  Microgasters,  etc.  (Extr.  from  Trans.  St.  Louis  Ac.  Sc.  IV), 

p.  19.) 

Antigaster  mirabilis  Walsh  (Rep.  VI,  p.  162) — Mr.  L.  O.  Howard  has  shown 
(Can.  Ent.  October,  1880.  p.  209,  and  February,  1881,  p.  31)  that  the  habit  of  rolling 
back  is  not  uncommon  in  the  Eupclmides,  and  that  Antigaster  cannot  well  be  separated 

from  Eupehnus  as  at  present  understood. 

COLEOPTERA. 

Carabid  larv.e  (Rep.  IX,  p.  97) — The  second  larva  mentioned  on  this  page  was  sub- 
sequently reared  by  me  to  the  perfect  state  and  proved  to  be  Amara  ohesa  Say.  It  will  be 

found  figured  and  described  in  the  First  Report  of  the  Commission  (p.  290). 

Lebia.  graxdis,  Hentz  (Rep.  Ill,  p.  100) — This  belongs  to  Chaudotr's  genus  ioxojjeza. 

Lebia  atriventris  Say  (Rep.  VIII,  p.  3) — Belongs  to  Chaudoir's  genus  Loxopeza. 

Hippodamia  maculata,  DeGeer  (Rep.  I,  p.  112  and  subsequently) — Now  referred  to 

Mulsant's  genus  Megilla.  It  does  not  appear  that  thissx)ecies  occurs  also  in  Europe  as 
stated  in  the  text. 

Coccixella  muxda  Say  (Rep.  II,  p.  25) — This  is  now  considered  synonymous  with 
Cydoneda  sanguinea  Linn. 

COCCINELLA  PiCTA  Randall  (Rex>.  V,  p.  101) — Now  known  as  Harmonia  picta. 
52 
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Mysia.  15-punctata,  Oliv.  (Rep.  IV,  p.  18)— This  has  been  referred  to  the  genua 
Anatis,  Mulsant. 

Laciixostera  quercina,  Kiioch.  (Rep.  1,  p.  156) — This  is  synonymous  with  fusca 

Frohlich,  -which  has  priority.  The  fungus  affecting  it  (p.  158  and  Rej).  6,  j).  125)  is  Cor- 
dyceps  ravcndU  Berkeley.     (See  American  Entomologist,  III,  p.  139.) 

Chauliogxatiius  pexnsylvanicus,  De  Geer  (Rep.  I,  p.  57  and  subsequently) — This 
is  now  known  as  Ch.  anierlcanus  Forst.,  the  latter  name  having  priority.  For  an  ac- 

count of  the  eggs  and  young  larvse,  see  Second  Report  of  the  Commission,  p.  261. 

Saperda  bivittata  Say  (Rep.  I,  p.  42) — This  is  now  admitted  to  bo  a  synonym  of  Can- 
dida Fabr.  For  a  correct  description  of  the  eggs  and  mode  of  oviposition,  see  an  article 

by  me  in  New  York  Weekly  Tribune,  Feb.  20,  1878. 

Bruchus  pisi  Linn.  (Rep.  Ill,  j).  44) — This  name  of  the  12th  edition  of  Linnaeus's 
''Systema  Natune"  gives  way  in  modern  catalogues  to  jpisorum  L.  of  the  10th  edition. 

FiDiA  viTiciDA  Walsh  (Rep.  I,  p.  32) — This  species  is  not  mentioned  by  Crotch  iu 

liis  "  Materials  for  the  Study  of  the  Phytophaga  of  the  U.  S. "  (Proc.  Ac.  Nat.  So.  Phil., 

1873),  but  his  Fidia  mxrina  (1.  c.  p.  33)  is  undoubtedly  synonymous  with  Walsh's  viticida, 

the  latter  name  having  priority  by  several  years.  In  Crotch's  "  Check  list "  this  species 
is  also  omitted,  but  the  Fidia  vitis  Walsh  in  the  "Omissions"  to  that  list  (p.  127)  is 
probably  meant  for  viticida. 

Haltica  chalybea,  lUiger  (Rep.  Ill,  p.  79) — This  belongs  to  the  genus  Graptodera 
Chevr, 

Haltica  cucumeris  Harris  (Rep.  I,  p.  101) — This  is  nowreferred  to  the  genus  Epitr'xx, Foudras. 

PiiYSONOTA  quixquepuxctata  Walsli  &  Riley  (Rep.  II,  p.  59) — This  is  synony- 
mous with  Ph.  nnipunctata  (Say),  there  being  no  question  as  to  the  specific  identity  of 

the  two,  both  having  been  bred  by  Mr.  F.  H.  Chittenden,  of  Ithaca,  N.  Y.,  from  larv* 

on  a  wild  sun-flower  (Helianthus). 

Cassida  xigripes  Oliv.  (Rep.  II,  p.  63) — The  eggs  of  this  species  are  much  like  those 
of  aurichalcea  (Rep.  II,  Fig.  31)  in  size,  form  and  color,  though  the  spine-like  appen- 

dages break  oft'  more  easily.  They  may,  however,  be  distinguished  by  being  larger 
(1.6™™  long  without  projections),  having,  in  fact,  nearly  double  the  bulk,  and  by  the 
flat  posteriorly  projecting  piece  which  bears  the  spine-like  aj)pendages  being  gener- 

ally greatly  developed  so  as  sometimes  to  extend  beyond  the  apes  fully  one-third  the 
length  of  the  whole  egg.  Sometimes  this  piece  divides  distinctly  into  tbree  spines, 
but  in  other  cases  it  is  quite  blunt. 

Cassida  bivittata  Say  (Rep.  II,  p.  61) — The  eggs  of  this  species  are  pale  and 
ovoid,  just  l™"Mong,  but  invariably  covered  with  a  yellowish  secretion  which  dries 
and  spreads  out  each  side,  and  this  by  a  black  excrementitious  material  which  gives 

the  egg  from  above  the  appearance  of  an  ovoid  bit  of  excrement  flattened  on  the  ad- 
hering side.     The  eggs  are  laid  singly  or  in  twos  or  threes. 

Cassida  aurichalcea  Fabr.  (Rep.  II,  p.  62) — This  is  now  referred  to  the  genus 
Copiocyda  Chevr. 

Cassida  pallida  Herbst  (Rep.  II  p.  62) — This  is  now  recognized  as  a  synonym  of 
Coptocyda  aurichalcea  (Fabr.). 

COPTOCYCLA  GUTTATA,  Oliv.  (Rep.  II,  p.  63)— The  eggs  of  this  species,  which  I  have 
often  since  observed,  are  deposited  singly  or  in  twos,  threes  or  fours.  They  are  rather 

more  than  1™™  long,  of  the  same  general  form  and  character  as  those  of  Cassida  bi- 
vittata, but  more  narrow  and  elongate.  The  color  is  pale  yellowish  and  translucent. 

The  egg  is  always  covered  Avith  a  viscid  fluid  which  dries  to  form  a  transi)arent  cov- 
ering verging  to  fulvous  or  gamboge  in  color.  This  covering  almost  always  spreads 

out  on  each  side  of  the  egg  in  ray-like  ridges,  those  on  each  side  parallel  and  slightly 
oblique,  and  whenever  the  egg  is  single  these  ridges  are  remarkably  regular  and  have 

a  neat  appearance.     There  is  occasionally  on  the  top  of  this  a  varying  amount  of  ex- 
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cremeut.     The  structure  of  tlie  covering  is  similar  to  that  found  in  the  egg  of  Cassida 

texana  Cr.  (which  feeds  ou  Solanum  deagm/olium),  where,  however,  the  ribB  are  finer  and 

transverse,  and  there  is  no  excrementitious  covering.     The  newly  hatched  larva  of  _ 

guttata,  like  that  of  the  other  species  is  whitish,  strongly  recalling  in  general  appear- 

ance an  ordinary  mite,  the  head  not  being  concealed  as  it  subsequently  is,  the  hairs  at 

the  tip  of  the  legs  being  frequently  clavate  or  knobbed,  and  resembling  those  on  the 

young  of  many  Coccids.     The  marginal  spines  and  the  anal  fork  are  quite  well  devel-
 

oped but  simpler  than  in  the  subsequent  larval  stages.     This  newly  hatched  larva  is 

quite  nimble  and  crawls  easily  over  glass. 

Deloyala  clavata,  Oliv.  (Rep.  II,  p.  56)— Now  referred  to  the  genus  Coptocycla. 

Blistkr-beetles  (Rep.  1,  p.  96/.)— The  larv*  feed  on  locust  eggs.     For  account 

of  their  larval  economy  see  my  paper  "Ou  the  larval  Characters  and  Habits  of  the 

Blister-beetles,"  etc.,  Trans.  Ac.  Sc.  St.  Louis  III,  p.  544  ff. :  also  Reports  of  the  Com- 

mission I,  p.  292  ff.;  II,  262  ff.     Remarks  on  synonymy  are  also  there  given,  but  the 
following  may  be  repeated. 

Lytta  cixerea  Fabr.  (Rep.  I,  p.  97)— This  is  now  known  as  Macrohasis  nnicolor
 

(Kirby). 

Lytta  murixa  Lee.  (Rep.  I,  p.  98)— This  is  a  color  variety  of  Macrohasis  iniicolor
. 

Lytta  marginata  Fabr.  (Rep.  I,  p.  98)— This  is  believed  by  Horn  to  be  a  color-va-
 

riety of  JEjyicauta  cinerea  (Forst.). 

Lytta  atrata  Fahr.  (Rep.  I,  p.  98)— This  is  the  Ej^kauta  innsijlvaiiica  (De  Geer) 

of  Crotch's  List. 

Anthoxomus  prunicida,  Walsh.  (Rep.  Ill,  p.  39)  — Upon  this  species,  which  is  a 

synonym  of  scidellaris  Lee,  Dr.  Leconte  has  since  founded  the  genus  Coccotorus  (Proc. 
Am.  Philos.  Soc.  vol.  XV,  1876,  p.  193). 

CONOTRACHELVSNEXUPHAR,  Hbst.  (Rep.  Ill,  p.  127,  note)  — The  phytophagic  variety 

of  this  species  fiom  Walnut  and  Butternut  has  since  been  characterized  by  Dr.  Leconte 

as  a  distinct  species,  C.  juglandis  (Proc.  Am.  Philos.  Soc.  vol.  XV,  p.  226). 

CcELiODES  iNyEQiiALis,  Say  (Rep.  I,  p.  128)  —Dr.  Leconte  has  since  founded  upon  this
 

species  the  genus  CmjWHuis^Proc.  Am.  Philos.  Soc.  vol.  XV,  1876,  p.  268).  The  egg  of 

this  snout-beetle  is  quite  large,  bright  yellow  in  color  and  deposited  in  a  cavity  half 

as  large  as  the  beetle,  though  the  puncture  leading  to  it  is  small.  The  lateral  angu-
 

larities or  tubercles  of  the  joints,  as  described  by  AValsh,  are  quite  characteristic,  and 

the  dorsal  view  in  my  figure,  given  to  show  them,  conveys  a  somewhat  false  impres- 

sion of  the  larva,  which  is  more  or  less  curved,  and  has  the  general  characteristics  of 

Curculionid  larvte.  The  figure  is  rather  more  attenuated  than  it  should  be.  That 

the  beetle  hibernates  I  have  since  proved  beyond  question. 

Baridius  trinotatus  Say  (Rep.  I,  p.  93)  — Dr.  Leconte  (Proc.  Am.  Philos.  Soc.  XV, 

1876,  p.  287)  has  since  established  for  this  and  two  allied  species  the  genus  Triclioha
m. 

Sphenophorus  ZE.E  Walsh  (Rep.  Ill,  p.  59)  — This  has  been  previously  described 

by  Mr.  Uhler  as  S.  aculptilis  (Proc.  Ac.  Phil.  VII,  1855,  p.  416). 

Sphenophorus  pulchellus  Schcenherr  (Rep.  Ill,  p.  60)  —  As  intimated  in  the  foot-
 

note on  the  same  page,  this  species  is  synonymous  with  Say's  S.  13-punctatus,  for  which
 

species  and  for  Sphenophorus  pustulosus  Gy^l^.  Dr.  Leconte  has  established  the 
 genus 

Bhodobceniis  (Proc.  Am.  Philos.  Soc.  vol.  XV,  1876,  p.  332).  I  have  reared  both,  and  als
o 

intermediate  forms,  from  Helianthus  in  Texas,  and  Ambrosia  in  Missouri. 

ScoLYTUS  CARY.E  Riley  (Rep.  V,  p.  107)  —  Dr.  Leconte  (Proc.  Am.  Phil.  Soc.  XV,  1876,
 

p.  371)  has  since  decided  that  A-spinoaus  Say  is  the  i  of  this  species,  and  Say's  name
 

consequently  obtains. 
^  LEPIDOPTERA. 

Papilio  philexor  Drury  (Rep.  II,  p.  116)  — Referred  byScudder  to  Hubner's  genua 

Laiirtlas.  For  further  notes  and  description  of  the  egg  and  young  larva,  see  Canadian
 

Entomologist,  January,  1881,  p.  9,  and  American  Katuralist,  April,  1881,  p.  327. 
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D.vNAis  .VRCHiPPlTS,  Fabr.  (Rep.  Ill,  p.  143)  —  For  furtlier  facts  rospocting  tlio 

swarming  and  migrations  of  this  buttortly,  see  the  Amet'ican  Entomologist  (III,  p  101), 
and  for  a  fuller  and  more  accurate  account  of  the  mode  of  pupation,  see  mj'  paper  on 

the  "  Philosophy  of  the  Pupation  of  Butterflies  and  particularly  of  the  Nymphalidic" 
(Proc.  Am.  Ass.  Adv.  So.  vol.  XXVIII,  1880). 

^GERiA  ACERXi,  Cloui.  (Rep.  VI,  p.  110)— Mr.  D.  S.  Kellicott  has  an  interesting 
article  in  the  Canadian  Entomologist  for  Jannarj,  1831,  on  the  ̂ Egerians  inhabiting  the 

vicinity  of  Buffalo,  N.  Y.,  in  which  he  states  that  the  chrysalis  of  this  species  in  his 

locality  does  not  agree  with  my  description  as  "  unarmed,"  if  that  description  refers 
to  the  dorso-abdominal  teeth.  A  reexamination  of  my  specimens  shows  that  my  state- 

ment applies  to  the  absence  of  these  teeth.  It  is,  however,  possible  that  there  is  some 
variation  in  this  regard  and  that  the  eastern  specimens  from  the  Hard  maple  differ 
from  the  western  ones  from  the  Soft  maple  in  having  the  teeth  as  indicated  by  Mr. 
Kellicott. 

Arctia  ISABELLA,  Smith  (Rep.  IV,  p.  143)— Referred  to  FyrrUarctia  Packard.  For 
further  account  of  larval  variation  and  parasites,  see  American  Entomologist,  III,  p.  134 

(June,  1880). 

Hyphantria  textor  Harr.  (Rep.  Ill,  130) — There  is  no  doubt  in  my  mind,  from 

frequent  breeding  of  specimens,  that  this  is  synonymous  with  cunea  Drury  and  j^hhc- 

tafa  Fitch,  which  are  but  varieties,  Drury's  name  having  priority. 

Callimorpha  fulvicosta,  Clem.  (Rep.  Ill,  132)— Grote  and  Robinson  give  the 

synonymy  of  this  species  in  their  "List  of  Lepidoptera  of  N.  A.,"  etc.,  lecontei  Boisd. 
having  priority.  The  late  Jacob  Boll  bred  all  the  forms  from  larva?  feeding  on  the 
same  species  of  plant. 

Samia  COLUMBIA  Smith  (Rep.  IV,  p.  107)— Mr.  Herman  Strecker  has  given  a  beau- 

tiful figure  of  the  male  of  this  species  in  his  "LeiJidoptera  Rhopaloceres  and  Hetero- 
ceres,  etc.,"  1875  (PI.  XII,  Fig.  3),  andMr.  F.  B.  Caulfieldhas  described  and  figured  the 
larva  (Canadian  Entomologist,  X,  p.  41,  1878)  showing  that  it  is  structurally  identical 
with  that  of  cecropia  and  difters  only  in  the  intenser  green  of  the  body,  in  the  lateral 
tubercles  and  bases  of  the  others  being  white  instead  of  pale  blue  and  in  the  upper 

thoracic  tubercles  being  of  a  deeper  coral-red.  It  accords  more  with  the  cecropia  larva 

in  the  fourth  stage.  It  is  x>laced  as  a  good  species  in  Grote's  "List  of  N.  A.  Pla- 
typterices,"  etc.  (Am.  Phil.  Soc,  1874),  but  I  am  still  of  opinion  that  it  should  not  be 
considered  a  distinct  species  but  simply  a  well-marked  local  color-variety  worthy  of 
name.  There  is  great  variation  in  color,  whether  of  the  larva,  cocoon  or  imago,  in 
cecropia. 

Callosamia  angulifera,  Walker  (Rep.  IV,  p.  122,  note)— This  is  still  considered 
a  good  species  by  systeraatists.  Mr.  Jno.  Akhurst,  of  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  informs  me 
that  he  finds  it  rather  constant  from  larvje  which  seem  to  differ  in  no  respect  from 

those  of  2>romethea,  but  which  feed  on  the  Tulip  tree  (Liriodendron  tidipifera),  and 
make  the  cocoon  near  the  ground  without  pedicel.  I  learn  from  Dr.  Packard  that  Mr. 
Uhler  has  bred  both  it  and  jyromethia  from  the  same  lot  of  larvae. 

Clisiocampa  sylvatica  Harr.  (Rep.  Ill,  121)— This  is  now  referred  to  rfissf riaHiibn., 

•which  has  priority. 

Agrotis  inermis  Harr.  (Rep.  I,  p.  72) — This  is  now  recognized  to  be  identical  with, 
the  European  A.  saucia  Treitschke. 

NOCTUA  CLAXDESTINA  Harr.  (Rep.  I,  p   79)— An  Agrotis. 

Agrotis  telifera  Harr.  (Rep.  I,  p.  80) — This  is  now  recognized  as  the  European 
A.  ypsilon  Hufn.  ̂ A.  suffusa  (S.  V.)  =  ̂ .  ortonii  Pack. 

Agrotis  subgothica  Harr.  (Rep.  I,  p.  81) — The  moth  represented  under  this  name 
at  Fig.  29,  a,  has  since  been  described  by  Grote  as  A.  herilis,  and  that  at  Fig.  29,  b, 
has  since  been  described  by  Lintuer  as  A.  tricosa.  (Notes  on  some  N.  Y.  Noctuidte, 
Eut.  Cont.  Ill  in  Rep.  N.  Y.  St.  Mus.  Nat.  Hist.,  1872,  p.  159.) 
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Agrotis  jaculifera  Guen.  (Rep.  I,  p.  82) — This  is  the  true  siihgothica  of  Haw.. 
(See  Grote,  List  of  Noctuidae  of  N.  A.,  BuUetiu  Buftalo  Soc.  Nat.  So.  II,  1374,  and  Liut- 
ner  I.  c.) 

Agrotis  devastator,  Brace  (Rep.  I,  p.  83) — Grote  refers  it  to  Hadena. 

CEL.ENA  REXIGERA  Stephens  (Rep.  I,  p.  86) — Referred  by  Grote  to  Hadena.  Speci- 
mens in  the  Fitch  collection  marked  with  names  (evidently  from  Walker)  infccta,  egens, 

defectua,  siibcadens  ?  and  murcimaculafa  seem  to  be  all  synonyms  and  mere  variations. 

Prodexia  autumxalis  Riley  (Rep.  Ill,  p.  116  and  subsequently) — As  stated  in  the 
8th  Report  (p.  48)  this  in  the  more  typical  form  is  recognized  as  Laphyfima  frugiperda, 
Sm.  &  Abb.  The  variety  oiscura,  as  Prof.  Zeller,  who  has  seen  it,  informs  me  is  so  near 
the  European  exigua  Hiibn.  that  it  is  not  easily  distinguished. 

Prodexia  commelix.e,  Sm.  &  Abb.  (Rep.  I,  p.  88,  and  III,  p.  113) — Dr.  Leon  F. 
Harvey  (Bull.  Buff.  Soc.  Nat.  Sci.,  vol.  II,  pp.  274,  275;  1875)  has  since  proposed 

specific  names  for  two  of  the  forms  hitherto  considered  to  be  but  varieties  of  comvie- 
Unce,.  The  moth  represented  at  Fig.  43,  c,  of  the  Third  Report,  is  named  by  him 

Jlammedia,  that  at  Fig.  48,  &,  JineatcUa,  the  true  commeJina',  being  a  larger  species. 
From  larvae  with  the  series  of  black  triangles  bordered  exteriorly  by  a  yellow  line  (such 
as  are  represented  on  Plate  I,  Fig.  12  of  Rep.  I,  and  at  Fig.  43  a  of  Rep.  Ill)  I 

have  bred  the  flavimedia.  But  larvte  found  on  cotton  in  the  Southern  States,  and  differ- 
ing in  having  black  triangles  on  the  second  joint  only,  and  also  varying  greatly  in 

coloration,  have  produced  the  same  moth.  Abbot's  figure  of  the  larva  of  commelinw 
shows  the  full  series  of  black  triangles,  but  without  any  yellow  exterior  line. 

GoRTYXA  xitela  Guen.  (Rep.  I,  p.  92) — I  have  proved  by  breeding  that  G.  nchris 
Gn.  is  but  a  large,  southern  form  of  this  species.  In  the  Southern  States  it  is  most 

common  in  stems  of  Ambrosia  trifida,  often  i^roducing  a  swelling  or  ijseudo-gall. 
Both  forms  are  indiscriminately  bred  with  intermediate  variations.  See  an  article 

by  Miss  E.  A.  Smith  (7th  Report  on  the  insects  of  Illinois,  Cyrus  Thomas,  pp.  112-114) 
for  additional  food-plants  and  the  habit  of  the  younger  larvae  to  infest  wheat-stalks, 

corn,  etc.  See  also  Am.  Ent.  I,  p.  252;  my  "Potato  Pests  "  (Orange,  Judd  &  Co.,  1877, 
p.  91)  and  Prairie  Farmer,  August  11, 1877.  The  insect  normally  pupates  in  the  stem 

and  when  infesting  thin  stalks  like  those  of  most  cereals  and  blue-grass  (in  which  it 
is  also  found)  often  of  necessity  leaves  one  stalk  for  another. 

AxoMis  XYLIXA,  Say  (Rep.  II,  p.  37;  VI,  17) — This  has  since  been  referred  by  Grote 

to  Hiibner's  Aletia  argillacea,  which  has  been  generally  adopted.  See  Bulletin  3  of 
the  Commission  on  the  Cotton  Worm.  While  it  will  doubtless  be  found  convenient  in 

future  to  separate  it  from  the  other  species  of  the  genus  Auomis,  and  Hiibner's  generic 
name  may  therefore  obtain,  I  must  confess,  after  a  careful  examination  of  Hiibner's 

figure  of  argillacea,  to  grave  doubts  as  to  the  correctness  of  Grote's  reference  thereto  of 
our  Cotton-worm  Moth  (xylina.  Say).  Hiibner's  figure  lacks  several  of  the  most  con- 

stant characteristics  of  xylina.  It  is  fulvo-testaceous  shaded  with  brown,  with  the 
under  side  bright  yellow.  It  lacks  the  three  white  specks  on  primaries  and  has  a  dark 
(orbicular?)  spot  in  placeof  the  outer  one.  It  has  a  large  white  circular  spot  with  black 
annulus  in  place  of  the  dusky  elongate  discal  spot  with  its  double  pupil.  The  wavy 
lines  are  almost  black  and  differ  in  form ;  the  fringes  are  unicolorous,  and  the  abdomen 

is  narrower.  The  figure  more  nearly  re^iresents  in  fact  a  species  which  I  have  received 

from  Bahia,  Brazil,  and  which  differs  from  xylina,  though  the  larva  (also  quite  differ- 
ent) feeds  on  cotton. 

We  are  all  inclined  to  follow  determinations  of  those  who  make  a  specialty  of  any 

group,  but  after  due  allowance  for  faulty  coloring  in  Hiibner's  figure,  I  am  constrained 
to  believe  that  in  this  instance  Mr.  Grote  has  been  in  fault. 

Caxker-worms  (Rep.  VIII,  p.  12) — For  additional  remarks  as  to  the  generic  char- 

acters of  the  two  Canker-worms,  see  my  paper  "  On  the  differences  between  Anisopteryx 
pometaria  Harr.  and  Anisopteryx  lesciilariaMV.  V.,  with  remarks  on  the  genus  Paleacrita. 
(Trans.  Ac.  Sc.  St.  Louis,  Vol.  Ill,  p.  573  ff.) 
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Gallerea  cere.vna,  L.  (Rep.  I,  p.  166) — This  is  the  mclloncJla  L.  of  the  10th  editiou 
Syst.  Naturre. 

Pempelia  GROSSULARI.e  Paelvarcl  (Rep.  I,  p.  140) — The  European  Zophndla  convohi' 
tclla  Hiibn.  {Fhycis  gyossularicUa  Treitschke),  which  has  precisely  similar  habits^ 

closely  resembles  this  species.  In  1871  I  compared  it  with  this  last  in  Mr.  Staiuton's 
collection  and  with  specimens  received  from  Prof.  Zeller  and  could  detect  no  essential 
differences.  The  European  specimens  are  slightly  larger,  with  broader  wings  and 

usually  clearer,  paler  gray  coloring.  Colorational  markings  are,  however,  very  vari- 
able in  specimens  from  both  sides  of  the  Atlantic. 

P.  grossularicc  Packard  was  subsequently  described  by  Grote  as  Dakruma  turhateUa 

(Bull.  U.  S.  Geol.-Geog.  Survey,  IV,  No.  3,  p.  702  ;  1878).  Dakruma  seems  to  differ  from 
Zopliodia  in  nothing  but  the  absence  of  the  basal  portion  of  the  subcostal  vein  and 

possibly,  although  this  character  is  not  mentioned  by  Grote,  in  the  recurved  palpi. 
According  to  the  synoptical  table  given  by  Heinemann,  [irossnJariw  would  fall  in  the 

genus  Steii02)t!jcha,  distinguished  from  Zoplwdia  by  the  recurved  palpi.  We  may  well 
question  the  generic  value  of  this  character,  for  different  authors  describe  it  quite 
differently:  thus,  Heinemann  describes  the  palpi  of  Stenoptyclia  and  Homeosoma  as 
recurved,  whereas  Grote  describes  them  as  porrect  in  these  two  genera,  if  we  accept 
his  statement  that  Honora  Grote  is  to  be  considered  a  section  of  Stenoptycha :  there 

appears  also  to  be  a  difference  in  position  in  specimens  of  the  same  species,  according 
as  the  palpi  are  heavily  scaled  or  have  lost  the  scales.  From  the  known  individual 
variation  in  the  venation  of  these  and  other  moths,  especially  in  the  hind  wings,  we 
cannot  attach  any  specific,  much  less  any  generic,  vahie  to  the  slight  difference  in  the 

subcostal  vein  of  Dakruma  noted  above.  Moreover,  authentic  specimens  of  grossu- 
laricc  do  not  appear  to  iiossess  this  character  of  Dakruma.  1  am,  therefore,  of  opinion 
that  a  study  of  sufficient  material  from  both  continents  will  prove  the  two  specifically 
identical,  or  at  the  most  that  our  American  insect  is  a  variety,  and  that  Dakruma  will 
not  obtain.  Packard  is  of  this  opinion,  as  in  the  later  editions  of  his  Guide  the 
species  is  called  Myelois  convolutcUa. 

Penthixa  vitivorana  Packard  (Rep.  I,  p.  133)  —  This  is  identical  with  a  European 
insect  having  the  same  habits.  It  was  first  described  over  a  century  since  by  Schiffer- 
miller  &  Denis  as  Tortrix  botrana,  and  has  been  referred  to  various  genera  since,  and 
finally  to  Eudemis  Hiibn.,  so  that  the  insect  should  be  known  as  Eudemis  botrana 

(Schiff.).  Conclujlis  ambigucUa  (Hiibn.)  has  very  similar  habits  in  Europe.  See  Nord- 

linger's  "  Die  Kleinen  Feinde  der  Landwirthschaft,"  p  424  ff.  It  is  the  Lobesia  botrana 
of  the  later  editions  ef  Packard's  Guide. 

EuRYPTYCHiA  SALIGNEANA  Cleui.  (Rep.  II,  134).  — This  according  to  Prof.  Femald, 

who  has  seen  the  type,  is  the  same  as  Clemens's  Hedya  scudderiana  (Proc.  Acad.  Sci. 
Phila.,  1860,  p.  358),  the  description  of  which  is  very  brief  and  presumably  taken  from 
a  female.  The  genus  Euryptychia  (Proc.  Ent.  Soc.  Phila.  V,  140)  is  founded  on  the 
male,  which  has  a  broad  fold  extending  to  the  middle  of  costa  on  the  primaries  and 
covering  up  a  pencil  of  yellowish  hairs.  Zeller  subsequently  redescribed  it  as  Pcedisca 

affusana  (Beitriige,  etc.,  pt.  Ill,  p.  101  [307]).  From  a  comparison  of  female  specimens 
I  am  led  to  believe  that  this  is  the  same  species  that  is  commonly  known  in  Europe 

as  Spilonota  roborana^chiS.,t^iowg\\  in  Staudiuger  and  Wocke's  Catalogue  c]/«osZ)««rt 
Fabr.,  described  in  1875,  is  given  the  priority  and  aquana  Hiibn.  is  placed  as  a  synonym. 
The  obliquity  of  the  edge  of  the  basal  dark  patch  and  the  details  of  the  ocellated 
spot  upon  which  species  have  been  separated,  I  find  to  be  variable. 

The  insect  in  Europe  is  known  to  feed  on  the  leaf-buds  of  the  rose.  I  have  abun- 
dant proof  that  in  this  country  it  is  not  a  gall-maker,  but,  as  was  inferred  in  the 

Report,  an  inquiline.  I  have  found  its  larva  feeding  upon  the  flowers  as  well  as  amid 

the  terminal  leaves  of  the  Golden-rod,  and  have  also  found  it  in  other  galls.  When 
feeding  in  the  more  exposed  positions  it  generally  has  a  carneous  or  rosy  tint. 

Anchylopera  fragari^  W.  &  R.  (Rep.  1, 142)  — This  has  been  referred  to  Phoxop- 
teris  comptana  FrohL,  and  while  the  two  very  closely  resemble  each  other  Prof.  Fernald 
informs  me  that  he  yet  believes /raj/ar to;  to  be  distinct. 
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CEta  compta,  Clem.  (Rep.  I,  p.  151) — Notwitlistanding  Mr.  Grote  doubts  the  identity 

of  this  insect  witLi  Cramer's  Phakena  punctclla,  there  is  no  question  in  my  mind  about  it, 
and  I  entirely  agree  with  Zeller,  who  makes  also  the  Tinea  pustuleJla  Fabr.  a  synonym 
(Beitr.  z.  Keuntn.  N.  A.  Nachfalter  II,  p.  28).  It  was  first  described  in  this  country  in 

1856  by  Fitch  as  Dciopda  aiirea  (3rd  Rep.  Ins.  N.  Y.,  p.  168.)  See  also  "  Zygaenidas  and 
Bombycidic  of  N.  A."  by  R.  H.  Stretch,  1372,  pp.  159  and  241. 

The  egg  of  this  insect  is  one  of  the  most  singular  Lepidopterous  eggs  with  which  I 

am  familiar.  I  have  found  it  numerously  in  the  South  in  midsummer..  It  is  0.9""" 
long,  soft  and  plastic  so  as  to  be  variable  in  form ;  but  when  laid  (as  it  often  is)  on  the 

w^eb  which  the  young  larv;e  make,  where  it  takes  on  the  more  natural  form,  it  is  ovoid, 
somewhat  compressed,  with  frequently  a  median  ridge  and  one  end  narrowed  and  pro- 

duced into  a  short  neck.  The  color  is  cream-yellow  and  the  delicate  shell  is  corrugu- 
late.  It  is  laid  singly  and  generally  slightly  attached  by  the  broad  side  to  the  side  of 

the  mid-rib  of  the  tenderest  leaves,  and  its  contact  (by  virtue,  doubtless,, of  some 

poisonous  liquid  with  which  it  is  laid)  causes  a  well  defined  swelling  of  the  leaf-vein. 

The  species  is  placed  among  the  Zygwnidce  in  Grote  and  Robinson's  List,  ami  has 
evidently  more  affinities  therewith  than  with  the  Teneidce. 

Pronuba  yuccasella Riley  (Rep.  V,  p.  1.50  and  subsequently) — For  further  facts  re- 
garding this  species,  see  my  papers  in  Trans.  St.  Louis  Ac.  Sc.  Ill,  i).  568 ;  American  En- 

tomologist III,  pp.  141, 182, 293,  and  also  a  paper  read  before  the  American  Association  for 

the  Advancement  of  Science  at  Boston,  Aug.,  1880,  and  to  be  published  in  the  Pro- 
ceedings of  the  Association  for  that  year. 

Pteuophorus  periscelidactylus  (Rep.  Ill,  p.  65)— This  belongs  to  the  genus 
Oxypiilus,  Zeller. 

HETEROPTERA. 

Arma  SPiNOSA  Dallas  (Rep.  II,  p.  113  and  subsequently) — Now  referred  to  St&l's 
geniis  Podisus.    • 

EusCHiSTUS  PUNCTiPES,  Say  (Rep.  IV,  p.  19  and  subsequently) — This  is  now  known 

as  Easchistus  variolariiis  Beauv.,  this  last  having  jiriority  over  Say's  name. 

CoREUS  TRiSTis,  De  Gccr  (Rep.  I,  p.  113  and  subsequently) — Belongs  to  Amyot  & 

Serville's  genus  Anasa. 

MiCROPUS  LEUCOPTERUS,  Say  (Rep.  II,  p.  15  and  subsequently) — Now  referred  to 

Burmeister's  genus  Blissus. 

Anthocoris  insidiosus.  Say  (Rep.  II,  p.  27  and  subsequently) — Belongs  to  Fieber's 
genus  TripMeps. 

Reduvius  raptatorius  Say  (Rep.  I,  p.  114) — Belongs  to  Sinea,  Amyot  &  Serv.,  and 
is  synonymous  with  diadema  Fabr. 

Harpactor  cixctus  Fabr.  (Rep.  I,  p.  114  and  subsequently) — Belongs  to  St&l's 
genus  Milyas. 

HOMOPTERA. 

Cicada  septemdecim  (Rep.  I,  p.  18) — This  orthography,  used  in  the  Reports,  is 

grammatically  correct,  but  I  find  that  Linnaeus  himself  wrote  septendecim  (Systema 
Natune,  Tom  I,  Pars  II,  12th  Ed.  Stockholm  1767).  Fitch  used  both  forms  of  spelling, 

but  Westwood,  Harris  and  most  other  authors  follow  Liun.'eus,  and  septendecim  is, 
therefore,  ijreferable.  As  to  whether  the  17  aud  13-year  broods  should  be  considered 
specifically  distinct,  I  am  still  of  the  opiaion  expressed  in  the  First  Report  that  the 
insects  should  not  be  looked  upon  as  distinct  species,  but  that  tredecim  Riley  should 
rather  be  considered  a  race,  or  as  Walsh  (in  a  letter  to  Charles  Darwin,  which  has  kindly 

been  shown  me  by  Mr.  G.  H.  Darwin)  puts  it,  an  incipient  species,  to  which,  for  conve- 
nience, it  is  desirable  to  give  a  distinctive  name.  That  it  may  be  looked  upon  as  a 

good  species  by  excellent  authority,  will  be  seen  by  Walsh's  discussion  of  the  subject 
(American  Entomologist  II,  p.  335)  which  I  here  quote: 
What  candid  entomologist,  who  has  worked  much  upon  any  particular  order,  will 

not  allow  that  there  are  certain  genera  where  it  is  often  or  almost  or  quite  impossible 
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to  distinouisli  species  by  the  njere  comparison  of  cabinet  specimens  of  the  imago  ? 
Liew  and  Osteu  Sacken  have  said  this  of  the  genus  Cecidomyia  in  DiiJtera;  Osten 
Sackeu  of  two  other  Dipterous  genera,  ScUira  and  Ceratopogon  ;  Norton  of  the  genus 
Nematns  in  Hynienoptera ;  and  Dr.  Le  Conte  lately  assured  me  that,  although  when 
he  was  a  young  man  he  thought  himself  able  to  discriminate,  in  the  closet,  between 
the  different  species  of  Brachinns  in  Coleoptera,  he  now  considered  it  (juite  impracti- 

cable to  do  so  with  any  degree  of  certainty.  And  yet  who  donl)ts  the  fact  of  the 
existence,  in  North  America,  of  very  numerous  distinct  species  of  CcddomyUi,  of  Sciara, 
of  Ccnttopo(jO)i,  of  Xcmatus,  and  of  Brachinus. 
Upon  the  same  principle  I  strongly  incline  to  Itelieve  that  the  17-ycar  form  of  the 

Periodical  Cicada  (('.  septemdecim,  Linn.)  is  a  distinct  species  from  the  13-year  form 
(C.  iredecim,'R'\\ey)  although  it  has  been  impossible  for  me,  on  the  closest  examina- 

tion of  very  numerous  specimens,  to  detect  any  specific  diti'erence  between  these  two 
forms.*  It  is  very  true  that  the  13-year  form  is  conflned  to  the  more  southerly  regions 
of  the  United  States,  while  the  17-year  form  is  generally,  but  not  uuiversally,  peculiar 
to  the  Northern  States;  whence  it  has  been,  with  some  show  of  plausibility,  inferred 
that  the  13-year  form  is  nothing  but  the  17-year  form  accelerated  in  its  metamorphosis 
by  the  influence  of  a  hot  southern  climate.  But  as  these  two  forms  interlock  and 
overlap  each  other  in  various  localities,  and  as  it  frequeutly  happens  that  particular 
broods  of  the  two  forms  come  out  in  the  same  year,  we  should  certainly  expect  that, 
if  the  two  forms  belonged  to  the  same  species,  they  would  occasionally  intercross, 

whence  would  arise  an  intermediate  variety  having  a  periodic  time  of  14,  I'l  or  16 years.  As  this  does  not  appear  to  have  taken  place,  but,  on  the  contrary,  there  is  a 
pretty  sharp  dividing  line  between  the  habits  of  the  two  forms,  without  auy  inter- 

mediate grades  of  any  consequence,  I  infer  that  the  internal  organization  of  llie  two 
forms  must  be  distinct,  although  externallj',  when  placed  side  by  side,  they  are  txactly 
alike.  Otherwise,  what  possible  reason  could  there  be  for  one  and  the  same  species 
to  lie  underground  in  the  larva  state  for  nearly  17  years  in  one  county,  and  in  the 

next  adjoining  county  to  lie  underground  in  the  larva  state  for  scarcely  13  years  °? 
I  presume  that  even  the  most  bigoted  believer  in  the  old  theory  of  species  would 
allow  that,  if  it  can  once  be  proved  to  his  satisfaction  that  two  apparently  identical 
forms  are  always  structurally  distinct,  whether  in  their  external  or  in  their  internal 
organization,  they  must  necessarily  be  distinct  species. 

On  the  other  hand,  I  firmly  believe  that  many  perfectly  distinct  forms,  which  at 
one  time  passed  current,  or  which  even  now  pass  current,  as  true  species,  are  in  reality 
mere  dimorphous  forms  of  one  and  the  same  species.  We  find  a  good  example  of  this 
in  the  dimorphous  9  Cynips,  q.  odcuJata,  O.  S.,  which  has  already  been  treated  of  at 
great  length.  We  find  another  good  example  of  the  same  thing  in  Cicada  Cassinii  $  9 , 
Fisher,  which  is  sufficiently  distinct  from  the  Periodical  Cicada  to  have  been  classified 
as  a  distinct  species,  and  yet  never  occurs  except  in  the  same  year  and  in  the  same 
locality  as  this  last,  and  what  is  more  extraordinary  still,  is  found  not  only  along  with 
the  17 -year  form  (C.  septevidecim),  but  also  along  with  the  13-year  form  (C  tredecim). 
Now,  if  Cassinii  were  a  distinct  species,  and  not,  as  I  believe  it  to  be,  a  mere  dimor- 

phous form  of  C.  septemdecim  and  C,  tredecim,  the  chances  are  more  than  a  million 
millions  to  one  against  its  always  coinciding  with  the  two  other  forms,  not  only  as  to 
the  particular  locality  but  as  to  the  particular  year  of  its  appearance. 

I  do  not  know  that  any  one  has  heretofore  attempted  to  set  at  rest,  by  actual  proof, 
the  very  general  skepticism  as  to  this  insect  remaining  so  long  underground,  on  the 
part  of  those  persons  who  have  given  little  attention  to  the  subject.  I  have  been  able 
to  trace  the  development  from  year  to  year  of  my  tredecim  brood  XVIII  in  the  vicinity 
of  Saint  Louis  by  digging  up  the  larvje  each  year  from  1868  to  1876,  and  noting  the 

annual  growth.  They  could  always  be  found  within  from  two  to  five  feet  of  the  sur- 
face upon  the  roots  of  trees,  and  had  by  the  8th  year  attained  the  first  jiupa  stage, 

and  I  have  no  doubt  but  that,  at  this  writing,  the  true  pup;v  are  neariug  the  surface  of 
the  ground  to  appear  in  myriads  in  the  perfect  state  in  May  and  June  of  this  year. 

The  fungus  affecting  this  Cicada  has  since  been  described  by  Mr.  C.  H.  Peck  as  Masso- 
spora  cicadinu  (31st  Rep.  N.  Y.  State  Mus.  Nat.  Hist.,  j)p.  44,  1879). 

Eriosoma  pyri.  Fitch  (Rep.  I,  p.  118)  — After  comparing  specimens  in  Europe  with 
our  American  insect,  I  have  no  doubt  of  the  sj)ecific  identity  of  the  two,  or  of  the 

root-inhabiting  and  twig-inhabiting  forms.  The  insect  should  be  known,  therefore, 
s,s  Schizoneura  lanigera  CUsinsui.).     See  my  remarks  in  American  Entomologist,  11,  359; 

*  For  an  excellent  statement  of  the  facta  bearing  upon  this  cnrions  question,  see  a  paper  by  Mr. 
Eiley,  the  State  Entomologist  of  Missouri,  in  No.  4  of  the  American  Entomologist,  and  a  still  more 
complete  one  in  his  First  Annual  Report. 
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Rep.  3,  p  95,  ami  "Notes  on  Aphididtp  of  the  U.  S.  "  (Haydeu's  Bnll.  U.  S.  Geol.  & 
Geogr.  Surv.  of  Terr.,  Vol.  V,  p.  3). 

ASPIDIOTUS  Harrisii  Walsli  (Rep.  I,  p.  7)  — This  belongs  to  Costa's  genus  Di- 
aspis,  and  is  apparently  the  species  named  ostrewformis  by  Curtis  (Gardener's  Chron- 

icle, 1843,  p.  805). 

DIPTERA. 

TuuPAXEA  APivoRA  Fitch  (Rep.  I,  p.  168;  II,  1'22)  — This  has  been  renamed  Pro- 
machiis  Fifchii  by  Osten  Sackeu  (Cat.  of  the  described  Diptera  of  N.  A.  2nd  Ed.,  1878, 

p.  234),  the  species  j)roviug  difterent  from  Bastardii  Lcew,  and  Fitch's  name  being  pre- 
occupied. 

Bee-fly  Larva  (Rep.  IX,  p.  96)  — The  undetermined  larva  here  illustrated  (Fig. 
24)  has  since  jiroved  to  be  that  of  a  Systocchus,  a  genus  of  Bombyliid  flies.  For  further 

details  and  determinations  see  the  Second  Report  of  the  Commission  (pp.  262-9). 

Sarcophaga  carxaria,  L.  (Rep.  IX,  p.  95) — The  variety  sfflrraceHw;  of  this  species 
there  mentioned  is  now  considered  a  good  species,  for  reasons  stated  in  Bulletin  3  of 
the  Commission  (i)p.  39, 40,  note). 

ExoRiSTA  LEUCAXE.E,  Kirkpatrick  (Rep.  II,  p.  50  and  subsequently)  — Referred  to 
the  genus  Nemonm  Desv,  by  Osten  Sacken  (Catalogue,  etc.,  1878,  p.  150),  The  variety 
ceeropke  of  this  (Rep.  IV,  p.  103)  is  quoted  by  him  as  a  distinct  species  under  Exorista, 

probably  a  mistake  caused  by  my  employing  the  wrong  figure  in  the  American  Ento- 

mologist, Vol.  II,  p.  101,  where  that  of  E.  flavkauda  is  used  for  lencan'ur. 
Lydella  doryphor.e  Riley  (Rep.  I,  p.  Ill)— Now  included  in  the  genus  Exorista. 

ORTHOPTERA. 

GSCAXTHUS  xiYEUS,  De  Geer  (Rep.  I,  p.  138,  and  V,  p.  120)— This  species  is  common  in 
all  parts  of  the  country,  and  I  have  proved,  by  breeding,  that  its  eggs  are  those  de- 

scribed and  figured  as  such  in  the  5th  Report.  I  agree  with  Scudder  in  considering 

fasciatus  De  Geer  but  a  dark  and  rather  well  marked  variety  of  it.  Its  chirp  is  inter- 

mittent, resembling  a  shrill  te-rcat  te-reat  te-reat  -with  a  slight  pause  between  each.  The 
eggs  and  punctures  figured  on  page  119  of  the  5th  Report  (Fig.  47)  as  probably  those  of 
Orocharis  saltator  are,  as  I  have  since  proved  by  breeding  and  by  watching  the  process 
of  oviposition,  those  of  a  large  species  of  (Ecanthus,  hitherto,  I  believe,  very  generally 
confounded  with  nireus,  and  which  is  described  below  as  CE.  latipennis  N.  Sp.  While 

niveus  punctures  all  kinds  of  soft  stems  and  pithy  twigs,  latipennis  seems  to  prefer  the 

more  slender  parts  of  the  Grape-vine.  The  female,  when  she  has  sufficiently  proceeded 
in  the  act  of  ovipositing,  is  so  intent  that  she  can  very  well  be  watched  at  night  by 

the  aid  of  a  "  bull's-eye. " 
The  jaws  are  first  used  to  slightly  tear  the  outer  bark.  With  the  antenme  stretched 

straight  forward  and  the  abdomen  bent  up  so  as  to  bring  the  ovipositor  at  right  angles 

"with  the  cane,  she  then  commences  drilling,  working  the  abdomen  convulsively 
up  and  down  about  twice  each  second.  The  eggs,  as  described  in  the  Report,  are  laid 
lengthwise  in  the  pith,  but  always  in  two  sets,  one  each  side  of  the  hole.  The  number 
varies  according  to  the  size  of  the  cane,  and  the  distance  between  the  holes  is  also 
variable  but  usually  less  than  in  my  figure.  The  hole  is  usually  filled  up  with  a  white 

mucous  secretion,  though  there  is  very  little  of  it  about  the  eggs.  This  secretion 
also  doubtless  serves  to  facilitate  the  drilling.  The  same  female  will  lay  over  200  eggs, 
and  will  sometimes  puncture  the  same  cane  at  intervals  of  ̂   inch  for  1+  feet  or  more. 

The  shrill  of  latipennis  is  continuous  and  recalls  the  trilling  of  a  high-pitched  dog- 
whistle  in  the  distance.  The  key  varies,  however,  and  is  sometimes  much  less  high 
and  more  musical  than  at  others.  The  commingled  shrill  of  this  species  recalls  also 
the  distant  croaking  of  frogs  in  spring.  The  broad  wings  are  thoroughly  elevated 
during  the  act  or  even  bent  forward,  and  the  vibration  is  so  rapid  that  there  appears 
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to  be  no  inotiou.    The  species,  in  addition  to  these  differences  iu  stridulation  and  habits, 
may  be  distiiiuuished  from  niveits  by  the  following  characters: 

OiCANTiirs  LATiPEXXis  N.  8p. — "Wliitc,  the  elytra  of  the  9  sometimes  grayish  and 
the  posterior  femora  iu  one  specimen  discolored.  Antenna,'  immaculate,  Avitli  the  basal 
joints  and  the  front  of  head  usually  roseate.  Tip  of  ovipositor  Idack.  Prouotum  as  in 
nivetis.  Hind  wings  9  as  long  at  the  elytra  or  sometimes  a  trifle  longer ;  of  ̂   some- 

what shorter  than  elytra.  Elytra  of  9  irregularly  reticulate  between  the  parallel 
obli(ine  veins,  especially  toward  the  base.  Elytra  of  J  when  unfolded  f  as  wide  as 

long,  the  dorsal  surface"l4'"™  to  16.5"""  long  by  V'""'  tod""'"  wide;  the  rasp  1.5"""'  long and  tlie  teeth  distinctly  seen  with  a  lens  of  low  power.  Ovipositor  6'"'"  long;  sub- 
genital  plate  broadly  excavated.  Clasi)ers  of  ̂   Avith  their  tips  broad,  but  slightly 
broader  at  base  than  at  ti}),  not  deei>]y  separated. 

Described  from  15  ,^  9  specimens  from  Missouri,  1  ̂   from  Alabama,  and  1  J  from 
South  Texas. 

The  form  of  the  subgenital  iilate,  the  immaculate  antenna'  with  their  roseate  base,  and 
the  larger  size  serve  to  distinguish  the  species  as  well  in  the  pupa  as  in  the  imago  state. 

CE.  tatijH'indts  is  a  larger  insect  than  niveiis  usually  is.  The  ovipositor  measures  G™"" 

in  length,  whereas  in  niveus  it  rarely  exceeds  5""°  and  in  only  one  specimen,  a  san- 
guineous variety  captured  July  10,  1874,  does  it  equal  6""".  The  male  elytra  of  iiivcus 

in  only  one  specimen,  captured  September  19,  1877,  reach  13"""  in  length  by  6"!™  in 
width  on  the  upper  face,  and  tlie  size  is  generally  much  less.  In  niveus  the  unfolded 
male  elytra  are  less  than  |,  and  usually  only  ̂ ,  as  wide  as  long,  and  the  rasp  is  only 

1™'"  long,  and  the  teeth  are  not  so  easily  seen.  The  elytra  of  nice ns  female  sometimes 
show  an  irregularity  in  the  reticulation  between  the  parallel  oblique  veins  but  never 
so  great  an  iiregularity  as  in  laUpennis,  there  being  fewer  cells.  In  only  one  specimen 
of  latipennis,  a  male  taken  on  cotton  at  Columbus,  Tex.,  are  there  any  black  marks  on 
the  lower  surface  of  the  basal  joints  of  the  antennae,  representing  the  lines  or  dots  which 
are  always  present  in  niveus.  But  the  two  species  are  most  sharply  separated  by  the 
form  of  the  subgenital  plate  of  the  female,  which  innivcus  narrows  rapidly  towards  the 
tip  which  has  a  minute  angular  notch,  and  by  the  form  of  the  male  claspers,  which  in 

7iiveus  have  their  tips  verj^  slender  and  parallel,  being  deejily  ijarted,  and  then  retreat- 
ing rapidly  from  one  another  on  each  side. 

Besides  niveus  there  are  recognized  from  North  America  three  other  species  of  CEcan- 

ihus,  one  of  which,  californica  Sauss.,*  recorded  only  from  California,  is  described 
as  having  the  posterior  wings  abortive,  t  The  other  two  species,  nigrieornls  Walk, 
from  Illinois  (description  quoted  in  the  American  Entomologist,  Vol.  II,  p.  207;  1870) 

and  varicornis  Walk,  from  Mexico,  both  described  only  in  the  female  sex  and  dif- 
fering from  niveus  in  nothing  but  the  slightly  longer  hind  wings  and  the  slightly 

greater  size  of  the  insect,  and  in  varicornis  having  a  slightly  longer  jirothorax,  have  been 
retained  as  distinct  species  by  Saussure.  But  niveus,  as  may  be  seen  in  a  series  of 
specimens,  varies  in  these  characters  indefinitely,  just  as  other  species  of  crickets  are 

admitted  to  vary;  so  we  may  consider  Walker's  sjiecies  to  be  but  varieties  of  niveus. 
They  cannot  be  referred  to  latipennis,  for  in  this  species  the  wings  rarely,  and  then  but 
slightly,  exceed  the  elytra. 

One  other  North  American  species,  hipunctatus  DeG.,  has  been  referred  to  (Ecantlius. 

It  belongs,  however,  to  the  genus  Xahea  and  should  be  knoAvn  as  Xahea  bipunctata  (DeG. ). 
As  the  female  of  Xahea\  has  not  hitherto  been  described  and  Saussure  did  not  recognize 

the  genus  as  distinct  from  CEcanthus,  it  may  be  well  to  give  here  the  characters  drawn 

from  both  sexes  to  show  how  very  clearly  the  two  genera  differ.  The  type  of  the  ge- 
nus is  from  Sumatra,  and  Walker,  being  unacquainted  with  our  species,  an  Sau8sure,d 

having  only  imperfect  specimens,  both  failed  to  recognize  the  existence  of  the  genus 
in  North  America. 

*  fitndes  sur  les  Orthoptferes,  (in  Mission  Scientifique  au  Mexiqne,  etc.  Eecherches  Zoologiques 
«°"partie.)    3"«' livraison  ;  p.  462  ;  1874. 

tBy  "abortive"  is  evidently  meaut,  from  the  description  following  the  diagnosis,  simply  shorter 
than  abdomen.  In  this  respect  and  in  the  male  (which  alone  is  described)  being  shorter  than  niveus, 
californicus,  which  I  know  only  from  the  description,  may  most  easily  be  distinguished. 

:  "Walker,  Cat.  Derm.  Salt.  Brit.  Mus.,  Pt.  I,  p.  109. 
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Xabea  Walk. — First  joint  of  auteunie  armed  with  a  stout,  blunt  tooth  in  front.  Fe- 
male elytra  irregularly  reticulated,  the  oblique  longitudinal  veins  not  being  conspicuous  . 

male  elytra  with  the  mediastinal  vein  strongly  arcuated ;  no  humeral  angle.  Wings 
twice  as  long  as  the  elytra.  Cerci  only  half  as  long  as  the  abdomen,  sinuous.  Outer 
valves  of  the  ovipositor  ending  in  a  single  outwardly  directed  tooth  which  is  preceded 
on  the  outside  by  a  longitudinal  series  of  three  teeth  ;  the  inner  valves  compressed, 
ending  in  three  teeth  of  which  the  middle  one  is  much  the  longest.  Posterior  tibiie 

■with  neither  spurs  nor  serrations  and  having  only  4  apical  spurs,  2  within  and  2  with- 
out ;  the  first  joint  of  posterior  tarsi  unarmed,  the  tarsi  clearly  but  3-joiuted,  the  sec- 
ond joint  short  as  in  the  other  legs ;  tarsal  claws  with  the  inner  tooth  acute. 

Orocharis  saltator  Uhler  (Rep.  V,  p.  119). — The  eggs  figured  aud  described  on 

page  ll*:)  as  probably  those  of  this  insect  are,  as  above  stated,  those  of  (Eoanthus 
laU2)ennis.  I  have,  however,  frequently  obtained  the  eggs  of  the  Orocharis  since.  In 
December,  1S77,  I  watched  a  female  ovipositing  in  the  end  of  a  dead  aud  rather  soft 

twig  of  the  Soft-maplo  at  Kirkwood,  Mo.  The  twig  had  been  prnned  and  the  bark 

■was  somewhat  gnawed  by  the  cricket  and  the  eggs  thrust  in  irregularly  from  the  end 
and  from  the  sides.  Both  wood  and  pith  were  crammed  with  eggs,  but  all  longitudi- 

nally inserted.  The  favorite  nidus  of  the  species  is,  however,  the  soft  aud  somewhat 
corky,  rough  bark  of  the  trunk  and  older  branches  of  the  American  elm,  the  eggs 

being  thrust  in  singly  or  iu  small  batches,  either  longitudinally  with,  or  very  slightly 
obliquing  from,  the  axis  of  trunk  or  branch.  The  female  is  very  intent  in  the  act, 

■working  her  abdomen  deliberately  from  side  to  side  during  the  j)erforation.  The 
ovipositor  is  held  more  obliquely  than  in  QScanthus. 

The  egg  is  amber-colored  and  very  slender  aud  elongate,  the  tip  rather  pointed  and 
very  faiutly  opaque  Avith  the  surface  but  slightly  granulate.  It  has  scarcely  any 
curve  and  varies  from  3.5"""  to  4™""  in  length  aud  from  0.4"""  to  0.5"^"'  in  diameter  at 
middle. 

The  stridulatiou  of  this  cricket  is  a  rather  soft  and  musical  piping  of  not  quite  half 

a  second's  duration,  with  from  4  to  6  trills,  but  so  rapid  that  they  are  lost  in  the  dis- 
tance. The  key  is  very  high,  but  varies  in  different  individuals  aud  according  to 

moisture  and  temperature.  It  most  resembles  the  vibrating  touch  of  the  finger  on 

the  rim  of  an  ordinary  tumbler  when  three-fourths  filled  "with  water — repeated  at 
intervals  of  from  2  to  4  per  second,  and  it  may  be  very  well  likened  to  the  piping  of  a 

youug  chick  and  of  some  tree  frogs.  As  the  species  is  very  common  iu  the  Southwest 
its  chirp  is  everywhere  heard  and  is  so  distinctive  that  when  once  studied  it  is  never 

lost  amid  the  louder  racket  of  the  katydids  and  other  night  choristers.  It  is  fre- 

quently heard  during  the  day  time  in  cloudy  or  damp  -weather,  and  I  have  heard  it  at 
Saint  Louis  the  first  days  of  November  after  a  slight  frost.  The  elytra  in  stridulating 
are  raised  less  than  iu  (Ecanthus  and  are  depressed  at  intervals. 

The  courting  of  the  sexes  is  amusing.  They  face  each  other  and  play  with  their 

antennfe  for  the  best  part  of  an  hour  or  more  than  an  hour.  The  female  is,  other- 

■wise,  pretty  quiet,  but  the  male  continually  mouths  the  twig  or  the  bark  upon  which 
the  courting  is  being  done,  and  plays  his  palpi  at  a  great  rate,  very  stealthily  ap- 

proaching nearer  to  his  mate  meanwhile.  At  last  the  antennal  fencing  ceases  and 
those  of  the  female  bend  back  and  then  the  male  approaches  until  their  heads  touch. 
He  then  deliberately  turns  round,  elevates  the  elytra  and  slips  his  abdomen  under 
the  female,  who  virtually  mounts  and  assists  him,  his  elytra  overshadowing  her  head. 

The  eggs  of  this  insect,  as  alsd  those  of  (Ecanthus  Jaiipenms,  are  devoured  by  a  para- 
sitic larva  of  similar  form  and  size,  and  which  I  have  not  yet  reared  to  the  perfect 

state. 

Orchelimu.m  glaberimum.  Barm.  (Rep.  V,  p.  123) — The  egg-punctures  illustrated 

at  Fio'.  515  are,  as  there  correctly  supposed,  those  of  this  species,  as  I  have  since  proved 
by  watching  the  act  of  ovipositiou  aud  hy  roaring  from  the  eggs.  The  insect  is  very 

fond  of  using  the  tops  of  corn-stalks  for  the  same  purpose. 
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NEUROPTERA. 

CORYDALVS  CORNUTUS,  L.  (Rep.  V,  p.  141 ;  IX,  p.  125)— For  additional  facts  relating 

to  the  early  larval  stages,  see  my  notes  on  the  "Larval  Characteristics  of  Corydalus 
and  Chauliodes  and  on  the  development  of  Corydalus  comutus  (Proc.  Am,  Ass.  Adv. 
Sc,  1878). 

MITES. 

Trombidium  sericeum  Say  (Rep.  YII,p.  175  and  subsequently)— For  the  natural 
history  of  this  species  and  the  specific  identity  with  it  of  the  larval  form  known  as 

Astoma  fjnjUana  LeBaron,  and  for  further  facts  respecting  the  other  mites  mentioned 
in  the  Report,  see  my  remarks  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Academy  of  Science  of  Saint 

Louis,  (Vol.  Ill,  p.  cclxvii,  October,  1877)  in  the  American  NaturaUst  for  March,  1878, 

and  in  the  First  Report  of  the  Commission  (p.  306  ft'.). 



DESCRIPTIONS  OF  NEW  SPECIES  AND  VARIETIES. 

Some  systematists  have  questioned  wlietlier  descriptions  of  species 
in  Agricultural  Eeports  should  be  recognized.  While  my  own  views  on 
this  subject  are  i)retty  freely  expressed  on  page  oG  of  my  Third  Missouri 
Eeport  and  elsewhere,  the  publication  of  this  Bulletin  aftbrds  a  good 
opportunity  to  bring  the  descriptions  that  are  scattered  through  the 

nine  volumes  together,  with  such  notes  on  synonymy  as  present  knowl- 
edge suggests,  and  such  corrections  as  are  given  in  the  Errata.  In  the 

earlier  reports  the  measurements  were  expressed  in  inches  and  hun- 
dredths of  an  inch,  while  in  the  later  volumes  the  metric  system  was 

adopted  as  most  convenient  and  accurate,  and  the  measurements  which 
follow  have  all  been  reduced  to  this  standard.  All  changes  of  this 
character  or  other  changes  from  the  original  are  included  in  brackets, 
while  the  additional  notes  are  in  Long  Primer  type. 

HYMENOPTEEA.  , 

PoKizON  CONOTRACHELI,  N.  Sp. — iZeaf?  pitchy-black,  opaque,  the  ocelli  triangularly 

placed  aud  close  together ;  eyes  oval,  polished,  and  black ;  face  covered  with  a  sil- 
Tery-white  pubescence ;  labrum  rufous,  with  yellowish  hairs ;  mandibles  and  palpi, 

pale  yellowish-brown  ;  autenn;ie  inserted  in  depressions  between  the  eyes,  reaching  to 
metathorax  when  turned  back,  filiform,  24-joiuted;  black  with  basal  joints  6-1  be- 

coming more  and  more  rufous,  the  bulbus  always  distinctly  rufous ;  bulbus  rather 

longer  and  twice  as  thick  as  joint  3 ;  joint  2  about  one-third  as  long.  Thorax  pitchy- 
black,  opaque,  the  sides  slightly  ijubescent  with  whitish  hairs,  the  mesothorax  rounded 
and  bulging  anteriorly,  the  scutellum  slightly  excavated  and  sharply  defined  by  a 

carina  each  side ;  metathorax  with  the  elevated  lines  well  defined  and  running  par- 
allel and  close  together  from  scutellum  to  about  one-fourth  their  length,  then  suddenly 

diverging  and  each  forking  about  the  middle.  Abdomen  glabrous,  polished,  very  slen- 
der at  base,  gradually  broader  and  much  compressed  from  the  sides  at  the  apex  which 

is  truncated;  peduncle  uniform  in  diameter  and  as  long  as  joints  2  and  3  together; 

joints  2-5  subequal  in  length  ;  color  rufous  with  the  j>eduucle  wholly,  dorsum  of  joint 
2,  a  lateral  shade  on  joint  3,  and  more  or  less  of  the  two  apical  joints  superiorly,  es-  • 
pecially  at  their  anterior  edges,  black ;  venter  more  yellowish :  ovipositor  about  as 
long  as  abdomen,  porrect  when  in  use,  curved  upwards  when  at  rest,  rufous,  with  the 

sheaths  longer  and  black.  Legs,  including  trochanters  and  coxte  uniformly  pale  yel- 
lowish-brown with  the  tips  of  tarsi  dusky.  Wings,  subhyaline  and  iridescent,  with 

veins  and  stigma  dark  brown,  the  stigma  quite  large,  aud  the  two  discoidal  cells  sub- 
equal  and,  as  usual  in  this  genus,  joining  end  to  end,  but  with  the  upper  veins  which 
separate  them  from  the  radial  cell,  slightly  elbowed  instead  of  being  straight,  thus 
giving  the  radial  cell  a  quadrangular  rather  than  a  triangular  appearance,  ^differs 
from  9  only  in  his  somewhat  smaller  size  and  unarmed  abdomen.  Expanse  9  0.32  inch 

[=  8'""^],  length  of  body,  exclusive  of  ovipositor,  0.22  [=  5.5"""]  ;  expanse  $  0.28  [  = 
7"'™],  length  0.18  [  =  4.5"""]. 

Described  from  3  9  9,1c?  bred  May  26th-23th,  1870,  from  cocoons  received  from  Dr. 
64 
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I.  P.  Trimble,  of  New  Jersey,  and  1  $  subsequeutly  received  from  the  same  gentleman — 
all  obtained  from  larv;e  of  Conotrachehis  nenuphar. 

Aa  I  am  informed  by  Mr.  E.  T.  Cresson,  of  Philadelphia,  who  pays  especial  atten- 
tion to  the  classification  of  the  Ichneumouidce,  it  might  moreproperly  be  referred  to 

Holmgren's  geuns  Tlicrsilocliiis,  which  ditlers  from  Porizon  in  the  greater  distance  be- 
tween the  antenna^  at  base,  and  in  the  venation  of  the  wing. — [Third  Kept.,  p.  28, 

Fig.  9. 

LiMNERiA  LOPHYRi,  N.  Sp. —  9,  length  0.30 — 0.35  inch  [7.5— 8.7"™].  Head  and 
thorax  bhack  with  silvery  white  pile,  Antenuie  piceoiis,  more  than  half  as  long  as 
body  ;  but  slightly  i^aler  toward  tip  ;  bnlbns  either  yellowish  or  rnfons.  Ocelli  either 

rufous  or  black.  Mandibles,  palpi,  front  and  middle  coxte  trochanters  and  tibia',  pale 

yellow.  Tegijla>  almost  white.  Abdomen,  with  faint  pile,  rufous,  the  petiole  and 
sides  of  nest  joint  usually  blackish.  Hind  legs  rufous,  the  base  of  tibite  and  of  tarsi 

paler. 
(?  somewhat  smaller,  and  with  more  black  on  the  abdomen. 

Four  <?'8,  12  9's  bred  from  larva'  of  Lophyrus  Jlhoiti. — [Ninth  Kept.,  p.  32. 

Hemiteles  (?)  Cressoxii,  [N.  Sp.]—;?— Length  0.25  [6""»].  Black,  opaque,  head 
transversely-subiiuadrate ;  face  clothed  with  pale  glittering  i)ubescence;  spot  on 
mandibles,  palpi,  scape  of  autenn;e  in  front  and  the  teguhe,  white  ;  eyes  large,  ovate  ; 
antenna?  longer  than  head  and  thorax,  slender,  black;  thorax  closely  and  minutely 
punctured  ;  mesothorax  Avith  a  deeply  impressed  line  ou  each  side  anteriorly  ;  scutel- 

lum  convex,  closely  punctured,  deeply  excavated  at  base  ;  metathorax  coarsely  sculp- 
tured, truncate  and  excavated  behind,  the  elevated  lines  sharply  detined,  forming  an 

irregularly  shaped  central  area,  and  a  triangular  one  on  each  side  of  it,  the  outer  posterior 
angle  of  which  is  prominent  and  subacute  ;  wings  hyaline,  iridescent,  nervures  black- 

ish, stigma  large,  areolet  incomplete,  the  outer  nervure  wanting;  legs  pale  honey- 

yellow,  coxte  paler,  tips  of  posterior  femora,'  and  their  tibiie  and  tarsi  entirely  black- 
ish ;  abdomen  elongate  ovate,  flattened,  petiolated,'  the  first  segment  flat,  gradually 

dilated  posteriorly,  somewhat  shining,  and  indistinctly  longitudinally  aciculate ;  the 
two  following  segments  opaque,  indistinctly  scul])tured  ;  remaining  segments  smootli 

and  shining. — [First  Rept.,  p.  177.     Figured  at  PI.  II,  Fig.  7. 

Hemiteles  (?)  thyridopterigis,  N.  Sp. —  9  Length  0.36  [iuch  =  9n>™];  expanse 
0.50  [inch=12.5'"™].  Ferruginous,  oi^aque.  Head  transverse,  rather  broader  thau 
thorax,  the  front  much  depressed ;  face  prominent  centrally  beneath  anteun;e,  closely 
punctured,  thinly  clothed  with  pale  pubescence  ;  clypeus  and  cheeks  shining ;  tips  of 
mandibles  black  ;  antenn;e,  long,  slender,  filiform,  ferruginous,  blackish  at  tips ;  thorax 

rugose;  scutellum  prominent,  with  sharp  lateral  margins ;  metathorax  prominent,  quad- 
rate, abrupt  laterally  and  posteriorly,  finely  reticulated  and  pubescent,  the  upper 

posterior  angles  produced  on  each  side  into  a  long,  divergent,  flattened,  subacute 
spine ;  disk  with  two  longitudinal  carime,  from  which  diverges  a  central  transverse 

carina;  teguhe  piceous ;  wings  hyaline,  subiridescent ;  a  narrow,  dark  fuliginous  band 
crosses  the  anterior  jtair  a  little  before  the  middle,  and  a  broad  band  of  same  color  be- 

tween middle  and  apex,  this  band  having  a  median  transverse  hyaline  streak ;  areolet 

wanting,  second  recurrent  nervure  straight,  slightly  oblique  ;  ai^ex  of  posterior  wing 
fuscoiis ;  legs  long  and  slender,  ferruginous,  more  or  less  varied  with  fuscous ;  pos. 

terior  coxa^,  tips  of  their  femora,  and  their  tibise  and  tarsi,  fuscous ;  base  of  foui 
posterior  tibi;e  more  or  less  whitish,  forming  a  rather  broad  annulus  on  posterior  pair ; 
abdomen  petiolated,  subconvex,  densely  and  finely  sculptured,  blackish,  baeal  segment 
tinged  with  reddish,  the  second  and  third  segments  distinctly  margined  at  tip  witli 
whitish ;  apical  segments  smooth  and  shining,  thinly  pubescent ;  ovipositor  half  as 
long  as  abdomen,  s)ieaths  blackish. 

<J  .—Not  at  all  like  the  9  .  Length  0.33  [inch  =  8™™].  expanse  0.44  [inch  =  11'"™]. 
Long,  slender,  black,  polished,  without  distinct  punctures,  thinly  clothed  with  white 

pubescence;  pal'pi  white;  antenna' long,  slender;  scape  reddish  ;  mesothorax  gibbous, 
with  two  deeply  impressed  longitudinal  lines  ;  metathorax  with  well-defined  elevated 

5  MO 
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Hues,  formiug  several  irregular  areas ;  sides  rngulosc,  apex  -without  spiues  or  tuber- 
cles; tegulie  white;  wings  ■whitish-liyaliue,  subiridesceut,  the  nervures  aud  stiguia 

white,  subhyaliue,  neuratiou  as  iu$;  legs  loug,  sleuder,  pale  houey-yellow  ;  coxie, 
posterior  trochanters,  ai)ex  of  tlieir  femora,  and  tlioir  tibiie  and  tarsi,  blackish; 

base  of  posterior  tibia^  with  a  white  annulus;  abdomen  long,  slender,  Hattened,  peti- 
olated,  smooth  and  polished,  the  apical  margin  of  second  segment  being  narrowly 
whitish. 

Described  from  four  9  and  one  <?  specimens  bred  from  the  same  [Thyridopteryx} 

cocoon. — [First  Kept. p.  150.     Figured  at  PI.  II,  Figs.  11,  12. 

The  species  is  quite  common  in  Washington,  D.  C,  and  is  often  at- 
tacked by  a  secondary  Chalcid  parasite. 

MiCROciASTER  LiMEMTiDis.N.  Sp. —  <?  9.  Length  O.OD  inch  [  =  2J'""'].  Color  pitchy- 
1)lack.  Antenme  black,  about  as  long  as  lw)dy;  palpi  whitish.  Thorax  minutely 

punctured.  Abdomen  with  the  two  or  three  basal  joints  emarginate  and  rugose,  the 

terminal  joints  sniDOth  and  polished.  Lcr/s  dnsky;  front  and  middle  femora  yellow- 
ish, hind  femora  black ;  front  aud  middle  tibiie  yellowish,  hind  tibi;e  with  terminal 

half  dusky,  but  the  spur  pale ;  front  and  middle  tarsi  yellowish  tipped  with  dusky, 
liiud  tarsi  dusky  above,  paler  below.  Wings  hyaline,  iridescent,  the  nervures  and 

stigma  black  or  dark-brown,  the  radial  nervule,  the  cubital  nervules  and  the  exterior 
uervule  of  the  discoidal  cell,  sub-obsolete. 

Described  from  6  9  ,  1  <?  ,  bred  from  larvie  of  Limenitis  d'mppuH. — [Third  Kept.,  pp. 
158,  \m. 

The  specimens  referred  to  in  connection  with  this  description  as  l)red 

from  Gelechia  f/alla'soJidaginis  prove  to  belong  to  a  distinct  species. 
Both  species  belong  to  the  genus  Apanfeles  Forst.  as  at  present  accepted. 

See  my  "  Notes  on  N.  A.  Microgasters  "  (Trans.  Ac.  Sc.  St.  Louis,  IV, 

Author''s  separata  J  p.  13.) 
Micuoti.vsTER  GELECiii.E. — Length  0.20  [—  5"""]  (?  9  . — Black,  clothed  with  a  short, 

thiu,  glittering,  whitish  pubescence,  most  dense  on  the  face,  which  latter  is  closely 
punctured;  occiput  aud  cheeks  shining;  mandibles  rufopiceous ;  palpi  whitish;  eyes 

pubescent ;  auteunie  as  long  as  the  body  in  ̂  ,  shorter  iu  9  ,  18-joiuted ;  thorax  shin- 

ing, feebly  punctured,  mesothorax  closely  aud  more  stronglj^  punctured,  with  a  deeply 
impressed  longitudinal  line  on  each  side  over  base  of  wings;  scutellum  smooth  and 
polished,  the  lateral  groove  broad,  deep,, arched  and  creuulated;  metathorax  opaque, 

densely  rugose,  with  a  sharp,  central,  longitudinal  carina,  and  a  smooth,  tlat,  trans- 
verse carina  at  base;  teguhe  testaceous,  wiugs  hyaline,  iridescent,  apex  smoky,  nerv- 

ures blackish,  areolet  complete,  subtriangular,  radial  nervure  indistinct ;  legs  pale 

liouey -yellow,  coxie  blackish,  pale  at  tips,  middle  pair  in  9  concolorons  with  legs;  ab- 
domen with  the  two  basal  segments  densely  rugose  and  oi)a(iue,  the  remainder  smooth 

and  shining;  venter  more  or  less  varied  with  pale  testaceous. — [First  Rei)t.,  p.  178. 
This  is  a  true  Microgaster. 

PERiLiTt'S  iNDAGATOii,  N.  Sp — luiago — 9,  Hrud  almost  glabrous,  transverse,  deep 
honey-yellow,  the  trophi  pale,  except  the  tips  of  jaws,  which  are  dusky  ;  ocelli  touch- 

ing each  otlier,  black ;  eyes  black,  very  large,  occupying  nearly  the  whole  side 

of  face,  and  with  a  few  very  short  hairs;  antenme  with  about  24  joints,  pale  fus- 
cous ;  reaching,  wheu  turned  back,  to  about  the  middle  of  abdomen.  Thorax  houey- 

yellow  beneath  and  very  .slightly  pubescent ;  very  tiuely  punctured  and  slightly  pu- 
bescent above;  prothorax  honey-yellow  and  prominently  convex;  mesothorax  with 

lateral  aud  posterior  surui'es  black;  metathorax  black.  Abdomen  with  the  pedicel 
black  aud  slightly  punctured;  depressed,  narrow  at  base,  widening  behind,  slightly 

pubescent  above  ;  the  other  joints  glabrous,  polished,  deep  honey-yellow,  the  second 
joiut  largest  and  as  loug  as  all  the  subsequent  ones  together;  ovipositor  extending 
about  the  lengtli  of  the  abdomen  beyond  its  tip,  rufous  with  the  sheaths  black.     Legs 
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pale  bouey-yellow,  the  tarsi,  especially  at  tips,  slightly  dusky,  the  hind  femora  aud 
tibue  a  little  dusky  towards  tips,  aud  a  narrow  rufous  ring-  at  base  of  formor.  Wings 
hyaline,  iridescent ;  veins  brown ;  stigma  honey-yellow,  with  an  opaque  )n-own  cloud; 
two  cubital  cells,  the  outer  small,  sub-quadrate;  the  radial  large;  one  discoidal,  Ion"- 
and  narrow.     Length,  exclusive  of  ovipositor,  0.18  inch  [=4.5"»"].  " 
Described  from  1  $  bred  from  Acrobasiijuglandh,  LeB.— [Fourth  Rept.,  p.  43. 
Spatiiiu;?  trikasciatus,  N.  Sp.—  9  .  Average  length,  0.18  inch  [=  4..'Sm,uj.  q^i^j. 

light-brown.  Head  pubescent,  palpi  long  and  pale ;  eyes  black ;  ocelli  black,  con- 
tiguous ;  antenn*  smooth,  pale,  and  reaching  to  second  abdominal  joint.  Thorax  with 

sutures  dark-brown  ;  legs  more  or  less  dusky,  the  tarsi  (except  at  tip)  au  annulus  at 
base  of  tibi;e,  and  the  trochanters,  pale ;  wings  fuliginous,  with  a  white  fascia  at  base, 
at  tip  aud  across  outer  middle  of  front  wing,  including  the  inner  half  of  stigma,  the 
outer  half  of  which  is  dark-ln-owu ;  middle  fascia  most  clearly  defined.  °Abdomen slightly  pubescent  at  sides  and  tip  ;  first  joint  pale,  petiolate,  and  with  short  and  lon- 

gitudinal aciculations  above;  second  joint  pale  above,  the  others  more  or  less  brown- 
ovipositor  pale,  dusky  at  tip,  and  long  as  abdomen.  ' 

One  bred  specimen. 

c?— Difters  in  being  much  darker  colored,  the  head,  thorax  aud  femora  being  brown, and  the  metathorax  and  base  of  first  abdominal  joint  black. 
One  bred  specimen.— [Fifth  Rept.,  p.  106. 

Bracox  charus,  N.  sp.-9  Length  of  body  0.3r>  inch  [  =  8.7'"'"];  of  ovipositor 
0.40  inch  [=  10"""];  expanse  of  wing  0.65  inch  [  =16'""'].  Colors  black  and  deep  rufous. Head,  thorax,  legs  aud  autennaj  polished  black,  the  legs  aud  sides  of  head  and  thorax 
with  a  fine  grayish  pubescence  ;  trophi  also  black.  Abdomen  uniformly  deep  rufous. 
Terebra  of  ovipositor  pale  yellow,  the  sheaths  black  and  very  faintly  pubescent.  Wings 
deep  fuliginous  with  a  faint  zig-zag,  clear  line  across  the  middle  from  the  stigma. 

Described  from  7  9 's,  all  bred  from  Chn/sohothris  femorata.—[Stiveni]i  Rept.,  p.  7.'). Fig.  13. 

Bracox  scolvtivorus,  Cress.— 9— Black,  shining,  metathorax  aud  base  of  abdo- 
men pubescent;  face,  anterior  orbits,  lower  half  of  cheeks,  clypeus,  mandibles,  Except 

tips,  palpi,  teguhe,  legs,  including  cox:e,  and  abdomen,  honey-yellow,  the  latter  darker ; 
posterior  coxie  sometimes  dusky ;  autennre  at  base  beneath,  dull  testaceous ;  wiugs 
fuliginous,  apical  half  paler,  iridescent ;  abdomen  shining,  first  segment  whitish  latel-- 
ally,  the  base  and  disc  sometimes  dusky;  base  of  second  segment  with  a  large  subtri- 
augular  flattened  space  inclosed  by  a  deep  groove,  the  posterior  side  of  which  is  generally 
blackish;  ovipositor  longer  than  abdomen ;  sheaths  black:  len-th  1.5— irluch  [  = 
3|— 4i"^"']. 

c?— More  pubescent ;  posterior  cox;e  blackish,  also  the  femora  above,  especially  the 
posterior  pair ;  posterior  tibiie  dusky ;  abdomen  black,  polished ;  apex  of  first,  basal 
half  of  second,  and  sides  of  apical  segments  more  or  less  honey -yellow  ;  sides  of  basal 
segment  whitish  ;  wings  paler ;  abdomen  narrower  and  rather  more  convex  ;  length 
.16  inch  [=4'"'"].  

' 

Three  <?,  three  9  specimens.- [Mr.  E.  T.  Cresson,  in  Fifth  Rept.,  p.  WG. 

SiGALi'iics  CURCULioxis,  Fitch— Imago.— Head  black,  sub-polished,  aud  sparsely covered  on  the  face  with  short  whitish  hairs;  ocelli  touching  each  other;  labrum  and 
jaws  browu  ;  palpi  pale  yellow  ;  antennie  (Fig.  7,  c)  27-jointed,  filiform,  reaching,  when 
turned  back,  to  middle  joint  of  abdomen  and  beyond,  the  bulbus  and  small  second  joint 
rufous  aud  glabrous,  the  rest  black  or  dark  browu,  though  3-10  iu  many  specimens  are 
more  or  less  tinged  with  rufous ;  3-14  very  gradually  diminishing  in  size  ;  14-27  sub- 
equal.  Thorax  black,  polished,  the  metathorax  distinctly  and  broadly  punctate,  and 
tlie  rest  more  or  less  distinctly  punctate  or  rugose,  with  the  sides  sparsely  pubescent. 
Abdomen  pitchy-black,  flattened,  the  dorsum  convex,  the  venter  concave,  and  the  sides 
narrow-edged  and  slightly  carinated ;  the  three  joints  distinctly  separated  and  of 
about  equal  leugth ;  the  first  joint  having  two  dorsal  longitudinal  carime  down  the 
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middle ;  all  densely  marked  with  very  fiue  loniijitiidiQally  impressed  lines,  and  sparsely 
pubescent;  (Dr.  Fitch  in  his  description  published  in  the  Country  Gentleman,  under 

date  of  September,  1859,  states  that  these  lines  leave  "  a  smooth  stripe  along  the  middle 
of  its  second  segment  and  a  large  smooth  space  on  the  base  of  the  third ; "  which  is 
true  of  a  few  specimens,  but  not  of  the  majority,  in  which  the  impressed  lines  gener- 

ally cover  the  whole  abdomen.)  Ovipositor  longer  than  abdomen,  but  when  stretched 

in  a  line  with  it,  projecting  backwards  about  the  same  length  beyond  ;  rufous,  with 
the  sheaths  black.  Legs  pale  rufous,  with  the  upper  part  of  hind  tibiie  and  tarsi,  and 
sometimes  the  hind  femora,  dusky.  Wings  subhyaline  and  iridescent,  the  veins  pale 

rufous,  and  the  stigma  black.  Length  9  ,  0.15-0.16  inch  [=3.7-4"""],  expanse  0.30  [  = 
7.5  ■"'"]  ;  S  diliers  only  in  his  somewhat  smaller  size  and  in  lacking  the  ovipositor. 
In  many  specimens  the  mesothorax  and  the  eyes  are  more  or  less  distinctly  rufous. 

Described  from  50  9  9  ,  10  <^  t?  ,  bred  June  23d-July  29th,  1S70,  from  larvaj  of  Conotra- 
chelus  iiennjihar,  and  2  9  9  obtained  from  Dr.  Fitch. 

Larva  (Fig.  8,  a) — White,  with  ti-anslucent  yellowish  mottliugs. 
Pu2)a  (Fig.  8,  c  9) — 0.17  inch  [^4^"""]  long;  whitish,  the  members  all  distinct, 

the  antenusB  touching  hind  tarsi,  the  ovipositor  curved  round  behind,  reaching  and 
touching  with  its  tip  the  third  abdominal  joint,  which  afterwards  forms  the  apical  joint 
of  imago;  five  ventral  joints,  which  in  the  imago  become  much  absorbed  and  hidden, 
being  strongly  developed. 

Cocoon  (Fig.  c,  b) — Composed  of  one  layer  of  closely  Avoven  yellowish  silk. 

Variety  jiufus — Head,  thorax,  and  most  of  the  first  abdominal  joint  entirely 
ufous,  with  the  middle  and  hind  tibite  dusky,  and  the  ovipositor  three  times  as  long 
as  abdomen  and  projecting  more  than  twice  the  length  of  the  same  beyond  its  tip. 

Described  from  three  9  9  bred  promiscuously  with  the  others.  This  variety  is 
slightly  larger  and  differs  so  remarkably  from  the  normal  form  that,  were  it  not  for 
the  absolute  correspondence  in  all  the  sculpturing  of  the  thorax  and  body,  and  in  the 
venation  of  the  wings,  it  might  be  considered  distinct.  The  greater  length  of  the 
ovipositor  is  very  characteristic,  and  accompanies  the  other  variation  in  all  three  of 

the  specimens. — [Third  Rept.,  p.  27.     Fig.  7. 

EuRYTOMA  BoLTERi,  N.  Sp.— 9  Length  0.18  inch  [=4.5  ™'"].  AntenmB  black,  not 
much  longer  than  the  face,  perceptibly  thicker  towards  the  end,  and  apparently  10- 
jointed,  though  the  three  terminal  joints  are  almost  always  confluent.  Dimensions  and 

appearance  of  joints,  represented  in  the  annexed  Figure  97,  a.  Head  and  thorax  rough- 
l^unctured  and  finely  bearded  with  short,  stiff  gray  hairs.  Abdomen  about  as  long  as 

thorax,  scarcely  so  broad,  viewed  from  above,  but  wider  viewed  laterally  ;  highly 
polished,  smooth  and  black,  the  three  terminal  segments  with  minute  stiff  gray  hairs 
along  the  sutures;  visibly  divided  into  seven  segments,  the  four  anterior  ones  of  about 
equal  length,  the  two  following  shorter,  and  the  terminal  one  produced  into  a  point. 

Legs  fulvous  with  the  coxw,  [trochanters],  thighs  and  more  or  less  of  the  shanks  black- 

ish-brown. Wings  perfectly  transparent,  glossy,  colorless,  and  with  the  nerves  very 
faint. 

<?  Measures  but  0.14  inch  [=  S.S'"'"],  and  differs  in  the  antenna^,  being  twice  as  long 
as  the  face,  in  their  naiTOwing  towards  the  tip  and  in  being  furnished  with  whorls  of 

long  hairs.  The  number  of  joints  are  not  readily  made  out,  and  I  have  consequently 

presented  at  Figure  97,  i,  a  magnified  figure.  His  body  is  but  half  as  wide  and  half  a^ 
long  as  the  thorax  viewed  from  above,  and  not  quite  as  broad  as  the  thorax,  viewed 

laterally ;  it  it  also  lacks  the  i)roduced  point  of  the  5  •  His  wings  are  also  cut  off  more 

squarely  and  more  distinctly  nerved. — [First  Rept.,  p.  187.     PI.  II,  Fig.  9. 

For  farther  descriptive  details  see  Walsh's  i^osthumous  paper  on  the 
Eurytomides  {Am.  Ent.  II,  p.  298-9),  where  the  insect  is  looked  upon  as 
a  variety  of  Eurytoma  iliastroplii. 

[Triciiogramma  :mixuta,  N.  Sp.]  *  "  *  It  comes  nearest  the  genus  Trkho- 
gramma,  Westw.,  und  may  be  provisionally  called  Trichogramma  (?)  mhuita.     It  differs 
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from  tliat  geuus  aucl  from  all  other  Chalcididau  geuera  witli  wliicli  I  am  acquainted, 

iu  the  autcuuie  being  but  5-jointed  (scape,  plus  4. joints),  the  scape  stout  aud  as  long, 

or  longer,  than  joints  2,  3,  and  4  together;  joints  '.l  aud  4  small  and  together  as  long 
as  joint  2 ;  5  verj'  stout,  fusiform,  and  as  long  as  "2,  3,  and  4  together.  The  legs  have 
the  trochanters  stout  and  long,  the  tibiie  not  quite  so  long  nor  so  stout  as  the  femora, 

and  with  a  long  tooth  ;  tlie  tarsi  are  3-jointed,  witli  the  joints  of  equal  length  and  with 
the  claws  and  pnlvilli  sub-obsolete.  The  abdomen  is  apparently  6-jointed,  the  basal 
joint  wide,  the  2nd  narrower,  2-5  increasing  iu  width  till  5  is  as  wide  as  1.  The  ovip- 

ositor of  9  extends  a  little  beyond  the  apex,  aud  starts  from  the  anterior  edge  of  the 

5th  joint.— [Third  Rept.,  p.  158.     Fig.  72. 

The  species  was  provisionally  referred  to  Trlclio(jrainma,  aud  I  subse- 
quently proposed  for  it  the  generic  name  Pentarthron  (Eecord  of  Am. 

Eut.  1871,  p.  8).  Pentharthriim  has,  however,  been  used  by  WoUaston 
iu  beetles,  and  until  allied  geuera  are  better  characterized  than  at  pres- 

ent, the  old  generic  name  may  be  retained. 

COLEOPTERA. 

Bruciics  fah.e  N.  Sp.  (Fig.  1'.),) — General  color  tawny-gray  with  more  or  less  dull 
yellowish.  Body  black  tinged  with  brown  and  with  dull  yellowish  pubescence,  the 

jiygidium  and  sides  of  abdomen  almost  always  brownish.  Head  dull  yellowish -gray 
with  the  jaws  dark  brown  aud  palpi  black ;  antennie  not  deeply  serrate  in  9  >  more  so 
in  <?  ;  dark  brown  or  black  with  usually  5,  sometimes  only  4,  sometimes  4  and  part  of 
5  basal  joints,  aud  with  the  terminal  joint,  more  or  less  distinctly  rufous,  or  testaceous, 
the  color  being  so  slight  in  some  specimens  as  scarcely  to  contrast  at  all  with  the 
darker  joints.  Thorax  narrowed  before,  immaculate,  but  with  the  pubescence  almost 

always  exhibiting  a  single  pale  medio-dorsal  line,  sometimes  three  dorsal  }ines,  more 
rarely  a  transverse  line  in  addition,  and  still  more  rarely  (two  specimens)  forming  a 

large  dark,  almost  black  patch  each  side,  leaving  a  median  stripe  and  the  extreme 
borders  pale  aud  thus  approaching  closely  to  erythrocerus  Dej.  ;  base  with  the  edges 

almost  angulated ;  central  loVie  almost  truncate  and  with  a  short  longitudinal  deeply 
impressed  median  line  ;  no  lateral  notch ;  scutel  concolorous  and  quadrate  with  the 

hind  legs  more  or  lest  notched.  Elytra  vith  the  interstitial  lines  having  a  slight  ap- 

l>earance  of  alternating  transversely  with  dull  yellowish  and  dusky ;  so  slight  how- 
ever that  iu  most  of  the  specimens  it  can  hardly  be  traced :  the  dark  shadings  form  a 

spot  on  each  shoulder  and  three  transverse  bands  tolerably  distinct  in  some,  almost 
obsolete  iu  others,  the  intermediate  row  being  the  most  persistent  and  conspicuous: 

between  these  dark  transverse  rows  the  interstices  are  alternately  more  or  less  pale, 

especially  on  the  middle  of  the  3rd  interstitial  lines.  Leys  covered  with  grayish  pubes- 
cence, and  with  the  tibiie  and  tarsi,  especially  of  first  and  second  pair,  reddish-brown  ; 

the  hind  thighs  usually  somewhat  darker,  becoming  black  below  and  inside,  and  with 

a  tolerably  long  black  spine  followed  by  two  very  minute  ones.  Length  0.09 — 0.14 
inch  [=2:^  —  3.5™'"].  Described  from  40  specimens  all  bred  from  dilfereut  kinds  of 
beans.     Hundreds  of  others  examined. 

This  insect  has  been  for  several  years  ticketed  in  some  of  the  Eastern  collections  by 
the  name  of  B.  fabce,  or  else,  what  is  worse,  the  corruption  of  it,  fahi.  The  former 
name  has  been  disseminated  by  my  friend  F.  G.  Sanborn  of  Boston,  Massachusetts,  who 
says  that  he  received  the  weevil  thus  named,  togetlier  with  beans  attacked  by  it,  in  the 
year  1832  from  Rhode  Island.  The  name  was  credited  to  Fabricius,  but  I  can  find  no 
notice  in  any  of  the  worlcs  I  possess  of  any  European  Brachus  fabce,  and  several  of  my 
Eastern  correspondents  who  have  access  to  large  libraries  have  been  unable  to  find 
any  description  or  allusion  to  a  species  by  that  name.  Dr.  LeConte  has  given  it  the 
MS  name  o(  varicoruls  but  as  his  description  will  not  appear  perhaps  for  years  to  come 
and  as  no  comprehensive  description  has  yet  been  published,  I  have  deemed  it  advis- 
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able  to  dispel  iu  a  measure  the  confusion  that  snrronnds  the  nomenclature  of  the  spe- 
cies. There  is  need  of  a  description  of  so  injurious  an  insect,  and  as  fahw  is  not  pre- 

occupied I  adopt  the  name  because  it  is  entirely  appropriate  and  because  it  is  more 

easily  rendered  into  terse  popular  lanj^uage  than  raricornis. 
It  resembles  most  closely  of  any  other  species  which  I  have  seen,  the  B.  eri/ihroccnts, 

Dej.,  Avhich,  however,  is  smaller,  and  differs  iu  having  a  narrower  thorax  which  has 
light  sides  and  a  dark,  broad  dorsal  stripe  divided  down  the  middle  by  a  ijale  narrow 
line:  er?//7irocer«s  is  further  distinguished  by  the  antenn;e  being  entirely  testaceous 
and  the  hind  thighs  more  .swollen. 

From  oisoletiis  Say,  fab(r  differs  materially :  ohsoletus  is  a  smaller  species,  dark  gray, 

with  the  antenna-  all  dark,  the  pygidium  not  rufous,  the  thorax  with  a  perceptibly 
darker  dorsal  shade  so  that  the  sides  appear  more  cinereous,  a  whjte  scutel,  and  each 

interstitial  line  of  the  elytra  with  a  slight  appearance  of  alternating  whitish  and 

dusky  along  its  whole  length ;  for  though  there  is  nothing  in  Say's  language  to  indi- 
cate whether  it  is  the  interstitial  lines  that  alternate  transversely,  whitish  and  dusky, 

or  each  line  that  so  alternates  longitudinally,  I  lind  from  an  examination  of  a  speci- 
men in  the  Walsh  collection,  that  the  latter  is  the  case,  and  so  much  so  that  the  insect 

almost  appears  speckled.  The  two  species  differ  both  in  size  and  color,  though,  as 

Say's  descrii>tiou  is  short  and  imperfect  it  is  not  surprising  that /afifF  .should  have  been 
referred  to  it. 

From  the  European  bean-feeding  Br.  flavimanns  (which  is  apparently  either  a  cleri- 
cal error  for,  or  a  synonym  of  Br.  rufimanus,  Schojuh.)  as  described  by  Curtis,  it  differs 

notably ;  as  it  does  likewise  from  their  Br.  serratua,  111.,  which  also  attacks  beans. 

Dr.  LeConte,  according  to  Mr.  Rathvon,  was  inclined  to  consider  this  insect  the 
ohsoletus  of  Say,  from  the  fact  that  in  specimens  which  the  latter  gentleman  sent  him, 
the  antennie  were  not  varied  as  in  his  MS.  varicornis,  but  iiniformly  black.  A  few 
specimens  which  Mr.  Rathvon  sent  me  nearly  two  years  ago,  taken  from  the  same  lot 

as  were  those  which  he  forwarded  to  Dr.  LeConte,  were  singularly  enough,  all  decap- 
itated but  two;  and  these  two  showed  the  varied  antennje.  These  specimens  had  all 

been  kept  in  alcohol,  and  I  am  greatly  inclined  to  believe  that  the  uniformly  dark 
appearance  of  the  antenuip  that  was  noticed  by  LeConte  was  the  effect  of  the  alcohol 
on  those  which  naturally  had  the  rufous  joints  but  faintly  indicated.  At  all  events, 
though  Mr.  Rathvon  tells  me  that  he  found  a  small  proportion  of  beetles  with  dark 

anteuuje,  after  examining,  at  my  suggestion,  over  two  hundred  specimens  that  had 
thus  been  kept  in  alcohol ;  yet  from  over  one  hundred  specimens  which  he  had  the 

kindness  to  send  me,  I  only  find  (after  thoroughly  drying  them)  three  with  the  ter- 
minal joint  really  as  dark  as  the  subterminal.  and  not  a  single  one  in  which  the  rufous 

basal  joints  cannot  be  more  or  less  distinctly  traced. — [Third  Rept.,  j).  5r)-56.  Fig.  19. 

Since  the  above  wa.s  written,  Dr.  Horn  has  given  us  a  revision  of  the 
Brucliidiv  of  the  United  States  (Trans.  Am.  Eut.  Soc,  Vol.  IV,  1873),  in 
which  he  makes  fahiv  a  synonym  of  ohsoletus  Say,  expresses  regret  that 
another  synonym  must  be  added  and  states  that  the  ohsoletus  which  I 

referred  to  is  the  tmnsversiis  Say  {=hihisci  Oliv.).  This  criticism  is  not 
deserved,  and  while  the  decision  of  one  who  has  done  such  excellent  work 
in  Coleoptera  as  Br.  Horn  has  will  be  generally  accepted  as  final,  yet  no 

one  can  compare  his  rede-scription  of  ohsoletus  with  Say's  description  and 
not  feel  that  the  two  apply  to  different  insects.  Fabce  is  usually  one-third 
larger,  tawny-gray  above  with  vari-colored  antennte,  concolorous  scntel, 
emarginate  behind,  and  rufous  legs  and  abdomen;  ohsoletus.  on  the  con- 

trary, according  to  Say,  is  blackish-cinereous,  the  thorax  cinereous  each 
side,  with  a  whitish  scutel  and  with  the  abdomen  and  legs  not  differing  in 

color  from  the  rest  of  the  body.  J'^f^rt'breedsin  beans;  ohsoletus  in  the  seeds 
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otA'itra()aIii,s.  Indeed  one  would  be  far  more  Justified  in  considering  B. 
alboscuteU((tus  Horn  a  synonym  oi  ohsoletm  Say  than  in  considering/a&cp 
a  synonym  of  it,  and  when  tlie  Bruchus  from  Astragalus  in  the  Eastern 
States  is  bred,  1  fully  expect  Dr.  Horn  to  change  his  mind.  Xor  is  the 
assumption  justifiable  that  the  obsoJefiis  referred  to  by  me,  and  destroyed 
in  the  Walsh  collection,  is  hibkci  Oliv.  It  was  far  more  like  alho- 
scutellatus  as  far  as  I  remember,  and  there  is  not  a  character  about  this 

species  which  does  not  accord  with  Say's  description  of  ohsoletus  except 
that  the  scutel  is  described  as  rounded^  while  that  of  obsoletm  is  de- 

scribed by  Say  as  quadrate.  I  am  of  opinion  that  too  much  stress  has 
been  laid  on  this  difference  by  Dr.  Horn,  as,  when  the  i)ubescence  is 

separated  behind,  the  scutel  appears  quadrate,  whereas  in  fabce  it  ap- 
pears bifid.  The  scutel  of  alboscutellatus  when  denuded  is  quadrate, 

but  it  is  doubtless  the  clothed  appearance  which  Say  described.  Say, 
as  appears  from  his  text,  had  abundant  material,  and  it  is  assuming  too 
much  to  suppose  that  he  could  overlook  the  striking  differences  in  size 
and  coloration  ol  fahrv,  as  above  indicated. 

The  specific  n-dmefabw  was  used  by  Brulle  for  Bruohus  insorum  Linn. 

Madarus  vitis,  N.  Sp. — Leugtli,  exclusive  of  rogtriiiii  O.IO  [incli  =  2.5"™].  Color 
uniformly  rufous,  without  maculatious,  the  eyes  alone  being  darker.  Highly  polished  ; 
rostruiu  arcuated,  stout  and  about  as  long  as  thorax  ;  thorax  and  body  with  extremely 

minute  and  distant  punctures,  anterior  margin  of  thorax  abruptly  narrowed,  especially 
laterally,  into  a  collar;  elytra  slightly  undulate,  with  4  distinct  elevations,  one  on  the 
extreme  outer  margin  close  to  the  thorax,  and  one  on  the  middle  of  each,  near  the 

extremity. — [First  Rept.,  p/  132.     Fig.  74. 

For  further  details  as  to  the  synonymy  of  this  insect,  see  American  En- 

tomologist I,  p.  105.  Dr.  LeConte's  description  of  Barid his  sesosfm  was 
published  about  three  months  earlier  than  my  own  and  he  subsequently 

(Proc.  Amer.  Phil.  Soc,  Vol.  XV,  1876,  p.  299)  erected  the  genus  Ampe- 
loglypter  for  this  and  two  other  species,  so  that  Madams  vitis=Amp€lo- 
glypter  sesostris  Lee. 

AxALCiS  FRAGAUi.E,  N.  Sp. — Inutfjo,  (Fig.  14,  b,  e) — Color  deep  chestnut-brown,  sub- 
polished,  the  elytra  somewhat  lighter.  Head  and  rostrum  dark,  finely  and  densely 
punctate  and  with  short  fulvous  liairs,  longest  at  tip  of  rostrum ;  antenuiu  rather 

lighter  towards  base,  10-jointed,  the  scape  much  thickened  at  apex,  join  2  longest  and 

robust,  3  moderately  long,  4-7  short,  8-10  connate  and  forming  a  stout  club.  Thorax 
dark,  cylindrical,  slightly  swollen  across  the  middle  and  uniformly  covered  with  large 

thimble-like  punctures,  and  with  a  few  short  coarse  fulvous  hairs,  unusuallj' arranged 
in  three  more  or  less  distinct  longitudinal  lines ;  pectoral  groove  ending  between  front 
legs.  Abdomen  with  small  remote  punctures  and  hairs  which  are  denser  towards 
apex.  Legs  of  e(iual  stoutness,  and  with  shallow  dilated  pimctures  and  uniform  very 

short  hairs.  Elytra  more  yellowish-brown,  dilated  at  the  lower  sides  anteriorly,  and 
with  about  9  dee])ly-punctured  striie,  the  strire  themselves  sometimes  obsolete  ;  more  or 
less  covered  with  coarse  and  short  pale  yellow  hairs  wliich  form  by  their  greater  density, 
three  more  or  less  conspicuous  transverse  bands,  the  first  of  which  is  at  base ;  between 

the  second  and  third  band,  in  the  middle  of  the  elytron,  is  a  smooth  dark-brown  or 
black  spot,  with  a  less  distinct  spot  of  the  same  color  below  the  third,  and  a  still  less 

distinct  one  above  the  second  band.     Length  O.lGinch  [^4'"'"]. 
Described  from  four  specimens  bred  from  strawberry-boring  larvic.     The  black  spots 
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on  the  elytra  are  quite  distinct  and  conspicuous  on  two  specimens,  less  so  on  one,  and 
«ntirely  obsolete  on  the  other. 

Larva,  (Fig.  14  a) — White  with  back  arched  Lamellicoru-fashion.  Head  gamboges 
yellow,  glabrous,  with  some  faint  transverse  striatious  above  mouth  ;  mandibles  rufou- 

tippi^d  with  blacli  ;  labrum  emargiuate,  and  Avith  i^alpi,  pale.  A  fsiint  nan-ow  dorsal 
va.sculer  line.  Legs  replaced  by  llcshy  tubercles.  Length  0.20  inch  [=r5"""]  when 
stretched  out. — [Third  Eept.,  p.  44.      Fig.  14. 

Say's  generic  name  Tyloderma  having  priority  over  Sclionherr's  Anah 
cis,  the  name  of  this  insect  becomes  Tyloderma  fragaricc. 

LEPIDOPTEEA. 

^GERiA  RUBi,  X.  fep. — Iinafjo. — Expanse,  <?  ,  1.00  [inch=25'"'"]  ;  9,  1.25  inch 
[=31'"'"].  Front  wings  transparent,  Avith  a  broad  costal  border  extending  half  the 
width  of  wing  at  base,  a  narrow  discal  spot,  and  more  or  less  of  the  tip  dull-ferrugi- 

nous ;  the  inner  border,  the  inner  longitudinal  vein,  the  intermediate  space  toward 

posterior  angle,  and  sometimes  its  whole  length,  of  the  same  color;  veins  brownish 
within  and  black  without  the  discal  spot.  Hind  wings  perfectly  transparent,  or  rarely 
with  a  few  sparse  ferruginous  scales;  the  transverse  discal  vein  pale,  the  others  pale 

at  base,  but  black  toward  extremities ;  costa  narrowly  golden-yellow,  becoming  darker 
toward  apex.  Fringes  dark-brown,  those  of  hiud  wings  appearing  darkest  by  virtue 
of  a  dark  wiug  border.  Under  surface  somewhat  paler.  Abdomen  stout,  with  a  very 

slight  anal  tuft  iu  9  ;  a  stouter  one  in  ̂   .  Antenme  blue-black,  not  enlarging  toward 
tip,  quite  pectinate  in  <?  .  Palpi,  a  narrow  ring  around  neck,  the  sides  of  the  collar, 
a  broad  baud  curving  across  teguhe  and  around  the  base  of  wings,  a  faint  line  across 
middle  of  thorax,  two  faint  longitudinal  lines  between  it  and  collar,  legs,  except  outer 
base  (sometimes  whole  length)  of  femora  and  tibi*,  hind  third  of  abdominal  joints, 
and  a  dorsal  and  lateral  series  of  abdominal  tufts  or  patches  (the  dorsal  ones,  especially 

on  3d  and  7th  joints,  most  persistent  and  conspicuous) — all  golden-yellow  :  the  rest  of 
body  black.  The  orbits  are  of  a  somewhat  paler-yellow,  and  the  face  either  gray  or 
bluish. 

J  differs  from  9  in  the  darker  color  of  primaries,  the  narrower  fringe  of  secondaries, 
the  narrower  ferruginous  spot  at  apex  of  primaries,  the  more  tufted  abdomen,  the 
broader  and  darker  anal  tuft,  and  the  pectinate  anteunie. 

Described  from  6  <? 's,  6  9's,  bred  from  Eubus.  Approaches  nearest  to  Trochilitim 
marginatum  Harr.,  and  T.  tibiale  Hair..*  from  which  it  differs  in  the  thoracic  marks 
and  the  abdominal  tufts. 

ia>-ra— Length  O.L>0-l.  10  inch  [=22.5-27. .5  "'•"]  ;  diameter  0.18  [  =  4.5'>''»].  Color 
pale-yellow.  Head  dark-brown,  with  afew  whitish  hairs;  mandibles  black,  the  other 
tropin  paler.  Cervical  shield  horny,  pale-brown.  Each  joint  with  8  i)ale,  shiny  pilif- 
erous  spots,  transversely  arranged  on  2,  3  and  12 ;  the  dorsal  4  quadrangularly  arranged 
and  the  lateral  2  interrupted  by  stigmata  on  all  the  others.  Thoracic  legs  slightly 

tinged  with  brown  ;  prolegs,  with  the  booklets  dark.  Several  specimens  examined. — 
[Sixth  Rept.,  p.  113.     Fig.  30. 

AcuoNYCTA  POPULi,  X.  Sp. — Larva — Length  1.50  [inch,  =37"""].  Color  yellowish- 
green,  covered  with  long  soft  bright  yellow  hairs  which  spring  immediately  from  the 
body,  part  on  the  back,  and  curl  round  on  each  side.  On  top  of  joints  4,  6,  7,  8  and 
11,  a  long  straight  double  tuft  of  black  hairs,  those  on  7  and  8  the  smallest.  Head 
polished  black  with  a  few  white  bristles.  Joint  1  with  a  black  spot  above,  divided 

longitudinally  by  a  pale  yellow  line,  giving  it  the  appearance  of  a  pair  of  triangles. 
Joint  2  with  two  less  distinct  black  spots.  Thoracic  legs  black;  prolegs  black  with 

brownish  extremities.  Venter  greenish-brown.  Described  from  many  specimens. 
When  young  of  a  much  lighter  color,  or  almost  white,  with  the  black  tufts  short  but 

Silliinau's  Am.  Joum.  ofSc,  XXXVI,  p.  309  (1839). 
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more  conspicuous;,  with  a  distiuot  black  dorsal  line,  two  lateral  purpUsh-browy  bauils, 
and  with  hairs  white,  sparse  and  straight. 

Individuals  vary  much  :  some  have  a  black  dorsal  line,  some  have  but  three  distinct 
black  tufts;  some  have  a  sixth  tuft  of  black  hairs  on  Joint  9,  ami  others  have  a  few 

black  hairs  on  all  but  the  thoracic  joints.  Just  before  spinning  up,  many  of  the  hairs 

are  frequently  lost,  and  the  body  acqiiii'es  a  dull  livid  line. 
Moth. —  9»  front  wings,  white,  finely  powdered  with  dark  atoms  which  give  them  a 

very  pale  gray  api)earance ;  marked  with  black  spots  as  follows  :  a  complete  series  of 
small  spots  on  i>osterior  border  extending  on  the  fringes,  one  between  each  nerve ; 
near  the  anal  angle  between  nerves  1  and  2  a  large  and  conspicuous  spot  bearing  a 
partial  resemblance  to  a  Greek  pui,  placed  sidewise,  and  from  this  spot  a  somewhat 
zigzag  line  running  parallel  with  posterior  border,  but  somewhat  more  arcuated 
towards  costa,  least  distinct  between  nerves  3  and  4,  and  forming  a  large  distinct 

dart-like  spot  between  nerves  5  and  6;  space  between  this  line  and  posterior  border, 
slightly  darker  than  the  rest  of  tiie  wing-surface  on  account  of  the  dark  atoms  being 
more  thickly  sprinkled  over  it ;  four  costal  marks,  one  subobsolete  in  a  transverse  line 
with  the  reuiform  spot,  one  cousi>icnons  about  the  middle,  and  in  a  line  with  reuiform 
spot  and  anal  angle,  one  about  the  same  size  as  the  last  and  looking  like  a  blurred  X 

about  one-third  the  length  of  wing  from  base,  and  one  subobsolete,  near  the  base ; 
orbicular  spot  flattened  and  well  defined  by  a  black  annnlation;  reuiform  spot  indi- 

cated by  a  blurred  black  mark  running  on  the  cross-A'ein  and  sometimes  somewhat 
crescent-formed ;  a  V-shaped  spot  pointing  towards  base  half-way  between  costa  and 
interior  margin,  in  a  transverse  line  with  the  large  costal  spot  which  looks  like  a 
blurred  X ;  a  blurred  mark  in  middle  at  base,  and  lastly  a  narrow  spot  on  the  inferior 

margin,  half-way  between  base  and  anal  angle.  Hind  wings  same  color  as  front 

wings  ;  somewhat  more  glossj",  with  the  Innule,  a  band  on  posterior  border  one-fourth 
the  width  of  wing,  and  sometimes  a  narrow  coincident  inner  line,  somewhat  darker 
than  the  rest ;  the  posterior  border  also  with  a  series  of  spots  one  between  each  nerve. 

Under  surface  of  front  wings  peax'ly- white  with  an  arcuated  brown  baud,  most  dis- 
tinct towards  costa,  across  the  posterior  one-third,  all  inside  of  this  band  of  a  faint 

yellowish-brown;  Innule  and  fringe  spots  distinct,  and  with  a  faint  trace  of  i\\e 2)-'<i- 
spot ;  hind  wings  uniform  pearly-white  with  a  distinct  aud  well  defined  dark  wavy 
line  running  parallel  with  posterior  margin  across  the  posterior  one-third  of  wiug,  and 
with  the  lunule  aud  fringe  spots  distinct.  Antenna?  simple  and  bristle-formed,  gray 
above,  brown  beneath.  Head  thorax  and  body,  botli  above  and  below,  silvery-gray. 

Legs  with  the  tarsi  alternately  duskj^  aud  gray.  S  differs  from  2  by  his  somewhat 
stouter  antenn;e ;  much  narrower  body,  and  narrower  wings  and  fringes,  the  front 

wings  having  the  apex  more  acuminate,  aud  the  hind  wings  scarcely  showing  the 
darker  hind  border. 

Described  from  2  9  i  2  ̂   all  bred.  In  the  ornamentation  of  the  front  wings  this 
species  bears  some  resemblance  to  the  European  species  tridenn  and  j).si,  but  otherwise 
differs  remarkably,  aud  especially  in  its  larval  characters.  It  bears  a  still  closer  re- 

semblance both  in  the  larva  and  imago  state  to  the  pale  variety  of  a  common  species 

known  in  England  as  the  "Miller"  (J.  leporina),  but  judging  from  the  figures  and 
description  in  "Newman's  Natural  History  of  British  Moths,"  it  maybe  easily  distin- 

guished from  leporina  by  the  well  defined  orbicular  spot,  by  the  greater  proximity  of 

the  two  large  costal  spots,  by  lackijig  a  round  spot  behind  the  disk,  and  by  the  more 
prolonged  apex.  It  differs  also  in  the  larva  state  from  Jeporina  which  feeds  on  the 

Birch.  It  likewise  closely  resembles  interrupta,  though  the  larvic  are  remarkably  dif- 
ferent; aud  it  also  resembles  lepnacuUiia,  the  larva  of  which  is  unknown;  but  the 

specific  differences  will  be  readily  ])erceived  upon  comparing  Guenoe's  descriptions. 
How  near  it  apjiroaches  to  Acronycta  occidentalis,  Grote,  it  is  impossible  to  tell,  as  the 

author's  description  is  exceedingly  brief,  cousideriug  the  number  of  closely  allied 
forms;  but  as  that  species  has  a  bright  testaceous  tinge  on  the  reuiform  spot,  it  evi- 

dently differs  from  mine.     Harris's  Apatd'a  {^Acronyctal  Americana,  though  very  differ- 
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eut  in  the  imago,  yet  closely  resembles  jjopu/t  iu  the  larva  state.  I  have  on  two  occa- 
sions found  the  larva  of  Americana  feeding  on  the  Soft  Maple,  and  it  may  be  distin- 

guished from  j;o/>h/i,  by  its  greater  size  ;  by  the  paler  color  of  the  body  ;  by  the  hairs 

being  paler,  more  numerous,  shorter  and  pointing  in  all  directions,  especially  ante- 
riorly and  posteriorly  of  each  segment ;  by  having  on  each  of  joints  4  and  6  two  dis- 
tinct long  black  pencils,  one  originating  each  side  of  dorsum,  and  on  joints  11  one 

thicker  one  originating  from  the  top  of  dorsum  ;  by  a  substigmatal  row  of  small  black 

spots  (three  to  each  segment,  the  middle  one  lower  than  the  others)  and  by  a  trape- 
zoidal velvety  black  patch  starting  from  anterior  portion  of  joint  11  and  widening  to 

anus. — [Second  Rept.,  pp.  120, 121.  Figs.  87,88. 

Grote refers  it,  iu  his  L'lst^  to  lej)uscHJina  &'■). ;  having,  1  believe,  seen 
the  type.  Guenee  must  have  had  a  uuiformly  colored  aud  pale  speci- 

men as  my  typical  specimens  have  a  distinct  orbicular  mark,  deeper 

subterminal  markings  and  tlie  terminal  space  contrasting-  by  its  darker 
gray  "with  the  rest  of  primaries — all  uninentioned  iu  Guenee's  descrip- 
tion. 

Xyi.ixa  cixehea,  X.  Sp. — Larva — Length  when  full  grown  1.20 — 1.30  inches 
[^30 — 32™™],  color  shiny  silvery-green  on  the  back,  darker  below.  A  medio-dorsal 
cream-colored  stripe ;  a  subdorsal  one  represented  by  3  or  4  irregularly  shaped  spots 
on  each  joint.  A  broad  deep  cream-colored  stigmatal  line,  with  a  few  green  dents  in 

it,  extending  to  anal  prolegs.  Four  slightly  elevated  cream-colored  spots,  encircled 

by  a  ring  of  rather  darker  green  than  the  body,  in  the  dorsal  space,  and  in  the  sub- 
dorsal space  there  are  four  or  more  similar  but  smaller  spots.  Venter  glaucous-gray. 

Head  as  large  as  joint  1.  free,  glassy-green  with  white  mottlings  at  sides  and  tojj,  and 
pearly-wliite  lips.  Thoracic  legs  whitish.  Prolegs  concolorous  with  venter.  When 

young  the  body  is  darker  and  the  markings  paler.  Described  from  two  living  speci- 
mens. 

Tmafjo  (Fig.  57,  ft) — Front  ivings.  with  the  ground-color  pale  cinereous  shaded  and 
marked  either  with  light  brown,  having  a  faint  purplish  tint,  or  with  darker  brown, 

having  a  similar  reflection,  or  with  a  colder  grayish-brown  with  the  faintest  moss- 
green  reflection :  in  the  first  two  cases  the  dark  color  either  blends  and  stitfuses  with 

the  ground-color  so  as  to  give  the  wing  a  nearly  uniform  and  smooth  appearance,  or 
else  contrasts  sufficiently  to  bring  out  all  the  marks  distinct:  in  the  latter  case  (two 
specimens)  the  maikings  are  very  distinct  and  the  ground  color  is  whiter  and  more 

irrorate.  Iu  the  well-marked  specimens  the  usual  lines  are  readily  distinguished,  the 
basal  half  line,  transverse  anterior  and  transverse  posterior  being  quite  wavy,  pale, 
and  bordered  each  side  with  a  dark  shade,  the  median  shade  dark  and  Avell  defined 

and  the  subterminal  line,  though  sometimes  i>ale  near  costa.  forming  a  series  of  dark 
angular  spots :  in  the  more  uniform  specimens  these  lines  are  barely  distinguishable 

and  perhaps  the  most  constant  is  the  sub-terminal  which  most  often  takes  the  form  of 
a  series  of  dark  angular  spots :  the  ordinary  spots  have  a  pale  inner  and  a  more  or  less 

distinct  dark  outer  annulation  ;  the  orbicular  is  larger  than  the  reniform  and  is  suffi- 
ciently double  to  take  on  the  form  of  an  8,  the  upjier  part  of  which  is  always  largest 

and  with  the  interior  space  paler  than  the  general  surface,  while  that  of  the  lower 

part  is  either  concolorous  or  darker;  the  form  is,  however,  quite  irregular  and  difi'ers 
sometimes  in  the  two  wings  of  the  same  si>ecies  :  the  reniforin  spot  is  generally  well 

defined,  and  is  either  darker,  or  has  a  tinge  of  reddish -brown,  interiorly:  at  the  base 

of  the  wing  is  a  more  or  less  distinct  pale  space  occupying  the  upper  half,  and  bor- 
dered below  by  a  brown  line  which  is  straight  about  half  its  length  and  then  extends 

upwards  and  outwards  towards  transverse  anterior.  A  tolerably  distinct  terminal 

line,  with  the  fringes  dark.  In  taking  a  general  view  of  the  varying  specimens  this 
pa;le  basal  space,  the  i)ale  upper  part  of  the  orl)icnlar  and  the  dark  subterminal  line, 

seem  to  be  the  most  constant  characters  of  the  species.     II'ukJ  ivings:  gray-brown  iu- 
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olininji  to  ciiiuamou-browii.  with  the  posterior  border  but  slightly  darker  and  tlie 

fringe  paler.  Under  surface  quite  uniform,  that  of  front  ■vviugs  being  nacreous  gray 
with  a  faint  discal  spot  and  with  a  narrow  costal  and  broad  terminal  border  of  pale 

lulvous,  dusted  with  purple-gray ;  the  hiud  wings  of  this  last  color  with  the  lunula 
and  line  distinct.  Head  nearly  entire,  though  the  quadrihd  arrangement  of  the  hairs 
is  traceable  ;  palpi  hairy  throughout.  Thorax  quite  square,  of  same  color  as  primaries 
and  with  the  collar  bordered  behind  with  brown  and  sometimes  the  edges  of  the 

teguhe  similarly  bordered.  Abdomen  of  same  color  as  hind  wings  with  lateral  tufts, 

and  cut  oft"  squarely  at  apex.     Expanse  1.32 — 1.82  inches  [=34  —  45"""]. 
Described  from  3  specimens  fed  on  grape-vine,  2  on  peaches  and  1  on  Crrcis  canadensis. 

Other  captured  specimens  examined. 

This  specii's  is  the  analogue  of.  and  very  closely  resembles  the  European  Xjilina  con- 
formis,  which  is  known  under  various  synonyms.  A  specimen  sent  to  Jlr.  P.  C.  Zeller 

of  Stettin,  Prussia,  was,  however,  j>ronouneed  distinct.  The  well-marked  irrorate 

form  still  more  closely  resembles  Gueuoe's  clnerosa  found  in  Switzerland,  and  which  he 

himself  thinks  may  prove  to  be  a  variety  of  conformis.  The  more  I  studj'  the  species- 
of  the  N0CTUID.E  as  they  occur  in  nature,  the  more  I  am  struck  with  their  great  vari- 

ability, and  there  can  be  no  doubt  that  many  of  the  so-called  species  will  turn  out  to 
be  but  varieties  when  we  better  understand  them.  In  this  large  family  none  but  the 

more  strikingly  marked  species  should  ever  be  described  without  an  accompanying- 
description  of  their  preparatory  states  and  of  their  principal  variations.  I  am  unac- 

quainted Avith  any  of  Walkers  species  except  suhcostalis,  which  is  very  difterent,  and 
if  this  should  prove  to  be  a  synonym  of  any  of  them  the  fault  must  be  laid  to  the 
difficulty  under  which  the  naturalist  in  the  Western  States  labors  for  want  of  proper 

libraries  to  refer  to.  It  difters  essentially  from  Grote's  Bethunei  and  capax  as  described 
and  illustrated  in  Volume  I  of  the  Transactions  of  the  American  Entomological 

Society.  I  am  informed  by  Mr.  [J.]  A.  Lintner  of  Albany,  N.  Y.,  that  Dr.  A.  Speyer  of 

Ehoden,  Fiirstenthum  Waldeek,  Prussia,  who  gives  much  attention  to  the  Noctuida^, 
has  it  marked  Celocna  ohloiiga  in  his  MS.,  but  the  insect  evidently  does  not  belong  to 

that  genus,  and  as  the  German  pronunciation  of  Xylina  much  resembles  the  English 

proniinciation  of  Celwna,  the  reference  to  the  latter  is  doubtless  due  to  a  verbal  mis- 

understanding.— [Third  Rept.,  pp.  135, 136.     Fig,  57. 

XovT  referred,  iu  Grote's  List  of  Noctuidcc  of  X  A.,  to  Hiibuer's  genus 
LithopJiane. 

Amphipyra  coxspersa,  N.  Sp. — Larva. — Found  full  grown  July  2,  18o7,  on  Hazel. 
No  pyramidal  hump,  and  of  a  uniform  emerald-green,  the  dorsal  palpitations  visible 

and  the  stigmata  pale,  with  a  black  anuulation,  but  with  no- other  markings  either  on 
the  head,  body,  or  legs. 

Imar/o — Like  i)yramidoidcs  iu  every  particular  except  that  the  brown  of  front  wings 

is  almost  uniformly  spattered  over,  more  or  less  suft'nsely,  with  pale-grayish  spots,  so 
that  no  regular  marks  appear.  The  costal  marks  are,  however,  tolerably  distinct  as 

in  pyramidoides,  and  by  careful  examination  and  comparison  ti-aces  of  the  more  con- 
spicuous marks  of  that  species  may  be  discerned. 

Described  from  one  5  bred  July  31. — [Third  Rept.,  p.  75. 
As  remarked  at  the  time,  the  specimen  from  which  the  description 

was  made  was  a  bred  one  and  perfect.  Grote,  in  his  List  of  NoctnidcCy 
considers  it  simply  an  aberration  of  pyramidoides^  but  this  can  hardly 
be  the  case,  as  the  larva  also  shows  diifereuces. 

Agrotis  scaxdkx.s,  N.  Sp. — Larva. — Average  length  when  full  grown  1.40  [inch, 

=  35"'"'].  Ground-color  very  light  yellowish  gray,  variegated  with  glaucous  in  the 
shape  of  difierent  sized  patches,  which  are  distinctly  see  nunder  the  lens  to  be  sepa- 

rated by  fine  lines  of  the  light  ground-color.     A  well-defined  dorsal  and  less  distinct 
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subdorsal  aud  stiginatal  line,  caused  by  these  patches  becomiug  larger  aud  darker ; 
another  and  still  less  distinct  line  of  the  same  kind  under  stigmata.  The  dorsal  line 

frequently  with  a  verj-  line  white  line  along  its  middle,  especially  at  sutures  of  seg- 
ments. Piliferous  spots  in  the  normal  position;  those  ab^ve  black,  those  at  the  sides 

lighter.  Stigmata  black.  Head  and  cervical  shield  tawny,  the  latter  with  a  small 

black  spot  each  side,  the  former  with  two  in  front,  aud  two  eye-spots  each  side.  Cau- 
dal plate  tawny,  speckled  with  black.  Venter  aud  legs  glaucous.  Bristles  fine  and 

small.  Filled  with  food  it  wears  a  much  greener  appearance  than  otherwise,  while 

when  young  it  is  of  a  more  uniform  dirty  whitish-yellow,  the  lines  less  distinct  but 
the  piliferous  spots  proportionately  larger.     Head  quite  variable  in  depth  of  shade. 

Perfect  Insect. — Average  length  0.70  [inch,  —  17.5™™]  ;  alar  expanse  1.50  [inch,  = 
37™'"  j.  General  color  of  fore  wings  very  light  pearly  bluish-gray,  with  a  iierceptible 
deepening  posteriorly.  Quite  variable,  sometimes  of  a  more  decided  blue,  at  others 
inclining  to  buff  as  in  Leucania  unipuncta,  Haw.  Markings,  when  distinct,  as  in 

Plate  1,  Figures  5  aud  6.  With  the  exception  of  the  reniform  spot  and  subterminal 

line,  however,  they  are  usually  distinct  oulj'  on  costa,  being  either  indistinct  or  en- 
tirely obsolete  on  the  rest  of  the  wing.  The  subterminal  line  is  light,  with  a  more 

or  less  dark  diffuse  shade  each  side,  which,  in  some  instances,  forms  into  sagittate 
spots.  A  black  stain  at  the  lower  part  of  reniform  spot  forms  a  most  distinctive 

character.  Hind  wings  very  pale  aud  lacking  the  bluish  cast  of  fore  wings ;  lunule 
distinct,  and  a  dark  shade,  enclosing  a  lighter  mark,  as  in  Scliothis,  along  posterior 

margin.  Ej-es  dark ;  head  and  thorax  same  as  fore  wings ;  abdomen  same  as  hind 
wings.  The  whole  under  surface  the  same  as  hind  wings  above,  the  luuules  and  arcu- 

ated bands  faintly  traced,  the  fore  wings  having  a  darker  shade  in  the  middle. 

Described  from  30  bred  specimens. — [First  Rept.,  pp.  78-79.     PI.  1,  Figs.  5,  6. 

Agrotis  Cochranii,  Riley — Imago. — Fore  wings  of  a  light  warm  cinereous,  shaded 
with  Vandyke  brown  aud  umber,  the  terminal  si)ace,  except  at  apex,  being  darker  and 
smoky.  Basal,  middle  aud  limbal  areas  of  almost  equal  width,  the  middle  exceeding 

somewhat  the  others.  A  geminate  dark  basal  half-line,  usually  quite  distinct. 
Transverse  anterior  geminate,  dark,  somewhat  irregularly  undulate,  aud  slightly 
obliquing  outwards  from  costa  to  interior  margin.  Transverse  posterior  geminate, 
the  inner  line  being  dark,  distinct  and  regularly  undulate  between  the  nerves,  while 
the  outer  line  is  plain  and  much  paler ;  it  is  arcuated  superiorly  and  inversely  obliques 

for  two-thirds  its  width.  Orbicular  and  reniform  spots  of  normal  shape,  having  a  fine, 
dark  annulation,  which  is  however  obsolete  in  both,  anteriorly ;  the  orbicular  is  con- 
colorous  with  the  wing,  whilst  the  reniform  has  a  dark  inner  shade  with  a  central 

light  one,  and  forms  with  the  transverse  posterior  a  somewhat  oval  spot  which  is  also 
dark.  Median  shade  dark  and  distinct  interiorly,  shading  off  and  becoming  indistinct 
in  center  of  wing,  and  quite  dark  between  the  two  spots,  giving  them  a  fair  relief. 

Subterminal  line  single,  light,  acutely  aud  irregularly  dentate,  with  an  inner  dai'k 
shade,  but  warmer  than  that  of  terminal  space.  Terminal  line  very  fine,  almost  black, 

slightly  undulate.  Fringes  of  same  color  as  wing,  with  a  light  central  line,  having 
an  outer  dark  coincident  shade.  A  dark  costal  spot  in  basal  area ;  at  termini  of  the 

usual  lines,  aud  two  light  ones  in  subterminal  space.  lu  some  specimens  one  or  two 
fine  dark  sagittate  marks  are  disceruable,  aud  also  a  fine  black  claviform  mark.  Hind 

wings :  whitish,  with  a  darker  shade  along  posterior  margin.  Under  surface  of  fore 
wings  somewhat  lighter  than  the  upper  surface  and  pearlaceous  interiorly,  with  a 

smoky  arcuated  baud  —  more  definite  near  the  costa  than  elsewhere  —  and  a  tolerably 
distinct  lunule.  Uuder  surface  of  hind  wings  concolorous;  slightly  irrorate  with 
brown  anteriorly  and  posteriorly,  and  with  an  indistinct  lunule  aud  band.  Antennse, 

prothorax,  thorax,  teguhe  and  body  of  same  color  as  primaries,  the  prothorax  having 
a  darker  central  line,  and  in  common  with  the  teguhe  a  carneous  margin.  Under 
surface  lighter ;  legs  with  the  tarsi  spotted. 

This  moth,  in  its  general  appearance,  bears  a  great  resemblance  to  Hadcna  chenopodii, 
but  the  two  are  found  to  differ  essentially  when  compared.     From  specimens  of  H. 
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chenopodii,  kindly  furuishecl  me  by  Mr.  Walsh,  and  named  by  Giote.  I  am  enabled  to 

give  the  essential  differences,  wbicli  are :  1st.  In  A.  Cochranii,  as  already  stated,  the 
middle  area  exceeds  somewhat  in  Tvidth  either  of  the  other  two,  while  in  H.  chenopodli 
it  is  but  half  as  wide  as  either.  2d.  In  the  Agroiis  the  space  between  the  spots  and 
between  the  reniform  and  transverse  posterior  is  dark,  relieving  the  spots  and  giving 
them  a  light  appearance,  whilst  iu  the  Hadena  this  space  is  of  the  same  color  as  the 

wing,  and  the  reniform  spot  is  dark.  The  claviform  spot  in  the  Hadena  is  also  quite 

prominent,  and  one  of  its  distinctive  features,  while  iu  the  Agrotis  it  is  just  about  ob- 
solete. 

There  are  specimens  that  seem  to  be  intermediate  between  these  two,  but  all  those 

bred  by  me,  both  male  and  female,  were  quite  constant  in  their  markings,  and  their 
intermediates  will  doubtless  prove  to  be  distinct  species  or  mere  varieties. 

Larva  —  Length  1.07  inches  [  ̂2G.8"""].  Slightly  shagreened.  General  color,  dingy 
ash-gray,  with  lighter  or  darker  shadings.  Dorsum  light,  inclining  to  flesh  color,  with 
a  darker  dingy  line  along  its  middle.  The  sides,  particularly  along  the  sub-dorsal  line 
are  of  a  darker  shade.  On  each  segment  there  are  eight  small,  black,  shiny,  slightly 

elevated  i)oints,  having  the  aiipearauce  of  black  sealing-Avax,  from  each  of  which 
originates  a  small  black  bristle.  The  stigmata  are  of  the  same  black  color,  and  one  of 
the  black  spots  is  placed  quite  close  to  them  anteriorly.  Head  shiny  and  of  the  same 

dingy  color  as  the  body,  with  two  darker  marks,  thick  and  almost  joining  at  the  upper 
surface,  becoming  thinner  below  and  diverging  toward  the  palpi.  The  upper  surface 
of  first  segment  is  also  shiny  like  the  head.  Ventral  region  of  the  same  dingy  color, 
but  lighter,  having  a  greenish  tinge  anteriorly  and  inclining  to  yellow  under  the  anal 
segment.  Legs  of  same  color.  It  has  a  few  short  bristles  on  the  anterior  and  posterior 
segments. 

Chrysalis.  —  Length  0.70  of  an  inch  [=17.5'"'"].  Light  yellowish  brown  with  a 
dusky  line  along  top  of  abdomen.  Joints,  especially  of  the  three  segments  immedi- 

ately behind  the  wing-sheaths,  dark  brown.  The  brown  part  of  these  three  segments, 
minutely  punctured  on  the  back.  Eyes  dark  brown,  and  just  above  them,  a  smaller 
brownish  spot.     Two  quite  minute  bristles  at  extremity. 

Described  from  numerous  bred  specimens.  —  [First  Kept.,  pp.  75-76.     Fig.  26. 
There  is  little  question  but  that  this  is  the  moth  briefly  characterized 

by  Harris  (Ins.  Inj.  to  Veg.,  p.  444)  as  Agrotis  messoria,  an  examinatiou 
of  the  types  confirming  this  view.  A.  repentis  G.  «S:  E.  and  A.  lycarum 
are  also  conceded  by  Grote  to  be  synonyms. 

Plusia  brassic^,  N.  Sp. — Larva  —  Pale  yellowish  translucent  green,  the  dorsum 
made  lighter  and  less  translucent  by  longitudinal  opaque  lines  of  a  whitish-green ; 
these  consist  each  side,  of  a  rather  dark  vesicular  dorsal  line,  and  of  two  very  fine 

light  lines,  with  an  intermediate  broad  one.  Tapers  gradually  from  segments  1-10, 
descending  abruj)tly  from  11  to  extremity.  Piliferous  spots  white,  giving  rise  to  hairs, 
sometimes  black,  sometimes  light  colored  ;  and  laterally  a  few  scattering  white  specks 
in  addition  to  these  spots.  A  rather  indistinct  narrow,  pale  stigmatal  line,  with  a 

darker  shade  above  it.  Head  and  legs  translucent  yellowish-green,  the  head  having 
five  minute  black  eyelets  each  side,  which  are  not  readily  noticed  with  the  naked  eye. 

Some  specimens  are  of  a  beautiful  emerald-green,  and  lack  entirely  the  pale  longitu- 
dinal lines.     Described  from  numerous  specimens. 

Chrysalis  —  Of  the  normal  Plusia-forai,  and  varying  from  yellowish-green  to  brown. 
Moth  —  Front  wings  dark  gray  inclining  to  brown,  the  basal  half  line,  transverse 

anterior,  transverse  posterior,  and  subterminal  lines  pale  yellow  inclining  to  fulvous, 

irregularly  undulate,  and  relieved  more  or  less  by  deej)  brown  margins ;  the  undula- 

tions of  the  subterminal  line  more  acuminate  than  in  the  others,  and  forming  some- 
dark  sagittate  points ;  the  basal  half-line,  the  transverse  anterior  near  costa,  and  the 
transverse  posterior  its  whole  length,  being  soiHetimes  obscurely  double  :  four  distinct 
equidistant  costal  spots  on  the  terminal  half  of  wing,  the  third  from  apex  formed  by 
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the  termiuatiou  of  the  tiausverse  posterior;  i)osterior  border  uuLlulate  with  a  dark 

"browu  line  which  is  sometimes  marked  with  pale  crescents;  a  series  of  similar  cres- 
cents (often  mere  dots)  .just  inside  the  terminal  space  ;  the  small  snb-cellulary  silver 

spot  oval,  sometimes  uniformly  silvery-white  but  more  often  with  a  fulvous  centre, 
sometimes  free  from,  but  more  often  attached  to  the  larger  one  which  has  the  shape 

of  a  constricted  U,  very  oenerally  with  a  fulvous  mark  inside,  which  extends  basally 
to  the  transverse  anterior  at  costa.  Fringes  dentate,  of  the  color  of  the  wing,  and 

with  a  single  undulating  line  parallel  to  that  on  the  terminal  border.  Hind  wings 
fuliginous,  inclining  to  yellowish  towards  base,  and  with  but  a  slight  pearly  lustre  ; 
fringes  very  pale  with  a  darker  inner  line.  Under  surfaces  pale  fuliginous  with  a 

pearly  lustre,  the  front  wings  with  a  distinct  fulvous  mark  under  the  sub-cellulary 
spots,  speckled  more  or  less  with  the  same  color  around  the  borders  of  the  wing,  the 
fringes  being  dentate  with  light  and  dark ;  the  hind  wings  speckled  with  fulvous  on 
their  basal  half,  and  with  the  fringes  as  above.  Thorax  variegated  with  the  same 
«olor  as  front  wings,  the  tufts  being  fulvous  inclining  to  pink.  Abdomen  9  gray,  with 
Jii  few  pale  hairs  near  the  base,  and  scarcely  extending  beyond  the  margin  of  the  hind 

wings;  ̂   longer,  covered  with  pale  silky  hairs,  a  distinct  dorsal  brown  tuft  on  each 

of  the  three  basal  segments,  and  two  large  lateral  either  fawn-colored  or  golden-yellow 
brushes  on  the  fifth  segment,  meeting  on  the  back  and  partly  covering  two  smaller 
brushes  on  the  sixth,  which  are  tipped  with  black ;  terminal  segment  flattened  and 
with  two  lateral  more  dusky  and  smaller  tufts :  underside  of  thorax  and  al)domen 

gray,  mixed  with  flesh-color.  Alar  expanse  1.55  inches.  Described  from  numerous 

bred  specimens.  In  a  suite  of  specimens  bred  from  the  same  brood  of  larvie  a  consid- 
erable difference  in  the  general  depth  of  color  is  found,  some  being  fully  as  dark  again 

as  others. 

Closely  resembles  Pbisia  ni,  Engr.,  which  occurs  in  Italy,  Sicily,  France,  and  the 

northern  parts  of  America.  Mr.  P.  Zeller  of  Stettin,  Prussia,  to  whom  I  sent  speci- 
mens, considers  it  distinct  however  from  the  European  ni,  and  I  have  consequently 

given  it  a  name  in  accordance  with  its  habits.  —  [Second  Rept.,  pp.  111-112.     Fig.  81. 

Xotwithstanding-  its  close  reseinblauce  to  ni,  the  best  aiitliorities  agree 
with  Zeller  in  considering-  it  distinct,  as  it  certainly  is.  Strangely  enongh 
this  same  brassicfc,  or  what  is  extremely  close  to  it,  occnrs  also  in  South 

Europe  and  is  figured  in  Stainton's  UntomoJogisfs  Annual  for  1870  as 
P.  »i,  one  specimen  having  been  found  on  the  south  coast  of  England, 
which  specimen  Zeller,  as  he  wrote  me,  belie  res  to  have  come  from 

America.  Staudinger  would  probably  characterize  brasaica'  as  a  "  species 
Darwiniana,"  and  there  are  doubtless  individuals  of  both  the  species 
which  approach  each  other  so  closely  as  to  be  undistinguishable.  There 
is  such  variation  in  the  silver  spot  in  either  that  it  cannot  be  depended 

on  alone,  but  Speyer  (Europiiisch-Americanische  Yerwandtschafteu; 
Stettiner  Ent.  Zeit.,  June,  1875,  p.  165)  has  presented  other  ditferences 
that  are  constant  in  detail,  the  most  noticeable  of  which  are  the  darker 
and  more  irrorate  coloring  and  the  interrupted  and  wavy  terminal  line 

of  hrassica',  against  the  paler,  smoother,  more  metallic  coloring  and  the 
perfect Ij'  straight  and  unbroken  terminal  line  of  ni. 

The  larva  is  the  most  common  cabbage  i^est  in  the  Southern  States, 
and  is  infested  with  an  undetermined  parasite.  Mr.  E.  A.  Popeuoe  has 
found  it  feeding  on  the  leaves  of  Crepis,  and  what  appears  to  be  the 
same  has  been  found  by  my  assistants  on  Clover,  Dandelion,  Senecio 
seandens,  and  Chenopodium. 
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Aplodp:,s  uukivoua,  X.  Sp.  —  /.anvi —  Average  length  0. SO  inch  [= -20'"'"].  Color 
light  yellowish-gray,  darker  .just  behiiul  eacli  joint,  ami  very  minutely  shagreened  all 
over.  On  each  .segment  a  proniineut  pointed  straight  projection  each  sidt;  of  dorsum, 

and  several  minor  warts  and  prickles  below.  Two  very  slightly  raised,  longitudinal 
lighter  lines  along  dorsum,  between  the  prominent  i)riekles.     Ten  legs. 

Pryf vet  insect  —  Alarexpanse  0.50  inch[^l"i..5"""]  ;  length  of  body  O.'i.j  inch  [=G"""]. 
Color  verdigris-green,  the  scales  being  sparse  so  that  the  wings  appear  sub-hyaline. 

Fore-wings  with  two  transverse  lighter  Hues  dividing  the  wing  into  three  parts,  i)ro- 
portionate  iu  width  as  3,  4,  2  counting  from  base,  and  parallel  with  posterior  margin  ; 

also  a  faint  lino  between  these  two,  running  to  about  |^  of  wing  from  costa.  Hind 
Avings  with  two  similar  transverse  lines,  dividing  the  wing  in  like  proportion,  the  outer 
line  not  parallel  wijli  margin,  but  wavy  and  produced  jiosteriorly  near  its  middle. 

Costa  pale  ;  fringes  obsolete.  Head,  thorax  and  abdomen  green  above,  but,  together 

with  antenna'  and  palpi,  white  beneath. 
Described  from  one  9  specimen.  —  [First  Rept.,  pj).  13?-140.     PL  II,  Fig.  2.5. 

Dr.  Packard,  in  Lis  Monograph  of  the  (ieometrecl  Moths,  etc.  (U.  S. 
Geol.  Surv.  of  Terr.,  Vol.  X.  187G,  p.  382),  refers  it  to  the  geuus  Synchlora 
Cror.,  and  adds  the  conventional  ending  to  the  specific  name,  so  that  the 
species  becomes  Synchlora  ruhivoraria.  SyncJdora  alholineata  Pack,  and 
Eunemoria  gracilaria  Pack,  are  given  as  synonyms. 

Phycita  [Ackobasis]  xkhitlo,  Wnlah—Imaffo.—l  reproduce  here  the  description  of 

the  moth  in  Mr.  Walsh's  original  words  :  '*  Expansion  of  wings  7-10.  Length  of  body 
3-10.  General  color  light  cinereous,  varied  with  dusky.  A  row  of  about  seven  sub- 
seniilunar  or  linear  dark  spots  on  outer  margin  of  fore  wing.  Then  one-fourth  of  the 
distance  to  the  body  a  waving  light  cinereous  baud  parallel  to  the  exterior  margin, 
marked  on  each  side  with  dusky  black.  Nearly  at  the  centre  a  much  abbreviated  black 

band.  Beyond  the  centre  on  the  costal  margin  a  subtriaugular  dusky  black  spot,  the 
apex  of  which  connects  Avitli  the  apex  of  a  much  larger  subol)S()lete  triangular  brick- 
red  spot  which  extends  t<>  the  interior  margin,  and  is  bounded  on  the  outside  by  a  wavy 
light  cinereous  band,  which  is  again  bounded  by  a  wavy  dusky  black  band  proceeding 

from  the  apex  of  the  costal  triangle.  Base  of  wing  dusky  black,  inclosing  a  small 
round  light  cinereous  spot.  Hind  wings  and  all  beneath  light  cinereous  shaded  with 
diisky,  the  fore  wings  darker.  Tarsi  dusky  with  a  narroAv  light  cinereous  fascia  at  the 

apex  of  each  joint.  Hind  tibia  fasciate  with  dusky  at  the  apex,  sometimes  obscurely 
bifasciate.  Intermediate  tibia  fasciate  with  dusky  at  the  centre,  the  fascia  generally 
extending  to  the  base,  but  becoming  lighter.  Anterior  tibia  dusky,  with  a  narrow 

apical  light  cinereous  fascia.     Palpi,  l>oth  labial  and  maxillary,  dusky." 
When  compared  with  other  closely  allied  and  resembling  species,  this  little  moth 

may  be  characterized  in  the  following  manner:  The  ground  color  of  the  front  wing  is 
decidedly  bright  and  pale ;  the  discal  spots  are  almost  always  confluent,  thus  forming 
an  abbreviated  transverse  bar ;  the  dark  markings  are  well  detined  and  the  triangular 
dark  costal  spots  starting  from  the  inner  third  of  the  wing  is  distinctly  relieved,  while 

the  "  brick-red"  (nearer  a  cinnamon-brown)  triangular  si)ot  which  opposes  it  is  large, 
so  that  the  space  it  occupies  on  the  iuTier  margin  is  nearly  as  wide  (generally  within 

one-third)  as  that  between  it  and  the  transverse  posterior  line.  The  lower  half  of  the 
basal  space  is  often  of  a  di.stinet  cinnamon-brown,  and  an  oblique  dusky  band,  which 
Mr.  Walsh  has  not  mentioned,  is  often  quite  distinct,  running  from  near  the  apex  to 
the  brown  triangle,  where  it  connects  with  the  inner  margin.  The  species  recalls,  in 
facies,  the  European  MyeJois  siiavella.  In  a  suite  of  specimens  bred  from  Apple,  Quince, 

Plum  and  Cherry,  there  is  sufficient  variation  to  prevent  a  too  rigidly  drawn  descrip- 
tion, but  the  above  characters  obtain  iu  all  of  them,  and  such  variation  as  occurs 

runs  in  the  direction  of  the  variety  presently  to  be  described. 

Larva — [Length  O..'}  inch]  Brown  or  greenish  in  color.    Cylindrical.  ̂ Tapering  grad- 
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nally  from  tirst  to  last  joiut.  Head  and  cev%-ical  shield  darker  tlian  the  rest  of  body, 
slightly  shagreeued,  sparsely  covered  with  long  hairs,  the  shield  quite  large,  convex, 
and  occupying  the  whole  surface  between  stigmata— there  being  in  front  of  the  latter 
a  sub-cervical  dark  horny  plate.  Joints  2  and  3  wrinkled  as  at  Fig.  18,  c  the  former 
with  two  rather  conspicuous  dark  dorsal  piliferous  spots.  The  other  joints  with  a  few 
fine  hairs,  the  stigmata  plainly  visible,  and  the  anal  covering  but  slightly  horny. 
Legs  and  prolegs  of  moderate  size  and  of  same  color  as  body. 

Described  from  numerous  specimens. 

C?i/-.i/««?is— Mahogony-brown,  with  no  striking  character.  Abdomen,  especially 
above,  with  A^erj^  minute  punctures. 

Variety  nebulella  (Fig.  '20,  e). — I  have  bred  a  single  specimen  from  wild  Crab 
(Crafwgus)  which  differs  in  some  essential  features  from  the  normal  form,  but  which 
nevertheless  can  only  be  considered  a  variety  of  it,  as  I  observed  no  larval  differences. 
It  differs  in  the  more  uniform  and  subdued  tone  of  the  front  wings,  the  markings  being 

more  suffused  and  indistinct ;  but  principally  in  the  relative  narrowness  of  the  space 
outside  the  transverse  posterior  line  the  greater  consequent  width  of  the  middle  area, 

and  smallness  of  the  triangular  brown  spot — the  space  it  occupies  on  the  inner  margin 
being  scarcely  one-half  as  wide  as  that  between  it  and  the  transverse  posterior  line. 
The  discal  spots  are  also  separated. 
Described  from  one  good  specimen.  An  interesting  fact  connected  with  this  variety 

is,  that  precisely  the  same  form  occurs  in  Europe,  as  I  found  a  single  specimen  in  the 
(.abinet  of  M.  J.  Lichteusttin  of  Montpellier,  France,  which  he  had  captured  in  that 

A'icinity,  and  which  he  allowed  me  to  bring  home  for  coraj)arison.  It  seems  to  be  rare, 

even  there,  and  whether  indigenous  or  impoi-ted  from  this  country,  is  a  question  yet  to 
be  solved.— [Fourth  Rept.,  p.  41-42,  Figs.  18, 19, 20. 

AcROEASis  JUGLANDis,  LeBarou. — (Fig.  20,  d) — I  have  bred  this  species  from  Hick- 

ory, but  as  Dr.  LeBarou  has  also  bred  it  abundantlj"  from  Walnut,  and  has  signified 
his  intention  of  describing  it  in  his  second  annual  Report,  I  adopt  his  proposed  name, 
and  shall  content  myself  with  pointing  out  the  manner  in  which  it  may  generally  be 

distinguished  from  nebula.  Firstly,  by  the  paler  basal  area  of  the  front  wings,  wbich 
is  sometimes  almost  white,  especially  near  the  costa,  and  by  the  head  and  shoulders  and 
sometimes  the  $  antennal  horn  partaking  of  this  paler  color.  Secondly,  by  the  darker 
median  space,  the  dark  triangular  costal  spot  not  being  well  relieved  posteriorly,  but 
extending  so  as  sometimes  to  darken  the  whole  space.  Thirdly,  by  the  discal  spots 
always  being  well  separated. 

Such  are  its  specific  characters  as  taken  from  3  hickory-bred^and  6  walnut-bred  speci- 
mens ;  but  of  the  former  there  is  1  which  when  placed  alongside  of  some  of  the  more 

abnormal  specimens  of  nebalo,  can  scarcely  be  distinguished  from  them,  and,  if  chosen 
without  knowledge  of  its  larva,  would  certainly  be  placed  with  them  ;  while  of  the 

latter  there  are  two  which  nearly  as  closely  resemble  the  variety  nehnlella.  In  gene- 
ral characters,  in  the  size  of  the  brown  triangular  spot,  and  the  manner  in  which  the 

inner  margin  is  divided,  jiiglaiidis  is  intermediate  between  nebalo  and  nebuleUa.  In  one 

of  the  hickory-bred  specimens,  the  general  color  is  quite  warm,  and  the  basal  area 
carneous  rather  than  white. — [Fourth  Re^jt.,  p.  43.     Fig.  20,  a,  h,  d. 

Dr.  LeBaron  published  his  description  of  it  about  the  same  time, 
under  the  name  Phycita  jnglandis,  in  his  Second  Eeport  ou  the  Insects 
of  Illinois,  p.  12.3. 

Pempelia  Hammoxdi,  N.  Sp.  Imago  (Fig.  21,  d). — Average  expanse  0.48  inch 

[=:  12"""].  Front  wings  glossy  purplish-brown  with  two  silvery  gray  transverse  bands 
dividing  the  wing  on  costa  in  about  three  equal  parts,  the  basal  band  sharply  defined 
outwardly  and  always  extending  to  inner  margin,  the  posterior  baud  uev.er  extending 

more  than  half  way  across  the  wing,  and  generally  not  more  than  one-third,  illy  de- 
fined. In  some  specimens  the  basal  transverse  baud  is  quite  narrow,  with  the  basal 

space  a  shade  paler  than  the  median  :  in  others  the  baud  forms  a  double  line.     In  some 
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specimens  also,  a  naiTow  pale  transverse  Hue  outside  the  second  hand,  and  a  pale  ter- 
minal shade,  are  visible.  Hind  wings  uniformly  paler  gray.  Under  surface  glossy 

gray,  with  no  marks,  the  front  wings  a  shade  darker  than  the  hind.  $  differs  from 
9  in  the  basal  portion  of  the  antenuiB  being  curved,  and  the  curve  filled  with  a  tuft 
of  scales. 

Described  from  numerous  bred  specimens.  The  species  has  the  general  facios  of  the 
European  Cnjptoblabes  bistriga,  which  is  a  larger  insect. 

Larva. — Length  0.45 — 0.50  inch  [  =  11 — 12.5'""'].  General  color  olive,  or  pale  green, 
or  brown,  with  a  broad  dark  stripe  along  each  side  of  back.  Tapers  slightly  both 

ways,  joints  4-12  inclusive,  divided  into  two  transverse  folds.  Freckled  with  numer- 
ous pale  specks  and  with  piliferous  spots,  the  specks  often  taking  the  form  of  two  pale 

broken  lines  along  the  ujtper  edge  of  dark  stripe.  The  piliferous  spots  are  pale  with  a 

central  black  dot,  and  are  best  seen  in  the  dark  specimens.  On  joints  4-12  inclusive 
they  are  placed  4  in  a  square  on  the  middle  of  the  back,  and  four  more  each  side,  the 

two  upper  lateral  ones  being  on  the  anterior  fold,  the  stigmata  appearing  as  minute 
rufous  specks  between  them.  Both  these  spots  are  often  double.  The  third  lateral 

spot  is  on  the  posterior  fold  and  the  fourth  is  subventral  and  anterior.  The  hairs  pro- 
ceeding from  these  spots  are  long  and  setaceous.  Head  horizontal,  freckled,  pale  be- 

hind, tinged  with  green  in  front  and  with  a  few  long  hairs.  Joint  1  also  freckled 

and  with  a  large  black  piliferous  tubercle  with  a  pale  basal  annulation  and  in  range 
with  middle  of  dark  stripe.  Joint  2  with  similar  black  tubercles  with  a  white  centre 

and  replacing  the  uppermost  lateral  pale  spot.  There  are  but  two  of  the  small  pale 

dorsal  piliferous  spots  on  this  joint  (between  the  tubercles)  as  well  as  on  joint  .3.  Be- 
neath immaculate,  except  that  the  thoracic  legs  have  sometimes  a  few  dusky  dots. 

In  the  very  dark  specimens  the  head,  cervical  shield  and  anal  plate  remain  pale. 
The  cervical  shield  is  then  well  delined  with  four  small  piliferous  specks  at  anterior 

edge,  and  the  large  shiny  tubercle  forms  the  extreme  anterior  angle. 
Described  from  numerous  specimens. 

Pupa. — 0.24  inch  [  =  6'"'"]  long  ;  rather  stout  and  short,  with  two  miuute  diverging 

spines  and  a  few  stift'  bristles  at  tip. 
In  many  specimens  the  subdorsal  dark  stripe  is  obsolete  or  sub-obsolete,  t)'ut  even 

then  the  four  black  tubercles  on  joints  1  and  2  characterize  the  larva  suflSciently. — 
[Fourth  Rept.,  p.  46.     Fig.  21. 

TORTRIX  RiLETANA,  Grote — Larva — Length,  Hickory  feeding,  0.60-0.80  inch  [^ 

15—20"""]  ;  Snowberry  feeding,  0.40-0.50  inch  [=10—12.5'"'"].  Largest  on  segment  2, 
tapering  thence  gradually  to  anus.  Ground  color  dull  yellow.  Covered  with  large, 

distinct,  black,  sealing-wax-like,  slightly  elevated  spots,  each  giving  rise  to  several 
fine  bristles.  These  spots  are  thus  arranged  on  each  segment:  2  each  side  of  dorsum 

the  posterior  ones  widest  apart ;  1  at  sides  in  the  middle  of  the  segment,  containing 
the  stigmata  in  its  lower  hind  margin  ;  1  smaller  and  narrower  just  below  this,  on  a 

somewhat  elevated  longitudinal  ridge,  and  1  round  one  below  this  ridge  on  the  pos- 
terior part  of  the  segment.  Segments  2  and  3  have  but  one  spot  each  side  of  dorsum. 

Two  distinct  wrinkles  on  all  the  segments,  more  on  2  and  3.  Head,  cervical  shield, 
and  caudal  plate  black.     Venter  dirty  yellow  with  black  marks  ;  legs  ditto. 

ChrynaUs — Honey-yellow,  robust  in  the  middle,  and  with  two  transverse  rows  of 
minute  teeth  across  the  back  of  each  segment. 

Perfect  Insect — From  Hiclory — Average  expanse  1  inch,  length  of  body,  0.35  [  =8.8"""]. 
Deep  ochreous.  Fore  wings  evenly  washed  with  purplish,  leaving  the  fringes  and 
costal  edge  dark  ochreous.  The  markings  take  the  shape  of  dark  velvety  brown 
rouuded  maculations,  generally  of  small  size  and  faintly  shaded  with  ochreous  on  the 

edges.  Three  of  these  suljterminally  at  the  base  of  the  wing,  subequal,  situated  in- 
terspaceally  between  the  nervurea.  At  a  little  within  the  middle  of  the  costa  are  two 

fused  maculations,  the  most  prominent.  Before  and  beyond  these,  some  faint  costal 
marks.  At  the  extremity  of  the  discal  cell,  above  median  nervure,  is  the  first  of  a 

0  MO 
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series  of  macnlatious,  normally  four  iuunmber  bntnot  constant,  usually  uneven  msize. 

A  snbteruiinal  series  of  spots  is  inaugurated  on  costa  by  a  large,  compound  shaded 
maculation.  Below  this,  over  the  median  nervnles,  sweeps  an  outwardly  rounded 

series  of  small  approximate  dots.  Two  dots  on  costa,  within  and  at  the  apex,  and  a 

faint  terminal  series  of  minute  streaks  is  shortly  discontinued.  Hind  wings  of  a  lus- 

trous bright  deep  ochreous  ;  pale  along  the  costal  margin  and  darker  shaded  along  in- 
ternal margin.  Beneath,  as  are  the  hind  wings  above :  both  wings  immaculate,  fore 

wings  the  darker.  Body  and  appendages  concolorous.  bright  deep  ochreous.  Anten- 
nae simple.     Numerous  bred  specimens. 

From  Snowberrn — var.  symphoricai-pi — Much  paler,  the  fore  wings  not  being  as  dark 
as  the  hind  wings  of  the  above.  The  upper  surface  of  fore  wings  not  washed  with 

purplish  but  merely  of  a  darker  ochreous  than  the  hind  wing.  The  maculations  en- 
tirely similar  but  ferruginous,  paler  and  the  slighter  costal  marks  obsolete.  Legs  at 

base  and  under  thoracic  surface  almost  whitish.  Average  expanse,  0.62  [=15.5"""]  ; 

length  of  body,  0.30  [=7.5"""].  Described  from  numerous  specimens.  Under  surfaces 
exactly  alike  in  both  varieties.— [First  Rept.,  p.  154.    Fig.  85,  and  PI.  2,  Figs.  3,  4. 

ToRTHix  CiXDKRELLA,  N.  Sp. — Imafjo. — Alar  expanse  exactly  1-2  inch  [=12.5"""]. 
Front  wings  deep  glossy  ash-gray,  immaculate.  Under  a  lens  they  have  an  irrorate 
appearance,  while  in  certain  lights  some  of  the  scales  appear  to  form  a  series  of  darker 
transverse  sinuous  lines.  Also  scattered  over  the  wing  may  be  noticed  a  dozen  or 

more  reddish  scales,  which  are  not  sufficient,  however,  to  destroy  the  uniform  immac- 

ulate appearance. '  Head,  mouth-parts,  autenuie,  legs,  and  abdomen  of  same  color. 
Hind  wings  paler  and  semi-transparent.  Fringes  of  all  wings  concolorous.  Under 
surface  of  wings  pale  nacreous,  inclining  to  pale  fulvous  around  the  margins. 

Described  from  two  bred  specimens. 

Larva  (Fig.  22,  a). — Length  0.50  inch  [  =  12.5"""].  Form  of  that  of  Acrohasis  nebulo, 
wrinkled  very  much  in  the  same  manner.  Color  j'ellowish-green,  the  piliferous  spots 
of  the  same  color,  but  readily  distinguished  by  their  polish  hI  surface  ;  they  are  placed 

in  a  transvei'se  row  on  thoracic  joints,  and  on  joints  4 — 12  there  are  four  trapezoidally 
on  dorsum,  two  laterally  on  the  lirst  fold  and  one  subventral.  Stigmata  between  the 

two  lateral  spots,  and  yellowish.  Head  and  cervjcal  shield  gamboge-yellow  ;  only  a 
shade  darker  than  body  ;  labrnm  and  two  basal  joints  of  antenuie  paler  or  white,  the 

terminal  joint  brown  ;  ocelli  on  a  somewhat  crescent-shaped  black  spot  (the  most  con- 
spicuous character)  a  second  dusky  spot  at  base  of  head  laterally.     Legs  immaculate. 

Described  from  many  specimens. 

Piqm  (Fig.  22,  ?>).— Length  0.25—0.30  inch  [=6  —7. .5'"™].  Brown,  characterized  by 
a  peculiar  rounded  projection  from  front  of  head ;  by  a  little  pointed  prominence  at 

base  of  each  antennte.  and  each  side  of  penultimate  abdominal  joint ;  and  by  termi- 
nating in  a  broad  suppressed  piece  which  i>roduceo  two  decurved  hooks.  Posterior  rim 

of  abdominal  joints  rasped  dorsally,  and  a  slight  rasped  dorsal  ridge  near  the  anterior 

edge  of  larger  joints.  Legs  reaching  only  to  end  of  wing-sheaths.  The  head-promi- 
nence varies  in  size  and  slightly  in  form. — [Fourth  Rept.,  p.  47. 

From  specimens  reared  from  crauberry-feediug  larvse  received  from 

Mr.  Juo.  H.  Brakeley,  of  Bordentowu,  IS".  J.,  I  am  satisfied  that  this  is 
the  same  species  briefly  characterized  by  Packard  iu  the  1st  edition  of 

his  Ginde  (p.  334)  as  Tortrix  oxycoccana,  and  that  T.  malivorana  LeBaron 

(my  Kep.  IV,  p.  47)  is  but  a  dimorphic  orange  form,  subsequently  de- 

scribed by  Packard  as  T.  vacciniivorana  (Haydeu's  Eeport  of  the  U.  S. 
Geol.  and  Geogr.  Survey  of  the  Territories  187S,  p.  522).  The  orange 

and  a.sh-gray  specimens  are  thus  bred  both  from  Apple  and  Cranberry. 
I  have  reared  l)Oth  forms  from  Cranberry  and  from  Apple,  and  they  are 
undistinguishable  in  the  larva  and  pupa  states.     The  gray  form  is  often 
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more  or  less  satfased  with  orauge  scales  and  the  orange  form  less  fre- 
quently with  o-ray  scales.  This  is  the  most  remarkable  case  of  dimor- 

phism with  which  I  am  tamiliar  in  the  family,  and  points  strongly  to  the 
important  Ijearing-  of  biological  facts  on  a  true  classification.  The  di- 

morphic coloring  is  not  sexual,  but  occurs  in  both  sexes.  The  eggs  of 
this  species  are  very  tiat,  circular  and  translucent,  with  a  diameter  of 
0.7""",  and  are  laid  singly  on  the  underside  of  the  leaf  near  the  mid  rib. 
The  species  belongs  to  the  genus  Tera^,  and  as  Packard's  specific  name 
oxycoccaua  has  priority,  the  insect  should  be  known  as  Terns  oxycoccana, 
Pack.  The  insect,  according  to  ̂ Mr.  Brakeley,  who  gives  an  account  of 
it  in  the  Report  of  the  Seventh  Annual  Couvention  of  the  New  Jersey 
Cranberry  Association  (1879,  p.  7),  commonly  affects,  also,  the  high-bush 
whortleberry.     The  gray  form  of  the  moth  is  most  frequent  in  autumn. 

Gelkchia  gai.l.esolidagixis,  N.  Sp.— L((Cf«.— Leugth  0.60  [inch,  =  15"""].  Cyl- 
indrical. Color  ilark  dull-brown,  without  shiue.  Largest  on  middle  segments ;  taper- 

ing from  4tli  to  head,  and  from  9th  to  extremity.  Each  segment  impressed  transversely 
iu  the  middle,  thus  forming  two  folds,  the  thoracic  segment  having  other  snch  folds. 
Six  small  piliferous  spots,  two  each  side  of  dorsum  and  one  above  stigmata,  which, 
together  with  the  stigmata,  are  shiny  and  of  a  lighter  brown  than  the  body.  Head 
and  cervical  shield  light  shiny-brown. 

C^ri/sfl/(s.— Length  0.50  [inch,  =  12.5™"'].  Mahogany-brown.  Form  normal.  Blunt 
at  extremity. 

Perfect  moth.— Average  length  0.38  [  =  9.5"""].  Alar  expanse  9  0.95  [inch,  =  24"""]^ 
<?  0.75  [inch,  =18.8™'"].  Fore  wings  deep  purplish-brown,  more  or  less  sprinkled 
with  carneous.  A  light  carneous  band  starts  from  the  costa  near  the  base,  and  curves 
towards  the  middle  of  the  inner  margin,  which  it  occupies  to  a  little  beyond  the  be- 

ginning of  the  cilia,  where  it  curves  upwards  towards  the  tip,  reaching  only  half  way 
up  the  wing.  Here  it  is  approached  from  above  by  a  somewhat  diffuse  spot  of  the 
same  color,  which  starts  from  the  costa  just  behind  the  apex,  and  runs  down  to  the 
middle  of  the  wing. 

In  the  plainly  marked  individuals  there  is  an  extra  line  running  from  the  middle  of 
the  inner  margin,  ontwardly  obliipiiug  to  the  middle  of  the  wing,  and  then  back  to 
the  inner  margin  a  little  beyond  where  the  cilia  commences,  but  in  the  great  majority 
of  specimens  this  mark  is  indistinct.  Cilia  light  carneous.  Hind  wings  slate-gray, 
with  the  cilia  lighter.  Antenn;e  finely  annnlated  with  the  same  two  dark  and  lioht 
colors.  Head,  thorax  and  palpi  light,  with  a  sprinkling  of  the  dark  brown.  Bodv 
dark,  with  light  annnlations.  The  species  varies  in  the  distinctnsss  of  its  markino-s, 
and  the  light  parts  of  the  front  wing  appear  finely  sprinkled  with  brown  under  the 
lens.  Male  generally  smaller  than  female,  with  the  antenn;e  proportionately  a  little 
longer. 

Described  from  nnmerons  bred  specimens. 

It  seems  to  resemble  G.  longifascieUa  of  Clemens,  in  coloration  and  pattern  ;  but  un- 
fortunately our  late  lamented  microlepidopterist,  failed  almost  always  to  o-ive  the 

measurement  of  the  species  he  described,  and  it  is  impossible  to  tell  how  much  mine 
resembles  that  species.  Yet,  as  longifasviella  was  described  from  two  mutilated  speci- 

mens, received  from  A.  S.  Packard,  jr.,  and  as  that  gentleman  has  seen  my  insect  and 
declared  it  an  undescribed  species,  there  can  be  little  doubt  of  the  fact.— [First  Rept 
p.  175.  PI.  II,  Figs.  1,2,5. 

Pteropiiorus  cardui,  N.  Sp.—Zrt)7Y(.— Average  length  0.60.  Largest  in  the  middle 
of  body,  tapering  thence  each  way.  Color  light  straw-yellow— greener  when  youno-. 

Somewhat  darker,  partly  translucent,  dorsal,  subdorsal  and  stigmatal  lines.'  Two lateral  rows  of  black  spots,  the  lower  spots  rather  smaller  and  placed  behind  the 
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upper  ones.  A  third  row  above  these,  aucl  others  along  the  back,  but  so  small  that 
they  are  generally  imperceptible  with  the  naked  eye,  except  on  the  thoracic  segments, 
being  especially  distinct  ou  segnieat  2.  Head  small,  black,  sometimes  incliniug  to 
brown.  Cervical  shield  black,  divided  longitudinally  in  the  middle  by  a  lighter  line. 
Caudal  plate  also  black.  Segment  11,  besides  the  spots  above  mentioned,  has  two 
transverse  black  marks,  the  posterior  one  the  largest.  Thoracic  legs  black,  the  others 
of  the  same  color  as  the  body. 

Described  from  12  specimens. 

P«jpa.— Average  length  0.4.5.  Of  form  of  Plate  2,  Fig.  14.  Soft,  dull  yellow,  with  a 
lateral  dusky  line  each  side  of  dorsum,  and  another,  less  distinct,  each  side  of  venter. 

Also  dusky  about  the  head  and  wing-sheaths. 

Perfect  insect. — Length  0.4-5;  alar  expanse  0.80.  Front  wings  bifid,  the  cleft  reach- 

ing not  much  more  than  I  of  wing;  tawny  yellow,  with  a  distinct  dark  brown  trian- 

gular spot  running  from  costa  to  the  base  of  cleft — sometimes  a  little  below  it — its 
posterior  margin  with  a  slight  concave  curve.  Three  dusky,  diffuse  longitudinal 
spots,  one  placed  on  the  basal  third  of  the  wing  at  costa  and  frequently  reaching  along 
the  costa  to  the  triangular  spot ;  one  near  the  interior  margin,  a  little  nearer  to  the 

base  of  wing  than  the  last,  and  one  on  the  outer  third  of  the  interior  margin.  Two 

light-colored  transverse  lines  across  the  end  of  wing,  one  very  near  and  parallel 
with  posterior  margin,  the  other  bordering  the  triangular  spot  behind,  and  curving 
across  the  lower  lobe  towards  posterior  angle.  The  space  between  these  two  light 

lines  usually  darker  than  the  ground-color.  Fringes  dark  with  a  light  margin.  Hind 
Avings  trifid,  the  upper  cleft  reaching  a  little  beyond  the  middle,  the  lower  one  to  the 
base  of  wing.  Color  ashy-brown,  the  lower  lobe  produced  into  a  dark  angular  spot 
about  their  middle  posteriorly.  Antennae,  palpi,  head,  thorax,  and  body,  tawny  yel- 

low; legs  of  the  same  color  with  the  exception  of  the  tarsi,  which  are  almost  white, 

w^ith  alternate  dark  brown  spots,  the  spines  being  black,  with  dusky  tips. — [First 
Rept.,  pp.  180-181.     Fig.  98,  and  PI.  II,  Figs.  13, 14. 

Zeller  has  since  (1872)  referred  it  to  the  geuus  Plati/ptilia  (Beitr.  zur 
Keimtn.  N.  A.  Nachtfalter,  2nd  part,  p.  118),  and  indicates  the  difference 
between  it  and  a  very  closely  allied  European  species,  P.  ZetterstedUi. 

He  very  properly,  because  of  the  incongruous  compound,  drops  the  con- 
ventional ending  dactyhis  which  I  used  in  the  original  description. 

HETEROPTERA. 

Nysius  destructor,  N.  Sp. — General  color  grayish-brown ;  of  shape  of  N.  thymi 
Wolff.  Head  either  minutely  or  more  coarsely  punctate,  and  more  or  less  distinctly 

pubescent;  the  surface  usually  brown,  with  a  distinct  black,  longitudinal  line  each 
side,  broadening  on  the  crown,  but  generally  leaving  the  orbit  of  the  eyes  pale;  these 
lines  sometimes  more  diffuse  and  occupying  the  whole  surface,  except  a  median  brown 

spot  at  base  of  crown,  and  a  narrow,  paler  spot  on  the  clypeus;  ocelli  piceous;  eyes 

opaque,  either  black  or  slate-color;  face  sometimes  uniformly  pubescent  and  appear- 
ing dark  grayish-brown;  but  more  generally  black  each  side  of  rostrum,  with  a  dis- 
tinct yellowish-brown  spot  on  the  cheeks  below  the  eyes ;  rostrum  piceous,  paler  at  base 

d,ud  reaching  to  hind  coxte ;  antenna^  either  pale  yellowish-browu  or  darker  brown, 
the  torulus  and  first  joint  darkest.  Thorax,  pronotum  narrowing  anteriorly,  the  sides 

slightly  sinuate,  irregularly  and  more  coarsely  punctate  than  the  head,  more  or  less 
pubescent,  dingy  yellow  or  brown,  with  a  transverse  black  band  near  the  anterior 
edge,  obscuring  the  incision  and  leaving  the  edge  pale,  especially  in  the  middle,  where 
there  is  often  a  conspicuous  pale  spot;  also  five  more  or  less  distinct  longitudinal 
dark  lines,  the  central  one  most  persistent  and  leading  on  the  posterior  margin  to  a 

pale,  shiny,  impunctate  spot;  the  callus  at  hind  angles,  and  sometimes  an  intermedi- 
ate opot  between  it  and  the  median  (me,  and  the  entire  posterior  margin,  also  pale  and 

impunctate;  scutellum  dark,  coarsely  punctate,  sometimes  with  a  smooth  median  Ion- 
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gitiidiual  ridge  emliug  iu  a  pale  spot,  an«l  with  the  lateral  margins  pale ;  prosteruuin 
dark,  more  or  less  pubescent,  the  anterior  and  posterior  margins,  and  a  hand  outside 
of  coxa\  more  or  less  broadly  pale;  mesosternum  and,  metasternum  also  dark,  with 

the  pale  spots  outside  of  coxa'.  Lc<is  pale  yellow,  inclining  more  or  less  to  brown ; 
coxfe  dark  at  base,  pale  at  tip ;  trochanters  pale ;  front  and  middle  femora  spotted 

more  or  less  continently  on  the  outside  with  brown  ;  hind  femora,  $  dark  brown,  ex- 

cept at  tips  and  base  ;  9  spotted  only ;  tibi;e  ringed  with  brown  at  base;  tai'si  marked 
more  or  less  with  brown,  especially  at  tip.  Hemehjira  either  colorless,  transparent 
and  prismatic,  or  distinctly  tinged  with  dingy  yellow  ;  shallowly  punctate  and  very 
finely  pubescent,  the  veins  of  corium  and  clavus  dingy  yellow,  with  brown  streaks, 
the  more  constant  of  these  streaks  being  two  on  posterior  margin  of  corium,  and  one 
at  the  tip  of  clavus.  Ahdomen,  $  tergum  piceous,  with  the  sutures  and  sides  of  some 

of  the  joints  rarely  paler ;  venter  ])iceou8,  minutely  and  regularly  covered  with  gray 
pubescence  ;  9  sutures  and  spots  on  tergum  more  often  i)ale  ;  venter  dingy  yellow, 
except  at  base:  9  paler  than  t?  ,  and  generally  larger.  Average  length  0.13  inch 

[=  3.i'»"^]. 
Larva. — Dingy  yellow,  with  more  or  less  distinct  longitudinal  dark  lines,  especially 

on  head. 

Pupa. — Same  color,  with  more  distinct  red  and  brown  longitudinal  lines,  and  two 
little  tooth-like,  pale  yellow  processes  at  inner  base  of  hemelytra  pads,  indicating  the 
wings ;  the  abdomen  paler  than  the  rest  of  the  body. 

Described  from  uumeroiis  specimens.  I  have  some,  especially  males,  in  which  the  black 
so  predominates  that  the  paler  parts  of  the  head  and  thorax  are  scarcely  traceable, 
while  in  others  again  the  pale  parts  predominate  almost  to  the  exclusion  of  the  black. 
Indeed,  so  variable  is  the  species  that  it  is  difficult  to  see  wherein  some  of  the  specimens 
difier  from  the  European  tltyinl,  or  from  N.  anrjiistatus  Uhler,  audit  is  barely  i)ossible 
that  future  comparison  will  show  specific  identity  between  some  or  all  of  the  three. 

But  as  long  as  authors  fail  to  give  the  variation  a  species  is  liable  to,  or  the  number 
of  specimens  a  description  is  drawn  up  from,  it  will  remain  impossible  to  decide  such 

questions  satisfactorily,  and  I  name  destruefor  at  the  suggestion  of  our  Hemipterist, 

Mr.  P.  R.  Uhler,  of  Baltimore,  who  has  examined  specimens  which  I  sent  him. — [Fifth 
Rept.,  p.  113.     Fig.  41. 

Mytilaspis  PO.MicORTicis,  N.  Sp. — Eggs — from  30  to  100  under  each  scale  ;  length 
scarcely  0.01  inch,  irregularly  ovoid,  nearly  thrice  as  long  as  wide,  snow-white,  ex- 

cept just  prior  to  hatching,  when  they  become  yellowish.  Larva — Length  of  body 
0.01  inch,  ovoid,  thrice  as  long  as  wide,  pale  yellow,  with  a  darker  yellow  spot  near 
each  end ;  a  few  short  hairs  seen  around  border  ;  two  fine  anal  setie  about  half  as  long 
as  body  springing  from  two  lobes  between  which  two  spinous  hairs  are  always  seen ; 

antenna?  quite  variable,  the  joints  irregular  and  not  easily  resolved,  sometimes  ap- 

pearing only  6-jointed,  but  more  generally  7-joiuted,  with  a  few  hairs,  two  or  three  at 
tip  the  longest  and  most  persistent ;  legs  with  a  one-jointed  tarsus,  a  feeble  claw,  and, 
among  other  hairs,  four  more  or  less  distinctly  knobbed  ones  near  tip,  the  two  upper- 
most longest.  , 

(J — Lengthof  body,  0.02'2  inch  [=.5.5"""];  color,  translucent  carueous-gray ;  adorsal 
transverse  band  on  each  abdominal  joint,  and  portions  of  the  mesothorax  and  meta- 
thorax  darker,  or  purple-gray  ;  the  members  somewhat  lighter.  Head,  sub-triangular ; 
rostrum  rudimentary;  ocular  tubercles,  one  each  side  of  it,  plainly  vLsible,  the  eyes 
on  the  upper  surface  prominent,  dark,  and  with  few  facets  ;  antennse  as  long  as  body, 

10-joiuted,  joints  1  and  2  bulbous  and  sometimes  indistinctly  separated;  3 — 9  about 
four  times  as  long  as  wide,  slightly  constricted  ;  10  half  as  long  and  fusiform  ;  all  but 
basal  two  with  a  whorl  of  about  eight  hairs,  slightly  clavate  and  as  long  as  width  of 

joint.  Thorax  very  large,  oval ;  prothoracic  portion  narrowing  in  front,  composed  of 
two  transverse  folds,  the  anterior  one  having  a  transverse  row  of  four  dusky  dots  ;  the 

mesothoracic  portion  large  and  elevated,  showing  three  lateral  swellings ;  a  well-de- 

fined medio-dorsal  plate,  rounded  in  front,  shallowly-notched  behind,  with  a  medio- 
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longitudinal  suture,  aud  a  transverse  one  dividing  it  in  two,  the  anterior  half  pale, 

the  i)nsterior  darker ;  the  metathoracic  portion  showing  a  sub-triangular  scute],  and 
separated  from  mesotliorax  by  the  transverse  band  (apodema  of  Targioni).  Wings 
about  as  long  as  body,  arising  from  base  of  mesothorax,  spatulate,  closing  Hat  on  back 
in  repose,  and  appearing  whitish,  finely  and  uniformly  covered  with  short,  stiff  hairs; 
supported  by  a  bifurcate  vein,  the  bifurcation  arising  from  basal  fourth,  aud  each 

fork  running  near  and  almost  parallel  with  the  wing-margins;  balancers  dark,  with 
the  hook  quite  long.  Legs  with  the  middle  pair  longest,  aud — from  large  size  of  coxae 
— further  from  front  than  from  hind  pair ;  the  cox;e  and  femora  large  and  swollen,  the 
latter  with  a  more  or  less  distinct  lobe  near  the  base  below ;  the  tarsi  one-jointed, 

■with  a  constriction  occasionallj"  indicated,  and  terminating  in  a  single  flexible  claw, 
surrounded  by  four  clubbed  hau's;  the  tibijo  aud  tarsi  are  quite  bristly,  but  on  the 
femora  there  are  usually  but  two  bristles,  one  about  the  middle  above,  and  one  on  the 
basal  lobe  below ;  the  coxie  also  have  one  above.  Abdomen,  seen  from  above,  nearly 

as  long  as  thorax ;  appearing  shorter  from  below ;  8  joints  only  discerned ;  the  last 
joint  abruptly  narrowed  into  a  large  tubercle  bearing  four  bristles  on  the  under  side, 

and  sending  forth  the  genital  armor  in  the  form  of  an  awl-shaped  style  as  long  as  the 
abdomen. 

1^ Scale — Larval  part  golden  yellow;  the  anal  shield  yellowish-l)rown,  sometimes 
quite  pale,  inclining  to  white,  flattened,  straight,  rather  more  than  twice  the  length 

of  larval  scale,  increasing  in  width  from  tip  to  end,  where  it  is  slightly  truncate ;  at- 
tached by  a  white  film ;  average  length,  0.035  inch. 

5 — Average  length,  0.05  inch;  color,  pale  yellow;  jug-shaped  and  flattened  when 
young,  more  globular  when  mature,  and  twice  as  long  as  wide ;  the  cephalo-thoracic 
portion  rounded  and  entire,  but  narrower  than  the  abdominal,  at  the  juncture  with 

■which  it  forms  a  more  or  less  conspicuous  lateral  projection  ;  on  its  inferior  side  is  a 
tubercle,  having  two  longitudinal  ridges,  and  giving  rise  to  a  corneous,  filiform  pro- 

boscis, longer  than  the  body,  and  composed  of  four  separate  parts  ;  posterior  abdomi- 
nal joints  deeply  lobed  laterally,  with  two  or  three  blunt,  fleshy  hairs  to  each  lobe ; 

anal  plate  gamboge-yellow,  corneous,  with  an  irregular  border,  presenting  two  larger, 
slightly  tri-lobed,  median  projections,  and  one  or  more  smaller  ones  each  side,  fur- 

nished with  spinous  hairs,  two  especially  between  the  tri-lobed  projections  aforenamed  ; 
live  more  or  less  complete  sets  of  secretors  visible  from  below,  arranged  around  anus 
in  form  of  an  arc,  the  median  set  with  normally  10,  the  upper  laterals  20,  and  the  lower 
laterals  14  ;  besides  these,  some  six  or  more  blunt  tubes,  and  a  series  of  shorter  pointed 

ones,  may  be  noticed  along  the  border,  and  doubtless  serve  as  secretors.    (See  Fig.  32  b.) 

9  Scale — Larval  scale  golden-yellow  ;  median  scale  somewhat  darker;  anal  shield 
varying  from  pale  brown  to  deep  purplish-gray,  and  generally  of  a  color  with  the  bark 
it  is  upon.  The  whole  scale  is  often  incanous,  but  the  hoary  film  easily  rubs  off;  it 

averages  0.12  inch  in  length,  but  is  quite  variable  in  form  and  size,  being  either  straight 
or  curved,  narrow  and  strongly  arched,  or  broad  and  flatter,  but  always  rounded  at 
the  end  ;  the  white  inferior  laminae  at  sides  sometimes  show  distinctly  from  above,  and 
give  the  appearance  of  a  pale  border. 

The  lice,  whether  <?  or  9  ,  vary  in  appearance  according  to  position  and  state  of  ma- 
turity. In  making  the  foregoing  descriptions  and  figures,  I  have  taken  what  appeared 

the  most  natural  positions,  after  examination  of  many  specimens.  The  ̂   abdomen 
shrinks  very  much  in  drying,  and  the  more  detailed? characters  are  variable.  While 

the  normal  number  of  secretors  in  the  middle  set  is  never  more  than  10,  I  have  some- 
times found  but  8  or  9 ;  that  of  the  upper  laterals  never  surpasses  20,  but  may  be  as 

low  as  15 ;  while  that  of  the  lower  laterals  is  more  uniformly  14,  though  I  have  some- 

times found  16,  and  at  others  12.  Opposite  aets  do  not  alwaj's  contain  the  same  num- 
ber.—[Fifth  Rept.,  pp.  95-96.     Figs.  31,  32. 

This  is  the  species  previously  kuowu  as  Aspidlotus  conchiformis,  or 

popularly  as  the  Oyster-shell  Bark-louse,  and  the  reasous  for  separa- 
ting it  are  given  in  the  report. 
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Eriosoma  ulmi,  N.  Sp. — Color  dark  blue.  Length  to  tip  of  closed  wings,  exclusive 

of  autenniv,  0.12  [iuch,=3"""].  Wings  hyaline,  three  times  as  long  as  wide,  and  more 
pointed  at  the  ends  than  in  E.  pyri.  Costal  and  subcostal  veins,  and  that  bounding 
the  stigma  behind,  robust  and  black.  Discoidal  veins  together  with  the  3d  forked 
and  stigmal  veins,  all  slender  and  black,  the  forked  vein  being  as  distinct  to  its  base 

as  are  the  othei-s,  with  the  fork  but  i  as  long  as  the  vein  itself  and  curved  in  an  oppo- 
site direction  to  the  stigmal  vein.  Antenu;w  G-jointed  and  of  the  same  color  as  the 

body;  joints  1,  2,  4,  5  and  6  of  about  equal  length,  joint  3  thrice  as  long  as  either. 
Legs  of  the  same  color  as  body. 

The  young  lice  are  narrower  and  usually  lighter  colored  than  the  mature  individ- 
uals, varying  from  flesh  or  pink  to  various  shades  of  blue  and  purple. — [First  Rept., 

p.  1-24. 
Professor  Thomas  (Traus.  111.  St.  Hort.  Soc,  1876,  p.  191)  has  called 

it  Erisoma  RiJeyi*  because  of  ulmi  being-  preoccupied  by  an  European 
species.  It  belongs  to  Schizoneura.  For  subsequent  remarks  see 

"Notes  on  the  Aphididii?  of  the  United  States,  etc.,  by  C.  V.  Riley  & 

J.  Monell,"  (Bull.  Hay  den's  U.  S.  Geol.  &  Geogr.  Survey,  Vol.  V,  No.  1, 
p.  3.) 

DIPTERA. 

AsiLUS  MissouRiEXSis  N.  Sp. — Alar  expanse  L85  [inches,  =  47™'"]  ;  length  of  body 
1.30  inches  [=33™™].  Wings  transparent,  with  a  smoky  yellow  tinge,  more  distinct 
around  the  veins,  which  are  brown.  Head  pale  yellow,  sometimes  brownish ;  mous- 

tache straw-yellow  with  a  few  stiff  black  hairs  below ;  beard  pale  straw-yellow ; 

crown  very  deeply  excavated ;  base  of  the  same  pale  yellow  with  short,  stiff,  yellow- 
ish hairs,  and  a  crown  of  black  ones  near  the  border ;  eyes  large,  prominent,  tiuely 

reticulated  and  almost  black  ;  antenmv,  first  joint  black  tipped  with  brown,  cylindri- 
cal and  hairy  ;  second  joint  black,  short,  thick  and  rounded  at  tip,  with  a  few  stiff 

hairs;  third  joint  as  long  as  first,  tapering  each  way,  smooth,  black  and  terminating 
in  a  long,  brown  bristle  ;  proboscis  black  and  nearly  as  long  as  face  ;  neck  with  pale 
and  black  hairs.  Thorax  leaden-black,  slightly  opalescent  with  reddish  brown  at 
-sides,  more  or  less  pubescent  with  pale  yellow,  especially  laterally  and  posteriorly  and 

in  three  narrow  longitudinal  dorsal  lines  which  gradually  approach  towards  meta- 
thorax  ;  bearded  at  sides  and  behind  with  a  few  decurved  black  bristles,  those  behind 

interspersed  with  a  few  smaller  pale  hairs ;  scutel  of  the  same  color,  with  upward- 
curving,  black  bristles;  halteres  brown.  Abdomen,  $,  general  color  dull  leaden-yel- 

low, with  darker  transverse  bands  at  insections  ;  the  light  color  produced  by  a  yellow- 
ish pubescence  and  numerous  short  close-lying  yellow  hairs,  the  dark  bauds  produced 

by  the  absence  of  this  covering  at  the  borders  of  each  segment ;  basal  segment  broad, 

bilobed,  and  with  lateral  black  bristles ;  segments  6,  7,  8  and  anal  valves  with  a  de- 
cided pink  tint,  especially  7  ;  8  but  one-third  as  long  as  7  above.  9  ,  broader,  flatter, 

more  polished  and  brassy,  with  no  transverse  darker  bands,  segments  7  and  8  polished 
black,  the  latter  narrow  and  longer  than  any  of  the  others;  anus  with  a  few  black 

bristles.  Legs,  dull  purple-brown,  with  black  bristles ;  thighs  very  stout,  the  hind 

pair  rather  darker  than  the  others,  the  two  front  pair  of  trochanters  with  long,  yel- 
lowish hairs  :  pulvilli,  generally  fulvous. 

Described  fiom  two  $  ,  and  two  9  ,  all  captured  while  sucking  honeybees.  I  have 

not  access  to  Loew's  descriptions,  and  cannot  therefore  compare  it  with  already  de- 
scribed species ;  but  specimens  have  been  sent  to  Dr.  Wm.  LeBaron,  of  Geneva,  Illi- 

nois, and  to  Baron  Osten  Sacken,  of  New  York,  and  both  these  gentlemen  are  unac- 
quainted with  it,  and  believe  it  to  be  new.  In  the  well  marked  ^  specimens,  the 

body  bears  a  general  resemblance  to  that  of  Trupanea  [Pi-omachusi  vertebrata.  Say. — 
[Second  Rept.,  pp.  122-123.     Fig.  89. 

*  By  typographical  error  Rilepi. 
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Baron  Osten  Sacken  has  since  placed  this  as  a  synonym  of  Frocta- 
canthus  Milhertii  Macq.  in  the  second  edition  of  his  Catalogue  of  the  de- 

scribed Diptera  of  North  America  (1878),  p.  81. 

Lydei.la  dokyphor.e,  New  Species. — Leugth  0."2.j  [=G'^"'].  Alar  expense  0.48  [  = 
12™"'].  ADteuu;e  black.  Palpi  fulvous.  Face  silvery  white.  Front  silvery,  tinted 
with  pale  golden-brown,  with  a  broad  middle  stripe  black.  Thorax  cinereous  with 

imperfect  black  stripes.  Abdomen  black  and  silvery-ash,  changing  into  each  other 
when  viewed  from  different  angles.  When  viewed  from  above:  first  .segment  deep 

black  with  a  posterior  border  of  silver-ash  very  narrow  in  the  middle,  much  widened 
laterally,  but  abbreviated  at  the  sides  of  the  abdomen.  The  other  segments  with  the 
basal  half  silvery-ash,  terminal  half  black.  Legs  black.  Fourth  longitudinal  vein  of 
the  wings  straight  after  the  angle.     Posterior  transverse  vein  arcuate. 

Described  from  numerous  bred  specimens. — [First  Rept.,  pp.  111-112.     Fig.  48. 

This  species  is  referred  by  Osten  Sacken  to  the  genus  Exorista  of 
Schiner,  Lydella  not  being  received  as  a  distinct  genus.  The  name 
Lydella  is  used  also  for  a  genus  of  Acarina. 

Exorista  flavicauda,  N.  Sp. — Length  0.35  to  0.50  inch  [  =8. 5-12.. 5'"'"].  Head 

broader  than  thorax  ;  face,  silvery-white,  the  cheeks  inclining  to  yellow,  with  lateral' 
black  hairs  extending  to  near  the  base  of  antennte,  and  one  stifter  and  longer  bristle  at 
top  of  cheeks  ;  front,  dusky,  ferruginous,  with  two  rows  of  black  converging  bristles  ; 

divided  by  a  broad  depressed  stripe  of  a  brighter  ferruginous  color  and  without  bris- 
tles ;  occiput  bright  ferruginous  ;  labium  ferruginous  with  hairs  of  same  color ;  maxi- 

paips  rufous;  eyes  dark  mahogany-brown,  and  jwrfectly  smooth ;  antennse,  two  basal 
joints  rufous,  with  black  hairs,  third  joint  flattened,  dusky,  and  thrice  as  long  a& 
second ;  seta,  black ;  entire  hinder  part  of  head  covered  with  dense  white  hairs. 

Thorax,  more  decidedly  blue  than  in  Jeucaniir,  broader  (instead  of  narrower)  in  front 
than  behind  ;  the  vitt;e  less  distinct ;  scutel  of  same  color  as  thorax.  Abdomen,  stout 

and  more  cylindrical  than  in  leucania' ;  first  joint  dark  bluish-gray;  second,  light  blu- 
ish-gray, becoming  darker  along  the  middle,  at  sides  and  at  lower  border ;  third  joint, 

like  second  above,  but  golden-gray  at  sides  (no  rufous) ;  last  joint  entirely  yellow  or 
pale  orange,  with  no  other  color  and  but  few  black  bristles  around  anus.  Wings  more 

dusky  than  in  icMcan(/p;  alulaj,  opaque  bluish- white,     ic^s,  black;  pul  villi  pale  yellow. 

Described  from  one  captured,  4  bred$.  Space  between  eyes  at  occiput  fully  one- 
third  the  width  of  head. — [Second  Rept.,  pp.  51-52.     Fig.  18. 

Tachina  [Exorista]  PHYCiTiE,  LeBaron — Imago. — Length,  0.20  inch  [=5™™]. 
Antenna*  black,  third  joint  twice  as  long  as  the  second ;  face  silvery,  without  bristles 
at  the  sides ;  sides  of  the  front  silvery  at  the  lower  part,  pale  golden  above  ;  the  mid- 

dle black  vitta  occupying  a  little  more  than  half  of  the  width  of  the  inter-ocular 
space ;  frontal  bristles  continued  down  the  face  to  opposite  the  end  of  the  second  joint 

of  antenna* ;  palpi  blackish-brown ;  eyes  hairy.  Thorax  black,  with  the  ordinary 
cinereous  stripes  scarcely  perceptible.  Abdomen  black,  varied  with  cinereous  at  the 

base  of  the  segments;  a  large  fulvous  spot  on  the  side  of  the  abdomen  occupying 
nearly  the  whole  of  the  side  of  the  second  segment,  half  or  more  of  the  third,  and 

sometimes  a  small  spot  on  the  first ;  bristles  on  the  middle  as  well  as  at  the  hind-mar- 
gin of  the  second  and  third  segments.  Venation  of  the  wings  of  the  usual  type  ;  firs* 

posterior  cell  almost  closed,  before  the  end  of  wing ;  fourth  long  vein  slightly  curved 

after  the  angle ;  fifth  long  vein  prolonged  to  the  margin  ;  hind  cross  vein  moderately 
sinuous.     Tarsal  claws  and  pulvilli  unusually  long. 

Female  ?  A  single  specimen,  a  very  little  larger  than  the  others,  was  obtained 

from  the  same  lot  of  leaf-crumplers,  which  possibly  may  be  the  $  of  the  same  species. 
It  differs  as  follows :  Front  broader ;  antenme  dark  brown ;  the  cinereous  markings  of 
the  body  more  distinct ;  the  tip  of  abdomen  fulvous,  but  without  the  fulvous  spot  at 
the  sides;  and  with  the  tarsal  claws  of  ordinary  length. 
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This  species  appears  to  belong  to  the  subgenus  Exoriata  of  Meigen,  closely  allied  to 

Tachiiia  proper,  ami  differing  from  it  chiefly  in  having  the  ej'es  hairy,  and  in  tlie  pres- 
ence of  bristles  on  the  middle,  as  well  as  at  the  hind  margin  of  the  second  and  third 

abdominal  segments,  whereas  Tnvhina  has  only  the  latter. — [Fourth  Rept.,  p.  40-41. 
This  species  was  siniultuneously  published  by  Dr.  LeBaroii  iu  his  2d 

Kept.  Ins.  III.,  p.  123.     It  is  retained  in  Exorista  by  Osten  Sacken. 

Antiiomyia  zeae  9,  N.  Sp.  (PI.  '2,  Fig.  24).  Length  0.20  [inch,  =  .5"""] ;  alar  ex- 
panse 0.38  [iuch,:=9.5"""].  Anteuuie  black  ;  style  microscopically  pubescent;  front, 

fulvous,  with  a  distinct,  rather  narrow,  brownish,  cinereous  margin;  face  and  orbits 

brownish-white;  palpi  and  proboscis  black;  ocellar  area  somewhat  heart-shaped; 
thorax  and  abdomen  i^ale  yellow-brownish  cinereous,  with  minute  black  points  at  the 
insertion  of  the  bristles ;  thorax  with  an  indistinct  middle  stripe  of  brown  ;  legs  black, 

tinted  with  cinereous  ;  poisers  pale  ochre-yellow  ;  scales  small,  the  upper  valve  larger 

than  the  lower.— [First  Rept.,  p.  155.     Figs.  86, 87,  and  PL  II,  Fig.  24. 

Antiiomyia  radicum  (Linn.)  var.  caxopteni — Egg — Oval,  smooth,  white,  0.04  inch 
long. 

Larva — Skin  unarmed,  0.24  inch  [=6"""]  long  when  extended,  of  the  normal  form, 
the  mandibular  hooks  black,  quite  conspicuous,  and  diverging  at  base.  Prothoracic 

spiracles  elongate.  Anal  spiracles  minute,  yellowish-brown,  with  the  8  fleshy  sur- 
rounding tubercles,  small. 

Pupa — Pale-brown,  rounded  at  each  end,  with  the  prothoracic  spiracles  and  lips  an- 
teriorly, and  the  anal  spiracles  and  lower  tubercles  posteriorly,  showing  as  minute 

points. 

Imago —  9  •  Average  expan^je  0.48  inch  [  ̂  12'"'"].  General  color  ash-gray  with  a  fer- 
ruginous hue,  especially  above,  and  a  more  or  less  intense  metallic  reflection.  Face 

with  white  reflections  below  ;  eyes  smooth,  brown,  encircled  by  the  ground  color,  and 
this  behind  and  on  forehead  bordered  by  a  brown  line  ;  2  similar  lines  at  back  of  head 

from  upper  corners  of  eyes  and  approaching  to  neck  ;  forehead  dusky-brown,  becom- 
ing bright  yellowish-red  toward  base  of  autenuie,  and  the  brown  forking  at  right 

angles  around  occiput.  Trophi  and  antenme  black,  the  style  simple  and  somewhat 

longer  than  the  whole  autennie.  Thorax  with  three  dusky  longitudinal  lines,  obso- 
lete behind  ;  legs  black,  with  cinereous  hue  beneath ;  wings  faintly  smoky,  with 

brown-black  veins,  the  discal  cross-vein  straight  and  transverse,  the  outer  one  bent 
and  more  oblique;  balancers  crumpled,  yellowish.  Abdomen  with  faint  dusty  medio- 
dorsal  spots,  broad  at  base,  tapering  and  obsolescing  toward  end  of  each  joint. 

In  the  $ ,  aside  from  the  larger  eyes,  stronger  bristles,  and  narrower,  less  tapering 

abdomen  with  its  additional  joint — all  characteristic  of  the  sex — the  face  is  whiter, 
and  the  medio-doreal  dark  mark  of  abdomen  continuoTis. 

Described  from  25  specimens  of  both  sexes,  reared  from  locust-egg-feeding  larv;e. 
.Specimens  bred  from  cabbage  and  radish  roots,  and  others  in  my  cabinet  taken 

from  the  burrows  (made  in  Osage  Orange  in  Missouri)  of  Crabro  stirjykola  Pack. ;  do 

not  differ  specifically. — [Ninth  Rept.,  p.  95. 

For  farther  details  see  First  Rept.  of  the  Commission  (pp.  285-9)^ 
where  the  species  is  shown  to  be  the  Anthomyia  angustifrons  of  Meigen. 

ORTHOPTERA. 

Caloptenus  atlanis  N.  sp. — Length  to  tip  of  abdomen  0.70 — 0.85  inch  [=17.5 — 

21mm-] .  to  tip  of  closed  wings  0.92—1.05  inches  [=23—26'"™].  At  once  distinguished 
from  femnr-rHhntm  by  the  notched  character  of  the  anal  abdominal  joint  in  the  male 
and  by  the  shorter,  less  tapering  cerci ;  also  by  the  greater  relative  length  of  wings 

which  extend,  on  an  average,  nearly  one-third  their  length  beyond  the  tip  of  the  ab- 

domen in  the  dried  specimens :  also  by  the  larger  and  more  distinct  spot  on  the  wings — 
in  all  which  characters  it  much  more  closely  resembles  spretus  than  femur-ruhrum. 
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From  spretus,  agaiu,  it  is  at  ouce  distiuguislied  by  the  smaller  size,  the  more  distinct 
separation  of  the  dark  mark  ruuniug  from  the  eyes  ou  the  prothorax  and  of  the  pale 
liue  from  base  of  wings  to  hind  thigh  ;  also  by  the  anal  joint  in  the  <?  ,  tapering  more 

suddenly  and  by  the  two  lobes  forming  the  notch  being  less  marked.  From  both  spe- 
cies it  is  distinguished  not  only  by  its  smaller  size  but  by  the  deeper,  more  livid  color 

of  the  dark  parts,  and  the  paler  yellow  of  the  light  parts— the  colors  thus  more 
strongly  contrasting. 

6<?'s,  9  7's  from  New  Hampshire.  Just  as  the  typical /eniM>--rM&rM»i  is  at  once  dis- 
tinguished from  the  typical  spretus  hy  the  characters  indicated;  no  Ailanis,  though 

structurally  nearer  to  spretus,  is  distinguished  from  it  at  a  glance  by  its  much  smaller 
size  and  darker,  more  marbled  coloring.  The  contrast  is  all  the  greater  in  the  living 

specimens,  and  I  have  seen  no  specimens  of  spretus  that  at  all  approach  it  in  these 
respects. 

Whether  this  is  the  femur-ruhrum  as  defined  by  DeGeer  or  by  Harris,  it  is  almost 

impossible  to  decide,  though  Harris's  figure  o(  femur-ruhrum  better  represents  it  than 
the  true  femur-ruhrum,  as  subsequently  defined  by  Thomas,  and  as  found  in  Illinois 

and  Missouri. — [Seventh  Rept.,  pp.  169-170. 
For  further  details  aucl  structural  differeuces  between  it  and  C.  spretus 

see  First  Eeport  of  the  Commissiou. 
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In  making-  out  the  following*  list  of  descriptions  of  adolescent  states, 
etc.,  that  appeared  in  the  Reports,  the  nomenclature  there  used  is  re- 

tained. Unless  other\nse  stated  the  insects,  in  the  particular  states 
indicated,  were  at  the  time  unknown  or  undescribed,  the  descriptions 

first  appearing-  in  the  Reports.  Those  published  in  connection  with  the 
preceding-  descriptions  of  new  species  are  omitted  here : 

HYMENOPTERA. 

Nematus  veutricosus  ;  larva:  IX,  21.     (Previously  described  by  several  writers.) 

Pristiphora  grossularife ;  larva:  IX,  26.     (Description  quoted  from  Walsh.) 

Emphytus  maculatus;    larva  and  pupa  :  IX,  23-29.     (Previously  described  by  me  in 
the  Prairie  Farmer,  May  2.5,  1867.) 

Lophyrus  abbotii ;  Jarva  :  IX,  32. 
Lophyrus  lecoutei ;  larva  :  IX,  33.     (This  and  abhotil  both  partially  described  by  me  in 

the  Prairie  Farmer,  November  10,   1866;  May  25,  1867;  May  2,  1868,   and  iu  the 
Prairie  Farmer  Annual,  1869.) 

Tiphia  iuornata  ;  larva  :  VI,  126. 

COLEOPTERA. 

Harpaliis  (probably  herbi vagus  Say);  larva:  IX,  97. 
Harpalid  ;  larva  :  I,  59. 

Mysia  15-punctata ;  larva  :  IV,  18. 
Chilocorus  bivuluerus  ;  larva  and  pupa:  I,  16. 
Hippodamia  couvergens;  larva  aud  pupa:  I,  112.    (Previously  meutioued  iu  the  Am. 

Ent.  I,  46,  and  elsewhere. ) 
Coccinella  picta  ;  larva:  V,  101. 

Passalus   cornutus;  larva  and  pupa:  IV,   140-141.      (Previously  mentioned  by  Bur- 
meister  and  by  Walsh.) ;  egg  :  V,  55. 

Lachnosterxa  que  rci-n  a  ;  egg  :  V,  55, 

Pelidnota  punctata  ;  larva  and  pupa  :  111,78-79.     (First  described  by  me  in -4/n.  Ent. 
II,  295. ) 

Telephorus  bilineatus  ;  larva:  IV,  30.     (First  described  by  Packard.) 
Chauliognathus  pensylvanicus;  larva:  I,  57.     (Quoted  from  the  Am.  Ent.  I,  35.) 
Chrysobothris  femorata  ;  eggs  :  VII,  73  :     larva,  I,  46.     (Previously  described  by  Fitch 

and  others);  eggs,  larva,  and  pupa  :  VII,  73. 
Sinoxylon  basilare  ;  larva  and  pupa  :  IV,  54. 
Corynetes  rufipes ;  larva  and  pupa :  VI,  101,  102. 
Prionus  laticoUis  ;  larva :  I,  128  ;  larva  and  i^upa :  II,  87  ;  egg  :  V,  56. 

laticollis. ) 

Saperda  bivittata  ;  pupa  :  I,  43.     (Previously  described  by  Harris.) 
Lema  trilineata  ;  larva  and  pupa  :   1,99.    (From  {he  Prairie  Farmer  ;  and  th.e  Am.  Ent ̂ 

I,  26.     Previously  described  by  Harris  and  others.) 
Doryphora  juncta;  larva  :  I,  106.     (First  described  iu  the  Am.  Ent.  I,  43.) 

Doryphora  10-liueata  ;  eggs  and  larva  :  I,  105.    (From  the  Am.  Ent.  I,  43.     Previously 
described  by  me  in  Prairie  Farmer  Aug.  8,  1863. 

91 
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Colaspis  flavida ;  larva  :  III,  84,  ami  IV,  34. 

Cosciuoptera  domiaicana ;  eggs  and  larva :  VI,  IQ*^,  130. 

Haltica  chalybea;  larva  and  piqya :  III,  81.  (Quoted  from  Am.  Enl.  II,  3*^7.  The 
larva  first  described  by  Packard,  Guide,  p.  507.) 

Blei)liarida  rliois  ;  egg,  larva  and  pupa  :  VI,  121. 

Cassida  bivittata;  larva  aud  pupa:  II,  61.  (First  describ.^d  by  lue  in  the  Frairie 
Farmer  Annual  for  18G8,  p.  53.) 

Cassida  aiiriclialcea;  egg:  11,60;  larca  aud  pupa  :  11,62.  ( Pre %-ioa.sly  described  by- 
Harris. ) 

Cassida  pallida ;  larva  :  II,  62.*" 
Cassida  guttata ;  larva  and  pujya :  II,  63. 

Cassida  uigripes;  larva  and  pupa:  II,  Q'-^,  64. 
Bruclins  pisi ;  egg :  III,  47. 

Teuebriouid .' ;  larva:  VI,  US.  (Previously  descril)ed  as  the  larva  of  Eapsalis  by 
Harris. ) 

Eupsalis  miunta;  larva  aud  pupa :  VI,  115,  116.     (The  pupa  first  described  by  Harris.) 
Conotrachelus  cratsegi ;  larva  aud  pupa :  III,  39. 
Baridius  trinotatus;  larva  and  pupa:  1,  95.     (From  the  Am.  Ent.  I,  22.) 
Anthouomus  quadrigibbus;  egg:  III,  31;  larva  aud  pupa :  III,  35. 

LEPIDOPTERA. 

Papilio  philenor ;  larva  and  pupa  :  II,  117.  (Previously  described  by  Smith  and  Abbot, 
and  by  Boisduval  and  Le  Conte  ;   also  by  Harris  in  Ent.  Corr.) 

Pieris  protodice  ;  larva  aud  pupa  :  11,104.  (Published  simultaneously  in  the  ̂ m.  Ent. 
11,77.) 

Pieris  rap;e  ;  larva  and  pupa:  II,  108.     (Previously  described  by  various  authors.) 
Danais  archippus ;  egg:  III,  144. 

Limenitis  disippus;  egg  and  larva:  III,  154.  (The  mature  larva  previously  described 
by  various  authors.) 

Apatura  lycaon ;  egg,  larva  aud  pupa  :  VI,  146,  147.  (The  larva  and  pupa  badly  de- 
scribed by  Boisd.  &  Lee.) 

Apatura  lierse  ;  egg,  larva  and  pupa :  VI,  148.  (The  larva  and  pupa  badly  described 
by  Boisd.  &  Lee.) 

Paphia  glycerium;  larva  and  pupa:  II,  127.  (First  published  by  me  in  Am.  Ent.  II, 
123);  egg  and  larval  changes:  V,  146. 

Megathymus  yuccie ;  egg,  larva  and  larval  changes :  VIII,  174,  181.  (First  published 
by  me  in  Traus.  St.  Louis  Ac.) ;  IX,  129. 

Choerocampa  pampinatrix ;  egg,  larva  and  jjH^a;  II,  71,72.  (Previously  described, 

except  egg,  by  various  authors. ) 
Philampelus  achemon ;  young  aud  full  grown  larva  and  pupa:  11,74,75.  (Previously 

described  by  various  authors.) 

Philampelus  satellitia;  eggs,  young  aud  full  grown  lame,  aud  pupa:  II,  76-78.  (Previ- 
ously described,  except  egg,  by  various  authors.) 

Sphinx  5-maculata ;  larva  pupa :  I,  95.  (From  the  Am.  Ent.  I,  23  ;  previouvsly  de- 
scribed by  several  authors.) 

Thyreus  Abbotii;  larva  aud  pupa:  11,78,79.  (Previously  described  by  various  au- 
thors. ) 

Deilephila  lineata  ;  two  forms  of  larva  :  III,  141,  142.  (Previously  described,  but  not 
in  connection.     Quoted  from  the  Am.  Ent.,  II,  258.) 

JSgeria  acerni ;  larva  and  pupa :  VI,  110. 
uSiigeria  rubi ;  larva:  VI,  113. 
Psychomorpha  epimenis ;  larva  aud  pupa  :  111,64,65;  VI,  88.  (First  described  as  the 

possible  larva  and  pupa  of  End.   uuio.  Am.  Ent.  II,  152  and  in  1st  Rept.,  p.  84.) 

Eudryas  grata;  eggs,  larva  aud  pupa:  II,  83;  VI,  89,  90.  (The  larva  previously  de- 
scribed by  Harris  and  others. ) 
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Eiidryas  nnio;  larva  and  pupa  :  VI,  92.     (First  (lescribed  by  Liutner.) 

Alypia  octomaculata ;  larva:  I,  136,  (previously  mentioned  by  Fitch);  II,  80,  pub- 

lished simultaneously  in  the  Am.  Eiit.,  II,  151,  (previously  described  in  Harriti'  Corr.); 
VI,  94. 

Procris  amerieana  ;  larra  and  pupa  :  II,  86.     (First  described  by  Harris.) 
Callimorpha  fulvicosta  ;   larva :  III,  134. 

Spilosonia  virginica ;  larra  and  pupa  :  III,  69.  (Previously  described  by  various  au- 
thors. ) 

Hyphantria  textor;  larra:  111,132.     (First  described  by  Harris.) 

Ecpautheria  seribonia;  larra  :  IV,  143.     (Previously  described  by  other  authors.) 
Bombyx  mori ;  ctfg  and  larva  :  IV,  86.     (Previously  well  known.) 
Attacus  cecropia;  larval  changes:  IV,  106.     (Quoted  from  the  Am.  Ent.  II,  100.) 

Attacus  cynthia  ;  larval  ehauge>i :  IV,  117.     (Previously  described  by  other  authors.) 
Attacus  promethea;  larval  chaitge^i :  IV,  121.  (Partially  given  by  other  authors  pre- 

viously.) 

Attacus  luna;  larval  choige-i :  IV,  124.     (Previously  given  by  Liutner.) 
Attacus  polyphenius  ;  larral  chavgex  :  IV,  126. 

Attacus  yama-mai;  larval  chntigi-t :  IV,  132.     (Previouvsly  described  by  other  authors.) 
Attacus  pernyi ;  egg,  larra,  and  cocoon:  IV,  137.  (Previously  described  by  other 

authors  ) 

Hemileuca  maia ;  egg  and  larval  changes:  V,  128,  129.  (Previously  described  by 
Lintner.) 

Hyperchiria  io  ;  larval  changes  :  V,  135.     (Previously  given  by  Lintner.) 
Anisota  rubicunda;  eggs  and  larval  changes  :  V,  138. 

Acrouycta  oblinita ;  larva  and  pupa  :  111,71.    (The  larva  first  figured  by  Smith  &  Abb.) 
Acromycta  xylinoides  ;  larva:  V,  126. 

Aniphipyra  pyramidoides  ;  larva  and.  pupa  :  III,  73,  74. 

Leucania  unipuncta ;  larva  and  pupa:  JI,  49;  VIII,  33,  and  larva:  II,  55  (previously 
described  by  various  authors) ;  egg:  VIII,  34;  egg  and  larval  changes  :  VIII,  184, 185. 

Gortyna  nitela;  larva:  1,92.  (From  the  Am.  Ent.,  II,  22.  Briefly  described  by  Har - 
ris,  Treatise,  p.  440;  but  tirst  ideutitied  by  me  in  the  Prairie  Farmer.) 

Agrotis  iuermis;  larra  and  pupa  :  I,  74. 

Agrotis  cochranii ;  larva  and  pupa :  I,  76.  (First  described  bj-  me  in  the  Prairie 
Farmer,  June  22,  1867.) 

Agrotis  clandestina ;  larra  and  pupa  :  1,79.     (Previously  mentioned  by  Harris. ) 
Agrotis  telifera  ;  larva  and  pupa  :  I,  81.  (Described  by  me  in  the  Prairie  Farmer,  June 

22,  1867;  and  previously  described  in  Europe,  where  the  species  also  occurs  and  is 
known  as  A.  ypsilon.) 

Agrotis  subgothica  ;  larva  :  I,  82. 
Agrotis  jaculifera  ;  larva  and  pupa  :  I,  83. 
Agrotis  devastator ;  larva  and  pu2)a  :  1,84. 
Hadena  subjuncta;  larva  and  2)upa  :  1,85. 

Cela-na  reuigera;  larva  and  j>«j>o:  I,  86. 
Prodenia  commelinse ;  larva  :  I,  83;  III,  114  (from  Am.  Ent.,  II,  363).     [See  Notes.] 

Auisopteryx  vernata  ;  larva  andpupa :  II,  95-97  (previously  described  by  other  autliors) ; 
eggs,  larra  and  puj)a  :  VII,  82  (and  86-87,  adapted  from  Mann) ;  Paleacrita  vernata, 
vill,  13-17  (from  tlie  Trans.  St.  Louis  Acad.) 

Auisopteryx  pometaria  ;  eggs:  II,  94-95  (the  two  species  confounded) ;  eggs,  larva  and 
pupa:  VII,  84  (and  86-87,  adapted  from  Mann);  VIII,  13-17  (from  the  Trans.  St. 
Louis.  Acad.) 

Eufitchia  ribearia;  egg,  larva  and  pupa  :  IX,  3.4.     (The  larva  first  described  by  Fitch.) 
Phacellura  uitidalis;  larra:  11,67. 

Asopia  eostalis;  larva  and  pujya :  VI,  106.  (The  larva  mentioned  by  Harris,  but  first 

described  by  Walsh  in  the  Prac.  Ent.,  and  tirst  bred  and  determined  by  me,  Prairie 
Farmer^  April  20,  1867.) 
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Pliycita  uebulo;  htrva  and  jmpa  :  IV,  41.     (Tbe  larva  first  described  by  LeBaron.) 

Peinpelia  grossiilaria' ;  Uirva  imdjjiipa:  I,  I4L     (Larva  i>reviously  des';ribedby  Fitcb 
and  by  Packard.) 

Tortrix  rileyaua ;  htrva  and  pajni :  I,  l.')4. 
Ancliylopera  fragari.e  ;  laica  :  I,  143.     (First  described  in  the  Am.  Ent,  I,  90.) 
Penthiiia  vitivoraua:  larva  and  pupa:  I,   135.     (The  larva  first  described,  but  not 

identified,  by  Rath  von.) 

Carpocapsa  pomonella;    larva  aud^^jKc    I,  G3.     (Previonssly   described   by  various 
authors. ) 

Walshia  amorphella;  larva  and  pupa  :  II,  133. 
Biicculatrls  poiaifoliella  ;  larva  and  pupa :  IV,  .51.     (Larva  previously  described  by 

Clemens.) 

(Eta  corapta  ;  larva  and  ̂ ntpa  :  I,  1.5'2. 
Pterophorusperiscelidactylus;  larva,  nad pupa  :  1.137;  III.  (JG.      (Previously  described 

by  Fitch.) 

Pterophorus  carduidactylus  ;  larva  and  pupa:  I,  180. 
Pronuba  yuccasella;  larva:  V,  155;  pupa,  VI,  131  (from  Trans.  St.  Louis  Acad.);  egg^ 

VI,  133  (from  Am.  Xat). 

Orgyia  leucostigma ;   egg>^,   larva   and  pupa:    I,  144-146.      (Previously  described  by 
others. ) 

Thyridopteryx  ephemer;eformis ;  eggs,  larva  and  pupa :  I,   148,  149.     (Previously  de- 
scribed Ity  others. ) 

Htematopis  grataria;  eggs,  larva  and  jyujm  :  I,  179. 
Galleria  cereana ;  larva  and  pujja  :  I,  160.     (Previously  described  by  other  authors.) 

HEMIPTERA. 

Strachia  histriouica ;  vggs,  larva  and  pup>a :  IV,  37. 
Micropus  leucopterns ;  egg,  larval  stages  and  pupa  :  VII,  21. 
Cicada  septenidecim ;  egg  and  young  larva:  I,  25.     (The  eggs  previously  described  by 

several  writers.) 

Pceciloptera  pruinosa  ;  eggs  :  V,  122. 
Ceresa  bubalus ;   eggs:  V,  121. 

Mytilaspis  pinifoliie  ;  eggs  and  larva :  V,  98.     (First  mentioned  by  LeBaron.) 
Phylloxera  rileyi ;  larva  and  jyupa  :  VI,  64,  86  ;  VII,  120. 
Phylloxera  vastatrix ;  various  forms  :  VI,  66  (previously  described  elsewhere  and  by 

others);  impregnated  egg:  VIII,  159.     (Previously  described  by  me  in  the  Trans. 
St.  Louis  Acad,  for  Oct.  18,  1875,  and  independently  by  Balbiani  in  the  Comptes 

rendus  de  1'  Ac.  d.  So.  Paris  for  Oct.  4,  1875.) 
Eriosoma  pyri ;  larva:  I,  120.     (From  the  Am.  Ent.,  I,  82;  previously  described  by 

several  authors.) 
DIPTERA. 

Tabanus  atratiis;  larva  and  pupa:  II,  130,  131.     (Previously  described,  but  uot  spe- 
cifically identified,  by  Walsh.) 

Erax  bastardi ;  larva  and  pupa  :  II,  124. 
Borabyliid  ;  larva :  IX,  96. 
Pipiza  radicum  ;  larva  and  pupa  :  1,122.     (Quoted  from  the  J*».  £*(^,  I,  84.) 
Anthouiyia  zeie  ;  larva  and  2}up((rium  :  1,1.55. 
Meroniyza  americana ;  larva  and  jjupa :  1,  160. 
CEstrusovis;  larva  and  puparium:  I,  162.     (Previously  described  by  other  authors. ) 

ORTHOPTERA. 

Mantis  Carolina  ;  eggs  and  larva  :  I,  170-171.     (Previously  described  b^"  .several  authors. ) 
(Ecanthus  niveus;  eggs:  V,  120.     (Previously   described  as  eggs  of  Ceresa  bubulus 

by  Fitch.) 
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Orcbelimnin  glaberimniu  ;  eggs :  Y,  123. 

Phaueroptera  curvicauaa  ;  egga  :  V,  124,  aud  VI,  1(55  •;  larva  ixiul  pupa :  VI,  16G. 
Microceutrus  retinervis ;  eggs:  V,  123-;  VI,  155  (previously  described  as  eggs  of  Pla- 

typbyllniii  by  Harris);  larva  and  pupa :  VI,  IGl. 
Pbylloptera  oblongifolia  ;  eggs:  V,  123.     (See  Microcentrns.) 
Platypbylliini  coucavuin  ;  eggs:  V,  12-f;  VI,  167. 
Caloptemis  spretns;  eggs  and  egg-mass :  IX,  88,  89;  hirva  umljmpa :  VII,  129. 

NEUROPTERA. 

Corydalus  corniitus ;  larva  andpupa  :  V,  143,  144  (Previously  described  by  Haldeman); 
eggs  aud  egg-mass,  and  goiiiig  larva  :  IX,  127. 



LIST    OF    DESCRIPTIONS,    MOSTLY    AM- 
PLIFIED, OF  SPECIES  NOT  NEW. 

The  following  li-it  includes  the  species,  already  known,  of  which  a 

complete  redescription  of  the  adult  is  given  in  the  Reports,  either  be- 
cause the  original  description  was  in  a  foreign  language,  or  not  easily 

accessible,  or  of  one  sex  only,  or  for  other  reasons. 

HYMENOPTERA. 
Tiphia  iaornata  Say  :  VI,  126. 
Cryptus  extrematis  Cress. :  IV,  111. 
Pezomachus  minimus  (Valsh  :  11,52.     (Fro»  Walsh.) 

Ophion  purgatus  Say  :  II,  53. 
Mesochorus  vitreus  Walsh:  II,  52.     ( From  Walsh. ) 

Pimpla  anuulipes  Brulle:  V,  49. 
Macrocentrns  delicatus  Cress. :  V,  50. 

Microgaster  militaris  Walsh:  11,52.     (From  Walsh.) 

Chalcis  mariie  Biley :  IV,  110.     (From  the  Am.  Eut.,  II,  101-102.) 
Isosoma  vitis  Saunders  :  II,  93.     (From  Saunders.) 

Antigaster  mirabilis  Walsh:  VI,  163.  (From  the  .Im.  Ent.,  II,  169-170.) 
Pristiphora  grossulari.e  Walsh:  IX,  26-27.  (From  the  Prac.  Ent.,  I,  123.) 
Nematus  ventricosus  (King):  IX,  22.     (From  the  Prac.  Ent.,  I,  120-121,  aud  the  Am^ 

Ent.,  II,  16-17.) 
Emphytus  maculatus  Nort.  :  IX,  28. 
Lophyrus  LeContei  Fitch  :  IX,  33. 

COLEOPTERA. 

Doryphora  10-lineata  Say,  var. :  IX,  40. 
Sphenophorus  zese  Walsh:  111,59.     (From  Walsh.) 
Scolytus  caryiB  liiley  :  V,  107.     (Female  first  described  in  Prairie  Farmer  Feb.  2,  1867.) 

[See  Notes.] 
LEPIDOPTERA. 

Apatura  lycaon  (Fair.):  VI,  144. 
Apatura  herse  (Fabr.):  VI,  144. 

Megathymus  yucc*  (  Walk.) :  VIII,  175-176. 
u^igeria  polistiformis  Harr. :  III,  76. 
^geria  acerni  Clem. :  VI,  110. 

Prodenia  auturanalis  Filey :  III,  110-117.     (From  Am.  Ent.,  II,  365.)     [See  Notes.] 
Leucania  unipuncta  Haw. :  II,  56. 

Leucani.a  albilinea  Guen.  :  IX,  56-57. 

Acronycta  oblinita  Sm.  <^-  Abb.  :  III,  71. 
Amphipyra  pyramidoides  Guen. :  III,  74. 
Cehena  renigera  Steph. :  I,  86. 

Hadena  subjuucta  Gr.  ̂ ~  Bob.  :  I,  85. 
Noctua  claudestina  Harr. :  I,  79. 

96 
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Agrotis  iuermis  Han:  :  I,  74. 
Agrotis  cocliranii  liiley  :  I,  75. 
Agrutis  tclifcra  Han:  :  I,  81. 
Agrotis  jaculifera  Guen.:  I,  83, 

Auisoptoryx  pometaria  Han::  VIII,  15-17.     (From  tlie  Trans.  St.  Louis  Acad.  Sc.) 
Palcacrita  veriiata  (Pock):  VIII,  15-17.     (From  the  Traus.  St.  Louis  Acad.  Sc.) 
Aso^iia  costalis  (Fab.) :  \I,  107. 

Pempelia  grossulari;!' (Pae/.-.) :  1,111. 
AValshia  amorpholla  Chm. :  II,  133. 

PoutUiua  vitivorana  Pack. :  I,  135. 

Euryptj'chia  sa  igueana  Clem. :  II,  131.     (From  Clemens.) 
Tortrix  rileyana  Gvofc:  1,  154. 
Walsliia  aiuorphelia  Clem.  :  II,  133. 

Holcocera  glaudulella  Eilen :  IV,  145.     (Froui  the  Can.  Ent..  IV,  lS-1'.).) 
Pronuba  yuccasella  Bihi/ :  V,  150,  151,  155 ;  VI,  131-13-3.     (Both  from  the  Tr/ms. 

St.  Louis  Acad.  Sc.) 

CEtn  comjita  Chm.  :  I,  153. 
HEMIPTEKA. 

Micropus  leucopterus  (Saii)  :  VII,  21,  22. 

Mytihispis  pinifolia-.  (Fitch):  V,  99. 
Eriosoma  pyri  (Fitch) :  I,  120.  c 

Phylloxera  vastatrix  Planchoii ;  VIII,  159  (From  Traus.  St.  Louis  Acad.  Sc.) ;  VI,  06-67  ; 
VII,  93,  99. 

Phylloxera  Rileyi  Licht.  :  IV,  66;  VI,  64,  Hi?;  VII,  118-120. 

Phylloxera  caryie-gummosa  ii(7('^  :  VII,  118.     (From  the  Compta  AV/fiHv,  Paris  Acad. 
of  Sci.,  Dec.  14,  1874.) 

Phylloxera  caryic-ren  Rilcn  :  VII,  118.     (From  tho  Compten  Ilciidiis,  Paris  Acad,  of  Sci., 
Dec.  14,  1874.) 

Phylloxera  cary;e-fallax  Rllri/:     VII,  118.     (From  the  Conptes  R'Hidus,  Paris  Acad,  of 
Sci.,  Dec.  14,  1874.) 

DIPT  ERA. 
Erax  bastardi  Ifacq  :  II,  124. 

Pipiza  radicum  TTahh  4-  Eiley :  I,  121-122.     (From  the  Am.  Eiit.  I,  83-84.) 
Exorista  leucauiic  Walsh  :  II,  51.     (From  Walsh.) 
Tachiua  bifasciata  (FflJr.);  V,  140. 

ORTHOPTEEA. 

Calopteuus  femur-rubrum  (DeG.)  :  VII,  126-128. 
Caloptenus  atlanis  liiley  :  VIII,  117. 

Calopteuus  8pretus(T7iOS.);  VII,  128-132;  VIII,  117. 

ACARINA. 

Hoplophora  arctata  Eilei/ :  VI,  81.     (From  Traus.  St.  Louis  Acad.,  Ill,  216.) 

Tyroglyjihus  phylloxerte  Eiley  <f-  Planchon  :  VI,  81.     (From  Traus.  St.  Louis  Acad., 
Ill,  215.) 
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LIST   OF   ILLUSTRATIONS. 

The  illustrations  in  tbe  Reports  were  prepared  at  the  author's  expense? 
neither  the  State  nor  the  Board  of  Agriculture  making  any  provision 

therefor.  The  wood-engraving  was  done  for  the  most  part  in  St.  Louis, 
by  either  Wm.  Macwitz,  Emile  Lampe,  or  Wittemberg  &  Sorber.  Some 
of  it  was  done  by  Yan  In  gen  &  Snyder,  of  Philadelphia.  A  few  of  the 

later  illustrations  are  by  photo-engraving,  and  Figs.  50-52  of  the  8th 
Eeport  show  the  first  attempt  to  combine  this  process  with  lithography. 
In  the  following  list,  all  drawings  were  made  from  nature  by  the  author 
unless  otherwise  stated,  and  when  the  figure  is  enlarged  the  natural 

size,  unless  otherwise  apparent  or  stated  in  this  list,  will  be  found  indi- 
cated in  hair-line.     The  nomenclature  of  the  Eeports  is  retained. 

REPORT   I. 

Plate  L  (Drawn  by  D.  Wiest  and  lithograplied  by  Boweu  &  Co.,  Philadelpliia.) 

Fig.    1.  Unarmed  liustic  (AgrotiH  incrmis  Hair.),  moth. 

Fig.    2.  Variegated  Cut-woriu  (Agrotis  inermh  Harr. ). 
Fig.    3.  Variegated  Cut-worm  (Agrotis  inermis  llarr.),  head,  enlarged. 
Fig.    4.  Variegated  Cut-worm  (Agrotis  incrmis  Harr.),  one  joint,  enlarged. 
Fig.    5.  Climbing  Cut- worm  Moth  (Agrotis  scandens  Eiley),  wings  spread. 

Fig.    ().  Climbing  Cut-worm  Moth  {Agrotis  scancUns  Eilej^),  wings  closed. 
Fig.    7.  Climbing  Cut- worm  (^(/ro^is  scaH^ieras  K'ley). 
Fig.    8.  Lance  Rustic  {Agrotis  telifera  Harr.),  moth. 

Fig.    9.  Greasy  Cnt-vrorm  {Agrotis  telifera  Knvr.). 
Fig.  10.  Greasy  Cut-worm  {Agrotis  telifera  Harr.),  head,  enlarged. 
Fig.  11.  Dart-bearing  Rustic  {Agrotis  jacnJifera  Guen.),  moth. 

Fig.  12.  Proclenia  com>ne1i)ia',  Sm.  &.  Abb.,  one  joint  of  larva  enlarged. 
Fig.  13.  Clandestine  Owlet  Moth  {Xoctna  clandestina  Harr.). 

Fig.  14.  Subjoined  Hadena  {Hadcna  xuhjuueta  (jv.  &  Rob.),  moth. 

Fig.  15.  Speckled  Cut-worm  {Hudena  suhjiincta  Gr.  iS:  Rob.),  head,  enlarged. 
Fig.  Ifi.  Speckled  Ciit-worm  {Hadena  snhjnncta  Gr.  &  Rob.),  one  joint,  enlarged. 
Fig.  17.  Speckled  Cut-worm  {Hadena  snhjuncta  Gr.  &  Rob.),  anal  joint,  enlarged. 
Fig.  18.  Eight-spotted  Forester  {Atiipia  octoniacalata,  Fabr. ). 

Fig.  It).  Grape-vine  Epimenis  (Ps.(/c/(onio)-jj7(a  f'^(mf«ts,  Drury),  larva.     (Mentioned  on 
p.  136,  but  first  named  in  the  3d  Rej)t.,  p.  63.) 

Plate  II.  (Drawn  by  D.  Wiest  and  lithographed  by  Bowen  &  Co.,  Philadelphia.) 

Fig.    1.  Solldago  Gall  Moth  (Ge/(?c/(ia //rt?tesa?(VtojriHi8  Riley),  wings  expanded. 
Fig.    2.  Solidago  Gall  Moth  {Gelechia  gallaisolidaginis  Riley),  wings  closed. 
Fig.    3.  Walnut  Tortrix  {Tortrix  rileyana  Grote),  wings  expanded. 
Fig.    4.  Walnut  Torcrix  {Tortrix  rileyana  Grote),  wings  closed. 

Fig.    .').  Solidago  Gall  Moth  {Gelechia  gaJlwxotidaginis  Riley),  larva   swollen  by  the 
cocoons  of  the  Inflating  Chalcis-lly  within. 

Fig.    6.  Inflating  Chalcis-lly,  enlarged. 
Fig.    7.  Hemiteles  (?)  cessonii  Riley,  enlarged. 

Fig.    8.  Earytoni't  bolteri  Rllay;  male  antenna,  enlarged. 

'J8 
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Fig.    9.  ̂ H/v//omrt  &«?/(/i  Riley ;  female,  enlarj^ed. 

Fig.  10.  Bag  of  Baj-'-wonu  {Thiiridnptvnix  vphcmvnvfoymls  Stepli.),   cut  to  show   the 
cocoons  of  Hcmiti'lcs  (?)  thiiridopicvjidix. 

Fig.  11.  JIvmiMi's  (?)  thyrldoptirngiH  Riley,  female. 
Fig.  12.   Hcmitcles  (?)  Iln/ridoplcri/ijin  Rihiy,  male. 

Fig.  13.  Tliisth'  riiimo  {I'tcrophont'i  cardiiiddclitlus  Riley),  moth. 
Fig.  14.  Thistle  Plume  {I'Icrojihontx  cavduidachilH-s  Riley),  chrysalis. 
Fig.  15.  Grape-vine  Plume  (Picrophorus periscrHdadyliiH  Fitch),  moth. 
Fig.  16.  Grape-vine  Plume  {Plvrophorus  pcriiscdiduc1;ihi>i  Fitch),  chrysalis. 
Fig.  17.  Gooseberry  Fruit-worm  Moth  {Pempclia  (jrossularuv  Pack.). 
Fig.  18.  Chickweed  Geometer  {HwmatopiH  grataria,  Fabr.),  moth. 
Fig.  19.  Chickweed  Geometer  (Hwinatopis  grataria,  Fabr.),  larva. 
Fig.  20.  Ohickwee<l  Geometer  {ILvmalopis  grataria,  Fabr.),  pupa. 
Fig.  21.  Chickweed  Geometer  (Hwmatojyis  grataria,  Fabr.),  eggs. 

Fig.  22.  Ailanthus  worm  {(Uta  compta,  Clem.),  moth,  -with  opread  wings. 
Fig.  23.  Ailauthus  worm  {(Eta  compta,  Clem.),  moth,  with  closed  wings. 

Fig.  24.  Seed-corn  Maggot  (Atithomiiia  zvk  Riley),  fly,  enlarged. 
Fig.  25.  Raspberry  Geometer  {Aplodcs  ruhivora  Riley),  moth. 

Fig.  26.  Strawberry  Leaf-roller  (.l((t7i ///opera /;-«^«>vV(' Walsh  &  Riley),  moth,  enlarged. 
Fig.  27.  Strawberry  Leaf-ndler  (.l«t7(///(>2J(T«/m<7rt»'/Vt'  Walsh  &  Riley),  moth,  natural 

size. 

Fk;.  23.  American  Meromyza  (Mcromiiza  amcricaiia  Fitch),  fly,  enlarged. 

Fig.  29.  Grape-berry  ]\Ioth  {Pcnthina  vitivorana  Pack,),  moth,  enlarged. 
Fig.  30.  Grape-berry  Moth  {Pcnthina  vilivorana  Pack.),  moth,  natural  size. 

wooD-crrs. 

Fig.    1.  Harris's  Bark-louse  (A-iipidiotufi  HarriHii  Walsh). 
Fig.    2.  Oyster-shell  Bark-louse  {Aspidiotwi  concliiformis,  Gmdliu). 
Fig.  3.  Oyster-shell  Bark-louse  (J.sjjir?io/M,sconc7n/orm/s,  Gmelin).  l,egg  (natural  size 

scarcely  .01.)  2,  larva,  as  it  appears  when  running  over  the  twigs  (natural 
size  .01.)  3,  its  appearance  after  becoming  fixed.  4,  appearance  of  scale 
after  the  second  plate  is  formed.  5,  form  of  louse  (ventral  view)  soon  after 
losing  its  members.  6,  form  of  louse  (ventral  view)  when  full  grown  and 
just  about  to  deposit.  7,  fully  formed  scale,  containing  louse,  as  it  appears 

from  the  under  side  when  raised.  8,  highly  magnified  antenna  of  larva, 
showing  joints. 

Fig.  4.  Twice-stabbed  Liidybird  {Chilocorus  blrulnerus  'Slnls.).  [From  the  P;'«o/ic  a 

Entomologist. '\ 
Fig.    5.  Twice-stabbed  Ladybird  (Cliilocorus  hivnhierus  Muls.),  larva. 

Fig.  6.  Seventeen-year  Cicada  (Cj«(f7a«rpff;mr?edm  Linn.).  A,  ̂   of  typical  form ;  c,  d, 
genital  hooks ;  g,  singing  apparatus.  B,  $  of  the  small  form  (cassinii) ; 

e,  f,  genital  hooks. 

Fig.  7.  Seventeen-year  Cicada  {Cicada  scptcmdccim, 'Linn.),  a,  pupa;  h,  cast  pupa 
shell ;  c,  imago  ;  d,  punctured  twig ;  e,  two  eggs. 

Fig.  8.  Seventeen-year  Cicada  {Cicada  sejittmdecim  Liiun.),  gaWeries  made  by  pupa; 
a,  front  view,  e,  orifice ;  h,  section,  c,  pupa  awaiting  time  of  change,  d,  pupa 

ready  to  transform.  ,^ 
Fig.    9.  Twig  ijunctured  by  the  Seventeen-year  Cicada  {Cicada  scptcmdccim  Linn.). 
Fig.  10.  Twig  healed  after  the  jiuncture  of  the  Seventeen-year  Cicada  {Cicada  scptem- 

dccim  Linn.). 

Fig.  11.  Thirteen-y(;ar  Cicada  {Cicada  trcdccim  Linn.),  newly  hatched  larva. 
Fig.  12.  Stiziis  graiidis  Say,  2. 

Fig.  13.  Seventeen-year  Cicada  {Cicada  licptemdccim  Linn.),  side  view  of  9  to  show 
beak,  a,  and  ovipositor,  b. 
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Fig.  14.  Rouiul-licaded  Apple-tree  Borer  {Saperda  bivitiata  Say),     a,  larva;  b,  pupa; 
c,  imago. 

Fig.  15.  Flat-headed  Apple-tree  B;>rer  (C'/()-^80&o</tri»/«W!>ra^t,  Fabr.),  larva. 
Fig.  If).  Flat-headed  Apple-tree  Borer  (Chri/Kobothris  feniorata,  Fabr.),  imago. 

Fig.  17.  Peach-tree  Borer  (.7:/^erta  ej-tfio.'.a  Say) ;  1,  9;  2,  $. 

Fig.  18.  Plum  Curculio(6'o«o/rac/ie/(W  »eH!(;;fta*-,  Herbst) ;  a,  larva;  6,  pupa;  c,  imago  ; 
d,  plum  aud  curciilio,  uatural  size,  the  plum  bearing  oue  of  the  punctures. 

Fig.  10.  Peuusylvauia  Soldier-beetle  (Chaiiliogmthus  pensylmnicus,'DeGeeT).    a,  larva, 
natural  size;  b,  head  aud  first  segment  enlarged  ;  c,  under  lip  {labium) ;  d, 

upper  lip  {labrum) ;  e,  leg;  /,  left  lower  jaw  {maxilla) ;  g,  antenna;  h,  left- 
upper  jaw  {mandible). 

Fig.  20.  Lacewiug(C/u-^807;a  sp.) ;  a,  egga;  b,  larva;  c,  cocoon,  the  upper  figure  show- 
ing the  lid;  d,  imago,     [a,  b,  d  after  Westwood.] 

Fig.  21.  Subangular  Grouud-beetle  {Aspido'jlossa  subangiilata  Chaud.). 
Fig.  22.  Carabid  larva.     A,  natural  size  ;  B,  under  side  of  head,  enlarged;  c,  mandible  ; 

e,  antenna;  /,  labium  aud  labial  palpi;  g,  maxilla  and  its  palpi  ;  A,  joint 

12  beneath  ;  r,  joint  11  beneath ;  j,  joints  4-10  each  beneath— enlarged. 
Fig.  23.  Pennsylvania  Ground-beetle  {Harpalm pensglvanicus,  DeGeer). 

Fig.  24.  Codling-moth  {Carpocapsa  pomonella,  Linn.)  a,  apple  showing  the  -work  of 
the  larva;  b,  point  of  eutrauco  of  the  larva ;  d,  impa;  e,  larva;  /,  g,  moth. 
h,  head  of  larva ;  i,  cocoon. 

Fig.  25.  Pupa  of  Cut- worm  in  earthen  cell.     [After  Curtis.] 
Fig.  26.  Dark-sided  Cut-worm  {Agroiis  Cocliranii  Riley),     a,  larva;  b,  moth. 
Fig.  27.  W- marked  Cut-worm  {Noctua  clandestina  Harr.). 
Fig.  28.  Lance  Rustic  {Agrotis  telifera  Harr.),  moth. 

Fig.  29.  Gothic  Dart  {Agrotis  subgothica,  Haw.),  moth. 

Fig.  30.  Glassy  Cut-worm  {Agrotis  devastator,  Brace).  Lower  figure  represents  the 
side  of  one  of  the  middle  segments. 

Fig.  31.  Figure  8  Minor  {Celmtia  renigcra  Steph.).     a,  moth;  b,  larva. 
Fig.  32.  Microgastvr  miHtaris  Walsh.     [After  Walsh.] 

Fig.  ii3.  Spined  Soldier-bug  {Arma  sjnuosa  Dallas),  a,  beak  magnified;  b,  bug  with 
right  wing  spread. 

Fig.  34.  Fiery  Ground-beetle  {Calosoma  calidnm,  Fabr.) ;  a,  larva;  6,  beetle. 
Fig.  35.  Potato  stalk  Borer  (  Gortyna  nitela  Guen.)  1,  moth;  2,  larva. 

Fig.  36.  Potato-stalk  Borer  {(rortyna  nitela  Guen.)  larva. 
Fig.  37.  Potato-stalk  Weevil  {Baridius  trinotatus,  Say);  a,  larva  ;.Z*,  pupa;  o,  beetle, 

(all  enlarged). 

Fig.  33.  Potato-  or  Tomato-yvorm  {Splunx  o-mactilata  Haw.).  A,  larva;  B,  pupa;  C, 
moth.     [After  Harris. ] 

Fig.  3'J.  Striped  Blister-beetle  {Lytta  viltata  Fabr.).     [From  rractiual  Entomologist.'^ 
Fig.  40.  a,  Ash-gray  Blister-beetle  {Lytta  cinorea  Fabr.),  rf,  autenme  ;  b,  Black-rat 

Blister-beetle  {Lytta  murina  Lee.),  c,  anteun:c. 

Fig.  41.  Margined  Blister-beetle  {Lytta  marginata  Fabr.).  [From  Practical  Entomolo- 
gist.) 

Fig.  42.  Three-lined  Potato-beetle  (Lf^ma  friZiHca to,  Oliv.) ;  a,  larva;  6,  tip  of  itsbody ; 

0,  pupa;  d,  eggs.     [From  Practical  Entomologist. '\ 
Fig.  43.  Three-lined  Potato-beetle  {Lema  trilincata,  Oliv.).  [From  Practical  Ento- 

mologist.'] Fig.  44.  Striped  Cucumber-beetle  {Diabrolica  vittata,  Fabr.).  [From  Practical  En  to. 
mologist.  ] 

Fig.  45.  Cucumber  Flea-beetle  {Ilaltiea  cucumrris  Harr.).  [From  Practical  Lintomolo- 
gist.] 

Fig.  46.  Colorado  Potato-beetle  {Dorypliora  lO-Uneata,  Say);  a,  eggs;  b,  larva,  in  dif- 
ferent stages;  c,  pupa;  d,  imago  or  beetle;  e,  wing-cover,  enlarged;  /,  leg, 

enlarged. 
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Fxo.  -J".  Bogus  Colorailo  Potato-liectlo  (Dori/phoni  juncfa,  Geriiiar) ;  «,  eggs  ;  h,  larva  : 
c,  beetle ;  d,  wiug-covcr,  enlarged  ;  e,  log,  enlarged. 

Fig.  43.  Colorado  Potato-beetle  Parasite  {Lyddia  dorypliorw  Kiley). 

Fig.  49.  Spotted  Ladybird  (Hippodaimu  macnlafa,  UeGoer).  [From  PracUcal  Entomol- 
ogist. ] 

Fig.  .')0.  Nine-spotted  La:Iybird  {CKclneUad-iiotata  Ilerbst).  [Fro:n  Practical  Eiitomol- 
Of/ist.  ] 

Fig.  .'^1.  Thirtcen-spotted  Ladybir.l  {Ilippodamia  Vi-puiictata,  Linn.). 
Fig.  52.  Convergent  Ladybird  {Ilippodamia  couvirfiois  Gner. ) 
Fig.  53.  Ladybird  larva.     [After  Westwood.] 

Fig.  54.  Spined  Soldier-bug  {Anna  spinosa  Dallas);  a,  beak  enlarged;  /;,  bug;  c,  en- 
larged beak  of  an  allied  plant-feeder  {Eitschistus  punclipcs,  Say). 

Fig.  55.  Common  Squash-bug  {Corcus  trislis,  DeGcer) ;  b,  enlarged  beak. 

Fig.  56.  Bordered  Soldier-bug  (5<Jr(!<jH.'»_/j/H6>-ui/HS,  Say). 
Fig.  57.  Many-banded  K(d)ber  {Ilarpador  ductus,  Fabr.) ;  h,  enlarged  beak. 

Fig.  58.  Rapacious  Soldier-bug  {I\'cdi(dits  raptatorins  Say). 
Fig.  59.  Virginian  Tiger-l)eetle  {Tetracha  virginica  Hope). 
Fig.  go.  Fiery  Ground-beetle  {Calosoma  calidum,  Fabr.). 
Fig.  G1.  Elongate  Ground-beetle  {Pasimachtis  elongatiis  Lee). 

Fig.  G2.  Murky  Ground-beetle  (fl"rtrj;rt?«.s  caliginosiis  Say). 
Fig.  63.  Pincers  for  crusliing  Potato-beetles. 

Fig.  (54.  Apple-root  Plant-louse  {Enosoma  jyyd, 'Fitch);  a,  affected  root;  h,  larva:  c, 
■winged  louse;  d,  leg;  e,  proboscis;  /,  antenna  of  winged  louse;  g,  antenna 
of  larva  (all  greatly  enlarged). 

Fig.  65.  Vagabond  Plant-louse  {Pemphigus  vagahundus,  Walsli). 

Fig.  66.  Eoot-louse  Sj-rplins-fly  (P(j)i5'a  radicum  Riley);  a,  larva;  &,  pupariurn  from 
wliich  tlie  tiy  lias  emerged  ;  c,  fly. 

Fig.  67.  Gigantic  Grape-root  Borer  {Prionus  latiroUis,  Drury). 
Fig.  68.  Gigantic  Grape-root  Borer  (/VioHJ/s  laticollis,  Drury) ;  bead  and  tboracic  joints . 
Fig.  69.  Cylindrical  Orthosoma  {Orthoi^oma  cglindricum,  Fabr.). 

Fig.  70.  Grape  Curculio  {Cwliodes  iiuvquaMs,  Say);  a,  infested  grape;  b,  larva. 

Fig.  71.  Grape  Curculio  {Cwliodes  ina'qualis,  Say).     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  72.  Grape  Curculio  {Codiodes  irueqiialis,  Say) ;  front  leg.     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  73.  Grape-seed  Maggot  {Isosoma  vitis  Saunders). 
Fig.  74.  Grape-cane  Gall-cnrculio  {Baridius  Sesosiris  Lee). 
Fig.  75.  Grape-vincf  Fidia  {Fidia  vitidda  Walsh).     [From  Pradical  Entomologist. 1 

Fig.  76.  Grape  Fruit-worm  {Penthina  v'ifimrana  Pack.  =  Loiei/a  hoirnna  St'liifl'. );  «, 
pupa ;  I),  cocoon. 

Fig.  77.  Snowy  Tree-cricket  {CEeanthus  vireus  Harr.),  <?.  [From  Practical  Entomolo- 
gist.} 

Fig.  78.  SuowyTree-cricket(ffic«H</i«8Huri<sHaiT.),  9-    IF vom Pradical Entomologist.~\ 
Fig.  79.  Gooseberry  Fruit-worm  {Pempdia  grossularia;  Pack.);  «,  cocoon;  b,  moth. 

[After  Packard.] 

Fig.  80.  Strawberry  Leaf-roller  {Andnjloprra  fragariw  Walsh  &  Riley;  a,  larva;  h, 
anterior  part  enlarged ;  d,  anal  segment ;  o,  moth. 

Fig.  81.  White-marked  Tussock  Moth  ( 0*Y///(rt  leucostigma,  Sm.  &  Abb.) ;  a,  9  on  cocoon; 
b,  larva  ;  c,  female  pupa  ;  d,  male  pupa. 

Fig      ..•   White-marked  Tussock  Moth  {Crgijia  leucodign  a,  Sm.  &  Ab)).) ;  female  eater- 

pillar. 
Fig.  83.  White-marked  Tussock  Moth  {Orgijia  lencosUgma,  Sm.  &  Abb.),  male. 

Fig.  84.  Bag-worm  {Thyridopteryx  ejjhemercvforviis  Haw.) ;  a,  larva;  &,  male  chrysalis; 
c,  female  moth;  (7,  male  moth;  e,  female  chrysalis  in  bag,  sectional  view  ; 
/,  caterpillar  and  bag;  g,  very  young  caterpillars  in  their  bags. 

Fig.  85.  AValuut  Tortrix  (Toj-/rJxii;i7<'yflWfl  Grotc) :  a,  larva;  b,  side  view  of  one  seg- 
ment. 
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Fig.  86.  Seed-corn  Maggot  {.iiit]iom>/'ut  zcw  Riley):  a,  enlarged;  h,  puparium. 
Fig.  87.  Seed-corn  Maggot  {Anthomyia  zeiv  Riley);  kernels  of  corn  containing  the 

maggot. 
Fig.  88.  White  Grub  or  May-beetle  {Lachnonterna  qiterciiia,  Knocb);  1,  pnpa;  2,  the 

grub  ;  3,  4,  the  beetle. 
Fig.  89.  White  Grub  attacked  by  fungus. 

Fig.  90.  American  Meromyza  { Meromt/za  americcina  Vitch) ;  a,  infested  stalk ;  h,  mag- 
got; c,  pupa. 

Fig.  91.  Sheep  Head  Maggot  {Gistrus  oris  Linn.) ;  1  and  2.  the  Gad-lly  ;  3,  the  pupa- 
rium ;  4,  larva,  dorsal  view;  5,  larva,  ventral  view;  6,  younger  larva;  a, 

head ;  h,  corneous  appendages  at  anus  ;  c,  spiracles. 
Fig.  92.  Bee-moth  (GaUeria  cereanaFahv.);  a,  larva;  6,  cocoon  ;  c,  pupa ;  d,  e,  moth. 
Fig.  93.  Nebraska  Bee-killer  {Trupanea  apivora  Fitch ^  Promachm  Fitchii  O.  S.). 

Fig.  94.  Camel-cricket  (J/flH/is  caro?i««,  Linn.)  ;  a,  female;  6,  male. 

Fig.  95.  Camel-cricket  (Mantis  Carolina,  Linn.),  egg-masses. 
Fig.  96.  Solidago  Gall  of  Gehchia  f/alUvsoUdaciinis  Riley;  a,  section  of  gall;  h,  whole 

gall ;  c,  orifice  through  which  the  moth  escaiies ;  d,  excrement  of  the  larva  ; 

e,  larva. 

Fig.  97.  Earytoma  Boltcri  Riley;  antenna*  of  $  and  9  • 
Fig.  98.  Thistle  Plume-moth  {Fterophorus  carduidactylus  Riley  =  P<.  cardui  Zell- 

emend),  anterior  and  posterior  joints  of  the  larva. 

REPORT   II. 

Fig.    1.  Chinch-bug  {Micropus  Icucopierus,  Say). 
Fig.    2.  Chinch-bug  (Micropus  leucopterits,  Say),  short-winged  form. 
Fig.  3.  S^iotted  Ladybird  {Ilippodamia  vmcidaia,  DeGeer).  [From  rracticrtJ  Ento- 

mologist.'\ Fig.    4.  Trim  Ladybird  (Coccinella  munda  Say). 

Fig.    5.  Lacewing  (C/()'//.sojja  sp.).     [After  West  wood.] 
Fig.    6.  Insidious  Flower-bug  (^«//i.ocori8  tHsifZiosHS,  Saj")' 
Fig.    7.  Spined  Soldier-bug  (Anna  spinosa  Dallas). 
Fig.    8.  Ash-gray  Leaf-bug  (Ptesma  cinerea,  Say). 
Fig.    9.  Flea-like  Negro-bug  (CoruHe?a;H«j>»?icarm,  Germar). 
Fig.  10.  Bordered  Soldier-bug  (Stiretriis  finihriatus,  Say). 
Fig.  11.  Tent-caterpillar  of  the  Forest  {Clisiocampa  sylvatica  Harr.). 

Fig.  12.  Cotton-worm  (Anomis  xylina,  Say);  a,  egg;  i,  worm,  one-t"hird  grown  ;  d,  top 
view;  c,  side  view  of  full-grown  worm  ;  e,  cocoon  ;/,  chrysalis.  [Adapted 

•    from  Glover.  ] 

Fig.  13.  Cotton- worm  Moth  {Anomis  xylina,  Say);  o,  with  ̂ ^ings  expanded;  &,  wings 
closed. 

Fig.  14.  Army-worm  (Leitcania  umpuncta  Haw.). 
Fig.  15.  Army-worm  {Leucania  unipuncta  Haw.),  chrysalis. 
Fig.  16.  Army-worm  Moth  {Leucania  unipuncta  Haw.). 
Fig.  17.  Red-tailed  Tachina-tiy  {Exorista  leucania}  Kirk.). 
Fig.  18.  Yellow-tailed  Tachina-fiy  (Exorista  flavicaiida  Riley). 
Fig.  19.  Glassy  Mesochorus  (J/esoc/ior»8  rifreMS  Walsh).     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  20.  Pezomachus  minimus  Walsh.     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  21.  Pezomachus  minimus  Walsh;  bunch  of  cocoons.     [After  AValsh.] 
Fig.  22.   Chnlcis  albifrons  Walsh.     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  23.  Microyasler  militaris  Walsh.     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  24.   Glyphe  viridascens  Walsh.     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  25.   Ophion  purgaius  Say. 

Fig.  26.  Clubbed  Tortoise-beetle  {Deloyala  clavata,  Oliv.). 

Fig.  27.  Two-striped  Sweet-potato  Beetle  {Cassida  bivittata  Say);  2,  larva;  3,  pupa; 
4,  beetle. 
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Fig.  23.  Chelymorpha  cribraria,  F;ibr. ;  pupa  (enlarged).     fA-ffcer  Packard.] 
Fig.  2d,  Ch^Ij/morpha  cribraria,  Fa^r.  (tMilari;;ed).     [After  Packard.] 
Fig.  30.  Phy>ionota  quinquepnnclata  Walsh  &  Riley  ;  a,  larva;  b,  beetle. 

Fig.  31.  Goldeu  Tortoise-beetle  {Casnida  aurichalcea,  Fabr.),  ('<rg. 
Fig.  32.  Two-striped  Sweet-potato  Beetle  (Cansida  hirittata  Say),  larvie. 
Fio.  33.  Goldeu  Tortoise-beetlo  {Cansida  aurichalcea,  Fabr.),  larva;  a,  natural  size;  6, 

enlarged  aud  ■witli  the  dung  taken  from  the  fork. 
Fig.  34.  Golden  Tortoise-beetle  (Casaida  aarichalcva,  VahT.);  a,  pupa;  6,  beetle. 
Fig.  35.  Mottled  Tortoise-beetle  (Casaida  (jattala,  Oliv.);  a,  larva;  b,  puj)a. 
Fig.  36.  Mottled  Tortoise-beetlo  {Cansida  guttata,  Oliv.). 
Fig.  37.  Black-legged  Tortoise-beetle  {Cassida  ni(jripcs  Oliv.);  a,  larva;  b,  larva 

cleaned  aud  enlarged ;  c,  pupa  (enlarged). 

Fig.  33.  Black-legged  Tortoise-beetle  {Caasida  nigripes  Oliv.). 

Fig.  39.  Striped  Ciicuiuber-beotle  {Diabrolica  vlttata,  Fabr.).  [From  1' radical  Ento- 
mologist. ] 

Fig.  40.  Striped  Cucumber-beetle  {Diahrotica  vittata,  Fabr.),  larva  ;  a,  dorsal  view;  b, 
side  view. 

Fig.  41.  Striped  Cucumber-beetle  (Diabrotica  vittata,  Fabr.)  pupa;  1,  ventral;  2,  dor- 
sal view. 

Fig.  42.  Twelve-spotted  Diabrotica  {Diabrotica  12-panctafa,  Oliv.).  [From  Practical 

Entornologi8t.~\ 
Fig.  43.  Pickie-worm  {I'hacvJInra  nitidalis  Cram.);  a,  natural  size ;  6,  head  and  first 

joints,  enlarged ;  c,  side  view  of  a  joint,  enlarged ;  d,  cervical  shield,  en- 
larged; e,  side,  of  first  joint,  enlarged;  /,  2d  joint  from  above,  enlarged; 

g,  anal  joint,  enlarged ;  h,  cocoon  ;  i,  moth,  male. 

Fig.  44.  Hog-caterpillar  of  the  Vine  {Chwrocampa  pampinatrix,  Sm.  &  Abb.). 
Fig.  45.  Hog-caterpillar  of  the  Vine  {Chxcrocampa pampinatrix,  Sm.  &  Abb.),  chrys- 

alis. 

Fig.  40.  Hog-caterpillar  of  the  Vine  {Chwrocampa  pampinatrix,  Sm.  &  Abb.),  moth. 
Fig.  47.  Microgaster  cocoons  or  Hog-caterpillar  of  the  Vine  {Chcvr.  pampinatrix,  Sm. 

&Abb.)     [After  Harris.] 
Fig.  48.  Microgaster  ̂ z  Apauiclcft.     [After  Harris. ] 

Fig.  49.  Achemon  Sphinx  {Philampelus  achemo)i,Dvnv^),  catei'pillar. 
Fig.  50.  Achemon  Sphinx  {Philampehts  achemon,  Drury),  chrysalis. 
Fig.  51.  Achemon  Sphinx  {PhilampcUis  achemon,  Drury),  moth. 

Fig.  52.  Satellite  Sphinx  {Philampehis  satellitia,  Linn.);  a,  full-grown  larva;  b,  its  po- 
sition at  rest;  c,  young  larva. 

Fig.  53.  Satellite  Sphinx  {Philampelus  satellitia,  Linn.),  moth. 
Fig.  54.  Abbot  Sphinx  (Thgreus  Abbotii  Swainson);  larva  aud  moth. 

Fig.  55.  Eight-spotted  Forrester  {Algpia  octoniaculata,  Vnhr.);  a,  caterpillar;  b,  side 
view  of  one  joint ;  c,  moth. 

Fig.  56.  Beautiful  Wood-nymph  (£((f/r//as  r/ra^a,  Fabr.). 
Fig.  57.  ?  Pearl  Wood-nymph  {Eadrgas  unio,  Hlib.);  a,  larva  ;  6,  side  view  of  one  seg- 

ment enlarged;  c,  hump  on  11th  joint,  enlarged.     (See  3d  Rep.,  Fig.  25.) 
Fig.  58.  American  Procris  {Procris  americana  Boisd.) ;  a,  larva;  b,  chrysalis  ;  c,  cocoon  ; 

d,  c,  moth. 
Fig.  59.  American  Procris  {Procris  amcricana  Boisd.),  larvse. 

Fig.  60.  Gigantic  Grape-root  Borer  {Prion iis  laticoUis,  Drury). 
Fig.  61.  Broad-necked  Prionus  {Prionus  laticoUis,  Drury),  female. 

Fig.  62.  Gigantic  Grape-root  Borer  {Prionns  laticoUis,  Drurj'),  pupa. 
Fig.  63.  Tile-horned  Prionus  (Prionus  imbricornis,  Linn.),  male. 
Fig.  64.  Grape-seed  Magget  {Isosoma  ritis  Saunders). 

Fig.  65,  Joint-worm  Fly  {Isosoma  hordei,  Harr.)  ;  a,  female;  i,  male;  c,"  9  antenna; 
d,  $  antenna ;  e,  9  abdomen ;  /,  <?  abdomen. 
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Fio.  66.  Cauker-worm;  a,  eggs  of  Fall  Canker-worm  (^Hi«oj>fen/x  jjowf^rtna  Harr.) ;  h, 

five  eggs  of  same,  enlarged ;  o,  larva  of  Spring,  Canker-worm  (Pahacrita 
riTuata,  Peck),  d,  cocoon,  e,  crysalis,  /,  male  moth,  g,  female  moth— all 
probably  of  vernata.  (See  6th  Rept.,  p.  29).  [«,  h,  c,  d,  e,  after  Harris;  /,  g, 
after  Packard.] 

Fig.  67.  Spring  Canker-worm  (Pahaoifa  vcruata,  Peck),  head  enlarged. 
Fig.  68.  Mite  {Noihrm  ovivonis  Pack.),  enlarged.     [After  Packard.] 

Fig.  69.  Rummaging  Groiind-beetle  {CaJonoma  scrutator,  Fabr.). 
Fig.  70.  Fiery  Ground-beetle  (Calo-wma  calidum,  Fabr.). 
Fig.  71.  Fraternal  Potter- wasp  {Eitmciica  fraterna  Say);  b,  clay  nest;  c,  same  cut 

open. 
Fig.  72.  Southeru  Cabbage-butteray  {Ptcrisprotodlcc  Boisd.);  a,  caterpillar;  1),  chrys- 

alis. 

Fig.  73.  Southern  Cabbage-butterfly  {Picris protodice  Boisd.),  female. 
Fig.  74.  Southern  Cabbage-butterfly  {Pieris  protodice  Boisd.),  male. 
Fig.  75.  Potherb  Butterfly  {Pieris  oleracea  Boisd.).     [After  Harris.] 
Fig.  76.  Potherb  Butterfly  (Pieris  oleracei  Boisd.),  chrysalis.     [After  Harris.] 

Fig.  77.  Imported  Cabbage-butterfly  (Pieris  rapw  Schrank.);  «,  larva;  i,  chrysalis. 
[After  Curtis.] 

Fig.  78.  Imported  Cabbage-butterfly  (Picris  rapw  Schrank.),  female. 
Fig.  79.  Imported  Cabbage-butterfly  (Pieris  rupee  Schrank.),  male. 
Fig.  so.  Butterfly  Net :  5,  socket ;  6,  ring. 

Fig.  81.  Cabbage  Plusia(P?«v/a  ftrrtasuYc  Riley) ;  a,  caterpillar;  &,  chrysalis  in  cocoon ; 
c,  moth,  male. 

Fig.  82.  Zebra-caterpillar  (Mamcstra  picta  Harr.);  a,  caterpillar;  h,  moth. 
Fig.  83.  Tarnished  Plant-bug  (Capsus  oMineatns  Say). 
Fig.  84.  Philenor  Swallow-tail  (PapiUo  philenor  Drury),  caterpillar. 
Fig.  Philenor  Swallow-tail  (Pajji7»o  philenor  Drury);  a,  chrysalis,  back  view;  i, 

lateral  outline. 

Fig.  86.  Philenor  Swallow-tail  (PapiUo  pliilenor  Drury). 
Fig.  87.  Cottonwood  Dagger  (Acronijcta  populi  Riley);  caterpillar. 
Fig.  88.  Cottonwood  Dagger  (Acronycta  popuU  Riley). 

Fig.  89.  Missouri  Bee-killer  (Asihis  missouriensis  Riley). 
Fig.  90.  Wing  of  Promaehus  (a),  Asilus  (b),  Erax  (c). 
Fig.  91.  Silky  Asilus  (Asllas  sericeiis  Say).     [After  Harris.] 
Fig.  92.  Erax  bastardi  Macq.,  larva. 
Fig.  93.  Erax  bastardi  Macq.  ;  a,  fly ;  b,  pupa. 

Fig.  94.  Goat-weed  Butterfly  (Paphia  glyccrium    Doubl.)  ;  a,  caterpillar;  b,  chrysalis. 
Fig.  95.  Goat-weed  Butterfly  (Paplda ghjcerium  Doubl.),  male. 
Fig.  96.  Goat-weed  Butterfly  (Paphia glycerinm  Doubl.),  female. 
Fig.  97.  Black  Breeze-fly  (Tahanus  atratus  Fabr.);  a,  larva  ;  b,  pupa  shell;  c,  fly. 
Fig.  98.  False-indigo  Gall-moth  (TFalshia  amorpheUa  Clem.);  a,  moth;  b,  caterpillar; 

c,  gall;  d,  section  of  gall,  showing  larva  in  burrow. 

Fig.  99.  Misnamed  Ga\\-vaoVii(Eurypti)chia  saligneanai^lcva.)',  a,  moth;  7>,  gall  with 
protruding  pupa-shell. 

EEPORT   III. 

Fig.  1.  Plum  Curculio  (ConotrachcJtts  nenuphar,  Herbst) ;  a,  larva;  b,  pupa;  c,  cur- 
culio,  enlarged;  d,  punctured  jdura  with  curculio  resting  on  it,  natural  size. 

Fig.    2.  The  Hull  Curculio- catcher. 

Fig.  3.  The  Hull  Curcnlio-catcher;  viewed  from  beneath ;  a,  slide  for  closing  central 
hole,  d;  b  b,  handles;  c  c,  wheels  ;  e,f,  position  of  bag. 

Fig.    4.  The  Hull  Curculio-catcher  ;  viewed  from  above. 

Fig.    5.  Strips  of  sheeting  for  closing  \ip  the  tree-way  in  Hull's  Curculio-catcher. 
Fig.    6.  The  Hooten  Curculio-catcher. 
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Fig.    7.  Sigalplm.s  CiirciiUo-parasito  (Si^ya^^j/nt*  CHrcit/ioHts  Fitch);  a,  male;  ?»,  female; 
c,  autcuua. 

Fig.    8.  SigalplmsCarcalio-para.site(%a7;)7i.;(.sc«)-2H?toHi3  Fitch);  a,  larva;  ?;,  cocoou; 
c,  pupa. 

Fir..    9.  Porizou  CirciiliD-parasite  (Pji-l^on  onolraoh'H  Riley);   a,  ?;'',(?;  (',   ̂ ^- 
tenna. 

Fk;.  10.  Apple  Carcullo  {Aiithmnmus  qiiadngibhiis  Say) ;  a,  natural  size  ;  b,  aide  view  ; 
c,  hack  view. 

Fig.  1L  A^Ae  CarcnVio  (Aiithouonms  quadruiibbiis  Sa.j) ;  a,  pupa;  b,  larva. 

Fig.  12.  Quiuco  Curculio  ((7o»y/rac/(e/HS  cra/rt'jj  Walsh.) ;  a,  side ;  &,  hack. 

Fig.  13.  Plum  Goiv^cv  (Anthonomits  2»'u»ici(la  Walsh.). 

Fig.  14.  Strawherry  Crown-horer  (Aiialcts  fragariw  R'day);  a,  larva;  &,  side  view  of 
heetlo  ;  c,  dorsal  view. 

Fig.  1.5.  Pea-weevil  (Bruchus  j)i8(  Linn.);  a,  heetle;  b,  injured  pea. 
Fig.  16.  Pca-wcevil  (Bruchus pii^i  Linn.),  egg  enlarged. 

Fm.  17.  Pea-weevil  {Bruchus pisi  Linn.);  b,  heetle, side  view;  c,  larva;  d,  pupa,  dor- 
sal view;  g,  pea,  infested.     [After  Curtis.] 

FUJ.  IS.  Grain  Bruohus  (^)'«c/(HS  firrajmriffs  Linn.).     [After  Curtis.} 
Fig.  19.  American  Bean- weevil  {Bruchus  fabw  Riley);  a,  heetle;  b,  hean,  infested. 
Fig.  20.  New  York  Weevil  {Ithjeerm  novwboracensls,  Forster) ;  a,  excavation  made  hy 

female  to  deposit  eggs ;  b,  larva ;  c,  heetle. 

Fig.  21.  Imhricatcd  Snout-heetlo  {Ejiiccvrus    imbricatus,  Say). 

Fig.  22.  Corn  Sphenophorus  {Sjihcuoithorus  zca'AYsiMi)',  a,  hack  view:  6,  outline  side 
view  ;  c,  enlarged  punctures  of  elytra. 

Fig.  23.  Cocklehur  Sphenophorus  (5jj7ie»ojj/jo)V(sjJH7c/ieW«s  Sclimu.)  ;  a,  hack  view;  b, 
outline  side  view. 

Fig.  24.  Grape  Leaf-folder  {Dcsmia  macuJalis  Wostvc.);  1,  caterpillar  in  folded  leaf; 
2,  enlarged  view  of  head  and  anterior  joints;  3,  chrysalis  ;  4,  male  moth  ; 

•  5,  female  moth. 
Fig.  25.  Grape-vine  Epimeuis  {Psijchomorpha  rpimenis,  Drury) ;  a,  larva;  b,  side  view 

of  one  segment,  enlarged ;  c,  hump  on  11th  joint,  enlarged. 

Fig.  26.  Grape-vine  Epimenis  {Psychomorpha  cpimeriis,  Drnvy),  moth,  male. 
Fig.  27.  Grape-vine  Plume    {Pterophorns  periseelidactiilus   Fitch)  ;    a,  caterpillars   in 

their  retreat ;  i,  chrysalis  ;  c,  one  of  the  dorsal  processes  of  chrysalis ;  d, 
moth ;  one  joint  of  larva  enlarged,  side  view. 

Fig.  28.  Yellow-bear  Caterpillar  (.Sjx'/osoHirt  virgiuica,  Fabr.);  a,  caterpillar ;  b,  chys- 
alis ;  c,  moth. 

Fig.  29.  Smeared  Dagger  {Acroni/da  obJinita,  Sm.  &  Ahh.);  «,  caterpillar ;  &,  cocoon  ; 
c,  moth. 

Fig.  30.  Ahiodes  Bihyi  Cress. ;  hardened  skin  of  caterpillar  of  the  Smeared  Dagger 
{Acronijcta  obJinita,  Sm.  &  Ahh.)  from  which  the  Aldodes  has  emerged. 

Fig.  31.  Pyramidal  Grape-vine  Worm  (  Amphipyra pyramidoidcs  Guen.),moth. 
Fig.  32,  Pyramidal  Grape-vine  Worm  {Amphipyra pyramidoidvs  Guen.). 

Fig.  33.  Grape-root  Borer  (^(jrej'iftjw7i«<//'oj-m(s  Harr.) ;  a,  male;  &,  female. 
Fig.  34.  Spotted  Pelidnota  {Pdidnota  punctata,  Linn.);  a, larva;  b,  pupa;  c,  heetle  ; 

d,  anal  joint  of  larva ;  e,  antenna  of  larva ;  /,  leg  of  larva. 

Fig.  3.5.  Grape-vine  Flea-heetle  {Haltica  chalybea  lUiger) ;  a,  larv;eon  leaf ;  6, larva, 
enlarged;  c,  earthen  cell  containing  pupa ;  rf,  heetle.     [f?  after  Harris.] 

Fig.  3G.  Grape-vine  Flea-heetle  {Haltica  chalybea  Illiger).  [From  Practical  Entomol- 
ogist. ] 

Fig.  37.  Grape-vine  Colaspis  {Colaspis JJarida  Say);  1, enlarged;  2, natural  size. 
Fig.  38.  Grape-vine  Colaspis  {Colaspis  flavida  Say)  ;  rt,  enlarged  side  view  of  larva;  b, 

terminal  joints  seen  from  beneath. 

Fig.  39.  Galls  of  the  Grape  Phylloxera  {Phylloxera  ridfolin-,  F'ltch^ rastatrix  PI.). 
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Fig.  40.  Grape  Phylloxera  (/'/i./zZ/oxcra  vHifoliw,  Fitcb  =  Ph.  vastalrixFl.);  a,  tliewiugcd 
female;  6,  her  foot  or  tarsus — after  Siguoret ;  c,  egg;  f?,  newly-hatched  gall- 
inhabiting  type  ;  c,  same,  dorsal  view  ;  /,  section  of  gall ;  g,  tubercled  root- 
inhabiting  form;  /i,  mother  gall-louse  at  height  of  her  fertility;  i.same, 
dorsal  view  ;  j,  k,  differently  veined  wings  of  the  Oak  Phylloxera  of  Europe. 

Fig.  41.  Great  Lebia  (Lehia  yrandis  Hentz.). 

Fig.  42.  Boll-worm  (Hdiothis  armUjcra  Hiibn.)  on  tomato. 
Fig.  43.  Boll-worm  {Hdiothis  armigera  Hiibn.);  «,  egg,  side  view;  6,  egg,  top  view;  c, 

caterpillar;  f/,  chrysalis  in  earthen  cocoon;  v,  moth,  wings  expanded;/, 
moth,  wings  closed,     [a,  h,  c,  d  after  Glover.] 

Fig.  44.  Army-worm  (Leucania  niiipuncta  Haw.). 
Fig.  45.  Fall  Army-worm  (Prodenia  aiitumnalis  Ri\iiy=zLaphygma  frugiperda,  Sm.  & 

Abb.);  a,  natural  size;  6,  head  magnified;  c,  one  segment  enlarged,  from 
above  ;  d,  same,  from  side. 

Fig.  46.  Fall  Army-worm  {Prodenia  auttimnalis  'Ri\Qy=^Liph;/:pna  frugiperda,  Sm.  & 
Abb. ) ;  a,  I),  c,  three  varieties. 

Fig.  47.  Army-worm  Moth  {Leucavin  unipnncta  Harr. ). 

Fig.  48.  Spiderwor^;  Owlet-moth  (iVor/c/n'a  commcli iice,  Abh.)  ;  a,  caterpillar ;  &,  c,  dark 
and  light  varieties  of  the  moth.     [See  Notes,  etc.,  p.  56.] 

Fig.  49.  Unarmed  Rustic  {Agrotis  incnnis  H.aTr.=A.  saucia  Hiibn.);  «,  egg,  enlarged; 
6,  batch  of  eggs,  natural  size. 

Fig.  50.  Apple-tree  Tent-caterpillar  {CUsiocampa  amiricana  Harr.) ;  a,  b,  caterpillars; 
c,  eggs;  d,  cocoon. 

Fig.  51.  Apple-tree  Tent-caterpillar  {CViHiocampa  americana  Harr.)  moth. 
Fig.  52.  Tent-caterpillar  of  the  Forest  (C/isiocrtmjjas^/ratica  Harr.);  o,  eggs  ;  6,  female 

moth  ;  c,  egg  enlarged,  top  view ;  d,  enlarged  eggs,  side  view. 

Fig.  53.  Tent-caterpillar  of  the  Forest  {CUsiocampa  si/Ivatica  Harr.). 
Fig.  54,  Rummaging  Ground-beetle  {Calosoma  scrulator,  Fabr.). 

Fig.  55.  Fall  Web- worm  {Rgphantrid  iexior  Harr. ) ;  a,  cateqiillar ;  h,  chrysalis ;  c,  moth. 
Fig.  56.  Blue-spangled  Peach-worm  {Callimorpha  fulvicosta  Clem.);  «,  caterpillar;  h, 

moth  ;  c,  one  segment  enlarged,  side  view  ;  d,  same,  top  view. 

Fig.  57.  Ash-gray  Pinion  {Xglina  diicrca  Riley) ;  a,  worm  in  fruit ;  h,  moth. 
Fig.  58.  Glassy-winged  Soldier-bug  {Campgloueura  vitrijjeiinis,  Say). 

Fig.  59.  Glassy-winged  Soldier-bug  {Campgloneura  vitrijH'inns,  Say),pui)a. 
Fig.  60.  White-lined  Morning  Sphinx  {Dcilephila  liiieata,  Fabr. ),  moth. 
Fig.  61.  White-lined  Morniug  Sphinx  {Deilepkila  Uiicatd,  Fabr.),  caterpillar,  liglit 

form. 

Fig.  62.  White-lined  Morniug  Sphinx  (D('i?f;^>/i //a  liiieata,  Fabr. ) ;  caterpillar,  dark  form. 
FiG.  63.  Archippus  Butterfly  {Danais  archippus,  Fabr.). 

Fig.  64.  Archippus  Butterfly  (Z>a)(fl is  archippus,  Fabr.);  a,  egg,  greatly  enlarged;  ci 
natural  size  ;  e,f,  lateral  and  dorsal  views  of  a  segment  of  the  larva  in  its 
first  stage,  enlarged ;  h,  larva  in  act  of  casting  its  skin,  to  show  how  the 
flexible  horns  are  folded  {d). 

Fig.  65.  Archippus  Butterfly  {Danais  archippus,  Fabr.),  caterpillar. 
Fig.  66.  Archippus  Butterfly  {Danais  archippus,  Fabr.);  a,  h,  c,  successive  stages  in 

changing  from  caterpillar  to  chrysalis. 

Fig.  67.  Archippus  Butterfly  {Danais  archippus,  Fabr.),  chrysalis. 

Fig.  68.  Disippus  Butterfly  {Limcnitis  disippus,  Godt.),  showing  upper  surface  of  left 
wing,  and  under  surface  on  the  right.     [After  Harris.] 

Fig.  69.  Disippus  Butterfly  (L/meH/Z/s  f/isj/jjjus,  Fabr. );  a,  egg  greatly  enlarged;  c,  nat- 

ural size;  d,  one  cell  of  the  egg-shell,  greatly  magnified;  &,  one  segment  of 
the  larva,  in  its  first  stage. 

Fig.  70.  Disippus  'Ra.ttQxS^Y  {LimeniUs  disippus,  VAhv.);  a,  caterpillar ;  6,  chrysalis  ;  c, 
hibernaculum  ;  d,  leaf  cut  for  hibernaculum. 
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Fig.  71.  Disippus  Butlcrlly  {Linuiiitis  (H--iij)pns,  Fubr.) ;  a  loaf  eaten  by  the  cater- 

pillar. 
Fig.  72.  DisippusE<>y;-parasLte  (Tiifhogramma.'  miiuitaliilaj);  a,  tly  with  wings  fokled; 

/>,  front  wing ;  c,  hind  wing;  d.  leg  ;  e,  antenna — all  enlarg«il. 
Fig.  73.    Microijashr  mUilaris  Walsh.     [Alter  Walah.] 

REPORT    IV. 

Fig.    I.  Perforated  tin  box  for  sifting  pans  green. 

Fig.    2.  Creigliton's  "  Improved  Patent  Insect  Destroyer." 
Fig.    3.  Grand-Daddy-Long-Legs  {Phalangiiiin  dorsatum  Say). 
Fig.    4.  Fifteen-spotted  Ladybird  {Mysla  Ib-punctata,  Oliv.);    a,  larva;  h,  pupa;  c, 

lirst  joint  of  larva,  enlarged;  d,  e,  f,  g,  different  varieties  of  the  beetle. 
Fig.    5.  Icy  Ladybird  {Ilippodamia  (jlacialis  Fabr.). 

Fig.    G.  King-banded  Soldier-bug  {Perillus  circumcincliis  Stal);  h,  antenna;  c,  beak 
(enlarged). 

Fig.    7.  DottcdAegged 'P]imt-hng  {Eiischi>itus piinctipcn,  Say);  c,  bealc  (cnhirgcd). 
Fig.    8.  Spiued  Soldier  bug  (Anna  spinosa  Dallas) ;  a,  beak  (enlarged). 

Fig.    9.  Spined  Soldier-bug  [Anna  ajunom  Dallas);   a,  pupa;   h,  larva;   c,  egg  (all 
enlarged). 

Fig.  10.  Rove-beetle  {PhiJonthits  apicalis,  Say). 
Fig.  11.  Rove-beetle  larva  (Gomi(.s  o?e«s).     [After  Westwood.] 
Fig.  12.  Rove-beetle  (Quedius  molocliinus,  Grav.),  pupa. 

Fig.  13.  Wier's  Apple-worm  Trap. 
Fig.  11.  Pennsylvania  Soldier-beetle  (C/ifl«/io(7Ha//iitsj;eHS///ranicMS  DeG.);  a,  larva ;  b, 

head  and  prothorax,  enlarged ;  c,  labium ;  d,  labrum ;  e,  leg ;  /,  maxilla ; 

g,  antenna ;  h,  mandible. 
Fig.  15.  Two-lined  Soldier-beetle  {Tdephorus  hiUiieatus,  Say);   a,  larva;  b,  anterior 

joints  enlarged;  c,  beetle. 
Fig.  16.  Grape-vine  Colaspis  (Colasjm  flarida  Say);  one  joint  of  larva,  viewed  from 

'beneath  and  enlarged ;    b,  head  of  larva,  from  beneath ;   c,  same,   from 
above,  enlarged. 

Fig.  17.  Harlequin  Cabbage-bug  {Sirachia  hiatriouica  Hahn);   a,  larva;   b,  pupa;  c, 
eggs :  d,  eggs  enlarged,  side  view ;  e,  same,  top  view ;  g,  bug ;  h,  same, 
with  wings  expanded. 

Fig.  18.  Rascal  Leaf-crurapler(/'/( i/ci/a  hc&m/o  Walsh);  a,  case,  containing  caterpillar  ; 
b,  cases  in  winter ;  c,  head  and  thoracic  joints  of  larva,  enlarged  ;  d,  moth. 

Fig.  19.  Larval  cases  of  the  Rascal  Leaf-crnmpler  (Phycita  nebitlo  Walsh)  in  winter. 
Fig.  20.  Walnut  Case-bearer   {Acrobasis  juglandis  LeBaron) ;    a,  case  between  two 

leaflets;  b,  case;  c,  wings  of  nebulo  for  comparison;  d,  wings  of  moth;  e, 

wings  of  a  variety  of  same  from  the  crab-apple. 

Fig.  21.  Apple-leaf  Skeletonizer  (Z^eJHjjf^f'a  ifam»!OH(?i  Riley);  a,  larva;  b,  middle  joint, 
enlarged;  c,  anterior  joints,  enlarged;  d,  moth. 

Fig.  22.  Green  Apple-leaf-tyer  (Tor/nx  Cinderella  Riley);  a,  caterpillar;  b,  chrysalis; 
c,  moth  ;  d,  pupal  case. 

Fig.  23.  Apple-leaf  Bucculatrix  {Bacculairix pomifoUella  Clem.);  a,  cocoons  on  twig  ; 
-    &,  cocoon,  enlarged  ;  c,  moth. 

Fig.  24.  Apple-twig  Borer  {Bostrichus  bicaiidatus,  Say).     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  25.  Apple-twig  Borer  {Bostrichus  bicaiidatus,  Say) ;  twigs  bored  by  this  insect. 
Fig.  26.  Red-shouldered  Siuoxylon  (Sinoxylon  basilare,  Say);   a,  larva;   b,  pupa;   c, 

beetle. 

Fig.  27.  Red-shouldered  Siuoxylon  {Sinoi:>/lon   basilare,  Say)  ;   a,  head  and  thoracic 

joints  of  larva  greatly  enlarged;  b,  labrum  and  mandibles;  c,  anterior  leg  ; 
d,  intermediate  leg  ;  e,  posterior  leg. 
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Fig.  28.  Grape  Phylloxera  {riujUoreva  vitifolia',  Fitch  =  rh.  rastafrix.  PI.);  a.  .shows  a 
healthy  root ;  b,  oue  on  which  the  lice  are  working,  representing  the  knots 
and  swellings  caused  by  their  punctures ;  c,  a  root  that  has  been  deserted  by 
them,  and  where  the  rootlets  have  commenced  to  decay  ;  d,  d,  d,  .shows  how 

the  lice  are  found  on  the  larger  roots ;  e,  female  pupa,  dorsal  view  ;  /,  same, 

ventral  view ;  g,  winged  female,  dorsal  view  ;  k,  same,  ventral  view ;  i,  mag- 
nified antenna  of  winged  insect ;  ./,  side  view  of  the  wingless  female,  laying 

eggs  on  roots;  k,  shows  how  the  punctures  of  the  lice  cause  the  larger 
roots  to  rot. 

Fig.  29.  Mulberry  Silkworm  (Botnhyx  morl  Linn.),  larva. 
Fig.  30.  Mulberry  Silkworm  {Bombijx  mori  Linn.),  cocoon. 
Fig.  31.  Mulberry  Silkworm  (Boinbyx  mori  Linn.),  moth. 
Fig.  32.  Mulberry  Silkworm  {Bombyx  mori  Linn.),  cocoons  ;  «,  White  French  Annual ; 

b,  Yellow  French  Annual;  c.  Green  Japanese  Annual;  d,  White  Japanese 
Annual;  c,  White  Chinese  Annual. 

Fig.  33.  Cecropia  Silkworm  Moth  {Atfacits  Cecropla  LiuTi). 
Fig.  34.  Cecropia  Silkworm  {Attacus  Cecropia  Linn.),  cocoon. 
Fig.  35.  Cecropia  Silkworm  (Attacus  Cecropia  Linn.),  chrysalis. 
Fig.  36.  Cecropia  Silkworm  (Attacus  Cecropia  Linn.). 
Fig.  37.   02)hion  macriinim,  hhin.     [After  Packard.] 
Fig.  38.  Ophion  macrurum,  Linn.,  larva. 

Fig.  39.  Mary  Chalcis-lly  (Chalcis  maria;  Riley). 
Fig.  40.  Cecropia  Cryptus  (Cnjptus  samiir.  Pack.),  cocoons  within  the  larijer  Cecropia 

cocoon. 

Fig.  4L  Cecropia  Cryptus  (Cnjpius  aamia'  Pack.);  a,  female;  b,  female  abdomen  of 
C.  nnncius  ;  c,  male  abdomen  ;  d,  liigliiy  magnified  i)iece  of  wing. 

Fig.  42.  Ailauthus  Silkworm  (Attacus  cyntliia,  Hiibn.);  1,  caterpillar;  2,  moth;  3, 
cocoon ;  4,  chrysalis ;  5,  eggs. 

Fig.  43.  Prometliia  Silkworm  (Attacus  promctliea  Drury);  a,  third  stage;  b,  head  in 
fourth  stage,  enlarged  ;  c,  lateral  view  of  a  joint  in  fourth  stage,  enlarged  ; 

d,  full-grown  caterpillar. 
Fig.  44.  Promethia  Silkworm  (Attacus  promctliea  Drury),  cocoon. 
Fig.  45.  Promethia  Moth  (Attacus  promethea  Drury),  male.     [After  Harris.] 

Fig.  46.  Prometliia  Moth  (Attacus  promethea  Drui-y),  female.     [After  Harris.] 
Fig.  47.  Luiia  Moth  (Attacus  Luna  Linn.).     [After  Harris.] 
Fig.  48.  Luna  Silkworm  (Attacus  Luna  Linn.). 

Fig.  49.  Luna  Silkworm  (Attacus  Luna  Linn.),  cocoon.     [After  Harris.] 
Fig.  50.  Polyphemus  Moth  (Attacus  Polyphemus  Linn.),  male. 
Fig.  5L  Polypliemus  Moth  (Attacus  Polyphemus  Liun.),  female.     [After  Harris.] 

Fig.  52.  Polj'phemus  Silkworm  (Attacus  Polyphemus  Liun.).     [Alter  Trouvelot.] 

Fig.  53.  'Po\y\ih.einu.sSi\k\\oTm(Attacus  PolyphemusLiiun.),  cocoon.    [After Trouvelot.] 
Fig.  54.  Polyphenuis  Silkworm  (Attacus  Polyphemus  Linn.),  chrysalis.  [After  Trou- 

velot.] 

Fig.  55.  Yama-mai  Moth  (Attacus  yama-ma'i,  Gu6r.-Mdn.),  male. 

Fig.  56.  Yama-ma'i  Silkworm  (Attacus  yama-mai,  Guer.-Men.);  egg,  natural  size  and 
enlarged  ;  young  caterpillar  ou  leaf;  full  grown  caterpillar  at  rest  on  twig. 

Fig.  57.  Yama-mai  Silkworm  (Attacus  yama-ma'i,  Gu6r.-M<5n.),  at  rest  on  leafy  twig,  at 
a.     [After  Adams.  ] 

Fig.  58.  Yama-mai  Silkworm  (  Attacus  yama-ma'i,  Gu6r.-M6n.),  cocoon. 
Fig.  59.  Cage  for  receiving  the  dei)osition  of  the  eggs  of  Yama-mai  Moth.  [After  Ad- ams. ] 

Fig.  60.  Peruyi  Motli  (Attacus  Pernyi,  Gucr.-M(Sn.). 

Fig.  61.  Pernyi  SUkv^-oTm  (Attacus  Pernyi,  Gn6v.-\U'n.);  egg,  natural  size  and  enlarged cocoon. 
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Fiu.  63.  HoriK'd  Passaliis  {Passuliin  cunintifi  F.ibr.) ;  a,  liirva  ;  /;,  l)ni)a  ;  c,  beetle;  d, 
uiiiler  side  of  tliree  thonieie  joints  of  larva,  showing  It^g'^ ;  e,  luetatlioracic 
leg  of  larva. 

Fig.  G3.  Great  Leopard-moth  (Ecpanlheria  so(7«>h(((,  .Stoll.),  a,  cater[)illur :  b,  one  liair, 
enlarged. 

Fn;.  6-1.  Groat  hdoitnvd-moth  { ICcpantheria  8cribonia,  Stoll.);  a,  foiiiale;  b,  male. 
Fig.  Go.  Isabella  Tiger-moth  (Arciia  i8rtte//«,  Smith) ;  a,  cater])illar;  &,  chrysalis ;  c, 

moth. 

Fig.  (50.  Aeorn-inoth  ( lloUocira  iihindnUUa  Riley) ;  a,  caterpillar  in  acorn ;  h,  perforated 
acorn  ;  c,  head  and  thoracic  joints  of  cateri)illar,  enlarged  ;  d,  e,  lateral  aud 

dorsal  views  of  one  segment  of  larva;  /,  moth;  </,  base  of  antenna  of  male. 

REPORT   V. 

Fig.  1.  Pyramid,  sliowinir  the  uatnre  of  the  mouth,  the  relative  rank  of  the  Ordirs 
and  the  alliuitives  of  the  Sub-ordei's  of  Insects. 

Fig.    2.  Bald-faced  Hornet  (  Vcftpa  macalnta  Linn.).     [After  Sanborn.] 

Fig.    3.  Gohlsmith-beetle  (Cotalpa  lanigera,  Linn.^. 

Fig.    4.  Deiope'ia  bella.  Drury. 
Fig.    Ti.  Dotted-leggod  Plant-bug  (E«sc?ii.s'?H.'( /)»HC/(j>('s,  Say). 
Fig.    6.  Butfalo  Tree-hopper  ( Ceresa  buhalns,  Fabr. ) ;  a,  side  view  ;  b,  view  from  above. 
Fig.    7.  Missouri  Bee-killer  (AhUiis  miiisoiirieiisis  Riley), 

Fig.    8.  Ditiercntial  Locust  {C'alopfcnH>i  differentkiUs  Walk.). 
Fig.    9.  Dragon-fly  (Zi7*(7/((/rt  ̂ yi»i«(v//«/fl',  DeGeer.)      [After  Sanborn.  ] 

Fig.  10.  Hull's  Curcnlio-catcher. 
Fig.  1L  Butterfly  net;  b,  hinge  in  the  ring ;  c,  ring  folded;  d,  nut  sunk  aud  soldered 

into  bra.ss  tube  at  end  of  handle;  c,  screw;  /,  tip  of  handle,  showing  at- 
tachment of  the  ring. 

Fig.  12.  Butterfly  net;  a,  ring;  b,  socket;  c,  cork  plug. 
Fig.  13.  Butterfly  net,  head  for  attaching  the  ring  to  the  rod. 

Fig.  14.  Poison-bottle  for  killing  insects;  a,  wadding  to  keep  thy  cyanide  grains  in 

place. 
Fig.  15.  Chloroform  in  stoppered  bottle  with  bru.sh. 
Fig.  16.  Chloroform  in  bottle  with  tube  j)assing  Through  the  cork. 
Fig.  17,  Method  of  pinning  insects;  a,  beetle;  b,  bug. 
Fig.  18.  Method  of  carding  small  insects. 

Fig.  19.  Method  of  "setting"  Lepidoptera  on  a  spreading  bo.ard. 
Fig.  20.  Setting-needle. 
Fig.  21.  Sections  of  framework  of  glass-covered  volume  to  display  showy  insects;  a, 

ends;  b,  front;  c,  back. 
Fig.  22.  Forceps  for  pinning  insects. 
Fig.  23.  Forceps  for  pinning  insects. 
Fig.  24.  Forceps  for  pinning  insects. 

Fig.  2.5.  Breeding-cage;  a,  bottom  board;  b,  four-sided  frame,  with  glass  sides  and 

door,  litting  over  a  zinc  pan  (ff)  attached  to  the  bottom  board  ;  c,  cover  fit- 
ting to  the  frame  and  having  a  wire  gauze  top ;  d,  zinc  tube  attached  in 

centre  of  the  pan,  to  contain  a  bottle  for  the  reception  of  the  food  plant ; 
e,  sand  in  the  pan ;  gg,  cross  pieces  for  supporting  the  cage  and  to  prevent 
warping. 

Fig.  26.  Ring-legged  Pirapla  (Pimpla  annulipes  Br.),  female  ;  to  the  right  a  figure  of  the 
ovipositor  to  show  the  two  inner  rods  ;  to  the  left  the  abdomen  of  the  male. 

Fig.  27.  Delicate  Longsting  (Macrocentnis  diikatns  Cress.) ;  to  the  right  the  abdomen 
of  the  male. 

Fig.  28.  Rust-red  Social  Wasp  {Polixtes  ritbiginosm^  St.  Farg. ) ;  b,  nest,  the  natural  po- 
sition being  with  the  mouths  of  the  cells  down. 
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Fig.  29.  Apple-tree  Teat-caterpillar  {Clmocampa  americana  Ilarr.),  eggs. 
Fig.  30.  Grape  Phylloxera  {Phylloxera  vastatrix  Plan.);  a,  h,  peculiar  pediineulatetl 

galls  ;  c,  gall  just  fomiiiig;  d,  same  irora  beneath. 

Fig.  31.  Oyster-shell  Bark-lonse  {Mytilaxpis  jjomicoriicis  Riley) ;  a,  male  louse  from  be- 
neath; b,  same  from  above  and  with  wings  expanded;  c,  male  scale;  d,\eg 

of  male;  e,  i)ortiou  of  wing  very  highly  magnified;  /,  one  joint  of  male 
auteunre  (all  highly  magnified). 

Fig.  32.  Oyster-shell  Bark-louse  {.]fi/tila.tpis  pomicorticis  Riley);  anal  joint  of  louse, 
with  a  more  highly  magnified  segment  of  edge  at  6,  and  of  a  single  pore  at 

c;  d,  female  louse  ;  c,  a  section  of  its  proboscis  more  highlj'  magnified ;  g  hf, 
female  scale,  h,  first  scale,  g,  second  scale,/,  third  scale. 

Fig.  .33.  Jlite  (Dcrmalcichus  ?). 

Fig.  34.  AphcUnus  mylUaspidin  LeBaron. 

Fig.  35.  Pine-leaf  Scale-insect  (.l/(/^(7a.'*y>is^)(*ii7o/(V(',  Fitch.);  «.,  scales  on  leaves  of  white 
pine;  b,  male  scale;  c,  female  scale  from  white  pine  ;  d,  female  scale  from 
broader  leaved  pine  {b,  c  and  d,  enlarged). 

Fig.  36.  Pine-leaf  Scale-insect  (Mi/Ulaspin  pini/oUa',  Fitch);  male,  highly  magnified. 

Fig.  37.  Painted  Ladybird  {CoccineUa  p'lcta  Randall);  a,  larva;  b,  Vjcetle  ;  c,  beetle, 
enlarged. 

Fig.  3S.  Hickory  Bark-borer  (Scohitus  cari/iv  Riley) ;  1,  vi(!w  of  its  galleries  on  the  in- 
side of  the  bark,  showing  the  beetle  in  the  central  gallery  and  the  larvte 

at  the  ends  of  the  side  galleries ;  2,  bnrrows  made  by  larger  larvte  ;  3,  bee- 
tle, magnified  and  natural  size;  4,  larva,  magnified  and  natural  size;  5, 

pupa,  magnified;  (!,  sculpture  of  elytra,  magnified. 

Fig.  39.  Rose  Chafer  (J/«c/-orfrtc^///«s  8nhs2>iiw8us,  Fabr.),  with  the  enlarged  anterior  tibia 
at  the  left. 

Fig.  40.  Chinch-bug  {M'lcropus  lencopfents,  Say). 
Fig.  41.  False  Chinch-bug  {Xynin^  destructor  Riley) ;  a,  potato  leaf  showing  some  effects 

of  its  punctures ;  b,  pupa ;  c,  mature  bug. 

Fig.  42.  Grape-viue  Apple-gall  {Vitis-poinmn  Walsh  &  Riley);  «,  exterior;  b,  section. 
Fig.  43.  Gall-gnat  {Cecklomyia  salicis-ntrobUoides  Walsh),  «,  female;  b,  male  antenniv. 

Fig.  44.  Grape-viue  Fill)ert-gall  (  r«ti3-c,')r///o(4M  W.  »&R. );  «,  anterior  joints  of  larva, 
showing  breast-bone;  b,  cluster  of  galls;  c,  section  of  single  gall. 

Fig.  45.  Grape-viue  Tomato-gall  (Vitis-tomatos  Riley  =^ LasiojHera  v'tt'ts  O.  S.,  gall);  a, 
section  of  a  single  swelling. 

Fig.  46.  Grape-vine  Trumpet-gall  (  Viiis-vitlcoJa  Rilej"=  Cecidomyia  viticola  O.  S.) 
Fig.  47.  Jumping  Tree-cricket  (Orocharis  saJfator  Uhler)  eggs  in  grape  twig;  a,  eggs; 

b,  punctures;  c,  egg,  enlarged. 

Fig.  46.  Jumping  Tree-cricket  {Oroduirin  naltator  Uhler) ;  a,  female;  b,  male. 

Fig.  49.  Snowy  Tree-crickot  ((Ecanthus  niceus  Harr. )  eggs  ;  «,  punctures  in  twig ;  b,  sec- 
tion of  twig  showing  the  eggs  within  ;  c,  egg,  enlarged  ;  d,  grauulatious  at, 

rounded  end  of  egg,  more  highly  magnified. 

Fig.  50.  Buffalo  Tree-hopper  {Ceresa  biiialus  Fabr.)  eggs  in  slits  in  the  bark  of  a  tree; 
a,  one  slit  enlarged  ;  b,  natural  size. 

Fig.  51.  Buffalo  Tree-hopper  (Ceresa  babalun,  Fabx\);  a,  side;  b,  dorsal  view. 
Fig.  52.  Buffalo  Tree-hopper  (Ceresa  bubalas,  Fabr.);  a,  larva;  b,  pupa;  c,  ovipositor 

of  the  female,  all  enlarged. 

Fig.  53.  Egg-punctures  of  Tree-hopper  (?)  on  apple  twigs;  a,  natural  size;  b,  en- 
larged. 

Fig.  54.  Frosted  Lightning-hopper  (FeccUopt^Ta  pritinosa,  Say)  eggs;  a,  enlarged;  b, 
in  i^osition  within  twig,  enlarged;  c,  natural  size. 

Fig.  55.  Frosted  Lightning-hopper  (P«cJ/Oj(;/rr«  pruinosa,  Say). 
Fig.  56.  Egg-punctures  of  (?)  Orchelimam  glaherimiim  (Burm.). 

Fig.  57.  Eggsof  the  Angular- winged  Katydid  (J/kroce« /;•«•,•  rcfiiicri-is,  Burm.);  a,  front; 
b,  side  view,  just  before  hatching. 
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Fig.  58.  Eggsof  tlieAngular-\Yinge(l  Katy.lid  (.Wtrocf'/firHs  jt/uuti-j-s,  Biirm.);  a,  front; 
h,  side  view,  soon  after  laid. 

Fid.  r)9.  Eggs  of  the  Broad-wingod  Kiityd'ulil'ltiti/phyllKinconcaviim  Harr.):  rt,  side ;  h, 
front  view,  cnlai'ged ;  c,  d,  natural  size. 

Fig.  CO.  Buck  Moth  {HcmilcKca  main,  Drury). 
Fk;.  6L  ]}uek  Moth  (Hcmikuca  maia,  Drury)  eggs. 

Fig.  G2.  Buck  Moth  ( IJemihuca  maia,  Drtiry) ;  a,  full-grown  larva  ;  h,  pupa;  c,  ordinary 
form  of  spiuo  of  larva  in  the  first  stage;  d,  branched  spine  on  thoracic 
joints  of  same ;  c,  form  of  spines  in  second  stago  of  larva ;  /,  </,  spines  of 
fnil-growu  hirva. 

Fig.  G3.  Io  Moth  (Ih/perchiria  lo,  Fabr.),  male. 
Fig.  64.  lo  Moth  (Ifiiperchiria  Io,  Fabr.),  female. 
Fig.  65.  Io  Moth  {HyiHTchina  lo,  Fabr.),  caterpillar. 

Fig.  66.  loMoth  {llxi])crchUUi  Io,  Fair.),  .opines  in  Lst  (c),  yd  {h),  and  5fh  («)  stages 
of  caterpillar. 

Fig.  67.  Green-  striped  Maple-worm  {Ilrijoiavipa  rvhicuii(l((,  Fabr.);  a,  caterpillar;  h, 
chrysalis ;  c,  female  moth. 

Fig.  68.  Bdvoisia  bifasciata,  Fabr. 

Fig.  69.  Hellgrammito  Fly  (Corj/r?rt7««  co/vih^hs,  Linn.) ;  a,  larva  ;  h,  pn^ia  ;  r,  male  fly; 
d,  outline  of  head  and  prothorax  of  female. 

Fig.  70.  Hellgrammite  Fly  {Corydaltis  cornutus,  Linn.);  supposed  eggs. 
Fig.  71.  Hellgrammite  Fly  (Corydalus  cornutus,  Linn.),  pupa. 

Fig.  72.  Goat-weed  Butterfly  (Pajjhia  gh/cerium  Doubl.);  a,  leaf  eaten  by  the  larva 
(natural  size);  6,  head  of  larva  in  the  first  stage  ;  c,  larva  in  third  stage;  d, 

head  in  second  stage  ;  e,  head  in  fourth  stage  —  all  enlarged. 
Fig.  73.  Painted-wing  Digger-wasp  {Ammophila  pktipejtnis  Walali). 
Fig.  74.  Yucca-moth  (Proitnba  yuccascUa  Riley);  a,  head  with  pollen  mass  (1),  (2)  the 

maxillary  tentacle,  (3)  the  maxillae,  (4)  maxillary  palpi,  (5)  antenna;  b, 
maxillary  palpi  with  tentacle;  c,  single  spine  from  maxillary  tentacle;  d, 
maxillary  palpus  of  male:  e,  wing  scale;  /,  anterior  leg;  g,  labial  palpns ; 
ft,  venation  of  anterior  wing;  i,  venation  of  posterior  wing,  male;  j,  last 

joint  of  the  abdomen  of  the  female  with  the  ovipositor  exserted  —  all  er^ 
large  d. 

Fig.  75.  Yucca-moth  (rronuha  yuccaseUa  Eiley)  ;  a,  larva;  b,  moth -with  wings  folded; 
c,  female  moth  with  wings  expanded,  (all  natural  size) ;  d,  side  view  of  one 
joint  of  larva  ;  e,  head  of  larva  from  below ;  /,  same  from  above ;  g,  leg  of 

larva  ;  h,  maxilla  ;  i,  mandible  ;  j,  labial  jialpi  and  spinneret ;  k,  antenna  — 
all  enlarged. 

EEPORT    VI. 

Fig.  1.  Potato-beetle  Catcher.  Made  of  five  barrel  hoops  and  four  (BB.  EE)  barrel 
staves,  covered  with  cotton  cloth. 

Fig.  2.  Grape  Phylloxera  (Phylloxera  vastatrix  Planchon),  galls  on  the  leaf,  seen  from 
beneath. 

Fig.  3.  Grape  Phylloxera  (Phylloxera  vastatrix  Ylan.);  a,  b,  pedunculated  galls;  c,  gall 
just  forming  ;  d,  same  from  beneath. 

Fig.  4.  Grape  Phylloxera  (Phylloxera  vastairix  Plan.)— Type  Gallicola  ;  a,  6,  newly- 
hatched  larva,  ventral  and  dorsal  view  ;  c,  egg;  (7,  section  of  gall ;  e,  swell- 

ing of  tendril;  /,  g,  h,  mother  gall-louse — lateral,  dorsal  and  ventral  views; 
i,  her  antenna  ;  j,  her  two-jointed  tarsus. 

Fig.  5.  Grape  Phylloxera  (Phylloxera  vastatrix  Plan.)— Type  Eadicicola  ;  a,  roots  of 

Clinton  vine, -showing  relation  of  swellings  to  leaf  galls,  and  power  of  re- 
sisting decomposition  ;  b,  larva  as  it  appears  when  hibernating  ;  c,  d,  an- 

tenna and  leg  of  same;  e,f,  g,  forms  of  more  mature  lice;  h,  granulations- 
of  skin  ;  i,  tubercle;  j,  transverse  folds  at  border  of  joints;  I;  simple  eyes. 
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FiCr.  G.  Grape  Phj^lloxcra  (PlvjUoxera  vastatrix  Plan.)— Type  Ratlicicola;  a,  shows  a 
licaltliy  root ;  J),  one  on  which  the  lice  are  working,  representing  the  knots 
and  punctures  caused  by  their  punctures ;  c,  a  root  that  has  been  deserted 
by  them,  and  where  the  rootlets  have  commenced  to  decay ;  d,  d,  d,  show 
how  the  lice  are  found  on  the  hirger  roots ;  e,  female  pupa,  dorsal  view ;  h, 

same,  ventral  view;  i,  magnified  antenna  of  wiuged  insect ;  j,  side  view  of 

the  wingless  female,  laying  eggs  on  roots  ;  fc,  shows  how  the  punctures  of 
the  lice  cause  the  larger  roots  to  rot. 

Fig.  7.  Grape  Phylloxera  {Vh>illoxera  vastatrix  Plan.).  Pterogostic  characters;  a,  I, 

different  veuation  of  front  wing;  c,  hind  wing;  d,  e,  f,  showing  develop- 
ment of  wings. 

Fig.  8.  Grape  Vhylloxara  {rhylloxera  rantalrix  Plan.)— Type  Radicicola  ;  a,  h,  pupa  and 
imago  of  a  problematical  individual  or  supposed  male  ;  c,  d,  its  antenna  and 

leg;  e,  vesicles  found  in  abdomen. 
Fig.  9.  Thrips,  enlarged,  wings  at  right  more  highly  enlarged. 

Fig.  10.  Lace-wing  lly  {Chri/>i02)a  sp.) ;  a,  eggs;  b,  larva;  c,  cocoon,  the  upper  figure 
with  the  lid  open  after  the  fly  has  escaped ;  d,  fly,  the  wings  omitted  on 
the  left,     [n,  b,  d,  after  Westwood.] 

Fig.  11.  Ladybird  {Hippodamia  convenjem  Giie.);  larva,  pupa  and  beetle. 
Fig.  12.  Syrphus  larva  ;  b,  one  joint  enlarged. 

Fig.  13.  Syrphus-fly  (Helophilus  latifrons  Loew). 
Fig.  14.  Insidious  Flower-bug  (Anthocoris  insidiofim,  Say). 
Fig.  15.  Root-louse  Syrphus-fly  {Pipiza  radicum  W.  »&  R.);  a,  larva;  b,  pupa;  c,  fly. 

Fig.  16.  Phj'Uoxera  Mite  {Tyroghjphna  phylloxerie  Planchon  &  Riley);  a,  dorsal;  b, 
ventral  view  of  female;  c,  mouth  jiarts ;  d,f^  (/,  h,  forms  of  tarsal  append- 

ages ;  e,  ventral  tubercles  of  male. 

Fig.  17.  Hoplophora  arcfata  Riley  ;  a,  b,  c,  d,  e,  difi'ereut  attitudes  assumed  by  it ;  /, 
strongly  magnified  leg. 

Fig.  18.  American  Oak  Fh.y]loxeTa,  (Phylloxera  Bileyi  Lichtn.);  a,  pupa;  b,  winged 
females;  c,  antenna  greatly  enlarged;  d,  portion  of  infested  leaf,  under 
side. 

Fig.  19.  American  Oak  Phylloxera  {Phylloxera  Bileyi  Lichtn.) ;  a,  b,  dorsal  and  ventral 
views  of  larva  as  seen  hibernating  ;  c,  d,  highly  magnified  leg  and  antenna 
of  same. 

Fig.  20.  Grape-vine  Fiimneu'is  (Pay  chomor2)ha  ejyemeuin,  Drury) ;  a,  larva;  b,  one  joint, 
enlarged,  side  view  ;  c,  hump  on  joint  11. 

Fig.  21.  Grape-vine  Epimenis  {Psychomorpha  epimenis,  Drury),  male  moth. 
Fig.  22.  Beautiful  Wood-nymph  {Eudryas  grata,  Fabr.);  a,  full  grown  larva;  b,  one 

joint,  enlarged,  side  view;  c,  cervical  shield  from  behind;  d,  anal  hump 
from  behind ;  e,  /,  top  and  side  views  of  egg. 

Fig.  23.  Beautiful  Wood-nymph  (Eudryas  grata,  Fabr.),  female  moth. 
Fig.  24.  Pearl  Wood-nymph  (Eudryas  iinio,  Hiibn.),  male  moth. 
Fig.  25.  Eight-spotted  Forester  (Alypia  octomacnlata,  Fabr.);  a,  larva;  b,  one  joint, 

enlarged,  side  view  ;  c,  female  moth. 

Fig.  26.  Red-legged  Ham-beetle  (Corynetes  rufipes,  Fabr.);  a,  larva;  b,  pupa;  c,  co- 
coon; d,  beetle,  enlarged;  e,  same,  natural  size;  /,  leg  of  larva;  g,  man- 
dible, /(,  labium,  i,  maxilla,  _/,  antenna,  of  larva — all  enlarged. 

Fig.  27.  Larder-beetle  (Dvrmestes  lardarius  Linn.) ;  a,  larva  ;  b,  one  of  its  barbed  hairs; 
c,  beetle. 

Fig.  28.  Clover-hay  Worm  (Jsopm  cos  toZis,  Fabr. ) ;  1,2,  larva;  3,  cocoon  ;  4,  chrysalis; 
5,  6,  moth  with  wings  expanded,  and  closed ;  7,  worm  covered  with  silken 
web. 

Fig.  2-).  Legged  Maple  Borer  (^Ejeria  acnrni,  Clem.);  a,  a,  larva,  dorsal  and  lateral 

views;  b,  b,  b,  cocoons  exposed  by  detachment  of  bark;  c,  moth  ;  d,  chrys- 
alis skin  as  it  is  often  left  remaining  in  the  hole  of  exit. 
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Fig.  30.  Raspberry-root  Borer  (^l^jeria  rubi  Riley);  a,  male  moth;  b,  female  moth. 
Fig.  31.  Northern  Breuthiau  (Eiipsalla  muiuta,  Drury) ;  a,  larva;  b,  pupa;  e,  female 

beetle  ;  d,  head  of  male  do. ;  /,  leg  of  larva  ;  g,  head  of  larva,  from  in  front ; 

/(,  labium  ;  ;,  labrum  ;  ,/,  mandible  ;  A',  maxilla  ;  /,  head  from  beneath,  all 
of  larva  and  enlarged  ;  m,  end  of  body  of  pupa,  dorsal  view. 

Fig.  32.  Larva  of  Tenebrionid  (?);  ft,  front  view  of  head  ;  c,  mandible;  /,  antenna;  <7, 
maxilla ;  /(,  labium  ;  d,  e,  concave  end  of  the  body,  full  and  side  views. 

Fig.  33.  Sumach  Flea-beetle  {Blepharida  rhois,  Forst.);  a,  egg;  b,  b,  egg-masses,  cov- 
ered with  excrement ;  c,  c,  c,  c,  larva ;  d,  cocoon  ;  e,  pupa ;  /,  beetle ;  </, 

antenna  of  larva;  h,  maxilla  do.;  i,  mandible  do.  ;  /,  labium  do.  ;  A",  lab- 
rum  do. ;  /,  leg  do. 

Fig.  34.  Tiphia  inornata  Say ;  a,  perfect  wasp  ;  b,  head  of  larva,  enlarged  ;  c,  larva, 
ventral  view  ;  d,  cocoon  cut  oi)en. 

Report  VI,  p.  12'2.  Jiggers  {Leptus  irritanx  Riley,  to  the  right;  L.  aineriranus  Rilej',  to 
the  left). 

Fig.  3.5.  White-grub  Fnugns  {Ton-ubia  ravcucUi,  Berk.). 

Fig.  36.  Dominican  Case-bearer  {Cosc'moptira  dominicana,  Fabr.);  a,  larva  extracted 
from  case  ;  b,  do.  with  case  ;  c,  beetle,  showing  punctures ;  d,  same,  natural 

size ;  e,  egg,  enlarged  ;  i,  eggs,  natural  size ;  g,  head  of  male  beetle,  en- 
larged ;  /(,  mandible  of  same,  more  enlarged ;  j,  leg  of  larva,  with  the  claw 

joint  more  enlarged ;  /,  under  side  of  larva ;  A;,  its  mandible ;  I,  maxilla,  all 
enlarged. 

Fig.  37.  Chlamys  pUcata,  Oliv. ;  a,  larva  extracted  from  case,  the  figure  at  the  right 
showing  the  larva  in  the  case.     [After  Packard.  ] 

Fig.  38.  Yucca-moth  (iVonH&a^((cm.se/Z«  Riley) ;  »;,  female  chrysalis  ;  ?,  male  chrysalis, 
the  apical  joints  more  liighly  enlarged  and  viewed  from  the  side  in  lower 
figure. 

Fig.  39.  Eyed  Emperor  {Apatnra  lycaon,  Fsibv.);  a,  eggs ;  6,  larva ;  c,  d,  chrysalis, 
dorsal  and  lateral  views;  e,  imago,  male,  the  dotted  line  showing  form  of 
female  —  all  natural  size. 

Fig.  40.  Ej-ed  Emperor  {Apatnra  lycaon,  Fabr.);/,  egg,  magnified ;  g,  larva,  lateral 
view;  h,  imago,  under  side  —  natural  size;  i,j,  k,  I,  m,  the  five  difl:erent 
larval  heads;  n,o,  dorsal  and  lateral  views  of  one  joint  of  larva  —  enlarged. 

Fig.  41.  Tawny  Emperor  {Apatnra  herse,  Fabr.);  a,  eggs;  b,  larva;  c,  chrysalis;  d, 

imago,  male,  the  dotted  line  showing  form  of  female  —  all  natural  size. 
Fig.  42.  Tawny  Emperor  {Apatnra  herse,  Fabr.);  g,  larva,  half  grown,  dorsal  view; 

7(,  imago,  male,  under  side  —  natural  size;  i,j,  k,  I,  vi,  the  five  diff^erent 
heads  of  larva;  n,  o,  dorsal  and  lateral  views  of  one  joint  of  larva;  p, 

egg  —  enlarged;  g,  larv;v  as  when  hibernating  —  natural  size. 
Fig.  43.  Eggs  of  the  Angular-winged  Katydid  {Microcentrus  ret hier vis,  Biwm.);  a, 

front ;  b,  side  view,  just  before  hatching. 

Fig.  44.  Eggs  of  Angular-winged  Katydid  {Microcentrus  retinervis,  Burm.);  a,  front; 
b,  side  view,  soon  after  laid. 

Fig.  45.  Angular-winged  Katydid  {Microcentrns  retinervis,  Burm.);  male  wings  closed. 
Fig.  46.  Angular-winged  Katydid  {Microcentrus  retinervis,  Burm.);  a,  ovipositor  of 

female,  nat.  size  ;  b,  tip  of  same,  enlarged. 

Fig.  47.  Angular-winged  Katydid  {Microcentrus  retinervis,  Burm.) ;  female  ovipositing. 
Fig.  48.  Back-rolling  Wonder  {Antigaster  mirabilis  Walsh) ;  a,  female,  wings  expanded ; 

b,  same,  side  view,  partly  rolled  up ;  c,  same  nearly  rolled  up  ;  d,  antenna 
of  same. 

Fig.  49.  Back-rolling  Wonder  {Antigaster  miraiilis  Walsh) ;  a,  eggs  of  Microcentrus  from 

which  it  has  issued  ;  b,  female  pupa,  ventral  view  ;  o,  male  fly  ;  d,  his  an- 
tenna. 

Fig.  30.  Narrow-winged  Katydid  {Phancroptera  curricauda,  DeGeer);  female.     [After 
Harris.  ] 

8  MO 
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Fig.  51.  NaiTow-winged  Katydid  {riiancroptera  curvicauda  DeGeer) ;  a,  ovipositor  of 

fi'iiiale,  uat.  size  ;  d,  end  of  same,  enlarged  ;  c,  aual  appendage  of  male,  side 
view ;  1),  same,  back  view. 

Fig.  52.  Broad-winged  Katydid  {Plaiyphyllum  conc« ritrn  Harr.) ;  male  (after  Harris). 
[Adapted  from  Harris.] 

Fig.  53,  Broad-winged  Katydid  ( PlaiypliyUum  comarum  Harr. ) ;  «,  ovipositor  of  female, 
nat.  size ;  h,  end  of  same,  enlarged. 

Fig.  54.  Eggs  of  Broad-winged  Katydid  {PlaiyphyUum  concavtim  Harr.);  a,  side;  b, 

front  view — enlarged  ;  c,  d — natnral  size. 
Fig.  55.  Oblong-winged  Katydid  (PhyUoptera  oZ)/on//i/o7frt,  DeGeer),  outline  of  female 

[adapted  from  Harris]  ;  h,  end  of  ovipositor,  enlarged. 

REPORT   VII. 

Fig.    1.  Gray's  Improved  Sprinkkr,  for  the  nse  of  Paris  Green  water.    [From  inventor.] 
Fig.    2.  Chinch-hng  (Micropiis  leucopterus,  Say). 
Fig.    3.  Chincb-bug  {Micropus  Jeucopteriis,  Say);  a,  6,  eggs;  c,  newly  batched  larva; 

d,  its  tarsus;  e,  larva  after  first  molt ;  /,  same  after  second  molt ;  g,  pupa, 

the  natural  sizes  indicated  at  sides ;  li,  enlarged  leg  of  perfect  bug ;  j,  tar- 
siis  of  same  still  more  enlarged ;  i,  proboscis  or  beak,  enlarged. 

Chinch-bug  (Micropus  leucopterus,  Say),  short-Avinged  form,  , 
5,  Spotted  Ladybird  {Hippodamia  maculata,  DeGeer).     [From  Practical  Ento- 

mologist. ] 

Trim  Ladybird  {Coccinella  munda  Say). 

Insidious  Flower-bug  (Anihocoris  insidiosus,  Say). 
Many-banded  Robber    {Harpactor  cinc^MS,  Fabr.) ;    «,  bug;    &,  its  beak,  en- 

larged. 

False  Chinch-bug  (Nysius  destructor  Riley) ;  h,  pupa ;  c,  mature  bug. 
Ash-gray  Leaf-bug  (Piesma  cinerea  Say). 
Flea-like  Negro-bug  ( CorimeUcnapulicaria,  Germar) ;  natural  size  and  enlarged. 

Fig.  12.  Flat-headed  Apple-tree  Borer  (Chrysolothris  femorata,  Fabr.);  a,  larva,  dorsal 
view ;  I),  pupa ;  c,  swollen  thoracic  joints  of  larva  from  beneath ;  d,  beetle. 

Fig.  13.  Cherished  Bracou  {Bracon  charus  Riley). 

Fig.  14.  Spring   Canker-worm   {Anisopteryx  ve,rnata,V&cV)\    a,  fall  grown  larva;  h, 
egg,  enlarged,  the  natural  size  shown  in  the  small  mass  at  the  side ;  c,  d, 
one  joint  enlarged,  side  and  dorsal  views. 

Fig.  15.  Spring  Canker-worm  (Anisopteryx  vcrnata,  Peck);  a,  male  moth;  6,  female 
do.  —  natural  size  ;  c,  joints  of  her  antennre  ;  d,  joint  of  her  abdomen,  show- 

ing spines;  e,  her  ovipositor  —  enlarged. 
Fig.  16.  Spring  Canker-worm  (Anisopteryx  vcrnata,  Peck) ;  front  view  of  head. 

Fig.  17.  Fall  Canker- worm  (Anisopteryx  pomctaria  Harr.)  ;  a,  h,  egg,  side  and  top  views ; 
c,  d,  side  and  top  views  of  one  joint  of  larva, — enlarged ;  e,  batch  of  eggs ;  /, 

full  grown  larva ;  g,  female  chrysalis — natural  size ;  7i,  top  view  of  aual 
tubercle  of  chrysalis. 

Fig.  18.  Fall  Canker-worm  (Anisopteryx pometaria  Harr) ;  a.  male  moth ;  I),  female  do. — 
natural  size;  c,  joints  of  her  antennre;  (7,  joint  of  her  abdomen — enlarged. 

Fig.  19.  Phylloxera,  Male  (Phylloxera  carywcanlis,  Fitch?). 

Fig.  20.  Grafting  ;  a,  h,  incisions  to  receive  the  scion ;  d,  scion  ;  c,  string  to  secure  scion 

— to  prevent  phylloxera  injury. 
Fig.  21.  Grafting — to  prevent  phylloxera  injury. 
Fig.  22.  American  Oak  Phylloxera  (Phylloxera  rileyi  Licht.);  a,  male,  ventral  view  ; 

I),  genital  organ  ;  c,  tarsus — all  greatly  enlarged. 

Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10. 
Fig. 11. 
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Fig.  23.  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  {Calopicnus  Hpreius  Thomas) ;  a,  a,  a,  female  in  differ- 

ent positions,  ovipositing;  h,  egg-pod  extracted  from  ground,  Avith  the  end 
broken  open,  .sliowing  how  the  eggs  are  arranged  ;  c,  a  few  eggs  lying  looso 
on  the  ground  ;  d,  e,  shows  the  earth  partially  removed,  to  illustrate  an  egg- 
mass  already  in  place,  and  one  being  placed ;  /,  shows  where  such  a  masa 
has  been  covered  up. 

FiG.  24.  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  (CalopiemiK  spirtan  Thomas);  anal  characters  of 
female,  showing  Jhorny  valves  of  ovii)ositor ;  ft,  an  upper  valve ;  c,<i  lower 
valve — all  enlarged. 

Fig.  2r>.  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  {Caloptenm  spretns  Thomas);  a,(i,  newly  hatched 
larva ;  b,  full  grown  larva ;  c,  pupa. 

Fig.  26.  Red-legged  Locust  (CaloptciiKS  fcmiir-nibnnn,  DeG.). 
Fig.  27.  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  {Caloptcnus  sprrtux  Thomas). 

Fig.  28.  Rocky  Monutaiu  Locust  {Caloptenus  sprctits  Thomas);  a,  tip  of  abdomen  of 
male,  side  view  ;  b,  e,  hind  and  top  views  of  tip — all  enlarged. 

Fig.  29.  Red-legged  locust  (CaloptenKS  femiir-riibriim  DeGoer) ;  a,  tip  of  abdomen  of 
male,  side  view  ;  h,  c,  hind  aud  to]>  view — all  enlarged. 

Fig.  30.  Migratory  Locust  of  Europe  {(Edipnda  migratoria  Linn.). 

Fig.  31  (p.  142).  Map  of  North  America,  illustrating  the  country  east  of  the  Rocky 
Mountains  subject  to  the  Ravages  of  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust. 

(Opposite  p.  144.)  Map  of  Missouri,  illustrating  the  Locust  Invasion  of  1874. 

Fig.  32.  Swarm  of  Locusts  falliug  upou  and  devouring  a  wheat-field. 
Fig.  33.  Differential  Locust  {Caloptenus  difercntialis,  Walk.). 

Fig.  34.  Two-striped  Locust  ( Ca?ojj/enH.^  biviitatm,  Say). 
Fig.  35.  Silky  Mite  {Trombidium  sericeum  Say) ;  natural  size  shown  at  side. 
Fig.  36.  Locust  Mite  (Asfoma  gryllaria  LeBaron) ;  greatly  enlarged. 

Fig.  37.  Mite  parasitic  on  the  House-fly  {Trombidium  muscarum  Riley) ;  enlarged. 
Fig.  38.  Red  tailed  Tachina-fly  {Exorista  militaris  Kirkp.) 

Fig.  39.  Flesh-fly  {Sarcophaga  sarracenice  Riley);  a,  larva;  6,  pupa;  c,  fly;  d,  head  and 
prothoracic  joints  of  larva,  showing  curved  hooks,  lower  lip  (more  enlarged 
at  g),  and  prothoracic  spiracles ;  e,  end  of  body  of  larva,  showing  stigmata 

(more  enlarged  at/),  prolegs  and  vent ;  h,  tarsal  claws  of  fly  with  protect- 

ing pads ;  i,  antenna  of  fly — all  enlarged. 
Fig.  40.  Seventeen-year  Locust  {Cicada  septemdecim  Linn.) ;  one  wing  removed  so  as  to 

show  ovipositor,  b;  a,  beak. 

REPORT   VIII. 
Fig.  1.  Lebia  grandis  Hentz. 

Fig.  2.  Peck's  Spray  Machine  in  operation.     [From  inventor.] 
Fig.  3.  Siiring  Canker-worm  {Faleacrifa  vernata,  Peck);  a,  caterpillar;  b,  eggs,  natu- 

ral size,  one  enlarged ;  c,  one  joint  of  larva,  enlarged,  side  view ;  d,  same, 
dorsal  view. 

Fig.  4.  Fall  Canker-worm  {Anisoptenjx  pometaria'RATT.);  a,  &,  egg  enlarged,  side  and 
top  views ;  c,  d,  joint  of  larva,  enlarged,  side  and  dorsal  views ;  e,  eggs, 
natural  size ; /,  caterpillar;  jr,  female^chrysalis ;  ft,  tip  of  chrysalis,  enlarged. 

Fig.  5.  Spring  Canker-worm  {raJcacrifa  veruata,  Peck),  female  chrysalis,  enlarged. 
Fig.  6.  Fall  Canker-worm  yAnisopteryx  pometaria  Harr.);  a,  male,  &,  female  chrysalis, 

enlarged  ;  a  dorsal  view  of  the  tip  of  each  shown  beneath. 

Fig.  7.  Spring  Canker-worm  {Paleacrita  nrnata,  Peck);  a,  b,  venation  of  wings;  c, 
one  joint  of  male  antenme,  greatly  enlarged. 

Fig.  8.  Fall  CaTikev-v>oTm.{Anisopteryxpomctaria  Harr.);  a,  7>,  venation  of  wings  ;  c,  <?, 

one  joint  of  male  antenuip,  gi-eatly  enlarged,  side  and  under  views. 
Fig.  9.  Spring  Canker-worm  {Paleacrita  vernata,  Peck);  a,  male  moth;  b,  female 

moth — nat.  size ;  c,  portion  of  antenna  of  female ;  d,  one  segment  of  female 

abdomen ;  e,  ovipositor — enlarged. 
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Fig.  10.  Fall  Canker-worm  {Anisopicryx  pometaria  Hair.) ;  a,  male  moth ;  }>,  female 

moth — uat.  size  ;  c,  joints  of  female  antenna;  d,  one  joint  of  female  abdo- 
men— enlarged. 

Fig.  11.  Canker-worm  Trap,  consisting  of  a  baud  of  tin  attached  to  a  circle  of  muslin. 

Fig.  12.  Canker-worm  Trap,  of  tin  and  muslin;  section.  [From  Country  (hntleman.'] 
Fig.  13.  Canker-worm  Trap,  of  tin  and  muslin;  section  to  show  the  mode  of  union  of 

the  tin  and  musliu.     [From  Country  Gentleman.'] 

Fig.  14.  Canker-worm  Trap,  at  base  of  tree — Section.     [From  Country  Gentleman.'] 
Fig.  1.5.  Canker-worm  Trap,  at  base  of  tree.     [From  Country  Gentleman.] 
Fig.  16.  Tent-caterpillar  of  the  Forest  (C/isioca»ni>«  s^Zmfica  Harr.);  a,  eggs  ;  I!*,  female 

moth  ;  c,  egg,  enlarged,  top  view :  d,  same,  side  view. 
Fig.  17.  Tent-caterpillar  of  the  Forest  {Clmocampa  sglvatica  Harr.). 

Fig.  18.  Army-worm  (Leucania  unipuncta  Haw.),  male  genitalia;  A,  end  of  body  de- 
nuded of  hairs,  showing  the  upper  clasps  protruding,  and  the  natural  posi- 

tion of  the  hidden  organs  by  dotted  lines  ;  B,  the  organs  extended ;  c,  up- 
per valves ;  d,  lower  valves  ;  e,  upper  intermediate  organ  ;  /,  penis ;  g,  back 

view  of  upper  intermediate  organ  ;  h,  inner  surface  of  upper  valves — all  en- 
larged. 

Fig.  19.  Army-worm  {Leucania  unipuncta  Haw.);  a,  h,  end  of  abdomen  of  female  de- 
nuded of  scales,  showing  the  ovipositor  withdrawn  and  exserted  ;  c,  term- 

inal joint  of  ovipositor  ;  d,  striations  representing  folds  of  the  membrane, 

to  facilitate  expansion  ;  c,  f,  retractile  subjoints ;  h,  eggs — all  enlarged ;  g, 
eggs,  natural  size. 

Fig.  20.  Army-worm  {Leucania  unipuncta  Haw.),  natural  size  when  full  grown. 
Fig.  21.  Army-worm  {Leucania  uniimncta  Haw.),  chrysalis. 

Fig.  22.  Army- worm  (Zewca/iiaHH/jJHncfa  Haw.);  a,  male  moth  ;  &,  abdomen  of  female — 
nat.  size ;  c,  eye,  d,  base  of  male  antenna ;  e,  base  of  female  antenna — en- 
larged. 

Fig.  23.  Stalk-Borer  {Gortyna  nitela  Guen.) ;  a,  terminal  joints  of  female  abdomen  de- 
nuded to  show  the  exserted  ovipositor ;  b,  view  of  the  ovipositor  from  above. 

Fig.  24.  Unarmed  Rustic  {Agrotis  saucia  Treit.) ;  a.  top  view  of  egg,  enlarged  ;  i,  batch 
of  eggs  enlarged.     [See  Notes,  etc.,  p.  55.] 

Fig.  25.  Unarmed  Rustic  {Agrotli  saucia  Treit.) ;  a,  ovipositor  as  it  appears  at  the  end 
of  the  abdomen  ;  b,  same  when  extended. 

Fig.  26.  Fall  Army-worm  {Laphygma  frugiperda,  Sm.  &  Abb.) ;  a,  full  grown  worm, 
nat.  size;  b,  head,  front  view;  c,  one  joint  of  body,  dorsal  view;  d,  do., 

side  view — enlarged.     [See  Notes,  etc.,  p.  56.] 

Fig.  27.  Fall  Army-worm  {Laphygma  frugiperda,  Sm.  »S&  Abb.);  a,  the  typical  form  ;  by 
c,  variations  of  wings. 

Fig.  28.  Elongate  Ground-beetle  {Pasimaclius  ehngatus  Lee). 
Fig.  29.  Murky  Ground-beetle  {Llarpahis  caUginosus,  Fabr. ). 
Fig.  30.  Fiery  Ground-beetle  {Calosoma  calidum,  Fabr.);  a,  larva;  h,  beetle. 
Fig.  31.  Rummaging  Grouud-beetle  {Calosoma  scrutator  ,  Fabr.).     [After  Harris.] 
Fig.  32.  Red-tailed  Tachiua-fly  {Exorista  Jeucaniw  Kirk.).     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  33.  Yellow-tailed  Tachina-fly  {Exorista  flavicauda  Riley). 

Fig.  34.  Microgaster  militaris  Vi'ahh.     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  35.  Glassy  Mesochorus  {Mesochorus  vitreus  Walsh).     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  36.  Pezomachus  yninimus  Walsh.     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  37.  Pezomachus  minimus  Walsh,  bunch  of  cocoons.     [After  Walsh.] 
Fig.  38.   Ophion  purgatus  Sa,y. 

Fig.  39.  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  {Caloptenus  spretus  Thomas):  process  of  acquiring 
wings;  a,  pupa  with  skin  just  split  on  the  back;  b,  the  imago  extending; 
c,  do.,  nearly  out ;  d,  do.  with  wings  expanded  ;  e,  do.  with  all  parts  perfect. 

Fig.  40.  Acridium  americanum,  Drury. 

Fig.  41.  Coral-winged  Locust  {(Edipoda  phanicoptera  Germ.). 
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Fig.  42.  Wliite-liiioil  Morning  Sphinx  (Dnlcjihila  Uneata  Fabr.),  green  larva. 
Fig.  43.  White-lined  Morning  Sphinx  {Dcilephila  Uneata  Fabr.),  black  larva. 
Fig.  44.  White-lined  Morning  Sphinx  {Dcilephila  Uneata  Fabr.). 
Fig.  45.  Lubber  Locust  { Brack ypephts  magnus  Git.). 

Fig.  46.  Green-striped  Loenst  {Tragocephala  viridifanciata);  a,  pupa;  b,  perfect  insect. 
Fig.  47.  Granulated  Grouse-locust  (  Teltix  graniilata  Scudder). 

Fig.  48.  Grape  Phylloxera  (Phylloxera  vaatatrix  Plan.);  «,  female,  ventral  vie  vr,  show- 
ing egg  through  transparent  skin;  h,  do.  dorsal  view ;  c,  greatly  enlarged 

tarsus;  d.  shrunken  anal  Joints  as  they  appear  after  oviposition;  e,  male 

of  I'll,  caryacanliti.  Fitch  '!,  dorsal  view — the  dots  in  circle  iiulicating  natural 
size. 

Fig.  49.  Yucca  Borer  (Megathymim  yii<c(r.  Walk.);  «,  a.  funnels  made  by  the  larva;  b, 
under  ground  stem,  showing  tunuelings  of  larva. 

Fig.  50.  Yucca  Borer  (Megathymiis  yiicra'.  Walk.),  female  moth. 
Fig.  51.  Yucca  Borer  {McgathymKS  ynccw,  Walk.);  a,  egg,  side  view,  enlarged;  b,  egg 

from  which  the  larva  has  hatched;  bb,  bbb,  unhatched  eggs — natural  size  ; 
c.  uewly-hatchcd  larva,  enlarged;  c  c,  full-grown  larva,  natural  size;  d' 
underside  of  head  of  same,  enlarged  to  show  the  trophi. 

Fig,  52.  Yucca  Borer  (Megaihymus  yucca;,  Walk.),  pupa. 

Fig.  53.  Yucca  Borer  {Mcgathymna  yucca',  Walk.),  moth  walking. 
Fig.  54.  Yucca  Borer  {Megathymus  yucca',  Walk.);  a,  b,  venation  of  front  and  hind 

wings ;  c,  labial  palpus  denuded ;  d,  club  of  antenna ;  e,  /,  g,  front,  middle 

and  hind  legs, — all  but  wings  enlarged. 
Fig.  55.   Castuia  phalaris  (Fabr.),  venation. 

REPORT  IX. 

Fig.    1.  Gooseberry  Span-worm  {Enfitchia  ribearia,  Fitch.);  a,  b,  larv;e ;  c,  pujia. 
Fig.    2.  Gooseberry  Span-worm  {Enfitchia  ribearia,  Fitch),  female  moth. 

Fig.  3.  GoosefeerrySi)au-worm(£((///c/uV(  jv7«'a)-/a.  Fitch);  a,  egg,  enlarged  ;  b,b,eggs^ 
natural  size. 

Fig.  4.  Imported  Currant-worm  {Xemafus  ventricosus  Klug) ;  currant  leaf  showing 

eggs  (1),  and  the  holes  which  the  young  worms  make  (2,  3).  [From  Prac- 

tical Entomologist. '\ 
Fig.  5.  Imported  Currant-worm  {Xematus  ventricosus  Klug);  a,  a,  a,  larva? ;  h,  side 

view  of  one  joint,  enlarged,  showing  black  tubercles. 

Fig.    6.  Imported  Currant-worm  (Neviatus  ventricosus  Klug);  a,  male  fly;  b,  female 
fly. 

Fig.    7.  Soldier-bug  (Poti/sMs  j)/acW».s  Uhler) ;  rt,  enlarged;  &,  natural  size. 
Fig.  8.  Ovipositors  of  Sawflies;  a,  Willow-apple  Sawfly  {Xcmatus  salicis-pomum 

Walsh);  b,  Currant-worm  Sawlly  {Xematus  ventricosus  Klug.),  enlarged. 
Fig.  9.  Native  Currant-worm  {Pristiphora  grossulariw  Walsh);  a,  larva,  nat.  size;  b, 

fly  enlarged. 

Fig.  10.  Strawberry-worm  {Emphytus  maculatus'NoTi.) ;  1,  2,  ventral  and  lateral  views 
of  pupa;  3,  enlarged  sketch  of  perfect  fly,  the  wings  on  one  side  de- 

tached; 4,  larva  crawling,  natural  size;  5,  perfect  fly  with  wings  folded, 

natural  size;  6,  larva  at  rest;  7,  cocoon;  8,  antenna,  enlarged;  9,  egg,  en- 
larged. 

Fig.  11.  Abbot's  Pine-worm  {Lophyrus  AbboUi  Leach);  1,  perfect  fly,  magnified;  the 
left  wings  removed ;  2,  3,  ventral  and  lateral  views  of  pupa,  enlarged ;  4, 
larviB  in  different  positions,  nat.  size ;  5,  cocoon,  nat.  size ;  6,  antenna  of 
male,  enlarged;  7,  antenna  of  female,  enlarged. 

Fig.  12.  Map  showing  the  dirjtribution  of  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle  {Doryphora  decem- 
lineata,  Say). 
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Fig.  13.  Vropoda  amerlcana  Riley;  a,  Colorado  Potato-beetle  attacked  by  it — nat. 
size;  h,  the  mite,  ventral  view,  sbowing  the  penetrating  organ  lying  be- 

tween the  legs;  c,  the  organs  extended  ;  d,  the  claw;  e,  the  excreuiatitious 

filament — all  greatly  enlarged. 

Fig.  14.  Wheat-head  Army-worm  (Leucania  albilinca  Gnen.)  ;  a,  a,  larvse;  b,  eggs — nat. 

size;  c,  d,  egg,  top  and  side  view — enlarged. 
Fig.  15.  Wheat-head  Army- worm  moth  (Lencania  albilinea  Gnen.). 
Fig.  16.  Map  of  North  America,  illustrating  the  country  east  of  the  Rocky  Mountains 

overrun  by  the  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  in  1876. 
Fig.  17.  Acrklium  americanum,  Drnry. 

Fig.  18.  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  (CaIo2)tcnii.i  .'>prefi('<  Thomas);  a,  a,  a,  female  in  dif- 
ferent positions,  ovipositing:  b,  egg-])od  extracted  from  ground,  with  the 

end ;  c,  a  few  eggs  lying  loose  on  the  ground :  d,  e,  shows  the  earth  par- 
tially removed,  to  illustrate  an  egg-mass  already  in  place  and  one  being 

placed ;  f,  shows  where  such  a  mass  has  been  covered  up. 
Fig.  19.  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  {Caloptenus  spretua  Thomas);  Anal  characters  of 

female,  showing  horny  valves  of  ovipositor ;  b,  an  ujiper  valve ;  c,  lower 
valve — all  enlarged. 

Fig.  20.  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  (Ca?o/;/f'H«s  !<prefus  Thomas);  oviposition — i,  super- 
anal  plate ;  h,  sponge-like  exsertile  organ — the  egg  passing  through  the 
horny  valves  of  the  ovipositor,  f/. 

Fig.  21.  Rocky  Mountain  Locust  {Caloptenus  spreius  Thomas),  egg-mass,  enlarged;  a, 
side  view  within  burrow,  the  line  of  exit  of  the  young  locusts  shown  at  d 

and  e  ;  i,  egg-mass  from  beneath  ;  c,  same  from  above. 
Fig.  22.  Ro^ky  Mountain  Locust  (Caloptenus  spreius  Thomas);  a,  egg,  enlarged  to 

show  sculpture  of  outer  shell ;  b,  portion  of  same  very  highly  magnified  ; 

c,  the  inner  shell,  just  before  hatching ;  d,  e,  points  where  it  ruptures. 

Fig.  23.  Anthomyia  Egg-parasite  {Antliomyia  radicum,  Linn.,  var.  caJopteni  Riley); 

fly ;  b,  puj)arium ;  c,  larva,  side  view ;  d,  head  of  same,  from  above — en- 
larged. 

Fig.  24.  Bombyliid  larva  {Sijstoechus  sp.);  a,  enlarged;  b,  head,  side  view,  more  en- 
larged; c,  do.,  front  view;  d,  posterior  spiracle.    [See  Notes,  etc.,  p. 60.] 

Fig.  25.  Harpalus  ?  larva ;  a,  from  above  ;  b,  head,  from  beneath  ;  c,  leg — enlarged ; 
d,  antenna;  e,  maxilla  ;  /,  labium. 

Fig.  26.  Harpalus  ?  larva ;  A,  natural  size  ;  B,  under  side  of  head,  enlarged ;  c,  mandi- 
ble ;  e,  antenna ;  /,  labium  and  labial  palpi ;  g,  maxilla  and  maxillary 

palpi ;  h,  joint  12  beneath ;  i,  joint  11  beneath  ;  j,  joints  4-10  each  beneath — 
enlarged. 

Fig.  27.  Pennsylvania  Ground-beetle  {Harpalus  pcnsyJvanicus,  DeGeer). 
Fig.  28.  Erax  bastardi  Macq. ;  a,  larva  ;  b,  pupa. 

Fig.  29.  Ambhjchila  cyVindri/onnis  Say. 

Fig.  30.  HeUgrammite  {Corydalus  eornntus,  Liinn.) ;  «,  larva  ;  Z>,  pupa  ;  c,  fly,  male  ;  d, 
head  of  female  fly. 

Fig.  31.  Hellgvammite  {Cori/dalus  corn utus,  Linn.);  a,  a,  egg-masses  attached;  b,  one 
detached,  showing  lower  surface, — all  rather  below  average  size ;  c,  a  few 

eggs  of  the  outer  row ;  d,  the  newlj^-hatched  larva  ;  e,  labium ;  /,  antenna ; 
g,  maxilla;  h,  mandible;  /,  tarsal  claw;  j,  anal  hooks — all  enlarged. 

Fig.  32.  Eggs  of  BeJostoma  f 

Fig.  33.  Gigantic  Water-bug  {Belostoma  grandls  Linn.). 



CLASSIFIED    LIST  OF   ILLUSTRATIONS. 

The  following  list  of  ilhistrations,  brought  together  iu  classificatory 
order,  will  prove  serviceable  to  entomologists,  as  it  will  enable  such  to 

readil}-  ascertain  whether  or  not  any  particular  insect  of  a  particular 
Order  has  been  figured  iu  the  Eeports.  The  explanations  to  the  tigures 
are  omitted,  since  they  are  already  given  in  the  preceding  list.  The 
nomenclature  of  the  Eeports  is  here,  also,  retained,  and  references  to 
tigures  other  than  those  of  insects  or  their  products  are  omitted.  The 
number  of  the  Eeport  is  indicated  iu  Koman  and  of  the  figure  iu  Arabic 
numerals. 

HYMEXOrTERA. 

Ovipositors  of  Sawflies:  IX,  8. 

Pristiphora  gi'ossularia'  Walsh  :  IX,  9. 

X'ematus  ventricosus  Khtg :  IX,  4,  5,  G. 
Empliytus  maculatus  Nort. :  IX,  10. 
Lopliyrus  Abbotii  Leavh.  :  IX,  11. 
Aplieliaus  mytilaspidis  LeBaron  :  V,  34. 
Tricliograrama  ?  miuuta  Iiilei/  :  III,  72. 

Antigaster  mirabilis  Walsh, :  \1,  48,  49. 
Chalcid  sp. :  I,  j)!.  2,  Fig.  6. 
Glyplie  viritiasceus  Walsh:  II,  24. 
Isosoma  vitis  Saunders  :  I,  73  ;  II,  64. 
Isosoma  liordei  Han:  :  II,  6r>. 

Eurytoma  bolteri  Rihij :  I,  pi.  2,  Figs.  8, 
9 ;  I,  97, 

Cbalcis  albifrons   Walsh  :  II,  22. 

Chalcis  mariw  liilcy  :  IV,  39. 

Microgaster  (=:  Apauteles) :  II,  48. 

Microgaster  cocoons  on  Hog-cateriiillar  of 

the   Vine   (Cb;er.  pauipiuatris.   Sin.    c)'- 
All).):  11,47. 

Microgaster  railitaris  Walsh  :  I,  32;  II,  23 ; 
III,  73 ;  VIII,  34. 

Aleiodes  Rileyi  Cress.  :  III,  30, 
Bracon  cbarus  Bileij  :  VII,  13. 
Macrocentrus  delicatus  Cress.  :  V,  27. 

Sigalpbns  curculionis  Fitch  :  III,  7,  8. 
Pimpla  annulipes  Br.  :  V,  26. 
Cryptus  samiiii  Pack. :  IV,  40,  41. 
Hemiteles  (?)  cressonii  Blley  :  I,  pi.  2,  Fig. 

Hemiteles  (?)  tbyridopterygis   Bih'U  :   I, 
pi.  2,  Figs.  10,  11,  12. 

Pezomacbus  minimus   Walsh  :  II,  20,  21 ; 

VIII,  36,  37. 
Porizou  conotracbeli  Bilei/  :  III,  9. 
Mesocboius  vitreus   Walsh  :  II,  19 ;  VIII, 35. 

Opbion  macrurnm  (Liiui.):  IV,  37,  38. 

Opbiou  purgatus  Say  :  II,  2.o  ;  VIII,  38. 
Tipbia  iuoruata  Say:  VI,  34. 
Ammoplula  pictipennis  Walsh  :  V,  73. 

Stizus  graudis  Say,  9  ••  I,  12. 
Eumenes  fraterna  Say  :  II,  71. 

Polistes  rubigiuosiis  St.  Fary.  :  V,  28. 
Vespa  maculata  Linn. :  V,  2. 

COLEOPTERA. 

Amblycbila  cylindriformis  >S'((// :  IX,  29. 
Tetracba  virgiuica  Hope  :  I,  59. 
Calosoma  scrutator  (Fabr.):  II,  G9  ;  III, 

54  ;  VIII,  31. 
Calosonux  calidum  (Frt?/y. ) :  I,  34,  60;  II, 

70 ;  VIII,  30. 
Pasimacbus  elongatus   Lee.  :  I,  61 ;  VIII, 28.    . 

Aspidoglossa  subangulata  Chaiid.  :  I,  21. 
Labia  grandis  Hentz  :  III,  41;  VIII,  1. 
Harpalus  caliginosus  Say  :  I,  62  ;  VIII,  29. 
Harpalus  pensylvauicus  (DeCeer):  I,  23; 

IX,  27. 
Harpalus  ?  larva :  1, 22  ;  IX,  25,  26. 
Quedius  molocbinus  (Grav.):  IV,  12. 
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Gcei'ius  oleus:  IV,  11. 
Pliilonthus  apicalis  (Say):  IV,  10. 
Dermestes  lardarins  Linn.:  VI,  27. 

Hippodamiamaculata  (iDc^etT) :  1,29;  II, 
3 ;  VII,  5. 

Hippodaniia  convergeus  Giier.:  1, 52;  VI, 
11. 

Hippodamia  glacialis  (Fahr.):  IV,  5. 

Hippodamia  13-puuctata  (Linn.):  I,  51. 
Cocciuella  9-uotata  Herist:  I,  50. 
Coccinella  rauuda  Say :  II,  4  ;  VII,  6. 
Cocciuella  picta  BanxlaU:  V,  37. 

Mysia  15-punctata  (0/(1'.):  IV,  4. 
Cliilocorus  bivulnerus  Mnls.:  I,  4,  5. 
Ladybird  larva  :  I,  53. 
Passalns  corimtus  Fahr.:  IV,  62. 

Macrodactylus  subspiuosns  (Fahr.):  V,  39. 
Lacliiiosterua  quercina  (Enoch) :  I,  88. 

Vv'hite  Grub  attacked  by  fuugus  :  I,  89. 
Peliduota  punctata  (Linn.) :  III,  34. 

Cotalpa  lauigera  (Linn.):  V,  3. 
Chrysobotliris  femorata  {Fahr.):  I,  15, 16; 

VII,  12. 
Cliaulioguathns  peusylvauicus  (DeGeer) : 

I,  19;  IV,  14. 
Telepliorus  biliueatus  (Say):  IV,  15. 
Corynetes  rufipes  (Fahr.):  VI,  26. 
Sinosylon  basilare  (Say) :  IV,  26,  27. 
Bostricbus  bicaudatus  (Say):  IV,  24. 
Ortbosoma  cyliudricuui  (Fahr.):  I,  69. 

Priouus  laticollis  (Driiry) :  I,  67;  II,  60,  61, 
62. 

Prionus  imbricornis  (Linn.):  II,  63. 
Saperda  bivittata  Say  :  1,  14. 

Brucbus  pisi  Linn. :  III,  15,  16,  17. 
Bruclius  grauarius  7-Jnn.;  Ill,  18. 
Brucbus  fiiba?  Eiley  :  III,  19. 

Lema  triliueata  (Oliv.):  I,  42,  43. 
Cosciuoptera  dominicana  (Fahr.):  VI,  36. 
Cblamys  plicata  (Oliv.):  VI,  37. 
Fidia  viticida  Walsh :  I,  75. 

Colaspis  flavida  Say  :  III,  37,  38  ;  IV,  16. 

Dorj'pbora  lO-liueata  Say  :  I,  46. 
Dorypbora  juncta  (Germar):  I,  47. 

Diabrotica  12-puuctata  (Oliv.):  II,  42. 
Diabrotica  vittata  (Fahr.):  I,  44;  II,  39, 

40,  41. 
Haltica  cbalybea  Illiger:  III,  35,  36. 
Haltica  cucumeris  Harr.:  I,  45. 

Blepbarida  rbois  (Forst.):  VI,  33. 
Cbelyiuorplia  cribraria  (Fahr.):  11,28,29. 

Pbysonota  quincLuepuuctata  JVahh  ij-  Ei- 
ley :  II,  30. 

Cassida  uigripes  Oliv.  :  II,  37,  38. 
Cassida  bivittata  Say  :  II,  27,  32. 

Cassida  auricbalcea  (Fahr.) :  II,  31,  33,  34. 

Cassida  guttata  Oliv. :  II,  35,  36. 
Deloyala  clavata  (Oliv.):  11,26. 
Larva  of  Teuebrionid  (?) :  VI,  32. 

Lytta  cinerea  Fahr. :  I,  40. 
Lytta  vittata  Fahr. :  I,  39. 
Lytta  margiuata  Fahr. :  I,  41. 
Ejiicitrus  imbricatus  (Say) :  111,21. 
Itbycerus  nova^boracensis  (Forster):   III, 

20, 
Autbonomus  prunicida  Walsh  :  III,  13. 
Anthonomus  quadrigibbus  Say  :  III,  10, 11. 
Couotracbelus  nenupbar  (Herhst):  I,  18; 

III,  1. 

Couotracbelus  crata'gi  Walsh:  III,  12. 
Analcis  fragariye  Filey :  III,  14. 

Cicliodes  iua-qualis  (Say) :  I,  70,  71,  72. 
Baridius  triuotatus  Say  :  I,  37. 
Baridius  sesostris  Lee. :  1, 74. 

Eupsalis  miuuta  (Drnry)  :  VI,  31. 

Spbenopborus  ze*  Walsh  :  III,  22. 

Spbeuopborus  pulcbellus  Sclux-n.:  111,23. 
Scolytus  cary*  Eiley :  V,  38. 

LEPIDOPTERA. 

Papilio  pbilenor  Drury  :  II,  84,  85,  86. 
Pieris  protodice  Boisd. :  II,  72,  73,  74. 
Pieris  oleracea  Boisd. :  II,  75, 76. 

Pieris  rap;e  Schrank. :  II,  77,  78, 79. 
Dauais  arcbippus  (Fahr.):  Ill,  63,64,65, 

66,  67. 
Limeuitis  disippus  (Godt. ) :  III,  68,  69, 70. 

Apatura  lycaou  (Fahr.):  VI,  39,  40. 
Apatura  berse  (Fahr.) :  VI,  41,  42. 

Papbia  glycerium  Doiihl. :   II,  94,  95,  96 ; 

V,  72. 
Megatbymus  yucca-    Walk. :  VIII,  51, 52, 

53,  54. 
Castnia  pbalaris  (Frtfer.)  venation:  VIII, 35. 

Tbyreus  abboti  Swainson:  11,54. 
Deilepbila  liueata  (Fahr.):  Ill,  60,  61,62; 

VIII,  42,  43,  44. 

Cbferocampa  pampinatrix  (Sm.  <f-  Ahh.): 
II,  44,  45,  46. 

Philampelus  satellitia  (Linn.):  II,  52,  53. 
Pbilampelus  acbemon  (Drury):  11,49,50, 

51. 

Spbiux  5-maculata  £■«!<;. ;  I,  38. 
^geria  exitiosa  Say :  I,  17. 

^geria  polistiformis  Harr. :  III,  33. 
yEgeria  rubi  Eiley :  VI,  30. 

^geria  acerui  (Clem.) :  VI,  29. 
Alypia  octomaculata  (Fahr. ) :  I,  pi.  1,  Fig. 

18;  II,  55;  VI,  25. 
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Psyolioinovplia  epinuMiis  ( />/v(ri/) :  I,  pi.  1, 

Fi^v.  19;  III,  '2I>;  VI,  20,  21. 
Eudryas  nnio  (rrnhn.):  II,  57;  VI,  24. 

Endryas  grata  ( Fabr.):  II,  56;  VI,  22,  2:?. 
Procris  aiiicricaiia  Boind :  II,  58,  59. 
Dciopeia  bella  (Dniri/):  V,  4. 
Callimoqjha  fnlvicosta  Clem. :  III,  50. 
Arctia  Isabella  (Smilh):  IV,  65. 
Spilosoma  virginica  (Fabr.):  Ill,  2b. 
Hypliantria  tostor  Harr.  :  III,  55. 
Ecpautlieria  acribonia  (Stoll):  IV,  63,  64. 

Orgyia  leiicostigma  {Sm.  cj-Ahb.):  I,  81,82, m. 
Thyridoptervx  ephcnieia'formis  Haw.:  I, 

8t. 

Bombyx  mori  Lhin. :  IV,  29,  :W,  31,  32. 
Attacus  polypbciiuis  Linn.:  IV,  50,  51,  52, 

53,  54. 
Attacus  Imia  Linn.:  IV,  47,  48,  49. 

Attacns  yama-ma'i  {(ini'r-Mi'n.):    IV,   55, 
56,  57,  58. 

Attacus  Peruyi  {G>ur-Men.):  IV,  60,  61. 
Attacus  cyutliia  (Hiibn.):  IV,  42. 
Attacus  prometliea  Drury :  IV,  43,  44,  45, 

46. 

Attacus  cecropia  Linn.  :  IV,  33,  34,  35,  36. 
Hemileuca  maia  (Drnry) :  V,  60,  61,  62. 

Hypercbiria  io  (Fabr.);  V,  63,  64,  65,  66. 

Dryocampa  x'ubicuuda  {F<(b)'.) :  V,  67. 
Clisiocampa  americana  Harr.:  111,50,51; 

V,  29. 
Clisiocampa  sylvatica  Harr.  :  II,  11  ;  III, 

52,  53 ;  VIII,  16,  17. 
Acronycta  popnli  Eiley  :  II,  87,  88, 
Acronycta  obliuita  (Sm.  cf  Abb.):  Ill,  29. 

Agrotis  subgotliica  (Haw.) :  I,  29. 

Agrotis  jaculifera  Giien. :  I,  pi.  1,  Fig.  11. 
Agrotis scaudeus  Riley :  I,  pi.  1,  Figs.  5,  6,  7. 
Agrotis  cocbrauii  Eiley  :  I,  26. 
Agrotis  ineruiis  Harr.  :  I,  pi.  1,  Figs.  1,  2, 

3,  4. 
Agrotis sanciaTm7.  ;  III,  49;  VIII,  24,  25. 

Agrotis  telifera  Harr.  :  I,  pi.  I,  Figs.  8,  9, 

10 ;  I,  28. 
Noctua  claudestina  Harr.  :  I,  pi.  I,  Fig. 

13 ;  I,  27. 

Hadena  subjuucta   Gr.  ̂ -  Rob.  :  I,  pi.  I, 
Figs.  14,  15,  16,  17. 

Agrotis  devastator  (Brace) :  I,  30. 

Pupa  of  Cut-worm  in  earthen  cell:  I,  25. 
Mamestra  picta  Harr. :  II,  82. 
Cebena  reuigera  Steph. :  I,  83. 

Prodeuia  commelinie  (Sm.  ̂ -  Abb.):  I,  pi. 
I,  Fig.  12;  III,  48. 

Gortyna  nitela  Gnen.:  \,  35,  36;  VIII,  23. 

Leucania  albilinea  Guen.  :  IX,  14,  15. 
Leucania   uuipuncta  Haw.:  11,14,15,16; 

III,  47;  VIII,  18,19,20,21,22. 
Prodeuia  atitumnalis  liiley :  III,  45,  46  ; 

VIII,  26,  27. 

Ampliiityra  i)yiamid()ides  Guen.  :  III,  31, 32. 

Anomis  xylina  (Say) :  II,  12, 13. 
Xyliua  ciuerea  Riley  :  III,  57. 
Plusia  brassicie  Riley:  11,81. 

Heliotliis  armigera  Hiibn.  :  III,  42,  43. 
Anisopteryx  ponietaria  Harr. :  VII,  17, 18 ; 

VIII,  4,6,  8, 10. 
Paleacrita  vernata  (Pec7t) :   VII,    14,   16; 

VIII,  3, 5,  7,  9. 
Aplodes  rubivora  Rihy  :  I,  pi.  2,  Fig.  25. 

Hiematopis  grataria  ( Fahr. ) :  I,  pi.  2,  Figs. 
18, 19, 20, 21. 

Eufitcbia  ribearia  (Fi7c/i) :  IX,  1,2,3. 

Asopia  costalis  (F'((br.):  VI, 28. 
Pempelia  Hammondi  Riley :  IV,  21. 
Pempelia  grossulariic  Pack. :  I,  pi.  2,  Fig. 

17;  1,79. 
Phycita  nebulo  fVahh  :  IV,  18, 19. 

Acrobasis  juglaudis  LeBaron :  IV,  20. 
Galleria  cereana  Fabr.:  1,92. 
Desmia  maculalis  Wesiiv.:  111,24. 
Phacellura  nitidalis  Cram.:  11,43. 
Tortrix  Cinderella  Riley  :  IV,  22. 

Tortrix  rileyana  Grote  :  I,  pi.  2,  Figs.  3,  4; 

1,  85. Peuthina  vitivoraua  Pack.:  I,  pi.  2,  Figs. 

29,  30  ;  I,  76. 

Eurypty cilia  saligueana  Clem.:  11,99. 
Carpocapsa  pomonella  (Linn.):  I,  24. 

Ancliylopera  fragariie   Walsh  cf-  Riley  :  I, 
pi.  2,  Figs.  26,  27  ;  I,  80. 

Prouuba  yuccasella  Riley  :  V,  74,  75  ;  VI, 38. 

Walsbia  amorphella  Clem:  11,93. 
Gelecbia  galbesolidagiuis  Riley  :  I,  pi.  2, 

Figs.  1,2;  I,  96. 
Holcocera  glandulella  Riley  :  IV,  66. 
Bucculatrix  pomilbliella  Clem.:  IV,  23. 
Pteropborus  periscelidactylus  Fitch  :  I,  pi. 

2,  Figs.  15, 16  ;  III,  27. 
Pteropborus  cardui  Riley :  I,  pi.  II,  Figs. 

13,  14  ;  I,  98. 

HETEROPTERA. 

Corimebena   pulicaria   (Germar):    II,    9; 

VII,  11. 
Stiretrus  fimbriatus  (Say) :  1, 5, 6 ;  II,  10. 
Perillus  circumciuctus  Stdl :  IV,  6. 
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Arma  spinosa  7)rtZZ«s:  1,33,54;  11,7;  IV, 

8,  9. 
Podisus  placidiis  Uhler :  IX,  7. 
Euscliistus  piinctipes.  Sail :  IV,  7  ;  V,  5. 
Strachia  histriouica  HaJm  :  IV,  17. 

Corens  tristis  (DeGeer) :  I,  55. 
Nysiiis  destructor  miey  :  Y,  41 ;  VII,  9. 
Micropus  leucopterus  (Sajj):  II,  1,  2;  V, 

40;  VII,  2,  3, 4. 

Campyloueura  vitripeimis  (Suij):  III,  58, 
59. 

Capsus  oblineatus  Say  :  II,  83. 
Antliocoris  insidiosus  (Say) :  II,  6 ;  VI,  14  ; 

VII,  7. 

Reduviiis  raptatorius  Say :  1, 58. 

Harpactor  ciuctus  (i^a/)r.):  1,57;  VII,  8. 
Piesma  cinerea  (Say) :  II,  8 ;  VII,  10. 
B;ilo8toma  grandis  Lin)i. :  IX,  33. 

HOMOPTERA. 

Cicada  septeuulecim   Linn.:    I,  6,  7,  13; 
VII,  40. 

Cicada  tredecim  Linn. :  1, 11. 

(Jeresa  bubalus  (Fabr.):  V,  6,  50,  51,  52. 
Poeciloptera  pruiuosa  (Say) :  V,  .54, 55. 
Pemphigus  vagabuudus  (  Walsh) :  I,  C5. 
Eriosoma  pyri  Fitch  :  I,  64. 
Phylloxera  vastatrix  rianchon  :  III,  39, 40; 

IV,  28 ;  V,  30  ;  VI,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  7,  8 ;  VIII, 
48. 

Phylloxera  carj^iccaulis  (Fitch)  ?  :  VII,  19. 
Phylloxera  rileyi  Lichn.  :  VI,  18, 19 ;  VII, 

22. 

Aspidiotus  couchiformis  ((ime'lin) :  I,  2,  3  ; 
V,31. 

Mytilaspis  iiomicorticis  Biley :  1, 2,  3  ;  V, 
31,32. 

Aspidiotus  harrisii  (  TVdlsh) :  1, 1. 
Mytllaspis  pinifoliie  (Fitch) :  V,  35,  36. 

DIPTERA. 

Gall,  Vitis-tomatos  7ii7f^/=Lasioptera  vitis 
O.  S. :  V, 45. 

Gall,  Vitis-viticola  7?t?e^=Cecidomyia  vi- 
ticola  O.  S. :  V,  46. 

Gall,     Cecidomyia    salicis-strobiloides 
Walsh:  V,43. 

Gall,Vitis-coryloides  W.^B.:  V,44. 

Gal),  Vitus-pomum  W.  4' R.  :  V,  42. 
Tabanus  atratus  Fahr.  :  II,  97. 

Wing  of  Promachus  (a),  Asilns  (h),  Erax 

(c) :  II,  90. 
Trupauea  apivora  Fitch  :  1, 93. 
Erax  bastardi  Macq. :  II,  92, 93 ;  IX,  28. 

Asihis  missouriensis  7?(7ei/;  11,89;  V,  7, 
Asilus  sericeus  iSa]/ ;  11,91. 
Bombyliid  larva  (Systcechus  sp.) :  IX,  24. 

Pipiza  radicum  W.^-  E.:  1,66;  VI,  1.5. 
Syrphus  larva  :  VI,  12. 
Helophilus  latifrous  Loew  :  VI,  13. 
ffistnis  ovis  Linn. :  1,91. 

Exorista  leucanite  Kirk. :  II,  17  :  VII,  38  ;■ 
VIII,  32. 

Exorista  flavicauda  Biley  :  II,  18 :  VIII,. 
33. 

Lydella  doryphoric  Biley  :  I,  48. 
Belvoisia  bifasciata  (Fahr.) :  V,  68. 

Sarcophaga  sarraceuiic  Biley  :  VII,  39. 
Anthoniyia radicum  (Linn.),  var.  calopteni 

Biley  :  IX,  23. 
Anthoniyia  zg,v  Biley :  I,  pi.  II,  Fig.  24 ; 

I,  86,  87. 
Meromyza  americana  Fitch:  I,  pi.  II,  Fig. 

28  ;  I,  90. 

ORTHOPTERA. 

fficauthus  niveus  Harr  :  I,  77,  78  ;  V,  49. 
Orocharis  saltator  Uhler  :  V,  47,  48. 
Phaneroptera  curvicauda  (DeGeer):   VI, 

50,  51. 
Phyllopteraoblongifolia  (DeGeer) :  VI,  55. 
Microcentrus  retinervis  (Burm.):  V,   57, 

58;  VI,  43,  44,  4.5,  46,  47. 
Platyphyllum    concavum   Harr:    V,    59; 

VI,  52,  53,  54. 
Orchelimum  glaberrimum  ( Burm. ) :  V,  56. 
Acridium  americanum  (Drury):  Ylll,  40; 

IX,  17. 
Caloptenus  spretus  Thomas :  VII,  23,  24, 

25, 27, 28  ;  VIII,  39  ;  IX,  18, 19, 20,  21,  22. 

Caloptenus  femur-rubrum,  DeG.  :  VII,  26, 
29. 

Caloptenus    difiereutialis    Walk. :    V,    8 ; 

VII,  33. 
Caloptenus  bivittatus  (Say) :  VII,  34. 

Brachypeplus  magnus  Gir.  :  VIII,  45. 
ffidipoda  migratoria  Linn.  :  VII,  30. 
ffidipoda  phcpuicoptera  Germ. :  VIII,  41. 
Tragocephala  viridifasciata  Rarr.  :  VIII, 

46. 

Tettix  granulata  Scuclder :  VIII,  47. 
Mantis  Carolina  (Linn.):  I,  94,  95. 

NEUROPTERA. 

Libelluia  trimaculata  (DeGeer) :  V,  9. 

Corydalus  cornutus  (Linn.) :  V,  69,  70,  71  j 

IX,  30,31. 
Chrysopa  sp. :  I,  20 ;  II,  5 ;  VI,  10. 
Thrips  sp. :  VI,  9. 
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ARACHNID  A. 

Phalangium  dorsatuni  Saif  :  IV,  3. 

ACARINA. 

Trombidium  musearum  Eiley  :  VII,  37. 
Trombidium  sericeum  Say  :  VII,  35. 

Tyroglyphus  phylloxeriB  Planchon  <j  Riley : 
Vl,  16. 

Nothrua  ovivorus  Pack. :  II,  68. 

Leptus  irritaus  Piky  ami  L.  americauus 

lilky  :  VI,  p.  122. 
Uiopoda  anicricaua  Kiley  :  IX,  13. 
Dermaleiclius  ? :  V,  33. 

Astoma  gryllaria  LeBaroti :  VII,  36. 
Hoplopliora  arctata  Rihy  :  VIj  17. 
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lu  this  general  index  each  report  is  referred  to  in  Eoman  and  the 
page  in  Arabic  numerals.  The  index  to  the  new  matter  of  this  Bulle- 

tin is  also  included  and  referred  to  by  the  abbreviation  '^Supp." 
A. 

Abbot  Sphinx,  II,  78 
Abbotii,  Lophyrus,  IX,  32,  Supp.,  65 

Thyreits,  II,  78 

Abbots'  White  Pino  Worm,  IX,  29 
Descriptive,  IX,  32. 
Natural  History,  IX,  30 
Natural  Enemies,  IX,  31 
Remedies,  IX,  32 

Abraxas  (jrosmlariata,  IX,  5 
Acarug  mali,  II,  6 

malus,  1, 16,  V,  87 
gcabiei,  VI,  61 
Wahhii,  Y,  87 

acericola,  Acronijcta,  U,  121 

acerni,  Aegeria,  VI,  107, 108,  Supp.,  55 
Trochilium,  VI,  108 

aehemon,  Philainpelus,  II,  74 
Achemon  Sphinx,  II,  74,  78 
Achreioptera,  a  proposed  order  of  insects,  V,  16 
Acidalia  persimilata,  VI,  138 
Acoloithus  falsaritis,  II,  86 
Acorn  Moth,  IV,  144 
Aerididce,  Stridulation  of,  VI,  153 
Acridii,  VIII,  115, 128 
Acridium  americanum,  VII,  173, 174,  VIII,  103, 104, 

IX,  84 
peregrinum,  VII,  133,  VIII,  144, 145 
spretis,  VII,  128 
spretum,  VIII,  128 

Acridophagi,  VIII,  144 
Acrobasis,  IV,  46 

eonsociella,  IV,  45 
Hammondii,  III,  7 

juglandis,  IV,  42,  43,  V,  49,  Supp.,  67,  80 
nebxdo,  IV,  38,  47,  Supp.,  79,  80 
nebulella,  IV,  42,  Supp.,  SO 

Acronycta,  II,  119 
amcricana,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73, 74 
interrupta,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73 
leporina,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73 
lepusculina, 11, 121,  Supp.,  73,  74 
leittiocoina,  V,  126 
oblinita.  III,  70,  71,  V,  126 
occidentalis,  II,  121,  V,  126,  Supp.,  73 
popuU,  II,  119, 120,  Supp.,  72,  74 
psi,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73 
tridens,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73 
xylinoides,  V,  126 

acronyehv,  Microgaster,  II,  120 
Act  to  provide  for  the  destruction  of  Locusts  in 
Minnesota,  IX,  114 

Act  to  encourage  the  destruction  of  Locusts  in 
Missouri,  IX,  111 

Acts  to  provide  for  the  destruction  of  Locusts  in 
Kansas,  IX,  112, 113 

Actias  luna,  IV,  123 

Aciileata,  a  section  of  nymenojitera,  V,  9 

Address  before  the  Farmers  of  Cass  Conntj',  Mis- 
souri, VIII,  66 

Address  before  the  National  Agricultural  Con- 
gi-ess,  VI,  17 

Adephaga,  a  .section  of  carnivorous  beetles,  V,  11 

Adkins,  F.  D.,  Experience  of,  with  Eocky  Mount- 
ain Locust,  VIII,  126 

Adkins,  James,  Kepoi-t  on  Rocky  Mountain  Lo- 
cust, IX,  74 

Adoncta,  VI,  140 

spinuloides,  V,  126 
adonidum,  Coccus,  III,  96 

^geria,  VI,  108 
acerni,  VI,  107,  Supp.,  55 
cucurbitce,  II,  64 
exitiosa,  1, 47 

polistiformis,  1, 127,  III,  75,  76 
rubi,  VI,  111,  113,  Supp.,  72 

lipuliformis,  II,  10,  VI,  108,  IX,  2 
^^geridce,  V,  41 

^giale,  VIII,  170 
indecisa,  VIII,  179 
Kullari,  Vin,  179 

cenea,  Lytta,  III,  6 

cequa,  Agrotis,  I,  74 
^schna,  Oviposition  of,  VIII,  37 
oescularia  Anisopteryx,  VIII,  17,  Supp.,  56 
oesliva,  Dendroica,  VI,  27 

Affleck,  Thos.,  on  Cotton  Worm,  H,  38,  40,  VI,  24 
Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII, 

139, 191 
affusana,  Pcedisca,  Supp.,  57 

Agassiz,  Professor,  on  mimicrj-,  III,  73 
Agelaius  phoeniceus,  VI,  27 
Ageratum,  VI,  138 
Aglaope  americana,  II,  85 
Agriculture,  relation  of  insects  to,  V,  18 
Agrion,  oviposition  of,  VIII,  36 
Agrotis,  I,  68,  Supp.,  55 

cequa,  I,  74 
Cochranii,  I,  74,  Supp.,  76,  77 
cursoria,  I,  78 
devastator,  I,  83,  Supp.,  56 
herilis,  Supp.,  55 

inermis,   I,  72,  74,  II,  50,  III,  15,  114, 129 
VII,  37,  Supp.,  55 

125 
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Agrotis  jaculifera.  I,  82,  83,  Supp.,  56 
lycarum,  Supp.,  77 
niaizi,  I,  81 
mesgoria,  Supp.,  77 
murcenula,  I,  78 
nigricans,  I,  81,  83,  87 
ortonii,  Supp.,  55 
repentis,  Supp.,  77 
saucia,  I,  74,  Supp.,  55 
scandens,  I,  76,  78,  III,  6,  Supp.,  75 
subgothica,  I,  81,  83,  III,  151,  Supp.,  55,  56 
siifusa,  Supp.,  55 
teli/era,  I,  80,  Supp.,  55 
tricosa,  Supp.,  55 

ypsilon,  Supp.,  55 
Ailanthus  Silkworm,  IV,  112 

Best  metbod  of  raising.  IV,  119 
Difference  between  Castor  bean  and  Ailan- 

thus Woi-ms,  IV,  112 
Larval  changes,  IV,  117 
Katural  History  of,  IV,  117 
Retrospective    History    of, 

IV,  113 

Thoroughly  acclimated  in  America,  IV,  115 
Value  of  the  Cocoon,  IV,  115 

■When  introduced  into  America,  IV,  114 
Ailanthus  Worm,  I,  151 
alabamce,  Chrysobothris,  VII,  71 

Albany  Argus,  article  from,  on  Army  "Worm,  II, 
43,  VIII,  26 

albifrons,  Chalcis,  II,  52,  Vm,  54 
albilinea,  Leucania,  IX,  55 
albivenosus,  Micropus,  VIT,  22 
albolineata,  Synchlora,  Supp.,  79 
alboscutellatus,  JBruchus,  Supp.,  71 
alcece,  Erynnis,  VIII,  182 

Aleochara  anthomyim,  IV,  22 
Aleiodes  Rileyi,  III,  71 

Aletia  argillacea,  VIII,  23,  Supp.,  56 
alicia,  Apatura,  VI,  145,  150 

Alkalies  for  Grape-vine  Root-lice,  IV,  69 

Allen,  T.  E.,  Ex])erience  of,  with  Grass  Cut-'worm, 
1,80 

on  Army  "Worm,  II,  47,  VIII,  52 
Wheat  Cut  Worm,  I,  87 

Allen,  G.  W.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  102 
Altica  virginica,  VI,  122 
Aliicitidce,  III,  67 

Alypia  octomaculata,  1, 136,  II,  80,  82,  VI,  88,  94,  95 
Amara  angustata,  VIII,  52 

obesa.  Supp.,  52 

ambiguella,  Cunchylis,  Supp.,  57 
Amblychtla  cylindrlformis,  IX,  98 
Ainbulatoria,  a  division  of  Orthopterous  insects, 

V,14 

amerieana,  Acronycta,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73,  74 
Aglaope,  II,  85 
Aimtela,  11, 121,  Supp.,  73, 74 

C'lisiocampa,  II,  7,  III,  117 
Clostera,  II,  19,  VII,  27 
Ctenucha,  II,  85 
Meromyza,  I,  59 
Panda.  VI,  27 
Procris,  II,  85 

SUpha,  VI,  100 
Uropoda,  IX,  41 

American  Acridium,  VIII,  103,  IX,  84 

Agriculturist,    article   from,    on  grass- 

hoppers, VII,  172 
article  from,  on  Remedy 

for    Currant   Worm, 
IX,  15 

article  from,   on  Yucca 
fertilization,  V,  159 

Bacon-beetle,  VI,  100 
Bean- weevil.  III,  52 

Blight,  III,  95,  IX,  43 
Carrion-beetle,  VI,  100 

Copper  Underwing,  III,  72 
Cuckoos,  III,  121 

Entomologist,   article    from,    on    Bean 
weevil,  m,  53 

article  from,  on  Colorado 
Potato-beetle,  HI,  97 

article  from,  on  Curcullo 
extermination.  III,  15 

article  from,  on  imported 
and  native  insects,  II,  8 

article  from,  on  Straw- 
berry Leaf-roller,  1, 142 

Meat  Worm,  IX,  43 

Meromyza,  1, 159,  II,  16 

Naturalist,  article  from,  on  Birds  de- 
stroying Canker  Worm, VI,  27 

article  from,  on    injury 

caused  by  Alypia,  II,  81 
Oak    PhyUoxera,  VL  64,  VII,  99,  118 

VIII,  158 

Plants  and  Insects  acclimated  in  Eu 

rope,  IX,  43 
Procris,  II,  85,  86,  87 

Silk- worm,  IV,  104 

Tent-caterpillar,  eggs  of,  V,  55 
Timber-beetle,  III,  7 

vines,  first  suggestion  to  use  in  France 
as  a  remedy  for  Phylloxera,  IV,  62 

vines  in  France,  VI,  79 

americanum,  Acridium,  VII,  173,  174,  VIII,  103, 
104,  IX,  84 

a7nericanus,  Chauliognathus.  Supp.,  53 

Coccyzus.  Ill,  121,  VIII,  124 
Hyleccetus,  III,  7 

Ammophlla  pictipennis,  V,  149 
amoenum,  Callidium,  IV,  54 
amorphella,  Walshia,  11,132,133 
Amjielis  cedrorum,  VI,  27 

garrulus,  VII,  90 
Ampeloglypter  sesostris,  Supp.,  71 
ampelopsis,  Madams,  1, 132 
Amphicerus  bicaudatus,  IV,  51,  V,  54 

Amphipyra  conspersa.  III,  75,  Supp.,  75 
inornata.  III,  75 

pyramidea,  III,  73,  74 
pyramidoides,  in,  72, 74,  Supp.,  75 

Amphydasis  cognataria,  IX,  7 

Amputating  Brocade-moth,  I,  87 
amputatrix,  Hadena,  1,87 

Amydria,  V,  151 
Analcis,  III,  44 

fragarice.  III,  42,  44,  Supp.,  71 
Anaphora,  V,  151 
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Anasa,  Supp.,  58 
Anatis,  Supp.,  53 
Anchylopera  comptana,  I,  143 

fragarice.  I,  142,  Supp.,  57 
Andrews,  W.  V.,  on  Eight -spotted  Forester,  II,  81 
Angerona  erocataria,  IX,  7 

Angular-winged  Katydid,  VI,  155 
Descriptiou  of  immature  Stages,  VI,  161 
Natural  Enemies,  VI,  102 

anguU/cra,  Gallosatnia,  IV,  122,  128,  Supp.,  55 
Angus,  Jas.,  on  Bean  weevil,  III,  52 
nngiistata,  Amara,  VIII,  52 
angustatiis,  Xysiiis,  Supp.,  85 

■angustifrons,  Antlioniyia.  Supp.,  89 
Animal  Kingdom,  Classiflcation  of,  V,  6 
Anisonyx  rufa,  VI,  143 

Anisopteryx  (vscularia,  A'lII,  17,  Supp.,  56 
pometaria,  II,  97,  VI,  29,  VII,  80,  83, 

86,  VIII,  13,  Supp..  56 
vernata,  I.  109,  II,  94,  VI,  28,  VII,  80, 

86 

Anisota  fubicunda,  V,  137,  140 
stigma,  V,  126 

Anohhnn,  III,  7,  VI,  101 
Aiiomalon  apicale,  IX,  55 

Jiavicorne,  III,  69 
Anomis,  VI,  24 

xylina,  II,   37,  V,   19,  VI,   17,   VIII,   23, 
Supp.,  56 

anonyma,  Tachina,  IV,  129,  V,  133,  VII,  178,  VIII, 
179 

Anonymous  Tacbina  flj^,  VII,  178 
Annelida,  V,  6,  7. 
annulata,  Brochymena,  IV,  20 
anmdipes,  Pimpla,  IV,  43 
Antheroea,  IV,  114 

Pernyi,  IV,  137 
Paphia,  IV,  138 

ya7na-mai,  IV,  130 
Anthocoris,  VII,  47 

insidiosus,  II,  27,  32,  VI,  51,  VII,  41, 

Supp.,  58 
Anthomyia,  III,  150 

angustifrons,  Supp.,  89 
brassiere,  I,  156,  IV,  22.  35,  IX,  95 
ceparum,  I,  155,  II,  9,  IX,  95 
radieum,  IX,  92,  Supp.,  88 

var.  calopteni,  IX,  92,  Supp., 
88 

raphani,  IX,  95 
ze(e,  I,  154,  Supp.,  89 

Anthomyia  Egg-parasite  of  Locust,  IX,  92 
anthomyice,  Aleochara.  IV,  22 
Anthonomus  pomorum,  III,  11 

prunicida,  III,  39,  Supp.,  54 

pyri,  III,  11 
quadrigibbus.  III,  29,  35 
scutellaris,  Supi>.,  54 
signatus,  V,  154 
siituralis.  III,  60 

Anthony,  J.  M.,  on  Army  AVorm,  VIII,  39 
Anthrihus  varius.  III.  10 
Antidote  for  Paris  green,  IV,  13 
Antigaster  niirabilis,  VI.  162,  163,  Supp.,  52 
Ants,  y,  9 
Apanteles.  Supp.,  52,  66 

Apatela  americana,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73,  74 
Apatura  alicia,  VI,  145,  150 

celtis,  VI,  139,  142,  150 

clytoii,  142,  150 
herse,  VI,  136,  137,  140,  148,  150 

idyja,  VI,  145 
iris,  VI,  136 

lycaon,  VI,  136,  137,  146,  150 

proserpina,  VI,  145,  150 
Aphaniptera,  V,  15 
Aphelinus  mytilaspldis,  V,  88,  100 
Aphida;,  V,  68,  85,  VII,  27 
Aphidian  Hickory  galls,  V,  154 

Aphididm,  A^I,  31,  33 
Aphis,  II,  19,  III,  96,  V,  149 

avena,  II,  5,  6,  10 

brassieee,  II,  10,  IV,  36 
mali,  II,  6,  10,  III,  6 
ribesii,  VI,  40 

ribis,  II,  10,  IX,  2 
vitis,  I,  13 

Aphis,  Currant,  VI,  46 
"Wooly,  IV,  100 

Aphodius,  VI,  124 
apiarius,  Clerus,  VI,  101 
apicale,  Anomalon,  IX,  55 
apicalis,  Philonthus,  IV,  21 
Apiomerrcs,  IX,  98 
Apion  apricans.  III,  11 
Apis  melUfica,  V,  18 
apivora,  Trupanea,  I,  168,  II,  122,  Supp.,  60 
Aplodontia  leporina,  VI,  144 
Aplodes  rubivora,  I,  139,  Supp., 79 

Apple  Bud-moth,  III,  6 
Curcnlio,  III,  6,  29,  30,  32,  33,  39 

Its  natural  history.  III,  30 
It  transforms  in  the  fruit,  III,  31 
Remedies,  III,  34 

Season  during  which  it  works.  III,  34 
The  amount  of  damage  it  does,  III,  33 

gall,  Grape-vine,  V,  114 
growing  on  Grape-vine,  V,  115 
insects.  III,  6 
leaf  Bucculatrix,  IV,  49 

remedies  for,  IV,  50 

Folder,  The  Lesser,  IV,  47 
Skeletonizer,  IV,  44,  47 

remedies  for,  IV,  45 

Tyer,  IV,  46 
Maggot,  III,  6,  9 
Maggot  Fly,  I,  108 
Mlcropteryx,  III,  7 

Midge,  III,  6 
Plant-louse,  III,  6 

Root-lice,  III,  95,  IV,  68,  69 
Plant-louse,  I,  118 

Artificial  remedies  for,  I,  123 
Natural  remedies  for,  I,  121 

Syrphus  fly,  I,  121 
tree  Bark -louse,  I,  7,  III,  93 

borer.  Flat-beaded,  I,  46,  VII,  71 
Remedies  for,  I,  47 

Round-headed,   I,   42,   IV,   124 
VII,  27 

borer.  Remedies  for,  I,  45 
Borers,  I,  42 
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Apple-tree  Plant-louse,  II,  6,  10 
Eoot-louse,  II,  15,  VI,  52 
Tmt-eaterpillar,  II,  11,  III,  117,  121 

t-wig  Borer,  IV,  51,  V,  54 
Worm,  I,   62,   II,   6,  19,  lU,  6,  33,  90,  102, 

Vir,  27 

Again,  IV,  22 
Attacks  peaches,  V,  49 
False  doctrines  about,  V,  51 
In  California,  V,  49 
Natural  Enemies,  V,  49 
Parasites,  V,  49 
Remedies,  I,  65 
Traps,  V,  46 

apricans,  Apion,  III.  11 
aptcrus,  Micropiig,  VII,  22 
aquana  (Spilonola),  Supp  ,  57 
Arachnida,  V,  6,  7 
archippivora.  Tachina,  UI,  116, 150 
Archippus.  Ill,  168, 169,  V,  148 

ButtevHy,  II,  125,  in,  143 
How  the  larva  becomes  a  chrysalis, 

III,  146 

It  often  congregates  in  immense 
swarms.  III,  151 

Its  natural  history,  UT,  143 
The  larva  enjoys  immunity  from 

the  attack  of  predaceous  ani- 
mals, ni,  148. 

Tachina-fly,  HI,  150 
archippus,  Danais,  III,  143, 167,  IV,  129,  Supp.,  55 
arctata,  Hoplophora,  VI,  53,  81,  VII,  106 
Arctia  Isabella,  IV,  143,  Supp.,  55 
Arctomys  rxtfa,  VI,  143 
arcuata,  Ortalis,  II,  9 

argillacea,  Aletia,  VIII,  23,  Supp.,  56 
Argynnis,  III,  103 

diana,  III,  169, 171 

Arkansa,«,  Locusts  in,  IX,  76 
Anna  modesta,  V,  133 

spinosa,  I,  77,  S9,  113,  II,  32,  IV,  19,  V,  51, 
Supp.,  58 

armigera,  Heliofhh,  III,  45, 104,  IV,  129 
Arment,  A.  B.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  119 
Amott,  M.  A.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  117 

Arrenotokj' in  the  Imported  Currant- worm,  IX,  18 
Arrhenodes  septentrionis,  VI,  116 

Arsenious  acid  for  Potato-bugs,  IV,  14 
arthemis,  Livienitis,  UI,  171 
Arthropoda,  V,  6 
Artimlata,  V,  6 
Army  Grasshojtper,  Vn,  194 

Worm,  I,  89,  109,  II,  5,  37,  70,  103,  110,  III, 
110,  125, 128,  V,  22,  25,  68,  VIH,  22, 182, 
IX,  49 

Additional  Ifotes  on  Mode,  Place,  and 
Time  of  Oviposition,  Vni,  182. 

Are  there  one  or  two  Broods  each  year  ?, 
Vni,  47 

Completion    of    its   Natural   History, 
Vin,  182 

Correspondents  quoted,  m,  109,  Vni, 
39 

Description  of  the  Egg,  VIII,  34 
Larval  Stages,  VIII, 

184 

Fall  Army-worm,  VI,  17,  VIH,  23,  35,  49 

Army  "Worm,  Further  Notes  and  Experiments  on, IX,  47 

Habits  of  the  Worm,  VIII,  45 
Ichneumon  Fly  parasitic,  on  H,  53,  54 
Its  History  in  1875,  VIII,  28 

Missouri  in  1875,  VIII, 

Its    Sudden    Appearance    and    Disap- 
pearance, II,  4S,  VIII,  50 

Microgaster  parasite  of.  III,  158 
Natural  Enemies,  VIII,  52 

History,  II,  47,  VIII,  32 
Nomenclature,  VIU,  22 

Northern,  VIII,  24 
Parasites,  II,  50 

Parent  Moth,  II,  11,  48 

Past  History,  II,  41,  VIII,  24 
Plants  Preferred  by  the,  Vni,  49 
Remedies,  VIU,  54 
Sexual  Diflferences,  VIU,  30 

Summary  of  Natural  History,  VIII,  56, 
IX,  49 

Tachina-Fly  parasitic  on,  IV,  109,  VUI, 
53 

the  term   "Army  Worm"'    applied   to 
various  Insects,  VUI,  23 

time  of  Appearance,  VIII,  46 
Wheat -head  Army- worm,  IX,  50 

When  are  the  Eggs  laid  >. ,  VIU,  40 
Where  are  the  Eggs  laid?,  VIII,  38 

Army  Worms,  The  three,  II,  37 
Ashes  and  air-slacked  lime  for  potato-bugs,  IV 

14 

Ash-gray  Blister-beetle,  I,  97, 115 
Leaf-bug,  II,  32,  VII,  47 
Pinion,  HI,  134 

Asilus-fly,  II,  123,  III,  161 
Asiltts  missouriensis,  11,  121,  122,  IV,  21,  V,  13, 

Supp.,  87 
sericeus,  II,  123 

Asopia  costalis,  VI,  102, 106 
olinali^,  VI,  103, 107 

asparagi,  Crioceris,  11, 10, 13. 19,  VII,  5 
Asparagus  Beetle,  II,  10, 13,  VII,  i 
Aspidoglossa  subangidata,  I,  58 
Aspidiotus,  1, 14 

conchiformis,  I,  7,  II,  9,  10,  V,  91,  94, 

Supp.,  86 
harrisii,  I,  7,  II,  9,  Supp.,  60 

pinifoUce,  III,  92 
asterias,  Papilio,  III,  169 
Astoma,  VI,  52 

gryllaria,  VII,  175,  Supp.,  63 
paradtlcum,  VII,  176 

Astycl,  VIU,  176 

Atchison    (Kans.)     Champion,    article    from,    on 
Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VUI,  108 

atalanta,  Pyrameis,  III,  167 

atlanis,  Caloptenus,  VU,  169,  VIII,   113,   114,  115, 
116,  117, 118, 153,  Supp.,  89 

Atlantic  Locust,  VIII,  150 

Atomizer  for  applying  Paris  green  water,  VI,  20 VIII,  5 

atruta,  Lytta,  I,  98,  Supp.,  54 
atratus,  Tabanus,  II,  128, 129, 130 
atricapillus,  Panis,  IV,  107,  VI,  27 
atriventris,  Lebia,  VIII,  3,  Supp.,  52 

atrox,  Oedipoda,  VII,  124 
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Attacus  cccropia.  Ill,  129, 170,  IV,  103, 138 
Cynthia.  lU,  170.  IV,  112, 121, 138 
Iwia,  IV,  123, 138 

■wi/iiHa,  IV,  138 
pfr/ii/i,  IV,  137, 138 
polyphcinvs.  Ill,  170.  IV,  110, 125, 138 
prometlica,  IV,  110, 121, 138 
selene,  IV,  125 

yama-mai,  IV,  130. 138 
Aughey,  Prof.  Saiul.,  on  Rocky  Monntain  LocuBt, 

VIII,  114 

aurichalcea,  Casaida,  II,  62,  Supp.,  03 
Coptocycla,  Supp.,  53 

aurieincta,  Tachina,  V,  140 
atirocapilliis,  Seiurus,  VI,  27 
Aurocorisa.  a  group  of  Heteropteia,  V,  12 
autumiialis,  Prudenia,  III,  13,  169,  11 C,  IV,  129, 

VIU,  48 

aven<T,  Aphis,  II,  5,  6, 10 

Avery,  Wm.  H.,  on  Army  'Worm,  Vm,  39 
Chinch  Bug,  VII.  44 
Kocky  Mountain  Locnst,  IX,  69 

Ayres,  E.  J.,  on  Tarnished  Plant- bug,  11, 114 

B. 

bacchus,  Bhynchiles,  III,  11 
Backbone  animals,  V,  6 

Bacon-beetle,  VI,  100 

Bag- worm,  1, 147,  III,  160,  IX,  17' 
parasite,  1, 150 

Bailey,  S.  S.,  on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  39 
Balaninus,  HI,  10 

cerasorum.  Ill,  11 

nucuin.  III,  11 
rectus,  IV,  144 

Baltimore  American,  article  from,  on  "Wheat-head 
Army-wonn,  IX,  51 

bait i mure.  Jctenis.  VI,  27 

Baltimore  Oriole  destroying  Canker  "Worm,  VI,  27 
Katydids,  VI,  162 
Pea--vreevil.  lU,  50 

Banchus  fugitivxis,  IV.  41 
Bandage  for  Apple  Worm,  IV,  23 

Canker  Worm,  VI,  26,  27 
Banded  Borer,  III,  7 

barbara,  Colaspis.  Ill,  82 
Barber,  A.  W.,  on  White  Pine-worm,  IX.  30 
Barbicornis,  VIII,  170 

bamlis,  Vin,  170 

Baridius  sesostris,llI,e{},  Supp.,  71 
trinotatns,  I,  93,  III,  60,  Supp.,  54 

Baris  chlorizans.  III,  11 

Bark-beetles,  III,  6 
-borer  of  hickory,  V,  103 
-lice,  II,  15,  25.  Ill,  6, 10,  V,  16,  VI,  33 

classitication  of,  V,  92 

of  the  Apple-tree,  I,  7 
-lease.  III,  85,  V,  18 

on  Apple,  I,  7,  V,  73 
remedies  for,  1, 16 

Currant,  1, 15 
Pear,  1, 15 
Persian  lilac,  1, 15 
Pine,  V,  97 
Plum,  1, 15 

9   MO 

Barker's  Canker  Worm  trap,  VIII,  21 
Barnet,  W.  N.,  on  Phylloxera,  VI,  82  . 
Barret,  W.  H.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  65 
Barron,  W.  H.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  70 
Barter,  A.,  on  Grape-root  Borer,  1, 125 
Bartlett.  Dr.  L.,  on  Army  Worm,  II,  49 
basali.t,  Micropus,  VII,  22 
basiUare,  Sinoxylon.  IV,  52,  53,  54 
Basket-worm,  1, 147 

Bassett,  S.  C,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  117 

bassiana,  Botrytis,l'V,B8 bastardi,  Erax,  II,  124 
Promachus,  II,  122,  IV,  21,  Supp.,  60 

Bates,  H.  W.,  on  Danais  Butterflies,  III,  161 
Bat-ticks,  V,  13 

Baxter,  C,  on  Phylloxera,  VI,  83 
Bazille,  L.,  on  Phylloxera  in  Fraiice,  VII,  104 
Beach,  H.  P.,  on  Locusts,  VIII,  152 
Beal,  M.,  on  Chinch  Bug,  II,  17 
Bean-weevil.  Ill,  45,  52,  54,  55 
Beautiful  Wood  Xymph,  II,  83,  84,  IIL  64,  VI,  88, 

91,95 
BedBng,  IL15,  31,  V,  12 
Beech-twig  Plant-louse,  1, 121 
Bee-fly  larva.  Supp.,  00 
Bee,  Honey,  IV,  84 
Bee-killer,  1, 168,  II,  121,  IV,  21 

moth,  1, 166,  n,  10,  ni,  68 

parasite,  V,  15 
Bees,  V.  9 
Beetles,  preparing  of,  for  cabinet,  V,  34 
Bell  &  Gruelle  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  92 
Belogtoma  grandis,  IX.  128 

probable  eggs  of,  IX,  128 
Belt,  J.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  73 
Belvoiaia  bicincta.  V.  140 

bifasciata.  V,  140 
Bembex  fasciata,  V,  9 
Benelicial  insects,  1, 169,  III,  137,  IV,  72,  VI,  123 
Bennet,  W.  H.,  on  Mimicry,  III,  172 

Benson's  machine  for  catching  Potato-beetle,  1, 117 
Berckmans,  P.  J.,  on  Phylloxera,  VII,  103,  VIII, 

164, 165 
berenice,  Danais,  III,  143 

Bessey,  Prof.  C.  E.,  on  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  V,  54 

Common  Flesh-fly,  "VII,  180 
Locust  Mite,  Vn,  175 
Strawberry  Worm,  IX,  27 

bethunei,  Xylina,  III,  136,  Supp.,  75 
betuleti.  Bhynchites,  HI,  11 
bicarinata.  Polysphiacta,  III,  71 
bicaudatus,  Amphicenis,  IV,  51,  V,  54 

Bostrichug,  III,  6,  IV,  51,  53 

Bichromate  of  potash  for  Potato  bugs,  IV,  14 
bicincta.  Belvoisia,  V,  140 

Senometopia,  V,  140 

hicolor,  Botys,  III,  61 

bifasciata,  Belvoiaia.  V.  140 
Musca.  V,  140 

bilineatus.  Ophion,  111,69 
Telephorv.s.  IV,  29,  30 

bipunctata.  Xabea.  Supp.,  61 
bipunctatus.  CEcanthus.  Supp.,  61 
Birds  that  destroy  the  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27,  28 
Birds  vs.  insects.  III,  169,  VI,  29 
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Bismarck  Trihime,  article  from,  oa  Rocky  Mount- 
ain Locust,  IX,  59 

bistriga,  Cryj)toblabes,  IV,  46,  Supp.,  81 
Bi-sulphide  of  carbou  for  Plijlosera,  VI,  56 
bivittata,  Cassida,  11,61,  Supp.,  53 

Saperda,  I.  42,  II,  19,  III,  6,  VII,  2",  Supp., 53 

bivittatus,  Caloptenus,  VII,  124,173 
Bivoltin  Silkworms.  IV,  85 
bivulnerus,  Chilocorus,  1, 16,  V,  100 

Black-bear  caterpillar,  The  Large,  IV,  141 
-bellied  Lebia,  VIII,  3 

Blackberry  fruit-woiiu,  1, 139 
Blackbird  destroying  Katydids,  VI,  162 

,  Red-winged,  destroying  Chincb  Bug, 
Vn,  41 

JBlack  Blister-beetle,  I,  98 
Breeze-fly,  11, 128, 129, 132 

larva  of  "White-lined  Morning  Sphinx,  III, 
142,  VIII,  122 

-legged  Tortoise-beetle,  II,  63 
■rat  Blister-beetle,  I,  98 
Stinger  of  the  Oak,  V,  126 

"Blanchard,  Stephen,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, VIL  139 

Blatta  orientaUs,  II,  10 

Blepharida  rhoi>i,  1, 100,  II.  58,  VI,  118, 121 

Bliss,  5^.  W.,  on  Hickory  Bark-borer,  V.  103 
Blissus,  Supp.,  58 

Blister-beotlo,  The  Ash-gray,  I,  97, 115 
Black,  I,  98 
Black-rat.  I.  98 
Brazen,  III,  6 
Margined,  I,  98 

Striped,  I,  96, 115 

•"beetles,  1, 115,  Supp.,  54 
remedies  for,  I,  99 

Blow-fly,  II,  19,  VII,  27 

Blue-bird  destroying  Canker  "Worm,  VI,  27,  28 
Codling  Moth,  rV,  28 

Blue  Caterpillars  of  the  Vine,  1, 136,  II,  79,  HI,  63, 
65,  VI,  87 

Jay  hiding  corn  in  cocoons,  IV,  107 

-spangled  Peach-worm,  ill,  132 
Stone  for  Potato-beetles,  IV,  14 

Boardman,  S.  P.,  on  Sheep  Bot-fly,  1, 164 

VBob-o-link  destroying  Canker  "Worm,  VI,  27 
Bogus  Chinch  Bug,  II,  31,  V,  112,  VH,  45 

Colorado  Potato-beetle,  1, 105 
Boissiere,  E.  V.,  on  Silkworm  raising.  IV,  82 

Boissiere's  silk  establishment,  IV,  82 
Boll- worm.  III,  45, 104, 105,  VI,  20 

remedies  for,  III,  108 
^nlteri,  Earytoma,  1, 177,  Supp.,  68 
.Bombycidiv,   TV,  85,  V,  127 
^ombyx,  IV,  114 

graminis,  II,  44 
mori,  IV,  75,  84, 183 

'Book -lice,  V,  15 
bordered  Soldier-bug,  1, 114.  II,  34 
boreaiis,  Epilachna,  IV,  18 

Borer,  The  Apple-twig,  IV,  51,  V,  54 
riat-headed  Apple-tree,  I,  46,  VII,  71 
Grape-root,  III,  75 
Hickory  Bark,  V,  103 

Legged  Maple,  VI,  107 

Borer,  The  New  Grape-root,  1, 124,  II,  87 
Peach,  I,  47 
Potato  Stalk,  I,  92 

Raspberry  Root,  VI,  111 
Round-headed  Apple-tree,  I,  42 

Squash,  U,  64 
Strawberry  Crown,  III,  42 
Yucca,  VIII,  169,  IX,  129 

Boston  Daily  Advertiser,   note    from,    on    Army "Worm,  Vm,  29 

Boston  Journal,  article  from,  on  Canker  "Worm, 

n,96 
Rocky  Mountain 

Locust,  III,  15 
Bostrichidee,  IV,  53 
Bostrichus,  IV,  53 

bicaudatas.  III,  6,  IV,  51,  53 
botrana,  Eudemis,  Supp.,  57 

Lobesia,  Supp.,  57 
Tortrix,  Supp.,  57 

Botrytis  bassiana,  IV,  88 
viticola,  VI,  36 

Bottom,  R.,  on  Rocky  Moimlalu  Locust,  VIII,  62 
■   Botys  bicolor.  III,  61 
bovinus,  Tabanus,  II,  129 

I  Bo  wen,  H.,  on  destroying  Potato-beetle,  VI,  14 
j  Bowles,  G.J. ,  on  imported  Cabbage  Butterfly,  II, 

107 
!  Box-turtle,  IX,  98 
1  Boxes  for  insects,  V,  37 

j  Brachinus,  Supp..  59 
kansanus,  IV,  21 

Brachista,  VI,  142 
Brachocera,  a  division  of  Diptera,  V,  13 

Brachypeplus  magnus,  VIII,  148 
Brachypterus  micropterus,  IX,  17 
Brachyseelides,  V,  92 

Bracket,  G.  C,  onremedies  forCanker"Worm, 11,100 
Strawberry  Crown-borer,  111,42 
Tent-caterpillar  of  the  Forest, 

III,  127 

Bracon  charus,  VII,  75,  Supp.,  67 
scolytivorus,  V,  106,  Supp.,  67 

Braconides,  III,  27,  V,  106 

polymorphi,  I,  96 
brassicce,  Anthomyia.  1, 156,  IV,  22,  35 

Aphis,  II,  10,  IV,  36 
Pieris,  III,  167 
Plusia,  II,  110,  111 

Braida  coeca,  V,  74 

Brazen  Bli.ster-beetle,  III,  6 
Breast-bone  in  Cecidomyid  larvaj,  V,  114. 

Breck.  Joseph,  on  remedies  for  Canker  "Worm,  II, 100 

bredoivii.  Limenilis,  III,  171 

Breeding  Insects,  V,  41 

Breeze-fly,  V,  13,  VI,  123 
Breuthian,  Northern,  VI,  113 
Brenthm.  Ill,  10 

vxaxillosus,  VI,  116 

septentrinnis.  VI,  116 
brevis.  Phygadeuon,  IV,  28 
brevipennis,  Eudryas,  VI,  91 
Brewer,  F.  A.,  on  Pliylloxera,  V,  73 
Brimstone  for  Bark-lice.  1, 17 

Briggs,  A.  A.,  on  Flat-headed  Borer,  VII,  79 
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Brinkerlioff,  M!.,  on  LoiMists,  VIII,  154 
British  Anifcrica,  Rocky  Mountiiin  Locust  iu,  IX,  59 

Broaahead,  G.  C,  ou  Piiklo  "Wonu.  II,  tia 
Kooky     Mountaiu     Locust, 

IX,  74 

Broad-necked  Prioau3  II,  9,  87,  88,  89,  V,  5(5 
-winged  Katydid,  V,  123,  VI,  167 

Brochymena  annalata,  IV,  20 
Brous,  H.  A.,  on  KocKy  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  66, 

98,  99 

Brown  Colaspis,  III,  82 
Brown,  A.  M.,  on  Apple  Curciilio,  III,  34 
Bro%\ii,  E.  R.,  on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  39 
Brown,  L.  A.,  on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  39 
Brown,  Major,  on  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  VII,  6 
Bruchi,  III,  51  , 
Brnchides,  III,  45 

Bruchus  alboscutellatus,  Supp.,  71 
diseoideus,  III.  45 
erythrocerus,  III,  55,  56,  Supp.,  70 
fabce.  Ill,  52,  55,  Supp.,  69,  70 
Jiavimanitg.  Ill,  50,  Supp.,  70 
ifranariiis.  II,  11, 14,  III,  50,  51 
hibisci,  Supp..  70,  71 
obsoletug.  Ill,  54,  50,  Supp.,  70,  71 
pisi,  II,  11,  III,  44,  IX,  43,  Supp.,  53 
pisnrum.  Supp.,  53,  71 
rujimanus.  Ill,  56,  Supp.,  70 

sei-ratus,  III,  56,  Supp.,  70 
transversits,  Supp.,  70 
varicornis,  III,  55,  56,  Supp.,  69,70,71 

Braihl,  Henry,  on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  39 
Bruner,  Uriah,  on  Locusts,  VII,  139 
brv.naea,  Volaspis,  III,  82 

Bryant,  Arthur,  on  Hickory  Bark-borer,  V,  104 
Bryning,  J.  J.,  on  Rooky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  69 
buoahis,  Cerasa,  V,  12,  121 
Bucculatrix  pomifoliella,  IV,  49,  51 

thuiella.  IV,  51 

Buck-bug,  V,  145 
Moth,  V,  127 

Egg  of,  V,  128 
Issuing  of,  V,  132 
Larva  of,  V,  129 
Natural  enemies  of,  V,  132 

Pupa  of,  V,  131 
Sting  of  larva  of,  V,  131 

Buffalo- gnat,  V,  13 
Tree-hopper,  V,  121 

Bugs,  how  to  pin,  V,  34 
Buprestidce.  VII,  72 
Buprestis  gigantca,  IV,  141 
Barns,  A.  M.,  on  Locust.s,  VII,  138 
Burrows,  J.  H.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  71 
Burt,  Hurou,  on  Codling  Moth.  III.  103 

Gooseberry  Spauworm,  IX,  5 
Plum  Gouger.  Ill,  40 
Tortoise-beetle,  II.  57 

Bush  &  Sou,  list  of  grape-vine  cuttiniis,  .showing 
relative  ease  of  propagiitiug,  IV,  65 

Biitclier-bird  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 
Bntterrties,  classiflc.ition  of.  V.  12 

preparing  of.  for  cabinet,  V,  35,  36 
pupation  of.  Ill,  146,  IV,  55,  VI,  138, 

VIII,  179,  Sup[j.,  55 
Two  of  our  common,  III,  142 

Battorflies,  swarming  of.  III,  151 
Byfield,  Jno  ,  on  Kooky  Mount<iin  Locust,  Vn,  153 

€. 

Cabbage-bug.  the  Harlequin,  IV,  35 
Cabbage  Butterflies,  II,  HI,  V,  26 

Butterfly,  the  Potherb,  II,  105 

Rape,  II,  107 
Southern,  II,  104 

caterpillar,  the  Zebra,  II,  112 
-fly,  IV,  35 
•maggot,  V,  13 
Plant-louse,  II,  10 

Plusia,  II,  110,  112 
Tinea,  LI,  10,  IV,  36 
Worms,  II,  104,  123 

Remedies  for,  II,  109 

Cabinet  and  boxes  for  insects,  V,  37 
Cabinet  of  insects  prepared  for  Missouri  State 

University,  VII  (preface, p.  5). 
Caddice-flies,  V,  16 
cagurus.  Pollyxems,  VII,  106 
calidicm,  Galosoma,  I,  89,  115,  II,  103,  VIII,  52 
California,  Phylloxera  ravages  in,  VIII,  163 

Silk-growing  iu,  IV,  79 
calif ornica,  CEcanthus,  Supp.,  61 

ealiginosus,  Harpalus,  I,  115,  VIII,  52 
Oallidium  amoenuin,  IV,  54 
GalUmorpha  clymene,  III,  134 

fulvicosta,  III,  132,  134,  VI,  92,  Supp., 
56 

lecontei,  III,  134,  VI,  92,  Supp.,  55 
vestalls,  III,  133 

OalUdryas,  in,  151 
Callochlora  viridis.  III,  150 
Callosamia  angulifera,  IV,  122, 128 

promethea,  IV,  121,  Supp.,  55 
calmariensU,  Odleruca,  II,  10,  95,  VII,  5,  86 
Calocampa  exoleta,  VIII,  23 
calopteni,  Anthomyia,  IX,  92,  95,  Supp.,  89 
Caloptenus  atlanis,  VII,  169,  VIII,  113, 114, 116, 117, 

118, 153,  IX,  86,  Supp.,  89 
bivittatus,  VII,  124, 173 

difereiitialis,   VII,    124,    171,  173,  180, 
VIII,  150,  153 

femur-rubnim,  VII,  126,  128,  170,  VIII, 
114,    115,    116,    117,    118,  153,  IX,  86, 

Supp.,  89,  90 
italiciis,  VII,  133,  VIII,  140 
occidentalis,  VIII,  116 

spretua,  VII,  121, 128, 138, 170, 180,  VIII, 
57,  109,  114,  115,  116,117,  118,  IX,  57, 

Supp.,  89,  90 viridis,  VIII,  117 

Calosoma,  III,  129 
calidum,  I,  89, 115,  II,  46, 103,  Vin,  52 
exterruim,Yin,  52 
obsoleturn,  IX,  98 
scrutator,  II,  103,  III,  129,  VIII,  52 
wilcoxi,  VIII,  52 

Cambre,  Eugene,  on  preventing  Phylloxera,  VH, 
113 

Camel-cricket,  I,  1G9,  III,  08 
Campbell,  G.  W.,  on  Grape  Phylloxera,  VII,  100 
Cumpbell,  W.  A.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX, 

73 
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Campoplex  fugiiivus.  I.  139 
Campylonevra  vitripennis.  Ill,  137 

Canada  Warbler  destroying  Canker  "Worm,  VI.  27 
Canadian  EntomologUt,  article  from,  on  Hellebore 

for  Currant  ̂ Vorm.  IX,  14 

Canaday,  Elihn,  on  Arruy  TVorm,  VIII,  40 
canadensis,  Myiodioctes,  VI,  27 
Candida,  Saperda,  Supp..  53 
Cane  Curculio  of  tbe  Grape,  1, 131 
caniculi,  Guterebra,  1, 164 
Canker  worms,  I,  9,  109,  II,  11. 15,  54.  94,  95,  99, 101 

103,  III,  128,  160,  IV,  23,  40,  VI,  24,  VII,  80, 
VIII,  12,  Supp.,  56 

Bandages  for,  VI,  26,  27 
Birds  that  devour  the  worms,  VI,  27,  28 

Destroyed  by  plowing,  II,  100 
Distinction  between  two  species  of,  VI,  27 
Enemies  of,  II,  102 

Extract  from  the  original  Essay  on,  by  "W.  D. 
Peck,  Vn,  89 

Fall  canker-worm.  VII,  83,  VIII,  18 

Oviposition  of  the  two  different  species,  VUI, 
37 

Oiigin  of,  n,  96 
Paris  green  for,  VI,  26 
Practical  considerations,  VII.  85 

Remedies  against,  II,  98,  VI,  26,  VIH.  17,  20 

Spring  canker-worm,  VII,  80,  VUI,  18 
Traps,  VI,  26,  VHI,  20,  21 
Trough  remedy  for,  VI,  26 
Two  species  defined.  VIII,  13 

Cantharides,  V.  18 

capax,  Xylina,  III.  136,  Siipp.,  75 
Capers,  Dr.,  on  Cotton  Worm.  II,  38 
Oapsiu  oUineatus,  II.  113,  VII.  21 

vitripennis,  III,  139 
Oarabidce,  VI,  123 
Carabid  larvae,  I,  59,  IX,  97,  Supp..  52 
Carbolate  of  lime  for  Potato  bugs,  IV,  14 

Carbolic  acid  for  Grape-vine  Root-lice,  IV.  68 
cardui,  Cijnthia,  III,  151,  IV,  129 

Pterophoru-s,  Supp.,  83 
carduidactylus,  Pterophorus,  I,  180,  III.  67 
Carts,  VI,  52 
earnaria,  Sarcophaga,  VII,  180,  IX,  95,  Supp.,  60 
Carolina  Locust,  VII,  179,  IX,  92 

Carolina,  Mantis,  I,  169.  Ill,  68 
(Edipoda,  VII,  175, 179 
Sphinx.  I,  96,  IV.  129 

earolinensis.  Mimus,  VI.  27,  VIIT,  124 

Carpenter,  D.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VIIL 
102,  IX,  70 

Carpet  Moth.  U,  10 
Carpocapsa,  V,  50 

pomonella.  I.  62,  108,  II,  10,  III,  6, 
101,  IV,  27,  V,  154 

vitisella,  I,  133 

Carr,  Wm.,  on  Army  Worm.  VIII,  39 
Carrion-beetle,  American,  VI,  100 

-feeders,  V,  11 
Carson,  J.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  75 

caryoe,  Scbhjtus,  V,  103,  107,  Supp.,  54 
carycecauUs,  Phylloxera,  VH,  91,  97,  99,  117 
carycefallax.  Phylloxera,  VII,  118 
carycefoUce.  Phylloxera,  IV,  66,  VI,  45,  VII,  117 
caryce-globuli,  Phylloxera,  VII,  117 

caryfe-gummusa.  Phylloxera,  VII.  118 
-ren.  Phylloxera,  VII,  118 
-semen.  Phylloxera,  VII,  117 

-septa.  Phylloxera.  VII,  118 
caryceveiue,  Phylloxera.  VII,  117 
Case-bearer,  Walnut,  IV,  42 

-bearing  Coleoptera,  VI,  127.  128 

casei,  Piophila,  II,  10 
Caskie,  Robt.  E.,  on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  39 
Cass  County  (Mo.)  Courier,  article  from,  on  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  65 

Cassida,  I,  100,  II,  58,  59 
aurichalcea,  11,  62,  Supp.,  53 

bivittata.  II,  61,  Supp.,  53 
cruciata,  II,  63 

guttata,  IL  60,  63   • 
nigripes,  II,  63.  Supp.,  53 
pallida,  II,  62,  Supp.,  53 

signi/er.  II,  63 
tcxana.  Supp..  54 
trabeata,  II,  63 

cassinii,  Cicada,  I,  20,  21,  IV,  33.  Supp.,  59 
castanece.  Phylloxera,  VII,  118 
Castnia  licits,  VIII,  178 

linus,  Vin,  178 

yuecfe,  VIII.  173 
Castnioides,  a  proposed  tribe  of  butterflies,  VIIT 

179 

Castor-bean  Silkworm.  IV,  112 
Cat   Bird    destroying    Rocky   Mountain  Locust, 

Vin.  124 

destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 
Caterpillars  of  the  Vine— The  blue,  VI,  87 
Catucala,  VUI.  178 

phalanga.  Ill,  166 
Cecidomyia,  Supp.,  59 

destructor,  II,  10, 19,  V,  25,  VII,  27 

Cecidomyidce,  larval  characters  of,  V,  114 
cecropia,  Attacus,  III,  129,  170,  IV,  74, 103, 138 

Hialophora,  IV,  103 
Platysamia,  IV.  103 
Samia,  IV,  103,  Supp.,  55 

Cecropia  Cryptus,  IV,  110 
Silkworm.  IV.  103 

Food-plants,  104 
Larval  Changes.  IV,  106 
Parasites  of,  IV.  107 

Tachina-fly,  IV,  108 
worm,  III,  7 

cecropice,  Exorista,  IV,  108,  Supp.,  60 
Cedar-bird  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 
cedrorum,  Ampelis,  VI,  27 
Celcena,  I,  68 

egens,  Supp.,  56 
herbimacula,  I,  86 

infecta,  Supp.,  56 
murcimaciilata,  Supp.,  56 

oblonga.  III.  136.  Supp.,  75 
renigera.  I,  86.  Supp.,  56 
siibcadens,  Supp.,  56 

celtis,  Apatura.  VI,  139,  142 
Ceutorhynchus  napi,  III,  11 
ceparum,  Anthomyia,  I,  155,  II,  9 
cerasi,  Selaadria.  II,  19,  VII,  27 
Cerasphorus  cinctus.  III,  7,  VII,  76 
Ceratocampince,[Y ,  127 
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Oeratopognn.  Supp.,  59 
cereana.  Galleria,  I,  166,  TI,  10,  Supp.,  57 
Ceresa  bubalug,  V,  12,  121 
Ceretcs,  Till,  178 
Certhiadce,  IV,  28 
cervicalig,  Scijmiius,  I,  122 
Chterocampa,  II,  71 

pampinatrix,  II,  71 
Chalcididce,  V,  88 
(Jhalcis.  II,  92,  III,  158 

albi/rong.  II,  52,  VIII,  54 
marice,  IV,  109,  110,  123 

Chalcis-tiy,  II.  52,  IV,  51,  V,  89 
The  inflating.  I,  176 

chalybea,  Haltica,  I,  101,  III,  79,  81,  Supp.,  53 
Cliambers,  V.  T..  on  Cicada,  I,  20,  28 
Chanso  of  habit,  III,  91 
Chapin,  Oliver,  on  Codlins  Moth,  IV,  26 

charus,  Bracon,  Vlt,  75.  Supp.,  75 

Chatterer  of  Carolina  destroying  Canker  'Worm, Vn,  90 

Ohauliognathus,  IV,  30 
americanus.  Supp.,  53 
margmatus.  V,  154 
pennsylvanicus,  I,  57,  IV,  28,  V, 

154,  Supp.,  53 
Cheese  Fly,  II,  19,  VII.  27 

Maggot,  II.  10 
Ohelymorpha,  II,  58,  59 

cribraria.  II,  58 

chenopodii.  Hadena,  Supp.,  76,  77 
Cherished  Bracon,  VII,  75 
Ohermes  pinicortieis,  V,  100 

Cherry-bird  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VII,  90. 
Chestnut-sided      Warbler      destroying     Canker 
Worm,  VI,  27. 

Chickadee  storing  com  in  cocoons,  IV,  107 
destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 

Chickweed  Geometer,  1, 179.     [See  Knotweed] 
Chicago  Times,  article  from,  on  Rocky  Mountain 

Locust,  VIU,  73 

Chicago  Tribune,  articles  from,  on  Rocky  Mount- 
ain Locust,  VII,  15.5,  VIIL  82,  107 

Child,  A.  J.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  91 
Chilocorus  bivi'lneriis,  I,  16,  V,  100 
Chinch  Bug,  It,  2,  6, 11,  15, 16, 19,  20,  32.  35,  70,  114,  V, 

12,  19,  62,  VII.  19, 190,  Vni,  22, 120, 
142,  143 

Abstaining  from  the  cultivation  of  the  gi-ains 
upon  which  the  insect  feeds,  VII,  38 

Amount  of  damage  done  by,  II,  28 
Appearance  and  transformations  of,  VII,  20 
Appendix  to  the  article  on,  VII,  51 
Bogus  Chinch  Bug,  II,  31,  V,  112 
Burning  as  remedy  for,  VII,  32 
Cannibal  foes  of,  II,  25 

Destructive  powers  of,  II,  22,  VII,  24 
Direct  remedies  against.  VII,  31 
False  Chinch  Bug,  V,  111 

Flight  of,  VII,  29 
Food  phints,  VII,  26 
Heavy  rains  destructive  to,  II,  24,  VII,  .30 
Importance   of  winter   work    and   combined 

action,  VII,  36 

In,juriou3  to  stock.  VII,  43 
Injuries  in  Missouri  in  1874,  VII,  25 

Chinch  Bug— Continued. 
l^iurie3  in  1874,  VII,  24 
Invigorating  the  plant  by  manure,  early  sow- 

ing, etc.,  VII,  34 
Listof  correspondents  who  made  returns,  VII, 

51 

Migration  on  foot,  VII,  30 
Mixing  seed  or  protecting  one  plant  by  another , 

VII,  34 

Mode  of  reproduction  and  hibernation,  VII,  27 
Natural  enemies,  VII,  38 

Natural  historv-,  II,  18 
Past  history,  II,  17,  VII,  22 

in  Missouri,  VII,  22 

Possible  remedial   and  preventive  measures 
that  need  further  and  thorough  trial,  VII, 
41 

Preventing  the  migration  of,  from  one  field  to 
another,  VII,  35 

Preventive  measures,  VII,  32 

Prognosticating.  VII,  24 
Questions  answered  by  correspondents,  VII, 

52 

Recapitulation  of  its  natural  history,  II,  36, 
VII,  49 

Remedies  against,  II,  28 
Rolling  as  preventive,  VII,  33 
Unnecessary  fears,  VII,  44 
Where  the  eggs  are  laid,  VII,  28 

Chipping  SpaiTow  destro.ying  Canker  Worm,  VI 
27 

Chlamys,  III,  159 

plicata,  VI,  128.  130 
ehlorizans,  Baris,  III,  11 

Chlorops,  I,  160  • 
Chronological  history  of  Periodical  ('icada,  I,  30 
Chrysobothris  femorata,  I,  46,  III,  6,  VII,  71,  Supp., 

67 

var.  alabamce,  VII,  71 

fastidiosa,  VII,  71 
lesueuri,  VII,  71 

misella,  VII,  71 
obscura,  VII,  71 
i-impressa,  VII,  71 

semisculpta,  VII,  71 
soror,  VII,  71 

Chrysomela,  II,  57,  59,  III,  45,  VII,  18 
decem-lineata,  VII,  16,  18 
meticulosa,  VI,  122 
rhois,  VI,  122 
stoUda,  VI,  122 

Ohrysomelidce,  III,  14 

Ohrysopa,  I,  57,  III,  150,  IV,  45 
eriosomatis,  I,  123 

illinoiensis,  II,  26,  VIL  39,  40 

plorabunda,  II,  26,  VI,  51,  VII,  40 
tabida.  VII,  106 

Chrysops  vittatug.  II.  129 
Cicada,  VI,  37,  VIII,  38 

cassinii,  I,  20,  21,  IV,  33,  Supp.,  .59 

pruinoga,  I,  27 
septemdecim,  I,  1?.  19,  20,  II,  19,  IIL  6,  IV, 

31,  vn,  27,  Supp.,  58,  59 
tredecim,  I,    19,  II,    19,    III,   6,   VII,    27, 

Supp.,  58,  59 
Cicada,  The  Periodical,  I,  18,  IV,  30 
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Cicadce,  II,  131 
Cicindela  circumpicla,  IX,  98 

formosa.  IX,  98 

fidgida,  IX,  98 
punctiilata,  IX,  98 
piilchra,  IX.  98 
repanda,  VIII,  52 
scutellaris,  IX,  98 

sexguttata,  IX,  98 
vulgaris,  IX,  98 

Cincinnati  Gazette,  article  from,  on  Eocky  Mount- 
ain Locust,  IX,  84 

cinctvs,  Cerasphorus,  III,  7,  VII,  76 
Earpactor.  I,  114,  VII,  41,  Supp.,  58 
Tabaniis,  U.  129 

Cinderella,  Tortrix,  IV,  47,  Supp.,  82 
cinerea,  Epicauta,  Supp.,  54 

Lytta,  I,  97,  Supp.,  54 
Piesma,  U,  32,  VII,  47 
Xylina,  III,  134, 135,  Supp.,  75 

einereopunctella,  Ulachista,  VI,  138 
cinerosa,  Xylina,  III.  130.  Supp.,  75 
cingulatus,  Oncideres,  III,  6 
circumcinctus,  Perilhis,  IV,  19 

atheroma  regalis,  III,  151,  IV,  129,  V,  141 
clandestina,  Xoctua,  I,  79,  Supp.,  55 
Clandestine  Owlet-moth,  I,  79 
Clark,  Bufus,  ]^achine  for  destroying  Locusts, 
Vin,  129 

Clark,  William  H..  on  Eocky  Mountain  Locust, 
IX,  74 

Classification  of  insects,  V.  8 
Classification,  remarks  on.  I,  98,  99,  II,  71,  IH,  94, 

95,  96,  133,  143,  IV,  46,  V,  9,  VII,  143,  170,  VIH, 
170,  178,  179 

clavata,  Deloyala.  II,  57,  Supp.,  54 
Claxton  &  Stevens,  Curculio  Catcher  of.  III,  22 
Clelland,  J.  L.,  on  Eocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  73 
Clemens,  Dr.  B.,  description  by,  of  CaUirnorpha 
fulvicosta,  III,  133 

Cleonymus  clisiocampce.  III,  120 
Clerus  apiarus,  VI,  101 

Cleveland  Herald,  article  from,  on  Grape-vines,  V, 
59 

Climbing  cut- worms,  I,  76 
Clisiocampa  americana,  U,  7,  III,  117,  V,  56 

disstria,  Supp.,  55 
sylvatica,  II,  7,  37,  HI,  121,  IV,  41, 

Supp.,  55 
clisiocampce,  Cleonymtis,  III,  120 

Semiotellus,  III,  120 
Olostera  americana,  IT,  19,  VII,  27 
Clothes  Moth,  II,  10 

Clover-hay  Worm,  VI,  102 
Natural  History,  VL  105 
Eemedies,  VI,  105 

Clover  Worms.  VI,  103 
in  the  State  of  New  York,  VI,  104 

Clubbed  Tortoise-beetle,  II,  56,  57 
Clumsy  Locust,  VIII,  148 
elymene,  Callimorpha,  III,  1.34 
Clythra,  VI.  128,  130 
clyton.  Apatura.  VI,  142,  145 
Clytus  picti's.  Ill,  7,  VI,  101 
Cnethocampa  processionea,  V,  126 
enotus,  Otus,  II,  71 

Cobalt,  for  Potato-beetle,  IV,  14 
Ooccidce,  II.  15,  V,  16,  92,  VI,  33 
Ooccinella,  VI,  51 

munda,  II,  25,  Vn,  39,  Supp.,  52 
novemnotata,  1, 112 

picta,  V,  101,  Supp.,  52 
Coccinellidce,  V,  11,  27 
Ooccotorus,  Supp.,  54 
Coccus  adonidum,  III,  96,  V,  80 

cacti,  V,  18 

lacca,  V.  18 

Coceyzus  americanus.  III,  121 
erythrophthalmics.  III,  121,  VI,  27 

Cochineal,  IV,  84,  V,  18 
Cochylis  hilarana,  1, 175,  II,  135 
cochranii,  Agrotis,  I,  74,  Supp..  76,  77 

Cochran,  J.  W.,  on  Dark-sided  Cut-worm,  I,  75 
on  Climbing  cut- worms,  I,  69 

Cochran  Eustic,  I,  74 
Cocklebur  Sphenophorus,  III,  60 
Cockroach,  II,  10,  V,  14 

Cocoon,  issuing  of  moth  from,  IV,  105, 127 
Codling  Moth,  I,  62,  II,  6, 10,  III,  32, 101, 118,  IV,  22, 

27, 48,  V,  26,  47,  VI,  9 

Again,  IV,  22 
Attacks  peaches,  IV,  22,  V,  49 
Best  kind  of  bandage  for,  IV,  23 
False  doctrines  about,  V,  51 

Fires,  lights,  bottles  of  liquid  as  remedies, 
IV,  27 

Found  in  California,  V,  49 

Jarring  as  remedy,  IV,  25,  V,  48 
Natural  enemies  of,  IV,  28,  V,  49 
New  methods  of  trapping,  IV,  23 
Eemedies  for,  I,  65,  IV,  25,  V,  48 
Sweetened  water  as   remedy  for,  IV,  138 
Time  of  year  that  the  first  moths  appear, 

IV,  22 

Wier's  Trap,  IV,  23,  V,  47,  VI,  10 
Coeliodes  incequalis,  1, 128,  III,  60,  Supp.,  54 
Colaspis  barbara.  III,  82 

brunnea,  III,  82 

flavida.  III,  44,  63,  81,  84,  IV,  34,  V,  108 
suilla.  Ill,  82 

Colby,  Lewis,  on  Locust  ravages,  VII,  168 
Cole,  M.,  on  Phylloxera,  VIII,  166 
Coleoptera,  classification  of,  V,  10 

preparing  of,  for  cabinet,  V,  34 
Collecting  insects,  V,  29 

Cohnan's  Jinral  World,  article  from,  on  Phylloxera, 
VI,  83,  84 

Colorado  Farmer,  article  from,  on  Eocky  Mount- 
ain Locust,  VIII,  84, 156,  IX,  62 

Colorado  Locust,  VII,  188 

Colorado  Potato-beetle,  I,  101,  102,  n,  6,  19,  25,  32. 
59,  ni,80,  98,  IV,  5,  V,  26,  52,  62,  VI,  11,  17, 18 
VII,  ],  29,  39,  VIII,  1,  137,  IX,  17,  34 

Alarm  about  it  abroad,  VII,  3 

Amount  of  damage  caused  by  it  in  Mlissouri IV,  7 

An  addition  to  its  natural  enemies,  IX,  40 
Area  invaded  by,  IX,  38 
Arsenious  acid  as  remedy,  IV,  14 
Artificial  remedies  for,  I,  116 
Best  means  of  fighting  it.  III,  97 
Bichromate  of  potash  as  remedy,  IV,  14 
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Colorado  Potato-beetle — Continued. 
Bogus  experiments.   III,  100 
Carbolate  of  lime  as  remedy.  IV,  14 
Causes  wbioh  limit  the  spread  of,  IX,  38 
Dog-fennel  as  remedy,  IV,  15 
Damage  during  the  year  1875,  VIII,  1 
Enemies  of,  I,  111,  112, 113.  114.  115,  IV,  16,  V, 

52,  VUI,  3,  IX,  40 

Further  experience  with  Paris  green,  VIII,  5 

Gray's  Improved  Sprinkler,  VII,  15 
Hellebore  as  remedy,  IV,  14 
How  it  affected  the  price  of  potatoes,  IX,  39 
flow  It  traveled,  IX,  37 
Is  it  poisonous ?  VII,  6 
It  passes  the  winter  in  the  beetle  state,  VII,  14 
It  reaches  the  Atlantic,  VII,  1 
It  spreads,  but  does  not  travel  in  the  sense  of 

leaving  one  district  for  another,  IV,  9 
Its  habits,  1, 107 
Its  hibernation,  IV.  11 
Its  iujuiies  in  1871,  IV,  5 
Its  introduction  to  Europe,  IX.  43 

Its  past  history  and  future  progre.«8, 1, 101 
Its  progress  eastwanl,  V,  52,  VI.  12 
Its  scientific  name,  VIII,  2 

Machine  for  sweeping  it  off  vines,  VIII,  4 

Mandrake  or  M;iy -apple  as  remedy.  IV,  15 
Mechanical  means  of  destroying,  IV,  15,  VI,  14 
Modification  it  has  undergone  in  habits,  IX,  40 
Native  home  of,  VIII,  8 

Natural  checks  increasing.  III,  100 
Natural  remedies,  1, 109 

New  food  plants  of,  IV,  10,  V,  52,  VI,  11,  VII,  14 
New  means  of  destruction,  VII,  15 
New  teiTitory  invaded,  IV,  8 
Occurrence  in  the  Atlantic  States,  VIII,  1 
Parasite  of,  I,  111 

Paris  gi'een  as  remedy.  Ill,  99,  IV,  11, V,  52, VI, 
13,  VII,  8,  VIII,  3 

Peck's  Spray  Machine,  VIII,  4 
Placard    published  by  the  German  Govern- 

ment, IX,  44 
Poisonous  qualities  of,  VIII,  11 

Potato  Pest  Poison  as  remedy,  IX,  45 
Powdered  Hellebore  as  remedy,  IV,  14 
Preparing  for  it  in  Europe,  VI,  15 
Kate  at  which  it  tr.aveled,  IX,  37 

Remedies  for.  I.  109,  116,  III,  99,  IV,  11, 13, 14, 
15,  V,  52,  VI.  13,  VII,  3,  7.  8,  VIII,  3,  IX,  45 

Spread  of  the  in.sect  during  the  year  1876,IX,34 
Sulphate  of  copper  as  remedy,  IV,  14 
The  beetle  eats  as  well  as  the  larva.  VII,  14 
The  Bogus  Colorado  potato-beetle,  1, 105 
The  proper  scientific  name  ofthe  beetle,  VII,  16 
The  true  remedy.  III,  101 
Use  of  straw  as  a  preventive,  VIII,  4 

Colorado  Potato  Bug  (see  Colorado  Potato-beetle). 
Colorado,    Eocky   ilountain  Locust  in,  VIII,  84, 

IX,  62 

Columbia,  Samia,  IV,  107,  111,  128,  Snpp.,  55 
comma,  Leucania,  VIII,  43 
commelince,  Prodenia,  I,  88,  III,  13,  Supp..  56 
Commission,  National  Entomological  VIII,  133 
Common  Currant  Plant-loii.se,  IX,  2 

Flesh-dy,  VII,  ISO,  IX,  95 
May  Beetle,  III,  8 

Common  Pruner,  III,  6 

Quail  destroying  Chinch  Bug,  II,  28 
Yellow  Bear,  III,  67 

comrnunis,  JUelanotut,  III,  6 

compta.  Oeta,  1, 151,  Supp.,  58 
Pceciloptera,  1, 152 

comptana.  Anehylopera,  1, 143 
Phoxopteris,  Supp.,  57 

concavum,  Platyphyllum,  V,  124,  VI,  167 
conchi/ormis,  Aspidiotus,  I,   7,  II,   9,  10,  III,  93, 

Supp.,  86 
Coachylis  ambiguella,  Supp.,  57 

Cone-like  willow-gall,  VI,  155 
conformis,  Xylina,  III,  136,  Supp.,  75 
conica,  Phylloxera,  VII,  118 
conicus,  Phynchites,  III,  11 
Conocephalus.  VI,  155 
conotracheli,  Porizon,  III,  28,  Supp.,  64 
CvHvtrachehts,  V,  154 

cratcegi,  III,  35,  39 

juglandig,  Supp.,  54 
nenuphar,    I,   50,   III,   11,  28,  127, 

Supp.,  54,  65,  68 
eonquisitor.  Pimpla,  IV,  43 
consociella.  Acrobasis,  IV,  45 

conspersa,  Amphipyra,  III,  75,  Supp.,  75 
Consumptive  Lace- wing,  VII,  106 
Cvntopus  virens,  VI,  27 
contractu,  Meracantha,  VI,  118 
contractilis,  Hoplophora,  VI,  54 

convergens,  Hippodamia,  1, 112 
Convergent  Lady-bird,  1, 112 
convolutella,  Myelois,  Supp.,  57 

Zophodia,  Supp.,  57 

Copper,  sulphate  of,  for  Potato-beetle,  IV,  14 
Coptocycla,  II,  58,  59,  63,  Supp.,  53,  54 

aririchalcea,  Supp.,  53 

guttata,  Supp.,  53 
Coral-Avinged  Locust,  VIII,  104 
Coreus  linearis,  II,  113 

tristis,  1, 113,  II,  31,  Vn,  46,  Supp.,  58- 
Corimelcena  lateralis,  II,  35 

pidicaria,  II,  33,  VII,  48 
unieolor,  II,  35 

Cornaby,  Samuel,  on  Silkworms,  IV,  101 
Corn  Anthomyia,  1. 155 

Cut-worm.  I,  87 

Maggot,  1, 154 Rustic,  I,  81 

Sphenophorus,  III,  59 
Woi-m,  HI,  45, 104, 105,  111 

cornutus.  Corydalus,  V,  143,  IX,  125,  Supp.,  63 
Passalus,  IV,  139, 140 

Corpodacus  purpureas,  VI,  27 
Corydalus  cornutus,  V,  143,  IX,  125,  Supp.,  63. 
Corynetes  rufipes,  VI,  96, 101 

violaceus,  VI,  101 
Coscinoptera  dominicana,  VI,  127 
Cossus,  VIII,  177 
costalis,  Asopia,  VI,  102 

Tabanus,  II,  128 

Cotalpa  la nig  era,  V,  10 

Cotton  Army- worm,  II,  41,  VIII,  23 
Boll-worm,  III,  111 
moth,  IL40 

Position  of  when  alighting,  VI,  24 
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Cotton  Worm,  II,  38,  III,  105.  Y,  19,  68.  YI,  17,  YII,  9 
Hibernation  of,  VI,  22 
Natural  enemies  of,  YI,  23 
Paris  green  as  remedy,  VI,  20 
Kange  of,  VI,  23 

worms,  II,  37 
Cottonwood  Dagger,  II.  119 

Gall  plant-lou.se,  1, 120 
Country  Gentleman,  urticlt  from,  on  Apple  Worm 

remedy,  Y,  48 
article  from,  on  Clover  Worm, 

VI,  104 
article  from,  on  Curculio,  IV, 

26 

article  from,    on   Grape-vine 
Cola.spis,  ni,  82 

article  from,  on  Locusts,  YII, 
172,  Vm,  152 

article  from,   on  Phylloxera, 

V,  59,  VI,  82 
article  from,  on  Potato-beetle' 

1,111 
article  from,  on  Tent-caterpil- 

lar, III,  125 
County  reports  (Mo.)  on  Kooky  Mountain  Locust, 

IX,  68 

Crabro  stirpicola,  IX,  95,  Supp.,  89 
crabro,  Yegpa,  TV,  22 

Cranberry-weevil,  III,  60 
Crandall,  O.  A.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  74 

Crane-flies,  1, 180,  II,  132 
crantor,  Pholus,  II,  74 

Sphinx,  II,  74 
Graponius,  Snpp.,  54 
cratoBgi,  Gonotrachelus,  III,  35,  39 
Cratoparis  lunatits,  III,  10 
Cream  Callimorpha,  III,  133 
Creepers  destroying  Codling  Moth,  IV,  28 

Black  and    "White,  destroying    Canker 
Worms,  VI,  27 

Creighton,  Samuel,  Insect-destroyer  invented  by, 
rV,  15 

cressonii,  Hemiteles,  1, 177,  Supp.,  65 
Craig,  Wm.  G.  M.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX, 

73 
cribraria,  Ghelymorpha,  II,  58 
Crickets  (Oryllidm),  Y.  14,  YI,  154 
erinitus,  Myiarchus,  YIII,  124 
Grioceris  asparagi,  II,  10, 13, 19,  VII,  5 

werdigera,  II,  58 
Croton  Bug,  H,  10 
Crow  destroying  Katydid,  YI,  162 

Potato-beetles,  VIII,  3 
Crow,  J.  H.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  72 
Crow  Blackbird  destroying  Canker  Worms,  VI,  27 

Codling  Moths,  IV,  28 
Locusts,  vm,  124 
Pea- weevils.  III,  50 

Crown-borer  of  the  Strawberry,  IIL  44,  83 
cruciata,  Gassida,  11,  63 
erueiferarum,  Plutella,  II,  10,  IV,  36 
Crustacea,  a  class  of  Segmented  animals,  V,  6,  7 
Gryptoblabes  bistriga,  IV,  46,  Supp.,  87 
Gryptocepkalus,  VI,  128, 130 
Cryptus  extrematis,  IV,  110,  111,  123,  Supp.,  52 

grallator,  VII,  75 
inquisitor,  L  150 

Cryptus  nuncins,  IV,  110,  111,  123.  Supp.,  52 
gamife,  IV,  110,  HI,  Supp.,  52 
smithii.  IV,  111 

Gtenucha  americana,  II,  85 

Cuckoo,  Yellow-billed,  destroying  Canker  Worm, 
VL27 

Locusts,    Vni, 

124 

Cucumber-beetle.  1, 100,  II,  62,  65 
flea-beetle,  1, 101,  IL  57,  V,  112 

cucumeris,  Haltica,  1, 101,  II,  57,  Supp.,  53 
cunea.  Hyphantria,  Supp.,  -55 
Curculio,  II,  11, 16,  92,  III,  13, 16,  25,  29,  V,  22 

Apple,  in,  29 
Xatural  history  of,  III.  30 
Remedies  for.  Ill,  34 

Catcher.  Hooten's,  III,  23 
Hulls,  IIL  1!>.  V,  25 
Wards,  IIL  20 

Giape,  L  128,  IIL  60 
Grape-cane  Gall,  L  131 
Grape-seed,  L  129 
Plum.  L  50,  HI,  11 

Enemies  of,  I,  57 

Parasites  of,  III,  24 
Points  in  its  natural  history,  I,  50,  HI, 

11 

Remedies  for,  I,  60,  lU,  15 

Quince,  111,  35 
Curculionidce,  characteristics  of  III,  9 

creaking  noise  produced  by,  TTT,  14 
curculionis,  Sigalphus,  III,  25,  27,  Supp.,  67 
cucurbitce,  Mgeria,  II,  64 
Currant  Aphis,  YI,  46 

Fruit. worm,  L  140 
Plant-louse,  II,  10 
-stem  Borer,  VI,  108 

Currant  Worm,  II,  8,  9,  96,  IV,  14,  IX,  1 
the  imported,  IX,  7 
the  native,  IX,  23 

fly,  IX,  19 
Cursoria,  a  section  of  Orthoptera,  V,  14 
cursoria,  Agrotis,  1,  78 
curvicaiida,  Phaneroptera,  YI,  164 
Curvirostra  leucoptera,  YI,  27 
Guterebra,  III,  150 

catiicuU,  1, 164 

Cut-worm  lion,  I,  90 
The  climbing,  L  69,  76 

The  Dark-sided,  I,  74 
The  Dingy,  I.  82 
The  Glassy,  L  83 

The  Greasy,  I,  80 

The  small  White  Bristly,  I,  86 

The  Speckled,  L  84 

The  Variegated,  L  "2 The  Western  Striped,  L  81 
The  Wheat,  L  87 
The  W-marked,  I,  79 

Cut-worms,  I,  67,  II,  16,  45,  III,  6 
Natural  history  of  twelve  distinct  species,  I,  67 
Remedies  against,  I,  89,  90 

cyanea,  Gyanopiza,  VI,  27 

Gyanopiza  cyanea,  VI,  27 
Cycloneda  sanguinea,  Supp.,  52 
Cylindrical  Orthosoma.  I,  126,  II.  91 
cyUndricum,  Orthosoma.  I,  124,  II,  87 
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Cyllene  pictug,  VI.  101 
diUocnfig  scntellatus.  V,  154 

djnipidce.  VI.  70 
Cynips,  II.  135 

gallo'-tinctorice,  V,  18 
quercu^-aciciilata,  Supp.,  59 
quercus-inanin,  T.  14 
querctts-spougijica.  I.  14 

ctjnosbana,  (Spilonota),  Supp..  57 
Cynthia,  Attacus.  III.  170,  IV,  74.  112,  138 

Samia.  IV,  112 
G'inthia  cardui.  Ill,  151,  IV,  129 
Cyrtophyllus.  V,  123 

D. 

Dnr:t>jlopius  longispinus.  IV,  70,  VI,  63 
Dartylosphcera,  III,  93.  94 

cari/aj-jnajrjiwm.  VII,  117 
caryce-semen.  VII,  117 
caryoe-septum.  VII,  117 
conicttm.  VII.  118 

coni/erum,  VII,  118 
dc^rsMitm,  VII,  118 
forcatum.  VII.  118 
globomm.  VII,  117 
hemispheriium,  VII,  117 
«pi>»o»MW.  VII.  118 

«u6eWii;«i'cuw,  VII,  117 
viti/olice,  I,  13 

Dactylosphceridm.  HI,  85,  VI,  31 

i)a'<e  County  Advocate,  article  from,   ou   Rocky 
Mountain  Locust.  VIII.  68 

Daggy.  E.,  on  False  Army-womi.  Ill,  112 
on  Apple  CuicuUo.  Ill,  33 

Dakota,  Kocky  Mountain  Locust  iu.  VIII,  85,  IX, 
59 

Dakruma  turbafella,  Supp.,  ,57 
Banais.  U.  125.  IIL  161,  168,  169,  V.  140 

arehippus.  Ill,  143,  167,  IV,  129,  V,  149, 

Supp.,  55 
berenice.  III.  143 

erippus.  III.  143 
Daphne  pandorus.  II,  76 
Darapm  myron,  II.  71 
Dark-sideil  Cut -worm.  I.  74 

tipped  Anonialon,  IX.  55 
Dart-bearing  Rustic.  I.  82 
Darwin.  Charles,  on  Evolution.  IIL  172,  173 
Darwinism,  argument  in  favor  of,  III,  173 
Datana  ministra.  III.  124,  127,  129,  IV,  129 
Davis,  C.  K.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII,  154 
Dawson.  G.  M..  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII, 

155,  IX,  78 

Dean,  J.  J.,  on  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  Vin,  2 
d^cemlineata.  Chrysomela.  VII,  18 

Doryphora,  I,  101,  103.  IV,  8,  VL  12, 
18,  VII,  1,  16,  IS 

Deer  Fly,  V,  127 
Defakaugh,   David,   report  on   Rocky  Mountain 

Locust,  IX.  70 

Definition  of  Entomology.  V.  5 
Defunctionation  of  special  parts  in  the  imported 

Currant  Worm.  IX.  19 

Deilephila  lineata.  Ill,  140 
Deiopeia  bella.  V.  11 

Delicate  Long-sting.  V,  50 

Delay ala,  II,  59 
davata,  II,  .57,  Supp.,  54 

Dendroica  (Kstiiia,  VI,  27 
discolor,  VI,  27 

maculosa,  VI,  27 

pennsylvanicn .  VI,  27 
striata.  VI,  27 

Department  of  Agriculture,    iuelliciency  of,  VIE 

(preface,  p.  5). 
depresna.  Phylloxera,  VII,  118 
Derinnleichus,  V,  87 

Dermestes,  IV,  97,  V,  41 
lardarius,  VI,  100 

Deamia  wacidnlis.  Ill,  61 

Descriptive  entomology,  conimi^nts  on,  III,  123 
Destination  of  departing  Locusts.  VIII,  107 
Destitution  in  Missouri  from  Locust  injuries,  VIII, 

91 

Destructive  powers  of  the  Chinch  Bug,  II,  22 
destructor,  Cecidornyia,  U,  10,  19,  VII,  27  , 

Xysius,  VII,  190,  Supp.,  84,  85 
Devastating  Dart,  I,  83 
devaatotor,  Agrotis,  I,  S3,  Supp.,  50 

Devil's  Riding-horse,  1, 169 
Diabrotica  vittata,  1, 100,  II,  62,  64,  III,  6 

12-punctata,  II,  66 
diadema,  Sinea,  Supp.,  58 

diana.  Argynnis,  III,  69, 171 
Diaspides,  a  subfamil.y  of  Coccidce,  V,  92 
Diaspis,  V,  91,  Supp.,  60 

ostreceformis,  Supp.,  60 

diastrophi.  Eurytoma,  Supp.,  68 
Dictyoptera.  a  division  of  Jfeuroptera,  V,  14 
Differential  Locust,  VII,  124, 173,  VIII,  150, 153 

eggs  of,  VIII,  154 
differentialis,  C«io/)*^*i«s,  VII,  124,173 

Digger  "Wasp,  II,  106,  III,  8,  VII,  174 
dilatatus,  Yellcivs.  IV,  22 
Dimera,  a  division  of  Homoptera,  V,  13 
dimidiatus,  Mieropus,  VII,  22 
Diminished  Pezoraachus,  II,  52,  VIII,  54 

Dimorphism  in  butterflies.  III,  165 
locusts,  VIII,  115 
Prionus,  II,  90 

Dmneda,  IV,  22 

Dingy  Cut-worm,  I,  82 
Diplosis  tritici,  II,  10 
Diptera,  classitication  of,  V,  13 
discoideiis,Bruchus,  111,45 
discolor,  Dendroica,  VI,  27 
Diseases  of  Mulberry  Silkworm,  IV,  87 

Disippus  Butterfly,  II,  125,  III,  153,  168, 169 
Description  of  mature  larva,  III,  154 
Description  of  the  egg.  III,  154 
Parasites  of.  III,  157 

"Winter  quarters  of.  III,  155 
Microgaster,  III,  158 

disippus,  Limenitig,  III,  153, 168, 169,  171,  Supp.,  66 
Xumphalis.  II,  125 

dispar,  Hypogymna,  II,  10 
disstria,  Clisiocampa,  Supp.,  55 
disfinctus,  Passalus,  IV,  141 

Dixon,  F.  M.,  on  Army  "Womi,  VIII,  39 
Dodge,  C.  R.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Loc  is*^,  Vn,  164, Vni,  173 

Dolichonyx  oryzivorus,  VI,  27,  VIII,  52 
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domestica,  IMusca,  IT,  10 
Domestication  of  insects,  IV,  85 
dominicana,  Coscinoptera,  VI,  127 
Dominican  Case-bearer,  VI,  127 
Dopf,  J.  D.,  on  Canker  Worms,  II,  98 

on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  68 

Dorr,  R.  L.,  on  Grape-vine  Tomato-gall,  V,  118 
dorsatum,  Phalangimn ,  IV,  17 
Doryphora  concatenata,  VIII,  2 

10-lineata,  I,  101,  103,  IV.  8,  VI,  12,  18, 
VII,  1,  IC,  18,  VIII,  1,  IX,  34,  43 

juncta,  1, 103, 105,  VII,  18.  IX,  39,  43 
melanothorax,  VIII,  10 
undecimlineata,  VIII,  10 

doryphorce,  Lydella,  I,  111,  IV,  6,  Supp.,  88 
Dotted-legged  Plant-bug,  IV,  19 
Douglass,  J.  B.,  on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  39 

Downy  "Woodpecker  destroying  Canker  Worms, 
IV,  28.  VI.  28 

I>oxocopa,  VI,  142 
Dragon  Flies  as  enemies  of  Cicada,  I,  26 
Drasteria,  VIII.  178 

Drop  Worm,  I,  147 
Dryocampa  rubtcunda.  Ill,  123.  V,  137 

Larval  changes  of,  V,  138 
Katural  enemies  of,  V,  139 
Remedies  for,  V,  140 

senatoria.  III,  123.  IV,  41 

stigma,  III,  123,  IV,  41,  V,  141 
Dvjardinii,  Hypopus,  VI.  53 

Dung-beetles,  creaking  noise  made  by,  m,  14 
-carriers,  II,  58,  VI,  128 

Dunkley,  B.  F.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Vm, 
149 

Dunlap,  M.  L.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Vll, 
155 

Dunn,  William,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII, 
152,  IX,  118 

duodecimpunctata,  Diabrotica,  II.  66 
Durand,  J.  B.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Vm, 

63 

Duties  of  State  Entomologist,  V,  27 
Dwarf  Trogosita,  III,  6 
Dye.  A.  A.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  69, 117 

Dr.  A.  H.,  on  Army  AVorm,  VIH,  39 
Dyer,  D.  P.,  on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  39 

E. 

Ear-fly.  11,  129 
Early,  Sam.  H.  T..  on  White  Grub  fungus,  1, 158 
Earwigs,  characteristics  of,  V,  16 
East  India  ants.  Ill,  8 

echinopus,  Tyroglyphus.  VII.  106 
Economic  entomology,  importance  of.  V,  18,  VII 

(preface,  p.  4). 
Ecpantheria  scribonia,  IV.  141,  143 
JEctobia  gennanica,  II,  10 
Eddleston  &.  Williams,  manufacturers  of  fine  ento- 

mological pins.  V,  35 
Edwards.  C.  R.,  on  Broad-necked  Prionns,  II,  88 
cgcns,  Celcena.  Supp.,  .50 

Egg-burster  of  Corydalus,  IX,  127 
Egg-guide,  IX,  87 

Egg  of  Abbott's  Pine  Worm,  IX,  31 
Apple  Curculio,  III,  31 
Archippus  Butterfly,  III,  144 

Egg  of  Beautiful  Wood  Xymph.  VI,  89' 
Broad-necked  Prionus,  V,  56 

Broad-winged  Katydid.  V,  123 
Chinch-Bug,  II,  21,  Vn,  21 
Common  May  Beetle,  V,  55 

Cotton  Woi-m,  II,  38 
Disippus  Butterfly,  III,  153 
Domiuican  Case-bearer,  VI,  128 

Flat-headed  Apple-tree  Borer,  VII,  73' 
Gooseberry  Span-worm,  IX,  4 
Horned  Passalus,  V,  55 

Imported  Currant-worm,  IX,  10 
Mulberry  Silkworm,   movements  of,   IV, 

86 

Native  Currant  Worm.  IX,  25 

Narrow-winged  Katydid,  V,  124 

Oblong-winged  Katydid,  V.  123 
Oeia  cotnpta.  Supp.,  58 
Pea- weevil.  Ill,  47 
Strawberry  Worm.  IX,  28 
Yucca  Borer,  VIII,  174 

Eggs  in  Canes  and  Twigs,  V,  119 
of  the  American  Tent-caterpiller,  III,  118,  V 

50 

Army  Worm  Moth.  VHI,  34,  183,  184 
When  laid.  VIII,  40,  182,  183 
Where  laid,  II,  48,  Vin,  34,  182 

Belostoma  grandis,  IX.  128 
Buffalo  Tree-hopper.  V,  121 
Canker  Worms,  n,  94,  VII,  82,  84,  86 

VIII,  13 

Chinch-Bug,  VII  21 
Differential  Locust,  VIII,  154 

Frosted  Lightning-hopper,  V,  122 
Grape  Phylloxera,  IV.  59,  VI,  34,  38,  41. 

92,  98,  Vni,  158 
Hailequln  Cabbage  Bug,  IV,  37 
Hackberry  Butterflies,  VI,  139, 141, 148 
Jumping  Sumach  Beetle,  VI,  120,  121 
Jumping  Tree-hopper.  V,  119 
Mantis  Carolina,  I,  170 

(Ecanthus  latipennis,  V,  119,  Supp.,  60 
Orchelimum.  V.  123 
Orocharis  galtator,  Supp.,  62 
Periodical  Cicada.  I,  25 

Rocky  Mountain  Locust.  VII,  122 
Effects    of    burying   at   different 

depths,  IX.  104 
Effects  of  exposure  to  air,  IX,  104 
Effects  of  freezing  and  thawing. 

on.  IX,  99 

Effects  of  moisture  on,  IX,  101 

Experiments  with,  IX,  99 
How  laid,  IX,  86 

Snowy  Tree-cricket,  V,  120 
Tent-caterpillar  of  the  Forest,  II,  122 
Tortoise  Beetles,  II.  60,  Supp.,  53 

Unknown  Tree-hopper,  V,  122 
Wheat-head  Army  Worm,  IX,  55 

Egg-Mass  of  Hellgrammite.  IX.  120 
Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Philosophy 

of.  ix.  87 

Egg-Parasite,  the  Anthomyia,  IX,  92 
egle,  Eucluetes.  I.  139.  Ill,  133.  IV,  41 
Eight-spotted  Forester.  I,  136,  H.  S3,  86,  VI,  94 
Elachista  cinereopiinctclla,  VI,  138 
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Elaphiditm  paralleluin.  Ill,  6,  IV,  54 
viUosnm,  III,  6 

Elaphrus  ruscariun.  VIII,  52 

Elliott,  F.  R.,  ou  dying  of  Grape-vines,  V,  59 
Elm  Leafbeetlf.  II,  10,  VII,  5 

Scalytus,  V,  107 
Elm-tree  Louse,  1, 123 
Elonj;ate  Ground-beetle,  1, 115 
elongatus,  Pasimachiis.  1, 115,  VIII,  52 
Elytra  of  Coleoptera,  characteristics  of,  V,  10 

Emery,  H.  U.,  ou  Cliwbiuji  Cut-worm,  I,  77 

Rocky  Mountain  LoL-ust,  VII,  138 
Einmenadia  pectinata.  VI,  125 
Emphi/tus  maculatus,  IX,  27 
Empidonax  minimus,  VI,  27 
Empretia  stimulea,  V,  126 
Endropia  armataria,  IX,  7 

Engelmann,  Dr.  G.,  on  the  Grape-vines  of  the  U. 
S.,  IV,  60,  VI,  70 

on  Locusts,  IX,  84 

Engelmann,  Theod.,  on  Grape-vine  grafting,  VI,  80 
on  Raspberry  Root-borer,  VI, 

112 

Entomological  collecting  instruments,  V,  '29 
Commission,  argument  in  favor  of 

creating,  VII  (preface,  p.  5),  VIII, 
134, 137 

pins,  V,  34 
Entomologist,  duties  of  a  State,  T,  27 
Entomology,  definition  of,  V,  5 

Economic  importance  of,  V,  18 
Importance  of  as  a  study,  V,  17 
Its  advancement,  V,  5 
Its  relations  to  agriculture,  T,  5 
Progress  of  economic,  V,  19 

Entomophaga,  a  subsection  of  Hymenoptera,  V,  10 
Entomophilous  plants,  V,  152 
entomophagus.  Tyroglyphxis,  VI,  52 
Entomotaxy,  V,  34 
Epargyrius  tityrus,  VIII,  173 

ephemera-formin,  Thyridopteryx,  1, 147 
Ephestia  zece.  IX,  31 
Ephialtes,l,118 

notanda,  IX.  98 
Epiccerus  fallax.  m,  58 

formidolosus.  III,  58 
imbricatus,  III,  58 
vadosus.  III,  58 

Epicauta  cinerea,  Supp..  54 
pensylvanica,  Supp.,  54 

Epilachna  borealis,  IV,  18 

Epimenis,  the  Grape-vine,  VI,  87 

epimenix,  Pgychomoi-pha,  III,  63,  64,  VI,  87,  88,  90,  95 
Epitrix,  Supp.,  53 
Eragrostis  po(foides,  VIII,  122 
Erax,  n,  122, 123 

baitardii.  U.  124,  IX,  98 
lictor,  II,  124 
tabesceai,  II,  124 

Eriosoma,  VII.  97 

lanigera,  1, 121,  III,  95,  IV,  69,  VI,  63 
pyri,  I,  118,  IIL  5,  95,  96,  VI,  37,  IX,  43, 

Supp.,  59,  87 
rileyi,  Supp..  87 
ulmi,  J,  123,  Supp.,  87 

eriosomafis.  Chrysopa,  1, 123 
erippug,  Danais,  III,  143 

Eromophila  cornuia,  IX,  91 

Erwin,  J.  L..  on  Fall  Army-worm,  III,  110 
Erycinidce,  VI,  138 
Eryimis  alcece,  VIII,  182 

malvariim,  VIII,  182 

Erysiphe,  V,  70 
erythfocephalus,  Melanerpes,  VIII,  124 
erythroeerits,  Bruchus,  III,  55,  56,  Supp.,  70 
erythrophthalmM,  Coccyzug,  III,  121,  VI,  27 
Eitchretes  egle,  1, 139,  III,  133,  IV,  41 
Euclea,  VI,  140 

pceaulata,  V,  120 
querceti,  V,  126 

Eudemig,  Supp.,  57 
botraua,  Supp.,  57 

Eudryas  brevipennis,  VI,  91 

grata,  1, 136,  II,  83,  VI,  88,  89,  95 
unio,  1, 136,  II,  83,  III,  63,  VI,  90,  92,  95 

Eufitchia  ribearia,  IX,  3 
Eulophns,  IV,  51 
Eumeiies  fraterna,  11,103 
Eunemoria  gracilaria,  Sui)p.,  79 
Etipehnides,  Supp.,  52 
Eupelmus,  VI,  162,  Supp.,  52 
Euphanessa  mendica,  IX,  6 
Euplexoptera,  V,  16 
Evpsalis  minuta,  VI,  113, 117 
Europe,  Ameri<ian  jjlants  and  insects  acclimateiT 

in,  IX,  43 

European  Cattle  Breeze-fly,  II,  129 
Cock-chafer,  1, 157 
Meal  Worm,  IX,  43 

Oak  Phylloxera,  VI,  40,  64,  VIII,  158 
Euryomia  iitda,  III,  6 

melaachoUca,  III,  6,  V,  154 

Euryptychia.  II,  134 
galigneana,  II,  134,  Supp.,  57 

Eurytuma,  I,  52 
bolteri,  1, 177,  Supp.,  68 
di^istrophi,  Supp.,  68 

Eurytohiides,  Supp.,  68 

Euschemon  Rafflesice.  VIII,  170 
Euschistus punctipes,  1, 113,  IV,  19,  20,  V,  12,  Supp.. 

58 
variolarius,  Supp.,  58 

Euxira,  IX,  23 
Evans,  J.  C,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  70 
Everett,  H.,  on  Chinch  Bug  remedy,  II,  29,  VII.  35 
Evolution,  ni,  159,  VIII,  170 
exitiosa,  ̂ geria,  I,  47 
Exodus  of  Locusts,  VIII,  104 

exoleta,  Calocampa,  VIII,  23 
Ezorista  Jlavicauda,  II,  51,  VIII,  53,  Supp,  60,  88 

leucanice.  II,  50,  51,  III,  116,  129,  IV,  108 
VIII,  53,  Supp.,  60 

var.  cecropice,  IV,  108,  Supp.,  60. 
militaiis.  II,  50,  III.  129,  IV,  109 
Osten-Sackenii.  II.  51 

phycitce,  IV,  40,  Supp.,  88 
externum,  Caloeoma,  VIII,  52 
extranea,  Leucania,  II,  50 
extrematis,  Cryptus,  IV,  110,  111,  123,  Supp.,  52 

Eyed  Emperor,  VI,  137 

fabce,  Bruchus:,  III,  52,  55,  Supp.,  69.  70,  71 
fabricii,  Lytta,  I,  99 
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Fall  Army- worm,  HI,  109,  150,  TI,  17,  Tin,  23,  35, 
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How  it  differs  from  the  true  Army  'Worm,  III, 
112,  Vin,  48 

Kemedies  for,  III,  114 
FaU  Canker  Worm,  YII,  83.  Till,  18 

Web  Worm,  II.  11,  III,  130 
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Remedies  for.  III,  132 

Fairchild,  H.  O.,  on  Phylloxera,  VI,  83 
fallax,  Epicoerus,  III,  .58 
falsarius,  Acoloithus,  II,  86 
Palse  Chinch  Bug,  V,  111,  VII,  46 

Indigo  Gall-moth,  II,  132 
Farris,  M.  W.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locusl,  IX,  69 
fasciatus.  Q^canthus,  Supp.,  60 
fasciciilaris,  Hemirhipus,  VI,  101 
fastidiosa,  Chrytobothris,  Vn,  71 
Fasting  to  avert  locust  in,jury,  Till,  96 

Faucon,  Louis,  on  irrigation  as  remedy  for  Phyl- 
loxera, V,  72 

Faulkner,  Dr.  S.  K.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, 
TIL  140 

femorata,  Chrysohothris,  I,  46,  III,  6,  VII,  71,  Supp., 
67 

Tiphia,  VI,  124 
■femoratum.  Spectrum,  TI,  156 
femoratus,  Micropus,YVl,22  % 

,  femur -rubrum,  Caloptenus,  Til,  126,  Till,  114, 115, 
116, 117, 118, 153,  Supp.,  89,  90 

Ferguson,  J.  T.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  73 
Ferris,  Peter,  on  Tent  Caterpillar,  III,  125 
Fever  Worm,  IT,  142, 144 
Fidia  murina,  Supp.,  53 

viticida,  1, 132,  Supp.,  53 
vitis,  Supp.,  33 

Fiery  Ground-beetle,  I,  89, 115,  II,  46, 103 
Fifteen-spotted  Ladybird,  IT,  17 
Figure  8  minor,  I,  86 

Filbert-gall,  the  Grape-vine,  T,  116 
Fillery,  Wm.  H.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX, 

75 

.Ambriatus,  Stiretrus,  1, 114,  IT,  20 
Fine.  F.  F.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  71 
Fires  for  CodUng  Moth,  IT,  27 
Fishburne,  Dr.  J.  H.,  on  poisoning  by  Colorado 

Potato-beetle,  TII,  7 
Fisher,  H.  L,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Loeu.it,  IX,  85 
Fisher,  J.  C,  on  Periodical  Cicada,  I,  20 
Fitch,  Col.  H.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  71 
Fitch,  Dr.  Asa,  on  Army  Worm,  IL  43, Tin,  25,50 

on  Bee-killer,  II,  122 
on  Curculio  parasite,  III,  24 

on  Gooseberry  Fruit- worm,  1, 140 
on  Pearl  Wood  Nymph,  II,  84 
on  Tent  Caterpillar,  III,  123, 127 

fifchii,  Proniachus,  Supp.,  60 

Flat-headed  Apple- tree  Borer,  T,  46,  47,  TII,  71 
Enemies  of,  Tn,  73 
Natural  history  of,  TII,  72 
Remedies  for,  I,  47,  TII.  76 

Flat-headed  Borer,  III,  6,  TI,  107, 109 
Flea-beetle,  IT,  35 

-like  Negro-bug,  II,  33,  34,  TII,  48 
Fleas,  characteristics  of,  T,  15 

ijlavicaiida,  Exorista,  II,  51,  Till,  53.  Supp.,  60,  88 

Jlavicome,  Anomalon,  III.  69 
flavida,  Colmpts,  III,  41,  61,  82,  IT,  34 

fiavifrons,  Scnlia,  TI.  124 
flavlmanus.  Bruchug,  III,  56,  Supp.,  70 
jlaviinedia,  Prodenia,  Supp.,  56 

Flesh-fly,  the  common,  TII.  180 
the  Sarracenia,  TII,  181 

Flower -beetles.  III,  6 

-bug,  the  Insidious,  TIT,  41.  47 
Fly-catcher,   Great-crested,  destroying   Locusts, 

Tin.  124 

-poison  as  remedy  for  Potato  Bug,  IT,  14 
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Bugs,  L  116 
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Forficiilidce,  Characteristics  of  T,  16 
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on  Potato  Beetle,  I,  110 
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worm,  IX,  7 

fragarice,  Analcis,  IIL  i%  44,  Supp.,  71 
Anchylopera,  I,  142,  Supp.,  57 
Tyloderma,  Supp.,  72 

fraterna,  Eumenes,  II,  103 
Fraternal  Potter-wasp,  II.  103 

Fringe-wing,  TI,  50 
frontalis,  Termes,  II,  11 
Frosted  Lightning-hopper,  T,  122 

frugiperda,  Laphygma,  II,  41 
Phaloena,  Tin,  48 

fugitiva,  Linneria,  T,  41,  141 

fugitivus,  Banchus,  IT,  41 
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Fulgoridce,  T,  122 
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63,  TI,  34,  66 
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The  Misnamed,  II,  134 
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-moths  kuowu  to  occur  in  the  United  States, 

II,  135 
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Filbert,  V,  116 
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Grafting,  VI,  79 
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Orape  Phylloxpra — Continaed. 
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VI,  48 
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Keal  cause  of  disease,  VI,  85 
Remedies,  IV,  68,  V,  71,  VI,  55,  VII,  105 
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Ilesum6  of  its  natural  history,  IV,  69 

Eoot-inhabiting  type,  IV,  58,  VI,  38,  66 
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leaf-inhabiting  types,  IV,  57,  VII,  94 
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The  more  manifest  and  external  effects  of  the 

disease,  VI,  44 
Transient  nature  of  the  galls,  V,  63 

TyiiQ  (KtlUcola  or  gall-inhabiting,  VI.  34,  66,67 
Type  radicicola  or  root-inhabiting,  VI,  3S,  66 

"Whore  do  the  winged  females  lay  their  eggs  ? 
VII,  96 

"Why  the  insect  is  more  injurious  in  Europe 
than  here,  VI,  59 

'Grrape-root-borer,  I,  124 
Remedies  for,  I,  128 

<xrape-seed  Curculio,  I,  129 
-seed  Maggot,  II,  92 

tO-rape-vine  Apple  Gall,  V,  114,  115 
,  Blue  Caterpillars  of,  I,  136,  II,  79 
Colaspis,  Iir,  4t,  62,  81,  IV,  34 
Epimenis.  Ill,  63,  65,  VI,  87 
Flea-beetle,  III,  79 
Fidia,  I,  132, 133 
Filbert  Gall,  V,  116 

,  Hog-caterpUlar  of,  II,  71 
,  Insects  injurious  to,  I,  124,  II,  71 

Grape-vine  Gall-louse  (see  Grape  Phylloxera) 
Leaf-folder,  III,  61 
Leaf-gall-louse  (see  Grape  Phylloxera) 
Plume,  I,  137,  IIL  65,  66,  67,  68,  IV,  129 
Procris,  II,  85,  V,  134 
Root-borer,  I,  124,  III,  75 
Tomato  Gall,  V,  117 

Trumpet  Gall,  V,  118 
Oropholitha  oculana,  III,  6 

Graphiphora,  I,  79 
arapti,  III,  103,  V,  149 
Oraptodera,  Supp.,  53 
Orasserie.  a  disease  of  Silkworms,  IV,  91 

Grasshoi  pers,  a  division  of  Orthoptera,  V,  14 

grata,  Etia  --jas,  1, 136,  II,  83,  VI,  88,  89,  95 
grataria,  Hcematopis,  1, 119 
Gray,  Alfred,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII,  148, 

149 

Gray's  Improved  Sprinkler,  VII,  15 
Greasy  Cut-worm,  I,  80 
Great-crested    Fly-catcher    destroyiog    Locusts, 

VIII,  124 

Lebia,  III,  100 

Leopard  moth,  IV,  141 
Green  Apple-leaf  Tyer,  IV,  46 

•head  Fly,  II,  128 

larva  of  White-lined  Morning-sphinx,  VIII, 
122 

striped  Locust,  VIII,  149 

Maple  Worm,  V,  137 
Larval  changes,  V,  138 
Natural  enemies,  V,  139 
Remedies,  V,  141 

Gregg,  Jacob,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  73 
grossularire,  Pempelia,  1, 140,  II,  9,  Supp.,  .57 
grossulariata.  Abraxas,  IX,  5 
grossidariella,  Phycls,  Supp.,  57 

Grote,  A.  R.,  on  poisonous  properties  of  Doryphora, 
VIII,  10, 11 

Ground-beetle  larva  preying  on  Curculio  larvae,  I, 

59 
larvae  preying  on  locust  eggs,  IX, 

97 

The  Elongate,  1, 115 
The  Fiery,  I,  89, 115 
The  Murky,  1, 115 
The  Pennsylvania,  I,  59 
The  subangular,  I,  58 

Ground-beetles  destroying  Canker  Worms,  II  103 
Locusts,  IX,  98 

gryllaria,  Astoma,  VII,  175,  Supp.,  63 
GrjlUdce,  stridulating  apparatus  of,  VI,  1.54 
Oryllu^i  erythiopiis,  VII,  126 

niger,  II,  152 
Gubernaculuni  ovi,  IX,  87 
Guerinii,  Attacus,  IV,  112, 113 
Guiraea  ludovieiana,  V,  54 

guttata,  Oassida,  II,  60,  63 
Coptocycla,  Supp.,  53 H. 

Habit,  change  of,  111,91 
Hackberry  Butterflies,  VI,  136 
Hadena,  I,  68,  Supp.,  56 

amputatrix,  I,  87 
chenopodii,  Supp.,  73,  77 
su^ijuncta,  I,  84 
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Hair-worms,  IX,  98 
Halesidotn  Hrrrhii,  Til,  127 
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Half-wincced  Buus,  cbaracteristics  of,  V,  12 
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nemorum,  1, 101 
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rhoii.  VI,  122 
stnUda,Xl,\22 
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on  Pine-leaf  Scale,  V,  84 
on    remedies     for     Canker 

Worm,  VI,  24 
Lebia  atriventris.  VIII,  3.  Supp.,  52 

grandis,  HI.  100,  VIH,  3,  Supp.,  52 
Lecanidfs,  V,  85,  92 
Lecanium  aceris.  V,  92 

LeConte,  Dr.  J.  L.,  on  the  use  of  mineral  poisons 
as  insecticides.  VII,  8 

Ucontei,  Calhmorpha,  III,  134,  VI,  92,  Snpp.,55 
LeContes  Pine  Worm.  IX,  32 

Descriptive.  IX,  33 
Habits  of,  IX,  33 

Legged  Maple  Borer,  VI,  107 
Legislation  against  injurious  insects,  VIII,  132 

to  avoid  locust  injury,  IX,  111 

to  create  national  entomological  com- 
mission, VIII,  133 

Lerna  trilineata.  I,  99,  II,  58.  in.  14 
Leopard  Moth,  the  Great.  IV,  141 
Lepidoptera,  characteristics  of,  V,  11 

preparing  of,  for  cabinet,  V,  38 
Lepidosaphes,  I.  9,  V,  91 
leporina,  Acronycta,  II.  121,  Supp.,  73 
Leptalis.  Ill,  161.  165 
Leptinntar.«a.  VIII,  2 

Leptus.  VI,  52 
americanus,  VI,  122 
irritatis,  VI,  122 ,  VIL  177 

lepusculina,  Acronycta,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73 

Lesser  Apple  Leaf-folder,  IV,  47,  48 
lesueuri,  Chrysobothris,  VII,  71 

Letterman.  G.  W.,  on  Colorado  Potato-bee  tie,  IX,  35 
Leiicania  albiUnea,  IX,  50,  55 

comma,  VIII,  43 
extranea,  II,  50,  VIII.  34 
harveyi,  IX,  50 

iinpura,  VIII,  38 
lithargyria,  VIII,  38,  43 

phragmatidicola.  IX,  57 
turca,  Vni,  43 
unipuncta,  I,  109.  IL  5,  11,  37,  55.  V,  25, 

VIII.  22,  24,  29,  182,  IX.  47,  Sapp.,  76 
Leucanice,  II,  51,  52 
leucaaice,  Ichneumon,  II,  53.  VIII,  54 

Exorigta,  II,  50,  51,   52,  III,  116,  129,  IV, 
108,  VIII,  53,  Supp.,  60 

Leucopis,  VI,  51 
leucoptera,  Ourvirostra,  VI,  27 
leucopterus,  Micropus,  II,  15,  VII,  19,  Supp.,  58 
leucostigma,  Orgyla,  I,  144 
LewelUng,  H.,  on  Apple  Cnrculio,  III,  35 
Libellulce.  II,  46 
Libellula  trimaculata,  V,  14 
lictor.  Erax,  II,  124 

Lightning-hopper.  Frosted.  V,  122 
luna,  Attacus,  IV,  123, 138 
Limacodes,  III,  150 

scapha,  V,  126 
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Lime,  air-slaclied.  as  remedy  for   Potato  beetle, 
IV,  14 

as  remedy  for  Locnsts,  Viri, 
130 

Caibolate  of,  a.«  remedy  for  Potato-beetle, 
IV,  14 

Limenitif,  III,  168, 169 
arthemis.  III,  171 
bredotcil,  III,  171 

disippug.  III,  153, 171,  V,  146,  Supp.,  66 
lorqtiini,  III,  171 
viisippus.  III,  167,  VI,  145 
proserpina.  III,  171 
Sibylla,  III,  171 

ttrsida,  III,  163, 167, 171  • 
■weidemeyerii,  HI,  171 

limenitidis,  Microgag(ei;lTl,  158.  Supp,  66 
Limneria  fugitiva,  IV,  41,  V,  133, 141 

lophyri.  IX,  32,  Supp,,  65 

Lincecnm,  Dr.  GideoD,  on  Harlequin  Cabbage-bug, 
IV,  36 

Lincoln  (Neb. )  Journal,  article  from,  on  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust,  VIIL  108 

linearis,  Coreng,  II,  113 

Phytocoris,  II,  113 
lineata,  Deilephila,  III,  140 
lineatella.  Prodenia,  Supp.,  56 
lineola,  Tabanus,  II,  128 

Lintner,  J.  A.,  on  cabinet  boxes  for  Lepidoptera, 
V,38 

on  larva  of  Eudryas  uaio,  VI,  93 

■    on  Hog-caterpillar  of  the  Tine,  II,  72 
on  sexual  characters  in  butterflies, 

III,  103 

on  stinging  larvie,  V,  131 
Liparig  nxtriflva,  V,  126 

List  of  birds  -which  feed  on  Canker-worm,  VI,  27 
I/ithacodes  fasciola,  V,  126 
litkargyria,  Leucania,  Vm,  38,  43 
Lithophane,  Supp.,  75 
Little,  Jos.  T..  on  White  Pine  AVorm,  IX,  30 

Little-lined  Plant-bug.  II,  113 
Loafman,  Dr.  J.  il.,  on  Rocky  M^ountain  Locust, 

IX,  75 

Lobesia  botrana,  Supp.,  57 
Lobophora,  IV,  129 
Locust  Flights  east  of  the  Mississippi,  IX,  81 

Flights  in  Illinois,  VIII,  151 
Mite,  VII,  175 
The  Atlantic  Migratory,  VII,  169 
The  Clumsy,  VIII,  148 
The  Colorado,  VII,  188 
The  Differential,  VII,  124, 173 

The  Green-striped,  VIII,  149 
The  Hateful,  VH,  188, 190 
The  Migratory,  VU.  133 

The  Red-legged,  VII,  125, 188 
The  Rocky  Mountain,  VII,  121,  VIII,  57, 

IX,  57 

The  Seventeen-year,  VII,  27 
The  Thirteen-year,  VII,  27 
The  Two-striped,  VII,  173 

Iioeusta  erythropus.  VII,  126 
Locmtidff,  VI,  124, 150 
Locusts,  V,  14,  VI,  153 

as  food  for  man,  VIII,  143 

Locusts  not  a  divine  visitation,  VIII,  97 

vs.  grasshoppers,  VI,  150, 153 
Lodi  Potato  Pest  Poison,  VIII,  7 
Lomechma,  IV.  22 

Long,  Dr..  on  remedj'for  Canker  Worm,  II,  101 
Long,  Levi,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  69, 

102,  IX,  71 
Long-horned  Beetles,  in.jurious  to  fruit  trees.  III,  6 

stridulating  noise  produced 

by.  III,  14 Boring  Beetles,  larval  habits  of,  II,  91 

longifasciella,  Oelechia,  Supp.,  S3 
longispinus,  Dactylopitis,  IV,  70,  VI,  63 
Long-tailed  Ophion,  IV,  107, 129,  V,  136 
lophyri,  Limneria,  IX,  32,  Supp.,  65 

Lophyrus,  IX,  12 
abbotii,  IX,  29,  32,  Supp.,  65 
abietis,  IX,  33 

a7nericanus,  IX,  34 
cum  par,  IX,  34 

fabricii,  IX,  34 
leconiei,  IX,  31,  32 

lorquini,  Lifnenitis,  III,  171 
Loxopeza,  Supp.,  52 
Loxotcenia  rosaceana, 111,6 

Lucanug  elaphug.  V,  145 

Lnkens,  W.  E.,  on  Strawberry  Leaf-roller,  1, 143 

luna,  Actias,!'^, 123 Aftacu-^IY,  74 
Luna  SDkworm,  IV,  123 

larval  changes  of,  IV,  124 

hoiatus,  Cratoparis,  III,  10 

Lyccenidce,  VI,  138 
lycaon,  Apatura,  VI,  136, 146, 148 

Pholuy,  II,  76 

Sphinx,  II,  76 
lycarvm,  Agrotis,  Supp.,  77 

Lycorca,  III,  103 
Lycosa,  IX,  98 
Lyctus  opaculus,  TV,  54 

Lyda,  IX,  10 
Lydella  doryphorce,  I,  111,  IV,  6,  IX,  40,  Supp.,  88 

Lygceug  Imeopterus,  VII,  21 

Lygus  robinice,  V,  154 
Lyman,  Jos.  B.,  on  Cotton  Worm,  II,  39,40,Supp.,83 
Lyinexylon  navale,  V,  19 
Lytta  cenea,  in,  6 

atrata,  I,  98,  Supp.,  54 
cinerea,  I,  97,  Supp.,  54 

fabricii,  I,  99 
marginata,  I,  98,  Supp.,  54 
murina,  I,  98,  Supp.,  54 
vittata,  I,  96 

Machines  for  catching  Curculio,  I,  60,  III,  18,  V,  25 
Colorado    Potato-beetle,  I, 

117,  VI,  14,  VIII,  4 
Macrobasis  umc<jlor,  Supp.,  54 
Macrocentrus  delicatiis,  V,  50 

Macrodactyhis  sitbspinosiis,  V,  108 
macruruin,  Ophion,  IV,  107 
maculalis,  Desmia,  III,  61 

maculata,  Hippodamia,  1,112,11,25,  VII,  39,  Supp., '12 
Tespa,  Supp.,  48 

maculosa,  Dendroica,  VI,  27         ' 
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Madams  ampelopnidU,  1, 132 
fifis,  1,131,  Supp  ,71 

magnus,  Brachypeplus,  VIII,  148 
Maia  Moth,  V,  127 

It8  Eggs,  V,  128 
Issuing  of  the  moth,  V,  132 
The  larva,  V,  1^9 
Larval  fhanges,  V,  129 
The  pupa,  V,  131 
The  stiug  of  the  larva,  V,  131 
Natural  enemies,  V,  132 

maia,  Saturnia,  IV,  41 
Maine  Fanner,  article  from,  on  Canker  Worm,  II, 

100 

mali,  Acarug,  II,  6 
mali,  Aphis,  U,  6, 10,  in,  6 

Molobrus,  III,  6 
maliporana,  Tortrix,  IV,  47,  Supp.,  82 
malus,  Acarus,  1, 16 
malvarum,  Erynnis,  VIII,  182 

Jlf(Tr«cs*/-rt,I,  68,  III,  123 
pieta,  II,  112 

Mandibulfe  of  Hymenoptera,  V,  9 
Mandrake  as  remedy  for  Potato  Bugs,  TV,  15 
Manitoba,  Kooky  Mountain  Locust  in,  VII,  155, 
VIII,  89 

Mankato  Review,  article  from,  on  Eocky  Mountain 
Locust,  IX,  60 

Mann,  B.  P.,  on  Canker  Worm,  VI,  28 
Mantis  Carolina,  1, 169,  III,  68,  IX,  98 
mantivora,  Sarcuphaga,  VII,  180 

Many-banded  Robber,  1, 114,  VII,  41 
Maple,  J.  W.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  71 
Maple  Borer,  the  Legged,  VI,  107 

Maple  Worm,  the  Green-striped,  V,  137 
Enemies  of,  V,  139 
Larval  changes  of,  V,  138 
Remedies  for,  V,  141 

marginata,  Lytta,  I,  98,  Supp.,  54 
rnarginatum,  Trochiliuin,  Supp.,  72 

Margined  Blister-beetle,  I,  98 
marim,  Chalcis,  IV,  109, 110, 123 
Mark,  Calvin  A.,  on  Rocky  Mountain    Locust, 

VIIL  102 

Mai-fiupialea,  II,  12 
Mary  Chalcis-fly,  IV,  109, 129 
Maryland     Yellow  -  throat,     destroying     Canker 

"Worm,  VI,  27 
Mascicera,  lU,  150,  IV,  129 
onaxillosus,  Brenthus,  VI,  116 
Maxwell,  J.  H.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  69 
Maxwell,  J.  R.,  on  the  use  of  Paris  green,  VI,  19 
May  Apple  for  Potato  Bugs,  IV,  15 
-May  Beetle,  1, 156,  U,  19,  IV,  16,  VII,  27 

Eggs  of,  V,  55 
May -flies,  ni,  8,  V,  143 
Maynard,  C.  J.,  list  of  birds  destroying  Canker 

AVorra,  VI,  27 

rMc.\tfci\  H.  H.,  on  hand-picking  as  remedy  for 
Potato  Bugs,  IV,  11 

McCariney,  Jno.  P.,  on  White  Grub,  1, 156 
McNallie,  Thomas,  on  Eocky  Mountain  Locust, 

IX,  72 
Me.iibiv,  W.  R.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  75 
Mead  )vv  Grasshopiier,  V,  123 
Meal-worm,  II,  10, 11,  VI,  118 

Mealy  Bug,  V,  80 
Meat-flies,  U,  19,  VII,  27 
Meeker,  X.  C,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  84 

Megarthrus,  IV,  22 
Megathxjmus  yuccce.  VIII,  169, 171, 179,  IX,  129 
Megilla,  Supp.,  52 
melancholica,  Euryomia,  III,  6 

Melanerpus  erythronephalus,  VIII,  124 
melanocephala,  Pimpla,  III,  129 

Melanoplus,  VII,  188 
melanosus,  Micropus,  VII,  22 
melanothorax,  Doryphora.YIII,  10 
Melanotus  communis.  III,  6 

incertus.  III,  6 

mellonella,  Oalleria,  Supp.,  57 
melodia,  Melo8piza,YI,  27 
JlfeZo«,VI,  125 
Melospiza  melodia,YI,  27 
melpomene,  Heliconius,  in,  173 
melsheimerii,  Peropkora,  V,  125 
Membracididce.  a  family  of  Homoptera,V,  122 

Membrane-winged  Flies,  an  Order  of  Insects,  V,  9 
Meracantha  contracta,  VI,  118 

Merchant,  J.  W.,  on  Oyster-shell  Bark -louse,  V,  77 

Merchants' Exchange,  (St.  Louis)  relief  committee 
from,  Vm,  93 

merdigera,  Crioceris,  II,  58 
Merdigerous  habit  in  insects,  II,  58,  VI,  128 
Mermis,  V,  49 

Meromyza  am,cricana,  1, 159 

Merritt's  Patent  Tree-protector,  II,  99 
Meske,  Otto,  on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  44 
Mesochorus  fuseipennis,  VII,  75 

vitreus,  II,  52,  VIII,  53 
messoria,  Agrotis.  Supp.,  77 

Metagenetic  Cocoids,  V,  84 
Metzler,  T.,  on  grape  culture,  VI,  83 
Microcentrus  retinervis,  VI,  155, 156 

Microgaster,  I,  89,  II,  75,  102,  III,  158,  IV,  45,  V,  133 
VIII,  54,  Supp.,  60 

aeronyctce,  H,  120 
gelechice,  1, 178,  Supp.,  66 

glomeratus.  III,  167 
liminitidos,  III,  158,  Supp.,  66 
militaris,  1,89, 11,52,  VIII,  53, Supp., 52 

Micrc2)feryx,  III,  7 

pomivorella.  III,  7 
Micropus  leucopterus,  II,  15,  VII,  19,  Supp.,  58 

var.  albivenosus,  VII,  22 

apterus,  VII,  22 
basalis,  VII,  22 
diniidiatus,  VII,  22 

femoratus,  VII,  22 
fulvivenosug,  VII,  22 
immarginatus,  VII,  22 
melanosus,  VII,  22 

nigricornis,  VII,  22 

rufipedis,  VII,  22 
Migration  of  butterflies,  III.  152 

locusts,  conditions  of,  VIII,  112 

inigratoria,  (Edipoda,  VII,  133,  VIII,  145 
'migratorius.  Tardus,  VI,  27 
Migratory  Locust,  VII,  133 
milbertii,  Proctacanthus,  Supp.,  88 
militaris.  Exorista,  II,  50,  III,  129,  IV,  109 

Microgaster,  I,  89,11,  52,  VIII,  53,  Supp.,  52 
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militaris,  Senomctoina,  II,  50 
Military  Miciogaster,  11,  52, 103,  VIII.  53 

Miller,  J.  B.,  on  Strawberry  Crown-borer,  III,  42 
Miller,  Samuel,  on  grape  culture,  VI,  76,  84 

on  Locusts.  Vm,  154 

Miller,  Stephens,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IS, 
92 

Miller,  "W.  H  ,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VIU, 112 

Milliken,  R.  M.,  on  Canker  "Worm  Trap,  VI,  25 
MiUiken,  R.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII,  150, 

IX,  65 

Mimetic  analo<;ies,  III,  163 
resemblance,  V,  147 

Mimicry  in  animals.  III,  159 
butterflies.  Ill,  159 

Mimttf:  caroUaensis.  VI,  27,  VIII,  124 
viinimus,  Empidonax.  VI,  27 

Pezomachus,  II,  52,  VIII,  54 
ministra,  Batana,  III,  124, 127, 129,  IV,  129 
mimUa,  Eupsalli,  VI,  113, 117 

Trichogramma,  III,  158,  Supp.,  68 
Minnesota,  act  for  the  destruction  of  Locusts,  IX, 

113 

Legislation    regarding    Lociists,   IX, 
114 

Locust  Commission,  VIII,  83 
Locust  history  in,  Vm.  81,  IX,  60 
Locust  invasion  of  1876  in,  IX,  60 

viirahilh,  AntigOKter,  VI,  162,  Supp.,  52 
Mirror  and  Farmer,  article  from,  on  Locusts,  VII, 

172 

migella,  Chrysobothris,  VII,  71 
rriinppug.  Limenitis.  Ill,  167,  VI,  145 
Misnamed  Gall-moth,  II,  134 
Mississippi,  Locust  flights  east  of  the,  IX,  81 

Missouri,  act  to  encourage  the  destruction  of  Lo- 
custs, IX,  111 

Democrat,  aiticle  from,  on  Army  Worm, 
Vni,  50 

Legislation  regarding  Locusts,  IX,  112 
Locusts  in,  VIII,  89,  90,  IX,  66 

Silk-growing  in,  IV,  83 
Missouri  Bee-kiUer,  II,  121, 122,  IV,  21 
missouriensis,  Asihis,  II,  121, 122,  IV,  21,  Supp.,  87 

Mitchell,  Th.,  on  Army  "Worm,  VIII.  39 
Mite,  the  Locust,  VII,  175 

The  Mussel-shaped,  VII,  106 
The  Phylloxera,  VU,  106 
The  Silky,  VII,  175 

Mites,  V,  87 
transformation  of,  VI,  52,  53 

modesta,  Arma,  V,  133 

Modest  Soldier-bug.  V,  133 
Modrel,  M.  L..  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locu.st,  IX, 

75,76 
molesta.  Miirmlca.  II,  11.  IX,  43 
molitor.  Tenehrio.  II,  9. 10.  VI,  118 

Mollusca,  a  branch  of  the  Animal  Kingdom,  V,  6 
Molohrus  mctli.  Ill,  6 
molochinus.  Qitediux.  IV,  21 
Molothrus  pecorig,  VI,  27 
Molts,  mode  of  enumeratiog  larval,  III,  145 
Monoleuca  gemifa-tela.  V.  126 

Monomera,  a  dlvi.sion  of  Heteroptera.  V,  13 
Montana,  Locust  history  in,  VIII,  87,  IX,  59 

Montgomery,  G.  W.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, 
IX,  70 

mori,  Bomhyx,  IV,  74,  75,  84, 138 
Sericaria,  IV,  75 

Mormon  Louse,  II,  17 

Morris,  Rev.  Dr.  J.  G.,  on  Periodical  Cicada,  IV, 
31 

Mortality  among  Grapevines,  V,  58 
Mosquito,  V,  13 

Mosquito  Hawks  destroying  Army  'VTorm  moths, II,  46 

Moths,  a  section  of  Lepidoptera,  V,  12 
Motsinger,  J.  L.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX, 

73 

Mottled  Tortoise-beetle,  H,  60,  63 

Moulton,  J.  T.,  jr.,  on  Chinch  Bug,  VII,  33 
Muench,  Hon.  Y.,  on  Grape  mortality,  V,  58 
Muhleman,  J.  R.,  on  Chinch  Bug,  VII,  34 

on  Fall  Web-worm,  HI,  131 

on  Mimicry  in  Insects,  III,  160 

on  Ra.spberry  Root-borer,  VI,  11 
Mulberry  Silkworm,  IV,  75, 114, 134,  IX,  18 

Best  food  for,  IV,  100 
Best  varieties  or  races,  IV,  91 
Choking  the  chrysalis,  IV,  96 

Chrysalis  of,  IV,  87 
Cocoon,  IV,  87 
Cocoonery.  TV,  96 
Culture  in  California,  IV,  79 

Kansas,  IV,  82 

Missouri,  IV,  83 
•       Egg,  IV,  86 

Egg-laying,  IV,  97 
Enemies  and  diseases,  IV,  87 
How  best  to  rear,  IV,  92 
Its  history  in  America,  IV,  77 
Its  past  history,  IV,  75 
Larva.  IV,  86 

Moth,  IV,  87 
Natural  history.  IV,  84 

Osage  orange  as  food  for,  IV,  100 
Reeling,  IV,  98 

Mulsant,  E.,  insect  pins  used  by,  V,  35 
munda,  Oi^ccinella,  11,  25,  VII,  39,  Supp.,  52 

Murgantia,  IV,  35 
Mungor,  H.  A.,  on  Tile-homed  Prionus,  II,  90 
inuroeiiula,  Agrotis,  I,  78 
murcimaculttta,  Celcena,  Supp.,  54 

Murgantia  histrionica,  IV,  35 
mu)ida,  IV,  35 

Muriate  of  lime,  Gould's,  as  a  remedy  for  Canker 
Worm,  rr,  100 

murina,  Fidia.  Supp.,  53 
Lijita.  I.  98, , Supp.,  54 

Murky  Ground-beetle,  I,  98,  115 
Murray.  A.,  on  Protective  mimicry.  III,  170 
Murtfeldt,  Miss  M.  E.,  on  Oviposition  of  Narrow - 

-(^Tnged  Katydid,  VI,  165 
Musca  bi/asciata,  V,  140 

domcstica,  II,  10 
Muscardine,  a  disease  of  Silkworms,  IV,  88 
21useidre.  IIL  150.  VII.  175 

Mussel-shaped  Bark-louse,  I,  15 
Mite,  VII,  106 

mvticiis,  Scolytus,  V,  105, 107 
Myiarehus  crinitus,  VIII,  124 
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Myelois  convolutelln,  Supp.,  57 
indiginella,  IV,  38 
suavella,  Siipp.,  79 

Mygale,  IX,  98 
Hentzii,  II,  106 

Mygatt,  E.  G.,  on  Remedies  for  Bark-lice,  I,  18 
Myiodiocfes  canadensis,  VI,  27 
tnylitta,  Attacus,  IV,  138 

Myohia,  VI,  52 
Myocoryna  10-lineata,  VII,  16 
Myriapoda,  a  class  of  Articulate  animals,  V,  6 
Myrmica  molesta,  II,  11,  IX,  43 
myron,  Darapsa,  II,  71 

Otus,  II,  71 
Sphinx,  II,  71 

Mysia  Xh-p%mctata,  IV,  18,  Supp.,  53 
Mytilaspis  conchiformis,  V,  93 

linearis',  V,  93 
pini,  V,  98 
pinifolice,  V,  97 
pomicortieis,  V,  73,  95,  Supp.,  85 
pomorum,  V,  93,  94 

nana,  Trogosita,  III,  6 

■na^i,  Ceutorhynchus,  III,  11 
Narrow-winged  Katydid,  V,  124,  VI,  164 

Descriptions  of  adolescent  stages,  VI,  166 
Oviposition,  VI,  165 

NashvUle  "Warbler  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI, 27 

nasicornis,  Oryctes,  VI,  124 

National  Agricultural  Congi'e.is,  Address  before, 
VI,  17 

National  Acailemy  of  Sciences,  proposed  Entomo- 
logical Commission  under,  VII,  V 

Native  American  Onion-fly,  II,  9 
Native  Currant  Worm,  IX,  23 

Descriptive,  IX,  28 
Its  habits,  IX,  24 
Remedies,  IX,  28 

Wherein  it  dififers  from  the  imported  species, 
IX,  23 

Native  home  of  the  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  VI LI,  8 
Kocky  Mountain  Locust,  Vm, 

109 

Natural  selection,  remarks  on.  III,  159,  IV,  84,  V,  83 
Naturaliate  Canadien,  article  from,  on  Polyphemus 

Silkworm,  IV,  128 
Nazara,  IV,  20 
Neat  Cucumber  Moth,  II,  68 

Nebraska  Bee-killer,  1, 168.  II,  122,  IV,  2 
,  Locusts  in,  VIII,  79,  IX,  64 

nebris,  Oortyna,  Supp.,  56 
nebulella,  Acrobasig,  IV,  42,  Snpp.,  80 
nebulo,  Acrobasis,  IV,  38,  47,  Supp.,  79 

Phycita,  III,  7,  IV,  38,  41,  Supp.,  79 
Necrobia  ruficollis,  VI,  101 

Necrophaga,  a  division  of  Coleoptera,  V,  11 
Necrophoridre,  III,  14 
Needham,  H.  V.,  on  Chinch  Bug  ravages,  VII,  37 
Negro-bug,  II,  35 

Flea  like,  VII,  48 

Nematus,  Supp.,  59 

affinis,  IX,  7 
grossidarice,  IX,  7 
grossulariatus,  IX,  7 

Nematus,  rihesii,  IX,  7 

saUcis-pomum,  IX,  20 
tritnaciilatus,  IX,  7 
ventricosus,  VI,  43. 149,  IX,  7,  10,  21 

Nemocera,  a  section  of  Diptera,  V,  13 
Nemoroea,  V,  140,  Supp.,  60 
neinorum,  Hattica,  1, 101 

Plnjllotreta,  III,  83 
Nemotois  scabrosellus,  V,  160 

nenu2)har,  Conotrachdus,  I,  50,  III,  11,  28,  31,  127, 

Supp.,  54,  65,  68 
Nerve-winged  insects,  V,  14 
Neuroptera,  characteristics  and  classification  of, 

V,  14 
nmistria,  Clisiocam2)(i,  III,  119 

New  England  Farmer,  article  from,  on  Potato-bug 
in  Massachusetts,  IV,  8 

Grape-root  Borer,  II,  87 
Tork  Tribune,  article  from,  on  Clover  Worm, 

VI,  104 

article  from,  on  Grape  Phyl- 
loxera, VI,  85,  VII,  94 

article   from,  on    grape-vine 
grafting,  VH,  109 

article  from,  on  Potato-beetle, 
IX,  35 

article  from,  on  remedy  for 
Canker  Worm,  n,  101 

article  from,  on  Rocky  Mount- 
ain Locust,  VII,  189,  Vin. 

156,  IX,  64 
Tork  Weevil,  IIL  6,  57 

ni,  Plusia,  11,  112,  Supp.,  78 

niger,  Gryllus,  VI,  152 
nigricans,  Agrotis,  I,  81,  83,  87 
nigricornis,  Micropus,  VII,  22 

CEcantlius,  Supp.,  61 

nigripes,  Caasida,  II,  63,  Supp.,  53 
Nine-spotted  Lady-bird,  I,  112 
Nisoniades  juvenalis.  III,  155,  VIII,  177 

Nitchy,  F.  A.,  on  Fall  Army- worm.  III,  109 
nilela,  Gortyna,  I,  92,  III,  105,  VIII,  37,  Supp.,  56 
nitidalis,  Phacellura,  II,  7,  64,  68 
niveus,  (Ecanthus,  \,  138,  V,  120,  Supp.,  60,  61 
Noctua  clandcitina,  I,  79,  Supp.,  55 

unipuncta,  II,  49,  VIIL  34 
Noctuid<x  II,  45,  III,  136 
Nomenclature,  II,  71,  III,  94, 133, 143,  IV,55,  VI,  109, 

150, 153,  VII,  16,  89, 143. 187,  VHI,  22, 179,  IX,  50 
Need  of  popular  terms  that  wUl  not  confuse, 

VI,  153,  VU,  187 
Law  of  priority,  IV,  55,  VIL  143,  VIII,  179,  IX,  7 
Popular  vs.  scientific  names,  VII,  187 

Konagria,  VIII,  38 
Northern  Army-worm,  VIII,  24 

Brenthian,VI,  113 

Northern  Squash-beetle,  IV,  18 
Nothrus  ovivorus,  II,,  102 
novceboracensis,  Ithycerus,  III,  6,  .57 
novem-notata,  Coccinella,  1, 112 
Noxious  Insects,  I,  7,  IV,  72,  V,  46 

How  to  counterwork,  V,  23 
nucuni,  Balaninus,  III,  11 

nuncius,  C'ryptus,  IV,  110,  111,  123,  Supp.,  52 
Nycteribidw,  V,  14 
Nymphalidce,  111,  167,  VI,  138 
Nymphalis  disippv.s,  IT,  125 
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Nijsius  angustatus,  V,  113,  Supp-.  85 

destructor,  V,  HI,  113,  VII,  I'JO,  Siipp.,  84,  85 
raphanus,  V,  111 
thymi,  V,  113,  Supp.,  85 

O. 

Oak-feeding  Tort  ricid,  VI,  103 
Oak  PLjUosera,  the  American,  VI,  64,  VII,  118 
Oak-pruner,  I,  25 

Oan'sma  prnveshiek,  VIII,  178 
Oherea  ocellata,  1, 178, 179 

perspicillata,  VI,  111 
obesa,  Amara,  Siipp.,  52 
ohlinita,  Acronycta,  III,  70,  71 
oblineatus,  Gapsi's.  II,  113,  VII,  27 
chlonga,  Celcena,  III,  136,  Supp.,  75 
ohlongifolia,  Phylloptera,  II,  57,  VI,  169 

Oblong- winged  Katydid,  II,  57,  V,  123,  VI,  169 
obscura,  Prodenia,  III,  117 

Olifysobothris,  VII,  71 

Laphygma,  VIII,  49 
obscurus,  Prion  us,  1, 127 

Tenebrio,  II,  9, 11 

obsoletus,  Bruchus,  III,  54,  56,  Supp.,  70,  71 
occidentalis,  Acronycta,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73 

Caloptenm,  VIII,  116 
ocellata,  Oberea.  1, 178, 179 
octomaculata,  Alypia,  1, 136,  II,  80,  82,  VI,  88,  94,  95 
oculana,  CrraphoUtha,  III,  6 
(Ecanthus  bipunctatus,  Supp.,  61 

californica,  Supp.,  61 
fasciatus,  Supp.,  60 
latipennis,  Supp.,  60,  61,  62 
nigricornis,  Supp.,  61 
niveus,  1, 138,  V,  120.  Supp.,  60,  61 
varicornu,  Supp.,  61 

<Edipoda,  VIII,  103, 128 
atrox,  Vn,  124 
Carolina,  VII,  175, 179 

differentialis,  V,  14 
migratoria,  VII,  133,  VIII,  145 
phcenicoptera,  VIII,  104 

CEstrus,  III,  150 
ovis,  I,  161 

(Eta  eompta,  1, 151,  Supp.,  58 
Eggs  of,  Su))p.,  58 

Oil  of  cade  as  remedy  for  Grape  Phylloxera,  IV,  68 
olens,  Goerius,  IV,  21 
oleracea,  Pieris,  II,  105 
oUnalis,  Asopia,  VI,  103, 107 
oUvaceus.  Tireo,  VI,  27,  VIII,  125 

■Omaha  Bee,  article  from,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Lo- 
cu.st,  VIII,  80 

Omaha  Conference  on  the  Locust  subject,  IX,  106 

■Oncideres  cingulatus.  III,  6 
Onion  Fly,  1, 155 

-maggot,  V,  13 
■opaculns,  Lyctits,  IV,  54 
Ophion,  II,  130,  IV,  123 

bilineatus,  III,  69 
lateralis,  II,  .53 
macriirmn,  IV,  107 

purgatus,  II,  53,  VIII,  54 

Ophion,  the  Long-tailed,  IV,  129 
Ophiusa  xylina,  II,  40 

Orchard  Tent-caterpillar,  IIL  129 

Orchelimum,  VI,  155 

glaberrimum,  V,  123,  Supp.,  62 
''  Orgyia  leucostigma,  1, 144 
Oribatidix,  VI,  54 
orientalis,  Blatta,  II,  10 
orizivora,  Dolichonyx,  VIII,  52 
ornata,  Strachia,lV,  38 
Orocharis  saltator,  1, 138,  V,  119,  Supp.,  60,  62 

Eggs  of,  Supp.,  62 
Stridulation  of,  Supp.,  62 

Ortalis  arcuata,  11,  9 
Orthia,  VIII,  178 

Orthoptera,  characteristics  and  classification  of, 

V,  14 
Orthosoma  cylindricum,  1, 124, 127,  II,  87 
Orthotylus  discoidalis,  V,  154 

Orton,  Edward,  on  Legged  Maple-borer,  VI,  109 
ortonii,  Agrotis 

Ortyx  virginiana,  II,  28,  VII,  41 
Oryctes  nasicornis,  VI,  124 
oryzivor%is,  Dolichonyx,  VI,  27,  VIII,  52 
Oscinis  vastator,  1, 161 

Osborne,  Gov.,  Proclamation  of  regarding  Locust 
ravages,  VII,  149 

Osten-Sackenii,  Exorista,  11,51 
ostreceformis,  Diaspis,  Supp.,  60 
Otiorhynchus  sulcatus,  III,  11 
Otus  cnotus,  n,  71 

myron,  II,  71 
Ovipositor  of  JEschna.  VIII,  36 

Agrion,  Vni,  36 
Army  Worm  Moth,  VIII,  32,  38,  39, 
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Canker-worm  Moth.  VIII,  37 

Fall  Army-worm,  VIII,  37 
Katydids,  V,  154,  VIII,  37 
Plum  Curculio,  VIU,  36 
Unarmed  Rustic,  VIII,  37 
Yucca  Moth,  VIH,  37 

ovis,  CEstrus,  1, 161 
ovivorus,  Xothrus,  II,  102 

Owlet  Moth,  II,  10,  45,  119 

Oyster-shell  Bark-louse,  I,  7,  II,  6,  10,  14,  V,  26,  73, 

Supp.,  86 
Bibliographical  and  Descriptive,  V,  91 
Both  single  and  double  brooded,  V,  79 
Enemies  and  parasites,  1, 16,  V,  87 
Food  Plants,  1, 15,  V,  86 
Formation  of  the  scale,  I,  12,  V,  80 
Its  occurrence  in  Missouri,  V,  74 

Its  range  south,  V,  77 
Its  spread  westward,  V,  79 
Male  Louse,  V,  83 

Mode  of  growth,  I,  10 
Mode  of  spreading,  1, 15,  V,  85 
Remedies,  1, 16,  V,  90 
Southern  limits  in  Missouri,  I,  8 
True  nature  of  the  scale,  V,  80 

oxycoccana,  Teras,  Supp.,  83 
Tortrix,  Supp.,  83 

Oxyptilus,  Supp.,  58 

Pachymerus  vulnerator,  IV,  28 
Pachyrhynchus  Schoenherri,  III,  57 

Packard's  "Guide  to  the  Study  of  Insects,"  V,44 
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PcBdisca  affumna,  Siipp..  57 
PainesTille  (Obio)  Telegraph,  article  from,  on  Po- 

tato-beetle, VI,  12, 13 
Painted  Borer,  III,  7 

Lady,  III,  151 
Lady-bird,  V,  ini 
Mamestra,  II,  113 

-winged  Digger-'wasp,  V,  149 
Paleacrita — A  new  genus  for  the  Spring  Canker- 
worm,  VIII,  13,  Supp.,  58 

Paleacrita  vernata,  VIII,  13 

Pale-thighed  Tortoise-beetle,  n,  62 
Palingenia,  IX,  128 
pallida,  Cassida,  II,  62 
Palmer,  R.  B.,  on  Oyster-shell  Bark-lonse,  V,  77 

Palson,  "W.  D.,  on  Chinch  Bug,  VIL  22 
paludana,  Tortrix,  VI,  103 
pandorus,  Daphne,  II,  76 
Panitcus  geminatus,  I,  89 
pampinatrix,  Chcerocampa,  11,  71 
paphia,  Antheroea,  IV,  138 
Paphia,  V,  149,  VI,  138 

glycerium,  n,  125, 127,  V,  145 
Papilio,  II,  117,  V,  146 

asterias.  III,  169 

philenor,  H,  116,  III,  169,  Supp.,  54 
troiUs,  ni,  169 
turnus,  VI,  145 

Papilionidce,  VI,  138 
paradoxus,  Rhipiphorus.  VI,  125 
Parallel  Prnner,  III,  C 

parallelum,  Elaphidion,  III,  6,  IV,  54 
Parasa  chloris,  V,  126 

Parasites,  artificial  propagation  of,  III,  29,  IV.  40, 

V,  90 
artificial  introduction  of,  VII  (preface, 

p.  4) 
of  Abbot's  "White  Pine  "Worm,  IX,  31 

Archippus  Butterfly,  III,  149 

Army  Woi-m,  I,  89,  H,  50,  VIH,  53 
Bag-worm,  1, 150 
Buck  Moth,  V,  133 

Cabbage  "Worm,  11, 109 
Cecropia  "Worm,  IV,  107 
Codling  Moth,  IV,  28,  V,  49 
Colorado  Potato-beetle,  I,  111,  IX,  40 
Common  Yellow  Bear,  m,  69 
Cottonwood  Dagger,  II,  120 
Cut-worms,  I,  89 
Disippus  Butterfly,  III,  157 
Flat-headed  Borer,  VII,  74 
Goatweed  butterfly,  V,  149 

Gooseberry  Span-worm,  IX,  6 
Grape  Cnrculio,  1, 129 

Green-striped  Maide  "Worm,  V,  139 
Hickory  Bark-borer,  V,  106 
Hog-caterpillar  of  the  Vine,  II,  73 

Imported  Currant  "Worm,  IX,  17 
lo  Moth,  V,  136 

Katydid,  VI,  162 
Lasioptcra  vltis,  V,  118 
Luna  Silkworm,  IV,  125 

Oyster-shell  Bark -louse,  V,  87 
Pine-leaf  Scale-insect,  V,  100 
Plum  Curculio,  UL  24 

Polyphemus  Silkworm,  IV,  129 
Promethea  Silkworm,  IV,  123 

Parasites  of  Pascal  Leaf-crumpler,  IV,  40 
Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII,    174, 

IX,  91 
'   Smeared  Dagger,  III,  71 

Solidago  Gall  Moth,  1, 175 
Tawny  Emperor  Butterfly,  VI,  142 
"Walnut  Case-bearer,  IV,  43 

"Wheat-head  Army  "Worm,  IX,  55 
"White  Grub,  VI,  123 

"White-lined  Morning  Sphinx,  III,  142" 
Tama-mai  Silkworm,  IV,  136 
Yucca  Borer,  VIII,  179 

Parasitism,  VI.  123 
Secondary,  VI.  128 

Paris  Green,  antidote  for,  IV,  13 
Contrivance  for  dusting,  IV,  2 

Cost  of  application  per  acre,  Vm,  3 
Experiments  with,  VIII,  6,  7 

for  Canker  "Worm,  VI,  26 
Colorado  Potato-beetle,  IV,  11,  V, 

53,  vn,  8,"vrn,  3 
Cotton  "Worm,  VI,  17,  VII,  9 
Curculio,  in,  18 

Plat-headed  Borer,  "VH,  78 
Locu.sts,VII,183 

Influence  of  on  man  through  the  soil 
or  through  the  plant,  VII,  13 

Influence  of,  on  the  plant,  VII,  11 
the    soU,    vn,     11, 
Vin,  6 

Machines  for  spraying, VI,  20,  VH,  15, 
VIII,  4,  5 

Patents  on,  VI,  20 

Parker,  Dr.  S.  J.,  on  mortality  among  grape-vines, 

V,  59 
Parrish,  "W.  S.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  73 
Parthenogenesis,  IV,  86,  V,  85,  VL  35,  IX,  18 
Parula  americana,YI,  27 

Parus  atricapillus,  IV,  107,  VI,  27 
PasimacMis  elongafus,  1, 115,  VIII,  52,  IX,  98 

piinctvlaUt9 
Passalus  cornutus,  IV,  la^T^Sft^,  7,  55 

distinctus.  rwi41 

interruptus/i.y ,  141 

Passalus,  the  Horn^,  IV,  13ff  -^ 
Patent  remedies  amd  nostrums,  IV,  15 

Patents  on  ins^icides,  VI,  21 
Pauls,  G.,  on  raW  Army-worm,  in,  111 

on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII,  173 
Payne,  M.  S.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Vm,  68 
Payne  S.  I).,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Vni,  12& 

on  Enemies  of  Rocky  Mountain  Lo- 
cust, IX,  96 

Pea  Bug,  n,  11,  ni,  45 
Pea-weevil,  III,  44,  55,  IX,  43 

The  female  deposits  her  eggs  on  the  outside  of 
the  pod,  III,  46 

Remedies,  III,  48 
Peach  Borer,  L  47,  II,  11,  in,  76,  77,  VI,  108 

Remedies  for,  I,  48 

Peach-worm,  the  Blue-spangled,  ni,  132 
Pear  Blight,  ni,  58 
Pear-tree  Flea-louse,  II,  10 

Pearl  "Wood  Xymph,  II,  80,  83,  84,  III.  63,  VI,  90 
Pehrine,  a  disease  of  Silkworms,  IV,  88,  89,  90,  91 

Peck,  "W.  D.,  on  Canker  "Worm,  VII,  89 
Pecks'  Spray  Machine, VUI,  4 
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pecoris,  Mulothnis.Yl,  27 
pectinatus.  Bhipiphorus,  VI,  125 
Pelidnota ptinctata.  III,  77,  78 
peUioncUa.  Tiiica,  II,  10 

Pelopceus,  V,  1")7 
Pempelia.  IV.  46 

grosstilaricf,  I,  140,  II,  9,  Supp.,  57 
hammondi,  IV,  44, 46,  Supp.,  80 

Pemphigus.  Ill,  96 
carycecavlig,  VII,  117 
carycevence,  VII,  1 17 
imbricator.  1, 121 

vagabundus,  1, 112, 120,  VII,  97 
vitifolice,  1, 13,  III,  85,  93,  VI,  31,  VH,  94, 

117 
Pendleton, E.  M.,on  Kocky  Mountain  Locust.IX,85 

Pennsylvania  Ground-beetle,  I,  59,  IX,  98 
Soldier-beetle,  IV,  28 

-bug,  I,  57 

Pennsylvania,,  Dendroica,  VI,  27 
Epicauta,  Supp.,  54 

pennsylvanicus.    ChaiiUognathus,     I,   57,   IV,   28, 

Supp.,  53 
Hai-palm,  I,  59,  Vni,  52 

Pentamera,  a  section  of  Coleoptera,V,  10 
Pentarthron,  Supp.,  69 
Pentarthrum,  Supp.,  69 
Pentatoma  rufipes,  IV,  20 
Penthina  vitivorana,  I,  133,  Supp..  57 
Pepsin  fonnosa.  11, 106 
peregrinum,  Acridium.  VII,  133,  VIII,  144, 145 
Perilampus platygaster,  II,  87 
PeriUtus  indagatur,  IV,  43,  Supp.,  66 
Perillus  cireumcinctus,  IV,  19 
Periodical  Cicada,  I,  18,  III,  6,  IV,  30 

Chronological  history,  with  predictions  of  the 
future  appearance  of  broods,  I,  30 

Enemies,  I,  26 

Injury,  to  fruit  trees,  I,  29 
Natural  history  and  transformation,  I,  22 
Season  of  appearance  and  disappearance,  I,  22 

17-  and  13-year  broods,  1, 18 
Sting  of,  I,  26 
Two  distinct  forms,  I,  20 

periscelidactylus,  Pterophorus,  1, 137,  III,  65,  Supp., 
58 

Peritj/mbia  vitisana,  IV,  55,  VI,  31,  VII,  117 

Perkins,  Geo.  H.,  on  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  VIII,  2 
Perla,  V,  143 

pcrnyl,  Antheroea,  IV,  137 
AttMMS,  TV,  74, 137, 138 

Pemy's  Silkworm,  IV,  137 
Perophnra  MeUheimerii,  V,  125 
perpulchra,  Hockeria,  II,  53 
persimilata,  Acidalia,  VI,  138 
Perthostoma,  IX,  129 
Peterson,  J.  M.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  73 
Pezoinaehu.s  miaiiiui.f,  II,  52,  VIII,  54 
Pezotettix,  VIII,  115 
Phacellura  nitidcdis,  II,  7,  64,  68 

Phalcena  fi-ugiperda,  VIII,  48 

punctella,  Supp'.,  58 lernata,  VII,  80 

Phalcenidce,  description  of  a  new  genus  of,  VIII,  12 
phalanga,  Catocala,  III,  166 
Phalangiuin  dorsatuia,  IV,  17 

Phaneroptera  nirvlcauda,  V,  124,  VI,  164 
Phares,  Dr.  D.  L.,  on  Cotton  Worm,  II,  38, 40,  VI,  24- 

Phelps,  "Wilson,  on  Remedy  for  Chinch  Bug,  II,  29 
Philampelus  achemon,  II,  74 

sntellitia,  II,  70 

philenor,  Papilio,  II,  116,  III,  169,  Supp.,  54 
Philenor  Swallow-tail,  n,  116,  III,  169 
Philonthiis  apicalis,  IV,  21 
Phobetron  hyalinum,  V,  126 

ptthicitim,  V,  126 

phoeniceus,  Agelaiujs,  VI,  27 
phcenicoptera,  CEdipoda,  VIII,  104 
Pholus  crantoi;  II,  74 

lycaon,  11,  76 
Phoxopterls  comptana,  Supp.,  57 

Phrygatuidce,  V,  10 
Phtheir,  VX  63 

Phyeis  grossnlariella,  Supp.,  57 
Phycita  juglandis,  Supp.,  80 

nebulo,  HI,  7,  IV,  38,  41,  Supp.,  79,  80 
var.  nebulella,  IV,  42,  Supp.,  80 

phycitcB,  Exorista,  IV,  40,  Supp.,  88 
Tachina,  TV,  40,  Supp.,  88 

Phygadeuon  brevis,  IV,  28 
Phidloptera  oblongi/olia,  II,  57,  V,  123,  VI,  169 
Phyllotreta  nemorum,  III,  83 

striolata.  III,  83 

Phylloxera  acatithochermes,  VII,  119 
balbianii,  VH,  91,  97,  99, 119 

caryKcauUs,  VII,  97,  99, 117 
canjcefoUce,  TV,  66,  V,  70,  VI,  45,  VII,  IIT 

caryce-fallax,  Vll,  118 
cary<e-globuli,  VTI,  117 
earyce-gummosa,  VII,  118 
caryce-rea,  VII,  118 
caryce-seinen,  VII,  117 
caryce-septa,  VII,  118 
ca.^tanece,  VII,  118 
coccinea,  VH,  119 

coniea,  VII,  118 
eorticalis,  VII,  119 

depressa,  VII,  118 
forcata.  VII,  118 
galUcola,  VI,  30,  33,  VII,  93 
UchtensUinii,  VII,  119 

quereus,  IV,  66,  VI,  30, 41,  43,  68,  VII,  91, 
119,  Vm,  158 

radicicola,  VI,  33,  36,  37,  VH,  93 

rileyi,  IV,  66,  VI,  42,  43,  64,  86,  VII,  91, 
117, 118,  VIII,  158 

gcutifera,  VII,  119 

spinosa,  VII,  118 
vastatrix,  HI,  85,  IV,  55,  V,  57,  VI,  30.  63, 

66,  86,  87,  VII,  91, 117,  VIII,  157 
vitlfolUe,  n,  27,  HI,  84,  IV,  55 

Position  of  the  genus  in  the  system, 
111,96 

Synopsis  of  the  American  species  of, 
VII,  117 

Phylloxera.  American  Oak,  VI,  64,  VII,  99, 118 
European  Oak,  VI,  46,  64 
Grape,  III,  84,  IV,  55,  67,  V,57,  63,  VI, 

41,  90,  VIII,  157,  IX,  43 

Phylloxera,  Mite,  VII,  106 

phylloxerce,  Thripx.,  VI,  .50 

Tyroglyphus,  VI,  52,  53,  81 
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I'hysonota  qninquepnnctata,  II,  59,  Supp.,  53 
imipunetata,  Supp.,  53 

Phytocoris  linearis,  II,  113 
iPhytophaga,  a  divisiou  of  Coleoptera,  V,  11 

Terebrantine  Hyineiiop- 
tera, V,  10 

Phytophagic  varieties  and  species,  1, 15 1,  III,  127 
Pickle  Worm,  n,  7,  64,  67,  70 
picta,  Coccinella,  Y,  101,  Supp.,  52 

Harmonia,  Supp.,  52 
Mamoitra,  H,  112 

inctus,  Cbjtus,  111,  7,  VI,  101 
Pieris,  III,  161 

brassicce,  III,  167 
oleracea,  II,  105 

protndice,  II,  104,  IX,  57 
rapes,  II,  10, 107,  III,  167,  V,  24,  26,  Vn,  5 
vernctlis,  IX,  57 

Pienma  cinerea,  II.  32,  VII,  47 
Pimpla,  1, 178,  HI,  129,  IV,  44 

annuUpes,  IV,  43,  V,  49 
conquisitor,  IV,  43 
indagatrix,  IV,  43 
melanocephala,  HE,  129 

Pine  leaf  Scale,  III,  92,  V,  84,  97 
Confined,  to  Pines  proper,  V,  100 
It8  natural  history,  V,  98 
Natural  enemies,  V,  100 
Remedies,  V,  101 
Two-brooded,  V,  99 

Pine  "Worm,  Le  Conte's,  IX,  32 
_pinifolice,  Aspidiotus,  III,  92 

Mytilaspis,  V,  97 
,pim,  Mtitilaxpis,  V,  98 
Pioneer  Press  and  Tribune,  article  from,  on  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust,  IX,  61 

.Piophila  easei,  II,  10 
Pipiza  radicum,  1, 121,  VI,  52 
Pirene,  1, 176 
pisi,  Bruchiis,  II,  11,  III,  44,  Supp.,  53 
pisorum,  Bruchus,  Supp.,  53,  71 
Pissodes  strobi,  III,  60 

Placid  Soldier-bug,  IX,  17 
Plant-lice,  III,  87,  IV,  35,  VI.  33 

Number  of  annual  broods  of,  II,  19,  VII,  27 
Platte   City  Landmark,   article   from,   ou  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  74 

Platygaster,  II,  103 
platygaster,  Perilampus,  II,  87 
Platypliyllum  concavum,  V,  123,  124,  VI,  167 
Platypsyllus  castorinus,  V,  16 
PlatyptiUa,  Supp.,  84 

zetterstedtii,  Supp.,  84 
Platysamia  cecropia,  TV,  103 

Pleasant  Hill  Revieiv,  article  from  on  Rocky  Moun- 
tain Locust,  VIII,  65 

.Plectrophanes  lapponicus,  IX,  91 
plicata  Chlamys,  VI,  128 
plorabunda,  Ghrysopa,  II,  26,  VI,  51,  VII,  40 
JPlum  Curculio,  I,  50,  II,  6,  48,  IIL  5.  6,  11, 13,  26,  30, 

37,  38,  57,  58,  127,  V,  26,  47, 106, 121,  VI,  9,  VII, 
29,  VIII,  36 

Artificial  Remedies,  I,  60 

Hooten's  Curculio-catcher,  III,  23 
Hull's  Curculio-catcher,  III,  19 
Jarring  by  machinery,  III,  18 

Plum  Curculio — Continued. 

Keeping  it  in  check  by  the  offer  of  premiutiis, 
III,  17 

Natural  Remedies,  I,  56 
Nocturnal  rather  than  diurnal.  III,  14 
Paris  green  as  a  remedy.  III,  18 
Porizon  Curculio  Parasite,  III,  28 
Remedies,  I,  60,  III,  41 

Sigalphus  Curculio  Parasite,  III.  24 
Single-brooded  and  hibernates  as  a  beetle,  HI, 

11 

The  Ransom  Chip-trap  process.  III,  15 
"Ward's  Curculio-catcher,  III,  20 

Plum  Gouger — Its  character,  distribution,  II,  11, 
in,  39 

Habits  and  natural  history.  III,  40 
Its  time  of  appearance.  III,  40 
Often  mistaken  for  the  Plum  Curculio,  III,  40 
Remedies,  IIT,  41 

Plum  Moth,  in,  6,  2.5,  26,  V,  51 
Plum-weevil,  III,  30,  31 

Plume.  Grape-vine,  1, 137,  IV,  129 
Pliisia  brassicce,  11, 110,  111,  Supp.,  77,  78 

7ii,  II,  112,  Supp.,  78 

precationis,  II,  112 
Plutella  cruciferarum,  II,  10,  IV,  30 
Podisiis,  Supp.,  58 

placidus,  IX,  17 
Poeciloptera  eornpta,  1, 152 

pruinosa,  V,  122 
Poisonous   qualities  of  Colorado    Potato-beetle, 
Vm,  10 

polistiformis,  ̂ geria,  1, 127 
Polistes  ruMginosus,  V,  54 
Pollen  carried  in  thunder-showers,  V,  86 

Pollyxerus  cagurus,  VII,  106 
Poison,  W.  D.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX, 

74 

Polygramma,  VII,  18 
IMineata,  VII,  16 

Polymorphism,  VI,  43 
polyphemiis,  Attncus,  III,  170,  IV,  13,  74,  85, 110, 121, 

12.5, 138 

Telea,  IV.  125 
Polyphemus  Moth,  II,  19,  VII,  27 

Issuing  of,  from  cocoon  IV,  127 

Polyphemus  Silkworm,  IV,  125 
Food-plants,  IV,  126 

Larval  changes,  IV,  I'lG 
Natural  enemies,  IV,  126 
Natural  history,  IV,  125 
Parasites,  IV,  129 
Value  of  silk,  IV,  129 

Polysphincta  bicarinata.  III,  71 
pometaria,  Anisopteryx,  II,  97,  VI,  29,  VII,  80,  83,  86, 
vm,  13,  Supp.,  56 

pomicorticis,  Mytilaspis,  V,  73,  95,  Supp.,  85 
pomifoliella,  Bueculatrir,  IV,  49,  51 
pomivorella,  Micropteryx,  III,  7 
pomonella,  Oarpocapsa,  I,  62,  108,  II,  10,  III,  6, 101, 

IV,  27 

Trypeta,  1, 108,  in,  6,  91 
pomorum,  Anthonomus,  III,  11 

Mytilaspis,  V,  93,  94 

Poplar  Dagger,  n,  119 
Spinner,  II,  19,  VII,  27 
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Popular  names,  coufusiou  from  improper  use  of, 
VII,  187 

populi,  Acroni/cta,  II,  119, 120,  Siipp.,  72,  74 
populnea,  Saperda,  IV,  22 
Porizon  conotracheli,  III,  28,  Supp.,  64 
Porizon  Curculio  Parasite,  111,28 

Potash,  Bichromate  of,  for  Potato-bugs,  IV,  14 
Potato-beetle  (see  Ci>lora'!o  Potato-beetle). 
Potato  Bug  (see  Colorado  Potato-beetle). 

Pest  poison,  VIII,  7,  IX,  4') 
Stalk-borer,  I,  92 
Stalk-weevil,  I,  93,  III,  60 
-worm,  I,  95,  V,  125 

Potherb  Butterfly,  II,  105 
Potts,  K.  B.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  92 

Powers,  Eev.  Grant,  on  Xorthern  Army-worm,  II, 
42 

Povieshiek,  Oarisma,  VIII,  178 

Practical  Entomologiist,  article  from,  on  Climbing 
Cut-woiTus,  I,  71 

article  from,  on  Harlequin 
Cabbage  Bug,  IV,  36 

Prairie  Farmer,  article  from,  on  Ailanthi-culture, 
IV,  114 

article  from,  on     Canker    "Worm 
trap,  VI,  25 

articles  from,  on  Chinch  Bug,  II, 
23,30 

article  from,   on   Climbing   Cut- 
worms, I,  69 

article  from,  on  Colorado  Potato- 
beetle,  1, 110 

article  from,  on  Dark-sided  Cut- 
worm, I,  75 

article  from,  on  Food  of  Periodi- 
cal Cicada,  I,  29 

article  from,  on   Hickory  Bark- 
borer,  V,  105 

article  from,  on  Katydids,  VI,  154 

article    from,    on     Lesser    Leaf- 
folder,  IV,  48 

article  from,  on  Locust  Mite,  VII, 

177 
article  from,  on  Remedy  for  Po- 

tato-beetle, IV,  15,  VIII,  3 
article  from,  on  Rocky  Mountain 

Locust,    VII,  13.5,1.38 
Prairie  Warbler  destroying  Canker  Worm.  VI.  27 
Pratt,  S.  M.,    on  enemies  of    Rocky    Mountain 

Locust,  IX,  93 

Prayers  to  avert  insect  injuiy,  VIII,  96 
precationis,  Plusia,  II,  112 
Predictions  verified,  VII,  3,  VIII,  58. 163,  184,  IX, 

57 

Preying  Mantis,  IX,  98 
Prionus  itnhricornis,  II,  89,  III,  6,  75 

laticollis,  II,  87,  III,  6,  75,  V,  56 
bbscurus,  1, 127 

Priority,  law  of,  IV,  55,  VII,  143,  VIII,  179,  IX,  7 
Pristiphora,  II,  8 

grossularice,  IX,  23,  26 
Pritchett,  H.  Carr,  on  Rocky  Mountain   Locust, 

rx,  75 
Processionary  caterpillar,  V,  126 
Proclamation   of    Goveiuor    Hardin    relating   to 

Locusts,  Vm,  95 

Procris  araericann,  II,  85 
f  if  is,  11,  86 

Procris.  the  Grapevine,  V,  134 
Proctacanfhus  uiilbertii,  Supp.,  88 
Proctotriipida;,  V,  118 

Prodenia  autumnalis.  III,  109,  116,  151,  IV,  129, 
VIII,  48 

v?a-.fidvom,  VIII,  49 
obscura,  VIII,  49 

commdinoe,  I,  88,  III,  13,  Supp.,  56 

fiarimedia,  Supp.,  .56 
lineatella,  Supp.,  56 

Progress  of  Economic  Entomology,  V,  19 
Promachus,  Supp.,  87 

apivora,  IX,  98 
bastardii,  II,  122,  IV,  21,  Supp.,  60 

fitchii,  Supp.,  60 
vertebrata,  II,  123 

promethea,  Attacus,  IV,  74, 110, 121, 138 
Callosamia,  IV,  121,  Supp  ,  55 

Promethea  Silkworm,  IV,  121 

Foodplauts,  IV,  123 
Larval  changes,  IV,  121 
Natural  enemies,  IV,  123 
Value  of  the  cocoon,  IV,  121 

Pronuba,  V,  150 

yuccasella,  V,  151,  160,  VI,  131,  VIII,  171,  Supp. 

58 Chrysalis  of,  VL  131 
Generic  characters  of,  V,  150 
How  the  female  fertilizes  the  plant,  V,  154 
Larva  of,  V,  155 

Range  of,  V,  159 
proserpina,  Apatura,  VI,  145 

Limenitis,  III,  171 

I   Protective  imitation.  III,  142 
\  protodice.  Pier  is,  11,  lOi 
Provancher,  Abb6,  on  par.asite  of  Cabbage  Worm, 

I  IL 110 
I  on  Polyphemus  Silkworm,  IV, 
I  128 

'  pruinosa.  Cicada,  I,  27 
!   Pruner,  III,  6 

primicida,  Anthonoinus,  III,  39,  Supp.,  54 

prunivora.  i9<?»iasi'n,  I,  65,  III,  6,  25 
Pseu'iohazis  eijlanterina,  V,  126 

[  Pseudo-Xeuroptera,  a  division  of  Xeuroptera,  V,  14 
I  Pseudo-Tetramera,  a  section  of  Coleojitera,  V,  10 
!  Pseudo-Trimera,  a  section  of  Coleoptera,  V,  10 

'  Pseiidnpontin, yIll,^'!0 
ps-i,  Acronycta,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73 
Psoci  as  museum  pests,  V,  41 

Psyche,  article  from,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, 
VIII,  109 

Psychomorpha  epimenis,  III,  63,  64,  VI,  87,  88,  90,  95 
Psylla  pyri,  II,  10,  33 
Pterognostic  variation,  IX,  22 
Pterophorus,  II,  86 

cardiii,  Supp.,  83 

carduidactylua,  1, 180,  III,  67 
periscelidactylus,  1, 137,  III,  65,  Supp., 

58 
Ptinidcv,  IV,  53 

pubescens,  Haltica,  T,  101 
pulchellus.  Sphenophoru-s,  III,  60 
pulicaria,  Coriinelcena,  II,  33,  VII,  48 
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Fulicidce,  V,  15 
puUatus,  Ichneumon,  III,  69 

Pullen,  B.,  on  Flea-like  Xegro-bug,  II,  34 
on  remedy  for  Peach  Borer,  I,  ̂,  34 

punctata,  Hyphantria,  Supp.,  55 
Pelidnota,  III,  77,  78 

punctella,  ritatcena,  Supp.,  58 
punctipes,  Huschigtus,  1, 113,  IV,  19,  20,i5upp.,  58 

Pupation  of  Butterflies,  III,  146,  I'vjf  55,  VI,  138, 
Vin,  179,  Supp.,  55 

purgatits.  Ophion,  II,  53,  VIII,  51 
Purged  Ophion,  n,  53,  VIII,  .34 
Parlnton,  .J.  A.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  75 
Purple  Emperor  Butterfly,  VI,  136 

Purple-finch  unjustly  accused  of  doing  injure?,  1, 72 
destroying  Canker  TVorms,  VI,  27 

Purple  Grakle  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  28 
purpureus,  Carpodacus,  VI,  27 
pvsilla,  Rhizopertha,  II,  14 
pustulella.  Tinea,  Supp.,  58 
pnstitlo.9i(s,  Sphenopharus.  Supp.,  54 
Putnam,  J.  D.,on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII, 

141 

Pyrameis  atalanta.  III,  167 

Pyramidal  Grape-vine  Woito,  III,  72 
pyrarnidea,  Amphipyra,  III,  73,  74 
pyramidoides,  Amphipyra,  III,  72,  74,  Supp.,  75 
Pyranga  rubra,  VI,  27 
pyri,  Anthonomus,  III,  11 

Eriosoma,  1, 118,  III,  .5,  95,  96,  VI,  37,  Supp.,  59, 
87 

Psylla,  II,  10,  33 
Fyrrharctia,  Supp.,  55 

Q. 

quadrigihhiis.  Anthonomus,  III,  29,  35 
quadri-impjressa,  Chrysohothris,  VII,  71 
quadrispinosus,  Scolytug,  V,  105, 107,  Supp.,  54 
Qaail  destroying  Chinch  Bugs,  VII,  41 

Locust  eggs,  IX,  91 
unjustly  accused  of  being  injurious,  I,  72 

Quedius  molochinus,  IV,  21 
quercina,  Lachnosterna,  I,  67,  157,  II,  19,  VI,  123, 

VII,  27,  Supp.,  53 
quercusaciculata,  Cynips,  Supp.,  59 

■frondosa  (Gall),  111,25 
■inanis,  Cynips,  I,  14 
■spongifica,  Cynips,  1, 14 

quercus,  Phylloxera,  IV.  66,  VI,  30,  41,  43,  68,  VII,  91, 
119,  Vni,158 

Quick,  T.  J.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  71 
Quince  Curculio,  III,  35 

How  it  ditfers  from  the  others.  III,  35 
Its  transformations  and  habits.  III,  37 
Remedies,  III,  38 

quindecim-punctfita,  Mysia,  IV,  18,  Supp.,  53 
quinqne-maculata.  Sphinx,  I,  95 
quinqnepunctata,  Physonota,  11,  59,  Supp.,  53 
Qidtcalus  versicolor,  VII  [,  124 

R. 

Radiata,  a  brautu  of  the  animal  kingdom,  V,  6 

Radicicola  or  Root-inhabiting  type  of  Phylloxera, 
VL36,  37,  38,  66,  VIL93 

radicum,  Anthomyia,  IX.  92 

Pipiza,  1, 121,  VI,  .52 
Bhoditea,  I,  13 

rajlesice,  Euschemon,  VIII,  170 
Ragan,  Z.  P.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Vlllr 

70, 105 
Ralls,  Wm.  C,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  117 

Randolph,  T.  C,  on  Clover-hay  Worm,  VI,  103      . 
Ransom's  Chip-trap  for  Curculio,  III,  15 
rapce,  Pieris,  II,  10, 107,  III,  167,  VII,  5 

Rapacious  Soldier-bug,  1, 114 
Rape  Butterfly,  II,  10, 107,  V,  24,  VII,  5 
Raphigaster,  IV,  20 
Raptatoria,  a  section  of  Orthoptera,  V,  14 
raptatorius,  Reduvius,  1, 114,  Supp.,  58 
Rascal  Leaf-crumpler,  IV,  38, 42,  44,  VII,  81 

Natural  enemies  of,  IV,  40 
Remedies  for,  IV,  40 

Raspberry  Geometer,  1, 139 
Root-borer,  VI,  111 

Rathvon,  S.  S.,  on  American  Bean-weevil,  III,  53 
on  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  IX,  35 
on  Periodical  Cicada,  I,  20,  22,  IV,  31 

Ravenel,  H.  W.,  on  Grape  Phylloxera,  VI,  83,  Vn, 
102,  VIU,  164, 165 

Raymond,  H,  C,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX, 
138 

Read,  M.  C,  on  Grape-vine  Plume,  III,  67 
Rearhorse,  1, 169 
Reason  vs.  instinct,  V,  83,  15. 

Reavis,  D.  B.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  73 
rectus,  Balaninus,  IV,  144 
Red  Cunant  Borer,  II,  10 

Red-eyed  Vireo  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 
Locusts,  Vrn,  124 

Woodpecker  destroying  Locusts,  VIU, 124 

•legged  Ham-beetle,  VI,  96 
Locust,  VII,  125,  188,  VIH,  150 

-shouldered  Sinoxylon,  II,  53,  V,  54 
-tailed  Tachina-fly,  II,  50,  III,  129,  VI,  96,  Vn, 

179,  VIII,  53 
-start  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 

Reduvius,  II,  32 
raptatorius.  1, 114,  Supp.,  58 

Red  Weevil,  II,  16,  IX,  17 

Red- winged  Blackbird  destroying  Canker  Worm, VI,  27 
Chinch      Bug, 

VII,  41 

Reed,  E.  B.,  experiments  with  various  substances 
for  Potato-bugs,  IV,  14 

regalis,  Citheronia,  III,  151,  IV,  129,  V,  141 
Relation  of  Insects  to  Agriculture,  V,  5, 18 
Relaxing  Insects,  V,  41 
Remedies,  V,  25 

for  Abbot's  White  Pine  Worm,  IX,  32 
Ailanthus  Worm,  1, 152 
American  Meromyza,  1, 161 

Apple  Curculio,  III,  34 
-leaf  Bncculatrix,  IV,  50 

Skeletonizer,  IV,  45 
-root  Plant-louse,  1, 123 

-tree  Tent-caterpillar,  III,  120 
-twig  Borer,  IV,  53 

Army  Worm,  II,  53,  VIII,  54 
Bag-worm,  1, 151 
Bee-killer,  J,  108 

Moth,  1, 107 
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Remedies  for  Blister-beetles,  T,  99 

Blue  Caterpillai-3  of  the  Vine,  IT,  84 
Boll  Worm,  III,  108 

Cabbage  Plusia,  II.  Ill 
Worms,  II,  109 

Canter  Worms,  II,  98,  VI,  24,  VII,  85, 
VIII,  19 

Chinch  Bug,  II,  28,  VII,  U 
Clover-Iiay  Worm,  VI,  105 

Codling  Moth,  I,  0.5,  IV,  23,  V,  40,  VI,9 
Colorado  Potato-beetle,  1, 116,  III.  99, 
IV,  11,  V,  53,  VI,  13,  VII,  8,  VIII,  3, 
IX,  45 

Corn  Worm,  III,  108 
€otton  Worm,  II,  41,  VI,  17 
■Cut- worms,  I,  90 
Fall  Army  Worm,  III,  114 

Web- worm.  III,  132 

Flat-headed  Borer,  I,  47,  VII,  76 
Flea-like  Negro-bug,  II,  35 
■Gooseberry  Fruit-worm,  I,  141 

Span-worm,  IX,  6 
-Grain  Bruchus,  III,  51 
•Grape-oane  Gall-curculio,  I,  132 

-leaf  Folder,  III,  62 
Phylloxera,  III,  89,  IV,  68,  V 
71,  VI,  55,  VII,  105 

-root  Borer,  III,  77 
-vine  Colaspi.s,  III,  84 

Fidia,  I,  133 

Flea-beetle,  III,  80 
Fruit-worm,  1, 135 
Plume,  I,  138,  III,  68 

■Green-striped  Maple  Worm,  V,  141 
Harlequin  Cabbage-bug,  IV,  38 
Hickory  Bark  borer,  V,  107 

Imported  Currant  Worm,  IX,  13 
Jumping  Sumach  Beetle,  VI,  121 
Pegged  Maple  Borer,  VI,  109 
Lesser  Apple  Leaf-folder,  IV,  49 
Native  Currant  Worm,  IX,  26 

New  Grape-root  Borer,  I,  128,  II,  88 
■Oyster-shell  Bark-louse,  I,  16,  V,  90 
Peacli  Borer,  I,  48 

Tea-weevil,  III,  48 
Periodical  Cicada,  I,  30 
Pickle  Worm,  II,  70 

Pine-leaf  Scale-insect,  V,  101 
Plum  Curculio,  I,  60,  III,  15,  V,  25 

,        Plum  Gouger,  III,  41 
Potato  Stalk-borer,  I,  92 

-weevil,  I,  95 
Worm,  I,  96 

Pyramidal  Grape-vine  Worm,  III,  73 
Quince  Curculio,  III,  38 
Rascal  Leaf crumpler,  IV,  40 

Ked-legged  Ham-beetle,  VI,  100 
-shouldered  Siuoxylon,  IV,  54 

Rocky  Mountain  Locust,    VII,    181, 
VIIL  125,  IX,  99,  108 

Hose  Chafer,  V,  110 

Round-headed  Apple-tree  Bon^r,  I,  43 
Seed-coi-n  Maggot,  I,  155 
Sheep  Bot-fly,  I,  165 
Smeared  Dagger.  Ill,  70 

Strawberry  Crown-borer,  III,  43 

Remedies  for  Strawbeny  Leaf  roller,  T,  143 
Worm,  IX,  28 

Striped  Cucumber-beetle,  II,  66 
Taruished  Plant-bug,  II,  115 

Tent-caterpillar  of  the  Forest,  III 128 

Tile-horned  Prionus,  II,  90 
Tobacco  Worm,  V,  56 

Tortoise-beetles,  II,  60 
Tree-cricket,  1, 139 

Wheat-head  Army  Worm,  IX,  54   ' 
White  Grub,  I,  157 

White-marked  Tussock  Moth,  I,  147 
Zebra  Caterpillar,  II,  113 

Remington,  M.  C,  on  Clover  Hay  Worm,  VI,  104 
renigera,  Geloena,  I,  86,  Supp.,  56 

re'panda,  Oicindela,  VIII,  52 
repentis,  Agrotis,  Supp.,  77 

Report  of  Committee  on  Entomology,  read  before 
the  Mo.  State  Horticultural  Society,  II,  5 

Retarded  development,  V,  130, 132 
retinervis,  Microcentmg,  VI,  155 
Rhipheus,  VIII,  170 

Bhipiphonts  2)a,radoxus,  VI,  125 
pectinatus  var.  venlralis,  VI,  125 

Rhizaphis  vnstatrix,  VI,  31 
Bhizopettha  pusilla,  II,  14 
Rhoditcs  ignota,  I,  13 

radicicm,  I,  13 

Bhodohceniis,  Supp.,  54 

rhois,  Blcpharida,  I,  100,  II,  58,  VI,  118 
Rhopalocera  a  section  of  Lepidoptera,  V,  12 
Rhynchites  baechus,  III,  11 

hetuleti,  III,  11 
conicus,  III,  11 

Rhyparoehromus  devastator,  VII,  22 
Rhyssa,  VIII,  38 
rihegii.  Aphis,  VI,  46 
ribis,  Aphis,  II,  10 

Rice  Bunting  destroying  Army  Worm,  VIII,  52 
Richmond    Conservator,   aiticle  from,    on    Rocky 
Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  75 

Richmond  Whig,  article  from,  on  Apple  grape-vine 

gall,  V,  115 
rieini,  Samia,  IV,  112 

Riehl,  Wm.,  on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  39 
rileyana,  Tortrix,  I,  153,  Supp.,  81 

■rileyi,  Aleiodes,  III,  71 
Erinsoma,  Supp.,  87 

Phylloxera,  IV,  66,  VI,  42,  43,  64,  86,  VII, 
91,  117,  118,  VIIL  1.58 

Ring-banded  Soldier-bug,  IV,  18 
Ring-legged  Pimpla,  V,  49 
Roberts,  A.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  117 
Robin  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 
robinice,  Spcrmo2}hagus,  III,  45 
roborana,  Spilonuta,  Supp.,  57 

Robords,  Chas.  J.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, 
IX,  69 

Robson,  J.W.,  on  birds  destroying  Canker  Worms, VI.  27 

on    Rocky   Mountain  Locust,   IX, 
66,  91 

on  Wheat-head  Army  Worm,  IX,  51 
Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII,  121,  VIII,  22,  57  IX 
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Kocky  Moimtain  Locust— Continued- 
Account  of  Damaj;e  done  in  Missouri,  VIII,  89 
Additional  Natural  Enemies,  IX,  91 
Animals  whicli  destroy  the  Eggs.  IX.  91 
Area  in  ̂ hicb  Eggs  were  laid  in  187C,  IX,  116 
Artificial  Means  of  Destroying  the  Eggs,  VIII, 

125 
Bill  to  provide  for  investigation  of,  VIU,  133 
Bounties  for  catching  and  destroying  Locusts, 
Vin.  138 

Changes  that  followed  the  Locusts,  VIII,  121 
Chronological  history,  VII.  132 
Conditions  of  Migration,  VII,  112 

wliich  prevent  the  permanent  Set- 
tlement of  the  Species  in  Mis- 

souri, VIII,  lis 
Contrast  between  Spring   and    Fall,   during 

locust  injury,  VIII,  119 
Definition  of  the  Species,  VIII,  114 

Departing  swarms  do  not  return,  VIII,  124 
Descriptive,  VII,  126 
Destination  of  departing  Swarms,  VIII,  106, 

IX,  77 
Destitution  in  Missouri  in  1875,  VIII,  91 

Destruction  of   the  unfiedged  young,  Villi 
126,  IX,  108 

Does  the  Female  lay  more  than  one  egg-mass? 
IX,  85 

Direction  of  flight,  IX,  81 
Direction  in  which  young  Locusts  travel,  VIII, 

101 

taken  by  winged  Locusts,  VIII,  105, 
IX,  81 

Easily  confounded  with  the  Eed-Legged  Lo- 
cust, VII,  125 

Eastern  line  reached  in  1876,  IX,  80 

Egg-mass,  philosophy  of,  IX,  87 
Eggs,  condition  of,  in  winter,  IX,  116 

description  of,  IX,  87 
how  laid,  IX,  86 
where  laid  by  preference,  VII,  123 
experiments  with,  IX,  99 

Enemies  and  parasites,  VII,  174,  Vni,  124, 
IX,  91 

Exodus  of  the  swarms  in  1875,  VIII,  104 

Experience  in  the  Spring  of  1875,  VIII,  118 
Experiments  with  the  Eggs,  and  conclusions 

drawn  therefrom,  IX,  99,  106 

Food-pl.ints,  VII,  158,  VIII,  121 
General  outlook  in  the  Spring  of  1875,  VIII,  60 
Governors  Proclamation,  VIII,  95 
Green  variety  of,  VIII,  117. 
Habits  of  the  unfledged  Locusts,  VIII,  100 
Hatching  of  Locusts,  IX,  89 
How  the  young  Locust  escapes  from  the  Egg, 

IX,  88 
How  to  avert  Locust  Injuries,  Vin,  131 
Influence  of  burying  the  eggs  at    dilferent 

depths,  IX,  104 
exposure  to  air  on  the  eggs,  IX, 

104 

freezing    and  thawing    on    the 

eggs.  IX,  99 
moisture  on  the  eggs,  IX,  101 
wind  in  determining  the  course 

of  Locust  swarms,  IX,  81 

Rocky  Mountain  Locust — Continued. 

Injury  from  other,  non-migrator  j' Locusts,  VII^ 
171 

to  frait  and  fruit  trees,  Vin,  121 
Invasion  of  1873.  Vll,  141 

1874.  VII,  143 
1870,  IX,  59 

Legislation,  both  national  and  local,  VIII,  132 
Lessons  of  the  year  1875,  VIII,  142 
Locusts  as  food  for  Man,  VIII,  143 
Measurements  of  Caloptenus  spretus,  VII,  130 

Migratory   instinct    and    great    destructive 
Power  belong  to  but  one  species  west  of  the 
Missis-sippi,  VII,  124 

Native  home,  VII,  161,  VIII,  109 
Natural  enemies,  VI I,  174,  VIII,  124,  IX,  91 
Natural  hi.story,  VII,  121,  VIII,  97 
Not  a  divine  Visitation,  VIII,  97 

Not  led  by  "Kings'"  and  "Queens,"  VIII,  103 
Omaha  Conference,  IX,  106 
Outlook  in  Missouri  in  1875,  VIII,  61 
Predictions  for  1875,  VII,  166 

Previous  experience  in  the  Spring  of   1867, 
VIII,  57 

Prospects  in  1877,  IX,  121 
Rate  at  which  the  young  travel,  VIII,  102 
Rate  at  which  the  insects  spread,  IX,  80 

Ravages,  VII,  156 
of  migratory  Locusts  in  the  Atlantic 

States,  vil,  167 
Reports  of  Correspondents,  IX,  69,  117 
Source  of  Locust  swarms  of  1876,  IX,  79 

Suggestions,  VIII,  140 
Time  of  appearance,  VII,  160 
Time  of  leaving  of  the  winged  insects,  VIU, 

104,  125 
Fnnecessary  alarm  caused  by  native  Locusts, 

VIII,  148 

"Wind,  influence  of,  on  flight,  IX,  87 
Roe,  J.  E..  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  119 
Rogers,  Dan  F.,  on  Chinch  Bug,  II,  23 

Rogers,  J.  R. ,  on  Apple-tree  Bark-louse,  V,  78 
Root-borer  of  the  Grape-vine,  I,  124,  II,  87,  III, 

75 Raspberry,  VI,  111 

Squash,  II,  64 
Root-borers,  III,  6 

Root-louse  of  the  Grape-vine.     {See  Grape  Phyl- 
loxera. ) 

Root  Plant-louse  of  the  apple  tree,  I,  118,  III,  5, 

IV,  68.  69 
Syrphus  fly,  1, 121 

Rope  and  tin  band  for  Canker  "Worm,  VI,  26,  27 
rosaceana,  Loxotcenia.  Ill,  6 
rosce,  Selandria.  II,  19,  VII,  27 
rosea,  JJroplata.  111,6 
Rose-breasted  Grosbeck  destroying  Potato-beetle, 

V,  54 
Rose-bug,  III,  6 
Rose-bu.sh  Saw-fly,  IX,  19 
Rose  Chafer,  V,  108 

Hispa,  III,  6 
Rose  Leaf-roller,  III,  C 

Rosy  Dryocampa,  V,  139 
Round-headed  Apple-tree  Borer,  I,  45,  II,  19,  IV, 

124,  VII,  27 
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Round-beaded  Apple-tree  Borer — Continued. 
Food  plants,  I,  43 
Natural  history,  I,  43 
Remedies,  I,  45 

Rove-beetle,  larva  of,  IV,  21 
Rove-beetles,  habits  of  some,  VI,  102 

Royall's  Paris  Green  mixture,  VI,  21 
rubi,  ̂ geria,  VI,  113,  Supp.,  72 

Sclandriu,  1,52 
ruhicimda,  Anisota,  V,  140 

Dryocaiiipa,  III,  123 
rubivora,  Aplodes,  1, 139,  Supp.,  79 
rubivoraria,  Synchlora,  Supp.,  79 
rubra.  Fyranga,  VI,  27 
ruficapilla,  Hehiunthophaga,  VI,  27 
ruficolUs,  Kecrobia,  VI,  101 
rufiinaniis,  Bruchus,  III,  56,  Supp.,  70 
rujipedls,  Microptis,  VII,  22 
rufipes,  Corytietes,  VI,  101 

Pentatoma,  IV,  20 

rufug,  Sigalphus,  III,  27,  Supp.,  68 

Rummaging  Ground-beetle,  II,  103,  III,  129 
Suptor  ovl,  structure  in  many  insect  embryos,  for 

bursting  the  egg-shell,  IX,  127 
Rural  Carolinian,  article  from,  on  Locusts,  VII, 

173 

Rural  New  Yorker,  article  from,  on  Apple-leaf  Buc- 
culatrix,  IV,  50 

article  from,  on  trapping  Cur- 
culio.III,  16 

Rural  World,  Colman's,  article  from,  on  Apple-tree 
Bark-louse,  V,  77 

Rural  World,  article  from,  on  Fall  Army  "Worm, 
m,  109 

article  from,  on  Grape  Phylloxera, 
IV,  55,  YI,  84 

ruscarius,  Elaphrus,  VIII,  52 
Rust-red  Social  Wasp,  V,  54 
Rutbottom,  W.  F.,   on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, 

IX,  117 

ruticilla,  ̂ etiiphaga,  VI,  27 

Sacramento  Union,  article  from,  on  Silk  Industry, 
IV,  80 

salicis-strobiloides,  Gall,  VI,  155 
saligneana,  Euryptychia,  II,  134,  Supp.,  57 
saltator,  Orocharis,  1, 138,  V,  119,  Supp.,  60,  62 
Saltatoria,  a  section  of  Orthoptera,  V,  14 
Samia  cecropia,  IV,  103,  Supp.,  55 

Columbia,  IV,  107,  111,  128,  Supp.,  55 
Cynthia,  IV,  112 
guerinii,  IV,  112 
ricini.  IV,  112 

samife,  Cryptus,  IV,  110,  111.  Supp.,  -^2 
Sanborn,  F.  G.,  on  frame  for  insect  net,  V.  31 
sanguinea,  Cycloneda,  Supp.,  52 
Saperda  bivittata,  1, 42,  II,  19,  III,  6,  VII,  27,  Supp., 

53 

Candida,  Supp.,  53 
discoidea,  V,  106 

popidnea,  IV,  22 
Sarcophaga,  II,  110 

cwnaria,  VII,  180,  IX,  95,  Supp.,  60 
var.  mantivora.  VII,  180 

8arracenice,VII,  180, 181, IX,  95, Supp., 
60 

Sarracenia  Flesh-fly,  VII,  181 
sarraccnice,  Sarcophaga,YlI,  180, 181,  IX.  95,  Supp., 

60 

Satellite  Sphinx,  II,  76 
satellitia,  Philanipelus,  II,  76 
Saturnia  maia,  IV,  41,  V,  127 

io,  V,  133 
saucia,  Agrotis,  I,  74,  Supp.,  55 

Saunders,  Wm.,  Experiments  with  poisons  for  Po- 
tato-beetle, IV,  14 

on  Grape-seed  Maggot,  II,  93 
on  Imported  Currant  worm,  IX, 

12,14 
on  Pea-weevil,  III,  49 

Saunders,  "W.,  on  Oidium  Tuckeri  in  America,  V^ 
69,70 

Saw-flies,  n,  8,  V,  9, 10,  VHI,  38 

Sawyer's  Canker  Worm  trap,  VI,  26 
scabiei,  Acarus,  VI.  61 
seabroselhis,  Nernotois,  V,  160 
scabruin..  Trotnbidium,  VII,  175 
Scale  of  Bark-louse,  True  Nature  of,  V,  80 
scandens,  Agrotis,  I,  76,  78,  III,  6,  Supp.,  55 
Scarlet  Mite,  VII,  175 

Tanager  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 
Scenopinus,  V,  8 
Hchizoneura,  Supp.,  87 

lanigera,  Supp.,  59 
Schoenherri,  Pachyrhynchus,  III,  57 
Sciara,  VUI,  23,  24,  Supp.,  59 

/SVien^i/c  A?/ieric«w,  article  from,  on  Colorado  Po- 
tato-beetle, IX,  35 

Seolia,  VH,  174 
bicinta,  VI,  124 

Jlavifrons,  VI,  124 
Scolytidm,  III,  6 
scolytivorui,  Bracon,  V,  106,  Supp.,  67 
Scolytus,  in,  6,  V,  lu6 

caryce,  V,  103,  Supp.,  54 
destructor,  V,  104 
muticus,  V,  105, 107 

4-spinosus,  V,  105, 107,  Supp.,  54 
scribonia,  Ecpantheria,  IV,  141, 143 
scrutator,  Calosoma,  U,  103,  in,  129,  Vlll,  52 
scudderiana,Hedya,  Supp.,  57 

Scudder,  S.  H.,  on  Protective  resemblance  in  But- 
terflies, III,  166 

on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Vm, 
i09 

on  Soirthem  Cabbage  Butterfly,  n, 104 

sculptilis  Sphenophorus,  Supp.,  54 
scutellarig,  Anthonom.us,  Supp.,  54 
Scutellera,  a  iamily  of  Heteroptera,  II,  32,  33,  IV, 

19,  Vn,  48 

Scymnus,  U,  25,  27,  VI,  51,  VII,  .39 
cerviealis,  1, 122,  V,  100 
consobrinus,  V,  100 
terminatus,  V,  100 

Seabrook,  W.  B.,  on  Cotton  Moth,  II,  40 
Sedalia  Press,  article  from,  on  White  Grub,  1, 158 

Seed  corn  maggot,  1, 154 
Curculio  of  the  Grape,  1, 129 

Seiurus  aurocapillus,  VI,  27 
Selandria,  V,  26 

cerasi,  II,  18,  VII,  27 
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■Selandria  rosce,  IT,  19,  VII,  27,  IX,  19 
rubi,  I,  52 

selene,  Attacus,  IV,  125 
Semasia  prunivora,  I,  6o,  III,  6,  25,  Y,  51 
Semiotelhis  clisiocampce.  III,  120 
semiscidpta,  Glinjsobothrig,  VII,  71 
senatoria,  Dryncanipa,  III,  123,  IV,  41 
Senometopia  bicincta,  V,  140 

miUtarig,  II,  50 

septemclecim,  Cicada,  1, 18, 19,  20,  II,  19,  III,  6,  VII 

27,  Supp.,  58,  59  • 
eeptentrionis,  Brenthus,  VI,  116, 117 
Sericaria  mori,  IV,  75 

sericeum,  Trombidium,  VII,  175,  Supp.,  63 
sericeus.  Agilus,  II,  123 

Spermophagus  robinice,  III,  45 
serratus,  Bruchiis,  HI,  56,  Supp.,  70 
sesostris,  Ampeloglypter,  Supp.,  71 

Baridius,  III,  60,  Supp.,  71 
Setophaga  ruticilla,  VI,  27 

Seventeen-year  Locust,  II,  19,  III,  6,  VII,  27 
Seventeen  and  thirteen  year  brood.s  of  the  Period- 

ical Cicada,  1, 18 
Sex,  law  of,  V,  85 
Sex  not  affected  by  food,  VIII,  19 
Sexed  Phylloxera,  VIH,  158 

Shad-fly,  V,  143 
Shane,  J.  B.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  118 
Shattuok,  J.  C.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII, 

178 

Shaw,  G.  W.,  on  Soldier  Bugs,  V,  51 

Sheep  Bot-fly,  1, 161 
-ticks,  V,  13 

Shepherd,  S.,  on  Hickory  Bark-borer,  V,  105 
Shinier,  Dr.  H.,  on  Chinch  Bug,  II,  20,  24,  26,  30, 
VIL39,40 

Short- winged  Ichnenmon,  IX,  55 
Shulz,  G.  E.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locu.st,  IX,  70 
■Sibylla,  Limenitis,  III,  171 

Sigalphus  Curculio  Parasite,  III,  25 
Sigalphus  curcuUonis,  III,  25,  27,  Supp.,  67 

var.  ri(ifus,lll,  27,  Supp.,  68 

signatipes.  Ichneumon,  III,  69 
signifer,  Oassida,  II,  63 

Silk-growing  in  California,  IV,  73 
Kansas,  IV,  82 
Missouri,  IV,  83 

Silkworm,  The  Ailanthus,  IV,  112 
American,  IV,  104 

Cecropia,  IV,  103 
Luna,  IV,  123 
Mulberry,  IV,  75 

Pemy,  IV,  137 
Polyphemus,  IV,  125 
Promethea,  IV,  121 
Tusseh,  IV,  138 

Yama-mai,  IV,  130 

.-Silkworms,  IV,  72 
Silky  Asilus,  H,  123 
Silky  Mite,  VII,  175,  IX,  91 
Bilpha  americana,  VI,  100 
Simmons  &  Tillson,  on  Grape  root  Borer,  1, 125 

Simpson,  T.  "W.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  75 
Sinea  diadema,  Supp.,  58 
Sinoxtjlon  basillare,  IV,  53,  54,  V,  54 

-Sinoxylon,  the  Red-shouldered,  IV,  52,  53,  54,  V,  54 

siro,  Tyroglyjihus,  VI,  52 
Sitnphilus  graiiaritt'i,  II,  10,  III,  60 

Skimmed  Milk  as  remedy  for  Gooseberry  Span- 
worm,  IX,  6 

Skunk  destroying  Locust  eggs,  IX,  91 
Slug  Worm  of  the  Pear,  II,  19 

Rose,  n,  19,  VII,  27 
Slug-worms,  V,  26 
Small  White  Bristly  Cut-worm,  I,  86 
Smeared  Dagger,  III,  70 

Smiley,  W.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  70 
Smith,  H.  J.,  on  Green-striped  Maple- worm,  V,  137 
Smith,  .Jos.,  on  Snake  Worm,  VIII,  24 
Smith,  J.  r.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  68 
Smith,  J.  H..  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  62 
Smith,  S.  I.,  on  oviposition  of  Gonoeephalus,  VI, 
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Smith,  S.  S.,  on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  39 
Smith,  T.,  on  seeding  of  Yuccas,  V,  159 
Smith,  W.  A.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  70 
Smith,  W.  R.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  85 
smithli,  Cryptus,  IV,  111 
Snake-worms,  VIII,  23,  24 

Suapping-beetles,  III,  6 
Snidow,  W.  L.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  71 
Snout-beetle,  IL  92,  III,  5,  10,  37,  VL  116 

The  Imbricated,  III,  57 

Snow,  F.  H.,  on  False  Chinch  Bug,  V,  111 
on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VIH,  77, 

114,  IX,  93 

Snowy  Tree-cricket,  V,  120 
Snyder,  C.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII,  194J 
socialis,  Spizella,  VI,  27 

Soda  as  remedy  for  Apple-tree  Bark-lice,  1, 17 
Soldier-bug,  The  Glassy-winged,  III,  137 

The  Spined,  1,  77,  89, 113,  II,  32,  34,  IV, 
19,  V,  51,  133,  IX,  17 

Soldier-bugs  as  enemies  of  Cicada,  I,  26 
Codling  Moth,  V,  51 

■solidfigim.^,  Trypeta.  I,  13, 173 

Solidago  Gall-maker,  II,  134 
Gall-moth,  1, 173,  II,  20, 132 

!  Song-sparrow  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 
soror,  Chrysobothris,  VII,  71 

Sorsby,  B.  A.,  on  attracting  Boll-worm  Moth  by 
sweets.  III,  108 

Soiuids  from  insects  sometimes  inaudible,  VI,  152 
Southern  Cabbage  Butterfly,  II,  104 

Cotton  Army-worm,  II,  49,  VIII,  34 
Grass-worm,  II,  41 

Southern  Fanner,  article  from,  on  Paris  Green  for 
Cotton  Worm,  VI,  19 

Span-worms,  II,  110 
Spani-sh  blister-beetle,  V,  18 
fijiathius  trifasciatus,  V,  106,  Supp.,  67 
Species,  definition  of,  VI,  143,  VII,  115,  179 

geographical  range  of,  IX,  82 
speciosus,  Stizus,  I,  27,  Supp.,  52 

Speckled  cut-worm,  I,  84 
Spectrum  femoratum,  VI,  1.56,  VII,  181 
Spennophagus  robinice.  III,  45 
Sphecius,  Supp.,  52 

Sphcnophorus  pulchelliis,  HI,  60 
pugtulosiis,  Supp.,  54 
sciUjMlix,  Supp.,  54 
13-punctatits,  HI,  60,  Supp.,  54 
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Sphenophorus  truneaius,  Til,  59 

zece,  m,  59,  Supp.,  54 
Sphinges,  V,  12 
i^pkingidce,  III,  123,  IV,  86 
Sphinx,  11,71,74,76 

Carolina,  I,  96,  IT,  129 
crant(yr,  II,  74 

lycaon,  II,  76 
inyron,  II,  71 
5-maciilata.  I,  95.  Y,  125 

Sphinx  moth,  II,  78,  V.  56,  VI,  162 
Spiderwort  Owlet  moth,  III,  113 
Spilonota  roborana.  Supp..  57 
Spilosoma  virginica,  III,  68 

Spined  Soldier-bTig,  I,  77,  89,  113,  II,  32,  34,  IV,  19, 
V,  51, 133,  IX,  17 

spinosa,  Arma,  I,  77,  89, 113,  II,  32,  IV,  19,  Snpp.,  58 
Phylloxera,  VII,  118 

spiralis,  Trichina,  IV,  70 

Spizella  socialis,  VI,  27  ^^ 

Spotted  Ladybird,  I,  112,  H,  25.  27,  36,  V,  149,Vn,39 
Pelidnota,  III,  77 

Spray  Machine,  Peck's,  VIII.  4 
Sprctis.  Acridium,  VII,  128 
sprctum,  Acridium,  Yll,  128 

spretus.  Caloptenus,  VII,  121,  128,  VIII,  57, 1C9, 114, 

Snpp.,  89,  90 

Spring  in  Europe  and  America,  VI,  151 

Spring  Canker-worm.  VII,  80,  VIII,  17,  18 

Canker  "Worm  Moth,  VIII,  37 
Sprinkler  for  the  use  of  Paris  Green  Water.  VI,  20. 
vn,  15,  vrn,  5 

Squash  hug,  I,  113,  II,  31,  VII,  46 
Borer,  II.  64 

St.  Josepih  Herald,  article  from,  on  Colorado  Pota- 
to-beetle, III,  97 

article  from,  on  Rocky  Mount- 
ain Locust,  VIII,  67,  69,  73,  75 

St.  Louis  Globe-Democrat,  articles  from,  on  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  63,  71,  92, 155 

Republican,    articles    from,    on    Rocky 
Mountain  Locust,  VHL  69,  73,  75,  148, 
IX,  73 

Stag-beetle,  V,  145 
Stainton,  H.  T.,  on  Pronuba  yaccasclla,  V,  160 

Stulk-borer,  III,  105,  VIII,  37 
of  the  Potato,  I,  93 

weevil  of  the  Potato,  I,  93 

StaphyliiMce,  VI,  162,  VIII,  20,  24 

State  University,  cabinet  for,  VII,  (preface,  p.  5) 
Steel-blue  Flea-beetle,  1, 101,  HI,  79 
Stelle.  J.  P.,  on  Periodical  Cicada,  IV,  32 
Sfenocorus  villosvs,  I,  25 

Slenopogon  consanguineus,  IX,  98 
Stenoptycha,  Supp.,  57 

Stevenson,  Hugh,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX, 
70 

stigma.  Dryocampa,  IH,  123,  IV,  41,  V,  141 
Sting  of  the  Periodical  Cicada,  I,  26 

Stinging  lai-vae,  V,  125 
Stiretrus  fimbriatns,  I,  114,  II,  34,  IV,  20 

stirpicola.  Crabro,  IX,  95.  Supp.,  89 
Stiziis  grandis,  I,  27,  Snpp.,  52 

specioszis,'!,  27,  Supp.,  52 
Stomoxys,  V,  13 

Stone,  "W".  B.,  on  False  Chinch  Bug,  V,  111 
11   310 

Strachia  hlitrionica,  IV,  35 
oraata,  IV,  38 

Strawberry  Crown-borer,  III,  42 
Leaf-roller,  I,  142 
Worm,  IX,  27 

Descriptive,  IX,  28 
Remedies,  IX,  28 

Strcpsiptera,  V.  15 
striata,  Bendroica,  VI,  27 
Stridulation  of  Acrididse.  VI,  153 

Burying  beetles.  III,  14 

Gryllidpe,  VI,  154 
Horned  Passalus,  IV,  139 

Katydids,  111,^54 
Locusts,  III,  153 
(Ecanthus  latipennis,  Supp.,  60 
Orocharis  saltator,  Supp.,  62 

Plum  Curculio,  III.  14 
Three-lined  Leaf-beetle,  III,  14 

Stringer,  J.  E.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX> 

71 striolata,  Haltica.  Ill,  44 
Phyllotrcta,  III.  83 

Striped  Blister-beetle.  I,  96,  115 

Bug,  II,  64.  66 
Striped  Chrysops,  II,  129 

Cucumber-beetle,  II,  04,  65,  III,  6 
Flea-beetle,  III,  44 
Squirrel  destroying  Locust  eggs,, IX,  91 

strobi,  Pissodes,  III,  60 
Strobiloides  Gall  on  Willow,  VI,  155 

Strong,  W.  C,  on  grafting  grape-vine,  VII,  114 
Strongylium  tenidcolle,  VI,  118 
Stroop,  L.  J.,  on  Archippus  Butterfly,  III,  151 
Structure,  adaptation  of,  to  habit,  VI,  154 

Struggle  for  existence,  VIII,  122 

Stylopidce,  V,  15 
Stylops,  V,  15,  VI,  125 
suavella,  Myelois,  IV,  41,  Supp.,  79 

Subangular  Ground-beetle,  I,  58 
subangulata,  Aepidoglossa,  I,  58 
subcadens,  Celcena,  Supp.,  56 

subcostalis,  Xylina,  III,  136,  Supp.,  75 

subcyaneus.  Ichneumon,  III,  69 
subgothica,  Agrotis,  I,  81,  83,  III,  151,  Supp.,  55,  56 
Subimago,  Chrysopa  issues  from  cocoon  as,  I,  57, 

n,  26 Subjoined  Hadena,  I,  84 

subjuncta.  Hadena,  I,  84 
Submersion  as  remedy  for  Chinch  Bug,  VII,  31 

Phylloxera,  IV,  69,  VI,  .55 

Rocky    Mountain    Lo- 
cust, VII,  182 

suffusa,  Agrotis,  Supp.,  55 
sxiilla,  Cola-ipis,  III,  82 
Suits  due  to  insects,  VI,  96 

sulcatus,  Otiorhyachus,  III,  11 

Sulphide  of  Potassium  as  remedy  for  Gooseberry 

Span-worm,  IX,  7 
Sulphur  as  remedy  for  Phylloxera,  IV,  69 
Snlphiiretted  hydrogen  as  remedy  for  Phylloxera. 

IV,  69 
Snmach-beetle,  The  Jumping,  VI,  118 
Summer  Yellow  Bird  destroying  Canker  Worm. 

VI,  28 
»urinamenris,  Syhanus,  III,  6 
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suturalis,  Anthonomus,  III,  60 
Swarming  of  batterflies,  III,  151 
Sweetened  water  for  Codling  Moth,  IV,  27 

Sylvanus  surinamensis,  m,  6 
sylvatica,  Clisiocampa,  II,  7,  37,  III,  121,  IV,  41, 
Supp.,  55 

symphoricarpi,  Tortrix,  I,  154,  Supp.,  82 
Synchlora,  Supp.,  79 

albolineata,  Supp.,  79 
rubivorana,  Supp.,  79 

Synemon  theresa,  VIII,  178 
Synopsis  of  the  Americaa  species  of  the  geuus 
Phylloxera,  VII,  117 

.  Syrphidce,  V,  13 

Syrphus-tly,  VI,  51 
of  Root -louse,  I,  121 

Larva,  V,  149,  VI,  51 
Systoechus,  Supp.,  60 

T. 

Tabaiiidce,  VI,  123 

Tabanm  atratus,  II,  128,  129,  130 
boviniis,  II,  129 
cinctus,  II,  128 
costalis,  II,  128 
Uneola,  II,  128 

tabenoens,  Erax,  II,  124 

tabida,  Chnjsopa,  VII,  106 
Tachina,  H,  103,  Vni,  107 

anonyma,  IV,  129,  V,  133,  139,  Vn,  178, 
Vin,  179,  IX,  54 

archippivora,  III,  116, 150,  V,  149 
auridncta,  V,  140 
iicincta,  V,  140 
bifasciata,  V,  140 
phycitce,  IV,  40,  Supp.,  88 

Tachiua  fly,  II,  109,  110,  120,  III,  62,  129,  142,  149, 
157, 161,  IV,  123,  V,  133 

The  Anonymous,  VII,  178 

of  Army- worm,  IV,  109,  VIII,  50 

of  Cecropia  "Worm,  IV,  108 
The  Red-tailed,  VI,  96,  VII,  179 

Tachinidce,  V,  13 
Talbot,  E.  H.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  68 

iapetzella,  Tinea,  II,  10 
Tarantula,  II,  106 
tarda.  Tiphia,  VI,  126 
Tarnished  Plant  Bug,  II,  113, 114,  IV,  20 

Tawny  Emperor,  VI,  140 
Earlier  states,  VI,  141, 148 

Food-plants,  VI,  141 
Parasite,  VI,  142 

Taylor,  A.  S.,  Locust  History  in  America,  VII,  133 
Telea  polyphemus,  IV,  125 
Telephorus  bilineatus,  IV,  29,  30 
telifera,  Agrotis,  I,  80,  Supp.,  55 
Ten-lined  Spearman,  1, 103 
Tencbrio  molitor,  U,  9, 10,  VI,  118,  IX,  43 

obacurus,  II,  9, 11,  IX,  43 
Tenebriouid  Larva,  VI,  118 
Tent  CaterpUlar,  II,  100,  III,  130, 132 
Tent  Caterpillar  of  the  Apple,  II,  7,  III,  117 

Development,  III,  119 

Eggs,  III,  118 
Food-plants,  III,  120 
Remedies,  III,  120 

Tent  Caterpillar  of  the  Forest,  II,  7,  37,  III,  120, 
121, 134,  V,  128,  Vin,  23 

Is  it  ever  destructive?  Ill,  127 
Larval  habits  of,  IIL  124 
Natural  history  of,  III,  121 
Remedies  for,  in,  128 
Summary,  IIL  129 

Tenthredinidce,  V,  10,  VI,  70 
tenuicolle,  Strongylium,  VI,  118 
leras  oxycoccana,  Supp.,  83 
Terebrantia,  a  section  of  Hymenoptera,  V,  9 

lermes  flavipes,  IX,  43 
frontalis,  II,  11 

tesselata,  Halesidota,  TIT,  127 
Tetracha  virginica,  1, 115 

Tettigonia,  1, 171,  HI,  38 
Tettix  granulata,  VIII,  150 
texana,  Cassida,  Supp.,  54 
Texas,  Locust  History  in,  VIII,  88,  IX,  76 
Text  Books  on  Entomology,  V,  44 
teztor,  Hyphantria,  HI,  130, 132,  Supp.,  55 
Tliecla,  VL  140,  VIII,  177 
thelxiope,  Reliconim,  III,  173 

Theognis  albicinctus,  V,  154 

phyllopus,  V,  154 
theresa,  Synemon,  VIII,  178 
Thersilochus,  III,  28,  Supp.,  65 

Thick-legged  Buprestian,  VII,  72 
thuiella,  Bucculatrix,  IV,  51 

Tliirteenspotted  Lady -bird,  1, 112 
Thirteen-year  Locust,  II,  19,  VIL  27 
Thistle  Plume,  1. 180,  IL  112 

Thomas,  Prof.  Cyrus,  Controversy    on  habits  of 
Army  Worm,  II,  47 

yg;  Description  of  Red-legged 
Locust,  VIL  126 

on  Army  Worm,  VIII,  43, 
45 

on  Colorado  Potato-beetle, VIII,  8 

on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, 
VII,  141,  Vin,  115, 153 

Thompson,  E.  A.,  on  remedy  for  Peach  Borer,  I, 
49 

Thompson,  Wm.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX, 

,     118 
Thornburg,  J.  M.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX, 

72 

Thornton,  Dr.  C.  W.,  on  Army  Worm,  lU,  ill 
Thrasher,  J.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  74 

Three-banded  Spathius,  V,  106 
Three-lined  Leaf-beetle,  I,  99,  II,  58,  III,  14 
Threnodes,  VIII,  170 
Thripidce,  V,  16 

Thrips,  11,  6,  IIL  29,  V,  16,  118,  VI,  50 

phylloxerce,  VI,  50 
Thymele,  VKI,  175 
thymi,  Kysiiis,Y,  113,  Supp.,  85 
Thyreus  abbotU,  II,  78 
thyridopterigix,  Remiteles,  1, 150,  Supp.,  65 

Thyridopteryxephemeroeformis,  1, 147 
Thysanoptera,  V,  16 
tibiale,  Trochdium,  VI,  113,  Supp.,  72 

Tiger-beetles  preying  on  Locusts,  IV,  98 

Tiger-moth,  IV,  88 
The  IsabeUa,  IV,  143 
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Tilden,  Josiah,  on  Kocky  ilountain  Locust.  IX,  72 
Tile-horned  Prionus,  II,  89,  90 

Dimorphous  male  form,  II,  90 

Food-plants,  II,  89,  9u 
Eeniedy,  II,  91 

Titts,  K.  H.,  on  parasite  of  Flat-headed  Borer,  VII, 
74 

tinetorktm,  Trombidium,  VII,  175 

Tinea,  the  Cabbage,  IV,  36 
Tinea  pclUonella,  II,  10 

pustulella,  Supp.,  58 
tapetzella,  II,  10 
vestianella,  II,  10 

Tiiifidce,  II,  133 
On  a  new  Genus  in,  V,  150 

Tinjis  pyri,  II,  33 
Tiphia  femorata,  VI,  124 

inornata,  VI,  123, 126 
tarda,  VI,  126 
transversa,  VI,  126 

TiptAa,  1, 180 
Tipulidce,  11, 132 
tipuliformis,  JEgeria,  II,  10 
Titmouse,  Blackcapped,  destroying  Codling  Moth, 

IV,  28 
tityrus,  Epargyrius,  VIII,  173 
Tityrus  Skipper,  II,  125 
Tobacco  Worm,  counterworking  the,  V,  56 
Tolmerus,  IX,  98 

Tomato-gall,  Grape-vine,  V,  117 
Tomato-worm,  I,  95,  IV,  17 
Tortoise-beetle,  the  Black-legged,  II,  63 

Golden,  n,  62 
Mottled,  II,  63 

Pale-thighed,  II,  62 
Tortoise-beetles,  1, 100,  II,  56,  58,  59,  61 
Tortrix  botrana,  Supp.,  57 

Cinderella,  IV,  47,  Supp.,  82 
malivorana,  IV,  47,  Supp.,  82 
oxycoccana,  Supp.,  82 
paludana,  VI,  103 
rileyana,  1, 153, 154,  Supp.,  81 
symphoricarpi,  I,  154,  Supp.,  82 
vaeeinivorana,  Supp.,  82 

Towuley,  John,  on  Climbing  Cut-worms,  I,  71 
traheata,  Cassida,  II,  63 
Trabue,  A.  E.,  on  Army  Worm,  II,  44,  VIII,  27 
Tratjocephala  viridifasciata,  VIII,  149 
Transformation  of  insects,  remarks  on.  III,  146 
transversa,  Tiphia,  VI,  126 
transversus,  Bruehus,  Supp.,  70 
Traps  for  Cank^  Worm,  VI,  25,  26,  VIII,  20,  21 

Codling  Moth,  I,  66,  IV,  23,  V,  46 
Plum  Curculio,  III,  15 

Treadwell,  C.  C,  on  parasite  of  Rocky  Mountain 
Locust,  IX,  93 

on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX 68 

tredecim,  Cicada,  1, 19,  II,  19,  HI,  6,  VII,  27,  Supp., 
58,59 

tredecimpunetata,  Hippodamia,  1, 112 
tredecimpunctatus,  Sphenophorus,  III,  60,  Snpp.>54 
Tree-cricket,  T,  138 

The  Jumping,  V,  119  | 
T-he  Snowy,  V,  120J 

Tree-hopper,  the  Buffalo,  V,  121 
Tree-hoppers,  III,  6 
TriToltin  Silkworms,  IV,  85 
trichas,  Geothlypis,  VI,  126 
Trichina  spiralis,  IV,  70 
Trichobaris,  Supp.,  54 

Trichodactylus,  VII,  106 
Trichogramma  (?)  minuta.  III,  158,  Supp.,  68 

Trichogrammidtx,  VI,  142 
Trichoptera,  V,  16 
tricosa,  Agrotis,  Supp.,  55 

tridens,  Acronycta,  II,  121,  Supp.,  73 
trifasciatus.  Spathius,  V,  106,  Supp.,  67 
trilineata,  Lema,  I,  99,  II,  58,  III,  14,  IV,  8 
Trim  Ladybird,  II,  25,  27,  VII,  39 
Trimble,  Dr.,  ou  Quince  Curculio,  III,  36 
Trimera,  a  division  of  Heteroptera,  V,  13 
trinotatus,  Bariditis,  I,  93,  m,  60,  Supp.,  54 
Triphlebs,  Supp.,  58 
tristis,  Coreus,  1, 113,  H,  31,  VH,  46,  Supp.,  58 
tritiei,  Diplosis,  II,  10 
Trochilium,  VI,  27 

acerni,  VI,  108 
marginatum,  VI,  113,  Supp.,  72 
tibiale,  VI,  113,  Supp.,  72 

Trogosita  nana.  III,  6,  V,  51 
troilus,  Papilio,  III,  169 
Trombidium  holosericeum,  VII,  175 

scabrum,  VII,  175 
sericeum,  VII,  175,  IX,  91,  Supp.,  63 
tinctorium,  VTI,  175 

True,  Dr.  U.  T.,  ou  Locusts,  VII,  168 
Trough  remedy  for  Canker  Worm,  VI,  26 
Truland,X.  B.,  ou  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VH,  150 

Trumpet-gall,  Grape-leaf,  V,  118 
trtmcatus,  Sphenophorus,  III,  59 
Trupanea  apivora,  1, 168,  II,  122,  Supp.,  60 

vertebrata,  II,  123,  Supp.,  87 

Trypeta porno nella,  1, 108,  III,  6,  91 
solidaginis,  1, 13, 173 

Trypoxylon,  VI,  162 
tiickeri,  Oidium,  VI,  30,  63,  79, 85 
turbatella,  Dakruma,  Supp.,  57 
turca,  Leucania,  VIII,  43 
Tardus  fuscescens,  VI,  27 

migratorixis,  VI,  27 

Turnip  Flea-beetle,  III,  83 
turnus,  Papilio,  VI,  145 
Tusseh  Silk-worm,  IV,  138 
Tussock  Moths,  II,  15 
Tuttle,  W.  F.,  ou  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  69 

Twelve-spotted  Diabrotica,  II,  66 
Twice-stabbed  Lady-bird,  1, 16,  V,  100 

Twig-borer,  III,  6 
Twig-girdler,  III,  6 
Two-lined  Soldier-beetle,  IV,  29 
Two  of  our  common  Butterflies,  m,  142 

Two-striped  Locust,  VH,  124, 173,  Vin,  150 
Potato-beetle,  II,  61 

Saperda,  I,  43,  III,  6 
Tyloderma  fragarice,  Supp.,  72 

Tyroglyphus  echinopus,  VII,  106 
entomophagus,  VI,  52 

phylloxerce,  VI,  52,  53,  81 
siro,  VI,  52 
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ulmi,  Eriosoma,  1, 123,  Supp..  87 
TJnadomed  Tiphia,  TI,  123 
TJnarmed  Knstie,  I,  72,  in.  114 
^imlecimlineata,  Doryphora,  VIIT,  10 

TJni-banded  Iclmexiinon-fly,  III,  77 

xinicolor,  Corimelce'na,  II,  35 
Macrohasls,  Snpp.,  54 

unifasdatoriKS,  Ichneumon,  in,  71 
unio,  Eudryas,  1, 136,  II,  83,  m,  63,  VI,  90,  92,  95 
unipuncta,  Leucania,  1, 109,  n,  5, 11,  37,  55,  Vm,  22, 

24,  29,  Supp.,  76 
Noctua,  II,  41 

unipunctata,  Physonota,  Supp.,  53 
TIrania,  Vni,  170 
JJroceridce,  V,  10 

JJroplata  rosea,  in,  6 
JJropoda  americana,  IX.  41 

vegetans,  IX,  40 
Ursula  tutterfly,  in,  1C3 
Ursula,  Lirnenitis,  in,  163, 167, 168, 169, 171 
tirticce,  Vanessa,  ni,  167 
TTrticatiBg  larvas,  V,  126 
Useful  Labena,  Vn,  75 
Utica  (N.  T.)  Herald,  article  from,  on  Paris  Green, 
vn  9 

V. 

vadosus,  Epiccerus,  in,  58 
vagabundus.  Pemphigus,  1, 112, 120,  Vn,  97 

Valley  Farmer,  article  from.'on  injury  done  by 
Cicadas,  I,  29 

Van  Deman,  H.  E..  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust. 
IX,  65 

on  Rose  Chafer,  V,  108 

Vanessa  antiopa,  V,  148 
atalanta,  V,  148 
urticce.  III,  167 

Vaporer  Moths,  n,  15 
Variation  in  locusts,  VIII,  155 

number  of  antennal  joints,  n,  89 

wing-Tenation,  IX,  22 
varius,  Anthribus,  III,  10 
varicornis,  Bruchus,  III,  55,  56,  Supp.,  69,  70,  71 

(Ecanthics,  Supp..  61 

Variegated  Cut- worm,  I,  72,  II,  50 
variolarius,  Eusehistus,  Supp.,  58 
vastator,  Oscinis,  1, 161 
vastatrix.  Phylloxera,  UI,  85,  TV,  55,  VI,  30,  63,  66, 

86,  87,  vn,  91, 117,  Vin,  157 
Ehizaphis,  VI,  31 

Vellcius  dilatatus,  IV,  22 
ventricosus,  Nematus,  VI,  43, 149,  IX,  10 
Ver  du  Coeur,  II,  107 
Vermes,  a  section  of  Segmented  Animals,  V,  6 
vernata,  Anisopteryx,  1, 109,  n,  94,  VI,  28.  VII,  80,  86 

Paleacrita,  Vin,  13 
Phaloma,  Vn,  80 

versicolor,  Quiscalus,  Vni,  124 

Vertebrata,  a  subkingdom  of  the^Animal_King- 
dom,  V,  6 

vertebrata,  Trupanea,  n,  123,  Supp.,  87 

Vespa  crabro,  IV,  22 
maculata,  Supp.,  48 

vulgaris,  VI,  125 
vestalis,  Callimorpha,  III,  133 

\ 

vestianeUa,  Tinea,  II,  10 

villosum.  Elaphidion,  III,  6 
Vinegar  for  Codling  Moth,  IV,  27 
Vine  Root-borer,  1, 124 

violacexts,  Coryneles,  VI,  101 
Vireo  olivaceiis,  VI,  27,  Vin,  124 

Vireo,  Red-eyed,  VIII,  120 
virens,  Contopus,  VI,  27 
virginiana,  Ortyx,  II,  28,  Vn,  41 

Virginia  Tiger-beetle,  1, 115 
virginica,  Spilosoma,  JH,  68 

Tetracha,  I,  115 

viridascens,  Glyphe,  n,  53,  VIH,  53 
viridifasciata,  Tragocephala,  VIII,  149 
viridis,  Callochlora,  III,  150 

Caloptenias,  VIII,  117 
viticida,  Fidia,  1, 132,  Supp.,  53 
viticola.  Botrytis,  VI,  36 
vitifoli(e,  Saktylosphcera,  1, 13 

Pemphigus,  1, 13,  in,  83,  93,  VI,  31 
Phylloxera,  U,  27,  in,  84,  IV,  55 

vitis.  Aphis  1, 13 
Fidia,  Supp.,  53 

Isosoma,  II,  92,  93 

Lasioptera,  V,  117 
Madams,  1, 131,  Supp.,  71 
Procris,  n,  86 

vitis-coryloides  (Gall),  V,  116 

■pomum  (Gall),  V,  114 
■tomatos  (Gall),  V,  117 
■viticola  (Gall),  V,  118 

viti-sana,  Peritynibia,  IV,  55,  VI,  31 
vitisella,  Carpocapsa,J,lZ3 
vitivorana,  Penthina,  1, 133,  Supp.,  57 
mtreus,  Mesochorus,  II,  52,  VIU,  53 
vitripennis,  Capsus,  lU,  139 

Campyloneura,  lU,  137 
vittata,  Diabrotica,  I,  100,  n,  62,  64,  lU,  6 

Lytta,  I,  96 
vittatus,  Chrysops,  II,  129 

Viviparous  nature  of  (Estrus  ovis,  1, 164 
Vorhees,  H.,  on  the  use  of  Paris  Green,  VI,  14 

vulgaris,  Vespa,  VI,  125 
vulnerator,  Pachymerus,  IV,  28 W. 

Walking-leaves,  in,  159 

"Walking-stick,  III,  159,  V,  14,  VI,  156,  VII,  181 
Wallace,  A.  R.,  on  Evolution,  in,  172 

"Wallace,  T.  D.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  7* 
"Walnut  Case-bearer,  IV,  42,  V,  49 

Case  of,  IV,  42 
Natural  enemies  of,  IV,  43 

Walnut  Tortris,  1, 153 

Walsh,  B.  D.,  controversy    on    habits   of   Army 
Worm,  li,  47 

description  and  habits  of  larva  of 
Black  Breeze-fly,  n, 

130, 131 
of  Com  SphenophoruS; 

ni,  59 
of    Native    Currant 
Worm,  IX,  26 

of  Pickle  Worm,  n.  67 
of  Red-tailed  Tachina 

flv.  II,  51 
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Walsh,  B.D.,  experiments  with    Ciirculio-larvae, 
I,  55 

on  Colorado  Potato-beetle,  1, 102 

on  Hellgrammite  larvre,  V,  144 

on  iN'ative  Currant  Worm,  IX,  25 
on  Oviposition  of  Katydids,  VI,  154 
on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII,  162 
on  Thirteen-year  Cicada,  Supp.,  58 

WaLhia  amorphella,  II,  132, 133 

"Ward's  Curculio-catcher,  III,  20 
Warblers  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 
Warder,  K.  H.,  on  mould  infesting  Cicadas,  I,  26 
Warrensburg  (Mo.)  Xews.  article  from,  on  Rocky 
Mountain  Locust,  VIII,  108 

Water  Bugs,  a  division  of  Heteroptera,  V,  12 
Writer-moth,  V,  16 
Was-wonn,  1, 166 

Weeping  Lace-ning,  II,  26,  VL  51,  VII,  40 
weidemeyerii,  Limeaitis,  ill,  171 
Western  Farmer,  article  from,  on  Birds  destroying 
Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 

Western  Rural,  articles  from,  on  Colorado  Potato- 
beetle.  IV,  6,  VIII,  8 

article  from,  on  Peach  Borer,  I,  48 
article  from,  on  Rocky  Mountain 

Locust,  vn,  135 

Western  Striped  Cut-worm,  I,  81 
Wetherell,  W.  H.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, 

IX,  74 

Wheat  Cut-worm,  I,  87,  III,  112 
Wheat-Head  Army- worm,  IX,  50 

Descriptive,  IX,  55 
Habits  and  natural  history,  IX,  52 
Katural  enemies,  IX,  54 
Remedies,  IX,  55 

Wheat  Midge,  II,  10, 13, 16,  70,  V,  13,  IX,  17 
Wheeler,  Wm.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII,151 
White,  E.  M.,  on  counterworking  the    Tobacco 
Worm.  V,  56 

White,  J.  D.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  IX,  72. 
White,  J.  K.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Vni, 

62,  IX,  68 

White,  J.  W.  C,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  VII, 
152 

White  Ant,  H,  11,  V,  15,  IX,  43 
Bark-louse,  V,  74 
Grub,  I,  88, 156,  II,  16,  19,  III,  31,  78,  IV,  17, 

35,  VIL  27 
fungus,  1, 1.58,  VL  123, 125 
parasite,  VI,  123 

Currant  Worms,  IX,  14 

Hellebore  as  remedy  for  Currant  Worms, 
IX,  14 

-lined  Morning  Sphinx,  HI,  140,  141,  VIII, 
123 

Green  Larva  of,  VIII,  122 
Black  Larva  of,  VIU,  122 

-marked  Tussock-moth,  1, 144,  VI,  29 
-Pine  weevil,  III,  60 

Worm,  Abbot's,  IX,  29 
Le  Conte's,  IX,  32 

-wingedCrossbiUdestroyingCankerWorm, 
VI,  27 

Whitely,  Jos.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locast,  IX,  71 

Whitescarver.  C.  S,,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, 
IX,  70. 

Whitman,  A.,  on  Enemies  of  Rocky  Mountain 
Locust,  IX,  96 

Whittemore,  O.  A.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust, 
VII,  154 

W-marked  Cut-worm,  I,  79 

Wielandy,  J.  F.,  non-publication  of  report,   VLL 
(preface,  p.  5) 

Wier,  D.  B.,  on  remedy  for  Round-headed  Apple- 
tree  Borer,  I,  46 

Wier,  Mrs.  H.,  on  trapping  Curculio,  III,  10 

Wier's  Apple-worm  Trap,  IV,  33,  V,  46,  VI,  10 
vjilcoxi,  Calosoma,  VIII,  52 
Williams,  Prof,  A.  D.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locu.st, 

IX,  65 

Willow-apple  Saw-fly,  IX,  20 
Wilson,  R.  P.  C,  on  Rocky  Moimtain  Locust,  IX, 

75 

Wilson,  T.  W.,  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  EX,  75 

Wilson's  Thrush  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 
Wings,  development  of,  VI,  40 

Winnipeg  Standard,  article  from,  on  Rocky  Mount- 
ain Locust,  IX,  78 

Winter-egg  of  Phylloxera,  VI,  42 
Wire  Worm,  11,  16 

Wise,  Jno. C  on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Viii, 
82,  IX,  93 

Witherton,  McNeil,  on  remedy  for  Canker  Worm, 

n,  101 
Wombat,  II,  12 

Wood  Nymph,  The  Beautiful,  II,  83,  84,  III,  64,  VI, 

88,  91,  95 
The  Pearl,  n,  80,  83,  84,  in,  63,  VI, 

90 

Woodpecker,  Red-headed,  destroying  locust,  VIII, 
124 

Wood  Pewee  destroying  Canker  Worm,  VI,  27 

Wooly  Aphis,  LTI,  9.5,  IV,  100,  IX,  43 

Apple-tree  louse,  1, 118 
-bear,  IV,  88 

Elm-tree  louse,  1, 123 

Plant-louse,  I,  119 
Workman,  R.  A.,  onRockyMountainLocust,  Vill, 

68,  IX,  70 
Wratten,  G.  L.,  on  Grape  Phylloxera  in  California, 

VI,  82 

Wyommg,  Locust  History  in,  Vni,  88,  IX,  59 
X. 

Xdbea  hipunctata,  Supp.,  61 

Xerophylla,  III,  94 
caryce-semen,  VII,  117 

Xiphidium,  VI,  155 

Xyela,  IX,  20 
Xyleutes,  VIH,  175 
Xylina,  IH,  135 

hethunei.  III,  136,  Supp.,  75 

capax,  m,  136,  Supp.,  75 
einerea,  IH,  134,  V,  125,  Supp.,  74 
cinerosa,  III,  136,  Supp.,  75 

conformis,  ELI,  136,  Supp,,  75 
subcostalis,  HI,  136,  Supp.,  75 

xyK7ia,  Anomis,  H,  37,  40.  VL  17,  VIII,  23,  Supp.,  58 

Ophiusa,U,  iO 
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ir. 

yatna-ma'i,  Anther cea,  IT,  130 
Attacus,  IV,  74, 130, 138 

Tama-mai  Silkworm,  IV,  130 
Acclimatization  in  Europe  and  America,  IV, 

130 

Culture,  in  Japan,  IV,  134 
Larral  changes,  IV,  132 
Parasite,  IV,  136 
Value  of  the  cocoon,  IV,  133 

Yellow  Bear,  m,  141 

yellow-hilled  Cockoo  destroying  Canker  "Worm, VI,  28 
Locusts,  VIII, 124 

-headed  Cutworm,  I,  87 

-jacket,  VI,  125 
-tail  Moth,  V,  126 
-tailed  Tachina  Fly,  II,  51,  Vm,  53 

"Warhler  destroying  Canker  "Worm,  VI,  27 
Tonmans,  Prof.  E.  L.,  on  Evolution,  m,  174 

ToTing,"Wall6r,on  Rocky  Mountain  Locust,  Vin,  64 
ypsilon,  Agrotis,  Supp.,  55 
Yucca,  Insects  affecting,  V,  154 
Yucca  Borer,  vm,  169,  LK,  129 

Affimties,  VTH,  176 

Yucca  Borer — Continued. 

Biological,  YUl,  171 
Bibliographical,  VIII,  173 
Descriptive,  Vm,  174 
Enemies,  VIII,  179 
It  is  single-brooded,  IX,  129 
It  thrives  in  the  latitude  of  St.  Louis,  IX.  12(' 

Yucca  Moth,  V,  153,  VI,  131,  VIH,  37 

Chrysalis,  VI,  131 
How  the  female  fertilizes  the  plant,  V,  154 
Larva,  V,  155 

Range,  V,  159 

Oviposition,  VIII,  37 
yuccce,  Castnia,  VIII,  173 

Eudamus,  VIII,  173 

Megathymiis,  V,  129.  VIII,  169. 171, 179 
yuccasella,  Pronuba,  V,   160,  VI,   131,  VIII,  17L 

Supp.,  58 
Z. 

zece,  Anthomyia,  1, 154,  Supp.,  89 
Sphenophorus,  HI,  59,  Supp.,  54 

Zebra  Caterpillar,  H,  112 
zetterstedtii,  Platyptilia,  Supp.,  84 
Zimb,  V,  13 
Zophodia  convolutella,  Supp.,  57 
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A. 

Abies  caaadeiisis,  I,  24 
Acer  saccharinum,  IV,  108 

Adam's  Jfeedle,  V,  158 
^stivalis  Grape,  V,  65,  66,  VII,  103 
cesUoiilis.  Vitis.  Ill,  89,  90,  IV,  60,  61,  63,  VI,  36, 47,  48 

72,  74.  75,  80,  VII,  103 

Agawam'Grape,  V,  65 
Ailantlins,  1, 149, 151,  III,  130,  IV,  75,82, 112, 118, 120, 

Vn,  160 

Tree,  A  good  word  for  the,  IV,  120 
A  llanthus  glandulosa,  IV,  113, 120 
alba.  Canja,  V,  105,  VII,  117, 118 

Morus,  IV,  100 
album,  Chenopodium,  II,  113,  VI,  12 
Alder,  n,  121,  ni,  80 
Alnus  serrnlata,  III,  80 
aloifolia.  Yucca,  V,  153,  VIII,  171, 181,  IX,  129 
Alton  Large^ntmeg  Melon,  H,  69 
Alvey  Grape,  IV,  63,  V,  65,  VI,  47,  VII,  102 
aiiiara,  Carya,  V,  104,  VII,  118 
Amaranthus,  VII,  159 

blitum,  VIII,  61,  119, 121,  122,  IX,  122 

retroflcxus,  V,  52,  VI,  12 
Amber  Grape,  VI,  47,  48 
Ambrosia,  Sapp.,  54 

triflda  Snpp.,  56 
americana,  Pnmus,  1, 15 

American  Grape-vines  in  Europe,  IV,  62,  V,  65, 
VII,  116,  Vin,  167 

Grape-vines,  classification  of,  IV,  60,  VI, 

70 
Ivy,  n,  74 

americanus,  Ceanothus,  II,  35,  VII,  48 
Amorpha  canescens,  II,  90 

fruticosa,  n,  132,  V,  136 
Ampelopsis,  II,  76,  VI,  90 

qidnquefolia,  1, 132,  II,  74 
Anacliaris  canadensis,  11, 11,  IX,  43 
Andropogon,  VI,  155 
Angrceeum  sesquipedale,  V,  153 
angmtifolia.  Yucca,  V,  157, 159,  VIII,  109 
Apocynum,  III,  144,  VIII,  119 
Apple,  I,  7,  29,  42,  46,  47,  53,  62,  63,  70,  71,  77,  78,  80,  89, 

108, 118,  119,  126,  128,  144,  146,  150,  II,  6,  9, 
15,  88,  89,  90,  91,  95,  96, 114,  III,  5,  11, 13,  25, 
30,  32,  33,  34,  38,  57,  58,  92, 102, 114, 118, 120, 
124, 125, 126, 127, 132,  135, 141,  IV,  22,  25,  29, 
39,  44,  46,  47,  50,  52,  104,  126, 132,  V,  51,  74, 
86,  93,  109,  114,  120,  122. 129,  VI,  9, 127, 158, 
vn,  47,  72,  73, 146, 159, 169,  VIII, 19,  Supp., 
79 

Apple,  Ben  Davis,  IV,  45 
Benoni,  IV,  52,  V,  87 
Dwarf,  I,  09,  70 

Early  Harvest,  V,  86 
Limber  Twig,  V,  87 
Lowell,  V,  87 

Maiden's  Blush,  V,  87 
Northern  Spy,  V,  87 
of  Peru,  IV,  10 
Rambo,  V,  86 

Rawles  Janet,  III,  34 
Red  Astrachan,  V,  86 
Red  Romanite,  V,  86 
Rome  Beauty,  I,  71 
Soulard,  V,  87 
Summer  Rose,  V,  86 
Sweet  June,  V,  75 

TaUman's  Sweet,  III,  35 
Wild  Crab,  IV,  42,  V,  87,  Supp.,  80 
■Willow  Twig,  V,  67 
■Winesap,  IV,  45 

Yellow  Bellflower,  IV,  45 

Apricot,  I,  30,  III,  11,  IV,  29,  V,  86,  VII,  159 
Aramon  Grape,  VII,  111 
Arbor  vitse,  1, 150,  IV,  123,  IX,  30 
arietinum,  Cicei;  III,  105 
Aristida  oligostachya,  VIII,  122 
Aristolochia,  II,  116, 118 
Aristolocltia  serpentina,  II,  116 

sipho,  n,  116 
tomentosa,  II,  116 

arizonica,  Vitis,  IV,  60,  VI,  73,  76 
aromatica,  Rhus,  II,  58,  VI,  121,  IX,  6 
Artemisia,  II,  135,  V,  35 

campestris,  1, 175 

Asclepias,  H,  58,  III,  144, 167,  V,  152,  VHI,  61, 92, 119 
cornuti.  III,  144 

curassavica,  ill,  144 

phytolaccoidcs.  III,  144 

purpurascens.  III,  144 
tuherosa,  HI,  144 

Ash,  m,  126,  IV,  123,  VII,  72, 160 
Black,  VII,  160 

Mountain,  I,  43,  V,  86,  VII,  72 
Ash-leaved  Spirea,  V,  86 

Asparagus,  11, 113,  HI,  70 
Aster,  I,  92,  II,  113, 114,  III,  105 
Astragalus.  Supp.,  71 
Atropa  belladonna,  TS.,  ̂  
aurantiaca,  Madura,  IV,  100 
aureum,  Ribes,  IX,  2 
ausfriaca,  Pimts,  I,  24,  V,  100 
Austrian  Pine,  V,  100,  IX,  30, 32,  33 

167 
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aviculare.  Polygonum,  Supp.,  47' 
Azalea,  IV,  126 

B. 

Balm  of  Gilead,  II,  89,  V,  136,  VH,  160 
Balsam,  II,  114,  V,  136 

Fir,  VII,  172,  IX,  30 
Banyan,  III,  5 
Baptisia,  V,  136 
Barberry,  IV,  104,  123 
Bailey,  I,  160,11,  23,  III,  112,  VII,  27,  VIII,  143 
Basa-wood,  ni,  126,  IV,  126 
batatus,  Ipomea,  11,  56 
Bayberry,  IV,  123 
Bean,  I,  79,  II,  14,  III,  51,  52,  6S,  131,  VII,  146, 

Supp.,  69,  70 
Early  Snap,  I,  98 
English,  I,  98 
String,  III,  105 
Windsor,  I,  98,  III,  51 

Bear  grass,  V,  158 
Beech,  I,  121,  IV,  124,  132,  VH,  72 
Beet,  n,  113,  V,  111,  114,  VII,  146,  159,  Vm,  23, 

143 

Belladonna,  IV,  10 
belladonna,  Atropa,  IX,  4 
Bellflower,  IV,  46 
Ben  Davis  Apple,  IV,  45 
Benoni  Apple,  IV,  52,  V,  87 

Bermuda  Sweet-potato,  II,  61 
Bhotan  Pine,  V,  100 
Bignonia  radicans,  III,  64,  VI,  87 

Bind-weed,  n,  10 
Birch,  n,  121,  IV,  29,  123,  124,  126,  Supp.,  73 
Bittemut  Hickory,  V,  104,  105,  VH,  97 
Bitter-sweet,  II,  62 
Black  Ash,  VH,  160 
Blackberry,  I,  70,  139,  IV,  104,  V,  108,  120,  VI,  111, 

127,  Vn,  159 
Dorchester,  VI,  113 

Black  Cherry,  "Wild,  V,  132,  136 
Currant,  III,  105,  IX,  2 
July  Grape,  VII,  102 
-gum  Elm,  V,  78 
Hamburg  Grape,  VI,  76 
Henbane,  VI,  12 

-knot,  m,  i;5 
Locust,  IV,  82,  142,  V,  136,  VH,  160 
Oak,  I,  14,  m,  127,  V,  132,  VI,  115 
Prince  Grape,  VI,  77,  78 
Spanish  Alabama  Grape  VII,  107 
Sweet  Grape,  VI,  79 
Thorn,  ni,  36 
Walnut,  III,  125,  127,  131,  IV,  82,  VH,  160 

hlitum,  Amaranthus,  VUI,  61,  119, 121, 122,  IX,  123 
Blueberry,  IV,  126 
Blue  Dyer  Grape,  VI,  68 

Grass,  n,  44,  54,  55,  VIII,  27,  49, 122, 182,  IX, 
47,  Supp.,  56 

Box  Elder,  VH,  72,  159 

Brazilian  Sweet-potato,  II,  61 
Bioom-corn,  V,  40,  VII,  146,  159 
Buckwheat,  I,  79,  III,  109,  141,  VII,  43,  146,  159 
Burdock,  II,  10 

Bush  Grape,  IV,  60,  VI,  73 
Butter-bean,  VH,  146 

-cup,  II,  10 
-nut,  lU,  68,  127,  Sapp.,  54 

e. 

Cabbage.  I,  79.  83,  84,  156,  II,  104,  106, 107, 110, 112, 
113,  114,  115,  III,  11,  IV,  10,  11,  35,  36,  V,  111,  VI, 
158,  VII,  47,  159,  Supp.,  78 

californica,  Yitis,  IV,  60,  VI,  73 

campeatrU,  Arte)nisia,  I,  175 
Canada  Thistle,  II,  10 
canadense,  Erigeron,  II,  11,  VI,  63,  IX,  43 
canadensis,  Abies,  I,  24 

Anacharis,  TL,  11,  IX,  43 

Cei-eis,  I,  132,  IH,  72,  136,  Supp.,  75 
candicans,  Yitis,  IV,  60,  VI,  73,  76 
canescens,  Amorpha,  II,  90 
capitaUim,  Crnton,  II,  125.  V,  147 
Carex,  VI,  138 
carolinense,  Solanum,  I,  103,  107,  108,  n,  105,  IV, 

10,  VIII,  122 
Carrot,  VII,  146,  159,  Vm,  143 
Carya  alba,  V,  105,  VH,  117,  118 

amara,  V,  104,  VH,  118 

glabra.,  VII,  99,  117 
olivaeformis,  V,  105 

porcitia,  V,  105 
Castor  Bean,  IV,  112,  VII,  43.  146,  159 
Catalpa,  I,  71,  150 
Catawba  Grape,  IV,  62,  63,  V,  59,  62,  65,  72,  73,  VI  j 

47,  75,  79,  80,  81,  83,  VH,  101,  102,  110,  116 

Cayenne  Pepper,  IV,  10 
Ceanothus  americaims.  H,  35,  VH,  48 

Cedar,  I,  128,  II,  91,  IV,  51 
Eed,  I,  150,  IV,  51,  Vn,  159,  VHI,  119,  IX,  30 

Celery,  VII,  146 
Celtii  crassifolia,  VI,  137 

mississippiensis,  VI,  137 
occidentalis,  VI,  137 

Cembra  Pine,  V,  100 

Cephalanthus,  IV,  123 
Cerasus  serotina,  III,  120 
Cercis  canadensis,  I,  132,  III,  72,  136,  Supp.,  75 

Challenge  Grape,  IV,  63,  VI,  47 
Chasselas  Grape,  VII,  102 
Cheat,  n,  10,  Vin,  40,  50 
Ohenopodium,  Supp.,  78 

album,  n,  113,  VI,  12 

hybridum,  VI,  12 
Cherry,  I,  53,  77,  150,  II,  35,  96,  114,  in,  11,  32,  57, 

58,   120,   127,   163,  IV,  39,  41,   104,  V,  86, 
108,  109,  VI,  158,  vn,  48,  72,  159,  Vin,  19 

Supp.,  79 
Black,  V,  132,  136 
Mahaleb,  VI,  49 
Mazzard.  VI,  49 
MoreUo,  I,  53,  VI,  49 
Sour,  VII,  159 
Sweet,  VII,  159 
Wild,  III,  120,  IV,  123 

Chess,  n,  10,  55,  VIII.  49 
Chestnut,  I,  24,  II,  121.  IV,  132 

Horse,  I,  146 

Spanish,  IV,  56 
Chickasaw  Plum,  I,  53 
C  hickory,  IV,  112 

Chick-pea,  III,  105 
Chickweed,  1, 179 
ChineseTam,  VIII,  143 

Choke  Cherry,  IV,  126,  V,  136 

Chufa,  VIII,  143 
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icadina,  Massospoya,  Supp.,  59 
Cichorium  sativa,  I,  79 
doer  arietintiin.  Ill,  105 

Cinque  foil,  III,  82 
Cirsiuiii  lanceolatuiti,  1, 180,  VI,  12 
Clara  Grape,  VI,  79 

Clinton  Grape.  I,  i;{,  14,  30, 130, 131,  IT,  86,  92,  III,  87, 
89.  91,  92,  IV,  62,  63,  6*,  V,  63,  64,  65,  66, 109,  VI,  3G, 
47,  48,  67,  68,  73.  78,  79,  80,  81,  83,  84,  VII,  102,  110, 
111,  117 

Clover,  II,  113,  III,  11,  83,  IV,  143,  V,  136,  VI,  10,3, 
VII,  146, 168,  VIII,  49,  Supp.,  78 

Chi.=»ter  Tomato,  V,  118 
cocci/era,  Quercus,  VII,  93 
Cocklebur,  I,  92,  III,  60, 105 

Cott'ee-pea,  III,  105 
eoloratum,  Epilobium,  VI,  90 
Columbia  Plum,  I,  53 
commimix,  liicinus.  IV,  112 

Concord  Grape,  1, 125. 130, 131, 132, 133,  II,  86,  III,  72, 
87,  92,  IV,  62,  63,  65,  V,  59,63, 64,65,  VI,  47,  48,  75,  79, 
80,  81,  83,  84,  95,  VII,  102,  111,  115, 117 

Convolvulus.  II,  62,  III,  68,  IV,  136 
copallina,  Rhu^i,  II,  58,  VI,  119 
cordata,  Salix,  IX,  20 
cordifolla,  YitU,  HI,  87.  88,  89,  90,  91,  IV,  60,  V,  66, 

118,  VI,  36,  73,  74.  75,  76,  VII,  96 

Cordyceps  i-avenelii,  Supp.,  53 
Coreopsis,  II,  35 
Corn,  I,  79,  80,  81,  87,  126,  154,  155,  157, 158,  H,  16,  23, 

27,  28,  42,  43,  44,  54,  55,  89,  III,  59,  68, 104,  107, 
108, 109,  111,  112,  VII,  31,  38, 146,  159, 172,  VDI, 
25,  27,  49, 123, 143,  Supp.,  56,  62 

Indian,  I,  92,  ni,  105,  V,  40, 123, 136,  Vn,  169 
Cornucopia  Grape,  IV,  63,  VI,  47 
cornuti,  Ascleplas,  III,  144 
cormituiii,  Sokininn,  IV,  10 
Corsican  Pine,  V,  100 
cotinus,  Rhus,  VI,  119 
Cotton,  1, 150,  n,  38,  41,  III,  68,  70, 104,  V,  135,  VI,  17, 

Supp.,  56 
Cottonwood,  I,  24, 178,  II,  119,  VII,  160,  IX,  127 
Cow-cockle,  II,  10 

Crab-apple,  I,  43,  6.5,  III,  25,  30,  31,  40,  IV,  39,  42,  52, 
V,  86,  87 

Transcendent.  1, 15 

Crab-grass,  III,  111 
Cranberry,  Supp.,  82 
crassifoUa,  Celtis,  VI,  137 
rVa«as7M«,  IV,  42,  Supp.,  80 

tomentosa,  m,  36 

Creeper,  1, 132 
Trumpet,  III,  64,  VI,  87 
Virginia,  II,  78,  86,  in,  77,  VI,  88 

Crepis,  Supp.,  78 
Creveling  Grape,  I,  72,  IV,  63,  V,  65,  VI,  47,  80 
Croton  capitatum,  II,  125,  V,  147 

monanthogynum,  V,  147 
Croton  Grape,  V,  59 
Cucumber,  II,  64,  66.  67,  68,  69,  70,  III,  111 
Cucurbitaceous  vines,  II,  64,  66,  VII,  159 

Cunningham  Grape,  IV,  62,  63,  V,  64,  65,  VI,  47,  48, 
78,  81.  vn,  96,  111,  115, 117,  VIII,  167 

cvrassavka,  Asclepias,  III,  144 
Currant,  1, 15,  70,  79,  140,  II,  9,  96,  ni,  68,  IV,  104,  V, 

51,  86, 136,  VI,  12,  46,  111,  VIH,  121,  IX,  1, 
2,  3,  5,  7,  25 

Curraut.  Black,  ni,  105,  IX,  2 

Fetid,  IX.  2 
Golden,  IX,  2 
Missouri,  IX,  2 

Red,  n,  8,  9,  VI,  12,  IX,  2 
-flowered,  IX,  2 "White.  IX,  2 

Cynnfjlossum  officinale,  V,  101 
Cynthiana  Grape,  IV,  61,  63,  64,  V,  64,  65,  VI,  47,  74, 

VII,  111,  115 

Gyperus  escuXentiii,  VIII,  143 

Cypress  vine,  1. 80 
D. 

Dahlia,  I,  92,  II,  114,  III,  105 
Damson,  V,  119 
Dandelion,  IV,  143,  Supp.,  78 

i>(if!/»-a,  1, 107,  IV,  10 
stramonium,  V,  56 

decandra,  Phytolacca,  VIH,  122 
decapetalus,  Helianthus,  TV,  142 
Delaware  Grape,  1, 130,  II,  92,  HI,  87,  IV,  63,  V,  59, 

63,  65,  66,  111,  VI,  47, 73,  80,  81,  83,  84,  VH,  106, 110, 
116 

Delphinium,  VII,  185 
Deverenx  Grape,  V,  65 

Diana  Grape,  IV,  63,  V,  59,  65,  VI,  47,  VH,  96 

Dipsacm,  IV,  112 
discolor,  Solanum,  IV,  10 

Dogbane,  III,  144,  VIII,  119 
Dog-fennel,  II,  10,  IV,  15 
Dogwood,  V,  86,  93, 136 
Doolittle  Easpberry,  VI,  111 
Dorchester  Blackberry,  VI,  113 
Dracut  Grape,  IV,  63 

Amber  Grape,  VI,  47,  48 

Dry  as  octopetala,  1, 143 
Duane's  Early  Plum,  IV,  142 
Due  de  Malacoff  Grape,  IV,  64 
Duchesse  Pear,  III,  36 

Dutchman's  Pipe,  II,  116 
Dwarf  Apple,  I,  69,  70 

Pear,  I,  128 
Sumai-h,  VI,  119 

E. 

Early  Goodrich  Potato,  1, 110,  III,  101,  V,  51 
Harvest  Apple,  V,  86 
Rose  Potato,  IV,  11 
Snap  Bean,  I,  98 

Echinospermvm  strictum,  V,  52 

Egg  Plant,  1, 103, 108,  IV,  10 
Efder,  HI,  100, 101,  IV,  104,  V,  40 
Elderberry,  IV,  104 
eleannifolium,  Solanum,  Supp.,  54 

ELm,  1, 123, 146,  II,  95,  96,  98,  121,  III,  73,  127,  IV,  104, 
126, 129,  V,  86,  93,  94, 104, 136,  VI,  29,  VII,  83, 
85, 160,  VIII,  19,  IX,  127 

White,  1, 123 

Elsimboro  Grape,  IV,  64 
Empusa  muscce,  IV,  88 
Endive,  Wild,  I,  79,  83 

Engelmannia,  V,  147 

English  GoosebeiTy,  IV,  56,  V,  70 
Hawthorn.  V,  70 

Entomophilce,  V,  152 
Epilobium  eoloratum,  VI,  90 
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Eragrostis  pooeoides.  VIII,  122 

Erigeron  canadense.  II,  11,  TI,  63,  IX.  43 

Erysiphe,  V,  70 

esculentus,  Cyperus,  VIII,  143 

Eucalyptus  globulus,  VI,  55 

Eumelan  Grape,  V,  65,  Vn,  101 

Eupatorium  perfoliatum,  VI,  12 
scrolimim,  1, 152 

European  Grape,  IV,  55,  63,  VI,  47.  77 
Larch,  VH,  172 

Rulander  Grape,  VI,  77,  78 

excelsa,  Piiius,  V,  100 
F. 

falcata,  Quercus,  Vm,  182 

False  Indigo,  II,  132,  V,  136 

fasciculata.  Yernonia,  1, 153 

Fetid  Currant,  IX,  2 

Field  Garlic,  H,  10 

Figwort  family,  VII,  14 
Mamentosa,  Yucca,  V,  158, 159,  VHI,  171 

Fir,  IX,  29 

Balsam,  Vn,  172,  IX,  30 

flaccida,  Yiicca,  V,  159 
Flax,  n,  42,  vn,  42, 159,  VIH,  25 
/loridum,  Mibes,  IX,  2 

Foment  Grape,  V,  66 

Fox  Grape,  VI,  75,  84 

Fox-tail  Grass,  II,  10 

Fragrant  Sumach,  VI,  121,  IX,  6 
French  Hazel,  VI,  121 

Frost  Grape,  III,  87,  89,  90,  IV,  60,  VI,  73 

fruticosa,  Amoipha,  II,  132,  V,  136 

Fungus  infesting  Cicada,  I,  26 

White  Grub,  I.  158,  VI,  123,  125 
Furze,  in,  51 

O. 

Garden  Gooseberry,  IX,  2 

Garlic,  Field,  U,  10 

Garrigues  Grape,  VI,  84 

Geranium,  III,  68 

glabra,  C«  rj/a,  VII,  99, 117 
Photinia,  IV,  132 

Jfhus,  n,  58,  VI,  119 

Gladiolus,  m,  105 

glandulosa,  Ailanthus,  IV,  113, 120 

glauca,  Tueea,  V,  153 

globulus.  Eucalyptus,  VI,  55 

gloriosa.  Yucca,  V,  159,  VIII,  171 

Goat-weed,  H,  125,  V,  147 
Goethe  Grape,  IV,  63,  V,  62,  64,  65,  66,  VI,  47,  80, 81, 

vn,  96,  111,  116 

Golden  Chasselas  Grape,  VI,  77 

Clinton  Grape,  III,  87,  VI,  47,  48,  68,Vn,102 
Currant,  IX,  2 

-rod,  I,  98, 152, 173,  n,  134,  IV,  28,  Supp.,  57 
WiDow,  III,  168 

GoosebeiTy,  1, 140,  II,  8,  9,  HI,  58,  68,  VI,  46,  VIH, 

121,  IX,  1,  2,  3,  5,  6,  8,  26 

Gooseberry,  English,  IV,  56,  V,  70 
Garden,  IX,  2 

Houghton's  Seedling,  1, 140 
Showy,  IX,  2 

Goosefoot.  II,  113,  VI,  12 

Gourd,  11,66 

Grape,  Agawam,  V,  65 

Alvey,  IV,  63,  V.  65,  VI,  47,  VII,  102 
Amber,  VI,  47,  48 

Aramon,  VII,  111 

Black  Hamburg,  IV,  56.  VI,  76 

July,  VII,  102 
Prince,  VI,  77,  78 

Spanish  Alabama,  VII,  107 
Sweet,  VI,  79 

Blue  Dyer,  VI,  68 
Bullet,  IV,  62,  VI,  75 

Bush,  IV,  60,  VI,  73 

Catawba,  IV,  62,  63,  V,  59,  62,  65,  72,  73,  VI. 

47,  75,  79,  80,  81,  83,  VII,  101, 102, 110,  116 

Challenge,  IV,  63,  VI,  47 

.      Chasselas,  IV,  56,  VII,  102 
Clara,  VI,  79 

Clinton,  1. 13, 14,  30,  130,  131,  II,  86,  92,  III, 

87,  89,  91,  92,  IV,  62,  63,  64,  V,  63,  64,  65,  66, 

109,  VI,  36,  47,  48,  67,  68,  73,  78,  79,  80,  81,  83, 

84,  vn,  102, 110,  111,  117 

Concord,  1, 125, 130, 131,  132,  133,  II,  86,  m. 

72,  87,  92,  IV,  62,  63,  65,  V,  59,  63,  64,  65,  VI. 

47,  48,  75,  79,  80,  81,  83,  84,  95,  VII,  102,  111 

115,  117 

Cornucopia,  IV,  63,  VI,  47 

Creveling,  I,  72,  IV,  63,  V,  65,  VI,  47,  80 

Croton,  V,  58 

Cunningham,  IV,  62,  63,  V,  64,  65,  VI,  47,  48, 

78,  81,  VII,  96,  111,  115, 117,  Vin,  167 

C.ynthiana,  IV,  61,  63  64,  V,  64,  65,  VI,  47,  74, 
vn.  111,  115 

Delaware,  1, 130,  n.  92,  ni,  83,  87,  IV,  63,  V, 

59,  63,  65,  66,  111,  VI,  47,  73,  80,  81,  83,  84, 

vn,  106, 110, 116 
Deverenx,  V,  65 

Diana,  IV,  63,  V,  59,  65,  VI,  47,  VII.  96 
Dracut,  VI,  47,  48 

Amber,  IV,  63 
Due  de  Malacoff,  IV,  64 
ElsLnboro,  IV,  64 

Eumelan,  V,  65,  Vn,  101 

European,  IV,  55,  63,  VI,  47,  77 
Rulander,  VI,  77, 78 

Foment.  V,  66 

Fox,  VI,  75,  84 

Fro.st,  III,  87,  89,  90,  IV.  60,  VI,  73 

Garrigues.  VI.  84 
Gcethe,  IV,  63,  V.  62,  64.  65,  66.  VI,  47,  80.  81 

vn,  96,  111,  116 

Golden  Chasselas,  VI,  77 

Clinton,  III.  87,  VI,  47,  48,  68,  VII. 
102 

Hamburg,  V,  59 

Hartford,  III.  72,  IV,  63,  VI,  47 

Prolific,  1, 125, 130, 131,  IV,  62,  64 

05,  V,  65,  VI,  75,  81,  Vn,  116 

Herbemont,  IV,  61,  62, 63,  64,  V,  63,  64,  65,  VI. 

36,47,  48.  74.  78,  80,  81,  VII,  102,  109,  111. 

115, 117,  VIII.  167 
Hermann,  V,  65,  VII,  111 

Huntington,  III.  87 

lona.  III,  72,  V,  59,  62,  65,  VI,  48,  79,  80,  81,  83. 
VII,  96,  116 

Isabella,  1. 130,  n.  81,  IV,  62,  63,  64,  V,  59, VI, 

48,  75,  81,  VII,  96. 101, 102 
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Grape,  Israella,  III,  72 

Ives,  IV,  63,  X,  65,  TI,  48,  81,  84, VII,  96,  111, 
116 

SeetUing,  1. 133,  V,  64,  VI,  79,  80 
Jacques,  V,  66,  VII,  107, 117,  VIII,  167 
Lenoir,  IV,  64,  V,  66,  VII,  108. 117 
Lindley,  V,  65 
Long,  V,  66 

Longwoitb's  Ohio,  VII,  107 
Louisiana,  IV,  G3,  V,  65,  VI,  47 
Madam  Pince,  IV,  64 
Madeira,  V,  63 

Malaga,  VI,  78 
Malvasia,  VI,  77 
Marion,  VI,  47,  48,  68 

Martha,  IV,  62,  63,  VI,  48,  Vn,  96,  111 
Massasoit,  V,  65 

Maxatawney,  IV,  63,  64,  V,  65,  VI,  48,  80,  81, 
vn,  96, 116 

Merrimac,  V,  65 

Muscadine,  IV,  60,  62,  63,  VI,  72 
Muscat,  vn,  102 

Hamburg,  IV,  64 

Mustang,  IV,  60,  62,  64,  VI,  73,  76,  VIH,  167 
North  Carolina,  III,  72,  IV,  63,  V,  64,  VI,  48, 

vn,  96,  111 

Northern  Fox,  III,  87,  90,  IV,  60,  63,  VI,  47, 
72,  75,  VII,  106 

Muscadine,  VI,  48,  Vn,  102 
Nortous,  V,  65,  VI,  78,  84 

Catawba,  Vin,  96 

Virginia,  1, 132,  IV,  62,  63,  64,  VI, 
47,  80,  81,  VII,  109,  111,  115 

Ohio,  VII,  107 
OtheUo,  IV,  63,  VI,  47 
Pauline,  IV,  64,  VII,  102 
Post  Oak,  VI,  79 
Rebecca,  V,  59,  VI,  48 
Rent.  V,  64,  VI,  81,  Vn,  115 

River  Bank,  IV,  60.  63,  V,  116, 117,  VI,  36,  47 
Riverside,  VI,  72 

Rogers,  1, 130,  V,  66 
Hybrid,  1, 130,  V.  117.  VI,  80 
No.  4,  L  130,  IL  92 

Rulaader,  V,  65,  VI,  47,  80,  Vn,  111 
European,  VI,  77,  78 

Salem,  V,  65,  66,  VI,  48,  79 
Sand,  IV,  60,  VI,  73 
Scegety.V.  66 

Scuppernong,  m,  77,  IV,  62,  64,  VI,  50,  76, 
vn.  106 

Segar  Box,  YU,  107 
Sonora,  IV,  64 

Southern  Fox,  HI,  77,  IV,  60,  62,  63,  VI,  48, 
72,  75 

St.  Augustine,  V,  63 
Sugar,  IV,  61 

Summer,  UI,  89,  90,  IV,  60,  63,  VI,  47,  72 

Taylor,  I,  30,  II,  86,  III,  87,  IV,  63,  64,  V,  63, 
65,  66,  VI,  36, 47,  48,  68,  80,  95,  VII 
102, 115 

Bullet,  VI,  73 

Telegraph,  V,  65,  VI,  47,  VII,  106 
Tinto,  VI,  36 

Tokay,  V,  66 
Venango,  VI,  84 

Grape,  Virginia  Seedling,  VI,  61,  74 
Walter,  V,  59,  62,  VI,  80 
"Warren.  VII,  102 
"Weehawken,  V,  59 

"White  Riesling,  Vn,  102 
Scotch  Cluster,  VI,  77 

"Wilder,  IV,  63,  V,  62,  63,  VI,  48,  81,  VII,  101 
102,  111,  116 

"Winter,  IV,  60,  VI,  73 
York  Madeira,  IV,  64,  V,  6t 

Grape  Mildew,  LX,  43 

-vine,  I,  30,  70,  72,  78,  80. 124, 128. 129, 131, 132,. 
133, 136, 137, 138, 180,  II,  71,  74,  76,  78, 
81,  82,  83,  85,  80,  87,  88,  89,  91,  92,  III, 
11,  61,  63,  65,  68,  70,  72,  75,  77,  79,  81, 
84,  111,  130, 137, 141,  IV,  52,  54,  55,  V, 
54,  57, 108,  112,  114,  116, 117,  118,  120, 
VI,  30,  87,  88,  91,  95,  111,  VII,  47,  91 , 
146,    159.    172,  Vin,    121,    123,  157, 

Supp.,  75 
disease,  IV,  55,  VI,  58,  65 

-vines,  American,  Classification  of,  VI,  70 
in  Europe,  IV,  62,  V,  65, 
VII,  116,  VIII,  167 

of  the  "United  States,  The  true,  IV,  60, VI,  70 

rooting  of,  V,  65 
Varieties  to  graft,  VI,  81 

use  as  stock  in  grafting 

vn,  115 
Green  Citron  Melon,  n,  69 

Greengage  Plum,  1, 140 
grosstdarice,  Hibes,  IX.  2 
Ground-cherry,  1, 107.  IV,  10 

Gympson-weed,  1, 107 H. 

Hackberry,  V,  119,  VI,  137 
Hackmatack,  Vn,  169 
Halesia,  IV,  123 
Hamamelis,  ni,  120 
Hamburg  Grape,  V,  59 
Hard  Maple,  m,  126,  Supp,,  55 
Harrison  Potato,  1, 110 

Hartford  Grape,  III,  72,  IV,  63,  VI,  47 

Prolific  Grape,  I,  125,  130,  131,  IV,  62,  64. 
65,  V,  65,  VI,  75,  81,  Vn,  116 

Haw,  1, 108,  ni,  25,  32,  35,  38,  92,  V,  51 
Hawthorn,  I,  43,  III,  36 

English,  V,  70 
Hazel,  ni,  11,  37,  75,  IV,  104, 126.  V,  132 

French,  VI,  121 

Heart  Cherry,  VIII,  121 

■shaped  "WiUow,  IX,  20 
Hedge-mustard,  VI,  12 
Selianthus,  VII,  159,  Supp.,  53 

decapetalus,  IV,  142 
petiolaris,  V,  52 
tuberosus,  VIII,  143 

Hellebore,  "White,  IX,  13 
Hemp,  in,  105,  VII,  42, 146 
Henbane,  IV,  10 

Herbemont  Grape,  IV,  61,  62,  63,  64,  V,  63,  64,  65,  VI, 
36,  47,  48,  74,  78,   80,  8],  VII,  102, 109,  111,  115, 117, 
Vin,  167 

Herds-grass,  VII,  168 
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Hermann  Grape,  V,  65,  VII,  111 
Mibiscus  militarU.  TI,  92 

Hickory,  1, 126, 153, 154.  Ill,  37,  124, 126, 127, 131, 13.5, 
rV,  42,  43,  .'52,  .54. 104,  124, 126, 140,  V,  104, 
119,TI,64. 101,  VII,  160,  Supp.,  81 

Bitternut,  V,  104, 105,  Vn,  97 
Pecan,  V,  105 

Pignat,  V,  105 
Shagbark,  II,  33,  IV,  54 
Sliellbark,  IV,  66,  V,  103, 105 

Honey-locust,  I,  98, 150,  III,  45,  IV,  104, 126,  VII,  1.59 

"  -suckle,  II,  113 
Hop-plantain,  III,  131 

-vine,  V,  136 
Horse  Chestnut,  1, 146 

Gentian,  III,  134 
-nettle,  1, 103, 104. 107, 108,  IV,  10 
Weed,  II,  11,  IX,  43 

Houghton's  Seedling  Gooseberry.  1, 140 
Hound's-tongue,  V,  101 
humilu,  Salix,  V,  132 

Hungarian  Grass,  VII,  27,  28,  VIII,  29,  39 
Huntington  Grape,  III,  87 
hybridiim,  Ohenopodium,  VI,  12 
lii/dropiper,  Pohigormm,  III,  70,  VI,  12 
Hyoscyamus,  IV,  10 

niger,  VI,  12 

I. 

incana,  Quercus,  IV,  114 
Indian  Corn.     (See  Corn.) 
Indigo,  V,  136 

False,  n,  132,  V,  136 

infectoria,  Quercus,  V,  18 
lona  Grape,  III,  72,  V,  59,  62,  65,  VI,  48,  79,  80,  81,  83, 

vn,  96, 116 

Ipomea,  m,  45 
hatatus,  II,  56 

Irish  Potato.     (<Scf  Potato.) 
Ironweed,  V,  136 

IsabeUa  Grape,  1, 130,  II,  81,  IH,  72,  IV,  62,  63,  64,  V, 
59,  VI,  48,  75,  81,  VII,  96, 101, 102 

Israella  Grape,  III,  72 
Ives  Grape,  IV,  63,  V,  65,  VI,  48,  81,  84,  Vn,  96,  111, 

116 

Seedling  Grape,  1, 133,  V,  64,  VI,  79,  80 
i:vy,  Poison.  VI,  121 

J. 
Jamestown  Weed,  1, 107,  II,  10,  V,  56 
Japan  Varnish  tree,  IV,  120 
Jaques  Grape,  V,  66,  VH,  107, 117,  VHI,  167 
■Jerusalem  Artichoke,  VIII,  143 
jujuba,  Bhamnus,  IV,  138 
Jujube,  V,  18 

June-berry,  I,  43 
Juniperus  virginiayia,  I,  24 

K. 

Kiug  of  the  Earlies  Potato,  IV,  11 
Knotweed,  Supp.,  47 
Kolrabi,  VTI,  159 
Kunogi,  IV,  130, 134, 136 

labrusca,  VitU,  III,  87,  89,  90,  IV,  60,  63,  V,  60,  6.5,  66, 
118,  VI,  33,  47,  4?,  71,  72,  74,  75,  76,  VII,  103 

Laburnum,  IV,  118 

Lamb's  qnarter,  H,  10, 113,  VI,  12 
lanceolatinn,  Oirshtm,  1, 180,  VI,  12 

Larch,  European,.  VII,  172 
laricio,  Pimis,  V,  100 
Lathyrus.  Ill,  52 
Laurel,  V,  33 

-cherry.  V,  33 
-leaved  oak,  IV,  134 

Lawrence  Pear,  III,  36 

Lenoir  Grape,  IV,  64,  V,  66,  VII,  108, 117 
Lettuce,  IV,  100. 112,  VI,  158 
Lilac,  III,  68,  IV,  104, 123,  VH,  159 

Persian,  L  15,  V,  70,  86, 127 
Lima  Bean,  VH,  172 

Limber  Twig  Apple,  V,  87 
lincecumii,  Vitis,  VI,  74 

Linden,  1, 150,  V,  93,  VII,  72 
Lindera,  II,  121,  IV,  123 
Lindley  Grape,  V,  65 

Liquidambar,  IV,  123 
Liriodendron,  IV,  123 

tulipifera,  Supp.,  55 
Live-oak,  IV,  129 
Locust,  1, 24 

Black,  IV,  82, 142,  V,  136,  Vn,  160 

Honey,I,  98, 150,  ni,  45,IV,  104, 126,VII,159 
Lombardy  Poplar,  1, 150, 157,  U,  89,  VH,  160 
Long  Grape,  V,  66 

Longworth's  Ohio  Grape,  Vll,  107 
Louisiana  Grape,  IV,  63,  V,  65,  VI,  47 
Lowell  Apple,  V,  87 
Lucern,  III,  83, 105 

Lycopersicum,  IV,  10 
HI. 

Madura  anrantiaca,  IV,  100 
Madam  Pince  Grape,  IV,  64 
Madeira  Grape,  V,  63 
Madia  sativa,  VI,  55 
Mahaleb  Cherry,  VI,  49 

Maiden's  Blush  Apple,  V,  87 
Malaga  Grape,  VI,  78 
Mallow,  VI,  89 

Malva,  VI,  89 

sylvestris,  VHI,  182 
Malvasia  Grape,  VI,  77 

Mandrake,  IV,  15 

Mangel  wurzel,  VIII,  143 

Maple,  I,  47, 146, 150,  II,  121,  IV,  104, 123. 126,  VI,  107 
111,  VII,  160 

Hard,  III,  126,  Supp.,  55 

Silver,  1, 150,  V,  137 
Soft,  I,  47,  150,  IV,  42,  V,  120,  137,  VI,  108, 

Supp.,  55,  62,  74 
Mare's  Tail,  II,  11 

Marigold,  H,  114 
Marion  Grape,  VI,  47,  48,  68 
Martha  Grape,  IV,  62,  63,  VI,  48,  VU,  96,  111 
Ifari/to,  VIII,  100 

Massospora  cicadina,  Supp.,  59 
Massasoit  Grape,  V,  65 
Maxatawney  Grape,  IV,  63,  64,  V,  65,  VI,  48,  80,  81, 

VII,  96, 116 

May  Apple,  IV,  15 -weed,  II,  10 
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Maxzaul  Cherry,  YI,  49 
Meadow-sweet,  III,  51 
ineditt,  Stcllaria,  1, 179 

Medial-,  V,  80 
Neapolitan,  IV,  132 

Melon,  II,  64,  66,  69,  70 

Alton  Large  Nutmeg,  II,  69 
Green  Citron,  II,  69 

Merrimae  Grape,  V,  65 
Mignonette,  II,  113 

miliictris,  IIibis!cus,YI,Q2 

Milkweed,  1,  139.  II,  58,  111,133,  144,  168,Vm,  61, 
92, 119 

Miner  Plum,  I,  53 

inississippiensis,  Celtis,  VI,  137 
Missouri  Currant,  IX,  2 
missouricnsis,  Solidago,  1, 174 
mitis,  Pimcs,  V,  100 
monanthogynum,  Cioton,  V,  147 
monilifera,  Fopubis,  II,  119 
monoica,  Strombvcarpa,  I,  65 
inoniicola,  Titis,  VI,  57,  74 
Morello  Cherry,  I,  53,  VI,  49 
moretti.  Moras,  IV,  100 
Morning  Glory,  1, 100,  II,  62 
MoruB  alba,  IV,  100 

moretti,  IV,  100 
midticauUs,  IV,  80,  lOO 
rubra,  IV,  100 

Mountain  Ash,  I,  43,  Y,  86,  VII,  72 
Mulberry,  IV,  74,  75,  76,  79,  82, 100 

Red,  IV,;  00 

White,  1*72,  73 Mullein,  II,  10,  V,  35,  Vn,  14 
mxdticauUs,  Morug,  IV,  80, 100 
Muscardine  Grape,  IV.  60,  62,  63,  VI,  72 

tnusca',  Empusa.  IV,  88 
Muiscardine,  IV,  88,  89,  91, 144 
Muscat  Grape,  VII,  102 

Hamburg  Grape,  IV,  64 
Mustang  Grape,  IV,  60,  62,  64,  VI,  73,  76,  VIII,  167 
mustaiujentis,  Yitis,  IV,  62,  VI,  70 
Mustard,  IV,  36,  V,  112 

Hedge,  YI,  12 
Myrica,  IV,  123 

K. 

Kansemond  Sweet-potato,  II,  61 
Neapolitan  Medlar,  IV,  132 

Neck- weed,  U,  35,  VII,  48 
Nectarine,  HI,  40 

nemoral'h,  Solidago,  1, 173 
Nettle,  n,  105,  IV,  10,  VIII,  122 

Horse,  1, 103, 104, 107. 108,  IV,  10 

New  Jersey  Tea-plant,  n,  35,  VII,  48 
Nicandra,  IV,  10 
Nicotiana,  IV,  10 

niger,  Hyoscyamus,  VI,  12 
Nightshade,  IV,  10,  VI,  12 
nigrum,  Ribes,  IX,  2 

Solatium,  YI,  12 

North  Carolina  Grape,  111,  72,  IV,  63,  V,  64,  VI,  48, 
VII,  96,  111 

Northern  Fox  Grape,  HI,  87,  90,  IV,  60,  63,  VI,  47, 
72,  75,  VII,  106 

Muscadine  Grape,  VI,  46,  VII,  102 
Spy  Apple,  V,  87 

Norton  8  Grape,  Y,  65.  VI,  78,  84,  VII,  96 

Virginia  Grape,  I,  132,  IV,  62,  63,64,  VI, 
47,  80,  81.  VII.  109.  Ill,  115 

Norway  Spruce,  1, 150,  VII,  172,  VIII,  119,  IX,  30 
novoeboracensis,  Vernonia,  VIII,  119 

O. 

Oak,  I.  47, 126, 128, 139. 146,  II.  91,  III,  73.  94, 124, 125, 
126. 127,  131,  134.  138,  IV,  45,  52, 114, 126. 137, 
140,  V,  18, 126, 127, 132,  139,  YI,  103,  113,  127. 
128, 158,  166,  VII,  72,  YIII,  23,  IX,  52 

Black,  1, 14,  Y,  132,  VI,  115 

Chei-mes,  VII,  96 
Laurel-leaved,  IV,  134 
Live,  lY,  129 
Pin,  1, 157 

Post,  1, 157,  IV,  42,  66,  134,  Y,  132.  YI,  64,  115 VII,  97 

Red,  1, 14,  V,  132,  VI,  115 
"White,  VI,  64, 115 

Oat,  I,  88,  II,  16.  44,  54,  III,  111,  112, 115,  YI,  12,  VII 
38,  146,  VIII,  27,  49, 119 

occidentalis,  Celtis,  VI,  137 
T?nija,  I,  24 

octopetala.  Dryas,  1, 143 

officinale.  Sisymbrium,  VI,  12 
Ohio  Grape,  VIL  107 
Oidium  tucker i,  Y.  57,  70.  VI,  30,  63,  79,  85,  IX,  43 

Proof  of  its  occurrence  in  Amei- 
ica,  V,  70 

oligostachya,  Ariitida,  VIII,  122 
olivceformis,  Carya,  Y,  105 
Onion,  II,  9,  VII,  159, 169,  YIII,  49 

Osage  Orange,  I,  126,  150,  II,  89,  III,  131,  IV,  75,  7E 
100,  VII,  159,  IX,  95,  Supp.,  89 

Othello  Grape,  IV,  63,  VI,  67 
Ox-eye  Daisy,  II,  10 

I». 

Panicum  sanguinale,  YIII,  122 
Parsnip,  VII,  146,  VIH,  119.  143 
Pauline  Grape,  lY,  64,  VII,  102 
Pea,  II,  14,  42.  lU.  44,  50,  68,  105,  107,  YIII,  25, 119 

Chick,  III,  105 
Coffee,  in,  105 

Peach,  I,  47,  50,  77, 11,  15,  IH,  15,  27,  30,  34,  38,  40,  57, 
1C3, 105, 114,  120,  127, 132, 134,  lY,  22,  29,  40. 
52,  82,  Y,  108,  120, 127, 129,  YI,  112,  Vn,  72, 
146, 159,  YIII,  19,  Supp.,  75 

-blow  Potato,  I,  79,  98,  99,  in,  101 
Rot,  I,  52 

Peanut,  Vn,  146 

Pear,  1, 15,  43,  64,  69,  70,  77, 128, 146, 150,  II.  33,  38, 114 
in,  11,  33,36,  38,  57,  78,  120,  131,  lY,  40,  52, 
104,  Y,  54,  86,  93, 122,  VII,  72.  146, 159,  YIII 

24 blight,  III,  58,  Vni,  24 
Duchess,  ni,  36 

Dwarf,  1, 128 
Lawrence,  in,  35 
Seckel,  HI,  35 

Standard,  1, 128 
"White  Doyenne,  1, 15 

Pecan,  Y,  105,  YI,  101 

peltatum,  Podophyllum.  lY,  15 
peregrina,  Teronica,  U,  35,  Vn,  48 
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jHrfoliatutn,  Eupatorium,  VI,  12 
Triosteum,  III,  134 

Peronr/spora,  T,  70,  VI,  85 
Persian  Cautelope,  II,  69 

Lilac,  1, 15,  V,  70,  86, 127 
Persimmon,  V,  69, 109 

petiolaris,  Helianthus,  V,  52 
Petunia,  IV,  10 
Thaseolus,  III,  52,  53 
PhoUnia  glabra,  IV,  132 
Physalis,  1, 107,  IV,  10 
Phytolacca  decandra.  VIII,  122 
phytolaccoides,  Asclepias,  III,  144 
Pig-nut  Hickory,  V,  105 

-weed,  V,  52.  VI.  12 
Pimpernel,  IV,  118 
Pine,  I,  24, 127,  II,  15,  91,  V,  100,  IX,  29,  32 

Austrian,  V,  100,  IX,  30,  32,  33 
Bhotan,  V,  100 
Cembra,  V,  100 
Corsican,  V,  100 

Pitch,  V,  100,  IX,  32 
Pyrenaian,  V,  100 
Scotcli,  III,  92,  V,  100,  IX,  30.  32,  33 
White,  ni,  92,  V,  97, 100, 102,  IX,  13,  29,  30,  32 
Yellow,  V,  100 

Pin  Oak,  1, 157 
Finus  austriaca,  I,  24,  V,  100 

cembra,  V,  100 
exceka,  v.] 00 
laricio,  V,  100 
?nt«w,  V,  100 

piimilio,  V,  100 
pijrenaica,  V,  100 
resinosa,  V,  100 
istrobus.  I,  24 

sylvestris,  I,  24,  V,  100 
Pitch  Pine,  V,  100,  IX,  32 

Tlantago,  IV,  142 
Plantain,  H,  10,  in,  68,  IV,  142, 143 
Plum,  I,  15,  65,  140,  146,  150,  II,  15,  96,  HI,  11,  25,  27, 

32,  34,  40,  41,  57,  103, 120, 127, 153, 163,  IV,  235 
29,  39,  41, 104, 118, 123, 124, 126,  V,  86,  93, 109 

VI,  127, 141,  ̂ 'n,  72,  159,  IX,  2 
Chickasaw,  I,  53 
Columbia,  I,  53 
Duanes  Early.  IV,  142 

Greengage,  1, 140 
Miner,  I,  53 

Wild,  1, 15,  55 

poceoides,  Eragrostis,  VIII,  122 
Podophyllum  peltatum,  IV,  15 
Poison  Ivy,  VI,  121 
Pokeweed,  VHI,  122 
Poke  Milk- weed,  IH,  144 
Polecat- weed,  VI,  121 

Polygonum  aviculare,  Supp.,  47 
hydropiper,  UI,  70,  VI,  12 

Poplar,  n,  91,  in,  72,  73,  120,  127,  135,  153,  168,  IV, 
123, 126,  V,  136,  VI,  105 

Lombardy,  1, 150, 157,  n,  89,  Vn,  160 
Silver,  HI,  156, 168 
Silver-leaf,  VEI,  160 

Populus  monili/era,  11, 119 
orci/ia,  Caryl,  V,  105 

Post  Oak.  L  157,  IV,  42,  66,  134,  V,  132,  VI,  64.  115, VII.  97 

Post  Oak  Grape,  VI,  79. 
Potato,  I,  91,  93,  95,  96,  97,  98,  99,  100,  101,  158,  II 

42,  56,  57,  70,  114,  III,  98,  105,  111,  IV,  5^ 
10, 11,  V,  18,  111,  112, 114.  VI,  11,  vn,  2,  47, 
146,  159,  169,  172,  VIII,  1,  25,  37,  119,  IX, 

39 ChUi  Xo.  2,  III,  101 
Early  Goodrich,  I,  100,  ni,  101,  V,  51 

Rose,  in,  101,  IV,  11 
Harrison,  I,  110 

King  of  the  Earlies,  IV,  11 
Mercer,  in,  101 

Peach-blow,  I,  97,  98,  99,  m,  101 
Peerless,  in,  101 

Pink-eye,  ni  101 
Quaker  Russet.  I,  98 
Eusset,  III,  101 
Shaker,  in,  101 

Potentilla,  III,  82 
verna,  I,  143 

Poterium  ganguisorba,  I,  143 
Prickly  Mesquit  Grass,  Vn,  192 
Prostrate  Currant,  IX,  2 

prostratum,  Ribes,  IX,  2 
Prune,  III,  40 
Prunus,  VI  141 

americana,  I,  15 

lauro-cerasns,  V,  33 
serotina,  V,  136 

puberula,  Yucca,  V,  153  • 
pumilio,  Pinus,  V,  100 
Pumpkin,  I,  79,  II.  42,  in,  105,  vm,  25 
Purple-fringe,  VI,  119 
purpura^cens,  Asclepias,  in,  144 
Purslane,  II  10,  ni,  112,  141,  V,  69,  VI,  158,  VII, 

46,  47,  Vni,  122,  123 
Speedwell.  II,  35,  VII,  48 

Pyrenaian  Pine  V,  100 
pyrenaica,  Piiius,  V,  100 

Quaker  Russet  Potato,  I,  98 

Quercus  cocci/era,  Vn,  96 
falcata,  Vin,  182 
incana,  IV,  114 
in/ectoria,  V,  18 
serrata,  IV,  130 

Quince,  I,  43,  65,  150,  II,  35,  114,  m,  30,  35,  36,  38, 
IV,  39,  41,  126,  132,  VII,  48,  Supp.,  79 

quinquefolia,  Aiiiijelojysis,  I,  132,  n,  74 

R. 

racemosus,  Symphoricarjnis,!!,  113 
radicans,  Bignonia,  III,  64,  VI,  87 
Radish,  I,  156,  IV,  36,  V,  111,  VII,  159 
Eambo  Apple,  V,  86 

Raspberry,  I,  70,  139,  II,  34,  III,  72,  V,  120,  123, 
VI,  111,  VII,  48 

DooUttle,  VI,  111 

ravenelii,  Cordycepa,  Supp.,  53 
Rawles  Janet  Apple,  ni,  34 

Rebecca  Grape,  V,  59,  VI,  48 
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Rfjd  Astrachau  Apple,  V.  86 
Bud,  lU,  72 

Cedar,  I,  150,  IV,  31,  VII,  153,  VIII,  119,"  IX, 30 

Curraut,  II,  8,  9,  VI.  12.  IX,  2 
-flowered  Ciuraut,  IX,  2 
June  Apple,  IV,  52 
Mulberry,  IV,  100 
Oak,  I,  14,  V,  132,  VI,  115 
Pine,  V,  100 
Roiuanite  Apple,  V,  86 

-root,  II,  35.  IV,  104,  VII,  48 
Ueutz  Grape,  V,  64,  VI,  81,  VII,  115 
resi)iosa,  Finns,  V,  100 

rotrojiexus,  Amaranthus,  VI,  12 
Jilianijuujujuba,  IV,  138 
Khubarb,  II,  123,  III,  51 

Jiliui  aromatica,  II,  58,  VI,  121,  IX,  6 
copallina,  II,  58,  VI,  119 
coriaria.  IV,  118 
cotiniig,  VI,  119 
glabra,  II,  58,  VI,  119 
toxicodendron.  V,  127,  VI,  121 
typhina,  VI,  19 

Ji'ihen  aurcuni,  IX,  2 
jloridum,  IX,  2 
grossularia,  IX,  2 
nigrum,  IX,  2 
proxtratum,  IX,  2 
rubruin,  IX,  2 
sanguineuin,  IX,  2 
speciosum.  IX,  2 

Jiicinus  communis,  IV,  112 
.liparia,  Vitit,;  IV,  60,  61,  63,  V,  62,  65,  116,  118,  VI 

36,  47,  48,  58,  72,  73,  74,  75,  95,  VII,  96 
Kiver  Bank  Grape,  IV,  60,  63,  V,  116,  117,  VI,  36, 

47 

Kiverside  Grape,  VI,  72 
rohnstum.,  Solanum,  IV,  10 

Rogers'  Grape,  I,  30,  II,  92,  V,  66 
Hybrid  Grape,  I,  30,  V,  117,  VI,  80 

Home  Beauty  Apple,  I,  71 
Ilosacece,  V,  86 

Kj.^e,  I,  70, 146,  III,  120, 124, 127,  IV,  126,  V,  109,  123' 
127,  VI,  127,  VII,  159,  Supp.,  57 

Wild,  V,  126 
rontratum,  SoCanum,  1, 102, 108,  IV,  10,  VII,  I 
rubra,  Morus,  IV,  100 
rubruin,  liibes,  IX,  2 
Jtubus,  V,  154,  VI,  113,  Supp.,  72 
Rulauder  European  Grape,  VI,  77,  78 

Grape,  V,  65,  VI,  47,  48,  Vn,  111 
rupestris,  Vitis,  IV,  60,  VI,  73,  74 
rupicola,  Yucca,  V,  157 
Ku.sset  Potato,  III,  101 
Rutabaga,  II,  113,  VII,  159,  Vin,  143 
Rye,  I,  160,  II,  29,  44,  51,  III,  111,  VII,  38,  146,  168, 

Vin,  27,  49,  IX,  51 

8. 

■saccharinuin,  Acer,  IV,  108 
Salem  Grape,  V,  6.5,  66,  VI,  48,  79 
Salix,  VI,  136 

cor  data,  IX,  20 

humilis,\,Vi'i. 
Salvia  trichosteinmoides,  VUI,  119 

'   Sand  Bur,  VIII,  9, 122 
Grape,  IV,  60,  VI,  73 

sanguinale,  Panicum,  VIII,  122 
;  sanguineum,  Ribes,  IX,  2 
I  sanguisorba,  Puterium,  1, 143 
Sarracenia,  III,  155 

I  Sas.safra8,  IV,  123,  V,  122, 134, 136,  VI,  127 

j  sativa,  Cichorium,  1.70 
I  Madia,  VI,  55 
I  scandens,  Senecio,  Supp.,  78 

I  Scegety  Grape,  V,  66 
I  Scotch  Pine,  III,  92,  V,  100,  IX,  30,  32,  33 

;   Screw-bean,  I,  65 
Scrub  Oak,  III,  163 

Willow,  II,  90,  III,  168,  V,  132 

Scuppemong  Grape,  III,  77,  IV,  62,  64,  VI,  .50,  76, 
vn,  106 

Seckel  Pear,  III,  36 

Segar-box  Grape,  VII,  107 
Senecio  scandens,  Supp.,  78 
serotina,  Cerasus,  III,  120 

Pnnms,  V,  136 

seroti7ium,  Eupatorium,  1, 152 
serpentina,  Aristolochid,  II,  116 
serrata,  Quercug,  IV,  130 
serrulata.  Ainus,  III,  80 

senqidpedale.  Angrcvcum,  V,  153 
setigera,  Stipa,  VII,  192 
Skagbark  Hickory,  II,  33,  IV,  54,  VII,  48 
Shaker  Potato,  III,  101 

Shell-bark  Hickory,  IV,  66,  V,  103, 105 

Shepherd's  Purse,  II,  10 
Showy  Gooseberry,  IX,  2 
sieglinge,  Solanum,  IV,  10 
Silkweed,  III,  144 

Silver  Maple,  1, 150,  V,  137 

Poplar,  III,  156, 168 
-leaf  Poplar,  VII,  160 

si2)ho,  Aristolochia,  II,  116 

Sisymbrium  officinale,  VI,  12 
Smartweed,  II,  10,  III,  68,  70,  VI,  12 
Smoke-tree,  VI,  121 
Smooth  Sumach,  VI,  119 

Suowberry,  1, 153, 154,  II,  113,  Supp.,  81,  82 
Snowdrop-tree,  IV,  123 
Soft  Maple,  I,  47,  150,  IV,  42,  V,  120,  137,  VI,  108, 

Supp.,  55,  62,  74 
SolanacecK,  IV,  10,  VII,  146 

Solanum  carolinense,  1,  103, 107, 108,  II,  105,  IV,  10, 
Vni,  122 

cornutum,l\,  10 
discolor,  IV,  10 

eleagni/olium,  Supp.,  54 

nigrum,  VI,  12 
robustum,  IV,  10 

rostratum,  1, 102, 108,  IV,  10,  VH,  1,  VUI, 

9, 10, 122 
sieglinge,  IV,  10 
tuberosum,  11,  56,  VIU,  9 
warscewiczi,  IV,  10 

Solidago,  V,  154 
missouriensig,  1, 174 
nem oralis,  1, 173 

Souora  Grape,  IV,  64 

Sorghum,  II,  23,  44,  54,  VII,  146, 159,  VTTT,  27 
Soulard  Apple,  V,  87 
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Sour  Cberry,  Vn,  159 
Southern  Fox  Grape,  III,  77,  IV,  CO,  62,  63,  VI,  48, 

72,75 

Spanish  Chestnut,  IV,  56 
speciosum,  Ribes,  IX,  2 

Spice-bnsh,  IV,  123 
Spinach,  II,  113 
Sp/rflto,  V,  154 

ulmaria,  III,  51 

Spruce,  III,  112 
Norway,  1, 159,  VII,  172,  VIH,  119,  IX,  30 

Squash,  H,  64,  66,  70 
Staghorn  Sumach,  VI,  119 
Standard  Pear,  1, 128 

St.  Augustine  Grape,  V,  63 
Stellaria  media,  1, 179 
Stickseed,  V,  52 
Stink-weed,  VI,  121 
Stipa  setigera,  VII,  192 

St.  John's  Wort,  II,  10 
stramonium,  Datura,  V,  56 

Strawberry,  1, 142, 143, 157,  II,  34,  III,  11,  42,  43,  82, 
83, 105,  IV,  34,  V,  114,  VII,  46,  47,  48, 159,  IX,  27 

strictiiin,  Echinospermum,  V,  52 
String  bean,  III,  105 
strobus,  Pintis,  I,  24 
Strombocarpa  monoica,  I,  65 
Stniinarium,  Xanthiuin,  I,  92 

Sugar  Grape,  IV,  61 
Sumach,  1, 100,  II,  58,  IH,  130,  VI,  118, 127,  VII,  160 

Dwarf,  VI,  119 
Fragrant,  VI,  121,  IX,  6 
Smooth,  VI,  119 

Staghorn,  VI,  119 
Venetian,  VI,  119 

Summer  Grape,  LQ,  89,  90,  IV,  60,  63,  VI,  47,  72 
Eose  Apple, ,  V,  86 

Sunflower,  HI,  68, 131,  IV,  142,  V,  52,  Supp.,  53 

Swamp  Hose-mallow,  VI,  92 
Sweet  Cherry,  VII,  159 

Gum,IV,  123,124, 140 
June  Apple,  V,  75 
-potato,  1, 100,  U,  56,  57,  58,  GO,  61,  02,  63,  VII, 

146 

Bermuda,  II,  61 
Brazilian,  II,  61 
Nansemond,  II,  61 

Sycamore,  1, 150,  III,  114, 127,  IV,  126,  129,  VI,  128, "iX,  127 
syli!cstri,s,  

Malva,  
VI,  89 

Pmu«,  I,  24,  V,  100 
Symphoricarpus  racemosus,  II,  113 

vulgaris,  1, 153 

T. 

Tallman'a  Sweet  Apple,  III,  35 
Taylor  Grape,  I,  30,  III,  87,  IV,  63,  64,   V,  C3,  65,  66, 

VI,  36,  47, 48,  68,  80,  95,  VII,  102, 115 
Bullet  Grape,  VI,  73 

Teasel,  IV,  112 

Telegraph  Grape,  V,  65,  VI,  47,  VII,  106 
Thistle,  1, 180,  II,  10, 112,  IH,  67 

Canada,  II,  10 
Thorn,  in,  120,  IV,  126 

-apple,  IV,  10 
Thoroughwort,  VI,  12 
Thuja  uccidentalis,  I  24 

I   thunbergii,  Yitis,  VI,  71 

I  Tilia,IY,\2G 
j  Timothy,  IK,  111,  VH,  38,  146,  VIII,  39,  49,  50, 143, 

IX,  51 
I  Tinto  Grape,  VI,  36 

j  Toad-flax,  II,  10 
I  Tobacco,  I.  80,  96, 105,  IV,  10,  VII,  146, 1.59 
'  Tokay  ferape,  V,  66 

j  Tomato,  I,  80,  92,  95, 107, 108,  in,  105,  IV,  10,  VI,  12, 
I       vn,  146 
j  tomcniosa,  Arintolochia,  n,  116 
i  Oratccgus,  in,  36 
Tonzuru,  IV,  136 
Torrubiacinerea,\l,12Z 

militaris,  VI,  123 

toxicodendron,  Rhus,  V,  127,  VI,  121 
Transcendent  Crab,  1, 15 

Trees,  growth  of  trunk  of,  VI,  98 
trichostemmoides.  Salvia,  VIII,  119 

trifida,  Ambrosia,  Supp.,  56 
Triosteum  per/oliatum,,  HI,  134 

Trumpet  Creeper,  III,  64,  VI,  87 
tuberosa,  Asclepias,  III,  144 
tuberosum,  Solanum,  II,  56,  Vin,  9 
tubcrosus,  Helianthus,  VIII,  143 
tuckeri,  Oidimn.,  V,  57,  70,  VI,  30,  63,  79,  85,  IX,  43 
tulipifeia,  Liriodendron,  Supp.,  55 
Tuhp  tree,  IV,  123,  Supp.,  55 

Turnip,  I,  101,  II,  105,114,  III,  11, 109,  111,  141,  IV 
36,  V,  69,  111,  114,  vn,  159,  VIII,  143 

typhiia,  Rhus,  VI,  119 
C 

ulmaria.  Spiraea,  m,  51 
mmus,  VI,  137 
JJriicacece,  IV,  100 

V. 

vagina-flora,  Tilfa,  Vin,  122 
Venango  Grape,  VI,  84 
Venetian  Sumach,  VI,  119 
Verbascum,  V,  35,  Vn,  14 
Verbena,  m,  68 
verna,  Potentilla,  1, 143 
Vernonia,  V,  136 

fasciculata,  1, 153 
novceboracends,  VIII,  119 

Yeronica  peregrina,  U,  35,  VII,  48 
Vilfa,  Vni,  123 

Yil/a  vaginceflora,  VIII,  122    -"^  "•'.• vinifera,  Yitis,  IV,  55,  63,  V,  65,  VI,  32,  47,  48,  72,  74, 

78,  80,  85 
Virginia  Creeper,  n,  78,  86.  UI,  77,  VI,  88 
virginiana,  Juniperus,  I,  24 
Virginia  Seedling  Grape,  IV,  61,  VI,  74 
Yitis  aestivalis,  III,  89,  9C,  IV,  60,  61,  63,  VI,  36,  47, 

48.  72,  74,  75,  80,  VII,  103 
arizonica,  IV,  60,  VI,  73,  76 

californica,  IV,  60,  VI,  73 
candicans,  IV,  60,  VI,  73,  76 

cordifolia,  HI,  87,  88,  89,  90,  IV,  60,  V,  66, 118, 
VI,  36,  73,  74,  75,  76,  VII,  96 

labrusca.  III,  87,  89,  90,  IV,  60,  63,  V,  60,  65,  66, 

118,  VI,  36, 47,  48,  71,  72.  74,  75,  76,  VII,  103 
lincecumii,  VI,  74 
tnonticola,  VI,  57,  74 

m.ustangcniis,  IV,  62,  VI,  76 
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Vitis  riparia,  IV,  GO,  61,  63,  V,  62,  65, 110,  118,  VI,  3G, 

47,  48,  58,  72,  73,  74,  75,  95,  VII,  90 

nipestris,  IV,  GO,  VI,  73,  74 

thunbergU,  VI,  71 

vinifcra,  IV,  55,  03,  V,  05,  VI,  32,  47,  48,  73,  74, 
78,  80.  85 

imlpina,  III,  77,  90,  IV,  GO,  03,  V,  GO,  118,  VI,  48, 

49,  72,  75,  A' 1 1,  100 
vulgarif:,  Hinnphoricarpiis,  I,  153 

vulpina,  ntis,  III,  77,  90,  IV,  00,  03,  V,  66,  118,  VI, 
48,  49,  72,  75,  VII,  100 

\V. 

Walter  Orape,  V,  59,  02,  V  I,  80 

Walnut,  1, 153,  III,  125, 120,  127,  IV,  42, 124,  120 

Black,  I,  153,  III,  131,   IV,  82,  VII,  100, 

Supp.,  54 

Warren  Grape,  VII,  102 

war.icciviczi,  Soknium.  IV,  10 

Watermelon,  III,  141 

Wator-weeil,  II,  11,  IS,  43 

Weeliawken  (h'ape,  V,  59 
Weeping  Willow,  II,  109 

Wlieat,  I,  79,  87,  88, 159,  160,  II,  10,  17,  23,  2:»,  30,  42, 

44,  54,  55,  III,  111),  HI,  112,  115,  110,  VII,  25,  27,  34, 

38,  140,  IGS,  173,  VIII,  25,  27,  49,  59,  143,  IX,  51,  52, 

Supp.,  5<5 
whipplei,  Yucca,  V,  157 

White-berry,  II,  113 

Doyenne  Pear,  I,  15 
Elm,  I,  123 

Grub  fundus,  I,  158,  VI,  123,  125 
Hellebore,  IX,  13 

Mulberry,  1,72,  73 

Oak,  III,  120,  127,  VI,  Gl,  115 

Piue,  HI,  92,  V,  97, 100,  U)2,  IX,  13,  2s),  30,  32 

Riesling  Grape,  VII,  102 
Seotch  Cluster  Grape,  VI,  77 

Thorn,  IV,  132,  V,  86 

Willow,  IV,  72,  V,  120 

-wood,  II,  91 

Whortleberry,  III,  103,  Supp.,  83 

12    MO 

Wild  Black  Currant,  IX,  2 

Cherry,  IV,  123 
Crab,  IV,  42,  Supp.,  80 

Endive,  I,  79,  S3 
I'luni,  1, 15,  55 

Hose,  V,  120 

Wilder  Grape,  IV,  03,  V,  02,  G3,  VI,  48,  81,  VII,  101, 

102,111,116 
Windsor  Bean,  I,  98,  III,  51 

Winesap  Apple,  TV,  45 

Winter  Grape,  IV,  60,  VI,  73 

Willow,  I,  24,  III,  120,  153,  150. 103,  168,  IV,  104,  112, 

124, 126, 142,  V,  127, 136,  VI,  162,  VII,  100 
Golden,  III,  168 

Heart-shaped,  IX,  20 

Scrub,  11,90,  III,  108,  V,  132 

Twig  Apple,  V,  87 

We(H>ing,  II,  109 
White,  IV,  72,  V,  120 

Witch  Hazel,  III,  120 

Wormwood,  V,  35 

X. 

Xanthmm,  VII,  159 

stramarmm,  I,  92,  III,  00 

Yellow  Bcllflower  Apple,  IV,  45 

Yellow  Pine,  V,  100 

York  Madeira  Grape,  IV,  01,  V,  64 

Yucca,  V,  1.53,  159,  100,  VI,  132,  133,  1.35,  VIII,  109, 

IX,  129 

Tacca  alnifoUa,  V,  153,  VIII,  171, 178,  IX,  129 

nngnxUfuUa,  V,  157,  159,  VIII,  109 

filainentosa.  V,  1p8,  1.59,  VIII,  171 

flaccida,  V,  159 
glaiica,  V,  153 
gloriosa,  V,  159,  171 

piiberiila,  V,  153 
rupicola,  V,  157 

whipplei,  V,  157 



ERRATA. 

Pao-e  Iir,  line  9,  for  Classifed  read  Classified, 
Page  60,  line  17,  for  leucane.e  read  leucani.^. 

Pages  93,  94.  In  making  np  these  pages  several  of  the  names  got  misplaced, 
"Orgyia"  and  "  Thyridopteryx,"  on  p.  94  shonld  follow  "  Ecpantherla"  on  p.  93, 
"  HiTMnatopis,"  on  p.  94,  should  follow  "  Entitchia,"  on  p.  93.  "Prouuha"  and  "Gal- 
leria,"  p.  94,  shonld  follow  "  Carpocapsa,"  on  the  same  page;  '•'CEstrus"  shonld  fol- 

low "Pipiza"  on  the  same  page. 
Page  94,  After  line  10  add  •' Grolechia  galLesolidaginis,  larmund  pupa :  I,  173-174." 
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